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Chemistry. -- "Enzyme Action." By Dr. H. P. BARENDRECHT. 

(Communicated by Prof .. J. M. VAN BEl\IMELEN). 

(Communicated in the meeting of April 23, 1904.) 

The following is a preliminary communication of the writer's 
researches on enzyme actions during the last two years. 

From the commencement it has been the writer's object to ascer
tain in how fal' a continued research of simple enzyme actions might 
contirlIl the hypothesis that thc enzymes exert their catalytic action 

Inverted by radiation. This hypo thesis ori-
canesugar. ginated in the peculiarity of the 

action of the enzymes which 
distinguishes this action so sharply 
from that of the acids. A graphic 
representation of the action of the 
same quantity of acid or ~nzyme 
in the same time on sugal' sol ut-

Initial concentralion of the canesugar. ions of different concentrations 
Fig. 1. d h' d' ir ren ers t IS werence very per-

ceptible. 
Inverted canesugar. Fig. 1 gives a scheme of the 

inversion by acids. The line which 
l'emains straight indicates that the 
quantity of inverted canesugar 
remains proportionate to the initial 
concentration. 

In the case of enzymes the 
Initia! concentration of the canesugar. general course is represented by 

Fig. 2. fig. 2. In the inversion of cane-
sugar for instanee, the line remains straight up to an initial con
centration of 0.10/0; it then inflects towards the al axis and runs 
henceforth parallel to this. 

This eharacteristie behaviour of the enzym es is now at onee 
eXplained by the radiation theory whieh will be further developed. 

Let us, for the sake of convenience, contine ourseh'es to the action 
of invertin and Iet us suppose we have two solutions containing, 
l'espectively, 20% and 10% of canesugar. In the 20°/0 solution the 

'l'adiation from each enzyme partiele will be comparati vely soon 
abso1'bed by the surrounding molecules of canesugar; in the 10% 
solution the sphere to which the enzyme action can extend will 
be larger. So long as the solution is. sufficiently concentrated to 
finaUy absorb by a sug'ar molecule all radiation emana,ting from an 
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enzyme partide, befOl'e thc distanee has become 80 great that the 
radiation' filils to cause inversion, each enzyme pal'ticle is bouud to 
exert the same action. alle might compa,re au enzymc particle in 
concentl'ated sugar soilltions with a SOl1l'ce of light in a fog of 
varying density; the denser the fog the smaller the region arOlmd 
the source of light which absorbs all the light. 

!f, however, canesllgar absOl'bs the radiation from invertin, we 
must expect the same to a greatel' Ol' smaller extent from the prodllcts 
of inversion. On account of this power of absorbing the active rays 
these pl'oducts must retard the invel'sion. 

The l'esult of my often-repeated experiments showed that the invel'sion 
of canesugar by invel'till prepal'ed ti'om carefully dried yeast (we 
shall see, presently, that t11e method of preparing the invertin is of 
the greatest importance) is refarded equally by glucose, laevulose and 
invert sugar. 

For instance, the same amount of yeast-extract inverted under the 
same conditions 1) fi'om 

10% canesugar 49.3% 
10% canesngal' + 5% glucose 38.5% 
10% canesugal' + 5% laevulose 38.3% 
10°/0 canesugar + 5% invert sugal' 38.3°/0 

Fl'om the similarity of the last th1'ee figures it is already evident 
that we are not dealing here with a retardation dne fo a 1'eversed 
reaction. 

It was further ascertained that the otheJ; hexoses cause exactly 
twice as much retardation as glucose 01' laevulose: 

8% canesugar 43.6% inverted 

8% canesugar + 2% galactose 35.~0/0 

80
/ 0

1 canesugar + 2% manIlose 36.1h 
8% canesugar + 4% glucose 36.1% 

" 
" 
" 

Fl'om these results it is evident that the inversion phenomena 
behave as if there are emitted by an invel'tin particle two radiations 
in equal quantity wl)ich we may caU, provisionally, glucose and 
laevulose radiations. Eacl! radiation by itself js capable of inverting 
a canesugal' molecule j the glucose radiation is not absol'bed by the 
glucose but by t1le laevulose; the laevulose bella\reS, conversely, 
in tbe same way. In accordance with this both radiations are 
absorbed by any other hexose. We may, therefore, regm'd invertin 

1) All sugal' determinations have been made by KJELDAHL'S accurate gravimetric 
proces,S. 

1* 
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as being, probably, a proteid containing glu('ose and laevulose groups 
in a pecu1iar radiating condition. 

At all events, the radiation hypothesis will be found to lead to 
further quantitative research, 10 explain results already obtained and 
to predict future results. 

Let us take a sufficiently concentrated sollltion of a grams of 
canesugar in 100 e.c. of water. A given arnount of invertin then 
yields in the first minute a quantity of invert sugar m, independent 
of a. As soon, however, as a little invert sugar has been forrned, the 
condition changes. The enzyme rays are now not only absorbed by 
the canesugar but a1so by the invert sugar. If we caU n the absOJ'ption 
power of the invert sllgal' in regat'd to that of' canesugar, then aftel' 
the lapse of a time t when x is the remaining canesugar, the -inversion 
velocity -, dx will be no longer m, but 

IV 
- dm =m dt. 

t(J +n(a-m) 

a-t'U 
If we substitute -- = y and integrate, we obtain the equation 

a 

l (_1_) + 1-n y =!!: t 
l-y n na 

or, using ordinary logarithms 

1 l-n m 
log - + - 0,434 y = - 0,434 t. 

1-y n na 

In this eqllation two constants occur. The fil'st m may be at 
once detel'mined experimentally from the mitial velocity . If we take, 

m 
for instanee the experiments of A. J. BROWN 1), then - or the fraction 

a 

0,130 
inverted per minute at the commencement is 3"0' Ifin oureqnation 

we substitl1te this value of m, we find dl1ring the whole series of 
BROWN'S figures a value fol' x of about 0.5. 

It is, therefore, evident that the absorption powel's of the cane
sugal' and glucose, Ol' laevulose molecules are in the. proportion of 
about 2 to 1, that is to say in the proportion of their masses or, 
perhaps, sUl'faces. 

Then we found the retal'ding influence of glucose and laevulose 
to be equal to that of invert sugal'. Per unit of weight the numbel' 
of molecules in glucose for instance and in canesugar a1'e in the 

1) Journ. Chem. Soc. 1902 pag. 377. 
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342 
pl'oportion of 180' If now the absol'ption power of a molecule of 

glucose stands to that of a molecule of canesugar in the proportion 
of 180: 342 and if we consider that glucose trans mits without 
hindrance 50% of tbe total invertin radiation, the proportion between 
the absOl'ption power of one pad of glucose and that of one part 
of canesugar becomes: 

342 180 1 1 
180 ' 342 ' 2 = 2' 

360 
.Aftel' inversion, one part of canesugar yields 342 parts of invert 

sugar. Therefore n, the relative absorption power of the products 
360 1 

of inversion" of one part of canesugar, becomes 342 ' '2 = 0,525. 

The formula fol' the inversion velocity thus becomes 

1 m 
log -1- + 0,393 Y = 0,827 - t, 

-y a 

BROWN'S experiments conform still better to this formula than to 
, . 1 l+al 

HENRI'S emp1l'lcal formula 2k1 = -log -- . 
t 1-.v 

The correctness of our deduction may further be proved experiment
ally in the following way. 

lf in additioll to the a grams of canesugar b grams of glucose, 
Ol' laevulose are dissolved pel' 100 cc., the inversion velocity will be 
represented by: 

al 
- dal = dt, 

al+n(a-IV)+lb 

a-,I) 
By again substituting -- = y we obtain, when using ordinary 

I a 

logarithms and calling ~ 0,434 = k: 
na 

1 1 1 
log --+ 0,393 Y == kt 

l-y 1 +~ 1 +_b_ 
2na 2na 

A salne enzyme quantity acting under the same conditions in a 
solution containing canesugar only and in one contail1ing cal1esugal' 
plus glucose Ol' laevulose gave the following figm'es: 
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1 
log-+0,393y 

t Y k 
1-0' 

t 

91 0.412 0.00432 

191 072 0.00437 

( 6 ) 

10% canesugar + 5% laevulose. 

t Y k' 

85 0.297 
181 0.555 
25q 0.72 

306 0.763 
360 0.824 

1 1 
log-1-+0,393 y 

-y b 1+-
t 

0.00273 
0.00276 

0.00296 

0.0027 
0.00271 

2na 

According to our formula we have: 

1 
Ic' = k = 0.68 k = 0.00295 

b 
1 + 2na 

lDO/o canesugar. 100
/ 0 canesugal' + 10°/0 glucose. 

t y k t Y k' 
57 0.191 0.00293 57 0.124 0.00145 

118 0.364 0.00287 116 0.237 0.00142 

242 0.642 000288 237 0.435 0.00142 
295 0.522 O.OOlM 

358 0.604 0.00146 

1 
calculated k' = b k = 0.00149. 

1+-
2na 

A further con trol is given by the detel'mination of the initial 
velocity aftel' pl'evious addition of glucose or laevulose. 

From 
a (l-y) 

a dy = m 1 dt 
a (I-y) + na y + -- b 

2 

follows that the initial velocity in a solution of a canesugal' + b 
glucose, Ol' laevulose is: 

(dy) m 1 

dt y=O =; 1 + ~~ 
2 a 

whel'eas without sllch addition (dY) _ m 
dt y=o -;. 

These are the experimental results : 
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10° 10 canesugar 

inyerted 14% 

10° I ° canesugar 

inve!'ted 12.4% 

10°10 canesugar 

inverted 19.1% 

8% canesugal' 

inverted 16.6° 10 

( 7 ) 

10°/0 canesllgar + 2.5°/0 laevulose 
1 

12.5% 1 b 14 = 12.4 

1+2"~ 

10°/0 canesugar + 5°/0 glucose 
1 

9.7% 1 b 12.4 = 9.9 

1+2"7 

10°10 canesugar + 10°/0 glucose 
1 

12.4% 1 b 19.1 = 12.7 

1 +2"7 

8% canesugar + 16°/0 glucose 
1 

8.2% 1 b 16.6 = 8.3 

1 +2"7 

It was now to be expected that many other neutral substances 
would also retm'd the inversion according to thei!' capacity of 
absorbing the enzyme radiation. 

These are some of the figm'es obtained: 
Under the same cOllditions the same enzyrne-quantities inverted of 

10% canesugar 
10% canesugar + 
10°/0 canesugal' + 
10% canesugal' + 
10°/0 caneflugar + 

In another series: 

10% canesugar 

38.5°/0 
5% urea 28.5% 
5% mannitol 33.-% 
5% erythrite 28.-% 
5°/0 glucose 29.8°/0 

10% canesugal' + 5°/0 dulcitol 
10% canesugar + 5°/0 glucose 

58.1% 
50.4% 
47.8% 

There seerns to be some kind of relation between the asymmetrie 
carbon atoms and the absorption. 

In the case of inversion of more dilllted solutions of canesugar 
the abQve-mentioned simple relations will no langer exist. If we 
diminish the initiaI concentration, a dilution will soon be l'eached 
where a part of the radiation does not reach a sugar molecule 
in time, but is either finally absOl'bed by the water Ol' when arriving 
has, in any case, become too weakened to cause inversion. The 
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quantity of canesugar invel'ted by a given amount of invertin will, 
therefore, go on decreasing. In the end, ho wever, we shaH arrive 
at an initial concentration where, within the sp here of action of an 
enzyme particie, two canesugal' or invert sugar molecules can no 
longer shade each other. From this point, the inversion eaused by 
the given enzyme-quantity will be just proportionate to the canesugar 
concentl'ation. Then, during the whole of the process, the l'eaction 
velocity merely depends on the average number of canesugar mole
cules present within the active l'adiation sphel'e of an enzyme pal'ticle. 

The following are some of the figures obtained which always 
exhibited the same l'egularity. 

Concentration Invel'ted Inversion 
canesugar in grms. in grms. per 100 cc. in 010' 

per 100 cc. 
0.05 0.022 44.-0

/ 0 

0.1 0.0448 44.80
/ 0 

0.125 0.0545 43.80
/ 0 

0.25 0.097 39.-% 
0.5 0.174 34.7010 

1.- 0.240 24.- 010 

2.- 0.317 15.90
/ 0 

Another series gave 

Concentration of lnverted 
canesugal' in gr. pel' 100 ec. 

3 
4 
5 
7 

in grms. per 100 cc. 

0.86 

0.95 
0.96 

0.93 

The faet that, in very dilute solutions, the enzyme action really 
proceeds as a unimolecular reaction according to the formula 

1 1 
k = - log -- was fm'thel' again confirmed by experimenting with a 

t l-y 
solution containing 0,096 oio of canesugal'. 

Up to the present we have for the sake of convenienee disregarded 
the synthetieal/action of the enzyme rays. Light, being a catalyzel', ean 
act eithel' as a synthetieal Ol' deeomposing agent, 80 we must expect the 
same from the enzyme rays. That we often do not notiee sueh 
aetion is due in t11e first place to the secondary change of the 
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decomposition products, at least in the case of invertin. It has 
all'eady been stated by O'Sur.uvAN and THoMPsON 1) that invertin 
separates glucose ti'om canesugar in a birotatory condition. TANRET 2

) 

and SIMON 3) havE' aftenvards elucidated tbis birotation question. 
The birotatory a-glucose is the sugar of the a-glucosides and the 

semi-rotatory y~glucose that of the ~-glucosides; according to the 
said authors they are the stereoisomeric lactones: 

H HOH HOH H HOll 
HO C - C - C - C - C - CH20H. 

I 0 I 
The form which in solution is stabie, the ~-ghlcose conforms to 

the aldebyde-forIDula CH2 0H (CHOH)4COH. 
This conclusion is opposed by other investigators sucb as ÄRMSTRONG 4) 

and LOWRY 5),' who look upon the stabIe form not as an aldehyde 
but as a condition of equilibrium between a- and y-glueose. My 
investigation goes in fiwoul' of the first opinion. 

Invertin is, generally speaking, the enzyme of the a-glucosides. 
Canesugal' mayalso be considered as an a-glucoside in accordance 
with the tact that on inversion, the glucose is always separated jn 
the a-modification. This a-glucose is now, .however, gradually con
verted into ~-glucose and, therefore, prevents t11e reconversion ·into 
canesugar. Owing to this, all the canesugar is always finally mvel'ted 
by invertin. 

A continued research, ho wever, showed that the1'e may be still 
another reason for the non-appeal'ance of reversal phenomena. The 
,method of preparing the invertin, that is of the yeast extract wa,;; 
found to greatly afrect the properties of the enzyme. 

At first, I used for the preparation of a powerful invertin a yeast 
cultivated in a solution of canesugar. This yeast aftel' being,mixed with 
"kieselguhr", was first dried in vacuum at a low tempel'atul'e and 
then for half an hour at 1000 in an ordinary oven. 

The addition of "kieselgl.1hr" facilitates very nluch the subsequent 
extl'action and filtration. The above experiments have been made 
each time with a fl'eshly prepared filtrate. 

Afterwards it was found that ordinal'y yoost a180 gives all enzyme 
with the same pl'opel'ties, pl'ovided it has not been dried at too high 

1) Journ. Chem. Soc. 1890 pag. 861. 
2) Zie Dictionnaire de Chimie de Würtz. 2e suppl. p. 764. 
3) C. R. 1901 pag. 487. 
4) Journ. Chcm. Soc. 1903 pag. 1305. 
Ö) Joul'n. Chem. Soc. 1903 pag. 1314. 
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a tempet·atul'e. 01'dinary laevulose in solution is' as a rule less stabIe 
thari glucose. In invertin a dilfeI'ence in the same direction is 
also usnally revealed. Drying at too high· a telllperature, heating the 
"kieselguhr" mixture above 100°, or precipitation with alcohol and 
redrying tbe precipitated enzyme, repeatedly gave invertin, the action 
of which is retarded considerably more by laevulose than by glucose. 
Active laevulose therefOl'e generally becomes inert sooner than 
active glucose. 

This explains the difference between my results and those of 
VrcTOR HENRI 1) who states: 

"Pour l'addition d'une même qnant,ité de sucre interverti, Ie ralen
tissement est d'autant plus faible que la concentration en saccharose 
est plus grande. Ce ral~ntissement est produit pl'esque uniquement 
par Ie lévulose contenu dans Ie sucre interverti." 

Probably, HENRI has obtained his invertin from yeast dried at more 
elevated temperatures. Ol' has used commercial invertin, prepared by 
precipitation with alcohol. That tlle retardation of a same quantity 
of invert sngar becomes smaller when the canesugar concentration 
becomes grea,tel' is qnite in harmony :with the radiation theor1. The 
fact that the laevulose contributed most to that retardation was only 
a pathological phenomenon of the invertin. 

We mllst fnrther bear in mind the possibility that, owing to those 
harmful actions, the radiation gets so weakened that the l'eversion .. 
can no longer tttke place, or that the radiating a-glucose has been 
convertèd into radiating ~-glncose and also that only the latter is 
capable of inverting. It is certainly to be expected that, if only active 
glucose 01' active laevulose is left .behind, the power of causing 
l'eversion bas either decreased or been destroyed. 

In order to counteract the fil'st cause of the non-appearance of 
the reversal,' namely, the secondary conversion of a-glucose into 
~-glucose, we may apply much enzyme and so accelerate the con
version. A larger quantity of extract of the above yeast, which had 
been finally dried for half an hour at 100°, caused indeed a slower 
inversion of tbe last remaining percentages of canesugar. 

Tbe revel'sed action was afterwards noticed more distinctly 
with ordinaJ'y yeast, merely dried in vacuum at about 30'). We 
wil! first give a mathematical formulation of the phenomena to 
be expected. 

I 

Let us imagine an aqueous solution of invert sugar, liable. to 
reversal and consequently containing the glucose in the a-form, in 

1) C. R. 1902 NOl'. f4. 917. 
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the presence of invel'tin particles, which ren der this invert sugar 
active. The velocity of synthesis will then be pl'oportionate first to 
tbe product of the concentration of glucose and laevulose and further 
to tbe extent of the active radia.tion sphel'e sUl'rounding each enzyme 
partiele. The latter is inversely proportionate to the joint concen
tration of the invert sngal' and the other dissohred matters eventually 
present, each with thei!' own absOl'ption coeffieient. 

The synthetical action of invel'tin in a solution containing (a-x) 
gl'ams of invert sugar and x grams of canesugar in 100 cc. is 
therefore: 

(a 2 ,vy 
d,'IJ = mp dt. 

a:+n(a-IV) 

The completE:! fOl'mula for the inversion yelocity of canesugar, in 
case the original products of invel'sion suifered no .change, would 
then hé 1) : 

_ dl/J = m \ a: _ ~ p (a-a:)~ l dt. 
! ,'IJ + n(a-,'IJ} 4 ,'IJ+n(a-i/J} I 

The point of equilibrium would then be determined by the equation : 
1 

IV - 4' p (a - i/J)2 = O. 

a-lV 
Or returning to relative fractions by substituting -- = y: 

a 

1 
1 - y - - pa y2 = O. 

4 

If now we have introduced into the solution sueh a quantity of 
enzyme that this equilibrium point is attained before the birotatory 
glucose has been convm:ted to any great extent into ordinary glucose, 
the inversion will nqt actuaUy come to a standstill, but the line, 
indicating its progres~ive course, will exhibit a characteristic pecu
liarity in tJlat plare. Then, starting from OlM point, the format.Ïon 
of fresh a-glucose by inversion will be dominated by the velo city 
of the inversion of the total a-glucose present into j3-glucose. This 
velocity is proportionate to the concentration of the a-glucose. If 
this is continllally l'eplenished by fl'esh fOl'mation of a-glucose from 
canesugar, both the said velocity and the inversion velocity will be 

1) The small incl'ease in weight whcn C12 H22 011 changes into 2 Ca H12 Oa is here 
neglected i we might also suppose that it is taken into account in the coefficientp. 
By substituLing the val'iabIe y this factor in p would in aoy case disappear again. 
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5% cane~ugar 

minutes. 

( )2 ) 

eonstant. From this point the line, 
representing the inversion as a fllnetion 
of the time, will of COllrse be a straight 
one until the concentration of the cane
sllgal' has become too small to make 
the inversion keep pace with the glu
cose tl'ansformation. 

With 5% canesugar (see tig. 3) 
the ]ine commences its straight course 
at about y = 0,35. This substituted 
into the equation 

1 
l-Y-ipa1/=0 

10 10 30 40 0,65 
Fig. 3. gives iJ = 0,153 or, practically = 4. 

In the 10°10 solution (fig. 4) the equilibrium must then become 

50 % 

40 

1 ()OIo canesugar. 

minutes. 

zo 40 50 60 

Fig. 4. 

pereeptible at the value of y to be calculafed from 
l-y-lOy'=O 

therefore, at y = 0,27. 

70 

Those equilibria phenomena are observed more l'eadily in the 
inversion of rnalto.~e by yeast-extl'act. 

The enzyme whièh converts maltose into glucose is generally called 
maltase so as to distinguish it from invel'tin. It seems to me that thel'e 
is no vulid l'eaSOJl fol' maldng slleb a distinction. A yeast-extract, 
wbieb invel'ts maltose, has always been found to also behave aetively 
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towards canesllgar 1), but not the l'everse. This is in harmony with 
t11e radiation tl1eory. l\Ialtose, lilw eanesugal', is all a-gluco&ide. The 
connecting point of the laevulose in the canesugal' molecule with the 
a-glucose iE> the C of the cltl'bonyl group of the laevulose, In maltose 
the a-glucose is attached io tlle CH 2 of the othel'wise ul1combined 
molecnle of glucose. Canesugal' is also much more readily inverted by 
aeids thn,n maltose. Both radiating a-glucose and laevulose (probably 
also radiating ij-glucose ')) are liable to invert canesugal'. Maltose 
is only converted by active a-glucose, but as may be expected from 
its behavioul' towal'ds acids and its constitutional fOl'mula it requires 
a more powerfnl l'adiation than eanesugar. If, thel'efore, yeast-extract 
!las been weakened by ele\'atio11 of tempel'ature or by precipitation, 
its power' of inverting maltose may have been lost Ol' much diminished, 
althollgh eanesugal' is still fai1'1y l'apidly inverted. 

The preparatiOll of a yeast-extract with a powel'flll invel'ting action 
on maltose proved to me no more difiicult than when invel'sion of 
canesugal' was intended. The above-descl'ihed yen,st, derived from a 
canesugal' Sollltion, and which had been actually heated at 100" for 
half an hout', yielded aftel' a yeal' and a half an extract which 
readily inverted maltose. In this case, 1 u&ed, of course, by prefel'ence 
a yeast which had been mixed with "ki-éselguh1''' and dried at a 
[ow temperatn1'e. On extl'acting the dried mixture, the solution ne\'e1' 
contains zymase as experiment repeatedly showed. 

60 % 

1 % lil altose. 
40 

Fignres 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 now 
clearly show the phenomena of 
equilibrinm. Ir a-glucose in solution 
,,,ere &table, 0111y 15°) p of the 
total might be invel'ted by yeast
extract in a 100

/ 0 maltose soIlltion. 
The fact that maltose is decom

posed by yea&t-extract so mllch 
mrnutes. 

"-__ --.... ___ -_-__.-- slower than eanesugal' is partly 
2S due to the circumstance that the 5 10 1S 20 

point of equilibrium is reached 
so much eal'licr, The fUl'thel' decompositioll then agétÏn merely keeps 
pace with tlle tl'ansfol'mation of a·!!;1ncose into ~-gIucose. 

1) POT1EVIN, Allnales lnst. PAsTEun 1903. p. 31. 
~) Separate experimellts SIlO wed that glucose, previously heated and tIleJ'efol'e in 

the (3,form, and glucose, dissolved immediately before addillg the enzyme and th ere· 
fore in lhe ,,-form, both l'etard lhe cancsugat· invet'sion 10 the same exlent. f3-Glucose 
therefore transmits the glurose rays (then perllaps converted inlo f3-glurose rays) 
quite as weil as the se-glucose, 
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millute~. 
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Fig. 6. 

40 % 

30 

20 
5e /0 maltose 

minute~. 

10 2.0 30 40 50 60 70 

Fig. 7. 

7010 maltose. 

minutes. 

10 zo JO '10 50 60 70 80 

"10 % 

30 

20 

10 

10°/" mnltost'. 

minutes. 

~---'-0----20----~30----q~O----S~O~--6~O--~f~0---SO

Fig. 9. 
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The points wh ere the transformation lines eommence to rnn straight, 
sa the points of equilibrium, also conform in this case to an equation 
similar to that used for c~nesugar. Glucose is here the only product 
of inversion ; we might, therefore, expeet that the undisturbed trans
formation velocity would be here: 

-d,v=m I a: _ q (a-a:)2 I dt 
la:+n(a-a:) ,v + n(a-,v)\ 

and the equilibrium e(luation, therefore: 
1 - Y - q a y2 = O. 

For 10 grams of maltose in 100 cc. we experimentally found 
y = 0.15. 

0.85 . 
This gives q = 0.225 or, practically, 4, therefore the same coefficlent 

as for canesugar 1)." 
If in the above equation we substitute q = 4; or 

1 - y -- 4 a y2 = 0, 

the calculated points of equilibrium become for 
a y 

10 0.146 
7 0.172 
5 0.20 
3 0.25 
1 0.39 

This is therefore in aeeordanee with the experiment. 
The well-known researches of CROFT HILL 2) on the reversal of 

maltose gave points of equilibrium whieh were situated at a more 
advanced tl'ansformation; for instance in a 10°/0 solution y = 0.945. 
These equilibl'ht were attained only aftel' days and weeks; the 
above cited aftel' a few minutes. 

Afterwards 3) HILL himself demonstrated that the resulting biose 
was not maltose but an isomel', which he called revertose. In HILL'S 

nlltnerous experiments, all the glucose was no doubt in the {I-farm. 
The synthesis found by HILL was therefore a combination of two 
molecules of {I-glucose to a new biose, isomerie with maltose 4). 

1) The difIusion velocities on which depends the velocity of meeting of two 
molecules, cannot ditfel'. much for glucose and laevulose. 

2) JOUl'D. Chem. Soc. 1898 p. 634. 
S) Journ. Chem. Soc. 1903 p. 578. E!mERLING (Ber. 34, p. 600) had found 

isomaltose as revers al prorluct. 
4) Most of the natural glucosides appeal' to be compounds of bi· Ol' semi.rotatory 

hexoses. When endeavouring to prepal'e lactose fr om galactose and glucose by 
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The retarding at'lioIJ. of anothel' added hexose is not studied 80 

readily in the case of maltose inve1'8ion as in the transfol'mation of 
eanesugar, on account of the immediately occUl'l'ing l'evel'sion. Still it 
was found that both laevulose and galactose canse the same retarding 
action, as might be expected fl'om om theory now we are dealing 
with glucose-radiation only. 

For instanee, a same amount 9f yeast·extl'act gave lmdel' the same 
conditions and in the same time: 

in: inversion 
6° / 0 maltose 18.9% 

6° / 0 maltose + 1.5% g,l,lactose 15.50
/ 0 

601
0 maltose + 1.5% laevulose 15.50

'0 

Another series gave 

in: inversion 
(ja/a maltose 26.8% 

60
/ 0 maltose + 1.5% laevulose 24.8% 

6% maltose + 1.5% galactose 25.-0
/ 0 

60
/ 0 maltose + 1.5% glucose 13.5% 

This last figul'e, vel'ifierl by other experiments, l'equires a further 
explanation. This 1,50/0 glucose was undoubtedly [1-glucose.' Befol'e 
mixing it with the maltose, tile glucose was dissolved separately 
and completely converted into tlle sta,ble form 2) by placing the flask 
for some time in bolling water. T11e obsel'ved order of retal'dation 
shows that the [1-glucose also takes part in the pl'ocess ot'revel'sion. 
Now it is possible that in' the maltose molecule the glucose with the 
still fl'ee cal'bonyl gl'onp is present in the [1-modification and it is 
e\'en probable that this fi'ee glucose group, when in solution, will be 
convel'ted into the same stabIe form as glucose itself. In HILL'S 

investigations, yeast-extract appeared capable of uniting two molecules 
of [1-glncose; so, pl'obably, a180 two molecules of a-glucose. The 
glncose fOl'med in the ellzyme-inversion of maltose may, thel'efore 
be called homogeneous. Each molecule of tllat glucose can unite 
itself lllldel' the influence of the enzylUe radiatioll with any other 
molecnle of that glucose to abiose. Thel'efol'e, the equation of 
equilibrium was here 

means of lactase, E~UL FISCliER and l!'RANKLAND ARMSTRONG only obtained au 
isolactose. 

The synthesis of canesugar has not yet sltccéeded because we can only add 
p-glucose and not u-glucose to laevulose. 

2) Separate experiments showed that unheated glucose caUbes the same retar
dation as heated, ~-g]ucosc therefore tbc same as {3-g1ucose. 
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1 - Y - 4 a y2 = O. 

It should also be mentioned that the inverting enzyme of yeast 
appears to be alwiys the same whether canesugar or maltose has 
been present as a carbohydrate food. In an ordinary cereal extract 
a little canesugar occurs along with the maltose. A pure yeast
culture, cultivated by myself in à solution of pure maltose (plus 
the nccessary salts and nitrogenous food) gave an enzyme extract 
which was retarded in its action equally much by glucose and 
laevulose, and twice as much by galactose. In the enzyme formation, 
therefore a partial conversion of glucose into hLevulose seems to take 
place. LOBRY DE BRUYN and ALBERDA VAN EKENSTEIN 1) have shown 
that these two hexoses may be conve1'ted into each othe1' in an 
alkaline solution. 

The investigations of O'SUIJLIVAN and THOllIPSON 2) have l'endered 
it probable that the "inve1'tin-molecule (if we may nse this expression) 
contains a cal'bohydrate group. These investigators have attempted 
to puri(y invertin and fonnd that a cont:tant component of the 
resnlting protei~-complex, thei1' so-called 'Jl~invertan, contained 18 
pa.,rts of ca1'bohyqrate to one part of albnminoid. 

A further development of the electron theory will probably eluci
date the nature of those enzyme radiations. As LODGE 3) observed, 
it is not the OCC1ll'rence of radiations in matter which need cause 
astonishment but rather the fact that not a great many more radia
tion phenomena have already been discovered. 

Many other catalytic phenomena snch as the action of hydrogen-iolls 
and those of BREDlG'S anorganic fermcnts may, aftel' all, be due to 
radiations. For h~'drogen-ions, carriers of 100se electrons and dispersed 
platinum cathodes probably also eIuit radiations owing to the motion 
of the electrans in Ol' around tbe material particie. During the course 
of a same reactioIl, BREDIG aften noticed an increase of the constant 

1 1 
k = - log - just as that shown by the invertin action. A retar-

t I-y 
dation of thc catalysis by indifferent matters has also been frequently 
noticed, fbI' instance, by KNOEVENAGEL and TOllIACSZEWSKI 4) in t11e 
action of finely divided palladium or platinum on benzoin. 

If the statements of t11e French investig~tors on the physiological 

1) Rec. 'frav. Chim. 1895 p. 201. 
~) .Journ. Chem. Soc. 1890 p. 834.. 

:1) "On Eleclrons" Journ. Electr. Engineer..s 1903 Vol. 32 p. 45. 

4) Ber. 1903. 28~9. 

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. VII. 
2 
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n-rays should be promoted to o~jective truth, our hypothesis would 
receive a direct experimental support. 

At all events, the above has demonstrated that the prineipal mea
surable phenomena, noticed in the enzyme action are in harIDony 
with our hypo thesis. -

Meteorology. - "On a twenty-six-day period in daily means ol 
the barometric height." By Dr. J. P. VAN DER STOK. 

1. A few years ago 1) Prof. A. SCHUS'l'ER investigated the problem, 
how to detect tbe presence of a periodical oscillation, the amplitude 
of which is small in comparison with large superposed fluctuations 
which may be considered as fortuitOlls with respect to the purely 
periodieal motion. 

Starting from an analogy whieh may be seen between this question 
and the problem of disturbances by vibrations in the aether - a 
problem treated lIy Lord RAYLEIGH 2) in 1880 - Prof. SeHusTER has 
endeavoured to apply the theory of probability to the determination 
of the first couple of coeffieients of a FOURIER series, and the method 
he arrives -at, and strongly advocates, is applied to records of 
magnetic declination obset'ved at Greenwich during a period of 
25 years. 

The choice of this material, in Prof. SCHUSTER'S opinion not favour
able for the discovery of smaH eifects, is justified by the remark 
that "the only real pieces of evidence so far (1899) prodnced in 
favour of a period approximately coincident with that of solar 
rotation were deri ved fi'om magnetic declination and the occurrence 
of tlmnderstorms." 

In this and~ in an earlier paper a) the author emphasizes th at, in 
inquiries of this kind, it is not at all sufficient-to come to some 
result, but that it is necessary to apply areliabie criterion by 
which a judgment may. be formed about the value to be attached 
to the result arrived at. 

Ris mathematical investigation, ho wever, does not, lead to an out
come which in every respect can be regarded as satisfactol'Y, in so fal' 
tllat a method of determining the mean and probable error of the 
result ti'om the series of observations themselves is not givell and, , 

1) Trans. Cambr. Phil. Soc. Vol. XVIII. 1899. 
2) Phi!. Mag. Vol. X. 1I, 1880. 
3) Tel'l'estriaI Magnetism Vol. lIl, 1898. 
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as a surrogate, the author suggests the repeated rearrangement of 
the records accol'oing to different pel'iods, not much differing from 
the period in question. Thus, in a purely empirical way ("by trial"), 
a standard may be obtained by which a correct estimate can be 
formed in how far the outcome arrived at must be considered as 
a merely accidentalone. 

Now the same pl!oblem was treated somp 15 years ago 1) by the 
author of this paper aftel' a different method, applied not only to 
magnetical but as weU to meteorologicaI data of different description, 
and Prof. SCHUSTER'S important investigation gives a ready occasion 
for taking this problem in hand again. 

It is onIy natural to choose in the first place for this inquiry the 
series of barometric observations made at Batavia which now extends 
over a period of 36 years (1866-1901). 

An investigation into a possibJe synchronism between the frequency 
of sunspots and atmosphel'ic temperature, commenced in 1873 ') and 
recently conducted up to date 3), gives some ground to the expectation 
that, fol' inquil'ies of this kind, obsel'vations made at tropical stations 
are of more value than those made in l'egions where the atmospheric 
disturbances are sueh as experienced in higher latitudes. 

In the second place it seems desirabie to look for a shorter way 
for coming fo a reliable criterion than the tedious process of the 
caleulation of SCHUSTER'S periodograph. 

2. An arrangement of quantities according to a given period T 
may be executed by measuring out the successive data from a point 
o taken as origin and along straight lines drawn thl'ough this point 

23r 
at equal angulal' distances T' 

If we assume the unity of mass attached to the ends of those 
radii, it is evident that a judgment may be formed about the degree 
of symmetry in the distribution of the masses with respect to point 
0, by simply calculating the average vallle of all these vectors, or 
in othel' words to determine the situation of the centre of parallel 

, forces supposed acting on the masses. 
If the quantities T show a weIl mal'ked periodieity as e.g. tidal 

1) Observ. Magn. Meleor. Observ. Balavia. X, 1888, Appeud. II aIso Natuurk. 
Tijdschr. XLVIII. 1889. 

Verh. Kon. Akad. v. Wel. AmsteI·dam. XXVIII, 1890. 
2) KÖPPEN. Zeitschr. Oestcl'r. Gesellsch. f, Meleof. VIII, 1873. 
~) C. NOftDMANN. Essai sur Ie röle des ondes Hertziennes and: Astron, Phys. et 

sur diverses questions qui s'y rattachent, Thèse, Paris, 1903. 

2* 
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observations do, it wi1l be posslble to draw a line through 0 in such 
a manner, that on the one side all the vectol'S are greater than the 
corresponding opposite vectors on the other &ide of the line. 

If, therefo1'e, we ar1'ange in thi& way a great number of qualltities 
which show tt slight tendency to asymmetry, the radial momentum 
will steadily increase, as the mas::, concentrated in the centre of 
parallel forces is equal to the total number of obse1'vations, whilst 
the distl'ibution of aeciden tal quantities will tend to a symmetrical 
dist1'ibution. 

Assuming two rectangu]a1' axes gomg through 0, we find for the 
coordinates, by which the cenh'e of g1'avity is determined, ..I..V being 
the number of observations : 

1 
.'!!] = - :2 Q cos () 

N 
(1) 

The calculation, the1'efore, comes to the same as the dete1'mination 
of the first couple of FOURIER C'oefficients: 

(2) 

and, if the periodical movement is represented by the expression : 

A cos (nt - C). 

23t' 
n=-

T 
(3) 

'I'his way of rep1'esenting the arrangement seems preferabIe to the 
development in a FOURIER series: firstly because the development of 
a function in a series, as a representation of the fllnction, derives 
its value fi'om the composition of a great nnmber of terms, so that, 
in calculating one term only, we are hardly justified in speaking of 
a Fourierisation of the function. 

In the second place, because by this way It becomes at on ce 
evident that the problem is fully equivalent to that of the determin
ation of a point in a plane by means of a great many inaccurate 
observations. 

This probJem has been treated by several mathematicians, but 
certainly in the most complete manner by t11e late Prof. SCHOLS 1), 
whose original conception of t11e question leads to the detection of 
some laws, which are independent of the assumption of any law 

1) Over de theorie der louten in de ruimte en in het platte vlak, Amsterdam, 
Verh. K. Akad. v. Wet 1 e Se ct. XV, 1875, and: Théorie des erreurs dans Ie plan 
et dans l'espace, Delft, Ann. lI, 1886. 
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of errors and to a remarkable analogy between this problem and 
that of the moments of inertia in dynan'lics. 

If wc take ll, the llllmber of observations, equal to unity, the 
l'elative ti'equency of the ends Ol' representative points of the vectors 
may be representcd by the density of these points pel' unity of 
sUl'face. This function of probabllity is called by SCHOLS "the module", 
the "speeifir probability" or the "facilité de l' erreur". 

We thus obtain a merhaniral image of a surface of probability, 
the density of whieh will, in general, be a fUlletion of the Iength 
and direction of the vectors. 

The determination of what SCHOLS caUs the constant part of the 
error - the probability of w hich is l-l = 1 - is identical with the 
determination of the situation of the centl'e of gra.vity, and the 
eaiculation of the mean (not average) error: 

lu=V::E(/ 
N 

with that of the moment of inertia, which leads to the detel'mination 
of two (in the plane) prinripal axes of inertia, which, in our case, 
may be ealled axes of probability. 

Assumiug that these errors in the pIane are due to the eooperation 
of a great number of elementary errors, SCHOLS has proved that the 
prQjeetions of the errors on an al'bitrary axis follow the exponential 
law of errors in a line and that the law of the resulting error eau 
be t'ound hy supposing the error to originate in the coineidenee of 
pl'o,jections. of the error upon the axes of probabihty, these pro,jec
tions being regarded as independent of each othe1'. 

The application of this theory to our case ran be redured to very 
simple ealculations. 

Errors arising ii'om mdividual or instl'umental causes are always 
tlistribnted in a more Ol' less systemaheal way, but there is no 
reason to su ppose t hat the flnctnations e.g. of baromeü'ic heights 
within an arbitl'ary lel1gth of time, and elen,red from their constant 
part, will show any tendeney to systematic distrilmtion when arranged 
around a point in the way described above. 

SCHOLS' specifie probability of an error in the plane is given by 
the expression: 

23rJ,lxMy 
, . (4) 

ih whieh aJ and. y are the eoordinates of the error (polar coord. (! and 8) 
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and J.1L and J.",,-, denote the principal axes of pl'obability, so that: 

},If2 = lIIx2 + Mi = Ma'}, + },Ifb2
• 

The mean error, therefore, can be calculated without any knowledge 
of the situation of the principal axes, when the mean error of the 
components relative to al'bitral'y rectangular axes is known. 

If F is independent of () : 

or, putting: 

M 
M:&=My= V2 

lt2 

F = - e-112p2. • • • • • • • • (5) 
11: 

The specitic probability of an error, independent of the direction, is: 
2,. 

lt
2 r ",J (! e-h2p2 dq; = 2 lt2 'I e-h2p2. • • • • • (6) 

o 

From this it appears that the probability of an error zero is not, 
as in the case of linear errors, a maximum, but a minimum, that 
the curve of the spec. prob. (6) (given in SCHOLS' paper) shews a 
maximum for the value of 'I: 

1 1 
Qrn = 1 V = - M V2 . . . . . . . (7) 

ft 2 2 

and, also, that the computation of the probable error will lead fo a 
coefficient of lI-I considerably different from that found for linear errors. 

We have then to ask tOl' wh at value l' of 'I : 

" 
2 lt 2 JQ e-112p2 dQ = ~ 

o 

'1' = 0.83256 M. . . . . . . . . (8) 

This value of the coefficient of the probable error, considerably 
gl'eater than is found for linear errors, 0.6745, clearly shows that 
and to what degree results, obtained in in vestigations of this kind, have 
to be put to an unusual severe test, and al80 that there is some 
reaSOI1 to adhere to the use of the probable error, which of late 
years has been somewhat neglected. 

A l'ednction of the mean error has no sen se if this l'eduction is 
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always in the same proportion, but it becomes important if this 
proportion depends on the nature of the problem. 

If the distribution of errors is not independent of the direction, 
the coefficient of M is determined by the quantity: 

Mi-My2 
N= MX2+M/ 

The coefficient of the probable error, for which SCHOLS gives tlle 
approximate vaIue: 

l' = 0.8326 - 0.1581 N'. . . . . . . (9) 

is a maximum for errors independent of the direction and a minimum 
for linear errors, when N = 1. 

By the assumption, therefore, til at all directions are equally probable 
tlle most unfavourable case is chosen, whicll, in doubtful cases, is, 
of course, the safest way of forming a judgment. 

Whether the operations, which are to be applied to the data, are 
considered as a deter~ination of the first couple of constants of a 
J!'OURIER series (the very first, t bo, is left out of consideration), Ol' as 
a çalculation of the average or most probable position of tlle end
points. of the vectors, Ol' as a determination of the situation of the 
centre of gravity - in all cases the l'esult is a quantity determined 
by two coordinates and the operations we have to perform are: 

1 stly. to ::ieparate the constant part; 
2nd1y. if ne('essary to determine the situation of the axes of 

pl'obability; 
3rd1y. to calculate the mean and probabie error, in this ('ase bettel' 

called incertitude. 
The same method can, of course, be applied to groups ofperiods, 

which gives a e'onsiderable saving of labour, but also leaves some 
want of clearness in the l'esult. 

3. The investigation of the series of daily means of barometI'ic 
observations made at Batavia has been conducted in the same m~nner 
as it was commenccd in 1888. The arrangement has been performed 
according to a period of 25.8 days, mld gl'OUpS of 30 rows have 
been taken togethel' so that, out of the 510 pel'iods, 17 groups have 
been fOl'med. 

The result of this operation is given in 'fabie I. 
If, therefore, an oscillation, periodie' in 25.8 days, l'eally exists, 

its amplitude is not more than: 

1.66 0055 
30 =. mmo 
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TABI,E 1. 

AmpIitUd·,r,m.nL Component,. Dilferenées. 

I bI 1--':': I .d I C al !::"b 

, 
7/!m, m7/!. mm, til7/!. I 7/!m. 

1 0.69 2420 -0.32 I -0.61 -0.86 ! 0.96 , , 

I 
1 

2 7.63 287 0 2.17 
I 

-7.32 1.63 -5.75 

3 3.45 2850 o 87 
\ 

-3.34 0.33 I -1.77 
1 

4 3.14 680 1.16 1 2.91 0.62 I 448 

5 1.52 2150 -1.24 -088 -1.78 0.69 

6 2.08 2040 -1.90 -0.84 -2.44 0.73 

7 4.52 3450 4.38 '-1.'14 3.84 0.43 

8 1.21 1040 -0.30 1.17 -0.84 2,74 

9 1.78 2700 0.01 -1.78 -0.53 -0.21 

10 6.31 3180 4.71 -4.20 4.17 -2.63 

11 5.00 19lo -4.86 -1.17 -5.40 OAO 

12 3.25 2û(j0 -0.20 '-3.24 -0.74 -1.67 

'13 6.00 2550 -1.54. -5.80 -2.08 -4.23 

'14 2.'18 3170 1.59 -1.49 1.03 0.08 

I 
-3.23 -0.84 

I 
15 3.3!~ Hl5° -'&.77 0.73 

16 2.60 830 0.34 2.57 -0.20 4.14 I 
17 7 .. 62 I 3540 7 58 ·-0.76 7.04 0.81 

I 

1 

Mean 1. 6r. 
I 

2890 0.54 -1.57 i 
1 

By subtracting t.his restant, whieh has to be l'egal'ded as a constant 
part, fi'om the corresponding viLlues, t he diffel'ences exhibiteu in the 
last columns hiLve been found, wbich aJ'e to be regal'ded as fortuitous 
distul'bances. 

4. The value to be aftached to the l'esult mal' be estimated in 
different ways, 

The first and most simple malll1el' is to split up the series into 
two or more gl'OUps. Fl'om the data given in Table I we easily find: 
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Number of 

A 0 periods. 

Group 1- 6 1.68 mmo 2740 180 

" 
7-11 1.62 2990 150 

" 
12-17 1.76 296 0 180 

" 
1- 9 1.42 292 0 270 

" 
10-17 1.95 286 0 240 

" 
1-17 1.66 2890 510 

From this it appears tha.t the1'e is eertainly some indication for 
the existence of a pel'iodical oscillation, and aIso that the arrange
ment has been made acco1'ding to a period Which pmctically leads 
to a maximum value- of the amplitude. 

The probabiIity that thl'ee points, taken successively at random, 

( 1)~ are situated within an angula1' space of 30" is 12 and the probability 

of me1'e chance would have been even less if we had taken into 
account that the amplitudes too are in good accordance. 

5. A second, equally simple method is afforded by a direct view 
of the outeome of the arrangement itself, split up into two or more 
gl'OUps. 

Fig. 1 gives a gl'aphical l'epl'esentation of the difti:~l'ences given in 
the three last columns of Tttble 11. 

Fig. 1 shows that tIle curves of the two series agree satisfactorily 
and also that a tendency to a double pel'iod, with a maximum 
on thc 8_9th day, which in the [h'st group is still weIl mal'ked, 
vanishes when the armngement is continued. 

If these l'esults are considel'ed as tairly conclusive, 80 as to ,justifY 
a 1110l'e exact determination of the ICllgth of the pel'iod, this may 
be easily done by varying the al'guments C of TaNe I sueeeR3Îvely 
by I/~ te, 3/2rc, "/2'V etc., .1: denoting the variation of each gl'OUp
argument whirh leads to tlle most constant value of C. 

In this way 17 equations are obtained from which the most 
probable vaIues of C and the period T ean be raIculated. If to each 
equation the weight is given of the cOl'l'esponding atn plitu de, tbe 
equations wilt assume the form: 

0.69 (- 118° + 1/; <'IJ) = 0.69 C 

7.63 ( - 73° + 3/~ te) = 7.63 C etc. 
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TAB L E Il. 

Results ot' the arrangement. Average values, the general mean vulue being subtracted. 

I I I 

-
Three subsequent vi11uestak;n togethel'. 

1 II 1+11 -I I II 
\ 

I+II , 
Number 

I I I of 270 240 510 270 240 510 
Groups. 

mmo mm. mmo mm. mmo mm. 

1 -0.016 0.034 o 036 -0.(H2 0.025 0.014 

2 -0.055 0.047 -0.008 -0.033 0.031 0.006 

3 -0.026 0.012 -0.009 -0025 0.011 -0010 

4- 0.006 -0.028 -0.011 -0.015 -0.016 -0.017 

5 -0.026 -0.033- -0.030 -0016 -0.029 -0.023 

6 -0028 -0.025 -0.028 -0.023 -0.033 -0.029 

7 -0.014 -{J.042 -0.028 -0014 -0.042 -0.028 

8 0.010 -0.060 -0.029 0.001 -0.066 -0.032 

9 0.015 -0.096 -0.038 -0019 -0.086 -0.Q52 

10 -0072 -0.103 -0.088 - 0 052 -0.098 -0.074 

11 -0.098 -0.094 -0097 -0.076 -0.076 ~0.077 

12 -0.059 -0.032 -0.047 -0.068 -0.049 -0.060 

13 -0.047 -0.021 -0.036 -0.037 -0031 -0.035 

14 -0004 -0.041 -0022 -0.014 -0025 -0.020 

15 0009 -0.013 -0.003 I -0.011 -0.010 -0.011 

1G -0.037 0.024 -0.009 -0010 0.024 0.00;') 
\ 

17 -0.001 0.061 0.027 o.o:m 0.047 U.024 

18 0.054 0.058 0.055 0.0-i0 0.050 0043 

19 0.067 0.031 0.049 0.064 0.052 0.057 

20 0.071 0.069 0.069 0.0:->9 0.06:3 0.e60 

21 0.039 0.091 0.062 O.O.f.Û 0.080 0.001 

22 0.029 0079 0.051 0.034 0.081 0.055 

23 o 035 0.074 0.052 0.036 0.064 0.048 

24 0.046 0.038 0.04'1 o 053 0.030 0.041 

25 0.077 -0.024 0.028 o 053 0003 0.028 

26 0.036 -0.006 0.015 o 032 0.001 0.02f\ 

Maan 0.097 0.103 0.097 
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Fig. 1. 
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As might have been expected the result of this calculation shews 
littie or no diffel'ence from thn.t of the arrangement itself. 

J] = -1°,09 C= 291° T= 25.803d• 

As one, day cOl'l'esponds to a6oo/~$'s, a variation of J] degl'ees for 
each group is equivalent to: 

1.09 . 258 = 0.003d• 
30 3600 

6. By applicatiol1 of the method dis('ussed in § 2 to the differ
ences 6(t and 6 b of Table I we find: 

:2 M~x = 145.05 :2 M~y = 212.02 :2 M~xy = - 12.44. 
From the weU knowl1 fOl'mula: 

2MIX 
tang 2 tp = ,1/....... (10) 

-M~:J.-jJI/~y 

for the situation of' the principal axes of' inertia, deduced from the 
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conclition that, when the axes of coordinates coincide with the 
principal axes, tbe moment of deviation Ol' centrifugal force Jf2ay 
will vanisb, we find: 

and furthel' 
jfx~ = 6.45 J.tly~ = 8.72 N= 0.15 

and from tormula (9) 
r = 0.829. 

It appears, therefore, that, in this case, all directions -of the 
accid en tal quantities are equally probable, so that we are fully 
justified in putting: 

l' = 0.833. 

The mean and the probable error for each group are then : 

M = 3.8Ç1 W = 3.24 

and the fin al resnlt fol' each gl'oup: 

1.76 mM.. probable error 0.810 

aud for each 1'ow: 

0.055 mMo . . . probable error 0.027 

so that the probable incertitude of tbe final olltcorne amounts,to 
almost exactly half the amplitude. 

7. The question mayalso be put, what will happen if the 
u,l'gnments of Table I are varied in su('h a manne1', that the varia
tions are equivalent to arl'angements accol'dillg to othe1' pe1'iods 
slightly different from 25.8 days. 

The amount of the variation is limited by the llumbel' of rows 
taken togetbel' in one gl'OUp, whirh cau be shifted only fiS fi whoIe, 
alld the vfil'Ïation ceases to hfive ally sens~ us soon as the sums of 
each group would be sensibly fiffected by the fictnal arrangement 
accordillg to the new period. 

If qnantities, periodica1 within a Jength ot' time 1', are al'ranged 
accol'ding . to a period 1" in 111 ('01u111ns, the va111e at the origiu of 
time being l'epresented by: 

A C08 C, 

t.he record to be ins~l'Îbed in the ttl\ column of the 2)~h l'OW (t and i) 
counted from nought) will be: 

A cos (231:' .; _ C + 231:' P n,) 
m n n 

2.1l' 231:' 
n=- n'=-

T T' 
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The sum of R rows is then : 
1'd 

a=-
2 

n'-n=ó 

A -. - cos - l' + - l' - C + (R -- 1) a . sin Ra [2X óT' ] 
szna m m-

When ó is small this expres sion can be simplified by putting: 

1"=1' 

in the seeond term under the eosine. The sum of the first, seeond 
etc. group of R rows is thèn: 

sin Ra (2X, ) 
A-.-C08 -1-C+Ra 

sma m 
. . . (11) 

A si~ Ra cos (2n l' _ C + 3 Ra) etc. 
szn a m 

If the oscillation is of a purely periodical descl'iption and of equal 
amplitudes the sum will show a principfl.l maximum, RA, for a = 0, 
and fmther secondary maxima for all values of a whieh satisfy the 
equation: 

R tang a = tang Ila 

i.e., when R = 510, for values of a eorresponding with periods of: 

~ 25.872d \ 25.925d 

t 25.728 / 25.675 

but the amplitudes of these maxima will-be resp. 5 and 8 times 
smaller than the prineipal maximum. 

The amplitude will vanish whenever 
Ra = 3l', 211, 3.n- etc. 

i.e. for periods of 
\ 25.850d 

/ 25.750 

The uppel' curve of fig. 
these theoretical amplitudes. 

If we put: 
l' = 25.8 

f 25.900d 

I 25.790 

2 gives an' image of the fluctuations of 

1" = 25.8 ±.v 
the amount of shifting to be given to each group cOl'responding 
with 0.01 day, is: 

30.3l' •• v 0 

30 a = = 2 .094, 
25.8 ±.v 

,'IJ in the denominatol' being negleeted. 
The val'iation has been calTied on, as utmost allowable limit, to 
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x = ± 0.15, corresponding with a group-variation of about 31°. 
The group-amplitude is only slightly atfected by this variation as: 

sin Ra 
-.-=28.58 
szn a 

instead of 30. 
When R, the total llumber of periods, increases, the secondary 

maxima will become smaller and smaller, and at the same time 
maxima and minima will approach nearel' to the principal maximum. 

TABLE III. 

Results of the arrangement according to different periodb by the bhlfting-process. 

~riod 11 A C I Ppriod 11 .d C 

m/ll. 111/11. 

d. d. 
25.65 13 4 3510 25.81 27.4 247° 

25.66 64 2980 82 2::1.7 2170 

25.67 4.8* 1480 83 '15.0 169° 

25 68 16,4 760 84 7.6* 84° 

25 69 24.8 340 85 '12.6 3440 

25.70 30.0 3450 86 19.2 2860 

25.71 27.9 3150 87 24 0 2440 

25.72 22.5 2650 88 23.8 2070 

25.73 14.6 2::11 0 89 16.5 1740 

25 74 7.8 1710 90 5.1'" 1320 

25.75 6.7* 88° 91 4.9 301 0 

25.76 10.'1 33° 92 119 2620 

25.77 14.7 90 93 150 2320 

25.78 19.8 3460 94 13.6 2120 

25.7U 26.4 32:!,o 95 13.3 300° 

25.80 283 2890 

Table III exhibits the outcome of this shifting of the groups and 
fig. 2 shews both the theoretical and actual curves. 

For the sake of comparison the data of 'rable III ha\le been 
mll1tiplied by 2 and the amplitude of the theoretical pel'iod bas been 
taken equal to 0.1. 
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Fig. 2. 
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It appeal'S then that, in tact, secondary maxima and minima occur 
and, at least as regards the first minima, in the l'ight places, but 
that the secondal'y maxima, instead of being small as compal'ed 
with the principal maximum, as might have been expected, are of 
about eq ual intensity and, most so on the 1eft side, not at all 
agreeing with the theoretical lengths of period. 

This result may be interpreted in thl'ee ways: 
a. We may assume that every one of the thl'ee periods 25.80, 

25.70 and 25.87 is due to a purely accidental distribution of the 
quantities nnder considel'ation. 

b. We may concede that at least fol' the period 25.80 thel'e is some 
indication, but that the two adventitious periods are the consequence 
of' the unequal distl'ibution of the gl'onp-amplitudes so that they will 
disappeal' when the al'l'angement is contintted over a longer series 
of observations, 
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c. We can assume that the evidence is equally good for the three 
periods, and will be enhanced by continned arrangement. 

Of courE>e only au actual continuation of arrangement fol' another 
series of twenty years will enable us to answer these questions. 
The only test which at present can be applied is to form two or 
more groups as has been done above for the an'angement according 
to 25.8 days. 

Period 25.70d 25.87d 

A C A C 
Group 1-6 1.60 mM. 60 1.40 mlVI. 252 0 

" 
7-11 3.35 

" 292 0 0.73 
" 

1650 

" 
12-17 2.48 

" 
27 0 2.52 

" 
253 0 

" 1-9 1.11 
" 

3350 1.22 ., 2160 

" 
10-17 2.53 

" 
34:90 1.88 " 2630 

So far as th is criterion allows aconclusion to be drawn, it appears 
from this reE>ult that the evidenee for real existence of the periods 
25.70 and 25.87 is considerably less than of the period 25.80. 

In the latter case the arguments fol' three groups did not differ 
more than 25°, against diifel'ences of resp. 88 0 and 95° fol' periods 
of 25.70 and 25.87 days. The pl'obabilities of mere chance, therefore, 
are, taking 30° and 90°: 

1 1 
-and-
144 16 

L e. more than 8 times as great. If we take also into account that 
the amplitudes of the three gl'OUpS are accordant for 25.80 and 
wide]y different for the adventitions periods, we can estimate the 
pl'obability of chance at 10 times as great. 

The compntation of the probable error (incertitude) of the result 
lor each group also gives an indication fol' th iE> greatel' probability, 
but not in the same degree. 

25.80 

24.70 
25.87 

Amplitude. Pl'obable error. 
1.76 mmo 0.8:10 

1.76 " 

1.41 " 

0.916 
0.830 

7. If we apply, in so far as possible, the different criteria to the 
data published by Prof SCHUSTER concerning daily means of magnetic 
declination for Greenwich, arranged according to 26 and 27 days, 
we find for the sumE> of groups, each of which contains resp. 14 and 
13.5 rows. 
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26d• 27d• 

Al C Al C 
Group 1- 5 6'.19 267 0 3'.53 3510 

6-10 4.08 243 0 2.19 880 

11-15 3.09 351 0 4.75 3540 

16-20 j .45 1520 7.05 2030 

21-25 2.88 229 0 7.56 298 0 

The pl'obability, theret'ore, ot' mere chance is: 

26 days (
283)4 

... " 360 = 0.38 

27 days . . . . . (::~y = 0,20. 

and the final outcome 
26 days 0' .480 . . . . . . . . prob. error 0' .343 
27 " 0'.405........,' " 0'.415 

If we vary the arguments given in Table VIII of SCHUSTER'S paper 
for a period of 26 days In such a way that the result is eqnivalent 
to an arrangement according to 25.80 days we find: 

Group 1- 5 
6-10 

11-15 
16-20 
21-25 

Al C 
10'.83 54° 

5.72 1040 

4.88 77-
4.61 44° 
4.03 890 

As these arguments do not differ more than 60 degrees, the probability 
of chance is in this case: 

1 
64 

The final result, calculated for a grollp of 14 rows, 
1'.118 ...... prob. error 0'.292. 

The aCCurate length ot' the pel'ioel and the most probable value 
of C, calculated aftel' the method discussed sub 5, are then: 

25.804 days ........ C = 55.°6. 
It appears fl'om these l'u.lculations that an arrangement according 

to 26 anci 27 days leads to resltlts the probable incel'titude of which 
has about the same value as the amplitude itself. On arranging 
according to 25.8 days we find a probable incertitude about tour 
times less than the amplitude. 

Further, t'rom t1118 inye8tigation, as compared with SCHUSTER'S 

inquiry, we may draw tbe coneInsion, th at elements ot' terrestrial 
magnetisIn, as observcd in higher latitndes, allow a more decided 
.judgment to be formed concerning the l'eal existence ot' periodical 

3 
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. VII. 
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oscillations of this kind than meteorological ob6ervations made at 
tropical stations. 

If the outcome arrived at by the arrangement of barometl'ic dally 
means for Batana is considered to aff'ord some evidence or indica
tion fol' an oSClllatlOn periodlC in 25.80 days, a Jlll1ch greater 
probabiIity must be attached to the real eXIstence of this fluctuation 
in the obsermtions of magnetic declination made at Greenwich. 

Anatomy. - "Un tlte Form of t!te l'runlc-rnyotome." (First Com
municatlOn). By Prof. J. W. LANGELAAN. (Communicated by 
Prof. T. PLACE). 

The segmented plan of constructlOn of the vel'tebrate animaIs, 
most marked in the muscular system, has led to the conception of 
the myotome. 

Two methods are chiefly employed III establishlllg the f'ol'lll of 
this myotome. The first method is based on the hypothesis of the 
primary connectlOn between muscle and nerve; the second, a more 
direct one, is ba~ed on the dlssection of the intersegmental tIssue. 
Both methods seem eqnally restrlCted m theI!' apphcation, as can be 
concluded ti'om the researches of BARDEEN 1), mOreovel' there IS 

reason to believe, that they will not always yield ('oncordant results. 
The second method is folIo wed in this research. 

I. Tl'unlc-myotome of Petromyzon jluviatifis. (Fig. 1). 

F-'--1--

Fig H. 
torquated in respect to each other. 

1) Anat. Am. Bd. XXIII, NO. 10/11. 

The trunk-myotome of tbe 
adult animal has in general 
tlle form of acrescent, the 
cornua being directed to
wards the cranial end of the 
body and slightly inclined 
to each other. The dorsal 
corllU (fig. 11 CD) reaches 
to the mid-dol'saJ line, while 
the ventral cornu (fig. II 
CV) ends at the mid-ventral 
line ofthe body. Both cornua 
diifel' in length, the dorsal 
being about 1/; longer than 
the ventral, and while both 
reach to t11e mid-plane of 
the body, they are slightly 
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The corpus of thE' myotome shows a kneelike inflection (fig. II K), 
WhlCh is always sitllated nem'er the mid·ventral line of the body than 
the mid·dorsal line. In transverse section (along the line P.P, fig. 1I) 

Fig. lIl. 

'"; L , 

Tl ansvel se seclIon 
thlOUg~L the tl'unk ot 
PetromyzoD; the inter· 
segment al tIssue being 
black. 

the corpus of the myotome is rhomboidal, this 
rhombus being morc and more flattened towards 
the cornlla; consequently the cornua appeal' in 
transverse sE'ction as lamellae in .juxtaposition 
(fig. lIJ L.L.). These lamellae are slightly incurved. 

One side of the rhombus lies in the body SUl" 

face (black in fig. lIj. This snrface is cyIindrical 
In the middle reg ion of the body, the transverse 
section being perfectly eJliptical. The black-coloul'ed 
sllrface of the myotome, must thel'efore be con· 

I sidered as cu t out of this cy lmdrical sUl·face. 
The opposite side of the rholllbus if> tUl'ned 

towards the skeletal·axis and the abdominal cavity. 
In general it has the f>ame fOl'ffi as tlle outer side, 
being only slightly excavated by the abdominal 
ravity, which in this part of the body is cylin. 
drieal, the transverse. section being a perfect eh'cle. 
Both the othel' sides of the rhombus are con· 

gruent and bound l'espectively, a mOre cranjal and a more caudal 
myotome. 

The position of the myotome as a whole in l'ebpect to the sagittal 
plane, passing through the mid·Iines of the body, is f>uch, th at the 
corpus shows an inclination towal'ds the eau dal end of the body. 
Seen in transverse section (along the line FF fig. H) the longest 
axis of the rhombus makes an acute angle with the sagittal axis of 
the body, the vertex of the angle being turned towal'ds the head. 
This caudal inclination of the myotome diminisbes towards the COl" 

nna, so that the COl'nna are nearl.y normal to the surface of the 
body. In consequence of this caudal inclination tbe myotomés over
lap to some extent. This muscular overlapping vades between l/s and 
'/3 in the neighbourhood of the knee, diminishing towards the cornua 
on account of the decrease of the caudal inrlination of that part of 
the myotome. 

The position of the myotome in respect to the dorsoventl'al axis 
is variabie along the body. If AB (fig. II) is a dorsoventral axis, at 
right angle to the sagittal axis, and AE a line tangent to the dorsum 
of the myotome, then we have in the angle AEB a meaSUl'e fol' the 
ante· or retrovel'sion of the myotome in respect to the dorsoventral axis. 

The fi1'st myotomes behind the last branchial eleCt, show a Httle 
3* 
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anteversion, which quickly decreases, so tbat the 4 th and 5th myo
tomes are strictly vertically situated. The following myotomes (as in 
figure II) are retl'oversed, this l'etrovel'sion reaching a maximum of 
10°. Towards the caudal end of the body this retroversion decreases 
and is again l'eversed behind the allal aperture, where the myotomes 
are again antevel'sed. 

The description given here of the myotome applies only to the 
tl'unk-myotome in the middIe region of tile body, the branchial 
apparatus as weU as the appearance of the dOl'sal fins bringing 
ab out notabIe changes in this form. 

11. Tl'unlc-myotome of Acanthias vulgat·is. (Fig. IV ancl V). 

The myotome described in this papel' was situated in that region 
of the body which lies between the thoracic fin and the tirllt dorsal 

~----G 

Fig. VI. 

fin. In its most general features the trunk myotome of Acanthias 
shows a great resemblance with that of Petromyzon, though at first 
view a considerable diffel'ence seems to exist. 

Looking at that surface of the myotome, which forms part of the 
sl1rface of the body, we see it interrupted in two places. 

The lines of intel'ruption are nearly parallel to the sagittal axis 
of the trunk. The first line (LL fig. VI) coincides with the linea 
lateralis, the t:iecond (DL' fig. VI) lies nearer the mid-ventral line 
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of the body. At the plaee of interruption septa of connective tissUê 
descend and seem to divide the myotome into thl'ee parts. One 
part sitllated hetween the mid-dorsal line and the line LL is the 
dorsal part of the _myotome; hetween the lines L~ and DD lies 
the lateral tl,nd between the latter and the mid-ventral line, the 
ventral part of the myotome is situated. 

Oonsidel'ed at the line of interruption, the sllrfitce of the lateral 
part of the myotome seems to be cranially displaced in respect to 
the dOl~al part; this displacement amounts to one half of the breadth 
of the myotome. The same can be observed between the surface 
of the lateral aud the ventral part of the myotome, the lateral part 
being also displaced cranially in respect to the ventral part; this 
displacement does not surpass I/a of the breadth of the myotome. 

If we follow the sept.'l of conneetive tissue at the line of inter
l'llption LL, it is ea&ily seen, th at the myotome is rolled in towards 
the axis of the body and then reversed till it rearhes again the body 
surfare. In most rases the rontinuity of the mllscular tissue at the 
bottom of the fold is broken oif, hut the intersegmental tissue which 
covers the myotome is ahvays continuous. If we now try to umoll 
t11e myotome as much as possible, we find that tlle dOl'sal part 
makes an angle with the htteral part, so that a true knee is formed. 
The top of the kuee is directed towards the head as in Petromyzon. 
The line along ",hich the myotome is folded in, is parallel to the 
sagittal axis of the body, and seems to run over the knee, so that 
the top of the lmee lies at the point f( of figure VI. 

The same ran be observed on following the line I/ D (fig. VI), 
the line of folding being also parallel to the sagittal axiR of the 
trunk. 

The cliiferentiation of the myotome into three parts, ensues th ere
fore from a process of infolding, the lines of folding being parallel 
to the sagittal axis of tIle body. 

If a model of the myotome of Petromyzon is cut out of paper, 
and this myotome folded in along the lines PP and F' F' 
(fig. II), we get a precise illustration of the displacements seen 
in the myotome of Acanthias. The direction in whirh the outer
surfaces are displaced in ):espect to each other is ft direct con se
quence of the form and the curvature of the myotome at the 
places of infolding. The diffel'ence in the extent of the displacement 
of the surfaces along the lines LL and L' L' (fig. VI) is due 
to the fact, th at the fold along the line lJ'Jj' is longcr in the dil'ection 
f'rom outwards to inwal'ds in cOl'rcspondence with the dimensions 
of the myotome. This can be seen in a transverse section thl'ough 
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I t - . --r 

the same region of the trunk 
of Acanthias, whel'e LF (fig. 
Hl) is the intersegmental tissue 
that divides the dOl'sal from the 
lateral part, while L' F' is the 
septum, that the latter separates 
from the ventral part of the 
myotome. 

The further differentiation of 
the dorsal part of the myotome 
takes places by the same pro ce ss; 
the lines of folding instead of 
being parallel to the sagittal 
axis of the body are in general 
at 1'ight angles to this axis. 

There are th1'ee of these lines, 
agreeing with the number of 
peaks which the dorsal part of 
the myotome shows. These lines 
considered from outwards to 

---..;:::::o-:-:..::!I __ .c:f. inwards, are originally normnl 
~ to the surface of the body, then 

Transverse section thl'ough the trunk curved with the r01l\'ex side 
óf Acanthias; the intel'segmcntal tissue tUl'ned ventrally and towards 

black. Natural size. the body surfaces. This cm'va-
ture is most marked in the third line of folding (A fig. VII), reclwned 
from the mid-dol'sal line, the first one being nearly a straight line 
normal to the body surface and to the sagittal axis. These lines 
of folding are vjsible on a transverse section, because septa of inter
segmental tissue stretch out jnto the fold, The curved lines (A fig. VII) 
are the transverse sections of these septa. 

The lateral part of the myotome shows no further differentiations. 
The ventral part has only one line along which the folding of the 

myotome is well marked; consequently this part of the myotome 
shows only one peak turned to the caudal end of the body, 

The myotome considered as a whoie, as in Petromyzon, has a 
Cc.'tudal inclination. This indination is most marked at the knee. 
Considering only the dorsal part, we see this inclination diminish 
towal'ds t11e mid-dorsal Ijne, so that the most dorsa,l part of the 
myotome is about nOl'mal to the sUl'face of the body. This "most 
dorsal part is elongated irrto a dOl'sal COl'nu ((}J) fig. VI). In trans-
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verse section Wf' find therefore tbese dorsal cornua as lamellae in 
juxtaposition (fig. VII CD). 

When tbe direetion of tbe myotome is reversed at a line of fol
ding, tbe same bappens witb the sense of tbe inclination, so tbat 
these parts show a slight cranial inclination. Tbe folding of the 
myotome together with the inclination produces the elongated and 
peakshaped form of the myotome at these lines of folding. The 
myotomes thns cover eaeh other as hollow, pointed tubes telescopeu 
into each other. In the transverse section (fig. VII) 1 indirates the 
section of the fir8t peak direrted cauclally, 2 the peak turned towards 
the head and 3 the second peak turned to the caudal end of the 
body (fig. VI resp. 1, 2, 3). In consequenee of the inelination ofthe 
dOl'sal part of the myotome, these lines of folding are not quite at 
right angles to the sagittal axis, hnt are also slightly inclined. This 
is tbe reason wby we findr only part of these lines in a transverse 
section, wbich is normal to the sagittal axis. 

Prom a transverse sertion we can judge the extent of the muscu]ar 
overlapse. Concordant with the increasing inclination from the mid
,dorsal line to the first lateral line, we see the overIapse inerease to 
abont 3/4, At the lmee the inclination l'apidly decreases. In the 
laterfl,l part of the myotome the inelination is in significant and the 
ovel'lapse less than l/~. In the ventral part the inclination inrreases 
at fir8t and then decreases towal'ds the mid-ventl'alline; the muscular 
overlapse does not sm'pass l/~. Tbe ventral part terminates at the 
mid-ventral line in a ventral COl'nu (CV fig. VII, fig. V) turned 
cl'anially. This ventral COl'nu is mneh shol'tel' than the dOl'oal rOl'nu. 

In order to get some idea of the dimensions of the myotome I 
have measured the length of earh of the tbree parts into whirh the 
myotome is divided up. These meaSUl'ements have been made over 
the surtace of the myotome and this slll'ftlCe was also folIo wed where 
it is folded in. In this way I have found fol' the myotome described : 

Length of the dOl'sal part 350 mm.; the lateral part 90 mm.; the 
ventral part 190 mmo The length of the whole myotome is thel'efol'e 
630 mmo and of this "/m belong to the dOl'sal region. 

I have made the s~me measmements in the myotome of Petl'o
myzon. If it be conceded that thc point5 J( (fig. II aud fig. VI) 
where the knee is loeated in both myotomes, are coi'responding points, 
I have found: Length of the dorsal part, from the mid-dol'sal line 
to the lmee 33 mm.; the latero-venh'al part, from the knee fo the 
mid-ventral line, 26 mmo The whole length of the myotome was 
therefore 59 mm., and of this also GG f 100 i5 contributed to the 
dorsal regioll. 
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If we compal'e the dorsal region in Petromyzon and in Acmithias, 

it is evident that this region is, stL'ongly reduoed in the, latter ; 
notwithstanding this, the same part. of the whole 'myotome belongs 
in both cases to the dOl'sal region, If this be t1'l1e in general, it 
seems to' me, that the red~ction of the dorsal region i~ the principa:r 
moment which has led to the folding of the dorsal part of tbe 
'myotome, 

In figures IV and :V the position of the rib, in relation to the . 
myotome, is indicated by a crossed Hne. The rib is located in the 
intersegmental tissue, that divides the dorsal from the lateral part 
of the myotome., The jnnction of the rib with the skeleton, lies, a 
little caudally in Jlespect to the knee of the myotome; the rib itself 
is turned to the caudal end of the body ,concordant with the caudal 
inclination of the myotome, In a transverse section, -thl'ee, successive 
ribs are cut through. 

Geology. - "On tlte di1'ectio'n and the sta1,ting point of the diluvial 
ice motion ovm' the Nètlterlanas." By Prof. EUG. DUBOIS. 

(Communicated by Prof. J. :v.I. VAN BEMMELEN). 

Referring to the "Beschl'ijving van' eenige nieuwe g1'onrlboringen," V, 
by Dr. J. LORIÉ" l'ecent.lY published in the "Verhandelingen der 
Koninklijke Akademie van Wetensehappen, 2àe Sectie, Deel 10, N? 5", 
t.o \vhich, on p, 20 and 21, the authoL' has added a critiqlle of some 
conc]usions in.. my communication to the Academie: "Tlte geologica{ 
'stI'Uctu1'e of the Honclsrug in Dl'entlte and the o'l'igin ol that 1'idge" 
(Pl'oceedings of the meeting of Saturday, June 28; 1902, Vol. V, 
p. 93 sqq.), I beg leave to make the following remarks, 

rhe critique of that' eminent student of the geology of the NetheL'
lands is. based on sncl! an incorl'ect ltnd' incomplete statement of 
my' conclusioilS 'a.nd of the facts, that the reader cannot bllt l;egal'd 

• those conclusions as being of a rash chal'acter, which in fact they 
have not. 

,Indeed, having said that he does well agl'ee with my opinion 
regal'ding the siructurc of the 'Hondsl'ug, Dl'. LORIÉ continues as 

) 

follows 1) : 
"Anothel' case it is with a particularit.y mentioned on p. 4: and 

5". (This l'efers to 12 lines on p, 96 and 97 of the Proceedings.) 
"In pit XLI therc was t'ound a bouldel' of quart.zite, having' a 
diameter of 0.35 1\'1., cleft iuto two picces, in sneh a mauner 

1) This quotation has been translaled from the Dutch of Dr. LORIÉ hy m'e, 
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Fig. V. 

Trunkmyotome of Acanthias; ventra! part in natura! size. 
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that the UppCl' piece, with respect to the 10wel' one, has been pushéd 
on 11

/ 2 cm. in south-easterly direction. So this is a fact! The author 
however bases thereupon the hypothesis t.hat the ice motion has taken 
place, as a 1.O/wle, not from N.E. to S.W., such as is still generally 
,admitted, but from N.W. to 'S.E., in sueh a way that the starting 
point is not to be sought for in Sc~ndinavia but in Scotland. Now 
it appears to me that here is astrong disproportion between the 
importance of the observed fáet and that of the hypothesis." 

Further, at the end, he says: ' 
"So to find the explication ot the shifting of the quartzite boulder 

at Eksloo, over a distance of one centim.eter and a half, we have not 
to admit Scotland as starting point for the ice motion, bnt can 'persist 
in OUl' old opinion." 

Thus far Dr. LORlÉ. 
Now I wish to remind those who take an interest in the màt.ter 

that it was by no means that one fact, referred to by Dr. LORIÉ, 
on which I based "the hypo thesis" that the ice motion "took place" 
from N.W. to S.E., nor did I assert at all that the stal'ting point 

,of the ice motion is not to be sought for in Scandinavia but in 
Scotland. lil the quoted Proceedings, to which DI'. LORIÉ refel's, I do 
not speak of a ltypothesis, but of a suppoûtion, and, this, clearly, is 
based upon the whole consideration of the stl'ucture and the origin 
of the Hondsrng ridge. Particularly this supposition is l'elated to 
21

/ 2 pages of my communication, (the whole text being 10 pages), 
viz. from p. 99 (in the middle) to p.l01 (below). The only senten ce 
bl'inging in relation the fact of the shifting of the pieces of the quartzite 
bOlllder, with respect to each other, to the direction of the ice motion, 
(p. 100, at the end of the second alinea), occurs half way the 
explanation of 21

/ 2 pages and' runs as' follows: "Now with this 
supposition perfectly agrees the at first sight paradoxical dil'ection of 
motion as derived from the shifted boulder of quartzite." 

lAnd concerning the stnrting point of the ice motion, on p. 101 
of the Proceedings I most unhesitatingly admit Scandinavia to be 
the sk'wting point of the ice motion, whel'eas I only speak of the 
possibHity ("it might be possible, at least") of a deviation of the 
Scandinavian ice stream in south-easterly dil'ection, caused by the 
Scottlsh ice sb'eam: 

It wil! be superfluous to al'gne th at the distance over which the 
two pieces of the qual'tzite bouldel' are separated from olle another 
in tlw .çoU ought not to be in any proportion to the large motion 
of the iee ove!' it. 

Haarlem, May 26, 1904. 
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MathematicB. - "On an eaipression for tlte class of an algebmic 
plane CU1've witlt ldglter singularities." By Mr. FRI!lD. SCHUH. 

(Communicated by Prof. D .. L KORTEWEG.) 

If an algebraic plane curve is given b~ an equatioll in Cartesian 
,point-coordinates, its order n can be immediately read from the 

equation. The class k of the curve is best defined as the order of 
the equation in line-coorclinates. However, in the following it is 
my intention to restrict myself exclusively to point-coordinates and 
then the class can be defined as the number of movable points 
of intel'section of the curve with the first polal' or as the number 
of proper tangents to be drawn fl'om an a1'bitrary point P to 
the curve. Ta obtain exclusively dz'P'e1'ent points of contact not 
situated in manifolcl points of t!te curve we must understand by an 
a1'hitra1'y point a point that 

1 st does not !ie on the curve, 
2nd does not !ie on one of the tangents in a man~f'olcl point of 

the curve, 
3rd does not !ie on a tangent in a unifold point having with the 

curve a contact of a higher order than the first. 
A manifolcl point of the curve is a curvepoint which cmmot 

be a single point of intersection with a straight line. The lines 
connecting P with the manifold points must not be connted as 
proper tangents. 

Fl'om the above mentioned definition of the class another one can 
be dednced, where no Elingle restriction is made with respect to the 
situation of the point P, which th us holds good for any point P. 

Ta begin with, we make the restriction that P may not lie on the 
curve. Snppose P to lie on the tangent in a point S of the curve, 
where S may be a manifold point Ol' a single point with a ta,ngent 
intersecting in more than two points. If the straight !ine PS cuts the 
curve in U) eoinriding points S, whilst an arbitrary straight line thl'ough 
S cuts the curve in t coinciding points S, then S counts for w- tof 
the k JJ1'oper points of contact with tangents from P to the curve, 
in other words ?V-t points of contact approach S when P approaches 
the tangent in S. It is of na importance whether the curve ha~ 
one or more branches through 8, touching SP, neithel' whether the 
curve has branches through Snot touching SP Ol' not. 

The above mentioned follows immediately from the following: 
THEOREM. Let R he a point of an a(qebl'aic curve wltel'e all bmnches 

th1'OUglt R ltave the sariw tangent 1 w/Jich intersects the curve in t+v 
coincidin9 points B, whilst every otltel' straight line throu9't B intersects 
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the curve in t points R, then R absol'bs v proper [Joints of contact 
?VitJt taugent8 }r01/L P 'lV/ten P lies on 1 olttsicle R, and t + v proper 
points of contact 1/Jlten P coincide.~ witlt R. 1) 

Now, if S is snch a point, where all branches have the same 
tangent SP, then 1f) = t + 11, whilst according to the above theorem 
S counts tbr 11=11)- t points of contact with tangents from P. If besides 
the branches touching SP still more branches pas~ through S, then 
these latter do not give rise to any new points of contact coinciding 
with S; they cause however the same increase of the numbers tand 
w, so that they leave 1O-t unchanged. Then too w-t represents the 
number of points of contact, whieh in consequence of the singular 
situation of P coincide with S. 

If P is not situated on one of the tangents in S, then w = t, so 

1) For a branch which can be, represented by one single PUIsEux·development 
tllis theorem can be proved i. a. out of the relation existing between the 
developments in point· aDd in line·coordillates. By addition follows immediately 
lhe same theorem for more branches having the same tangent. In a paper 
enlitled: "An equalion of reality for real and imaginary plane curves with higher 

. singularities" (These Proceedings of April 23rd 1904, p. 764) I made use of the 
same theorem lp. 765} and referred for the deduction to STOLZ, ZEUTHEN and 
STEPHEN SMITH. 1 omiltp.d however to mention G. HALPHEN, "Mémoire SUl' les 
points singuliers des courbes algébriques planes", Mémoires prés. par dirers 
samnts à l' Académie des Sciences (2), t. 26, (1879), nO. 2 (112 p.). This extensive 
paper was al ready offered to the Paris Academy in April 1874 (see: Comptes 
Rendus de l'Académie des Sciences de Par is, t. 78, p. 1105-1108, where lhe 
autor communicates ['ome of his resuJls) so that this paper has the priority. 
HALPHEN formulates lhe theorcm somewhat differently, namely (I. c. Théorème lil, 
p. 42 Ol' Théorème 11, p. 50): 

THÉORÈME. La somme des ordres des contacts des bmnches d'une' courbe arec 
une de ses tal1gentes est égale à la multilJlicité llu point correspondant à cette 
tangen te dans la coltl"be corrélati'/;e. 

The l'elution between lhe developments of a branch in point. and in line· 
coordinales was filist considel'ed by A. CAYLEr ("On the Higher Singularilies of a 
Plane Cm·ve". QUa7·t. J01l1"n. of Math., Vol. 7, (1866), p. 212, Collected Math. 
pblJ., Vol. 5,' p. 520 or "Note SIJl' Ie., singularités supél'iellres des courhes planes" 
Crelle's JOl/mal, Ed. 64, (1865), p. 360, Collo Math. Pap., Vol. 5, p. 424). If 
Y = A XP + B X9 + ' ... (p > 1) is lhe development in point·coordinates then 

p ~ 

CAYLEY gives for the development in line,cool'dinates Z = A' X1i-=ï + B' X ;;-ï + "', 
whel'e the genet'al form of lhe exponcllls is À p -t~-ql+' .. ; here À, ft, .... are posi. , p-
tive intcgel's. Implicitly Ihe HALPHEN·lheorelll is included in this. CAYLEY, however, 
does not enler farLhel' illLo the l'clation between the developmenls and does not 
stalE' the theorem. 

Let me final1y noticp, that the IhE'orem has also been staled by M. NÖTHER, 
"Debet· die singuläl'en Wel'thsysleme einer algeblaischen Funclipn und die singulären 
Punkte einer algebraischen Curve", ][ath. Annalen, Bd. 9, (1876), p. 166 (sp. p, 182). 
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that then 1/) - t continues to represent the number (namely zero) ofthe 
points of contact coinciding with S. 

If S is a point of contact with a tangent out of P where nothing 
remarkable takes pJace, then for that t = 1 and w = 2, so that 
w-t = 1, whiJst S now also counts fol' one point of contact. 

By summing up the values w-t for all the points S of the curve 
for which w> t we keep getting for Bum k with respect to e\'ery 
point P not Iying on the curve, thus 

k = 2 (wl - tJ. . . .. ., (1) 
We formlllate this in the following way: 
THEoREM I. Let P be a point not situated on an algebraic 

CU1'Ve anc! S an a?'bitrary point of tltat curve. Let us suppose that 
t!te curve cuts tlte st1'aight line PS in w, an arbitra1'y straight li:ne tltl'ouglt 
S Iw wever in t points coincidz'ng with S; then tlte class of tlte CU1've 
is equal to w-t surnmeel up for all the points Sof tlw CU1'Ve f01' wldch 
w> t anel for as many otlte1' cU1'vepoints as one lilces. 

To continue we suppose that P lies on the curve namely in a 
point of the O1'del' 1', i. e. t' is the smallest llumber '\)f coinciding 
points of intersection of the curve with a straight line through P. 
For a point S of the curve not coinciding with P the number of 
points of contact coineiding with S is still indicated by w- t. 
MOl'eover a eertain numbel' of points of contact roincides wUh P, 
namely accol'ding to the HALPm:N-theorem to the numbel' of t' + :2 v' 1> 

where 2 V'l represents a summation with respect to the different 
curvelangents intersecting the Curve in t' + V'l' t' + v'" .... coinciding 
points P. So we get 

Ic = t' + 2 vt' + 2 (w1 - t 1), • • (2) 
where 2 ('lOl - tl ) represents a summation with respect to all the 
points S of the curve outside P. 

However we ean also include the point P among the points S. The 
line connecting Pand S becomes in that case indefinite. lf we take 
fol' PS a line which is not a tangent in p, then we get w = t'. 
If however we take for PS a tangent intel'secting in t' + v/ points 
coinciding with P, then we get 'IJ} = t' + v1', 80 w - t' = v/. So fol' 
(2) we can wl'ite 

. . (3) 

if only we extend the summation also to the point S lying in Pitself, 
in whieh case we have but 10 take for PS those straight line5 through 
P contributing to ~ (Wl-tl ) (thus the tangents in P) and as many 
othel' straight lines thl'ough P as one likes. 

The equation (1) is a special case of (3). If namely P is not on 
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the curve then each straight line through P has zero points of inter
section P with the CUl'V@; in other words P is a point of the order zero 
of the curve, so t' = O. 80 the result of all our considerations is 
included in equation (3). 

We formulate this in the following way: 
THEOREM Il. Let P be a point of the order t' of an algebraic curve 

(wMre f mayalso be ze1'o) and S an arbitrarll [Joint of the order tof 
that CU1've. Suppose the stra~qht line PS inte1'sects the curve in 1.0 points 
coinciding 1.OitlL S, then the class of the curve is equal to t' incl'eased by 
t!te smn of 1.O-t over all the points S of the curve. If S is in P 
we have to 'reganl all straigh} lines through P as ~he line connecting 
Pand S. 

When speaking of all points SOl', when S is in P, of all 
straight lines throu,qh P, we mean that we take those points or lines 
contributing to :2 (w1 - tt) and as many other points or lines as 
one likes. 

Theorem I is a special case (t' = 0) of th is theorem Il. The 
theorem always holds good for any singularities the curve may have. 

Sneek, May 1904. 

Geology. - "Some considerations on the cOJZclusions arrived at in 
the communication made by Prof. EUG. DUBOlS in the meeting 
of June 27, 1903, entitled: Some facts leading to trace out 
the motion and t!te origin of the ltnclergrouncl toaier of Ott1' 
sea-provinces." By H. E. DE BRUYN. 

(Communicated in the meeting of September 26, 1903). 

In the meeting of JUlle 27, 1903 Prof. DUBOlS made a communication 
dealing with a problem of grea11 general importance, namely the presenee 
of proper drinking-water in the province of Holland. Although 
readily acknowledging the many points of merit of this communica· 
tion and entirely agreeing with many of its conclusions, I differ 
from the author on a pl'incipal point which indeed is essential, 
namely the origin of the fresh water in our polderland, So a speedy 
refutation of the author's opinion on this point seemed to me to be 
desil'able. 

In bis communication Prof. DUBOlS speaks o~ our sea-provinces; 
this in my opinion ought to be Holland, since the conditions prevail
ing in Friesland and Zeeland are different, so that considerations 
which are valid for Holland cannot be applied there. So I wil] 
only consider the tract of country chiefly dealt with in the above
mentioned communication, which is bounded by the dykes of the Y 
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and the Zuiderzee at the north, by the river Vecht at the east, the 
Rhine from Harmelen to Katwijk at the south and the North-sea at 
the west. 

The geological conditions of this trad inside the dunrs are such 
as are mentioned in the commnnication: up per most alluvium, then 
pretty generally a layer of fen (partly die.appeMed) under which a 
layer known as "old sea-clay". Under this lat ter the diluvium, 
consisting to a great depth of sand, coarser and fin er, with 1Jel'e 
and the1'e banks of clay which are not continuous however. The 
"old sea-elay" mentioned is called in the paper chty-cOnk'1.ining sand 
and altllOugh in my opinion also that layer is permeable to water, 
yet I think its pel'meability is smaller than Mr. DUBOIS assumes and 
that it is exactly here that the cause of our difference of opinion 
has to be sought. In some places th is layer of old sea-clay is wanting, 
in special cases this makes an investigation very diffieult, for the 
general condition however, which is here dealt with, thie. circufnstance 
can be neglected. 

The eommuniration con siste. chiefly of two parts, of f'aets and of 
conclusions drawn theref1'om. The facts I will pass without eomment
ing on them, although oceasionally objections mig'ht be raised against 
them or rather against the remarks that accompany them. 

~ perfectly agl'ee with a great many of the concluslOns, e.g. with 
the following: 

that in the diluvium f1'esh water IS present to a cel'tain depth; 
that in deeper polders the deep groundwatel' move::. vertically 

npward, in shallow polders downward; 
th at also 1D the depth a CUl'l'ent eXlsts ti'om the dunes to the 

polders and fi'om the shallower polders to the deeper ones; 
that no important continuous subterranean CUlTent exists ti'om the 

higher grounds ti'om the east to the west. 
But I camlot accept the conclusion that the fi'esh groundwater 

present 1D the diluvium also in our poldere., owes lts origin to rain 
fallen locally Ol' at a l'elatively short distance during the wet seaRon. 

In the following refutation of this opinion I shall I'lpeak of fresh 
and of bl'ackish Ol' salt water. Of course thel'e is no shal'p division 
between thebe, but in order to avoid cumbrous definitions I shall 
make this distinction fOl' simpliClty's sake. I base my considerations 
on quantities, but since only their l'elative amount concerns us here, 
I have l'ounded my fignres as much as possible. 

Iintend to show the incorrectness of the concluslOn mentIoned 
from the arnount of the afflux to in the Haarlemmermeer polder. 
Now a paper on this amount by the member of this Academy 
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VAN DIESEN is found in the Vers1. en lVIeded. der Kon. Akad. 1885 1
). 

I can by no means accept the amount found thel'e. The chief reason 
why Mr. VAN DmsEN a,rrived at an el'roneous figure is that he 
assumes that the grollndwater in the Haarlemmermfler polder which 
is bituated at a depth of about a metre below the sllrface evaporates 
as much as water at the bl1l'face on account of the interstices between 
the particles of gronnd. This, I think, is enth'ely wrong; grol1nd
water at a depth of a metre does not evaporate at all. 

Now if we aSSllme that the groundwater does not evaporate, the 
figmes given in the paper would lead to a negative afflux, which 
certainly is wrong too. This is a conseql1ence of anothel' ]'eason 
why an erroneous figure IS fOllnd, namely the method of derivation. 
Mr. VAN DmsEN, namely, calculates the amOllnt of the afflllx from 
two periods of six years, for eaeh of which he derives the equation' 

u 

k=ax-b 
III which k is the amOl1nt of the flow, x the ratio of the e\'aporation 
at the slu'face and the rain fallen; a and b constant~, derived from 
the other data. So he has two equations k = me - band k1 = al''V1 - b1 • 

. N ow he determines the ratio of J., and k1 from the difference in level 
of the water in the "bósom"') a.nd of the polderwater, a ratio 
naturally little differing from umty, he further assumes that the x 
of each period has the same average value, so he puts ,7} = Xl' The 
two unknown quantities, li- and x, can then be found from these two 
equationb. 

But x and il\ are not exactly equal. 1\111'. VAN DIESEN himself says: 
"evidently th is value must change according to circumstances." lf 
Xl be equal to ,l! + b. we have' 

li- k 
-b -b -a b. k 1 k 1 

1 1 
1)-. -

k k 
-a -a -a -a k 1 k 1 

1 1 

, k 
Now it will entirely depend on the value of kal and a whether 

1 

D. has an appreciabie influence on the value of x. Since frOTll the 
k 

nature of the case k al and a are great values, differing little between 
1 

each other, however, a small value of b. has a great influence on 
x and hence on k. 

I) Versl. en Meded. van de Kon, :Akademie van Wetenschappen, Afd. Natutlrk. 
3e Reeks, Dl. I, p. 359-374. 

~) I'Bosom" IS called an intermediate dlscharge canal or basill. 
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The best estimate of the affiux in the Haarlemmermeer polder is 
that by Mr. ELINK STERK 1). This author bases his calculation on the 
assumption that the value of raill minus evaporation, averaged over 
many years, is practically the same for Rijnland and for the Haar
lemmermeer polder. Rain is here tacitly assumed to be rain plus 
surface condensation , and evaporation, evaporation plus the water 
withdrawn by plants. From the quantity of water discharged and 
let in over an average of 14 years Mr. ELINK STERK then derives 
with the aid of the assumption mentioned that the afflux in the 
Haarlemmermeer polder is equal to a qllantity of water corresponding 
to a height of 135 mm. + K (l( being the afflux in Rijnland) over 
the whole surface. 

Now he puts](: 15 mm. i.e. 1/10 of the aftlux in the Haarlemmer
meer polder which he caUs an ample estimate as I think it is; so 
he finds for the amount of the afflux in the Haarlemmermeer polder 
150 mmo 

The assumption mentioned that rain minus evaporation is equal 
for Rijnland and for the Haarlemmermeer polder is not quite correct 
of course. The rain may be taken equal, but not the evaporation. 
The rainfall is in my opinion more regular on the average than is 
indicated by our rain-gauges. Under equal meteoroJogical conditions 
the rate of evaporation depends principally on water for evaporation 
being or not bemg present. In the polders having a high summer
level with regard to the land which mostly consists of meadows, 
evapor<1tion will be greater than in the Haarlemmermeer polder, 
since water will always be present at the surface ; in the dnnes on 
the other hand it wlll be less. Considedng the charactel' of the grounds 
in Rijnland we may assumè that evaporation there wil! be slightly 
gl'eater than in the Haarlemmermeer polder. So It· we apply to our 
figure a correction b. l, making it 150 + b. l, b.1 will be negative. 

Mr. ELINK STERK has left out of consideration through lack of 
data: 1. the quantity of water admitted into the Groot Waterschap 
van Woerden (having tue same bosom as Rijnland); 2. The quantity 
of water lei in by locks into Rijnland and the Groot Waterschap 
van Woerden. CaUing these respectively b., and 1::. 3 , the afilux in 
the Haarlemmermeer polder is 

k = 150 + 1::. 1 + b.s + b.a mmo 

Now the quantities b. s and 1::.8 , are both small and cert.ainly 
positive; pl'obably they are together smaller than b.I' SO if we omit 
the three corrections b.1 , b.2 and b. a, the error can not be large and 

1) Verhandelingen van het Kon. Instituut van Ingenieurs. 1897--1898. p.63-75. 
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the fignre for k probably becomes too great as it a1so becomes by 
putting J( = 15 mmo 

Putting the afflux of water at 150 mmo this gives fol' a surface 
of 18000 H. A. 27 million ~P. This amount eonsists of three 
parts: 1. of what is let in fol' the higher lands behind the ringdyke 
thl'ough valves and syphons; 2. of the afilux through the ringdyke 
above the old sea-c1ay which I sl1a11 eaU the nfflux tltl'ouglt the ~Uuv~13n:; '''>y'; ~ 
3. of the afflux over the whole sul.'face of the polder, moving upwaIir~"-' V<._ 

through the old sea-clay on account of the greater pressure, w hich 
I shall ('all the atllux ji'om the diluvium. 

The first part which is no proper affiuw, is estimated by Mr. ELINK 
STERK at 5 to 7 million ~p per year. Subtracting this and taking 
the smallest figul'e the affiux mentioned sub 2 and 3 becomes 22 
million Ma per year. How much of th is is due to each of the parts 
sub 2 and 3 cannot be made out, while in those pI aces where the 
"old sea-clay" is absent no separation takes place. Probably 2 is 
the greater part, therefore lassurne for the part sub 3 all amount 
of 10 miIliol1 Ma pel' year; possibly iÇ is Inueh smaller. 

These 10 million ~P. the affiux f1'om the diluvium must consequently 
either flow in as fi'esh water along the cirj:!umference of the polder 
under the old sea-clay through the upper htyers of the dIluvium, or 
rise from below as salt water. Let us for the present assume that 
it all flows to m the former mannel', In fifty years 500 miJlion Ma. 
of fresh water would in this way have flowed into the diluvium. 
Now the quantity of fresh water present in the diluvium under the 
Haarlemmermeer polder is g1'eatel'; tlssuming 1/, to 1/4 space between 
the grain~ of stlnd this quantity wonld only cOl'l'espond to a thickness 
of 10 me tres containing fresh water, whereas this thiclme~s i~ greater 
on the average, as is pl'oved e,g. by bOl'ings neal' Sloten, 

The eircumf'erence of the ringdyke· being about 60.000 metl'es, if 
we assume the afllux to take place over a height of' only 20 metl'es 
and the intel'stices between the gl'ains ot' saud to be the same as 
above, th is will give a velocity of motion of 30 metl'es per year aud 
the water tlowed to would, even if we neglect the 108s of speed 
further in the poldel', have penetl'ated illto the poldel' only 1500 
metl'e8 in 50 yeal's and so not have l'cached the middle. 

Moreovel' the assumption that all the water streaming to is fi'esh, 
il; not pl'ohable, if we bear in mind the amount of salt in thc Wil
helmina spring which is over 3000 mg. chlorine pel' litre. Hence it 
is certain that with a flow of 10 million Ma jj'om the diluvium, 
part of the fresh water nowadays present in the diluvium under the 

4 
Pl'oceedings Royal Acad, Amsterdam, Vol. VU. 
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Haarlemmermeer polder was present there already 50 years ago. 

Before that time conditions were very different from wl~at they 
are now. Instead of the deep drainage there was bosomwatel'. How 
t11e fl'esh Vi'ater then present, especially in the eastern part, had come 
under the Haarlemmermeer, is difficult to te11 fol' want of data. Was 

'the water of the Haarlem lake always so rich in chlorine as some 
old observations show? Certainly the diffel'ence in pressure of the 
deep groundwater was smaller than it is now and accordingly the 
quantity of water moved was also smaller, while the direction of 
the current in the deE'p groundwater e.g. near Sloten must have 
been exactly the reverse. 

A thousand years ago when there were no dykes yet to keep out 
the water of rivers and of the sea, and no mills yet to drain the 
polders, wh en the dunes were bO much broader at the &easide tha~ 
they are now, when there were no canals jn the dunes yet for sand 
transport and other purposes, I imagine the state of affairs in the 
tract of land we are comüdering, must have been sueh that fresh 
water was also present in the diluvium and probably more than 
nowadays, that in the dIlnes there existed a high level of ground
water by which water was driven to the diluvinm, the pl'essure at 
the west side under the "old sea-clay" being greater than th at of the 
gl'oundwatel' above it. The level of the gl'oundwater in the alluvium 
of the polderland was thel1 probably mueh more regular and slightly 
higher than the average sea-level. How these conditions became pl'e
"alent I must leave to geologists to explaill. 

By making dykes, by enclo::.ing polders, by draining, the level of 
the groundwatel' has gradually been lowel'ed, now in one place, th en 
in anot11er. The currents in the layers of fl'esh water in the diluvium 
also had theil' dil'ections changed by this; Hley Cel'taillly were very 
small, ho wever, before the great drainages were made. In the ü'act 
we are dealing with, 3000 H.A. were dl'ained before 1750, 10.000 
H.A. bet ween 1750 and 1850 and 26,000 H.A. betweell 1850 
and 1900. 

The dunes gradually decl'eased in breadth, while also the flow of 
water towal'ds the land illcreased by canals for sand-transport etc. 
Tbe height of the groundwater in the dnnes will conseqnently also 
have steadily been decreasing. 

Bearing in milld the figure for the amount af'flux to in the 
Haarlemmermeer polder, we may safely assllme the quantitiet! of 
water which bel'Ole the drainages were made, penctl'ated vertically 
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downwal'U throllgh the old sea-clay, to llave been very small com~ 
pared with the amOllllt of ft'esh water present. Oon&equently the 
only source of snpply ot' ft'esh water to the diluvium has been the 
afllllx from the dllnes, At tlle &ame time I venture the supposition 
th at part of the fresh water whieh a thousand years ago was present 
in the diluviuIll under the polderland is still present there now. 

Anot11er question arising here is whether salt water rises upward 
fi'om below. About farmer time& nothing can be stated with certainty 
in this respect; for t11e present time it is l'endered probable by the 
circumstance that the water of the Haarlemmermeer polder contains 
more chlorine t11an ean be derived ft'om the amux if na salt water 
ft'om below is itdeled to it. Thel'efore I have tried to e~timate, though 
l'onghly, the quantity of chlorine, dischal'ged by RIjnland anel the 
qnantities entering Rijnland in D.nother way thall f'rom below, assuming 
that the quantity of chlorine withdrawn from the gTound by plants 
is equal to the quantity fllrnished by manuring, which snpposition 
is l'easonable. 

Rijnland di&charges allnually on t11e average 4:76 million M3. of 
water; how much chlorine this cOlltains is not known, but fi'om the 
data for the percentage of chlorine of the water of the bosom I) a 
figure may be derived whieh is too small and another which is toa 
large, which figl1l'es 1 take to be 105 anel 315 mg. per litre, giving 
an annual discharge of 50.000 or 150.000 tons of chlorine, 

The quantities of chlorine al'l'ivillg into Rijnland are, besides that 
from the groundwater below 1. thA sea-spray; assnming that this 
chiefly faUs on the dunes we can estimate it; the dnnes that dischal'ge 
water into Rijnland will supply about 20 million l\P. of water 
annually; this water contains 40 mg. chlorine per litre, making 
800 tons of chlorine; adeling to this what is blown over the dnnes 
we obtain a total of 1500 tons; 2. the fi'esh water which is let in, 
amounting on the twerage to 125 millIon :;VP. per year, eontaining 
40 mg. per litre, which makes 5000 tons; 3. the water through 
locks; it is difficuIt to estimate an average percentage of chlorine 
here, since one loek (Gouda) ad mits fresh water to the bosom, othe1's 
(Spaarndam, Overtoom, etc.) water with a high pet'centage of chlo~ 
l'ine; I think 2000 mg. per litre a snfficiently high estimate; putting 
the water let in through locks at 5 millionlVP. this makes 10.000 tons; 
4. what human society discharges into the bosom; this amount is 
difficnlt to estimate; putting it at 3500 tons, the total amount becomes 

1) Mededeelingen omtrent de Geologie van Nederland, no. 2G, by Dl'. J. LORlÉ, 

pp. 8-11. 
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20.000 tons of chlorine. Assuming that what is supplied to the bosom 
by all these causes is more than half this rough estimate and less 
than its twofold we get 10.000 or 40.000 tons of rhlorine. In any 
case there is a deficiency amonnting to something between 10.000 
and 140.000 tons which has to be ascribed to a supply of salt from 
a greater depth. When we bear in mind th at th is will chiefly come 

'frolfi the Haarlemmermeer polder and that this latter discharges on 
the average about 30.000 tons of chlorine and that the supplies 
mentioned snb 1-4 occur there in a small degree, the snpply of 
salt fl'om below at the present time is pl'etty certain. A quantity of 
35.000 tons of c1110l'ine corresponds to that contained in two mil
lion l\P. of water from the North Sea. 

The motion of the deep groundwater is generally very slow. 
If e. g. we consider how long it would take water to travel in a 

layer of sand between two impervious layers fi'om the sea to the 
Haarlemmermeer polder, which is a distance of 9000 metres, the 
difference of pl'eSSllre being 5 ]VI., if the permeability is the same as 
that of dune-sand, we filld that it would tra vel in a year (31.557.000 
seconds) through a distance of 

31.557.000 X 5 X 0.0006 

9000 
10.M. 

(0.0006 being the mte of filtration through 1 M. of dUlle-sand with 
a pl'essure of 1 M.1). A distance of 9000 M. would consequently 
require 900 years. 

As to the rate with which the salt water can rise from below we 
find what follows. Assuming that the rise is constant and that under 
the Haarlemmermerer polder 5 million M3. rises annually, this gives 
over a surf ace of 18000 H.A. with a space of 1/3 to 1:4 between the 
grains of sand, a rise of about 100 mmo per year; a rise of 50 metres 
would then require a period of 500 years. 

The question 1l0W naturally arises: since a large quantity of fresh 
water is present in the diluvium under our polderland and the salt 
water flows slowly, is it possible to withdraw this fl'esh water tor 
drinking-water? The part we are considering has, aftel' taking olf 
the littoral mal'gin and the country round Amsterdam which has a 
different fOlmation, a surface of about 100.000 H.A.; not counting 
the drainages and other less suitable tmcts, half of this territory 
contains 5000 million ~P. of fresh water, if we assnme an ayerage 

\ 

1) Report of tbe Committee for investigating the supply of water from the 
dunes to Amsterdam, 1891, supplement 16, p. 77. 
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of 10 lVlJ of fresh water pel' l\P, cOl'l'esponding to 1/3 to 1/4 space 
betweeu tlle gl'ains of flu,nd over a tlliclmess of 30 to 40 metres. A 
consumption of 50 millioll M3 pel' year being sufficient with the 
existing dune-water eondnit fol' the need of the pOplllation, taking 
its incl'ease info account, this quantity would be able to supply water 
for a hnndred yeal's; now we may presurne th at in a hllndred yeat's 
science wiII have so much advanced that it will be practicabIe then 
to couvert any water into suitable drinking-water. 

The allSWel' to our question must in my opinion be affil'mative as 
weIl as llegative. Affirmntive with respect to supplying water to single 
dwellings, to a village, Ol' to a temporary supply in war-time such 
as the Engineering Oorps has made at Sloten; negative with respect 
to a lasting demand on a large scale anel Ihis because in practice 
pecuniary considerations would force ns to withdraw the water ti'om 
a limited surface which would be impossible ,vHhout causing such a 
dilllinutioll in pressure that cerlainly with a lateral afflux also water 
fl'om below wonld flow to, so that aftel' some time brackish water 
would be obtained. 

Hence Prof. DUBOIS' assertion, th at a sufficient quantity of drinking
water is alld remains available in the ground under the shallower 
polders, is in my opinion entirely wrong. 

Geology. - "On tlte ol'igin of the fl'esh-wate1' in the subsoil of a 
few slwllow polde1'S". By Prof. EUG. DUBOIS. Comrnunicated 

by Prof. BAKHUIS ROOZEBOOl\l. 

(Communicated in the Meeting of November 28, 1903). 

In the meeting of the Academy of September 26 ult. Mr. H. E. 
DE BRUYN, although he agreed with most of t,he principal conclusions 
about the ol'igin and the dh'ection of motion of the groundwater in 
part of our lowland, contained in my communication to the Academy 
of June 27, gave an elabol'ate exposition of the grounds on account 
of Wilich he cannot accept my conclusion concerning the ol'igin of 
the fl'esh-water in the sllbsoil of a few shallow polders. In my opinion 
this has to be sought in rttÏn, fallen on the spot or at a relatively 
short distance, which Mr. DE BRUYN thinks irnpossible on account of 
considerations about the amount of the afflux in the Haarlemmermeer 
polder which, in his opinion proves that the layers above the diluvium, 
especially the "old sea-clay" transmit water to a much smaller extent 
than is necessary in my representation. He also supposes that part 
ot' the fl'csh-wi\.ter which was present uuder our polder-land a thou:, 
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óand years ago, is still there at the present day and that the onlJ 
sonree ti'om whieh frebh-wttter has been snpplied to the dilnvium 
(the subsoil) has been the dunes. 

About the veloeity with whieh wttter can move thl'ough our always 
very impure clay, whieh Mr. mi BRUYN rightly considel's to be a 
canse of our diifel'enee of opinion, I will now state a few f'acts and 

; at the same time point ont the al'glllllentA whieh led me to my 
coneeption of a different origin of the deep grollndwater mentioned. 
First llOwever I wish to point Ollt allother possible (lrigin whieh has 
not yet been suggested and which eamlot be at once r~jected, and 
especially a difficulty of a more sel'Ïons natnre even than the one 
objected to my representation by MI'. m: BUUYN. 

If we assume the extremely slow motion ascribed to the gl'ound
water by Mr. DE BRUYN, it might namely be that the deep fresh-water 
under eonsideration has to be eonsidel'ed as a remainder of what 
sank away there centuries ago. For not always these polders have 
been surrounded by brackish water only. 

According to deócriptions hom the Roman pel'iod, 1a1.e Flevo 
undoubtedly eontained water from the Rhine and no salt water as 
the Zuiderzee does nowadays. Also the IJ was a freslnvater lake 
commllnicating with the freshwater lakes Purmer, Wormer and 
Schermer. 1.\101'eove1' H is weIl lmown th at the Haarlem 1ake 
(Haarlemmermeer) aroóe by the union of at least fou!' lak es: the 
aId Haarlem Lake, the aId Leyden Lake, tIle aId Lake and the 
Spiering Lake which were fed at least partially by one or more 
branches of the Katwijk Rbine. The map by Bolstra, the able 
land-surveyor of Rijllland. published in 1745 and incorporated in 
"Present state of the United Netherlands" 1), gives us an idea oftbe 
situation of these lakes in 1531 and of their gradual union and tbe 
enJal'gement of the Haarlem Lake, ol'iginated in this way, down till 
1740. The waves of this large lake conld easily erode the steep banks, 
com;jsting of fen, as low as the same layer of clay wbich all'eady 
formed its bottom, the eircumstances for this proeess becoming more 
and more favoul'able, chiefly on account of the "sinking of the lands" 
in these parts with respect to the sea, described already a century 
befOl'e the draining. 'fhis erosion of land oceul'red at a tl'emelldous 
rate at the north-east side, where the polders are situated whieh now 
have fl'esh-watel' in their undergronnd. LE FUANCQ VAN BERKHEY 2) 

1) Tegenwoordige slaat der Vercenigde Nederlanden. Vol. 6 p. 163. Amsterdam, 
I. Til'ion. 1746. 

2) .J. LE l~RANCQ VAN BF.RKHF.Y. Nalullllij\..e Historie van Hoiland. Vol. I. p. 227. 
Amslerdam 176D. 
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abont tbe middle of the 18th centl1l'y describes the water of the 
Haarlem Lake as "fl'esh, but in some places, where the grounds 
become brackish, as near Slooten and towal'ds Amsteldam, the water 
of the lake is sometimes of a saltish taste. But the abundance 
of water fl'om tbe Rhine and the sl1pply from so many sm all 
lakes and waters which discharge themselves into it, bring about 
that the brackish water can by no means get the upper hand, 
and so the lake has on the whole good fresh-water." Meanwhile 
a quantity of salt amounting to 300 milligrammes per litre is 
according to the latest investigations not nnpalatable. An allalysis 
by G. J. MULDIm 1) of water taken from the lake near Sloten 
in November 1825, shows that it contained 393 mg. chlorine per 
litre. Now this is the season during whi('h it will probably have 
been least brackish. Hence it is improbable that the water of the 
Haarlem Lake was on the whole really fl'esh. Indeed, the lake had 
ample Oppol'tunity to receive salt from the IJ (whieh had already 
become salt towards the middle of tbe 13th century) through the 
upper ground of tbe polder-land which consisted ehiefly of fen and 
\vhich sepal'ated the two waters in plaees (near Halfweg) like a 
true isthmus. It is also known th at at any rate towards the middle 
of the 18th century those grounds nndel' which fresh-water is found, 
were brackish. Yet fl'esh-water of a much earlier period might in 
places have l'emained in the underground. Water derived not only 
fl'om the n01'th and west sides, but also from the east, may have 
filtered into the polders mentioned at the north-east of the present 
Haarlem Lake. Tbe Amstel certainly contained for centuries perfectly 
fl'eshwater, derived fl'om the Rhine. As late as 1530 the Amsterdam 
canals, fed by this rivm', bad drinkable wat!"!', but soon tbis supply 
was gradually more and more l'educed by natural causes. 

Is now the motion of the groundwater, not only in tbe finer 
alluvium, containing muC'h sand, but even in the coarse and graveUy 
diluvial sand, wbich transmits water lUuch mOre easily, reaUy so 
slow, as Mr. DE BRUYN believes, th at in tbree Ol' four centuries the 
influence of the aItel'ed circumstances as to level and composition 
of superficial waters on the deep groundwatel' will scarcely be 
perceptible? I believe that numerous facts, of which I will mention 
a few in this communication, are < at variance with this opinion. 

1) G, J. MULDER. Verhandeling over de wateL'en en lucht del' stad Amsterdam. 
p. 66. Amsterdam 1827, LORIÉ, quoling from second hand, wrongly menlions this 
same analysis under two different Iteadings and wilh different amounts of Cl. 
(Onze brakke, \jzerhoudende en alkalische bodemwateren, Verhandelingen der 
.KOlI • .Almd . .2e Sectie, Dl. 6. NU. 8. 1899. ,p, 9). 
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In the first plaee the actual faets are incompatible with Mr. 
DE BRUYN'S idea that befol'e the draining of the Haarlem Lake, 
some 50 years ago, "the direction of the CItrl'ent of the deep 
groundwater e.g. at Sloten, must have been exactly tbe reverse" 
of' wh at it is now (These Proceedings VI, p. 291) and still less I 
can assume this for an ea1'lier pe1'iod. For near Sloten the country 
was not 10we1', but even a little higher than the level of the Haarlem 
Lake and nol dyked in, so that the incessant washing away of the 
bteep fenny bank of the lake could be enormously great. According 
to an accurate investigation, made in 1743, it amounted yearly on 
the average to as much as 5 to 10 Rijnland rods (about 19 to 
38 metres). It is true that the upper side of the layer of fen whieh 
now fOl'ms the Rieker polder near Sloten, lies at 1.35 metres below 
A. P. (Amsterdam level) but its 10wer side is Rtill on a level with 
the bot tom of the Haarlemmermeer poldet·, as it formerly was with 
the bottom of the lake, and it rests on the "old sea-clay". If we 
now bear in mind that fen, slleh as that of the Rieker polder 
consists, when it is completely saturated, for 9/10 of water, as I have 
fonnd to be actually the case, and that moreover the "looseness and 
shiftiness" of these grounds which, as it were, 1'ose and sank with 
the water, were weIl known in the time of the lake, it is cJear, 
how, aftel' the draining, in half a century, by losing over 1/3 of 
their water, they might shrink so far below A. P. and that the1'e 
can be no qnestion of an earliel' CUl'l'ent of the deep groundwater 
under the Haarlem lake towa1'ds the cOlmtry near Sloten. The lake 
certainly did not allow snch a CUl'rent from tbe dunes to pass nnder 
its bottom. 

Though the dnnes were bl'oadel' and the level of tbe water in 
tbem higher tban nowadays, the hydrostatic p1'essUl'e imparted there 
to the deep groundwater must have been exhausted and the horizontal 
cm'rent stopped by the water l'ising in the alluvial cover, which 
fOl'ms an imperfect screen, long before the opposite si de had been 
l'eached. For at present the diifel'ence in pl'essnre, owing to the 
watel'-pl'eSsul'e beillg now 5 metres less in the polder than it formerly 
was in the lake, is certainly not less and yet already in the middle 
of it only a slight upwal'd pressUl'e remains, although pressul'e is 
dil'ected fl'Om all sides to the middle. 

Hence in the un('ergl'ound we ûnly mcet water that soaked the 
soil from above withont any considerable horizontal movement in 
the underground. 

I qnite agl'ee wUh 1.\'11'. DJll BRt'YN (p. 291) that "part of the fresh
water non' prcsent in the diluvium lUlder the Haarlemmermeer 
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polder was present in it already fifty years ago" , if 1 may consider 
water that contains 200 to 300 and even more milligram mes of 
chlorine per litre as fi'esh-water, as I nnderstand he does. Only with 
this lattel' not common qnalifieation one is entitled to say that under 
the Haarlemmermeer polder the diluvium has on an average more 
than 10 metres fi'esh-water, for the g-reater part of that polder has 
no fresher water in its underground tban witb these amounts of 
chlorine. Only whel'e the higher grounds are clearly of recent origin 
this is dilferent, for the rest the water in the upper diluvial layers 
of the Haarlemmermeer polder contains about the same amount of 
chlorine as the water of the former lake. Of the Wilhelmina spring, 
the amount of ehlorine of whieh is over 3000 milligrammes, the 
dep th is unknown; undoubtedly however it goes down as far as 
the salt water which ÎIb most places of this polder is to be found 
below 40.50 metres. 

The most serious difficulty opposing my view of the origin of 
tbe fresh-water in the subsoil of some shallow polders is not men
tioned by Mr. DE BRUYN. It is that the fresh-water in question in 
all seasons not only is surrounded by, but also rests on and is 
covered by braekish water. How ean the fresh-water under these 
circumstances owe its origin to tbe rain t'allen on the braekish 
upper' gl'ound ? 

The explanation of this paradoxieal phenomenon I mean to have 
found in the peeuliar hydl'ological condition of those polders whieh, 
like those between Amsterdam and the Haarlemmermeer polder, are 
themselves at a level only little below A.P. and are situated near 
dcepei' drainings. In a similar condition are the sllallow polders neal' 
Pllrmerend and Schermerhorn. I ... ike here towards tlle Haarlemmer
meer polder, so yondel' towards the deep polders Purmer, Wijde 
Wormer, Beemster and Schermer, a considerable flow exists in the 
coarser diluvium under the more compact alluvial cover and at 
the same time a vertical downwal'd movement, whilc in those deeper 
Jlolders the water tl'Ïes to l'ise through the alluvial cover whieh forms 
only an imperfect screen. Consequently in boring-tubes the ground
water from the diluvium in these latter rises higher than the field, 
whereas in the shallow polders it remains far under it and below 
the level of the groundwater. These cil'cumstances and the geological 
condition of the soi! form in my opinion the solntion of the riddle 
of the presence and the permanence under some shallow polders 
of fresh-water whieh on all sides is surrounded by brackish ,'vater. 
I al'rived at this conelusiol1 especially by studies in the Rieker polder 
neal' Sloten, in which the SOUl'CC fOl' the military water-supply for 
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the position of Amsterdam is situated. To this I was enabled by a 
few experimental wells which .Mr. G. VAN ROYEN, 1st lientenant
engineer, ehargE'd with the execution of fhe works there, was kind 
enough 10 have made for the purpose of this investigfttion. At my 
proposal seven of these experimental wells were bored to various 
depths in the middle of a meadow~ about 300 metl'es sou th of the 
Sloten road and the farm "RustvJ'ede", within a square of three 
metres side. Under the lowel' end of the iron tubes whieh were 
open below, gravel had been poured to a depth of half a metre. 
By examining the water that had risen in those tubes as to level 
and composition Olle can oblain information about the state of affairs 
at various depths Îl~ relation with the condition of the soil. -

Letter Depth of the Layer in which the water 
of the layer of water is fonnd. 
weU. below the field 1). 
A 1 to 1.5 M. 
A' 1.7" 2.2 " 
B 2.5" 3.0 " 
o 5" 5.5 " 
0' 7.5" 8.0 " 
D 10" 10.5 " 
E 15" 15.5 " 

fen. 

" 
Upper clay. 
Layer of sand in the elay. 
Lower part of the clay. 
Between deep fen aild sand 
Sand under the denser alluvium. 

A weU situated 30 metres to the west, 44 metres deep, IV, 13, 
was compared with these experimental weHs. 

Mo&t of the&e wells we re ready at the end of August ult. A' was 
finished about the middle of September, 0' the 19th of October. The 
level of the water and the amount of chlorine were repeatedly 
examined by me. Aftel' all the wells had been left undistuï'bed as 
long as November 20, the following state of affairs was found. 

Water level in M. -;- A.P. Ohlorine 
in mg. pel' L. 

A 1.465 135 
A' 1.495 202 
B 1.495 617 
C '1.493 780 
0' 1.677 145 
D 2.720 124 
E 2.737 68 
IV, 13 2.747 92 

, 1) The level of the field,is 1.33 -;- A.P. 
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Of these wells or may for the present be left out of account 
since a stationary condition has 110t yet established itself in it; having 
its 10 wel' erld in the clay, the water still rises in it continually 
Wen IV, 13 again has a higher and varying amount of chlorine; 
determinations at different times gave 114,92,190 mg. per litre. 1 
believe that this increase and variation of the amount of chlorine 
has 10 be as cri bed to the neighbourhood of the deep salt water in 
l'elation with flllctuations in atmosphel'ic pressure and also with a 
proper motion of ebb and flood of the groundwater 1). 

In spite of the very considerabIe rainfall of the latest months, 
gl'eat variations in the percentage of chlorine did not occut'; only 
in and near the clay, henre especially in C, the amount of chlorine 
decreased considerably, in 0 from 850 to 780 mg. per litre. This 
reslllt does not verify my formerly stated supposition that perhaps 
during the wet season a continuons freshening of the water might 
take place. 

Yet I cOllld not agree with the idea that the fresh-watel' in the 
subsoil should have stayed there undisturbed for at least a few 
·centuries. For why f then is fresh-water in the diluvium under the 
Haarlemmermeer polder and the Llltkemeer polder onIy found at a 
distance not too far removed from the shallow polders near Sloten 
and Osdorp? Why does this layer of fi'esh-water end already before 
Halfweg, befol'e the Great IJpolder is reached, south of ::;loterdijk 
and also soon eastward of the Amstel ? Why does the layer of' 
Purmerend not extend further than a sbort distance nnder the Purmer 
and Beemster polders? Does not this limitation point to an autochthonous 
ol'igin of the fresh-water in the underground of tbe shallow polders? 

I think to have found the key of the riddle in the stated sudden 
fall in pressure, amounting to more than 1,20 metre, under the c)ay 
and the deep fen which is a consequence of the fact that the level 
of the groundwater in the Haarlemmermeer polder is almost 3.5 M. 
lower than in the Rieker polder. So this compl'essed deep fen, 
acting as a semi-permeable wall, can transmit to the deeper layers 
water, but no salt. 

That fen in a comprèssed state and under similar conditions of 

1) On these inl1uences, especially on the proper ebb and flood of the gl'ound
water, zee: F. WEYDE, Die Abhängigkeit des Grundwasserstandés von dem Luft· 
drucke, dessen Sleigen und Fallen wahrend eines Tages (Flut und Ebbe), in 
MeteoJ'ologische Zcitschrift of AUgUllt 1903. The influence of almospheric 
pressure was ah'eady poinled out in my former communicalion. These influences 
hecome perceptihle only in deep wells, because in lhem the water follows more 
casily lhe changing pressure of the atmos-phcre and gravity lhan it does' in the 
l1e;ghboul'llOod and 50 ii> raised or depressed. 
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pressure as prenlil in the Riekel' polder, can cam,e osmosis, I conld 
prove experimentall.v with appamtus whieh 1\11'. A .. J. STOEL Jr. at 
Hanrlem was kind enollgh to make for me in his workshop and 
with othel' apparatns kindly put at my disposal by Dl'. HERINGA 

of Haarlem. The most important of these experiments is the follow
ing one. 

In an iron tube of 1 M. length and 154 mmo internal diameter 
newly dug fen from the superficial layer in the Rieker polder was 
eompressed hy means of a lever until no fm'ther compression was 
observed. The pressure was gradnally raised to 2,8 kilogram mes 
pel' square centimetre, a pressnre equal to that whieh is found in a 
soil of sand or elay at a depth of 14 metres; the layer of fen was 
three ,rentim. thick. Of water, containing a quantity of sodium 
chloride corresponding to an amonnt of chlorine of 1000 mg. per 
litre, this layer of fen, whieh on account of its slight thickness, ean 
by IlO means be so perfect a semi-permeahle wa]] as the deep layer 
of fen in the Rieker polder w hich has an average thickness of a 
metre, water was transmitted which contained temporarily at the 
utmost 750 mg. c1JlOl'ine per litre; hence at least 250 milligrammes 
were retained. 

Now the deep fen in the Rieker polder occurs as an almost 
coherent layer, exîending ti'om Haarlem, right through the Haar
lemmermeer polder as far as Mijdrecht and from Sloten by Amster
dam as far as Zaandam and Uitdam . This layer is missed in the 
north-western corner of the Haarlemmermeer polder, i.e. in the place 
of the former Lake Spiering and farther sontl], The lower side of 
this deep layer of fen lies at about 11 to J 3 metres below A.P. 
Still deeper at Sloten in some three borings, parts of a second old 
layer of fen were found and also l'epeatedly at Amsterdam and 
Zaandam. This layer must be distinguished from the former with 
which it was formerly identified. As a fairly coherent layer this 
deeper fen can be traced above the diluvium, to the north by 
Purmerend as far as Hoorn and Enkhuizen, to the west. by Wormer' 
veel', Beverwijk, and Velzen to IJmuiden. The upper one of these 
deep' layers of fen cau reach a thickness of about 1 l\i., the lower 
one is rarely 1/2 meh'e thick. 

So we may undel'stand how the Undel'gl'Olmd may have derived 
in former times and may still derive its fI'esh-water from the npper 
ground although this lat ter always cal'l'Ïes brackish water itself, 

But will the "layel' of clay" which is 7 M. thick be permeable 
enough to ren del' it posl:>ible that in the half cehtUl'y, elapsed aftel' 
the dl'aining of tue lüa,l'lem lake, undel' the poldel'b to the nor th-
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east of this drainage a layer of fresh-water of at leabt 50 M, thick 
may have accumulated? This means a yearly increase of at least 
one metre, or, if we take into account the interfltices between the 
grains of sand, of about 0.30 M. pure water a year. Now tItis 
amonnt is pretty mnch the same as of the rain that can peneh'ate 
into the earth, while aiso all the other .8urface-water can furnish 
fresh-water to the underground, by which also the fresh-water, 
flown oif to the deep polder, can be accollnted fol'. In my former 
communication I aiready pointed ont that the power of clay to 
tl'ansmit water is commonly undel'rated. The clay in our alluvial 
grounds is generally very impure, consists mostIy of velT fine sand 
and according as the percentage of this increases, its "permeability" 
becomes greater. The fattest clay of the Rieker polder at Sloten lies 
as a thin bank immediately nnder the superficial layer of fen and 
contains 300/0 real day. Fl'om the 7 M. "clay" in the Rieker polder, 
one has to snbtract first a conpie of metres of sand, the rest is also 
much richel' in sand than the fat npper layp-r mel1tioned. JS"ow 
SPRING has proved th at a layer of Hesbay's loam of 7 M. thickness 
'admitted in 24 hours a movement of water of at least 0.036 to 
0.045 1\1:. 1) which is ten to fifteen times more than the velocity 
caieulated fol' the Rieker polder. A sample of loam, kindly sent me 
by that scientist, proved, on analysis by Dr. N. SCHOORL, to eontail1 
21.5°/0 clay i.e. about as much as our ordmary, pretty f~lt alluvial 
day contains on an average. Experiments with fatter clay nnder 
pressure, as it is in nature, give me a much smaller velocity which 
however is still slltlicient to explam the hydrological condition of 
the Rieker polder. Of these experunents Iintend to giye an account 
on a future occasion. 

I wish to dl'aw aUention to a result of the experimellts of SPRING 
already mentioned in my former communication, accol'ding to which, 
when the thickness of a layer of sand becomes very great with 
respect to (he pl'essme-column of the water, the rate of filtration 
may by no means be taken invel'flely proportional to the thiclmess 
of the filter. On tlle contrary, SPRING found in this case the rate 
independent of thc thickness of the filter. I ean confirm this for 
clay and fol' this sllbstance the pl'essure lllay even be relatively 
gl'eat and (he thi('kness of the layer hnndreds of times smaller on 
account of the so much gl'eatel' l'esistance of clay than of sand. A 
layer of the fattest elay, obtained in the same way as thc com
pressed fen, oy sqneezing' out the water, having a thickness of 

1) In this time namely a layer of waler of 12 to 15 mmo thickness was trans
milted. 
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15 cm., under a pressllre of 80 cm. transmitted no less water than 
a layer of the same compressed clay of only 4 cm. thickness. Cal
cnlations like those on page 294 of ~h. DE BRUYN'S communication, 
in which the rate of filtration through 9000 ,JVI. sand from the dune& 
is simply assnmed to be 1/9000 of the mie found in an experiment 
with 1 1\'1. of the same sand lead consequently to erroneous con
clusions. I also want to point out that in the coarse diluvial sand 
which forms the principal way for the horizontal movements of the 
water, the velocity of motion is about ten times as great as in 
sand from the dunes. 

Under these circumstances 1 believe to be justified in malntaining 
my opinion that the water in the undergl10und of some shallow 
polders is of autochthonous origin. 

It is also clear now, how in many places in the Haarlemmermeer 
polder water can spring up which is as fresh as water from the 
dunes. So in the farm "het Botervat" on the Y road near the Kruis
weg; in it I found as weIl in the driest pedods as aftel' much rain a 
quantity of chlorine of 35 to 37 mg. per litre, whereas in the same 
farm a weIl has been bored reaching just below the deep fen, in 
wllich the water contain& an amount of ('hlorine of 235 mg. per 
litre, At llllmerOllS other spots of the Haarlemmermeer poldet' the 
presence ot fi'esh-water in wells (which proved to be no rainwater, 
as I believed for some time) could be stated; it is al::.o found at 
about one kilometre east of the jnst mentioned farm, besides on the 
Kruisweg between the Sloten road and the Slotel' Tocht, on the 
Sloten road uear the Slaperdijk. On the other hand the water in 
wells in the north-westeru part of that polder, in which the deep 
layer of fen is entirely ab&ent, is brackish everywhere. 

The water flowing uuder the compact all11vial cover trom the 
higher environs of the Haarlemmermeer polder has th ere, as I showed 
in my former communication, a tendency to rise aud so the salt
retaining property of the ten can here act in an opposite direction 
as in the shallower polders in which the vel'tiea.l component of the 
water is directed downward, 

As the oid fen fOl'ms, as it \V ere, a filter for sodimn chloride, 
so in the shaUowel' polders the "old sea-clay" by its high percentage 
of iron, keep& the water in the underground l'elatively free from 
sulphuric acid, The supel'ficial fen in the }tieker polder contains so 
much compounds of sulphul' that it has a very 5trong smeU of 
sulphuretted hydrogen, when freshly dug. Water squeezed out from 
it pl'oved on analysis by Dl', SCHOORL to contain no less than 408 m~, 
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S03 pel' litre, while tbat from a weIl, 44 M. deep, neal' the place 
wbere thc feu had been taken, contained ollly 17 mg. SOa per litre. 
Already immediateJy below the clay, at a depth of ten metl'es below 
the meadow, the amount of SOs has become 80 smalI. In tbe iron
containing lnyer of clay, pyrites i~ namely formed by the well-known 
minerogenetic pl'ocess, with previous l'eduction of the S03 compounds 
in thc fen, which reduction takes place here with the help of sulphur
bactel'ia by whielt the fl'eshly denuded fen is coloured yellowish. 

Pyl'ites can inneed be shown to occur in tbe clay. And so this 
diffel'ence in the amount of SO~ belween the upper water and the 
deep groundwnter is a proof fol' the origin of the latter from above 
instead of against it, as has been supposed. 

Chemistry. - Prof. C. A. LOBRY m: BRUYN also in the name of 
Dr. S. TYlIISTRA Bz. read a paper: "Tlte mechanism of t!te 
salicylacid synt!tese." 

('n.is p.lper wiJl not be published in these Proceedings). 

Chemistry. - Prof. C. A. LOBRY m: BRUIN presents a paper of 
Dr. J. J. BLANKSl\IA: "On the intl'amoleculm' o.'cydatimt of a 
SH-grollLJ bounfl io benzol by an orthostanding NO,-gl'oup." 

(This paper will not be pubhshcd in these Proceedings). 

Chemistry. - Prof. C. A. LOBRY DE BRUYN pl'esents a paper of 
.l. l\I. M. DORlUAAR: " Tlie im'el'sion of cm'von anti eltcaJ'von 
zn cal'vacl'ol anc! its velocity. " 

(This papel' will not be pubhshed in these Proceedings). 

(June 24, 1904). 
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-----OClG-· ----
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Mathematics. - Remarks on the paper of Mr. KLUYVER on 

page 305 of Vol VI. "Series del'ived from tlw series 2 p, (m)" 
m 

by EDMUND LANDAU in BerIin. 

(Communicated In the meetmg of May 28, 1904). 

In a paper recently published 1) Mr. KLUYVER treats the infinite series 
QO 

~ p,(mb+h> p,(h) + p,(b+7t) p,(2b+7t) 
"-' mb+h =T b+h + 2b+h + ... , . . (1) 
111=0 

where band hare two positive integers and where h can be regarded 

as < b without limiting the generality. However, this research has 
to be taken only in a heuristic respect; it does not furnish the proof 
that series (1) converges, i. e. that fol' every pair of values b, h 

. • . . • • • (2) 

exists. ') 
The methods applied by me in the paper 3) "On the prime num

bers of an arithmetical progression" ("Ueber die Primzahlen einer 
arithmetischen Progression") however aUow sueh a proof to be made 
which will be shown in § 2-7 of this paper, aftel' I have reminded 
my readers in § 1 of some theorems still known; at the same time 
we shall find an expression for the limit (2) i. e. the sum of the 
infinite series (1) in finite form. In §§ 8-9 a conclusion is drawn 
on the distribution of the numbers of an arithmetic progression 
for which p, (n) = + 1 resp. -1 ; this justifies a supposition expressed 
by Mr. KLUYVER at the end of his paper. 

§ 1. Let Xl (n), X, (n), ... , X,!,(b) (n) be the pCb) characters of the 
group of the classes of residu es modulo b prime to b, of which Xl(n) 
be the principal character (Hauptcharakter). If n and b haye a common 
divisor we may understand by }tl(n), x,en), ... , X\'lb) (n) the value zero. 
Let moreover L.(s) for v = 1, 2, ... ,p(b) denote the analytic 
function determined by the DIRICHIJET series 

1) These Proc. VI p. 305. 

2) Only for the case b = 1, h = 1 this was already known and from this ensues 
directly, as Mr. KWYVER states at the beginning of his paper, the correctness of 
the statement for any band h = b, but not for the gelleral case. 

3) Sitzungsberichte der Kaiserlichen Akademie der Wissenschaften in Wien, 
mathematisch·naturwissenschaftliche Klasse, Bd: 112, Abt. 20., 1903, S. 493-535. 
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n=l 

As is known this series eonverges, ~ in ease v = 1, for ~ (s) > 1, 
and in ease v = 2, ... ,q;(b), for ~ (s) > O. 

The equation holding good for ~ (s) > 1 and every v (= 1, ... , q;(b) ) 

~ x,en) II 1 L,(s) = ~ -= , ..... (3) 
ns ,~ 1- X"(p) 

11=1 P pS 

where 17 passes through all prime numbers, shows that no L" (s) 
possesses a zero with real part > 1. The equation (3) gives for v = 1 

L1 (s) = II 1 1 FI (1-; ) = ; (s) II (1-p~) , (4) 
p 1-- p/b p/b pS 

where p passes through all prime factors of b. From (4) it follows that 
L1 lS) may be continued across the right line i)\ (.~) = 1 and that it 
possesses in s = 1 apoie, so that 

1 
lim - = O. . . . • . (5) 
=1 L1(S) 

Further DIRICHLET 1) has expressed the quantities 
, ~ ~ 

L (1) - I: x,(n) L (1) - L Xi'(b)(n) 
,- , ••• , Kb) -

n n 
11=1 

in finite form by logarithms and trigonometrie functions and proved 
moreover - what did not at all ensue from it - that eaeh of 
the afore mentioned p(b)-l quantities is different from zero. So 
the limits 

1 1 1 1 = L,(s) = L~(1) , .•• , = L'f(b) (s) = L'f(b) (1) . . . (6) 

do exist. 

1) "Proof of the theorem that every unlimited arithmetical pl'ogression of which 
the first term and difference are integers without common factor, contains an 
infinite number of prime numbers," Transactions of the RoyalPrussianAcademy of 
Sciences at Berlin, 1837, p. 45-71; Works, Vol. 1, 1889, p. 313-342. 

("Beweis des Satzes, dass jede unbegrenzte arithmetische Pro gres sion, deren 
el'stes Ghed und Differenz ganze Zahlen ohne gemeinschaftlichen Factor sind, 
unendJich viele Pljmzahlen enthält", Abhandlungen der KönigIich Preussischen 
Akademie der Wissenschaften zu Berlin, 1837, S. 45-71; Werke, Bd. 1, 1889, 
s.. 313-342). 

5* 
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Mrs. HADAl\IARD and DE LA V ALLÉE POUSSIN have proved that no 

L. (s) possesses on the rlght line :x (s) = 1 a zero, so that L.\S) is 

regular for every v on the right hne :x (s) = 1. In the quoted paper 
I have proved 1) the more general theorem There is a posltive number 
a so that, when s = 6 + ti, in the region 

1 t>3,1--<6<2 = log'Xt= = 
each of the ljJ (b) functions L. (s) differs from zero and fulfills the 
inequaIity 

ILv\s)/ < log'Xt. 

§ 2. Now I denote by jJfb,h (s) that analytic functIon which is 
determined by the DJRICHLET series 

<rJ 

~ ll(mb+h) 
~(mb+h)s' 
m=O 

convergent at least for 6=:X (S) > 1 and I shall show that JIIIb,h (s) 
cau be brought in a very simple connexion with the functions L. (s). 

Let the greatest common factor (b, h) of band lt be put equal to 
d. Without limiting the generality cl can be regarded as being with
out quadratic factor; for in the other case II (mb + h) = 0, 80 every 
member of the infinite series (1) is equal to zero. 

I. Let then be d = 1, so h prime to b. Then there is an integer hl' 
(determinate modulo b) for which 

hl lt _ 1 (mod. b). 

Now ensues from (3) for (J =:X (s) > 1 
<rJ 

_1 =Il(l- Xv(P»)= ~ Xv(n)f.l(n) 
L.(s) pS ~ nS 

. . . • (7) 

p n=1 

If we multiply (7) by x. (hl) and sum up with respect to all 
values of v we get 

j'(b) j'(b) <rJ 

~ 'Xv(h1) = "'" (lt) '" 'Xv(n)ll(n) 
~ L.(s) ~x. 1 ~ n8 
=1 =1 n=1 n=1 

Now according to the fundamental propel'ty of the cl1aracters the 
j'(b) 

sum :2 'Xv (l) ditfers from zero only, and then is equal to ljJ (b), when 
.=1 

l:::: 1 (mod. b); hence 

1) 1. c., page 521. Here I put the greater of the two numbers ~, and Cs1 = /Z. 
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i'(b) ! = p (b), if l~l n _ 1, i. e. n _lt (mod. b) 
x·(ltln) . --' _ L = 0, lf!tl n =1= 1, 1. e. n =1= !t (mod. b) 

=1 

=1 711=0 

when with the aid of 
X.(lt1) X.(lt) = X.(!tl!t) = X.(l) = 1 

we eliminate hl' we get 
i'(b) 

1 1 
Mb,h (s) I p(b) L X.(lt)L.(s)· • • • • • (9) 

=1 

II. Let d be > 1 and let b be put equal to dB, h to dH, so 
that Band H are prime to eaeh other. Evidently 

fJ(mb + lt) = fA. (d(mB + m) \ = fJ(d) fJ(mB + H) 
-/ l or - 0, 

according to mB + H being prime to d or not. Henee 
00 co 

M (s) = ~ fA.(mb + !t) = fJ(á) ~' fJ(mB + H) . . (10) 
b,h "'-' (mb + lt)s ds -"-' (mB+H)s ' 

m=O m=O 

where the sign ~' denotes that m assumes only those values, for 
whieh mB + H is prime to d. If ml - m~ (mod. d), then it is 
evident that 'mI B +- H and m~B + Hare slmultaneously prime to d 
or not. So those m dlstnbute themselves in eertain arithmetical 
progressions modulo d; i.e. among the d progressions m 0, 1, ... , 
d-1 (mod. d) m has in certam progressions, let the number be Q, 

to pass through all numbers > O. This Q is the number of tbose 
among the d numbers in mB + H, (m = 0,1, ... ,d-1), whieh are 

prime to d; tbis number is known to be (B,d)p(d). When the cor-
p(B,d) 

responding values of m are denoted by mI" .. , m~, ... ,mp and 
m~ B + H is put equal to ltM (1 = 1, ... ,Q), then every h~ is prime 
to d and - on account of (B, H) = 1 - to B, 80 to b = dB and 
situated between 0 (excl.) and b (excl.) (as 

0< H<!t~ = m). B + H< (d-1) B + H= b-B + H< b 
aud bitself i& not prime to b). The eorresponding values of mB + Hare 

(m). + ld)B+H=lb+k~, 
, / 
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where I assurnes all integer values > O. In othel' wOl'ds on the 
rightside of (10), when it is written short 

00 

(.t( d) " I (.t( k) 
Ts .... Ts' 

k=1 

k assumes all positive numbers belonging to cel'tain Q progressions 
of the form l b + h1, (J. = 1, 2, ... ,Q), where 0 < lt) < band 
(b, hl) = 1; so 

p 
(.t(d) ~ 

Mb,h (s) = af .kJ Mb,hl (s), . . . . . (11) 
)-1 

and from the l'esult (9) of the case (I) follows aftel' application to 
the single members on the right side of (11) 

P 'I'(b) 

Mbh (s) =~ ~(d) .')"" , __ 1_ 
, q(b) ds A-W ~ y.)10L,(s) 

J=l ,=1 

Of (j 2) the equation (9) is a special case, as for d = 1 

B = b, H = lt, Q = 1, ltl = lt. 

. (12) 

In the following the equation (12) may always be taken as basis. 
§ 3. The equation (12) proved above for 6> 1 fllrnishes in con

nection with the properties of the functions L (s) quoted in § 1 
firstly the analytic continuation of lI-fb,h (s) across the right line 
6 = 1. It teaches us that aU points of the right line, s = 1 included, are 
l'egular places. Fl'om the theorem quoted at the end of § 1 follows more 

1 
accurately that for t > 3 alld 1 - -1 - < 6 <2 the fllnction Mb h (s) -- og~t-- -- , 

is regular and satisfies there the inequality 
1 P '(eb) 

\ Mb,h (s)\ < g;(b) :a L. L IL~S)\ < g;~b) • 1 . Q.cp(b) logrl. t = Q log~ t . 
.1.=1 '=l 

Let now a number a > a be chosen in such a way that in the 

first place for any t > 3 we have 

Q log~ t < loga t 
1 

and in the second place -1 3 is smaller than the distance of the oga 

right 1ine (J' = 1 from any singular point of Mb h (s), the imaginary 
part of which lies between - 3i and 3i. 1f moreover the equation 

IMb,h (0' + ti)1 = IMb,h (6 - ti)1 
is paid attention to, then ensues ti'om the prececling: 
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The function Mb,h (s) is regular in that part of tile plane lying on 
the right side of the continuous curve (incI. the curve itself) . 

1 
a = 1 - for t > 3, 

loga t 

1 
a = 1 - for - 3 < t < 3, 

loga3 = = 
1 

a = 1 - fol' t < - 3 
loga(-t) c 

and for t> 3, 1 - _1_ < a < 2 it is = logat= = 
!Mb,h (a + ti)! = !Mb,h (a - ti)! < loga t.. . . . (13) 

§ 4. In § 2 of my paper 1) "On the function tt(k) occurring in 
the theory of numbers" ("Ueber die zahlentheoretische Funktion tt(k)") 
the relation 

X 2+x2, <IJ 

'"" tt(k) log!!..- = ~J .'/J
S 

'"" tt(k) ds + 0 (1) 
"'- k 2n~ S2 ~ kB 
k=:1 2-x2i 7=1 

is developed, where the integral is taken along the straight !ine. In 
like manner we find here, when the sign ~I means that k has but 
to assume all those numbers of the interval of summation which are 
= h (mod. b), 

x 2+x'i <IJ 

'"'" tt(k) log!!!.. = ~J mB '"'" tt(k) ds + 0 (1) 
"'- k 2n~ s' ~ ks 

7=1 2-:r21 7=1 

2+:L'i 

= ~J mB Mb h (s) ds + 0 (1). 
23E'~ s" 

. . (14) 

2-x'i 

§ 5. We now appl~' CAUCHY'S theorem to the integralJ:,s Mb.T! (6) ds 

taken along the elosed path ABCDEF A, where A = 2-.'l"i, B = 2 + .'/J'i, 

C = l-
l 

~ ) + m'i, D = 1 - l~ + 3i, E= 1- _1_ - 3i, and 
oga m' oga3 loga3 

1 
F= 1- 1 (') - m'i, where the segments AB, BC, DE, FA are oga m 

rectilinear, CD denotes the are of the curve 

1 . 
8 = 1 - - + t~ (m' > t > 3) 

logat 

1) Sitzungsberichte der Kaiserlichen Akademie der Wissenschaften in Wien, math. 
naturw. Klasse, Bd. 112, Abt. 2a, 1903, S. 537-570. 
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and EF the arc of the curve 

1 
8=1...... +ti (-3 > t > -m') 

loga(-t) 

As according to § 3 in this closed region and on the boundary 
the function to be integrated is regular, the CAUCHY theoreru furnishes 
for the integral appearing in (14) 

2+x~i 

J :: Mb.k(S)ds J = J + J + J + J + J . . (15) 
2-x2i AB AF J'E EJ) 1)C CB 

Now I have proved in § 10 of ruy paper on the arithmetir, 
aiS 

progression for a certain function 1((8) that, when integrating - K(s) 
8' 

along the same given path, we have I 

c J + J + f + J + J = o (me-IIIOgX) 
AF J'E K/J /JG CB 

where c denotes a positive constanP). Concerning that function K($) 
I have made use 1. c. onIy of the fact that it is regular on the path 

1 
of integration and satisfies tor t > 3, 1 - -l - < 6' < 2 the inequality 

- ogat--

IK(a+ti)1 = IK(G-ti)1 <logat. 

As now according to (13) the function Mó.h (s) has exactly these 
properties, we have for the present case the expression (15) 

c 

= 0 me . ( 
-VIOgX) 

This gives af ter substitution in (14) 
X 

.I:,' ll(k) log i = 0 (me-VIOgx) . . . . . (16) 

1=1 

§ 6. Just as in § 4 of ruy paper on the function p.(k) it couid be 
concluded from 

x 11 

~ IJ; (-VIOgX) 
~ P. (k) log k = 0 me . 
k=l 

that 
f 

1) May be c= Sa. 
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x 12 

:E l-' (k) = o('lJe -VI09X) 
1c=1 ' 

we find here out of (16) 

x , ( -Vl09X) L, EL (k) = 0 me 

1c=1 

where r denotes a certain positive constant 1). 
Thus for every n we find L 

x 

lognm L' lim-- (L(k) = o. 
=00 IV 

. . • . . . (17) 

1=1 

§ 7. In § 5 l.c. we found out of 

that the infinite series 

x 
lognlC~ 

lim --~ l-' (k) = 0 =00 lC 
k=l 

1c=I 

converges for every pair of real values n, t; in the same way we 
find out of (17): the infinite series 

ao ao 
~ , l-' (k) loUn k = ~ (.L (mb + 7t) loUn (mb + lt) 
~ k1+ti "'-' (mb + 7t)l+ti 
1=1 m=O 

eonverges for every pair of real values n, t. Here is proved in particular 
for n = 0, t = 0 the convergence supposed by Mr. KLUYVER of the 
infinite series 

i. e. the existence of the quantity designated by him as Tb,h. 
As now its existence is proved, it is easy to express its value in finite . 

00 

form. As is. known it follows from the convergence of l:. ~ 1 that 

n=l 

1) May be r = c + 1. 
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'" 
approaehing from the right side lim , ~ exists and is equal to 

=1...(.... ns 

11=1 

'" d 

L. U;. Making use of (12), (5) and (6) we find ther~fore 
11=1 

'" "'I 
m 1: t.t (mb + h) l' ~ t.t (mb + lt) l' M. () 
.Lb h = = tm = zm bh 8 

mb+h =1 (mb + lL)8 s=1 • 
m=0 m=O 

P feb) 
1 t.t(d) ~ ~ 1 

= ljJ (b) d .t.. ~ x. (h) L. (1) • 
- 1=1 .=2 

§ 8. In this paragraph must be proved the lemma: 
When Qh." (x) denotes the number of the integers without quadratic 

factors <. x belonging to the linear form mb + h (where (b,h} = d 
is supposed to be without quadratic faetors 1)), then 

lim Qb.h (a:) 

='" a: 

exists and has a valne differing from zero. 
1. Let us suppose (b, h) = d = 1 first. Let Ah.h.ll (x) denote the 

number of those integers m which fulfill the congruence 
mb + h - 0 (mod. n) 

and the unequalities 

O<m<a:-h 
= = b 

(i. e. 1 <mb + h < x). Then it is evident when n possesses with 
b a common factor tbat on account of (b, h) = 1 tbe congruence 
cannot be solved; So 

Ab,k,n (a:) = 0 . . . . . (18) 

When however (n, b) = 1 tbe congruence bas modulo n exactly 
.'C-lt 

one root i so the number of roots between 0 and -b- is equal to 

[
D1-h+bJ [m-h+bJ . --y;;;- or bn + 1, 1. e. 

m 
Ab.h.n (w) = bn + {) (-1 < {)< 2). • • • (19) 

Now it is evident that when k passes tbrough eyery number the 

1) In the opposite case Q6.h (x) = o. 
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square of which divides Z 

:2 p. (k) = 1 or 0, 

according to Z being without or with quadratic factor; for those 
k's are the divisors of the greatest number 9 the square of which 
divides Z, so that 

:2 p. (k) = :E p. (k) = 1 or = 0 
k/g 

according to 9 = 1, i. e. Z being with or without quadratic factors. 
Rence 

rx-;h] 
Qb.h (x) = L, L p. (k), 

m=O 

wh ere k passes through evel'y jnteger the square of whlch divides 
mb + IL. If we invert the order of summation, k passes from 1 to 
[Vx] , and every p. (k) appears as of ten as there are multiples of k' 
in the progression mb + h between 1 and x, i. e. Ab.h,let (x) times. 
So according to (18) and (19) 

[\la:1 [va:] 

Qb,dx) = L,-p. (k) Ab,h,le' (.v) = L'P. (k) (b~' + {}-). 
k=l k=l 

where the sign :E' indicates that k has but to pass through the 
numbers < V x prime to b. Rence 

[va:] 00 

Qb,h(.11) = : :E'El~:) + o (V.11) = : (I:' Eli:) + o(~x)) + O(Vx) 
k=l k=l 

= : :t' ~k~) + o (V,v) = : IT (1 - p~) + 0 (V·v), 
k=1 p 

where p passes through every prime number not dividing b; on 
account of 

We find 
6 1 

Qb,h(lIJ) = lIJ 3'(' ( I) + 0 (VlIJ), • 
bIJI--p' 

p/b 

. • (20) 

where p passes throl.lgh the prime factors of b, so 
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lim Qb,h (lIJ) = ~ 1 > 0.. . . . (21) 

=0) lIJ n
2 

b II( 1 _ p~ ) 
plb 

It IS worth noticing that this limit is independent of h. 
11. When d> 1, then b being equal to dB and h to dH the 

numbers rnb + h < x without a quadratic factor are identicaI with 

the numbers d (rnB + lI) < x, where rnB + H is without quadratic 
factor and prime to d. Now the numbers 1nB + H (comp. § 2) 

. d b k' (B,d)q;(d). h t' . 'th prIme to rea up mto Q = g;(B,d) arIt me IC progresslOns WI 

the difference band the first term lth O. = 1, 2, ... ,Q), hl being 
lIJ 

prime to b; the number of the integers without quadratic factors < d 

in each of these progressions amounts according to (20) to 

hence 
p 

IJ.,., (; )= = :. { 1) + o (V.); bIT 1--
p' 

plo 

~ Ca;) 6 (B,d) q; (d) 
Qo.h (lIJ) = ~ Qb.h). d = lIJ. 3'(2 (1) + O(Va:), 

).=1 db II 1-"2 q;(B,d) 
P 

plo 

lim Qb,h (lIJ) = ~ (B,d) rp (d) > o. . . (22) 

=0) a: n
2 

db II (1-:2 )g;(B,d) 

vlb 
§ 9. We now denote by Rb.h (x) resp. by So,h (x) tlle number of 

integers rnb + h < x containing an even. resp. an odd number of 
distinct prime factors and we put 

:r: 

Pb.h (a:) = L' p(k), 
bl 

where ;S' denotes that k passes through every number mb + It <x. 

Then it is evident that 

and 

Rb.h(a:) - Sb.h(a:) = L' f.t(k) = Pb,h(a:) 
bI 
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x 

Rb,h (a;) + Sb,h (a;) = ~' p.2(k) = Qb,h (a;), 

1=1 

Rb.h (a:) = 2-. (Qb.h (.V) + Pb.h (a;»). • • • • (23) 
te 2 a; te 

and 
Sb.h (a;) = ~ (Qb.h (a;) _ Pb.h (a;»). .,. (24) 

te 2 a; te 

As now according to (17) (af ter subStitution of n = 0) 

lim Pb.h (a:) = 0 

=c:o a: 
and on the other hand according to (21) and (22) when the limit 
is put equal to Lb.h, 

Z• Qb.h (a:) L > 0 zm = b.h , =c:o a: 
we find from (23) and (24) 

so 

Z• Rb.h (a:) 1 L 
zm =-2 b.k, =c:o :JJ 

. Sb,h (a:) 1 • 
lzm--=-Lbh' =c:o te 2' 

lim Rb,h(a:) = 1. 
=c:o Sb.h(:U) 

This confirms the supposition éxpressed by Mr. KI,UYVER at the 
conclusion of his paper: 

If we divide the integers mb + k without quadratic factors into 
two classes according to their consisting of an even or an odd 
number of prime factors, the ratio of the numbers of integers minor 
to x of both classes converges for x= 00 towal'ds the limit unity. 

Berlin, May 23rd 1904. 

Crystallography. - "On Benzylphtalimide and Benzylpktal-iso· 
imide." By Dr. F. M. JAEGER. (Communicated by Professor 
A. P. N. FRANOHIMONT. 

(Commumcated m the meetmg of May 28, 1904). 

Some time ago a preparation was forwarded to me by Prof. Dr. 
GABRIEL of Berlm, of a BenzylpMalimide 1): COH(.(CO)2.N(CHs.CoH6) 
melting point 115°,5, which he had obtained by synthesis. A short 
time afterwards, through the kindness of Prof. HOOGEWERFF, at Delft, 

1) Berl. Ber. 20. 2227. 
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I obtained some crystals of Benzylplltal-iso-imz'cle 1) melting point 
82°,5. As both isomerie compounds are, strueturally, elosely related, 
I thought it a matter of importance to investigate their crystallogra
phical symmetry. 

a). Benzylphtalimide. (m.p. 1151
/ 2°). 

From a mixture of ether and alcohol 1 obtained this compound 
in large, very transparent and lustrous crystals of a somewhat 
rhombohedric habitus. In many cases they are more flattened. The 
power of eryst.allisating from the said solvent is extraol'dinarily 
great. 

The symmetry is triclino-pinacoidal; the axial elements are: 

u' 

a : b : c = 0,8443 : 1 : 1,3600 

A = 1010 51', 

B = 116' 511
/,'. 

a = 1080 24'. 

j1=120° 7'. 

c= 800 451
/ 2', y= 73° 8'. 

Forms observed are c = {0011, predo
minating; a = 1100 land b = 1010 I, about 
equally much developed; m= 1110/, narrow; 
1,1 = {I011 smaH and narrow, sometimes a 
little broader; ~= {1111, small and much 
less conspicuous. 

Fig. 1. 
The erystals are represented in fig. 1; the 

measured and caleulated angles are annexed: 

Measured : Calculated : 

*a : b = (100) : (010) = 99°141
// 

*a : C = (100) : (001) = 63 81
/ 2 

*b : c = (010) : (001) = 78 9 

*m: b = (110) : (010) = 58 191
/ 2 

*c : r'= (001) : O~Ol) = 78 59 

a :m = (100): (110) = 40 55 40° 55' 
c :m = (001): (110) = 58 221/2 58 17 

a : r' = (100) : (101) = 37 55 37 55 

b : r' = (010) : (iOl) = 71 35 71 28 

m : r' = (110) : (101) = 61 53 62 1 
The crystals cleave quite parallel 11001 and 101O!. 

1) Receuil d. Trav. Chim. d. Pays·Bas, T. xm. 99. 
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When l'ecl'ystallised from ether, very strongly refractive, hexagonally 
bounded little plates are obtained. On in vestigation it appeal's that 
these are twin crystals: (0011 is the twin-plane with a twin-axis 
standing normallyon it. 

In addition to c = 10011, b = 10101, '1" = 1101! and u' = 1111j, 1 
noticed a form q = 1011!; c is strongly developed, band q are 
narrow, r' and '/.Ij are equally broad and well-formed. The planes of 
cleavage are the same as above. 

1here were also measured: 

q: b = (0{[)(2) : (010)(1) = 23°58'; calculated: 23°42'. 

b : b = (010)(1) : (010)(2) = -19°23'; ealculated: -19°28'. 

r : r = (101)(1) : (101)(2) = 21°45'; ealculated: 22°2'. 

c : q = (001) : (011) = 58°21'; calculated: 58°9'. 

The nature of the twin-formation has, therefore, been sufiiciently 
explained. 

On {001!, the direction of the optical elasticity-axis is orientated 
nearly perpendicularly on the sides (001): (010); an axial image 
could not be observed. 

The specific gravity of the crystals was determined by means of 
a THOULET'S solution; d = 1:343, at 160 and eonsequentIy the topical 
axes, calculated aecording to the formule: 

J 
I 

. I 

( 
a' V )1/ S ( V )1/3 

Y.:::: c sin fJ sin r sin A j 'tf' = ac sin fJ sin r sin A j 

0: 
a. 

w _ ( c' V )1/3 
- asinfJsinysinA ' 

J.lf 
I in whieh V = -, if M represents the molecular 

d 
weight, are equal to: 

X : lP : Cl) = 4,8513 : 5,7458 : 7,81J5. 

b.) During a eoid winter night, I onee obtained 
from a solution of the compound in benzene a 
second, less stable modification . 

There were formed transparent hexagonal bounded 
little plates; the crystals were single and not twin 
crystals as in the former case. The melting point 

s' was situated at 115°; the little crystals, however, 
soon became opaque so that on warming a mole
cu lar transformation probably takes place. But I 

have onIy onee sncceeded in obtaining this modification. 

I I 
I I 

I I , 

Fig. 2. 
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It is rnonoclino-prisrnatio; the crystal parameters were calculated to be: 

a : b : 0 = 0,8476 : 1: 0,5092 

~ = 70°42'. 

Forms observed: a = 11001, strongly predominating; rn = 11101 
and b = 10101, very narrow; 0 = 10011, very small and less con
spicuous; q = 10111 and s = 10211 equally broadly developed. 

*a : rn = (100) : (110) = 38° 391
/ 2 ' 

*a : q = (100) : (011) = 72 40 

*0 : q = (001) : (011) = 25 40 

s : q = (021) : (011) = 18 18 18° 12' 

b : rn = (010) : (110) = 51 20 51 201
/ 2 , 

A distinct cleavability was not found. 
Therefore, benzylphtalirnide is dirnorplwus. As regal'ds the remarkable 

connection of this ~-modification with the crystalline form of the 
iso-irnide and wUh that of the a-modification, see the end of this 
artiele. 

0). Benzylphtal-iso-irnide. (m.p. 82 1
/ 2°). 

.. 

The crystals represented in :Fig. 3 have been 
obtained from anhydrous ether; they are long
prismatic and here and there of a pOl'celain 
white. Aftel' some time, even if kept in the dark, 
they become quite opaque and look as if they 
were effloresced. The crystals, however, do not 

;" 6 contain any co-crystallised solvent; probably some 
j' 

Fig. 3. 

transformation as yet unknown, has taken place 
here. 

The sym metry is rnonoclino-prisrnatic; the axial 
elements, when choosing the following elementary 
forms, are calculated to be: 

a : b : 0 = 1,2303 : 1 : 0,5932 

~= 71°46'. 

Forms observed: rn = 11101, strongly predominating; 0 = 12011, 
also weU developed; r = 10011, fairly strongly; q = 10111, very 
plain; a = 11001 narrower; b = 10101 very narrow; between rand 
o there is still an orthodoma Ih 0 kl, which was very little developed 
and could not be measured. I have retained the above letters for 
the notation of th(} forms l because the habitus of the crystal renders, 
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at first sight, the use of c = lOOi}, l' = 1201} and q = ("211}, in many 
respects more obvious. 

Measured: 

*a : m = (100) . (110) = 49° 26'/8' 

*c : rn = (2'01) : (110) = 68 251
/ 2 

*q : q = (011) : (Oi1) = 58 47 1
/, 

~ c: r = (201) : (001) = 52 321/~ 
c : a = (201) : (100) = 55 42 1

/, 

r : a = (001): (100) = 71 44 

c : q = (201) . (011) = 58 91
/, 

q : r = (011) : (001) = 29 24 

7n: b = (110) : (010) = 40 49 

7n: rn=(110):(J10)=81 7 

q : rn = (011) : (110) = 53 34 

Calculated: 

52° 401
/,' 

55 331
/, 

71 46 

58 7 

29 24 

40 33 

81 7 

53 28 

A distinct cleavability was not found; perhaps q IS a plane of 
cleavage. The symmetrlcal extinction on the planes of 1110/ amounts 
to about 3° with regard to the vertical axis; a further optical 
mvestigation was excluded. 

The density of the crystals is approximatelyl) 1,145; by putting 
m the above formula y and A = 90° we obtam for the proportion 
of the topical axes: 

X : ti' : ro = 8.2234 : 6.6840 : 3.9650. 

If we compare the crystal parameters of the two heteromorphous 
modifications of benzylphthalimide wlth the parameters of benzylphtal
iso-imide we at once notice an interesting relation between the 
crystalline forms of these substances. 

Oompound: Symmetry: 

(t-BenzylphtaUmide. Tliclino-pinacoidal. 

~-Benzylphtalimide. Monorlino-prismatic. 

Benzy lphtal·iso-imide. Monoclino-prismatic. 

Orystal-parameters : 

a: b: c=0,8443: 1 : 1,3600.((t,i3,rj s.a.) 

a: b: c=0,8476: 1 : 0,5092. i3=70042' 

a: b: c=1 ,23032): 1: 0,5932. i3=71 °46' 

1) Approximately, because the opaque crystals did not give a sufficient guarantee 
of homogeneity and because the substallce is atlacked on the surface by contact 
wlth THOULET'S solutJOn. 

~) It may be observed that the proportion a: b would become for m 1230 
0,8202: 1. 

6 
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. VII. 
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Fil'st of all the pl'opol'tion a: b is the same in both the a- and [:1-
modification; a proof that these crystallographical forms are closely 
related to each other as l'egal'ds their internal structure. I have 
noticed more than on ce this equality of two parameters in differe!1t 
modifications of a same compound; I met late1y with a stl'iking instance 
in the case of the red a- and the less stabIe yellow [:1-modification 
of the 1-3-4-Dinitrodietl~ylaniline notwithstanding the difference in 
the degree of symmetry. From a cl'ystallographical point of view 
such modifications must always be dependent on each othel', although 
that dependence may not always be immediately noticed. 

But then the very close relationship between the less stabIe [:1-
modification and the cry stalline form of the iso-imide, as is plainly 
shown from the analogous values for the angle fl and the proportion 
b : c is surprising in a high degree. 

According to Drs. HOOGEWERFF and VAN DORP 1) the isomerÏsm of 
imides and 2so-2rnides is based on a difference in the way of combi
nation of the N-atom on the one side and the O-atom on the other: 

00 

OOH4< )N. OH2 • 00 H5 

00 
Benzy lphtalimide. 

O=N. OH2 • OoRs 

and OOH4< )0 
CO 

Benzylphtal-iso-imiue. 

The heteromorphous fl-modification of the first substance now 
appears to be extremely closely related to the crystalline form of 
the first one owing to desmotropical change. Both phenomena, 
dimorphism and desmotropism therefol'e cause, respectively, an ana
logous change in the crystal-symmetry of a-benzylphthalimide. 

The presumption raised by me some time ago that crystallograpldc 
polymorphism in a numbel' of organic compounds might be caused 
by a chemical isomerisrn 2), which would then account for the tem
porary existence of more stabIe atom-configurations is again a little 
more justified by the fact that above connection has been found. 

1) loco cito 

2) Kristallografische en Molekulaire Symmetrie van plaatsings·isoll1ere Benzol
derivaten. Proefschrift, Leiden, 1904, pag. 120, 121. Z. f. Krysl. 38. 600. (1904). 
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Botany. - "On the development of the peritlteciurn of Monascus 
purpu?'eus Went and Monascus Barkeri Dang." By Mr. H. P. 
KUYPER. Communicated by Prof. F. A. F. C. WENT. 

(Gommunicated in the meeting of May 28, 1904). 

With a view to the conflicting, resuIts obtained by WENT 1), 
UYEDA ~), BARKER a), IKENO 4) and DANGEARD 6) in their investigations 
concerning the development of the perithecium in the genus Monascus, 
it seemed desirabie to study once more the forms investigated by them. 

The results of an investigation of Monascus purpureus and Monascus 
Barkm'i will be briefly commllnicated here; a more extensive artiele 
on the same subject will soon be published elsewhere. 

Monascus purpul'eus was obtained by placing externally sterilised 
ang-cac grains in boxes containing a sterile nutrient, aftel' which the , 
mycelium developed in a few days. 

Mr. BARKER had the very great kindness to send me a culture of 
the Samsu fungus, studied by him. 

Both moulds were cultivated on sterilised bread or on thin plates 
of malt-gelatine. In the latter case the gelatine was dissolved in 
water of about 300 C. and the remaining mycelium, as weIl as the 
bread, fixed in KEISER'S bichloride of mercnry-acetic acid. 

Microtomie sections 2-5 [.t thick, of the material melted in paraffine, 
were stained with HEIDENHAIN'S ferro-haematoxilin 6) and -partly re
stained for 1 or 2 minutes with a saturated aqueous solution of 
orange-G. In this case the slides were at once washed in absolute 
alcohol and then inclosed in canada balsam, as in the former case. 

Monascus purpureus. 

The two hyphae who se appearance precedes the development of 
a perithecium 7), the pollinodium (Ie premier filament couvrant) S) 
and the ascogonil1m, do not seem to me to enter into open com
munication. The ascogonium divides into two cells, the anterior one 
of which soon becomes irrecognisable in lateI' stages of development. 
l'his division of the ascogonium in some cases takes place at a 

1) Ann. des sc. nat. Bot. Ser. 8 T. J. 1895, p. 1. 
2) The Bot. Magaz. vol. XV, 1902. 
3) Ann. of Bot. vol. XVII, 1903, p. 167. 
4) Ber. d. deutschen bot. Ges. Band XXI, 1903, p. 259. 
6) Comptes rendus, Acad. Sc. T. CXXXVI, 1903, p .. 1281. 
6} 48-60 hours. 
7) WENT 1. c. 
8) WENT 1. c. pag. 3. 

6* 
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time, when it is entirely free from the pollinodium, whereas in other 
cases the division only occurs wh en the somewhat tapering and 
cUl'ved tip of the ascogonium lies alongside the pollinodium. , 

The posteriol' ceU of the divided ascogonium, the final ascogonium, 
incl'eases in size and is surrouneled by a number of hyphae, having 
their origin undeL' the ascogonium. The number of nuclei of the asco
gonium increases at this stage; they !ie spread in the foamy protoplasm. 

Round a number of pairs of nuclei protoplasm accumulates so that 
free ceUs al'ise, having two nuclei each. The remaining pl'otoplasm 
with the nuclei that have formeel no ceUs, appears chiefly as a 
wall-Iayer. The nuclei of the free ceUs are biggel' than those in the 
l'emaining protoplasm. The optic section of the free ceUs is of ten 
elliptic, sometimes also slightly bent in the mieldle of the major 
axis. The nucleus of the free ceUs consists of a grain which staim 
very strongly and which in sorne cases is surrounded by a zone of 
a lighter tint than the dense protoplasm of the cello 

Sometimes one finds in one ceU more than two nuclei, mostly 
three, two of which are then biggel' than the third. 

Fl'om the examination of a number of preparations of various 
stages, I infer tliat the two nuclei of the free ceUs fuse, thus giving 
rise to one nucleus which is biggel' than its components. 

The development now proceeds fairly quickly, as a result of which 
one finds the uninucleate stage of the free ceUs pretty rarely in 
comparison with the binucleate. The development of all ceUs in an 
ascogonium is by no means simultaneous. 

In a following stage the ceU has grown and its protoplasm is less 
dense. It now contains a great number of very small nuclei. Next, 
some parts in the ceIl differentiate which apparently have no nuclei 
and consist of a homogeneous substance. These spots occupy the 
greater part of the ceU-space and the small nuclei, which I would 
call chromatine grains, are pushed back into the layers of protopla'3m 
between the unnucleate parts. 

Aftel' this one sees one nucleus in the middle ofthe homogeneous, 
elliptic spots, which themselves are divided into a central part with 
the nucleus anel a margin, having a lighter tint. This stage l'epresents 
the first occurrence of spores in the free ceUs, mostly numbering 
from 6 to 8. 

Between the spores one finds what IKENo calls the "Wabenwände" 1), 

chokeful of chroma,tine grains, which can be distinctly seen separately. 
These chromatine grains, now, soon disappear, while the nucleus 

of the spore diddes, so that we find spores with 2, 4 and 8 nuclei. 

1) IKENS 1. C. P, 265. 
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Finally, probably by fUl'ther divi&ion, the spore is elltirely iilled up 
with a granular, strongly staining mass. 

In the meantime the wall of the spore has become more prominent. 
The number of spores, as wab said above, is not constant and some
times one finds only a single spore in one cell; in some cases however 
about 16 are cOllnted, which then are smaller than the normal ones. 
When the spores are ripe, the free cell, as a unit, faUs asunder 
and the spores beeom8 free in the ascogonium, the contents of which 
are further formed by the eplplasm of the free eells and the remainders 
of the protoplasm which in the beginning did not take part in the 
formation of free cells. 

The spores do not fiU up the ascogonium entirely but form together 
a peripheral layer. Between the spores one finds an intermediate 
sub stance, which is strongly stained by orange-G. So IKENo's opinion 
that the polygonal appeal'ance of the spores is an optic illusion, is 
correct 1) 

Monascus Barkm'i. 

The first stages of the development of the peritheeium of this 
form agree with those of the fil'st species dealt with. Here also I 
have not been able to state an open eommunieation between polli
nodium and ascogonium. The latter, which here lies more parellel 
to the pollinodium, is also divided by a eell-wall into two cel1s, the 

I 
posterior of whieh forms the final ascogonium. Only aftel' it has 
beeome surrounded, at first rather loosely, by hyphae, it greatly 
increases in size. As long as it is small, sections of the whole 
peritherium - ascogonium with enveloping hyphae - show mueh 
resemblance with figures 17, 18 and 25 by BARKER 2). Together with 
the volume of the ascogonium the number of nuclei also increases. 
The ascogonium is now rich in protoplasm with many vacuoles. 
A first indication _of a diyision of the protoplasm into parts - especi
aUy concerning the central part - is observed by the oceasional 
appearance of long-stretched vacuoles. The nuclei are here and th ere 
seen in couples and also a few bigger nuclei are seen, whieh I 
presume to have been fOl'med by the fusion of two of the smaller ones. 

In a following stage free eelLs have fOl'med, each with a single 
pretty large nucleus. This sta&;e stl'ongly reminds us of the COl'l'e
sponding one with lVl. pUl'pureus. The protoplasm of the free cells 
is in most cases hlUCh densel' than in former stages; in few cases 

1) JUNO 1. c. pag. 267. 
2) BARKER 1. C. 
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only it is still foamy. It very often OCCUl'S that the free eells have 
assem bIed on one side of the ascogonium. Besides this one finds then 
in the ascogonium a faidy E>trongly developed lining layer of proto
plasm and one or a few very large vacuoles. This conditiol1 reminds 
us of figs. 22 and 29 of BARKER. The protoplasm which ltas taken 
no part in the formation of free cells contains Yery few or no nuclei, 
so that it is probable that several nuclei soon degenel'ate. 

The single nucleus of a free ceU 110W sucressively undergoes three 
diviE>ions, so that at last eight nnrlm are present. The two nuclei 
aftel' the first division anel the four aftel' the second, do 110t always 
divide at the mme moment, so that also cells with 3, 5, 6 anel 7 
nuclei are found, but then in the first case e.g. one of the three 
nuclei is biggel' than the other two. 

Wh en two divisional nuclei - here again consisting of a strongly 
staining gram - have arrived at a certain distance from each othel', 
one of ten finds between them a more or lebs complete band of a 
somewhat lighter rolour than the nuclei themselves but darkeI' than 
the protoplasm of the free cello These divisional figures agree pretty 
w€'ll with IKENo's representations for Taphrina Cerasi 1). 

Aftel' the eight nuclei have formed, spores al'ise with the nurlei 
as een tres. These spores become free in the ascogonium and further 
beha, e hke those of Monascus purpureus. 

The manner in whieh in the two fOl'ms descl'ibed, the nuclei for 
the spores are developed, differs in important points, but agrees in 
a remarkable degree with what has been described by IKENo for 
Taphrina Kusanoi and T. Cerasi 2). I 

Both forms agree in this respect that in the ascogonium free eells 
are formed with originally two nuclei, which fuse into one, from 
which single nucleus the nuclei of the spores al'ise. This has induced 
me to see in the free ceUs in the ascogonium of the genus Monascus 
the homologon of an ascus, especially on account of DANGEARD'S 
investigations on the Ascomycetes 3). 

With the remaining Ascomycetes, e.g. Pyl'onema confluens 4) and 
Ascobolus ó) the fusing of the nuclei would, according to this repre
sentatioll, only be shifteel in time and place compal'ed with Monascus 

1) Flora Band 92 p, 1 (fig. 24 and 27). 

2) Flora Band 92 p. 1 (fig 24 and 27). 
~) Le Botaniste 4 Serie, pag. 21-58, 1894-1895. 
4) HU~P~H, Ann. of Bot. vol. XIV, 1900. 
ü) HARPEH, Jahrb, f. wiss. Bot. Band XXIX, 1896. 
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and take place in hyphae, growing out ft'om the ascogonium and 
into whicb part of the contents of the ascogonium would be trans
formed. 

In accordance with this representation I would place Monascus 
in a new; order, that of the Endascineae. 

Anatomy. - "On the genital cords of Phalangista vulpina." By 
Mr. A. J. P. VAN DEN BROEK. (Oommumcated by Prof. h BOLK). 

(Communicated in the meeting of May 28, 1904.) 
J • 

In the course of an investigation concerning the structure and 
development of the female genUalorgans of marsupials, the result 
of which will be more cxtensively pllblished elsewhere, 1 had an 
opportunity of studying a seriesoof transverse sections through a young 
female specimen taken from the marsupium of Phalangista vulpina, 
measuring 16.7 mm. 

An examination of the genital cOl'ds and of the W olffian and 
Mullerian ducts enclos~d in them, l'evealed arelation iliffering 
fi'om what is noticed in the genital cords and the above-mentioned 
ducts both in Monotremes and in monodelphic mammals and which 
appears to be connected with the peculiar anatomical details of the 
genital system of the marsupials. 

In following up the genital cords, aftel' they have issued from 
the tissue of the primüive kidney, in a 
caudal direction, it ib noticed that the 
cords from both sidei'l approach each 
other, unite into a single cord along a 
short distance, then separate again and 
are continued in a caudo-lateral direction 
as far as the wall of the uro-gellital 
sinus. In this mannel' a short bridge is 
fOl'med, connecting the two genital cords. 
On reconstructing the su('cessive cross
sections, we obtain what is schematicaUy 
represented in fig. 1, where the genital 
apparatus is l'epresented as seen from 

Fig. 1. Genital cords and ureters the dOl'sai side. 
of a marsupial young one of The course of the ureters is very 
Phalangi!:tta vulpina, secn from thepeculiar. Aftel' having passed bebind 
dorsal side. the connecting bridge just-mentioned 

g. 8. Genital cord. ur. Ureter. wbich conneets the two genital cOl'ds, s. u. g. Sinus uro-genitahs. 
they bend J.'ound the caudal edge of this 
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and, continuing their course again in a cranial direction, pîerce 
the posterior wall of the bladder in an oblique, eaudo-cranial direction 
and open into this organ on two adjacent papillae with ostia, which 
are turned towards the fundus of the bladder. It is very remat'kable 
that the course of the ureters at this stage already agl'ees completely 
with the adult condition. The question as to the cause of the hook
shaped bend in the ureters of mal'supials, which has already long been 
known, and which, in my opinion, must exactly be sought in the 
above-mentioned bridge between the two genital cords, will be 
briefly discussed later on. 

With l'egm'd to the mutual l'elation of the W olfiian and Mullerian 
ducts, we have to offer the following remarks. At the level of the 
caudal pole of the primitive kidney, the Mullerian duet lies ventrally 
and a little laterally of the W olfiian. In a eaudal direction this 
relation is changed, the Mullerian duet being gradually shifted towards 
the ventro-medial side of the Wolfiian duct. This topographical 
relation exists until neal' the place where they enter the ul'o-genital 
sinus. In their course they follow the genital cords and, in doing so, 
bend medially, then caudo-latel'ally and finally, in the last part of 
their course, show very peculiar characteristIrs. 

The MnlIeria,n dnct suddenly bends yentrally and medially, 
describes a eaudally slightly convex arc and then opens into lhe 
Ul"o-genital sinus. 

The Wolffian duct, at fil'st situated dorso-Iaterally of that of 
MULLER, describes 1i1\.e this latter in its terminal portion a caudally 
convex are and so becomes placed caudally of the Mullerian duet. 
N ext It bends mndially and layfi itself agamst the media I wall of 
the MulLel'ian duet, aftel' whieh it opens into the ul'o-genital fiinus, 
cl'anially of the latter. 

Hene~ it appears that the Woiffian duet in the last part of Hs 
course describes almost a complete spiml revolution round the MuLlerian 
being successively dorso-Jateral, caudal (dOl'sal), medial and crania!. 
This course I have schematically repl'esented in figllre 2, seen fi'om 
the fl'ont and somew hat from above. The bladder has in the figure 
been imagined eut off exactly at the level where the W olffian 
duet enters. 

F. KElB1L 1) has suggested that in marsupials the ureters enter 
into communication witl! the bladder already at the fitage in whirh 
they appeal' as Spl'outs of thc dorso-medial wall of the W olfiian 

IJ l~. Kr:IBr:L. ZUl' Entwicklungsgeschichte des menschlichen Ul'o·gcnila1.1ppUl ates 
Archiv fUI' Anatomie und Enlwlcklungsgcschichte. 189G. p. 55. 
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~'ig. 2. Course of W olffian and Mtillerian duets in a marsupial young 
one of Phalangista vulpina. 

w. g. WoJffian duet. m. g. Mullerian duet. s. u. g. Sinus uro-genitalis. 

duct i. e. at a stage, which occurs as a temporar)" condition in the 
monodelphic mammais, at any rate in so fal' as these have been 
examined, while in the lat ter they move, befol'e the terminal piece 
of the Wolftian dllct has been incol'porated in the wall of the 
bladder, towards the dorso-lateral waIl of that passage, so that in 
the adult condition they are found lateral1y of the W olffian and 
the Mullerian duet. AIthough I have not been able to test this 
theoretical considel'ation by observations of my own, yet it seems to 
me that besides the eau se, postulated by KEIBEl. for the course of 
the ureters medially of the Mullerian duct, the spiral course of the 
W olffian duet and the consequent torsion of this canal, must 
certainly have an influence and probably a not inconsiderable one 
on the ol'igin of this course. 

A notabie fact in this respect is that in male marsupials a masculine 
uterus is absent, that no remnants have been found of the caudal 
terminals of the Mullerian ducts, as IS expressly stn,ted by WEBER 1) 
and DISSELHORST 2). Only Hypsipl'ymnus would be an exception to this, 
accol'ding to OWEN. 

At the stage, observed by me, the terminals of the Müllerian 

1) M. WEBER. Die Säugetiere. Jena. G. FISCHER 1904. 
2) R. DISSELHORST. Ausführapparat und Anhangsdrüsen der männlieben Gesehlechts

organen in: Lehrbueh der vergleiehend mikroskopischen Anatomie der Wirbeltiere, 
herausgegeben von A. OPPEL. 4er Teil. 
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ducts are lateral (and caudal) of the Wolftian. Now it is obvious 
th at if my observation holds for marsupials generally, no masculine 
uterus can at'Ïse, because between the two MulLerian ducts those 
of W OLFF are found. Eventual remnants of Mullerian ducts wil! 
have to be sought for in the male sex laterally of the terminal 
opening of the vasa deferentia. I have not yet been able to make 
observatlOns of my own eoncerning this point. 

As I have already stated, the IU'eters, at the stage I observed, lie 
at the medial side of the genital cords. Only those parts of the 
fema]e genital apparatus of the mal'snpials which lie at the lateral 
side of the ureters, can, as I sha11 try to prove more fully elsewhere, 
have their homologa m the female genital system of the monodelphic 
mammaIs. The vagll1al caecaI sac developing phylogenetically in the 
marsupial group, has no homologon in the female sexual organ of 
the Monodelphia. 

Finally, I think, my obsel'vation contains an explanation of the 
peculiar hook-shaped course of the terminals of the ureters of 
marsupials. 

Either as a consequence of the splral course of the Wolffian 
ducts, Ol' for some other cause, the ureters at a certain stage of 
development !ie medially of the W olfiian ducts (and of the genital 
cOl'ds) in a dorso-cranial direction towards the primItlve kldney. 

MarsupiaIs possess a miIk-nutrition (intestinaI) at sueh an early 
stage of development as is known of no other mammal. This milk
nutrition will have a great influence on the development of the 
bladder which I found as a very voluminous ol'gan in the marsupial 
young one described, as weU as in other specimens (Didelphis) 
examined by me. With the rapid growth of the bladder the orifiees 
of the ureters are at the same time displaced cl'amally. The above
mentioned cross-connection between the two genital cords is an 
obstacle to the cramal displacement of the ureters, the natural conse
quence of which is that the ureters have always to go round the 
caudal end of this brIdge, while their orlfices are further displaced 
cranially, the result of which ió the pronounced hook-shaped course. 

Zoology. - aAn interesting Case of Reversz'on." By Dl'. P. P. 
C. HOEK. 

Pollicipes and Scalpellurn are two nearly related genera of pedun
cu late Cirripedes mamly differing from one anothel', by the one having 
in its capitulum a restricted number of valves (8calpellum) and by 
the other having a mueh larger number of such caleareous parts 
(Pollicipes). 
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DARWIN pointed out the resemblance of these two genera all'eady 
in 18511

). That resemblance is greatest in those species of Scalpellum 
in which the cal'ina is not bowed or angularly bent, but straight or 
nearly straight. DARWIN gave as an mterestmg case of sueh a species 
a description of Sc. villosurn (fig. 2 of the accompanying plate). He 
was so struck by its general likeness to Pollicipes, that he wrote 
(l.c. p. 278): ti Sc. villosum most closely resembles or rather is identical 
with Pollicipes. Had it not been for the fewlless of the valves 
formmg the capitulum, and from the preE>ence of complemental males, 
I should have placed thlS species alongside of Pollicipes spinosus and 
sertus." And under Pollicipes (l.c. p. 294): "We have seen under 
ScalpellwTn villosum that the additlOn of a few small valves to the 
lower whorl, would convert it into a Pollicipes" etC'. Compare fig. 3 
of the accompanying plate. 1 

The genus Scalpellum iE> represented under the deepsea animals by 
numerous species. Those of Pollicipes are shallow water farms only. 
The English "Challenger" Expedition collected during a fom years' 
cruise over all the oceans of the world, specimens of 42 different 
species of Scalpellum, 41 of which were new to science. OnIy two 
of these were found in depths of less than 200 m.: all the others 
were tl'ue deep-sea species. H.M. "Siboga" collected in the lVlalay 
Archipelago, during a cruise of one year's duratlOn, specimens of 
38 differeut species of Scalpellum. Of these, 32 must be considered 
as new to SClence; 34 of these species are deepseà animaIs, 4 shallow
water farms. 

The genus Pollicipes was not represented under the Cirripedia of the 
Ohallenger and by one species onIy under those of the Siboga: 
Pollicipes mitella a comman littoral form of tropical seas. Whereas 
the numbel' of known living species of Scalpellum was 6 in 1851 
and is at least 125 at the present time (sa far as I lrnow 2), of 
the genus Pollicipes which figures in DARWIN'S book with 6 species 
also, only a seventh species has been descrIbed since the a.ppearance 
of the sald monograph. When DARWIN wrote that book the mysteries 
of the oceanic abysses were not unvelled to him of course, but his 

1) DARWIN, C., A Monograph on the Subclass Cirripedia. 1. The Lepadidae or 
pedunculated Cirripedes. 1851. 

2) Including the species collected by the Siboga. A. GRUVEL, who described the 
species collected by the French e}..pedihons with the Travailleur and the Talisman, 
and C. AURlVILLIUS, who stlldied the CnripedJa of Swedish collections and published 
provislOnal descriptions of the Cirl'ipedia collected by the Prince of Monaco during 
his numelOUS Cl uises have, wJth the present author contributed most to our know
ledge of the species of this genus. 
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knowledge of the existing shaIIow-water forms of Cil'ripedia was 
fairly complete. 

Returning to the interesting species Sc. villosum, the neal' affinity 
of which to Pollicipes was pointerl out by DARWIN, I mar mention 
first, that in: my Report on tlle Cirripedia of the Ch!,l.Ilenger I was 
able to describe a species (Sc. t1'ispinosltm) belonging to the same 
division of the genus. It was collected in the Philippine Archipelago 
at a depth of 150 (perhaps 180 meters). Next, that the Siboga was 
sllccessflll in finding two more of them and that these will bear 
the names of Sc. pollic~Jedoide8 and Sc. m'ies. Though the capitulum 
of both species resembles the commOll form of Sculpellurn (compare 
fig. 1) more than that of either Sc. trispinosum, Ol' Sc. villosum, the 
shape of the carina shows their afiinity to the last named species 
at once. 

These species were also taken in rathel' shallow water: in depths 
varying between 57 and 94 meters. The depth at whirh Sc. villosum 
lives is not so well known, but it cannot be impodant. DARWIN 

says that the specimens were found attached to shells and rocks: 
they were taken no doubt during shore-exploration. 

So we can say that those species of Scalpellum which resembie 
Pollicipes most closely, like all knowIJ species of that genus itself, 
are inhabitants of shallow water. Pollicipe8 as is wen known, 
embraces the oIdest known Clrripeds and the genus Scalpellum, is the 
second in age. The structllre of Sc. villoswn makes it highly probable 
that the genus ScalpellU?n descended fl'om Pollicipes. ThlS supposition 
finds very striking confirmation in a peculiarity of one of the 
specimens of Sc. pvllicipedoides, which peculial'liy I shaU brietly 
describe here. 

The said species is represented in tbe Siboga-collection by six 
specimens. It was found at Station 274 neal' the Jedan Islands, 
south of New Guinea, at a depth of 57 meter. lts capitnlum has 
15 valves: two scuta of trianglllal', two terga of rhomboid shape; 
a nel1l'ly straight carina, two rathel' small upper latera and eight 
valves of the lowel' whorl. or these the rostrum and the suh
carina have the umbo pointing transvel'sely outwards; of t11e thl'ee 
pair of btera whieb, with rostrum and subcarina form the lower 
whorl, those of the middle pair are by far the smallest. The shape 
of all these valves is triangular with the umbo at the apex. 
Whereas the scutum and the tergum stand rather close together, 
the olher valves are far apart, being sepal'ated from one another 
hy chiUnous membrane. 

Though, as I pointed out above, the general shape of the capitulum 
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is more like a normal Scalpellum, in having one pair of latera more 
than Sc. villo.~um or Sc. trispinosum, Sc. pollicipedoides comes nearer 
to Pollicipes even than those species. 

Looking over the six specimens of this new species, I was struck 
by finding that one of the specimens, though in other regal'ds similar 
to the other five, differed from them by having in the lower whorl 
of valves two latera in additlOn to the three which all the specimens 
possess. In fig. 4 the Ie ft slde of a normal, in fig. 5 the same side 
of the abnormal specimen is represented. (At the right side only one of 
the additional valves is developed.) In fact, the few small valves 
which according to DARWIN were wantmg in the lower whorl of 
Sc. villosum to convert it into a Pollicipes occur in one of the 
specimens of this new species. By caIling it a case of reversion I 
would indieate the high importance, which from an evollltionary 
point of view I attach to this abnormality. Weneed not go so fal' 
as to consider tbis species as representing exactly the "missing link" 
bet ween the genera Pollicipes and Scalpellurn, but I think the case shows 
clearly tbat a form with more numerous calcareous parts in its 
capitulum (like Pollicipes) is the older, the form with fewer (like 
Scalpellurn) the younger one; moreover, that the Scalpellum-speeies 
with straight carinae, inhabItants of sballow water, must be considered 
as tbe oldest, i. e. the species most resembling the primitive form 
of Scalpellum. 

(It is perbaps not q uite superfluous to rem ark here, tbat 80 of 
the 125 species of Scalpellum have been studied alld described by 
myself and I never saw before snch an augmentation of valves in 
the lower whorl (or in the \ capitnlum in general). Nol' ean I 
remember to have met with descriptions of snch cases in literature. 
DARWIN fol' the classification of the genera of Cirripedia made use 
of tbe nntnber, the shape aud the mode of growth of Ihe valves. 
That he was right in doing so is proved by the fact that later 
authors never put in doubt the value of these charaeteristics). 

A fuIl description of this and of the other new species of Scal
pellum wil! be given in the forthcoming report on the Cirripedia of 
the Siboga-Expedition. I wish however to point out here, that Sr. 
pollicipedoides by the presence of a complementai male (Fig. 6) shows 
itself to be a tl'ue Scalpellmn and that it has rudimentary caudal 
appendages which oceur in Pollicipes also, but which curiously 
enough accol'ding to DARWIN are I'mnting in Scalpelhtm villosum. 
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EXPLANATION OF FIGURES. 

Fig. 1. 
n 2. 

3. 

Scalpellum rostratum, Da.l'wm. Seen from the right side. 
Scalpellum villoswm, Leach. Seen from the right side. 
Pollicipes sertus, Darwin. Seen fr om the right side. 

" 

" 

" 

(Fig. 1-3 aftel' Dar win, Monograph on the Clrripedla. Lepadidae.1851). 
4. Scalpellum poll~cipedoides, n. sp. Seen from the left side. Magnified 

11 diameters. 
5. SamE' species. abnormal specimen. a the addltional values. b the com· 

plemental male Magmfied 11 diameters. 
6. The complemental male of Sc. polhc~pedoide8. Magnified 180 diameters. 

Physics. - "On the function ~ for multiple mixtures." By Mr. B. M. 

VAN DALFSEN. (Communicated by Prof. J. D. VAN DER WAALS). 

The quantities a and b appearing in this quotient are the constant 
quantities of the equation of condition of VAN DER WAALS, applied 

a 
to a multiple mixture. The quantity - then represents an expression 

b 

proportional to the critical temperature of the undivided mixture. 
We imagine the mixture determined by the molecular fractions 
Xl' X" ••• ,Xli' where Xl + X 2 + ... + Xli = 1 and all x's are positive 
quantities. Further we assume fol' a and b homogeneous quadratic 
functions of the x's, so that 

and 

}'=ll q=n 

a= :Lr L. apq xp:Cq 

p=1 g=1 

p=n q= 

b = L L bpq xp Xq.l) 

,,=. q=1 

Fol' the quantity a we must al'rive, lt is clear, at aquadratic 
function, as we have to do with attraction of the molecules two by 
two; for b we can suffice 2) with aquadratic function as long as 
simultaneOlls coIlisions of more molecules are neglected. 

Our particular business now is to find out whether there are 
a 

mixtures for which b is stational'Y· 

The constitutions of those mixtures we find out of 

1) Here apq= aqp and bpq= bgp• For app and bpp we put in the sequel ordinarily 
al' and b~. 

~) Comp. H. A. LORENTZ, Wied. Ann. 12, p. 134. 
\ 
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P. P. C. HOEK. "An interesting case of reversion." 
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Ploceedmgs Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. VII. 
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aa 

a''Cn , 
'=az;=I.; 

aml am2 a'Vn 

thus out of the system of lineal' equations 

\
~-).~=O 
a''Cl a''Cl 

aa ab - - ). - = 0 besides Xl + X 2 + ... + Xn = 1 

I a~2 a''C2 ' 

aa ab 
--).-= 0 
amn a''C1I 

or explieitly 
(al - )'bl ) ml + (aa - I.bu ) m2 + ...... + «(tIn - lb1n) mil = 0 

(V) (a~l - Àb 2J ml + (a 2 - l.b 2 ) 'V2 + ...... + (a2n - l,b2n) mn = 0 

(a;ll - ).blll) ''Cl + (aJl2 - l,bn2) m2 + ...... + (all - I,bn ) mn = 0 

and 
ml + m2 + .... + mn = 1. 

In these equations bpq = b qp and a"q = a qp ; they are the same 
quantities appearing in the theory of the binary mixtures. All a's 
and b's are essentially positive. 

Out of the system (V) ean be deduced that - for the mixtures 

sought for - : Ol' l ean be found out of an equation of degree 11,: 

al - }'bl au - )'b12 aln - ).bln 

6.
n

_ a~l - )'b21 a2 - )'b~ a2n - lb2n =0. 

a~l- Àbll1 all2 - )'b1l2 all -lbl, 

Algebraieally there are thus n solutions - the values of X belonging 
to the obtained values of ). are found out of 

·'Cn=--
=11 

Here Mpq represents the coefficient of al'q - ).b"q in the develop
ment of 6.11 aeeording to the elements of the pth row whilst in these 
expressions we must substitute sueeessively for). the roots of 6.n = O. 

If sueh a mixture is to be realized we must find for the mole
cular fractions positive values so ,that Qoe of the tWQ following 
systems of inequalities must be satisfied 
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(A) Mll > 0 M1• > 0 . . . . . . Mln> 0 

(B) Mll < 0 M12 < 0 ...... Mln < O. 

We have just now made use of the last (n--i) equations of 
system (V) to calculate the x's. As we might have chosen (n-i) other 
equations it is evident that for the existence of a stationary point 
~Jq must always be either > 0 or < O. The set of inequalities 
given above is however sufficien t to judge the posslbility of the mixture. 

At most one of these n mixtures can be realized. Suppose that two 
different possible mixtures were to be found 

[(X1)1' (x2)1' . . . (Xn)l] and [(X1)2' (X2)2' • . . (''Vn)2] 
a 

for which b were stationary. Now as in consequence of the set of 

equations (V) equal roots Î. lead to equal constitutions, different 
values .I.. belong to different mixtures. If we call the roots Î. belonging 
to the above mentioned mixtures i·1 and .1..2 we arrive at the following 
sets of equations 

\(~) -).1 (~) = 0 
aJJ1 1 arol 1 

V1 \ (:;J 1 ~).1 (::J 1 = 0 and 

I( aoa) -).1 (~) = 0 
arol! 1 a''U1! 1 

Multiplying the equations V1 re&po by (''V1)2' (x.)., 0 0 0 (xn). and those 
of the system V. resp. by (-X1)1' (-x.)\> 0 0 0 (-''V l1)l and summing 
the&e up we find in connection with the identity holding good for 
homogeneous quadratic funrtions 

Ir' (1IIs). [bsl (,'111)1 + bs2 (ro 2)1 + 0 •• bsn (''UII)J = o. 

All bpq's ho wever being positive and all aJ's also for possible mix
tures, the above mentioned equation cannot be satisfied. 

a 
So there is at most but one mixture possible fol' which b becomes 
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stationary; the 1 of that mixture satisfies either the inequalities CA) 
or the inequalities (B). 

BefOl'e passing to the investigation of the nature of the stationary 
point we shall first prove the theorem 

abn p=n fJ=Il 

--al = 1:. ~ (- bpJ J.VIpq) 

1'=1 q=I 

This theorem can be easily verWed fol' n = 2; it holds still good 
when bl,'l =:I=: bqp , i.e. for asymmetrie determinants. 

The genera! proof is supplied by showing that if the theorem is 
correct for detel'minants of (n-i) rows and column& (also asym
metrie ones), it also holds good for determinants of n rows and columns. 

Now we have 

bil = (al-Äbl) /YIll + (aa-lbu) /Ylu + ... + (aln-),bln) Mln' 

Let us now make use of the following notation : 
bp'l is the determinant derived ti'om bil by omitting the pth row 

and the qth column. 
bp'l is the determinant derived from bil by omitting the rows 

1 S 

with nnmbers pand l' and the columns with nurnbers q and s. 
We now find 

abn =1 aMIs 
al = - bI /YIll-bu /Yla •.. - bl ll 1lIlli + L (a1s-lb\s)---al' 

=1 

Further we find 
Mis = (-1)s-1 bIs .. 

bis is an (asymmetrie) determinant with (n-i) rows and columns, 
for which we have supposed the theorem to hold good, so that 

ob r=n =n a/ = L" - b" J.}1t,. ± L" (_1)s-1 (als-i,b ls) X 
1=1 =1 

P=II q=1,2, .. (s) .n 

X L. 1:. (-bn )(-1)p-2 (_1)'1-2 bi s , I) 
p=2 pq 

whel'e the positive sign must be used fol' q > 8 and the negative 
one for q < s. 

Performing the summation aceording to s first, we find 

1) By placing s between brackets we indicale thal for the summation all values 
from 1 10 n except 8 must be assigned to q. 

7 
Proceedings Rayal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. VII. 
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or 

For a possible mixture for whieh ~ beeomes stationary all q llan

tities jvlpq have the same sign as is proved. It is now evident that 
aD. 

for sneh points, whatever the sign of J.1I"q may be, a).n .1111/11 is always 

negative. With the help of this theol'em we ean investigate the COIl
ditions to distinguish an absolute maximnm Ol' minimum. 

Let us now write F a - lb. 
This expression F regal'ded as function of .:vI' 'V2 •• • .:vn and ). is 

zero fol' every given set of values Xl' X 2 , ••• .:v'l> if we assign to J. the 
) 

a 
value of b belonging to that constitutiOll. If inversely we start fl'om 

a given I. (= 1'0) th en the solutions of the equation F a - lo b = 0, 
regarded as an equation in ,VI' :v2 , •• • .:v" furnish all the mixtures for' 

a 
whieh - possesses the given valne }·o. lf mOl'eovel' that value 1'0 is 

b 
an absolute maximum Ol' minimum, then only a single set of possible 
values .:vl,.:v., .. . .:vll may satisf)' that equation. 

As F is a homogeneous quadratic expression in tlle n .:v's we ean 
write it down as the snm of n squares. 

Let us again eaU D.n t11e determinant tOl'ming the fir5t member of 
the equation in ). of order n, D.1/-1 the determinant derived fl'om the 
former by t11e omission of the nth 1'OW and t1le nth column, D.n-2 
the determinant ot>tained by the omissioll of the last two rows and 
columns, so thaI. finally 6 1 = al - lb l • 

The transfol'mation into a snm of squal'es is brought about in suc!h 
a manner thaI. the fh'st sqnal'e eontains all the tel'ms with .1:1> the 
second all the remainiug terms with :v2 , etc., uutil linally ,v\ is 
our last square. In order to evade sUl'ds we must every time 
multiply Olll' funetion by definite coefficiellts. It is now evident that 
by executing the development, if we l'epl'esenl. the sllrcessive linear 
homogeneons expl'essions to be sqnal'ed by Lil ~J ••• IJ", we have: 
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I::. \ 1::.', ..• 1::.'11-2 1::. 11- 1 1::. 11 F = 1::. 1 1::.', 1::.\ ..• 1::.111_ 2 I::.n- 1 1::.11 L' 1 + 
+ 1::. 1 1::.,1::.' 3 ... 1::.' n-21::. 71- 1 I::. II L' , + I::. \ 1::.,1::. a I::. '. ... 1::.' n-21::.1I- l l::.nL' 1+ 
+ ... + 1::.\ 1::." .. • 1::.'p-2I::.p- 1 I::.p I::.'p+l •. . 1::.'1I-2I::.n- 1 I::.n L'p + ... 

. . . 1::.\ 1::.', •.• I::. '11-2 L'1I 1). 

Here is 

') 

al -).bl alp-J.b1p 

t1Jp 

a21-ÀU21 a2p-).b2p 

p=n },b '1. 'b "'~ a.21 - > u a, -AU, ••• a2,b-l -A 2,s-1 

Ls=~ : 
as -I 1 -),bs- I 1 •••••• as-l b-l -).bs- 1 $-1 p-s' , I , 

t1Jp' 
as-I,p-Î.bs- 1,p 

So we find 

•••••• Us,s-I -).bs,8-1 

Ln = 1::. 11 'Vn' 

L2 L' L' L' 
F=_t + __ ' + .. . __ 11_+... n 3). 

- D. 1 I::.ll::., I::. p_11::. p 1::.,,-11::.11 

For a stationary point 1::." becomes equal to 0, and so the last 
I::. 

term disappears aa it is ~ m'n 4). 
L..In-1 

1) 1<'01' the deduction a continual use has been made of the theorem : 
1::.1::.=1::.1::.-1::.1::. 

pq pqrs psqr 
rs 

WEBER: Lehrbuch der Algebra I, 2nd edition, p. 115. 
I 

2) In connectiou with the following it is easy to find back out ofthis the system (V). 
Comp. for a ternary system: VAN DER WAALS, Pro('eedings Royal Acad. of Sc. 
1902, Vol. 5. p. 235. 

~) Without looking more closely at the breaking up into squares, as is performed 
above, RouTH shows in his Rigid Dynamics, Advanced Part, 5th ed., p. 426 

with the help of inv:riants that the coefficient of Lp has the sign of "I::.p_, which 

agrees to the above. 
L..Ip-l 

4) There is a difficulty ho wever when for ).. = >'0 also boll-1 becomes 0, so when 
a stationary point in the mixture (1,2, ... n-l) becomes at the same time a statio
nary point for the tatal mixture. When breaking up inta squares we then shall 
change the order of surcession in order to avoid x 12 presenting itself as last term. 
If all first minors belonging to elements out of the principal diagonal bon are ° 
then all minor!> must be 0, if there are to be stationary points. The equations 
(V) have then a higher degree of dependence and there are an infinite number of 

mixtures fOl' which ~ becomes st:ttionary. 

7* 
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Suppose the stationary point to be an absolute maximum or mini-
a 

mum. Let ).0 be the corresponding value of b' Then tor). = ~o there 

is only one constitution; thus for Xl' X 2 , ••• Xn only one set of values 
may be found. Now this is only possible when all the coefficients of 
Lll [;21 .•• Ln-1 have the same sign for ). = ).0' For, ifthis were not the 
case then it would be possible for). = Ào (for which the last coefficient 
has already disappeared) to satisty the equation F = 0 without the 
necessity of Lll L 21 ••• Ln-1 being individually zero and th en many 

a 
sets of adjacent values Xl' X S ' ••• XII might be found for whichZ; 

had that absolutely maxim al or minimal supposed value; which is 
absurd. 

For a stationary point to be an absolute minimum or maximum 
it is therefore required 

6 1 > 0 ,61>0 6 1<0 \61< 0 

~162>0 (1'1) '~2>0 ~. l6s<0 " (-1)62<0 
: , so I : or , so( 1 2 ) : 

~P-16p>0 ~P>O ~p-161J<0 I (11)P-16 p<0 

\ 6,1-26n-l>0 ,6n-1>0, 6 n- 26 n- 1<0 (-1)1I-26 n_ 1<0 
Let ).0 be a root of bil = 0 indicating an attainable absolute 

maximum Ol' minimum, then for). =).0 the coefficient of the last, 
square (xn

S
) in the development of F becomes zero. For )" = )'0 + E 

the sign of 6 n- 1 aa~1I determines the sign of that coefficient, whilst 

a611 
for ). =).0 - E the sign is determined by - 6 11- 1 a). . 

Now however, as we just before indicated, we find, tOl' a possible 
stationary point. 

iJ6n _ a611 

6 n- 1 a). == M nn ai. < O. 

So it is evident that for ). =).0 + E the last term is always negative 
and for ). = ).0 - E always positive. 

From this ensues that in the case of an absolute minimum the 
inequalities ('Pl ) must be satisfied, whilst for an absolute maximum 
the inequalitieR ('Ps) must be fulfilled. In the fh'sr case the conditions of 
possibility (A) are still to be added, in the second case the conditions (B). 

It is clear that by a different numbering of the components other 
inequalities would have been obtained -- evidently however the 
system ('Pl ) or ('Ps) is sufficient to indicate an absolute minimum Ol' 

maximum. 
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Suppase án nttainable minimum presents itself in the mixture of 
same camponents say 1, 2, ... p. 

Within the limits of possibility tor that mixture a seeond set of 
a~ 

values of the ,v's 1'01' whieh ~p = 0 cannot be found. As farther a: 
is negative far that minimum we ean draw the follawing conelusions 
from the system of inequalities (Tl): 

a 
An attainable absolute minimum lies 10wer than b for the com-

panents and lower than eventually appearing minima in any mixture 
to be compounded of the given eomponents. 

If the original mixture has a maximum and if there is also a 
maximUlIl in the p-fold mixture (1, 2, .. p), then for the maximum 

a.6p 
in the p-fold mixture ~p is equal to 0 and al ~p-l negative, sa 

a~ has the1'e the sign of - ~p-l. Now (-1)p-2 ~P-l is < 0, sa 

à~ 
~p-l has the sign of (-1)p-l. Sa a: has the sign of (-l)p. Let 

}'p represent that maximum, then as ~p becomes but onee 0 for 
possible mixtures .6p is furnished fol' eve1'y value of l > lp, with the 
sigu (-1)p, but 1'01' every value of l < lp with the sign (-l)p-l. For 
the maximum in the n-fold mixtUl'e (-1)0-1 .6p is < 0, and sa fol' 
!::J.p the sign is indieated by (-l)P. From this ensues that the set of 
inequalities (T2 ) can be expressed as follows: 

An attainable absolute maximum lies higher than the: for the 

components anel also higher than eventual maxima in mixtures to 
be formed of the given components. 

'fhe question now arises whether a maximum Ol' minimum in the 
n-fold mixture implies anything about maxima or minima of the 
binary mixtures to be fOl'med of the n-f'old mixture. 

Suppose the n-fold mixture to show a minimum for À = Àm and 
the constitution of' that mixture to be indicated by [~,vdm, (,vs)m ... (IVII)m], 
then we find 

(al - Àmbl )(ml)m + (au - Àm bu)(.v,)m + .... + (alll-I.mbln)(tvn)rn = 0 

(~H - Àrn b2J (,Vl)m + (a2 - 1.111 b, ) (m,)1II + + (a,u -I.m b2n) (,v,,)m = 0 

\ (~nl-1.111 blll) (,v1)m + (ans -1.711 b1l2 ) (,v,)m + + (all -1./11 bil ) (,vlI)m = O. 
\ 

Now we know that for a possible absolute minimum as-Àm bs>O 
whilst of course also (aJs)m > O. 
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If the above equations are to be satisfied then in every equation 
at least one of the ('oefficients must become negahve. 

This is most profitably attained for n = 2t if 

au-Ämb12<O, a34-Àmba4<0, and a2t-I,2t - )./11 b2t-l, 2t < 0. 

So then we have e.g. 

so 

as,s+l < ~ 
-- Am 
bs,s+1 

So that a fortiori 

as,s+1 <~ and as,s+1 <as+ 1• 
bs,8+1 bs b5,5+1 b8+ 1 

The mixture Cs, s + 1] then possesses a minimum. 
So at least minima are wanted in t bmary mixtures if the whole 

mixture of 2t components is to show a minimum. 
If n = 2 t + 1 then there are at least t + 1 01' 1 (n + 1) minima 

wanted 111 the binary mixtures if the total mixture is to show a 
minimum. Let us take e.g. 

anI - Àmbnl < 0. 

For neven the case is taken that each component shows with 
but one other one a minimum, wlulst fol' n odd one of the ('ompo
nents gives a minimum with two other ones. 

If a component forms with moro ot her onoS minima then more 
conditions are absolutely necessal'y; If a.O. we assume that 11 -1 of 
the compol1ents give mutually no minima, then certamly the last 
component must give a mlnImUm with each of the (n -1) remaining 
ones, if the total mixture lS to show an absolute minimum. 

Of course the above theorems may not be rf'versed, so at least 
i n (resp. 1 (n + 1») minima are wanted, but these do not in the 
least guaranty tbe exü;tenre of an absolute minimum in tbe u-fold 
mixture. 

In case of an attainable absolute maximum a, - )'M b~ is < 0 aud 
so in our set of equatiolls at least one positive term is l'equired to 
present itself in each membcr. From 

a, - ).Mbs < 0, a,.- ),],j bn> ° anel a, - I.M bi < ° 
follows 

::: > Î.Jj, whilst lM> :: and Àlt[ > i;, 
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so a fortiori 

so that the binary mixture (1', s) then gives a maximum. 
In the same way as for a minimum we reason here, that to have 

an absolute maximum in a mixture of 2t (i'esp. 2t + 1) components 
we must require at least maxima in t (resp. t + 1) binal'Y mixtures. 

For a further inyesbgation we shall have to look mOl:e closely 
inio the quantitie& bp? and apq ' 

Fol' bllg we shall use the formula given by LORENTZ 

bpg = 2. 4/3 :n: (rp + 1'qY 1), 

where 1'p represents the mdius of the molecule of the pth component. 
This formula holds good fol' 11 = q too. 
The coefficient of J.n in the equation b.n = 0 is 

Now ,"'-e have 

1 bll bu '" bIn 

(_1)11 ~n b~ •.. b211 ={-I)nAb' 

bni bn2'" bil I 

Aó=2 = - H/9:n:~ (1'1-1'2)~ [1'14+1'~4+30 ,\2 1',2+8 1'x~ 1',+8 1's~ 1'1] 

b.b=3 = - (8/a)':n:' 6 (1't-1'Y h-1'a)2 h-1\)' [rl (1',+1'a)' '+-
+ 1', (r3+,\)2+1's (1',+1',)'] 2) 

b.ó=-t = (A/a :n:)4 9 (1\-1',)2 (r1-1'a)2 (1'1-1'4)2 h-1',)' h-1'4)' (1's-1'4)'. 

For {ive components the determinant on the b's vanishes identically; 
for we find 

b.(5) b.(5) = b.~j) 1:::.(5) - b. '(5) = 
44 44 55 43 

'>'> = lB 1,7t)4 9l1\ -1'2)' (1\ -1'a)2 (1'1-1'./ (1',-1'3)2 (1', - 1'5)2 (1'3 _1',)' X 
X (BI n:n:)4 9 (1\ -1',)2 (1\ _1',)' (1\ -1'4)2 (1'2 -1'u)' (1',--1'4)' (1'a-1'4)' + 

- (B 1,:n:)BI9(1\ -1'2)' h --1'3)2 (1', _1',)' (1\ -1'4)(1'1-1'6) (1',-1'4) 

(1'J -1'(,) (1',-1'4) (1'~-1'.)!' = O. 

So b.(á) 0 as b.(5) is not identical equal to O. 
44 
55 

Fo!' tbe determinant of the order 6 noL only all minor:. belonging 

1) Wled. Ann. 12 p. 134. In reality sLIlI anoLher consLant faclor N presenls 
itself here. 

2) These results have heen oblained by remarking Lhal llb is always divisible 
by (r p - 1'y)2; lhe coeflicienls of the 1 emaming factor have heen fQund by means 
ol the method of indeterminate coeilicients. 
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to elements of the principal diagonal become 0 but aJso all other 
minors of degree 5 1

), 

Then however it is clear that 1'01' mixtures with 6 and more 
('omponents the determinants on the b's disappear identically, 

BERTHELOT and before him GALITZINE have made about the quantity 
a pq the simple supposition a'pg = rtp aq, Although this formula may 
not be strictly true, as has already been clearly proved by experiments 
on binal'Y mixtures, it is worth while to consider to what conclu
sions the afore mentioned rule leads us for multiple mixtures, 

For apq = Vap aq all minors of degree 2 and higher of the deter
minant on the a's become 0, from which ensues that the equation 
All = 0 can be reduced to 

P=II '1=11 

.1.."-1 L L. Bpq apq - ).11 Ab = 0, 
1'=1 q=1 

wh ere when developing the determinant Ab the coefficient of hpq 

is Bpq' So there is an (n-i) fold root ),=0, which cannot of course 
indicate an attainable maximum or minimum, not even another 
stationary point. 

Let us now consider the different mixtnres assuming the t'ule 
of GALI'rZINR,BERTHELOT, 

n=2, 
Beside the root J, = 0 a second root appears which eau cel'taiuly 

au al au a, 
not point to a maximum, for from ~ > -l and ~ > -l would ensue 

U 12 'r U 12 )2 

a: 12 > al a
b
, and in ('onnection with b\, > bI b" ('ertainlr 

b 12 b2 , 

I} So we find for Ihe asymmetrie determinant 

I bI b[2 b[s bH bIG 

b21 b2 b2S b24 b2ü 

D == bSl bS2 bs b34 b3ü 

b41 b42 b4S b4 b4ü 

bOl b02 b03 bo ~ bo• 

DD =(Bh'l')49(rl -rd2(1'! -rs)2(r2-r3)2(r\ -r4)2(r2 -r~)9(rs -r4)2X 
44 
55 

X(% '>I-)49(rl -1'2)2(1\ - rJ)2(r2 - rs)2(r\ - r5)(1'l-rO)(1'2 - r5)(r2 - ro)(1'3 - rG)(1'3 - r6)+ 

_(B/S'II")49(?'[ -r2)2(r[ -?'J)2(rJ -r.I)2(1'[ -r4)(1'\ - r5)(r2 - 1'4)1"2 - 1'ü)(1',I- r4)(1'J -ró)X 

X(B/1'11")49(r\ -1'2)2(1'[ - rÛ2(1'2 - rs)2(rl -r4)(1'1 -1'6)(r2 --1'~)(r2 - rO)(1'3 - r 4)(r3 - r6)= 

=0. 
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a2
12 > al a2 • 

The appearance of a minimum is not a priori excluded; the general 
conditions now pass into: 

Va, Val 
bu > V b1 and bu > -V b,. 

al a, 

80 it is not evident, why the appearance of a minimum should 
coincide with a\, < al a, 1). 

Even for a'12 > al a, a minimum can very weIl present itself. 
In fact there are objections to assuming that a'u < al a" fol' this 

supposition leads wh en the temperatm'e becomes lowel' to partial 
mixability ') and this phenomenon pl'obably does not appeal' fol' 
normal suhstanceó 3). 

The following however holds good fol' a possible minimum: 

au 
al + as - 2a12 > (b1 + b, - 2bu ) -, so 

bH 

al + a, - 2au > O. 

For all temperatm'es exchiding partial mixability, we find thus 
when a minimum appears 

Val a, < au < 1/, (al + a,). 

n=3. 
The eqnation 6 s = 0 has a double root), = 0, so we obtain the 

following sel'Îes of signs : 

J. 

I l!..3 J. I Il, 

I I +00 + +00 I + 
I + 0 Ol' 0 0 II 

+ + 
0 0 0 

-00 -00 
I-I 

1) VAN DER WAALS. Proeeedings, Amstel'dam, Oet. 1902, p. 244. 
2) VAN DER WAALS. Continuität 1I, p. 43. However in the deduction it has been 

Supposed there that bPi = 1/2 (bp + b,). 

3) VAN DER WAALS. Slatique des Fluides, p. 32. 
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Case r. 
There is a positive root ). making l::.3 = 0, whieh ean however 

dl::. s never indH~ate a possible absolute maximum Ol' minimum, for -d), 

is positive thel'e, denoting a negative value of the minors of degree 
2 and these must be (see inequalities (1\) and (T.)) positive fol' a 
maximum as weIl as for a minimum. 

Case 1I. 
One root makmg l::.a =0 is negative, the other 0, so neither of the 

two can indicate a possible mixture. 
So for a ternary mixture tbe rule of GALITZINE-BERTHEWT cannot 

be united witb the appeal'ance of a maÀlmnm or a mimmum. A 
stational'Y point, ho wever, being neither maximum nol' minimum, 
is not excluded in case I. 

l::.11 = ° has for n = 4 a tbreefold root). = 0. 
So the series of signs becomes: 

I o o Or + 
+ 
o 

o 

o o 

-00 + -~ + 

II 

In case I tho simple root J. belongs to a negative value of 

~, so it cannot represent a posblble mixture. 
b 

In table II aa~4 is positJve for the bimple root; thlls thc minors of 

degree 3 must be negative in case the mixt11l'e is to be possible. So it is 
evidenl, that ab soon as we put a/Iq' equal to ap aq quaternal'y 

(( 

mixtures cannot show a minimum in b' A maximum IS eÀclnded, as 

this would lead to mfLXlma in at leasl 2 binal'y mixtures to bc 
f0l'l11ed out of tbe components ::tud lhcbe are not posbible if al'/ is 
put equal to al' aq. 

. a 
For mixtures where n>4 a mixture for wlu<.'h b is stationary is 
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certainly exeluded as soon as we put ap/ = ap a q, for there is then 
an (n-1) fold root À =0 and a root .A. = 00. 

Resuming: 
By assuming the rule of GALITZINE-BERTHELOT, we find: 

n = 2. No maximum; a minimum is possible. 
n = 3. No maximum or minimum - a stationary point, but no 

maximum or minimum, is possible. 
n = 4. No maximum or minimum; other stationary points are 

possible. 
n = 5 B,nd higher. All stationary points are exeluded. 

If we assume for b a linear function of x, thus bpq=I/2(bp +bg), 

then already for n = 3 the determinant on the b's be('omes idenfieal 
to 0, so that then for ternary and higher mixtures no statiollal'y 
points are any mOre possible as soon as we put apq

2 equal to ap aq• 

MathematicB. - "On an e,vpression for the genus of an algebraic 
plarze CU1've with higher singularities." By Mr. FRED. SCHUH. 

(Communieated by Prof D. J. KORTEWEG.) 

Lately I gave the following theorem in these Proeeedings 1) : 
Let P be a point of order t' of an aZqebraic plane CU1've (where 

t' can also be zero, namely when P does not lie on the curve) and 
S an aJ'bitraJ'Y point of ol'del' t of that cttrve. Suppose the straigltt line 
PS inte1'.~ects the CU1've in w pointy coincidin,q with S, then t' +2 (wl - tI) 
(summed up over all points S fOl' wlticlt w is > t) is independent 
of' the situati01~ of point Pand equal to the class of the CU1'Ve. 
IJ' S lies in P we have to I'egard all straigltt lines t!tl'ough P as t!te 
line c01mecting Pand S Ol' if one li1ces only tlwse which fumiçh a 
cont1'ibution to 2 (wt-tt) i. e. t/te tan,qents in P. 

From this a eOl'l'esponding and as far as I ean see a more 
Important theorem fol' the genus of an aIgebraic curve ean be 
dedueed, where mOreovel' the stl'a~qht line c01mecting Pand Scan be 
replaccd by an algeoraic curve. Lateron I hope to conneet this w!th 
problems of contact (nu mb ers of algebl'aic curves determmed by 
ronditions of contact) in partirular with rec:;pect to the number of 
normals on a curve with higher singularities (aIso III connectiou 
with the cir('le points and the liue at infinity) let down from a poinl 
(whieh eau alóo have a pal'tieular situation with respe('t fo tlle 

1) On all expression for the class of an aJgebraic plane curve with higher 
singulartties. These Proc. VII, p. 42. 
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curve) and the question annex to it aftel' the sîngulal'ities of the 
evolute. It seems to me that in no oUler way knowll to me these 
and suchlike question::, cau be so simply a,nswered. 

The genus has been introduced in the theory of functions by 
RIEMANN and is defined out of the connection of the n'-leaved RIEMANN
surface on Wh1Ch an n'-valned algebraic function is ulllvalent. lf .9 

is the numbeL' of bL'anchpoints of the function, g the genus, then 
we have the following rehttion gh'en by RIEMANN 1) (I. c. p. 129) 

s - 2 n' = 2 (9-1), 

for which a branchpoint where t leaves of the RIEMANN-surface are 
eonnected is to be regarded as t-1 branchpoint&. 

For the theory of the algebraic curves the notion and also the name of 
genus l"Geschlecht") ha'l been introduced by CLEBSCH2

), whilst HALPHEN3
) 

has given tor the genus of a curve of order n and class k wIth 
higher singularities the equatlOn 

2 (g-I) = k-2 n + 2 (tl-I), 

in which 2 (t1-1) represents a summation over the origins of the 
separate branches of the curve (which can be represented by one 
PUIsEux-developmellt) whose order t differs ti'om 1 and over as many 
other ol'igins of branches as Olle hkes. If a branch of the curve is 
reprE'sented by the developmellt 

according to integral ascending powers of (x - g) t, I caU the point 
(s, '1'/) the ol'igin, the lme y -11 = ao (x-gi the tangent and the 
numbers tand v the ordm' and the class of the branch, where thus auy 
point. of a curve can be regarded as the origm of at least one 
branch, for which however if the point is a commou point of the 
curve t will be equal to 1. If one and the same pomt of the curve 
IS t11e origin of more branches we shall regard this point sucressively 
as if belonging to the different branches. 

The HALPHEN-relation is an immediate result of the RIEMANN
relation if only Olle decomposes the branchpoints info those which 

1) B. RIEMANN. Theorie der ABEL'schen Functionen. Grelle's Journal, vol. 64, 
(1857), p. 115-155. 

~) A. CLEBSCH. Ueber die Singularitàten algebraischer Curven. Grelle's Journal, 
vol. 64, (1865), p. 98-100. 

S) G. H. HALPHEN. SUl' la conservation du genre des courbes algébriques dans 
les transformations" unifol'mes. Bulletin de la Soc. Matlt. de France, vol. 4, (1875), 
p. 29-41. 
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do and into those which do not dep end upon the choice of the 
system of coordinates. 

If t\ , (~ , .. , are the orders, v' 1 , v' J , ••• the classes of the separate 
branches having their origin in P (so that :2 t'l = t') then 

2 (9-1) = k-2n +:2 (t'l-1) + :2 (t l -1), 

whiIst according to the quoted theorem 

k =:2 (t'l + V'l) + :2 (wl-tJ. (equation (2) 1. c. p. 44) 

In the two last equations the first :2-slgn refers to the origins in 
P, the second :2-sign to the origim outside P. 

From these equations follows 

2 (9-1) = - 2 (n-t') +:2 (v'I-I) +:2 (wl-I) ..... (1) 

Here n-t'=n' represents the number of movable pomts of intersection 
of the curve wlth straight lines through P. If one draws thl'ough Pan 
arbitral'y straight line 1 which is not a tangent in P, then the points of 
interseetion of that btralght lme wüh the curve fUlnish to :2 (wl-i) a 
eontributlOn equal to n'-.l"Vz, where.L~ l'epresents the number of origins 
of branches lying outslde Pon the straight lme lt I), thus the mImber of 
branches o\'e1' which the n' movable points of interseetlOn with the 
straight line lt distl'lbute themselves. If then we draw through P a 
straight line lJ touching .lV' I branches through Pand if we let llf; 
be the number of branches over which the n' movable points of 
intersection with the straightline lJ dlstrlbute themselves, then ~-.lV'J 
of these NJ branches have their origin outslde P. The points of 
intersection outside P with these straight lines give a contribution to 
:2 (wl-i) equal to 

tn'-:2 v'J) - (NJ-N'J) = (n'-NJ) - :2 (v/-I), 
in which :2 v') and :2 (v'J-i) are taken only over the branches 
touching the straight line lJ in P. F1'om this ensues: 

:2 (w l -1) =:2 (n'-Nz) + :2 (n'-Nj) - :2 (v'1-1), 
or 

:2 (wl -1) = :2 (n'-Nl ) - :2 (v'I-1), 

in whieh now :2 (v't-1) denotes a summation over all the branches 
with P as origin, :2 (n'-NI ) a summation over all straight lines through 
P for which n' is > NI and over as many othe1' straight lines as one likes. 

If we sllbstitute in eqllation (1) for :2 (w l -1) the obtained value 
and 1'eplace n-( by n' we find 

g = 1 - n' + i :2 (n' - NI)' . . . . . . (2) 
We can sum ]lP what has been found in the followmg the01'em: 
THEORElII I. IJ an aZqebl'rtic p101/e curve is intl31wected bll tlte stmight 

Ij Counting here also each of the points of intel'section as origin of a branch. 
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lines of a pencil with P as vertex in n' rnovable points, 'Which clistl'ibute 
themselves for the variOlts 1:,t1Yt~1J1tt lines of the pencilover N1> N 2 •••• 

branches o} the curve, then I-n' + ! ;E (n'-N 1)' (where :2 (n'-1'{j) 
is taken over all the stl'aight lines th1'ough P), IUls for evel'y point P 
tlw same vahte equal to the genus of the CU1've. 

Thi& theorem however can be con&iderably extended by making 
use of the property that the genus Ol the curve does not change 
by a one-to-one tl'ansfOl'mation. If nameIy we appIy to the whole 
figure a CRElIlONA-transformation, then g remains the same, but n' too. 
The straight lines of the penril are turned by the transformation into 
mtional Clt1'I'eS having multiple points in the fundamental points of 
the transformation. Through every point lying outside LllOse fundamental 
points only one of the rational curves passes, 80 that we treat a pencil 
of rational curves j the manifold points here making the curves to 
rational curves are not present as movable points but as fixed 
points, which. gives rise to linear relations between the coefficients 
of the curves. The movable points of intersection with a straight line 
are now transfol'med into movable points of intm'section with a l'ational 
curve, and they remain the same in number on account of the one
to-one character of the transformation. 

By a CRElIfONA-transformation a branch is furthermol'e a,lways 
transformed into one single branch (whel'e we always understand by 
a bmnch the whole of the cUl'vepoints whose cool'dinates satisfy 
the same PUIsl!lux-development). If thu~ the n' movable points 
of intersection with a straight line distribute themselves over N 
branches then in the transfOl'med tigure the n' movable points of 
intersectlOn with the rational curve originated by transformation of 
the straight line distribute themselves also over N branches. 

Fl'om this it is evident that all quantities of equation (2) are 
invariant with respect to rational transfol'mation, so that t/te equation 
(2) lwlds good uncltanged ij t/te pencil of stmight lines is replaced 
by a pencil of mtional curves. 

This gives rise to the following theorem: 
THEOREM Il, IJ an algebraic plane curve is intel'sected by a pencil 

of mtional CZt1'Ves in n' movable points dist1'ibuting themselves jOl' the 
dijferent curves of tlte pencil aVe?' Np J.V2 , • • " bmnches of t/te fixed 
cw've, t!ten 1 - n' + 2 ;E (12' - lll)' (wltere :2 (n' -J.V1) i~ taken 
over all curves of t!te pencil), !tas f01' every pencil of mtional cwrves 
tlte same value equal to tlw genu~ of tlte jixed curve. 

This theorem can then be extended ti'om a pencil of l'ationaL curves 
to an al'biitm'y algebraic pendl of curves by means of the following 
considerations which are however less l'igorous than the preceding ones. 
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If we investigate which rational curves of the theorem II contJ'i
bute to 2 (n' - lV1 ) then we find 1 st those l'ational curves which 
pass through an orlgin (lying outside the basepoints of the pencil) of a 
.~uperlinea1' branch (dcnomination of CAYLEY for a branch with order 
more than one) of the fixed curve, 2nd those rational curves tOl1ching 
the fixed curve outside the basepoints, 31d those rational curves 
wh ere two Ol' more of the movable points of intersection have 
approached one of the basepomts along the same branch of the fixed 
curve. In the main theorem II comes to' the determination of the 
numbel' of rational curves of a pencil touching a given curve and 
the change which tlus numbel' undergoes on account of higher singu
lal'ities of the given ('Ul've and the pal'ticular sitnation of the basepoints 
with respect to that curve. Here however it is difficult to imagine 
how it would cause a difference whether we are working with a pencil 
of rational curves or with an arbitrary pencll of curves; for in both 
cases the coefiicients of the equation of the lllovabie curve satü;(v 
some linear conditions amounting to one less than is necessary for 
the definition of the movab1e curve 1). 

Let us explain the preceding by an example. Suppose the nmnber of 
cubic curves throngh eight points tOllching a given curve were required, 
suppose fnrthel' th at tIle given curve has a singular point S with a 
flingular tangent land that the Ca of the pencil through S a1so 
touches l. Point S will then absol'b a certain number of points of 
contact proper with curves of the pencil, and this number will depend 
on the nature of the singular point S and on the order of contact 
of Ca with the given curve, but in no wise on the t'act 
whether of the basepoints three have coinC'ided somewhere outside S, 
ei th er in such a way th at in one of the basepoints tangent and 
curvature arc given, or in such a wa) that the coinciding basepoints 
form a triangle with finite angles, in which case the condition of the 
passage through the three basepoillts includes the curve having a 
double point in a given point and being thus rational. 

Led by the above considerations I think I may state the following 
theorem: 

THEOREM lIl. 1f an algebmic plane C~l1've is ~nte1'Sected by a pencil of 
curve.'! in n' movnble points di.'!t1'ibuting themselves fen' t!te dijf'e1'ent 
C~l1'ves of the pe/wil ove?' ...'11 , lVs , •• , b)'anclw8 of tlte fixed curve, 
then 1-n' + 12 (n' - .Nt), (2 (11,' - N 1) taken over all tlw curves 

1) Of course it woulcl be cllflerent if the movable CU1've had to be rational without 
the singular points 1 educing the genus to zero being gi ven, if thus e.g. the queslion 
\Vere of cubic curves through seven given points, and furnished with a double point 
not given in position. 
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of the pencil), has for eVe1'Y pencil of curves the same vahte equal 
to the genus of the fixecl curve. 

The remarkable thing herE' of the obtamed expression for the 
genus is that the genus which is invariant with respect to rational 
transformations is really exclusively expressed in quantities each 
invariant in itself over against l'ational transformations. 

1 feel the more jllstified in stating the above theorem having found 
the theore111 confirmed in various simplel' e8,se&, e.g. for the case 
that the given curve admits of double points and cusps only whilst 
the basepoints can assume any particular position with respect to the 
given curve, also for the case that the giyen curve is pl'ovided with 
hlgher singnlarities whel'e howevel' onIy the sImplest particular cases 
wüh referenee to the position of the basepoints have been considel'ed, 
e.g. the ca'3e that one or two basepointb faU in a higher singular 
point. 

But all the same a 1'~qO],OZt~ and simple proof which renders a 
&ubtie distinction of the great number of particular cases which can 
present themselves supel'fluous, ib very desirabie. 

Sneek, July 1904. 

Mathematics. - "On the curves of a pencil tOltchin,q an algebraic 
plane C~t1've witlt h~qher stngula1'ities". By Mr. FRED. SCHUH. 

(Communicated by Prof. KORTEWEG.) 

In the previous paper I have stated the following theorem: 
If an algebmic plane CU1've is cut hy a pencil of CU1'Ves in n 

movable points dist1'ibuting themselves for the various cw'ves oj the 
pencilover NI> N~, ... branches of tlte ped C1.t1've, tlten 

1 - n' + 1 :2 (n' - N 1) 

(:2 (n' - N1) taken for all curves of tlte pencil) ltas for every pencil 
of curves the same value wltic1L is equal to the genus g of the ,fixed curve. 

Expressed in a formula this runs: 

2 (g + n' - 1) =:2 (n' - N 1). • • • • • (1) 

With the aid of this theorem the following problem of contact 
can be solved: ' 

To determine t!te nurnber of curves of a pencil toucldn,q a plane 
curve Gil of order n, class k and ,genus g, 

To this end we first substitute in equation (1) for :2 (n' - N"l) 
a summation over the points of C,I or bettel' (as we always 
count a point of Gil through which more branches pass as more 
than one point) over the origins of branches ot C,I' Let S be 
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an orlgm of a branch of CII whIlst the curve of the pencil through 
S intersects the branch under consideration in w pomts S, then 
:E (n' -NI) = 2 (lOl -1), so that equation (1) becornes 

2 (g + n' - 1) = 2 (w1 - 1) . ... (2) 

Here 2 (w l -1) represents a summation over allorigins S of 
branches of 0,,, i. e. only over those ol"igins for which w > 1. 
If one or more basepoints of the pencil he on Gil the summation 
must also be extended to those origins coinciding with a basepoint B. 
We must then regard as movable curve through that origin the 
limiting position of the movable curve through P if we allow P 
to approach to B along the corresponding branch of G~" in other words 
that curve of the pencIl intersecting the branch at least in one 
point B more than any curve of the pencIl. For such an origin 
in B the number of rnovable points of intersection, approachmg B 
along the branch under consideration when P approaches B along 
the same branch, is repl'esented by w. 

The following weU known relatIOn 

2 (g + n - 1) = 2 (tl - 1) -+ k. ... (3) 

exists between order, class and genm. of Gn• 

Here :2 (tl -1) is a summation over all the origins of branches 
of Gn whilst t represents the order of the branch, i. e. the number 
of points of intersection with an arbitmry straight line through that 
orrgin coinciding with that orlgin. 

From (2) and (3) then follows: 

:2 (101 - tI) = k + 2 (n' - n). . . • • . . (4) 

THEORI<~M I. If a pencil of curves cuts an algebraic plane curve 0,1 
of order n and class k in n' rnovable points of which w faZZ in 
the origin S of a branch of orde?' t of 0", we have the relation 
:2 (wl - tI) = k + 2 (n' - n), where :2 (101 - f l ) must be taken over 
all the 01'~qins of bl'ancltes ol Gn, also over tlwse coinciding with 
basepoints of the pencil. 

With the equation (4) the given problem of contact for eVe?'y Gn 

and evel'y particular situation of the basepoints with respect to 0,1 
can, as will be shown, be l'egarded as solved. 

We have but to discuss the found equation. 
If 'In is the order of the curves of the pencil, then n' = mn for 

arbitmry situation of the basepoints with respect to the given curve 
Gn, so: 

:2 (101 - tI) = k + 2 n (m - 1) • • . . • . (5) 

Here we understand by an (l,?'bitmry situation witlt 1'espect to Cl 
in the fh'st place that the basepoints do not lie on Gn• Let us 

8 
Proceedinss Royal Acad. Amsterdam, Vol. VII. 
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!mppose moreover that the basepoillts are situated in sueh a way 
that not a single curve Cm of the pencil passing through a singlllar 
point S of On touches one of the branches through S and that not 
a single Gn has with the fixed curve a contact of higher order then the 
first; then only the curves Gil showing a common contact with Cn (w=2, 
t = 1), fllruish to :2 (w1 - t1 ) a contribution equal 10 the number 
of those touching curves Cm. Here however arestriction ought to 
be made. It may appeal' namely that a c,n of the pencH has a double 
or multiple point lying on GI which then furnishes a contribution 
to :2 (w1 - t1 ). We can avoid this case by requiring that for an 
arbitrary situation of the basepoints with respect to Cn no singular point 
of Cm may lie on Cn. This is however no longer possible when by 
mutual coincidence of basepoints the pencil admits of curves showing 
an infinite number of double or multiple points, in other words when the 
pencil contains curves, which consist of Ol' contain two or more coinci
ding parts. Though the equation (3) ean still be applied to these cases we 
shall exclude them for simplicity's sake from our discllssion. With these 
suppositions we find that :2 (w1 - t1) is equal to the number of 
curves of the pencil touching G~l' 80 we find the following theorem: 

THEOREM Il. Fm' a pe1wil of Clt1'Ves of O1'(le1' m, none of wlliclt 
contains two 01' more coinciding jJal'ts, tlte numbel' of curves touching 
an algebmic plane CU1'Ve 0,1 of class k witl~ 1'espect to wl~ich t/te base
points of t/te pencil have 120 pw,ticular situation is repi'esentecl by 
k+2n(m-1). 

If GI is a general curve in point-coordinates then k = n (n -1), 
and the req uired number is n (n + 2 m - 3). If we compare this to 
the number given in the above theorem we find: 

TlIEOREM lIl. EV81'y singular point S of Gil diminisltes t!te mtmbel' 
of ('~t1'ves w/ûclt beZong to the pencil mentioned in t/teo/'em IJ and 
wldclt properly touch 0,1> by t/te same nwnber as that with wltich S 
diminishes the class of Cn. 

We now in vestigate which particularities can present themselves 
in consequence of a particular situation of the basepoil1ts with respect 
to o,z, To this end we eonsider in the first place an origin S of 
branch T of order t of en supposing Snot to be sitnated in one of the 
basepoints ; further we suppose that the curve Cltl through S touches the 
branch Tand intersects it in w = t + 1 coinciding points (so in )' 
points more than when the curve through S of the peneil were not to 
touch the branch). Then this point S counts (as far as the branch '1' 
is concerned) acrording to (5) for 'W - t = Y points of contact proper. 
If We restore by a small displacement of the basepoints their arbi
traty position with respect to 0,1; the curve through S of the pencH 
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intersects the branch 'T in t points S and in r points lying near S. 
The preceding ho1ds good invariably when the pencil does cotttain 
curves containing two or more coinciding part::. if only those do 
not pass through the considcred point S. 

This gi ves rise to the following theol'em : 
TmlOREl\I IV. Let S be the origin of a bmnclt l' of an algebmiè 

plane Clt1'Ve ~I. If nolV ihe basepoints of a pencil of CU1'ves pass 
f7'om a12 a1'bitrary position to a pal'ticnlal' one so t!tat no basepomt 
approaches S wMlst r points of intersection of G. witlt the CU1've 
t!trough S of that pencil llPpl'oach S along t!te branch 1', i/ten as 
many (sa y) points of contact of C~, witlt CU1'Ves of the pencil approac!t 
S along t!te same branc!t. Here /tas been supposed that if tlte pencil 
contains curves containing two 01' more coinciding parts t!tese parts 
do not pass tlwoztg/t S. 

If the basepoints have the pal'ticular position described in this 
theorem, then S counts for y points of contact proper. Sa we can 
formu1ate the theol'em as fo11ows: 

If S is a point of en not coi12ciding witlt one of t!te bitsepoints 
of tlw pencil, wMlst the Clt1'Ve th1'OZtg!t S of the pencil cuts a branch 
of onZer t of C;, with S as 01'~qin in t + r points S, then S abs01'bs 
as fa?' as t/tat branch is concemed r points of contact proper. 

Theorem IV is an extension of a theorem of HALPHEN and STEPHEN 

S:ilIlTH, which I discussed in a paper in a previous number of these 
Proceedings 1). 

The inuicated theorem can be expl'essed as fo11ows: 
Let S be the 01'igin oj a brandt l' of a curve, I tlle tangent of 

t/tat bmnclt in S. 1f a point P app1'oaclws I but not S, then as 
many points of intel'section witlt PS as points of contact of tangents 
througlt P approaclt the point S along the branch 1'. 

This is no othel' than our theorem IV where the pencil of curves 
is rep1aced by a pencil of straight lines. 

Let us further consider the case of a singular point S of G" with 
whicl! coincide one or more of the basepoints. As our on1y business 
is to determine the number of points of contact proper coinciding 
with S we cau assume fOl' simplicity's sake that na basepoints 
coincide with other points of ~I. 

Further we exclude the case that the peneil cOlltains curves 
admitting of coinciding parts. 

Let t'l' t'2'· .. be the orders of the different branches 1"17 1"2' ... 
of C~I having S for origin, whilst an arbitrary curve of the pencil 

1) On an expression for tbe c1ass of an aIgebraic plane curve witb highel· 
siugularities. These Proceedings VI, p. 42. 

8* 
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cuts those branches successively in Z'l' Z'2' ••• points S. Then we 
have 

n' = mn- 2 zt'. 
Further we can break up 2 Cwl-tJ into the share 2 (10/ - t/) 

of the point S and the share of the other points of C,I' The 
meaning of w' 1 is here, that the curve of the pencil cutting the 
branch T'l in more then Z'l points S does thiS in Z'l+W'l points. 

For equation (4) we can then wl'Ïte 

2 CW l - tI) = k + 2n (m - 1) - :2 (10'1 + 2 Z'l - t'l)" • (6) 

where :2 (W 1-tl ) must now be taken only for the curvepoints 
outside S. If we represent by u't the number W'l + Z'l of the points S 
in which the branch T'r is cut by the osculatmg curve of the pencil, 
equation (6) becomes: 

:2 (101 - tI) = k + 2n (n - 1) -:2 (U'I + Z'I - t'I)' 

It is evident from this equation that the point S, as far as 
branch T'l is concerned, absOl'bs U'l + Z'l- t'I points of contact proper. 
This can be formulated in the foJlowmg theorem' 

THEOREM V. 1f a single Ol' multiple brlsepoint of a ZJencil of 
curves coincides wit!t t!te ol'igin S of a branch of order t of an 
aZqebraic curve en, whilst t!tat bmnclt cuts an a1'bitmry cw've of 
the pencil in z, t!te osculating curve of t!te pencil on t!te contmry in 
u points S, then tlte point S absol'bs ~t + z - t points of contact of 
CU1'Ves of the peucil with c,1> in othm' wOl'ds f01' an arbitm1'y displace
ment of the basepoints coinciding with S t!te point S furnisltes 
u + z - t points of contact, 10hzch are t!ten situated on t!te considn'ed 
branch. 

By allowing the basepoints to undergo not an arbItral'y displace
ment but a parhcuIat' one, another theorem in connection with 
theorem IV can stIll be deduced from thib. We eau namely make the 
basepoints change theu' pI aces &lightly aiong tbe oscuIatmg curve of the 
pencil in such a way, that no more basepoints eomclde witb S. In that 
case the point S contullIes to absorb aftel' thr displacement of the base
points a certain number of pomts of contact proper, and according to 
theorem IV to the amount of u - tj in fact aftel' that di&placement 
the curve of the pencil through S mtersects the branch in ~t points S, 
so that for the point S now UI i& equal to u. lf we compal'e the 
number ~t - t of the absOl'bed points of contact to tbe amount given 
in the theorem V we find: 

THEOREM VI. If the curves of a pencil cut t!te branch 7' of an 
algebraic plane CU7'Ve in z fixecl points coiuciding with its ol'(qin S, 
then point S ,qives to t!tat branch z points of contact wit!t curves of t!te, 
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pencil, wlten the basepoints j'allin,ll in S move àway Jrom S along 
tlte osculatin,q curve oJ tlte pencil. 

It is cleal' that the theol'ems V and VI invariably hold good when 
the peneil eontains curves degenerated in eoineiding parts if only 
they do not pass thl'ough point S. 

Theol'em VI is like theorem IVan extension of the above mentioned 
theorem of HALPHEN and SMITH. If namely we substitute for the 
peneil of curves the pencil of straight lines with S as vertex, theol'em VI 
passes into: 

Let S be the origin oJ a branch T oJ a CU1've whilst that branch 
ü; intersected in t points S by an arbitml'y straight line tk1'ough S, Ij' 
now a point P moves a?l)ay fl'01n S a10ng the tangent in S, tltat point 
S ,qives to that bmnch t points of contact with tangents tlwouglt P. 

It is not ehfficult to see that tJlis is cOlTelative to the formulation 
given above of the Sl\1lTH-HALPHEN-theorem. Howevel' when the penCll 
of curves is not a pencil of straight lmes the theorems IV and VI are 
not cOl'relative and so we have to 1'egal'd them as entirely different 
theorems. 

Sneek, June 1904. 

Astronomy. - "On the appa1'ent distl'ibution oj the nebulae." By 
C. EASTON. (Commllnicated by Prof. H. G. VAN DE SANDE 

BAKHUYZEN). 

It being admitted th at the results of the visual observations must 
be kept separated from those obtained by photography, the systematic 
lllvestigatlOn of the dlstributlOn of the llebulae by meaus of photo
graphy begun by MAX WOLI!" ShOllld not prevent us from carefully 
examining the very extensive material l'egarding nebulae which has 
been fOl'merly obtained by direct observation and laid down in 
catalogues; and the lesE> so because it is lllghly lmprobable that even 
in future a visual "Durchmusterung" of this lnnd, wJnch for the rest 
is very desirabie, will be cal'l'ied out on account of the different 
method which now is being followed at Hmdelberg. 

It is noways unimaginable that the distl'ibutiol1 of thè nebulae as shown 
by photography wlll dIffer gl'eatly from thai of the visually observed 
llebulae; yet it is cel'taiu thaI the Jatter distribution ::.hows l'emarkable 
features which caU for an explanation. WILLIAM HERSOHEL has fOUlld 
that in the main the nebulae are numerous where the stars are 
sparse. In a certain sense we have here the l'everse pheuomenon 
from that of the stars; NEWOOMB (The Stars, p, 187) expresses it thus: 
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"The latter (the stars) are vastly more numerous in tbe l'eglOns heal' 
the Milky Way, and fewer in number near the poles of that belt. 
But the reverse is the case with the nebulae proper. They are least 
numerous in the Milky Way and increase in number as we go from 
it in either direction." 

CLEVELAND ABBE who aftel' the publication of JOHN HERSCHF.J/s 
catalogue in 1864 statistically investigated this peculiarity (Month. Not. 
R. A. S. XXVII, p. 257) rightly put the question whether the paueity 
of nebulae in the GaIaxy did not rest upon a mere optIcal delusion 
due to the luminous background of the Milky Way. He thought 
himse]f justified, however, in answering this question in the negative, 
because the regions on eithel' side of the GaIaxy proper dld not show 
a considerable increase in the number of nebulae; nor was this the 
case wtth increaóing optical power, 

With a much more extensive material - 9264 objects - STRATONOFF 
(Publ. Tachkent N°. 2) arrived at chiefly the same result. With some 
reservation, however. For in fact if we develop STRATONOFF'S data 111 

a somewhat different way we find that, as we go from the gaiactic 
plane, the faint nebulae increase more rapidly than the bright ones. This 
fact, aiso because it contradicts a preliminary resnIt of MAX WOJ,F: 
that ihe (photographed) small nebulae are in general distributed more 
equally over the sky, raises the sm'mise th at in yisual obsel'\'ation 
the light of the smallest and faintest nebulae in the galactie region 
is to a cel'tain amount extinguished (tahie I). 

TABLE I. 

InCl'ease of tlte mean clensity of b1'~gld and faint nebulae in t/te 
di1'ection f1'om tlte Galaxy. 

Mean gal. latitude 
Bright nebulae Faint nebulae 
(N, brillantes) (N. faibles) 

+350 7.5 10.2 

+ 25 0 3.8 7.0 

+150 2.3 3.4 

+ 50 1.9 1.5 
_ 5° 2.3 1.8 
_150 3.7 5.1 
_250 6.2 11.0 
_350 6,5 12.5 

In order to illvestigate this problem more fully I have compttl'ed 
the density of nebnlae in the different palts of the nOl'thel'll Galaxy 
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'With the intensity of the galaetie light in those same portions. Fot 
if really the luminous background of the Milky Way had a highly 
disturbing influence, a certain parallelism between the distribution 
of the galaetie light over that gil'dle (which distribution is very 
irregular) and the distribution of the nebulae in the same region 
would manifest itself in this sense that the nebulae, espeeially the 
faint ones, are least numerous in those patehes where the galaetic 
light is strongest. Table IJ gives the galaetic zone proper between 
_10° and + 10° gal. latitude (northern hemisphere) divided into 
al'eas of 30 degs. in galaetie longitude; the two upper lines show 
fol' each area the mean density of nebulae derived from STRATONOF.F'S 

data; the 10wer line shows the mean intensity of the galaetic light 
derived from the table on p. 18 of my "Distribution de la lumière 
galactique" (Verhand. Kon. Akad. v. Wet. VIII, 3). 

TABLE 11. 

'Phe density 0/ t!te nebulae and t!te galactie ligltt in the 

J.l1ilky Way compared. 

Drlght nebulae 

Famt nebulae 

Galactlc light 

I 

1 2 

0.8 

1 03 
I 

07 I 1.3 

o 7 1 8 

0.72 0.78 

No pal'allelism is to be detected. 

0.9 1.0 I 09 

0.7 1.0 1.0 

I 
1.09 

I 
1 31 1.08 

Other eauses whieh might influenee in the same way as the 
"extinction" due to the luminous background ofthe Milky Way, must 
be disregarded. Up to now the investigation has yielded nothillg in 
contradiction to the view that the peeuliar distribution of the nebulae 
in the sky results, at least in the main, from their partieular 1'eal 
distribution in space. 

CLEVELAND ABBE tried to explain the paucity of nebulae in the 
galactie region and the (supposed) increase of their number towards 
the two Poles of the Milky Way by the supposition that the visible 
universe consists of systems of which our Milky Way, the two 
Nubeculae and the nebulae are the individuals, whieh in their turn 
are composed of stars and (or) nebulae; that moreover the galaetie 
plane is naarly at l'ight angles to the major axis of "a prolate ellip
soid" in whieh all visible nebulae are equally scattered. 

This theory is founded on the supposed symmetrieal distribution 
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{jf the nebulae with I'egard to the Galaxy. Also BAUSCHINGER (V. J. S. 
24, p. 43) and STRATONOFI!' adopted this symmetry. STRATONOFI!' sup
poses first that the sky ti'om the N orth Pole to cl - 20° has been 
surveyed unifol'mly with a view to nebulae (1. c. p. 43); secondly 
- like his predecessors - that the actually observed decl'ease in 
the number of nebulae between about - 50° and the South Pole 
{jf the Galaxy must be ascribed to the incompleteness of the obser
vations made in the southern h emisph ere. 

I shall now proceed to demollstrate that STRATONOI!'I!"S first sUl'mise 
is certainly el'roneous and that the second, cOllsidering the present 
state of our knowIedge, is not justifiabIe and moreovel' improbable. 

That the nebulae-material from the NOl'th Pole to ó - 20° would 
be collected with eqnaJ completeness throughout, as would follow 
from STRATONOFF'S fil'st supposition, cannot, apart from the lack of a 
systematic "Durchmusterung", be the case on account of t11e great 
difficulty to detect faint objects like the nebulae, which arises from the 
atmospheric absorption in regions far from the zenith. In Lord ROSS1:'S 
telescope, for instanee, it has never been possible to observe properly 
the Omega nebuia, though it lies only at -16°. (DRImm. Trans, 
Dublin Soc., N. S. Ir p. 151). 

Besides, the circumstance that the summer nights are nevel' totally 
dal'k in the relatively high latitudes of the observatories of the northe1'n 
hemisphere where the nebulae obsel'vations have fol' the greater part 
been made, must l'endel' the nnmber of catalogued nebulae in the 
southern regions which then l'ise above our horizon mnch toa small 
in proportion to the opposite eqnatorial region. 

With regm'd to th is I have investigated the tables of BAUSCHINGI<:R. 
I have compared two equally large areas, occupying the same position 
\Vith respect ta the celestial equator and the Milky Way, A: a 5h to 
9h, Ó + 15° - 30°. B: cc 17h to 21h, (/ + 150 

- 30°, 
The numbel' of bl'ight and faint nebulae in those areas A and B 

may oe seen on table lIl: 

TAB L E lIl. 

N'llrnÓel'S of lJ1'igltt mul fahlt nebzdae in opposite egy,atO?'itd regio:u. 

bright nebulae 

faint nebulae 

A 
26 

157 

B 
20 

101 

There appeal's indeed to exist a difference at the expense of area 
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Band this diffel'ence, as might be expected, is much greater for the 
faint than for the bright nebuiae. 

It may be l'emarked that sueh a difference is not found - rather 
the contrary - in al'eas which in the nOlthern galactic zone border 
upon those mentioned, wh ere therefol'e the influence meant cannot 
manifest itself so strongly. It remaÎn& possible of course that the 
numbel' of nebulae in the direction B is indeed smaller than in the 
dil'ection A; but we cannot consider such a large difference as 
established where the disturbing influence is undoubtedly at hand. 

If we consider only the northern galactic hemisphel'e, then the 
nebulae seem indeed to increase faidy gradually though not regularly 
towards the Pole of the Milky Way. For the southern hemisphere 
such an inerease is also visible in the table of STRATONOFF as far 
as about _60 0 galactic latitude. STRATONOFF, however, constructed 
his table omitting the two Nubeculae. Now it seems to me that for 
such astatistics this omission is not justifiabie. The MAGELLANIC 
CLOUDS must not at all be con&idel'ed as patches torn off from the 
Milky Way, which also appears from the fact that the nebulae 
pl'oper 1), which are scal'ce in the Milky Way are foU!' times more 
numerous than the stal' clusters in the MAGELLANIC CL OUDS (JOHN 
HERSCHEL, Resnlts Obs. Cape). As to their composition the Nubeculae 
keep the middle between the Milky Way and the accnmulations of 
nelmlae (sometimes intermingled with stal' clusters and stars) in Coma, 
Pisces, etc. - and though the latter aggJomerations are less dense 
than the CWUDS it is not allowed, in my opinion, to inclnde these 
agglomerations in 0111' table and to exclude the CLOUDS. Especially 
also becanse, as may he seen cJeal'ly on STRATONOFF'S own maps 
(Publ. Taehkent, N°. 2, Atlas, pI. 16 et 18; comp. SIDNEY WATERS, 
M. N. XXXIII, p. 558) the Nubeculae are connected with streams of 
nebnlae and not with the Milky Way. 

lf, however, we include the Nubeculae il1tO the statistics then 
we mnst substitute my table B (table IV) fol' STRATONOFF'S own 
table A fol' the southel'n gal. hemisphere: 

1) Where in thib paper we speak of nebulae proper or nebulae without more, 
we mean the relatively regular aud well·defined nebu1ae \ "white nebu1ae"), wlli1e 
with dl/Tused nebulae are meant the extensive, fOl'mless and accol'ding to their 
spectra gaseous masses ("green nebu1ae"). 
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TAB L E IV. 

Jlfean, density of nebulae in tlte southern gal. ltemispltere, 
accol'din,q to STRATONOFF. 

(A incluclin.CJ, B ornitting tJte Nubeculae). 

fJ gal. - 85° 
- 75 
- 65 
- 55 
- 45 
- 35 
-- 25 
-15 
- 5 

A B 
19 19 
24 24 
29 29 
36 36 
25 26 
22 31 
19 19 
10 10 
4 '* 

lf we consider what has been said above on the incompleteness 
of' the observations also in the zone between 0° and - 20° gal. 
latitude, little remains of the systematic increase as far as about 
- 60° which, according to STRATONOl'F'S table A, seems to exist. 

One more remark. An eminent obsel"'er as JOHN HERSCHEL, 
for the very reason that he natura,lly u,voided the SOllth Pole in 
his "sweeps", is sure to have accounted for the incompleteness arising' 
from that circumstance and yet he says emphatically (Outlines, Ed. 
1851, pg. 596): "In the southern hemisphere a much greater uni
formity of distribution prevails, and with exception of two very 
remarkable centers of accumulation, called the MAGEJ.LANIC CLOUDS, 
th ere is no very decided tendency to their assemblage in any parti
cular region." 

We have, however, a means to find indirectly wh ether the real 
distribution of tIle nebulae with regard to the galactie plane is in the 
main symmetrieal, and consequently that the greater incörnpleteness 
of the observations in the southern hemisphere is the cause that the 
tables do not show a similar progression towards the galactie South 
Pole as thay do towards the galactie North Pole. 

The galactie equator and the celestial equator form a large 
Ilngle: 60". A cOl1siderable segment of the northern galactie region 
OCClU'S south of the celestial equator - hence within the less thoroughly 
investigated portion of the sky -; on the other hand an equally 
large segment of the southern galactie hemisphere lies within the 
well-investigated region north of the equator. The f:.trong influence of 
the incompleteness of the observations (tbe reaI distribution of the 
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nebulae being about the same in the two galactie hemisphel'es) would 
then reveal itself in those two segments, so that the southel'n galactie 
segment B (lying on the nOl'thern hemisphel'e) is found to be richel' 
in nebulae than the nOl'thern galactie segment A (lying on the 
southel'll hemisphere), and the difference would be most marked in 
the smalI' and faint nebulae. 

TAB LEV. 

Nebulae in tlte .~egments between t!te celestial equator and t!te 

galactie equato1'. 

A, segm. nOl'th. gal. hemisphere B, segm. south. gal. hemisphere 
(southern hemisphere) (northern bemisphere) 

bright nebulae . 152 . 71 

faint nebulae . . . 754 . 1043 

In table V the differenee meant is in deed very great for the faint 
nebulae; it is remal'kable, however, that for the brigllt ones there 
is a large dIfferenee in the opposite bense. This mises the sUl'mise 
that the possible influence mentioned above does not play a prepon
derating part. 

If we eompare the stl'ueture of segment A with tbat of the remaining 
part of the northern gal. hemisphere it appears that the density of 
nebnlae in the segment is only 0.6 - whieh is by no mcans sUl'prising 
as it borders upon the galactie plane - but it is very remarkable 

h h . faint. I 4 96' 1 I t at t e proporbon -. -h In t Ie segment, . ,IS exaet y t Ie same 
brlg t 

in the remaining part of the northern gal. hemisphere, viz. 25
6
3
7
9
0 

= 4.95. 

The relation in the segment B, the southern galactie segment, is 

on the ,other hand quite different: bf~inht = 14.7. This points very 
ng t 

markedly to a surplus of faint nebulae in the southern galactie 
segment situated on the northern hemisphere, and this eircumstance 
together with the presenee of the Nubeeulae and their relation witb 
the aeeumulations of nebulae in the southern gal. hemisphere makes 
it very probable that the strueture of the southern galaetie sky with 
I'egard to tbe nebulae differs entirely from that of the nortbern 
galactie sky. 

In the very improbable case that by a more accurate survey the 
northel'll galaetie segment would be enriched so considel'ably by faint 
nebulae that the proportion of the numbel's of bright and faint 
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nebulae agrees more or less with that in segments B, i. e. 1.: 15, 
we ShOlllcl ('ount thel'e 2500 nelmlae against 3200 in tbe remaining ~;'I 
of the northern galactie hembphel'e, and the increase 10wards the 
Pole, at least for the faint nebulae, would then almost disappeal' in 
the nOl'thern galactie hemisphere. 

But whether the numher of faint nebulae remains 754 Ol' increases 
to 2500, in either case a symmetl'ical increase is out of the question 
and hence there is no reason why we should adopt CLEVEMND ABBE'S 
prolate ellipsoid which moreover was not very probable. 

Several ronsiderations plead against the view that the nebu1ae 
must he considered as distant galactir systems; the most important, 
which has been exprebsecl half a centnry ago, is the o('('urring togethel', 
Il1 mObt cases even in streams, of nebulae anti stars, and a1so the 
existence of stars and nebulae in the N ubeculae; (it is obvious that in 
such cases we have to do with o~jects of the same order of magnitude). 
Moreovel' we have the well-ebtablished fact that a star mar pass into 
a nebuIa. (Comp. VALENTINER, Handwórterbuch d. Astron. lIl, 2, 
p. 524; a180 MOULTON, Astrophys. Journal XI, 2, SCHAEBERLE, Nature, 
Vol 69, No 1785, SEELIGJ!lR, Abh. bayer. Akad. XIX, p. 572). 
Should on the other hand a "clistant galactie system" be visible to 
us it can only appeal' to us as a nebu1a. But the scarcity of nebulae 
in the galactic region, if that phenomenon is real, points to an un
mistakable organic connection between the gl'eat mass of the nebu1ae 
and our system of stars. 

If then we may accept that the basIs on which CLEVELAND ABBE 
built his theory of the ellipsoielal figure doeb not hold anel if moreover 
we need not consider the nebulae as being situated at enol'mously vast 
distances on either side of the Milky Way, but if, on the contrary, 
it is far more likely th at these distances are comparable with those 
of the stars, it becomes probable th at the grcater part of the nebulae 
are contained in a space similar to the oblate spheroid in whieh 
SJ<iEuGIm places our whole stellal' system, in other words: we may 
begin by udopting that the great mass of thc nebulae belongs to 
our stellar system and that they arc l1symmetrically scattered on 
either side of the chief plane. 

Moreover, if we supposed that the gl'eat mass of the nebulae were 
systems outside oU!' OWI1, the pl'oblem would not be capable of further 
development. We must therefore 110t btart from sueh an hypothcf:>is. 
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Astronomy. - "The nebztlae considered in ?'elation to the galactie 
system." By O. EASTON. (Oommllnicated by Prof. H. G. VAN DE 
SANDE BAKHUYZEN. 

If we consider the nebulae as fOl'ming part of Ollr galactie system 
(cornp. my previons paper "On the apparent distribution of nebnlae") 
their distribution must be considered in connection with that of, the 
other classes of objects in this system. And then, speaking generally , 
we not only find a contrast between the apparent distribution of the 
stars (and clusters) and the nebulae, but also between the distribution 
of the large diffused nebulae (which, as far as we know, occur almost 
exclusively in the region of the Milky Way) and that of'the neblliae 
proper; on the other hand it is probabie that the galactic agglome
rations for the greatel' part con sist of stars of the first spectral type. 

Starting from the consideration that the neblliar and the star-like 
conditions are phases in the development of matter and no mvariable 
final phases, it is obvious th at as the distribution of the star-like 
matter in some parts of the system differs ti'om that in the others 
- which is arcompanied by a different constitution of most of the 
centers themselves, as appears from the spectral differences - so the 
distribution and the constitution of the matter which existg in the 
nebular condition will not be the same throllghout the system. 

In the galactic region of the Rystem we find a great number of 
staJ'-like objects pl'obably placed for the greater part at (relati veIy) 
small distances from each other, mostly of the first spectral type. 
In the "extra-galactic" portions of the system we ob serve a smaller 
numbel' of suns, separated by vast distances and belonging for a 
great pal't to the second spectral type. 

In the same way we tind in and outside the galactic region proper 
two forms of nebuiae. In it are found the "green" lleblllae with a 
spectrum formed of lines, sometimes round and fairly well-defined 
(planetary nebuIae), but mostly extending over immense regions which 
they cover as with a veil (large diffllsed nebulae). In the extra
galactic regions we find the "white" nebulae with a continuous Ol' 

- mOre probably - a mixed spech'l1m; isolated and generally 
widely sepal'ated objects, probably as a rille of a bPÏl'al form, and 
certainly morc condensed than those of the other kind. 

As httle as we can sharply llistinguish bétween stal'-lilre and 
nebulal' objects, is the aboye mentionecl thstinction intended as a 
precise classification. But thus taken in connection with the "galacto
phily" of thc "green" nebulac, the "galactophoby" of the nebulae 
proper does not appeal' as somethillg exceptional; this pl'incipal 
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peculiarity of the dibtribution of the different kinds of nebuiae may 
then be cönsidered as a natm'al sequence of the samè cause as 
in the agglomerations of the Galaxy has given rise to a type of stars 
diifel'ing in constitution and distl'ibution from those outside the 
l\'Iilky Way, 

For the investigation of the problem mentioned at the head of 
this paper we must take into consideration : 

a. The place of the sun in the solar system. 
b. The great difficulty to detect a nebuIa as compal'ed with a star 

at the same di stance from us which has the same quantity of matter. 
11'urther I adopt as established: 
1. That besides a gradual increase in the number of stars towards 

the galactic plane there exist real agglomerations in the galactic region. 
2. That the sun is situated in a region of the l\'Iilky Way whicil 

is relatively pOOl' in stars, hence as to the type of distribution in a 
reg ion that must be considered as "extra-galactic", or perhaps in a 
transition layer. (Comp. KAPTEYN, Ve1'sl. J(. A. v. TV. 1892/93, Publ. 
Groningen n° 11, p. 32; EASTON, Ast1'. J.Vachr. 3270, SEELIGEH, Betracht. 
p. 627; NEWCOMB, Tlte Sta1's, Chap. XX). 

As probabIe: 
3. That the system of stars is contained wHhin a spheroid with 

the galactic plane as its principal plane (SEELIGER). 
And from my own investigations (Versl. J(. A. v. rV. 1897/98; 

Ast1'opltys. Journal XII, 2; Vedtand. J(. A. v. TV. VIII, 3) it seems 
to follow: 

4. That in the Cygnus-Aquila region of the LVIilky Way the 
preceding branch is mllch nearer to us than the following. 

5. That the brightebt galactic portion in Cygnus occupies almost 
a central position in the system of the stars. 

Now, while discussing the distribution ofthe nebulae cataIoglled aftet 
visual observation, I shull try to give an explanation fOllnded on 
the supposition that, the dim light of the nebulae in general taken 
into consideration, the very distant nebulae escape visual observa
tion (thOllgh they fol' the gl'eater pat·t perhaps may be registered photo
graphirally), anel hence that, according to what has been said above 
especially sub 4, the very distant part of the system in which the 
Aquila branch of the Galaxy is situated, must be disregal'ded. 

If the sun lies about in the centl'al plane of the system in a pOOl' 
region amidst galactic agglomel'ations, and if that pOOl' region is 
comparabie with the "extra-galactic" region'l on either side of the 
galactie plane, the thus connected "extra-galactic" regions acquire more 
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Ol' less the &hape of dumb-bells (cornp. fig. 1, A), the snn lying in 
lts bal' n-,z. Ir the nebttlae proper are in the mam confined to that 
extra-galactic region, the galactophoby of these nebulae aud their 
accumula.tion towards the two Poles would be explained by it. 

If, howevel', we leave the AquiJa branch of the Galaxy I) out of 
considel'ation, we must bear in mind that in the remaining and 
nearer reg ion of the Milky Way the galactic agglomerations on the Cygnus 
side have a nOl'thern galactie latitude; i. e. that the sun now lies 
sonth of the plane passmg thl'Ollgh those agglomel'ations (C) and 
the opposite ones in Argo, N; hence it is no longel' in the middle 
but at the bottom of the bar of the dumb-bells, and consequently 
the apparent cl'owding of the neblliae towards the NOl'th galactiè 

1) Comp. FIg. 1, B. The sectIon of the Aquila branch is A, that of Lhe Cygnus 
agglomeraLlOn is C, that of lhe Gala:l..Y in Argo is N. Thc circle round the sun is 
the area wllhm which are situatcd all nebulae of which the luminosJty exceeds 
a cel tam mmÎmum. The reg JOU tr is consldered as a tJ'ansition regJOn belween the 
(dolted) agglomerations of stars in the galactIc plane iE and the extra-gal actie 
legion contained within the spheloid. The bar of the dumb bells is reptesented 
much thicker. 
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Pole will increase and that towards the South galaetic Pole will 
diminish or disappear. From the cireumst.anee that the nearest 
galactie region in the direetion of XIX h. (towards 0) has aÎJ.orthern 
galaetic latitude it mOl'eovel' follows that the maximum of nebulae of 
the northern gal. hemisphere lies within more than 90 degs. of the 
galaetic equator in a gl'eat eh'cle passing thl'ough 0 and :LH, whereas 
in the southern galactie hemisphere the maximum of nebulae is 
situated on the Cygnus side of the Po Ie (towurds mt)' 

This theoretical consideration has been iested by obsel'vation in 
the following way. On the maps for the elistribution of the nebulae 
by STRATONOFl!' (Publ, Tacltkent 2, pI. 18 anel 19) we have estimated 
in a zone 15° wide in the direction of the galactie meridian of 
45°, whieh crosses the Cygnus l'egioll the c1en&ities in areas from 
10 to 10 elegl'ees galaetie latitude. The result is given in table VI. 
(Fa!' tables I-V see the paper ,( On tlte apparent dist1,ibution of 
nebulae"). 

The much smaller densities of the southern galaetic helllisphere 
coulel be expected owing to the greater ineompleteness of the obser
vations ; for the r6st fhe displacements of the maxima ti'om the Poles 
are in the same sense as they shoulel be according to theory. In 
how fal' the hypotheses made are thus supporteel cannot be decided 
beeause of the ineompleteness of the data, at any mte they are not 
at Yarianee with the l'esults of' the observations. 

If, with tbe now available data, partieulars are to be detected 
concerning the true distribution of the nebuIae, we shall have to 
look for traces of them in those regitms wh ere tlle galaetie and 
the extl'a-galactie regions meet. In a mean galactie latitude we shall 
ha\'e to search for the great il'reglllarities in the apparent distl'ibution 
of the nebulae and compare the places whel'e they OCt'ur with the 
places where the irl'egularities in the c1istribution of the stars are 
found, especially the il'l'egularities in brightness and in wielth of the 
diffused light of the Milky Way. 

To this end the following tables llave been construrteel (VII, VIII, IX). 
Over STRATONOl!'F'S maps of the distribution of the bright (n. bril

lantes) and faint (n. faibles) nebulae, a galactic system of eool'dinates 
was laid. }:i'or each area of 15° in gal. longitude aud 10° in gal. 
latitude we have then estimated as carefully as possible the density 
of bright and faint nebulae. These values were combined with due 
regard to the unequal surfaees of the areas in order to obtain the 
mean densities fol' zones of 15° gal. longitude between 0° anel 50" 
gal. latitLlde on either side of the gala,etïe equator (table VII). For 
the galactie zone proper, between + 10" and -10" gal. latitude, 
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TABLE VI. 

Density of the nebulae in the direction of the galactie meridian of 45°. 

Northern galadie hemisphere. 

ti. gal. {3 

45 + 

45 

225 

225 + 

5 

15 

25 

35 

45 

55 

65 

75 

85 

85 

75 

65 

55 

45 

35 

25 

15 

5 

6 Neb. 

2.5 

3.5 

8.0 

13.8 

12.5 

11.8 

18.2 

21.0 

41.0 

43.0 

40.3 

22.2 

17.8 

13.0 

11.4 

12.0 

6.0 

0.8 

11 

Southern galactic heOlisphere. 

:t gal. {3 

225 

225 

45 

45 

5 

15 

25 

35 

45 

55 

65 

75 

85 

85 

75 

65 

55 

45 

35 

25 

]5 

5 

6 Neb. 

0.4 

0.2 

3.7 

5.7 

9.3 

9.2 

4.2 

9.5 

8.1 

10.3 

12.0 

11.3 

16.5 

15.0 

11.3 

5.8 

3.3 

1.9 

we have combined in table VIn the regions north and south of 
the gal. equator, as it was of no use to consider these regions 
separately. On the constl'uction of the two tables the compensation 
method used by STRATONOFF has probably influence, but in my 
opinion it is of' no consequence that the details of the distribution 
are more or less oblitel'ated and hence the contrasts are less distinct. 
For an investigation of the main features this is rather an advantagej 
the method is only inconvenient with the Nubeculae. In these two 
tables the data telating to the southel'n hemisphere have been added, 

, 9 

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. VII. 
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TABLE VII. 

Density of nebulae in the zones 00 to 50:> galactie latitude. 

A. Bright nebulae. 

(Values of the upper Hne north, values of the lower Hne south ofthe gal. equator). « 
~ 

g g :5 l.2 ~ ~ ~ ~ §il 0 0 0 ,ij 
co co co C\I C<I C<I .-i .-i r-t 0:> tO co c 

/

2.2/4.22.32.83.512.19.2 7.218.66.34.13.1/3.76.04.7458.911.84.75.1/4.41.9/1.72.31 

2.7 2.9 6.1 6.8 3.8 2.8 5.0 28.419.9 2.5 5.2 3.8 9.0 2.7 2.4 2.5 7.5 8.84.1 4.7 4.2 3.1 4.53.71 

B. Faint nebulae. 

(Values of the upper lme north, values of the lower hne south of the gal. equator). 

4.5 4.02.83.°12.96.014.9 4.518.26.616.57.21687.24.9 4.5 4.5 5.214.08.618.76.416.97.1/ 

3.72.53.02.512.41.611.810.014.1 1.912.44.619.47.64.55.815.511.719.09.518.25.817.05.2 

T ABLE VIII. 

Density of nebulae of the galactic-equatorial areas (-10 to + 10° gal. latitude). 

A. Bright nebulae. 

11.914.112.°11. 711.914.413.114.114.412. 713.411.614.312.°12.411.113.113.412.112.512.212.812.412.21 

B. Faint nebulae. 

11.113.012.811.210.91°.911.311.41 0.411.0 11.511.813.212.611.912.418.512.411.212.913.°12.813. 71 2.21 

~ ~ ~ 1)0 1)0 IlO I-' I-' I-' ~ 0:> ~ 0 
0:> ~ 0 --1 Il'-- I-' C1J en 1)0 0 0 0 0 

000000000 

TABLE IX. 

Intensity of the light of the Galaxy in gal. equat. areas, - 140 to + 14° gal. latitude. 

(Values of the upper Hne north, values of the lower Hne south ofthe gal. equator). 

11.14 1.29 1.19 0.63 0.57 0.64 0.80 1.14 1.3411.74 0.9711.10 

0.82 1.00 0.37 0.67 0.81 1.14 1.20 1.39 1.36 1.07 1.37 1.19 
00 ~ g :g ~ :g ~ l:'2 g -.:ti ~ ..... 0 
.-i .-i T""I T""I .-i T""I 
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but only for completeness, fol' especially for the faint nebulae these 
data have but little value and especially from the curves of table VIII 
it may be easily seen that the material l'elating to the southern hemi
sphere cannot be compared with that for the northern hemisphere. 

Table IX gives for areas of 150 gal. longitude and 280 gal. latitude, 
14 degrees on either side of the gal. equator, the bl'ightness of the 
light of the Milky Way expressed in terms of the mean brightness 
of the northern hemibphere derived from the table of p. 18-19 of 

Fig. 2. 
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Graphical representation of table VII. 
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Graphical representation of table VIII. 
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La distribution de la lurniè1'e galactique by the author, (1903); there
for we had only to accept that the diffused light of the Milky Way 
in the middle areas (_20 to + 2° gal. (j) is equally distributed. 

A detaUed discussion of these tables and of the curves which 
are constructed by means of them (fig. 2) would lead us too faro 
We shall only draw the attention to the following points: 

The general smootImess and the smaH values of the ordinates of 
the curve belonging to table VIII B, southern hemisphere, can cer
tainly not lead to the conclusion that the nebulae in the southern 
galaxy proper are iud eed mnch sparser and more uniformly scattered. 
It is remarkable that about 1100 gal. longitude, even within the 
galaxy proper the density of faint nebulae nearly equals their average 
number in the entire northern hemisphere (8.5 and 10.0), 

If we consider the general shape of the curves for the density of 
the nebulae we perceive a certain contrast with the curves of table 
IX for the galactie light - as compared with the minimum of IX the 
maximum of VII seems somewhat displaced towards 90° - but in 
the details no complementary shape can be detected. 

The most remarkalJle feature of the nebulaecurves is astrong 
maximum about 1000 to 110° in the northern and in the southern 
hemisphere, which seems to find its counterpart, at least in the 
northern gal. hemisphere, 180 degrees further on at about 280°. 

If in the neighbourhood of the galactie zone the space occupied 
by nebulae extended equally far in all directions from the sun 
(which, with the snppositions we have made, would mean that 
the nearest agglomerations of stars in that plane do not lie at greatly 
varying distances) and if within that space the distribution of those 
nebulae were almost uniform, there wonld be no reason why the 
curves of VII and VIII show considerable maxima und minima. 

We know, however, that the nebulae show a sb'ong tendency to 
occur in "streams" und "nests", hence in the details their distribntion 
must be very irregulaL'. Consequently the peculiar positions of the 
principal maxima of the curves might be explained by accepting one 
or more nebular streams, running from 100° to 2800 gal. longitude 
somewhat obliquely towards the galactie plane. Obviously this 
supposition is arbitrary. 

Another acceptable explanation is that the region of the nebulae, 
viz. the extra-galactic region, extends in and near the galactie plane 
farther in the direction 1000 towards 280° than in other directions; 
in other words: that in the direction mentioned the galactie aggrega
tions of stars are lying at g'l'eater distances. 

It deserves attention that the line wllich in space conneets the 
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points l'epresented by the greatest maxima of the nebulaecurve 
(table VII), (excluding the maximum at 2800 in the southern hemisphere, 
due to the Nubeculae) is al most at right angles to the direction of 
the great agglomeration of stars in Oygnus (comp. table IX, 300 to 
45° north). If, as it has been argued in Ap. J. XII, 2 - comp. 
Vers1. K. A. v. W. 1897/98 - the agglomeration of stars in the 
direction of Oygnus forms the center of the mainly spirally arranged 
ga.lactic system, of whieh the unequally dense windings surround 
the sun, this result (if we also accept the other suppositions mentioned 
in this paper) was to be expected. 

For then (comp. fig. 3) the poorer region between the prineipal 

Fig. 3 
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star-windings in the ga.la.ctic plane - whieh,! as l'egards the type 
of condensation of the matter, has been identified with the "ex.tra
galatic" regions (l'ieh in nebula.e proper) extending on either side 
of the galaetic plane - will extend farthest out in the direetion 
AB, at right angles to a line passing through the sun and the central 
eondensation of the system. This will especially be lhe case at 90 degs. 
from the central condensation or rather a little nearer to it in the 
direetion a where the great gap between the windings (Perseus 
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region) is to be found. And indeed we find in table VII fig. 2 the 
best marked maXIma of the nebulaecurves at about 105c gal. longi
tude at less than 90 degs. from the Oygnus region and a less strongly 
pronounced one in the northern hemisphere at 280°. 

The available material is certainly not sufiicient for uS to decide 
with any probability whether the secondary maXIma (at 1650 etc.) 
of the curves of the tables VII and VlIr result indeed from the 
arrangement of the galactie agglorneratlOns or whether they are 
produced by a merely local accumulatlOn of nebulae. Among sueh 
"loeal deviations" from the umform dlstributlOn we ought then also 
to reckon the Nubeculae, which appal'ently have sueh a great in
fluenee on the dlstribution of the nebulae 111 the southern galactic 
hemisphere. 1t should be borne in mind th at the Nubeculae are not 
conneeted by streams of nebulae with the southern lVhlky Way and 
neither probably by streams of stars. Nor iK the influence of lhe 
vast nest of nebnlae, WhlCh consütutes lhe Nubeeula MalOr percep
tIble in table VIII. 

Fhlally, if the nebulae in the very distant regions of the system 
remain in general invIsIble and henee are not lllcluded 111 the statls
tical data given here, whIle they ean be more easily photographed, 
this would in conneetion wüh our pl'eeedmg remal'ks explain the 
fact öbserved by MAX WOLl" (Sitzullgsbm' .. Munchen XXXI, lI, p.126) 
that the mass of the very fall1t nebulae photographed by hIm are 
scattered more uniformly over the sky than tho&e obsel'ved visually. 

Physics. - "Dispersion bands 2n absorption spectra." By Prof. 
W. H. JULIUS. 

(Communicated in the meeting of May 28, 1904). 

The appeal'ance of absol'ption lines depends on val'ious eireum
stances. As to the absorption phenomena in gases and vapours, sueh 
conditions as temperatul'e, density, pressure, velority in the line of 
sight, intensity and direction of magnetie field, have been fully 
studied and dlseussed. In the present paper we purpose to show 
that \ anomalous dispersion in the absorbing gas is also, to a great 
extent, accountable for certain typical features of the dark Jines. 

An originally parallel beam of light, when passing through a 
mass of matter, the density of which is unequally distribnted, will not 
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remain parallel and, generally speaking, the greatest incurvations 
will be noticed in those rays, for which the medium has refractive 
indices differing most fi'om unity, i. e. in those which, in the spectrum, 
lie closest to the absorption lines on either side. These particular 
kinds of light, while dlverging into space, will spread in many more 
different directions than the average waves, alld, as a ru1e, a smaller 
portion of them will fall into the spectroscope, than of waves with 
refl'active indices nearer to unity. 

Accordingly, there must always be certain places in the absorp
tion spectrum, from which light is absent owing to dispersion in 
the absorbing vapour, for it may be taken for granted that t11e latter 
is never absolutely homogeneous. These darker parts in the spectrum 
we sha11 caU dispersion bands. It stands to reason that these bands 
will overlap the regions of real absorption; so they might easily be 
mistaken for strengthened absorption lines, which no doubt has 
of ten been done. 

We will now look somewhat closer into the characteristics 
by which dispersion bands may be distinguished from absorption 
bands. 

The curvatnre of a l'ay of light of a definite wave-length, at any 
point of a non-homogeneous medium, not only depends on the gradient 
of optical density at that particu1ar spot, but a1so on the angle 
which the beam makes with the levels of equal density. lts diver
gence will be greatest when this angle is zero. 

Strong ray-cul'ving through anomalous dispersion in vapoul's may, 
therefore, be artificially produced in two ways: first, by using masses 
of absorbing vapour, presentmg in a small space cOllsiderable dif
ferences in density, such as e.g. occur in the electric arc 1); secondly 
in larger spaces where the density varies but moderately, by making the 
light travel over a considerable distance under small angles with 
the levels of equal density. 

I have chosen the latter method of investigation, especially on 
account of the extensive use, which may be made of the phenomena 
presenting themselves, by applying them to the interpretation of 
numerous peculiarities of the spectra of celestial bodies 1). 

The absorbing medIUm was a Bunsen flame, of a peculiar shape, 
containing sodium vapour and so arranged, that the introduction of 
the salt could be easily regulated. 

1) H. EBERT, Wirkung der allomalen Dispersion von Metalldampfen, BOLTZMANN 

Festschrift, S. 4B. 
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Fig. I represents a section 
of the burner. A is a cop
per trough, 80 cM. long, 
8 cM. wide aud 5 cM. deep, 
thickly coated wHh varnish 
and having a broad flange. 
The planed brass plate 13 
is firmly screwed llpon 
the flange and a leather 
pacldng makes the joint 
air-tight. On tbis cover, 

wbich has a rectangular opening 75 e.M. long and 2 cM. wide, are 
fixed two brass rulers, C and C', 75 cM. long. Tbey are so adjusted 
that at 0 they form a slit, havmg au exactly uniform width of about 
0,1 cM. over the whole length. The prismalic space between G and 
C' is closed at each end by a small triangulal' brass plate. The 
trough is filled to a certain beight with a &aturated solution of soda, 
and into the remainmg space a mixture of illmniuating gas and air 
is conveyed by means of tubes, entering at both ends. These tubes 
are fed from a mixing bottie in which the gas and the air are being 
drlven thl'ough lwo separate regulating taps. 

If now the flame were left to burn without any further precautions, 
the sht 0 would soon be closed in consequence of the onesided 
heating of the rul ers. It was therefore found necessary to place the 
trough in a vessel wIth running water, reaching up to the burner 
In this way a uniform and steady flame was obtained. 

A few mIllimeters below the level of the salt solution a platinum 
wire P IS '3tretched over the whole length of the lamp. lts ends are 
soldel'ed to insulated copper wires, which pass through the walls of 
the trough, and are connected to the negative pole of a storage 
battery of 20 volts. Fl'om the posItive pole two insulated wires 
lead to the ends of a long strip of platmum PI, which rests on a 
glass plate at the bottom of the trough. As soon as the órcuit is 
closed, innumerable minute particles of the fluid rise into the space 

1) The abnormal solar spectrum of HALE; the peculiar distributioll of light in 
several of the FRAUNHOFER Hnes, even m normal condltion&; the val'iatlons in the 
average appearance of the spot spectrum accompan}JDg the eleven year period, 
all these phenomena have heen easlly explailled from the considerallons }Jere 
alluded to (See W. H. JULIUS, Proc. Roy. Acad. Amst. IV, p. 589-602; 662-666; 
V, p. 270-302). 

The present investJgation is a continuation of the experJments with the long 
sodium flame, a short account of wluch has already been given on those fOl mer 
occasions in support of our theory. 
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R, and cause the flame to emit a beautiful, clear and constant ~odium 
light, the intensity of which can be eontrolled and regulated by means 
of an ampèremeter and a val'iable resistance. 

Q 

K 

l l In Fig. 2, a and bare shown two dif-

A 

s 

N 

G 

Q 

il 

N 

G 1\ 

ferent ways in WhICh the light tmvels 
/i through th18 long sodium flame. L repre

sents the crater of an electric arc of 20 
ampères. The lens A throws an image of 
the crater on the slit Su whieh, in its turn, 
is depicted by the lens B on the sht S, of 
a grating spectroscope. About half of the 
conical beam of light which leaves A. is 
intereepted by the screen P, and the part, 

n 

which the slit SI allows to pass, fans almost 
entirely on the screen Q, wbich has been 
shifted ,so close to the optical aris of both 
lenses, that only a nal'l'OW streak of light 
can reach the slit S" through the middle of 
B. The large gas burner stands on a hori
zontal slide, whieh is movable up and down 
and round a vertical axis; thus, by means 
of screws, it ean eas11y be put in any 
posltion required. 

When the axis of the flame (which we 
assume to be in its most luminous part, 
i.e. a little above the blue-green core) coin-
cid es with the optieal axis of the system 
of lenses, both the D-lines will be seen 
symmetrically widened in the spectroseope. 
If not perfect, the symmetry will easily be 
corrected by slightly shifting the screens 

----1...;;.8,,- • Pand Q. 
Fig. 2 a. Fig. 2 b. Picture 1 Fig. 3 (see Plate) refers to the 

case when the flame N is not burning; the narrow absorption lines 
are due to tl'aces of sodium surrounding the carbon points. When 
the flame is burning, a very weak cm'rent passing through the sodium 
sollltion wil! produce the effect shown in 2. The photographs 3, 4 
and 5 were obtained with currents of about 1, 3 and 6 ampères, 
lhe flame always being in the symmetrical position. 

We will now examine the case represented by Fig. 2, a. Here 
the axis of the flame has been shifted 3 m.M. towal'ds thc l'ight. 
The narrow beam of light which reaches SJ) only penetrates that 
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part of the flame, where the density of the sodium vapoul' increases 
from left to right. In a struetUl'e of this kind, waves, for whieh the 
vapour has a great index of refraction, deviate towal'ds the right, 
e.g. 81 G. They are not intercepted by Q and eonsequently l'each the 
slit 82 , In fact, the presence of the sodium vapour allows similar 
waves to enter th8,t slit even in larger quantity than they would do 
without it, tor rays of th is kind, issuing ti'om the uncovered half 
of A, which if travelling in a straight line would be intercepted by 
Q ean, when refracted, penetrate the lens B. 

The case is entirely different for those kinds of rays for which 
sodimn vapour has refractive indices that are smaller than unity. 
Such rays deviating towards the left (as shown in SJ(), are intercepted 
by Q and consequently will be absent from the spectrum. 

Nos 6, 8 and 10 are reproductions of photographs taken under 
these conditions. On the left are se en the smaller, on the l'ight the 
greater wave.lengths (in fact, in the whole series of photographs the 
stronger D-line appears on the left side); so it is obvious that really 
the waves lying on the red-facing side of the D-lines, i.e. those for 
which the vapour has high l'efractive indices, are strengthened by 
anomalous dispersion ; and that, on the other hand, the waves on 
the violet side have been considerably weakened. 

Alternately with 6, 8 and jO the photographs 7, 9 and 11 were 
taken. The position of the flame wab now as indicated in Fig. 2, b, 
i. e. its axis had been shifted 3 mMo to the left, so that the central 
beam had to traverse that part of the flame where the density of 
the sodium vapour dec1'eases from left to right. Here we notice that 
the rays with low refractive indices deviate towards the right and 
that a larger number of them reach the slit 8 2 , e.g. SJ(, whilst the 
rays with high refractive indices, such as 81 G, are intercepted by Q. 

Nos 6 to 11 show the effect of a gradual increase in the density 
of the sodium vapour. In No. 12 we again notice the sharply defined 
sodium lines aftel' the flame has been extinguished at the end of 
the series of experiments; they are somewhat stronger than those 
at the beginning of the series, because much sodium vapour had 
spread through the room during the operations. 

When carefully examinil1g the original negatives it is possible in 
most of them to distinguish the rather sharp central absorption lines 
from the overlaying dispersion bands (especially in the photographs, 
obtained when the position of the flame was symmetrieal; the repro
ductions fail to bring out this peculiarity). Advantage has been taken 
of this fact in so arranging the twelve photogl'aphs here reproduced, 
that equal wave-lengths occupY corresponding places. Then it is seen 
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that the "centres of gravity" of the two dark bands, as weU as the 
brighter space between them, have been alternately shifted to the left 
and to the right - a phenomenon which needs no further explanation. 

As a matter of course the interposed flame causes the illumination 
in the plane of the slit 82 to be very irreguJar, especially with 
regard to those radiations undergoing anomalous dispersion in the 
vapour. It is evident that some kinds of rays which are absent 
from one part of that plane, will be found in exeess at another. 
The distribution of light in this irregular field of radiation might be 
explored by mmring 82, together with the spectroseope, within it. The 
same object ean be obtained with less trouble by means of a thick piece 
of pIate gIass, mounted vertically between Band 82 in sueh a mannel', 
that it may be moved round a vertieal axis. When turning it a little 
we make the whoIe radiation-field beyond the plate glass shift parallel 
to itself, thus causing other parts to eoyer the slit. This influences 
the aspect of the dispersion bands very materially. In certain positions 
apparent emission lines of sodium vapour may happen to be seen, 
whieh disappear as soon as the arc-light at 81 is intercepted 1). 

In coneIusion we wish to drawattention to a peculiarity we 
repeatedly observed in the dispersion bands. The dark shading in a 
dispersion band does not become deeper in proportion as we approach 
nearer to the central ahsorption line, but seems to reach its maximum 
obscurity at certain (though not always equal) distances on both 
sides of the centre; whilst in the space between, the light appears 
somewhat intensified just as if a wide absOl'ption band had been 
partIy covered by a nal'rower emission band, the centre of which 
is again occupied by the fine absorption line. This phenomenon 
cannot, however, be attributed to radiation emitted by the absorbing 
sodium flame; for in our arrangement the intensity of the emission 
from the flame could bear no comparison with that of the arc for 
corresponding waves. In order to make sure we tried to photograph 
the emission spectrum of the flame, exposing the plate during the 
same Iength of time and under the same conditions as had been 
done for obtaining the absOl'ption spectrum; lmt not a trace of any 
impression could be detected on the photographic plate. 

The light on both sides of the central line therefore ol'iginates 
in the carbon points and this we explain on the principle of ray
curving. The kinds of ray8 which are most strongly refracted in the 
flame may, under certain conditions, be curved twice or even more 

1) These bright lines originate in the same manner as the light of the chromo
sphere. The chromospheric lines are not emission lines, but "bright dispersion bands", 
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times, wh en passing nearly parallel to the system of the levels of 
equal density (in the maIlDer described on a former occasion 1)) and 
will therefore have a greater chance of reaching the sIit' S~, than 
rays which are less strongly curved. The relative intensity with 
which the waves, belonging to those central parts of the dispersion 
bands, appeal' in the spectrum increases with the distance over which 
the light has tl'avelled along such a lamellar or tubular structure. 
Should the true absorption line happen to be exceedingly narrow, 
the dispersion band may give the impression of a double absorption 
band, which need not be symmetrical 2

). 

We hold that the dispersion bands play an important part in many 
of the weIl lmown spectral phenomena, such as the widening, shifting, 
reversal and doubling of lines. In a subsequent communication I 
pUl'pose to examine from this premise variOlIs phenomena observed 
in the spectra of variabie stars and othel' celestial bodies. 

Physics. - "Spect1'oheliographic results explained by anornalous 
dispersion." By Prof. W. H. JULIUS. 

It is not surprising that the scientific world should be highly interested 
in the beautiful results, obtained by HALE and ELLERMAN with the 
spectroheliograph 3). The brilliant method elaborated and applied by 
these investigators enables us to Ree at a glance as weU as to 
study in minute details how the light of any selected wavelength 
was distributed on the total solar disk at any given moment. W. S. 
LOCKYER, in giving an abstract from the paper here aIluded to in 
Nature N°. 1800, l'ightly entitles it: "A new epoch in solar physics." 
Indeed, the spectl'oheliograph proves capable of providing us with an 
abundance of new information, which othel' existing methods could 
never give and the value of which will remain, whatever may 
be the ideas on the Sun's constitution derived from it. 

But, nevertheleós, even the most splendid collection of new facts 
is useless so long as we have no theoretical ideas connecting them 
with achieved knowIedge. HALE and ELLERl\fAN, accordingly, in 

1) Proc. Roy. Acad. Amst. IV, p. 596. 
2) In Fig. 4, on the plate is given au enlargemenl of oue of the photograpbs 

obtained by an almost symmetrical position of tbe flame. It ba~ been somewbat 
spoiled in tbe reproduction. The original is less blotchy and the transition of tbe 
dispersion bauds to tbe brigbt background of tbe spectrum is there much more 
gradual. 

S) G. E. HALE and F. ELLERMAN, "The Rumford Spectroheliograph ofthe Yerkes 
Observatory," Publications of the Yerkes Ob ser va tory, Vol. lIl. Part. I, (1903). 
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describing the observed phenomena, lay down quite definite conceptions 
regarding certain conditions and configurations of matter in the solar 
atmosphere, by which the observed distribution of the light in the 
image of the Sun is assumed to he produced. In the cited publication they 
put forth the working hypo thesis that the "calcium-flocculi" or bright 
regions c:;howing themselves all over the image of the Sun when it 
is photographed in so-called cd.lcium light, are columns of calcium 
vapour rising above the columns of condensed vapours of which the 
photospheric "grains" are the summits (l.c., p. 15). T11is hypothesis, 
though at first proposed mainly as a guide to further research (l.c., 
p. 13), has been subsequentlyl) employed by t11e same authors wUh much 
less restriction as the basis on which the photographs ought to be 
interpreted. 

The great authority of HALE and of sueh erities as W. S. LOCKYER, 
J. EVERSHED and others who, in abstracts from the work of HALE and 
ErJLERl\fAN, concur in most of the interpretations there given, might 
cause the value of those ideas to become overestimated and extended 
beyond the original intention of the authors. 

It is not superfluous, therefore, to show how we may quite as weU 
account for all the new phenomena thus far revealed by the spectro
heliograph, if we start from the entirely different conceptions of 
the Sun's constitution, which the consequences of ray-curving in non 
homogeneous media and of anomaJous dispersion of light in absorbing 
vapours have suggested to us. 

Both these circumstances are left absolutely out of consideration 
by HALE and ELLERMAN. Their conclusions are all founded on the 
erroneous supposition that the monochromatic light by whi('h their 
images of t11e Sun are photographed, has travelled from tlle souree 
in straight lines, and that they are right, accordingly, in supposing 
light-emitting masses of calcium vapour to exist in the exact directions, 
along which calcium-radiations 'seem to reach U8. In making this 
supposition they fall into the same error as one who would assume 
the refracting facets of the crystal globe of a burning lamp to be 
independent sourees of light. 

Our new explanation of the spectroheliogl'aphic restIlts will be founded 
on the hypothesis that the Sun is an unlünited ma'3S of gas in which 
convection currents, surf aces of discolltinuity and vortices are conti
nually forming under the influence of ra.diation and rotation, so tha.t 
the various composing elements a.re mingled as completely as nitrogen 

1) G. E. HALE and F. ELLERMAN, "Calcium and Hydrogen Flocculi/" Astro· 
physical Journal XIX, p. 41-52. 
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and oxygen in the Earth's atmosphere 1). This hypothesis too will, 
of course, want modification in the light of future results ; but for 
the present it seems, so far as the visible phenomena are considered, 
not to clash with auy observation or physical law. 

The irregular motion of electr0Il!l in the deeper layers of the 
Sun, where the density is very great, gives rise to the radiation 
with a continuous spectrum. We shall only take tlds radiation 
into account. Peculiar l'adiations, emitted by the more l'arefied 
outer parts of the gaseous body and giving a bright-line spectrum, 
may perhaps add a perceptible quantity of light to the bulk, but 
this selertive emission, if present, does not play any part in our 
explanations. So we behold the brilliant core of the Sun through 
an extensive envelope, consisting of a transparent but selectively 
absorbing mixture of gases, into which the core gradually spreads. 
It stands to reason that the average density of this envelope slowly 
decreases in the direction from Sun to Earth; but at right angles to 
that direction the density must be in some places much more variabie. 
Fo!' it is a minimum in the axes of vortices; and the average 
direction of the whirl-cores, lying between the Earth and the central 
parts of the Sun in the surfaces of discontinuity, differs but little 
from our line of sight. The rays of the Sun thus reach us aftel' 
having travelled a great distance along lines, making small angles 
with the levels of blowest density-variation in a lamellar, partly 
tubular, structure '). 

Under these circumstances the solar rays will be sensibly incurvated 
on their way through the envelope, especially those suffering ano
malous dispersion. As a ru Ie, beams eonsisting of the latter kinds 
of l'ays will show an increased divel'gence; they will reach the 
Earth with less intensity than the normally refracted light and so 
will give rise to dark dispe1'sion bands 3) in the solar spectrum. And 
the degree of divel'gence will not only be different with waves, which 
in the spectrum are found at different distances from the absorption 
lines, but it is also clear that the divergence with which various 
beams of any definite kind of light arrive at the Earth must differ 
largely according to the dioptrical properties, exhibited along the 

1) A sketch of asolar theory, based on this hypothesis, is to be found in the 
Revue générale des Sciences, 15, p. 480-495, 30 May 1904. 

2) Fol' considerations which have induced us to hold that a similar structure of 
the Sun is very probable, I refer to former publications : Proc. Roy. Acad Amst. 
IV, p. 162-171; 589-602; V, p. 270-302. 

3) W. H. JULIOS, Dispersion bands in absorption spectra, Proc. Roy. Acad. at Amst. 
Vol. VII, p. 134. 
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paths of those beams by the system of surf aces of discontinuity. 
The foregoing inferences really imply the whole of our inter

pretation of the results, thus far obtained with the spectl'oheliograph. 
This we shall show by amply discussing some of their main features. 

The broad dark bands, designated by HALE and ELLERMAN as H;. 
and ](1' are not absorption bands, but dispersion bands. Real absorp
tion by the solar calcium vapour we hold to be restricted to the 
central dark lines Ha and ](3' The bright bands H2 and ](2' predo
minating in the spectrum of the "flocculi" and attributed by HALE 
and ELI.ERMAN to strongly I'adiating calcium vapour, I'esult in our 
theory from the fact, that with beams of light the wavelength of 
which is very near to that of the central absorption lines, the 
divergence may be diminished Ol' even changed to convergence by 
t11e tubular structure. Indeed, such rays deviate more strongly than 
those standing farther from the absorption lines; and as soon as they 
undergo more than one incurvation, they have a chance of reaching the 
Earth with increased intensity. This chance improves in proportion 
as the index of refi'action departs from unity, be it in a positive or 
in a negative sense 3

). We conclude from it, that the brightness ofthe 
calcium flocculi must, as a rule, increase as the monochromatic light 
in which the Sun is photographed approaches the true absorption line. 

This consequence of om theol'y exactly corresponds to one of the 
chief peculiarities, which immediately struck HALE and ELLERMAN ou 
inspecting sets of photographs taken at short intervals of time with 
the second slit in different positions within the Hand K bands. In 
order to account for the same fact, those investigators are obliged, 
by their working hypothesis, to suppose that in higher regions of 
the Sun's atmosphere the calcium vapour radiates more strongly than 
in lower levels. This cannot be called a very satisfactory inference; 
and less so, as the supposition is added that the incandescent vapour 
is rising from much deeper layers and, therefore, considerably 
expanding - a process during w hich, according to our physical 
notions, the tempm'ature must fall. Here we meet with a serious 
difficulty; HALE and ELLElIIAN try to get rid of jt hy means of the 
rather vague assumption, that some electricalor chemical effect may 
be responsible for the bright radiation emitted by this cu.Icium layer, 
wulch is intermediate between two absorbing layers 2). 

8) In the experimental investigation on dispersion bands, before mentioned, this 
brightening in the middle of the dark bands has been distinctly observed. Cf. also: 
Proc. Roy. Acad. Amst. Vol. IV, p. 596. 

2) HALE and ELLERMAN, Astrophysical Journal XIX, p. 44, 
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Our theory can dispense with such additional hypotheses. 

Another chal'acteristic peculiarity, observed in ever] series of 
photographs taken at short intervals with the slit set at various 
points on the broad Hand K bands, is the following. When the 
slit is set, e.g., at a remote point of Kl' the structure of the solar 
image appears relatively fine, sharp and detailed ; approaching the 
central line, we see some of the brilliant spots vanish, others grow 
mOre extenf,ive, especially those lying in the vicinity of sun-spots; 
at the same time their outlines become less sharp, so that finally 
the whole image gives us the impression of a coarser and at the 
same time a more woony stl'ucture 1). 

HALE and ELI,ERMAN hold that the successive photographs refer to 
gradually higher levels and conclnde that the masses of calcium 
vapour must have a tree-like shape. W. S. LOCKYER, in Natur 
No. 1800, draws a scheme showing this conception. 

Against this interpretation we propose the following one. 
The amount by which the divergence of a beam of light is altered 

in consequence of the presence of calcium vaponr in the streaming 
and whirling mass depends, of course, on the propol'tion of calcium 
in the mixture, and besides on two other circumstances, viz. 1 st on 
the position occupied in the spectrum by the selected kind of light 
with regard to the absOl'ption lines, and 2nd on the steepness of the 
density gradients in the mixture along directions perpendicular to the 
path of the beam. 

Let us suppose the selected light to correspond to the extreme 
edge of Hl or KI> then its index of refraction differs but little from 
unity. Accordingly, ver] considerable inequalities of density are required 
to cause a perceptible change in the divergence of such beams. 
Similar great inequallties may indeed occur at many separate places, 
but at each of them they cannot, of course, extend very widely. 
This accounts for the fine and rathel' sharply defined reticulation 
shown by the so called "low-level" photographs. 

If the serond slit were set a little nearer to the centre of the Hne, 
the distribution of the light in the solar image would at all events 
differ considerably from that of the former case; for the indices of 
refraction being very different for neighbouring waves within a dis
persion band, the divergence of beams, starting from the same point 
of the Sun, must vary largely with the wave-lengtll. 80 it is clear 

1) Such series of photographs are l'eproduced in: Publications of the Yerkes 

Qbervatory, Vol. llI, Part I, Pl. V, VI, X, XI, XII, XlII. 
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that bright or dark spots, visible on one photograph, may be wanting 
in the other. 

Moreover, the general character of the image must change as we 
approach the central line. For in proportion as the indices of refrae
tion depart from unity, slower variations of density suffice for pro
dueing sensible differenees of divergence. And, as a matter of course, 
in any whirling region slightly inclined density-gradients will take up 
larger spaces than very steep ones. Besides, when the second slit of 
the spectroheliograph, having a given width, is set near to the central 
absorption line, the wave-complex which it allows to pass, covers a 
greater variety of refractive indices, than when it is set farther from 
the central line. In the former case the clistl'ibution of the light in 
the solar image must, therefore, be less differentiated. Both circum
stances cooperate in causing the bright-and-dark structure generally 
to appeal' coarser and more woolly in proportion as the spectro
heliograph is adjusted for kinds of rays that are more liable to 
anomalous dispersion. 

From the same point of view i t is not surprising that on photo
graphs, taken in H2 or K2 light, the calcium flocculi are parti
cularly bright and extensive in spot regions, for in such regions 
the "tubular" fltructure of the gaseous mass, by which the strongly 
curved rays are kept together and conducted, is most developed. 

HALE and ELLERMANN also mention "dark calcium flocculi" 1), 
which they describe as special objects, visible in so-called "high-level 
photographs" and not to be eonfounded with the general dark back
ground, produeed by the absorbing calcium vapour of deeper layers. 
Dark flocculi of ten surround the large bright flocculi of spot rep,ions, 
as is shown e. g. in Fig. 4, Plate V of the cited publication. The 
explanation given by them is, that we might have here some indications 
of the cooler Ka calcium vapour, which rises to a considerably greater 
height than the K2 vapour of the bright flocculi. 

In our theory the presence of these dal'ker regions is a direct 
consequence of the tact, that the particular distribution of the light 
in the solar image is not produced by local absOl'ption and emission~ 
but by irregular ray-curving. The rays are onIy caused to change their 
places; so an excess of light in the bright flocculi must necessarily 
be counterbalanced by a deficit in the surrouudings. 

Hand K are by tal' the broadest bands of the visible solar spec
trum; even wit.h moderate dispersion the second slit of the spectro-

1) Publications Yerkes Observatory, 1. c. p. 19. 
10 

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. VII. 
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heliograph could easily be set at different points within these bands. 
When the dispersion of the instrument was increased by means of 
a grating, photographs of the Sun could be obtained with light falling 
entil'ely within a widened line of hydrogen or of iron. 

Photographs made with HJ3 or H7 light showed also a flocky 
structure, differing, however, materially from that obtained with H 
and K. HALE and ELLERMANN therefore assume dark and bright clouds 
of hydrogen to exist in the solar atmosphere. Upon the whoie, but 
not in the details, the hydrogen flocculi correspond in form and 
position to the calcium flocculi photographed with H, or K~ light; 
the general aspect of the photographs is faintel', they show less 
contrast, and the detailed structure observed in Hl or Kl light is 
wanting. The most striking fact, however, is th at th ebI' i g h t 
c a.l c i u m f loc c u 1 i 0 f t h e H" 0 l' K, p 11 0 t 0 g l' a p h s a l' e 
rep 1 ace don t h e H

J
3 p hot 0 g l' a p h b Y d a l' kst l' U c -

t u l' e sof sim i 1 a l' f 0 l' m. Only in a few places in the vicinity 
of sunspots small bright hydroe;en flocculi occU!' which coincide 
with parts of bright calcium flocculi. 

HALE and ELI,ERMAN hardly make an attempt to explain these facts 
which, in the light of their worldng hypothesis, are really puzzling. 

We get a mueh clearer vièw of the matter as soon as we suppose 
the widening of the hydrogen lines also to be prod uced by anomalous 
dispersion, instead of by absorption only. 

lndeed, the ray-curving in the solar gases mnst generally be less 
with waves belonging to those narrower dispersion bands than with 
waves lying near the eentres of the broad Hand K bands. Even 
in the powerful whirls of spot regions there will only sporadically 
be found places where the tubular structUl'e is sufficiently marked 
to keep together rays belonging ~o the dispel'sion bands of hydrogell 
in the same way, as it does gather the strongly curved H, and K, 
light in the large, bright calcium flocculi. Accordingly, we shaH 
meet with very few places in bright calcium flocculi, where the 
photographs in Hp or Hl light also exhibit brilliant points. All the 
rest of the bright H, and K, regions <,orrespond to th08e parts 
of the gaseous mass where the differences of density - though not 
so excessive -- are nevertheless v-ery cOl1siderable; but whereas in 
that structure the H, rays are l'epeatedly curved and may be made 
fo converge, the 1ess strongly incurvated Hf> rays will in the same 
regiol1s diverge and be dissipated in a considerable degree, thus giving 
l'ise to dark places in the photographs. Outside the bright calcium 
flocculi, finally, where the H: and K, photographs are dark in con
sequence of increased divergence of the beams, IlO strong incurvation 
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is given to the Hl' Ol' Hl light; nt those pI aces the image of the Sun, 
pllotogl'aplled in hydrogen Imes, must thel'efore be Iess dnrk. 

The l'nthel' fb,int character of tlle hydrogen fJocculi, the absence 
of sharp outlines nnu of strong contrasts in the stl'uctural elements, 
we n&cribe to the dispersion bnnds of hydrogen being relntively 
nnrl'OW and so allowing rays with a gl'eat vnriety of refractive indices 
to pass simultaneonsly through the second slit of the spectl'ohelio
grnph. The hydrogen photogmphs too wonld show finer details, like 
those III Kl light, if t11e dispel'sion of the appnratlls were still gl'enter 
nnd t11e second slit still nal'rower. 

_ We believe that we have shown that every peculiarity, thus fal' 
noticed in the photogrnphs obtaineel with tlle spectroheliograph, may 
easily be deelllced frorn the same fnndamental hypothesi& regarding 
the constitution of t!Je SUll, winch has already proveel capnble of 
giving a coherent interpretation of the solar phellomena known 
before. Not a smgle new hypothesis was required. 

Physiology. - "On a7'lificial and natztl'al ne1've-stimulation and tlte 
quantity of ene1'[JY involved." By Prof. H. ZWAARDEMAKER. 

A lIving nerve, laid bare, can be stimulated artificially in a number 
of ways; there are but two kmds of stimuli, however, the effect of 
wInch is instnntaneous nnd whose strength can be accurately regulateel, 
namely mechanical anel electrical stnnuli. Mechanical stimulation has 
been considerably improved by an artifice of SOHAFER 1), who used 
falling drops of mercury instead of electrically driven little hammers. 
When uSlIlg droplets the size of which is about equal to the breadth of 
the nerve, even with a very small height of fall distinct effects we 
obtain, manifesting themselves by contraction of the muscle which 
has remained connected with the nerve. SOlilÜ'ER himself obtained 
this result w!th a drop weighing 100 mgr. falling through 10 mmo 
In Oul' labomtory his method gave still better resuIts; an effect was 
noticed already with a drop of 50 mgr. and a height of fall of 5 mmo 
Such a drop possesses at the end of its faU an energy of 24.5 ergs. 
Not the enel'gy as such is n measure of the stimulus, however. 
Apparently the energy has also in this respect to be considel'ed 
as consisting of an intensity-factor and a capacity-factor 2), and this 

1) Pl'oe. Physiol. Soc. 26 Ja.n. 1901. 
2) W. OSTWALD. Bel'. d. k. Sachs. Ges. d. WJssenschaften 1892, math. physik. 

Cl. S. 215. 
G. HELM. Die Energetik in ilu'er geschichtl. Entwicklung 1898 S. 277. 

10* 
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aftel' its being tl'ansferl'ed to the nerve. That it is not the intensity
factor befOl'e the transfer which must be l'egarded here as the phy
siologicaUy "ausIbsende" (liberating) force, appears from same curious 
resnlts obtained on val'ying the height of faU. A faU of 5 mmo 
gives an excellent lifting distance when the mllscle is Ioaded with 
50 gl'ams, which is reduced to J/3 with a fall of 15 mmo and to 1/2 

with a fall of 30 mmo qonseqllently a i:imaller eiteC't is fonnd wh en 
the velocity witl! which the drop comes down is increased, insteacl of' 
a larger effect. This wonld be impossible if the intensity-factol' of the 
kinetic energy of the falling drops had been decisive. On diminishing 
the height of faU again the original lifting disÎl."tnce returns 1). 

The second kind of artifieial stimuli can be measul'ed in a vel'y 
simple manner if at the instance of ÜYBULSK\, MAltES, HOOltWEG anel 
others, condensers are used. A pl'eliminary trial in the labol'atoq 
showed that the best resl11ts are obtained ,vith a condenser of a 
capacity of 0.004 micl'ofarad. This has only to be charged to a 
potentialof 0.012 volts to show all'eady a contraction of the nerve
muscle preparation. The available enel'gy in this case amounts to 
0.00029 ergs, wIllch is much less than what was found, for mecha
nical stimulation 2) 

But it is clear tlmt the one as weIl è."ts the other is ,"t most unsati&
factory way of stimulating. The mechanical stimulus only l'eaches 
part of the ,uial cylindel's constituting the nerve-bundle and it is 
questionable whether the softness of the mass does not to a great 
extent obviate the &uddenness of the pl'essme. The electrieal dischal'ge, 
although more instantaneous, spreads in no small measure, besÎlles 
over the axial cylinders, also over the sheaths and the septa between 
the separate fibres. A means of diminishing tbe l'esistance and so 
making the time of dischal'ge shorter is hitherto laeking. It is always 
the fuIl rei:iistance of' the nerve, measul'eel aCt·oss, which one is obliged 
to put in. 

These elifficulties will nevel' be completely ovel'come with al'tificial 
stimuli; in order to Jinel the real minimum one must have recOlU'se 
to natuml stimuli. It is only with sensol'y nerves that we have these 
at OUl' command for the present. 

There al'e two ol'gans of sensè in which the llel've-cells themselves 
(Ol' their immeeliate prolongations) receive the stimulus, viz. the 
organs of' sight and of smel!. In the farmer case it is the rods anel 

1) An analogou& phenomenon has been observed by WEDENSKY for faradie 
stimuli (of a frequence of 100 per seeond). 

2) J. CLUZET. JOllrnal de Physiologie et de Pathologie générale 1904 p. 210 gives 
as smallest values 8, 5 and 7, 2 milli-ergs. 
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<.:ones, in the laUer the fine smelling·.hairs which uotll fot'm part of' 
lhe terminal nemon. We will considel' the stimulation of these senses 
a little more elosely. 

A. Organ of sight. 

lf one looks tlll'ongh an artificial orifice of 2 mmo at a small 
Hefnel' lamp at a distance of 6 metres, a definite amount of the 
light emitted by t11e lamp wiIl enter the eye. This energy is con· 
centrated on a 8ma11 circu1l18cript field of the retina, where cones and 
l'ods lie ready to l'eceive the light-stimulus. When the room is made 
dark and the light is made feebleI' by a s)'&tem of more or 1ess 
cl'ossed Nichols, the mnch less sensitive cones will at last cease to 
ue active and t11e feeb1e glimmer that remains, wiII be perceived by 
means of the rods only. Fol' this the visual tuis will have to deviate 
a little, as in the fovea centl'alis itself 110 l'ods occur, &0 that the 
POÏllt-sl!aped fee bIe Htt1e stal' seems to be displaced a little upward, 
at auy rate for my eye. 

It is clear that with &uch an arrangement of the experiment those 
rays only will he effective that are absorbed by the pUl'ple of the 
l'ods. Acrording to A. KÖNIG 1) these are the rays lhe wave-Iength 
of whiel! ranges f'l'om 600 to 420 micm. From K. ÄNGSTRÖlIf'S recent 
<letel'mina,tions 2) we know the energy of lhis part of the spectrum 
for lhe Hef'nel' ~amp. It is 2.61 X 10 -" gram-calories pel' secOlld 
and pel' square ren tim. at a c1istance of one metre. At a distanre 
of 6 metres lhis heCOll1eS 0.03 ergs per seeond and per square centimo 

In this experiment we snppoi:ied the Hef'ne1' lamp to be looke,l at 
throngh a &ystem of more Ol' less cl'ossed Nichols, lel1ving only a 
feebIe glimmer, Besides this we wil! also insert an instantaneous 
shnttm' the time of exposition of which has been adjnsted so a<; to 
give the most favonrable reslllts fol' feebIe visual impressions. Fl'om 
a sel'Îes of experimeIlts by Messl's. GRI.JNS and NOYONS, the l'esnlts of 
which will be C'ommnnicatecl later b~T these gentlemen themselyes, I 
knew (hat a time of exposition of lhe order of a milli-second is most 
sllitable. All instL'nment f'01'mel'ly nsed by Dl'. h\.AN :.tud describerl in 
his docior-dissertation 3), with slits movillg in opposite directions, gm'o 
expositions of abont 0.6 milli-second, 1'epeated ever)' 0.06 second. 

By these two means Ül addition to the 11I11'1'o",noss of' OI'ifiro, hOllce 
in all by th1'ee circumstances: 

1) A. KÖNIG. Stzbel'. d. Berliner Akademie ).894 p. 585. 
~) K. ANGSTRÖM, the Physical Review, Vol. XVIII. p. 302, 1003. 
3) H. A. LAAN. Onderz. Physiol. Lab. Utrechtsche Hoogeschool. (5) III p. 182. 
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1. crossing of the Niehols 

2. shortel' time of exposition 

3. narrow ol'ifiee 

the stimulus whieh otheL'\Vlse wonld have amonnted to 0.03 ergs pcr 
second and pel' square centimo was still eonsidel'ably enfeebled. 

The Nichols were completely crossed at 28° 12' of the scale. 
Hence full light was obtainecl at 118° 12'. In this position, whichïs 
most favoul'able for the transllllssion of light, something is lost on 
and in the Niehols as weIl as 011 and in the media of the eye, but 
we sha11 neglect this al1lount, Sll1ce it is small compal'ecl with the 
nncertainty of the coefiicient of absol'ption of the retinal purple, which 
we wiII take into account presently, anel of the distnl'bing inflllence 
of adaptation, which cannot be enhrely ehminated. 

When the instantaneom, shuttel' is movmg auel gives a flash ever)' 
0.06 sec. one of the Nichols is slowly tm'ned. The s11arp image of thc 
flame elisappears and instead of it we see a elot-shaped glimmer, which 
at last seems to move a little upwarel. A minimum glimmer 1 found 
without p7'eviott~ adaptation to tlte da1,k 

coming from the right at 36°. 6' of the seale 

coming, from the left at 20° 
" " " 

Wllich means a l'otation of the Nichols of 82°.6' ancl 81°.48' or a 
mean rotation of 81°.57' reckoned from the position for full light. 

On account of the crossing of the Nichols we ma)' assume that 
the intensity in the ratio of cos2

• 81°.57' to cos2 .O° Ol' <tS 0.0196 to J. 
Besides the time of exposition was only 0.6 milli-seconds ever)' time. 
Finally the artificial pnpil had a surface of no more than 0.0314 ('m2

• 

By all these ci1'Clllllstance,> the original quantity of energy of 0.03 
el'gs, contained in thc mys that eau be absol'bed by thc l'oels, has 
been reduced to 

0.0196 X 0,Q006 X 0.0314 X 0.03 erg'> = 1.1 10- 8 CL'gR. 

Fl'om the mea&urements of absOl'ption by A. J{ÓNIG it follows that 
1/50 of the light of these mys is retainecl in the retinal pn1'])le and 
&ince only the l'eally absol'hecl light must be taken into accouJlt fOl' 
the stimnlation, tbis amollnt is still flll'thel' reduced to 

0.02 X 1.1.1O-~ ergs = 2.2 X 10-10 ~ 

In a seeond seL'Îes ot' cxperiments with a time of exposition of' 
0,00062 sec. repoated every 0.64 see., and all anglc of the Nichols 
of 84°42' fl'om the position of fuIl light, I fOlllld I 

0,00854 X 0.00062 X 0.314 X 0.03 ergs = 4.9 X 10-u ergs. 

And 1/50 part of this is agaiu 
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0.02 X 4.9 X 10-0 = 1 X 10-10 Ergs. 

So the energy capable of causing the impl'ession of an extremely 
feebIe glimmer is, in the case of eccentl'ic vision, of the order of 
1.10-1u ergs. This quantity wonld haye been found still 100 times 
less if I had eompletely adapted myself tO darkness. By a COl're
&ponding method Messr&. GRI.1NS and NOYONS made such experiments, 
which will be published later. 

The transformation of the retinal pllrple into retinal yellow under 
the influence of light is a revel'sible process. Rence it must depend 
on a displacement of the equilibrinm, which towards the end of the 
adaptation is complete, in a directioll opposed to the chemical forces 
which are the canse of it. The small variation of thermodynamic 
potential, bronght about in the appendIx of the retinal nerve-cell by 
tt quantity of energy of the order mentioned, is sufficient to rause 
a state of stimulation in this nerve-cell. Rence the natural nerve
stimulus can be taken ever so much smaller than the artificial stimulus, 
even in its most favourable form. 

B. Organ of smeU. 

If one wishes to make an attempt at calculating the value of the 
energy of the natural stimulus in the case of the orgau of smeU, 
Ihis can be done in the following manuer. 

In the so-called smelling-box 1) (a ('losed srace of 64 litres, having 
glass walls 011 all sides), let a smelIing snbstance be dilnted to the 
ntmost degree at whirh it is &till perceptible. Let thi& be done by 
completely evaporating a few drops of the snbstance itself Ol' of au 
aqlleous solnlion of it. Let then a littIe air fl'om th is spare be sniffed 
in. Tbe qnantity of air iuhaled in a single sniff is estim~ted by 
VALY':NTIN at 50 cc. whieh I believe to be correC't, since in snifting 
at my olfacto-metm' (which is done IlnilaternIly) 30 ('c. are inhaled 
on the ')average. If we now snppose th at part of this air is dil'ec~ly 

eonveyed 10 the olfactol'y fissnre, in the most fLwourable case the air 
tllere present wiII be replaced hy fl'esh air perfllmed in the manner 
indica.led. In Ihis ('a.se ± 0.2 cc. of this :lil' is in contact with the 
olfu,C'tory mncons membrane on both side& of the narrow fiSSllre. 

We shall now indica.te fol' n. few &uhsla.nces the qna.ntity that 11I11&t 
be present in 0.2 cc. in order to be exa.ctly pel'ceived by the smelI. 
'l'his quantity is fol' 

J) Physiologie des Geruchs. Leipzig 1895 p. 34. 
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methyl alcohol 0.000.06 mgr. 

fOl'mie aeid 0.000.12 mgr. 

aeetone 

eamphor 

ionon 

0.000.008 mgr. 

0.000.000.009.6 mgr. 

0.000.000.000.019 mgr. 

Let uS restrict ourselves to these snbstallces for the present. Whell 
fully oxidised they are convel'ted into H20 anel 00 2 , Hence their 
pl'oducts of combnstion ma)' be considered as entirely indifferent 
additiollS to the cell-snbstanre if they are prodnred gradllally am.1 
in small quantities. If we l'egard sm ell as an intra-moleclllal' propert)', 
whieh is probable for these substltnces (leaving it an opel'l question 
whether for sllbstances containing atoms hke S, As, etc. smell 
ma)' perhaps depend on intra-atomie conditiolls), I he qnantity of 
en erg)' involved in an olfactory stimulus wil! nevel' excoed the hoat 
of eombnstioll. 

For the four fil'st-mentionod i:>ubstances tho heal of combnstion is 
known and amounts to 5.7, 1.5, 7.5 and 9.3 gram-calOl'ies per milli
gram l'espectivel)'; that of ionon is unknown, but ma)' be estimatod 
at 9.6 gram-calor)'. Then the quantities of enel'gT involn~d horc 
(for the mnollnt of smelling substance rontuined in 0.2 ('c.) arc fol': 

meth~'l-alrohol 14443 cl'gs 

fOl'mie acid 

acctone 

camphor 

7460 

2520 

3.9 

" 
" 

" 
ionon 0.008 " 

Attempts made in order to lind out how much of these smelling 
snbstances is absOl'bed in Ihc olfactory mUCOllS membl'alle WCl'O 

hithel'lq nnsuccessflll. Neithet, in oil, nol' in nel've-sllbstance we we re 
ablo to tleLect an appl'ecinble quanlit," of ionon, aftel' they had 
been left in contact for some lime with an atmosphel'e of ionon. 
Pl'esnmably very little is absorbed. lVIorem'el' it follows from tlle 
l'emarkably different degree in which ehomieally related sllbsLances 
show smelling power 1) that onl)' an extremei)' i:>mall part of the 
intra-molecnlm' energy displa~'s any olfacto-chemical effect. 80 wo 
are ,jnstified in assnming that here also Ihe· minimum i:>timulus iJl 
tho nerve-terminal will later appeal' 10 be of Ihe order of tho lighl
stimulns or even smaller. 

1) Onderzoekingen Physiol. Lab. d. Utrechtsche Hoogeschool (5) IV. p. 232. 
Chloroform, bromofol'm, iodoform have aspecific smelling-powel' of which the 
mutual ratio is as 1 : G9 : 15324. 
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80 of the direct natural nerve-sti~uli moments only the light-stimulus 
has for the present been quantitatively calculated. Bearing' in minel 
that the stimulus we found in what precedes to be of the order 
10-10 ergs, is a minimum stimulus on a small field of tlle retina 
scareely measUl'ing 0.002 square millimetl'es, whereas the total sUl'f~cc 
eontaining retinal pUl'ple is put by KÖNIG at 700 sq. mm.; moreOVf'r 
bearing in mind that the light of the snn at lVIarseilles is estimated 
hy {i'ABRY 1) at 10q.000 candles and th at this enters tlle eye not 
under an angle of 23', under which the Refner lamp waD seen, but 
from all pal'ts of the field of view, it will be clear that the light
stimuli of ordinary life can by no means be called immeasurably 
smal!. Nor do they act for a single milli-second but all day long. 
The energy entering the nervous system in tllis way will not be a 
fi'action of an erg but a llllmber of erg&. It is difficult to make an 
estimate in this respect as with stl'ong light not the rod& but the 
cone& serve as terminal apparatns and in these teleneurons only by 
analogy a photochemical process is assumed, which for the rest is 
unknown to us. Therefore we must refrain from sueh an estimate, 
but at the same time it seems to us to he undoubtable that the 
nervous system receives relatively large quantities of energy in a 
different way from that by metabolism. 

1) Campt. Rend. 7 Dec. 1903. 

(August 26, 1904). 
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Physics. - "'1'he del'ivation of the fcmmda w/tich gives tlte 1'elation 
between t/te concentration of coexisting p/tases fOT binar'Y 
müctU1'es." By Prof. J. D. VAN DER WAALS. 

(Communicated in the meeting of June 25, 1904). 

Already in my molecular theory (Cont. lI, p. 10) I del'ived a 
formula fol' the concentration in coexisting phases of binary mixtures. 
This formllia has the following form: 

~ ~ ~ ~ 

lYIRTl~+MRT dx _ dx = MR1'l~+MRT~- dx 
I-iv v-b V I-x v-v v • 

In the case that the second phase is a ral'efied gasphase, the 

second member is bimplified to MRT l ~ and we find: 
I-iv 

da db 

lYIR'l' l ~ I-tv. = dx -lYIR1' div . . • . (1) 
I-''U1 x. v v-b 

From this I have drawn the conclusion that the circumstance that 
two coexisting phases have the same concentration ean only occur 

a 
for mixtures, for which a minimum value of the quantity -= ocrurs, 

bx 

and so H, minimum value for the critical temperature. Fol the 
limiting case, with exeeedingly low valnes of '1', the mixture for 

which ax has a minimum value, would be exactly the mixture, for 
bx 

whirh the value of x is the same in the two phases; but tOl' in
creasing values of '1' this concentration shifts to the skIe of the 
substance with the lowest vahw of the size of the molecules. (Cont. 
lI, p. 19 and p. 120). 

Afterwards I have derived in "Ternary Systems" for equation (1) 
the following equation: 

,'U 1 I-,'U. fdTk Idpk 
l--=--;-+--, .... (2) 

1-''U1 x. 1 d,e 'Pk d,'U 

which also holds\ only approximately for the case that the second 
ph ase is a rarefied gas-phase. For the derivation of (2) I have not 
directly used the eql1ation of state, but I have conbidered the weIl-

'P 1'k-1' 
lmown formula fol' the vapour-presbure - l - = f l' as sufii

pl. 
ciently accurate for liquid volumes which are not much smaller 
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than that of the pressure of coincidence (pl'essure of the óaturated 
vapoul' for the unsplit mixture). 

Equation (2) horvever, can also be found directly from the equa
tion of state. It was to be expected that this was possible, because 
as I have shown in "The liquid state and equation of condition" 1) 
the formula for the vapour may be derived from this equation. If 
we want to find also for the factor f the real value of about 7, 
it is necessary to consider b as function of the volume. This not 
only renders the derivation very complicate, but it places us before 
the unsolved question : in how far is the decrease of b with the 
volume to be ascribed to realor quasi diminution ? 

I have therefore confined my self for the moment to examining 
what follows tor the form of (2) fl'om the equation of state, when 
b is put independent of the volume. 

We have then to reduce: 

lJIRT db da 
di/] d,'/] 

-----. 
v- b v 

We write for this successively: 

MBT db da 

___ d_,1! _ d,v = (p -I- ~) db _ ~ da = 
v-b v v2 dtIJ V d,v 

Now fol' a db (~ _ ~) _ (~_ ~) da we may wl'ite: 
clx v2 b2 V b d,1] 

a(v-b) \~ d(~ _ v+b ~ db / = a(v-b) I~ da _ ~ db _ (1 _ ~)~ db,/ 
bv I a d,1] v b d,1] \ bv I a d,v b d,v v b dm I 

aCv -b) 
and as according to the equation of state bv is equal to 

a(v-b) v-b 
--=MR'l' + (lJIRT-vp)-

h b 
we find aJter some reductions: 

1.rRTdb da a dl ct Ct 
JU. - d- - dl-

~ clx ~ b b2 v-b ~ 
~b - -;; = P d,'/] -- d,'/] + MRT d,'/] I -b- (MRT - vp) --a:;;- + 
v-b 1 db + --- [MR'l' - P (v - b)] • • • • • . • . . . . • (3) 

b b d.v 

1) These Proc. VI. p. 123. 

11* 
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We mayalso write the second member of (3) as follows: 

I d l~ I 
db V b2 (v-b)' db\ 

p ---(v-b)----I-
d.c b dUJ b2 dtc 
a a a 

d- dl- dlog-
b 1 b2 v-b b 

- dUJ + JltIRl a;; + MRT ~---;z;;-
. . (4) 

In order to examme the general value of the quantity which is 
to be l'educed, we have to distinguish two cases. The first case, 
that v - b is smaH and 11 (v - b) may be neglected compared with 
MRT. In this case (4) may be simplified to: 

a a 
d- dl-

db b b2 

p da; - dlv + lvIRT -a;-' 
The second would hold for high pressures, then the value of 

p (v - b) approaches to .M RT, when v approaches to b. In this 
case (4) is simplified to: 

a 
db db 

p---. 
a,l) dtc 

As we assume coexIstence with a rarefied gasphase we have only 
to deal with the first case. In the second there would not even be 
question of coexistence with a second phase. We find now for the 
forIDula, giving the relation for the concentration of the two phases : 

( 
d~ dl~) 

l~ l-UJs = _1_ ~_ ~ ... , (5) 
l-UJ1 tVs lvIRT dtV d.c 1 

in which p db is neglectf'd, or rather where it is canrelled by an 
d,'I] 

almost eqnal yalue, which would occur in the second membel' of 
the equation given at the beginning of th is paper. 

Let us put: 

and 

r1 8 Ct 
j)lRlk =--

27 b 

1 Ct 

p!., = 27 b2 ' 

then (5) assumes the form of: 

tV1 1-lvs (27 1 dT!., dPk \ 
ll_,'1]l --:;:- = 8" T d,'I] - PkdUJ) 1 • 
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27 
The factor is in perfect concordance with the factor which 

8 
occurs in the formula of the vapour pressure, when we put the 
quantity b independent of the volume. I have shown before that it 
must be about doubled, when we assume variability for b - Ol' rathel' 

27 
the factor "8 is not increased, but the assumption of the smaller 

value of b comes to doubling the factor, when we substitute the 
a 

value of Tic tor b' Without carrying out the elaborate calculations, 

which III our case mlght be the consequence of assumption of the 
val'iability of b, I think to be justified in concluding to the doubling 
of th at factor as a sufficiently approximated value. Then we find 
back exactly the same value as I had found in "Ternary System&", viz. 

''VI 1-''V2 (1 dTlc 1 dPIc) 
ll_IV

1 
--;;;;- = T dm - Plc dm 1" (6) 

in w hich formula f may put about 7. 
Tlc . dPL 

As 8X 273pk = {,, we may put for d,'V : 

d log TL dlogb 
d,'/] - --a;;- . 

Rence (6) becomes: 

l ~ 1- ''/]2 = (~ _ ~) dl,. + ~ db , 
1 - ''VI ,1'2 1. 1.k do'/] b d,l] 

. (7) 

db 
Fl'om the form (7) we derlve, that onl}' when - = 0, and so • do'/] 

when the molecnles of the mixed substances are of the samé size, 
the C'oncentration of the coexistiug pha&es is the same fol' the mixture 
w!th minimum critical temperature. lf the si ze of the molecules is 
not the same 11\ = o'IJ2 for the mixture fol' which 

(t _ ~) dTlc __ ~ db 
l' 1,c dm - b do'/] 

• . • . (8) 

db 
If -d is positive, as is the case for mixtures of acetone and ether 

.IJ 

(ether as second component), then ,'IJ = ,'lJ2 for a mixture for which 
d1'le 
-d is negtl.1ive. Then the concentl'ation where Xl and X 2 are equal 

,'/] 

alld therefore also the maximum pressUl'e in the p, X line has shif'ted 
to the side of the component wilh t11e smallest molecule. If we 
multiply both members of (8) by T, the shiftillg proves to increase 
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fol' increasing value of 1', 1.L1Id :'0 we arrive at a conclusion, to 
whieh 1- came al ready befol'e, viz. that the concentl'ation of the 
maximum value of iJ in tho)J,.'IJ curve is &ufficiently the same as 
that of tho mixture with minimum critical temperature only for tho 
very la west values of T. It only appears that all'eady at ordinary 
temperatures the shlfting mentioned above may be rather considerabIe. 
A consequence of th is is, that the sIiifting between the orclinal'y 
tomperatures and T = Tk may be only slight. This shifting is however 
the g'l'eater as the difference in the size of tbe molecules is the more 
considerable, and as the dee1't'aRe in critical tempm'atu1'e takes pIace 
the more sIowly. 

Now that we havo fOlmd au approximate vtLlue for [t':l' we eau 
immediately derive from it an approximate value fOl' [t"x, a quantity 
which must be knowlI, if in the equation: 

We find then: 

Ol' 
f d' Tk d'lpk ,," - + r:l--T-d' -d'" fe lV 

Sa for small vapour pressure the equation: 

~ (dP )' = (.7' -.7'1) \ 1 _ L d'T~ + d2

lpk I 
p dml T 2 I ml(l-.vl) l' dm l- dm 2 I 

holds approximately, 
d'Tk 

In general the quantity --. wiU be positive, and this is cortainly 
d,v I 

sa when th ere is a minimum value fol' Tk; the value of the other 
term may change this of course. But as a rulc [t" XI will be found 
negative for normal substances. 

In thc valuc of the quantity l' (cl~,) only anc of the two parts 
p d.L TI 

f dTk dlpk 
of tt'x occurs, vÎz. - - and 1I0t the other part -cl . So only the 

I l' d,v
I 

,lIL 

part dep en ding on T is kept. In different ways the value of tbis quantity 
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may be found. lt is easily found fi'om the equation, occurring m 
Cant. II p. 146, slightly reduced, viz: 

-p- = 1(1 - m ) + IJ el'/:1ll el':1J -liP/XI - 1 
J.l1Rl' I I' I 

From this farm we derive, keeping Xl constant: 

p./ d[lxI .'l.\ e XI __ 

dl' d ([lXI - iU1 [lXI -1) 
-----+ dl' 

dp 1 
---
pdl' T l-iU +m ep./.LI 

1 1 

for which we may write: 

Ol' 

d' For [l3,1 

dl' 

LT_~ 
]'2 k 1" 

Hence: 

dp 1 dfl'XI d ([lxI -!VI [l'XI) 
pdl'-T = IU. dT + dT 

- = - T/.I + (IV.-IUI ) --(
TdP ) ! \ dTkl ! 
pdl':11 T da\ 

get the value 

lVIultiplying the second member by llfRT, we find w21 • For 1/'.1 

we find tl1en 2 terms, the first J1IB J Tic representing the heat of 
evaporation, when the mixture XI evaporated as an lll1split substance, 
and therefore the vapour ph ase would have the same concentration 

f dTk 
as the Iiqllid phase. The secOIld part l' (als-XI) dm c1enotes the mo-

1 

dification, which IS the ('onsequence of the circumstance, that the 
vapom phase has anothel' concentration than the liquid phase. This 
modification eau be very considerable 111 certam cases, viz. when 
''V2 - Xl is very large. lf 11 should depend linearlyon ,'/:, the11 

T dl'kl l' cl' l' 1.1 + (x. - ''/:1) --= k2 :1n for l~ we miglü write in that case, 
d.'l.'t 

denoting the components of the mixture by a and b: Tk2 = Tka 

l'(dP) T dpa (i-x.) + Tkb X 2 • (Cont. II, p. 155) or - dT = (1-,'V.) - -1' + 
P :11 pad 

'1.' dPb + IV. Pb dl" Then '1021 = J.l1a 1'a (I-x.) + lrI" I'b X" and the proeess 

of mixing in the liquid state will take place without heat of mixing. 
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If the graphica1 repl'esentation of 
(Oont. lI, p. 45), lying everyw here 

Tk as fllnction of X, is a curve 
above the tangent, which is the 

al a2 2a12 • 
rase when - + - - -- IS positive, then Tlr

I bI
2 b2

2 bI b2 

dl".l + (X2 -XI) -- is 
d,r

I 

smaller than Tk
2

• 

If we draw a tangent to the curve in the point Xl' this tangent 
cutt> the ordinate of ,v2 in a point which lies lower tllan the curve, 
and the di stance fl'om that point of intersection to the curve is a 
measure for the quantity of heat required for mixing the condensed 
vapolll' with the liquicl phase conside1'ed. As p,":x ronsists of two 
terms, the latter of which is only negatIve, when the mixing in the 
liquid state is attendcà by absorption of heat, we are not justitied 
in expecting that tlns latent heat of mixing aione determines the 
sign of p,":x. 

Physics. - "On P.V-Clt1'Ves of mixtures of acetone and etAyl-etAel' 
and of f'a1'bon tetracldol'ide ancl acetone at 0° 0." By G. O. 
GERRl'rs. (Oommunicated by Prof. J. D. VAN DER WAALS). 

(Communicated in the meeting of June 25, 1904). 

The imperfect concOl'dance found by OUNAEUS 1) between the rela
t10n uecluced by VAN DER WAAJ,S 2) in his theo1'Y between the vapoul' 
ten sion ovel' a mixture of two ltquids, the moJeculal' cOllcentration 
of tile vapou1' and that of the hqmd, induced us to take up the 
investigation once more according to the same method as had been 
used by OUNAEUS and with the same substances, acetone and ethyl-ether. 
Aftenval'ds also Illlxtures of carbon tetrachloride and aeetonc were 
examined. 

It had viz. appeared, that im provements might be apvlied 'to the 
method of investigation. 

By means of the dctermination of thc rcfl'activity of the vapour, 
both of the simpie t>ubstances and of the mixtures, the molecular 
concentration of the vapour was detel'mincd by means of the law 
of BIOT and ARAGO. 

This detel'minatiol,1 of thc rcfractivity was made accol'ding to the 
method of Lord RAYJ.m&H') a1so followccl by OUNAlms 4). 

1) CUNAEUS, Ploefschrift, Amsteldam, HJOü, hl/.. 47-51. 
2) VAN DER WAALS, Arcl!. Néerl. 24, blz. 44; Continllil:tt des gasf. und f1üss. 

Zustandes 1I, blz. 137. 
3) RAYLEIGH, PlOC. Roy. Instltution, Vol. XV, Part. 1, pag. 1; Pl'Oc. Roy. Soc. 

Vol. 59, blz. 201. 
4) CUNAEUS, Proefscl1l'ift, blz. 4-6. Proc. 
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RAYLEIGH always compares the gas, the refractivity of which he 
wishes to determine, with dry air fl'ee from carbonic acid. He t.akes 
care that the gas and the air al'e both in such eircumstances that 
their refractive indices are the same in these circumstances, which 
may be tested by means of a Fraunhofers' diffraction phenomenon. 
This equality of' refraction indices is obtained by regulating the 
pressure of the two gases. With the aid of a cathetometer and the 
barometer the pressure is determined, and from the two pressUl'es 
the refractivity of the gas. 

This is applied to mixtures of vapours coexisting with mixtures. 
The pressure of the air, the refractivity of which is compared with 
that of the vapour, is regulated in such a way that the vapour and 
the air are in such circumstances that their refractive indices are the 
same.' 

From the l'elation bet ween the pressUl'es the molecular refractivity 
of the vapour (or of the vapour mixture) may be determined, the 
law of BIOT and ARAGO gives then the concentration of the vapour 
mixture tv2 ' 

The vapour pressure is of course, alsu known. The concentration 
of the liquid was obtained by weighing the original quantities of 
liquid brought into the apparatus, and diminishing each with the 
weight of the quantity of that substance in the vapour. 

The arrangement agreed on the whole with that of CUNAEUS. It was 
ft, modification of one given by FRAUNHOFER based on the interference 
of light, which feIl through two vertical parallel slits, aftel' having 
passed through two tubes of equal length, shut off by two plates of 
plate-glass. Then lt was converged by the object-glass of a telef,eope 
and the diffraction phenomellon brought about in this way, was 
obsel'ved by means of an eye-glass consisting of' two cylindric lenses. 
In one of the tubes mentioned th\? vapour is fonnd, in the other 
aIr Ol' dry carbonir acid, the refractivity of which was known, and 
the pressUl'e of w hich was now regulated in such a way tht1.t the 
ddfl'action phenornenon occllpied the place which it would also have 
taken, wh en the two tubes had been filled with the same gas nnder 
the same circnmstances. 

The two tubes were connected with open manometers and an 
apP.'l.l'atlls to increase or decrease the pressure of the air. 

The improvements which wel'e applied, were chiefly the following : 
1st• The two substances which were nsed fol' the determination 

were sealed in two separate small piece8 of glass tu be, so that the 
air could be removed from the liquid as much as possible by boiling 
the liquid nnder decreased pl'essul'e. 
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l{OHNS'l'AMlII I) bas proved that the way 111 which these Iittle tubes 
are filleel, may give l'ise to 81'1'01'S in the eletel'lllinatlon of the vapour 
pressure, even when t11ey are filled with a sllllpie snbstance, and 
not as with OUNAEUS with a mlxture, J) 

2nd, By aeljnsting a glass spiral between the globe in which the 
liquid was brought anel tbe experimental tube the globe could be 
violently shaken, which pl'eventeel insufficient mixing of the layers of 
the liquid. 

31d • The difference in appeamnce between successive fringes was 
very slight with OUNAEUS, which rendered the aeljustment of the 
movable intel'fel'ence phenomena compared with the fil'm, pretty un
certain. By taking a more favourable relation of the dis1ance between 
two rOl'responding edgcs of the slits to thc width of each of those 
slits, spectra were distinctly visible on the sides of the bands, all 
tUl'ning their violet rim to the middle fringe. So the1'e was a means 
of ascertaining the latter. 

lVIol'eover it was investigated whether possible absOl'ption of vapoul' 
on the plates of plate glass would have influence on the course of 
tlle piv-curves. This appeared not to be the case, ho wever, so that 
this was no longer done in the examination of the second mixture. 

The temperature at which the substances were examined, was 0°0. 
The substances were obtained from KAHLBAUlIf at Berlin and we1'e 

purified before use by distilling the111 a few times by means of 
a YOUNG and THOMAS' 3) dephlegmator with twelve constrictions. 

The müvtw'e acetone-ethylethe1'. 

The results of thc experiment are stated in Table I. (p. 165). For thc 
refractivity that of dry air free from carbonic acid has been taken 
as unity, the pressure is given in mm of mercury at 0°0. Ethyleihel' 
must be considered as admixtul'e. 

The ptel .1'2 eliagram obtained in this way is graphically repl'e
sented in fig. 1. 

Fl'om the course of the curves appeal's: Thel'e is a maximum 
pressnre, just on the side of thc ether. 

The point of lnflection found by OUNANUS is a1so fonnd here, n.nd 
at about (JJ;z = 0,66. 

1) KOJINSTAMM, Proefschrift, Amsterdam, 1901. blz. 170-180. 
2) How diffieult it is to get thc substance pure and fl ee from uil' has been lately 

observed onee more by TEIC.HNER, Ann. de Phys. 13 p. 603. 
J) SYDNE\' YOUNG and THOMAS, A c1ephlegmatol' fol' fl'Uclional c1istillalion. ChelU. 

News, 71, blz. 177, 
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TAB ]J E 1. 

pre$~ure·1 Refrac-

I tlvlty x2 I Xl 

69 08 3.7658 O. O. 

802ï 40-1.10 0.173 o 024 

98.03 43097 0.342 0.083 

107 01 4 4353 0.421 o 12f. 

127 Ol 461.58 0.553 o 232 

131. 40 4 7036 o 590 0.295 

16i. 72 4.9548 o 748 0.561 

180 Hi 5 1112 0.81-6 0.796 

185.60 5 3562 1. 1. 

The p = f (X.) curve js convex from X = ° to X = 0,66. 
The curve iJ = / (Xl) has a verJ sil1lple coursc: it tUl'ns every

where its concave side to the ,v-axis. 
From th", course of the curves follows finally, that the vapour is 

always richel' in admixtnre than the liquid, the gl'catest difference 
bet ween Xl and x. amounting to about 0,33. 

These CUl've& were now comparcd with the diffel'ential equations 
derived by VAN DER WAALS: 

1 dp .'fJ,-lVt -.-= , 
pd{/). .1'. (I-lil.) 

which the curve JJ = / (.l'.), must &atisty throughout its course, wh en 
the volUlne of the Iiquid may be neglected by the side of the volume 
of the vapour and when the vapoul' plmse may be considered as 
being l'al'efied, and: 

1 dp lIJ 2 -lV] 

which mnst hold chiefly for the borders of the curve lJ =/(.v1) llnder 
the same conditions. 

dp 
Fl'om the fignre 17 and - have been found for the values 

dm. 
of .v indicated in Table II, then X.-,1J1 is derivod from the equlttion 
and from this ,'1\ and these mlues are compal'ed with 1he obsel'ved 
values: 
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TAB L E U. 

dp 'C2 -·'!:1 x] 
ICl P dIC2 I ob~erved. I calc. calc. observed 

o 1 74 71 0.086 0.084. 0014 0.016 

0.2 8:U 885 o 172 0.170 0.028 0.030 

0.3 93 109 0.246 0.238 o.ma o 062 

0.4 104 133 0.307 o 292 0.093 0.108 

o 5 119 158 0.332 o 315 o 168 0.185 

06 136 188 0.332 0.314 0.268 0.286 

0.7 15i- 190 o 258 o 250 o 4i2 o ~50 

0.8 1n 140 0.129 0.122 0.671 0.678 

0.9 183 73 0.004 O.OO! 0.896 0.896 

The differences between the observed and the calculated values of 
aJ I are evidently slight, so that the observations may be considered 
as satisfying the equation in question. 

When testing the observations by means of the second equation, 
we got the following result: 

TAB L E UI. 

dp 
I 

.1'0 -ICI I $2 

"'1 P d.'!:] calc. - I observed I I I cJ.lc. ob~erved 

o 05 90 385 o 203 o 22f. o 253 o 274. 

0.1 102 252 o 222 0.280 o 322 0380 

o 2 122 198 0.260 o 322 0.460 0.522 

0.3 138 156 0.239 0.314 o 539 0.614 

0.4 H95 119 O. t!1I 0.276 0.591 o 676 

0.5 159 102 0.160 0.22.\. 0.660 0.72-\ 

U.6 11i8 sa 0.119 o 168 o 7t9 0.768 

0.7 176 79 o 09.f. 0.120 0.794 0.820 

11.8 180.5 46 o 0f.1 o 052 O.8n 0.852 

0.9 
I 

183 5 12 0.(lO4 0006 0.!l0f. 0.906 
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The closest concordance between the observed and the calculated 
values of m2 seems to be found at the edges of the curves. 

VAN DER WAALS derived from the equation of (:*) for both phases: 
utIJ v.l' 

in which: 

IJ] 
2 

I-tIJ, 

, (dt-txl) d 1 ~ axt! 
EL XI = dtIJ, p au ELal = },I/Rl' ,pv - Jl/Rl' log (v - bxl) - --; \ . 

With the aid of the observed mi and tV2 we may derive EL' XI as 
function of ''VI from this equation. The values found in this way are 
given in Table IV. 11'01' ;1\ smaller than 1 and larger than 0,9 the 
values of EL' XI are too inaccurate, so that they are not given for the 
borders of the cun-es: 

TAB L E IV. 

Xl 

I 
X2 I 

dl'J,1 

I 
P.'XI 

0.1 0.-380 5.516 1.71 

0.2 0.522 4.368 147 

0.3 0.614 3 712 1.31 

0.4 o 676 3.130 LU 

0.5 o 724 2.623 0.96 

0.6 0.768 2.207 079 

0.7 o 820 1 952 0.67 

0.8 0.852 1.4:39 0.36 

0.9 0.906 1.071 0.07 
I 

The function EL' XI as function of ,'1: 1 has been graphically repl'esented 
in fig. 2. Evidently the points give a pretty continuOlls curve. 

It appears ti'om the table that EL'.2'1 approaches to 0 fol' higher 
values of a.:. This is in ftCCOrdallce with tlle tact that the pm-line has 
a maximum on the ether side, so for .'1:1 = 1. 

VAN mm WAALS has given 1) an explicit expression 1'01' pas function 

1) VAN DER WAALS, Vers\. K. A. v. W. Amsterdam, Januari 1891, bI. 409 j 

Continuität 11, p. 146. 
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of Xl' trom 
dp 

which -d may be derived : 
mi 

1" 
dp (e,T! - 1) 11 + ,VI (1 - ,v!) tt"xtl 
-=p " d,lJ l I' x 

l-.v+me ! 1 1 

So for Xl = 1 : 

p' • 
e Xl 

If P is a maximum for .v! = 1, then (.t' XI = O. 
VAN DER WAALS has also g'iven an appl'oximate value for tt'x! in 

"Ternary Systems" 1) : 
I f dTer d log per 

tt x! = - - -- + ---
T d,v l dm l 

where Tcr and Pil' represent the critical temperature and presslll'e 
of the unsplit mixture and f the lmown constant, about 7, which 
inter alia also occurs in the formula, given much earlier by VAN DER 

P Tk-1' 
WAALS for a pure substance : Nep. log - = - f l' . 

Pk 
This formula for (.t' XI bas been derived by VAN DER WAALS also 

dil'ectly ti'om the equtttion of state 2). 
If it only cOlltained the first term, t1len a minimum critical tem

perature would be attended by a lllaximum pressul'e, the minimum 
would thel'efol'e lie near the pure ether. Now however this minimnm 
will not be found there, as appears from t11e OeCUl'l'enCe of tlle 
second term. 

If we now assume th at l~r depends linearly on ,/) and th at this is 
d1~,. dpa 

also the case fol' lhr, th en -- is about - 43 and -- about -15, 
cl,v! cl,IJ! 

in consequence of which we find for tt'x! about 0,8, a valne whieh 
really lies between the valtles found. 

Also fJ,\, the differential quotient of tt'~1 wHh respect to ,v! may 
be determined. The accurate relation derived by VAN DER WAALS for 
the dependence of the vapour pressUl'e on the molecular concentra
tion of the liqnid mixture, where it is only assumed that the liquid 
volume may be neglected by the side of that of the vapour, ano that 
the vapour phase may be eonsidered as a rarefied one, is 

1 elp ! 1 " I - . - = (,l;~ - ,VI) (1 ) + (J,:tl • 
]1 cl.'!:l mi - tlJ l 

1) VAN DER W HLS, These Proc. V, p. 9. 
2) VAN DER WAALS, These Proc. VII p. 156. 
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Fl'om this (.t"TI may be found. These values, ralculated, are given 
in Tabie V: 

TAB LEV. 

ICI I 
p 

I 
dp 

I 
.r~ -ICI I ICI(1~ZI) + p"XI I 1''' 

dlC l 
XI 

0.1 102 252 0.280 8.8 - 2.3 

0.2 122 198 o 322 5.0 - 1.2 

03 138 156 0.314 3 6 - 1.2 

0.4 149.5 119 0.276 2.9 - 1.2 

0.5 159 102 0.224 29 -1.1 

0.6 168 83 o 168 2.9 - 1.2 

0.7 176 79 0.120 3.7 - 1.1 

0.8 180.5 46 o 052 4.9 -- 1.4 

0.9 183.5 12 0.006 10 9 - 0.2 

The values given for Xl = 0,7, 0,8 and 0,9, however, m'e not 
very reliabIe, on account of the small value which X 2-X I then has, 
by which the first membel' is to be divided. For the same 
reason (.t" XI cannot be given for Xl' smaller than O,i. 

Evidently all the values of (.t" 3.1 are negative and as to their 
absolute value, they are smaller than 4. This in accordance with the 

( a2;) 
fact, that for stabie phases, a.v

1
2 

p must be largel' than 0. 

Fl'om the course of the curve (1'3.1 = f (,VI) appeat's that the diffe
rential quotient of about [IJ = 0.2 to X = 0.6 must have a constant 
value. Aud this is really found for (1"3.1' 

With regal'd to (.t""1 we may still remark, that its numerical value 
may be fOllnd also for the ;1:2 of the intlection point and the COl'l'e
sponding Xl' VAN DER WAALS has namely derived: I) 

d2 

P b' - e111o' 
d,v. 2 IS 

must be O. 

,VI +-, 1_ t J. 
I' J -1 e 1 

f
' dp d,IJI o for the point of intlection, the factor 0 -.

d,v. d,v, 

1) These Proc. 1lI p. 172. 
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IV, 1" 
With the aid of the relation e XI 

1 -- IV, 

2 (.u, -,'l1I )' 

1 - 1/1 
__ ...:.1 we find from this: 

// lVI (1-''l11) 
(J, XI = - ---------

2 (,'l1.-,'l1I )'+ IVI (1-,'l1I ) 

For the inflection point we have about x. = 0,66 and XI = 0,40. 
For tl/xI we find then about - 1,5. Taking into considemtion that 
the place of t11e point of inflection cannot be determined accurately, 
and that with change of the x. of dus point at the same time also 
its XI is changed, the agreement may be called satisfactory. 

These two substances, earbontetrachloride and acetone were chosen 
with a view to the critical pressure, which is about the same for them. 

Now VAN DER WAALS I) has derived, that for (J.' XI = constant the 
relation between pand XI lb represented by a straIght line, that 
between pand ,'IJ. bj a hyperbola. 

On t11e supposition that at low temperatllre for {J,/ XI may be written : 
aXl 

d-
1 bXI 

- MRT dIV
l 

; 
for ba: 2 (bi + b,.) and that also the relatioll of 

GALITZINE-BERTHELOT a l2 = Val a. holds good, the condition (1.' Xl = 
constant involves, that the crItical pressUl'es of the components are 
the same. 

Now the above mentioned improved approximation for (J./:l,1 has 
already been given by VAN DER WAALS himself instead of~ the one 

mentioned here; moreover the relation au = Val a. has already 
been discussed and rejected by KOHNSTAMJlI. J) It is therefore not 
surprising, that a sb'ong deviatlOn from the straight line and the 
hyperbola was found for this mixture 3). 

The pa\ ,'I:. diagram is gIven in Table VI. Acetone is to be con si
dered as admixtl1l'e: 

~) These Prop,. III p. 168 -169. 

2) KOHNSTAMM, Ploefschrift, blz. 99. 
S) From the survey of the mvestigated mixtures glvell hy KOHNSTAMM, Zeltschr. 

f. Phys. Chem. XXXYf. 1, It appeals also, that equa!ity of crltical pressure of 
the components does not necessarily involve the existence of a straight lme for the 
'P = f (Xl) !ine. 
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Pressure. 
I 

31.20 

41.46 

46.43 

52.27 

55 47 

60.43 

64049 

69.32 

( 171 ) 

TAB L E VI. 

Refrac-

I '~2 tivIty. 

6.H07 O. 

5.7352 o 172 

5.4772 0281 

5.1253 0.430 

4.9261 0.515 

4.6135 o 6t7 

4.3219 o 771 

3 7813 1. 

In fig. 3 it is gl'aphically represented. 

I :Cl 

O. 

o 044 

0122 

023t 

0.333 

0.477 

0.696 

1. 

Both the curves have a very simple shape. They turn their con
cave side to the x-axis. The vapolll' is always richel' in the admixttU'e 
than the liquid. The greatest difference between :VI and x. is about 0,190. 

Both the curves are 110W compared with the diffel'ential equations: 
1 • dp iV

2
-,'lJ1 

p' d,1J
2 

- ,'IJ. (1-,'lJ
2

) 

1 dp ,'lJ 2 -.'IJ1 -.-
P d,'lJ1 .'IJl (1-,'lJ I ) 

The results .are glven in table VII and table VIII: 

T ABLE VII. 

,lp r~ - XI 11'1 

'~J Jl 1112 c.!Icul,t!c:d I ohsel'\cd calcul,\tcu I observed 

O. t 39 39 0.090 o 090 0010 0010 

O.~ i3 37 5 o 139 01H o 061 0.059 

03 i7 :17 o 165 0.178 o 135 o 122 

04 51 36 o t69 o WO 0.231 0.210 

05 55 3i> 1) 0.161 o 18t. o 33!l 0.316 

0.6 59 35 0.U2 0.165 0.458 o 435 

0.7 ti) " ~ ;) 29 o 097 01:22 o 603 o 578 

0.8 (HS 2Ui o 060 () O~O 0.740 0720 

0.9 67.5 23 o 031 - 0.035 0.869 o 865 
I 

12 
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. VII. 
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ap 
$1 P aZI 

o 05 41 5 102 

O. t 45.5 72 

0.2 50.5 48 

03 54.5 39 

04 58 33 

0.5 61 2t 

0.6 63 20 

07 64.5 15.5 

0.8 66 15 

0.9 
I 

68 14.5 

( 172 ) 

TAB L E VIII. 

:1'2 -$1 

calculated I obs~rved 
0.117 0.120 

0.143 0.160 

0.152 0.180 

o 150 0.182 

o 137 0.172 

0.098 o 15!. 

o 076 0.120 

0.050 0.078 

0.036 0.040 

I 
o 019 0.020 

·'1:2 

calculated I observed 

0.167 0.170 

0.243 0.260 

0352 0.380 

o 450 o 482 

0.537 0.572 

o 598 o 65!. 

0.676 0.720 

0750 0.778 

0.836 0.840 

0.919 I 
I 

0.920 

Evidently the curves satisfy the fil'st diffel'ential equation mueh 
better than the second. For the second the closest agreement is obtained, 
here toa, on the borders of the curves. 

Alsu for this mixture f.t':Ll as function of XI was determined by 
means of the relation: 

.vI p' ,(]~ ---e Xl= • 

1-''V1 1-''V2 

Thc values, found in this way, are given in Table IX: 

TAB E L IX. 

Xl 

I 
X2 I 

eP'xI 

I P.'XI 

o 1 0.260 3 162 1.15 

0.2 0.380 2.452 090 

0.3 0.482 2 171 078 

0.4 0.572 2 005 0.70 

0.5 0.654 1.890 0.64 

0.6 0.720 1 714 0.5t 

0.7 o 778 1.502 0.41 

0.8 O.BiO 1.313 0.27 

0.9 I 0.920 1.278 0.25 
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Here too the values of /L':l.1 are not accurate on the borders of the 
curve. In fig. 4 the l'esults have been l'epresented. Here too the 
points give a continuous curve. 

The critical preSRUl'eS of the components being the same fol' this 
mixture, the second term in the equation: 

I riTc, d log pcr 
(-"XI = - l' -d' + -;]--

Xl U,IU l 

will be smaH compared to t11e first. If we take for tt'xi only the 

term - I
T 

dT
cr 

and if we assume lineal' dependence of Tcr on Xl' 
dX l 

dTer 
then -- is here about - 40, &0 (-"XI a,bout 1. In this neighbourhood 

d,v l 

a1so the values of (-"-rl are found. 
Also in this case (-'''Xl is determined ti'om the eql1ation: 

-. - = (X 2 -,'I)1) + (-' XI ldp 1
1 "t 

P dJJ l ,VI (1-,vl ) 

The values found from tlus are given in Table X. 
TAB LEX. 

.171 I p I 
dJi 

I .c2 - Xl I :Xl~ 1 ~.Tl) + 1''':1.1 I p." 
diLl Xl 

o 1 45 5 72 o 160 9.9 -1.2 

02 50.5 48 0.180 5 3 -1.0 

03 51.1> 39 0.182 3.9 -09 

o 4 58 33 0.172 33 -09 

05 6t I 2~ I o 15~ 2.6 -1.4 

06 63 20 0.120 26 -1 5 

07 61- 5 15 5 o 078 3 1 -1.7 

08 66 15 O.OiO 57 -0.6 

0.9 68 14.5 O.O:!O 107 -0.4-
\ 

Here toa the value of (J.".tl for ,1\ = 0,7, 0,8 aud 0,9 is not vel'y 
l'e1iabie on account of tlle small value of ,1'~-,L't. 

The qnantity (L":l.l provet:i again to be negative and in absolute 
va,lue smaller than 4. 

From the COllI'be of tlle curve /,I,'.tl = f (,VI) appear& that it seems 
to have two points of inflertion, OlIe at about ,VI = 0,3, the otlter 
at about Xl = 0,7. It is remarlmble that th is a1so fo11ows from the 
change of ihe tt" 'I in Table X; jnst as we had to expect from the 
Course of the C\\l'\'e Et' 11 = /(,'1)1) ~L" IJ gets a maximum at abont ,VI = 0,3, 
and a minimum at Xl = 0,7. 

12* 
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Chemistry. - "On tlwlatent /teat of miûng for associating so!1Jents." 
By J. J. VAN LAAR. (Communicated by Prof. H. W. BAKHUIS 
ROOZEBOOllf). 

(Cornmunicated in the meeting of June 25, 1904). 

1. When some substance is solved jn an associating liquid, as 
e.g. water, and we try to find an expression for the latent heat of 
mixing of these two substances, we sha11 in the first p]ace have 
to take into account, besides the change of the potential en ergy , 
the heat of ionisation of the solved substance, if this snbstance is 
an electro]yte. The fact, however, that the state of association is 
changecl by the sol ving, is nearly al ways overlookecl. We are inclinerl 
to reason, that in much cliluted Sollltions the influence of the addition 
of a few molecules of the solved slIbstance must necessarily be 
exceedingly slight, with regard to the deg1'ee of association of fhe 
solvent; but in doing so it is overlooked th at the nwnber of molecules 
of the solvent whieh each undergo It very slight change in thei1' 
state of association, is ve1'y gl'eat. Fol' infinitely diluted solntions 
thel'efol'e, a value is obtained approaching' to 0 X r:JJ, and I sha11 
demonstraie in what fo11ows, thitt the absorbed heat in consequence 
of the change in the state of association, apfJl'oaches to a definite 
value, which is jinite and even compal'atively high. 

2. In diluteû solutions - which we soleIy have in view in the 
following pages - the state of equilibrium of the nssociating mole
cules of the solvent may be expressed as follows: 

«1-;) ~y 
---: ___ ....0... __ = K, 
1/2 (I-a:) (I-~) 

N 
i.e. : 

(1) 

Fol', given 1 -.'IJ mol. H~ 0, nOl'maIly reekoned, ,IJ mol. salt 
(ca,Hing the solved Substu.llce salt fol' convenience' sake), then there 
are 1/2 (I-lU) mol. H20, if all are double. Thel'efol'e if the degrce 
of dissociatioll of these double-molecules is {j, thell ihel'e are: 

1/2 (I-x) (1 -/'J) double mol. ; 1/2 (I-a:) 2/'J = (1 - ,'IJ) ~ single mol. 

The total munber of pal'ticles is JV. If tbe degl'ee of dissoeiation 
of the su.ltmolecule::; is a, tIJen thel'e arc (in binal'!/ electl'oIytes): 
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m (1 - a) neutral mol.; 

We have thel'efol'e: 

2:ca lons. 

N = 1/. (I-Iv) (1 + (J) + IV (1 + a), 

Ol' with 1/. (I-t-l~) = r , 1 + a = i, whel'e therefol'e i has the usual 
mcaning, and r is thc reversc of the so-called assaciation-coefficient: 

N = r (1 - .7:) + i.'IJ = r (1 - .'IJ) [1 + ~ _IV_J. 
'Y I-.'IJ 

OUI' equatian (1) becomes thel'efore: 

W 1 
I-{J [ i.'IJ J=I/2K' 

r 1+--
y I-.'IJ 

Ol' r being = 1/. (1 + (J) : 

W (i .'IJ) --2=1/4K 1+-- ...... (2) 
1-{J r I-.'IJ 

Now evidently 

V 1/4K 
i~ - ----° - 1+1/4 K ' 

i. e. the valne of {J, if IV or 0 = 0, so that we have got the pU1'e 

soh'ent, fol' which thc eqnation 1 ~~o 2 = 1/4 K halds. ThCl'efore we 

ol;Jtain: 

V 1+0 ( I-{J/) 
{J = {Jo 1 + i~o 2 cl = Ijo 1 + 2 0, 

if, (J being very sm all and appl'oaching to 0, we content oUl'selves 
with a fil'st appl'oximation. 

Substitnting fol' d its "alne, and laking into account th at y = 1/2 (1 +(J), 
wc obtain: 

{J= {Jo (1 + 1-/02 1/
2 

(:+{J) l''IJ-;) , 

or with 1 + {J = 1 + {Jo : 

I~ = {Jo (1 + (1 =- (Jo) i _.7:_' ). • • • • • (3) 
1-.11 
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So th is is the songht-for expres'3ion for the change in f1o' caused 
by the addition of ,'IJ gl'.mol. salt. 

3. 
I-lu 

Now on 1 saltmol. there are -- gr.mol. H20 (normally 
lIJ 

reckoned), among which thm'e are evidentl)' 1/2 -- 2jJ = -- f1 (
l-,V) 1-11: 

lU {C 

single mol. In conseqnence of' j he fact, that the state of dissociation 
of the waterrnolecules is changed by the solved substance, th is nnmber 
according to (3) wiII a11lount to 

I-lIJ I-IC I-lIJ IC 
- f1= -[lo + - X f10 (1-{3o)i-, 

{IJ tIJ tV I-lIJ 

that is to say an incl'ease of 
1-,-u . .'U 

--;;;- X f10 (1-f1o) 2 1-.'IJ· 

And now it is cleal' that, as was al ready observed above, the 
1-.v 

one factor of this product, viz. --, approaches to 00, while the other 
IC 

,'IJ 
factor, viz. f10 (1- (10) i --, approaches to O. The product however is 

l-m 
evidently finite, viz.: 

. . . (4) 

Now jf Q is the heat, absorbed when 1 gr.mol. (18 Gr.) H.O 
changes from the state of double molecules to th1t of single molecules, 
then the heat, absol'bed in conseqnencc of thc state of association 
being changed by 1 mol. of' thc ::,olved substance, is: 

TV = f10 (1-/:10 ) iQ. . . . . (5) 

And tltis heat it is, which we have io take into aècount for 
as~ociating solvents. 

For H.O at 18° f1 = 0,211), so that the factor f10 (1-I~o) becomes 
= 0,17. Furthel' Q (as J calculated some time ago 2» = ± 1920 
gTamcalories, so for water (at 18~) will be: 

w= 326i. . . . .. . (5a) 

If the solved substance is no electl'olyte, then i = 1, 50 fol' much 
dilnted soll1tions abont 325 gr.cal are absol'bed with every concen
tmtion, if 1 gr.mol. is solved in the water, only in consequence of 
the change in the dcgl'ee of association of the water; for salts, acids 

1) Zeitschr. ftir Phys. Ch., 31, p. 4 (1899); Lchrbuch der malh. Chemie, p. 36 
(1901). 

2) Z. f. PIl. Gh., 81, p. 5 (1899); Lchrb. der malh. Chem., p.37 (1901). 
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and bases, where i = nearly 2, this number becomes 650 gr. cal. 
So e. g. for KCI, of whieh the heat of ionisation of 1 gr.mol. 

= - 720 gl'. cal. 1), the total heat of mixing with much H,O, 
(exclnded the change in potential energy) will therefore be not -720 
gr. cal., but only - 720 + 650 = - 70 gr. cal. 

So it is seen, th at the order of magnitude of the heat to be expected, 
ean be totally modified, and that in general a great mistake would 
be committed, when we neglected the above calculated 326 i gr. cal. 
in the calculation of the heat of mixing. 

Thel'efol'e, with diluted solutions of non-electrolytes in associating sol
vents, 325 gl'. cal. on each gl'. mol. of the solved substance must 
ahvays be subtracted from the absorbed heM determined by experiment, 
in order 10 calculate the pure (absorbed) heat of mixing, that is to 
say that heat, which is caused solely by the change in potential enel'g-y. 

Physics. - Prof. BAKHUIS Rooz~:mool\1, in the name of Dl'. A. Sl\nTS, 
presents a paper, entitled: "On the plLen01nena appea1'ing w/ten 
in a binm'y system the plaitpointcw've meets the solubility cw've." 
(Third communication).2) 

(Communicated in the Meeling of June 25. 1904). 

The previous qualitative examination of the binal'y system ether
anthl'aquinone showed that a good survey of the whole could only 
be obtained by continuing the examination in qllantitative direction 
with the nid of the pump of CAILIJETET. 

Some difficulties were to be fOl'eseen; the investigation would have 
to be extended OVe!' a range of tempel'ature fi'om ± 1700 to ± 3000

, 

in which the pressure lllight be expeeted to reach a pl'etty conside
rable amount -- and lhe combination of high temperature and high 
pl'esslll'e being exaetly the thing against which gIas~ is but seldom 
pro of, it seemed at th'st that wc should meet with great expel'iment.'l.I 
difficulties in the quantitative examinatioll. The experiment however 
showed that the pres5nres were not exceedingly high; it appeal'ed 
a maximum pl'eSsUl'e of 100 atm. would suffice, and this pl'eSsUl'e 
Jena-glass could withstand \lp to more than 300:> 3). 

I) Z. f. Ph. Ch., 24, p. 611 (1897) j Lehrb. del' math. Chem., p. 53 (1901). 
2) This paper is a continuation of the two precedmg on es on the system ether

anthraquinone. The titIe chosen first seemed to me undesirable alld was therefore 
modified. 

3) With pleasure I avail m)tself of this oppol'lunity to thank professor KAMERLINGIt 

ONNES for his kindness towurds me in procllling lhe necessat·y information and in 
lending me some instruments wunled. 
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The object of the experiment was to eleteemine the lJ-,v-sections 
of the p-,v-t-sul'face at different temperatures, anel if posslble albo tbe 
v-x-sections of the V-tl.'-t-surtace. At the same time I should get to the 
knowledge of some prqjecLions already spoken of in the previous 
paper, viz. the pl'ojections of the lJ-x-t-snrface on the pot and the 
t-x-plane. I shall nriefly state tlle l'esult here. 

In order to have the same sncccssion as was chosen in the pl'ece
ding communications, the lJ-t-pl'ojection will be treatcd Ih'st. 

10# 

&0 

pt 
60 

I/) 

.z.JO l'1D J.'D lbo '-1° 1.60 l.Jo .5111J 

T 
Fig. 1. 

In fig. 1, ea represents the vapour pressul'e curve of pure ether 
with the critical point in a (193:> anc! 36 atm.). cp anc! gel l'epresent 
the portions of the three phase curve which can be realizeel. Up to 
193 0 the th ree phase curve practIcally coin<:ides with the vapoUl' 
preSSlll'e curve !Ja of pnre ether, in consequence of the ver)' small 
solubility of anthraqninone in ether. On the curve ap lio the plait
points ot' the unsaturated solutions of anthraqninone in ether, anel 
l' elenotes the fil'st plaitpoint of a saturated solntion (203 0 anel 43 atm.). 

The sec01ul plaitpoint of a satumted solution of another concen
tl'ation lies in q (247° and 64 atm.) and on the curve qb lie the 
plaitpoints of the seconel series of unsaturated soIutions. Probably 
th is curve, whi('h runs on to the cl'iticaI point of anthl'aquinone, 
has a maximum. 
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The l111e jel, which partIy coincides with the T-axis, is the vapoul' 
plCssure Clll've of solid anthraquinonc, and ((q that of liquid anthra
quinone. dit ib the meltingpoint-curve, which (as VAN DER WAALS 1) 
has proved) mal"ks tbc direction of the three phase curve neal' 
the meltingpoint el. These last tIn'ce curves are drawn here schema
tically. 

The main reslilt repl'esented by this p-t-figure is this that by the 
meeting of plaitpoi ntCUl"ve anel th ree phase curve a part of the latter 
has vanished Ol' mther has become imaginary, and in the examilled 
system that part that cont.'tins the maximum. 

The plmtpoinkUl've is metastable between ZJ anel q anel therefore 
still to be realilcd, but this is not the case with the three phase 
curve, Howevel' it appC'al'ed to me that at temperatures between p 
and q, with concentrations greatel' than those of point q, three phases 
could tempol',ll'lly appeal' together, if they had ol'iginated at a tempe
rature above 247° allel if afterwal'elf> the system in eqnilibrium had 
quickly cooleel llown to less than 247°. The th ree ph as es however 
were not in cquilibrium now, for at a constant temperat1ll'e a slight 
change in volume proves to cause a great change III pressl1l'e. 

The liquid therefore, tltongh in contact with solid anthraquinone, 
was snpersatllrated; it was very \'iscous and passed ver)' slowly, 
at times not until aftel' all hoUl', to the stabIe condition of solid fluid, 
l1l1del' secl'etion of solicl allthraqninone. 

Fig. 2 gives :t l11unber of p-x-sections for different temperatures, 
the pressure heilig given in atmosphel'es and the concentration in 
1 mol. total of tlte mixture, 

We may immediately point out here that all the lines in this 
figure joining points of eqllnJ vnILle, a& plaitpoints (1), liquids eoexis
ting with vapour and solid anthraqninone (c), vapour coexisting with 
hquid anel soliel anthraqninone (e), are all projeetions on the p-tl.'

plane of eUl'ves, which oeelll' in the p-.v-t-surfaee 2). 
The brancheb co}J and 1'0 1), whieh pass into each other conti

llnonsl'y, l'epresent the serief> of liquids and vapours whieh if we 
come from alowel' tempel'ature, coeÀÏbt with solicl anthraquinone. 
In JJ, the point of' confluenec of the two branches, we have tlte,li1'st 
point, where a .wltlt1'atecl soilltion reaches its critical cOllelition. This 
takes place at a ('ol1rcntratioll 0,015, temperatul'e 2030 allel pl'essUl'e 
43 atm. If wc pasf> on to higher temperatm'es a stabie solntion is 
impossible over the range of' temperatme 203'-247°, and ll1&tead we 

1) These Pmc. Vl p, 230, 
2) lf the piaitpoilltcUl ve lias a maximum, it must possess a maximum also in 

fig, 2, lil the t-x'pl'0J,)cllon on the ('onll"u y no m.u .. imulI1 QCCUI'S, 
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get flnid phases coexisting with soHd anthraqninone. Aboye 247° liquids 
ean again exist and the continllons curve cl c

7 
C6 C5 C4 C, q e8 e4 e5 e6 e7 

consisting of two branches th en repl'esents the series of liquids and 
vapours which coexist with solid anthl'aquinone above ,247°. The 
point of confluence here is q, in which therefore for tlte second time 
a satu1'Otecl solution reaches it& critical condition. This occurs with a 
concentl'ation 0,13, tempel'ature 24 7~ and pressure 64 atm. 

The liquid branch Co 11 of the first loop and the liquid branch q c5 cl 
of the second loop are what we are accllstomed to caU two parts of 
the solubility curve. As ho wever the two liqllid branches pass conti
nuously into their vapourbranches, there is no objection to calling 
the two continuous loops solllbility curve. 

Branch cop of the first solubiliy curve and branch cl ('5 q of the 
second show here a particularity. The circumstance that these branches 
pass continuously into the branches eo iJ and cl C5 q and that the point 
of confluence coincides with the highest pressure involves the pheno
menon of ret1'o,qmde sohtbility. 

cop points to retrograde solubility in the liquid branch (cf. also fig. 4) 
and cl e5 q to retrograde solubility in the vapour branch. The extent of 
these phenomena however surpassed all expectations, It was known 
that the liquid and the vapour branch of the curve cl C4 q e4 cl from q 
to a higher temperature have to separate first in order to come 
together again afterwards, but it was not to be foreseen that the 
distance would be so large as to make the vapour br .. tnch extend to 
the concentration 0,01. From th is particlllar situation results the very 
interesting phenomenon that, aftel' we have reached point p, with 
a concentration 0,015 or in otller words aftel' the satu1'ated solution 
has reached its critical condition, at a higher temperature thel'e may 
again OCCUl' th1'ee phases. The vapour branch q e4 cl extends namely 
as al ready mentioned, to the concentration 0,01, and the concen
tration of point p is 0,015; therefore we get from point p at a 
higher temperatnre into the reg'ion on the right of the vapour 
branch d e4 q, in whieh three phases may occu1'. This phenomenon 
was observed at a temperature neady 60~ abû"e the plaitpoint
temperature of the concentration 0,015 (p), that is at 260°. Aftel' 
the formation of the three phases, fh'st the solid and then tlle liquid 
might be pl'essed away by raising the pl'essure, so thàt finally only 
a fl uid phase was left. 

Fig. 2 shows furthel' the p-x-sectiol1s at temperatm'es abovo that 
of point q, beginning at 250°. The p-x-section cOl'responding with 
this temperatul'e is sepal'Lttely drawIl in figure 2Lt, The continuous 
curve Ca kB es w hieh l'epl'esents the coexisting unsaturated liquids and 
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vapours, ha::. a peculiaL' shape and shows that retograde condensation 
is wanting. 

!tJo 

pIJ 
10 

P 6'tJ 

Jo 

l./J 

fO 

Etller. 

FL +Anthraquinone 
(soIid) 

fz. f1 
j 0 

Z50.- Fq + Anthra. 
quinone (solid). 

J 

p,cJ ~J _/" 
X 

Fig. 2a. 

Anthraqninone. 

Thc curve ga es on the contrar,}' indicates a tolerably strong retro
grade solidification. The curve C.a s, shows thai here the solubility of 
anthraqninone in ethel' deel'eases with increased pressure. The curves 
.13 e3 and ('s s~ are two portions of a continnons curve, of which the 
partly not realizable intel'mediate part is schematically l'epresented 
by a dotted curve. I propose to call this continuons curve henceforth 
i.~othel'ln oJ .~olubilitll. 

Passing on to a higher temperatul'e, we see that the p-.x-section at 
255° is still of the same type as that at 250°. At 260" (fig. 2b) 
howevel', the si.tuation is alt'eady considel'abl~- changed; not only the 
}J-.x-Ioop C6 1.:6 es has become much larger, because the points e6 and 
C6 have become more widely separated and k6 has moved to higher 
pressure, but also it is c]eal']Y visible that the retrograde condensation, 
which is still wanting here, will have appeal'ed at a slightly higher 
temperature. 

In the part [/I eu though in a smaller degree than at 250°, the 
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Anthl'uquinone. 

isotherm of solubility shows still cleady the phenomenon of retrograde 
solidifieation. 

At a still higher temperatm6 1he reg ion of retrograde condensation 
beeomes greater and greater, so that at 270' we get a lh'L'-section 
like that drawn in fig. 2('. 

The retrograde eondensation is here very sb'ong and undoubtedly 
ranges over more than 40 atm. A retrograde eondensation of sneh 
strength, however, could not be obsel'ved because the volume of the 
compression tube was too smal!; the stl'ongest l'etl'ogl'ade condensation 
obser\'ed by me eovered a range of pressl1l'e from 55 to 39, of 16 
atmospheres therefol'e. The small voillme of the tube prevented IlS froJl1 
observing whethel' n.ny retrograde solidification still existed at 270°. 
As, however, it iE> not very probn.ble that we still should lmve I'etro
grn.de solidification hel'e, it is not represented in the figure. 

Above the meIting-point of n.nthl'aquinone (283°) the retrograde 
eondensation is enOl'ffiÛ\lS, so that I could observe it at 2900 O\'CL' a 
preSSlll'e-range of 83 to 40 atmospheres. 

Further I mention that most of the p-,'L'-seetions are Cl'ossed in 
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dilfeL'ent ways, In fig. 2((. tile regions passcd are mmked with arrows. 
1 indieates the transition ti'om t11e reg ion for F.q + solid anthraqllinone 

into the region fol' FL + solid antraquinone, the th ree phases appearing 
intel'medially. j1~, denotes here a ti uid phase whieh in ot'dinal'Y eir
eumstanees, that is to ::,ay below the critical temperature of ether, 
would be called gas-ph ase ; and FL denotes a tluid phase whieh in 
ol'dinal'y circumstances would be styled liquid phase. It is evident 
that the diiference between 1;~, anel FL exists solely in their foregoing 
histol'y, 

2 marks thc transition frOnt the l'egion 1~ + anthraquinone into 
the J'egion liL, the th1'ee phases appearing in te1'medially , 

3 indieates essentially the same as 2, but yet the phenomenon is 
somewhttt dilierent, beeanse now we do not in the end pass the 
liquid branch, as i]) 2, but tIJe vapolll'-uraneh; this is marked by the 
sign 11'" over the branch ea 1.:,1' 

4 is a vel'y remarkable tmllsition, as here we pass directly from 
the l'egioJl tOl' 1;~, + ::;olid anthmqllinone illto the l'egion tOl' l!~, 

As to thc laek of l'ctl'Ogt'adc eondellsation at tem pemtm'cs between 
247° anti ± 2600 alltl iti:l appeaL'ftIleC at higher lClnpCl'ahu'eb, I want 
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to say a few words about it in connection with the appearance of 
retrograde solidification, 

p 

A 

If in fig, 3 the -p-x-loop 
dckeR represents the liquids 
and vapours which may 

I 
coexist at a given tempera

~~~~IF-------i ture, but of whieh a series 

x 

of liquids and vapours are 
not to be l'ealized in a Eitable 
state because of the appeal'
ance of the threephase pres
sure curve 1), then sevel'al 
eage& are possible, If the 
threephase pressure curve, 
as drawn in fig. 4 lies above 

d. the critical point of contact 
--...;::=--- R, then no retrograde con-

densation will oecur, not
B withstanding its possibility is 

Fig,3. 
strongly pronollllced in the 

character of the p-x-Ioop, because the part giving rise to the retrograde 
condensation lies in the meta&tab1e region, Now this occurs in the 
system ether-anthraquinone from 2470 to 260), 

The dotted vapour and liquid cllrves below the threephase-pressul'e 
curve e c j' ar'e metastablej the stable state here is solid B by the 
si de of a fluid phase, and now the question was raióed: "how is 
this part of the isotherm of solubility sitnated?" Evidently this stabIe 
curve mnst lie 1eft of the metastable curve cl R e or in othel' 
words towards smaller B-concentrations, This conclusion is of great 
importance for us, for from it fo11ows that, ij' t!te tltreepltase-p7'esslll'e
curve lies above tlte critical point ol contact vf t!te vapozt'J' curve 
coexisting witlt liqztid and j'01' t!wt 1'eason t!te ret1'ogmde condensation 
falls in tlte metastabltJ reg ion, 1'etl'ogl'ade solidification mU'1t occw' 
instead of l'etrog1'l7de condensation, and this retrograde solidification 
must be stl'ongel' tItan the retrograde condensation would have been. 
lf the threephase-pl'eósnreclU've passes exactly through the critical 
point of contact, retrograde solidification is no longer neceseary, 

Resuming, we conclllde that, given the case that tlle plaitpoint-
1 

1) I propose to glve this name to lhe curve that in a p-x section denotes lhe 

pressure at which the th ree phuses coexist. This cm've refers thel efore 10 one 

tempel'alure, whilst the tlweephctsecune embraces a selÎes of tempm'alul'es. 
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cm've meets the solllbility curve, It is possible to prove in a very 
simple way the necessity of the appearance of retrograde solidification 
in 11 and q. 

Bere however we must at once point out that, as will be discussed 
presently, retrograde solidification also OCCl1l'S between iJ q. The fact 
that theory l'equires this, can only be proved mathematicaUy 1). 

Returning to fig. 2, we must still state that the curve q b uniting 
the plaitpoints of the different p-x-loops, is very steep and, as fat' as 
lt has been observed, parallel to the th'st part of the plaitpointcurve 
a p. This course however will probably change towards a highel' 
temperature, for if the plaitpointcurve possesses a maximum, which 
IS probably the case, th en the projection of the plaitpointcurve on 
the p-x-plane must also show a maximum. 

,..,. ....... 
/' .'(. 

.~ -~ \ 
:--. 

The p-x-sections below the 
tempm'ature 2030 are not 
drawn in fig. 2, as the scale 
is too small to render the par
ticulars conspicuous. There
fore this part of fig. 2 is 
separately reproduced on a 
larger scale iu fig. 4. 

p In accordance w!th the pre
ceding we see that, though 
at 2000 no retrograde con
densation occnrs, instead of 
it there appeal'S retrograde 
solidification. 800ll ho wever 
the situation changes here, 
for already at 1960 ret1'O-

------X-r---------' grade condensation could be 
Fig. 4a. observed. 

What was obsat'ved when going from point q to a higher tempe
l'ature, is naturally also found in pomt p, but here towards a 10 wel' 
temperature. This IS illustrated by figures 4a and 4b; tig. 4a applies 
to temperatures above point q aud fig. 4b applies to temperatures 
below point p. In both figm'es th1'ee [J-.'l.'-sections are l'epresented 
schematically, the sections 1 and 2 diftcr but slightly in temperatul'e, 
and 3 applies to a tempemture considel'ably different from that with 
which 2 corresponds. 

In fig. 4a section 1 apphes to the lowest and 3 to the highest of 

1) VAN DER W AALSt I. c. 
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the observed temperatm'es; in fig, 4b the l'evel'se is seen, but all 
the same it is seen that in the two figures the sa'ne thmgs are to 
be met with in the succession of sections 1, 2 and 3, The three 

s 

Flg, 5, 

p 

. " ....... , " ........ -
....... --- ' ........... -----... '-'- '-'- \ '-.-

X 
FIg. 4b, 

pres su re CUl've lies highest in 1 alld 
lowest 111 3. In 1 and 2 we do not 
find any retrograde cOlHknsation, but 
retrograde solidification, nlld 111 3 we 
find retrograde condensation only. In 
fig. 4a llOWeVel' the plaitpoil1tpressure 
increases in the order J, 2, 3, and 
decreases in fig. 4b, blli ihis is due 
to the fact that in the fi t'st case the 
order 1, 2, 3 means towards higher 
tempemtures, nnd 111 the feconu to
wards 10wer. 

Concerning the coursc of thc iso
therms of solubility above the th ree 
phase pl'essul'e curve, VAN Dlm WAALS 

has shown the probability of a course 
as given in fiA, 5, f,'om which l'csults 
that 1he branch csaiso ~hows )'etro
grade &olidification, 'rhis case, in which 
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the whole isotherm of solubility points to a double retrograde solidi
fication, has not been ascertained as yet. What has been found, is 
that below 240~ the upper part of the isotherm of solubility runs 
toward the right, which points to au increase of solubility of anthra
quinone in the Huid phase with inc1'ease of pressure I), whe1'eas 
above 2500 a reversed course was found. Between 2400 and 2500 a 
change of direction seems to have taken place, and in this range it 
might be possible to ascertain the course foretold by VAN DER WAAI,S. 
As however the smaU range of temperature 2400 -250° corresponds 
with a great difference in concentration, the point when the change 
of direction takes place is not easily ascertained. 

The results obtained at temperatures between 203° and 247° are 
represented in fig. 6. Here the isotherms of solubility for the Hnid 
phases at 210°, 220°, 230° and 240':> are d1'awn. All these isotherms 
show, as p1'edicted by VAN DER WAALS ~), the phenomenon of retro
grade solidification, and the nea1'er we get to point q, in other words 
the nearer to 247°, the larger the region of this retrograde solidification. 

). 

19" 
1.1( 

!,! , 
1 16 t, 

L;I 

H' 
/')1 

11 

IJl! 

Ether. 

~ --
...... _-

X 
Fig. 7. 

d 

.., 

Anthraquinone. 

I) This inl1uenee of pressure has been examined up to more thal1 • DJ <llmospheres. 
2) loc. ei!. 

13 
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. VII. 
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This isotherm of 210" has the steepest course; with increase of 
temperature the course becomes at th'st less steep, but at 240° a steeper 
course seems to reappear, which is probably connected with the 
change of direction which appears above 240°. 

The projertion of the solubility curve and the plaitpoint curve on 
the t-x-plane is represented in fig. 7, where the dotted curves represent 
the vapourbranches. The projections of' the two parts ap and qb of' 
the plaUpointrurve are almo&t straight lines. If we examine the 
course of the Ime qb, in order to see at what temperature this line 
will meet the line for pure anthraquillone, we &hall find ± 800°. 

Lastly we find in fig. 8 the course of the molecular volumina of 

bOQ I 
I 

ft; 
XQ , 

I , 
\ 

Ij(/() \ 
\ 
\ 

V p' 
JOo \ 

{J 

Ether. 

\ , 

tJ/ o,L 

X 
Fig. 8. 

-'I 

Anthraquinone. 

the saturated solutions. Here too we have two continllOus branches, 
each of them consisting of n, liquid and a vapour branch. dq and cp 
are the liquid branches and qe1 and pe are the vapour branches. pand 
q denote the molecular volumina of the two critical saturated &olutions. 
The dotted vapourcurve qe runs on to the concentration 0.015, so that 
ti'om this figure also directly follows th at at higher temperatul'es and 
larger volumina th1'ee ph as es may again be obtained wUh the con
centration with which point p may be l'ealized. Here too the curves 
cp and qe indicate clearly thc phenomenon of i'etrograde SOlllbility. 

80 the mvestlgatlOll deseribed here bas furnished proof positive of 
the general points of view which were prominent in the qualitative 
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investigation, and of which the theol'y of VAN mm WAALS could 
give a closer description. 

The peculiarity of the examined system, which lies in the fact 
that the vapour pressure of the one substance (ether) far exceeds 
that of the othel' (anthraquinone), caused some wholly unexpeeted 
phenomena, and made it on the other hand possible to realize retro
grade solidification on a much largeJ" seale than had been thought 
posóible till now. 

Laboratol'Y fOl' Anorglmic CAernistry of tlte UniV81'sity. 
Amste1'Cla1T/', June 1904. 

Chemistry. - "Tlte lJ1'epamtion of silicon anc! its c/doricle." By 
Prof. A. F. HOI,LEMAN. 

(Commumcated in the meeting of June 24, 1904). 

The nmnerons proposals which have been made for tIle prepara
Lion of the element silicon in both the amorphous and crystallised 
torm prove that a simple method has not as yet been found. W. 
HElIIPEL and VON HAASY 1) have published in 1899 an additional 
process consisting in the decomposition of silicon fluoride with sodium. 
'fhey melt this metal in small portions at a tIme in an iron 
apparatus and then pass over the mass a current of silicon fluoride, 
which is then very readily decomposed. The brown porous mass, 
whieh has been brought to a faint red heat is allowed to cool for 
two or three homs in the current of sihcon fluoride. An attempt to 
convert it into silicon chloride by heating the mass without previons 
purification in a CUl'rent of ehlorine was unsnccessful. It was 
nnpossible to remove the Na Fl and Na2 Si Flo by boiling with water; 
so in order to obtitin pure silicon it 'was lleCeSSal'y to fnse the mass 
with &odinm and aluminium. Thc latter dissolves tlle silicon which 
1& thcn left lll,>olnble on tl'ealIllg Ilte regnlus with dilnte hydro
chlol'ic acid. 

1\11'. H. J. SUJPBR who has l'cpealec\ Ihese eÀpel'Îments in 111y 
laboratory sbowed (1) that by a small ll1odification of the process 
lbc el'ude product may be pllrified to sneh an eÀtent by boiling 
with water that it may be used for preparing silicon chloride; 
(2) tIle 1'eason why Ihe erude prodnrt on being treated with chlorine 
does not yield slltcon chloride. 

1. 1t is known tbat &odil1l11 fluoride l'eadily absOl'bs SI F14 and 

') ZeÎlschl·. f. anOl'g. eh. 23, 32. 
13l1< 
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passes into Na2 Si ~'16' By allowing their apparatus to cool for 2 
to 3 hoUl's whilst transmitting this gas HEMPEL and VON HAASY 
practically converted the sodium fluoride, which had been formed 
according to the equation: 4Na+SiFI 4 =4NaFI+Si, intosodium 
fluosilicate, which is soluble in water with gl'eat difficulty. If, however 
the action of Si F14 is stopped as soon as all the sodium has been 
introduced into the apparatns, it is easy to almost completely avoid 
the formation of Na

2 
Si Fla. 100 grams of sodium yielded to Mr. 

SLIJPER 219 grams of crude material (4NaFl + Si) instead of213.6 
the quantity calculated; 55 grams of the Na gave 119 grallls, 
theory 117.2, and in some further experiments the theoretical 
quanlity was but little exceeded. By washing and boiling with water 
and with dilute hydrochloric acid the 119 grams were reduced to 
20 grams whilst the product may contain 16.7 grams of silicon. 
The product so obtained is not, however, pure amorphous silicon, 
only about 40 pE>r cent is volatilised in a current of chlorine and 
may be condensed as silicon chloride, and a residue is obtained, 
which is only to a slight extent soluble in water and principally 
consists of silicon dioxide. 

This must have been formed during the washing; for if the crude 
product is heated in a cm'rent of chlorine there remains besides 
sodium chloride only a very small quantity of insoluble residue. As 
the crude product when lmmersed in water causes a visible evolution 
of gas with the odoUl' of Si H4 it is probable that the Si O2 has 
been formed by decomposition of Si R4 which may have been pro
duced by the action of water on some sodium silicide. MOISSAN has 
recently shown that on treating silicon with boiling water the dioxide 
of that element is formed. 

2. In accordance with HEMPEL and VON HAASY, Mr. SLIJPER found 
that on heating the crude product in a current of chlorine not a 
trace of silicon chloride is oblained. Ab the said product consists 
mainly of 4 Na Fl + Si, it was surmised that this must be attributed 
to the fact that the primary formed silicon chloride reacts with 
sodium fluoride according to the eCluation 

Si 014 + 4 Na FI = Si Fl4 + 4 Na Ol 

It appeared indeed that on heating sodium fluoride or sodium 
fluosilicate in the vapour of silicon chloride the said decomposition 
takes place. If, therefore, chlorine is passed over a mixture of Si 
and Na FI as is present in the crude product the reaction must 
proceed in this marmer: 

Si + 4 Ol + 4 Na Fl = Si F1 4 + 4 Na Ol. 
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That such is practically the case was shown by the fact that the 
gas evolved consisted of Si Fl4 and that the substance left behind 
in the boat was found to be almost pure sodium chloride. 

A better method of preparing amorphous silicon fleemed to be 
the decomposition of silicon chloride by sodium. When boiled in 
bel1zene-solution with sodium Ol' potassium no action took place. 
A reaction, however, took place on heating sodium in the vapour 
of silicon chloride, but it became very violent; the brown powder 
obt.ained could certainly be readily freed from sodium chloride by 
means of water, but on heating in a Clll'l'ent of chlorine a large 
amount of Si O2 (about 30 %) was left behind showing that even 
this process does not lead to pure amorphous silicon. 

Much more simple is the preparation of crystallised silicon accor
ding to the method recently published by R. A. KÜHNE (Chem. 
Centr. 1904, r. 64) if we introduce a slight modification. A mixture 
of 200 grams of aluminium shavings or powder, 250 grams of 
sulphur and 180 gl'ams of fine sand is put into a Hessian crucible 
placed in a bucket with sand. Upon the mixture is sprinkled a thin 
layer of magnesium powder and this is ignited by means of a 
GOLDSCHMIDT cartrÛIge. The mass burns with a beautiful light and 
the contents of the crucible beeome white hot. When eold, the mass 
is treated with dilute hydrochloric acid, which dissolves the aluminium 
sulphide nnd leaves the silicon in a beautifully crystallised state. 
The yield amounts to about 30 gl'ams. On heating in a CUl'rent of 
chlorine Si C1 4 is very l'eadily formed, only 3% remaining as non
volatile pl'oducts. It is a material eminently suited for the pl'epa
ration of Si 014, but Mr. SLIJPER did not succeed in converting it into 
r,ilicon sulphide by heating with sulphur. 

G1'oningen, Lab. Univers. March 1904. 

Crystallography. - "Un the p1'eservütion of the c1'ystallogmphical 
symmetry in the substitution of position isomeric derivatives of 
the benzene series". By Dr. F. M. JAEGER. (Oommunicated by 
Prof. A. P. N. FRANCHIMONT). 

(Communicated in the meeting of June 24, 1904). 

Some time ago when engaged in a research as to the connection 
between molecular and crystallographical symmetry of position-isomeric 
benzene derivatives1

), I demonstrated, that of the six possible t1'ibromo-

1) JAEGER, Crystallographic and Molecular Symmetry of position·isomeric Benzene
derivatives. Dissertation, Leiden 1903. (Duteh). 
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toluenes, the 1-2-4-6 and the 1-2-3-5 derivatives exhibit an isomorphy 
bordering on identity. I then endeavoured to explai~ the simiJar 
molecular structure of these two substances by referring to the 
analogy of the (CHa)-group and B1'-atom in the positions 1 and 2, 
particularly in a spacial respect. The smaIl differences in crystalline 
form, melting point etc., are then caused by the difference which of 
course exists between CHa and B1'. 

We may now inquire how matters will be in both molecules as 
l'egards the substitution of the two l'emaining H-atoms of the core 
fol' instance. It is interesting 10 notke th at as rcgal'd& the substitution 
by (N O2 ) 1he two H-atoms in each of the two isomers are quite equi
valent and - what IS still more stL'iking - that this substitution doeb 
not perceptlbly alter the moleclllal' symmetry of the two molecules, 
so that t!te crystallograpldcal 1'el(ltion of the initial p1'oclucts is l)1'e
se1'ved in the suûstit~ttion cle1'ivatives. 

If we nitrate the 1-2-4-6-tribromotoluene with nitric acid of 1,52 
sp. gr. a dinitro-prodnct is obtained, as shown bj NEVILE and 
WINTHER 1). 

'VROBLl!}WSKY 2) had previously obtained a mono-mtro-derivative 
which differs in its meJting point but little from the dinitro-product. 

But notwithstanding many efforts, I have nevel', succeeded in 
obtaining a mononitro-compound not even as a bye-product, when 
using fuming nitric acid. 

The mere formula of j -2-3-5-tl'ib1'omotoluene does not at onee raise 
a suspidon that a dinitl'o-product wiII be formed in this case. If, 
however, the analogy of (CRa) in the position 1 and Br in the 
position 2 is really so great that the difference amounts almost to 
nothing, we may surmise that the 1-2-3-5-t1'ib1'omotoluene will behave 
on nitration also nearly quite analogously to the other isomer. The 
experiment shows that in this case also not a trace of any mononitro
derivative is obtained; we obtain exclusively a dinit1'o-producf, which 
is in all respects quite analogous with the above named dinitl'o
derivative. 

Aftel' nitration by red fuming nitric acid (sp. gr. 1,516 at 160
) in 

the cold, separation by adding an excess of water, agitation with 
benzene und ether and recrystallisation from benzene, in which both 
isomers are vel'y soluble, t1le two substanees nre at onee obtained 
pure in large colorless Ol' pale sherry-colored erystals, whose bromine
amount correspollds with that of the dillitro-derivafive. 

1) NEVILE alld "WINTHER, Journ. Chem. Soc. Vol. 37. 438; Berl. Ber. 13. 974. 

2) WROBLEWSKY, Ann. d. Chemie 168. 147. 
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The 1-2-4-6-t?'ióJ'omo-3-5-clinit1'o-toluene melts at 220"; the 1-2-3-5-
tl'i01'Orno-4-6-dinitl'o-toluene at 210 0

• 

Like the two tribl'omotoluenes themselves, these substances are again 
quite isomo1'phous and owing to peeu Hal' twin-formatton, they &0 

resem bIe each other, that at first sight we cannot distinguish the 
two kinds of crystals from each other. 

a. 1· 2-4-6-t1'ib1'omo-3-5-dinitl'o-toluene. 
Ca Br . BI' . Br . (N0 2) • (N0 2 ) • (CHa); melting point 220~. 

(6) (4) (2) (5) (a) (I) 

From benzene this substance crystallise8 in large appal'ently qua
dratie, eolorless erystals whieh are nearly all twins, -- whieh may be 
reeognised at once by a very fine diagonal on two of the broadest 
planes. We a180 may obtain needIe shaped Ol' very elongated thick 
pillar shaped crystals. The planes are generally angular and give plural 
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l'efIexes. The crystals are also frequently bordered by curved planes 
and by vicinal forms in the prism-zone. These CirCUffiE,tances render 
an accurate investigation very difficult; occasionally, ho wever, I 
obtained better formed crystals, which gave very sharp reflexes and 
served for the following accurate measurements. 

They are monoclino-prisrnatic with the axial relation . 

a: b : c = 0,5217 : 1 : 0,7803 

fJ = 85°12'. 

Forms observed are: rn = 11101 and p = {120I, broad and lustrous; 
a = {1001 and n={130I, very narrow; a is generally hazy; b={0101, a 
Httle broader, but is generally absent; c={0011, large and vel'y lustrous ; 
r = {W11, weIl developed and lustrous ; t = {1041, narrower and 
is often absent; 0 = {1121, generally sm aH and dull, occasionally a 
little broader and better reflecting; s = f1321, large and lustrous, but 
generally there are only two parallel planes present. 

Uombinatiol1s of all the forms l'arely occur. Generally snch with 
111, p, C, 1'; rn, p, b, c, 1', t, s and 0; m, p, a, band c, etc. The more 
typicaL crystals are shown in figures 1-3. 

i 
I 
I 
I 

fI 
I ~ 
i 
I 
I 

Fig. 2. Fig. 3. 

In the properly formed crystals, the angnlal' values are vel'y 
constant; the reflexes are as sharp as possible. 'l'he substance has 
a decided tendency 10 twin-formation; in this, one form {1021 is a 
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twin-plane with a twin-axis nOl'mally standing on it. On the 
plane of p may be of ten observed a delicate line parallel p : IJ; 

in this vel'tical zone the most important geometrical anomalies a,re 
found. 

The following are the calculated and ob&erved angular values. 

Obse1'ved: 

"'m: m = (110) : (110) = 54° 561/ 2' 

1n : a = (110) : (100) = 27 281/ 4 

m: l' = (110) : (101) =.,13 20 

.,.,C: l' = (001): (iOl) = 59 39 

r: a = (lOl): (TOO) = 35 20 
c : a = (001) : (100) = 85 15 

'*c : m = (001) : (110) = 85 441/ 2 

c:p = (001): (120) = 86 40 
c : n = (001) : (130) = 87 30 

C: b = (001) : (010) = 89 58 
P : n = (120) : (130) = 11 12 
m : p = (110) : (120) = 18 35 

l!: r = (1.20): (101) = 55 25 

C: t = (001) : (10.,1) = 21 12 

C: 0 = (001) : (112) = 41 521/2 

C : S = (001) : (132) = 55 49 

m: s = (ilO) : (132) = 47 361/2 

A distinct cleavability was not obsel'ved. 

Uabdated: 

35 33 
85 12 

86 36 
87 25 

90 0 
11 13 
18 39 

55 29 

21 2 

41 52 

55 54 

47 351
/ 2 

On c, '1', and a the position of the optical elasticity-axis is orien
tated perpendicularly to the direction of the orthodiagonal; the 
symmetrical angle of extinction on m amounts to 23° with regard 
to the vertical axis. An axial image could not be observed. 

The sp. gr. of the crystals is 2,456 at 15°; the equivalent volume 
is, therefore: 170,6. 

The topical axes are: 
: tfJ : (.() = 3,9087 : 7,4921 : 5,8461. 

b. :t.-2-3-5-tl'ibl'omo-4-6-dinii'l'otoluene. 
OG . BI'. BI' . BI'. (N02) . (N02) . (OHa); melting, point: 2100 O. 

(5) (3) (2) (6) (4) (I) 
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This compound crystallises from 
benzene in very large, colorless, iso
metrical-deveJoped crystals, ';hich are 
always twins and of exactly the same 
form as that of the previous compound 
with which this substance is isomol'-
phous. 

The geometrical anomalies caused 
by the curvature Ol' angulation of the 
planes are more considerable with this 
del'i vative, than with the previous one; 
the development of the crystaIs is less 
perfect and they also exhibit a smaller 
number of combining forms. From 
ether and\ acetone we obtain besides 

Fig. 4. twin-crystals also single needies which 
cau be measured more accurately. 

The symmetry is rnonoclino-prismatic; the axial relation is: 

a: b: c =: 0,5392: 1 : 0,7574. 

~ =: 86°28'. 
) 

Forms obsel'ved are: ra = 11101 and 'P = 11201, broad and lustrous; 
c = 10011, very lustrons and weIl developed; l' = 11011, smaller 
but properly measurable; ~ b = {Ol 0l, narrow and of ten absent. 
Angulal' values: 

Obsel'ved: 

*p : p = (120) : (120) = 94°13' 

*)): C = (120) : (001) = 87 351/~ 

*p : l' = (120): (101) = 56 531/~ 
P : ra = (120) : (110) = 18 50 

ra: rn = (110) : (110) = 56 54 

?n: l' = (110) : (101) = 44 57 

c : l' = (001) : (101) = 57 6 

111: C = (110) : (001) = 86 59 

A distinct cleavability was not observed. 

Calculated: 

18°49' 

5636 

45 2 

5655 

86 521/~ 

This substance also has a decided tendency to twin-formation 
towal'ds 11021 as twin-plane; single crystals are rare. Owing to this 
peculiarity, the external resemblance of this isomet' with the former 
is increased in a high degree. It should be observed that these twins 
and also those of the former substance of ten also show {010I and 
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symmetrical vertieal lines on the pl'ism p, with l'egard to t11e twin-
5ection. The sp. gr. of a pel'fectly homogenous fragment of a cl'ystal 
was found to be 2,465 at 1))°; the equivalent-volume is therefore 
169,98 and the topica] axes become: 

X: t~: w = 4,0286: 7,4713 :'5,6580. 

I have tried, of course, to gain some insight into the progressive 
course of t11e binary meltingpoint-line of these two isomorphons 
derivative§, although the want of sufficient snpply of material proved 
a great obstacle. 

This investigation had, 11Owever, soon to be abandoned because Ihe 
mixtures of the two snbstances assnming a mnch darker colour are 
decomposed at their melting point with violent evolution of gas; the 
temperatm'es are situated between 210:> and 220? The more the mixture 
contains of the componnd with the higher melting point, the more 
readily the decomposition takes plare, and therefore the only mixtures 
of which I could sharply detel'mine the melting point, were those 
containing from 00

/ 0 to 441
/ 2

0
/ 0 of the derivative with the higher 

meIting point; this melted at 214", the others between 210 0 and 214°. 
I, therefore, suspect that we have here a continuo us melting curve; 
whether an absolute maximum occurs in the meltingpoint-line, such 
as happens with the two non-nitl'ated initial products, could not 
be decided. The mutual behaviour of these two isomOl'phous deri
vatives probably corl'esponds entirely with that of the two tribro
motoluenes. 

From mixed solutions of the two nitro-deriyatives in benzene we 
obtftin large curve-planed and badly formed mixed crystals which 
exhibit the same typical twin formation as the two components, but 
which generally possess only 11101, 11201 and 10011. They are unsuitable 
fol' measuring purposes. 

c. 1-3-4-5-tribromo-2-6-dinit1'o-to luene. 

Co . BI' . BI' . BI' . (N0 2 ) • (N0 2) • (cHu) ; melting point: 216 0 C. 
(5) (4) (3) (6) (2) (I) 

Wh en reerystallised from benzene, in whieh this compound, whieh 
was prepared in the same manner as the pl'eceding ones, is less 
soluble at the ordinary temperature than the two othe1' isomers, the 
substanee is obtained in thiek, quadratically-bounded, crystalline 
plates, which at first sight appeal' tetragonal l an occurrence to be 
expeeted, when taking into account the slight morphotropical force 
of the (N0 2)-group, and the previously found tetragonal symmetry 
of the corresponding tribromotoluene. 
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The investigation, howevel', soon showed that the symmetl'y is 
not tetragonal, and I first thought I had before me a monoclinic 

r 

compound, - certainly with plenty of geometrical anomalies, - but still 
reasonably ronforming to all the requirements of the monoclinic 
symmetry. This would also have agreed with everything that I 
have fOl'merly communicated as to the formrelation of tetragonal 
and mono clinic crystals. 

I hesitated a long time before I could give up this last idea, 
particularly because the meaSllrement of a very large number of 
crystals taught me, that in this case just as with the two t'ormer 
compollnds, the peculiar softness of the substance causes geometrical 

\ 

disturbances of the crystals during the crystallisation, and because 
the axÏttl elements of this compound w hen assuming the monoclinic 
symmetry exhibited an analogy bordering on isomorphy with those 
of the two investigated isomeJ·s. 

The deviations of the angles from the values l'equil'ed for the 
monoclinie symmetl'y appeared ho wever, to be so systelllatical, that 
there could be no longer a doubt as io the triclinie symmetry of 
these remarkable crystals, even though they were found to represent 
a rnonoclinic lirnit-fom~. 

Afterwards, 1 have a1so been able to find exceedingly smaIl de via
tions in the optical orientation of the directions of extinction which 
again corroborated my belief, that triclinic crystals of a pseudo
monoclinic form are present here. This makes us feel convinced that 
even if the morphotropical force of the single (N02 ) group is gene
rally fee bIe two such groups may cause a comparatively strong 
deformation of the crystal-molecule; and also that the spacial stl'uctUl'e 
of the benzene derivatives is not fully explained by the usual fOl'mu
lation of these substances. For the ol'dinary schematical mannel' of 
writing alone does not explain why a compound of the type 1 shou1d 
have anothel' symmetl'y tban one of the type II, - even though, owing 

\ 

to the OCCUl'l'ence of the pseudo-monoclinic lirnit-fo1'rn, the close 
re1ation of the two kinds of symmetry is in each case very plainly 
perceptible : 

I II 
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The crystals of the 1-3-4-5-tribromo-
2-6-dinitro-toluene are represented in 
Fig. 5 in the form in which they 
crystallise from a mixture of carbon 
disulphide and benzene. The quadra
ticallooking p1ate-like crysta1s, deposited 
from benzene onIy, exhibit nearly the 
same forms; in their ca::le, however, the 
form a is very predominating; then 
follows c, whilst the other forms are 
narrow and little developed; moreover 
the form q is always and 0 of ten 
absent. I a1so occasionally obtained 
from benzene, thiek prismatic crysta1s 
wUh a, band c aud even o. 

Tl'iclino-pinacoïdal. The axiaI rela
tion is: 

Fig. 5. 

a : b : c = 0,5322 : 1 : 0,9581 
a = 88°21'. A = 8ts°26'. 
{J = 95° 4'. B = 95° 2'. 
r = 90°58'. C = 90°50'. 

Forms observed are: a = {lOOI, and 6 = {0101 equally strongly 
developed, a generally more lustrous than 6; c = {0011 very lustrous; 
0= {1221 well developed and lustrous ; W = {1121 smaller than 0 

but very lustrous; q = {0121, small and less conspicuous; m = 11101, 
narrow, but broader than p = {1101, which form is of ten present 
with a single plane; s' = {3441 very narrow and not properly 
measurab1e 1). 

06se1'Ved: 
*a : b = (100) : (010) = 89° 10' 
*a: c = (100) : (001) = 84 58 

*6: c = (010) : (001) = 91 34 

*0 : a = (122) : (100) = 59 35 

*0 : C = (122) : (001) = 55 25 1
/ 2 

a : p = (100) : (110) = 27 32 

a : m = (100): (110) = 28 7 

Ca lculated : 

1) lf, in view of the symbol of Si we l'alher choose 0 = {2431, /IJ = {2231 
8' = {3431, whilst relaining lhe olher symbols, we gel a: b : c = 0,5322: 1: 0,7186, 
which agrees belter with the olher two isomers. 
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Observeel. Calculated. 

b o = (010) : (122) = 54 33 ('54 34 

b . 'In = (010) : (110) = 62 40 62 51 
b : p = (010) : (110) = 6:1 33 61 241

/ 2 

G : q = (001) : (012) = 26 5 25 50 
b : q = (010) : (012) = 65 39 65 49 

o : 1n = (122) : (110) = 43 21 43 39 
o : s' = (122) : (344) = 11 52 (circa) 12 8 
w: b = (112) : (010) = 108 49 1

/ 2 108 47 
w : 0 = (112) (122) = 16 51 16 39 
W : G = (112) : (001) = 48 1 1

/ 2 48 01
/ 2 

W :112 = (112) ; (110) = 47 30 47 131
/. 

a : W = (100) : (112) = 53 35 53 351
/ 2 

a : q = (100) : (012) = 85 37 85 55 
w: q = (ï12) : (012) = 40 35 40 301

/. 

q : 0 = (012) : (122) = 38 56 38 54 
'In: G = (110) : (001) = 84 47 84 453

/ 4 

P : G = (110) : (001) = 86 22 86 19 

The position of the optical elasticity-axis on a was determined by 
means of a very thin lamelle, with the aid of a BERTRAND Qnartz
Ocular, and found to be 4° with the side (100): (010); on b the 
angle amounts to more than 45° with respect to the side (110) . (010). 
An axial image could not be observed. _ 

Ey means of a TnouTJET's solution, the sp. gr. of the crystn.ls was 
found to be 2,459 at 17°; the equivalent volume is, th,erefm·e, 
170,39, and the topical axial relation becomes: 

x: tI' : w = 3,6982 : 6,9496 : 6,6584. 

Thc close relation of this tl'iclime del"ivn.tive with the two 111ono
clinic isomers is thercfore obvious That there is still fin cssential 
dIfference iu LIle nature of Ow molecular orielltatiol1, which in thebe 
three cases determineb the crystalline strllcture, is also shown by 
the fact, that the first two del'ivatives exhibit a decided tendency to 
a similar and typical twin-formation, whieh is utterly absent in t11e 
latter isomer . 

I will give latel'on some infOl'mation as to the ot11er nitro-prodllcts 
of the isomerie iribromotoluenes, as these luwe not as yet been 
obtainable in lUoasul'l1blc cl'ybtaIs. 
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Mathematica. - Prof. KLUYVER presents a paper: "Evaluation of 
two definite inte,qmls. " 

Supposing x to be real the integrals 

will have a definite meaning, if only the real part of the parameter 
m be positive. In what follows we will show how to expand these 
integrals into rapidly converging power series. 

The first of them, the integral J (x, m), is a particular solution 
of the linear equation 

d 2y dy 
m--2(m-l)--my=O, 

dm 2 dx 

the primitive of which, involving two arbItrary constants A and B, 
may be w ritten in the form 

y = AL (m, m) + Ba;2m-l M (x, m), 

whel'e 

(
m)2h 

L(x,m)= ~ "2 , 
k.h! r(-m+~+7L) 
h=O 

h=~ (iJk 
M(a:,m) = 1: h! rem + i + h) 

h=O 

and the constants A and B must now be determined so that y 
1 

represents thc function J (,v, m). To find A, we suppose rn> 2" and 

put [IJ' equal 10 zero. In that ('ase we luwe 

r(D r(m-i)_AL(O )_ 
------ ,11L _ -----

2 r~m) T(- rn + D 
A 

and hence 

A=- 3t • rm. 
2 COS.1l'rn r(m) 

For the deduction of the constant B it is convenient to consider 
first the function j' (,v, m) in another form. Let the roa.1 part of 71~ 

still be positlve, then we luwe 
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and hence 

f""-u m-l,r~ut~ ~r",,-,,_X2 m-~ 
r(m)f(m,m)= e 1.(. dJe cosaltdt=tV3t'Je 4"U 2du. 

000 

Ji'rom the latter 'integraI a simple functional reIation is derivabIe. 
m2 

Changing the variabIe u into 4v we may write 

1 (m)2m-l r"'-v-:: -11I-~ 
r(m)f(a:,m)=2"V3t' =! Je 4v v 2dv= 

o 

= (iym-l r(l - m)f(m, 1 - m) 

and so it follows that the function 

r(m)f(a:, m) = _ ~_ r(~) (:)-m L (m, m Wm 2...,,,,,, 2 2 ) + 

+ 22m-1 B rem) (i)m-lM (m, m) 

remains unaltered, if rn is repIaced by 1 - m. 
Now obviously the series Land Mare connected by the relation 

L (IV, 1 - m) = M (IV, m), 
I 

hence we must have 

22m-1 B r(m) = + :7r r (~), 
2cos:rm 2 

3t' ren (1)2m-l 
B = 2 cos 3t' m . rem) 2" ' 

and therefore 
<IJ 

f cos Ivt 3t' rm I (IV)2m-1 ! 
j (IV, m) = (1 +tg)m dt = 2008 3tm' r(m)~ - L(IV,rn)+ 2" M(a:,m) \. 

o 

Now it will be observed, that the series L (x, rn) and M(x, 'In) 
converge for all values of x and m, alld so we must concIude, that 
the fUllction f (x, rn) exists over the whole x-pIane, that its only 
singuIarities are x = 0 alld x = 00, and that therefol'e the illtegral, 
we started with, represellts the function in a very incomplete manner. 
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Nnmerical evaillation of the integral for not too large values of i1J 

offers no difficnlties, as the series L (a.',m) and M(x,m) converge 
l'apidly. Because of the equation 

<1> x2 3 

r(rn) f (tU, rn) = ~ V3t Je-"- Tu U"
I

-7i du 

o 

the l'esnlt will alwaY5 be a positive number und the integral will 
not vanish fol' uny real value of v. 

A few fUl'ther remarks may be made. Pil'stly we may state, that 
lex, m) is intimately connected with BESSEL'S funetion Jn (x). In fact, 
by means of thé uSuaI expansion of Jn (.11) we may verify the relation 

f(x,m) = _ 3t • rm)(:)7II-~1 e-~(7II-~)J +l(a;e-~)-
2eos 3tm rem 2 -1/1 2 

m( I ) ('ITi) I +9 111 -- -.,. 
- e - 2 J tue - • 111-! 

From this we infer, th at for positive integer "alnes of m the origin 
x = 0 eeases to be a singular point, and that/(.v, m) eau be expl'essed 
in fiuite terms. We sha11 find by actual su bstitution of tlle fiuite 

( ~) (~) expressions for J +.1. xe- "2 and J .1. .xe-"2 
-711 2 m- 2 

"=m-l 
• 3t e-:I, ( .u )111-1 L (m-I +'t)! (1)1z j(,u,m)=-.--- - . - . 

2 (m-l)! 2 ld(m- i-lt)! 2a; 
h=O 

Howevel' this resnlt may be obtained in a simpIer way as follows. 
It ean ue shewn, that / (x, m) obeys the relation 

l, lt l-1I1+1j'('V )!_C-1)h r (m+/t)j'(' +7) 
l a 2.1J a, m - ( ) a, m ft , ,,= I1m 

and since we have 

j eos ,ut Va :rr -q/" h,u Va, 1)= ----dt=-e , 
1+t2 2 

we get fOl' all positive val nes of 7//, 

'. _:rr (_1)1/1-1 m-Ile-'!,VO'! 
j(,u,m)-2' (m~l)! ])<1=1 ,Va \' 

a resnlt that ean he identified with that obtained before. 
Tbe singlllal'ity in the origin .v = 0 beeomes logaritluuie, wh en 

2/11 is n,11 oud intflgCl' 2X: + 1. Thc cxprcssion of /(a, m) is in this 
14 

Pl'oceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. VII. 
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case somewhat intricate, By repeated differentiations it is derived 

ti'om 1'(1:, ~). for we have 

D j ,'!!Va,- = j ,v,k+- , k ,( 1) (-lkr(k+~) ,( 1) 
«=1 2 rw 2 

To evaluate l C.c, ~), we put m = ~ + ó in the general expres

r,ion fol' f Cx, rn), and make ó tend to zero, In this way we get 

,( 1) , 3t Ih=: (;yh ('V)2/=~ (;ylt I 
j ,v, - = Ltrn ( ~' - - , , 

2 à=o2sin3l'd'L~Mr(h+1-d) 2 ~Tt!r(h+1+ó 

~ h=~ (:')2lt 
'(JJ ~)-J cos :vt dt = ,_2 __ (~ ~ ~ , .. ~- C -lOl:)' 

j , 2 - V1+t~ ~ (hl) 2 1 + 2 + 3 + h !J 2 
o lt=u 

We shall now pass on to con si der the secOlld integl'al 

~, \ 

f sm ,vl 
lP (,v, rn = dt , 

(1+t 2)m 
o 

anel It will appeal' that its chal'acter is quite similar to that of the fil'st. 
Again we transfol'm the integral by the ald of the identity 

anel obtain 
co co 

r(m) lP (,v, m) = fe- II 1~1I!-1 dl~fe-lIt: SUt ,'!!tdt, 

o 0 
\ 

A fmtller tl'ansfol'mation gives 

~ 1 a.2 1 a.210 I r IIt2 :v f --(\-t2
) m f -- --e- sin ,'!!tdt = - e 4u dt= - e 411 (I-w) 2 dw, 

. 2u 4u 
o 0 0 

and therefol'e 
I~ 1 ("JJ t.!w 

r(m) cp (dJ, rn) = ~ J(1-w)-2 dwf e-
U

- 4ü 1~1It-2 dlt. 

o 0 

Compal'ing this equation with the equality obtained bef'ol'e 
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.. CtJ :1.2 3 

r(m)f(,IJ, m) = ~ V3l' j e-
II
-:jü lt

7ll
--i dlt, 

o 
it follows, that we may write 

1 -

r(m) lP (,'IJ, m) = ~ ~1-w)-~ clIO r(m - !)f(''lJVw, m _~) 1), 
2V$J' 2 

o 

We now expand r(m - l)f(u VlO, m -}) and make the sub

stitution 

r(m-1)f (.IJ Vw,m-~)=-:-- , rO) \- L(,uVw,m- ~)+ 
2 2btn :Jlrn I 2 

(
V )9111 - 9 ( 1 ) I + -i- - -~M ,'IJ VlO, m - 2 \' 

Then integrat1l1g' with respect to w, we find the desil'ed expansion 
of lP (iC, m) in the farm 

00 

lP (,u, m) = ---, - dt = --, --, -- -N(,v,m) -\- - l1I(,u, ra) , ~ sin .'lJt :r r(~) I (.V)2111-1 I 
(l+t2)1IL 2 bZ1tXm r(m) 2 

ij 

where J.V (:1', m) l'epresents the new series 

lt=-: (~Jlt+1 
N(,c m) = '\ ' 

, kool'(lt+2)r(-m+2+lt) 
lt=o 

The same remarks as were made concerning the fil'st integral 
f (,c, In), ean here be made a~ain, The lIltegl'al has only a meaning 
1'01' real vallles of x and 1'01' positive values of In, but from the 
expansion is inferred, that tlte in teg ral incompletely repl'esents a 
fuhrtion of .e which exists over the whole ,v-plane, quite mdepen
dently of the vl.llues assigned to lhe pal'amelel' m, Again the origin 
,IJ = 0 aml ,v = 00 are the oniy sll1g1l1a,l'ities of the fnllction, The 
<;ingularities are logarlthmic, when In is an integm' and the origin 
becomes a reglllal' point, when 2 In is equal to an odd integer 

1) It IS possible to invetl thib relation. It may be bhewn th,tt we have also 
1 

r(m)f(,u, m) - 2 V$ r(rn - D = 

c JO -~ ( 1) = - 2V$ (1-11') 2 dw r(m - !)lP ,/;VIl', rn - 2 ' 
(I 

14'* 
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2k+ 1, but in no case is a finite expl'ession by means of elementary 
fnnctions obtainable. ! 

The fnnction ljJ (x, m) as weIl as f (x, 712) satisfies tbe relation 

1 
h \ -m+- I (_l)h T(m+'t) 

D a 2 p (x Va,m)\= p(m,m+7t)' =1/ rem) 

and by mcans of this rule expansions fbI' p (x, k) and p ( x, k + }) 
may be deduced fi'om the equations 

Ct> h=oo 
_ (sin xt .'u2h+1 (1 1 1 1 _ ) 

p(.v!l)=J 1+t2dt= L.(2lt+1)! "1 +"2 + '3 + ... 27t+1-C-log.1J = 
o h=O 

=} ~ IJ-X Li (e+:t) - e+.c Li (e-X ) t ' 

and 

Botany. - On "Leptostroma austriacum OUD., a ltitlterto 
unlcnown Leptostl'omacea living on tlte needles of Pinus aust1'iaca; 
and on Hy m en 0 ps is Ty p h a e (Fuck.) SACC., a ltithe1'to 
insuf.ficiently desc1,ibed litbej'cldariacea, occlt1'J'ing on the 10;'
thm'ed leafsheaths of Typlta lattfolin." By Prof. C. A. J. A. 
OUDEMANS. 

1. LEPTOSTROlVlA AUSTRIACUlVl OUD. 

(Plate I.) 

On the 13th of June :1904 I received from Dr .• J. RITZEMA Bos, 
Professor at Amsterdam, a numbel' of specimens of transplanted seedlings 
of Pinus austriaca, originating ti'om Schood, all dead and of whieh 
the accompanying letter informed me that the roots showed here 
and th ere cushionlike prominences, the snrface of which was covel'ed 
with shuttle-shaped conidia, divided into ceUs, and tIle microscopie 
properties of whieh resembIed most those of conidia of the genus 
Fusa1'iwn. 

Besides I fonnd, without lOy attention having been directed to 
it, that most needIes of the dead plantlets were spotted on both 
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sides with small black specks and streaks, tbe extern al appearance 
of which showed most resemblance with the perithecia peculial' td 
Leptostroma or LeptotltY1'iwm. 

The pla~ts sent to me, provided with a bere and there ramified 
tap-root of about 1 decimetre length and 1-3' millimetres thickness, 
proved on closer inspection 10 have much suffered, since in various 
pla,ces tbe bark was loose fl'om the wooden kern el , if it was 
not entirely lacking. These rircumstances jllótified the supposition 
that the young pine-trees had succumbed under the attack of tbe 
Fusal'ium-plantlets and that the Leptostroma- or Leptotltyriurn
individuals had chosen the sickly, lingering or dying needIes as the 
seat of their fat.'!.l activity. 

The Fusa7'iurn-cushions that had remained were little numerous, 
1-3 mmo in diameter and had a light l'osy tint. Lacking sniblble 
objects fol' investigation, I had to resLrict my answer to the com
munication that here ,ery likely Fusa1'ium 1'O.~eum had been active, 
and I 1eft the further elucidation of the devastation caused by that 
fungus to the care of Prof. RITZEMA Bos. 

A closer examination of the very numerous specks and streaks 
found on the needIes of Pimts austriaca, induced me, on account 
of their generally elongatcd, some1Ïmes more, sometimes less hysterium
like shape, their little tendency to 100sen at the circumference 
and to fall oif, the fact that nowhe1'e a parenchymatic structUl'e 
of the pel'ithecium-wall conld be distinguished and that the basidia 
had not developed, to think rather of the genus Leptost1'oma than 
of LeptotltYl'ium, and besides to mark the fungus as non-desCl'ibed 
and to give the name Leptosti'01na (lUstriacwn to it in order to 
distinguióh it from othe1' fungi. 

One of the chararteristics of Le}Jtost7'07/W austriacum is that the 
perithecia are nevel' united fo continuous series, but rather form 
greater Ol' smaller g1'oups of strcaks Ol' small shields, whieh differ 
greatly among each other in size, and are rat her dull than glossy. 
Their length val'ies fl'om l/G to 1 mmo and their breadth ti'om lis to 
1/5 mmo Tbeir pel'itheeium-wall is "halved", as the term IS, does 
not reach furthel' than the epidermis of the leaf, and eonsequently 
has the shape of a el1pola. This wall has na fonndation Ol' basis. 
1\o10reover it is blark, earbonaceous and stl'ucturelcss, sa that there 
ean be na doubt th at we have here a cutiele (Fig. 2 and 3), ti'om 
whieh füllows that the spaee, occupied by spares, l'ests on the epidermis, 
as is cleai'ly 8hown by Figs. 2 and 3. By l'easoning mOl'e even than 
by observation, anc is lead to the cOIlclusion th at the spores are 
produced by a ver.)' thin layer of threads extending over the epidermis, 
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Above this layer the spores form two layet·s Ol' storeys. A third 
layer does not exist, as the space, reqnired for it, is oecnpjeu by the 
spores which have loosened themselves and have become entangled. 

The spores have an elongated (cylindrical?) shape anel are colour
less anel undivided. Their foot is l'ounded nnd encJoses (Fig. 4 and 5) 
a cil'cuJar or oval, glossy vacuole; their top is móre pointed and 
empty. They measure 7-' 8 ~l in Jength and 11/2 ~ in bl'eadth. 

The difference between Lepto~t1'ollW aust1'iacum, and other Lepto
stl'omata, peculiar to pine-needJes, like L. Pino1'um, L. Pinast1'i and 
others, is: that in the latter the perithecia form mostly nal'l'OW parallel 
series; th at the spol'es are not broauer than 0.5 tL, and finally, that 
no vaeuoles are found. 

The Latill diagnosis of lbc ncw species is a& follows: 
"Peritheciis cuticulam inter et opiclormidem occultatis, amplligenis, 

irregulariter distributib, majol'ibns et minoribus, item longiol'ibus et 
brevioribus intermixtis, dimidiatis, nigl'is, opacIs, diu clausis, tandem 
irregulal'iter l'uptis, persistentiblls nequo docedentibus nee cil'cumcil'ca 
a substrato solutis. Sporulis sessilibus, cylindra('ois, hyalinis, ('on tin nis, 
vulgo 7.5 X 1 tl, basi l'otundatis guttulaque spbael'ica velovali, mÏ<'ante, 
!))'aeditis, apice acutinsculis, vaeûis." 

EXPLANATION OF THE FIGURES OF PLATE I. 

Fig 1. A piece of a neellle of' Pinu8 aust1'iaca with small heaps of pel'ilhecia 
(p.) on them. (öh). 

" 2. Vertical section of a not yet fuJly mature perilhecium. 
a. CulicIe. 
b. Epidermis. 
c. The two layel's of rod-shaped colourless spores. (Gooh). 

• 3. Vertical section of a ripe pel'ithecium which bas burst open. 
a. Cutiele. 
b Epidermis. 
c. Spares, pal'lly undamaged, partly in a dispIaced position. (50°/1)' 

• 4. Spares, with a \'ounded foot and a sh,lrpel' top. At the foot a vacuole. 
(1000/1)' 

• 5. The same (2000/1), 

2. HY)IENOPSIS TYPHAE (Fuck.) SACC. 
(Plate II). 

This fungus, found fol' the fil'st time at Nunspeet in July 1904 on 
the withel'ed leaves of T,wlta latifolia, was sent to me a.mong ma.ny 
others by Mr. C. A. G. BEINS. , 
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Unlike the Sl'lu7eJ'ellae anel LeptotltYJ'ia it has not the appearance 
of small specks bllt of l'aised blaek spots (Figs. 1, 2 and 3) whicl! 
ttl'e spread in the grooves between the neryes and have a length 
of 1-4 and a bl'eac\th of 1/2 mmo 

FUCK]~L described the fungus first under the name of fifY7'otlteciwn 
T..ifpltae (Symb. 364), in the following words: "Peridiis hemisphaericis, 
oblongis, 1/2 lineam long is, aterl'imis; conieliis oblongo·ovatis, utrimque 
obtusis, simplicibns, biguttulatis, 18 X 6 /1, pallide fuscis," and gave 
a not quite satisfactol'Y picture of a conidium in Fig. 21 of Plate 1. 

He was sueceedeel by SACCARDO (Syllabus IV, 745), who agreed 
with his pl'edeeessor that the fungus belongs to the Tuherculariaceae, 
hnt nevel'theless removed it to the genus Hymeno]Js~~, on account 
of tbe spore-bed (sporodochium) of frlY7'otlwciuln being surl'ounded 
by a cÎl'cle of fl'inges, which is not the ease with Hymenopsis. 

In a very successfnI dl'awing by Mr. O .. l. KONING of a vertical 
sectiol1 of Hymenopsis Typlwe, (Plate 2), the stl'ucture of the fungus 
is excellently seen, much bettel' tluw in other pictures, also of other 
species of the same genus. 

Wherc the blael\: diskE> Ol' specks rise above the surface of the 
lcaf-sheatlls (Figs. 1, 2 and 3), one eloes not finel, as FUCKEL writes, 
a "perithecium" (i.e. a more Ol' less completely oerluded fruit-body), 
but a globular assemblage of reproductive eells or conidia (Fig. 4 s.s.), 
covet'ed by the cnticle anel prodnced by a layer of peculiarly shaped 
sporophores (Fig. 4 x.), collectively eüJIed stroma Ol' fruit-bed. Under 
this stl'oma the epidermis is found (Fig. 4 0.): a layer easily reeog
nisable by the width of ijs ceJls. It deserves to be mentioned that 
the black colour of the prominent little disks (Figs. 1, 2 anel 3) must 
not be ascribed to the rolourless cuticle (c), nol' to the colourless 
epidermis (0), but only to the conidia (Fig. 5 .'11) ",hieh have been 
left uncolollred, howevel', in Fig. 5, in order not to make the picture 
too full. 

One of the most important Figl1l'es of Plate 2 is Fig. 5. At x it 
shows the favoul'ed elub-shaped threads or basidia, ",hose task ie 
the production of the conidia; these lattel', let free by their bearers, 
being seen in their neighbourhood in a fl'ee condition (y). The conidia 
have an elongated, cylindl'ical shape, are more Ol' less asymmetl'ical 
Ol' cnrved, rounded at both ends, somewhat more transparent at the 
base and of the grey eoloUl' of mice. (Sacc. Chl'omotaxia, pI. I, Fig. 3). 
They contain 2-4 consecntive vaenoles each anel have a length of 
about 10 and a breadth of about 4 (.1. 

Comparing the Figures of Plates 1 anel 11, one might get the 
impression that in the Figures 2 and 3 of Plate 1 a perithecium is 
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lacking as weIl as in those of Plate U, although this term is usual 
in deseriptions of the Leptostromaeeae. Therefdre we remark that this 
latter family of the 8phacropsideae forms a transition between the 
perithecium-bearing and the peritheciumless forms and that injudging 
these two cases weight has been attached to the black colonr of the 
upper half of the shields, which sometimes consists of the cuticle 
only, sometimes of a combination of the cuticle with the epidermis. 

In addition to this the Lcptostromaeeae do not produee well
developed ba~idia and have remarkably small spores. 

The Latin diagnosis of Hymenops~s Typ/we is as follows: 
"8porodochiis amphigeilis, hemisphaericis, inaequaliter in vaginarum 

sulcis distributis, mnjoribus et minoribus, item longioribus et orbicn
laribns intermixtis, primo cuticnlam inter et epidermidem caelatis, 
1-18 t-t in diam., aterrimis; deniljue expositis, cal vis, thalamo basidio
phoro basilari praeditis; basidii:; dense fasciculatis, elongato-elavatis, 
hyalinis, eontinnis ; eonidiis oblongis, reetis vel paullo eUl'vatis et 
utplurimnm inacCjllilateralibns, utl'imque obtusis, basi vulgo elarioribus, 
10 X 41', murinis (8ACO. Chromotaxia Tab. I, f. 3), 2-4-gnttlllatis, 
guttlllis hyalinis, mme binis sibi oppositis, tune itel'um ternis (abt 
quatel'nis) in seriem dispositis." 

Fig. 1. 

EXPLANATION OF THE FIGURES OF PLATE Il. 

Piece of a Jeafsheath of Typha lalifolia, studded in the grooves belween 

the nerves wilh sporodochia (spora = spore; doch~ion = receplaclc), 
I 

(natUl'al size); p.p. peritheeia. 

" 2. Piece of a leaft.heath with two sporodochia, of which one is opened, the 

other closed ('ofI). 

" 3. Piece of a leafsheath with lwo sporodochia, of which one has a gl'oove 

_ on the dorsal side ('I0h). 

" 4. V cl'lical ~eclion of a l'ipe sporodochium. - c.c. culicle; o.o. epidermis j 

8.8. conidia; ?:b. vb. vascular bundIes ; x. club-shaped basidia. 

" 5. A bundlc of club-shaped basidia (x. x.) with some conidia (y. y.), in which 

lwo or tlJJ'ee vacuoles. Thc end of the conidia resting on the basidia 

01' turned towards them is always somewhat more tl'3.nSpal'ent than 

the other. 
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Botany. - "011 Sclel'otiopRiR pityophila (CORDA) OUD., ct 

Sphael'opsidert occu1'1'ing on tlw needles of Pin u s si 1 veR tri s." 
By Prof. C. A. J. A. OUDRMANS. 

In the "Nederlandsch Kruidkundig Archief", 3d series, vol. Il, pag. 
247, I mentioned a fungus found in 1901 by Mr. O. A. G. BI<:INS 
at Nunspeet on the needies of Pinus silvestris, whieh fungus, dis
covered in 1840 on the same host nea1' Prague by tne botanist 
A. J. C. CORDA, was described in vol. IV of his "lcones Fungorurn" 
on page 40, under the name of Sphaeronema pythiopMlwn 1) 

The same fungus received a place in SACCARDO'S "SyUoge Fun
gorum", vol. III (A 0 1884), p. 101, this time under the name of 
Plwma pityophila, whereas on account of a new investigation of 
fresh specimens I thought it necessal'y myself, in the a1'ticle quoted 
above, to change the name Plwma again' and to replace it by that 
of Scle1'otiopsis. . 

Besides SACCARDO, also ALLEscHER, in the 6tll vol. of WINTER'S 
Kryptogamen-Flora (1901), page 199, llses the name Plwma pityophila 
for this fungus, wbich name is changed into Scle1'otiopsis, by way 
of improvement, in vol. VII, p. 847 of the same work. 

Having been enabled through the kindness of Mr. BEINS in January 
1904, to cxamine again some fl'esh specimens of Sclel'otiopsi.ç 
pityopldla, I availed myself of this opportllnity of testing once more 
my former cxpel'ience by facts and had the advantage of having at 
my disposal tbe drawings by Mr. C. J. KONING, chemist at Bussum, 
whieh accompany th is artiele. I have to thank Mr. KONING for the 
kindness which he has 1'epeatedly shown in assisting me on former 
occasions as weIl <is on this. Some pat'ticnlal's supplementing former 
commllnications may be mentioned here. 

The 1'eason that indu<,ed SACCARDO in 1884 to change the name 
Spltael'onemrt into PII01nrt was that some very charactel'istic properties 
of the former genns had been passed over silently by CORDA, viz. 
that in his paper no mention is made either of a heak- Ol' bl'ush
shaped pl'olongation of the perithecinmwall Ol' of spores whieh, 
conglomel'ated to a baIl, should have been found at the surfaee of 
the pel'ithecia. 

'fhe genel'ic llame chosen hy CORDA could not be ret.<.tined and so 
no othel' name seemed more appropriate to the ltalian my<,ologist 
to l'eplace it than that of PIW1nIl, whiclt judgment has not been 
doubted by any subscquent writer. 

1) Tht' Greek for pi ne being 7rITIIt;, in what follows CORDA'S wrong orthography 
has been corrected. 
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/ l\Ieanwhi1e it wus evident as weIl from the verj' hrief description 
of Pltoma pityopltila in SACCAlWO'S Sylloge as from his silence on 
thc microscopie propel'ties of the fungus, that this anthol'_ had not 
been able to examine fl'eshly collected specnuens, so that mycologists 
worldng aftel' him unc1er more favourah1e couditions might possibly 
find something to impl'ove. 

Having had tbis opportunity myself it ma)' not be superfluous to 
return on ce more to my Sclel'otiolJsis pit.qolJMla alld to consider more 
fully the diffel'ence bet ween Scle1'otiopsis and Plwma. 

First of all it must be mentioned that the pel'ithecia of Plwma, 
when produced by leaves, althongh they lie concealed below the 
epidermis, yet are by no means buried deep in tlle ti&sue as is the 
case with Sclel'otiopsis (Fig. 3-5) and probably on account of this 
are much more il'regularly shaped, sometimes coalesce and come 
forth with a sb'onger and less rOl1nded appearance. 

Secondly an)' one who has examined many specimens of PllOma 
must have noticed that wUh SclerotiopsÎ8 strongel' and densel' peri
thecia are found whieh are carbonaceOlls at the sUl'face, whereas 
those of Plwma belong to the forms that offer little l'esistance, and 
are tender and Jight-coloured; finally that the perithecia of &le1'oti
opsi.~ have no orifice but decay Ol' burst, whereas with Plwma the 
ru Ie is that a small roul1d ostiolum is found through which the 
spores are dischal'ged. 

In addition to ihis we remar1c that tbe spores of Scle1'otiopsz:'J do 
not lie loosely together like those of Plwma, but remain long con
nerted by means of a sticky substance (fig. 3 and 4), the consequence 
of which is that a few drops of water are sufficient to cause Plw17lrt
spores to divel'ge in all directions whereas with 8clel'otiopsis a slight 
pressure Ol' fl'Îction is required to make them fit "for a c10ser exa
mination. 

'rhis latter peculial'ity was exactly the l'eason why OORDA imagined 
to have found a 8pllae-ronema, overlooking~that the beak- Ol' brush
shaped prolongation of the peritheciummouth was absent and that 
consequently no cluster of spores could be formed at the top of 
such a prolongation. 

'1'he question whether the spores of Sclm'otiopsis are produccd on 
the top of spol'ophores is difficult to answel', although analogy pleads 
fol' li, since there is 110 distillct di vision between the wall of the 
perithecium and the gieba (tho cluster of spores) but a gradual 
transition of oue into the othel'. Yet not far from tbe surface of lhe 
perithecia ((Fig. 6) a segmentation seems to take placc and the 
formed spores seem to be slowly pushed to the centl'e. 
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C. A. J. A. OUDEMANS: nOn Sclerotiopsls pllyophlla (Corda) Oud". 
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Sc 1 e l' 0 t i 0 pb i Rpi t Y 0 P h i 1 ft (Col'da) OUD., fi baprophyte, appears 
as blacl.:, fleshy grains (Fig. 1), 1/~_2 mmo broad, which are expelled 
fL'om the tissne of the needIes. T hey C'onsist of polygonal parenchym
ceUs which at the circnmference are larger, harder and darkel' but 
in the in teri Ol' become smaller, softer and colonrless and seem to 
border on a small cavity, which ib soon filled with spores. These 
latter are oval or egg-shaped, straight or slightly curved (Fig. 7), 
unicellulal' and uudivided and have rounded tops. They vary from 
7 - 8 X 3 - 4 (.t, have no polar drops and no appendices. Germi
nating spores were not fOllnd. 

'fhe first Sclerotiopsis was found by SPEGAZ7,INI in the Al'gentinc 
l'epublic on rotting leaves of Eucalyptus Globulus and was called 
S. austl'alasiaca. A second and third species (Scl. Chei?'i OUD. and 
Sc I. Potentillae OUD.) were found hy myself and Mr. BEINS, the 
former on the sterns of C!teimntltUs Chei1'i in the Botanie Garden at 
Amsterdam, the latter on the leaves of Potel1tilla ]J1'octtmbens at Nun
speet. Finally CORDA th'st mentions Scl. ]Jityopltila (Col'da) OUD. whieh 
was C'ollected in 1840 on pine-needles at Pragne and 60 years later 
at Nunspeet-

EXPLANATION OF THE FIGURES. 

Fig. 1. A few needIes of Pmus silvestris studcled with peritheria of Scleroti01JsÎS 
pUyopllila (CouJa) OUD. - NatUl'al sizc. 

• 2. A needIe of Sel. pttyophûa loaded wIIJt some periLhecia. Cl'oss·Sectioll. 
Magnification 100. 

• 3, 4 and 5. Verlical sections of S<,l. 1)ityophtla, magnified 400 times. The 
cU! bonaceous wall of the pel'iLhecium is clearly vislble here everywhere. 

In 3 and ó the perithecia have broken through the epidermis, in 4 not 

yet; in the fOl'mer two also the conglomerated spores are discerned. 

" 6. A piece of a peripheral pall of the wall of the perithecium with some 
stalk ed SpOi es. Magn. 1000. 

t 7. Single spore~, 1000 times enlarged. 
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Geology. - "On Iln tJljltwalent of tlw CI'omer POl'est-Bed, t/1 tlte 
J.Vetlte1'land.,." Ry Prof. EUG. DUBOIS".. (Commnl1leated by Prof. 
K. MARTIN). 

On the eastel'll fJ'ontier of the Netherlands, along the middle third 
part of the provillee of Limburg, there is the steep west border of 
a plateau, made np of gravels and sandE>, which, for the greater part, 
is enclosed between the valleys of the Mense, the Niers and the Roer 
and riE>es 10 an avel'age helght of about thil'ty meters auove the adjoining 
low land. That border is fallillg within the Duteh frontiel' oppositc 
Venlo, Tegelen and Belfeld, further, east of Swalmen and of Herken
bosch. The plateau is a piece of a formerly coherent, mueh larger 
plateau, extending to Nimegnen and Cleve'3, of whleb, aecording to 
Dr. LORlÉ, the Veluwe is also a part. This author IS inclinf'd to suppo<;e, 
th at the large mass was still enth'e at the time of the prllleipal 
extension of the Scandinavian Ice-sheet and that only aftel' the retreat 
of that ice-sheet, by melting, the great eroding proeess began, which 
divided it into a number of pieceE> and also assailed each of these; 
so that under eonsideration was partly divided by the Swalm and 
the Nette with their affJuents. Dl'. LORIÉ showed that the northerll 
and eastern parts of the plateau do not merelJ' eon sist of "Rhll1e
diluvium", as STARING supposed for the whole tIIl Nimeguen, but 
that these northe1'll and eastern parts expose traces of having 
been rcached by the Scandinavian lee-sheet of the great Glacial 
Epoch, in consequenee of whieh they C'onsist, at least at the sUl'faee, 
of "Mixed Diluvium". This is not the case with the weE>tern pleee 
of the plateau of gravél, wInch we eonsider now more pal'ticulal'ly. 
In this only stones are found, whieh h::we been tranf:ported by the 
Rhine and its large tl'ibutary, the Meuse; further, the hOl'izontal 
stl'atifieation has not been distlll'bed by an ke-sheet havmg moved 
O\'er the plateau, 

Nevertheless here too the ehal'aeteristics of thc co-opcration of ioe 
in the transport of the sand and the gravel, out whieh the maSb 
has been made up, are not wanting, but these occur to great depth 
in it, till 30 metl'es and more below the sUl'face, and, as all'eady 
stated above, the horizontal st1'ucture has not been dishu'bed hy 
an ice-sheet having moved over the surt'ace. This stratifica.tion, wlth 
fluviatile cllrrent-bedding, can be observed in a I111ll1ber of places 
w here gra\'el is dug. At the same time thel'e are l'epeateclly i'ound, 
among sand and finer gravel, big angular stones. 

So I observed in a gravel-pit in the Jammel'daalsche Heide, opposite 
Tegelen, the following boulders, which were found on an area of 
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about one hertare, and 2 Ol' 3 M. above the basis of tbe sand and 
gravel deposit: A large boulder of Tlwnschiefer, of 1.35 X 0.75 X 0.35 
M., and three bmallel' ones, of about 0.5 M. greatest dimension, a 
boulder of veined gray quartzite, of 0.80 X 0.7:> X 0.50 M., 
another gray quartzite of 0.67 X 0.36 X 0.20 M., a flint nodule of 
0.60 X 0.35 X 0.15 M. Other large stones were kn,ocked into pieees. 
East of Belfeld boulders are not sa frequent in the gravel. Amongst 
others 1 observed there a basalt of about 0.40 M. Jargest dimension. 
From these observations we are led to suppose a transport on a 
large scale by floating iee, and we ean imagine that iee baving 
had its origin, in the upper-courbe of the Rhine and the Meuse, from 
bottom-iee. The basal part of the deposit, 2 M. thiek east of Tegelen, 
5 M. thick east of Belfeld, is, however, entirely devoid of pebbles, 
it consists of rather fine sand. 

All tbis induces us to eonsider this "Rbine-diluvium" as a glacio
fluvial formation of the th'st Pleistocene Glaeial epoeh, chronologi
eally the equivalent of the tluvioglacial Deckenschottm' of the Dilu
vium of the Middle-Rhine. 

This interpretation is now affil'med by the charaeter of the bed 
underlying the gravels and sands in the plateau in eonsideration. Save 
gravel and sand there is dug elay, which furnishes the material for 
the many tlleries and stone-factories, in a great number of plaees, 
of the Netherland provillce of Limburg and of the adjoining region 
of the Rhine-Pl'ovinee of Prussia, ehiefly on the borders and along 
the transverse valleys, of the ~walm, etc. 'fhat clay is lying eonfol'
mably and with not eroded, rather weIl horizontal separating plane 
under the "Rhine-diluvium", the eqUlvalent of the De('~ensclwtte7'. 
Hel' own planes of stratification are also generally horizontal. In the 
clay-pit of the well-known stone-faetory of the firm CANoy-HERFK1!iNS, 
on the western border of the Jammerdaalsche Heide, hel' upper surface 
is at 27 M. + A.P. East of Belfeld, near Maalbeek, 4.5 K.M. S.S.W., 
1, found that Slll'f'ace at 35 M. + A.P. East of Reuver and 8.5 K.M. 
S.S.W. of the pit opposite Tegelen, it is at 43 M. + A.P. East 
of Swalmen, near the Dutch Cnstom-house on the frontier, 14 K.M. 
south-west of' the pit in the Jammerdaalsehe Heide, it ib at 50.5 + A.P. 1) 
The same clay is also dug roundabont Bruggen, ou tbe Swalm, in 
the Rhine-Pl'ovinee, 5 to 8 KM. east of the pit near the Custom
house. It iE> probably also the same clay, which is met with, at tbe 
surface, eabt of thc Zwal'twater, (north of Venlo), and west of the 
plateau, in the l'ommunes of' Tegelen, Belfeld Reu vel'. 

Evidently thb clay ('onbtitntcs ft ('ontiullOUS bed nnclcl'lying tbe 

1) In the Dulch lc~l of llus communicalion lhe allitudes wel e on1r estimaled, in 
this enghsh verSlOn they are given from exact determinations by levelling. 
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"Rhine-diluvium", which has a reglllar gentle npwal'd f'llope to the 
sOllth and probably also to the east, and of whieh rests appeal' in 
the low country bounding the plateau to th;west, where tlle "Rhine
diluvium" has been removed. 

There is not mnch known about t11e total thickness of the bed, by 
reason of the uIlder layer of it having not yet been attained in any 
pit. In the Jammerdaalsehe Heide the cIay is dug out 6 1\11. deep, 
aIld it has further been ascertained by means of bore holes, tl1<1,t even 
2 lVI. deeper, sa at abollt 19 ilL + A.P., the elay makes pIt tee for 
sand. It is however probable that another layer of cIay is underlying 
that sand. In bare holes put down on several places in and about 
Venlo, some of which approached the last mentioned pit to 21

/ 2 K.M., 
they met with similar clay, in a layer of 8 1\11. thiclmess, resting, at 
41\11.-A.P., on coarse wbite sand and gravel witb mueh mica" and 
covered at 41\11. + A.P. by 3 M. sand and about 12 lf. of grave1 1

). 

Along the right bank of tbe Meuse, south of Venlo, the edge of this 
very ferrugineous and somewhat eonsolidated gravel appears, covered 
by loam, at about 141\11. + A.P. Even at very low watermark, of a 
few decimeter above 8 1\'1. + A.P., generally the llnderlying of the 
gravel cannot be seen in this outcrop. On a few spots however, 
ahol1t 1 K.lVI. south of the Meuse-bridge and 2 KJ\!. north-west of 
the mentlOned clay-pit, 1 observed similar clay as that of Tegelen 
in the original situation, over 7 M. in hol'Ïzontal eonnection, nnder 
the gravel. It l'eaehes there upward to 11 1\'1. + A.P. Evidently th is 
cIay in the bank of the I\Icuse belongs to the same bed as that w hieh 
was met with in the bore holes at Venlo, tbe bed having been unevenly 
eroded a long time before the development of the present river channel. 
In such a way a difference of 7 l\I. could arise in the npper SUl'

face of the clay. In (bat clay on the right bank of the 1\'Iense I 
fOllnd a tibia of Rltinocero8, which is onI,}' assimilable with that bone 
of R. etJ'ztSCltS and R. .. lIIel'c!.:i. The bone was still a httle fastened in 
the clay, t'or the greater part enveloped with the consolidaied gravel. 
This clay is therehy characterised as interglacial or preglacial (pre
pleistocene). If belonging to the same bed as the Clay of Tegelen, the 
""hole thielmess of the latter, including sandlayel's, may be estimated 
at about 30 lVI. In this computation it has been supposed that its 
llndel' sUl'face, frol1l Venlo to Tegelen, is horizontal, which seems 

1) According to a communication of Mr. DE WAAL MALEFlJ1' the top of the clay 
was 5 M. lowel' in a bore hole put <1o\\n on the right Meuse-ballk at Venlo. Pro
bably the cIay which has been met with in bore holes, 24 K.M. south of Venlo, 
on lhe east side of the Meuse in lhe llelghbol1l'hood of Roermond, al abollt 
3 M. + A.P., uOllel' as much St'avel, b geologically itlentlCal wiLh lhat undcl' Venlo. 
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allowable over such a smaH distance, in comparison with the great 
extension of the bed, and with l'egal'd to the horizontal stl'ucture of 
the clay. Then we have to regard it as prepleistocene, an inter
pretation enti1'ely confi1'med by the following palaeontological facts. 
MllCh more impl'Obable I hold it that the cIay nnde1' Venlo and 
on the Meuse near that own, was deposited aftel' the fi1'8t Pleisto
cene GIacial epoch, that of the "Rhine-diluvium". In that case we 
shouid be obliged to suppose two pe1'iods of erosion. In the tir&t 
one the "Rhine-dilllvium", with the underlying Clay of Tegelen in 
the valley of the Meuse, should have been eroded, afte1'wards (during 
an interglacial pel'iod) clay should again have been deposited in it, 
which was attacked in a second pe1'iod of erosion, on which than 
in the Second 01' Great Pleistocene Glacial p-poeh a deposit of gravel 
accumulated. 

For the chronology of the different beds of the Dutch Pleistocene 
formations now it is of great impol'tance to ascertain, by means of 
enclosed fossils, the age of the Clay of Tegelen, which was deposited 
in the time preceding the accumulation of the "Rhine-diluvium". 

I am much obliged to Mr. L. STIJNS, at the time medical student, 
TIOW physician' at Roermond, for having shown me, already in 1897, 
fossi! remains of Mammals (especially Tl'ogontlterium and Deel') and 
of Molluscs, together with such of plants, which he hao fonnd in 
the clay-pit of Messl's. CANOY, HERFKENS and SMUWERS, a, number of 
which he bas yielded to me fol' a closer examination. I have fUl'ther 
to acknowledge the benevolence of the last named gentlemen for 
the opportunity of collerting some fine and charactel'istic fossilremains 
of MammaIs, especially of Cel'vu~, Rltinoceros, Equus, Hippopota1lnt8 and 
'l"l'ogonthel'ium (now in Teylel' Museum at Haal'lem), by the aid of 
which the fixing

l 
of the geological horizon has been arl'ived at. The 

shells and plant remains (especially seeds and wood) alld many bones are 
found at about 5 M. below the uppel' sm'face of the clay bed, where tbis 
is mtller Eland)', a,nother, more abundant, ossiferous niveau is at neal'ly 
3 M. below that upper sUl'face, in stiff clay 1). Opposite Belfeld bones 

1) To un uverage of 2.70 M. below the upper sUl'face, from below which a vel'y stifT 
clay begins, the clay in lhis pit has a yellow colour, cuused by the action of the 
atmospherilia on the ferl'Ugineous compounds in the cluy, which action is lower down 
shut oft' by that stifT cluy. The luttel' itself is of a hluish colour and atthe bottom 
of the pit it is nearly bluck. Excepted near the upper surface, the yellow clay is 
on the wItole sandy, only ut a few pI aces in the pit it is rather stifT. In those 
places the blue colour continues up to a higher level and the limiting line is ijot 
at uIl right and hOl'izontal, on the contl'ury the yellow cluy, lhele, is sinking 
down, in that blue cluy, whicl! C'ontinues to u relutively higher level. Agatiform 
wrinkling brown parallel lines, in lhose yel10w insinkings, imilate then conlortions, 
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are mostly found at a deptb of 4 M. in the clay; at 1.25 M. below its 
uppel' surface it there encloses a layer of sand, 0.30 M. thick. The outside 
of the bones is always absolutely uningured, they do not look rolled 
WOl'n at all. The following enumeration of fossil forms wilÎ suffice 
for the determination of tbe geological horizon. I hope to be able 
to work out and to complete the list on a later occasion. 

As regarding the Molluscs, it is in the first place noteworthy, 
that these for the most part belong to forms proper to fl'esh water, 
and especial1y fo stagnant or very slowly rnnning water; a few land
snails belong to species which may have lived up on the vegefation on 
the shore. Till now I have recognised: 

Fig. 1. - Oervus tegttliensis, sp. n. Left antler, lalpral aspect. (1/s). 
The figured specimen belongs to the collection of Mr. STpNS. Several olller 

specimen do 'not possess the strong, curvature of lhe beam at thc 
origin of the tres·tine, in such a manner that the beam is 

on the whole straighter. 

Pahtdina, 2 sp., Plan01'bili sp., Helix ltilipida L., Heli,)] al'wt:,luram L., 
Helix sp., Lhnnael.lli sp., Pisidiwn, 2 sp., Unio sp. 

Of the Mammals the following species are weIl determinable: 
T1'ogontlterium Cuviel'i Owen, Cervus 8edgwickii Fale. (= CeJ'ouli 

dicranius Nesti), Ce1'Vus teguliensis, sp. n., Cel'Vus (AxÜ$) 1'ltenanwJ, sp. n., 
Cel'vus tAxis) sp., Hippopotamus arn]Jltibius L., Egnw, Stenonis Cocchi, 
Ehinocel'os et1'UsCttS Fale . 

. such as they have been produced elsewhere by the motion of the Pleistocene 
ïee·sheet, but here we have indeed only before us a res111t of the process of lhe 
blue cl::ty to yellow. Elsewhere, as opposile Belfeld, wr.el'e slill the ol'iginal thick 
gravel bed covers Ihc cJay, and consequently the underground watel' is at a higher 
level, has preserved lhc greyish hlue coloUl' up lo ils UppCl' surrucc. 
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There are found toa l'emains of: Cistudo lutaria Marsili, of a 
Frog and of Fishes. 

Of great importance are the remains of 
plants, from which especially seeds were 
carefully coUected by Mr. STIJNS. They 
enable us to farm a conclusion concerning 
the climate and thereby concerning the 
time in which the plants lived. And that 
is sa much the more desirabie as remains 
of Elephants have not yet been encoun
tered, among the mammalian remains. The 
species already determined are: 

Viburnum sp., Prunus sp., Trapa natans 
L., Cornus mas L., Vitis viniJera L., Sta
phylea pinnata L., Juglans tephrodes Ung., 
Nupha1' luteum L., Stratiotes Webstel'i Pot., 
Abies pectinata DO., Cham sp. 

That is an assemblage of animals and 
plants which ean only be preglacial in 
the bense of prepleistocene. The group of 
Mammals is distinguished fi'om that of the 
Sands of Moosbach, which are now gene

Fig. 2. - GerVU8 (Axis)rhena- rally regarded as a deposit of the inter-
nU8, sp. n. Righ~ antler, 

lateral aspect. (l/S)' glacial period befare the great Or second 
Plei&toCE'ne Glacial epoch, by the possession of Equus Stenonis 1), 
of two species of Deer of the Axis type and an other species 
belonging to a type not represented by any living Deel'. They give 
to the whole a 'rel'tiary charactel' and make, fol' themsel Yes, the 
eqllivalence of the Clay of Tegelen with the Cl'oÏner Fm'est-Bed 
probable. Fl'om the last mentioned deposit we know one species Deel' 
of the A.vis-geonp (C. etlteJ'ial'ltIn, probably nearly related to the new 
sperics fl'om Tegelen), a second spel!ies has been described from the 
somewhat older Norwich Cl'ag; fi'om the Pliocene of central France 
there are described as many as six species. Cel'vus teguliensis closely 
resembles C. tetraceros, Boyd Dawkins, from the youngest beds ofthat 
Pliocene, characterised by Elepltas me1'idivnalis, and from the Cromer 
Forest-Bed, but the antler of the large Deel' of Tegelen nevel' obtained 
more than th1'ee tines. The other Mammals of the Olay of Tegelen 
are all known fi'om the Cromer Bed. The presence of Eqztus Stenonis 
anel Rhinoceros etJ'ltSCUS together with 11ro,qonthel'iwn Cuvieri and 
Hippopotamus ampldbius maj07' lcavcs no doubt on that equivalence. 

I) Of thi~ spec'ies it is the variety distingui~hed by Mr. M. BOULC as the one with 
great dimensions, which he believes to be the immediate ancestor of E. caballu8. 

15 
Proceedings Royal Acad, Amsterdam. Vol. VII. 
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What is lmown from the speC'ies of p1ants in the Olay of Tegelen, 
points even to a somewhat warmer climate ,than that indicated by 
the flora of the Oromel' Bed, and so, se€>wingly, to a somewhat older 
age. The P1'ltnus-species is certai111y different from P. spinosa L., 
which belongs to the Oromer fossil flora, and which is now also 
indigellous in llorthern Europe. The seed is only as si mil ab Ie with 
that of species, which now appeal' to be spol1taneous in Turlrey, 
sOllth of the Caucasus, in Ärmenia alld llorthern Persia. Amongst the 
plants of the Oromer Bed Vitis vinifera is also wan1Ïng, which grows 
now spontaneous1y in tempel'ate West-Asia, especially in Armenia 
and south of the Oaucasus and the Oaspian Sea, a1so in southern 
EUl'ope, Algeria and Marocco. Remains are also found in Pleistocene 
travertines of Tusc,,"I.ny and southern France, whel'e the species, with 
Ficus ca7'ica L., is considered to be a l'emnant of the Tertial'Y flora, 
fUl'thel' in ltalian lake-dwellings. Amongst the mImerous species of 
p1ants of the Oromer Bed is wanting too Staphylea pinnata. In wild 
state this species does not grow now more northe1'1y than southern 
Germany, it is especially indignous in the Pontine conntries and 
a1so in Asia Minor. No species of Juglans has been found in the 
Oromer Bed, Juglans teplw'odes, the nut of which, like that of some 
nearly l'elated forms, is hardly discernable from the present American 
JU,qlans cinerea L., is a Tertiary species of Halia and the middle of 
Germany. The seed of the Stl'atiotes is very different from that of 
S. aloiäes, on the contrary strikingly similar to that of S. Websteri 
fi'om the Upper Miocene ofthe Wetterau. In the Cromer Bed as yet no 
Viblll'nmn was found. The seed of the species from the Olay of 
Tegelen closely resembIes that of V. Opulus L., it is only larger 
and a Iittle less flat. The circumstance, that the genus ViÓU1'nllm 
played an impol'tant 1'ole among the Tertiary flora seems to me not 
to be without bearing, in cOllnexion with the above mentioned facts. 
A similar consideration applies to the genus Conuts, of which 
another species, C. sangninea L. is found in fossil state on the coast 
of Norfolk C. mas appears to grow, besides in Asia, only in southel'n 
and c~ntral Enl'ope. C. sanguinea, on the othcr hand is also indige
nous in northern Europe. 

It wants no demonstration that the flora. ti'om the Tl'avertines of 
Taubach, to which, on conclusive grounds, the same age as that of 
the Sands of Moosbach is now attributed, is a mnch younger one 
than tlmt of the Olay of Tegelen. The fOl'met' contitins al'ctic and 
alpine forms, which are wanting here, on Uw oLher hand the 1"08s11 
flora of Taubach lacks the mentioned Tertia.ry forms ::tud those 
pointÏllg 10 a warmer climale. From Ihe facl thnL t he !lOl·a of Tegelen 
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apparently lived in a somewhat warmer climate tItan that of Ol'omel' 
we are, however, not obliged to conclude that the former is older 
than the latter. For we have to consider, that the situation of Tegelen 
is about 2° of latitude more south than Cromer, but es pecially , as 
PRESTWICH and CLEMENT REID have shown, that local circumstances 
must have made the climate of Cromer relatively a less genial one. 
Of the Mammais, by which the older Pliocene deposits of Norfolk 
are distinguished from the Dromer Bed none are found in the Clay 
of Tegelen. 

Taking all these facts into sel'ious consideration, there seems to me_ 
hardly to remain any room for doubting the equivalence of the latter 
with the Cromer Forest-Bed. Like this celebrated fluviatile and 
estuarine deposit and Uke the undermost gra\ el beds of Saint-Prest 
near Chartres, the aUuvia characterised by Elephas me1,idionalis in 
central-France and the lignite beds of Leffe near Gaudino, not far 
from Bergamo, they must be placed at the top of the Pliocene. 

On good reasons it is generally accepted, that at the end of the 
Pliocene period the continual subsidence during that period, the 
unmistakable proofs of which have been found as weU in the Netherlands 
and BeJgium as in England, has been interrupted by an uprising 
of the region, properly a flattening of that great concave zone or 
geosynclinal, in which the marine Pliocene sediments were deposited. 
In consequence the southern half of the North Sea was converted 
into land and England united with the continent. The great rivel' 
of that sedimentation basin, the Rhine, as has been shown by 
CLEl\IENT REIn and by HARMER, then poured its waters over the east 
of England into the North Sea, and in Norfolk the Cromer FOl'est-Bed 
is a deposit of that riv el'. Also HARMER rightly remarked, all'eady in 
1896, that this river, before it reached England must have passed 
somewhere over the Netherlands; &0 we shonld pel'haps one day find 
the equivalent of the ossifprous beds of Cromer in our Country. In 
the Clay of Tegelen we now have really met with snch a bed, 
which èvidenily accumulated in a shallow fresh-waler lake, flow 
through by the Rhine. 

On good reasons it is a1so accepted that with the beginning of 
the Pleistocene pel'iod the geosynclinal became steepel', in consc
quence of which, over the greater part of the present Netherlands, 
sand, gravel and clay cOllld accumulate, attaining a thiclmess, in 
Holland, up to more than 150 lV1. Bnt, at the saIlle time, on the 
border of the steepcr basin, in consetjuence of its larger angle of slope 
anel the increased trnnsporting capacity of the running wnters there, 
firr,t deposition of com'ser material, the "Hhine-dilu\'inm", took plaee 

15" 
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and, as the slope mcreased still more, an Important el'osion. By 
this erOE,ion the NIeuse could excavate a broad (valley through the 
Rhine-diluvium and deep in the Upper Pliocene clay, in which, the 
slope having somewhat decreased, probably already in thé second 
or great Pleistocene Glacial Epoch, there accumulated a mighty 
deposit of gravel. 

Physics. - Cont1'ibutions to the knowleclge of VAN DER WAALS' tp
surface. IX. The conclitions of coexistence of binary rn'Ï:ctttres 
of normal substances accorclin.CJ to tlw law of corl'esponcling 
states. By Dr. H. KAMERLINGH ONNES and Dr. O. ZAKRZEWSKI. 
Supplement N°. 8 to the communications from the Physical 
Laboratory at Leiden. 

(Communicated in, the meeting of February 27, 1904). 

1. The graphical treatrnent of the conditions of coexistence. In thiS 
paper where the theory of mixtures of VAN DER WAALS is illustrated, 
as in the former contributions we have placed in the foreground 
the law of corresponding states. 

The data required calculating VAN DER WAALS' tp-E,urfaces for aU 
temperatures may be defined in the following way fi'om the point 
of view of this law: 

1 o. An equation of state agreeing with reality, must be given for 
one normal substance over the whole range of tempm'atures and 
pressures to be obtained, (comp. § 2). 

2°. For the different mixtures of the two substances considered, as 
wen as for these substances themselves, the deviaÎions f1'om the law 
of corl'esponding states must be known (comp. § 3). 

30 • We must know the critical temperature Tx1c and pressure 
n 

pxlc of each mixture taken as homogeneous 1) with the molecular 
proportion x of one of the components, derived from the law of C01'
responding states, as functions of those of the simple substanres and 
of x (comp. § 4). 

With these data at our disposal VAN DER W HLS' theo1'Y will teach 
us all possible cases of coexisting phases of th08e substances if we 
roU tangent planes over the tp-surfaces of each pair of sub stances fol' 
different temperatures. 

In the treatment of the pl'oblems concermng conditions of coexist~nce 

1) Whenever we speak of critical temperature, a maximum vapour tension etc. 
of a mixture without more, we always mean "taken as homogeneous". 
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which have been solved in general by VAN DER WAALS, the following 
simplifications have been made: 

1°. The first form with two constants a and b, in which VAN DER 

WAALS has written the equation of state, is used instead of the real 
equation of state; 

2 0. The supposi tion has been made that also the equation of state 
of each mixture with the proportion (JJ has the same form with 
two constants ax and bx, whereby the law of corresponding states is 
rigorously satisfied; 

3°. it has been supposed that the critical quantities determined by 
ax and bx are related to those of the simple substances determined 
by all and}ll' a22 and b22 by means of the relations 

ax = all 11J2 + 2 au m (1 - m) + a22 (1 - ,'1:)2 

bx = bll m
2 + 2 bu {IJ (1 - m) + b22 (1 - m)2, 

so that the entire behaviour of the mixtures of two known substances 
is determined by two additional constants au and bu ; 

and 4°. it has of ten been assumed that the vapour phase satisfies 
the laws of ideal gases. 

In this way VAN DER WAALS has obtained important approximation 
formulae. Though they do not always represent numerically accurately 
the behaviour of the mixtures, most of the particularities of the con
ditions of coexistence are sufficiently explained by these in general 
valid fOl'mulae 1). 

If in the treatment of these problems we want t{) use equations 
of state which over the whole range of temperatm'es and pressures 
agree accurately with the observations, if therefore we do not require 
the simplifications ad 1 0

, 20 and 3°, ap.d if finally we want to 
consider other than rarefied vapour phases, so that the neglection of 
the deviations from the la w of BOYLE-G A Y LUSSAC-A VOGADRO mentioned 
ad 4° is not allowed, an analytical treatment of the conditions of 
coexistence in general becomes impossible. 

Such problems we come across, for instance, when we derive 
the condltions of coexistence for mixtures of oxygen and nitrogen 
(critical state of air and relation between composition and pressure 
in the boiling off liquid air) from equations of state which also at 
the ordinary temperature accurately represent the compressibility of 
these substances and of their mixtures. An instanee of an entil'ely 
different kind is given by the following group of problems : determine 
at ordinary tempera.ture the absorption of hydl'ogen in ether and the 

1) VAN DER WAALS, Die Contmuitá.t etc. II p. 52. 
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deviations from the law of HENRY for this pair of substances, investigate 
the variations of this absorption with a small variation of tempel'ature 
and finally find for the same temperature the pressul'e to_ which 
KUNDT ought to have gone in his experiments 1) on the removal of 
the capillary ascension of liquid by pressing gas on it in order to 
see the meniscus of ether disappear under the pressure of hydrogen, 
which, as has been remarked in VAN ELDIK'S thesis for the doctorate 
p. 7, co mes to a determination of the plaitpoint pressure of the 
mixture of ether and hydrogen of which the plaitpoint lies at this 
temperatUl'e 2). 

In such cases we can only obtain solutions by means of the 
graphical treatment deflcribed in Oomm. N°. 59a (Sept. 1900). It 
is true that the graphical method lacks the general character of 
the approximate solutions just mentioned) yet by means of it a better 
numerical agreement may be obtained for each special case. 3) By 
a proper choke of specIal cases some data mayalso be derived 
for the qualitative charactel's of phenomena in mixtures 4). 

If we only aim at such qualitative results we may simplify the 
graphical treatment as well as the analytical by introducing different 
approximations according to the nature of the problem, while it lies 
at han~ to Jerive wanting experimental data Ol' results of calcula
tions from empirical formulae on a larger scale than in the analytical 
treatment. For instance, everything that may be neglected in the 
analytical treatment mayalso be neglected in the graphical method. 
Occasion for this exists only, however, with problems which neither 
qualitatively are solved by means of the analytical method. 

If we do not want to neglect to such an extent as in the 
analytical treatment, we might for instance retain, the neglection of 
the deviations mentioned sub 2° of different normal substances and 
mi:!tures of normal substances from the law of corresponding states, 
which first occurs in Comm. N°. 59a and is kept' up in this whole 
series of contributions. 

1) Repeated by VAN ELDIK (thesis for the doctorate; Leiden 1898) for hydrogen· 
ether and ethylene·methylchloride. 

2) Comp. also VAN DER WAALS, Die Continuität etc. II, p. 136. 
S) For instance, one of us and REINGANml have derived (Comm. N'). 59b Sept. 1900) 

a numerical falrly approximate representation of the retrograde condens,J.lion 
observed by KUENEN with mixtures of methyl chloride and carbon dioxide from thc 
isothermals observed by him at other temperatures. -

4) So for instance the character of the retrograde condensation (comp. note 2), 
and also thé peculiarity in the conditions of coexistence in mixtures of which the 
critical temperature varies almm,t linearly with the compositioll, far below the 
critical temperalure. Comp . .these conllibutions Comm. NO. 59a § 8 at the end 
and IIl, Comm. N°. 64. HARTMAN, Livre jubiI. LORENTZ, p. 640. 
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The simplifications relating to the case that one of the two 
coexisting phases as compared with the other has a very small 
density, will be considered in the sections 7 and 8 of th is Oommu
nication. 

§ 2. Empirical 1'eclucecl equation of state. As to the supposition 
mentioned in § 1, we are now under much more favourable circum-

\ 

stances than at the time whel1 Oomm. N°. 59a was written. 
The beauty of VAN DER WAALS' theory lies above all in the fact 

that it brings under one point of view phenomena in mixtures which are 
distributed over a large range of temperatures and densities. Rence 
for a satisfactory illustl'ation of this theory we require first of all 
an equation of state which holds tl'ue over a large range of tempe
ratures and densities. N ow most of the equations of state - this has 
been made clear especiaUy by D. BERTHELOT - hold only for a limited 
range. For considerations as are meant here probably onIy those 
equations of state can ser\'e which are developed in series and made 
to agl'ee with the observations over a very large range. Such equa
tions of state which are very suitable for the calculation have been 
obtained in Oomms. N°. 71 (J une '01) and N°. 74 (Livre jubil. 
BOSSCHA p. 874) by combining ,as weU as possible the known pieces 
of reduced equations of state for substances with different critical 
temperatures. As now we neglect the deviations fi'om the law of 
corresponding states in tlle dIfferent substances and m their mixtures, 
we may without more base our considerations on a similar empirical 
reduced equation of state. 

We have used a form whieh does not differ much from the more 
preliminary one given in Comm. N°. 74, whieh was indicated by 
JT 2. We obtained it by making it agree with hydrogen 0° 0. 1

), oxygen 
and nitrogen 0° O. (all of AMAGAT) and ether 00 0., 1000 C., 195°0. 
(AMAGAT, RAMSAY and YOUNG). This polynomial, which eontains for 
instance all the reduced temperatures which occur on the tIJ-sm·face 
for ether and hydrogen at 0° 0., wiU be designated by VI1. As in 
Oomms. N°. 71 and 74 we have for a substance with the critical 
temperature 'Pk and pressure ln, if v is expressed in the theoretical 
normal volume, 

'W here at an absolute temperature of tO above freezing-point 
A = 1 + 0.0036625 t 

. (I) 

1) For hydrogen the critical quantities OfOLSZEWSKI are still used in the calculatioD. 
2) Comp. Comm. No. 71 form. (10). 
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T7 
E=_k ~, 

Pk~ 

TD 
F=~~2) 

PkB 

I 

T 
and the reduced vil'ial coefficients m, ~, ~, ct, 15 with t = lk are 

determined by 

Reduced virial coefficients VI. 1. 

108 m 189.523 t 
1 1 

-465.197 - 2l.291- -184.410-
t t3 

1011 ~ + 
1 1 1 

58.598 t 23.55 - 14.451 T +159.936 3 + 21.692""6 
t ! 

1018 1) 
1 1 1 

482.544 t -379.527 - 562.94T +203.384tr -158215-
: (6 

1026 ~ +6797.37 -
1 1 

-1910.43 t 5322T +1143.47(3 
I 

1032 ~ I 1 1 1 
2052.16 t -7742.41 +7204.66T -1843.03~ + 192.55""6 

t 

The calculations whieh show the systematical deviations of different 
normal substances from a similal' equation of state :11'e progressing. 

§ 3. Validity of the law of corres]Jondin.q states f01' mûr:tunr;. We 
can judge of th is mueh better now than when Comm. No. 59a was 
written. The different applieations given in this series of Contriblltions 
to the knowledge of VAN DER WAALS' '!f,-surface 1) seem to indicate 
that the deviations in mixtures of nOl'mal substances are not mueh 
larger than those which oceur in normal substances inter se. 

This is very striking, especially if we look for the basis of the 
law of corresponding states in the mechanical similarity of the move
ments, as a mixture even geometrically is not at all similar to a simp Ie 
substanre. It would seem to füIIow from this, that the linea!' quan
tity which determines the geometrical seale oT similarity is a mean 
value of very different linea}' quantities, which play parts in different 
collisions. In that case we should have to attaeh to the "volume of 
a molecule" not so much a physical meaning and rather the geome
trical meaning of a sphere drawn with this linear quantity as a radius., 

To establish a systematical relation in the deviations of the mix
tures of normal substances from the law of corresponding states 
is not likely to be feasible until this has been done for the devia-

1) Comm. No. 59b KAMERLINGH ONNES and REINGANUM. Comm. No. 64, HARTMAN. 

Comms. Nos. 65, 81, Suppls. Nos. 5, 6, 7 VERSCHAFFE.LT. Comms. No. 75 and 
No. 79 KEESOM. 
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tions of the normal substances themselves. Still a beginning has been 
made with calculations which aim at a l'epl'esentation of those deviations. 

§ 4. Detm'mination of the critical quantities of the mixtttres taken 
as lwrnogeneous. As we neglect the deviations from the law of cor
l'esponding states, we may derive these quantities (occurring in the 
unstable region and hence not to~ be determined directly) from any 
observed range of the equation of state of any mixture. 

The most obvious means is the shifting of logarithmical or partly 
invariant diagrams of isothermals in the area near the critical state. 

In Oomm. N°. 59b it was applied to ~ isothermals with regard to 

log v, in Oomm. N°. 65 to log p-isothel'mals with regard to log v, in 

Oomm. N°. 88 to log ~-isothermals with regard to log pand to 

log ~~ -isothermals with regard to log v. We mayalso imagine, 

however, that we have at our disposal a sufficient number of obser
vations of another range. Thus, to give a simple instanee; we know 
the critical temperature of a mixture if the temperature is found, at 
which nnder relatively small pressm'es it does not deviate from the 
law of BOYLE. And it is also possible that we may derive the data 
fl'om observed ('onditions of coexistence. lf the critical quantities fol' 
some mixtures are found, it will in graphical solutions be preferabie 
to derive the Txlc and ZJxlc as a function of IV also graphically. For 
the experiments of KUENEN have made us doubt whether the suppo
sition made ad 3° Îb in general possible, and this doubt is strengthened 
by KEESOM'S experiments. 

If on the other hand we contine OUl'selves to qualitative investi
gations of mixtures of substances about which all the data which 
belong to the mixing are lacking, the supposition til'st lies at hand that 

au =Vau au 1) and b1~ = 1 (bu + b2~)' 
§ 5. Tl~e reduced t/'-curves. In Oomm. N°. 59a is briefly set forth 

how the different t/'x-eurves can be derived from those that have 
been caleulated onee for all for a simple substance. If we write a 
little more extensively, and if VI indieates sueh a large volume that 
with this the mixtures are in the ideal gaseous state, 

v 

t/'xv = - yav + RT {x log x + (I-x) log (I--ll:)} 

VI 

omitting a temperature function linear in IV. This with 

1) GALlTZINE and D. BERTHELOT. 
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PkVk 1 ----, 
RTk 0 4 

P v p=-, t1=-, 
'Pk Vk ( 

may be easily transformed into: 
\) 

tpxv 1 1 r. pxk 
R1'= - 0

4 

7J Ptd~l -log Txk + IC log ,'IJ + (I-IC) log (1-.'IJ) . (1) 

n 

if we put n a certain large number and neglect other temperature 
functions. 

t1 

For rOllvenience we may caU ftd~ as function of b the curve of 
n 

reduced f1'ee energy for t. In the construction of each given tp-surface 
occurs the group of curves of reduced tp that lie between the extreme 
values of reduC'ed temperature which occur on this sUl'face. 

On the planes x = 0 and x = 1 of the tp-model we can draw 
the tp-curves of higher and lower temperature. In passÎIJg over to 
a tp-surface of higher tempel'ature the tp-curves (at least in the most 
common case) at'e moved on the surf ace from the side of the 
highest l'educed temperature to that of the lowest, while the linear 
dimensions in the two directions tp and v undergo a certain variation. 

~ 6. The tp-surface for mwtw'es of methylcMoride and carbon 
dioxide at - 25° C. As an example of the application ofthe graphical 
method and the empirical reduced equation of state we have now 
chosen tbe prediction of the composition of the coexisting phases 
and the coexistence pressure for mixtures of methylchloride and 
carbon dioxide at - 25° C. We were led to this choice by the 
foUowing considerations: 

10
• we can derive the critical quantities from the experiments of 

KUENEN 1), they lie tolerably far from each other, are given in 
Comm. N°. 59b, while for + 9.°5 C. a model has been constructed 
by HARTMAN; 

2°. - 25° C. cOl'l'esponds to the lowest reduced temperature for 
methylchloride for which the empirical reduced equation of state bas 
been calculated; 

1) As critical quantities are used, comp. Comm. NO. 59b, 
x Txk pxk 

carbon dioxide 0 303 ' 72.2 
1/, 336 73 
1/2 363 71.8 
S/4 391 68.9 

methylchloride 1 416 64.8 
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3°. with no other equation of state suitable for a calculation we can 
reach such a low tempm'atme; 

4°. VAN DER W AAIJS, for similar circumstances as are found on 
th is sUl'face, has also derived analytically the particularities in the 
coexistence-phenomena (Contin. lI, p. 146, sqq.), and the agreement 
between these results and the observations of carbon dioxide and 
methylchloride, found partiy already by HARTMAN at + 9.c5 C., will 
probably appeal' even more clearly at - 25° C., 

5°. finally that a paper on an experimental determination of these 
conditions of coexistence, which also VAN DER WAAJ.S thinks very 
desirable (Contin. lI, p. 154) wiU, as we hope, soon be published. 

The numerical agreement becomes less accurate because methyl-chlo
ride is not similar to ether, with which substance the empirical reduced 
equation of state for the reduced temperature of the methylchloride 
on this tl,-surfaee is made to agree whereas this is the case with carbon 
dlOxide at the reduced temperature, which it has on this tp-surface. An 
empirical reduced equation of state in good harmony fol' the reduced 
temperature of 0.6 with methylchloride of - 25° C., for the reduced 
temperatllre of 0.8 with carbon dioxide of - 25° C., wOllld have 
been more favourable fol' the obtainment of a numerical agreement. 

The plaster model obtained is represented on the annexed plate 
fig. 1, it is 0,7 m. long (v-axis), 0.4 m. high (tp-axis), 0,3 m. broad 
(.v-axis). The large dimension in length was made necessary by the 
great difference in density of the vapour phase bet ween carbon dioxide 
and methylcltloride. 

The binodal curve and the tangents which conneet two coexisting 
phases, the nodal lines, are found by rolling a piece of plate-glass. 
Fig. 2 shows the binodal curve with nodal lines, and also sections 
v = const. projected on the xtp-plane, fig. 3 the same on the xv-plane; 
fig. J shows the values of the pressure as function of the eomposi
tion of the coexisting phases. 
fItis obvious that: 
1 0 • the liquid ridge, i.e. that part of the surface which lies on 

the side of the small volumes, when the dimensions of the surface 
are not taken extraordinarily large, becomes very thin and the con
struction is practically possible only if we take for it a plate of 
uniform thickness (for instanee a sheet of tin); 

2°. while the tangent plane is rolled over the ridge of the liquid 
part and over the convex vapour smoface, as the ridge near the pure 
methylchloride rapidly changes its direction, the point of contact 
moves a long way on the vapour branch of the binodal line, 
while the node on the liquid branch moves only a little. Hence in 
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the directions of the tangents the double fan-shape is very prominent. 
3°. the vapour branch of the binodal line in the prQjection is 

almost a straight line, and in agreement with this, according to 
VAN DER W HLS, the law of HENRY holds over the whole area of 
composition variation, while the vapour branch on the pal-diagram 
is again almast a hyperbola. 

~ 7. Sirnplification ol t!te determination ol conditions ol coexistence 
when the liquid phase is la?' below its 1) critical ternperature. In order 
to determine the binodal line of the transverse plait we need only 
lmo'w two zones on either si de of the plait. Let the border CU1've of 
the hornogeneous 1nÏJJtures be that curve whieh on the t/J-surface con
nects the vapour and the liquid ph as es in which the mixture, with 
the composition x taken as homogeneous, wouid be in equilibrium, 
then the binodal line wanted lies beyond 2) this border curve, which 
it meets for the compositions 0 and x. Therefore it is more or less 
indicafed, whiC'h zone on the vapour side we have to calcnlate. 

If, as in the case of methylchloride and carbon dioxide at - 25° O. 
(or with ether and hydrogen at the ordinary temperature for the part 
of the ether side) the zone on the liquid side is shrunk to aplate, 
we need only calculate a single curve on the liquid side. For then 
the point of contact is so near the l'im curve - that for which ti' is 
a minimum -- that this curve may be substitnted for the lp-surface. 
The v' of this curve may be easily derived for each [e from the 

equation of state because (dt/J) = - p = O. With the value vp=o or 
dv x 

t'p=o we then filld by integration t/Jp=o, while in thc way as described 
in Oomm. n° 66 ~ 5, 3) the tangent through the point t/Jp=o, vp=-o 
to the curve tI'x on the vapour surface is drawn graphically and the 
vapour tension of the homogeneous mixture is obtained. 

lf we on1y wish to determine the pressure and" the composition of 
the coexisting phases we haye also a neglection of little importance 
in the supposition that Vl lqx = V/lql X + VlIQ2 (l-x), in other words 
that the rim curve lies in aplane, while in many cases we may 
suppose that this plane coincides with the t/Jx-plane. 

In order to find the conditions of coexistence we 1'011 a plane (piece 
of plate-glass) over the rlm of a thin plate cut aftel' the calculated 

rim. curve (better still the rim curve~for :T) and over a model 

1) Comp. § 1 footnote. 
2) VAN DER WAALS Continuität II p. 100. 

S) Arch. Néerl. Livre jubiI. LORENTZ, p. 665. 
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(made for instance of plaster) of the vapour surface (which if we 
11' 

choose RT and if we neglect the deviations from the Iaw of BOYLE 

-
is always the same). 

Instead of executing this process, which directly expresses the 
theol'y of VAN DER W HLS, on the. plastercast, it mayalso be done 
entirely by a drawing on the plane as indicated in Comm. 59a § 6. 
The given construction now becomes much simpier if only we 
neglect the thickness of the ridge. In fig. 2 is drawn the dm 
curve of the liquid plate and the different sections v = const. 
Then we combine the points where the sections have the same 

dtp (or s comp. Oomm. 59a § 8) as certain points of the rirn curve 
du; 

to the sub.stitution curves (romp. Oorem. 59a § 5) which therefore 

always belong to the point with the given ~~- (or s) value on the 

rim curve (with mixtures taken as perfectly gaseous the substitution 
Curves on the anp projection aL'e straight lines at l'ight angles to the 
x-axis), connect the point on the rimcurve with different points ot 
the substitution curve in thf' vapour zone, rotate the section with a 
plane at right angles with the .'vv-plane passing through the connecting 
line with the latter on the tpv-plane. The point where the section 
touches the connecting line gives the phase wanted, which is in 
equilibrium with the first. 

The construction becomes still simpIer if we neglert the distance 
from the rim curve to the plane v = O. Then we need only 

~ B 
transfer in fig. 2 the sections v = const. by A + - + .... lower, 

v 
and draw a common tangent to the rim curves and each of these 
transferl'ed lines in order to find xuap and Xliq. 

If finally we neglect the deviations from the law of BOYLE, we 
have only to move down unval'wd the enth'e sectiOlls v = const. of 
the vapour phase in fig. 2 in order to obtain the .just mentioned 
system of curves, to which with the 1'1In curves common tangents 
must be dl'awn in order to find xvap and {V/UI' 

§ 8. Application 0/ tlte empirical law 0/ 7'educed vapour tension 
of p~tre substances to t/te pltenomena 0/ coe,7JÏstence in mixtures. In 
§ 7 we drew the attention to the circumstance that the liquid branch 
of the binodal line is obt.ained sufiiciently accurately by substituting the 

dm curve, the points with (dlf') = 0, for the points with 
dv :r 
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(~: l = - pxcoex; in the same way we can put instead of these the 

points of the border curve with (dIP) = -pxmax, where pxmax indi-
dv x 

cates the maximum vapour tension of the mixture x, called by VAN 

DER WAALS the coincidence pressure. \ 

According to (1) the liqmd branch of the binodal (RtfJT) as func

tion of [)J is obtained as the sum of three terms. 
The first 

lPa.x = m lOf! tIJ + (1 - m) log (1 - m). • • • • (2) 

is only determilled by the molecular composition. 
The second term is derived from the functlOn 

\) 

rf(3t = - L~4Jp d~'J . . . . . . . . . (3) 

n \) = \) /tg t 
if as the higher limit in the integral we take the l'educed hquid 
volume \) bq of a simp Ie substance at the reduced temperature t. 

We imagine that the function 'r has been graphically represented 
St 

onee for all as a function of t. 

The properties of mixtures of a given pair of substances are 
determined by 

pxk 
'{/x = -log -,-

1xk 
. (4) 

as a functlOn of [)J and by ~ as a function of m. By combining the gra-
Txk ' 

plllcal representatwn of the latter with the graphical one of rp~' we 
obtain (P~x, the graphical representation of the value WhlCh the 
quantity Cf,; adopts wlth the value of t, wInch belongs to x. Then the 
liquid branch of the connodal line, and henee also the rim curve 
and the border curve are saüstactorily given by' 

1f' 
lPrxx + lP IX + lPfix = ET . . (5) 

The quantity (.l, wluch plays sneh an important part in the theory 
of VAN DER WAALS about the coexistmg phases is, while neglectmg 

pv, determined for the hqmd phase by 'r /;:t + (r /' = ;.L
T 

and the 

; of VAN mlR WAALS also wlth the same neglectlOn (fol' which 
moreover a correchon may easlly be apphed) = tfJ. 
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H. KAMERLINGH ONNES and C. ZAKRZEWSKI. "Contributions to the knowledge 
of VAN DER WAALS' .L·surface. IX. The conditioDS of coexistence of binary 
mixtures of normal sub stances according to the law of corresponding states." 
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The considerations, constructions and figures given seem therefore 

suited to ilIustrate this part of the theory of VAN DER WAALS. R~ 

is in the case of carbon dioxide and methylchloride a curve slightly 
bent downwards. Fig. 5 shows how}he liquid branch ofthe binodal 

line (the rim curve of the liquid 'part) :T (comp. also the other 

. ~ 
figures) follows from the curve Rl' and the cnrye f/Jra;. 

As to the calculation of Ir ~t it should be remarked that !'max 

as function of t is known through the vapour tension law, alld 
hence also from the empirical equation of state "v('p, and that 

n n f pdo f pdo + Pmax (ovap - 'IJliq)' Especially if !>/ig is small and 

hence _ t'vap large, (so that at the utmost B comes into consideration 
v 

for the deviation from the ideal gas laws) this, when at the same 
time neglecting 'Oilq, leads to an important shortening of the calculations. 

Neglecting entirely the deviation ofthe vapour phases from the ideal 
l-t 

gaseous state and accepting fol' a simple substance log pmax = -f--
r 

we return to the developments given by VAN DER WAALS in his theory 
of the ternary mixtures 1) in which theory many problems about 
the binary mixtures are developed more in detail. 

Physios. - "The determination of the conditions of coexistence of 
vapOltf and liquid phases of mixtures of gases at low tempe_ 
1'atw'es." By Dl', H. KAl\IERLINGH ONNEsand Dr. O. ZAKRZEWSKI. 

Oommunication N°. 92 from the Physical Laboratory of Leiden 
by Prof. H. KAl\IERLINGH ONNES. 

(Commuoicated in the meeting of June 25, 1904). 
> 

§ 1. lnt1'odttction. The two methods for tlle determination of the 
molecular coexistence compositions Xi ltnd a'v oftbe liql1id and vapour 
plJases of substances whicb are gaseous in normal conditions, it is 
known, can be described as follows. Following the first method we 
separate small quan1ities trom the two phases at a series of coexistence 

1) Proceedings, May 31, 1902, p. 1, sqq. 
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pressures pand detel'mine each time the composition of those two 
quantities either by chemicalor by physical mé'ans. 

v 

e 
va;p. 

c eLq. 

J .x 0 j o 

Fig. 1. Fig. 2. 

On the v .'v-projection of the binodal curve of the transverse plait 
on VAN DER WAAIJS' t/Jxv-surface fol' a given temperature T, fig. 1, 
and also on the p m diagram of that binodal line, tig. 2, two such 
phases are indicated by a and b, for instance. The determination 
of several pl\irs of values a b, a' bi etc. gives then the whole course 
of p, x and v over the transverse plait for T. 

If we follow the second method we observe in a series of mix
tm'es with a known cOlnposition x, the beginning- and endcondensation 
phase and determine fol' them iJ and v, hence l}/:;.1' and jJv:LT, and 
V/rT, and VoxT. This investigation comprises each time the phases 
repl'esented in fig. 1 and 2 by band c. By combining the l'eslllts 
b c, b' c' etc. we can derive again the binodal line and hence the 
values for X/Jl1', xopT, VIJlT and VvpT. The application of th1S last 
method to low temperatUl'es especially under <moderate pl'essures, 
forms the subject of thi8 paper. < 

It is possible to follow al80 the first method in the case of 10w 
temperatures as it has been applied by HARTlItAN in Comm. N°. 43 
(June '98) for ol'dinary temperatures. Yet as a rule the analysis of 
a gaseous mixture is much more difticult than the preparation of a 
mixture of a defiuite eomposition (<Lmong otbers, by means of thc 
mixing apparatus of Comm. N°. 84, Dec. '02) and it is diffieult 1.0 
obtain cel'tainty wh ether the quantities of vaponr and liquid run oif 
have the same composition as the phases whiel! are brought to 
equilibrium by stirring. 

Therefore it is important to solve the difficulty which aceompanies 
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the second method for temperatures bel ow _430 (melting-point of 
mel'cul'y). When we made a first trial in this direction, a high degree 
of accuracy was not aimed at. In order to answer several questions 
the accuracy we have reached is sufticient and for the calculation 
of corrections for more accurate determinations it is quite sufficient. 

In OUt: m'easurements we have used the 

cr' 

Fig. 3. 

at T. 

apparatns whfch is represented schematically 
J''' in fig. 3. It is in principle a twice bent tube 

of CAILLETET, ofwhich one end is immet'sed 
in the cryostat of the temperature Tand 
fillcd with a known quantity of a mixture 
of known composition :1.', which by fOl'cing 
up merClll'y at the ordinary (or higher) 
temperature 1''' is brought to condensation 

,The mixture of which the qnantÏly and the composition x are 
lmown, is then only partly containecl in the "essel '1' at the tem
perature of investigation. Another part is necessarily in a tube at 
the ordinary or higher temperature T" which is connected with the 
vessel by means of a capillary tube. This involves complicatioDs, 
not with regal'cl to the measurement of the begin conclensation 
pressUl'e }Jvx for the composition Xj for nntil the conclensation of the 
first tmces of liquid, wUh respect to which tbe vapour is a phase 
of equilibrium, the composition of the vaponr phase in the space at 
low temperature remains as it was originally, and hence thc com
position of the vapour ph ase of equilibrium is pert'ectly lmown j but 
with l'egard to the determination of the end conclensation pressure 
pl.r of the mixture with the composition ,'IJ. For we cannot condense 
the whole quantity of the mixture at low temperature. Rence 
the compositioJl of the liquid phase at '1', above which there is a 
vapour phase of a composition differing in the main t'l'om this or 
t11e original composition, is no longel' indicated by the latter and 
therefol'e unknown. 

We can, however, find this composition by applying a correction 
to the original composition ,'IJ which, as long as the vapour ph ase 
occupies only a smalI volume and remains under a moderate pressure, 
is not very large (comp. ~ 5). 

~ 2. General QJ'rangement of t!te meaSU1'ements. 
A schematical rcpresentation of it will, be fonnd on PI. I, fig. 1. 

The letters are the same as those used on the plates to which we 
shall refel'. 

The volnmeJlometer E (with manometer M, comp. Comm. N°, 84, 
16 

Pl'oceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. \ ol. VII. 
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March '03, PI. lI, figs. 1 and 2) contains the gaseous mixture which 
has been prepared in it by means of the á'pparatus ronnected at 
Ta and Ta (comp. Comm. n°. 84). Through the rock 1'0' the steel 
capillary gl' and the steel three-way stopcock 1.; (see Cornm. N°. 84, 
PI. I, fig. 2) it is led to the pressure tube b with ralibl'ated stem 
(see Comm. N°. 69, April '01, PI. II) placed in the pressul'e cylinder 21/ 
(Comm. N°. 84, PI. I) in order to be compressed by means of' 
mercury f'rom the pressure reservoir Cr' (comp. Comm. N°. 84). 
Thence through the three-way (:,topstock 1.; and tbe steel capilla1'Y 
gl" it ea.n be brought under pressnre into one of the two appa1'atus 
::n Ol' sp. Fol' the present, according as we wanted to determine eithe1' the 
begin or end eondeusation pressul'e PtxT Ol' ZJlxT, we have connected 
either the eapillary of D, 'Db2 or th at of sp \~'JlJ to the capillary gr" 
by means of sealing wax. 

Different f'rom Comm. N°. 84 PI. I fig. 1 tbe merrury of' the 
pressure cylinder (&ee our plate. fig. 1) is also connected by means 
of n with that of a manometer to detel'mine the pressure in D 
or sp. 

By means of' the three-way stopcock k the appal'atns D Ol' sp may 
also be connected directly with the volnmenometer and then the 
pl'essure is measureu by means of M. 

A detailed representation of the appal'atns D and ~ is given in 
figs. 2 and 3 of' Pi. I and a description in §§ 4 and 5. In both cases 
tbe glass tube to which the mixture wInch i& to be investigated is 
eonducted by means of the capillary g/', p in ~ and a in D, is 
immersed in a cryostat where the desil'ed temperatnre is kept in the 
same way as described in Comm. N°. 83 (Feb. and .Mal'ch '03). 

The regulation is brought about for ~ through the exhaust-tube 
'1'12 and for '{) through the tubes /4 and 1112, In our measurements 
we bl'ollght liquid methylchlol'ide into the cryostat and the tempe
rature was regulated according to the indications r of' an alcohol ther
mometer. 

By means of' the cock 1'a the volumenometer Eis connected not only 
with the gasreservoirs but also with the mercury airpump so th at also 
tbe pressllre-tube and the test-tube in 1) and sp eau be exhausted. 
We sball not expatiate on the proress of' filling the appal'atus with 
a definite quantity of' the desired mixture and of measuring any 
quantitJ of' gas which we allow to escape f'rom them. For the 
rest we ref'e1' to Comm. N°. 84 for the volumenometer and the 
mixing apparatus, to Comms. N°. 69 and N°. 84 for the pressul'e 
cylinder and its appurtenances, to §§ 4 and 5 and Comm. W. 83 fol' 
the cl'yostats. 
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§ 3. Detel'1nination of the molecular volwne of the coemisting phases. 
As we did not aim at a very high degree of accuracy a few remarks 
will be sufficiem. As to the Iiquid phase: with the limitations and 
conditiom, to be treated in § 5, part of the gaseous mixture in the 
apparatuq Il\, called for shortness the piezometer, may by ronden
sation attain a liquid phase of a composition which, as said in § 1, 
is derived fr om m of the original gaseous mixture by a correction. 
Measurements with the volumenometer yield the volume that the 
liquid phase would occupy in its gaseous state. And by means of the 
divisions at 115 and P6 PI. I fig. 3 we read the volume of the Iiquid 
phase itself. Tbe molecular volume of the gaseous phase may best 
be derived from t11e coexistence pressure and from isothermals which 
with not too small pressures can be detel'mined aftel' the method 
of Comm. N°. 78, April '02, if necessary with the dew-point appa
ratus 1) itself. With not too large pressure it will in most cases be 
possibJe to apply the correction fol' the deviation from the law of 
BOYLE-GAy-I~uSSAc-AvOGADRO by means of the empirical reduced equa
tion of state (Comm. N°. 71, June 'Ol) according to the law of cor
respondillg states. 

§ 4. Beginning of the conclensation~ In order to determine this we 
have applied the principle of REGNAULT'S hygrometer 1). To this end 
we observe the first condensation which is formed in a part of the 
appal'atus of w hielT the temperature is a little below that of the 
surrounding gaseous mixture when the gaseous mixture IS brought 
to the begin condensatioll pressure. In order to be able to obsel'\'e 
a very small condensation we have taken for the place of the lowest 
temperature a shining mirl'ol', and next to it is placed another mirror 
which is not cooled. 

The apparatlls is blown of one piece in the same way as an ice 
calorimeter of BUNSEN. The onter space a has a capacity of about 
20 C.c. and is provided with a capillal'y to which the steel capil1ary 
g' l' through which the gaseous mixture is led, may be sealed on. 
One of the mirl'ors cl is sealed on to the bottom. The inner tube C2 

carries at Cl the second l'eflecting sUl'face and serves at the same time 
as a cryostat to keep the temperature of this surface constant, a 
little below the temperature of the gaseous mixture. 

To this end we have devised in the same way as fol' the outer 
cryostat the cover mJ , fitting hermetically on the tube Cs, the small 
stilTer hl of whieh the rod h2 projects through an india-rubber tube 

1) BATTELtI, (Ann. de Chim. et de Phys. ser. 6, vol. 25, p.59, 1892), has found 
that for pur'(' snbstances the depositiol1 of liquid on a not cooled mirror placed in 
the vapour is a suitable means for lhe determination of the condcosation point. 

16* 
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as in Comm: N°. 83, and the thermometer i sealed on to ln1 while 
the vapour of the liquid gas in c~ is exhausted through 'Jn2 • 

On the tube c at C4 the glass cap 11 is sealed on, through which 
with an india-rubber stopper the capillary connected to c passes at 
/2' This cap forms the cover of the larger cryostat. Tlll'ough this the 
apparatus has become very firm and very easy to. handle. The 
capiIlal'y b1 is protected against the stirrer by a metal frame n, 

Through the cover at la pass the wires by which the stirrel' is 
suspended. At /4 the vapour of the uath of liquefied gas is exhausted. 

The surfaces of d and Cl are made reflectors by platinizing them 
at a redhot temperature with platinum chloride in camomileoil. 
Though the platinum surface is not so shining as that of a silver 
mirror, yet the advantages of platinum fol' this purpose are evident. 

The regulation of the tempm'ature in the two Cl'yostat& of the appa
ratus is perfOl'med by means of the same exhaust-pump that keeps 
the pressure constant by means of a pressure regulator (according 
to the principle of Comm. N° 87, ~ 3, March '04) in a main tube 
which branches off into two exhaust-tubes, eaeh shut with a cock. 

By ad,justing these cocks we can take care that the temperature 
in the inner cryostat is a little below that of the outer cryostat. What 
difference of temperature ean be kept constant in the two depends 
on the temperature itself and on the liquid gas. 

111 measurements to be described in the continuation of this paper 
the temperatm'e of the large cl'Y0stat was - 25°.0 C., that of the 
small one - 25°.1 C. The requil'ed decrease ,of pressUl'e in the main 
exhaust-tube could be easily kept up (boiling-point methylchJoride 
- 23° C,) with a water ah'pump. 

The pressure regulator ,vas adjusted at about the pressure belonging 
to - 25° C: By means of the J'egulating cocks an ~ssistant took 
care, as signs were given by another assisLant according to the 
thet'mometel' readings, th at both temperatures, r hence also the diffe
rence between them, rerna,ined constant. This could becattained 'to 
within 00 .05 C. ~ 

Thc accuracJ which we can l'each in the detel'mination of the 
dew-point with our apparatus depends in t11e first place on the 
difference of temperature in the two cryostats. As a matter of course 
it IS smaller as the temperatnre coefiicient of the begin condensation 
pressUl'e is larger. At a given difl'erence of tempm'ature it increases 
according to the difference of the pressUl'cs at which the con den
sation appeal's 01' disappea!'s. 'rhe amount of th is difference is also 
detel'mined by lhe illumination and ihis is lUuch impaired by the two 
waUs of the cryostat. In our expel'iments, obsel',;ntions made with the 
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naked eye with side-illnminatioll of the mil'l'or pl'oved to be the best. 
'rhe diffel'ence rnllged between limits which ,amounted to 2% ofthe 
pl'essnre. 'rhe optica1 part of 1he method may eertainly be much 
impl'oved. 'rhe accnracy attained will, ho wever, be sufficient in 
many cases. 

Adiabatic pressUl'e-val'iation must 1 na,tul'ally be avoided. I Yet all 
such difficnlties m'ise also with measnl'ements at ordinal'y tempera
tUl'e. With a view 10 the large dimensiol1s of the vapoul' space a 
we have not made use of- a stil'l'el' and have tried as much as 
pos si bIe to Slll'mount the diffieulties by operating s10wly. 

~ 5. Determination of the end condensation }Jl'eS8U1'e. For this 
detel'mination the mixture, aftel' the begin condensation pressUl'e 
is measnred, is led back to the volumenometer, the dew-point 
apparatus is diseonnected from the steel capillary and in its place 
the piezometer l' in lP PI. I figs. 1 and 3 is connected with the steel 
capillary ,q'/i' 'rhe piezoll1eter COJlsists of a wide glass tube ps PI. I 
fig. 3 fastened to a capillal'y, uoth graduated and calibrated. 'rhe 
dimensiol1s are chosen with regal'd to the quantities of gas that 
may be intended fol' the measnl'ement5. If t11e5e are decided upon, 
the exact quantity of gas, necessary for filling the piezometer at a 
suitable position of the mercul'y in the pressure tube b with liquid 
to near the end of the capillary, must be determined before each 
determination by means of a preliminary experiment. 

The equilibrinm of th0. phases in p. is reached by means of a 
magnetic stirrer q movecl by the eoil S. The immediate effect of 
th is coil is not sufiicienl Lo move the stirrer forcibly through the 
liquid meniscus. Therefol'l'l a soft iron tnbe Zi with a groove z. whieh 
cnables us to read on PB' is ll10ved np and down at the same time 
with the coiI. 

This movement onglJt. 10 be independent from that of the stirl'er 
in the eryostat. Bnt as we did not reqnire a ver,)" high degree of 
accuracy in our expel'iments we have for simplicity devised the iron 
tube z as a conneetion bet ween the upper and the Jowel' part Xo• 

and X0 4 of the ringshaped valvell stil'rer (comp. Com111. N°" 83). 
'rhis is ll10ved up and down mechanically and wilh the Jw,ud in 
turus, one time to stil' the Jiqnid bath, the olher time to establish 
eqnilibrium between the liquid and the vaponr while we simultane
ously move the magl1etizing coil S. 

The essential differel1ee betweel1 a determination of the end con
clensatioll pressm"e in om appal'atus and that in a CAILLl'1Tl<1T tube 
does not lie so mllch in the circnmstance that we do not liquefy 
the whole quantit.r of gas, as in the fact t!lat, as l'emal'ked in 
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~ 1, the tempm'ature is different in the diff~rent portions of the 
gaseous mixture. The portion (see fig. 3 ~ 1) at the temperature of 
investigation T is separated fi'om tbat at ordinar.v (Ol' higher) tem
perature Til by a series of layers (in the <.'apillary) of which the 
temperatures range fl'om thc highest Til to the lowest T. One of 
these temperatm'es we sha11 caIl T'. 

x o 

This circumstance involves 
several restrÏetions aud conditions 
in the application of the method. 

In order to make measurements 
possible fol' all compositions {IJ the 
temperatul'e Til must be tttken or 
l'aised so high above T, that on 
the ptv-diagram (fig. 4) the vapour 
branch of the binodal curve of Til 
does not intersect the liquid binodal 
curve T. Then we need not fear that 
condensation begins at Til w hile 
condensation k'tkes place during 
the transfer of the mixture from 

Fig. 4. the compression tube (or perhaps 
the volumenometer) to the piezometer. At Til we then always have 
a gaseons mixtm'e of the original composition. When the above
mE'Jltioned curves interseet, as is represented in fig. 4 for the case of 
T', we ean make meaSlll'ements only for the eompositions represented 
by points outside the region ineluded approximately between d and e. 

Even if, without eonden&ation taking place v inc tb~ compression 
apparatus (Ol' perhaps \'olumenometer) the gaseous mixture can be 
transferred to the piezometel', the part of the <;apillal'y where the 
temperature falls from T" to T still offers anqther difficulty of thc 
same kind. Here we necessal'ily find temperatures T' at which the 
vaponr branch of the billodal curve of Til interseets tbe liquid branch 
of T'. If drops are fOl'lUed at T', the composition XII'T of the liquid 
belonging to the observed coexistence pressure- can' no longel' be 
indicated. By flowing down and by distilla.tion (tbe effect of capilla
rity exceeds that of gravitation) the drops gradually pass over into 
thc liquid phase at T, if care is taken by means of the cock k (see 
PI. I fig. 1) and by ad.instment of the pressure in b (see PI. I fig. 1)) 
that gas stl'eams only into and not OIIt of the piezometel', until finally 
when we stü- with open coek k it appeal's that equilibrium is 
reached and the capillary contains vapour only. 
I lu order to furthel' the distillation and'c the disappearance of the 
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condensation, it is desirabie tlmt the capillal'y at the place wh ere the 
tempm'ature is between Tand '1'" should not be 1.00 narrow. MOl'eover 
the capillary is surrounded by an air jacket P4' made of a glass tube 
tightly closed with india-rubber rings PR and fish-glue. To avoid 
diffusion the other porti on of the eapillary ,g"l must be narrow. 

If by pl'e\'Ïous determinations - with the dew-point apparatus we 
have determined X"pT (as a first approximation it will in some eases 
be possible to use a preliminary t,,-surface' as consb'ucted in Supple
ment N°. 8 see p. 222), it is easy to apply the correction necessary to 
derive the composition of the investigated liquidphase at T from :1\, 

the original composition. On the piezometer divisions the volume of 
the vapour is read. Let V" be this yolume reduced to normal cir
cumstances and corrected fol' the first virial coefficient B (comp. for 
instance the "continuation of this paper), let V be the entil'e volume 
of vapour and liquid, measured and corrected in the same way, 
then VI = V- Vv is the volume of gas, measured and corrected in 
the same war, whieh would form the liquid phase. 

Hence: 

XI V - XvpT V" Vv 
XII'T = V _ V

v 
= XI + V (Xl - XvpT) + ... 

If we operate under moderate pressures, the correction will be 
always sma11 and even if m"p1' is not very accurately known, it can 
be applied in a satisfactory way. 

Astronomy. - "A n81!! met/tod of interpolatl:on witlt compel1sation 
applied to t/te l'ed1.lction ol the c01'rections and t/te mtes of tlw 
standal'd cloek (~l tlw Obsel'Vat01'.II at Leyden, HOHWÛ 17, 

deteJ'mined hy tlw obSe1'1Jations with the tl'ansit ciJ'cle in 1903." 

By J. WEF.D1<1R. Communicated by Dl'. H. G. VAN DH SANDE 

BAKHUYZEN. 

~ 4. In the Proceedings of Nov. 29, 1902 occurs a paper "On 
interpolation ba8ed on a snpposed condition of minimum," of which 
the pl'esent paper is to be considel'ed as a continuation; this explains 
the nllmbel'ing of the sections. In ordel' to interpolate bet,ween the 
ol'dinates S belonging to the abscissae t = a, b ... y, z, 1 have the1'e 
determined the Tintel'polating curve f'or which the total sinuosity 

Is= f(~t~ydt has the least value. I found that be!ween two suc-

a. 
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cessi\'e points which are well defined by observations this curve 
satisfies an equation of the third clegree SI = Sq + gq l' + Cg 1'2 + e" 1'3, 
wberG T = t - q and q < t < 1', and has moreover the properties 

dS d2S 
that besides S also -d and - are continuous, while at the ends of 

t dt2 

d2S 
this curve - is zero; these data appeared to be sufficient fol' a 

dt2 

definite determination of such an intel'polating curve. , 
In the same paper in § 3 I have referred to the problem of com

pensation for the case that the results of the observations ~S are 
affected with errors. 

Now I sha11 describc how that problem ,vas solved and I sha11 
apply this method of compensation to the corrections and the rates 
of the cloek HOHWU 17 dUl'ing the period Jan. 14, 1903-Jan. 14, 1904. 

For the sake of the compensation I have nsed instead of the 
supposition on which my interpolatlOn was based, another hypo
theAis whirh covers more, and for this purpose I have accepted that the 
probability of a group of corrections S is proportional to e-) Is , 

where the factor J. is independent of the intervals between the obser
vations ; the origina.l condition of minimum is a l'esult of this hypo
thesis, if we accept as interpolated for the time t that "alue which 
(considered as result of obsel'vation) makes the expre!:!sion e- Us as 
large as possible. 

As fOl"merly I have called the error of obsermtion in Sq: fq alld 
thc real clock correction Lq, so that Lq = Sq -flJ' meanwhile, 
I venture to use the same letters /" and Lq in the sense of most 
probable values of the errors anel measured quantities, althongh 
there is naturally a difference bet ween the latter quantities anel the 
real "alues. 

As soon as we have to do with errors of observation we must 
substitutc h for J s in the expression tOl' th~ probability of a gl'Oup. 

The pl'obability that the el'l'ors fa,... hl> fg, j~,... j~ re
speetively, occur in the obsel'vations, mnst in those cases where 
the continuity of tbe obscl'ved quantity agl'ees with the hypothesi& 

1 2 

-)1 -1/2~-q-
S-f P. 2 made above, be proportiollal to the product of e anel e q; 

in the latte!' expression /-LIJ represents the value of the mean e1'rol' 
in Sq. 'fhe system of errors of gl'eatcst probability satisfies the 
condition : 
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whenee for each of those most lwobable orrors Uw l'elation: 

aIs -f j;, 
J. -al.f ' + -2 = O. 

'Jq [.tg 

TI t' 11 aI S-f ' 11 h " 1 t"! t' 11 leOl'e lCa Y ij: eontams a t e nn wown quan ltIes ,prae lea Y, 

110wever, besides.f" only the 3 Ol' 4 preeeding and following ones, 
sinee, owing to the small coeffieients, the oihel' terms may be neglected. 
The most probable errors OCCUl' in it in a linear form, and henee 
the complete system ot' el'l'ol'-equations is sufficient to determine 
them all. 

§ 5. In this mannel' I have tl'eated 61 clock eOl'l'ections detel'mined 
by observations made from .Jan. 14, 1903 to Jan. 14, 1904 by 
E. F. VAN DE SANDE BAKHUYZEN and A. PANNEKOEK. This pl'oblem 
was somewhat complicated because the obsel'ved l'ates depend on 
the pl'essure and the tempm'ature of the air in which the pendulum 
moves. An increase of atmosphel'ic rl'essure of 1 mmo mercury gives 
to the clor Ir rate a retardation of 0.015 SeCOlldi'> a day, w hile an 
increase of temperatl1l'e of 1 deg, C. accelerates the rate by about 
0,030 seconds a day, 

I haye found that also the diffel'enres ot' temperature obsel'ved in 
the cloekcase have a pel'ceptible iJltlllence 011 the rate 1). 

I) This temperalure !l:radient forms a new element in the reduction of the clock rates, 
in so far as at the Leyden Observalol'y it was not accounted for until 1903, 
Althbugh in the c10ckcase of Hol~wü 17 two thel"nometers have been suspended 
at different heighls since 1866, the influence of the temperature gradient did 
not c1early appeal' fIOm the earl ier observations owing to Ihe inaccuracy of 
those readings. Although Dr. E, F. VAN DE SANDE BAKHUyr,EN detected a yearly 
periodicity in the differences between those thermometers, wl~ich might explain the 
phenomenon of Ihe yearly periodicily in thc mtes (Prof. Kon. Ak, V. W. 1902) 
yet at that time he still doubted of their reality, becallse the thermometers were 
graduated according to Réaumur and the accuracy of thé reader in estimating 
the tenth parts was insutlicient to warrant an inequality of 0,1 0 R. in lhe monthly 
means of the difference in temperalure. 

In order to oblain cerlainty on this point, two thermometers were placed into 
lhe clockcase in January 1903, which were divided into lenlh parts of a cenligl'ade 
and had been compared with each othel' beforehand by the director of the Obser· 
vatory j since that time they have heen read with accurate estimation to a hundredlh 
part of a cenligrade. 

The vertical distance between these thermometers is 63 cm. lt soon appeared 
that in the clockcase there is a variabIe temperatllre gradient, which cannot bul 
cause a considel'able vaJ'iation of rate, 

In July 1903 it was derived fl'om observations that' a differt'nce between the 
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A tempera.tul'e gmdient in vel·tica\ dil'ection of J centigl'ade per 
meter causes, roughly calculated, a variation in rate of 0-;25. 

thermometers (upper-Iower) of one centigrade cOrl'esponds with a retardation of 
0.,30 a day. -

This difference of temperature, apart from variations in connection with mete
orological conditions, cleàl'ly shows a yeady periodicity; in winter it is smalI, m 
summer on some days it increases to above 0'.50 C. It can hardly be doubted 
that, at least to begin with December 1898, the yearly periodieity must be ascribed 
to the temperature gradient; for it is since that date that the standard clock has 
been placed in the vestibule in a niche cut out from tbe piel' of the 10-inches 
refractor. Since about March 1899 the place on the Eastern pier in the transit 
room where the standard clock hung during the former pel'iods 1862-'74 and 
1877-'98, treated by E. 1<'. VAN DE SANDE BAKHUYZEN, has been occupied by the 
clock Hohwu 46 witb a Rieffier-pendulum. 

In order to obtain accurate data about the tE'mperature gradiellt also for this 
pI ace, two thermometers, wbich had been compareà with each olher and were 
graduated to tenth pal'ls of a centigrade were sllspended in the case of Hohwü 46 
at a vertical (ltstance of 65 ems. on February 27, 1903. It appeared that here the 
differences in tempera tu re were in general greater than in the pier-niche, and in 
July 1903 it was derived from the observations that a difl'erence of temperature 
bet ween the thermometers of 1 centigrade corresponded with a variation of 08.40 
in the daily rate of this clock. 

A yearly periodicity in the temperature gradient appeared also distinclly in 
Hohwu 46, as will be seen from the fo'lowing monthly means, whieh are given 
by thc side of those of Hohwu 17. 

ln03 March 

" April 

" May 
" June 

• July 

" August 

Hohwü 17. Hohwü 46. 
+0').14 +0'.25 

+ 0.09 + 0.16 

+ 0.31 + 0.42 

+ 0.28 + Q.37 

+ 0.29 + 0.32 

+ 0.18 + 0.22 

w September + 0.16 + 0.26 
o 

IJ October + 0.06 + 0.12 

"November + 0.02 + 0.10 

"December + 0.01 + 0.03 
1904 January - 0.02 + 0.08 

"February + 0.05 + 0.12 
Moreover in the tempera tu re gradient in thl:: clockcase in the transit room a 

daily illequality was observed, which was hardly perceptible in the niche. 
In the case of Hohwü 46 the mean vallles of the temperature gradient from 

Oh to 12h mean time, are regularly greater than the mean values from 12h to 24h 

mean time. From the differences between these mean values in connection with lhe 
differences in the relative rates of the two clocks for lhe corresponding half days 
I conld derive the influence of a variation in thl' temperature gradient on the 
rate of Hohwii 46 for a shorter period. 

The investigation is not yet finished, hut in connection with the theoretical 
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A 4th inequality in the 1'<t1e:, W<t& duc to the diJference betweell 
the personal equations of the obbervers. From direct determination& 
we have obtained the following dliferences in the clock corrections : 

1 April 1901 

18 March :1903 

15 March 1904 

B-P 
-08201 

-0.275 

-0.224 

}1~01' the time being I have adopted for this diffel'ellCe during the 
period Jan. 14, 1903-Jan. 14, 1904: -08.250 and have redueed 
the clock corrections determined by P. to R's system. Besides the 
cOl'rections fol' atmospheric pl'essure, tempet'ature and dlffel'ence in 
temperature I introduced a corl'ection for the assumed personal equa
ti on ; these 4 unlmown quantities are introduced into the equations 
alld will be derived ti'om the ob&ervations. I represented them by 
a:, y, zand u and ehose the following units so that these quantitie& 
should have about the same values: for atmospherie pl'essure (B) 
the unit = 1/4 mm. mercury of 0° C., fol' tempet'atul'e ({t) the unit 
= 1/10 degree Celsius, for diffel'ence in tempel'atm'e (V) the umt 
= 1/100 degl'ee Celsius, for elocl\: rates pel' day the unit = 1/1000 

second of time; .7:, y alld z represent the influence of each of the 
th ree units 011 the daily rate, expressed in thousandth parts of a 
second of time, while 'll is the 10[h part of the correction fol' the 
assumed diffel'enee in the personal equations of the observcrs during 
the same unit of timc, viz. B - P = - 250 - 10 u. 

~ 6. The observed cloek correetions were reduced beforehand to 
midhight of the data of obsel'vation. This was done with elock rates 
aceording to a preliminary fOl'mnla with due regal'd to atmosphel'ic 
pressure, temperatul'e and tempel'ature differenee in the period from 
the instant for whieh the elock correetion was determined to mid
night. This fOl'mula is derived from observations dming the first half 
lof 1903, it has been regularly tested byeach new detel'mination of 
the cloek error, and has proved very satisfaetol'Y fol' the pUl'pose 
set here. 

~ s 
Constans := daily rate-0.0157 (bal'. - 760) + 0.032 (temp. -10' C.) 

~ 

- 0.31 (temp. diffel'encej. 

development of B. WANACH of Potsdnm on the influence of the temperntUi €,.grndiel1t 
on clocks (A. N. Nrs. 3967 -68) I think it worth mentioning that in this way I 
found that per 1 centigrade difference in tempel'ature between the thermometers, 
there WilS n varintion in rate of ahout 0\80, t\Vice the nmollnt del'ived from the 
befol'e mentioneu ohs€'l'vntions. 
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Fl'om readings of tlle barometer and the thermometer!:>, daily means 
of atmospheric pre&blll'e, telllpcratme auel e1ifference of tempeL'ature 
ti'om mielnight to llllelnight have been e1el'iveel. Let the dock COl'rec
tions at mielnight be S, anel the meau daily mtes in file intervals 
between the snccessive determinations of the doek corrections be Q, 
in accorelance with the letters previously nseel by me. Fl'om the said 
daily means, the mean val nes of the atmospheric pressure, of the 
temp81'ature anel of the e1iiference in temperatlll'e were elerived for 
the same interval!:>. In the illterpolation the&e quantities correspond 
with Q, henee I caU them Q,B, QS-, al'. For fhe barometer readings 1_ 
used the deviations ti'om 76 cms. The temperatures {Jo are those of 
the upper thermometer. 

In this paper I shall also 11&e the Iletter& SB, Ss-, SI" to indicate 
quantities that can be compnted for each observation by takmg the 
sum of the daily means of B, {Jo and V, to begin with a certain 
date, say Jan. 14, 1903 till midnight of the elay for which the 
dock correction is determined. Sf' denotes a value which is + 10 for 
each observation of PANNEKOEK, and zero for each observation of 
BA1.HUYZEN, and tbe series QP relates to the series SP in the same 
war as each series Q relates to the series S arcordmg to the formula 

Sr - S" S d CO •• • Q" = . r an Dg are two succeSSlve quanhtIes of the series, 
n 

and n is the interval between them expressed in days. 

L = S - IV SB - ySS- - z SV - 1t Sf' -.f 
must then be considered as. a fonllula for a l'edueed aud compcn
sateJ c!oek cOl'rection. 

Each of the letters L, S, f l'epresents a sedes of discrete vaIlles, 
one for each observed cloek correction, but by means of the inter
polatioll along the least sinuolls line they ean also be taken as con
tinnous variabie quantities of which the derivatives of the first and 
seconcl order also vary eontinuollsIy, but of which 'the del'Ïvatives 
of the third order vary abruptly, Ta cletel'mine such a varIabie, say 
SB, for the instant t=q+ T between the epochs q allo '1' of the 
dctel'minations of the clock eorl'ection, we use aecol'ding to § 4 thc 

formub 

where q is the epoch of tbe observation whieh immcdiateJy pl'eeedcs t. 
The coeffieients gB cB en eau be del'ived from the series Qn if 
we Ilse the formuIae C in § 2 of the pJ'eviolls pl1pel' on this 
methad of iuterpolation, 

Taking the quantities L, S, f in the sense as explained above 

111 
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we can develop the total óinuo&ity of the l'educed and compensated 
correction as fül1owó: 

h J"(d' L)2 dt =J" [d'(S \ l) -,I! dJS
IJ 

_ Y dJS~ _zcl'SV _ttd'SPJ
J 

dt. 
dt' dt' dt' < dt 2 dt2 dt' 

a a 

In order to give the greatest probability to the series L we must 
choose tV, JI, z alld 'U so, that the partial derivatives of IL with 
l'egm'd to each of these are zero; i.e. that tiley satisfy the following 
l'elation : 

J[

Cl
2
(S l) -,I! cl'SB -1 d'S9- -z (l2SV _ 7t d

2
S P] d'SB = 0 

dt' dt' Y dt' dt' dt' dt' ' 
a 

and 3 others, which we obtain by substitutinp; fol' the last factor 
d'SP d'SB d'S~ dJSV 

-z .-, successively -d' '-d and 
ct t t2 ---;ji2' 

Jd' SB cl' S~ 
Definite integrals, such as --. -- dt, which here occnr as 

dt' dt' 
a 

coefficients, can be compntecl in the following way: 

:: = z 

J d2 SB d. clS~ = [dO SB . clS~J -J clS~ d3 
SB dt = 

dt' dt dt' dt dt dt3 

a a a 

= 2 [oB l] - 6 :E e: (SI - Sq)~ = 2 [cB g9-] - 6 :E n e~ Q;'. 
a 

If in the last term we also substitllte for 
B B 

3 n eli , (cr - Cg) , we have 

a 

alld aftel' intel'changing the indices Band {} in the serond mem bel' also 
z B 9-

[c9- g13] + :E Qf! (Cg - c;). 

I have <'omputed these coefticients according to both fOl'mulae, and 
til us obtained a rigol'ous test. 

At the beginning al1l1 the end of the intel'polatioJl the qllantities 
care always zero, so that prodncts sueh as eB g;;;' would be zero at 
either end. With a view, however, to the C'ontinnation of this rom
pntation fOl' 11C,{ yCUI', I havc not ('[osed thc interpolation-compn-
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tation for the atmosphel'ie pressure, the temperature, etc. on January 14, 
1904. Hence on Jan. 14, 1904 eB, c9', cV, cP diifer from zero and 
in the formula I had to retain the term for the end. 

Z 

Jd2 SB cl2 (S-/) 
In integrals sueh as -d- clt 1 ihst put all errors equal t2 dt2 , 

a 

to zero and eomputed the known term" of the four equations accord
ing to fOl'mulae of the form : 

a 

By solving these equations, I have obtained prehminary vaiues 
for ,'I], V, zand u, and in the war to be explained in § 7, also for 
the most probable errors I; from the mean daily mtes computed 
with these preliminary values, using the formula 

QL = Q - tIJ QB _ y Q'" - z QV _ u QP _ /r - l, 
n 

I have deIwed as a second approximatlOn the corl'ection& iIJ, !}, Z 

and u to these preliminal'Y valnes. The influence of those eOl'l'ections 
on the most probable errors was of httle importance. 

J(d2 S)2 
Integrals su eh as clt

2 
dt have been eomputed twice, first 

a 

a 

a 

and secondly according to the fOl'lllUla, deduced in § 2 

a 

The following are the 4 equations expressed in numbel's: 

5460 .V - 252 Y - 14 z + 59 tt = + 21664 -145 
252.c+952y+512z- 8u=- 1757- 88 

14.1' + .512?/ + 571 Z - 22 u = + 383 + 87 
+ 59 ai - 8 Y - 22 z + 101 u = - 101 - 21 
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The second members are written in 2 parts. The first part is 
derived from the observed rates Q, the second fi'om the prelimi
narily redueed compensated rates QL. The solution of the two sets 
yielded: 

q: = + 3.90 - 0.04 = + 3.86 
y=-2.30 -0.34= - 2.64 

z = + 2.72 + 0.46 = + 3.18 
'lt = - 2.86 - 0.09 = - 2.95 

ArcOl'ding to these results the influenee on the daily cloek rates 

of the atmospherie pressure per 1 mmo mercury of 0° C. is + 080154, 
of the tempel'ature per 1 centigrade (llpper thermometer) - 0.0264, 
and of the ditference in temperature per 1 eentigrade 

(npper-Iower) + 0,318, 

while for the personal difference BAKHUYZEN- PANNEKOl!lK in the clock 
eorreetions is found - 08.220. 

Table I contains the values required for the said computations; 
for each interval between two consecutive determinations of the cloek 
correction : the number of days n, the observed cloek rate Q, the values 
QB, Q"', QV and QP, an~ also the values (c,,- cr)B, (C,,-1'r)"', (c,,-cr) v, 
(c,,-cr)p. To this must be added in order to render the eomputation 
possible the values tor the last epoeh Jan. 14, 1904,: 

gB=-14.0 g"'=+57.7 gV=-3.1 gP=+2.4. 

eB (= + 1.09 e'" = + 2.01 cV = + 0.76 cP + 0.54 

fJ = -146, adopted in case we use the series of the observed clock rates Q. 
G = -194, " " " " " preliminarily reduced QL. 

I § 7. Here f'911ows the reduetion of the relations between the most 
probable errors and the determination of the latter according to these 
relatiolls. 

Sub § 5 I have del'ived for each error Iq the relation : 

ah fq alL 1 
i. af" + tLg2 = 0 or afg + Î.tLqJq = 0 

I have thought myself justified in adopting the same value for the 
mean errors in the determinations of the cloek cOl'l'ection, although 
for 1 of those correetions only 2 stars, for 13 rorrections 4 stars, 
and for all the Othel's :3 stars were observed, since the diffel'ence in 
accuracy restlltin", from the different numbers of stnrs is relntively 
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TABLE 1. 

Observedj 
clock Atmosphellc Temperature (frl. 
rates. I pressure (S). 

Q 

/ 

QB /«(''I-eli Q~ I (('g-('r)~ I 
b 

+<> 230 +52 D + 2 45 49 3 +1 88 

+ .126 +40 5 + 0.13 42 0 -212 

+ 036 +23.3 - 4.15 49.6 -269 

+ 050 \+255 + 3 98 71.~ +323 

- 034 +1f. 2 - 321 74 7 -144 

+ .024 +31.2 - 3 17 80 9 +276 

+ .164 +608 +11.3D 72.0 -295 

-- 067 + 4 0 - 209 80 4 +084 

- 235 -310 -1405 88 3 +0 54 

.000 +232 +1422 87 7 -1,1 48 

- .063 +10.7 - 0.90 81 7 -1 73 

- 117 - 2 9 - 9.97 81 8 -OM 

- .012 +17.4 +1457 89 5 -1 36 

- 201 -23 1 --1298 1050 +162 

- 139 - 2.7 + 6.05 108.3 +1 19 

-- 150 +06 -- 3 54 98 9 -021 

- .106 + 4- 2 + 7 51 85 3 +038 

- ~91 -46 1 - 6.63 77 0 -377 

- 245 -37.9 - 051 107 8 +1 81 

- 192 - 2.7 + 067 126 6 +163 

- .104 +221 - 5.19 125 7 -3.82 

- .052 +40 1 +1467 138.J +1.92 

- 190 + 3.4 - 929 153 8 -2.61 

- 225 + 50 - 4.61 174.0 +7.83 

- .139 +S08 +1240 157 3 -525 

- .311 -148 -10.00 156.7 +207 

- .278 - 1 7 -100 144 2 _221
J 

- 1r)~ +21 4 + 4.82 H78 -251 

- .158 +26.1 +010 1G7 0 +0.57 

- .209 +20.3 + 0.39 180.8 +4.27 

Temper.lture Pe.rbonal 
dilference (Y). equation (P). 

QJ' I (Cg-c,tl QP I(~g-cf 
, 

+16 0 +362 -3.3 -1 78 

+ 1.3 -346 +3.3 +2.33 

+ 1.1 -1.89 0.0 -014 

+123 +~L831-:~ 3 -1.57 

+ 77 -1 22 +1 7 +1.91 

+ 7.9 -020 -1.0 -1 63 

+10 7 +0.72 +33 +1 77 

+ 8 0 -065 -1 4 -1.06 

+106 +0 18 00 -051 

+123 -045 +S3 +2.81 

r 130 +1 95 -33 -341 

+ 75 -1 91 0.0 +1.70 

+118 -100 00 -0.95 

+228 +1 90 +20 +1 16 

+19.1 +038 -14 -0.08 

+10.2 -1.17 00 +0.50 

+ 7 8 +132 00 -0.30 

+ 2 9 -358 +1.4 +0.63 

+272 +3 15 -1.0 -0.8~ 

+25.3 -0.2f. +08 +1.22 
, 

+21.7 -2.84 -3.3 -2 Ol , 
+323 +1 41 +3.3 +322 

+44 2 -120 0.0 -1.38 

+53.2 +693 00 +0.29 

+S02 -5.55 0.0 +0.30 

+27 ° +244 -10 -090 

+162 -2'17 +25 +1 25 

+208 -194 00 -0.81 

+36.2 +1.84 0.0 +0.09 

+40.5 +2.88 0.0 -rO. 42 
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"" 
Ob'Served Atmo'Sphenc Temperature Pelsonal 

<IJ • cIoek Temperature (5"). _ rn 
pressure (B). dllferenee (fT). equation (P). 

c;l>. rates. ><'1 
~-,:j 

..... = B B S S r l' p P = ..... 

s 
+ ü1 I+ 04 6 -0.243 9 171 ° -1.93 +277 -255 -1.7 -0.65 

I 
7 - 324 - 4 9 - 2.2 8 168 6 -063 +27.4 +0 05 00 +0 36 

8 - 34 4 - 51 + 2.1 5 175 ° +061 +29.6 +107 00 -0.09 

11 - 379 -12 ° - 3 9 5 1759 +0.29 +21.7 -088 ° ° +0.02 

8 - .338 + 18 + 73 3 1733 -0.56 +208 +012 ° ° +0.02 

6 - .436 -30 ° - 8.03 173.5 +1.16 +19.8 +0.80 00 -0.13 

12 - .365 - 21 + 3 51 167.1 -1.73 +14.6 -1.81 +0.8 +0.23 

3 - 288 +10.5 - 2 83 174 0 -084 +22.7 +002 00 -011 

4 - .271 +139 + 8.68 1805 +345 +270 +210 00 -0.16 

8 - .363 -12.2 -1353 1634 +ü 22 +17.1 -013 0.0 +061 

4 - 196 +282 + 9.11 143.8 -204 + 6.8 -1.10 -2.5 -1.05 

5 - 209 +269 - 1.18 146.2 -055 + 76 -056 00 +0.81 

4 - .237 +164 + 2.75 152.8 -0.70 +13.0 -0.04 0.0 -0.49 

7 - .373 -135 -114 1607 +246 +174 +1.53 +14 +0.42 

8 - 429 -35.0 - 5.03 149 5 -006 +10.0 -0.34 00 +0.09 

11 - 333 -164 + 6.18 131.4 -0.72 + 2 2 -045 -0.9 -0.91 

3 - .447 -373 - 2 68 1247 -102 + 03 +024 +33 +1 87 

2 - .395 -354 -11 48 126.0 +147 00 -0.90 0.0 -1.31 

6 - 193 +19.6 +12.15 121 2 -037 + 2 2 +1.25 00 -001 

12 - 147 +22.9 -- 0 56 111.9 +0.15 + 08 -168 00 +0.53 

3 - .135 + 81 + 1 55 104 ° -0.34 + 7.7 +282 -33 -070 

10 - 243 -18 ° - 0 58 95.2 +1 54 + ° 2 -365 0.0 -0.05 

3 - .'1.74 -40.5 -152 77 ° +002 + 9.0 +3. 96 +3.3 +0 96 

7 - .265 -437 - ° 09 66.7 -331 -14 -259 0.0 -085 

3 - .309 -41.5 - 3 32 73.7 +029 - 2.7 +0.81 0.0 +0.29 

4 - 235 -201 - 1.54 80.5 +148 - 2.5 "-0.86 ° ° -0.07 

5 - 067 +122 + 515 78.2 +112 =+ 0.8 +0.58 0.0 +003 

7 - .008 +181 - 0.81 61.3 +089 + 2.6 -0.26 0.0 -0.09 

5 + .060 +15.9 + 3 28 39.6 -213 + 3.2 +1.31 ° ° +034 

12 - .101 -11 3 - 3.f'4 42.2 -216 - 5.0 -1.79 - 0.8 -081 
17 

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. VII. 
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small as compared with tbat depending on other causes which are 
difficult to account fol'. But the computation would not become 
much more difficult if we should assign different weights to the ' 
determinations. 

I now use the following thesis for the interpolation with regal'd 
to the smallest sinuosity that is proved in § 3 of my previous 
paper viz.: the partial derivative of the total sinuosity Is of a series 
of dock corrections with regard to Olle of the corr!3e tions Sq, is 
equal to twice the abrupt variation which oeeurs in the derivative 
of the third order of the interpolation curve near the abscissa q and 
the ordinate Sq. Hence aceording to § 4 

aIs as. = 12 (en-em)· 
'1 

I apply this relation to the interpolating curve aftel' compen
sation determined by the corrections L, and I obtain 

ah 
aLg = 12 (En-Em) = 12 '2'1 , 

in case that eaeh part of that curve is represented by an equation: 

IJL = Lg + G q t + Cg t2 + En t 3
• 

In aecordanee with the previous paper I bave used eapitals for the 
interpolation coeffieients ]:>elonging to the eorreetions w hieh are freed 
from errors. Also the meaning of '2 for this interpolation corre
sponds entirely with that of (J used for the interpolation without 
compensation. 

aIL VIL 
For aL

q 
we may substitute - alq , beeause Bq + Iq is invari-

abIe, henee aLq = - alq· 
ah . VIL j. 

Aftel' the substitution of v+' =-12'2'1' eachrelatlOn I.. ~+' + ~ = 0 
',/ '1 , u,/ q (.tg 

1 
takes the form: '2q = 121.. 2 fq· 

(.t , 

The first member of this l'elation depends on tV, y, z, u and the 
errors I, and all these quantities occur in it in a linear form: 

B)3 V P'j 
'2'1 = (Jg - aJ(Jg - yag - zaq -u(Jq - (Jq • 

If we use the approximate values obtained for tV, y, zand u in 
the supposition 1= 0, we can eompute the expression : 

B 9- V p' 
1J1g = ar; - mag -yag -z(Jg -ua'1 • 

I have made this computation by determining the differences between 

!I 
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the sueeessive eoeffieients of t3 for tlle redueed cloek rates 
Q_()JQB _yQf1 -zQv-uQp, 

aeeol'ding to the new method of interpolation. 

~ may be d~velope.d in the fo.110wing way: 

a{ = .... +K; la + K:lp + Kqlq +K~j,. + K:15 + ... 
. z 

f 1 aIj J(d'j )2 We have a.lso 6q = 12 al
q 

where Ij = dt2 dt. 

a 

Hence: 

o aar 1 a'Ij a (1 aIj ) aa! fl 

Kq = alu = 12 ajqalo = alq 12 alo = alg = K" 

therefore the eoeffieient of fa in the expres sion for a{ is equal to the 

eoeffieient of fq in the expression for at. 
Let us eonsider th~ case that /q = 1 and all the other values ofj 0 

then aq = Kg, ap = Kl or = K; , 6r = J(r
g 

Ol' = K;', etc. The series 
of the quantities aj for that case gives us direetly all the eoeffieients 

J( which are l'equired for the development of af. In this mannel' an 
interpolation was made between the numbers ... , 0, 0,100,0, 0 ... as 
many times as thel'e wel'e observations, eaeh time moving the 
number 100 further over one interval between two successive 
determinations of the cloek correction. 

lf this eornputation is properly arranged, it ean be made in a 
vel'j' short time and the aeeul'aey can oe tested by the results 
themselves as the eoeffieients are del'ived twiee independently of eaeh 
other. 

1 shall now deseribe in detail how I have arranged the eompu
tation of those coeffieients for a determination of the elock correction. 

Acearding ta § 2 of my paper "On interpalation . etc." of Dec. 10, 
1902 we have the relations; 

f}g + f}r - 2 Qn 
en = 2 

n 

whieh allow US, anee the series of the g being faund, to deduee the 
series of the 6 from the series of the g and Q. 

The series of the 9 is determined by the equations (C) of § 2 viz. 

_ n QIII + m Qn + n (Qm - f}p) + m (Q7I-f},.) 
~- , . m + n 2 (m + n) 2 (m + n) 

17'* 
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which for the first and the last ep ochs a and z beeome: 

_ Q + Qp. - gb _ Q + Qv - gy 
ga - p. 2 gz - v 2 

wh ere II and V refer to the intervals at both ends. 
In the example given here, also one of the latter relations oeeurs, 

i. e. that for the observations of January 20, 1903. The successive 
intervals with the values of Q belonging to them are here: 

00 3 3 I 8 3 6 10 . . . (l, m, n, 0) 

o + 1°°/8 1- 10°/8 0 0 0 ... (Q) 

The line separate!:> what precedes this observation and what follows. 
As a th'st approximation for the quantities ,q I have adopted 

n Qm+m Qn h h d'~' , only t ree of tese values 1I1er from zero, namely: 
m+n 

l 0 

gp = m + l Qm i gq = Qm - Qn i g, = n + 0 Qn. 

In ruy example: Qm = + 33 j Q/I = - 12 j l = 3, m = 3, n = 8, 
0= 3 j henee gp = + 17 j gq = + 21; gr = - 3. With these three 
values begins the annexed seheme, in which the surcessive corrections 
of tbe gare computed. (see p. 255 sq.) 

Annexed to this paper is a table (lI) (p. 256 sq.) containing the 
coeftieients 100 J( for this eomputation; nnder the heading "Sum of 
tbe squares .... " have been given the sums of tbe squares of the 
coefticients fol' eaeh date, and to the fil'st and seeond approximations 
the values of 100 l/' whieh belong to the observations. 

Eaeh equation of errors is redueed to the form: 

.... K; 10 + Kt fp +(Kq + sr) fq + K; Ir + K; Is + .... = I/1q 

1 . \ 
where st' = 12). tJ-2' IS constant "for all equations, and must be deter-

mined in order to enable a solution. 
In the relation: 

:2 q + ... + K; fo + Kl fq + Kq fq + K; fr + K; fs + ... = tpq 

w hieh is independent of the hypothesis of the probability of a group 
of cloek eorreetions, the quantities j represent real errOrs of observa
tion, of whieh tbe mean vahie is IJ,: Thc error of inteL'polation (jJq 

in the interpolation with regal'd to the least sinuosity, i. e. the 
diffel'enee between the real cloek eOl'l'eetion Lq ft.nd the interpolated 

:2 
corl'ection for the same instant is 1/' FroIQ. the expression of pro

q 
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1903 + 
Jan. 14 

» 17 

» 20 , 

» 28 

» 31 0.1 

Febr. 6 0.0 

» 16 0.0 

» 19 0.1 

» 26 0.0 

Mrch.6 0.0 

» 9 0.1 

» 12 0.1 

» 16 0.0 

» 22 0.0 

» 27 0.1 

Apr. 3 0.0 

» 10 0.0 

» 20 0.0 

~ 27 0.0 

May 7 0.0 

» 19 0.0 

» 22 0.0 

» 25 0.0 

» llO 0.0 

June 4 0.1 

» 8 0'.1 

» 18 0.0 

» 22 0.0 

» 26 0.1 

» 30 0.0 

J uly 4 0.0 

(-256 ) 

TABLE 11. 

Coefficients for the compensation. 

100 100 100 100 100 

KqO Kl Kq K{ Kq' 

- + - + - + -
1.0 21 1.2 0.2 

2.1 5.'1 3.5 0.9 0.4 

1.2 3.5 2.9 1.3 0.8 0.1 

0.1 0.9 1.3 2.5 2.4 0.6 0.2 

0.4 0.8 2.4 28 1.0 0.4 0.2 

0.1 0.6 1.0 0.7 0.6 0.4 00 

0.2 0.4 0.6 1.9 L9 0.5 02 

0.2 0.4 -1.9 2.3 0.9 0.4 0.3 

0.0 0.5 0.9 0.7 0.8 0.6 0.1 

0.2 0.4 0.8 28 3.8 1.8 0.3 

0.3 0.6 3.8 7.2 5 1 1.5 0.3 

0.2 1.8 5.1 5.6 2.7 0.8 02 

0.3 1.5 2.7 2.3 1.2 0.5 0.1 

0.2 08 1.2 1.5 LO 0.'3 0.1 

0.2 0.5 1.0 1.2 0.6 0.2 0.0 

0.1 0.3 0.6 0.7 0.4 0.1 0.0 

0.1 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.1 0.0 

0.0 0.1 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.1 0.0 

0.0 0.1 0.4 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.1 

0.0 01 0.2 02 0.3 0.3 0.1 

0.0 0:1 0.3 2.1 3.2 1.6 0.2 

0.1 0.3 3.2 6.6 4.5 1.2 0.3 

0.1 1.6 4.5 4.4 2.1 0.8 0.2 

0.2 1.2 2.1 2.1 1.6 0.6 0.1 

0.3 0.8 1.6 2.3 1.5 0.4 0.2 

0.2 0.6 1.5 1.3 0.6 0.4 0.1 

0.1 0.4 0.6 1.3 1.7 0.9 0.2 

0.2 0.4 1.7 3.3 2.7 1.1 0.3 

0.1 0.9 2.7 3.7 2.7 1.0 0.2 

0.2 1.1 2.7 3.5 2 2 0.6 0.1 

0.3 1.0 2.2 2.1 1.0 0.3 0.1 

'ë:5 
~a . ...>i 

..",. 

~Ë~ "'0 -- 5.§ 
~~ "..., 

~tm: oS '" ol 
.S.§ '" El 

"~,, =.~ 
d~:e ~ .~ M 

"'0 ",2 ... " .. g~ OI-4~ gg: a"" ..,..p. 

"" 
cd ..,..d 

",,g , 

+ , 
0.1 6.8 - 30 - 20 

0.0 43.1 + 27 -r 4 

0.0 24.2 + 30 + 43 

0.1 14.6 - 80 - 79 

0.0 15.7 + 59 + 57 

0.0 2.4 - 1 - 3 

0.1 8.0 - 9 + 2 

0.1 10.3 - 15 - 25 

0.0 2.6 + 61 + 57 

0.'1 26.9 - 301 - 320 

0.1 95.7 + 543 + 58!} 

0.0 68.3 - 380 - 405 

0.0 16.8 + 121 + 122 

0.0 5.5 . 48 - 40 -
0.0 3.2 + 21 + 14 

0.0 1.2 + 14 + 14 

0.0 ,,' 0.5 - 14 - 12 
\ 

0.0 0.4 + 9 + 8 

0.0 0.4 - 21 - 17 

0.0 0.3 + 20 'Of- 14 

0.1 17.4 - 3 + 4 , 
0.1 76.2 -Iï 8 - 6 

0.0 r 47.6 - 42 - 27 

0.0 13.2 + 70 + 69 

O.i 11.2 - 45 - 6U 
) 

0.0 4.8 - 5 + 7 

0.0 6.3 + 5t + 4Q 
. 

0.0 22.4 - 82 - 80 

0.0 30.0 + 41 + 47 

0.0 26.0 1+ 55 + 48 

0.0 11.4 -101 -102. 
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- , 
~~ 

Coefficients for the compensation. ".8 .....:: "0 • 

~~4Î "' 0 
§§ 

~~~ 
.... ~ a'-

I 
c::: .... Ol .... 

" "' 0: 

I : ~-5 .S.ê I'l 

100 100 100 100 100 
~.::: 

;9;g al """~ 
.~ ... 

0 

I 
'Eëcë 8~ 

~e 

Kqo Kl~ K K{ Kq' a'" .,..~ 82: q "", ..,..0: 

"';9 

1903-04 + - + - 1+ - + -I,+ 
July 10 0.0 0.2 0.6 1.0 0.9 0.5 0.2 0.0 '0.0 2.5 + 63 + 67 

» 17 0.0 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.6 0.3 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.8 - 4 - 5 

» 25 0.0 0,1 0.2 0,3 0.3 0.2 0.1 0,0 00 0.3 - 28 - 30 

Aug. 5 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.2 0.0 0,0 0.3 + 50 + 51 

» 13 0.0 0.0 o 1 o 3 0.6 0.5 0.2 0.2 0,0 0.8 - 91 - 89 

» 19 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.5 05 0.4 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.8 + 83 + 80 

» 31 0.0 0.0 0.2 0,4 1.9 2.6 1.0 0,2 o 1 11.6 - 64 - 58 

Sept. 3 0.0 0.2 0.3 2.6 4.2 2.2 0.6 0.3 0.1 29.6 + 35 + 26 

» 7 0.0 0.0 1.0 2.2 1.7 0.9 0.5 0.1 00 9.8 - 6 0 

» 15 00 0.2 0.6 0.9 1.6 1.6 0.7 0.2 0.0 7.0 + 27 + 25 

» 19 0.1 0,3 0.5 1.6 2.5 1.8 0.7 0.1 0.0 13.0 - 2 - 2 

» 24 0.1 0.1 0.7 1.8 2.5 1.7 0.4 0.1 0,0 13.1 - 58 - 56 
, 

» 28 0.0 0,2 0,7 1.7 1.7 0.7 0.2 0.1 0.1 6,9 + 63 + 61 

Oct. 5 0.0 01 04 0.7 0.6 0.3 0.2 0,2 0.0 1.2 - 25 - 24 

» 13 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.4 0,1 0.0 0.7 - 16 - 17 

» 24 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.5 2,5 4.5 2.5 0,1 0.0 32.8 + 249 + 254 

» 27 0.1 0.2 0.4 4.5 '11.6 8.3 1.0 0.2 0,2 225.7 - 619 - 629 

» 29 0.0 0.1 2.5 8.3 7.1 1.4 0.4 0.2 0.0 128.8 +448 + 455 

N ov. 4 0,0 0,1 1.1 1.4 0.6 0.5 0.3 0.0 0.0 3.8 - 60 - 64 

» 16 0.0 0.2 0,4 0.5 1.5 1.5 0.5 0.3 0.0 5.2 - 8 + 10 

» 19 0.1 0,2 0.3 1.5 1.7 0.9 0.6 0,1 0.0 6.2 + 6 - '17 
, 

» 29 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.9 2.0 2.0 0.8 0.4 0.1 9.9 + 70 + 97 

D sc, 2 0.0 0.3 0,6 2.0 2.5 1.6 0.9 0.2 0.0 14.4 -123 -142 

» 9 0.0 0.1 0.8 1.6 3.1 3.4 1.2 0,2 0.0 25.7 + 146 + 150 

» 12 0.0 0.4 1,0 3.4 49 2,8 0.8 0.2 0.0 44.9 - 54 - 65 

» 16 0.1 0.2 1.2 2.8 2.7 1.4 0.4 0.1 0,0 19.0 - 95 - 90 

» 21 0.0 0.2 0.8 1.4 1.3 0.8 0.3 0.0 4.9 + 101 + 101 

» 28 0.0 0.2 0,4 0.8 1.0 0.6 0,1 2.3 - 96 - 84 

J an. 2 0.0 0.1 0.3 0.6 0.5 0.1 0.8 + 64- + 55 

» 14 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 - 9 - 12 
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bability e-JlL we may dednce the mean value of gJq. Let us snppose 
that all the real clock corrections remain unaltered with the exception 
of that for the instant q. Then h will be a minimum for Lq - gJq; 

and for any otller clock correction adopted for the same instant, 
which differs from this interpolated value by E, h is eqllal to its 
least value augmented by 6 /(q E'. 

Hence the probability of the group of clock COl'l'ections contains the 
factor e-6JKg", whence follows that the mean vaine of E, or also 

1 _ 
tIlat of CfJq IS equal fo V . Then the 111ean vaine of gJq V Kg is 

12).J(q 

constant and etjllal to V~-; tlllS constant is caJled v. 
122 

Hence the 2nd power of the mean value of the fh'st membel' of 
the above relation is: 

0'- '}J" Q ,J oS.! 

Kq v 2 + (J.' [ •••• Kq + Eq + K;; + Kg + Kq + ... J. 
The 2nd membel' 1/''1 computed with approximative values of a:, y, Z 

and u is known. I had no dIrect data fol' the determmation of [J.'. 

It consists of one part which IS independent of t11e number of stars 
observed fol' the clock correctlOll, and anothel' part whirh is in inverse 
proportion to this number. For one star observed by BAKHUYZgN, tlle 
lat ter part amaunts to about 900 and for PANNgKOEK It is a little 
les'O. I wished La aVOld a too large value for (J.' fol' fear of eÀag
gel'ating tlle regularity of the clock at the cost of the accuracy of 
the observatlOlls, and therefole I have put fol' each of tllOse pal'ts 
of {j,' 300, together (J.' = 600. 

According to tlle "alne given above fol' st we háve v' : tt 2 = .R' 
and tbe mea11 value of the expreS'OlOl1: 

1/'q: V Kq.R' + .... Kr;' + Kt + Kr; + Kt + Kt -t- .... 
( 

will be equaI to (J.. 

With different supposItions for Jr, I could dedve from this l'elatiol1 
the corresponding value ft'. l\'Iy result was that for S~ = I/GO the 
value of tt' is 592 and thereforc I have retained this yalue of .\\ in 
the fUl'ther computatlOn. 

The hypothetical expressiol1 of the probability was tested in two 
different ways. 

In the first place 1 invesligated whether indeed v' might be l'egarded 
as equal fol' the different intervals of the period treated. Therefore 
I have arranged the obsel'vations according' to their coefficients /(q, 

and have derived from the half with least Kq separately the yalue 
of (J.2 belonging to .st' = 1/60' The l'esult was (J.2 = 591. 
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In the second place I have illvestigated whethel' also fol' intervals 
of langer duration, the constancy of v' remains the same. In that 
case I could derive v' from the total sinuosity h of the real clock 
eorrections. 

If we imagine that from the series of those cloek corrections one 
is dropped, whieh deviates from the interpolated value by lJlq, 

then h is diminished by 6 Kg lJlrt 59 times we can drop succes-
'sively one observation from the 61 observations at our disposal, and 
thus eaeh time diminish the total sinuosity of the remaining cloek 
eorrections by 6 K lJl' At the end h is zero and hence h may be 
considered as consisting of 59 parts, each of a mean value of 6 v'. 
Rence the mean value of IL is 354 v'. 

From the reduced rates Q-x QB -y Q9--z QV -uQP I deduced 
the total sinuosity of the clock corrections L+ f and obtained 
ILt-J=8756. 

In my previous paper on this interpolation it is demonstrated that 
if the errors f and the dock correetions expressed by I are independent 
of each other ILt-J=h+IJ. Instead of the fOl'mula derived there: 

IJ=:26F:n(jq-Jr) I now write lJ=:26fq(Fn-F:1II)=:26f'JGgf 

and substitute for aÇ its value expressed in terms of the errors f. 
In this way we get: 

">' 0 p r s Ij = - 61g [ .. . Kg la + Kg IJl + Kg Ig + Kg Ir + K ,. Is ... ] 
In the 2nd membel' occur under :2 many products of real errors. 

The mean value of these terms is zero. I omit them, substitute tJ-' 
for the square of each error and find as mean value for IJ 6 tJ-2 :2 Kg. 

The computation of :2 Kg yielded 1.39. 
In this way I have found the following relation between v and tJ-: 

8756 = 354 v' + 8,34 tJ-' 

whenee, if tJ-' is eqnal to 600, v' = 11, which result is in good 
harmony with the value first found for jf. 

The set of equations by whieh the most probable errors are 
eonnected is readily solved, if we use as a th'st approximation 

j~ = 0.45 K. t/'q jf' Aftel' I had found by the substitution of these g+ \ 
values that the 2nd membel' required still another eorrection 6.1 t/', 1 used 

0.80 6.1 t/'q as a eorrection for the th'st approximation. 
Kq+jt 

When computed according to the empirical formula 

.f _ 0,4.5 t/'q + 0.80 6.1 t/'IJ 
JIJ - Kg: +.R' 
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the errors appeared to satisfy fairly weil the set of equations. Where 
• Do tp 

it was necessary I took away the last differenees by addmg K. ~ q 
q+se 

to the errors. 
Table 111 eontains the results of the compensation which are 

necessary to eompute the doek correetion at any instant between 
the observations. Let this instant be q + T, the epoch of the im
mediately preeeding clock eorrection being q; if moreover during 
the interval from q 10 q + T: 
the mean atm05pheric pressure, expressed in mms. of mereury 

of 0° C. is 760 + ET, 
the mean temperature in centigrades 10° C + .:fT, 
the mean differenee in temperature in centigrades V T, 

then we can compute the clock eorrection Sq+T according to the 
following formula: 

T 
Sq+2' Sq-fq+ 1000(Gq+15,4BT-26,4.:fT +318 VT+CqT+E7IT~). 

The values of S, j, G, C, E, occurring in this formula ean be 
derived from table 111. 

The 5th column shows the mean rates for each interval between two 
successive determinations of the clock correction aftel' the reduction and 
the compensation. From this we may judge of the constaney of tbe rate 
of the cloek. It must be remarked that the small yearly inequality 
oeeurring in these values is very probably due to a little inaccuracy 
in the coefficient of temperature obtained as described above. 

The last column of table lil shows the quantities 2, the diffe
rences between the sut'cessive values of E. They give us a simple 
test for the computation of the compensation, because they must be 
equal to the errors f muItiplied by 20, or jq = 2q : 20. T"he adopted 
series of errors satisfies tolerably well this l'elation, if we admit 
smalt differences, which in thousandth parts of a second of time do 
not exceed the intervals m or n expressed in days, and hence give 
rise to a difference less than 0',001 in the mean daily rates. 
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ril .... Clock corrections Ol .. 
Date ... reduced to 13 Ol 

ril 
.J:> 8 0 

1903 

JaIl. 14 P - 3~ 28
s
222 

" 
17 B 27.561 

" 
20 P 27153 

" 
28 P 26864 

,. 31 B 26.744 

Febr. 6 P 26.921 

" 
16 B 26 710 

" 
19 P 26 189 

" 
26 B 26.690 

Mrch.6 B 28.568 

" 
9 P 28 539 

" 
12 B 28 757 

" 
16 B 29 225 

" 
22 B 29 475 

" 
27 P 30 449 

Apr 3 B 31 453 

" 
10 B 32.506 

" " 
20 B 33.565 

" 
27 P 35.575 

May 7 B 38.051 

" 
19 P 40 326 

" 
22 B 40.667 

" 
25 P 40 794 

" 
30 P 41 746 

J une 4 P 42.872 

" 
8 P 43.427 

" 
18 B 46.570 

" 
22 P 47.654 

" 
26 P 48.265 

Ol 30 P 48.896 
\ 

( 261 )' 

TABLE 111. 
Error Compell-accord- sated mgtothe dally G compen- rates satlOn 

QL r 
-

_0·008 
-0~173 

171 

+ 004 176 
- .180 + .010 184 
- 188 

- .014 184 
- .180 + .006 177 
- .175 

+ 004 175 
- .174 

- 004 171 
- .170 

- 001 170 
- .171 

+ 005 174 
- .176 

- .029 173 
- 174 + .038 179 
- 184 

- 021 186 
- 183 

.000 180 
- 174 

- 004 168 
- .166 

+ 002 166 
- .172 

+ 007 180 
- .186 

- 004 189 
~ .186 

+ 001 183 
- 178 

- .007 172 
- 169 + .007 175 
- .189 

+ 002 197 
- 198 

- 004 198 
- 199 

- 002 200 
- 205 

+ 014 211 
- .213 

- .010 210 
- .205 

- .002 200 
- .194 

+ 008 194 
- .194 

- .012 193 
- 192 

+ .009 194 
- .196 + .006 198 
- .190 

C E ~ 

00 - 0.14 
- 0.14 

- 1.3 + 0.12 
- 0.02 

- 1.5 + 0.14 + 0 12 
+ 1.5 - 0.21 

- 0 09 

+ 0.7 + 0.04 
- 0.05 

- 02 + 0.07 + 002 
+ 05 - 0.08 

- 0 06 
00 + 0.02 

- 0 04 
- 08 + 0.12 + 0.08 
+ 1 0 - 0.50 

- 0.42 
- 28 + 0.80 + 0 38 
+ 06 - 0.36 + 0 02 
+ 09 - 0.02 

000 

+ 09 - 0 09 
- 0 09 

- 05 + 0.05 
- 0 04 

- 1 4 + 0.12 + 0.08 
+ 02 - 0.07 + 0.01 
+ 04 + 0.02 + 0 03 
+ 1.1 - 0.12 

- 0 09 
- 1.6 + 0.13 

+ 0.04 
- 03 - 0.01 

00 
+ 0 03 

- 0 10 
- 0.07 

- 06 + 0 02 
- 0 05 

- 1 4 + 0.24 
+ 0.18 

+ 1.4 - 0.21 
- 0.02 

+ 1 2 - 0.04 
- 0.06 

- 0.5 + 0.17 
+011 

+ 0.8 - 0.25 
- 0 14 

- 0.9 + 0.20 + 0.06 
- 0,2 +0.09 

+ 0.15 
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ril 
J!;rror Compen· 

.... Clock corl'ection ~ accord- sated <l) ingtoth 
Date 

,.. 
reduced to B ~ daily G C E .... ~ 

<l) compen , 
ril rates 
~ S sation 
0 f QL 

-
1903-041 

I -
July 4 P - 3~ 49~732 -0~020 

-O~190 
192 + 1.6 - 0.37 

- 0.22 

" 
10 B 51 220 + .016 196 - 2.3 + 0.29 

- .209 + 0.07 

" 
17 B 53.488 + .002 

- .219
1 

219 - 0.9 + 0.05 + 0.12 

" 
25 B 56.236 - .011 212 + 1.9 - 0.23 

- 4IIf 00408 
- .204 - 0.11 

Aug. 5 B + .015 210 - 1.8 + 0.30 
- .212 + 0 19 

" 
13 B 3.115 - .026 202 + 27 - 0.51 

- .198 - 0.32 

.. 19 B 5.734 + .024 206 - 3.1 + 0.47 
- .221 + 0.15 

" 
31 P 10.082 - .012 215 + 2.3 - 0.25 

- .209 - 0.10 
ept. 3 p 10.946 - .001 204 + 1.4 - 0.02 

- .200 - 0.12 

" 
7 P 12.029 + .005 198 - 0.1 + 0.05 

- .203 - 0.07 

" 
15 P 14.936 + .008 212 - 1.7 + 0.25 

, - .216 + 0.18 

" 
19 B 15.752 - .003 217 + 0.4 - 0.13 

- .214 + 0.05 
.. 24 B 16.795 - .010 210 + 1.1 - 0.21 

- .208 - 0.16 

" 
28 B 17.744 + .013 209 - 0.8 + 0.27 

- .209 + 0.11 
ct. 5 P 20.328 - .009 204 + 1.5 - 0.17 

- .196 - 0 06 

" 
13 P 23.762 + .001 192 + 0.1 0.00 

- .198 - 0.06 

" 
24 B 27.460 + .020 212 - 1.9 + 0.40 

- .214 + 0.34 

" 
27 P 28.771 - .024 213 + 1.2 - 0.69 

-'.212 - 0.35 

" 
29 P 29.561 + .021 212 -- 0.9 + 0.42· 

- .215 + 0.07 
ov. 4 P 30.720 - .004 215 + 0.4 - 0.05 

- .207 + 0.02 

" 
16 P 32.482 - .004 195 + ,1.3 - 0.13 

- .192 ~ 0.11 
19 B 32 918 + .002 i9q + 0.3 + 0.09 .. - .188 - 0.02 

.. 29 B 35.348 + .011 187 - 0.2 + 0.16 
- .187 " + 0.14 

ec. 2 p 36.141 - .020 185 + 1.1 - 0.30 
- .186 - 0.16 

" 
9 P 37.998 + .026 195 - 2.3 + 0.43 

- .199 + 0.27 

" 
12 P 38 926 - .005 201 + 0.1 - 0.05 

- .197 + 0.22 

" 
16 P 39.866 - .021 190 + 2.8 - 0.49 

- .182 - 0.27 
, 

" 
21 P 40.201 + .019 181 - 1.2 + 0.39 

- .183 + 0.12 

" 
28 P 40.254 - .017 179 + 1.3 - 0.32 

- .178 - 0.20 
n 2 p 39.953 + .015 182 - 1.7 + 0.25 

- .195 c + 0.05 

" 
14 B 41.200 - .005 201 I 0.0 _ (j.05 

s 

o 

N 

D 

Ja 

(October 20, 1904). 

! \ 
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KONINKLIJKE AKADEMIE VAN WETENSCHArFEN 
TE AMSTERDAM. 

PROOEEDINGS OF THE' MEETING 

of Saturday October 29, 1904. 

------:>(lC ... • ----

(T1'llllslaled from: Verslag van de gewone vergadering tIel' Wis- en Natuurkundige 
Afdeeling van Zaterdag 29 October 1904, Dl. XllI). 

OONTENTS. 

J.\N liE VIUE": "Thc congrllcncc of thc conics situntcd on the cubic surf,\ccs of 11. pcncil", p. 264. 
A. ))'. HOLT.Ell.\N: "Thc nitratio.1 of disubstitllted benzcncs", p. 266. 
A. P. N. FR.\NClImONT and H. l'ltmD~IANN: "On ",,'-tctrnmethylpiperidinc", p. 270. 
P. J. MONT.\GNE: "On intramolcclllar atomie rearrangcmcnts in benzpinnconcs". (Communicntcd 

by Prof . .A. P. N. Fn.\NCllllIONT), p. 271. 
A. P. N. Fu \NCIIDIONT prescnts the dissertation of Dr. J. MOLL VAN ClI.\R.\NTE: "Sulpho

isobutyric acid ,md some of ils Ilerivativcs", p. 275. 
W. A. V};RSLUYS: "The relation between the radius of curvaturc oi a twisted curve in a 

point P of the I'urve nnd tlle mdiu. of curvllturc in P of the sectioD of i1s developable with 
its osculating plane in point P". (Communicatcd by Prof. P. H. SCHOUT};), p. 277. 

L. J. J. MUSK};NS: "DcgenCintions in tllc eentral Ilervous systcm aftel' removnl of thc floc
cnlus cerebelli". (Commtu,icated by PlOf. C. WnntLER), p. 282. 

H. KAllE'oMNGII PNN}:S and C. ZAltltZ};WSKI: "The validity of the Inw ofcorrcsponding stntes 
for mixtures of mcthyl chloride nnd carbon dioxide" (continucd), p. 285. 

B. MElMNK: "On the meuSl\lcmcnt of very 10"" temperaturcs. VII. Comparison of the platinum 
thcrmometer with thc hydrogen thermometer", p. 2~O. - VIII. "Compnl'Ïson of the l'esistance 
of gold wire with thnt of plntinum wÎle". (Commllnicatcd by Prof. H. KUIERLINGII ONNES), 
p. 300. (With cne pInte). 

JAN DE VllIES: t'A congluenre of OIder two nnd clnss t\\'o f'OImed by conics " p. 311. 
W. EINTIIOVEN: "On n ncw method ofctnmping oscilIntOly deflcetions ofa gnlvnnometer", p. 315. 

(With one plutc). 
W. H. JULlUS . "DispeJ'sion bnnds in tllO spectra of ;; OlÎonis and Nova l'ersei", p. 323. 
J. OL!}; Jr.: "'.rhe tInnsformntion of' thc phcnylpotnssinm sulpbnte ioto p.phenolsulplJOnate of 

potnssinm". (Commnnicn.ted by PlOf. C. A. LOllIlY 1lI: B'tuYN), p. 328. 
J. E. SUYv};lt: "1'he intramolecnlar tJ'ansfurmation in the stereoisomcric ,,- nnd p-trithioacet nnd 

,,- nnd ".trithiobcnz,\ldchydos" (N0. 11 and 12 on ÏIltlalJ1olocnlal' l'cnrrangements). (Communicated 
by Prof. C. A. LOURY liE lJllIilN), p. 329. 

J. W. Dao: "The viscosity of' the syslom hydlllzinc and watol'''. lCommunicnted by Prof. 
C. A. LOllIlY liE BllU1N), p. 329. 

J. M. VAN lh:mmL};x: "On 0 the composition of thc siliclltes in the soi! ",hicl! have bccn 
formcd from the disilltcgrntion of thc minclI\ls in the rocks", p. 329. 

Erratum, p. 329. 

'l'he following papers were read: 
18 

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. VII. 
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Mathematics. - "Tlte cony1'Uence of tlte conics situated on the cltbic 
sU1'faces of a pencil." By Prof .. JAN DE VRIES. 

(Communicated in the meeting of September 24, 1904). 

1. On each C'ubie snrface 8 a of a peneil lie 27 systems of eonies, 
of whieh eaeh system has one of the 27 l'ight liiies fol' common 
ehord. Tln'ough any point P of spaee passes one 8 3 of Ihe pencil; 
so P bears 27 ronies C' of the congmence formed by the C' of 
all 8 3

• 

The pairs of li11es of the eongrllenee evidently form tlle skew sur
faee of the tl'Ïsecants of the basecurve Rq; for the points of intel'
seetion of a right line of one of the 8 3 with a seeond 8 3 belong to 
all 8 3 of the peneil. Qnite independent of this eonsidel'ation we 
ean find the degree of the above mentioned skew surface in the 
following way. 

Let UlJ be a homogeneous fllJlctioll of degl'ee k in tIJ, y, Z. If we 
take a point of R" to be the ol'igin of the system of eoordinates, 
the peneil has for equation 

~t3 + ~t, + U 1 = 0, 

where the eoeftieients eontain a parameter l to the fil'st degree. 
If a right line thl'Qugh 0 must lie on 8 3

, fol' all values of rn 
the equation 

m3ua + m'u, + mzt1 = 0 

must be satisfied, so we have simultaneously 

By 
fonnd 

u3 = 0 , ~t, = 0 , U.l~~--: O. 

eliminating x, y, z out of these th ree equations 
eontaining the coeftieients, so À too, in degree 

3 X 2 + 3 X 1 + 2 X 1 = 11 lr 

a relation is 

( 

The basecurve R9 is tllus an elevenfold CU1've on the skew surfaee 
of the right lines lying on the sUl'faees 8 3 of the pem·il. 

Each sUl'faee 8 3 bearing 27 right lines, Us section with the indieated 
skew snl'faee is of degree 27 + 9 X 11 = 126; 'the skew surfaee is 
thus of degl'ee 42 '). 

2. Any l'ight line l is a chord of 42 conies, whose planes are 
determined by the 42 right lines of the skew' slU'faee Q41 resting on Z. 

Let us now consider the sUl'face (P) formed by the C', the planes 

1) See a,o. CLEBSCH, Leçons sttr la géométrie, H, 13. 
2) See a.o. KLUYVER, Kenmet'kende geta.1Ten det· algebraïsche ruimtekromme 

(Gharactet'istic nunÛJC/"S of tlle (I,l[Jf'7n-aic twistf'd curve.) Vorsl. K. A. v. W., 31<1 

series vol. VII, page 152, 1889. 

) 
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of whieh pass throl1gh the point P. An arbitrary ray through P is 
intersectecl ontside P in 84 points. As P bcars 27 Cz the clegree 
of (P) is 84 + 27 = l1L 

Aecorcling to the notation of SCHUBER'l' we have thus 

(-t2 = 42 and_ IJ, v = 111. 

:B'rom the weIl known rc1ations 1) 

3v = 211 + (f + 4(t and 

where in our case 11 is eql1a1 to 0 we decll1ee by symbolie multi
plication the following system of relations : 

3 {-t v = d {-t + 4- {-t~ , 

3 v 2 = (f V + 4 IJ, V , 

3 v Q = á Q + 4 It Q " 

3 {-t Q = 2 á {-t + 2 {-t2 , 

3vQ =2óv+21J,v, 

3 Q2 = 2 Q á + 2 {-t Q • 

We haye here six cquations for nine- eharaeteristie nu mb ers of 
whieh we have' already determinecl two. 

But the munber á l' we ean find clireetly. For on the arbitrary 
right line 1 rest 42 right lines of Q42; each of these rig-ltt 1ines is 
interseetecl bij 10 rig'ht liries of the surface 8 3 to whielt it be10ngs; 
so it furnishes 10 pairs of lines l'esting on 1. Consequently 

ÓV = 420. 

We now fincl suecessively 

v2 = 288 , d {-t = 165 , 

(-t Q = 138 , á Q = 510 , 

v Q = 354, 

Q2 = 432. 

3. Ont of v2 = 288 follows tltat tlte sw/ace Aformee! by tlw conics 
cutting t!te I'ight 1ine l i8 of deg1'ee 288. 

Evidently l is a 27 f01<1 right line of A and a chorcl of 42 conies 
lying on A. It is evident that on A !ie 462 right lines, whieh are 
sitllated three b,)' three in 210 platjes. 

I( l is a tl'iserant of IlO, thub a dg'ht line of a surface 81
3

, then 
Am breaks np into the RUl'faee S/ eonllled doulJle and the loci of 
the cOllies passing' lhrongh cach of the three poiJlts of illtersection 
of thc tl'Ïsccal1t. 

'Plte c~nics ltavin!J a jJOint of t!te basectwve Ilo in ('ommon, form 
t'ms a s1tl'face of degree 94. 

'rhe snrfaces 'P Q4 belonging to the poiutb of inter&ection 'PI aud 1'2 
of the trisecau( have evidelltly the 10 conies in C0l111110U whieh are 
dcterll1ine<1 by the 10 tl'Ïsecants through the thil'cl point of inter
seetion 'P~, 

1) SCHUBERT, J(alkül der abzählenclen Geometrie, p. 92. 
18* 
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If I is a chord of R9 then A. degenerate':! into two surt'aces T94 
and a surface of degree 100. 

If l is a line cutting R9 once then A. consists of two parts, which 
will be successively of degl'ee 94 and 194. 

4. The numbers Ó Q = 510 antI Ó f1, = 165 furnish weIl known 
results. 1) The fiJ'st tells us that the skew surfaee !?;~ of the t1'is,ecants 
of R9 posses5es a double curve of degl'ee 255 ; fol' each plane through 
a double point of a pair of lines is to be regarded two times as 
tangent plane. The seconcl number fUl'l1ishes the pJ'operty th at the 
th1'eefold tangent plan es of the surt'aces Sa of a pencil envelop a 
surface of elass 55. 

The sUl'face (P) eontaills tItus 'J 65 right lines lying three by th1'ee 
in 55 plan es. 

The numbers v Q and f1, Q furnish with refel'ellCe to the plane at 
infinity the following properties : 

The l)arabolae of t!te cong1'Ztence j(mn a stt1j'ace of degl'ee 354, 
tlteil' planes envelop a sU11ace of ClrtS8 138. 

Each S3 contains 108 paraboiae. 2). As a clefinite Sa can eut the 
parabolae on the othe1' Sa onIy in points of the baseeUl've RU the 
locus of the parabolae passes (3'X 354 - 2 X 108) : 9 = 94 times 
thl'ough R9. 

So th1'ough eaeh point of RU paS5 94 pal'abolae. 

Chemistry. - "Tlte nitration uf disubstiütted benzenes," By Prof. 
A. J:i"'l. HOLLElIlAN. 

I, 

(Communicated in the meeting of September 24, 1904). 

If we introduce iuto a benzene derivative CaHóX a second atom 
Ol' group this takes up in respect to X a position éithel' chiefly 
meta or para-Ol'tllO depencFng chiefly on the ~ature of X. The cause 
of this is as yet obscure. The eifOl'ts fol' elucidating this phenomenon , 
are totally inadequate, fi1'5t of all becanse they m'e too vague, seconclly 
because they do not take into aceonnt the relative quantities which 
are fOl'med from the isomel's; in fact they could not do so, as these 
were still unlmown at the time that thet:le "expll}nations" were 
given. A better insight into this problem can only ue renclered possible 
by the quantitative study of the substitution pl'ocess, whieh has 

1) KLUYVER, page 152. 
2) J. DE VRIES, Let configlwation f01'mée pa?' les ringt-seZlt droites d'ttne sttrface 

cubique, Al'ch. Néel'l., sél', 2, t. VI, p. 148. 
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a!readr been made in a lIllIUbel' uI' eHbe& of nitration of the &ub
slan('es OnHr,X. 

For the present we must eontent o11l'selves with aceepting the 
l'esnlt& of those qnantitative studies as facts. Doing th is, we may 
put the following qucstion: Given a henzene derivative OBH4XY, 
in whieh a third group Z is introduced. If now we know the 
relative quantities of the isome1's of both OnH4XZ and CnH4YZ which 
are formeel by the introdl1('tion of Z into CnH.X anel into CBHsY; 
can we then derluce from this the stl'uetnre and relative qnantities 
of the isomer& CBHaXYZ which are formeel by the introdnction of 
Z into 0nH4XY? 

Snppo~e (by way of an example) that we have dete1'll1ined how 
111nch para- and ortho-('omponncL is formed in the nitration of ch10ro
benoonc anel how mneh meta.- and ortho-benzoi(' acid in the nitration 
of benzoic acid; can we theu determine befOl'ehaud which anel how 
lUuch of the possible nitroch101'0benzoie acids will he formeel in the 
nitration of chlorobenzoic acid? 

Qualitatively this pl'oblem has been studied rather fnlly, but as a 
!'Ule not ver.}' systematically. In a gl'eat many cases it ha& been 
determined which of the possible isomel's OnHaXYZ are formeel by 
the intl'odllction of Z into C6H4XY aud one has tried to draw con
clusiol1& therefrolU whirh rcnder it possible to predict ",hat may he 
expected in 1111kuown cases. BRlJ,STElN has slimmarised tllese as 
follows: "In tbe introdllction of a gl'Ollp Z into ft snbslallcc OnH4XY 
both X aud Y exert an inflnen('e bllt that of one of thesc groups 
if:i predol1linmlt :luel directs Z." 

Undonbtedly, this rule is correct in a gl'eat man)" cases, bnt nol 
in a gooel many othel's. Fol' instauee it cannot bc applietl to t he 
nitration of m-nitro:lnisol, whit'h I have investigatec\. In any (':lse il, 
shows t hat the gl'onps X :lnd Y do not exel'L theit· directing influene(' 
inelependently oJ each other but thaI thi:,; is 1110difiecl b,'· 1 heit· 
simultaneous presence. This has been fnlly confirmeel by :l guanti
tftiive investigation in lhe (':lse of :l nUll1her of nitmtiolls of thc 
C'ompounds COH4XY. 

If the -groups X anel Y exerled :l directing intluenee on a thil'd 
substituent indepenclently of each other we onght to luwc the following: 
If we c:lIl the proportion in whielt the t!tree ibomel's mc formeel 
when Z is introducee! inl0 Cn1I5X 

POl tho : qmctlt : l'pnrn 

aud th at of the three isome1's when Z is introdnced into 0BHIY 

P' , q' , r ' ol·tho. meta· plU'a 
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the ((!laulit,r of the iIiOIllOl'S, ,,-1101l illtl'odlldng Z in/o COH4XY, would 
be expl'essed by pl'OclllctS as Pll' ete. as shown by the snbjoined 
srheme: 

X 

P'l'OY 
'11

' "\ I1P' 

1'1' 

In this it bas been supposecl that on introelucing a seconel group 
into a monosnbstitnted benzene del'ivative all thc three possible 
isomers are formeel, which in pmctice will most likely be the case 
even if the quantity of one of these shonld he so small as 10 be 
genel'ally overlooked. In tact, in a lllunber of cases where at fil'st 
only iwo snbstitnents hael been found, such as in the nitration of 
nitl'obt=>nzene, a cal'eful invcstigation also re\'ealed the pres en ce of a 
third one. 

The quantitative investigation as 10 the relative qua.ntities of the 
isomers whirh are formeel in the nitration of snbstances 0oH

4
XY 

now showed that those qllantities generally differ very considerably 
fi'om the proelncts pq' etc. so thai a &erions lhversion of the elirecting 
inflnence on thc third substitnent ml1&t be aelmittecl. This divel'sion 
was fOUllel to clepencl 110t on 1,)' on the natl1l'e of the snbstituents but 
also on their place in the molecule as proved by the following 
example. 

In the nitration of chlorobenzene at 00 pará-, ortho- anel meta
nitrochlorobenzene are formeel in the following qualltities: 

Cl C021{ 

(
' In that of benzoic acid"" /' 

'129.8 1 "1 18•5 the nitl'obenzoic aciels in 
,,\/0.3 the folIo wing proportion : ,,\/80.2 

69.9 .J 1.3 

Ir 002H anc! Ol did not modify each othor's elil'ecting infJuence, nih'o
del'Îvatives obtained in tlJe nitl'ation of' ol'tho- anc! metachlol'ouenzoic 
acid would be formeel in the q nantities inelicalecl in" ihc s\lb.joined 
schema: 

~ 

C021{ 

/"\Cl 
69.9 X 80.2 1,,\) 29.8 X 80.2 

anel 

CO"H 

69.9 X 18.5 (~29.8 X 18.5 

"\/C~ 

of the otber possible isol11m's onlj' vel'y iJlsignificant qnmltities. These 
were in fact so il'ifling that they wero not found. Of thc two isomet·s 
10 he expectecl in both casea, tbe rolative qnn.ntity ought to be jnst 
as large as that whieh is formeel Îll thc nitl'ntion of chlol'obenzene 
itself. Insteacl of this was found: 
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/C)02:1 
84.0 I'\. 16.0 

C02H 
913 ('\.(7 

VOl 
In the subjoined table a ])umbe~' 

collected. By "eliversion" is meant 
the byepl'oeluct actually fOllllel and 

of snch observations have been 
the quotient of the quantity of 
that of the tluantity calculated. 

Nitration of Amount of hyeproduct 
on 100 parts of main prod. 

I 
at -300 1 at 00 

CaH.Cl 36.4 42.0 

CaH.Br 52.7 60.5 

CaH5C02H 16.9 23.1 

Diversion of the directing influence 

of the halogen I of carhoxyl. 

at -300 

I 
at 00 I at _30 0 I at 0° 

o-C6H~CI.C02H 16.3 19,1 0448 o 455 - -

o-CoH4Br.C02H 20.6 244 0.301 o 403 - -

m-CaH4Cl.C02H 9.1 9.5 o z50 U 226 0.530 0.411 

m-CaH4Br.C02H 13.4(?) 12 9 o 254(?) o 213 - 0.601 
• o-CaH4CI 2 '- 5.5 78 0.151 0.18G - -

m-CaH4CI2 2.7 4.'1 0.074 0.098 - -

In tbe nitt'ation of o-halogenbenzoir acid anel of o-dirhlol'obenzcne 
• the N0 2-gl'onp in the byepI'oclncts places it~elf mUrlCent to the halogen; 

in that of the m-dichlol'obenzene bl'fween the carboxy I aml thc 
halogcn. On eompm'illg thc di\'el'sioll fig11l'es of the directing inflnenrc 
of the halogen in these ariels anel dihalogen-componnels, those of the 
1l1cta-eompollnds amonnt to abont half of thc ol'tho-componnds. This 
ib one of the JIutny cases whieh show that the intl'ocluctiol1 of a 
snbstitnent bet \\'ccn I wo othcl'R mccls wit h a pal'ticnlal'ly gl'cat 
l'ebistancc. 

G1'om:11[Jen, Ln,h. Univel's, Aug. 1904. 
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Chemistry. - "Un cc a'-tetI'IIIJwt!t!lljJipel'idine." B,Y Prof. A. P. N. 
FRANOHIJlfONT anel Dl'. H. PmlW:MANN. 

(Communicated in lhe meeting of September 24, 1904). 

This substance, which was ohtained in 1885 hy CANZONRRI anel 
SPICA but in an impure condition, wa::, prepal'ed by us in another 
manner, nam el.", by redllction of i'-bromotetra.tnethylpiperidine with 
a copper-zinc conple (Gladstone-Tl'lbe's method) in absolnte alcoholic 
solution, 

It is a liqllid boiling at 155,°5-156°5 at 760 m.m. pressure having 
a sp. gr. of 0.8367. With water it yielels a crystalline compound 
which melts at 28° and 108es its water total1y Ol' partially in a dry 
atmoHphere. The compounds with hydl'ogen chloride, hydrogen bro
mide and sulphnric acid fOl'lll very heautiflll cl'ystals; those with the 
i(wo first-named acids sublime on heating without pl'eViOllS fnsion, 
those with slllphuric acid melt: the acid one at 174', the neutral 
one at 270°. 

Compared with piperidine, this amine reacts l'emarlmbly slowly 
on acid chlorides sllch as benzoyI chloride, chloro-formic esters, 
picrylchloride etc. In aqueons solutiOl1S the reaction takes place 
hitl'dly at all, in ethel'eal solutions extremely slowly, However, there 
were obtained: methylurethane as a liquiel with a stl'ong mint-lilre 
odonr boiling at 227 J at a pressllre of 760 m.m.; sp. gl'. 0.9848 
anel the bcnzoyl del'ivative as crJ'&tals meIting at 4:1 °_42° ; the picryl 
derivative melts at 225°. An effol't to prepal'e a urea from the lîy(h'ogen 
chloride compound and potassium isocyanate 'has resl1lted as yet in 
failUl'e. This l'emind8 us of experiments of Dl'. K. H. VAN DBR ZAND!<: 
in 1889 with di-isopropy lamine, \V here nrea coulçl only be obtn,ined 
with difficulty and in ver)' small amount, whereas dillormalpl'opylamine 
presented no difficulties 1). If we compal'o the fOL'lllnlae of di-isopl'o
pylaminc alld a (t'-tetramcthylpipel'idinc we notice thn,t thcy only • 

CH~ 
/,""-

H~C CH~ * '~ 
I I 

()H~).(J ()(()I!a). 

""-/ N 

H H 
(J C (UH~)2 
"'-../ 

N 
H H 

1) Some yeal'S before, I had already noticed an analogous phenomenon when 
freating propyl- and isopropylmalonic acid witlt nitric acid; the first compound is 
much more readily a1lacked 1hun the second. 
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differ in this way th at the two hyclrogen atoms of the first componnd 
(indicated by asterisks) have been l'eplaced in the second one by the 
bivalent group OR.-OH.-OH.; piperidine and tetramethylpiperidine 
differ becanse the first one contains hych'ogen atoms where the ot11er 
possesses methyl gronps, llamely at the a C atoms in l'egard to the 
nih·ogen. 

As pipel'ieline l'eacts strongly with the above substances and tetra
methylpiperidine eloes not do so anel as there exists an analogous 
difference between elinormalpropylamine aud di-isopropylamine it is 
natural to look for the cause of this in the methyl groups. As, 
howeve1', their nature does not explain th is diiference we are bound 
to consider their mass anel theil' position in space in regarel to the 
nitrogen. This is th en a case of so-ca11eel sterical obstacle which is 
to a cel'tain extent comparable with a numbel' of athel' cases which 
have been chiefly observed in the aromatic compounds; a rase wbich 
may, perhaps, affect the view€> held as to the nitrogen atom. 

It must he finally observed that tetramethylpiperieline yieldR like 
di-isopropylamine a crystalline compound witll l1itrous acid, ",hich is 
fairly stabie and is only decomposed at a higher tempel'atul'e into 
water ,and tlle l1itroso-componnd. 

Chemistry. - "()n intmJnoleeula1' atomie 1'earran,qements in benz-
2Jinaeones." By P. J. MONTAGNR. (Oommunicated by Prof. 
A. P. N. FRANCHIlIlONT). 

(Commun~ated in the meeting of September 24, 1904). 

The following research originated in an effol't by NBE' I) to explain 
tho intramolecular atomie l'earrangement in the conversion of benz
pinacone into benzpinacoline hy Dssnmillg tlle pl'esence of an intor
mediate product. Ris explanation when put into 1'orlTIulae is as 
1'o11ows: 

then addi tiOll to: 

1) Ann. 318 .p. 38. 
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/OH /COH4 
then dissociation: CoHs-O--- C-OoHs 

I "-CoRs 

o 
/ 

then formation of OoHs-O--O(OoH6)3' 
If, however, we represent the matter by strllctural formulae we 

get: 

This shows now in the plainest manner that the core I is 
Mtached to diifel'ellt O-atoms befol'e and aftel' tho migration. If wc, 
thel'efol'e apply this l'epl'esentation to del'ivati ves of benzpinacOJJe, 
tbe gl'OUp Or the atom in the core I of benzpinacone then occnpics 
a different position from that in the bellzpinacoline obhtined frol11 
the same. 

1) Which H·atom of core I migrales to the group CaH4 is not stated by NEFj 

the ortho·placed H·atom was taken arbitrarely, 
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Some time ngo 1) 1 pointed ont the possibility of t11e existence of, 
a. sil11ilar intel'l11ediate product in the transformation of hydrobenzoin 
into diphenylacetaldehyde 

/OH /H 
H-C C-(\H 5 ~ 

I "'-OH 

() 
but at the same time I have shown experimentally the incorrectness of 
tbat suppositiOl1. In an appended note I have all'eady observed that 
in view of Iny results obtained, the theol'y of NE]' was not acceptable. 
It appeal'ed to me the1'efore, to be of importance to extend my 
researches also to a derivative of benzpinacone and thus to form a 
defmite opinion as to the COl'rectness or incorrectness of NE],'S theo
retical explanation. 

For this research I took 44'4"4'" tetraehlorobenzpinaeone obtained 
by reduction of 44' dichlol'obenzophenone. On being heated with aeetyl 
chloride it passes into tetrachlorobenzpinacoline. Ir this is boiled 
with aleoholie potassium hydroxide it is resolved iuto triehlorotri
phenylmethane and p. chlorobenzoic acid according to this scheme: 

((4) . Cl COH4)2 : COH . COH : (COH4 Cl (4))2 ~ 

((4) . Ol . COH4)2'\. 
~ /0-CO-COH4 Cl (4) ~ 

? Cl CoH4 

This triehlorotriphenylmethane nowappeared to be identieal with the 
44'4" trichlol'otriphenylmethane obtained from 44'4" (1'iaminotriphenyl
l1lethane (p. leucaniline). This explains the para-position of all chlorine 
ntoms in the first-named trichlol'otl'iphenylmethane. This fmther shows 
th at - the phenyl gronp is attached to the same C-fitom befo1'e find 
fifter the migration and that therefore the intermediate product as 
snggested by NEl!' is an impossibility. The explnnation given by NKl!' 
for this intl'amolecnlar atomic rearl'angement is, therefol'e, incorrect. 

The views held as (0 the tl'ansforl11fition of a-glycolE, into aldehydes 
fire (wo in numbel': 

1) Rec. 21. p. 30. 
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j. Splitting olf of H20, in &\lch n manner that the group OH 
depm·ts with tbe H of a O-Mom, for example: 

NJ~F'S view of benzpinacone is in accordance with this. 
The object of this representation is to abandon the idea of an 

intl'amolecular atomie l'eal'rangement and to substitute so-called nor
mally-pl'oceeding l'eactions. 

2. Splitting olf of H20 in snch a mallller that the group OH 
depal'ts with an H of tbe second OH group, for example: 

OHa,,- /OH • 
......,. "-0 0 2) 

OHa/ "'0/ ~CHB 
NE~' 1): "Es istjetzt volllwmmen ldal', dass diese Reaction (U mwand

lnng der 1.2 Glycolen in Ketonen) bei welcher ein€' scheinbal'e 
Verschiebung der Hydroxyle eintritt, auf eil1e intel'mediail'e Bildung 
von Alkylenoxyd zUl'iiekzuführen ist." 

/H 
C8H.-C-OH 

I 

I/~ 
OeH.-O- OH 

~ 

I 

In this reprcsentation we &till admit an intramolecular atomie 
rcarrangelllent; not, however, with the 1.2 glycols but with tbe oxides. 

In the tmnsfOl'mation of hydrobenzoïn into diphenylacetaldehyd~, 
and no\\' again in that of benzpinacone into benzpinacoline, I have 
shown that the first theory is untenable. In view of this I consider t he 
existence ot' a tl'imethylene-ring also in the transformation of pinacone 
into pinacoline too as being less probable. Of course a direct proof, 
as in the case of the aromatic a-glycols, canno! be produced, but, 
pl'ovisionally, this theory seems to' me to lack aU foundation. lt 
looks to me as if NIW hims€'lf is abandoning this theory, because, 
whilst formerly 4) he considered the trirnethylene-ring as ver)' pro-

l) COUTURIER. Ann. chim. phys. [6J 26 p. 434. ERLENMEYER. Bel'. 14 p. R22. Note. 
ZELINSKY and ZELIKOW. Bel'. 34 p. 3251. 

~) ERLENMEYER. Ann. 316 p. 84. 
3) Ann. 335 p. 243. 
4) Ann. 318 p. 38, 
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bable, he no \\' , to judge from the above quofation, definitely adopts 
the oxide-ring 1). 

The results of my researches, I may draw up in the following 
rule: -

In the transformation of the 1.2 glycols into aldehydes, a rea1 
intramo1eeu1al' atomie real'l'al1gement takes plaee, which eannot be 
explained by any normally-proceeding intermediate l'eaction; it has 
not, ho wever, been decided as yet whether this atomic migration 
takes p1aee with the 1.2 glycols themse1ves Ol' whether the oxides 
are formed first and then Ulldergo an intramolecu1ar rearrfingement. 

I am now making experiments in that elircction with Dl'. MEEltBURG. 

Chemistry. - Prof. A. P. N. FRANCHIlIlONT pre&cnts to the Library 

of the Academy a dissertation froll1 Dr. J. MOLL VAN CHAHANTl<J, 

entitleel: "Su~)liO-isobuty1'ie (leiel and IiOI/W 0/ tt:; del'tvativeli" 
and offers the following exp1anation. 

(Communicated in the meeting of September 24, HI04). 

Dl'. 1\loLL VAN CHARANTE has commenecd at my instigation to tho
rough1y investigate snlpho-isobutyric acid. He pl'epared it aeeol'ding to 
the process whieh I had published many years ago fol' the pl'epal'ation 
of those a1iphatie su1phocarboxylic acids in which the snlphonic acid 
gl'onp is attached to the same carbon atom as the cal'boxyl gl'OUp (namely 
from the acid anhyclrides with sulphurie acid). The&e aeicls are not 
only important from the fact that tlley fire bibasic acil1s, ofwhich om' 
lmowledge leaves generally mnch to be desired, but a1so becanse 
the two acid functiolls iÎl'e of themse1ves, and not merely on account 
of their position, of different strength, aud are situated together more 
closely than in the case of the ttr0111atic acids, anel can therefore, 
exert a greater influence on each other. 'l'he difiicnlties experienced 
in the case of slliphoaeetic aeid, sulphopl'opionie add etc. cansed by 
the mobility of the hydrogen ato111s whieh are placed at the same 
carbon at0111 could not pl'e&ent themselves here, because the at0111 to 
whieh thc two acid functioJls are linked, does not carry lJ,)'dl'ogen. 

rrlH~ said methad of ])reparing, which had nevel' been fnIly eluei
dated, in ",hieh two mols. of acid allhydride reart with one mol. 
of sulphurie aeiü la yield Ol1e mol. of sulphonic acid is thus explained 
lJy Dl'. MOLI, VAN CHARAN'm: a diacylsnlphnric acill is formeel whieh 

1) Al leasl if the quolulion is men'nl fol' all lhe 1.2 glycols. 
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on being warmed is converted into monacylsulphonic acid, which in 
contact with water yields sulphonic acid and cal'boxylic acid: 

On H2n+1 00.0.S02.0.00.011 H:!n+l passing into On H2n+ 1 00.0. 
S02.0n H2n CO.OH and then by H~O into On H2n+l CO.OH and HO.S02. 
On H2n.CO.OH. 

Specially undertaken experiments led him to this conclusion and 
a180 taught him th at when the acid chloride was used in8tead of the 
acid anhydride also two mols. of the latter are required to one mol. 
of sulphurie acid. The action of chlor08ulphonic acid on carboxylic 
aeids, which is also given as a method of preparing sulphonic aeids, 
is understood by him to first yield the aeid ehloride and sulphuric acid, 
which then react on each othel' with formation of the sulphonic acid. 

Sulpho-isobutyric acid itself is a very hygl'oscopic substance con
taining two mols. of water of crystallisation. The barium salt contains 
th1'ee mols. of water, the sodium salt half a mol. The neutra1 silver 
salt is anhydrous like the acid salt, which latter can only be obtained 
in the pl'esence of a large excess of the acid. 

When acting on the sodium salt with photiphorus pentachloride 
Dr. MOLL VAN OHARANTE obtained, according to circumstanees, either the 
dichloride or a chloro-anhydride, which is the chloride of the carboxylic
and the anhydride of t11e sulphonic acid funetion. The dichloride 
is a colourless liquid, which distils at about 55° under a pressure of 

20 I 

1-1
/ 2 m.m. mercury, with a sp. gr. cl "4 = 1.4696 and a reti'active 

power nD = 1.4887; it solidifies at _10°. The sulpho-anhydride
carboxy-chlol'ide is solid, crystallises fl'Om lig;oin ana. melts at 61°. 

With a little water the dichloride yields su1pho-chloride-isobutyric 
acid, which is crystalline and me1ts at 134°. yy-ith more ~ater, sul
pho-isobutyric acid is formed. With methyl alcohoi Jhe ester of the 
carboxylic function is genel'ated whilst the sulpho-chloride function 
remains. This ester sulpho-chloricle is a liquid, ,~hich passed over at 
a pressul'e of 11

/ 2 m.m. at about 60° and soliclifiecl af 21°.5; the 
20 ' 

sp. gr. was cl "4 = 1.3436, the refmctive 'power nD = 1.46658. 

Treatment with sollium methoxicle c1is501ved in methyl alcohol yieldecl 
not t11e dimeihy 1 ester bnt th~ ester sodium salt of (he snlphol1ic acid. 

The dimethyl ester prepared from the neutral silver salt with niethyl 
iodide was a liqnid which passed ovcr at a pl'essme of 1--1/2 m.m. 
betweell 82°·_78°, solidified on eooling and th en melted at 4°; the 

20 -
sp. gor. was d"4 = 1.2584, the illdex of l'ef,'aetion u,D, = 1.44481. 
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The neutral ester is saponified hy methyl alcohol and then yields 
an acid one like all sulphonic esters. With ammonia it yields an 
ammonium salt of tlle sulphonic ester function, which is also an 
ester of the carboxylic acid. 

1'he acid ester, uamely the carboxy lic ester of the snlphonic acid, was 
also obtained fi'0ll1 the sodiulll salt of sulpho-isobntyric acid by meam, 
of hyclrogen chloride and methyl alcohol anel is hygroscopic. lts isomet·, 
the carboxylic acid of the sulphonic es te)', which was prepared from the 
aciel silver salt with methyl iodide, is not hygro&copir, it cry&tallises 
from benzene and melts at 90". Dl'. MOLL VAN CHAHANTH'S experiences 
with the esters of snlpho-isobntyric acid agree fairly weIl with those 
of WEGSCHEIDER with metasulphobenzoic acid. 

The melting points of the compounds obtainecl behave as lllight 
be expected; those of the snlphonic acid chlOl'ides are more elevated 
than those of t11e sulphonic esters; those of the carboxy lie ehlol'ides 
are lower than those of the carboxylie esters. The melting points of 
the esters as weIl as those of the eh lori des of the earboxylic acids 
are 10we1' than those of the carboxy lic acius themselyes. 

Mathematics. -- "Tlte relation between the mdizt8 oj Clt1'vI"ttw'e oj 
a t'/.Visted curve in a point P oj the curve and t!te radi1ls oj 
curvatu?'e in P oj the section oj its clevelopable witlt its osculating 
plane in point P." By W. A. VERSLUYS. (Communicateel by 

Prof. P. H. SCHOUTH). 

(Communicated in the meeting of September 21" 1904:.) 

~ 1. THEOREl\f. PO?' each twisted cubic ca the J'atio is constant 
oj the radius oj C1l1'VatltJ'e in any zwint P to the ]'adius of cUl'vatU?'/3 
of the ,section oj the osculatin.lf plane in t!tl' lJoint P '/.VitA tlw developable 
0 4 belonging to ca. 

PRam'. Ir we take P to be origin of cool'dinate~ and the tangent, 
principal nOl'mal anel binormal of the curve ca in the point P to 
be the axes of coordinates, then Ca is the cuspidal curve of the 
surtace 0 4 enveloped by tlle pIane 

.ti t' - 3 B t~ + 3 G t - D = 0, 
where 

D=z, 
G = C2 y, 
B = bl m + b2 Y + b~ :::, 
.ti = al .e + a~ y + az z + a4• 
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The coordinates of the points of the curve Ca satisfy the conditions : 

tC == z, 

whence 

a4 bt c.t3 a4 UI c.t3 

'" - ---------------
~ - UI c2-al Cl t+(al U2 - a. bI) t i -a3 UlO. t 3 

- N 
a4 bI t2 a4 t (c 2 -U;t-U3 c2 t

2
) 

y= N :V= N 

Now tlle radius of Cllrvaturc Bo of the twisted curve C3 in the 
point P is the same as the radius of curvature of its orthogonal 
pl'ojection on its osculating plane in P, the curve with its projection 
in P having tlll'ee consecutive points in common. The parameter 
expl'essions fol' tlle cool'dinates of this pl'ojection are 

and 

dy 
From the value of y we find - = 0 fol' t = 0 i SO fol' the general 

dt 

formula, 
(di!!2 + dy2)% 

R= , 
dm d2y - dy d2m 

glvmg tlle radius of curvature of a plane curve, can be substituted 
the simpler expression : 

is 

\ bI c2 X a4 c. I' 
_ die 2 

_ I (bI (2 )'J I a4 c. 
Ro - -d2-Y-t=-O- - 2 a

4 
bI - 2 b,12' 

bI c. 

The eql1ation of the SUl'face 0 4 enveloped by ~le plan~ 

.A t 3 
- 3 B t2 + 3 C t _ D = JO 

.A 2 D2 - 6 .A B CD + 4 .A C3 + 4 B3 D - 3 B2 C2 = O. 

The curve of intel'section wUIl the osculating plane D = .z = 0 is : 

C' (4 A C - 3 B2) = O. 

So the equation of the con ie d2 lying in the osculating plane is: 

4 (al ,IJ + a2 Y + a4) c. Y - 3 (bI iV + b. y)' = O. 
( 

The equation of the parabola osculating this conic cl2 in the 
ol'igin is: 

4 a4 CJ Y - 3 bI' tV
2 = 0, 

This pal'abola has in thc origin thfl same raàius of CUl'vature ro 
as the conic cl2 • The radius of CUl'vature in the vertex of the parabola 
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is the parameter. So the radius o( curvature J'" of the conic cl~ in 
.. . 2 ai C2 

tbe ongm IS 3[;2' 
1 

From the values: 

now fo11ows: 
Ro : 1'0 = 3 : 4. Q.E.D. 

~ 2. The tlleol'em can be easily expanded to a general twisteel 
CUl've C. 

Let P be an orc1inal',)' point of C, tlte tangent anel the osculating 
plane in P slJO\ving na pm'iielllal'Ities. Thl'Ollgh point Pand iive 
consecl1tive points of G' a tWlsted clllHC 03 can always be laid. 
The rachus of CUl'vatUl'e Ro in the point P is the same for the curves 
C anel G'3, having six consecnti\'e points in COl1ll1lon. Tbe osculating 
planes of the curves C and CJ in the point P wil! coinciele too. 
This common osculating plane 0 intel'sects tbe elevelopables belonging 
to C anel C' accol'chng to the tangent in P counting donbie anel 
mOl'eovel' according to two plaue cm'ver· cl and cl~. 

If the curves C auel C3 had bnt a theee-point contact in P, the 
curves cl tl.nd cl. would luwe n, common tangent in the common 
point P, so tlmt the curves cl auel cl. 'would luwe in P at least two 
consecutive points in coml11on. If the ellrves C and ca were to 
have a five-point contact, a common genCl'atl'ix of tbe two develop
ab les not lying in the common oscnlating plane 0 would meet the 
oSL!ulating plane () in f1 third common point of the ctU'ves d and cl

2
• 

Now that the cmves C and C3 have a six-point eOlltact in P the 
cnrves cl anel d. will have at least tOllr consecntÏ\'e points in common. 
These two sections cl anel dj have tlms in P the same radius of 
Clll'vatUl'C J'o. Consequently in the ol'dinary point P of the twisted 
curve C we have: 

Ro : 1'0 = 3 : 4, 

~ 8. When I wo arbHrl1ry twisled enr\'es bave in ft point P n, 
thl'ee-poillt conlact, Ihey have in that point the same radius of CUl'
vature R. If now UlO C0ll1mOll oscnlating plane 0 in P of the two 
cnrves culs Ihe Iwo developables belonging to the clll'\'es in the plane 
CUl'ves d allll cl' then Ihe radii of ('m'vall1re in P of the5e scctions 

4 , 
d aml dl al'e bolh 3" R anti Ihcretol'e eql1al. l'he curves d anel ([I 

have IIms in P also a tlH'ce-point eonlact. Prom tb is fi.)llows the 
I heol'em : 

19 
Proceedings Royal Acad, Amsterdam. Vol. VII, 
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Ij' two twisted cul'ves luwe in P tlwee consecutive points in common 
tlti.~ wilt be also the case 1Vith tlte plane curves forming pa'!:-t of the 
sections of tlte C01nmon osculating plane witJt tlte developables belongin/J 
to the twistecl C~l1'ves. 

The radius of cl1l',vatul'e of t11e section d in the point P being 
folll' thirds of t11e radius of curvature of the cuspidal curve C in 
this same point, the curves cl and C have in P hut two points in 
common. 

From the theol'em proved here, follows once again the theorem 
C'ommunicated by me before, concel'l1ing the sitnation of the othree 
points whieh a twisted curve has in common with its osculating 
plane. (see These Proc., Pebr. 27 th , 1904). 

§ 4. By expansion of the coordinates of an arbitrary algebraic or 
transcendent twisted r.urve iu the proximity of an ordinary point 
P into convergent power series of a parameter t, the theorem ot 
§ 1 can be proved also directly for snch a twisted curve without 
using the twisted cubic. 

Let P be an ordinary point of tbe curve C; if the tangent, the 
principal norrnal and the binormal in P are taken respectively as 
..x-axis, Y-axis and Z-axis, then the coordinates of the twisted curve 
C become: 

lIJ = al t + a2 t 2 + ... .. , 
y = b2 t 2 + b3 t 3 + .. " , 
Z = C3 t3 + c 4 t 4 + .... 

The point P cOl'l'esponds to the valne zero of"the parameter t. 
If P is an ordinary point the coefficients au b2 and Ca cannot be zero. 
Let Ro be the radius of curvature of C in point P, tlms ~the value 
obtained by the radius of curvature R 1'01" t = Q. The radius of 
Cl1l'vatUl'e in P of the projection of cr on the osculating plane z = 0 
is also Ro, this projection having in P t11ree vconsecutiv'e points in 
common with C. ' 

The coordinates of the points of this projection are: 

iV = al t + a2 t 2 + .. " , 
y = b2 t 2 + ba t 3 + .... 

dg . L 

As dt lS equal to 0 fol' t = 0 the general formuIa fol' the radius 

of CUl'vature 

/ 
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tmnsforms itself into the simplel' one 
d,'/)' 

Ro=--
d"Yt=o 

It is eil,sy fo find 
" q.

1
2 

R ----
0- 2b 

I 

The cool',linates 6, 11 and ; of an arbitrary point Q on the developable 
belonging to C can be expressed in the parameters tand l' where 
)' l'epresents the distance ti'om point Q (g, '1], ;) to point (,'IJ, y, z) 
of the cnspidal curve measured along the tangen t of C passing through 
Q. The coordinates of Q are: 

dt dtv 
6=,'1)+1'-- , 

ds dt 

" dtdy 
'I]=y +1'--, 

ds dt 

dtdz 
~=z+?'--' 

, ds dt 

For the points Q situated in the oscnlating plane ; = 0 the relation 
dt dz 

O=z+?'--
ds dt 

must exist between the parameters l' and t, BJ' eliminating l' out of 
this l'elntion aud the equations for g and 'I] we find expl'essed in 
fllnctions of t tlw cool'dinates of tbe point& Q situated in the plane 
~ = O. These coordinates of the I?oints of the curve of intersection 

" cl are 

dal dz 
S=,v-z- : 

dt dt 

dy dz 
1)=y-Z-: 

dt dt' 

dIl . 
As here 100 - lH eqnlll 10 0 tOl' t = 0 we tind as Ilbove tlmt the 

dt 

radius of Clll'vatnre 'J'o in point P of thc curve cl is: 
, _ d§2 

10 --, 
d2 1J 

19* 
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Tl1Îs fonrlulfi gives fo.r 1'0 the value: 

4 _ a 2 

9 I 2 al' 
1'0=--=--' 

2 3°2 

8- °2 
a • 2 a 2 

Fl'o.m the o.btained values Bo = 2 ~. and 1'0 = I we g'et 
u. 3 02 

Ro : 1'0 = 3 : 4. 

Delft, Sept. 1904. 

Fhysiology. - "DeHenemtiuJls in t/w central 1W/'VVlt8 sy:>tem aftel' 
1·em.oval of t!te jlocculus cel'ebelli". By Dl'. L. J. J. MUSKENS. 

(Co.mmunicated by Pro.f. C. WINKLER). 

(Communicated in thc meeting of September 24, 1904). 

In 6 rabbits the tlo.ccnlus o.f the right side was extirpated. This 
o.rgan lies, as is welI kno.wn, in these animals in fi separate bo.ny 
ho.le, so. that we here have the possibility to. remo.ve a part o.f the 
cerebellum without distnrbing the nel'Vo.ns btruetures o.f the neigh
bourhoo.cl in theil' co.nc1itio.l1s o.f nutl'itio.n as well as o.f pl'essure. The 
animals were killed aftel' 8 dfiyS to. 5 weeks finc1 co.mplete \ series 
stained aftel' lVIarehi, were prepared. 

'fhe degenel'atio.ns o.f filH'es aftel' this lesio.n in 4 o.f t11e 6 cases 
were fo.lmd exclusively dil'eeted upwal'd i. e. to. the superio.r erus-
eel'ebeUi allel to. the po.ns. " 

In o.lle case thel'e wa':> a fine degeneratio.n all, o.ver the, restifo.l'lll 
bo.dy; in this cabe ho.wevel' it co.uld no.t be made o.ut with eertainty 
w11ethel' we had to. deal with really descendillg degenel'atio.n, 
because firstly all thl'ough the eo.rd fine, black spo.ts were founel, 
anel seco.ndly the blfiek spo.ts we re o.f so. Uttle dimensio.lls, that there 
is mueh dOllbt auo.nt the genninenebi:i o.f sueh fi fine degenemtion. 
In this animal the staining WfiS insnfticient, irl'egnlfil' and 110t limited 
to. degenel'atecl nerve-fil)1'es, fo.l' an ullkllo.wn l'eaSo.n, so that we 
do. not think much value can be atlfiched to. tliis single case, in 
which do.wllwfirel degenel'fitio.n was fo.lllld. 

In anothel' wellstained ('fiSe in the l'estifo.rll1 bo.dy a numbel' o.f 
degel1el'ate fibl'es on the o.pemtell side ",rtl; fo.lluc1; a16o. in the longi
tudinal po.steriol' fascicle and in the field o.f' the tedo-spinal bl1udle, 
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eflnall'y on the operated sidc. fIl tlt!} i:H1pel'iol' eel'vical region a1so tl, 

sma11 field \vitlt the base lying towH,nl::; the margin , the point 
towardti the l'estiform boc1r was fonnd fnll of degenerate fihl'es. 
Lowel' down than the nppel' eel'vieal scgments, these degenet'ate 
fibl'es do not l'caeh. In th i::; cabe not onl~' thc floccllius and the 
floceulal' pednl1cle, bnt also the vestibnlary nncleus was severed, 
so that also this expel'Ïment cannot he l'ecognized as a clear 
experiment. 

Although allowance must he made for an eventual different result 
aftel' extirpation of other parts of the cerebellum of the rabbit, so 
we think, th at these experiments show cleady the absence of 
descending degeneration aftel' a shal'ply localised lesion of the floc
cular cortex. The discllssion in the literatme between MARCHl, FER

IUER and TURNER, THOMAS, BIEDL and RISI1':N RUSSEI,L regards the 
question, how much of the found degenerations must be ascribed to 
lesion of the neighbourhood, beeause, as THOl\lASjustly remarks, exactly 
in this region of the cerehl'o-spinal axis it is charactel'Ïstic, that also 
without direct lesion by the sevel'ing instrument yet hy haemorrhage 
Ol' an alteration of pl'essnre, extellsivc degellerations call be caused. 
As in these expel'iments certainly no su eh lesioll of the neig-hbollrhood 
can have al'l'ived and in the completei,}' successful cases the cord 
was fOlll1d free of degenel'atioll, we ma~' be surc, that fl'om the 
ganglioncells of this part axis-cJ'linder~ with centrifugal cOurse to the 
medulla are not fOUlld, so that for this part of the cerebellum at least, 
the original data of MARCHl are not cOllfi.rLUed. Thus these obsCl'vations 
as also tho::;e of PROBbT can be regn.l'ded to n.gree with the English 
observers, aftel' WhOLU only'n.fter lesion of the llllclens-DBlTERS des
cending degenemtion of the anterior n.11d lateral traets is fonnd. In 
iudging th is l'esnlt it is importn.nt to observe, thM also in allothe1' 
point tban by its OW11 bony capsnle the rabbit lllllSt be regm'dcd n.s 
n.11 abnOl'mal form. 

The flocculus of thc rahbit ('onln.ins viz. ex('ept its part of the 
cerebellar cOl'tical gnty matter and its af- and cf-ferellt fibre& also a 
nueleus of large mnltipolar gangliol1cells, sneh a::; are found in the 
nncleus uentatns. Thc slndy of the devc,lopmeut of kindred allimals 
(sqnirl'el) leave not the lea~t douht, tlmt Ï1ldeed n. pn.rt of the clentn.tc 
nnclens is disloeated in the f1occulus. It appears that it is not 
n.lways in connection with the pl'incipal l11}cleus. 

Now I do not think th at fOl' the elncidation ofthe questio1l, whether 
there exist descending cerebellal' tmcts, this CirC1ll1lstancc must be 
l'egarded all indesirabic eomplicatioJl, bnt mlher wc may l'Cl'kOll tbis 
a. useful detail, in ~o far as it allows to cxclnde at the same time, 
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tltnJ sneh effcl'ellt fihres dc<,rcll(!JIlp; ill thc ('orel, shollld SpI'ÎIlg' fL'OIll 

(t1lis part at least of) tlte dellfnfc lIlldcnb. 
Regar(ling thc asC'cntling degcllcl"af ion in the diffel·ent opcl'ated 

animals thc UlObt eompletc H,('eordn,Il('c lH fonnd. Two bnndJes are fOlllld 
in all ~n('('e~sflll ('fiSCS, VCl·.'" daad) alld iJl C\:fi('tl.r tlle balne plaec of 
the crobs-&ectiol1b anc! botlt fiud lil tlte ballle l'egioll of tlte cel'ebl'llm 
their enel, vir,. in tIJe regio bnbtlui,lamiC'a. In the {il'st place the ::;l1pe
riOl' cerebellal' peelnnele bcing tlte mObt YOhllninons bnndle, wh ere 
we find fibl'es of heav~' calihcl'. Thib degenel'ation shows ebl,ecially 
gross fibres, compareel with tlte fine degenerationb, fonncl eIsewhere 
in the rabbit. The elegeneration is fonnd especially in the mielelle 
thirel part of the snperior cerebellal' peclnncle, w hereas the medial 
and lateml thircls are neady entirely free fl'om elegE'nerate fibres. 
Arrived about at the posteriol' qnaclrigeminal body, tbe degenerate 
fibres curve downwal'd in a neal'ly rightangle, a& this is repre
senteel by the authors, bnileling the welIkuown pechmcular deenssa
tion. Only a few sections separate Ihe commencement anel the 
finish of the deenssation in the sections. In the snbstantia l'eticularis 
the dil'ectioll is again pureI," longitndinal 10 tIJe long axis of the 
cerebral stem, where as in the region of the red nncIens it hecOlnes 
clear, that espeC'iaIIy fhe ventml part of the red nnclens comes in 
contact with the crosseel pednncle. This cl'ossell connection is, as fal' 
as the tloccnlus is concernecl complete. Here it may be l'ecallec1, that 
Probst bas shown, that aftel' extil'pation of more dOl'sally &ituated 
cerebellar parts of the cat al&o non-crossed fibres run to the subtha
lalnic region. 

Besides this most important upward degenerating hunelle; there 
is another tmf't np Lo now only descl'ihed as far as I am aware:: by 
PROBST, vl'llich is constitnted of finer fibre& thall the first bundIe, takes 

( 

its course by the snbstantia reticularis, of the contm-Iateml side, 
anel joins the th'st tract abont its al'l'ivaJ in the red nucleus. Both 
togethel' run frontalwJ,rds, allll end 111 1he ventml part of the 
nucleus ventralis thalami. Tbe sections lea\'e no cloubt, that no fibres 
fl'olli the floccnlus al'l'ive in the thalamic region nncrosseel, but all 
decnssate either in the decllssatiol1 of the snperior peduncle or a" far 
a& the second bundie is conrel'l1ed in the pontine region, l'ight near 
its emergence from the flocculus. Also THOMAS has designed ihis 
degeneration, but he thinks, th at here we have to deal with descending 
collatel'als of the frontal eel'ebelhtr pednncle, which leave the principal 
bnndle aftel' the decussation of th is pedlll1cle. PROBST on the othel' 
hand think~, that these fibrcs at'ise from the dentate nucleus, p~tSS 

directly through the region of the vestibular nuclei, io the substantia 
I 
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l'eticularis of the crossecl skie tLml ascending frontal warcls are found 
in the same region up to theil' jnnction with the superior ('rus 
cerebelli. 

My own secliorls suggest very strongly indeed, that these centri
fugal (from the cerebellum, or rather from the nucleus dentatus) 
fibres, take their COUl'se hy the snperficial layers of the middle cere
belIal' pednncle anel lhen can be followed right through the pyrami
dal bundies or partl~· winding aronnd them to the reticttlar substance. 

In different series it becomes clear that proceeding in the serie& of 
sections from below npwards th ere, where are fOllnd the first dege
nerate fibres in the reticnlar substance, also the first degenerate fibres 
appeal' in the middlc pednncle. While b~' THO!IIAS no sonnd reasons 
are given for his cOllception about the significance of this bundie, 
it pleads against the opinion of PROBST that in the region of the 
vestlbulary nnclei, no degenerate fiLwes are found. 

Finely the sections show, compared with the sections gained by 
other experiments, that the ventral thalamie bnndle originates for 
the greater part from the ventl'al portions of the cerebellum, especi
ally of the floccn]us. Sections of cats-brain aftel' similar operations 
leave no donbt, that aftel' lesion of more dorsal cerebellal' portions, 
tbere exist& a very marked contrast between the very pronollnced 
degeneration of the crns rerebelli ad corpora qnadl'igemina and the 
very slight clegeneration of the ventl'al thalamic bnndle, whereas as 
weIl in the cat as in the rabbit aftel' exclnsive lesion of the floc('nills, 
both bnndles are affected abont eqnallr. 

Physics. - "Tlte wrlidity of tlll' lmv 0/ c01'1'espondin,q .çtates /01' 
t 

mivtw'es of methyl c1do/'ide and cm'bon dio.vide," by Prof. H. 
KAl\1ERUNGH ONNI'1S and Dl'. C. ZAKR7.]<1WSkI. Commnniration 

N°; 92 from the Physieal Laboratol'Y at Leiden by Prof. Dl'. 

H. KAlIU1RUNGH ONNI~S (conlinued). 

(CommunicDted in the meeting of .Tune 23, 1 !l04), 

~ 1. hlt1'oduction. In nO. IX of Ihe "Conh'ibntions to the lmowledge 
of VAN DIm W AAJ-,S' II,-snrface" we have expl'esóetl the hope of giving 
an expel'imental contl'ibnHon to the investigatioll of lhe co-existing 
mixtures of methyl chloridc and carbon dioxide at low temperatlll'cs 
in connection with the test of the law of cOl'l'esponding states fol' 
mixtures, which fol' l11any yeal's has fOl'rned a &ubject of expel'imen
tation at Leiden. Of the extensiye terl'ilory of l'educed Eltates, which 
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the mixtmes of' carbon dioÀidc /l,))(l mcthyl chloride affOl'cl tOl' mctt
snreUlents on eUller side of the cl'itical state, (reason wh)' in about 
1890 it was chosen fOL' the fil'~t invc'3tigations of the ll,-snrfac'e) a 
considerable portion l'ouncl the cl'Îtieal state has been immediately 
investigated b.)' KUl,NI'iN (Comm, Nn.4, APl'il '92). l-lARTl\IAN in COIDm. 
N°. 43, Jnue '98 has added to thi~ ,u'ea that of the coexisting phases 
at 9".5 C. We have e'\.tended the area investigated in two (hrertions, 
albeit only by a few preliminar~' researches. -

The resnlts of some of those mea~nrements, though a few are 
only preliminary anel served chiefly a& a means fol' us to deciele 
up on the method of inyestigation, seem important enongh now that 
still solittIe is known abont the different elegrees of approximation 
to whirh thc law of correspollding state& holels fol' mixtures in diffe-

rent fielels of reelnced state (1,) =~, t = r~) . 
VI;: 11. 

Onr measurement& refel' in the fir&! place to gaseous mixture& 
under almost nOl'mal. con(htions, in the second place to coexisting 
phases at low temperatures. 

For the normal gaseons phase we fOl1l1d the law of corre'lponeling 
states to be confirmell to a high tlegree of appl'oximation. The virial 
coefficient 1.3, whieh detel'mines the deviatLon of mixtnres of methyl 
chloride anel carbon dioxide from BOYLE'S law at & III all densities, can 
be snfficiently del'iyed by mean& of the law of COl'l'c&ponding state'3. 

Greater eleviations were fonnd ",heu we inyestigateel the roexisting 
phases nJ low tempel'at11l'e. Here we luwe eletermined by means of the 
dew-point apparatus, described in the first pm't of,this cOl1ul1uniration, 
tIle begin condensatiol1 pressure of thc mixtlll'e tIJ = '/2 at - 25° C.: the 
tempera.tlll'e for wbich we lla\'e constrneted the tl'-sndi:tce in Snppl. 
W. 8, Sept. '04. Tbe cleviations fonl1d are rather great, they point 
to an incl'ea&e of the deviations ft'om the law of cOl'l'esponding states 
in thc mixtme'3 at low tempel'atnl'es in thc liquicl state. The deter
minatiol1 of the end conclensation pre::,slll'e fOl' the same mixtme [IJ = '/2 
a.t - 25 0 C. with thc piezometcr of thc fh'st part of tItis commnnication 
would illvoh e complirations (comp. ibid. ~ 5). In order to obtain an 
idea of the devitl.tions of tIte hqnid bl'itl1ch orthe binoclal ('lU've at ,'I] = '/2 
from that according to the law of cOl'l'esponding stntes, we have 

/ 

investigated the conuensation preS5lll'C for .'IJ = '/2 at a lowel', tem~ 
peratul'e, viz, - 38°.5 C. This cOl'l'oboratect the l'c&nlt of thc il1vesti
gation of the vapol1l' pha~e at -- 25° C. 

r. 'Tlte com JII'essibilit!J in tlw 1If'i.lJMo1l1·/tOod (~l tlu: lIo/'mal state. 

~ 2. J)etel'lII;nrrtio/l of tlw secolld /'/:/'ifll coefjiciel1t. The mixtures 
I 
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wel'e pl'epal'eo anel tlIe cornpl'esr,ibility detel'mined in the DUXll1g 
nppal'atns and vol nlllenometel' desct'ibecl iu COUllU. N°. 84, March 
'03. The methocl of obsel'vatioll nl1l1 calcnlatiol1 lIas been treated in 
detail by Km,:sOl\I, Com\l1. N°. 88, Jan. '04. 

The gases were pl'epal'ed b~T distillation fil'st in ice, snbseqnently 
in soliel ('al'bon dioxide. Prom prc\'iol1ti communicatioDs it will appeal' 
that in tbis wa)' plll'e carbon dlOxide is obtained. Of methyl chloride 
the same will be proved in the contmuation of th is paper (~ 8). 

The values fOlmc1 at the temperature t of the pres su re 7), volume 
V and molecnlar composition of methyl chloride. ie are given in 
table 1. 

TABLE 1. Cornpressibility of mixtures of 
carbon dioxide and methyl chloride. 

x= 1 (CH,Cl) 

NO 
I 

pin rnrn 
-

I 
17 in e.c. 

I 
t 

1. 1137 33 537 67 20 05 

Il. 5lJ3 60 1043 51 2007 

lIJ. -1.79.23 12lJ6 33 20.07 

:t: = 0 6045 
1 

I. 1200 32 537 AD 20 09 

11. 624.45 10/,3 :i0 20 10 . 
m. flO3 40 1297 Ol 20 08 

-
- \ 

X -'0 0.5030 

--- --
I. 1173.0S 537 73 19 lJ7 

!I. GOS.87 1 O~3 G6 1lJ 87 

nr. 4~0.88 1296 30 19 87 

The val lies fol' tV = 0 may be borrowed from Comm. N°. 88. 
For the calculatiol1 of these obsel'vations we shall nse thc empÏl'ical 
reclured eqllation of state of Comlll. N°. 71, June '01, whirh ir, 
particularly sllited for the in vestigation of the degl'ee of validity 
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of the law of rOl'l'esponding states, in the form as laid down in 
§ 4, which de\'Îates little fl'OIll that of Snppl. N°. 8, Sept. '04. 

In the fil'&t place the obsel'ved pl'eSSlll'es mnst be rednced to the 
same telllperatm'e 20° O. Fol' this plll'pose wc 1111ve ca1cn1ated the real 
coefficie11tR of pl'csslH'e-val'in,tion of carhon dioxide (0.0034()0) and 
methyl chloride (0.003586) with the eqnation of state mentioned and 
the coefficient of presslll'e-\'ariation given helow for ideal gases, a~d 
we have laken linearl~T intel'polatecl valnes fol' the mixtmes. 

Owing to the small chifercnces in temperature the errors ensning 
fl'om this l'emain below those of the obsel'vation. 

l.Jet 1) be the volume expressed in terms of the theoretica1 norm al 
volume (introduced in Oomm. N°. 47 Febr. '99), then we have 
approximately 

R 
pv = A + -, where A = 1 + arn t 

v 

anel a oo the coefficient of pressnre-variation of an ideal gas. One 
of the advantages of the empirical reduced equation of state is, th at 
it teaches us the degree of approximation to which the higher terms in 

~ may be omitted. Then we have fol' the calculation of the second 
v 

virial coefficient as a first approximation, if B2 a1so is neglected (fol' 
fmther approximations see § 5): 

PI v! B 
- -1 =-2 (PI -P2) 
P2V2 A 

• . (1) 

, 
anel with a oo = 0,00366195 (insteael of 0,0036625 of Oomm. N°. 71) 
we derive from table I: 

I 

TABLE Il. Second vil'ial coefficient fol' mixtures of carbon dioxide 
(:v = 0) ::md methyl chloride (:1.' = 1) to the fil'st approximation. 

I 

--
cO\l1po~i- B R B 

B tion A2 from I and IJ 4.2 from I and UI A2 menn 

.1:=1 - 0.01797 - 0 01800 - 0.01798 -0.02071 
c-

O Ü04rl - 0 01302 - 0013 0 - 0.01R10 -001500 

o 50~0 - 0.01034 - 0.01005 - O.OiOHJ --0.01173 

0 K.EEsoM, Comm. NO. 88. -000054 
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~ 3. TIl!! ~,iI'i((l co~lficienf Bas (( qltadl'atic function oJ tlte moleclllrt/' 
cam pIJsition tv . 

.According to VAN DBR WAALS' eqnation of state B = RTb rlJly - ((,1']>11', 

if (II'J)'" aml lJI'I)/p l'epl'eScllt VA~ mm WAALS' con::.tallts with l'cgard 

to the theoretieal nOl'mal \'olllme. ,Hence, to 1110 fh'st appl'oximation, 
we must have fol' thc mixtnre with the cOluposition a: 

(Cl Me. COl) (C[Me) (I [Me. COJ) (CO,) 
JB= B:v2+2 (12/3.v(1-tv)+B(1-m)2 

By means of least squares we fOlmcl 1
): 

(()I Me) 
B200 = - 0.020772 

(Cl jv[e. (02 ) 

(12)B200 = - 0.010067 
(Co.) 

B200 = - 0.006515. 

The agreement appears from the following tabie: 

m B observecl . B computecl Obs.-Oomp. 

1 - 0.02071 - 0.02077 + 0.00006 
0.6945 - 0.01509 - 0.01490 - 0.00019 

0.5030 - 0.01175 - 0.01190 + 0.00016 

o - 0.00654 - 0.00652 - 0.00002 

The deviations are less tban 2%' hence also Iess than the devia-
B 

tions of the single va.lues of Al inter be. Thus the agreement "\vith 

the quadmtic form was sufitciently proved, so that for the time 
being measurements with othel' mixtures, not exceeding this accuracy, 
conid be left oif. 

~ 4. Validity oJ the law of corl'esponding states fOl' the virial 
coefficient B. Accol'{ling to the law of cOl'l'esponding states the vidal 
coefiicients are clerived ft'om the coefficients of the rcelllCed equation 
of state tIll'ough multiplication by functions of 'Pk anel ]Jk (comp. 
Uomm. N°. 71 aud also Suppl. N°. 8, Sept. '04, the first fou!' 
seètions). 

As the criticaL data of mixture::. of carbon dioxide alld methyl 
chloride have been c1erived m Oomm. NU .59b from KUI~Nl~N'S expel'iments, 
we may determinc 13 for a given temperature, fOl' instanee 7320 by 

1'~ 

B k ,,-
20 = -:Ot 

Pk ' 

1) The coefficients' given here have been derived from values fol' B which do 
not differ essentially fl'om those given in lable Il, 
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where Q3t is the value of tlle fnnctiolt Q3 of the rednced temperature 
293.04 

belonging to t = ']'-. 
I. 

For Q3 we have nsed a fnnetion of a farm differing slightly from 
(he form VI. 1, given in Sllppl. N°. 8, which did not only agree with 
llydrogen, oxygen and nitrogell but also with ether, viz. a farm VI. 2, 
which instead of agl'eeing with ether in the same way as VI.:J,., 
agrees with the average of ether and isopentane: 

10 8
• m = + 179,883 t - 374,487 - 181,324~ - 110,2672-

t tB 

The agreement appeal's from the following tab Ie, where we find 
in the flrst column tbe values calculated according to tbe last formula, 
and in the second column those of the quadratic tormula of § 3; 

according to accurding to diiference 
corresponding states q nadmtic formu la 

1 - 0.021920 - 0.020772 -0.001148 
- 0.016502 - 0.015866 - 0.000636 
- 0.012179 - 0.011855 -0.000324 
- 0.006485 - 0.006515 + 0.000030 

The deviations on the side of the methyl chloride are larger than 
those of the errors of obsel'vation and th ase of the quadratic forffiula. 
Methyl chloride, therefore, does not agree 1',0 weil with ether and 
isopentane as carbon dioxide. This same resnlt is also al'l'ived at in 
another way. It appears, howeyel', that the mixtures do not deviate 
morc than UIC mcthyl ehlol'ide itself. 

{ 

(1'0 be continueel). 

Physics. - "On t/te mellml'emellt of Vl'l'y low tempemtufes. \ VII. 
Comprt.1'ison of the plrttimlJn thel'mometel' ?VitJt the hydl'ogen 
t/umnometel'''. (Uontinuation of Comm. N°. 77. I"ebr.1902). By 

B. :NbILlNK. Communicaiion N°. 93 fl'om the Physical Labo

ratory at Leiden by Prof. H. KA1IImU,INGII ONNES. 

(Communicated in the meeting of June 25, 1904). 

~ 5. Tlw measw'ements at low tempemtul'es. The thermometers 
were monntcd as described by KAJlIERJ.INGH ONNES in Comm. N°. 83 
Pebr. 1903_~ 5. During the fh'st preliminal'J: meUSllr€nUents, the hydrogen 
theL'momctcr allel the resistance thermometer (cf. Comm. N°. 77 § 2) 
were ptaceu in the cL'yostat (desedbed in Comm. N°. 51, Sept. 1899), 
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which was modified as described in ~ 2 Oomm. N°. 83. In this 
cryostat a vaCUlun vessel was placeel inside of BI (PI. I, Oomm. 
N°. 51), which vacuum vessel by means of eork was pressed against 
the walls of BI (cf. end of ~ 2 and also PIs. I and U of Oomm. 
N°. 83). The inner wall took the pI ace of so in PI. U, Oomm. N°. 83 
(the same parts of Oomms. N°. 83 and N°. 77 are marked with the 
same letters). 

These preliminary experiments had shown, that, aftel' repeated mea
Sllrements at the lowest temperatures, tbe original value waE> again 
found for the l'esistance at 0° 0., hence that the platinum wil'e, though 
its expansion differed from t11at of glass, ,,,as not lengthened and thai 
it also remained properly in the notches. Fnrther it had become deal' 
tllat an accurate compal'ison of the two thermometers was only PO&

sible when the temperatul'e of tbe bath was kept constant with the 
utmost care, and there we met with the difficuIties treated in ~ 2 of 
Comm. N°. 83. It was attained by al'ranging the cryostat as descl'ibed 
in § 5 of Oomm. N°. 83. It may moreo\'el' be l'emarked that 
the liquid gas was always kept higher than s/ (Oomm. N°. 83, 
PI. U); else, notwithstanding the level in and outside the pl'otectÎng 
cylinder would go up and down thron.gh the motion of tbe stuTer, 
no circulation would be produced. 

The course of a measuremellt was as follows. As soon aE> the eil'
cumstances undel' which wc desired to make a meaSll1'ement were 
established, the resistances of the leads were detel'mineel, tllen the 
resistance of the platinum wil'e waE> ad,justecl anel, by gi ving signs 
to the assistant chal'ged with tbe I'eglllation of the pressul'e, care was 
taken that this resistance, and hence the same tem perature, w~l'e 

maintainecl. Aftel' about ten minll(es we began, while constantly 
reading the galvanometer, the measurements with the hydl'ogen ther
mometer and continueel them nntil the liqnid was evaporated or 
until we deemed that sufficient data were obtained. At the end tbe 
measurement of the l'esistance of the leads was l'epeaied. 

The obsel'vel' 'at the galvanometer had, therefol'e, only to look 
aftel" the ('ontinnal closing and bl'eaking of the CUl'l'ents anel tbe 
noting elown of the values of the galvanometer readings and of the 
time belonging to them. Aftel'wal'ds the tlefleetiol1b We1'e del'ived fl'om 
this (see PI. IU 00111111. N°. 83) allel the menn lletleetion dl1l'illg the 
time of observation wa:; fonnd by meaUb ot' tt planimcter. 

§ 6, Z~l'O aftel' the me(l.~U1'ernl'nts. By a 100 l'apid decanlation of 
liquiel a;.,,Ygen, nlllUCl'ons bnri'llb had llnfol'hlJlalcl,) ('ome in the ('~'lindel' 
of the l'csislallce. '1'0 1'epcfit willt it tlte above de:;('l'ibcd opCl'atiolls 
fol' l.he dctel'lllinatioll of thc zero seemed 1'at11e1' dallgel'ons, especially 
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as the refastening in the cryostat would have involved many difficult 
operations. 

Therefore in order to bl'ing the resiEtance thermometer to a conbtant 
temperature near 0° 0., the case ij of the cryostat (PI. I, Oomm. 
N°. 83) was screwed oif from the cover N~ (PI. I, Oomm. N°. 51), 
while the other parts of the cryostat remained fastened to the cover, 
and it was replaced by a zinc cJ lindl'ical vessel, which could be managed 
more easily. This vessel was proviJed with a l'im fitting on to NI 
and was placed in another larger zinc vesseJ, so that a jacketing 
space of 5 c.m. remained which was entirely fiUed with ice. Thell 
isopentane was distilled into B 02 (PI. TI, Comm. N°. 83) and the 
apparatns was left to itself during one night. The next day the 
temperatl1l'e (near 0°) had become constant and we detel'mined it 
(whlle stirl'ing) by means of a thermoelement (0 PI. 1I, Comm. N°. 83). 

~ 7. COl'1'ections. A survey of the mounting of the WHEATSTONE'S 
bridge (cf. ~ 3 Comm. N°. 77) is given in fig. 5. R mdicates the 

e, 

51." 11\' 5t :R e
3 3 3 l 1 

Z'IJ 

l' 
e 

Cl 

Fig. 5. 

resistance to be measured, Rl and RJ the two coils of manganin 
wire, Rs' and Rs" tlle resistance boxes of HAHTIIIANN and BRAUN and 

RIJ 
ofSm!llENs mul HALSK]~ giving together the l'esistance Rs=Rs'-~lîïi 

.lts + "3 

wInch with 1'2' forms tIle fom·th arm of tbe bridge; Cl and C~ are 
the commutatol'S with mercur)' contact (Comm. N°. 27, May and .June 
1896), 0., i::, the ('op pOl' ('omnmtatol' treated in ~ 3 Oomm. N°. 77 and 
represented there in fig. 2. 

Putting .t'or the factor fol' tile inequality of the branches of the 

bridge Rl = 1 - (/, we fouml ct = 0.00216 (as mean val He of twenty 
Rs \ 
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values ranging fl'om 0.00219 to 0.00214). As according to ~ 3 
Oomm. W. 77 the l'csistanre of the platimun wire B is equal to 
the difference between two measnred rebista,nces, one t (the re si
starlce of the leads), another R + t, and as thc branches of the bridge 
a,re so nearly eql1al, l'n is elirrllnat~d, and hence we need not know 
the vaIue of ?'n' 

To the l'e'listances read on the box B/, the corrections fOllnd by 
calibration must be applied. We ma,y easily convince oUl'belves that 
the arrangement of box R 3" parallel to bo\: B 3' lias no perceptible 
inflllence on the value of the corrections at Ra'. The corrections of 
the errOl'& in the nommal box values could be l1eglected for all 
coils below 1 Ohm. 

For the measurements at low temperatme a correction had to be 
applied, because duril1g the reglllation of the temperature the mean 
deflection was not zero. 

In order to eXpl'ebS tha,t deflectioll in terms of the resistance, the 
platinnm thermometer in the bridge, aftel' the measurements were 
made, was replaced by an equally large box l'esistance and for a 
known modification of this resistance the deflection was observed. The 
regulation of the tempel'atul'e was in most cabes so successful that 
it was hal'dly necessary to take the correction into consideratLOn. 

The l'esistance, measured neal' 0", was reduced to 0° O. '''üh the 
approxlmate formuia TV = 110.041 (1 + 0.0038644t-O.000001031 t'), 
derived from preliminary observations. 

~ 8. SU1'vey of a ll/easw'ernent. The course of a meaSUlement is 
described in ~ 5. 

The quantitIes which are derived directly from observation are given 
m table I (p. 294). Under tlle head "Oollnection" I have recOl'ded betweel{ 
which blocks of the commutator C3 a conducting connection existed. 

Therefore commutator C. was not used whil~ the measurement 
lasted. This bad become possible becanse the platinllm wire was 
wound fl'ee froni induction, so that no inclt1C'ed cnrrent was observed 
when the princlpal Clll'rent was closecl. 

Prom thc&e data we now del'ive for caeh eonnection the value of 
B3' i. e. ihe l'esistance of the bl'al1l'h of the bridge in which the 
resistance bOÀe& are plaecd (apu,l't ft'om 1'~ ,). 

If the vallle of u', wbieb 11:> fOllnd when we measllre the platmum 
W11'e will! lhc leaos, 11:> dinul\Îbhcd by the ,'alnc of R, which is found 
with tbe leaeb alone, wc outain the l'csil:>tance of lhe platinnm wil'e, 
in the snpposition 10

• lhat thc al'lllt> of the hridge are equal, 20
• that 

dlll'ing lhe mcasl1l'emcn( (hc mean dcfleehon was 7.CI'O and W'. tlmt tbc 
resistance box l'cquires no cOl'l'ection. For each of t.hebe suppositions 
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TABLE 1. Oalibration Platinum Thermometer in Oxygen 
1 

Boilinp; undel' Redueed Pl'ef::isure (May 22, 1902). -

Re~i~t(l!lCe Me,lsurements. 

Time./ Connection. I Position Position of Dellection 
RI Ril commutator equilibrium of -.1 & 

I I 
Cl galvanometer. gal vanometl!r. 

1-52-0 0.4 1 5 58.5 

Leads. Left. 74.5 

Right. 41.7 

1.6 Left. 43.4 

58.2 

1-·32-1- 0.4 1.6 Left. 43.8 

58.0 

I 1-52-4 20+21 3200 
I I plat!num + 0.3\ Wlre. I 1 ~ 

45.2 

3h.49' Left. 44.0 

45.0 

, 46.0 , 
I 46.7 
! 

47:0/ I , , 
45.0 I. 

50' 44.2 ! 

45.1 I 

to Right. 
I 

4h.25' 

I 
and 50 011 -

for all 
mÎllUtes to 

I 
4h~5'. , 

I I 
r 

4h.27' Lead~. I 

1-32-4 
I 0.4 

, 1.5 Left. 46.0 I 

I I , 
I 

I 55.7 
, 

I 1-!i 2-ö 0.1 , Ui Lrft. 

I 
53.8 

I 

I 
! 

I ! 4{j.0 
I I 
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we must apply the t:Ol'l'ecl ion mcntioned in § 7 in ol'del' to find the 
trne l'esistal1ce. The meall deflection during the measurement is found, 
according to Comm. N°. 83 § 5, by means of a planimeter. 

(See for the graphical represel1tatiol1 PI. IU, Comm. N0. 83, which 
does not, howevel', bea,r upon OUl", case). 

In the following table the corrections are combined. 

TABDE U. Calibration Platinum Thermometer in 
Oxygen Boiling under RedllCed Pressnre 
'(May 22, 1902). 

Resistance measurement, Corrections. 

Ratio arms. . . . . . . . +0.00216 

Correction to R for box values 20 and 2 

Meun deflection . . . • . . + 0:1 cM. 

+0.0005 

Aftel' what has been said above about the method of calc111ation the 
further calculation will he Rufiiciently clear ti'om the following tabie. 

TABLE UI. Calibration Platinum Thermometer in Oxygen 

Boiling under Reduced Pressure. 

RC5is'tance ut - 197°.08 C. 

Time I Connection I R'3 I R"J I R"3 meun I RJ I 
Resistance 

Pt wire 

( 

1-5 2-6 0.4 1.54 

t 
1.55 0.3182 

1-3 2-4 0.4 1.57 

3h.49- 1-5 2-4 20+2 3200 22.1457 

4h.25 +0.3 

\ 1-3 2-4 0.4 1.53 I 1.53 0.3'17'1 
1-5 2-6 0.4 1.53 21.8281 

Correction urms of the bridge . . +0.0485 
Correction resistunc~ box. +0.0005 
Correction to mean ueflection ° +0.0002 

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. VII. 
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Determinations made at other tempel'atures did not yield anything 
particulal'. Only for the zero determination the corrections al'e some
what different, as that for the l'eductioll to the mean deflection 0 is 
no longer necessary. A new one, however, is added because the determi
nation has not been made exactly at 0° C. but at a little higher 
temperatul'e. Aftel' what has been remarked about this In ~ 7, it seems 
superfluous to illustrate tbis small variation by an in&tance. _ 

~ 9. Determinations of tTte resistance at 0° C. They are made in three 
series. For tbe first we still used leads of 0.5 m.m. (Comm. No. 77 
~ 2 and fig. 3), the insulating liquid was petroleum ether or amylene; 
for the second the leads were 5 m.m. thick (l.c. fig. 4), the insulating 
liquid was 1sopentane; and the third (insulating liquid isopentane) 
was that tJ'eated in ~ 6. 

-
TABLE IV. Calibl'ation of Platinum Thermometer. 

Zero. 

I 
Number of I Reslstance. I Mean value. determma- Smallest Largest tlOns. 

Series 1. June '01 4 110.031 110048 110.040 

2. Nov.Dec.'01 7 033 57 43 

3. Nov '02. 3 043 51 48 

Mean l'esistance at 0° C. 1-, 110,045 

§ 10. Dete1'minatiom (ft Zow tempel'atUt'es, 'rhe measurements were 
made at faidy gradually decl'easing temperatures, at the lowest 
temperatures tlle intervals are smaller. 

The measnrementfl with tile hydrogell thermometer (see Comm. 
W. 77 § 2) are made by Dl'. W. HJilUS11 to whom my best thanks 
are due for the trollble he has taken, 

'rha determinatiolls are made up of t wo &e1'les. 
'rhe tirst series was maüe between 1\Iay 13 and July 10, the 

!lecond series between Dee. 10 and Dec. 22, 1902. 
It seems desirabIe to consider the two series sepa,ratel~T. ( 
'rhe fit'st series has yieldecl rosuIts that may be derived f1'om the 

following table. 
In order to jlldge how the values given here agl'ee inter se, I 

bave lil'!lt raleulaled the fOl'lllUla. of the fOl'm 

W = Wo (1 + at + bt~); 
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I TABLE V. Cahbraüon of Platmum Thermometer. 

Flrst SerIes. 

Temperature Reslstances Bath In whJCh the 
Date determmed wlth the 

hydrogen thermometer I measured. Imeasurements were made 

I I 
00 0. 110.045 comp. § 9. 

May 24, '02 51°.430 87 7GO methyl chloride bOlling 
under reduced pressure. 

May 13, '02 - 104" 66 G4 256 ethylene. 

" 
- 104° 38 64 371 id. 

" - 127° 71 53.910 ethylene bOlhng under 

- 1280 88 53 372 reduced pressure. 
" 

May 1G, '02 - 1610 15 38.676 methane. 

" 
- 161°.15 38.672 ld. 

" 
- 1610 47 38.515 ld. 

May 22, '02 - 182°.63 28 692 oxygen 

July 10, '02 (- 195° 75) 1) (22 (00) mtrogen. 

May 22, '02 - 197° 08 21.877 oxygell bOlhng under 

- 107° 58 21.673 l'educed pressure. 

" 
I July 10, '02 - 209°.93 16.025 mtl'ogen bOllin'g under \ 

reduced pressure. 

whieh agrees with the observations at 0°, at -104°.66 C. and at 
-182°.63 C., the temperatUl'es whieh best correspond with those whieh 
as a rule are also used by other observers. 

The formula beeornes 

w = 110.045 (1 + 0.0038788 t - 0.000 000 9257 t'). 
The deviations of the observed resistances froll1 the formula are 

given in the column Obs.-Comp.l of table VI, and are quite 
appreriable. In the case of methyl chloride the deviation amounts to 
65 on 87760 or a difference III temperature of 0°.15 C. :B'or methane 
these deviations are 63 on 38674: or a differenee in temperature of 
also 0°.15 C. In oxygen, boiling nnder reduced pl'essure, the deviation 
is 90 on 21637 Ol' about 0°.2 C. 

1) This observation is less reliable because au uncertain correctioll to the 
hydrogen thermometer altained a l'ather high value. 

20* 
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To find out whether these deviations are perhaps due to irregular 
errors in the measurement, it will be useful to investigate whether, 
by addition of anothel' term, the difl'erences between these obser
vations and the calculation might be l'edllCed to within the limits 
of the errors of observation. It succeeded indeed fairly weIl as may 
be seen in column Obs.-Comp'll of table VI. The calculated values 
are derived by means of the formula 

tV = 110.045 (1 + 0.0039167 t - 0.000 000 3432 tJ + 
+ 0.000 000 002069 t~). 

TABLE VI. Test of a Parabolical and of a 
Third Degree Formula. 

First series. 

Temperatures deter- I Measured I 
mined wlth the hydro- ! ! Obs.-Comp·l Obs.-Comp·Il 

gen thermometer. resistances 

I 

I 00 110.045 0 0 

51 0 4.3 87.760 - 0 065 + 0.012 -
- 104°.38 61..371 - 0.011 - 0 017 

- 104°.66 64. .256 0 - 0.005 

- 127°.71 53.910 + 0.039 0-

- 128°.88 53.372 + 0.030 - 0.011 
< 

- 161o .li'i 38.674 + 0.063 + OOi!) 

_ 101 0 .1;7 38.515 + 0051 + 0008 
r 

- 182°.63 28.(192 0 + 0.008, 

C - 1950 75) (22.ûOO) c+ 0 CH4) c+ 0.078) 

- 197°.m~ 21.877 - n.083, - 0.014 

- 197°.5H 21.637 - 0090 - 0.017 

- 209 0 93 Hi.02f, + Ö 077 + ~.22!) 
I 

The doviations from fOrll1ultl H, with tlle exception (of tlle last, 
n.lthough they are not entil'ely within the limits of the errors of 
oh'lel'vation which were expected, are on I)' IiWe in excess. 

In thc eas(' of methane, wltel'e tbe deviation il:l 19 on 38674, all 
Cl'I'OI' in thc telllpomlllJ'C of 0".04 C, i~ suJücient to oxplain this 
n,ITIOUIII. 
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in the rase of nih'ogen hoiling nndel' I'ednecd prèSRltre, 110 wever, 
thè dcviation ha:.. bC<':UlllC vor)' largo, su hll'ge even t!tat it cannot he 
exphtinc(l bJ OlTor:.. of uhsol'vation. lIcll('c tlto dl'l'uHlRlttnce that the 
formula iE:. not fit to rCpl'ebent the re&iRtance 1:>0 Bear to thc ahsolnte 
zero must aceonnt for t !lis (leyiation. All the :-.ame it li-> remarlmble 
th at this tnrn appoart-l 80 sneldeni)'. At _Hn° C. Ihc formnla still 
hoIds, at -2100 C. therc 11:> a deviation of 22~) on 16025, i. e. a 
deviation of (Y.49 m temperatlll'e. Bnt if we take into <.:onsideration 
that, nccording to tiJe fOl'Jllllla, the resistance nt -248° C. would 
becomc zero and Ihat we tl,1'e only ahont thirty tlegree& from tbis 
point, we need not wonder at thü; l'esult. 

In order to gam cel'tainty that thel'e was in deed a faidy rapidly 
inel'easing variatioll in tlle shape of tbe e1ll'VO t hat l'epresents the 
1'esistanre a& n fnn<.:tion of tIu' temperatlll'e, I l'e:,ulved to repea! 
espeeinlly these menSlll'Cments at ver? low tempenülll'e in nitrogen. 

,These constitute whM I have eajled ttt the begiuning the 2nd beries. , 
Unfortlll1ateJy tlte resnl! was nnsaiisfactory. 

Though the observntiom; indeed point in the btllDe sense, yet one 
en'or Ol' anothc1' !:looms to have erept into them and it could no 
moro bo detected at the time wh en the <.:alculntioll& l'evea,led it. We 
shall omit them here. 

Tbercfol'e tho l'ef:;nlts as to thc mnonnt of the deviations remain 
more Ol' lcss nncortnin; yet it is very prouable that even in nitl'ogen 
boiling lll1del' l'oduced prossul'e, a, beginning may be observed of the 
variation in tllO course of the temperature function whieb, as follows 
fi'om DmwJ\ R'S experiments, appears so strongly at the temperatllre 
of liquid hydl'ogen. 

The conclusions to whieh the meaSUl'ements lead may be summarized 
as follows. 

A representation of the l'esistance hy aquadratic formula, aceol'ding 
to the temperature, even if we do not go below -1800 C., is only 
permitted when no higher degree of accuraey than OJ.2 C. is aimed 
at. W11en a greater preei&ion is desired we l'equil'e for the calibratioll , 
of' a plntinum thermometer a greatel' numbeL' of points of' comparisol1, 

Fot' a compal'ison to within 2
1
0 0 C. a number of at least 6 tempera

tm'es of comparison is considered very desirabie, 
Below -197° C. the deviations of the platinull1 thermometer 

beeome so large that before using it for this range an investigatioJ1 
must be mnde of the cOlll'se of the l'esistance as a funetion of the 
temperature. 
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PhysÎcs. - "On t/te ?/wasw'(jment uj' ver!! low tempemtu1·es. Vl11. 
Compm'ison of tAl! 1'esistance of tlokt wil'e witlt -that of 
plntinum wi1'e." By B. M:I!JILINK. (Communication N°. 93 
(continued) from the Physical Laboratory at Leiden by Prof. 

H. KAl\mU!JlNGH ONNES). 

(Communicated in the meeting of June 25, 1904.) 

~ 1. 'rhe investigation described in this paper forms part of the 
subject mentioned sub 2 in ~ 1 of Comm. N'. 77, Febr. 1902 and 
had for its chief object the establishment of the method of observation. 

The gold wire was made of the material kindly given us by 
Dr. C. HotTsEMA, inspector and assay-master general of the Mint, 
according to whom no impurities could be detected in it by means 
of chemical processes, vd1ich, with l'egal'd to the accuracy of the gold 
analysis, exclndes an impurity of more than 1/200 %, The piece was 
drawn out to a wire of 1/10 mmo in diameter. The great length of 
the wire used, however, had l'endered a soldered ,joint in the 
middle necessary. 

§ 2. A1'mngement of the wires. The same advantages which made 
us pl'efer a naked platinum wire to one enclosed in a glass tube 
(cf. Comm. N°. 77) exist also when the wire is made of an 

I 

other metal, though the difiicnlties, especially with l'egard to the 
action on the metal, are gl'eatel'. 

The difiiculties of the arrangement inereased, however, considel'ablv 
with metals of sllch high conductivity as gold, because then th'e 
,,,il'e mllst be so much longer in order to produce a sufficien~l'esis

tance. With the fil'st forms th at were tried, the metal. wire Jay in 
a screw-r.hread etched on a glass cylinder. But with the longel' 
,vire the latitude for the expansion bermne so gJ'eat that it could 
slip too easily from the serew gl'ooves and thus cause short-circuiting. 
In order to obtain deeper gl'ooves the glass

1 
cylinder was coated 

with a paste of oil and carborundum aud slowly spirally I moved 
with a speed of 1/2 or 2/4 mmo The cylinder grinds against all iron 
or copper disk, wbich is kept in rapid r9tation alld thns by means 
of the carborundum a groove is ground in the glass. 'rhis groove 
proved to be mnch deeper than that formed by etching 1); the wires 
of 0.1 mmo in diameter were entirely enclosed in it. On a cylinder 
of 37 mmo diameter and 55 mmo height we could wind more t1lan 
12 meters of wire. 

1) Later we have uguin succecued in makiog still deeper grooves by etchmg. 
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The investigated wire covered two of these cylinders Cl and Ct 
(see tig. 1, PI. I), the one fitting into the otIler H,nc\ leaving a jacket 
of about 2 mmo for the circula,tion of the liqllids. A third cylinder 
C3 round these two se~ved to proteet the wil'e. 

The cylinders rest on a copper star with :3 teeth cl in whieh 
concentrical grooves are made to holel the glass cy linders. At the 
other end each of the cylinders, by means of topper ridges el' e, 
and e3 , lying on the glass rim, is pressed agaillst the star hy means 
of a tightenillg rod f anel 11utS gl' g~ and [h, thm; forming one 
tightly connected whole. As the ridges el anel 132 and n.lso the 10wer 
stal' cl sel'ved at the same time as connective places fol' the wil'e, 
they were insulated fi'om tbe tightenil1g L'Od and fhe llnt~ by gIasb 
cylindel's hl alld h2 and plates of mica i1 , i 2 alld i3' 

The winding èmd tlle moullting was done in the following way. 
We began by fixing the inner cylinder Cl uetween thc btnr and the 
ridge el) the wire was soldered ou fo the ridge el anI! led downwul'ds 
along tlle gl'oove of tbe sCl'ew-thl'ead Oll tbe cylinder. At the bOttOlll 
it \"raS ~oldel'ed on to t11e stal'. Then tbe ~econd cylinder was placed 
round it, the wil'e was tnrned upwards along it and fastened to 
è 2 • If the two SCl'CWS in t11e glass are wound in the same senbe, the 
wire is ulmost free from induction. (Uf. the platinum thermometer 
of the previous paper where this wa~ attained in a different manner). 

As in the cnse of the platinnm wire which was treated in the 
pl'evions paper, th ere were 4 leads. Por the method with the 
differential galvanometer (cf. ~ 4) it doet:. not matter that they have 
little l'esÎstance, hence' wit'es of 1 mmo were taken, flattened over the 
last 5 ems. Tile entil'e apparatm; was suspended by a coppel' tube k, 
which was screwed on to thc tightelling rod f, a,nd which, in order 
to prevent too much conductioll of hea.t aloug it, had tt piece of 
ebonite insertec1 in it (not shown in the dmwing). 

~ 3. Detel'mination of t/te ze/·u. The zero wab detel'nlÏued iu the 
óame way as descl'ibed in OomUl. Nn. 77, wllen thin leads were 
uscd. \ Besic1es with the gold wil'e, uetel'minations were also made 
with a coppel' and a silver wire. A single detel'Uliuation never 
oft'el'ed auy difiicnlties. With copper, 11owe"er, tbe vallles detel'mined 
at different times did not agree. They showed a l'egllhw incl'ease of 
the l'et:.istance at 0° C. This mu~t probably be ascribed to a chemical 
process. Oopper oxydises so easily that tbe greatest pl'eeautions must 
be taken to avoid llloistul'e dllring the stomge. lf in distilling the 
insulating liqnid illtO thc zero-vesbcl thc VapOlll' was passed over 
phosphorolls pentoxide anti if ctwe wa~ taken that while the wil'e 
wat; kept, the u.ir eonld only enter over phosporous pentoxide, we 
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sncceeded in stopping that proeess. Yet at any l'ate this experience 
obliged us to perform meaSlll'ementE> at low temperatures, like those 
treated here fol' the gold wil'e, in a vel'y short time in the case of 
copper wire. With gold and silvel' this phenomenon did not appeal'. 

~ 4. Cornpm'ison of tlw 1'e.,;isülnces. In order to investigate the 
variation of t1le l'esistance of t11e wire, wonnd as descl'ibed in ~ 2, 
the ratio of this resistance to that of platinnm had to be deter
IDined in different baths. To tlus end previous investigator& have 
always measlll'ed the resistance of the two wires alternately and 
hence derived the mean ratIO. The first experiments made by me 
were also arranged in that way. 

In order to attain a higher degree of accuracy I have followed 
the ad vice of Prof. KAMERI.INGH ONNES and arranged the measurements 
so that at a definite moment the ratlO ÎtE>elf can be read. 

If we use the WHI<:ATSTONE'S bridge, it 8eems that this may be 
attained by arl'anging t11e Wlre lo be compared in parallel to the 
box of HARTl\fANN and BRAUN (R's) instead of arranging it in parallel 
to the platinum l'esistance. 

Au insupel'able obstacle for tlus simultaneous determination is, that 
at any mte a connection is required between the two wires, which 
connection ma,)' be made by tv>o of the leads from thf' bath, in which 
we meaSUl'e, to one of the angle:s of the bridge. Elimination of all the 
resistances of the c0l111ections exrept that of the &tops used in the 
meaE>Ul'ement, as it was obtained in the previous paper, is impossible. 
El'l'OrS may then creep in of whielt the amount may ol}ly be estimated. 
Rcsistances of the connections may occur to a considerable amount 
.wd be bronght about by minor causes. If we cannot constantly test 
tl1011' flrlnonnt the results reluaÎll uncertain. t ----

Moreover in the WHEATSTONE'S bridge the unavoidable resistan('es 
of the connections are so large that we cmmot l'each the accuracy 
proposed in the ontset with wires of so little 8pecific resistance as 
gold. For in that case, even though we succeeded in winding a wire 
of more than 20 mete1'& in the necessttrily smaIl compass of the bath, 
a resistance of no more titan 35 Ohms at O? C. was obtained, whieh 
in liquid oxygell or nitl'ogen feli io below about 6 OI11ns. 

All the&e reasons led us to choose the method of the diffel'ential 
galvanometer for the compal'lson of the metals inter sc. c- It en ab les 
US to dete1'l11ine at once the ratio of two tesistances, while resi
btanceb of ihe conllections have no appreC'HLbIe influence. It is true 
that a measurement cannot be made in &l1cl] a short time as 
witlt the Wm:\!r"Toxl'.'b bridge bnt this incoll\'eniellce i~ sufficieutly 
balanced by the au vantages lllentioned. 
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§ 5. 1Yw mou,nting with the cliJferential galvanometer. The mounting 
as it finally was made is repl'esellted in PI. I, fig. 3. The commutator Ol 
serves for the element. The eommutatol' ()2 enables the observer 
to co mp are either the platinum wire with the resistance B' 3 

(complete lines), Ol' the gold wire with the platinum wire (dotted 
lines). It is convenient that by a single commutation we should be able to 
ll1terchange these two mountings, because fol' the comparison of 
gold with platlllum wit'es it w1l1 be always desirabie to know 
the approxlmate vaille of tlle platinllm l'esistance for the determination 
of temperatllre (cf. ~ 8). C3 is a commutator to interchange the 
two conducts of the difierential galvanometer. This is necessary for 
the determination of the ratio between the currents in the two 
not perfectly equivalent conducts when the deflection is zero and 
moreover lt seemed desirabie to me to test contmually whether this 
ratio remamed unchanged. 

The galvanometer was first a thin wire THOlllS0N wüh two pairs 
of cOlls each with' a single Wl1'e. To attain the l'eqnired symmetry, 
the four coils were replaced by new ones, in each of which t\"lO 
wit'es were wound together. This was done in the workshops of 
the laboratory. The senslbllity was a deflection of 1 mmo on the scale 
with a difference in intensity of cm'rent of 10 -10 Ampère, period of 
oscillatlOn 20". Then the galvanometer was aperiodic. Like the 
galvanometer of the WHEATSTONJI]'S brid~e in the previons paper, 
this was protected against disturbances arising ti'om terl'estrial mag
netism by a soft iron ring. 

The l'esistance boxes B'a' Bo and Ro, are all of manganin wire, 
ha ving therefore an almost negligible temperatul'e coefficient; R'a 
is the cal'~fully investigated resistance box of HAR'l'MANN and BRAUN, 
also llsed in the measurements with the WHEATSTONE'S bridge; R, 
IS the box wound in our own laboratory, which produced two 
branches in the WHEATSTONE'S bridge (cf. previous paper), of 
which I a1so determined the absolute values. Bn is aresistanee 
box of SIEMENS and HALSKJ<: tested by the Reichsanstalt. I have 
determined a few times the ratio between the units R' a and B, and 
fonnd 1.00255 (11 determinations, greatest.,. 264, smallest . .. 242). 

~ 6, 'Plte meaSU1'ements at low tempm'atu1'es. Aftel' the zero of the 
wire that was to be eompared, had been detel'mined a few times, and 
!.uffieiently harmonizing results were obtained, the wire was plaeed 
into the cryostat inside the platinum thermometer at the place oceupied 
by t11e hydrogen thermometer when the formel' was calibrated (cf. 
Comm. N°. 77, ~ 4 and N°, 83, PI. II). 

When enough liq uefted gas was pOllred olf, the ratio bet ween the 
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l'esistan('es of thc two wires was determincd ",hile we stltl'ed. Beforc 
and alter this cletel'mination, we measlll'ed thc nttio between the 
platinnm l'ebistanee and one ot' the l'esistances in Rij' As a l'Ille that 
l'esistance in B! was taken of whieh the mIne C'orresponded best with 
that of the platinnm wire. Thence the tempel'atlll'e could be derived. 
In later measnrements a thermoelement was sometimes placed inside 
the cylinder Cl of the wire, a,nd alter tile temperatul'e had- been 
detel'mined onee by the measurement of the ratio to R6' an assist'lnt 
at the thermoelement took care that the tempm'atlll'e remained constant 
in the way descl'ibed in Comm. NU. 83. Consequently the meaSllre
ments conld be made in a still shol'tel' time. 

~ 7. Cabtlation and cV1'l'ections. The mounting is dl'awn schema
tically in PI. I, fig. 2, where Ipt and 1'./, are the resistances to be 
compared, IV1 and nT

2 the l'esistances of the galvanometer conducts 
pl'ovided with the l'esistance boxes Bil a and Ra' Suppose that with 
certain values in the bOÀes there is equilibrium and that we can then 
represent the ratio uetween the two CIll'l'ents in the (wo galvanometer 
eonducts by 1 + ij, where [:J may be considered as a small numbel'; 
then we have the l'elation 

1 1',1; lY1 [:J 1'x 

1 + [:J 1'pt = W 2 + 1 + [:J TV2 ' 

TV1 and lV2 , ho we vel', are as regal'ds the galvanometer coils 
copper l'esistances, and if a rathel' high deg'l'ee of aCClll'acy is l'equil'ed, 
lY1 and lV2 must be detel'mined before each determination of the 
ratio between 1'). and 1'pt. If the galvanome~er, could be placed in 
a space of constant temperature the gl'eate&t difiiculty of this would 
be l'emoved and one adjustment would show ns the _ratio. ~ 

TV1 and HT
2 

being unknown, we can pl'oC'eed as foliows. We add 
to W\ and W" al antI (/2 units of l'esistance so ihat tLgain cqnili
bl'iu}ll is attained, then we also have: 

1 1'", TV1 + al [:J rJ. 
-r-- = --- . ..(.. ------
1 + [:J 1'I't TV2 + a2 ' 1 + [:J rv~ + as' 

1 1'). al 
----==-, 
1 + [:J 1'pt a 2 

Hence 

l' a 
Ol' -=- = (1 + Ij).2.· 

rpt as 

How lal'ge we shall choose a depends on cil'cumstances. Thc 
variations in VVl and W2 wiih l'egard to the leads during the course 
of one experiment, as appeal'ed in the measurements with the WUNAT
STONE'S bridge in thc pl'evions paper, certainly ncver cxcecueu 0.01 
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Ohm. 1f the g;alvanometel' is carcfl111y packed in cottOJl wool lt 
appeared th at elllring the time rcquired for one measurement the 
temperature was sufficiently t;onstaut and hence the total variation 
in lVJ anel lVJ did not exceed 0.1 Ohm. If thell we take fOl' the 
smallest of the al and a2 1000 Ohms, the inaccllracy elue to thlS 
uncertainty need. not therefore ue largel' than 1/10000 , It is likely, 
moreover, thai the fit'st adjllstmeni aftel' the measuremellt where al 

anel a~ were added to lVI anel lV~ will be l'epeated in most cases 
so that we then can more or less .i lldge of those \'al'latiolls iJl lVI 
and TV •. 

In the relation r'l: = (1 + (j) aJ
, 13 is still to be determined. To this 

1'}Jt a. 
end by means of commutator Cl (PI. I, fig. 3), the conducts of 
the galvanometer are interchanged, so that tl1e tmns which first 
were parallel to 1':r are now arrn,nged in parallel to 1'1'1 and reversely. 

l' a' 
A new determination yiclds"::- = (1 - (J) -!- (.1 is cOl1l:,idel'ed smalI). 

1 pi Cl 2 

• 1'.. (al a'l) If t; is unlmown we fmd - = ~ - + I . 
rpi a. Cl. 

Besides we can determine ~, and find fol" it 

~ 

a' 
I ---, 

a~ a ~ 
~=--, al +~ 

a, a'~ 

If a rapid determination of the ratio is desirabie, as it was 
natl1rally always the case with the measuremenis at low tempera
tmes, it is better to deiermine {J beforehand. We must then have 

" convineed oUl'selves by preliminal'Y experiments that {j remains 
sufiieicntly consk'tnt. This was the case tor observations made at not 
too long intervals. Thus 11 determinations fr01l1 June 14 to July 12 
yieldeel as smallest value 0.000764, as mean vall1e 0.000780 and as 
largest value 0.00083 (?). 

ThuR supposing the value of ~ to be known we can derh'c the 
l' 

ratio -.:. from a single detel'mination of al anel a2 ; al allel «2 were 
'1'pt 

l'eael on the resistance boxes R' ~ anel Bo. 
§ 8. The dete1'mination of the temperatUl'e. The determination of' 

the temperature, now that we do not measure the resistances sepllra
tely but eletermine the ratio at once, need not be made with the 
accuracy whiell was required tor the test of the platinum thermo
meter. It was obtaillcel by measurillg the resistance of the platinum 
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wlre aftel' each complete determination of tbc ratio. lf' in the 
lU'l'angement of PI. T, lig. 3, the commutator C, is phtC'ed diJf'el'ently, 
we cau, insiead of eomparing the gold with the platinulIl rebistan('e, 
compal'e the latter at onee with tbe reslstance in the box R •. 

In determining tbe ratio between the l'esistances of the platinum 
wü'e and the value~ in box Bs we have not, however, repeated the 
whole meaSlll'ement as described above for the determination of the 
ratio between the platinum and the gold resistances, but one measure
ment sufficed. 

For wHh Ri instead of 1'x as in § 7 we find: 

1 R5 W 1 {J R, 
1 + {J 'I'pt = W, + {J +1 W, 

whel'e lifT
1 

and TV, are the resistances of the circuits where the 
galvanometer turns and the l'esistances occur. 

R. 
If we know the resistance of the tllrns, - may be del'ived from 

rpt 
one detel'mination of a resistance in the boxes. 

The resistances of the turns can be del'ived ti'om the two deter
minations of the ratio between the platinum and the gold l'esistances. 

Let A and B be the resistances of tbe turns l'ound the galvano
meter, and 1\ and r', the l'esistances in the boxes, then they give with 

VVl = A + r l , lV, = B + ?'~, 
_1_ !..=...=A+'I'1 +_fJ __ r~ 
1 + {J 'I' pt B + r. 1 + {J B + r. 

1 rx B + '1'\ fJ '1'; 
1 - {J r pt A + '1"2 - 1 - (J A + r's' 

whence A and B may be derived and consequently W1 and lV, may 
be found. Inaccuracies occur, that is to say we neglect the l'esistance of 
the connecting wÎl'es between the commutator ~olés j but as t11e value 
of A and B was about 9-:1:0 Ohm!:>, an inaccllracy of 1 Ohm was 

\ l 

allo wed and tbis l'esistance certainly l'emained below tbis' amount. 
1 '1'); 

For the calculation it is important to l'emark tbM l+~?'l't is eqnal 

al 1 1'3- • a'l. al a'! 
to - and --- 18 eqnal to I' whlle - and 1 may he derived 

a, I-fJrpt a, a. a~ 

dil'ectly ti'om obsel'vation. Besides l~fl is smal1, so that in the last 

term of the eqllations an appl'oximate valne for A and B is sufficient. 
§ 9. SU1've,l/ of an obw31'1){ll;on. Thc way in whiC'h the obscrvations 

were made will be seen best from an instanee which at the same 
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time will be developed as an in stance for the calclllation. Tt refers 
to a measurement with the gold wil'e in oxygen boiling under 
reduced pl'essure. 

The values of the following table (p. 308) wel'e read directly. 
In this meaSlll'ement the tempel'ature wa& kept constant by means 

of the thermoelement so that the determination of temperatnre need 
not be repeated. 

Fo!' the derivation of the results from the observations S'ee table 
U, which does not require further explanation. 

§ 10. Resztlts. The determinations of the zero yielded the following 
l'esults. 

Date. 

April 23, 1902 

May 23, " 

Resistance 
gold wire. 

31.5506 

31.556 

lVIethod of the measurement 
of l'esistance. 

WHEATSTONE'S bridge. 

" " 
" "" 31.565 DiiferentiaJ galvanometer. 

May 26,,, 31.555 WHEATSTONE'S bridge. 

Our chief object of the determination with the diiferential galvano
meter was to ascel'tain that the two methods gave the same l'esults, 
so that the Jatter could also be employed for a determination of 
temperatnre. During this measnrement we did not stil' and so it is 
possible that the temperatnre has inrreased a little. In connection 
with the following resuJts the agreement is sufiicient. 

Aftel' the measllrements at low temperatures, which are made 
between June 17 and July 12, the zero was l'edetermined in October 
and then a deviating -vahte was found, viz.31.043. 1 have searched 
in vain for the l'eason of this deviation. It does not probably lie in 
the measnr~ment of resu,tance. A known l'esistance detel'mined in 
the same way gave the tl'ue value. While I seal'ched fol' possible 
causes the gold wil'e broke so tho.t I have not attained any certainty 
Oll this subject. It may be that during the interval between the two 
detel'minations a short circuit has been formed between the two 
ends of t11e gold wire, in consequence of which the resistance is 
appmently so mnch diminished. A change in the gold wil'e itself 
would probably always have produced an increase of resistance. 

'rhe val nes fol' the fmther determintl.tions of the ratio betweell 
the platinllll1 l'esil'tance aml t11e gold l'esistance will be sufficiently 
cleal' fl'oll1 thc following table (p. 310). 

'fhe meaSl1l'ements sho~v that this method to determine the ratio 
bctwcen thc l'esisln.nees is cel'tainly a good one n.nd prefel'able to 
that of men,suring the resistal1ce of each wire separately. It will 
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TABJ.JE 1. Comparison between Gold and Platinum 

Resistances in Oxygen boiIing under Reduced Pl'essure. 

Observations. 

, 
d ::s 

Resistance in a ~ .: a a ~!l 8 ;., S :.. ::l~ 0<> 
00 00 .;:: a :.:lS 
0 ... 0 ... .00 " 0 Time . 
~ 0 SIEMENS St HARTMANN ~o ;:::~ <> ~ 
0 ..... 0 .... .~ oS =ol 
.~ ol .~ oS ::l > <>,. 

. ~"""" .... ... 0" .... ~'eil 
VI HALSKE. St BRAUN. tn 1'0;1 ol 
0 0 0 0 

c.. c.. 

Temperature determination. 2h.30' 

1 

500 

1 

140 

1 
1

27
.
00 

1 

33.00 

1 - 136 23.00 

Determination of the ratio. 

27.50 
0 ä~ 11 31.50 

- 23.90 
- 11 31.50 

+2 11 28.05 
- 27.00 2h.45' 

11 28.30 

1000 3=1=1"1000 11 26.50 
4 3. 100 - 27.70 

11 26.60 

11 25.40 
,+3 - 29.20 

11 25.55 

X -lOOO 3=/=1.1000 11 30.30 
4 2. 100 28.30 ~ -

11 30.30, 

+4.+3 
1 

11 

1 1 

29.12 
, - 29.62 , 

0 '1000+ - 21.00 
4=1=3. 100 11 38:20 
2 '1. 10 , ~ 

, 
2. '\0 11 31.90 J 

4+ 3 - 27.75 , 

11 31.85 

() 1000 
- 4=1=3. '100 - 2(1.70 

\ 2 1. 10 11 :H .65 
- 26.80 ,-

1UOO 3=/='1.1000 - 29.40 
4 2. 100 11 27.50 

- ~.25 
, 

+2 - 30.10 
11 26.80 
- ~U.05 

3h. 8' 
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TABLE Il. Comparison between Gold and Platinum Resistances in Oxygen boiling under Reduced Pressure. 

O'llculation of the Ratio. 

Oommu- Resistance 

tator SIEMENS & 

Os HALSKE. 

o 

Resistance 

HA.R'hr. & BRA.uN. 

. Value at 
DeflectlOn whichequi-

of the w~~{~~rist 
gal van. H~~~~~~ 

'1000+400+ _ 7.0 
300+20+10 '1731. 73 

Differellces 

in the 

two branches. 

Oorrections 

Box of 

S.&H. 

Differences 
Reduc- correctetl 

tion Box of a.SIE~I.&H. 

S.~H. H.&BR. b. ~A~~r. 
H.&BR. 

Ratio. 

�1----��-;j=.OOO='-tr'---7:;OOO=-+..---�--+'----.1-.-2-�-----��1ooo 3866.92 -0.05 +2.55 +U.48 t ~gg~:~g 0.34962 0.34934 
1000 400 + 200 + 'l. '15 

4598.65 
___ H ____ II--:=;-:-;:--+-,!--;-3n=-:--I--+--'---3.-7-3-1----II--I--- __________ 11----1--.:.... ---

30UO+ 10LlO -t- __ 2.00 '1000 
4597.60 400+200 

x 
3000+1000+ 

400+100+40 + 0 50 

11--0--II-+~.1""~"'~'-t'-;--;~"'ct,<-+.7--I---.1-7-.2-0-1-----11 '1000 387-1.66 -0.05 +2.55 +0.48 ~:~~~~:~2 0.34904 0.34932 

300+~0+ IÖ 1726.06 
10UO+400+300 _ 4.'10 

i ___ II----H---,-,=++-;:.2...:..,.O+,.h;-7;----I----I----II--I·-- -------11----1-----
'1000+400+ 
300+20+'\0 o 

'1000 ;jOOO +HXJO + 
400+200 

- 4 80 1731.10 

+ 3.30 
4597.90 

+ 1.82 

Resistance for temperature calculation Rs = 28.62 Ohms. 

'1000 3806.80,-0.05 +2.55' +0.48 (/. '100250 0.34û63 0.34935 b.3867.28 

rpI = 21.39. 
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TABLE lIl. Uompal'ison between Gold· and Platinum 
Resist.ances. 

Resistance 
Ratio Ratio between 

the resistances· of a 
.' 

Resistance gold goldwire and a 
platinum Dates. 

gold wire. resistance platinum wire 
platinum which at 0° C. have ~ 

wire. 
resistance the same resistance. 

110.045 3'1.5506 . 0.28672 April 23, 1902. 
(at 0° C.) 3'1.556 0;28675 1 Mav 23 

3'1.565 0.28684 id. 
31.555 0.28674 May 26. 

0.295677 
June 17, 0.295736 

,0.29554 64.78 in ethylene. 
0.295569 0.28674 
9.295564 
0.29553'1 ='1.0307 

64.85 0.295562 

52.34 
0.301954 0.301950 June 17, 
0.301952 0.~8674 in ethylene 

, 0.301949 boiling under . 
0.301946 """:1.0530 reduced pressure. 

52.68 

" 

28.71 
June'23, 0.330287 ~ 

0.330314 . 0.330295 . ,in oxyge~ • 
0,330285 0.28674 

-
0.330::l04 c 

0.330256 ---:- 'l.1519 
/1 ...-

0.B30289 ) 

28.71 
" 

.- " 

22.79 
" 

0.34490 
0.34497 

22.81 0.34497 ' July 12, 
0.34490 ---- . in uitrogen. 
0.34498 0.28674 

22.74 
) 

,0.344641 = 1.2029 
o 34495 

I. 
I 

22.79 
r' 

2'1. 3J 0.34933 June 23, in 
o 3,i934 ---'- Ol'ygen boilin~ 
0.34m2 0.28674 unde!" reduc.e 
0.34935 = 1.2'173 pressure. 

I 
21 47 I 

~ 

I 
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B. MEILINK. "On the measurement of very low temperatures. Vnl. Com
parison of the resistance of gold wire with that of platinum wire." 

Fig. 2. 

e, 
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be necessal'y, howevel', at least fol' low tempel'atures, to take 'gl'eat 
care thnJ the temperatnre IS kept constant during tbe time reqnired 
for a measurement. In these measnrements the determination of the 
temperatnre was le&s accurate than seemec1 c1esirable with a view 
to the accuracy of the determination of the ratio dnrmg the measme
ments on one day. 

In the results there Ïb a bLriking diiference between the gold and 
the platinum. Though the values found do not help liS to fix the 
temperature function tOl' gold for want of cel'tainty a,bout the zero 
to which they belong, yet they show th at the curvature of the line 
which fol' gold l'epl'esent& that tempel'ature fUllction is 111uoh smaller 
thal1 in the case of platinull1 and that tbe curve is bent more towards 
the absolute zero. Hence a golel wire would be 11101'e suited fol' 
extrapolation tlum a platinum wire, because here the devw.tionE> 
which we cmmot but expect, are mnch smaller. 

Mathematics. - "A con,cJ7'UellCe of 07yle7' two and cla.~1:J two formed 
by conics". By Prof. J. DE VRIES. 

For a twofold infinite syste111 of co nies (congruence) order is called 
the numbel' of conics thl'ough an al'bitral',)' point, class the numbel' 
of conics with au arbitral'y right line for bisecant. 

The congruences of order one alld class one arise from the pro
jective coordination of a net of planes to a net of quaelrics1

). Uneler 
r 

investigation were furthermore the congruences of order one and 
class two anel those, the conics of which cut a fixed conie twice '). 

In this commnnication the ehal'acteristie numbers are d{'duced of 
the congruence determined by the tangent planes of aquadric Q/ 
on the planes of a net [Q2J of quaeldcs to which they are pro,ject
ively ('onjugate. 

2. Ta obtain this conjugation we pl'oject the points P of' Q2 out 
of a fixed point Po of Q2 on a plane 4>. A pl'ojectivity between 
the point& P' of 4> and the surfaces of [Q2] furnishes thell imme
diately a projeeiivity betweell [Q2J and the system [n-J. of the 
tangent planes 3'( of Q2. 

To a pencH (Q2) in [Q2] cOl'responds a range of points (P') in 

1) D. MONTCSANO, Su di un sislema linea re di coniche nello spazio, Atli di 
Torino, lSm-1892, t. XXVll, p. 660. 

!) M. PIER!, SOpl'3. alClmc ('ongL'ncllzc di conichc, Alti di 'rodno, 1892-1893, 
t, XXVIll, p. 135. 

21 
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. VII. 
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4J, thus a eonie on <-l, thm; the öystem of the tangent planes '" 
passing through a fixeel point T. Through 'r and a point X of the 
base-curve of (Q2) two planes ~ pass; whel'efore X bears two con ieR 
of the eongruence, whieh iR titus of O1yZm' two (P = 2). 

3. '1'0 the tangent planes ::r: throug'h an arbitraQ' point T eorre
spond the points P of a conie not passillg thl'ough F., having thus 
fol' image ft, l'oni(' in (/:J. So to this system (3l')~, of index {wo, is 
con,jugate a ::;ystem (Q2)~ posse&sing likewise index two, having two _ 
sUl'faces in l'ommon with eaeh peneil (Q'). When eonsidering the 
ranges of points detel'mined by the projective systems (3l')2 and (Q2)2 
on au al'bilral'y l'ight liue we find that they genel'ate a snrface TA 
of degl'ee six, whiel1 iö the 10c'us of the conics of the congrllence 
the pIane::; of whieh pass tbl'Ollgh a tixed point '1'. Henee we get 
t.t v = 6. 

4. Thl'ongh two al'uitral'.)' point:; pa::;:; two tangent planes 3l', 
henee tbe pIane::; of two conic:; ; so au arbitral'y l'ight line is biseeallt 
of two conieö, tl,nd the eongl'uence is of clasl:I two (t.t" = 2). 

The numbel's P= 2, ft v = 6 and t.t2 = 2 satis(y the well known 
formula P = ft v - 2 t.t'. 

Thl'ough a l'ight line of Q" pass all infillite munber of plancs 3l'; 
the conics tbey beal' farm t\ cubic surface. 

As eaeh l'tl.Y through l' meets two conies, '1'6 has in '1' a double 
point. If A' is one of the conies on w hiel! '1' is situated, T 6 is 
touched in l' byeach biseeant of A~ out of '1'. So ,'1' is a biplanar . , 
pomt. 

If T is one of tbe eight base points of the net [-Q~ ] th en 
'1,ft has in T a fourfold point; fol' on evel'y ray thrQugh '1', lie but 
two points besides '1'. 

5. Let us take fol' Q~ the pal'aboloid IV y = =, then the snbstitlltion 
.IJ = a (I, y = (1 (I, z = Y (I f'urnishes first (I = y : a (1 and th en 

•. - y . (.) 'Ij - Y • a ." - Y~ • C' ~ tV - • P , I -. , .... - • '" iJ· \ 

So the tangent plan es ::r: are repl'csellted by 

C' 

(1 Y {IJ + a r y - Cl (1 Z - y~ :::: O. 

The above-inclieated conjugation is al'rived nt by putting 

a A + (1 B + Y 0 = 0, 

whel'e A, B, () are quatll'atic f'ulletions of ..IJ, y,::. We l'epresent their 
roeffieients by ((,,,1, IJkl, Cl.'t and we Wl'itc brictly 

dlel = a "ik + ~ bil. + r «lik-
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If a Q~ of the net is to be tonclled by the conjugate plane 3r, then 

d11 d12 du du {jy 

d12 d2 • cl2~ cl24 ar 

cl13 dn 
cl

33
' d 34 -a~ =0. 

du dH dH du 
_y2 

~Y ay -{(~ _y2 0 

must be satisfied. 
We find here arelation 

D7 (a, ~, r) = 0, 
which is homogeneous and of degree 7 in a, ~, y. If we regard 
these parameters as homogeneous coordinates, this relat~on represents 
a curve of degree 7 possessing nodes in the points A (;j = 0, 'I = Ol 
and B (a = 0, "I = 0). 

6. For the conies passing thl'ongh point T(xl' Yl> Zl) we have 
the relation 

1YI2 (a,~, 'I) = tV 1 ~y + 'Yl ay - Zl a~ - '1 2 = O. 

It is represented by a conic passing through A and B. 
Besides A and B the auxilial' curves D7 and .A{2 have ten points 

in ('ommon. 80 through T pass the planes of ten conics each degene
rated into two l'igh t lines (Ot' = 10). 

That tIle points A and B must not be taken into consideration is 
shown as follows: For a = 0, y = ° we find B = ° anel y = ° : 0, 
thus the peneil, of planes al'ound OX; of these tangent planes of 
course only one is conjugate to B = ° anel the conie detel'Illined 
by it does not form a pair of lines generally . 

Ont of the relation 1) 

3[lV = 211[l + d[l + 4[l' 

ensues, as [lV = ö, d[l = 10 and tt' = 2, 

')1tt = O. 
This could be for~seen, for the cones of [Q'] farm a system all; 

the numbel' of those eones touched by the homologous planes :r 

is thus finite and all twofold symbols in which ')1 appears have thel'e
fore the value zero. 

7. The l'ight line ,7) = 0, y = ° is cut by the cOllies for w hich 
we have 

1) Compare my communication in these Pl'oceedillgs, p. 264. 
21* 
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th us 
Ni (a, fj, y) = daJ y. - 2dH afjy~ + dH a~ W = O. 

The curve lV! repl'esenting this relation haó evidently nodes in 
A and B. 

By connecting N G witlt .lil' and D1 we find a,new (.LV = 6 and 
fi;wther 

dv= 27. 

The pairs of lines of the congruenee form a tïkew surf ace of 
degree 27. 

8. To find the characteristie numbers containing the symbol Q 

we cow:iid€'r tIle pair::i of points which the conics of the congruence 
Ilfl,Ve in common. with the plane z = 1. They are indicated by 

I~Y'V + ayy = afj + y', 

dl1.v·+2du·l!y+d.~yJ+2(dIJ+dH)·v+2(d23+dJ4)y+(d33+2(l34 +dH ) = U. 

SO for the co nies touching z = 1 

dIl tIn dil + dH fjy 

d12 d.~ d. s + dH ar 
=0. 

du + dH dJa + dH daa + 2d34 + dH - afj - y' 

I~y ay - afj - y' 0 

'l'his is a l'elation 

1~~ (a, fj, y) = 0, 

which is l'epl'ebellted by a CUl'\'e B~ having, A and B for nodes. 
By combining Rrt tlm! 1)7, jJ[' and .N° we find &uccessively 

óQ = 34, (.LQ = 8, vQ = 22. 

Fl'om thil:i en::ines thal the ókew smface of the pairs of lines has 
a don bIe Cl11'VC of dcgl'ee '17 and that tlle conics touc'hing a given 
plane (in pal'tÏeulal' tlll\& the pal'aholae of fhe eongl'llence) form a 
sm face of deg,l'ee 22. 

Out of the l'elatioUi:i 

3v' = (fv + 4fLV and 3Q~ = 2óQ + ~f.i!! 
we iinally find for tile mibsing eharacteristic numbel's 

v' = 17 nnd (/ = 28. 

~o tIJe c'onj('R ('ulting ft tixed right liIJ(' forlU {t ollrf'{tce ot' order 17. 
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Physiology. - "011 (f ?7eW metltod of dam:pi?l[J oscil1ato1'y d~ftectiol1s 
vf a yalvanometeJ'''. By Prof. W. EINTHOVE1. 

(Cornmunicated in the mee~ing of September 24, 1904). 

In Ct nnmher of investigations, reqnil'ing the nse of a galvano
meter Ol' electrometel', it iti desil'able to damp tIte oscillatory deflect
ions shown by most of these instrumentA nnder many circnmstances. 
Either mechanical damping is applied Ol' electl'omagnetic dam ping 
Ol' both are combined in order to obtain a strongel' effect. 

In some instl'uments, e.g. the DI'lPRl~Z-D' ARSONVAI, galvanometer, in 
which tIte coil is movable in a stational'Y magnetic field, the electro
magnetic damping ma.)' without any &pecial arrangement be so gl'eat 
that the deflectiom, have löst their (}scillator~' chal'actel' and have 
hecome qnite dead-beat. The movements are therehy I'ctarded. This 
retardation may be very considerabIe and so hO('01110 tl'oulJle&ome, 
even to slleh an extent that the instrIlment becomeh impractieable. 
Means of diminishing the dall1ping are then applied, e.g. by inel'easing 
the l'esistance in the galvanometer. 

In ordcr to appl.)' electl'omagnetic clamping in a needlc~ga}yallo
meter the l'otating magnetie system Ü, to a greateJ' or less extent 
enveloped b~' a mass of pnre copper in which dlll'ing the motion 
of the lleedles cl::tmping VOl'tex elll'l'ents are raised. 

l\Iechanical damping is applied as liquid or air damping, thin 
plates of almnininl11 Ol' mica Ol' inseet wings being often l1&ed. 

The method of dam ping to be descrihed in this paper is entirely 
different fIOm tlle methocls just mentioned. It consists in inserting 
a condellser betweeu the ends of tbe galvanometer wire as is indic

a.tec1 in tig. 1. In the figure 

p 

E 

p. 

Erepresents a souree of current 
by means of w hieh an arbitrary 

C potential differenee eau be esta-
-.;=$=- blished between Panel PI' G 

is the galvanometer and C the 
conc1ensel' . 

The action ot' the condenser 
Fig. 1. is most easily understood by 

assuming the mass of the moving parts ot' the galvanometer to be 
zero and the eventnal C<'tllses by w hieh the motion is damped to 
tend to zero. If lUl der these conditions tbe capacity of the condenser 
is zero, when a potential difference between P anq. PI is suddenlJ·. 
established, the galvanometer vvill also at onee aSsume the eOl'l'e-
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sponding position of eqllilibrillltl. If on the other hand there ifi a 
cel·tain capacit.,· , the defleetion will l'eqnil'e some time. 

Tbe way in whiel! the image of the mirrol' or in the string
galvanometer tbe quartz thread tben moves, is entirely determined by 
the wa)' in which a condenser is eharged or diseha1'ged. Ualling a 
the deflection of the galvanometer at tbe time taf tel' the potential 
diffel'ence is established and A the pe1'manent deflertion, we have 

a = A C - e-1V~C) 
where e is the base of natlll'al 10ga1'ithms, c the capacity of the 
condenser and 1/1' a resistance of whieh it is eas)' to give a nem'er 
definition. 

In the rlosed circuit contarining the sou ree and the galvanometer 
the exterllal resistance be We, the resistanee of the galvanometer 
be lVi, then, if we neglert the resistance of the wh'es joining the 
condenser and thc galvanometer, we have 

, W; We 
11' = Wz + We (1) 

'l'be valne 10' C is tbe time constant of the deflection 

'W'e = T. 

Exprcssing 'IV' in Ohms and c in Fm'ads, '1' is given in scconds. 
When thc deflection of the galvanometer is recorded on a uni

formly moving plane, a curve will be obtained -{" hicb is t11e ex
prcssion of an exponential fllnction and which agrees entirely with 
the wellknown normal Ol' standal'dising cl1rves of the eapillal'y 
electrometer 1). l ~ 

The constants of tbe curve, besides being determined by 'thc l'Mc 
of motion of the recording plane and the a.mplitude of the deflection, 
,vill depend only on the value of '1'. By changing w' and c we 
can regulate the value of '1' at wilI. This means that we are able 
to l'etal'd or damp the deflection of the galvanometer to an)' extent. 

The reasoning given is confil'med by the obsel'va,tions. As au 
example we repro duce th1'ee cm'ves, figs. 1-3 of the plate, recOl'ded 
by the string-galvanometer 2). The connections a.re schematically 

1) See e. g. W. EINTHOVEN. Pk'LÜGER'S Arch. f. d. gesammle PhysioJ. Bd. ;)6, 
p. 528. 1894. And .Onderzoekingen" Physiol. laboral. Leyden, ~nd series I.' 

2) See W. EINTHOVEN, Ann. der Phys. 12. p. 1059. 1903 and 14. p. '182. 1904. 
I 

Also in KOIl. AbrI. v. W et('n~ch. te Amsterdam, Repol t of the meeting of Juue 27, 
1903 and March 30, 1904. 
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represented iJl fig. 2. Here E 
i::, a battery, S a key, (J the 
string-galvanometer and C the 
condenser, A, Band B rep re
senting resistances. The sensi
tiveness of the galvanometer has 
been kept about equal in the 
three cases so that a deflection 
of 1 mmo cOl'l'esponds to a 

current of 2 X 10-7 Amp., the electromotive force B of the battery 
anel the resistances A, Band B being so ehosen that when the 
C1ll'rent is passed a permanent deftection of 20 mmo is obtained. The 
rate of motion of the recording plane is 500 mmo per second. Rence 
in the llet of &qnal'e millimetres on the plates 1) 1 mmo of abseiss 
= 0.002 sec. anel 1 mmo ordinate = 2 X 10-i Amp. The circuit 
was antomatic<"tlly made and broken at 8 by an arrangement atta('heel 
to the recoreling plane. 

1"01' B a carbon resistance was taken with large resistance and 
13 was small compared with R. TtJTe conld be put equal to R withont 
an appreciable error. In figs. 1 and 2 of the plate Tve was 1.11 
megohm, whel'eas lVo in fig. 3 amounted to 117000 ohms. The 
resistance of the galvanometer VfTi was 8600 ohms. 

In fig. 1 of the plate the capacity of the condenser is O. The 
string is seen to make oscillator.)' movements witR a pel'iod of about 
1,3 mmo = 2.6 (j 2). 

These movements are damped by inserting a certain capacity in 
tbe condenser. In fig. 2 of the plate that ('apaclty is 0.94 microfarad, 
in fig. 3 of the plate 0.2 microfarad. 

Calculating the value of w' from TV1 anel Wc by formnla (1) and 
then the time constant T = '1.v'c, the time constant of fig. 2 is fOlllld 
to be 8.06, and that of lig. 3 1.6 (j and it is deal' th at the aJnount 
of I retal'dation Ol' of damping is detel'mined h~' the val ne of the 
time constant. 

For clearness' sake we started in the above reasoning from the 
simplest case and n,ssumed that the mass 111 of the string and the 
forces which illllependentl,) of the condenser damp its motion and 
which we wil! ('olJectively indi<.'ate b,Y 1', may be lleglected. This 
hypothetkal ense will the more closely agl'ee with reality, the larger, 
othel' conditions being eqnal, l' is taken. Rence in this respect fig. 2 

1) On the way of' recordillg :md the net of square millimetres see Annalen der 
Phys. 1. C. 

2) 1 tI = 0.001 sec. 
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of the plate answel'S better the conclitions required than fig. 3, but 
tho great practical ünportallce of the methocl is exactly Ou"t it is 
possible to damp the osciIIations allel at the same time to rotard the 
deflertion as little as possible. Wben meaStlrements are made one 
will always try ta choose T snch that exactly the limit between 
oscillatory anel apel'ioelicn.l ll10tion is atiained. In this case l' is rela
tively sma11 and 111, anel I' nlay no longer be neglected. ' 

The question 110W al'ises how for lmown values of mand l' tbe 
v-alue of T must be calculated in order to obtain the limiting case 
mentioned. 

In passing it be remembered that with the' capillary electl'ometer 
the dam ping of the motion of the mercury lnenisens is also composed 
of mechanica1 friction and of retal'dation by eapacity.l) And fl'om 
the combinatiol1 of these two results a motiol1 whieh can be expl'essed 
by a simp Ie / exponential fnllction eithel' quite accurately or with 
only small deviations, '1'he rebistance of air Ol' liquid dam ping as 
well as electromagl1etic damping intlnence the motion of a bodJ' 
having mass, in eÁactly the samo way as condnctive resistance in
fluences the motion of electricity when a condenser is charged Ol' 

discharged. 
A simple reasouing will bhow, howevel', that adding a condenser 

to tIte galvanometer has not always a,11 influence on the movemenÜ, 
of tbo string of the samo natme as an incl'ease of tlle damping 
forces which we called j'. 

Fol' tlle addition of the condenser bas the effect of a tempol'ary 
l 

change of tbc active fOl'('e. And tbe way in ",hich the force is 
incl'ea::.ed Ol' dccl'cased from moment to moment is not determincd 
by thc lllotion of thc string, as thc mochanical anJ oloctromagnetic 
dam ping, bilt by tho pL'oduct of tho condl1rtivc rosistance and the 
capaelty 1/)' c = '1'. 

'Vhen applying tbc condenser method, tbe c1mracter of the motion 
of the string Hear the limiting case of apel'iodicity can only be 
rcpresenteü by a more Ol' less complicated formula. 1 have thet'efOl'e 
for this limiting case pl'Cfel'l'ccl direct cÀperimcntal detol'minatioll of 
thc valne of rp to ralcnlatioll. 

Somc rur\'os have boen l'epl'odllC'CO ",hieb exenlplify tho motion 

I) Some invesligalors have been of opinion lhal lhp 1110lio:1 in the capillal'Y 
declt'omelet' is dependent on lhe charge of lhe mel'curj' meniscus only. But in 
renlity dnmping hy merlmnieal fdetion is mueh more aelive hel'P. See P'FLÜGEH'S 
AI'rll. f. d r,r". Pltysiol. Ut! 70, p. 1. HJüO j UTlll .OntlPI zorkil'gcn" Physiol. labol'at. 

Leyden, 2ml sel ies, 4. 
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of the string in the limiting case in qnestion1
). Figs 4, 5 and 6 of 

the plate were taken with the same &tring as the former fignl'es. 
Fot' the connections we l'efel' to figure 2 in the text. The eleviation 
is now 30 mmo Again 1 mmo of absciss is 0.002 sec. anel 1 mmo 
of orelinate = 2 X 10-7 Amp. 

R = 1300 Ohms. 

B = 27 " 
TYj = 8600 ", ti'om whieh we ealculate 

"We = 1327 and ?v' = 1148 Ohms. 

In fig, 4 the capacity of the C'ondensel' 0, hence T= O. 

" " 
5 

" " " " " O,6f.l.f., " T= 0,69 (J. 

" " 
6 

" " " " " 
0,711j., " T= 0,80(J. 

One sees that the oscillatory motion, the pel'iod of whiC'h is about 
2,7 (J, is damped by the application of the eondenser method and 
that the time constants T of 0.69 and 0,80 lT, obtained by means 
of capacities of 0.6 anel 0.7 micl'ofarad, are reqnired in order to 
reach the elesired limit of aperiodieity. 

In fig. 5, where a capaeity of 0,6 (1/ is useel, the limit !las not 
yet fully been reaeheel, in fig. 6 the limiting value has all'eady been 
passed with a capacity of 0.7 Ilj. 

The two 1ast-mentioned plates show that tile motion of the string in 
the neighlJoul'hood of this limit is not very simpie. In the small o&cil
lation whieh has l'emained in fig. 5 the string, aftel' having eletlected 
through 30 mm., passes the new position of equilibl'Îum by 0.5 mmo 
and then returns to a point which is still 0.3 mmo 10wel' than the 
position of equilibrium. The ratio of the values of these deflections 
does not agl'ee with the laws wbich damped motions generally obey. 
lVloreovel' the fil'st turning-point is reached aftel' 2 (J, the second aftel' 
1 6, whereas with damped vibrations, sueh as genel'ally occur, these 
times are equal. 

In fig. 6 the string comes to rest aftel' about 0.002 sec. at a 
distance of 0.3 mmo from the new position of equilibrium and l'eaches 
its e(luilibrium afteL' a small movement in the opposite elirection. If 
in the measurement of a current one is contented with au accuracy 
of 2°/0 the l'esult is known in about 1,5 6. 

Anothel' example is found in figs. 7 anel 8 of the plate. These 
photograms weL'e taken in the same way as those immediately 

1) The process by which the photograms of the p!ate have been reproduced 
does not revea! lhe minor details of lhe curves. I shall be pleased to send direc t 
photographic copies of the original negatives to those who are intercsted in them. 
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preceding, but Uw string is lightel' here, has a gl'eatel' conclnctive 
l'esistance anel is sIightIy more stl'etchecl. 

1 mmo absciss = 0,002 sec., 1 mmo ordinate = 3 X lO-i Amp. 
Wi = 17800, 1Ve = 20000, hence 11)' = 9420 Ohms. 

In fig. 7 tlle capacity is 0; in fig. 8 it is 0,05 ~tf, hence 'P = 0,47 (J. 

In this latter photogram the string shows a tnrning-point aftel' about 
1,1 (J exactly on the new position of equilibrium. It. \noves back 
through 0.9 mmo and then reaches its equilibrium again and finally. 

If in t11e measnrement of a rUl'l'ent one is contented with an 
accnracy of 3%

, the l'esult is obtained in 0.8 (J. If an aeeuraey of 
0.3% is wanted, the resnlt i~ on]y obtained in 2.2 (J. 

These examples may sufiice to see ",hat can be expected of the 
method. It is obvious th at when seeldng tile exact value of T fol' 
reaching the limit, we were led by theoretical considerations although 
we could not use a rigorous formula. One of these cOllsiderations 
was that for a given string and constant resistaDC'es, the capacity 
required for the limit must be the smaller the more strongly the 
string is stretched. For with greater tension of the string the pedod 
t of its oscillations becomes smaller and we may 6)(pect the wanted 
value of the time constant T to change in the same sense as the 
period t. 

This eonsideration leads to some paradoxically sonnding preclictions. 
So, tor example, it iE> to be expected th at t.he motion! of a strongly 
stretehed string that has been made dead-beat by applying the cOI~
denser melhod, will beeome oscillatory again as soon as the tension 
is diminished and thel'eby the motion is retal'ded. Sneh an expeetation 
seems at varianee with the experienee gainecl with other galvano
meters, we might say, gained without exception with 'all instrnments 
in whieh vibratory motions are observecl. 

The result, whieh was expected with same anxiety, completelr 
eonfirmed the prediction. A qnartz-thl'ead of sneb a ten sion that a 
permanent deflection of 1 mmo cOl'responded to a crlrrent of 2 X 10-7 

Amp., shm\'ed, when a current was snddenly passed or interrupted, 
(see fignre 2 in the text) a number of oscillations. By inserting a 
capacity c = 0.135 ~f the motiou was dampecl to sneh an extent 
that the limit of aperiodicity was l'eached. Next the tension of the 
string was exactly 4 times relaxed so that a deflection of 1 mmo 
was caused by 5 X 10-8 Amp. The oscillations then l'e-appeal'ed, 
and eould not be checked again until the capacity was incl'eased to 
0.40 Ilf. Witlt a 4 titlle~ smallel' tcnsion, i.e, WiUl h. 4 times greatel' 
sensitiveness the en.pacity alld at the same time the vn.lnG of 'T had 
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to be incl'eased 2.96 times in orde!' to reach the limit of aperiodic~ty. 
Observations with othel' quartz-threads, the tension of whiel! was 

varied, always gave corresponding reslllts: with strong tension a 
small \Talne, with a more feebly stretched string a larger value of 
w'e is required in order to check oscillatiomi. 

If 10' is kept llnchang'ed, one has an easy means of accurately 
regulating the desired deg!'ee of dam ping in a commercial condensel', 
in which capacities are shnnted in by means of plngs in the same 
way as the resistances of a resistance-box. And it is remarkable that 
less of the means of damping is sufticient as the oscillations pass the 
ZeI'o-point farthel' and last longer and conseqnently the need of 
dam ping is greater. The phenomenon that, leaving the other cil'cum
stallces nnchanged, diminution of the tension only, i.e. - with the same 
deflection -, diminution of tbe moving force, changes an apel'iodic 
motion into an oscillatory one, stands qnite iSQlated and has, as far 
as is lmown to me, no mechanicalor electrical analogon, no more 
in scientifie instruments than in industry. 

We shaU rww give some resllits of measurements which although 
they cannot compensate the lack of a simple fOl'mula, may yet be 
helpful to form an idea of the method in practical work. 

1. When the damping influences all'eady existing are increased, 
fol' example when the electromagnetic damping is strengthened by 
diminishing the l'esistance in the galvanometer circuit, a smaller 
vaille of T wiJl suffice in order to reach the limit of aperiodicit.y 
wh en the qual'tz-thl'ead is the same and the ten sion is not changed. 

2. If the change in the elect.l'omagnetie dumping which is ca.used 
hy varying the vu,lue of TYc is taken into account, it makes no 
diffel'ellCe how the single factors 10' and e are chosen. If on1y their 
product w'e = 7' retains the same value, also the damping influenee 
will remain the same. This latter is 0111y determilled by the product T. 

3. 'If the motion of the quartz-thread is oscillatory it will be 
observed when the condenser method is applied, beginning with small 
values of Tand gradually rising until the limit of aperiodicit.y is 
reached, that increasing T does not al ways cause a l'egular incl'ease 
of the damping. Especially with feebie tension of the quartz-thl'ead, 
when only a few' small oscillations are nOl'mally pl'odnced, one sees 
an il'regularit~ appèal'. The addition of a very small eapacity eau 
then even slightly enlarge the existing vibrations. 

When sneh a value of T has onee been taken that the limit of 
aperiodieity is reuched, T has onIy little to be raised in order to 
obtain a l'egulal'ly shaped curve, With further raising of T the motion 
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is more and mOl'e l'etal'ded, the l'egulïtr form of thc cl].rve hcing 
l'etained. 

4. That we may form some opinion abont the "alne of the -time 
constant T that is reqnired in various cirCllmstances in order to 
reach thc limit of apel'iodicity, we give thc following tabIe, containing 
the results of measnrements, part of whiCh have al ready been men
tioned above. 

~ We ~w C T=lD'C t Ic 

in micro- in thousandths in thousandths Damping-
in Ohms., in Ohms. in Ohms. of a of a 

farads. second. second. ratio. 

8600 1'17000 8000 I 0.40 3.2 7.7 7.6 

8000 '117000 8000 0.'135 1.08 2.7 3.1 

8600 U'lX'IOr. 8520 0.'12 1.02 2.64 3.1 

8600 1327 '1148 0.65 0.75 2.7 4.5 

17800 20000 9420 0.05 0.47 '1.41 3.16 

The fh'st five columns of this table need no nearer explanation; 
they give the condnctive resistances, the capacities and the val nes 
of tbe time constant T. For the va1ues of T mentioned the limit 
of aperiodicity was just reached. 

The two last columns indicate how the string vibrates when t11e 
capacity of the condenser and together with it 7 is zero., In the 
last column but one we find the period t expl'cssed in thonsandths 

\ 

of aseconcI, whilc the last column gives the clamping ratio !c. The 
observations have been arranged according to thc values of 'T. 

Finally some remarks may find a place here on the circumstances 
Ullder which the condenser method will, be useful in, practice. For 
t.he p~'esent the applications will pl'esl1mably be rcstricJed to such 
mcasUl'ing instrumcnts as posRess a great internal, resistance and a 
short period of oscillation. A galvanometer for thel'ffiO-electric currents 
with a sm all internal resistance and a great, period of oscillation 
would fol' damping by tbe condenser method reqllire an enormous 
capacity. The mica or paper condensers, which admit of easy reglllat
ion, would be out of the question here, since even', the largest sizes 
of thc trade would turn out to be still a hundrecl thousancl times 
too smal!. 80 one wonld have to have l'ecoÎlrse to another kind of 
condensers, e.g. electrolytic ones, and it would l'yqllire a separate 
investigation how fal' t.hese can illdeed be rendered practicabIe for 
tl1e pUl'pose in view. 
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1 
T=O. 

2 
T=8.0 a 

3 
T=1.6/J 

W. EINTHOVEN: "On a new meflJod of damping the oscillatory dellections of a galvanometer." 

Absc. 1 m.M. = 2 a, Ordin. I mmo = 2 X 10
7 

Amp. Absc. I m.M. = 20", Ordin.l mmo = 2XIÖ
7 

Amp. 
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4 
T=,O 

5 
T= 0.690 

6 
T 0.80a 

7 I t -7 
Absc. 1 mmo = 2 a, Ordin. 1 mmo = 3 X 10 Amp. 8 

T=O 

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. VIL 
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The conditions of a &hort period of oscillation combined with a 
l'elatively high internal resistance are fulfilled by only one instrument 
besides the string galvanometer, as fal' as is lmown to me, namely 
by the oscillograph. Here the damping is effected by means of oil 
which is heated 1). 

The temperature of the oil detel'mines its viscosity and the l'egulation 
of the degt'ee of damping is consequently obtained in the oscillogl'aph 
by regulating the temperature of the oil. It is doubtful whether the 
instrument would gl'eatly gain in practical usefulness if the oil with 
the heating arrangement were done away with and replaced by a 
condenser. 

In the string galvanometer tbe conden&er method will be Sllccess
fully applied in case& whel'e il is desil'ed 10 measure val'Îations of 
Clll'l'ent of ver)' short duratioll. 'l'aking a ver)' short and strollgly 
stretched ljuartz-thread, it will be possible to obtain deflectiolls whose 
quiclmess leaves little to be desired. Without a eon den ser these would 
be useless fol' mttny purposes on account of the oscillations, whel'eas 
now they may become useful for a number of physical and electro
technical investigations by a judicious damping. In these cases the 
stl'ing galvanometer will for eqmtl quickness of deflection appeal' 10 
beo a mnel] more sensitive appal'atu& tlmn the oscillograph. 

AJso in a munber of electl'ophysiological investigations we can 
avail ourselves of the condenser method, while the study of sounds 
will be particularly faeilitated IJy it. I hope to make a neat'er com
mnnication on this subject in a following paper. 

Physics. - "DispeJ'sion brtnds LIL the sjJectm, of cf Ol'ioni8 aJul 
Nova peJ·sei". By Prof. W. H .. JuLlUS. 

When light, giving a con tinuotl s spectrum, passes thl'ough a 
selectively absorbing, llon-homogeneolls mass of gas, t11e spectrum of 
the transmittecl light contains places \V hieh, aceol'dillg to circumstances, 
may contrast as bl'ight or a::; dal'k regions with theil' sUl'l'onndings '). 
Though l'esemblil1g emission auel absol'ption lines, these bands have 
n. wholly cliJfel'ellt Ol'lgm. 'Ehey m'e elne to allolllalom dispel'sion 
anel, thel'efol'e, t1l0 name di.\]JI'}'sion hands has been snggested fol' 
them 3). 

1) Also a mi>..Lul'e of lwo lifJuid~ is used, of which one lIas a great, the othe1' 
a small viscosity. The mixture is sa choscn Lhat the desiJ'ed viscosiLy is just obtaincd. 

2) Proc. Roy. Acad. Amst. Il, p. 580 (1900). 
J) Proc. Roy. Acad, Amst. VII, p. 134:-140 (190ti). 
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Dispersion bands al ways appeal' in the proxirnity of absorption 
lines, covel'ing them more Ol' less symmetrically; they show great ' 
variety in width and strength, and the elistribntion of the light in 
them may be irregular, so as to give the impression that one is 
witneRsing cases of shifting or eloubling or complicate reversal phe
nomena of wideneel absorption lines. All these cases can be produced 
almost at pleasure in the absorption spectrum of sodium vapour by 
merely varying the stl'ucture of the non-homogeneous medium through 
which the light is made to travel. 

In the spectrum of the vadous parts of tlle solar image c1i8persion 
bands play an important part 1). We can scarcely doubt that they 
are al80 present in steIl ar spectra; for the light coming from the 
stars must, as a mIe, have travelleel throllg'h immense gaseous 
envelopes and suffered ray-cnrving and anomalous c1ispersion, just 
as welI as the light from the Sun. 

'l'aking for granted that most of the visible stars are rotating 
gaseous bodies, with or 'IITithout asolid core, we must suppose 
them to have a structure, describable by surfaces of discontinuity 
with waves and vortices, anel resembling the peculiar strueture of 
the Snn, by which it has proveel possible to explain solar phenomena 2

). 

Oonsequentl)', the stars too give existence to "irregular fields of 
raeliation" l'otating with them. Our !ine of sight continually cuts 
other parts of the refmctillg mass; it may pass closely a]ong sur
faces of discontilluity, now on the one, now on the other skie 
of them; so the light reaching' us must vary in strength anel in 
compositiol1. 

The variability of man)' stars is ver,)' likely to reslllt from this 
cause; aud from the same principle it necessarily follows that their 
spectral lines should be liable to evel'y kind of change in place and 
in appearanee. 

In many cases where the application of DOPPLER'S principle leads 
to very' llnsatisfactor,v cOl1clusions, the dispersion bands ,afford a 
plain solntion. Let ns con&idel', fol' in stance, the spectrum of Ó Orionis. 

In this spectrnm mpid elJanges in the position of the lines had 
been observed by DJ<:SLANDRES (1900), who concluded fi'om them 
that (f Ol'Îonis was a spectroscopie binal'y havÎng a l'evolving period 
of 1.92 days. ~ome obseL'vations made by J. HAHTMANN 3) did not 
agl'ee with this pel'iod. Pl'Of'OSSOl' HARTMANN, thel'efol'e, snbmitted the 

1) Proc. Roy. Acad. VII, p. 140-147 (1901,). 
2) Proc. Roy. Acad. Amst. V, p. 162-171; 589-602; VI,' p. 270-302 (1903). 
S) .1. HAnTMANN. Untersuchungen liber das Specll'Um und die Bahn von ó Odonis. 

Sitzllngsbcr. der Kön. Pl'ellss. Akad. d. Wissenschaften, XIV, S. 527--542, März 1904. 
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stal' to an extensive spectographic investigation in the winter months 
of 1901-2 anel 1902-?, ancl, from the 42 platés obtained, drew 
the following conclusions. 

The spectrum contains chiefly the lines of hydl'ogen alld llelium; 
besides a few belonging to silicium, magnesium, calcium. 

The calcium line at À. 3934 (col'responding to [( of the solar 
spectrnm) is extraordinal'ily weak, bnt almost perfectl~' Hharp; all 
the other lines (nilleteen in nnmbel') are ver~' diifnse and dim, often 
appeal' crooked and unsymmetrical, sometimei:l indeed double. While 
every pl'epossession of the obsel'ver waH most strictly ayoided during 
the measnrements, it was fonnd, that the centres of tlJe dilfuse lines 
really oscillate, the period being 5,7333 da)'::.; bnt, OWillg to th~ 

unsymmetrical appearance of many of the lines, no evidence eonld 
be obtained that the values of the displacements were in mntual 
agreement fol' all the lines on one and the same plate. From the 
average displacements HAuTMANN calcuhted the "variabIe velocity in 
the line of sight", and finally the elements of tbe orbit. 

Au utterly surprising resuJt, ~'ielded hy the measurements, was 
that the calcinm line at J.3934, does not share in the 
perioclic displacemellts of the other lines, bnt shows a 
constant shift cOl'l'espollding to a velocit." in the line of sight of 
+ 16 km. (rednced to the Snn). 

HAUTlIfAl\N l'~jects the idea that this line ohould have originateel in 
the Eal'th's atmosphel'e; also the ass1lll1ption that it belongs to the 
second component of the binal'y system. He is tllUs led to the hy
potllesis that at some point in space III the lille of sight between 
the Sun anel cf Ol'ionii:l thel'e is a cloud of calcium vapoUl' whieh 
l'ecedei:l with a velocity of 1f> km. By examining the spectra of 
neighbouring stars no flll'ther infol'mation as to the existence of suclt 
a eloud was obtained. 

Aquite similal' phenomenon, however, had been exhibited by tile 
spectrum of Nova Pel'sei in 1901: the lines of hydrogen and other 
elements were enol'monsly bl'oadened and displaced and continually 
changing theü; appehl'ance, but timing all the time the two calcium 
lines at ). 3934 and À 3969, ab weIl as the D-lines, wel'e ObSeITed as 
pel'fertly bbal'p nbsorption lines, yielding the constant velodty of 
+ 7 km. RART:MANN thel'efore aSSUlnes that also in the line of sight 
bet\veen the ::;1111 and Nova Persei there exists a nebulous mass 
consisting, in this case, of calcium and sodium vapour, and moving 
ti'om the Snn at the rale of 7 km. a second. 

It mnst be admittcd tlULt these hypothetiea! clOlll!f:> do not forlll 
a. saLisihctory i:lo!ntion to the pl'oblem. 
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A much simpier explallatioll of the phellomena may be derived 
f1'om om conception of the il'l'egnlar fiel.ds of radiation caused by 
the stars. 

We need only suppose that the onte1' parts_ of ó Orionis and 
of Noya Pel'sei, like those of so many othel' stars, contain much 
hydrogen anel helium, little calcium and sodium. The CUl'l'ents and 
vortices in the gaseous mass, which pl'odnce the irregularities of the 
field of the star's radiatioll, bl'ing about very broad dispersion bands 
in the vicinity of the lines of hJdrog-en, helium, etc. The darkest 
parts of these bands will be displaced when, by t11e star's rotation, 
masses in which the den&ity is variously distributed, pass our line 
of sight. The dispersion band& of calcium and sodium, on the other 
hand, are so narrow, that the varying position of their darkest parts 
Call1lot be distinguished from the fixed position of t11e corresponding 

( 

absorption lines. The constant displacement of the latter indicates 
that d Ol'ionis recedes ti'om the Sun with a velocity of 16 km., 
Nova Pel'sei of 7 km. a second. 

According to our opinion d Ol'ionis, thel:efol'e, is na spectro&copic 
binary. -

In the spectra of a great many stars oscillations and duplic..'ttions 
have onIy been observed with diffuse lines. In those cases too the 
displacelllents are, as usual, expl'essed in so many kilometers a 
second, because no othe1' interpretation than motion in the line of 
sight is thought of. From the above considerations it follows, ho wever, 
that the observed oscillations are very likely to be executed by 
dispersion bands and not by the absorption lines; then no sufficient 
groUlld remains fol' classing 8uch &tarB among spectroscopie binaries 
anel for ealculating orbital elements. 

Sevel'al elifficuIties tu which the cOllclnsiOl1S'derived from DOPPLER'S 
principle lead Ul:i, will t11en disappear at the same tiro;. How, fol' 
instanee, are we to realize the physical couditions of the orbital 
motiou in snch so-calleel binal'Ïes as t Ol'ionis, 57 Uyglli, () Ol'ionis 
and many ot11er8, all of which are iuvolved in' nebulous matter, but 
whose moiion in the line of sight is nevel'tbeless - ac(,ol'ding to 
JhOST anel ADAlIl& - subject to pe1'iodical va1'iations of 70, 90, 
140 km. a secoml, in spite of our physical notions ' conccl'lling 
l'esiMant media? vVhen, on the othel' hand, the observed displacements 
of spectral lilles, tl.1:i weIl as the oscillations of the brightness of 
similar stars, are sllpposeu not to l'esult fi'om motioll in orbits, but 
fl'Ol1l irreglllal'itics iJl theil' fields of radiation, the1'e l'emains nothing 
astonishillg in the fad that &uch val'iatiolls ofton óecUl' \Vith stars 
imol ved in nebulosit.y. 
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In order to explain certain peculiarities in the spectra of Novae 
the principle of anomalous dis pers ion has al ready been applied by 
H. EBERT 1). A chal'acteristic of those spectra, viz. the pres en ce of 
double lines consisting of a bright and a dark component, the bright 
one being displaced towards the red, the dark one towards the violet, 
is very suggestively explained by this author in connection with the 
theory of SEELIGER. Accol'ding to this theory the appeal'ance of a 
Nova results from a dal'k or faintly luminous celestial body entering 
at a great velocity into a cosmic nebuIa. During this process the 
front part of the star's surface will become excessively heated and 
luminOus, ano a dense gaseous atmoE>phere will be formed, in which, 
as EBERT shows, the incunation of the l'ays must necessarily be such 
as to ranse the dispel'sion bands appearing in the spectrum to be 
brigltt on the l'ed-facing and dar!.: on the violet-facing si de of the 
absol'ption lines. Î 

EBERT expl'esses the opinion that displacements and duplications 
of lines in the spectra of many variables of short pel'lOd might be 
explained in a similar way, i.e. by admitting that the radiating pmyer 
of such bodies is vel'y unequal in different pal'ts of theil' surface, 
and that they are sUl'l'ounded by dense atmospheres. Their l'otation 
will 0 then cause us to see, as it were, the phenomena of the Novae 
periodically repeated. 

In certain cases this interpretation may undoubtedly account for 
the peculiarities observed in the spectra of variables ; nevertheless 
we cannot generalize the idea without meeting Witll some serions 
difficulties. Fil'st, it is not easy to form a deal' conception of tlle 
physical eonditions prcvailing in a star, the ineandeseent surtace of 
which is supposed to contain, permanently large l'egions l'adiating 
ver)" much less than the rest. The Siln with its spots may certainly 
not be addnced as an analogous case. Moreover, there are plent~· of 
in stances that in the spectrnm of a val'Ïable, IJright bands appeal' at 
the violet side, dark bands at the reel side of the absOl'ption lines, 
i.e. .i nst the l'evel'se L of the phenomenon pres en ted by the Novae; 
and it hap pens th at with one and the same star bright and dark 
dispersion bands change places in conrse of time with respect to the 
average position of the absorption lines. This occurs e.g. in tile 
spectrum of ~ira Ceti, as will appeal' when compal'ing the obser
vations made by VOGEL and WILSING in 1896 (Sitzungsber. del' Bed. 
Almd. XVII) with thoE>e made by CAlIlPBELL in 1898 (Astl'oph. JOUl'l1. 
IX, p. 31) and by STEBBINS iJl 1903 (Astroph .. 1ourn. XVIII, p. 341); 

1) H. EI3ERT, Uebm' die Spektt'en der neuen Sterne. Astt'on. Nacht'. Nr. 3917. 
Bd. 164, p. 65, 1 !l03. 

22 
Proceediue:s Royal Acad. Amsterdam. \'01. VIL 
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also in the spectrum of () Ol'ionis observed by HUGGlNS in 1894 and 
1897 (An Atlas of rep1'esentative Ste11a1' Spectra, p. 140), etc. In those 
cases the explanation suggesteel by EBERT would require the aeldition 
of special hypotheses. 

Our funelamental hypothesis th at the st1'uc1ure of most stars is 
similar to that of the Sun (it being admitted, of course, that the 
stars may greatly differ as to the ex tent of their respective gaseous 
envelopes, the average steepness of the density gradie~ts in them, 
their chemical composition, temperatu1'e, etc.) seems to admit of the 
interpretation of a greater val'Ïety of facts. It makes displacements 
of the dispersion banels towards the long and the short waves almost 

) 

equally probable - if we leaye the asymmetry in the form of the 
dispersion curves out of question anel provisionally aSHlme the directions 
of the axes of the Rtarö to be distl'ibuted at random through space. 

The elirection in which we see a star may be regarded as a steaely 
line in space, allowance being maele for abe1'ration anel parallax. If, 
now, the elistribution of the matter constituting that celestial body 
l'emains nea1'ly unchanged for a long time, then aftel' each rotation 
of the star our line of sight will again pass through the same points 
of the "optical system", and we sha11 observe an accurately pel'io
dica,l course in the star's brightness and in the appearance of its 
spectral lines. In most cases, however, currents and vortices wiII 
cause more or less considerable alterations to aI'ise in the distribution 
of the density of the gaseous mass, and, consequently, in the com
position of the beam of light reaching the Earth at a given ph ase 
of the star's rotary motion. Thus the strictly pel'iodical su('cession 

lof phenomena is open to any degl'ee of c\istul'bance. The very irregular 
and sometimes rapid changes in the brightness of objects Iike 0 Oeti, 
SS Cygni, ft Cephei, etc. are much more intelligible ti'om this point 
of view, than from intel'pretations based on the assurnption of violent 
eruptions, large spots, Or eclipses cal1sed by dark companions. And 
it is so difficult to make a sharp distinction bet ween variables of 
long period and Novae, that we should not resent the idea of com
paring even the appearance of a new star fo the sudden gleam of 
arevolving coast-light when the optical system, giving to the ooam 
a considerable c\ecrease in divergence, passes our line of sight. 

Chemistry. - Prof. C. A. I~OBUY DE BRUYN presents a paper ofr 
J. OLIE JR,: "TM trrtnsformation of the phenylpotassiwn 
sltlp/~ate into p-phenolsulphonate of potassiurn". 

(Communicated in the meeting of June 25, 1904). 

(Tj,js paper will not be published in these Pl'oceedings). 
1 
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Chemistry. - Prof. C. A. LOBRY DE BRUYN presents a paper of 
J. F. SUYVER: "Tlte intramolecula1' tmnsformation in tlte 
stereoiso'lne7'ic a- and fI-trithioacet and a- and fI-trithiobel1zal
deltydes". (N°. 11 and 12 on intramolecular rearrangements). 

(Communicated in the meeting of June 25, 1904). 

(This paper will not he published in these Proceedings). 

Chemistry. - Prof. C. A. LOBRY DE BRUYN presents a paper of 
J. W. DITO: "The 1)iscosity of tlte system hydrazine and water". 

(Communicated in the meeting of June 25, 1044). 

(This paper will not bl" published in these Proceedings). 

Chemistry. - Prof. J. M. VAN BEJI1J11\l]LEN read a paper: "On the 
composition of tlte silicates in tlte soil whiclt have been jormeel 
frol1l t!te disintegmtion of the minemls in the rocks.". 

(This paper will not be published in these Proceeuings). 

ER RAT U M. 

p. 238, 1. 5 fi'om the bottom, for "incl'eases" l'ead "decreases" . 

(November 23, 1904). 
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KONINKLIJKE AKADEMIE VAN WETENSCHAPPEN 
TE A~ISTERDA}I. 

PRO CE E DIN G S 0 Ji' TH E 1Vl EET J N G 

of Saturday November 26, 1904. 

---_:J,:c----

(TranslaLcd fr om : V crslug van dc gcwone vCI'gudcring tlcr Wis- en NaLuurkundige 
Afäccling van ZaLerdag 20 November lU04, Dl. XllI). 

CONTENTS. 

Til. ZIElIEN: "Ou tltc dcvclopment of thc brain in Ta1'3iu. spectllun". (Colllmullicatcd by 
PlOf. A A. W. IItIBlux.llr), p. 331. 

P. H. SCIIOU!'};. "On tbc cquation detc1'rnining tbc anglcs oft\\o polyuimollsionul spacc.", p. 340. 
,T. CARIJJ~.\ IT •• "Tbc locus of thc p1'iUClpal axcs of 1I pcneil of quadllltie sllrfacc.", p. 341. 
A. SomIEBn:I.ll: "Sirnplilied deduction -of thc ficld uud tbc force. of 1tJ\ electron, rnoving in 

any givcn wny·'. (Communicated by Prot'. H. A. LORlo.NTZ), p. 346. 
C. lhsroN: "Oscillutiolls of thc solar nctivity alld thc clirnnte". (Commlluicated by Dl'. C. II. 

WI~ll), p. 368. (With ene plato). 
'V. K.U·l'};YN. "The vallIcs of some ucfillitc illtegral. cOllnected \\ith BE8&EL fUllCtiollb", p. 3i5. 
Il. K.un:m.INGlI U:'M:S alld C. Z.\li.l!LI};Wbld: "'l'he valillity uf the l ... w of cor1'llbjlouding statcs 

[or mixtures of methyl chloride aud curbun lliul>.idc" (Continucd), p. 377. 
Corrigenda ct addCllda. p. 382. 

The following papers were read: 

Zoology. - "On t!te develoJ)lJwnt (~l tlw lm/in in Tal'sius spectrum." 
By Prof. _Tu. ZmHEK of Berlill (CoIlnTIul1lcatecl by Prof. A. A. 
W. HUBlmCH'l'). 

(Comtnunicated in the Meeting of September 24, 1904). 

Owing to the lduclness of Prof. HummcHT seven series of embl'yos 
of Tarsins spectrnm were at my disposal, among them a sagitlal 
series. With l'egard to the central ner\'ous ~'ystem of the adult animal 
I l'etel' to two short papers pnblishecl by lllyself, Anat. Anz. Bd. 22, 
N°. 24, p. 505 seq. and MOIl. SC'hl'. f. Psyrhiatrie u. Neurol. Bcl.14, 
p. 54 seq. 

23 
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. VII. 
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The fh'st stages of developmel1t arc only known to me from 
HUBRECH'l"S paper. In the yOllngest embryo t he segregat.ion of the 
two hemispheres has only just COlllmellC'ecl. Tbe next yonngest. embryo 
shows the -hemispheres ê.tll'eady developed, uamely at the lower 
posterior periphery of the anteriol' vesicle. They are sepamt.ed ft'oIil 
this latter by a snJcus hemisphaericus which ê.tnteriorl~· fOl'ms a prett." 
deep and sha,rp grooye but occipitally terminaLes in a shallow groove. 
The segmentation of the posteriot· brain (5 segments) is çlearly shown 
especially by the youllgest embryo. 

The foIIowing stages are ver." similar 1.0 those of uther llIammalian 
orders. In frontal öections tltrough the hind-brain the llnCOllllllon depth 
of the suIcus limitans in tlw distal parts is especially striking. Frontally 
jt soon beCOlues slllooth. A snlcns intel'medillS (Groen berg) is indicated. 
The inner ê.tnd onter labial gl'ooves ("Lippenfmchen") are present. Tlte 
cerebellum consists of two symmetrical lamellae, one to tIte right ane! 
one to tbe left, joined by a thin and nart'ow ttleclial part. ()n the 
outer surface of eaclt lamella ê.t broad meclial 101lgituelinal groove in 
the immediate proximity of tbe median part anrl a nal'rowel' bnt 
relatively deeper lateral groove are to be seen. Uorresponding 10 

these two grooves we finel on the ventl'icular Burface of each lam elIa 
two longitndinal ridges a,nd t!tree grooves (an unpaired snléus 
mediamls dorsalis, a su lens mec1ialis dorsalis anel a sulcus lateralis 
dorsalis on each side). The roof of the mei:iCncephalon is rather pointed 
and edged like a keel. The pharyngeal part of the hypopltysis shows 
an almost compact appendix, extending backwanls and downwal·c\s. 
Also two latel'al eonti1111atiolls in a backward anel downward elireetion 
of the ventricle of tbe mid-brain dflserve notiee. rl'he ehol'ioid fissure is 
already developed ancl shows some bnlgillgs. The öll!ellS bemispltaericus 
has also become mneb 1ll01'e marked oecipilally. Tlte siekie-fold 
("Siehelfalte") forms a öharl' but shallow gl'oove and is euelosed by 
the bifurcating vent.ricle of tlte fOl·e-hrain. The öuleus hemisphaerieus 
lies at the right and left in close proximit.y of it. Tlle Ammon fole! 
{Hippocampal fllrrow) is still elltirely absellt. At a stagé wltich for 
the rest has only little advanceli, tbe sltape of tbe fore-brain has 
alreaely materially progt'ei:ised in development. The i:iickle-folt( is a' 
deep gl'oove. In itö wall tlte Ammon fûId is noticed la whieb,col're
sponds on the snrface of tbe vellll'icie a distinet Ammon ridge. In 
an oeeipito-parietal dil'ectioll the öickle-fold l'eachcs as tal' as the 
anteriol' limit of the mid-brain, baöally it tiMlly lerminates smootltly 
in the lamina tel'lllÏnalis. Tlte :ml(,\ls l\1olll'oi iö very sharply mtwked. 
On one side it terminates ömoothl~· in tbe neigltbonrltood of tbe 
stalk-fold of the optie vesicIe anel on the oUler side in the neigh-, , 
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bourhood of the fiool' fold of the primary foramen .Monroi (not in 
the fOl'amen itself). 

The ahove-mentiollcd appendkes of thc 111men of the midbl'ain 
have alrea,dy beeullle .l'udimental'y. The characteristic enclosllre of 
the cerebral part of the h~'poph.rsh; hy thc pharyngeal pa,rt is met 
with here in a similar way as in othcr orders of mammais. The 
larnclla, of the cerebellum has gl'own thickel'. Of the longitudinal 
grooves, it is only the snlcns dOl'salis ,meclialis and the snlclls 
meclianus dorsalis tl1at are weIl marked OII the inner sm'thee. On 
the outer sUl,thce the ridges anel gl'ooves have been almost entil'ely 
f1at.tenecl out. The posteriol' 1011g'itlldillal blll1dle, the spinal root of 
the trigemin liS and the lower uii ve farm all'eady distinct prominel1-
ces. The chol'iuid plexus of the talll'th ventricle has alreacly invagi
Ilated itself considerably, TIte diiferellces in level of the fossa 
rhomboidea Itave al ready a, little more flattened ont. The sulcus 
intermedius is lacking, the sulcns limitans is distinct. The la,bial 
gl'ooves have become flatter. 

The next-following changements ma)' bc briefly slllIunarised as 
follows: 

a. The hemisphel'es show a deep groove corresponding to the tItalam
ellcephalon, vallis dienccplutlica. The medial wall of each hemisphel'e 
shows on horizontal section three l'idges projecting towards the lnmen 
of the ventl'ide, whieh we will dcnote by Tl, S and T in their 
order fl'om before backwards. Bet\veen S anel l' we find, following 
up the series in a basal direction, a great eliminution in the thickness 
of the ventl'iClllar wall (part ti). In this thinner part anel mnch 
uearer to S tItan to T thc formaÎion of the chol'ioiel fissure OCCllrs 
anel the invagination of the plexus chorioieleus ventricnli latel'alis. S 
anel Jl coalescc more anel more. Menmvbile from tbe lowel' posteriol' 
part of the wal! of the Itemisphericttl ventricle tlte broael ridge of 
the caudate nneleus t"rises. Tlte lateral ventricular wall shows onl'y 
a very sligltt - thickening, resp. elevation ..I,V in its posterior part, 
which at higher~ (i. e.· more parietall'y sitnated) levels, togejher with 
the caudate nncleus mitrks a narrow slit anel coalesces with the , ' 

canelate nucleus at lower levels. Between tlte canelate nucleus and 
the l'ielge T there Îl:; a fold, whieh may be denoted by T. A very 
sltallow prominenee P is also shown by tlte Jateral wall in its 
most anteriol' part. The furthcl' the series is folIo wed in a basal 
diredioll the 11IOI'e conspicllollsly a short anterÎol' portion is markeel 
011' OIi t.hc medial Itemisphel'i('al sl1l'fhcc of the vallis diellcephalica, 
which pol'lioll i::; not, (',olltiguons willt Ihc IhalalllcJl('cphaloJl, bnt is 
separatcu fl'olll tbc ('OI'I'cspond illg ptwl of' I hc oi.hcl' hem isphc1'c lIy 

23* 
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the primitive sickie fold onIy. Within reach of this portion we find 
now also a slight ridge pro,jecting into the vcntricle, which we shall 
here designate by Q for bl'iefne5s' sal<e. To all these jnst mentioned 
pl'ominences of the interiOl' wi.l,ll-surfnce correspond only ~very slight 
grooves of the extel'iol' surft.ce Ol' none itt all. Only the ridge 8 
cOl'respond::; in fllture pl'etty accurately to a, shallow groove S, which 
must be interpreted as the fissura hippocampi. ~ This groove belongs 
to th at part of S which is nearest the chol'ioid fissure and finally 
has an aIlllost huolc-shaped bend near the lleighbouring lip of the 
ehorioid tissure. 'fhe more in the followillg sections S is arched, the 
more a.lso the fissura ltippocampi is deepened, wbile at tbe same 
time all other ridges a,re levelled. OnI.)' the caudate nucleus remains 
entirely nnchanged. On its sl11'fncc tI. ver,r sligh( groove is tempo
mrily seen. The gl'ooves v tl.lld T become gl'adnally obliterated for 
the greatel' ptl.l't, so th at the caudaie nucleus cualesces with Pand 
1'. The thinner part d of the medial wall does not coalesce witb 
the eaudate llucleus. Sa the uOttOlll of the groove T tinally eOl'l'esponds 
exactly to the border of d and T. When we progress still fUl'ther in a 
basal direction, the fil'st eonnection bet ween the thalmneneephalon and 
the hemispheres tl.ppears immecliately below the uottom of the groove 
T, i.e. in the former regioll l' mIlI rapidly increases til'st in an 
oecipito-b'l.sal direction. At the same time tbe lamella cl now seems 
to originate in the bend betweell the caudate nuclèns and the optie 
thalamUl:i. 

In the following sections we fillli l[ more aml more connected 
with the lateral wall of the thalamencephalon, i. e. with the optie 
thalamus itseIf. 

The insel'tion of the lttmella cl seems to shift mOre and more 
towal'ds the roof of tbe thalarnelleepha.loll allel tbe lamella itself 
seems to beeome shortel'. It is Olle of tIJe most (liOiclllt questions 
of cerebral developmellt wiJethel' this shifting <tud shol'tening of 
the lamella d alld also the eoalescence of the caudate nucleus 
with T anti the Iateml wall of thc tilahl.lllellCeplmJ(m llIll!:>t be 
interpreted 'l.S tt secolltlar'y eoale!:>cence of ~riginall'y separMed/ pm·ts. 
My histologit'al inve!:>tigations of 'l'.\RSIUS lio not allo\\' me to give 
a. definite allSWel' to this tJuestioll. ~till more basal see/ions show 
the disa.ppeara,nce of tilc chorioid fitiSllre. ~illt'e d lms in the 
meantime also disappeal'ed, S ]lasse::; iUlluediately -1n(0 the epithelial 
roof of the tlmlameneephaloJl Ol' [ll'iultwy fOl'c·unl.Ïll. Tbe gruove-shapell 
longitndil1al depl'ebSioJl Oll tlle slll'tnce of thc corpus striatnUl hccomes a 
little morc distincL The fistillru, hippocampi resp. the fissnra prima is 
pointed 130 that in the ('l'oss-seetions the well-lwowll, l'ietnrc appeal's, 
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l'cscmbling a tanee point. Also the roof of thc median-mantle-slit 
which WfiS fit first formeel hy the folded roof of the thalamen
cephaloll, now hecorues shal'ply pointe(1. Thc fissnra hippocampi or 
mthel' its lowel' lip mal'ks pre/1..1' sharply, even aftel" the separation 
of' the hemispheres from each othel', tbe point reachcel hy tbe fol'. 
mation of the pallium. It is also very remarkahle that /3 anel S' 
na langer exactlJ' corl'ellponel to eael! other topographically, hut that 
S' becomes situatcd somcwlw.t ventrally rf S. Below /3 the medial 
wall of 1.he fi'ontal hl'ain shows a second feebie prominenee U. ij 

and thc eau date nnelens tcrminate in the medial respectively lateral 
wall of the ventriculm.; ]obi olfactorii and in cloing so grovIT smootber. 
Aftel', the elisappeamnce of the fisslll'a hippocampi the medial wall 
fh'st remains qnite nndivided in many scctions, but then (almost 
exact.ly in the eOl'l'esponding pI ace ) the medial terminal part of the 
rhinal latel'al fisslll'e appeal's as a sha110w gl'oove. 

{J. The eavity of the thalamencephalon shows in Us posterior parts 
two gl'ooves, an npper one Y., whieh is continued in the ]ateral 
gl'oove of the midhrain ventricle (aquednct) anel frontally very soon 
smoothes ont, and a ]o,ver one J., whiclt ean he traeed as fal' as the 
region of thc foramen .M:olll'oi. The latter one is aecompanied dnring 
the anterior part of its conrse by a parallel gl'oove (.L of a slightly 
more basal sitnation. Fnl'ther folds of 1he slll'fiwe are tempo1'arily 
obse1'verl within l'eac!t of the optie stallts and of the corpora 
mammillaria. I l'egret not to be able to deciele ,'\'hethe1' ). Ol' (.L has 
to bc intel'pl'eted as tbe snlcus lVIanroi; to me it seems more like1:r 
that (.L deserves this llesignation. 

The pietnre is matel'ian~T rompletecl by studying n. sagittal series 
belonging 10 ahont the same stage of dcvelopment (length of thc 
embryo 11 mm). 

In a sectiOll sitnated 80mew11at laterall~" of tlle medial plane, we 
find as follows: 

Thc fossa mcsodieneeplm1ica is s1la1'p1y marked. Bef Ol"e it find fol' 
a smaller part also in it, lics the long-stretcbed rross-sec/ion of the 
posteriol' commissure. A very shallow gl'oove ",hieh I designate by 
E' cOl'l'esponds apPl'oximatelJ" to thc frontal plane of thc epipbysis. 
Therc is no objcction to designating wH h v. K UnFF.R (cf. Y. K UPJ!'FF.ll 
in HBRTwm's Vergl. Enh'\'. geschichte p. 95) 'as synencephalon the 
roof part betwcen the tOSSfi mesodiencephaliea find g The fassa 
pruediencepha1ica is not sharply markcrl. It migbt be songht at the 
pI ace whcre the inmgination of the plexus c1l0l'Îoideus ycntriruli 
tCl'tii occnrs. 1t must bc emphasised t.lm1 it l'emains doub1fnl whe/her 
this spot cOl'l'esponds to the velum tranSVCl'sum of 10we1' vc1'teb1'ates, 
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The l'egion nbove the invaginntion of 'the plexus is the posteJ'iol' 
roof portion of the prima!'." fore bl'aÏll. Below the invagination of 
the plexus lies Ihe lamina !'ellniens, the lowel' part of' whieh eor
responds to the lamina terminalis of the adult animal. Before the 
praeoptic recess we find on the basal inner surface a shallow trans
verse prominence, which is laterally prolonged into the central mass 
of the striated body. 

This transverse ridge of' which even in the median plane we cau 
recognise indications, cOl'l'esponds to the crus metarhinicum cOl'poris 
striati of the human embryo, described by HlS I). Cousequently it 
passes medially into the Iamina terminalis. Only in somewhat more 
laterally sitnated sagittal planes we meet hefore the Cl'llS metal'hinicllJ11 
with a second transverse prominenee, which sinks away into the 
olfactory lobe. I designate it as Cl'llS rhinicum corporis striati. It 
corresponds to the crus mesorhinicum of the human embryo. A crus 
epirhinicuJ11 is scarcely indicated. In my opinion it is only counter
feited by the fold of' the lateral rhinal fissure. On the outer contour 
we find corresponding to the border of the ('rus mek'trhinicum and 
l'hinicum a sha110w groove, cOl'l'esponding approximately to the 
posterior edge of' the cappa olfactoria and also approxim~tely to tbe 
antel'ior edge of the olfactory tnbercle. It by no meaus cOl'l'esponds 
exc1usively, as HlS seems to assume, during its whole course to the 
crus rhinicllm or mesorhinicum. I believe that its fOl'mation is essen
tially independent of the morphological condition of the stl'iated cOl'pns 
and has mlher 10 ue explained by thickening of the wall of thc 
olfactOl·~· lobe by sllpel'position of the olfactory ganglion (cap pa 
olfactoria) on one hand and of' the olfhctory tubel'cle 2) on thc other. 
To this i5 added a sllltrp bend in the brain tu be in a basal 
direction wh en it passes from the hemisphel'e to the olfacto!','" lobc. 
Moreovel' we must bel1l' in mind that the InmeIl of the ventl'Ïelc, 
when passing ti'om the ltemisphere 10 the olfaciory lobe, at {h'sl 
tapers very rapidly, bnt then n,gain very 510\\'1y ~). Espccially at thc 
lw,se ihis behaviour is veJ'y cOJlspicuons. ObviollSly this must reslIlt, 
quite indcpendently of' a thickening of the wall hy Ihe stl'iated 
corpus, in a basal trallsverse groove. The desigllation "t'iSSUl':1 111CSO
l'hinica" whieh HlS bas given 10 Ihis laOer, does not seem /0 me 
appropriate Imllcr these comlitions. I pl'OpObC to spcak ór a 'l)ullis 
mcsorhinica,. A second transverse groove is fOllnd ('andally of Iltc 

1) HlS, Die Elltwickelung des menschlichen Gehil'ns w:ihreml del' el'stell Mannte. 
Leipzig, S. Hirzel, 1904. S. 61 (cf. also fig. 34, p. 5(,)). 

~) Tbe two borders only coincide by chance nTllI not nCf:I1l·utely. 
3) Die Entwickelung des mcnsclil. Gehil'lIs etc, Leipzig 1904, p, 54 and p, 60, 
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vn,llis mesol'hiIlic{l. behincl the origin of the olfaetol'y tnbeJ'cle and 
before t1le l'egioJl of file pmeopti(' (= optie) l'ecess. I pl'opose to 
denote it as vallis pmeoptÎea, whcl'el\s HlS seems ·to look npoll it 
as a ('ontinnation of lIis stalk-told (mr slllells hemisphaericus) 1). 
It also is hl'ol1g'ht abont indepcndentJJ' of tlle stl'iated cOl'pns by the 
bulging of the olfaetory tnbel'cle on one hano anel of the region of 
the chiasma on t11e othel'. The 11k·he in the ventriele cOl'J'esponding to 
the olfactol''y tnhel'cle is <lcsigna.ted hy HlS (at Jeast in man) as 
the posterior olfaetol'y bl'ain in opposition to t11e oltactor,Y lobe 
s. sIr., which be calls tlle a,ntcriol' olfaetorJ bmin. To the postel'iol' 
olfactol'y hmin he reekons pal'ticularl~' a1so the snbstal1tia perfomta 
antel'iol'. Aga,inst tlte dcsignation "postedor oltactol'y brail1" I only 
o~ject that it favonrs con fusion with thc lobns piriformis, i. e. with 
the posterior part of the rhinencephalon 2). 

1) Cf. on this point also HlS, die Formentwirkelung der menschl. Vorderhirns, 
etc. Abh. d. math. phys. Cl. d. Kgl. Sächs. Ges. d. Wiss. Bd. 15, fig. 32, p, 725, 

2) Con eer n i n g t hen 0 men eI a t ure int h i s reg ion I wou 1 d 
mak e t hef 0 11 0 win g rem ark s. A 11 c ere bra 1 par t s th a t 1 i e 
bas a tI y 0 f th e fis s u r a rh i n a 1 is (= e ct 0 r h i n a I is = r h i n a li s 
Jat era 1 iso f man y a u t hor s) I den 0 tea s r h i n ene e p h a Jon. 
A slo bus 0 1 fa c tor i u s (= lob uso 1 fa c tor i u s a n ter i 0 r 0 f man y 
authors) I designate in a purely topographical sense the 
anterior part of the rhinencephaJon as far as it is quite 
separated from the Jower surface efthe pallium. For the 
posterior part of the rhinencephalon the designation 
"lob ti spi rif 0 r mis" mig h t bel' e ser v e d, but i t is mor e a d v is· 
a bIe t 0 g i ve up th i s nam een tir e I y. Par tof th e Job uso 1-
fa c t 0 l'Ï u s is c 0 ver e d wit h .a mie ros C 0 P i c a 11 y s har p I y c h a
r ft c ter i s c d f 0 nn a t ion, t h~e s 0 - e a II e ti f 0 r mat i 0 b u I bar is. 
T h i s c 0 ver I des i g nat e ase a p p ft 0 I f act 0 ria. F rom t h e 
d c VI e I 0 I' men tal p 0 int 0 f v i e wit c 0 r I' esp 0 n d s tot heg a n g' 
lion olfactorium of HlS. The separation of the lobus 
olfactorius and the pallium is exclusively brought about 
by the fissura rhinalis (hteralis). Hence we must also 
rega.rd as a part of the fissura rhinalis the separating 
groove of olfactory lobe aud f1'ontal lobe which is 
v i s i bIe int hem e,d i anp la n e, i. e. I as s u met ha t th e fi s s u r a 
rhinalis incises at the front as far as the median plane. 
The cappa olfactoria is marked off from the free SUl" 

fa e e, i. e. fr 0 m th e s u I' f ace I) f th e 0 1 fa c tor y lob e th a t is 
not c 0 ver e d b y t hef 0 r mat job u I bar i s, b y a I i m i tin g 
g r 0 0 v e, t h e 111 a r g 0 cap p a e 0 lf act 0 l' i a e. Lat era 11 y i t i s 
mueh more clearly marked than medially. In many ani
m a I s ( h e d g e h 0 g, E c h i dna) t h e cap pao 1 fa c tor i a c 0 ver S 

a I mos t t h e w 11 0 1 e 0 I fa c tor y lob e. T h e 0 1 fa c tOl' Y t u b e r cl eis 
also mnrked off' against its sUl'l'oundings by a shaliow 
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Finally we mention ns self-evic1<:'nt (hnt in exnctly medial sectiolls 
all the jnst mentioned bOl'ders, gl'ooves nnd prominenees are almost 
entil'ely lacking. 

Sagittal sections flll'ther prove eoncerning the mid-brain that at 
this stage it covers the isthmns to a relatively small extent, less e. g. 
than in a human embryo of 2 to 3 months. The cerebellum shows 
in sagittal sections still a horn-shaped form. Of t11e oeeipitally dire('(ed 

,ridge, which is so characteristic fol' man, nothing is to be fonnd yet. 

The oldest of the embryos at my dlsposal had been dissected into 
a somewlw,t slanting frontal series. Here also nothing ean be detected 
of a crus epirhinicum corporis striati. Notable is the considel'able 
thickening of the wall in the basaI pOl'tion of the medial ventl'ieulat' 
wal1. It only becomes distinct aftel' the lateraI ventriele and the 
ventriele of the olfactol'y lobe have already coalesced for some time 1). 

The thickened lower portion and the not-thickened uppel' portion of 
the wall are separated on the inner surftl.ce of the ventricle by a 
very distinct groove which ean be followed al most as far as the 
frontal plane of the terminal lamina. It bas nothing to do with the 
marldng oif of the olfactory lobe, as it appears considerably later 
and also lies somewlmt higher than the fiSSlll'a l'himtlis lateralis. In 
t11e Sl1ll1e way it is entil"ely independent of the ammon foId, sinee 
it lies rOllsidel'fl,bly lowel" tball tbis latter. Microscopieal1y it forllls 
a pl'ctty sl1al'p bas al limit for the pallium formation. Thel'efore I 
designato it as l1lal'go pallii medialis intel'llnS (v. also below). In 
tbe section wh ere the thil'd ventricle is vi si bIe for the first timp., it 
appeal's as a ]lail'ed strl1etlll'c; bct.ween the t,,·o terminal poinü; of 
tbe ventriele a median gl'OOVC incises into the vcntric111al' l'oof 
(cf. above). 

Special notice dese1'yes thé flool' of t11e thil'd ventl'icie. lts median 
gl'oove forms a \'ery sha1'p incision. The lat01'al parts of the Hoor 
l'ise, so to say, in thl'ee gradations. Thc most lateral pl'ominenre , 

g r 0 0 v e, t hem a r g 0 tu b e r (' u 1 i 0 1 fa c tor i i. T h i s g r 0 ~ v e als 0 

is generally not so distilJctly perceptible at the medial 
e d g e, 0 IJ t h e 0 t her hall d ti t t hel a ter a 1 a IJ d a IJ ter i 0 r e cl ges 
i t i s w e 11 d e velo p e d a IJ d heil c e h a s her e 0 f ten b e e' TI cl e s i g. 
nat e das fis s u r a rh i TI a 1 i s me d i a 1 i s s. ent 0 rh i n a I i s. A t 1 he 
pos ter i 0 red g e, t 0 war d s th e sub sla IJ t i a 11 erf 0 ral a a n ter i 0 1', 
i t is gen era 11 y rat her s hall ow. Wh ent he cap pao 1 f. rea c 11 es 
fa rba c k war d, t h e a IJ ter i 0 r mar g 0 t 11 b. 0 1 f. c 0 i n cid e s 
entirely or parUy with the margo cappae olf. 

1) In what follows the series is supposed 10 be examined from befo1'e backward. 

J' 
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whiclt at thc samo time iR tltE' hl'Ondcst, p1'ocec(Is from the Cl'US 
l'hinicllm of the (,01'pn8 stl'iaLllllI nllli forms in flltme the principal 
mass of this ganglion. The middlc elevation cOl'l'esponds to the crns 
metarh~nicum of the COl'PUS stL'iat nUl. 1t disappears with ihe separation 
of the hemisphel'es. In the hminn terminalis it meels tbe homologous 
opposite prominenee. It is intel'1'npted hy the anterior commissllre. 
The most medial and smallest elevation onl)' becomes visible before 
the lamina terminalis and is at fil'st very flat; then it rises pl'etty 
steepI}' fl'ontally bnt l'emains nar1'Ow. !Trom the homologous opposite 
elevation it l'em:1ins separated by the sha110w me~ian fiool' gl'oove. 
Following the sel'ies furthel' in a fl'Ol1tul direction, the two hemis
pheros split finally within l'each of the median groove of the flool' 
:1l1d tlle most medial elevation coalesces befol'e the fommen MOl1l'oi 
wiih the nppel' pOl'tion of the medial ",all, rorl'osponding pl'otty 
accul'atoly to tho mal'go paUii medialis intel'l1us. 

From this descl'iption we must conclllde tlmt also th is most medial 
elovatio11 can by no means be intorpretcd as the ('rus opirhiIlicnm 
in HlS' sense. 

The optie thalamns pl'ojerts in the following, sections betwoen the 
middlc and lateral riqgc jnst mentioned. More sharply developed 
than in preceding stages a longitndinal groove on the on ter surface 
of the thalamencephalon (Bnlell::' fastigialis thalami) is 110W visiblo 
dividing tbe pointed crest of thc optir lbalamus fl'om tbe b1'oau 
l)[[,sal mass of this ganglion. 

It is sitllated somewl1:1t higher (han the above menlioned groovc 
,~, whirh for the rest, is now mnch less cJistinct. ). uncJ ~L al'O no longer 
{'Ieal'ly divided. Instead ot' them wc finu a bl'oador gl'oove, which 
tlonbtless mnst be designated as snlcus iVIol11'oi. 

'1.'he hind brain prcsenls no peclllHll'ities. 
Reviewing the whole of the pccllliarities in the c1evelopmcnt of 

the braill of Tarsins that have been noted in the prccecling pages, 
a fn,l'-l'eaching agreement with the development of thc brain of the 
pl'imates is obvious. 'fhe essential diffel'ences are snfficiently exp1n.ined 
hy thc mther prononncecl marl'osmatic charader of the brfiÏJl of 
Tal'sins. Tt is mnch 11101'e difiicult to dete1'1l1ine the relations of the 
Tarsins bmin in thc descending dil'cction. Carnivores and Ungllbles 
(\,\'c ont of t11e qnes{ion. Tlle dcyolopment of tho brain of Chiroptcm 
is llnfol'tul1:1tely toa little known as yet but cel'tain analogies are 
col'tain. Vcry gl'eat is also the (\,greement with thc development of 
the lJl'ain of Roc1ents, onl1' one 111nsl not conside1' the l)1'ai11 of the 
l'ubbit as the lypical representative of the bl'nin of Roc1ents, as is 
often done, As the roden! brain In its turn is not tal' distant in its 
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development Îrom the brain of the Insectivol'es, it is deal' that 
the Tarsills brain shows nnmistaknt)le genetie l'elations with this 
latter also. 

A more detailed account with figmes will be pil blished in t11e 
Handbnch d. Entwicklungsgeschi('hte edited by HJ<JRTWIG, 

Mathematics. - "011 the equation clete7'mining the angles of two 
polyclimensional spaces". By Prof. P. H. SCHOUTJ<1, 

The pl'oblem whieh we wish to solve is the following: 
"In a space SI! with 11. dimensions a rectangnlar system of ('oOl'di

nates 0 (Xl X 2 • • • Xn) has been taken and with respect to this 
system a space Sp passing through 0 has been given by the equations 

.'Cp+i= aJ,i.'Cl + a2,i.'C2 + ... + ap,i tCp ; 

(i = 1, 2, ... , n - p) 

sppposing th is space Sp to have with the space of coordinates 
o (Xl X 2 • ' • Xp) but one point 0 in common, the pangles 
al' a2 ,. • • ap are to be determined between these two p-dimensional 
spaces." 

By means of geometry we should set to work as follows. Suppose 
in the given space Sp a spherical space having 0 as centre and 
tmity as radius and thus fOl'ming in Sp the loens of the points at 
distance unity from 0; if this spherical space pr~jects itself on tbc 
space of coordinate 0 (Xl X2 • • • Xp) as a lluadratic spa('e wiih 
thc halfaxes ah a2,. • • ap, we get 

al = cos (11' a2 = cos (12' ••• , ap = cos al" 

In an almost eqnally simple way the tangenls of the demandcd 
angles are connected analyticaIl," with the ('enü'al radii:-vectorcs of 
an other qlladratic &pace. It' P is an arbitrary point of I~) aud Q 
its pl'oje('tion on the space of coordinate 0 (Xl X 2 • • • ~~I)' thCll 
the angle P 0 Q = Cl is also determined hy thc relation 

Il--P 

Q 
::E (aJ i.'CJ + a2 U/!2 • 

OP' - 0 2 i_l' , 
tn2 

Cl = ---:--::- = -------------
~ OQ~ p 

::E .'C; 2 

i=l 

lf we consider in ~~) thc points P the coordinatcs of whieh are 
bound to thc condition 

n-p 
:2 (aJ,i''Cl + a2,Î''C2 +.,. + ap,i''Cp)2:..-: 1 ....... (1), 
i=l 
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contailJÎJlg OJlly J:J> ,1:2 , ••• ,lil' t1nd thl1l:; expl'essing tlmt thc pl'ojeetion 
Q of P on O(XI X 2 ••• XI') renutin::; in this latter space on the 
qlladl'atic space represented by (1), then the l'elation holds good 

1 
tg a = OI( 

-
If bI' b2 , ••• "" al'C the halfaxe::; of this new quadratic space, we 
shall find 

1 1 1 
tg al = -,tg a2 =-" .. ,tgal' =-. 

b Uz Up 

Now (1) passes into the symbolic form 

(.Al .711 + Az ,1'1 + . " + A" ''Vp )(2) = 1 

by the snbstitutions 

n-}I 

:2 a2k,i = Ak,lc 
i=l 

11-1' 
, :2 alr,i al,i = Al:,l; 

i=l 

so tbe weU know f>eculal' equation 

Al,/, A 2,p Ap,p - ). 

=0 

fnl'l1ishes bv its roots ÀI , )'2' ••• I." the eoefficients of thc equation 
of' thai ljllac!)'[l,tic sparc l'ctIucctI 011 thc aXCf>. 

Fl'om ihe rclations 

~ 

ensncs illll11cdialcly Ihai thc demanded cqllation is al'rivcd at by 
l'eplneing in the ahove mentioncd determinant .Î. by ~q2 (C. 

Mathematics . . _- "T"e 10(,1//; of tlw J)1'il1('ijJrzZ a,j'('g of (f peneil of 
fJ.'U,rulmtic SU1:fI1(,(,,~". 13y Prof'. J. CARDINAAr" 

1. The cnyclopc of the nxes of a pencil of conirs was investigated 
among otl1O\'s by M. TRl~m'rscmm 1). He found thai thc axes of thc abovc 
mcntioncd conies envelop a Clll've of class three touching the right 
linc al infinity of' the plane in two points conjugate to the directions 
of thc axes of the iwo parabolac of Ihe penril with respect to thc 

1) Uebel' Beziplllmgpn zwischen KE'gelschnillbüscheln und ratiol1nlen Curven driller 
Classe, Silzungsber. der Kaiserl. Akademie der Wissenschaften, Bnd. LXXXI, p. 1080. 
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iwtl'opie poiuts J nnd J. Sn lito ('11\'V(' iE> of o~·del' fol11', i.o. 1'ationn1. 
This resnlt is JllcJltioned, in j!lc "EIl('ykIopêidie dol' Mnthemntischen 
'VIsse,nschaften" lIl, p. 101. Howcvcl', if we conslll1 in the same 
w01'k the thool'~' of' lhe Cl1Iadra1 i(' blll'f'a('es we fincl no evic\enee of 
all attempt 10 detol'mine lhe loem; of Iho pl'ineipnl axes of Ihe Sll1'

fhees of a pencil. Tile pl'esent writer makes it his ai111 in the 
following to pnblish Rome Ï1westigations ~m l11is locns. 

2. We presuppose a simpIer special ('nse of the reneil anel wc 
take a pencil of coneentrie Cjllac1l'atie con es, of wbieh the loeus of 
the pl'incipal axes is a eone tbe order of w1lieh enn he detel'111ined. 
J.Jet us snppose la this end lhe section of one of the eones wiih the -
plane at inlinity; the conic fOl'med in this wa,r detel'mines with thc 
isotropic ci1'c10 n C011l111011 anlopolal' tl'iaugle allel tho verliC'cs of thai 
tl'iangle c1etermine the dil'oelions of the principal axes of the cone. 
Fl'oro this follows: ' 

The prin('ipal fixes of fill the C011('8 of I he pOlleil ent tho plano 
at infinity in the vertices of the cam man autopolar triangles of the 
conics situateel in this plane anel the isotl'opie eirelo. These triplets 
of points form the .1aeobian curve of the net of conics detel'lnineel 
by two of the conics anel the isot1'opic cil'cle. 

Sa the cone of the axes is a cone of order three cntting the plano 
at infinity in the just mentioned .Jacobian curve. 

Ta l'ealize the position of' the principal axes of this ('ubic ('ono 
we c!looee a gcneratrix «1' If we assnme a plane throllgh thc vertex 
nor111al to al th is wilt cut the cone according to th1'ee l'ays a2 , ((a, "1; 

a2 and {fa are normal to each othe1', bI belongs to an othe1' triede!' 
ofaxes, obtained by assnming thl'ongh the vertex a plane nOl'mal 
to ól ; this plane passes thl'Ollgh al and cuts thc COlle mOl'eover in 
tlle two principal axes b2 anc! ba nOl'mal to eaeh other. 

As a l'ule this cone will not have a nodal genel'~tl'ix, sa it wil! 
not he rational. 

3. Snppose a peneil of quadratic surfaces be gÏ\·en. Ont of a 
point 0 in space as vertex we eonstrnct the pal'allel cones of thc 
asymptotic cones of the val'Ïous s\1l'faces; in 1 his mannel' a pencil of 
cones is f01'med, with respect to which we can constráet the rone of 
the axes. The tl'ieders ofaxes of this cone are parallel to the tdeders 
ofaxes of the ;surfaces of the pencil. 

IJet fnrthel' a skew cubic ra be constrllcted, which is the locus of 
the een tres of the surfaces of thc pencil; if' then ont of' each centre 
t1 trieder is construrteel parallel to thc rorj·csponding· t1'Ïedel' ofaxcs 
of the cone, the smfaec is formeel whieh is the locus of the prineipal 
axeS. Fl'OUl this ensues: 
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The locus of the principal axes of quadratic surfaces belonging to 
a pencil is a skew sUl'face of which one of tlle dil'ecLl'ix CUl'ves is 
a skew cubic ({ 3 possessing a, director cone; each point of the skew 
cubic is homologous to a trieder of rays of the cone. 

4. The order of the surf ace can be determined by investigating 
by how many principal axes an arbitrary right line Z is cut, or how 
many planes possessing a principal axis can be maele to pass through 
l, whi('h comes to the same thing. 

Let A be a point of lP3) to which three points A'u A'2' A/J cor
l'esponel on the Jacobian curve CJ in the plane at infinity P", . 
Let moreover P be a plane through Z; then this cuts Ps in three points 
A, B, C, to which corresponü again in P", the points A'l A'2 ... C's, 
so to t11e plane P corresponel througll Z nine planes P\ P'2 ... Pg. 

If reversely we aSSlllne a point A' on Cs only one point A 
on Ps corresponels to it. If we now make a plane P' pass throngh 
Z, it cuts Cs in three points A', B, 0', to which cOl'l'esponel three 
points A, B, C; so to a plane P' corresponel tln'ee plane::; P. Prom 
th is el1sues: 

The two coaxial pencils of plal1es Panel P have a (3,9)-corre
sponelence. (SO the munber of elements of coincielence amounts to 
12. Prom this reasoning, however, we may not concluele that the 
oreler of the skew s1ll'face is to be 12; this lHlmber must be dimi
nisheel by the lllunber of points common to Ps and Cs' The three 
points of intersection of Ps anel P" are ntlmely situateel on Cs; if 
we caU Olle of these points 8, th en 81 coincieles with 8 quite in
elepenelently of the position of the assumeel right line Z. So of the 
12 planes of coincielence 3 pass through the points of intersection of 
lP3 anel Cs; so \:) remains for the cOl'der of the skew surface. 

5. A fuU investigation of th is surface Op is a very extensive 
one; however, we call consieler some properties anel tl'ace some 
pal'ticlll,arities. lh'om the plan of the problem ensues that fi.'om 
each point of Pa tIn'ee generatrices can be elrawn meeting Po> in 
t11e th1'ee cOlTesponcling points; bO P8 is a threefold curve of 0 •. 

The section of P" anel 0 9 possesses some particulal'ities which 
we shall look into. In' the ver)' first place !ie 011 it the th1'ee centres 
Su 82 , 83 of the paraboloiels of the pencil sllpposeel to be real for 
the present. Out of each of those points two pl'incipal axes can be 
elrawn lmving therefore twelve eommOll points of intel'section. More
over eacl! of these tlxes cuts Ca 'in two more points, whieh cau thus 
be regardell as double points. Olie of these points belongs however 
to tl triplet of points l'ol'rebpontlillg to tl point of intel'sectiOll of Pa 
tlnd Ca; so it ('an be l'egaded ai:l a point of eontaet of the plane 
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p", and 0 9 , If we combine these resuJts, we al'rive at tbe following 
tbeorem: 

The section of O. nnd P. if\ tt degenel'ntcd CIll'VC of order nille 
broken up iuto tt plane cllbic and six right lincs. Ou tlm, section (:),L'e 
Mitllated twelve llOdcs, points of intel'section of' thc princlpal axeS 
tWQ by two; mOl'eOVel six nodes are situated on it, formeel ea{',l! 
time by one of the points of intersectioJl of a principttl axiR witlt 
C, anel six points of contact, which are tlle l'emaining points of 
intel'section. 80 p", is a ::.ixfold tangent plane of Os' 

So we come to the conclIlsion that O. possesses besicles the tlu'ee
told curve Cfs still a Hodal cnrve of which fOL' t11e present we cannot 
make ou! IlOW it is composcd, bnt of which the total ol'der iM 18. 

The numbel' of points of intel'section of' thi::. cllrve with alle of 
the generatrices of O. ('an be detel'millecl. Let a be onc of the l'ight 
Iines connecting a point A of Ps with one of the corresponding 
points A'l on (/s. An al'bitrttl'y plane Q through a cnts lp, in two more 
points Band C 10 which cOl'l'espond on C, two triplets of points 
B'p B'2' B'a and C\, C'~, Ca. In like mannel' a plane Q' throngh 
ft cnts the curve Ca in two more points to which cOl'l'espond 
two points on P3; so tbel'e exists between t11e peneils of planes 
Q and Q' a (6,2)-correspondence and the numbel' of planes of ('oiu
cidence ~'tmOUl1ts Lo 8. So all together a is ent by 8 principal axes. 
As in the general case this Illlmbel' must be diminished by 3, 
fol' now too the three poiuts of interscction of gJa and C~ must he 
taken lnto account; so a is cut by five pl'incipal axes. Each gene
mtl'Îx of O. has t11us five points in {'ommon witl1 the nodal curve. 

From the preceding is appal'cnt that the general sectioD of the 
surface possesses 18 nodes and :3 triple points; if we have in mincl 
that the latter are equivalent to 9 nodes we see th at t11e general 
section is not rational, a::; a curve of order nine eau have 28 node::; 
~'tnd t11e curve uncler investigation possesses onl,)' 27 Hodes. 

6. We shall considel' a single case, where the surf ace O. is 
simplitied. We have all'eady noticed that the eone ofaxes is of order 
three without noelal genel'atl'ix; there, would he Olle if the Jlet of 
conics poösessed in p", a point, COllunon to all conic~. A~ howevel' 
to tbis pencil belongs the isotl'opic circle this case is exclllded; it 
may howevel' happen tlutt the eone ofaxes breaks np into a qua
dratic cone and a plane, or into three planes. 

7 . We choose an exam ple of the fh'st case. 'Yhen the cone of 
axes break::; HP iuto a q\1adl'atic cone and a- plane, then the .Ta(·obian 
curve in P. mnst dogoncralc i11to a l'ig-hl !ine r:1 all<] a ronie C~. 

Th1S happens : 

S' 
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a. When the conics of the net pass through two fixed points. 
b. When tlle net possesses a double l'ight line. 
We restl'ict ourselves in this communication to the fit'st of these 

cases; then the base CUl've of' t11e pencil of surfaces is circulal'. 
It is in the first place necessary now that the ('one i& degenerated 

h;tto- two parts to consider the clistribution of the axes on cone and 
plane. If tlle base curve of t1le nencil of surfaces is cil'cular, the1'e is 
a system of parallel planes so that each pläne is cut according to 
a pencil of' circles. Of each surface of the pencil one principal axis 
runs p~lrallel to these plalles. From this ensnes: 

Wh en in conseqnence of the existence of a circnlar base enrve the 
co ne ofaxes degenerates into aquadratic cone and aplane, then 
of tile three points A'l, A'., A/~, homologous to a point A on Ps one 
lies on the l'ight line Ol in p" and two on the conie O2 , So the 
skew Sllrface O. degenerates into two other skew surfaces intersecting 
each other in theil' common di1'ectrix Cf's' Fo]' one skew surface Ps is 
a nodal curve, for the other it is single. This already suggests that the 
former of the two skew surfaces is of order six, the latter of order 
t111'ee. This can be rea&oned more minutely in the following manner : 

Let l be Ollce more a rigilt line; a plane P throllgh 1 has t11ree 
points A, B, Cin common with lJ'a to which six points A'p A', ... Cl' C. 
on C. cOl'l'espond; so six pla,nes P' cOl'respond to P; if reversely 
we make a plane P' to lie through l, it cnts G~ in two points to 
which on P8 two points correspond, so that between the planes Pand 
P' a (2, 6)-eOl'L'eSpondence exists. However Ps has a point in common 
with Cl> as C] contains the point of contact of a hypel'bolic para
boloid of the pencil with p" ; so there l'emaiu for lJ', two points of 
contact with C2 anel the order 8, which would a!'ise on account of 
the (2, 6)-correspondence, must be eliminished by 2; so we get a 
skew surf ace 0 8 of order six. The second skew surf ace is of order three. 

ln the genet'al CtlSe the section of P. anel 0. consisted, besides of 
C" of th1'ee pairs of right lines, to be called a]a1 , b]b 2 , G]c2 • If O. 
degenel'ates in the mannel' described above these l'ight lines will also 
be distl'ibuteel themselves on On and Oa. Let A' again be the point 
where Pa cuts the right line Cl' thus the point of contact of a 
hyperbolic paraboloid of the pencil; through A' pass the two prin
cipal axes (lla~ anel these belang to On, whilst the principal axis not 
lying in p" tlll'ough A' belongs to Oa. To Oa belongs thus one 
principal axis of each of the pairs bl b2 and C]G~, ::;0 p" is a double 
tangent planc pf () a and 1 he se('tion of ()" anel p" <,onsisls of the 
eOllic O2 , the pair ofaxei:. a'l (T,~ anel the prineipal axes bI al1l1 Cl' 

Of al and 1(,2 lhe point of intel'section ILI (1,2 is the node in the Cl1l've 
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of intersection of Pes> and 00' one of each of the points of inter
section of al nncl a. with C2 is point of C'olltact; so on (1 1 as weIl 
as on a2 nnothel' nodc ü; sitnnted, Of cncll uf the points of intel'
section of UI and Cl with C2 ane is point of contnct, t11e oUler is 
a.lso point of intel'section of PJ a,nel C •. Sa the points of intersection 
Uil (\, al' a2 mntually are left as Bodes; these are five in number 
besieles the point of intersection cOlllltecl ah'eady al a2 belonging to Pa' 
So the entü'e l1lunber of the nodes of the section of Uo and [!es> not 
lying on Pa amounts to 7. Fl'om this cnslles that Uo has besicles Pa, 
another double Cl11'V0 of order seven. If we make a pItme to pass through 
n genel'atrix UI anel if we in\'cstignte llOW many right lines are 
situnted in H, we shall finel the numbcr to l>e 3 corresponcling' to 
farmer l'esults, 

The noelal curve of orclcr Scycn is thllS illtel'sectcd tlu'ee timcs 
by the right lincs of 00, 

8. The closer investigation of the sllrface On as weIl t.S thnt of 
0 0 anel the other possible forllls appearing by varionsly a,ssuming 
thc pencil of sm'thces, gi ves rise to vcr.)' extensi ve consieleratiollR, 
which are not to be includeel in thü; eommunicntion, as fol' tlle 
present its aim wns but to show thc gcneral proper ties of the 
eliscussed loens, 

Physics. - "SimpliJied Dedltcti(lJ~ of tlte Field and tlte Forces of 
alt Eleetl'on, I/wvin!f in an!/ ,tjivl!n wa.'I." By Prof. A. SÜJ)lMER~'ELD, 
(Communicntccl by Prof. H. A. LORI!:N'l'Z), 

~ 1, SltImnal'!/, 

• J 

In the "Göttillgel' Nachrichten" 1) 1 cornmlluicatecl a general repre-
sentation of the fic1d of an electron, moving in au)' given W<1.J, 
which seems to be simplel' than the formulae, hitherto known, which 
are based on, the work of H, A. LORENTZ. This ,is the difference: 
l\1y formulae express the potentials by a simple inte!J!'al,' eaJtending 
ave/' tlte past time -and containing ou1y tIte val'ying elistances of tlle 
point in question f/'om thl! centJ'e uf t!tl! electron, sllpposed to be 
spIterical, whereas tbe formuJae hitlJerto known are double Ol' triple 
inte,qml8, extending over the Sl)ace, charged with 'eleetl'iC'ity, nnd 
containing the distance of the point in questioll ji'oln tlw position of 
tlw clt(t1y/1 at IJ, CI)'l'trûn fOI'/JW'l' tilJ~I}, It may be l'elnal'ked, that 

1) Nachrichten (]. K. Gesellschaft d, Wissenschaften l!)O~ Heft 2; in thc folIo
wing to be citcd us "fÎt'st paper", 
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P. HERTZ 1) has published a method, though only fol' special cases, 
equivalent to my general representation of the field, for which he 
very happily uses the figure of a sphere contracting itself with the 
velocity of light. 

In the "Göttinger Naehrichten" I start from rathel' a toilsome 
FOUlUEU'S integral, whereas I shall now choose a Vel'y simple way, 
u~ing only the theorem of GREEN. In this way I represent tlJe 
potential in the fil'st place by a quadruple integl~al, (~ 2), one integl'ation 
extending over the time, the othel's over the space occupied by the 
charge. 

Here the road divides: Eithel' you can cahtlate t!te integration 
ove]' the time; this leads to LORENTZ'S l'epresentation; then the inte
gration over the charge gets rather a complicated form, relating no 
more to simultaneous positions of the elements of tbe charge, but 
to positions occupied byeach element at a certain formel' time, or, 
as you may say, relating no l~ore to the real shape of the electron, 
but to a deformed one. 

Or you can cabtlate t/te integration OVe1' the charge; this leads to 
my fOl'mulae; it is tben no longee t11e integration over tlle time, in 
general cases of motion, tbat you have to evaluate (~ 3). 

~ 4 applies our formulae' to pl'oblems, essentially known, VIZ. to 
tilt' determination of the field in a gl'eat distance from tbe elertron, 
and to the case of stationary motion, espeeially with a velocity 
exeeeding that of light, in Ol'del' to complete the staternems of my 
fit'st note and to study in detail the behayioUl' of the field in the 
11eighbonrhood of the "shadow of motion" . 

In the last ~ I pass on to the representation of force, exel'ted by 
t11e electron's own field. This force is computed exactly for any 
motion, excluding rotations, according to the principles of H. A. LOR~NTZ. 
At first sigbt the general fOl'mulae I am using here, seem to be more 
complicated, than the more explicit formulae, I !Jave pllblished in 
the "Göttinger Nachrichten" 2) but in reality the,)' are ver,)' easy of 
application to the case of stationary motion. Fol' yon may del'ive 
immediately ti'om them tlle known l'esnlt, that the stationary motion 
with a velocity less 1:ha11 that of light is in ever,)' case a possible 
free motion of a11 electron. MOl'eover you deduct easily the vaIue of 
the force, necessary to maintain a motion of a bodily charge with 
a velocity exceecling that of light. This force is distinctly finite, even 

1) Untel'SUChullgcn über unsteligc Bewegungen cines Elekll'ons. DissCl'tation Göt
tin gen 1904, § 3. 

2) Naehrichlen d. 
wing to be cited as 

K. GeseUschaft d. Wissenschaften 1904, Heft 5, in the follo
"second paper". 

) 24 
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. VII .. 
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, 
in case of infinite velocity ; its value has been calculated, for the 
first time, as far as I know, in my second paper. Further you del'ive 
from the same formulae the surprising result, stated in my second 
paper not only for the case of stationar(Y, rectilineal motion, but for 
any motion you Jike: The motion of a sUl'face-charge with a velocity 
exceeding that of light, is actually impossible, requiring continually 
an infinite supply of force. In order to make this more evident, 
let me point out: the more the charge is concentrated, the more the 
force will increase; in case the charge iR concentrated at one point, 
the force is infinite even in the case of a velocity less than that 
of light. 

It maJ' seem unsatisfactory, to be l'estl'icted to the special shape 
of a sphel'e. Only a few of the following results are independent 
of this restriction, that is those, which do not contain the radius of 
the electron, e.g. the approximate formulae for the field of a charge, 
stationarily moved, in the case of a velocity 1ess than that of light, 
and those in case of a velocity exceeding that of light, in the regions 
I and III (~4), whf:lreas the formulae relating to the limit of the_ 
shadow of motion, that is to the region lI, depend on tbe special 
spherical shape. Yet it is evident, that on more general suppositions, 
you could probably not proceed so faro 

1t is kown, that H. A. LORENTZ 1
) has lately supported the hypo

thesis, that the shape of the electron is variabie, conforming itself 
to a "HEAvIsIDE-ellipsoid", according to its momentary velocity . As 
for velocity exceeding that of light this hypothesis faiIs, because in 
this case you can hal'dly speak of a "HEAVIsIDE-hyperboloid". 80 T 
have not been able, to use this hypothesis. 

~ 2. GREEN'S l 'hem'em. 

All natural philosophy proves the wonderfui, po'wel' of GRE]~N'S 
theorem. We shall use it here very much like KIRCHHOFF 2) in his 
enunciation of HUYGENS' principle. 

Let fj) be the scalar potential, satisfying the differential -equation: 
./ 

l::. .....: ~ a2
fj) _ 

fj) - c2 at2 ~, . . (1) 

where c means the velocity of light, and Q the density of charge of the 
electron; as regards the choice of units see H. A. LORENTZ, Ency
klopädie der Mathem. Wissen schaf ten Bd. V. _ Art. 13, N°. 7. 

1) K. Akademie van Wetenschappen te Amsterdam Mei 1 ~04. Proceedings p. 80'J. 
, ~) Vorlesungen über Mathematische Optik, 2te Vorlesung, § 1. Leipzig 1891. 
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TJet v be an auxiliary f'llnction 
1 

v = - F (r - c (t - ti)), . . . • . • (2) 
r 

'I' the distance of a certain point in question A from any point P, 
t the moment, for which the value of cp at the point A is reqnh'ed, 
t' a variabie moment of time. Our auxiliary function v then satisfies. 
the differential equation : 

1 a2v ' 
A v = ~ at2 ' • • • • • • • • (3) 

Like KIRCHHO]']' we shall 'suppose, that the fllnction F(x) is 
represented by a narl'OW prong, enclosing the area 1, viz. that F(x) 
vanishes fol' all abscissae different from te = 0, but in the point 
x = 0 increases so strongly and so suddenly, that notwithstanding 

+'" 
JF (al) dm = 1. . (4) 

-'" 
If we apply GREEN'S theorem in its most common form to the 

functions pand v, we have: 

f(cp A v -- v A cp) dS = J(cp ~: - v ::) dCJ. . . • (5) 

The surface integral on the right hand side is to be extended over 
the border of the space S and over an infinitely small snrface, 
ellrlosing the point A, in as much as this point is contained in 
S. - This holds good, because we sha11 let S finally expand into 
infinity. The part of the surf'ace integral, relating to the surface 
enclosing A, is known to give: 

43l' CPA F (- c (t - t')). 

If we use on the left side of (5) the differential equations (1) 
and (3), substituting in cp as variabie time t' and noticing, that 
a2v a2v 
at' = dt2' it follows: 

~ ~J(cp av - v aCP) dS +J(I v dS =J(cp av - v aCJ!) dIJ + 
c2 at' at' at' an an 

+ 4 :'r cp A F (-c (t - t')). . . . . . . . , . . . . . . (6) 

'fhe secona integral on t.he Ieft is extended over the charge of the 
electron, the first on the right no more tha11 over the SUl'faee of S. 

l\1l1ltiply thc last cquation with eelt' and integrate with respect to 
t' f'l'om - 00 to + 00. Thereby the first term on the left. vallishes 
011 aerolllit of tlle natlll'e ,of the flllletioll F. In thct th is lllember 
1'elates, aftel' the integratio~1 is pe1'formed, only to the moments 

24* 
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t' = ± 00, and certainly v = 0 stands for t' = ± 00 according to the 
definition of F. Further we suppose, that the first integral on the 
right vanishes also, on arp.ount of the nature of the pott'ntial lp. In 
order to understand this, we may perform the integration with 
respect to t', as follows: 

+00 +00 

j 
Olp , oepoJ ' 1 Olpo 

v On c dt = On v c dt = -;: On 
- 00 

where epo means the value of lp for that t', for which the argument 
r 

of F vanishes viz. t' = t - -. Similarly we show: 
c 

-00 
If the electron was at rest originally, for mstance until the moment 

to' we can in any case expand the bordering surface û so far, that 
the value t' just now defined gets less than ta' IJl this case lpa becomes 

oCPa 
the electrostatical potentialof the elech'on and (jti = O. The surface 

integral in question is then reduced to the following expression 

J( 0 lIdtpa) cp ----- dij' 
aan l' 1'On ' 

which we know by the potential theo1'y to vanÎish, if,it is calculated 
for a surface sufficiently distant. 

So you keep in equation (6) only the second member on the ]eft 
al1d on the right, and you have: 

+00 +00 
Jc dt'jc:v dS= 4~ jep.A F( -c (t-t'» c dt' .. 

-00 -00 
Pel'form the integration on the l'ight in the way used repeatedly 

and denote for short with ep the value at the point A at the time t. 
We get conclusively: 

+00 
4ncp Jc dtJ ~ F (1'-0 (t-t'» dS.. . . . . (7) 

'Plte scala?' lJotential is ?'ep?'esented here by a quacl?"ltple integral, 
viz. a tirne-integml and a space-integml. 
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§ 3. Transition to LORENTZ'S potential-formulae on the one hand, 

and to those given by myself on the other. 

It is tempting, to perform in (7) the integration with respect to 
l' 

t'. As F is different from 0 only for the moment t' = t --, 
() 

we get immediately 

. . . . . . . (8) 

where !I,>l means the density, contained in the element ct S at the 
l' 

time t' = t - -. 
c 

As for the proof of formul~ (8), H. A. LORENTZ 1) refers to the 
expression (8) satisfying the differential equation (1). 

WmCHERT 2) and others do not start from GREEN'S theorem, but 
from BELTRAl\Il'S, which naturally is only a transformation of GREEN'S 
theorem and, it strikes me, not a very transparent one. 

Instead of performing the integration in (7) with respect to time, 
it is better, to evaluate that in respect to space. Now for this pur
pose it is necessary to add a certain supposition as to the shape of 
the electron. In the first instance we suppose the electron to be an 

;J 
Rr 

(!j-

infinitely thin spherical shell of the radius a, on which 
the charge E is uniformly distributed. 80 we take: 

E 
--d (j instead of Q dS 

r, 4 3t a2 

< 

and get from (7) 
+." 

4 :t lP = -4 E Je dtlJ~ F (1' - C (t - t')) d (J. 
n a2 

l' 

Fig, 1. -." 

Let 0 be the centre of the spherical shell. Round 0 A we count 
r 

the azimuth 11 and from 0 A the angle :t, sa that 11, {} mean the 
geographical longitude and the complement of the latitude on the 
sUl'face of the electron, Let R be the distance 0 A from the centre 
to the point in qllestion, it foUows: 

1) La théorÏe électromagnétiqlle de MAXWELL, Leiden, 1892, pag. 119. 

') Elektrodynamische Elel11entarge~etze. LORENTz-JUBELBAND, pag. 560, Haag 1900. 
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or 

• dl'j 8in {}o d{}O = 2 :7r a2J ' . , . Rin {}o d{}o= 

o 
R+a 

2:;ra f . 
IR-al 

'l'd'l' 

'R:' 

+00 R+a 

4: 7l rp = ~ J C dt
' 
JF(?-c (t - t'» dr . . . . . , (9), 

2a R 
-00 IR-al 

The lower limit IR-al equals B-a, if R> (t, but equals a-R, 
if R < a. Now as fo11ow8 from the definition of F, the integral 
with respect to l' is equal to 1 or 0, aCl!ording as the argument 
r-c (t-t') vanishes for one of the values of r, contained between 
I R-a land B+a, Ol' not. W rite fol' abbreviatlon : 

1:'=t-t', 

then our integl'al becomes eqnal to 1, if 

R + a> C 1:' and IR - al < C 1:' 

that is, if we ca,n form a triangle with the sides R, (t a,nd CT; it 
becomes equal to ° in the contrary case. If J. means the number 
1 Ol' 0, acrording as th at tt'iangle is possible Or not, we may a,1so write 

-0:> 

EC [J.d1:' 
4: :7r P = - 2a R' 

+00 
insread of (9); l'eversing the limits and noting that the condition 
I R-a I < C t' is never satisfieá for 1:' < 0, we may finally put: 

00 
4-:7rP=;:J}.~1:' • ...... (10) 

o 
This is exact!y the formu]a (,17) of my first paper. There is no 

question of. imagining a deformed shape of electron. The formula 
(10) holds good for the exterior as weIl as fol' the interior of the 
electron. The only diffel'ence between the two cases is this: The 
limits 1:'1' T~, between which J. does not vanish, are determined at a 
point of the exte1'Ïor by 

E1--a=ot'1 R2 +a=C1:'2' .•• (11) 

Rl> R 2 meaning the distances of the point in question from the 
position' of the centre occupied at the time t-t'l and t-T 2 ; on the 
other hand for a point of the interior by 
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a - Rl = cr 1 a + R~ = Cl'~, • • • (11/) 
It may happen) that several pairs of values 1'1 1:'~ exist; it may 

also happen, that the point in question is situated so as to be an 
interior point for a certain time, an exterior point tor another. 

It is easy to pass from the potential for a spherical sheIl to 
that of asolid sphcre, uniformly charged, w hich is to be divided 
into spherical slle11s. lf I: is the whole charge of the solid sphere, the 

dr' 
charge 3 I: 1/2 

- is contained in a shell of radius 1" and the thickaS 

ness clr'. Now it is only required to substitute r' fol' a and 3E r'~ clr' 
aS 

for I: and to add an integration with respect to r' ti'om 0 to a; 
then we have: 

4 n lP = 3 E 0 [d1'J: r' dr' . 
2 a3 ~ R 

ij 0 

(12) 

To begin with we take an exte1,iol' point, for which R> a, and 
a certain value T. Equations (11), in which 1" is to be sllbstituted 
for a, show, that ), = 1, if cTlies between R - 1" and R + 1", or, 
what comes to, the same thing, if r" > I R - el'I . Now two cases 
are possible: I R - C 1:' I may either be smaller than a or largel'. 
In the fil'st case a tl'iangle with the sides (a, R, Cl') is possible, not 
in the second case. In the first case we have: 

in the seconrl: 

cr, cr, 

JJ. r' dr' = fr' dr' = ~ (a~ - (R - or)'), 

(j IR-cTI 

cr, 

JJ.r' dr' = o. 
o 

If we define a quantity " by 

,.. or by ,,= 0 ,. . . (13) r AI -_- ~2 (1 _ (R a 01')~) 

according as the triangle (a, R, Ct") is possible or not, we can write 
fol' an exterior point instead of (12) 

co I:0J" dl' 43l'lP=- -
2a R 

ij 

. . . (14). 

In the case of an intm'ior point, for which R < a, the equations 
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1 
I f 

( 1) require, that c t' must be smaller than r' + Rand largel' than 
1" - R, sa as not to let l vanish. Accordingly 1" must be > Ct' - R 
and < cr + R. Now three cases are possible: 

a). Ct' -- R < a, Ct' + R > a, triangle (a, R, cr) possible. _ 
b). cr + R < a, consequently cr - R < a, triangle (a, R, Ct') im

possible, a the largest of the th ree sides a, R, Ct'. 

c). Ct' - R > a, consequently Ct' + R> a, triangle (n, Il, cr) im
possible, a not the Iargest of the three sides rr" R, cr. 

In these three cases we E'vidently have: 
a a 

f ' , f' 1 J. r d1· = r d1" = "2 (a 2 
- (cr - R)2).. . . (a) 

o c'<-R 
a c,<+R f J. 1" dr' = J r' dr' = 2 cr R, (b) 

o c,<-R 
a 

Jl1,fdr'=O. 

o 

. . • . • . (c) 

Now if we define the quantity " by (13) in the cases a) and c), 
but by 

ct'R I ,,= 6 -. . . . . . . . . (13) 
a2 

in the case b), the potential is given by (14) for interior points as 
well, according to equation (20) of my former paper. 

Notwithstanding the simplicity of our quantities land ", it is 
easier fol' fnl'ther purposes, to replace them by an analytical expres
sion, holding good fol' all values of 't. 

As for an expression of .Î., we 101ow,lhat 
~ . 

J ds:il' :il' 
sin sm - = + - Ol' - -
822 

. . . . (15) 

o 

according as {IJ is positive or negative. Now: " 

sin sa sin sR sin sct: = ~ ~sin s (a + R- Ct) +sins(a -R + cr)-

- sin 3 (a + R + ct') - sin s (a - R - cr) I . .. . . . . . . (15') 

As fol' the four quantities 

a+R-R,a-R+~,-a-R-~,-a+R+R 

three are positive and one negative if the tl'iangle (a, Il, cr) is possible, 
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two positive and two negative, if the triangle is impossible. Aftel' having 

multiplied equation (15') by ds and having integrated with respect to 
s 

n 
s from 8 = 0 to 8 = 00, y.ou get in the first case 4' in the &econd case 0; 

-
i. e. yon have in both cases: 

J'" ds :n: 
sin sa sin sR sin sct' - = - ), 

.S 4 
. , (16) 

o 

That is the l'equired expression for J.; substituting it in equation 
(10), we have in the case of sttrface-cha1'fJe: 

EC fdt'f<XJ, , , ds 
P = -- - sm sa sm sR stn S(Jt' -

2:n:2a R 8 
. . (17) 

o 0 

Replacing further a by 1,1 in equation (16), we get simultaneousIy 
fol' the integl'al, contained in (12): 

ft '" a 

f. 1" dl' = ~f~sJ'sin sr' 1" dr' sin sR sin sct' = 
000 

ct> 

4 JSin sa - sa cos sa ds = - sin sR sin SCl: -
n ' s' s 

o 

Tbel'efore we can write instead of (12) in the case of bodily-cAal'ge : 

'" ex: 
3EC JdT: Jsin sa - sa cos sa . ds 

r.p = -- - sm sR sin SCl: -, , • (18) 
23t' 2a R (sa)~ s 

o 0 

It may be remarked, that in my first paper the foregoing equations 
(17) and (18) appeal' as primary and the equations (10) and (14) are 
deducted from them by perfol'ming the integration with respect to s. 

Moreover it is probabIe, that the quantities À. and " may be 
replaced in severaI other ways by a uniform analytical expression. 

Almost the same formulae stand for the vectorpotential, if the 
motion is free from rotations. Our deduction proves immediately, that 

\.1t-.. . 
it is only necessary, to multiply the integl'and by -, I>t-,:, meamng 

cl 

the value of the velocity \) at the time t-T. If on the contrary 
the motion is accompanied by rotations, you must add to the part 
due to translation anothel' part due to rotation, where the quantities 
À," are to be repla~ed by some quantities t, 'Je' rather more com-
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plicated. The expressions for this are derived in my first paper and 
may be derived more easily by the present method. 

§ 4. Tke field of stationary rnotion especially with a 
velocity exceeding tkat of light. 

In my fh'st paper I have applied the foregoing representation of 
the field in order to derive the weIl known approxirnate formulae 
of LIÉNARD and W IEeHERT for the field at a great dist.ance of an 
electron moved anyhow. lt strikes ut:; in these forrnulae, that the 
cases of velocities smaller or greater than that of light seem to 
diffel' from each other only by the sign, whereas in reality a funda
mental physical difference must exist bet ween the two cases: If the 
velocity is less than that of light, the whole surl'oundings of the 
electron is seized by the effects of the moving electron, if the velocity 
exceeds that of light, only those points are seized which lie in the 
"shadow of motion" of the electron so to speak. This incongruency 
is cleared, if the roots of equation (11) are discussed, what was not 
sufiiciently pointed out in my first paper. 

In general we note this (details depend on the special character 
of the motion). If velocity is less than that of light, each of the 
equations (11) always has a positive root; if the velo city exceeds that 
of light, imaginary and negative roots are possible as weIl; they 
appeal' in all those points which are situated 80 to speak in the 
front of the electron; positive roots exist only for those points that 
lie in the shadow of motion ; and here for each of the equations 
(11) even a pair of positive roots exist. Only for a narl'OW region 
bordering on the shadow of motion and about equal to the diameter 

'" of the electron we have not two but only one pair of positive roots. 
It follows: The approximate formulae mentioned before, which I 
have derived formerly supposing two roots t'l t'2 to exist, hold good 
absolutely if the velocity is less than that of light; in the opposite 
case they are to be replaced by 0 out of the shadow of motion, 
and they are to be completed by a membel' similarly formed within 
the shadow of motion. " 

Fig. 2. 

Fig. 2 explains, what shadow of motion 
means. Here the momentary position 0 
of the electron and its preceding path OP 
is marked. Round every point P of the 
path the sphere may be constructed with 
the radius Ct', where 't' denotes the time, 
in which the electron gets from that 
point to O. The envelope of these spheres 
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defines the shadow of motiou. Evidently it is the smaller, the more 
the velocity of the electron exceeds that of light. The region hordering 
on the shadow of motion, which was mentioned before, is also sketched 
in the figure as a narrow strip. 

The foregoing general remarks are corroborated by closer discus
sion of stational'y motion with constant velo city v. The field of 
stationary motion eau be found exactly by a singular process of 
reciprocation 1) if v < c. Wh at happens if v> c, has been explained 
by DES COUDRES tollowing the steps of HEAVISIDE. Compared to 
DES COUDRES' treatment the following is hardly new. It may merely 
be pointed out, that the infiniteness of the HEAVISIDE-DES COUDRl<lS') 
solution near the borders of the shadow of motion i& not real, the 
formula no longel' holding good in this region. The infiniteness 
mentioned just now results from DES COUDRES treating the case of a 
charge concentrated in one point, which is passing to the limit of 
vanishing dimensions of the electron. We shall adopt in general this 
slmplification and thereby dispense with a rigorous solution, but at the 
same time we shall point out, that this simplification is not legitimate 
near the border of the sl1adow . We suppose bodily charge, as it 
will be shown later, that in case of surface charge any motion 
with v > c is actually impossible. 

Let the stational'y motion be directed towards the positive axis 
of x. The system of cOOl'dinates has its origin 0 at the position of 
the centre of the electron at the time t. Let the coordinates of the 
point in question be x, y, z, let its distance from 0 be l' = V x· + y' + z·, 
so th at l' now has a different meaning from that in § 2 and § 3. 
At the time t - T the cenü'e of the electron was in the point - v T 

of the axis of x; the di stance of the point in question from this 
point is 

R = V(,'I: + v-r)' + y. + z· . • . • • • (19) 

The conditions, under which the triangle (R, a, CT) isjust possible, 
are given by the equations (11) 

Rl - a = 0 Tl , R, + a = OT" • • (11) 
in the case of ~n exterior point (more cOl'rectly R> a); we can 
combine (11) into 

or 

1) V. the summary of H. A. LORENTZ in "Encyklopädie der mathemalischen 
Wissenschaften". Bd. V. Art. 14. Nr. 11. 

2) Zur Theorie des Kraftfeldes electrischer Ladungen. LORENTz·Jubelband, p. 652. 
Haag 1900. 
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(0 2 
- V2

) 'l2 -,2 (v {I; =F a c) 'l + a2 
-- 1,2 = 0 . . . (20) 

the upper sign relating to the roots Tl' the lower one to the roots 
T 2 • The product of the two roots TI or the two roots T 2 is: 

0 2 _ v2 

As l' > a in a point of the exterior, this product is negative, if 
c> v, it is positive, if c < v. We conclude: ' 

IJ tl~e velocity is less than that ol light, the two roots of our 
quadratic are real and have opposite signs. Each of the two e(lua
tions therefore has one available positive 1'00t. 

11 the velocity exceeds tltat ol l~qht, the two roots may be con
jugate-imaginaries; if they are real, they have equal signs, and 
therefore they may both be either positive or negative. Each ol the 
two equations has therelM'e eithel' no I'oots or two available positive 1'00tS. 

We distinguish bet ween real and imaginary roots hy consuiting 
the discriminant of our equation (20). The roots are imaginary if 

(v tIJ =F ao)2 < (1'2 - a2) (v2 - 02), 

for which we mayalso put 

(0 tIJ =F av)2 < (y2 + Z2) (v2 - 02) • • • • • (21) 

We introduce the abbreviations: 

so that Q means the distance of the point in question from the 
direction of motion, 6 the distance of the same point, measured in 
the direction of motion, from two points PI P

2 
(see fig. 3) ofwhich 

the coordinates are x = ± a {J. 
Replacing in (21) the sign < by =, we get 

62 = Q2 ({J2 ,_ 1) . . . . . . . . (22) 

This defines a cone of revolution about the direction of motion, 
of which the apex lies in the point PI Ol' P2 according to the 
meaning of g and of which the generatrices are inclined towards 

the direction of IDotion in the angle a1'ctg (~2 -1)'. For points in 
the interior of these cones, i. e. between the conical surface and the 
conical axis, the roots of (20) are real, fol' points in the exterior 
they are imaginary. 

In case of the reality of roots the distinction between positive 
and negative values results from the sign of the coefiicient of T in 
equation (20). 
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Both the roots are positive if 

V''V=F
ac ° a 

~ 2 > , l. e. .'IJ<±-; 
c -v {J 

they are negative, if 

V ,'V =F ac a 
--<0, i. e. m>±-. c2 _ v2 {J 

a 
Evidently the planes x = ± ~ are polar plan es of the points PI p~ 

with respect 'to the surface of the electron. We distinguish a back 
and a ti'ont of these planes jndging from the direction of motion. 

E;, 
I 

Fig. 3. 

I 

[ 

I 

Fig. 3 gives the result of om' discussion. Here the points PI' p. 
anel their polar planes are constructed. Fl'om PI' P2 the cones 
Kl' K2 divel'ge, which touch the surface of the electron at its inter
section wUh El E2 ; they appeal' in the figure as two pairs of straight 
lines. We eall su eh points 1'egion ~1, foi' which both pairs of roots 
are either imaginary or negative. Region il consisfs of such points, 
for which only one pair of roots (Tl) is positive. Finally 1'egion Ijl 
is that, in which both pairs of roots are positive. The regions I, II 
and III are distinguished in the figure by different shading. We 
need not concern oUl'selves with the interiOl', where the field acts 
differently. 

We now proceed to the computation of the scalar potential. 
If v < c, we gel. on account of the existence of a positive root 

Tl and T 2 (see (13) and (14»: 

4 _ 3ECJ':'2( (R-Cl:)2) dl: mp_- 1- -- -. 
4a a R 

. • . . (23) 
'l'l 

Here we introduce the variabie 
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u=-- . ..... . 

a 

Fl'om (11) we have 

for T = Tl' .. lt = - 1, for T = T, ... u = + 1 j 

Further according to (19) and (24) 

adlt = ( 0 - ~~) d. = ( 0 - v ,v~vr) d., 

cd. du 
-= , 
aR R-{3(:v+vT) 

or, if we put in the value of R fi'om (24) 

. (24) 

cd. 
aR 

du 
or(l-{j')-au - iJ,v 

. . . (25) 

On the right hand we must here express T by u. According to 
(24) we have between Tand 1t the quadratic : 

(a 11 - CT)' = R' = (,v + V T)' + y' + z'. 

If we solve it with respect to CT, we get 

(1 - [32) (CT)' - 2 (a u + {3 ai) CT = 1'2 - a2 u' , 

a u + {3,v ± V (a u + {3,0)2 + (1 - [32) (1'2 - a2 tt2
) 

01:'=--------------------------------1 - {J' 
(26) 

What was pl'oved before fol' the limits Tl T. of the intervn.l of 
integl'ation viz. that only one of the two pos&ible values is positive, 
hold8 as weIl for the \'alues of T in the interiOl' of the interval. 

The one positive value is obviously given by the positive sign of the 
root in (26). Omitting therefore the negative sign we conclude from (26) : 

CT (1 - [32) - a 11 - {3 ai = + V (a u + ~ ai)' + (1 - [32) (1'2_ a'u') = 
+ V (ai -l- a u {3)' + (1 - [32) (y' + Z2) (27) 

This happens to be the denominatol' occurl'ing on the right of 
(25). Instead of (25) and (21) we therefore write: 

odT 

aR 

+1 

du 
, . . (28) 

3 EJ (I_u') du 
4 :n' 9l = - , . (29) 

4 V (tC + a u (J)2 + (1-{3') (y' + z') 
-1 

This is the rigorolls expl'es&ion of the potential. The integration 
leads to elementary functions, but becomes mther tl'oublesome. 80 we 
content ourselves with an appl'oximation putting a = O. Then the root 
in (29) becomes independent of u aud we get: 

I 
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(30) 

So the equipotential surf aces are oblate ellipsoicls of revolution about 
the dil'ection of motion. 

If 'IJ > c, we have io distinguish, whether the point in question 
lies in reg ion I, II Ol' IIl. 

lIl). In this case t11ere are two positive roots 'ft and two positive 
roots 't"2' We distinguish them as 'f/, 't"/', "C/, 7"2" and easily see that 
they arrange themselves accol'ding to theil' magnitude as follows: 

Incleed if we imagine a diagram in which fol' tbe abscissa CT: the 
curves y = R - a, y = R + a and the straight line y = CT: are 
drawn, the latter intel'sects the former Cllrves in four points, viz. 
firstly, beginniJlg fr'om 0, the curve y = R - a, then the curve 
y = R + a, thel1 thc curve y = B + a fol' a &econd time, lastly the 
curve y = B - (J, for a second time. These foUl' points belong to the 
values 1:'1

/
, '1: 2 ', 1:'2", 1:'/1, before mentioned. Moreover the diagram 

shows immediately, thaI, the triangle (R, a, Ct) is possible onIy for 
those values of 1:',' for which either 'ft' < 1:' < 't"2' Ol' 7"2" < 1:' < 't"t". 

On this account we obtain from (13) aud (14): 

- 1 _" 

_ 31:0J'''(' (R -cr:)2)dr: 3Ecf'l ( (R-CT:)2)(l1: ., 4Jttp_- 1- -- -+- 1- -- -. (01) 
4a a R 4a a B 

~. ~H 

We introduce by (24) the varia bie tt. 

lt is to be noticed in expression (26), glVlng 'I: by u, th:1t the 
den omina tor 1-{P is negati ye as wen as the term a u + fI a: 111 the 
nnmerutor, the latter being so because we are in region lIl. From this 
follows, that the negative sigu of the root in (26) belongs to the 
interval of t11e larger valnes of 1:' (-r2" < 'I: < '1:/1), the positive sign 
to that of the smaller on es (1:'/ < 't" < T/). Accordingly we have to 
put in the second integral of equation (31), which is extended 
between the two largest roots '1:," and '1:1": 

C d'l: dIt 

aR V(i!: + mt{W + (1 - fl2) (y2 + Z2)' 

whcl'eas we have to use in the flL'st integL'al Ibe formel' equation 
(28). It fo11ows that 
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+1 
3liJ (1 - lt

2
) du 

4ncp=-
4 V(.'V+aum~+(l-W)(y2+z2) 

-1 

-1 

31'J (1 - u2
) du 

- 4" V(.'V + au fl)2 + (1 _ fl2) (y2 + Z2) , 
+1 

. (32) 

As the two integrals equal each other, we get the foLLo wing 
.cigOl'OUS expl'ession: 

. . (33) 

We dispense with the evaluation of the integral, which is likewise 
possible in an elementary way as in the case v < c, and we put 
a=O. Then 

4n = 2li 
cp V x2+(1_fl2)(y2+z2) 

. . . . - . (34) 

The equipotential sUl'faces are 110W hyperboloids of revolution about 
the direction of motion with two she11s. Yet ol11y one of' these two 
shells concerns us as lying in region IIL 

Region III is bordered by the cone /(.; in its points we luwe 
according to (22) 

(x + afl)2 = (W - 1) (y' + z'). 

If we substitute in (34) and write x = -lxi on account of the 
negative bign of .'IJ in region In, we get by neglecting a': 

2li 
4.11'cp = . . . . . 

V2afll·'Vi 
(35) 

This "aille is large of a higher order than those in the interim' of' lIl, 
because it contains Va in the denominator, but it is nevertheless 
finite. Yet you can doubt its legitimacy, as we al ready ornitted 
members of the range a in passing from (B3( to (34). However you 
confirm the value (35), if you calculate the integral (33) rigoronsly, 
which does not give much trouble fol' the points of the co ne 1(2' Fot' 

if you expand it in powers of I~ and restriet yourself to the lowest 

power, the rigorous value becomes: _ 

8 F 
4ncp = -;- , . . . . . . . (36) 

ö) Vafllx( 
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8 
The number 5 = 1,6 here takes the place of J/2 = 1,4 . . . in 

equation (35). 
1. If the point in question is situated in region Ij there are no 

positive roots Tl and T~; here tIlel'efore stands: 

cp= O. 

Il. In reg ion Il, where only the pair T/, T/' is to be considered, 
we have accoreling to (13) and (14) in the first instance the fo'llowing 
expression : 

_" 

3 I:CJ'(' (R--C1:)") d'r 4:rrcp = - 1 - --- -. 
4a a R 

. (37) 

-:/ 

vVhile t' goes from t'l' to t'l'" our variabie u passes fr om - 1 to 
a Cel'tairl vaine 1to < 1 anel returns to -1. 

dit 
At the tnrning-point U o ' for which - = 0, the square root on 

dT 
tIle right of (27) vanishes also (see (25) and (27)) and changes its 
sign. So the integral, extended forwards from - 1 to tto, equals the 
integral, extended backwards from tto to -1, and we get instead 
of (37) : 

Uo 

4 31:f (1--u2)dlt 
Xl)) ="2 J/ (a:+mt{'1)2+(1-W)(y2+z') 

-1 

. (38) 

Here it wouid no longer be p_ermitted to pnt a = 0, as, by ne
glecting it, the denominator wonld become very small in the whole 
of reg ion II and the value of the integral would become very in
exact. We content oUl'selves with sta,ting, tha.t '/.to grows continually 
from -1 to + land therefore cp increases continnally from ° to 
the high value given by (35), as we traveree the region II 
from its front border, the rone ](l) to its ba~k border; the cone ](,. 
It is hal'dly worth while computing the mn.nner of this increase 
in detail, as the whole of the region IJ (the so called border of 
shadow) is of the same thiclmess as' the diameter of the electron. 

§ 5. The force exeJ'ted on the elect/'on by it.~ own field, especially 
ij the velocity i~ stationa1'y a11d exceecls that of ligllt. 

Whilst in general only such parts of the field would be of interest, 
that are at a great distance from the electron, viz. a dist.'tuee great 
in comparison with the l'a.dius of the electron, we need just tlte field 
in the interiOl' or at the surface of the electron in order to calcula.te 

25 
Procccdings Hoyal Acad. Amstcrdam. Vol. VII. 
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the force caused by its motion. For this plll'pose the approÀimations, 
mentioned in the beginning of the last §, are not snfiicient and ,"c 
have to reS01't to the rigorous formnlae of § B. Using the, lattel' 
always in the f0l'l11 of eqnations (17) und (18), l haye sncceecled 
in my second paper in compnting the forcE' exel'ted on the electron 
by its own field for any given translation, eÀcluding simultaneons 
rotations; perfOl'ming the integrations extended over the charge of 
th(;' electron 1 merely had to use GREEN'S theorem once more. 

l here put these formulae less explicitly; whilst tlle fin al formulae 
the1'e only contain one integration with respect to the former time 't', 

I shall here refrain from perfol'ming the integratioll with respect to 
s as weIl as that with respect to 't'. This means a decided simplifi
cation of the following calculation, at least in the simplest case of 
stationary motion. 

Let ~ be the requireel force fol' the moment t, ~ the chol'd of the 
path, traverseel by the centI'e of the electron during the interval fi'om 
t - T to t, l' the length of this chord; in the case of surf,l,ce charge 
we have accoreling to the equation (48) and (50) of my seconel paper: 

<» !XI 

2:n;'a'C]i ~ f a sin s l' ds 
- --~ =Lirn !c' - (I,) U ) j- dT -a -- sin sr sin as sin cs 't' -+ 

8' r:=a 1 1--:: ']' l' T S2 

o 0 
00 00 af Jsins'l' ds + Lirn -a b dr -- sin sr sin as sin csr-. 

r=a t 1--:: T s, 
. (39) 

o 0 ~ 

in the case of bodily charge according to equation (48) anel (50') 

2.1l'a'c jilX) ~ f<\) sinsT (SinaS-as cos as)' ds 
- --g; = !e

2 
- (t't 1,)1--)1- dT - -- sincsr- + 98' () t • '1' a']' T a' s' s' 

o 0 
IX) 00 a} JSin sT(bin as - w; cos as)' ds + -a I,)t-~ dl' -- öin esr - . . (40) 

t T ~~ ~ 
o 0 

We are not allowed to pass to the limit }' = a in (39) before 
performing the integration becanse the electdcal intensity behaves 
discontinuously at the surface of the electron, where charge is con
centrateel. The force 0 is cletermineel by fhe foregoing state of motion, 
that is by the path ~ anel the velocity \.\t--::. It woulcl seem from 
the foregoing fOl'mulae, as if all the fOl'mer states, from T = 0 to 
T = 00, contributed to the value of (5; in reality only the states 
during a short interval preceding the time t come into account, as 
is seen fi.'om the more explicit valne of 3 givell in the equations 
(54) and (54') of my second paper. 
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If the motion is rectilineal, ~ and II and therefore ~ have the 
!t 

same direction. In this case we may replace T by 1, l't by VI, 

dispensing with expressihg the direction of \5. lVIareayer if the molion 
is stational'y, we g et. 

TJT __ 
VY Vt = Vt-, = V ,J. • 

at the same time the path and the velocity wlll became independent 
of t alld the differential coefficients with respect to t will disappear 
in (39) anel (JO). By taking out the constant factors and expl'essing 
the clifferentiation with respect ia T by that with respect ta Tand 
reversing the order of integratlOn we get: 

~ ~ 

f a sin VSl' J dT al' -T- sin CSl' dT = - cs sin vst:' cos CH -:;- = 
o 0 

Cl> 1 J'" (h J'" dt' I = -"2 sin (v + c) st' -; + sin (v - c) ST-:;-I . 
o 0 

3t 
Of the two 1nst integrals the fhst always eqnals 2' the secand 

:re 3t 
eqllals - - or + - according as v < C Ol' v> c (sec equation (15) 

2 2' J 

in § 3). We thcrcfore have: 

"'a . O ••••••• v<o 
f - sm vst' /Jin cst' dl' =! cön • . (43) al' T I - - ... v > C 
o 2 

The result of the equations (41)-(43) consequently is: In case 
of stationm'y motion with a velocity les~ titan that of light we Ilave 
lS = 0; tlti8 motio?? 18 a fi'ee p08sible mO/Jement of tlw electron. 

Further the equations (42) and (43) give, in the case of badily 
charge if V > c : 

25'* 
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The value of the in tegral , still to be calculn,ted, is a mere number, 
1 

namely 4' as one sees, on introdllcing the new variabie iJ = as and 

transforming as follows (note, that the expl'essions taken in [J 
disappear) : 

~ ~ ~ 

{; dp [(sinp-PCOSP)2] If dp 
J(sinp-pcosP)'p5=- 4

p
4 _ +'2 sin p (sin p - p wsp)p3= 

000 

aJ ~ 

[
Sinp(Sinp-PCOsP)] IJ dp 

- 4p2 +4 (cosp(sinp-pcosp) + psin'p) p2 = 
o 0 

aJ aJ 

1_{j(~ sin2p _?.COS2P)d
P

= _ ~ r~ sin2p dp= ~(sin2p) =~. 
() ~ 2 p' p' sj dp pSp 4 

o 0 p=O 

T/ms the f01'ce exe1'ted by its own field on an electron bodily chal'ged 
and moving with a velocity e,vceeding that of ligllt becomes: " 

9 ( c')s' 4~~=-- 1-- - ...... (44) 
4 v' a' 

This force acts contrary to the movement. The opposite force is 
to be exerted in order to maintain the motion and to balance the 
10ss of energy callsed by radiation. The force is absollltely finite and 
and remains so for v = 00. For v = c we have ~ = 0, a value which 
is connected continually to the case of velocity less than that of light; 
fol' v = 00 we get 

1 9 s' 
~=----, 

4~ 4 a' 

3s 
this equals the attraction of' two point charges 2 in the distance a, 

accol'ding to GOULOMB'S Law. 
Although the stationa1'y motion with velocity e:cceeding that of light 

is no free possible 1l10vement of tlze electron, yet tltis motion is not 
impossible /t'om a physical point of 'I:iew -as 1'eq~tiring (even if the 
velocity is infinite) in evel'y moment only a finite expense of force 
and also for every finite path only a finite expense of wOl'k. 

We finish by stlldying the motion of a sU11ace cha1'ge with a 
velocity e,'Cceeding that of l~qltt, l'eturning to equations (41) and (43). 
These give us with v > c : 

00 

4~a' v'-c2 f ds - --- ~ = -- Lim sin 1'S sin as-. 
2 • l? v r=1I S 

. (45) 

o 
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In order to evaluate ihis iutegral we divide it into one part 
from 0 to a qnantity E to be convenieutly chosen and another from 
E to 00. In the second part we expresb the product of the sines by 
the difference of the cosines: 

f cc ds f' ds If"" ds 1 f"" ds 
sin 1's~ina~- = sin 1'S sinas - + - cos (r-a) s- - - cos (r+a)s-. 

b s 2 s 2 s 
ij ij e , 

In the second and third integral we introduce the new variabIe 
of integration p = (r-a) 8 and p = (1'+a) 8 respectively. Then the 
difference of these two integrals becomes: 

"" "" '(r+a) l,+a) 

~Jcos p dp _ ~Jcos p dp = ~Jcos p dp = ~Jdp + 
~ p 2 P 2 P 2 P 

<,-a) e(r+aj ,(, -a) '('-a) 
'(I+a) ,(r+a) 

1 JCos p-l 1 r+a J' ~ P dp +- dp=-log--- sm --, 
2 p 2 r-a 2 p 

'(,-a) 'Cr-a) 

01', if we sum up: 
",,' ,~~ 

J 

ds f ds 1 1'+a J p dp sm 1'S sin as - = sin 1'S sin as - + - log -- - sin ~ - - . 
s,s 2 r- a 2 p 

o 0 'Cr-a) 

Now if we choose E sufficiently smaH, the first and second integl'al 
of the l'ight-hand side may be made as smaH as we like. Namely in 
both rases we have to integrate an entirely finite function within 
two limits indefinitely close to each other. Therefore for any given 
l' and a (1' > a) there resldts rigorously: 

<Xl 

f ds 1 r+a 
sin1'ssinas-=-log--, •.... (46) 

s 2 1'-a 
o 

Making l' converge to a, Oul' integl'al becomes positively logaritllluic 
illfinite. It follows, that the force necessal'y to act on the electron 
in order to maintain its uniform motion also becomes infinite. 

Tlte stationrt1'y 1I10tion of an electron, cha1'ged wûf01'mly ove)' 
its sU1iace, witlt a velocity exceeding tltat of liglä, i~ actually im
possible; it would J'equi1'e an infinitely g1'eat e,vpense of f01'ce and 
enm:qy. 
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Meteorology. - Oscillations of the bolar activity anc! tlte climate 
by Dr. C. EASTON. (Communicated by Dl'. C. H. WIND). 

The parallelism between the oscillations in tlle "solar activity" 
and the val'iations of the magnetic elemcnts of the em'th is certain, 
and a simiiar pal'allelislll is suspected fol' some oihe1' tel'1'estt'ial 
phenomena. The meteorological elements, however, have always 
seemed to be subject to so many different pel'turbations, as to obscure 
the corresponding paralleIism, which most probably does exist in 
this caRe also. BRUCKNER has considel'ed tbis point in his well-known 
invesiigations on oscillations of climate 1), but he only reached a negative 
resuIt. It is true th at KÓPPEN and NORDMANN ~), l'estricting themselves 
to tropical eOlmt1'ies, have established a parallelism with the 11-yea1' 
period of the solar spots for the pel'iod from 1840 to 1900, and 
KÖPPEN'S curve also shows this parallelism tolerab1y weIl for the 
southern temperate zone, whilc for the northern tempel'ate zone 
LANGLEY'S bolometl'ic obsel'vatiolls 3) give us a l'ight to expect mach 
from his method fol' the future. For the non-tropical zones on the 
whoIe, ho wever, (and the1'efol'e also fo1' the ea1'th as a whole) the 
disturbing influence of telTestrial causes would seem to be sach that 
the osrillations pl'oduced by a cosmiral cause are entirely obscured. 

The 1'eaS011 of this is apparent. The direct influence of the solal' 
radiation can only be vblble in t11e geneml tcmpel'ature-cul've fol' 
l'egions where tlle diiference between the seasons is neithel' Ycry 
large, nol' their change very irl'egulal'. This 1'eason is already 
sufticient to explain why BRlloKI'.ER'S so-called "tempel'atul'e-cUl've 
for the wholc em·th" [on which the obsel'vations in the nOl'iherll 
tempel'ate zone have a preponderating influence] differs so widely 
from the curve repl'esenting RUDOLl!' WOM"S "Relativzahlen" for the 
sunspots. It appeared to me therefOl'e that this question must be 
considered ti'om a different point of view. 

Dl'. W. J. S. J .. OOKYER has recently published an investigatiun 4) 
in whieh he l'eaches thc l'esuIt that BRUOKNER'S pel'iod of 35 yeal'S 
in the cli mate is also found in the irl'egularities of the 11-year period 
of solar activity. He tries to show this by compal'ing the variabIe 
quantity M-m (which represents the interval of time between a 
minimum of SllllspOtS and the following maximum), with BRUOKNl.;n'S 

1) E. BRÜCKNCR. Klimaschwankungen seit 1700., Geogr. Abh. IV, 2 (1890). 

2) \V. KÓPPEN. Zeits. Oestel'r. Ges. f. Met. VIII, XV, XVI. -CH. NORDMANN. Comples 
rendus T. 136, p. 1047 (1903). 

8) S. P. LANGLEV. AstJ·oph. Juurnal XIX, p. 305 (1904). 

4) W. J. S. LOCKYER. Proc. Roy. Society, LXVIII t1901). 
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Cl1l've for the l'ainfall. This mcteorological clement appeal'ed to me 
to ue a very 1111i'.lllltablc 011C for comparii'.lon ou account of its C)..

cecclingly ltU'ge local va1'Ïatiolls, it might however be of some interest to 
compal'c BRUChNER'S CUl've fol' seYeye winters. Fm·thcr tbe very few 
oscillations l'ccol'ded by LocKYmt pl'oved very liWe, in my opinion, 
unless the previous oscil1ations of the solar activity, tbough less 
accuratel." recordcd, agrced at least approximatcly with the result. 

An investigation in this dircetion led me to a negative result with 
l'eference to the eonfirlllation of BRUChNER'S climate-period, ",hich 
was suspected by LOCKYEIL Another very sllrprising result appeared 
howe"l:'r, viz. a parallelism (though imperfect) between the J1J-rn 
curve of solar activity rnentioned abovc and thc curve of tbe fi'equency 
of severe winters, 

I do not give t11e5e curves here, sin ce theyare of no direct fUl'ther 
use. This paraUelism suggested however two important conclusions, 
viz. 1 st that the J.I-m curve [Ol' preferably the deviations of the 
maxima and minima of solar activity from t~eir nOl'mal positions 
as determincd by NEWCOMB l)J could be of great value along with 
the freguency-curve of sunspots (Relativzahlen), while it appeared at 
the same time that these c1eviations are real, at least for the greater 
part, and 2nd that in the records about severe winters we possess 
a l'ough but important matel'ial fi'om which we ean derive ajndgment 
concerning the general course of the weather in the past. 

The parallelism which I found is in this sense that the more 
severe cold cOl'l'esponds with the larger number of sunspots (i.e. 
with the greater Bolar activity, to retain tbis term). This does not 
agree with Sir NOHl\1AN LOCKYER'S views. It is in accordance however 
with the view, which is now generally accepted, that the spots do 
not represent excessively heated al'eas. lt is a180 wen in keeping 
with the resl1lt of an experiment by SAVÉLIËF ~), and with the con
clusions arrived at by Prof. JULIUS in his solar theory 3). 

That the inequalities in the eleven year solar period cannot be 
attributcd Ül the main. to errors of observation had already been 
indicated by the investigations of FRITZ and LOOllHS on the aurOl'a 4) 

and of HAI.l\1 on cOl'l'ections to the inclination of the ecliptir, on the 
variations of latitude, etc. u), which show eorresponding inequalities. 

1) S. NEWCOMB. Astrophys. Jourual, XIII, 2 (1901). 
~) SAVÉLIËF. Comptes l'endus T. 118, (1894). 
S) W. H. JULIUS. Archives néel'landaises, Série H, Ts. VII, VIII. IX. 
4) H. FRITZ. Das Polarlicht. Leipzig 1881; - E. Lomns, quoted by HALM, A. N. 

3649. 
ü) J. HALM. Astron. Nachrichten 3619, 3649; Nature Vol. 62, 1610. 
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The records concel'ning Elevel'e wintel's n::ttul'ally me a very rOllgh 
material, though the remark has already been made that they are 
tal' more re1iab1e than e.,q. records about hot Sllmmers, the excep
tional f01'1l1ation of ice being an unmistakable critel'ion. The data 
must ho wever be carefully anel critically arranged and compared. 
This has already been done by Prof. W. KÓPPEN in his weIl known 
investigations on the periodicity of severe winters. The data as given 

\ 

by KOPPEN have tberefore been used inslead of those of BRUCKNER, 
which are simply taken ti'om PrLGRAM. 

On comparing KOPPEN'El list wIth BRUCKNER'S curve I was Eltruclr 
by an indication of periodicity in very long periods, different however 
from what KÖPPEN sought (viz. the regular occurrence of severe 
winters in determined, equidistant years), and a1so not consisting of 
regular oscillatiol1s like those suspecteel by BRUCKNER, but of a recurrence 
of the general damcte1' of the weatllm' in pedods of about 180 yeaes. 
'fhe distribution of the winters "\vithin each of these periods is the 
same, viz. very many severe winters in the first 60 or 70 years 
of t11e period (e.g. the 60 years following 1220, 1400 or 1580), 
very few in the next 20 years, many in the following 20, few and 
irregu1arly distributed winters in the l'emaining part of the pedoel. 

In accol'dance with ",hat was said above tbis phenomenon, if 
it is real, must be attribllted to a secular oscIllation in 1he solar 
activity, presenting itself to us in the form of systematic varÏatiOlls 
of tlle eleven-year period. Fo1' this reason I took 'as the basis of my 
investigation a period of 16 X 11.13 = about 178 years, 11.13 years 
being the normal period according to NEWCOllW. The available material 
covers a period of more than a thousand years, '/diz. from the middIe 
of the ninth centUl'y to our own time, incIllding the additional data 
procured by KOPPEN himself. The reality of this periodicity was 
made very probabie by a statistical mvestigation in which the year 
848 was taken as the first of a period of 178 years. We denote 
the influence of a "normally severe" winter' on the climate 
by a "colel-coeffiClent" uni ty. To an exceptionaIly severe winter 
("winter of first class" of KÓPPEN) the coefficient 3 is assigned, anel 
2 to winters of intermediate sevel'ity. It then appears - taldng' all 

I 

the perioels sin ce 848 together - that the four sub-periods of67, 22, 
22 and 67 years have total coe1Iicients of 114, 15, 39 and 62 respec
tiveIy, i.e. 1.70, 0.68, 1.77 and 0.93 respective1y for one year. These 
oscillations are of such amplitude that the proportional l1umber of 
sevel'e winters in these cold periods of 67 years (e.,q. from 1561 
io 1628) is nearly twice that of the succeeeling relatively mild pedoels 
of 22 ycal'S, thc ratio in tbe case of exceptionally scvel'e winters 
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being seven to one. The mild 22-year periods have, lip to the present 
time, contained altogether 12 severe winters, only one of which was 
exceptionally severe. 

It is now imporbtnt to ascertain the charactel' of th is oscillation. 
On the one hand there seemed to be some indication of a period 
consisting of two consecutive 178-year periods (i. e. of 356 years), 
but even our material does not cover' a sufficiently long interml of 
time to allow any reliable result in this direction to be derived. On 
the othe1' hand the rise and fall of the curve in the middIe of the 
178 yeal' period is the most characteristic feature, and points to the 
possibility of divlding the period into two. In fact the period ean 
be divided into two halves of 89 years, which show a remarkable 
curve, somewhat different on the two sides (see dIagram fig. II). 
Perhaps this period of 89 years may be further divided into two 
periods of 44.5 years. The depression in tbe middle of the 89-yea1's 
period is but indrfferently indicated for all the severe winters togethe1', 
but beeomes more marked, if we take into account onIy the exeep
tionally se\'ere winters. In the following list (TabIe I) the twelve 
89-yeal' periods whieh are available sillce 848, have been entered, 
each divided into intervals of 11 years, eOl'l'esponding to the eomputed 
nOl'mal maxima of solar activity (according to NI<~WCOJlIB). The last 
mtel'val of ca('h pcriod contains 12 yeal'S, which howcver has onIy 

TABLE 1. 
Dl~Ü'1 butlOJl of severe W1llter~ in periocls of 89 years (8't8-19JG) 

(dlVided mto Intervals of 11.1 years). 

I 848 <1- 4 1 1 1 

Ir 937 3 1 1 

III 102G 4 
J 

j 

IV 1115, 4 4 1 1 :3 

V 1204 4 (j 1 2 1 

VI 1203 3 7 3 

VII 1382 2 4 4 7 <1- 1 1 

VIII 1471 4& 1 2 1 1 2 1 

IX 15G1 8 3 2 G 4 5 1 1 

X iGlO 5 0 2 3 4 3 4 1 

XI 1730 4 4 7 2 0 5 G 

XII 1828 7 2 4 3 G 3 1 ? 

31 4ló 38 26 39 27 19 91 
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ah appreeiab!e effect on the tota! of this interval. The totals of the 
e,l:celJtionally sevel'e w111te1'S alone are: 7, 11, 6, 2, 10, 6, a, 0. -
In ord~r to keep the division aecordmg to wbole years I have d1'opped 
one year - the year 1560 - ncar a minimulll of tbc period. The 
last interval of the last period being of conrse unknown, I bave 
taken for th is interval the mean of tbe last column, viz. 1, but 
even a mnch lugher coeffieient wonld not appreciably alter the 
general resnlts. 

The division of the period can certainly not be continued beyond 
a period of 4 X 11.13 yeal's. In our material there is no indication 
of a reglllar alternation (at least not in the majorHy of the cases) 
of cold and mild period::, of 22 years. There is even less evidence of 
a regnlarity in the su('ceSSlOn of the l1-year-period'3. 

Taking a pel'iod of 441/~ years as a basis, we can express our 
l'esults 'as follows: 

There exist oscillations of elimate with a period
ieity of 441

/ 2 years and multiples thereof, ehiefly 
thus, that one period of 11.13 years contains less 
cold than the three preceding and the three following 
ones; that at intervals of 89 years there is one pedod 
wit h vel' y I i t tIe col d; t h a tin t w 0 con sec u t i vei n t e 1'
vals of :178 years the la::,t 5 or 6 periods of 011C of 
them are colder than the cor1'cspondil1g pedods of 
the otl1er interval. Thi8 oscillation of elimatc C01're-
8 pon d s to an oscillat i on in the "so lal' ae ti v i ty", of 
a higher order than thc well known elcvcn-year 
p erio d. 

The very doubtful differenee betwcen two eonJsecutive 178-year 
periods, which was indieated above, would bc in thi8 scnse that the 
greatest amplitude of tbe oscillations in one period oceurs in the 
beginning of the pel'iod, and is displaced in t11e next towards the 
middle of the first 89-yeal' sub-pel'iod. Nothing . however ean be 
aseertained on this point, and still less on thc existenee of still long er 
periods. J 

It seemed intel'estil1g to investigate whether thc l1-yeal' variation 
of tlJe sola1' a('tivity itself is ShOW11 by this material. For t11is 
purpose the distribution of the "eold-eoefficients" over fivc phases 
of the eleven-yeal' sunspot period wa::, Îuve8tigatcd, vi~.: m = 2 years 
on both sides of thc observed mini1l111ll1, Af = 2 yeal's on both sidc::. 
of the maximum, ap = asecndil1g phasc, dj1t and dl'~ = twu hal\'cs 
of the deereasing plmse. Thc obscrvcd maxima ::tud minima arc 
taken in accol'dance with NffiWCOMB (the dcviations from R. WOI.~"::, la::,t 
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H5t I) are of no importance). The unequal dUl'ation of the phases 
has, of course, been taken into account. The pedons have beell 
arranged in four groups, 11, B, C, D in order of decreasing cold. 
Wethen find the following values of thc frequency for one year. 
The values in parenthe5es are derived from those periods only for 
which tbe weights assigned by NEWCOMB (l.c. p. 7) to the determ
ination of t11e maximum and minimum are togethel' at least equal to 8. 

TAB L E 11. 
Di~trlbutJOn of eold wmters over the pha~es of the 11-year SUll~pOt perJOd. 

(Grou ps arrangtld 10 Ol der of eoldlle.s) . 

.d. B C iJ 
fll 1 50 (1 67) 0 75 (0.75) 0 12" (0.125) o 17 (0 17) 

ap 1 13 (1 M) 1.13 (1 13) o GO (050) 0.32 (032) 

J[ 1.08 (i.fio) 1 C)-_0 (1.25) o 33 (0 25) 0.25 (0 25) 

dpl o 98 (1.00) 021 (0 21) 076 (0 (5) o 57 (0 57) 

dp2 1 06 (1.03) o IJS (0 48) o 36 (0.22) o 24 (024) 

Fol' all the groups togethel', and also for the two coldest groups, 
we find :1 curve COl'l'esponding with the sunspot curve j for the two 
mtld groups the cold-maximum seems to be displaced towards the 
descending phase. This phenomenon ho wever does not necessarily 
depend on a real1y dIfferent clisll'ibution of the cold winter5 withm 
the clcven-yeal' periods, no more than the high v:1lue of the minimum 
in the coldest gl'OUp. The 1'O:1son prob:1b1y is that tbe variations of 
temperature precede Ol' follow th050 of solal' acti dty by a cel'tain 
interval of time. 

This is apparent from a compal'ison of the tempm'atul'e val'iations 
with the curve of the Relativzahlen fol' the sunspots. In the diagram 
fig. I, A IS the lat ter curve tl,ccol'ding to R. WOLF, 13 is the second 
half of the tempel'ature-cul've the period being taken at 356 years, 
C is the tempemture curve, if ft, period of j 78 years is adopted, D 
is the last 178-yea1' period alone ~), In pl'esenting these CUl'\'es it is 
not 111y il1tention to contend that they agree with each othe1' in 
details, - :1S is the case wHh the curves of tlle val'iations of magnetic 
elements and the snnspots. Such a parallelism conld not be expectod 

1) R. WOLF. Astron. MiltheiIungen LXXXII (1893). 
2) In dl'uwing the curves B, G und D 110 other process of smoothing was 

applied than that given hy the formuJa ba = a+2;+C. The cold·coefficients lmve 

been taken for each year, only in the case of D for every two years on account 
of the smaJl numbE'r. 

The seale is: coefficicnt unily = 40 Relativzahlell. 
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n Jil'iOl'l having 1'ega,l'd to the matcl'ial on wItieh fhe cm'ves are 1Iase(1. 
I ol1ly wish to show tImt the gencml chal'actel' of thc tempe1'<l,tul'e 
curve is thc same as that of the curve of solar activity. It is 
impoJ'tant to l'emark th at the mean curve B is more similar to -A 
than D. The deviations in position of thc variations of temperaturc 
1'elatively to those of solar activIty seem to be at least partJy system
atic. On comparing the tempel'atlll'c CUl've anel the solar curve in 
the seJlarate eleven-year periods we must however not only eonsider 
the greater Ol' smaller number of spots, but also anothel' phenomenon 
(which, it is true, IS certainly connected with the abundance of spots) 
viz: the deviations of the minimum and maximum from the normal. 

This phenomenon appears already vagnely in the co1'respondonce 
of the values Al-m with the numbel' of cold winters, to whieh 
I refer1'ed in the beg inning of this paper. It is shown more clearly 
however in fig. III on the plate. For the last 17 periods of 11 years 
the dotted line represents the acceleration (-) or retardation (+) 
(expressed in years) of the observed solar minima and maxima, 

u 
compu,1'ed with the normal period of 11.13 yea1's. The corresponding 
cold-coefficwnfs are represented by the continllous line haying foUl' 
different ordinates corresponding to the four degrees (A, B, C, D) of 
cold. On the w hole we find that 10 an acceleration of the sola1' pel'iod 
cOl'responds a more intense cold, and to a 'retal'dation a greater heat. 

ThlS ru Ie also holds for the individual periods, pl'ovided the 
deviations are large. Combining this result with the distribution of 
cold-coefficients over the phases of one and the same eleven-year pedod 
whieh was mentioned just now, and with the largel' oscillations fOtUld 
above, we find the following l'ule, which is presented as a hypothesis : 

On th e who 1 e th eos ei 11 a ti 0 n 0 f tel' r e ~ tri a 1 te m
per a t ure i s a c cel era t e d rel a t i vel y tot h e e I e v C n
year variation of solar aetivity in the coldel' part 
o f th e 1 ar g e r per i 0 d, a n d re ta r d e din th e hot ter 
par t. In cold ll-yea1' periods the eentre of gravity of cold is 
nea1' the minimum of sunspots, and of ten there al'e~ \'ery eold yelLrs 
p1'eceding the minimum; in warm pedods it is situated nea1' the 
maximum or thereafteJ'; in periods of intel'mediate character it faUs 
between the minimum and the maximum. 

For the individual cases we find that, in rases of considerable 
retal'datioll Ol' acceleration of the sol al' minimum Ol' maximum, tbe 
centl'e of gl'avity of colJ. jendE. to be exceptionally retal'ded or 
acceleratecl. If the minimum of a sunspot pel'iod OCCUl'S very early 
and the subE.equent maximum is l'etarded, the ('old period also is 
largely extended. 
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Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. Vl!. 

Sunspats and cald winters. 
A. Relative numbers (Relativzahlen) of sU,gspots aèé9rding ta R. vVor.F, 

since 1745. -, 
11. Mean of. Nrs. lIJ IV nnd VI of tbe six periods of 178 ye.ars· of climate 

(cold ;vintero) sinee 854. 
C. Mean of all six i7S-year periods of'climatc. 
1). The last i78-year period of climat~ alone. 

ISÇ() 

IT. Period of climate of 89 years .. 
0:" Mean of all 12 periods since 848, all severe winters. 

f'~ The same, for the exceptionally severe winters only. 

In. eold winters nnd inequalities of solar activity. 

cc. Gold winters: mean of 178-ye~r periods since 1712, in four groups.' 

1'. Deviations of phase of 11 .. year sunspot .. period from llOl'OOal. 

'9'''' 
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Mathematics. - Tlte values of same definite integrals connected 
'With Bessel fanctions". By Dr. W. KAPTEYN. 

The integra,ls referred to are 

2. 

J cos (.v sin &) - cos (x sin lP) & 
P= d , 

COb 0 + COb lP 
u 

2. 

J bin (tv sin 0) sin 0 - sin (,v SUl lP) sin lP 
Q = cl 0, 

css 0 + cos ijl 
U 

2.,. 

J cos (,I! cos 0) - css (x cos lP) 
R= d &, 

cos 0 + cos 'p 
o 

S = d &. J sin (a: COb 0) cos 0 - sin (,I! cos lP) cos lP 

cos + cos lP 
o 

If in these integmls we insert the wellknown eql1atlOns 

cos (x sin 0) = 10 + 2 I. cos 2 0 + 2 14 cos 4 0 + ... 
sin (,'U sin 0) sin 0 = 11 (1 - cos 2 0) + 13 (cos 2 0 - cos 4 0) + 
cos (a: cos &) = 10 - 2 I. cos 2 0 + 2 14 cos 4 & - . . . 

sin (,'U cos 0) cos 0 = 11 (1 + cos 2 0) - 13 (cos 2 0 + cos 40) + ... 
where lp &tands fol' the Bessel function lp (.t) of order p, and if 
we write 

2.,. 

JCos 2 n 0 - cos 2 n lP 
AQn = d lP 

~ cos 0 + cos lP 
o 

it is easy to find 

(a) 

P = 10 Ao + 2 I. A. + 2 14 A4 + 
Q = 11 Ao + (13 - 11) A. + (15 - 13) A4 + 
R=--212A.+2I4A4-2I6Ao+· .. 

S = 11 A. - 13 (A. + A 4) + 15 (A4 + Ao) -

In order to determine A211 I notice that 

cos 2nO - cos 2nlP 
sin lP 0 + = - sin 2nlP + 2 sin (2n - 1) lP cos 0 -cos cos lP 

- 2 sin (2n - 2) lP cos 20 + 
+ 2 sin lP cos (2n - 1) 0 

I'his formula ean be proved as follows: 

lt 
I 

1I 

I' 
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If we mnltiply the 2nrl mem bel' of tIds eqllation by ros 8 + cos lJ! 
we find 

~ I 211-1 

15 , Xco.s8=.sin(2n-1)p+::E (.1)11 [.sin (2n-p+ 1)g:+sin(2n-p-l )rp]cosp8+ 
S 11=1 
~ + .sin lJ! cos 2n 8 . 
..... 1 2n-1 
~ Xcosq.=-IJ;'n 2nq.coscp+ S(-l)p- J [.sin(2n-p + 1)tp+.sin(2n-p-l)lJ! ]cusp8j 
cq p=l 

so the slim beeomes 

sin (2n - 1) P - sin 2n p eos p+ ûn p cos 2n 8 = sin tp (eos 2n 8 - cos 2n q'). 

Fl'om the formllla (a) follows inlll1ediat,eIy 

sin 2n p 
.11211 = - 231" -.-

Sln tp 

If we replaee this vallIe in the expl'essions just fOllnd, IVe ul'l'ive at 

p = - ~31" [I2 sin 2p + I4 sin 4tp + Ia sin 6(p + .0], 
sm p , 

Q = - ~.1l' [(Ia - I I ) sin 2p + (Iij - Ia) sin 4p + 0 0]' l 
sm p 

431" [II cos tp + I8 cos 3p + Iij cos 5tp 0 0 J, 

R = :31" [I2 sin 2 p - I4 sin 4lJ! + Ia sin 69J - 0 0 ], 

bm p , 

S = - ~31" [II sin 2p - I,l (sin 2p + sin 4p) + Iij (sin 4p + sin 6p) 0 0]' 
sm p 

4.1l' cos P [I' I' 3 + 1 '5 = - -,-- I sm P - a sm p ij sm p - 0 , ]0 
~p -

MOl'eovel' fl'om the formllla (a) we ean deduee another l'eslllt: 
• 5 

When we develop 

coos 2n8 - cos 2np 
= ~ (to + (tl /)os 8 + (t2 cOoS 2 (j + 0 0 0 

cos 8 + cosp -. 

then we lmow that 

" 2 J cos 2n8 - cos 2np 
a = - cos pB dB 
P.1l' cos8+cosp 

u 

If we compm'e this tÇ> the equatiol1 (a) we arl'ive 'at 

a = (-lt-1 2 sin (21~ - p)lq; 
P Sln P 

fol' P = 0, 1,2, " (2n - j), whilst fol' greater yulues of p we have 
ap =0, 
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Physics. - "Tlte valiclity oj the lalV oj corresponclin{/ states jOl' 
ml"vtltreS oj methyl clzZol'irle and carbon clio.7:icle." By Prof. 
H. KAMI<JRLINGH ONNES u,nd Dr. C. ZAKRZEWSKI. (Communication 
N°. 92 from t.he Physical Labol'u,tory at Leiden by Prof. 
Dl'. H. KAlIIERLINGH ONNES) (Continued). 

(Cornmuniculed in the meeting of October 29, 1004). 

~ 5. Fw,thm' appro.vimations. By secorid approximation we get 
by taking also Bo into consideratio~: 

PI VI B B2 
- - 1 = H (PI - Po) - A4 (PI - Po) (PI + 2p.). . . (2) 
P~ V. ~"1. 

H, however, we take B' into considel'ation, it is more rational to 
do the same with C, and we have: 

PI VI B B' rl (CA) I 
p, V, - 1 = A2 (PI-P,) - A4 (PI-PO) I Po + 1 - BO (PI + Po)\ .(3) 

CA 
According to the redllCed equation of state B' is about 1/5 for 

methyl chloride at 20". 
The repetition of the calculations of ~ 2 yields: 

TABLE lIl. Second virial coefficients of mixtures of carbon dioxide 
(x = 0) and methyl chloride (x = 1) to the 2nd and 31'd approximations. 

a~proxim·lcomposit·:cl ~. fro~ I a.1I I !.from I a. mI B 

I .B 0 Ao mean 
20 

2nd '1 - 0.01698 - 0.01710 I - 0 01704 

3rd - 0.01711 - 0.01723 I - 0.01717 - 0.01978 
I 

2nd 0.6045 - 0.01240 - 0.01269 - 0.01258 

I 3l'd - 0.01260 - 0.01282 - 0.0127'1 - 0.01464 

2nd 0.5030 - 0.01001 - 0.00976 - 0.00988 

3rd - 0.01000 -- 0.00083 - 0.00996 - 0.01'147 

2nd I 0 1) - 0.00572 I -- 0.00545 - 0.00558 I 

I 
3rd i - 0.00575 - 0.00547 - 0.00561 I - 0.00646 

The repetition of the calcnlations of ~ 3 and ~ 4 with these 
corrected vu,lues gives: 

1) Here are lwo delcrminutions of KEESOM ugl'eeing wilh land II and I und m, 
culculaled according lo (2) and (3) (data see Comm. N°. 88). 
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CCiMe) 
B~oo = - 0.01983 

( Ci Me, Cat) 
(12)B~oo = - 0.01005 
(C02) 

B 200 = - 0.00644 

The compal'ison of t11e val neE> found with tbose of the qnadl'atic for
mnla and the law of corresponrling states (l1óing BRINKl\IAN'S I) 
(,l'iti{'al data) gi veE>: 

--- - -- ------

TABLE IV. Deviations of the secOlld virial coefficients of I 
mixtures of carbon dioxide (x = 0) and methyl chloride (x = 1) 
fi'om the qnadratic formula and fi'om the cOl'respondence. 

18 from l.tw of corre- B quadrat. fOJ'm , IJ observ. 
, 

Bobserv. 
'!, , spondlDg states - IJ cort'esp , - B quadrat. 

I 
- B correbp. 

1 - 002156 + 0 00173 + 0.00005 + 0 00178 

o 0945 - 0 01470 + 0.00027 - 0.00021 j - 0 00000 

o 5030 - 0 01135 - 0 00029 + 0 ooolG - 000013 

0 - 0 0(650 + 0.00006 - 0.00002 + 0 00004 
I 

In the conclusions of § 3 and § 4 n'o further modification is brought 
about by these further approximations. It is noteworthy that the 
deviation now only applies to the methyl chloride. 

§ 6. Comparison of the results witlt tlwse of LEDue anc! OHAPPUIS. 

The compressibility of methyl chloride with smaIl rlensities has 
been examined by LEDue 2) in collaboration wit11 SACERDOTE. He does 
not give the obsel'ved results but the quantity calculated from it 
at 160 , viz.: 

1 a(pL') 
:rr c.'1-r = - :r - -a- at :Jr = 73 cm. 

pv 'P 

Accorchng to KAl\mHUNGH ONNES' empirical eql1ation of state: J 

_ (2. a(PV)) __ B 3B2 \1 _ 2CAI 
pv ap p - A~ + A4 I 3B2 \ p. 

(Ci ],[e.) (Cl Me.) 
In order to pass from OUl' B

200 
to E lso v~'e have calculated 

(Cl Me.) 

a:: according to tlle formula given in § 4 for the l'edllCed value of 

1) BRINKMAN, Thesis for the doctorate, Amsterdam 190t, 
2) Rechelches SUl' les gaz, p. 82. 
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(CLMe) 
oB (Cl Me) 

B, iS, and found (ft = 0.0001194, so that B
j60 

= - 0.02026, 

while Ajljo = 1 + 16 aoo • Thns we find 

:re c!1" = 0.01814 (K. O. anel Z.) 

while :re -:ft" = 0.0195 (L.) 

1 b 1 Th . f' oB b was founc y .JEDua (l.c.). e uncertmnty 0 at contl'l ntes 

probably but httle to the diffel'ence. It is notewol'thy that in COl1-

traeliction with our result t11e value of B eleriveel froID LEDUC'S 
(Cl Me) 

observations B
200 

= - 0.0215 perfectly agrees with that accoreling 

to the law of corresponeling states: - 0.0216. 
lVIeasurements on the compressibility of 002 have been made by 

OHAPPUIS 1) at 200 O. He founel (mean ti'om some detel'minations with 
about, the same pl'essure each time): 

I J.J = 1260.670 mmo 
II 1117.228" 

lIL I 992.911" 
By tllll'el approximation yield 

(CO,) 

B"oo 
land II: T = - 0.005309 

.11
200 

II anel lIL 
1 anel lIL " 

" 
(CO~) 

-0.005282 
-0.005297 

pv = 1312485 
1313826 
1314981 

assllmeel mean - 0.005296, 

from which follows B 200 = - 0.006100, whereas accoreling to 

(C02) 

KEESOlII B 20 0 = - 0.00646. 
Fl'om the observations of LEDUC on carbon dioxide KEESOM del'ived 

(CO~) 
B 200 = - 0.0059. 

Il. Conclitions of coe.vi"tence at low tempemtzwes. 

§ 7. /Detej'mination of the begin conclensation jJj'essure al - 250
• 

In t11e introeluction we mentioned a determination of t11e begin 
condensation pl'eSSUl'e at - 25 0 fol' testing the resllIts obt..'tined 
with t11e l./,-sllrface. This detel'mination was made with tl. mixture 
with the COluposÏtion .1: = 0.5042 of methylchloride. 

1) Trav. et Mém. du Bureau Intern. des Poids et Mesures, t. 13, 1903. 
26 

Proceedings Roya! Acad. Amsterdam. Vot VII. 
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A condensation was seen on the mirror of the dew-point appal'atl1s 
(see ~ 1 and Comm. N°. 92 p. 233) at a pressure of157.4 cm. mercury 
and disappeared at 154.6 cm. As mean we may take 156.0 cm., 
and the accl1l'acy may be put <tt 1 ° fo• 

~ 8. Determination of the end condeniJation p1'essure. In the first 
place the condensation pressure (vapour ten sion) of pure methyl 
chloride was determined with the aid of the small piezometer (~ 5 
Comm. N°. 92). At - 25° we found 72.9 cm. when the piezo
meter was filled to the capillary tube, 72.8 cm. when the liquid 
had nearly fin evaporated. In both cases the liqnid in the piezometer 
was stirred. The agreement of these values speaks for the purity of 
the methyl chloride. At - 37°.4 the vapoul' tension was found to 
be 42.7 cm. 

In order to eletermine ilte end condensation pressure of the mix
ture with x = 0.5042 of methyl chloride the temperature of tbe 
piezometer had to he lowered down to - 38°.5; at higher tem
peratures condensation took place at other places in tlle apparatus. 
(Cf. ~ 5 of the Comm. N°. 92 "On the determination of the condi
tions of coexistence etc." It may fUl'ther be observed, that no 
arrangement was appIied to heat the press tube anel the capiIJary 
tube above the ordinary temperature). Fot' the determination of the 
conditions of coexistence (according to § 5 just mentioned), are 
wanted: j~ the first pI ace the observed end pressure P'3.T' for which 

6.13 atms. was found. Then the vohune Vu of the vapour with the 
composition x "Tp" The vapour occllpie<l 0.488 cc. under ~.13 atms. 

at - 38°.5. Finally the yolu1l1e V, which mpour and liqllid phase 
together would occupy in 110rmal circumstances; "by blowillg oif in 
the volumenometer we found 347.7 cc. at 20° C. anti 760 mmo (l'educed 
according to the law of BoyLlt:, GAy-LusSAC). Tbe compositioll x '" 

lJ.lp 

was determined with VAN DER WAALS' Jlyperbolic formula, which 
yields x = 0.0375. From these data follows (see l.c. § 5) 

[/]tpT = 0.5084, PlxT = 6.13, t = - 38°.5. 

The circumstances were not favourable for an accnrate determi
nation of the correction. It appears, ho wever, to be so slight, tllat 
we may safely assnme the composition to be accurate down to 1 0/0. 

~ 9. Cornpa1'ison of tJte conditions of coexiiitence wit/t t/wor!!. l1'Ol' 

this purpose it is required in the first place to kno\V the vapour tensioll 
of methyl chloride and carbon dioxide at - 25° C. and - 38°.5 C. 
We have calculated the coefficients fOl' methyl chJol"ide in the formula 

of Dupmi anel RANKINE Zn. P = A - !!. - Gln']' with HAU'l'lIIAN'S value 
'1.' 
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(3.48 atrns. at 9".1) C.) 1), and the two values fOllnd by us (§ 8). Extra
polation to - 38°.5 O. gives 0.53 ntms. Fo1' carbon dioxide fo11ows 
±i'om KUl'lNEN'S observations~) at - 25° 0., 1) = 16.5 atms., at 

ma:/-

- 38°.5 C., 1) = 10.4 atms. 
mrtx 

Fl'om our model for - 25° O. (Comm. Suppl. N°. 8) fo11ows for 
methyl chloride at _2;)0 O. lJ = 0.59 n.tms. n.nd fol' carbon dioxide 

111(1:1. 

2) = 16 :.tIJns. (instead of 0.96 and 16.5). Tho begin condensation 
!/tllX 

preSSUl'e of the mixture .v = 0.5084 is aecording to the model 1.30 atms. 
il1stead of 2.05 :.ttms., as was found by us. 

The insufficient concOl'dallce on tho sido of methyl cilloride shows 
once more clettl'ly tbat fol' methyl chloride and ether the agreement 
required for the validity of the la,w of cOl'l'esponding states leaves 
much io be desired. ' 

In order to judge about the degree of deviati.on of the mixtures 
from ihis law, we must first free oUl'seIves as much as possible from 
the deviations of the separate components. We have tried to do so 
by ruising the pil:-CUrVe 0.4 atms. Then we get fol' P max 0.99 atros. for 

methyl chloride, 16.4 atros. fol' carbon dioxide, and p = 1.7 atms. for vx 

the examined mixture. The l'emaining diffel'ence with the observed 
2)";1; = 2.05 atms. is, no doubt, partIy due to the fact that the surface 

had not ;ret been constructed lvith snfficient care, to determine 
with sllfficient cel'tainty the place of the points of contact when 
the plate of glass is rolled over the l'idge and over the convex part. 
More points should have been 'calculated if we wished to render the 
model sufiiciently precise for an accurate determimttion. 

This Ilncertainty when rolling, makes it also dOllbtful whether on 
l.t.ccount of the law of cOl'l'esponding states, with an accurately executed 
theoretical model l a straight lille wonld really be found for the liquid 
hral1Ch of the border curve in the lAt-diagram, as was derived from 
our model. We got the impression, that a curve of tbe same character 
as that derived by HARTlI1AN in liis experiments and fl'om his model, 
ought to be founn aJso by us, on our model (Oomm. Suppl. W.8), 
but we ha'd not enough data for ascertaining the deviations fl'om the 
straight line, and had therefore to adopt the straight line as the 
simplest approximation. 

That the expel'imental liqn.id branch of the border curve in tbe 

1) Comm. N0. 64. 
2) Phil. Mag. Jan. 1902. 

, 
1 I 

I, 

I ~ I 
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px-diagram at - 25° C. is not straight, could not be pl'oved wÎth onl' 
mixtures and our apparatlls, as has been said. The llleasuremcnts at 
- 38°.5 C. raised it howevel' beyond doubt, that the line under con
sideration is not straight at - 38°.5 C., but is for the greater part 
convex to the x-axis. According to the straight lille plx wouId have 
to be 5.38 atms. for x = 0.5084, instead of the vaIue 6.13 atms. 
found. This difference is mllch too large to be accounted for by errors 
of observation or of the value ascribed -to the compo&ition. There is 
therefore no doubt but that the liquid branch is clll'ved in tbe same way 
at - 25° C. In concordance with this deviation is aIso the fact that the 
begin pl'essure at the same temperature do eR not agree with the 
hypel'bolic function for the composition (VAN DER WAALS, Continuitat 
II, p. 154). For acrording to this fOl'mula the begin pressure would 
have to be 1.78 atms. instead of 2.05 atms., as was found (~ 6). 

It appeal's from all this, that f/'om tlte conditions of coexistence 
eleviation~ f1'0111 the. law of cOJ'1'eb]Jonding states follow for isothermals 
of mixtures of methyl chloride and carbon dioxide, whirh become 
very distinct fol' liquid densities anel low tempemtul'es. '" 

The cOmparI&On of the conditlOns of coexistence, derived from tbe 
law of corresponding states by means of the l/,-surtace, with the 
really observed data, is an ineli1'ect methoel for judging about thc 
deviations from the law of corresponding states for the isothermals 
of mixtures. It was Dur purpose to give an instance of the appIication 
of this method and to do this at low temperatures. 

In order to ascertain the accurate amount of the deviations new 
measuremens af low temperatures will be l'equired, and for the 
tempm'atul'e of observation a t~-sul'face wIII have to be con&tructed 
with more precision than that devised in Comm. Supp!. N°. 8 for 
the sake of preliminary elucidation and fol' the sake of corrertions. 

"" 

Corrigenda et addenda to the paper "On an equivalent of tlte 
Cl'omer FOl'est-Bed in tlte .Netlte7'lands," in this Vol. of the 

Pl'ocoedings, pag. 214-222. 

Page 214, lino 14 from top and line 10 from bottom, f01' "mass" 
1'ead "massif". 

" 
" 
" 

215, " 

215, " 
215, " 
216, 

" 

4 from bott0ll1, aftel' "Belfeld" adel "and". 

10" " f01' "14" 1'ead "13.5", 
14 and 16 from bottom, f01' "hel''' 1'ead "its". 

2 from top, dele "and ]1l'obably a1so to the cast". 
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Page 216, line 4 ti'om top af ter "removedll adel "by denudation" . 

" 
" 
" 
" 

" 
" 
" 
" 

" 
" 
" 
" 

216, 
" 

216, 
" 

218, 
" 

218, 
" 

218, " 
218, " 

6 " "fO?' "under layel''' ?'ead "underlying".' 

8 
3 

14 

" 
" 
" 

" dele "even". 
" for "uningured" read "uninjul'ed". 
" af ter "strong" adel "undoubtedly al'ti

ficial" . 
16 " "fO?' "straighter" read "rather straight". 

4 from bottom, ?'ead "process of the development of". 

218, bottom-line, afte?' "level", add "it". 
219, line 19 fi'om bottom, aftef "possession" adel "of Rhino-

cel'OS etruscus,". 

219, 
" 

18 
" " 

jO?' "an" ,'ead "two". 

219, 
" 

14 
" " 

aftpl' "species" adel "of". 

219, 
" 

5 
" " 

afte1' "of" adel" Ce?'mlS Sedgwickii,". 
220, 

" 
18 

" 
top, fo?' "indignous" read "indigenom,". 

(December 21, 1904). 
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KONINKLIJKE AKADEMIE VAN WETENSCHAPPEN 
TE AMSTERDAM. 

PROCEEDINGS OF THE MEETING 

of Saturday December 24, 1904. 

----..;O()(J;.-.----

t Tmllslated fl'om: Verslag van de gewone vergadering der Wis- en Natuurkundige 

Afdeeling van Zaterdag 24 December 1904, Dl. Xlll). 

OONTENTS. 

D. J. KORTE\VEG and D. DE LANGE: "Multiple umbilics as singulal'ities of thc first oldcr of 
cxecption on point-geneml SUl hees", p. 386. 

A. F. HOL1,E~1AN: "On thc preparation of pmc o-toluidinc and a methad rUl' asccrtaining its 
purity", p. 395.< 

Miss T. TAmIEs : "On the infiucne~ of nütrition on the fil1ctuating variability of same pInnts". 
(Cummnnicated bv Prof. J W. MOLL), p. 398. (Wlth one pll\te). 

J. \V. MOLL: "On the nuclcar division ~f Fritillal'la imperiahs L". Results frum DI', B. 
SWKENS' 1 hesis for thc dortorntc, p. 412 . 

• J. M. JANSE: "An im'c9tigation on polarity and organ-formation with Caulcrpa pl'Olifel'a". 
rCommunicatecl by Prof. HUGO DE VRIES), p. 420. 

1'. ZEE~!.\N and J. G~,EST: "Double rcfl'action neal' the componcllts of absorption Iines mag
Ill'tically split into several components", p. 435. (Witl! anc platc). 

H. A. LORENTZ: "The mali on of electrons in metallic bodlcs" J, p. 438. 
S. BLOK: "Thc eonllection bctIVcc:I the pi imul'y tlinngulation of South Sumatra [IIld thnt of 

the West Con..~t of Sumatla". (Communicatcd by Prof. J. A. C. OUDEMAN,S), )J. 453. (With one 
plate). 

Cn. M. VAN DEVENTER: "On thc melting of fioatiug iee". (Communicatcd by Prof. J. D. Y.\N 
DElt WAALS', p. 459. 

J. J. BLANKs)lA: "On tl'ÏnitlOverutrol". (Commullicnted by Prof. H. W. EAKllUlS ROOZEBOO~I), 
p. 4û2. 

S. TIJMSfRA Ez.: "On W. MARCKWALD'S nsymmcaic syllthcsis of optic:Llly nctive vnletic acid". 
(CommuniCl\tcd by Prof IT. \V. RumUls ROOZ~BOO~!), p. 465. 

A. IT. W. ATEN' "On the system py1'Îdine nnd mcthyl iodid~". (Communirutcd by Prof. 
Il. W. BAlOlUlS ROOZ~,BOOM), p. 468. I 

J. BÖESEKEN: "Thc l'enction of FRlED},r, und CRAFTS". (Communicated by Prof. A. F. 
lloLI,EMAN), p. 470 • 

• T. E. VERSCltA~'rELT: "The infiuence of Ildmixtlll'cs on the rriticllI phcnomena of simple sub· 
stances and thc explanatioll of TEICIINER'R rxpcrimcnts". (Communirated by PlOf. H KA~!ER' 
Lll\GH ONNES), )J. 474. ,(With' one pInte). 

J. A. C. UUJlEMANS: "D~tprminations of lntitude and nzimuth, made in 18~6-99 by Dl'. 
A. 1'ANNm;.o~~K nnd Mr. B. POSTUUMUS M};YJ},S ut Oirschot, UU'ccht, Snmbeek, \Vulberg, 
Hili ikcrberg, Sleen, Schoorl, Zi~l'lkzee, TCl'sdlclling (thc lighthouse !3laudarisl, Amelaud, 
Lceuwalc!cn, Urk alld Groningen", p. 482. 

El'II\ta, p. 485. 

l.'he following papers were read: 
27 

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. vn. 
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Mathematics. "J.1IultFjJle wnbilics as si'l1gula1'ities of the fil'st 
orde!' of exception on point-geneml surfaces" . Communicated 
by Prof. D. J. KORTEWEG and iVlr. D. DE LANGE. 

(Communicated in the meeting of November 26, 1904). 

1. Let us suppose a point-general sm·face, 1. e. general if considered 
as a geometrical locus of points, in whose Cartesian equatiori parameters 
appeal'; then for a continuous change of those parameter& also the 
surface will in general vary continuously in shape 1). If then we fix 
our attention on any kind of singular poinls, plaitpoints, umbilics, 
etc. appearing on a point-general algebraic surfa('e in finite nllmber, 
it may happen dnring the deformation that two or more of those 
singular points coincide. Such a point w here this takes place may 
be called a twofold or multiple singular point of that kind. 

Now snch a coincidence may generally occur, as the results teIl 
us, in more than one ,,'ay. For some of these ways the coincidenre 
depends on a single relation between the coefficients of the Cal'tesian 
equation being satisfied, whilst for others it depends on more suchlike 
relations. The former cases belong to the singularities of the first order 
of exception, the latter to those of a higher order. It is only with 
the former that we sl1a11 occupy ourselves in this paper ~). 

For plaitpoints the singulal'ities of the first class, which must be 
regarded as multiple plaitpoints, were investigated by the first 
mentioned 3). Two entirely ciitrerent kind::, of double plaitpoints were 
found (the homogeneous kind and the heterogeneous oné); ful'thermore 
the points of osculation pl'oved to be thl'eefold plaitpoints, the nodes 
of the surface twentyfourfold plaitpoints. 

It seemed advisable to make an investigation also for other singular 
points. This we have done fol' the umbilics. The l'esults obtained 
are communicated in this paper. Fol' proofs and more elaborate 
considerations see the dissel'tation by the second mentioned Mr. D. 
DE LANGE issued l'ecently. 

a. :rhe double umbilic at finite distance. 

2. lf we pI ace the origin of a, rectangular system of cool'llinates 
at an umbilic and if we use the tangent plane in this point as :cy-plane 

1) See for more general considerations of the same kind as follow here: • Ueber 
Singularitäten verschiedener Ausnahmeordnung und Ihre Zerlegung", Math. Ann. 
41, p. 286-307 (1893). 

2) See for the reason why these are a~king in the fJl'st place our allentioll 1he 
paper just quoted, on page 28ï. 

3) D. J. KORTEWEG, .Ueber Faltenpunkte", Wien. Ber. 98, p.115!-1l91, (1889) 
also Arch. Néerl. 24, p. 57-98, (1890). 
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the equation of the surfaee ean be written in the farm: 

Z = Cl (x' + y') + dl x
3 + d.x·y + dB,vy 2 + d4y 3 + el ,v4 + . (1) 

By a slight defol'mation we al'rÏve for the new surfaee at the 
equation: 

z = ct + (/IX + (/.Y + cI'v' + 1,my + (Cl + 1a) y' + dlma + d.,v·y. (2) 
where the Greek letters represent small quantities, whieh ean all be 
l'egal'ded as of the same order, namely of the order of the small 
variation whieh an arbitrary parameter appeal'ing in the eoefficients, 
has had to undergo. Also the Latin letters must be regarded as 
haying been varied somewhat, whieh is however immaterial. 

I,et us now ealculate by meal1S of the wellknown conditions : 

à2z à2z à'z 
àm' à,v ày ày' 

Czy àzc az 
1+G:Y 

(3) 

1+ - am . ày a,V' 
tbe position of the displaced umbilic; then we shaH find aftel' neglecting 
all terms which are small with respect to those whieh are retained, 
the two lil .,1' equations: 

1, + 2d • .v + 2da Y = 0; Ya + (da - 3dl ).v + (3d4-d,)y = 0 . (4) 

from which in general we deduee without difficuIty the sought for 
dis placement. 

This however is different when the determinant 

(5) 

disappears. In that case no finite values satisfy the linettl' eqnations 
(4). This proves, however, onl~' that the displacement of the umhili(' 
has become of a 10wer order than the quantities indieated by the 
Greek letters and that thel'efore the terms of the second order in x 
and y must be included in the equt1,tions (4). If we do so we obtain 
by comparing the two new equations and elimil1ating the linear 
terms the new equation : 

(ds -3d1)y.- 2d2Ya + [12d.e1 +3(da-3dz)e2-2d.e8-8c13d,].v' + 
+ [6d2e2+4(d3-3~1)ea - 6d.e4-2c1

3(da-3dJ).vy + [2cl.ea +3(da-3dJ e4 -

- 12tl.e6 + 8C1
3cl.]y'=O .. ........ . (6) 

wbich mnst be combined with one of the equations (4). 
This equfition (6) is of order two in mand y, ft'om which therefore 

em,ues: 1 ,t thaL lhe displacemellt beCOll1eS of order 1 with respect 
to that of the Greek leLLers used in (2), 2nd th at the umbilie originally 
situated aL the origin of the system of coordinaLes on the surface (1) 

27'" 
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is broken up into two at tIle deformation of th is surface, whieh two 
umbilics diverge in general, real at a variation of the parameter in 
one sen se, and imaginary in the othel'. So we have to do with 
a double umbilic, namely with sueh a one at whose effective 2) 
OCCUl'rence a transition takes plaee trom the real to the imaginary. 

3. Before considel'ing the further properties of this double umbilic 
we wish to observe that the condition /(1 = 0 was, already known 
us an important characteristic. It characterises namely the ea!:>e 
of transition between two of the th1'ee general kinds of 11mbilics 
distinguished for the first time by DARBOUX 2) according to the manne!" 
in which the lines of euryature bear themselve8 in theil' neighbourhood. 

For the first kind, see fig. 1, lines of cmvature are starting from 
the umbilic in three different dil'eetions - namely in each direction a 

Fig. 1. Fig. 2. Fig. 3. 

single one, which we have represented by a right line because 
lits curvature depends on the terms of l1igher order of the eqllation 
(1), to begin with those of the fOUl'th. Tbose th)'ee direclions have 
the property that they cannot be represented in one quadrant, i. e. 
eacIl of them lies inside the obtuse nngle formed byl the two others. 
For this kind ](1 > 0 3). 

For the second kind, see fig. 2, also lines of curvntnre start from 
the umbilic in three different directions ; these dil'ections are however 
sueh that one of them faIls inside the acute nngle formed by the 
two others, so that the three ean now be contained in one qundl'ant. 
Moreover an infinite number of lines of curvature - five df which, the 
right line included, are indicated in fig. 2 - start in tbe firstmentioned 
direction which might be called the l.Oiddle one. For this kind KI < O. 

For the thi1·cl kind, see fig. 3. only one line of curvature starts 
from the umbilic, the right line of that figure. The {wo othe1' directions 

1) See fOl" the meaning of this term page 289 of lbe paper quoted in the first note. 
2) G. DARBOUX. Leçons SUl' la théorie générale des surfaces. Qualrième partie. 

Gauthiet'-VilJars, 1896, p. 448-465. 
3) This characteristic Kl > 0 means moreover as is proved in the dissertaLÏon 

in a simpJe way, that the lines of curvaturé turn in the neighboul'llOod of 0 every
wherc their convex side 10 the umbilic, but for Kl < 0 on the contrary their con-
cave side. ' 
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of departure have become imaginary. For this kind too ](1 < 0. To 
distinguish it analytically from the preceding one we can notice the 
sign of the discriminant of the cu bic 

da n~ + (2d 2 - 3d4 ) u2 + (3d 1 - 2d2 ) n - d~ = 0.. (7) 

which proves to serve for the detol'mination of the threo directions 
of departure. If wc eaU this discriminant ](2' chosen in sueh a way 
th at tOl' 1(2 > ° thc thl'ee rooit! al'C reaI, we have for t11e fint kind 
I( > 0, ](2 > 0, fol' the .gecand, Kl < 0, ](2) 0, for the third 
](1 < 0, ](2 < 0. A fomth kind ](1 > 0, ](2 < ° does not exist, 
because as is demonstrated also algebraically ](1 > ° ineludes](3 > 0. 

4. As is apparent from this explanation the double umbilic forms 
the case of transition between the fi.rst and the second kind, for which 
case of transition I( must of neeessity be equal to nought, and ](2 > 0. 
The form of the lines of eurvature now becomes very simple as long 
as one confines oneself to the' approximation which has led to the 
figures 1, 2 and 3. Out of the differential equation 

[d 2 m + d2 y] [1- (~~)] + [(da - 3d1).1: + (3d 4 - d,) y] :~ = 0 , (8) 

which serves to determine the !ines of curvature, a factor separates 
itself namely dlc + day, which made equal to zero represents a 
right line, whilst the remaining furnishes two mutually pel'pendi
cular peneils of parallel 1ines. In ihis manner, ho wever, from each 
point of the first mentionecl right line three lines of CUl'vature 
wou1d start, so that th ere would be an entire line of umbilics. This 
is of course in general not the case, so that this representation of the 
lines of curvature mm,t unclergo.a consicleraule moclification as soon 
as the terms of higher order are taken into consideration. We shall 
soon refel' to this again. 

5. We shall first mention the results of a closer investigation of 
the defqrmation of the double umbilic. Prom ihis we were able to 
prove, 1 st. that for a val'iation of parameter in tbe sense in which tbe 
two single umbilics diverge in a real man nel', this divel'ging shall a1ways 
take place in the dil'ection of the just discussed right line d2x+dsY=0, 
which aftel' that l'epresents in first appl'oximation for each of the 
two separated umbilics one of the directions of clepartul'e of lines 
of curvature, 2nc1 • th at these separaied umbilics are always of a dif
ferent kind, name]y one of the fil'st kind, the other of the second. 
Moreover cl,;)] + day = ° indicates for that of the second kind the 
middle dil'ection of departul'e, whilst a1so the remaining directions 
of departul'e of the di\rergecl urnbilics near1y correspond to the direc
tions of dcpartme of the original double umbilic discussed in § 4. 
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All this being statcu it is not diftirnli to gness how in general the 
form of the lines of CUl'vatUl'e must be, &hol'tly aftel' the breaking 
up of the double umbilic 1). 

Fig. 4. FIg. 5. Fig. 6. 

That form is represented in fig. 4, where Ol indicates the umbilic 
of tlle fil'st kind, O2 thM of the second. At Ol the angle of the two 
other lines of Cllrvature, starting from the umbihc, which contain5 
Ol O2 IS a little larger than a right angle, at O2 on tlJe rontl'ary it 
is a little smaller. 

If aftel' that we allow the umbilics to coincide again, they meet 
at about half the distance aud tIl€' figul'e now formed where the lines 
of curvature sitnated at some di&tance to tbe l'ight and left of Ol 
and O2 must have l'etained in general the same dil'ection, ean hardly 
be othel'wise but sneh as has been indicated in fig. 5 2), apart fi'0111 

the symm€'try which in general does not exi&t of course, no more 
than in any of the other fignres. 

1) After the publication of the Dutch version of this paper we found that Mr. 
A. GULLSTRAND already in 1900, in his memoir "Allgemeine Theorie der mono
chromatischen Aberrationen und ihre nachsten Ergebnisse fUl' die Ophtalmologie" 
(see Nova Acta Regiae Societatis Scientiarum Upsaliensis, ser. 3, vol. 20, pp. 90 
and 114) arrived also, startmg from other considcl'ations, at lhe cinveshgatlOn of 
the double umbilic and lts breaking up and that we obtained the same results. 

2) However, a closel' ll1vestigation of this subject by f\not11e1' method woultl not be 
unwished fol'. It would have to be a systematic study of the lines, if possible in 
their entire length, satisfying thc dill'ercntial equation: 

[1-(~~)][2daY + 3e2lV
i + 4(ea - 2oz3)my + 3e4y'] + 

+ dy [6d 4y + 2(ea -6e1 + 4c13)m' + 6(e4 -e,)roy + 2(6e.-ea-4cz3)y'] = O. 
dm 
For this is the form which the diffel'ential equalion of the Iilles of curvature 

assumes in the neighboul'hood of a double umbilic at second approximatlOD, 
when we place tbe X-axis in the directio11 in which the two single umbIlics divel'ge 
by a slight deformation of the surface. We then have ~ = 0 and ds = Belt; the 
~atter on account of (5). ' 
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Ir we then continue the deformation in the same manner so that 
now the two umbilics diverge imaginarily, a figure 8eems to be 
formed as is l'epresented in fig. 6. 

In no case there OCCllrs a transition proper from the first kind 
to the second on a point-generaI surftl,ce continuousIy deforming itself. 
When the reIation Kl = 0 meets its fulfilment then we find that 
two 11mbilics of different kinds approach each other to disappeal' from 
the surface aftel' the coincidence. 

b. Tlte nodes oj a point-general surjace as 
twelvejold umbilics. 

6. When there is a node, the equation of the surf ace in its neigh
bourhood camlot be given in the form indicated in equation (1). Aftel' 
a fit choice of the axes we can however start from: 

r 

aa;' + by' +c z' + Hl + H 4 + .... = o. . (9) 

Ol' aftel' a slight deformation, from: 

a + {Jla; + {J,y + (J3Z + a,v' + by' + cz' + .... = 0 . (10) 

It is soon evident that to determine at first approximation the 
umlJilics which appeal' in the neighbourhood of the place where 
formerly the node exisied, the terms of order two are sufficient. 
So the surface may be treated there as a quadric, which immedia
tely makes the lJeh::wiour of the umbilics cleal'. lf namely we have 
to do with an isolated point, made 1,0 appeal' aftel' the gl'adual 
lhsappearance of a sheet, then at the very instant four real l

) umbilics 
disappeal', which were situated on that sheet, whiIst eight others were 
imnginary and become so again aftel' the disappearance of the sheet. 
If the node is a conical point then, when the two sheets are disunited, 
four rea1 2) umbiIics make their appearance, becoming imaginary at the 
union, whilst eight olhers again meet likewise for a moment in the 
node, but are prevlOusly and afterwards imaginary. For an imaginary 
node of COUl'se aU the twelve umbihcs coinciding th ere for a moment 
remain imaginary, 

The ttmbilics at infinity. General considerations. 

7. The umbilics (are distingnished from the plaitpoints and man,. 
othel' singulal' points by the fact, that they cannot stand a projective 

1) These are at firsL of the thlrd kind. They can, ho wever, gradually pass during 
a continued deformation mto those of the second kind wilhout giving- rise to the 
appearance of a double umbihc. 

~) Also for those holds go~d what was remarked in the preceding note. 
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transformation. The cause of this is that they are in a definite 
relation to the plane at infimty and iu partlCular to the spherical 
points in that plane. This obhges us to give a separate consideration 
of the cases of the first order of exception, where umbilics reach 
infinity. It was a priori not improbable that this would be accom
panied by the occurrence of multiplicity in all or in some of those 
cases, as really it proved to be for same. 

The methad of investigation with respect to this was as follows : 
first the umbilics were exchanged for a more geneml kind of 
singular points which are capable of projective transformation. To 
this end it is sufficient to observe that an umbllic can be defined 
as such a point of a given sUl'face which - when regarded as 
a node of its section of the tangent plane - has the property 
that both nodal tangents pass through the Cll'cular points of the 
tangent plane. 

Aftel' applying the general projective transformation the pl'obiem of 
the umbilics of the orlginal sLU'face is in this way reduced to the 
following: 

Given a surface w, a plane a, and in that plane a conic c; to define 
on the szwface w the points .Q wMch have the propel'ty that the two 
nodal tangents of the section of the tangent plane (J in .Q pass 
l'espectively through the points Al and A~ where c is cut bi; Q. 

Fol' this more general pl'oblem the plane at infinity has been 
l'eplaced by the plane a and we have but to study the points .Q 
which as smg ularlties of the first order may appeal' in the section d of S~ 
and a wInch can be performed by choosing an appropriate system 
ofaxes with sLIch a pomt for origin, by calculating for this system 
ofaxes the approximate equation of the sUl'face, and by then appJying 
a slight defol'matlOD. The results obtained in this way can be imme
diately applied to umbilics. 

In th is manner it be('ame evident that umbilics can -" appeal' in fa UI' 

different ways at intinity as smgular points of the first order of 
exception, which we shall suece:,sively descl'ibe in short. 

c. Tlw point of contact of a poz'rd-geneml surface with tlte 
plane at infinity as a jourjold umbilic. 

8. It is dea.l' that whenever the surface ro t<}tlches the pla.ne a, 
sueh a point of contact must be regal'ded as an .2-point; fol' its 
tangents in the section of the tangent plane wiIl certainly meet the 
conie c in the plane a. By regal'ding the surface as a quadric we 
can then by retul'ning to the problem of the umbilics deeide without 
calculation that the point under observation is a fOl1rfold .Q-point. 
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At the same tIme ensues from the behavioul' of the quadl'ics that 
when there is a real contact with the plane at infinity, the point 
of contact, if it appears in the section of the tangent plane as an 
isolated point, breaks up at the deformation into two real and two 
imaginary umbilics in whatever direetion the detormatlOn may take 
place. In the opposite case we luwe to do with four imaginary 
umbilics. So transition from real umbilics to imaginary ones nevel' 
takes pI ace in this way. 

d. The point of contact of a point-general surface with tl~e cw've 
of the spherical points at injinity as a double ~trnbilic. 

9. It goes without saying that w hen w touches c the point of 
contact must be an .2-point, for the points Al and A 2 coincide with 
this point of contact and so they are situated on the nodal tangents 
in this same point. 

By analysis lt pl'oves to be a double .2-point. As the spherical 
points at infinity aee aU imaginary, these umbilics and the single 
on es into which they break up, are also always imaginary. 

e. The points of injinity of the spinodal line as single umbilics, 
when the tangent of the spinode lie~ in the plane at infinity. 

10. If we consider a point in which the spinodal line of w cuts 
the plane a, it is easy to see that tlus point must be regarded as an 
.2-point as of ten as the cnspidal tangent of the section of the tangent 
plane lies in plane a, which is a single condition. It appeal's, however, 
that this point cannot be driven asunder by deformation, so it must 
be regarded as a single .2-point and the umbilic C'ol'l'esponding to it 
likewise as a single umbilic, This umbilic can be realor imaginary. 
The manner indicated here is the only one in which real umbilics 
can reach infinity without passing' into a multiple umbilic, i. e. 
vl'ithout meeting other umbilics thel'e. 

f. TILe points of intersection of t1le swface with the CU1've of 
the spherical points at infinity as single urnbilics, when 

one of the nodal tangents in the section of the 
tangent plane lies in the plane at i1~finity. 

11. It is immedi~tely evident that the corresponding points on ware 
.2-points and aftel' investigation they prove to be single ones. As 
umbilics they are of course always imaginary. 

Application to quad1'ics. 

12. The equation of aquadrie cau be brought with an appropriate 
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choice ofaxes when the origin is placed in one of its umbilics, into 
the finite form: 

Z = VI (a:' + y') + kl,uz + k,yz + kaz' . . . • (11) 
Bringing the value of z into the serond member this furnishes 

the development in series 

Z = VI (a:' + y') + kl vla:3 + k,vJaJ'y + lclvltIJy' + k,vly' +. (12) 

Oomparing this to (1) it is immediately evident that for the 
umbilics on a quadrie we always find dl = dB, d, = d4 , so Kl < O. 
Furthermore the eubic (7) passes into (dIn - di) (n' + 1) = 0; so 
1(, < O. From this it is evident, as indeed is known, that on a 
quadric nevel' other umbilics than those of the third kind can appeal'. 

Fl'om this ensues again immediately that on aquadric no comrnon 
double umbilics can appeal'. Indeed beside the nodes the only 
possible multiple umbilirs at finite distance on a quadl'ie are the 
vertices of a sUl'face of revolution; but these are fourfold umbilics 
whose OCCUl'l'enCe on surfaces of higher order would demand more 
than one relation between the coefficients of the equation. So it is 
not astonishing that for sueh vertices ihe lines of eurvature bear 
themselves in an entirely deviating way. 

13. Passing now to the umbilirs of quadrics at infinity we observe 
that the ease given suh c appears for paraboloïds. If, however, we 
regard more closely the section with the plane at infinity, then this 
is evidently degenerated into two right lmes. Each of these right 
lines meets the curve of the spherical points in two points. If we 
make tangent planes to appeal' in those points, then also there the 
section of the tangent plane degenerates, namely, into one of the 
recently considered right lines and into another. These two must at 
the same time be regarded as the tallgents of the section of the 
tangent plane. One of these tangents the1'efo1'e always happens to lie 
in the plane at infinity and we are in case j. , 

To the fourfold umbilic at infinity four slllgie umbilics are in this 
way added for the paraboloid. For tintte distances four such points 
only are thus left, which furnishes here the pro of to the sumo 

Inversely èase d requires as is easy to see, at least for quadrics 
with real equation, that these should pass into surfaces of revolution. 
There is then double contact of the surf ace and the curve of the 
spberical points. lndeed in tbis case four umbilics pass into infinity; 
the eight remaining ones coinciding four by four in both vertices. 

The remaining case e cannot make its appearance for quadrics. 
The case J has just been discussed. It can as is easy to see make 
Us appearance for quadries only in the manner inuicatèd there. 
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Chemistry. - "On tlw preparation of pw'e o-toluidine and a 
met/wd fol' ascertaining its purity." By Prof. A. F. HOLLEMAN. 

(Communicated in the meebng of November 26, 1904). 

Whilst p-toluidine being a solid, weU crystallised sub stance may 
be very readily obtained in a perfectly pure state from the commer
cial product by recrystallisation and distillation, this is by no means 
the case with the liquid ol'tlw-toluidine. The latter stands a good 
chance of containing its lJara-isomer as it is prepared trom o-nitro
toluene, w hich is mther difficult to completely separate from the 
p-nitrotoluene simultaneously formed in the nitration of toluene, 
particularly beeause the ortlw-nitrocompound is liquid. It is further 
stated that o-toluidine sometimes contains aniline. 

Of the various ways mentioned in the literature on the subject 
for thc purification of o-toluidine, the conversion into oxalate seemed 
to me the most appropriate. According to BEILSTEINS Randbuch, the 
solubility of 01,tlw-toluidine oxaIate amounts to 2.38 parts by weight 
in 100 parts of water at 21 0

, that of the acid oxalate of p-toluidine 
(the neutral compound does not exist) 0.87 parts in 100 parts of 
water at 10°. H, therefore, the o-toluidine contains a few per cent 
of ]Jam, the oxalate thereof must remain in the aqueous mother
hquor wh en the mIxture is submitted to recl'ystallisation, and the 
Ube of ether, which is given as an accnrate method of separating 
the oxalates, becornes superfluous. Even any aniline which happens 
to be present, may be removed in this manner. 

In order to see whether a complete purification might indeed be 
attained in this way, it was necessary to first obtain a characteristic 
test fol' ascertaining the purit.y; for the pl'ocesses found in the 
htel'atul'e fol' ascertaining the purity of o-toluidme, of HAUSSERMANN 

(Fr. 26,750), REINHART (Fr. 33,90) and LUNGE (Fr. 24,459) appeared 
but little suitable fol' the detection of very small amounts of impul'ities. 

For this pnrpose the determination of the solidifying point of the 
aeetyl compound proved serviceable. By detel'mining a portion of the 
solidifying point curve of 0- and p-acetotoluidide the amount of the 
impurity could then be ascertained quantitatiyely at the same time. 

The following solidifying point figul'es were found: 
( 

Percentage Solidifying 
of pam. point. 

e 109.°15 
1.12 108.Y 45 
2.42 107.75 
9.58 103.°2 

13.6 100.°8 
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That 109?15 is the solidifying point of pure acp-to-o-toluidide was 
proved by recrystallising the oxalate prepared from a "chemically 
pure" o-toluidine and then recovering the toluidine, which was then 
treated once more in the same way. 

Aftel' each crystallisation of the oxalate a small quantity of o-tolui
dine was converted into the acetocompound; the observed solidifying 
points were both the above figure, which morèover did not suffer 
any change when the acetocompound was again recrystallised. 

In order to ascertain how far small quantities of para-toluidine 
and aniline may de detected by means of the solidifying point tigures, 
the above purified o-toluidine was mixed with 2% of aniline and 
another portion with 2% of p-toluidine and tested as fûllows: 

25.2 grams of oxalic acid C/5 mol.) are dissolved in a litre of 
boiling water and to this are slowly added 42.8 gram of tolUldine 
e /5 mol.). On cooling, the oxalate crystallises out; aftel' placing the 
flask in iee the liquid is thoroLlghly removed by suction and the 
crystals washed on ce with a little water; the~ toluidine is then 
recovered from the crystals as weIl as from the motherliquor by 
ad ding alkali and distilling in a current of steam. In order to avoid 
loss it is necessary to extract the water, which has also distilled 
over, twice with ether. The toluidine so obtained is converted into 
the acetocompound by adding per gram a mixture of 2 cc. of glacial 
acetic acid and 1 cc. of acetic anhydride. The mass is now evaporated 
on the waterbath and the dry residue once distilled in vacuo when 
everything passes over leaving but a small black residue. The solidi
fying point of bath produets is then determined. We found: 

Added 
2~/o p-toluidine 2% aniline 

Solidifying point ofthe acetotoluidide from the erystals: 109.° 15; 109.°15 

" " " " 
" "motherliquors: 103.°2 ; 103.°0 , 

This shows that while the oxalate crystallised out, the added 
impm'ities remained completely in the motherliquor and that the 
acetocompound prepared from the latter shows the serious depression 
of about 6°. If now we consider that the determination of the 
solidifying point is accurate to 0.°2 and with practice even to 0.°1 
it fo11ows that we may detect in this way 1/60 part of the impurities 
now present, viz. 2/60 or 0.03 %

, 

Using this method I have examined two samples of o-toluidme 
ft'om different makers and both marked "chemisch rein" as to their 
purity with the following result. 

1. Converted into oxalate in exaetly the same manner as described. Flask cooled 
in iee water. 
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From lhe cryslaIs were obtained 31 gram~, from the motherliquor 10.2 gralUs, 
tataI 41.2 grams, 428 grams having been started wilh. 

Solidifying point of thc acetocompound from the cly~tals 109.°15. Therefore pure. 

" """ " motherliquor 107. 15, corresponding 
with 3.6% of p.toluidine or 0.37 gram. The sample therefore contained 

037 X 100 _ ° 9 0 I' • 
41.2 -. 10 JlupurJty. 

II. 42.8 grams of toJuidine converted as before mto oxalate. From the crystals 
are taken 30.5 gl'ams, from the motherJiquor 11.2 grams, total 417 grams. 

SolidJfying point of tlJe acetocompound from the crystals 108.°45 so this stiJl 
contained 1.1 % or 0.34 gram of byproduct. Aftel' having been converted once 
more mto oxalate, the newly prepared acetocompound now solidlfied at 109.0 15. 
Solidifying pomt of the acetocompound from the motherIiquor 101,09 correspondmg 
with 12.1% or 1.36 gram Totallmpmity present, therefore, 1.36+0.34=1.70 
corresponding with 4.1 Ofo. 

Assuming the impurity to be either aniline or p-toluidine the 
following plan was followed to aseertain whieh of these two was 
present. Of a mixture of aeetanilide (6 grams.) and aeetoortlwto
luidide (4 grams) the eutectic point was determined. Fot' this was 
found 64.°6 and 65.01, mean 64.c85 • On adding to this mixture 0.1 
gram of p-acetotoluidide, the said point was found to be 63.°1 and 
63.°6, mean 63.°3 6 ; the latter, therefore, seemed rathel' sensitive to 
small additions of ]Jam. 

5.64 grams of acetanilide were now mixed with 4.36 gl'ams 
of the acetocompound prepared from the motherliquor (1) which, 
accol'ding the above e_\amination, contain 4.20 gram of aeetoortlwto
lnidide and 0.16 gram of an impurity, which might be p-acetotoluidide. 

The point of initial solidification of this mixture was found to be 
72.<0 aod 71·9, the point of complete solidification 62.°6 and 62.c 8. 
~ mixture pl'epared from 5.64 grn,111 of acetanilide, 4.20 grams of 
acetoortlwtoluidide exhibited these same points at 72.°1 ttnd 62. c 8, so 
that the impurity seems to be indeed p-aeetotoluide; acetanilide is 
out of' the question as then the point of complete solidification ought 
to have coincided with the euteetic point of' the pure mixture of 
acetanilide aod acelo-o-tolnidide. 

The above method will no doubt be found applicable in a number 
of other cases as it is based on a g'elleral principle. By its means, 
lt is possible to ascertain the pl1l'ity of organic preparations with a 
greater degl'ee of quantitative pl'ecision tban lias been the case up 
to the present, pUl'ticularly when dealing with liquid substances. 

Mr. F. H. VAN DER IJAAN has ably assisted me in the experimental 
part of this reseal'ch. 

G<roningen, Chem. Lab. Univers. November 1904. 
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Botany. '-- "On the infiuence of nutrition on the .flnctuating va?'ia· 
bility of some plants." By Miss TINE TAMMES, (Communicated 
by Prof. J. W. MOLL). 

(Communicated in the meettng of October 29, 1904). 

That nutrition has an influence on the development of plants has 
long been known. Also that sorne parts are much more sensitive in 
this respect than others and that, for example, the size of the stem 
and leaf is much more aft'ected by good Ol' bad nutrition than the 
number of stamens. As yet our lmowledge on this point, especially 
our quantitative knowiedge, is very superficial. The introduction of 
the statistica1 method, however, into botany has enabled us to for
mulate more shal'ply the formerly vague and insufficiently defined 
question of the influence of nutrition and also to interpret the results 
obtained easily and accurately. 

Although the number of statistIcal mvestigatIOns on plant charac
teristtcs, carried out in recent years, is fair1y numel'OUS, ye! the 
influence of nutrition on the va1ue of these characteristics has not 
of ten been studied. 

DE VRIES 1) carl'ied out an extensive investIgation in this direction 
with Otlwnna cmssifolia. He compared plants that had been grown 
in a greenhouse in pots with very dry ground with garden-cultures 
and found that with the plants from the greenhouse the median of 
the length of the leaves was only about half that of the pJants th at 
had grown in fuIl ground, the average number of ray-flowcrs per 
head being 12 with the former, 13 with the latter. In his work 
"die Mutationstheorie" DE VRIES ') descl'ibes experiments and obser
vations, the chief object of which has been the comparison of the 
influence of llutrition with th at of selection, but ~hich at the same 
time increase onr knowledge about the influence of nutrÏtive con
ditions as sueh. He investigated the influence of these two factors 
on the length of the fruit of Oenothera Lamarckiana and Oenotlle1'a 
rubrinervis, on the number of umbel-rays of Anethum graveolens and 
Coriand7'urn sativurn and on the number of ray-flowers of Chrysan
tfterrnwn segeturn, C01'eopsis tinctoria, Biden~ gl'and~flol'a and Madia 
eleHans. From his observations DE VRIES eoncludes that nutrition and 
seleetion act in the same direction anel that by stl'OlYgel' nutrition as 
weIl as by positive seleetion the median value of a charactel' is 
increitsed. Moreover he generally obselTes that the variability of the 

1) HUGO DE VRIES, Othonna crassifolia, Bot. Jaarb. Dodonaea, 1900, p. 20. 
2) HUGO PE VRiES, Die MutatiollslheorÎe. Bd. 1, p. 368. 
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characters is increased when nutrition and selection act in opposite 
directions, i. e. when, as in his experiments, strong nutrition goes 
together with negative seleetion. 

Also the experiments by RElNOHL 1) on the variability of the number 
of stamens of 8tellal'ia media show that with good nutrition the 
medlan of this character possesses a higher value [han with bad 
nutrition. Besides REINOHL finds that the index of variability, whieh 
is a measure for the variability, beeomes smaller under unfavourablf' 
nutriti·ve conditions. 

WEISSE 2) inves1igated the influence of nutrition on various charac
ters of Heliantltus annuus and found that the al'Ithmetlcal mean fol' 
all the characters stlldied is smaller with plants cultivated on a sandy 
soil than with weIl-fed plants. Ris numbel's, (for each culture about 
forty) are too smaIl, ho wever, to allow us to calculate the constants 
for medlan and variability fi'om them and to draw conclusions from 
these. 

MAO LEon 3
) made experiments in order to determine the influence 

of nutrition on the numbel' of ray- and disk-flowers of Centaur'ea 
Cyanus and found that this number is the smaller the more the 
nutritive conditions are unfavourable. Besldes he investigated the 
influence of good and bad nntrition on the number of stigmatic-l'ays 
of Papavel' RJweas coccineU1n aUl'ewrn. He arrived at the resllit that 
with the badly-fed plants the median is considel'ably smaller, but 
that the variability of the character is increased by the bad nutrition . 

.B'rom th is short summary it will appeal' that in very few cases 
only the qllantitative change, caused in the median by val'ying nutri
tion, has been determined. It is desil'a,ble to extend the number of 
obsermtions on this point, but it is especially important to learn the 
inf~uence of nutrition on the val'iability for several characters and 
plants. 'fwo que&iions here aI'ise, in the fil'st place w hether this 
mflllence is different for dIfferent parts of the same plant, in agree
ment with VlmSOHAl!'Fl!1LT'S 1) l'esult that the val'iability itself of diffe-

1) FRIEDRICH REINÓHL, Die Variation im Androceum der Slellaria media Cyr. Bot. 
Zeit. 1903, p. 159. 

2) ARTHUR WEISSE, Die Zuh! der Randb!ûlhen an Composilenkópfchen in ihrer 
Bezlehung ZUl' Blallslellung und Ernáhrung. Jahrb. f. wiss. Bot. Bd. 30, 1897, p. 453. 

d) J. MAC LeoD, On the varmbihty of the disk- and l'uy-Ilowel's in the cornflower 
(GentaureCb GJJCtHU8). lbnd. v. h. 3de VIJ.amsch Nat. en Geneesk. Congres, Sept. 
189U, IJ 61 (111 Duldl) and On 1I1l) Vl'1li.1bihly or the number of stigtllalic-rays m 
Ptt]Jtuer. Kmd. v. h. 4de VI,:ll1.msl:!t Nat. en Geneesk. Congrrs, Sept. 1900, p. 11 
(m Dulcll). ~ 

1) ED. VCR~CHA~'rELT, Ueber gruduelle Variabililal van pllallzhchen Eigenschafteu. 
Bel. d. d. bot. GeselIseh. Bd. XII, 1894, p. 350. 
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rent parts differs considerably, and secondly whether bad nutrition 
causes either an incl'ease or a decrease of the variability for aU 
characters, or an increase for some and a decrease for others. 

With the object of answering these questions, I made same culture 
experiments in the botanical garden at Groningen in the summer of 
1903. The description and results of these experiments will be found 
in what foIIows. 

For the cultures four beds of 2 metres breadth and 6 metres length 
were prepared in April. Two of them were manured with hornmeal, 
about half a kilogram pel' square metre. The other two beds were 
dug out to a depth of about half a metre and filled with a very 
meagre loamy sandsoil, originating from Harendermolen, a sandy 
l'egion in the neighboul'hood of Groningen. In the middle of April 
on one of the manured beds and on one of sandy soH equal quan
tities of seed were sown of !bet,is amara Linn., obtained from 
HAAGE and SCHMIDT at Erfurt, Ranunculus arvensis Linn., obtained 
from various botanical gardens and mixed, and of "A1alva vulga1'is Fr. 
(Malva 1'otundifolia Linn.), obtained from the botanical garden at 
Leiden. The seeds of three other species, which were sown at the same 
time on the remaining two beds, did not germinate in sufficient 
numbers, so that about the middle of June we resolved to weed 
them all out and to sow afresh. This time Anetlmm gm'oeolens 
Linn., from the trade, Scandüv Pecten- Veneris Linn. and Cardamine 
hirsuta Lûm., both obtained from various botanical gardens were 
chosen, three species of which it might be expected that, although 
sown so late in the summer, they might still fuUy develop. This 
seed was sown in germinating dishes, each species partly in meagre 
and partly in fertile earth taken from the beds in the garden. In the 
course of the foliowing days part of the germplants were placed 
into smaH pots with meagre as well as with manured earth, special 
care being taken that no selection from the germplants should be 
made. At the middJe of July the young plants were placed in the 
beds at such distances from each othel' that each could freely develop. 

All'eady at the beginning' a considerabIe difference between the two 
cultures could be observed in all three species sown in the garden. 
The seed in the bed that had been manured with hornmeal came 
up sooner and the plantlets developed much more vigorously. With 
Malva vu~qari~ the difference between the plants of the two beds was 
at first very great. Those on the fertile soil showed already abundant 
leaves and flowers when the plants on the sandy soH had only 
formed few and smaH leaves. This difference remained till the begin
Jling of July, when suddenly also the plants on the meagre soB 
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began to develop vigorously, so that in the autumn scal'cely any 
difference could be observed. The reason of this late, very rapid 
development appeared when the plants were dug out. It turned out, 
namely, th at some of the strongest roots had reached the underlJ-ing 
earth throl1gh the layer of sand. As long as the plants only obtained 
their food from the sand, they remaÏlled tiny and backward, but 
when the roots had penetrated into the fertile earth they still deve
loped vigorously and with great ra,pidity. Also with lberis amam 
the roots appeared to have reached the earth undel'neath but in a 
mnch Ie ss degree. It was difiicnlt here to trace the fine terminals 
of the principal roots as far as the nndel'lying earth, whereas the 
roots of Jlalva Vltlgaris, where they passed from the sand into the 
earth below, were strong and penetrated at least a few decimetres. 
Of Ranunculus arvensÏ8 only few 1'00t& had reached the underground 
with theÏl' tips, the same being the case with Scandix Pecten- Veneris 
and Anethmn gl'aveolen.~; the roots of Canlamine hi1'8uta were restricted 
to the sand, as far as I could see. 

Although witl! most of the species studied the nutrient material 
was not entirely derived from the sandy sOlI, yet all these plants 
were in 1ess favourable nntritive conditions than the plants on the 
manul'ed soi1. So the experiments wiU show us the consequences 
of the diffel'ence in nutrition. 

For the investigation I chose some characters that are easily 
expressed quantit..'l.tive1.r and llllmerically and took care th at the 
detel'mination was made at the same time i'or both cultures and that 
the same parts of both were always taken. 

In th is way I determined m the first place the length of the leaf 
of lbel'is amam. In J uly the length of tbe five oldest leaves, which 
were al ready adult tlten, was measnred. Besides in the au(umn, af ter 
the plants had been dllg out, tbe length of tbe plant was determined 
from the base to the top of tbe infloreseeuee of the pl'incipal stem; 
at the same time were connted the numhel' of branches of the second 
order, the number of branches of the third order anel the numbel' 
of fl'nits on tbe inflorescence of the principal stem. 

Of ~falva vzdgrll'is the numbel' of akenes of the schizocarp, the 
length of the leaf-ulade allel the length of the 1eaf-stalk wel'e c\eter
mined. These conntings and measurements were made in the beginning 
of Jul,)', when a ver,)' distincL diJlerence in the de\'elopment between 
the two cultures was vibible, hence probably bef'ore the roots of the 
plants on the meagre sail had penetratod the layer of sand, and in 
any ('ase befOl'c a beftcr nntl'ition bad an~r perceptible effect. 

In the {'asc ot' il11(,tll1ll11 !Jl'a1JI'01r'/iS al1l1 8c!I1uli.1: Pl'cten- yplw/'is the 
28 

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. VII. 
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number of lobes of the first leaf was counted in the pJants that 
had stll'vived in gel'minating dishes. Besides I detel'mined in adult 
plants of Scandix Pecten- Veneri.~ the number of umbel-rays and 
with Anetltum !l1'aveolens aiso the numbel' of umbel-l'ays and at th~ 
same time the number of flowel's of the umbellet. For the detel'mi
nation of this latter chal'acter only the umbellets of the oldest umbel 
of each plant were taken, Of Ranunculus a1'vensis the number of 
!ruits per flower was determined and of Ca1,clarnine hirsuta the length 
of tbe silique, of each plant the siliques of the principal stem being 
measured. 

For each of the ehal'acters mentioned I took of each of'the cultures 
on fertiIe soH and on sandy soil 300 measurements or countings, a 
Dumber which, accol'ding to the calculatioD& of Prof. KAP'fEYN, gives 
in investigations of this kind a suffident guarantee of accuracy. For 
ceJ'tain c11al'acters 1 had to be contented with a smaller llumbel' 
since the material m these cases was deficient. Fol' those cabes in 
which the val'iability concerns the numbel', t1le nmllbel's wel'e noted 
increasing by unity; for those chal'acters that vary in length, the 
length was detel'mined in fraction& of a millimetl'e, in millimetres 
or in centimetres, depending on the absolute size of the palts. By 
means of the nl1mbel's obtained, curves wel'e plotted in order to have 
a general survey of the obsel'vations and to facilitate a compal'lson 
of the ob&el'vations of the culture on fertile soil with th at on sandy 
soil. In most cases tht' obsel'vations wel'e combined mto groups, so 
that from seven to seventeen intel'vals were obtained. In this way 
curves are obtained that admit of easy inspection and in which the 
smaller irreg111arities have disappeared. Only foL' the nuIhbel' of 
branches of the third order of lbe1'is anw1'a, fig. V, the.observations 
of the plants on the fertile soil had to be combined to 28 groups, 
since only then a comparison wüh the plants from the Elan dy soil 
was possible. 0 

The curves for the various characters are reproduced on the 
accompanying plate. Since fol' all cases the fi'equencies luwe been 
calculated, all the curves have the same area and can be mutually 
compared. Fot' each character the curve of the weU-fed plants has 
been drawn as a continllous line and that of the badly-fed plants as 
a dotted one, both having the same absciss. Of both the observations 
have been combined to groups with the same interval. In all the 
tigm'es the size Or the nllmber of the pm't in question illcreases trom 
1eft to rigb t. 

These curves now show us th.e way in wh.ich the, sfudied ('hal'acters 
val'y and the limits of th is variation. 
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Looking at the variom, fignres we notice that the studied charac
ters generally give fairly symmetrical curves, disreg-arding smaller 
il'l'eglllal'ities. Only in a few ca5es, as with Anetlmm gmveolens for 
the nnmber of umbel-rays of plants on the sandy soil, fig. VI, for 
the nnmbet' of lobes of the leaves of the well-fed plants, fig. VIII, 
and besides for the number of lobes of the leaves of Scaudi:r Pecten
Vene1'is of the fertile soil, fig. IX, the curve is markedly oblique. 
Only fol' the number of branches of the thil'd order of Ibe1'Ï8 amara 
from the sandy soB, fig. V, a semi-curve has been obtained. 

Examining in the various figures the position of the two cnrves 
with respect to each othel', it appeal's that they partly coincide. 
This means that in the two cOl'l'esponding culture5 plants are found 
iu which the organ under consideration is as large Ol' OCCUl'S 10 

equal number in the well-fed and in the badly-fed plants, But at 
the same time they show that in one culture individuals OCClll', in 
whieh a definite part is so strongly or feebI.r developed, as are not 
to be fonnd in the other cultures. 'fhe figures further show that in 
all cases except of the nnmber of aken es of Malva vulgm'is, fig. XIII, 
the curve of the plants on bandy so11 has been shifted to the left 
with respect to that of the well-feel plants. 

The observations now enable us to determiue how great the 
infll1enre of the nulritive C'onelJtions is in the varlOUS cases anel 
whetbel' this eliff'erence in development bet ween the two cultures is 
the same for val'lons parts of tile same plant. 

Examining the figs. I-V, relating to the clutl'actel's of lbel'is 
ama/Y1,; figs. VI-VIII of Anetlmm gmveolens anel XI-XIII of' 
.J.lfalva vu(gw'is it appears that, whereas wlth the two farmer plants 
the shifting of tbe curve IS ,'el')' different in the varia us cases, it is 
about the same fol' the three eharacters of Jllalva vulgrl1'is al1d for 
aU three of them l'elatively small. So the curves enable us to farm 
an appl'oximate idea of the influell(~e of varlOUS nutritive conditions, 
bnt a elear inslght is only obtained when the eurves are defil1ed by 
elefinite constants and these ar'e mntually eompared. In this way it 
IS possible to eletel'mme what llltluence feeding ha'3 not only on the 
meelian value of the chà.ractel', but also on its ,'ariability. In oreler 
to obtain these value~, the meelian value .Lll and the quartile Q were 
dednceel from the obsel'vtttions. Fl'om these fhe coefficient of va1'Îa-

bility ~, which is a meaSUl'e of the variability and enables us to 

mutnally compal'e the variability of different characters, was calcn
lated by the met had introduced by VF.RSOHAI"]o'lt:1,T 1), Also fol' the 

1) ED, VERSCHAFFELT, I. c. 
28* 
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somewhat skew curves these values have been determined, since 
these curves do not considerably deviate ti'om the symmetl'ical ones 
and. besides, in all cases the average of both quartiles bas been taken. 
Only fi'om the semi-curve for the branches of jhe third order of 
lberis amm'a, fig. V, no constánts ,,,,ere calculated. This curve will 
be dealt with later on. 

I give here the values found for the various characters in the plants 
studied in the same order as that ot' the curves of the plate. In the 
tabje, G means the constants of the well-fed, B those of the badly
fed plants. For each character are given: the median vaIue, the 
quartile, the val'iability-coefiicient and the mmimum and maximum 
value. Besides the diiferences of these values in the weIl-fed and the 
badly-fed plants have been calclIlat.ed as weIl fol' the median as for 
the variabiJity-coefficient. This diiference, divided by the vallle for 
the weIl-fed plants and consequently e"-pressed as a fl'action of this 
vaIue, I will eaU the sensibility-coelficient of the median or the 
val'iability. This eoefficient is glVen in the tabJe under the two values. 
A + sign for the sensibility-coefficient means that the value is 
greatest with the weIl-fed plants, a - sign that with these the vaIlle 
is smallest. 

It appeal's f'rom this table as weIl as ii'om the curves that in 
general the median value of tlle chal'acters of the badly-fed plants 
is smaller than ot' the weU·fed one&. Only with ~Malva vul!Im,is the 
median value of the number of' aJrenes of the pJants fi'om tlle sandy 
soil is slightly largel', the diiference being very 61111111, howevel'. The 
sensibility~coefficient is only - 0015. With toe remainillg characters 
the sensibility-coefiicient of the median is positive and diifers Yery 
much; on the whole it varies between - 0.015 -and + 0.54. 

Let us now see from the tab Ie whether nutrition has the same 
influenC'e on the median value of the different characters of the same 
species. We shall lea ve jll alva vulgaris out ot' account here sin ce, 
as was mentioned above, ltS roots had in the bed of unfertile earth 
penetrated into the fertile underground and posslbly on this account 
the diifel'ences were very slight 1'01' all the characters considered. 
Comparing the sensibility-C'oefiicients of the median of the various 
eharacters ot' one species, we find tllat they eliverge largely. 

While the sensibility-eoefiicient ot' the median of the lllunber of 
branches of the second order ot' Ibe1'l:~ arlUwa is + 0,54, it is 
+ 0,15 tor the numbel' of silicles of the principal stem; the sensi
hility-coefficients of Af fOl' the length ot' the plant anel the length of 
the leaf lie between these values and ttmount Lo + 0,24: and + 0,28. 
With Anetltum .lj1'aveolen.~ the sensibility-coefiicient of tlle rnediall of 
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coeIficlcnt ... 1 + 044- - 0 74 11"'1 r! 
1 1 1 JI( I 

I 
111(; ti' 

~ : 33 3 6 55 OW 67 
,Il II[t l 

VIL r\umbcr offlowcr~ I I !II I 

in thl' l1mb~lIet. I 26 5 57 021 
/1 I~U 

4 45 Il Ij 
I IJII/IIII'}II: 

sensl!J1hty 111 jll 
coeJfiClen t. + 0 20 - 0.105 1IIIfll"1 k! klff 

VIII. Numb. of lobes 
G 18 3 21î o iS 9 -'0 

I, \111,!lll 

1

11
1

11 
I/I; 1 of thc first Jeaf. B 16 5 2 1 0.127 7 28 1\11 1(1 

~enSlbIllty 
+ 0.08 + 029 III ,I',I~:' coelllcicnt .•. 

: 11: '1: 
1I1 '1 1 

1I1 f'I[, 
1,11 11 

" ili f i' ~ I 
tfll[j \ I I 
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~ 

, _ ... 
~ ! 

I 

r I . ~! I MinImum. I Maximum . 
, Q 

M 
M 

I, 

Scandix Pecten-

I' 
Veneris. G 27.2 3 85 0.14 16 56 

IX. Number of lobes 
of the first laaf .. B 25.1 2.6 o Wi 11 43 , 

I' 

I11 
scnsibility 
coefficient . + 0.08 + 0.26 

,I 
\ 

1 

~ : 6.05 0.7 0.101 a 10 
X. Number of umbel-

Hl rays ...... " ... 5.03' 0.55 0.100 -' 7 

sensibility 

I I 
coefficient ... + 0.17 + 0.01 

I. 

I 
/ I' Malva vulgar/s. 
i 'i ~ : 53.8 roM. 3.85 mMo 0.Oi1 40 mMo 65 roM. 

I!\ 
XI. Length ofthe blade 

51.9 3 95 0.075 30 70 » » » » 

sensibility 

:1 i ceefficient ... + 0 03 - 0.055 

I1 
XLI. Length of the 

f : 

1724 mMo UI 4 mMo o 089 128 mMo 289 mMo , , 
I 

'I/ 
leaf-stalk ... 167 » 13.65 I) 0.081 U5 » 244 

/1 sensibilJty 
I., coefficient ... + 0.03 + 0.09 

! 1/ 

1" r Ir' 
!"II 

1 : 
13.38 0.7 0.05 9 17 I, 

XIII. Number of ~ ! 

ttll; 
akenes .. 13.6 O.li 0.014 11 17 

!Itli sensibility + 0.12 ,111 coefficient ... - 0 015 

II1I 
,I, 
j',' Ranunculus arvensis. 

I 
'11 

~ ; 85 0.75 009 5 12 
" I' XIV. Number of 
I, akenes ...... 69 0.775 011 .{. 11 

'( I, 
sensibility 

11 
- 0.22 'I coefficient ... + 0 19 'I 

I( 
11" , , 

eardamine hirsuta. I o 11î 2t f mMo I, XV. Length of the 

f : 
17 5 mMo 2.75 mMo .{. mMo 

,11' silique .......... 147 2.75 0.19 3.2 'l) 232 II 
I' j » » 

I; sensibility + p.ltl -~.271 rI cnefficient '. 
IJ , 

1,1 
11 
,111 

,I" 
I!;< 
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the nUUlbel' of nmhel-rayR is + 0,44, that of the nnmbel' of lobes 
of the first leaf only + 0,08. To some extellt thi& lIlay be eXplained 
by the circumstance that the inflllellee of nutrition on the first leaf 
is not so gl'eat al', on ehal'acter& whieh appeal' later, &ince the food, 
stored in the seed, ib the &ame for botll cultnres and possibly has 
not been entirel,Y lli:ied when the nrst lea,f develops. In agreement 
with this the &ensibility-coefficient of the median of the number of 
lobes of the fil'st leaf of ScandülJ Pecten- Venel'i$ is + 0,08, whereas 
it is + 0,17 for the number of nmbel-rays of the same plant. 

Prom what preeedes it will be seen that the influenee of nutrition 
of the median valne of different ellal'actel's of the bame plant varies 
greatly, some organb being very sensitive for diffcl'ences 111 nutrition, 
others expel'ieneing little difference in their development on this account. 

Concerning the value of the quartile the table shows that we do 
not obtain in all the cases stndied, a variation in the same sense 
by bad nutrition, as was the case with the median valne. In some 
cases Q is greatel' in the plants from the fertile soil, in other cases 
it is smaller, as great Ol' nearly as great as with the plants from 
meagre soil. In order to be able to eompal'e the yariability of the 
eharacters in both cultures, howeyel', allel to draw conclusions from 
this comparison about the inflnence of nutl'ition on the degree of 

val'iability, we must not take tbe quartile bnt the val'iability-coefficient ~. 
If, to begin with, we comider the ,alne of this val'iability-coefficient 

in the various cases, we see fl'om the table that it varies between 
wide limits 0,044 and 0,36. Also VlmSCHAI!'F1<1LT 1) found equally 

divergent vaIne& of $/- fol' the chal'artel's of different plants studied 
JI 

by t-him. The smallest variability is found with the different cha
meters of Jlfalva vulgaris, as weIl in tIle well-fed as in the 
badly-fed plants. Henee this plant appeàrs to he little variabie. 
Compal'ing the variability of thc different chal'acters of the same 
species with eaeh other, we see that they diverge reiatively little 
with the weU-fed plants, as weU with Ibm'is wnam, as with Anethwn 
gmveolens and Malva vzdgm'is. For the different clIameters of lbel'i,~ 

a,mant ! is l'espectively 0,114, 0,137, 0,13, 0,15; fol' Anetlmm 

gl'aveolens 0,19, 0,19 anel 0,18 and for 11Ialva vtûga1'is 0,071,0,089 
and 0,05. 

It wilt be seen th at fol' the same species these values are nearly 

1) VERSCHAFFELT, 1. C. p. 353. 
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tllc sttmc, whilc tllc,r (!Jffcl' rOllSldenthly mnollg tile ttll'CC species, 
Doing the same with tllc hadl,r-fed plan1s wc fint! a Tlllleh gl'eatel' 
diilel'cnce bctwccn tile variabilitr-roeffjeicnts of' tile vfLl'iollf. chanwtel's 

Q 
of the same plant. Fot' tllis cnltl1l'c -J val'ies bc1 ween 0,10 and 

J\ 

0,36, for the characiel's ot' Jbel'is rtllUl,1'rt and between 0,127 and 
0,35 fol' those of Anethwn !/J'(w801ens. Hence it tollows that the 
influence of nntl'ition on the variability of the different propel'ties of' 
a plant IS not the same, how much tbi'3 influcnce varies will be 
seen from what fol1ows. 

Comparing fol' each ('hamctel' separatel,r the val'iabIlity of the 
well-fed with that of' the badly-fed p1ants, we find that the diffel'ence 
hetween the variahility-coefïicienti' fol' the two cultures val'ies greatly 
in different cases; fol' some charactel's it is Yel'y considel'able, fol' 
othel's small. In order 10 COll1pal'e these dHfcl'ences, they were divided 

by the value of ! of the well-fed plallts, aE> stated. Thc l'csnlting 

numbcl' is the sensibility-coefficient of the val'iability. This sensibility

coeffi('ient of ~ appears to val'y between - 0,140 and + 0,29. In 
.M 

a eompal'ison of varions eha,l'actel's of' the same species the fhet that 
the roots of the uad t:lllt1ll'e had more Ol' less pcnetrated into the 
snbsoil, obviously ib of na cOllseqnencc, sa that thc I'CSllltb obtaincd 
wi1h M,dvrt 1)ulg((7'i~ arc also available hel'e. 

The sellsibility-coeffieient of' 9.. of' Ihm'is ama1'll is fol' the foU!' , Af 
charactcrs l'espee1Îvely -1,40, - 0,17, - 0,08 and + 0,09; fOL' 
thc chamctcrs of Anet/wI/I gml'eolens - 0,74, - 0,105 anti + 0,29; 
and fol' those of' 11/rtlvl11'ulga1'i8 - 0,055, - 0,09 and + 0,12. E&pcC'i
ally wHl! the lil'st 1\\'0 plan1E> these sCl1sibility-coefficicllts divcrge 
considerably, which provcs how vel'J different thc intJnencc of 
nntl'ition Ît> on the val'iability of the diJierent characicl'& of a plant. 
BJ' the same change in 11U1l'itioll the vttl'iabllity of one chamctcl' is 
lHtl'dly modi lied tlt all and that of anothel' eharaeter of the bumc 
plant ver,)" considel'ably incl'cascd Ol' dimini&lJe(l. 

1t is very important LO know in w!Jat dil'ectiol1 the null'itiolll'Caels 
on tbe variability, wheLhel' ll11det' nnfavollmble 111111'itivc conditiolls 
fllc val'iabllity is eithc!' alwayE:. gl'Catel', Ol' gencl'all.r smaller Ol' whctbcl' 
the two ('ase::; arc cllually frequent. III tbis respect the table &!Jows 

us that fol' 6 out of 14 dlitl'[t('tCl'':i thc sClIsibility-c0efIidcnt of ct is 
.ill 
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pOAiti"0 mul tile ntl'iahilit,'"-roeffiricllt of thc well-feel plants gl'eatet' 
than of tlte hadl,r-fed O\lC~, whcl'ca~ ill tlle oUler clw,racters tlte 
senbibllit~ -coetn('ient is negative ltlHl tilo val'mbilij~'-coefûeicnt gl'oatest 
in the hadly-fecl plants, 

Even witlt tlte samc spec'ieb onc cl1amctel' bhows tt greEtte\', anothel' 
a smaller vmiahility wlten tIte (,llltnl'eS grown nnder favonrable and 
nnfavOllrable nntl'itive cOl1lhtions are compal'ec1.. With lbel'z's rl/nam 
the Iength of the plants from the fertLle cal,th is mOl'e variabie than 
that of the plants from the sand~ soi!, other characters, on the othel' 
hand, show gl'eatel' val'iahility III the badly-fed cnltUl'e, In the same 
wa,)' in Aneth1lln !Ji'rtveolens t.he vit!'ia.bility is greatest with tbe num
bel' of 10bes of the well-fed plants ant! with tlte nllmher of flowel's 
a.nd nmbel-raj's of the badly-fed ones, whUe with jl{alvrt mtlga1'is 
the length of tIJe leM-stalle and the number of aken es of the well-fed 
plants, bnt, on the olher ha.nd, the lengtIl of the hIa.de of the plants 
from the sand, show the greatest va.l'iability, 

Snmmarising the resnIts obtained, we see that llutrition inflllences 
the median valne and tbe ,al'iability of the chal'actel's. Besides it 
appears that the sensibilit,)'-coefticient of the median is very different: 

1, fol' different species compared among each othel', 
2. fol' different cIlaracters of the bame species. 
And about the variability we baw: 

1. that with °bood nntrition the val'iabilil\'-('oe{üc·ient !{ is faid" . ~[.1 

eOllb1ant fOl' different cImra('tcrs of the same species, bilt very diver
gent fol' the different f;peeies. 

2. that with bad nutritlOn t wo of tlle species stndied show grcat 
diffel'ences bo! wecn the val'iability-eoefficicnts of thc diffcrcnt C'hara('
tcrs O!' the same species, while with onc spceies 1he vmiabilit.r
coctliC'Ïcntb of the varÎol1s cllal'aetel's divel'gc l'elatively littIe. 

3. t1mt t he sensibility-eoemeient of !{ divcrbO'es bo'reatl" fol' differcnt . II . 

spceies and characters anel val'ies bet wecn -1,40 and + 0,29. 

4 ti t f' I t tJ 'l'l' m ' f' Q , . la. Ol' some e ml'n.c ers JC SCnbl)\ It}'-eOeuIClent 0 - IS • M 

positive a.nd goocl nutrition 1'0S1Jlts in all inC'l'ease of tlle variability; 
while fol' othcr charactcl's, even of the same species, this coefiieient 
is negative. 

\ 

In what pl'cC'eclcb, there hn.s on 1,'" been qnostion of (hose charac-
ters whieh (';IJow symme!l'iea.l Ol' sènsibl,r symmetl'ical ('l\l'ves alld 
which, wbon cxpl'essecl in constants, yielded the l'csnlts mentioned. 

Fl'om these the curve of the 11umbe1' of branches of the third 
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order of' lóel't.~ amara, gl'own on the Rand, deyiateR en ti l'ely , heiug 
ft semi-c\1l've. FOl' the culture 011 fcrtile em'lh, however, tlIb ~mne 
cluwactcl' gives ft l:l.rmrnelriC'al elll've. In fig. V Ihis Jatter is- very 
flat and extended in length, as the ol>sel'vations were divided over 
a gl'eat nnmbel' of interyals in Ql'(lel' to :tllow ft ('ompal'ison of the 
two Cl1l'ves. If, howevcl', the ohSel'Vfttions are al'l'Ullged to tl, number 
of groups equal 10 t1JUt of tbe othe]' figures, the cnrve thus obtained 
is not different fl'om those af the otller chal'aetel's. Far this cl1ltul'e 
the median is 53, tlle qnartile 17.25 and the val'iability-coelliciellt 

Q 0.32, the minimum numbel' of side-hl'anches being 1, the maxi
JJ:I 
mum 162, 

With this charader now, bad nntl'ition does not l'esult in a simple 
shifting of the cnrve to t,he left, accompanied b.r gl'eater Ol' smaller 

changes in the values of :Af, Q and ~, as in the othel' cases, but 

here the symmetl'ical C1ll'Ye changes into a semi-cnrve of which the 
apex lies at zero. 

We can explain the origill of this semi-cnrve in the following way. 
'1'he 10wel' limit fol' the JlI1lnber of hranches of the thil'd order 
of lbel'i.~ ama1'(t is O. Since thc plant also bloOIns on the principal 
stem and on the bram'hes of the second order, it ma,)' exist without 
branches of the third order. U uder favourable nntritive conditions 
the development of the plant is so vigorons that in all individnals 
branches of the thil'd order are forméd, bnt in g'l'eatly diverging 
numbers, as is shoWI1 by the curve of fig. V for this culture. With 
unfavoul'able nntrition, howevel', also individna]s. urise in which JlO 

branches of the third order are originated and as nutrition beCOlnes 
worse tlle number of these individuals will become gl'eater. Hence 
we see that with the ver,)' bad nutritioll of the sand.)' soi!, a gl'eat 
number of p1ants has no bl'l1l1ches of the thil'êl order and so has 
l'eached the lowel' limit, the other specimens ben,ring n, gl'ealel' or 
sma.Ilel' nnmbel' of these i:iide-blanches, as is shown by fig. V for 
this culture. This leads 11S to the eonviction that tlle semi-clU've tOl' 
this ehal'acter is a necessar'y consequence of t11e tact that by the 
unfavourable nutritive condiliolls the variation-cnrve is tihifted in 
such a way that it strikes aguinst the lower limit of the w1101e 
range of variation of th is c11aracte1', a great man.)' of the individuals 
showillg tItis lower minimum valne, 

Also with Anethum gmveolens a great dill'erence is noticed in tho 
shape of tbe curves of the number of umbel-rays in the two cultures, 
fig. VI, T11e curve of the well-red plants is nearly symmetl'ical, while 
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that of the p)a,ruFi from the c:;/tud.r Rail iF. ac..,rmmetl'Îca,l in gll('h a 
way that the top of the curvc lie;., Hcal'CI' Ihc mimllllllll. lt call not 
be :,lated wlilt rertainly ",helhol' III thi:, ('ase wc luwe lltc same 
phenomenOll as with lbl!ri~ I7ll1r7J'(t, i.c. whet hel' the lark of s.rnllnetl'y 
of the r\U've llldieates that it Itas heon :,hiftcd 10 tIte pl'OXinllty of 
the 10wel' limit. But the fart th at tlle mmimnm no,," ollia,ined, viz. 7, 
is a,lready very small eompm'ed wilh tlle ma,xill1l1Ul 41 and Ihat this 
lowel' limit ('allnot be zero, rendel's tllls vIew pl'oha,b1e. Yet we must 
bea1' in mimi in cases like tlle present, that the appeamnce of an 
asymmetrical C1ll've need not in genem,l be a proof that the Clll've 
is located neal' one of the limits of the range of val'iation, bnt that 
the asymmetl'y of the curve mayalso he tIle eOl1E>equence of entil'ely 
different causes. 

Botanical 7abOi'atory at Gl'oningm. July 30, 1904. 

EXPLANATION OF THE FlGURES. 

The figures are all reproduced at .,bout huIf size. In the original figures the 
di stances of the intervals, placed along the absciss, ure 1 cm, each mmo of the 
oruinates ha ving a value of 10f0. So we can find fL om the lenglh of the ordinales 
the percenl.lge number for each mtel'val. In most figures the ordinutes ale druwn 
between lhe lwo numbers mdlCatmg the interval, ollly m fig'>. X, XL[[ and XIV, 
where lhe observations are nol arrallged 111 groups, the ordinates stand above lhe 
numbel'. The curves of the weU-fed plants are llL'awn ll1 continuous lines, those 
of t11e badly·fed plants me dotted.-

Fig. !. 

~ 

• n. 
• UI. 

IV. 

• V. 

• VI. 

• VU. 
VIl!. 

• IX. 
X. 

• XI. 

• XII. 

• XIII. 

• XIV. 

I XV. 

Ibm-is amam. Length of lhe plant from lhe base of lhe pL'incipal 
slem to lhe lop of the inflorescence of tlllS luttel', lil cm. 

Iberis amara. Lenglh of the leuf, in cm. 
Iberis amam. Nllmber of silicles ofthe inflorescence oflhe ptincipal stem. 
lbens amam. Number of brunches of lhe sccond order. 

Iberis amara. Number of bl'anches of the lhird OLuer. 
Aneth~tm gm'IJeolens. Numbel' of umbel-Lays. 
Anetlzum graveolens. Number of flowers m the umbellel. 
A.netlntm gra1:eolens. Number of lobes of lhe fir~l leuf. 
Seandt'C Pee/en· Vene1·is. Numbel' of lobes of lhe fiLsl leaf. 
Seandix Peeten· Veneris. Number of umbel-Lays. 
Malva '/,ltlgari8. Len~th of lhe leaf-blade, III mmo 
Malva vttlgaris. Length of the leuf·slulk, in mmo 
Malva vulgal'is. \ Number of akenes of lhe schizocm p. 
Ramweulus anensis. Number of fL'ulls pel' tlower. 
G'ardamine hi1·suta. Lenglh of the siliquc, in mm. 
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Botany. - Pl'of..T. W. MOLT, prcscllts thc thCE>iR fol' the cloctol'ate 
of MI'. B. SYPKl<l~b. "0/1 tI/(' /llldr'{(I' divisio17 IJf fil'iti11(('1'il! 
/'ml}()I'irrl;~ 1/', and giYCN Ho HnmllHl.l'.'· of the l'esnlts. 

(ColUmunicatecl in the meeting of October 29, Hl04.) 

The subject of ihis invcfltigation is espeeinIl)~ the nndear c!ivlsion 
in the embryo-sac of FJ'itilll(1'u7, formcrl." a favomite matel'ial fot' inves
tigations on the &nbject of nncleal' division. 

Mr. SnKI'lNs shHlied Ihe f'we l1nc!eal' divi::,ions in tIle pal'ietallayel' 
of pl'otoplasm as wo1l as Iho nnc!oal' divislOllB in the fil'st layer of 
endosperm-reUs which are thl'cclly followed h,)" tangential cellnlar 
divisions. Besides some obsel'vations wel'e made on the nuclei in t11e 
ovules of 1'ulip,( anel in the gl'owing-pomt of the root of Vicia 
Paba. 

All the mMel'ial was tixed by means of the stl'ong chl'omo-aceto
osmic acid of FJ,EM::IIJNG. It was fol' the gl'catel' pm't imbeuded in 
paraftin in variOlls ways anc! wa& examined in Sel'IeS of sectiol1s 
of 2 to 4 tt thiclmess, stained with gentian violet. Some observatiol1S 
were also made by moal1s of the methoel iJltrodllcecl by VAN WISSJU,INGH, 
in whirh tlle nnelei are dissolvecl in ehl'omic acid of abont 50%

, These 
two l11ethods supplement each otller; the ehl'omic acid method is to 
be pl'efel'l'ed fol' obsel'vations a,hont the chl'oma,tic parts, sections 
give more information ahout tbe nnclcal' spindIe. Bilt in this investi
gation the excellence of both method& was again pl'oved as compal'ed 
with the obsel'vation of the llllcleus as a whoie, which in many 
cases l'endel's it impossible to form all aeelll'ale ldea about its 
i 11 tem al structUl'e, 

1 wiJl bdeHy mention the chief l'e&nlts obtained by wIt" SYPKI';NS 
,pO 

fol' the val'ious stages of nncleal' division. 
The resting nncleus was studied by means of sections and of 

chl'omic acid and the l'esnlt& &0 obtainecl were in the main ft complete 
eonfil'mation of tbe results pubJished by \'AN WISSEUNGH anc! by 
GRÉGOI!Ul and his co-workers WYGABHTS anel RNRGHS. The frameworl~ 
of the l'estin~ nucleur:, eonsistt-l of llUmel'OUS larger and smaller lumps 
of clll'omatin, eonnected by fine thl'eads 80 that an anastomosing 
network is formeel. There is no reason for assuming in this nebvork 
fhe existence of two constituents, clll'omatin and linin; the chromic 
acid methocl' as weU as colourec1 J111eleal' sections show the contraJ'.r, 
if 0111y pal'tial washing Ollt of the stain is pl'eventecl, as Mr. SYPKJ':NS 
did. Those who wish to maintain the n.ssel'tion about the existence 
of linill-connectiol1s will have to bl'ing forth new ant} valid proots. 
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Also fol' the nuclei of the integuments and nucellus of Fl'itillal'ia and 
of the ovnles of Tulipa tlle same l'eslllt& \Vere obtained, 

Concerning the individuality of t11e chromosomes VAN WISSELINGH 
has shown that it exist& in the spirema, since at that stage a 
continuous thread is nevel' founel, But his fUl'ther observations as weil 
n& those of GRÉGOIRE nnd WYGAEltTS indicate that probably, eyen in the 
J:esting stage, tbis individuality nevel' entirely di&appears, Ml', SYPKENS 
wns led to the same conviction by his obsel'vations about the 
fOl'mation of the spil'eme nnd of dallghtel'-nuC'lei ft'om tlle danghter
spiremes, He sp<.>aks of a "centl'alisation anel decentl'alisation of a 
number of chromatine masses, which III cel'tain stages form as 
mnny C'hromosomes," 

About the belmvioul' of the chromosomeb dming the proC'ess of 
division Uttle thnt was new ('ould be foullel Ïll this investig'a,tion fol' 
the l'eason mentionecl. The nnmbel' of chromosomes was fixeel at 
about 60, bnt in certain nuclei it deeidedly is Il1uch ~llJnller, Neither 
is the sbape of the c11rolllosomes constant; in the same nucleus U
shaped, ab weil as V- anel J-shnped Olles could be found, 

The stuel)' of the nuclear spindie on the othe1' hand gave importn,nt 
re&ults, not so mnch about the forll1ation of the spindie as abont its 
further history anel the part played by it 111 cellular division, 

The forll1ation of the spindie C'onld be followed in details, Ronncl 
the free nnclei in the parietnl laJ er of protoplasm of the ell1bryo-sac 
granulat, protoplasm OCCUl'& witll llUl,ny vel',)' snmll ad\'entitious vacuoles, 
round tbc nuclei of the fil'st emloópel'lll-cells also pl'otoplasm with 
several &mall vacHole&, Now, when the nllclei begin to diviele and the 
nuclear membranes are dis&olved, tlle blU'l'ounding pl'otoplasm pene
trateb into the lluc1em' space, at Ih'st wIthout many vacl101es, aud forms 
at the interim' the &pindle-threadb, which at. fit'st con sist of coherent 
granules and later become smoother, They gl'acll1ally aSSl1me parallel 
dil'ections and are connected to [\ bn:ldlo withont sit'ougly con verging 
towareh, it~ poles, 'file nuclei are then in tlle spirellle-stage, Later, in 
the aster-stage, bosides Ihe 1 hreads alt'eady Illentionetl, others are 
formed iu exactly the same war, whieh grow thieket' and onl,)' 
pl'oceed from the pole::; to the elJ nator, w here thc)' arC' att~whed 10 
the chrolllosomes, which luwe boen fOl'luetl in the mcan time, They 

\ . 
are found not 0111,)' at tbe cil'cllmfel'ence uf the ::;pinclle, bnt alóo in 
the interiOl' pari of all the longllndinal seetiollb of a nllclen&, STHA::'
BUHGHR has called t!te formol' bOl'l of I !trem"', l'lIlming fl'om pole to 
pole, ":::;Iutzftt~el'n", the b!tol'tel' alltl Ihieker ono::. "Zngfttbel'll" , 

Now molakillesi:;, followb all(l in Iltc dyar:.ter-::.tagc t1, beparatioll 
of Ihc I wo borls of bpindle-Ihl'cUlb Jlas taken plat'e, The sllorlol' 
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and thickel' on es have lllurh contracted and form at both poles, 
adjacent to tbe danghter-nnclei, two small caps w hieh soon disappear 
in the protoplasm. The long thl'eaels on the otlter hand l'emain bet ween 
the daughtel'-nuclei, exteuding fl'om one to the othel' alld henee at'e 
often ca1led eonnecting thl'eads. Ttley ocem in nnmbel's from 200 to 
300 and cross-sedions show that the.)' form H. lllas&ivc bnndle lying 
fl'ee in the SLU'I'oU11Ciing PI'otoplasm, whielt eau ft'eely peuetl'ate 
between them. 

Hence :Mr. SYPKENS nl'l'ives at tIte conelubiOll llwJ tlle lIndenl' 

spindIe is entil'ely forllled fl'om the cytoplttSJll witlJin the uncleal' 
spa.ce and su agl'ees with what ha& been tonnel by most otlle!' ÎuYes
tigatol's anel on main points a)so with the re.~ults uutaiued by S'l'HASBURG~m 
and HEUSER fol' the Jlllclei of }i'ritillaria. 

Now wHl! regar<l to the part played by the llncleat· spindlc in 
eell-division zoologists and botanists luwe divel'gent views. COll

eez'lling animal cells the general opiIlion is that the llnclear spindIe 
is dissolved in the f'ytoplasIl1 ttftel' the nncleal' division has been 
completen ltnd takes 110 active part iIl celI-divisioJl, the cell sub&e
quently llividing by cOJlstriction. Botanists on the ot her hand, attach 
great importance to the spindie in ceU:dh'ision and espeeiaIty in 
the fOl'mation of the wall. 'flleil' generally accepted l'epresel1tatioll 
is that the above-lOelltioned connecting thl'eads of the spilldle gruw 
thicker in the eqnatorial plane anel fOl'll1 so-called del'll1atobomes. 
By fusion of the del'lnMOSome& Ihe so-called cell-plate is thell formed, 
whieh subseqllently participates in ::;0111e "'a," or othet' in the for
mation of the Hew eeIl-wan between the nuclei. ::iTUAl:Illl,;RGER is Olie 
of the chief repl'esentatives of tbis. much spread cOllceptioll. 

lt is a consellllellce of the fhet that the stnd." of th is phenumellon 
lms fol' the greatel' part taken place witlt nuclei that WCl'e seen 
ti'om the ontside, By meallS of his &eetions 1\11'. Si"PKENb was euabled 
to prove that, fol' the o~ject::; btnuied by him, thc opinion now 
prevailillg iu botally is inCOl'L'ect ttnd that, at any mte at) fal' al:> the 
vehavioul' of the nueleal' spindIe ib eoneel'lled, the phenomeua have 
great l'esemblanee witl! those of anllnal ('clIs. 

In describillg' the later phasci:> of the nueleat' spilldle it Ïb desirabJe 
to distingui:,h thl'ce diJfm'ent cabes of lll\e!em' divi::;ioJI. In the fit'st place 
we have the fl'ec uudeal' di\'isiom in the pal'ietallaym' of pt'OtoplasUl of 
the embryo-sar of Ji'/'itt11Il1'ifl, ",hieh will be toIlo\\'cd by stil! ot hel' 
lluC'lear divibioIlb beful'e thCl'C j:, l!llebtioll of (!ell-dÎ\'i.sioJl:', lIel'c iJl I/te 
beginning t\ sybtcm ot' t'Ollllct'ling thl'eads bet \\ eeH Ihe dttllghtol'-nnclci 
appcal'S, 118 iJl u/I othcl' ('aSOb, hllL (!tis :,oon bC(,O\llCb lWI'I'O\\'CI' nl (hc 
et! natol' alllJ :;() Ill->bllllWS t he blutjJe of aJl hom-glass anll is t hcn 
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absorbed in the protop1asm and disappears. Sa this case needs na 
fl1rther consideration. 

The second case regal'ds the parietal layer of protoplasm of' the 
embryo-sac, which has ah'eady become partly divided into eelIs. Now 
when here also free mwlear divisions take place, the nuclear spindIe, 
consisting of conneeting threads, behaves at first in exactly the same 
manner as in tissue·eells in which the cell-division follows immediately : 
the system of connecting thl'eads swells laterally and forms a so-called 
nucJear barrel. Aftel' this, ho wever, the spindIe here is a1so 1o&t 
in the protoplasm and not llJ1til later one sees successive divisions 
take pJace between these nuclei, progressing regu1arly fr om that part 
of the parietal la.yel· of protop1asm that is ah'ead)' divided into cells, so 
that dnalIy a complete pavement of endosperm-cells is formed from 
the pl'otopJaSVl. This description renders the existence of a connec
Hon between the nuclear spindIe and cell-division not very probable. 

The most important case is the third, in which the just-mentioned 
endosperm-layer divides into two layers of cells by tangentially 
directed walIs. Here the nuc1ear divisions are immediatel~' folluwed 
by cell-divisions, in the same way as in the formation of variolIs 
S01'ts of tissues. 

Hence this ca.se, as was pl'oved by comparati ve observations, must 
be considered as completely analogons with what happens in the 
cells of thc growing-point of the roots of JFicirt Paba. 

From Mr. SYFKENS' sections it appears that in the two 1a.tter cases 
the connecting threa.ds soon cease to deserve that name, as their 
extremities are not attaC'hed to the daughter-nuclei but end freely in 
the protoplasm. In Vicia Faba moreover, the eqnatol'ial parts are 
soon dissolved so that the system of eonnecting threads falis asundel' 
into two halves. 

Meanwhile tIle protoplaSlIl l'ound the llUdei of the pal'ietallayel' of 
protoplasm penetrates with its small adventitious vacuoles into the 
space between the daughtel'-nuclei whel'e the massive complex of 
connecting thl'eads is fOUlld. These thl'eads are consequently forced 
asunder towards the circnmference and thel'eby united to spindle
shaped bundies, whieh lie t"t-ee in tile protoplasm; they form what is 
usualh- called the nnclear balTel. The result is that the two daughtel'-

~ \ 

nuclei are at Jast sepal'ated from each other hy the same Aranulal' 
pl'otoplasm, w lIieh abo sUl'l'ounds them and in which also the l'emains 
of the cOllnecting thre:;tds are fonnd. The !:lpilluJe-shapetl complexes, 
formed from these, al'e nnited to a barrel-sha.ped, eljnatorially s\\'01-
Jen, cylilldricaI malltle, which, if' the IlIH'lei are only observetl from 
the outside, &t.ill seems to join them, although iu reality this is 110 
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langer the case by any means. On the contrary, the remains of the 
connecting thl'eads graduil,lly disappear as if they were dissolved in 
the protoplasm anel this process lutt> long been completed when the 
cell~walls snceessively appeal' bet ween these nnclei also. 

Also in the dlvision& of the endosperm-eells of Pl'itillw'ia alld in 
the root-tip of Vicia Faba mainly the same occnrreneeb take plnce 
although thel'e are same points of difterence to which I shall refel' 
presently, anc! altilOugh the fOl'matioll of the celI-wal! follows boon el' here. 

How this w[\,ll~forlllation takes pla,ce has fol' the present not been 
investigateel by 1\k SYPKE~S, bnt that it btand~ in no relation 10 the 
nnclear spinclle or to a cell-plale formeel by it, ib pretty clem' from 
what precedes. A eell-plate in the seBbe of lJOtanical anthol's does not 
even occur. 

Althollgh the opinion, so genel'ally spread in botall,):, that in IIHtny 

cases tIle formatioJl of celI~walls IS depelldent on nllclear spindles, 
may have a certain probability when we only tllink of the cross
divisions of the eeUs of growing-points anel sl1chlike, it lacks, 
gel1el'ally speaking, every foundation. For an,)' one knows that the 
formahon of cell-walls eau in many cases have nothing to do wHh 
a nuC'lear spindie. Not to lllentioll all possible cas el::> of thickening; of 
the celI-wall whieh do not eorrespond to tile formation of a pl'imary 
membralle, I will onl,v menlion zoospores which, nftel' havlllg co me Lo 
l'est, form a wa.U; plasmolyseel pl'otopla.sts of 8piJ'oyyj'{(, and other 
Algae w llleh cover thembelves with a new eeU-wall; Caule1'l)a anel 
othel' Uoeloblast&, the protoplasm of whieh aftcl' nlesion produees a 
new wall-piece. 

But also in other cases, wluch I'eselllbie more the cell·divisions in 
growing-points, it is often eas)' 10 show how new ly-formeel eell-walls 
ea11l10t pOl::>t>ibl,)' have ueen formed 111 the nllclear spindie. I mention 
the antipoelal cells, which sa fl'equently are formeel "pru.iecting inwal'elly 
in the embryo-sac cOllnectcd onl." for a smalt part of their surface 
with the cell-wall of the embryo-sac; in any case no more thall a 
small part of the free wall-snrface ean have been formed here in a, 

nuclear spindle. A eorrespondi1\g' case is Ihat of the U-shapell walls 
in the epidcI'mal eells of the leave& of fe1'lls, by which the lllother~ 
cellt; of stomata al'e formeel. More cleady bUll anc öees the sallle 
thil1g in the fOl'lnatioll of the btomata of .f1J1eilJli'l fl'll,vin(j'vlirt: the 
btomata lie iJl the middlc of all epiderllIal ('cll of thc lcat' anel thc 
lIuclens of this eeH is still pt'cb:,cd ngaillst th~ stoma. A IIltdcar divi
sion ha::. taken place here beti1l'e thc stollla~Iltoth_el'-('ell wab fOl'll1cd 
in the epidcl'lItul ccll, aml lJelwcclt tho two celb 80 fOI'met! tltet'C 

('ertitinl)' \VtloS tt spimlle ttl fit'b!. Bilt Îu tlto tHlb~ctl!lCltt eeH-didsiol1 ft 
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cylindrical wall was fOl'JlJed at a certain elistance round on<., of the 
nuclei, which consequently coulcl for a small part only have been 
formeel in the spin dIe. Finally we have the formation of the first 
pavement of enclosperm-celis from the parietal layer of protoplasm of 
the embryo-sac as welI in F1'itillal'ia as in many other plauts. When 
the number of nuclei of this layer of protoplasm has very gJ'eatly 
incl'easeel, separations between the nuclei arise, so that a layer of flat, 
pentagonalor hexagQnal cells is formeel, which at la'3t are separated 
from each other by cell-walls. 'rhese cell-walls are formed at a perioel 
when of the originally present nuclear spinclles no trare is left. 

In relation with these facts the result of Mr. SYPKENS about tIle 
negative part playec1 by the nuclear spindie in cell-division eannot 
slll'prise liS and it even gain.:> in inner probability by them. This 
resnlt also shows the way to a more profound study of the pheno
mena of cell·division and wall-formation in the vegetable kingdom. 
The eell-divisions in growing-points, in the above-mentioneel epieler
mal eells of fm'ns, also in the parietal layer of pl'otoplasm of the 
embryo-sac, must now be more closely investigated, preferably by 
the methoc1 applied by Mr. SYPKI')NS, and important results may be 
expected of this investigation. Also the study ot' living, dividing cells, 
in the same sense as was formerly done by TREUB 1) deserves again 
OUl' aUentiOI1 in this respect. 

It is by no means impossible that by sueh investigations the con
ception of cell-division in plttnts wil! C011le still neal'el' to tlJat of 
the same phenomenon in animals than is the case at present. 

FJ'om all that pl'eeedes it appears that the nuelear spindie is formed 
entirely fr011l the cJ toplasl11 and returns to it. Besides, all investi
gators agJ'ee that in nuelear division the nnclear membrane and the 

'nncleoli are ,dissolved anel later arc fOl'med anew in the da,ughtel'
nuclei. An nnintel'l'upted individual position with l'egard to tbe cyto
plasm is eonseqnently, among all the parts of the nuclE'us, occupied 
by the chromosomes alone, only bere thel'e is question of a hel'editary 
organisation. I 

The opinion of same authol's that the nllclem, durillg the whole 
pl'ocess of division would form an isolated whole with respect to 
the cytoplaslll aud that at fiL'öt thel'e would be a sart of' vesicle, 
,joining' the danghtel'-cel1s anel sepal'l1ting the spindie fl'om the cyto
plasLl1, must eonselluelltly be abandoned. 

In l'elation with this I' ma)' l)L'iefl,v point out tlle complete agl'ee-

1) M, TRDUB, QlIclqlles recherches SUl' Ie rû!e du noyau dans la division des cellu!es 
végélales. PlIhlié pal' l' Académie Roy. Néerl. des SCiences. 1878, 

29 
Proceedings Royal Acad, Amsterdam. Vol. VII, 
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ment between the re::,nlts of Mr. SYPKENS and the theol'y ofm, VRIES 

a.nd WENT, which looks upon the vaeuoles a.s heredita.l',)' Ol'gans of 
the protoplast. If the nucleus were, dlll'ing division, an isolaterl whole, 
the qllestion about the ol'igin of 1,he vaenoles, present inside the 
spin dIe, wOllld perllaps give some difficulty. But we saw, how the 
observations of Mr. SYPKENS prove that we have here ordillary 
vacuoles, already present in the gramllar pl'otoplasm and which are 
shoved m between the bpindle-threads from phe outside with the 
pl'otoplasm. 

Yet it will be desirabIe to give some nearer information about 
this process, since two somewhat divergent cases occur and here 
tl,gain a distinction mmt be made between the nuclear divisions in 
the parietal layel' of pl'otoplasm of the embryo-sac and t110se in the 
fil'st endosperm-Iayer Ol' in tile meristem of the roots of Vicia. 

In the latter cases, in which ardinal'y division of tissue-ceUs ta.kes 
place, 1\'11'. SYPKI<lNS abserved what fallaws. In these cells t11ere are 
a number of vacnales, which are abont equivalent and lie ronnd 
the nucleus in the gl'anulal' protoplasm. Aftel' nUcleil.l' division this 
protoplasm wlth its relatively large vaclloles, penetl'ates into the ::,pmdle 
between the connecting-tbreads, a::, we saw above. This peneh'ation 
here OCCUl'S as weIl in the equator as more in the neighbourhood of 
the daughter-nuelei. Rence it is the ol'dinary vacuoles of the mother
ceB, wllich shove in between the daug11ter-nuclei with the protoplasm 
in which tlle)' lie. Later, when the connectmg-threads haye been 
dissolved and eell-division takes place, these vaelloles, as weIl as 
t110se which did not penetrate mto the spindIe, are divided equally 
between the two daughter-cells. So the question is here very simple 
and in complete accordance witb wImt VAN WrSSELINGH found In 

SJ!~1'oyyra. Only in this lattel' case tlle mother-cell hal', llOt severa] 
equivalent vacuoles but a ::,ingle large Olle which 'pelletl'ates laterally 
into the nucleal' spindie. 

Somewhat different are the cil'cnmstances in the divisions of the 
parietal layer of protoplasm of the embryo-sac. 'l'his ceU not only 
eontains many nuclei but has also a somewhat different strncture 
with regal'li to Us vaeuoles. It has namel)' one ::,ingle large vacuole, 
filling the middle part of tlle cell, but beside::, in the pal'ietal layer 
of pl'otoplasm a great number of very small atlventitious vacuoles, 
which were ver)' conspieuons in the preparatians of Mr. DYPKENS, 
stainerl withont washing out of the stain. Now, aftel' 1lllclear 
divi&ion, the granulal' pl'otoplasm witl! it~ lllany advclltitiaus Yacuole~ 
penetl'ates between the danghtel'-uuC'lei and the free cÀtremities of 
the connecting tbl'eads. Prom thel'e it penetl'ates further towal'ds 
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the equator bel ween the connecting thl'eads. Hence the danghter
nuclei are finally 5eparated fl'om each other by gramllar protoplasm 
with adventItiolls vacuoles of the embryo-sac. Now, when later the 
parietal layer of protoplasm divides into cells, the large embryo-sac 
vacuole does not partake in th is process, but each newly formed 
endosperm-ceH is providecl with a ccrtain number of adventitious 
vacuoles. 

80 there is a cel'tain antithesis here with what happens in orelinary 
cell-divisions in young ceUs, but with the vacnole theol'y ofm: VRIES 

anel WEN'l' this proees5 also is m complete harmony, for WENT has 
shown that small adventitious vacuoles can occur in large nl1mbers 
in a,n sorts of ordinary ceUs and ean in all respeets be compared 
with the large vacuole, fl'om which they ean also be produced 
by division. I should not he surprised if fmtllet' investigation 
showed th at their occurrence is much more general still than is now 
supposed. 

The case met with in the embryo-sac of 1?'l'itilla1,ia and many 
otIler plants stands by no means isolated, anel is also met witlt in 
the elivision of other multinuclear cells. WENT mentions some cases 
of this kind in his investigation abont the vacuoles of Algae. 
(Clweto/lw1]Jlta aerea, Acetabula1'ia rnedite7'mnea, Coclium tomentoswn). 

I had an opportllnity personally to observe a similar case of 
division in the formahon of asexual Zoospol'es m the cells of Hycl1'O
clictyon 'I.äl'icul<ftum. While the Zoospol'es, whlCh had been formeel by 
elivision of the pariet..'\,] layer of protoplasm, were partIy in motion anel 
partly had already arl'anged themseh'es to a netwol'k, all this il1siele 
the wall of the large mother-cell, I saw the midelle part of thi5 
ceU occupieel by three great tonoplast vesicles, havil1g thei1' origin 

'in the gl'e~t central vaCllO]e of the een anel wInch, npol1 being 
heateel under the nucl'oscope, first shrank and thel1 burst. Rence 
here, no more than in the embryo-sac of F1'ittillal'Ïa, the great 
central vacuole took part in tlle fOl'matIon of new ceUs. That the 
zoospores were provided with very sm all vacuoles, present in the 
gramllal' protopla5U1, canllot be elonbted accol'ding to the above
mentioned investigations of WENT. I a1so obsel'ved them very distinctly 
in the cells of the young nets very SOOlt nfter theil' fOl'mation. 

Final1y it l'eqnires to be mentioned that the doctoral dissel'tatioll 
of l\Ir. SYPKl!lN5 wIll soon appeal' in a German translation in the 
seconel Part of Volume I of the Recueil des travaux botaniques 
N eel'landais. 

29l1< 
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Botany. - "An invest~qation on polal'ity mul o1'gan-.fo1'mation with 
Caulerpa prolife1'a." BJ' Prof .. L M. JANSE. (CommunÏl.'ated by 

Prof. HUGO DE VHlES). 

(Communicated in the meeting of October 29, 1904). 

Polarity IS a pl'opeJ'ty of very many of the lowest organisms as 
weIl as of tl gl'eat part of tIle cells in t11e body of t1le higher plants 
tlnd animais. 

The regulal' exte1'iol' ::.hape and intel'llal stl'udl1l'e of ol'gans must 
be partIy attributed to the agency of polar inflneJlces dUl'ing thei1' 
development, while the definite vita'! phenomella of organ& must 
also, among other ca,nses, be useribed to polar aetions of t11e con
stituent eeUs. 

The cause of this polal'ity, i. e. the pl'opel'ty of acting' Ol' 1'eaeting 
in a certain c1il'ectioll othel'wise than in the opposite dil'ection, is 
unknown, and the gl'eat c1ifliculty of finding suitable matel'ial fol' 
investigation is pel'haps t11e pl'inC1pal cause of ihis. 

Former observations made witl] Caulel'pa ptolifem had convincecl 
me 1) that th is llnicelllllal', l'elatively gigantic and mOl'phologically 
highly diftel'entiated aiga must be sllitable fol' this purpose. 

Having had the opportunity dl1l'illg last ::.ummer, of submitting this 
plant to a l'ellewed investigatioll at the Zoological Station at Napjes, 
I wish to 1'elate bl'ietly tlle pl'Ïllcipal l'ebults obtained. 

Fo1' a descl'iptlOn of the stl'llctlll'e of C'aule1'1Ja pl'olifera, as weIl 
,lb of its protoplast and the ver,\' intense Clll'rents that take pI ace 
in it, I refel' to my CJuoteu paper . 

.Fo!' the llew experiment::. the "lea\'e::." were exdusÏ\'eIy used, namely 
the outgl'Owthb of the "rhizome" meaóurÏllg in exlreme as nwch as 22 
centimetres in leng th H,nd 20 millimetl'es 01' tl ltt"tle more in bl'eadth. 
Their little thicknebb allowb \1b to eÁamine them also micl'oscopically 
in a living eomlitioll, wlule theil' ('oJlsidel'able length and bl'eadth 
make them pal'tieularly fit fol' expel'Ïments. i\lol'covel' cut leaves Ol' 

parts of Jeaves eau fOl'm lle", l'hizome& t\.nd l'ootlets aud &0 ean 
regenerate to complete plants by neo-fm'matioH. 

FOl'Il1erly all'eady 1 \lsed these leaves rOl' e:\pel·jmenlb concel'ning the 
course of thc pl'O top la::. lll-C Ul'l'cnts, 111 which it was often l'equil'ed 10 
make lal'ge inci::.ions in the leave&. 

These plants, to ue tt'ne, often bustain sel'ioHs lesions whielt heal 

1) Die Bewegungen des Pl'otoplasma von Oau7e/'jJu Z)/,oli,feru, Pt-ingsheim's 
Jahrb. f. wiss. Bot, 1889, Bd. XXI, pag. 163-284, with 3 plates. 
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in one day, bnt this is nlwaYR accompanied by tt gl'eat 10ss of proto
p1asm by whwh the cell is muel! cnfeeh1ed. 

This time I bnteeeded in flnding a ne\'\' method in order to get at the 
same l'esnlt, ba&eel on t he ohsel'\'ation that everr laceration of a 
pad of the nnmhel'less protoplasm-threaels, which rnll throngh the 
whole plant as an extremei,)' fine lletwol'k, is immedlate1.r followed 
by the 10ea1 secl'etion of a white, tough, wir~· snbstante, which very 
soon hecomes stift'er, a&smnes a bl'ight yellow ('olon1' anel then forms 
a perfect pal'tihon. If at the same time the eeU-wal! had heen injured, 
the extern al wound i& closed in th is \Yay. Bilt the same laC'eration 
of the plasm-thl'eaels ean be hrollght nbout h)' press1ll'e allel without 
extern al lesion ; the pal'tItion is then restrideel to the plnce where 
snfficient pl'es&l1l'e was exel'ted. In thi& mnnnel' olie ('an at any 
arbitral''y point of the leaf pl'oclnee, as it we re, a cross-walI, to which 
any elesire(\ direction alld 1ength ean be given. If one proceeds with 
care tbis partition is 110 bl'oadel' than 1/4 millimetl'e. 

In this wa.)' one can also ph)' siologi('ally , namely withont extel'nal 
lesion, di"ide a Ieaf into two Ol' more parts. 

This tl'eatment, which III all l'espeets has the same conseqnences 
as are obsel'ved with a wound, is not aecompanied hy weakeningof 
the cell, since no pl'otoplasm is lobt, and besic1es the plant is already 
aftel' a minute fit fol' fmther manipnlatiol1S or fol' examination. 

Caule1'prt }J1'olU'em clerÎ\'es its specific name fl'om the C'ircnmstance 
that the "leaves" whieh spring fOl'th from tbe "l'!lizome" "ery often 
produre new leaves, pl'olifirations. EspeC'iallr by this Cll'cmnstance 
I sutceeded fOl'll1erly iu showing trlat, in accorcIance with DE VRIES' 

views, there exists also in this plant allit'eet l'elation 'between the 
intenRity of the motion of the I)I'otoplasm 111 variolIs plaees anel that 
of the nlltrition in these pla('es. The bnndles of pl'otoplasm bands, 
colonred elark green b,Y chlorophy1 gl'ains and ver~' often visible to 
the naked eye, whieb pass ft'om the stalk of the prolificatiol1 inlo 
the primary leaf anel then teml to the leaf-stalk of this latter \Vere 
a vel'y Important aid in this hwestigation. 

These bun dIes are lacking where ver,)' young prolifications are 
found and onIy gradually develop in the leaf, alld in doing so always 
begin at thc stalk of the prolification anel extend towal'ds the base 
of the leat'. These stl'eam-bnndles are nevel' seen developing in the 
opposite direetion, i. e. brginning at the lenf-stalk and extenctillg 
lowards tho stalk of the prolifiration, noither do they pl'oceed ti'om 
the prolification to tlle top of the leaf. 80 the~' ol'iginate ft'om above 
alld tend clownwal'd. 

\ 

:àiol'oo\'el' if an existing pro1ification is cnt oft', one sees the bundies 
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gradnally (list'\,ppeal': thïl; diF>appearancc a11'>0 proceedfl from ahove 
downwa1'd. 

Both phenomena poiJlt 10 Ihc cxiblenee of a pohtl'ity in Ihe l'egultttion 
of the protoplasmiC' e111'rents, of wllich thc rmpulse proeeeds in the 
dil'ection 1'rom the organie top to the base. 

If this st1'eam-bundle is inlerrnpted by a large Cl'Os&-wound the 
eommunieatiol1 is restOl'ed rOllnd the end of tlle wound. Now, however, 
the eurrents above anel below the wonnd behave quite differently, 
the bands which proceed from tbe stalk of the prolification remain 
on the whole nneha,nged until tbe.)' ha,-e arrived nea1' the wound; they 
then partlJ' deviate tl'ansversely and bend round the end of Ihe wound, 
aftel' whieh they go in a straight line to the leaf-stalk. Another part 
of ten turns back with a bend, namely if the CI1l'l'ents are strong. So 
above the wonnd thel'e OCCUl'& a& it we re a thrust anel of ten a 
reflection whieh are entil'ely ab&ent below the wounel. 

Also this difference IJ1 the comse of the current& auove and belm'\" 
the wound points to a polarity in the 1'eglllation of the protoplasmie 
eurrents, the impnlse evrdently here also proceeding from the top 
alld being direeted to Ihe organic base. 

We must add here in the fh'st place that Ihc elll'l'ents, running' 
in a non-proliferous leaf, ",hieh assem bie like a fan 1'1'0111 the top 
anti the edge of the leaf anel all pass into the leaf-stalk, behave in 
exaetly the same manne1', when interrupted, as the stl'eam-bllndlc 
whieh pl'oeecds from a pl'olification downwal'd; onlr this lattel' is 
generaIJy more po",erf\l1 anel so more suitable 1'01' experimenting. 

Sccondly we must l'ernembel' that everywhel'e III the leat' thel'c 
exists a \'ery complieated nehvork of cl1l'rents, stretchmg between 
Ihe numcrous (± 800 pcr sq.mm.) cross-bemus whieh 50in the t",o 
&iues of the leaf; so there exists an a1most stlaight, but.little inteusive 
conncetion between an~' arbitrary pair of pointsPou Ihe leaf; so whcn 
wc speak here for simplicity'& sake of the generatioll of ellr1'ents, we 
mcan the strengthening Ol' thiekening of the elll'rents in such a wa)' 
Lhat they become visible with tbc naked ere or with the eye-gla&s. 

Thirdly tbe protopla&ffi in all (,lll'l'enLs moves eontinllally Ol' alter
nate1y in both direetion& anel 1his applies also Lo those ",hich dcvelop 
from above and 10 Iho&e whieh disappear ti'om above. 

'l'hus far my previolls investigatiol1s had led me. 
The l'enewed investigation was begun again with these experimellts; 

ther gave en tirely concordant l'eslllts. 
As the expel'Ïments ",ith eross-wounded leavcs had shown that 

it is p09sible to deviate the large 11nlrilive eUl'rent9 fl'om thei1' way 
and 10 cause them to assume a lateral direction, the question was 
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whether it wouW he possihle to go farther still and 
to lead tIle cunent in an opposite direction. 

FOl'merly a,lread~T 1 had made similar experimentiS, 
which had given a tavo1ll'able l'esnlt, hnt the1'e was 
l'eason to l'epeat tlle1l1 now on a more extellsi ve scale. 

The at'!'angement of the experiments was such that 
two inte1'11al partitiol1s were prochlCed forming two 
hooks, embracing each other, anc! the iShort arms of 
whielt extended as tal' as the edge of the leaf (fig,1), 

Rence the connection between top and base lar 
thl'ough the whole middle piece between the two 
longitndinal pal'titions ,tnd in thi& piece the develop
ment of the ('I11'1'ent wOllld have to take place in a 
direction opposite to that in the n01'l11al leaf. 

Now the experiments p1'oved that indeed sueh a 
development, and tlll1s so to sa)' tlle "1'e"e1'sion", in this 
middle piece is possible, anel that the typical direC'tion 

Ji 1hT/t, of the cnrrents is then aiS indicated in the flgu1'e by 
the continuons lille, The expel'iments pl'oved besides: 

Fig, 1. 1. that it takes a long time betore by this route 
a powel'ful eonnection between top and base is formed, some weeks 
being required; 

2. that the attempt iiS successfnl on1y when the distance between 
the Cl'O&s-wouncls is not too C'onsiderable, 25-50 mm, being the 
extreme limit; 

3, that fol' success it is desil'able that the impulse ti'om above 
be powel'fnl, whieh is the ea&e, foL' example, if above the highest 
C1'oss-wonnel one Ol' more vigol'oUS }Jl'olificatiolls OCCU!'; 

4. that tlte leaf always stl'ongly opposes the revers ion , 
Concerning th is latter point I must aeld whM fo11ows: 
When a leat' of Oaulel']Ja is cut off, eithel' at the leafstalk Ol' at 

a hig'her level, "ootletfi are formeel at the cut piece anel this neal'ly 
al ways exactly at the sectional [lIane i. e. at the ol'ganic 10wel' side ; 
a middle piece from the leaf does exactly the same. 

The plant thllb makes an attempt at beginning an independent life 
by neo-formation. (In nature this is the most powel'ful, if not the onIy 
means of pl'opagation fOl' Crmlel'pa, Elinee lt 8eems to have no sexual 
organs). 

Non' Ol1e sees tlle same happen with tbc double-hooked WOll11ds: 
along the whole bl'eadth above the 10wel' Cl'oss-wo\llld l'ootlets of ten 
gl'OW, pl'ovil1g tbM conunnnicatiOll has become so Illlleh impeded, 
that tbe iil'st piece of hle leaf (I, whieh is in communicatiolJ with 
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t.he top) and thc 111iddle picec, U, evidently meet thcii want of COll

nection soonel' allel pel'hapb heIteL' by IIICalli:i of the lleo-fol'Hlation of 
rootleIs, than br stL'cngthening thc existing bilt feehle commllnie'a
ti011 with the old ones. 1) 

The third pa/'t of the leaf, IlI, (",hiel! consequentl," is in direct 
communication with the base) neVel' shows any inclinatioll la thc 
formation of l'ootlets, obvionsly becanse tIte eommllllication has 
remained nnimpaired hcre. 

If we must, a88U111e that the stremn-bnndle in the nninjnred leat 
is regnlated by a hasa1Jr clireeted implllse, then, whë11 the "l'evel'sion" 
has sncceeded, the ne'wIy fOl'meel C1ll'l'ent in the middle pieee must be 
dh'eeted by all oppositc impulse, 01', to speak more eorrertly, by thc 
same impulse, aftel' it has, sa to 5ay, been reftecied bJ tbe Cl'oss-wonnd. 

Tlw,t this CUl'l'ent in faet behaves in this manner, folloIVs at onee 
fi'om the fart that fhe new C\1l'1'ent is fiest visible below in thc middle 
pieee and is gradnally prolongeel npwal'd. 

A still more conviueing pro of of this ('all be given by a further 
experimental operation : if namely these new ClH'l'ents are intel'l'upteel 
in land II by a smal1 el'oss-wounel (as in fig. 1) one sees the thl'nst 
in I OCCIU' above, in II on the other hand below the wonnd, anel 
the eUl'l'ents take their way as is indicated oy the dotted line in the 
figare. 'fhis is a proof that theRe two adjacent pieees behrwe oppositely. 

Thongh we finally of ten sllcceedeel in bl'inging ahont the "]'e"e1'sion" 
in thc middle pieee, yet this 1'eversiOll is very incomplete, as I inter 
ft'om the following observation. lil one of the leaves with a double
hooked wOllnd a prolifiC'alion had been formeel above in the !1licldle pieee, 
while Ihe complete l'CVel'SiOll was being bronght abont; the ncw 
leatlet lay a Wtle bidcways of the ('llrrent. Pl'oeeeding ft'om thÎl, 
leatlet a little hnndle of t111'ee cnrrents had developed. One of them 
pl'oceeclecl along the 10wer si de of the llppel' cross-wonne! into tha 
thil'cl pm't of thc leM, affer havillg joined the 111ain elll'rcnt coming 
fl'om below. 'file utller Iwo, however, took IheÎl' way straight clown
ward as if the conneetion with the base of the leaf were still cxaC'tly 
as hefore the lesion. Rence one of the Clll'l'ents, whell roming fort IJ 
fl'om the leallet, obeyed the aC'tioll of tIte refle('ted illlpnlse, whel'cas 
the otlle1' two expel'ionl'ed no intlnencc. In t!mt pluee of thc middlc 
piece the oM bnbipetal impulsc mnst C'onscqnentl.r have been presel'Vecl. 

A sirnilat' ('ase, occlll'l'ing in nnother experiment, wil! be mcn
tioned later. 

1) Above the nppcl' ('.[·oss wonne! n.lso rOl/llels n.re somelimes rOl'mécl, allltough 
only whcn lhe tu'P·pat'l is large [md so powel'flll cnoug[~, or WhC)l pl'olifications 
OCCUI' on ît. 
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AJso one of the leaves, ll1elItioued a1l0ve, in w hieh è1 small ('rose
wonlld was made in the ruiddle piccc ant! at the same time in the 
first piece (as in fig. '1), ;"howed a phcnomenon which I can only 
explain in this manner. It was pointecl out è1IL'eaely that è1bovc wonnds 
new rootlet::, me regnlarly formeel; we shall hereafter describe the 
phenomena pl'eCteding the formntion of the rootlets, phenomena which 
always make themselves felt in a basipetè11 direction. These preli
millary phenomena now appeared in that leè1f in the first part (1) 
è1uove the small wonne!, as nsnal, and in the mieldle piece also 
above the smal! wonnd, lf the polarity of this whole piece hael been 
reversed, these changes should lw.ve appeared there below the small 
,vonnel. Now this indicates, in my op1l1ion, th at the refleeted impnlse 
was loealised and had no infinence on the lateral part of the middle 
pieee, aftel' it had been withdrawn from its direct action, anc! 
th is pieee, having retained the old impulse, reaeted therefore as 
1101'mally. 

Aftel' I had snceeeded in "reversing" a cnrrent, it was probable 
that it would also be possible Lo canse a whole plant to develop 
in versely. 

'JV'hen, howe"er, this experiment was made in sneh a wa)' that a 
whole plant, with rhizome and rootlets, Wè1S revel'sed and the leaf
tops were bnl'ied in mud, it gave no resnlt; for seven weeks su eh 
a pla,nt rema,incd a,b50Intel.r nnl1ltel't'e!; only the top of the lea,f 
beea,me white on a,eeonnt of thc loss of chlol'ophyl-gl'ains, (,fi11sed 
by thc dm'kncss, whilc the l'hizOIl1c gl'ew a littIe l1ud ma,e!e somc 
ncw rootlets. 

Cnt lca,ves, fl'cely snspendcd llpsicle dOWll Ol' pla,nfed with their 
/op in mnd, ga,"e quitc different resnlts, howevel'. 

N carl)' a,ll tlle lea,ves, a,1ll1 cspeeia,lIr a,nd most qnickl,'- the j'onngest, 
til'st f(ll'lucd new rootlets, whieh a,lso in th is position of thc lea,f a,lways 
a,I'OSC a,t tlte end of thc sta,lk; vel''y ma,ny a,ppea,l'ed a,ll'eacJy a,fter t\\'o dl1j's. 

Aftel' thM seveml pl'olificMiol1& a,Pl'el1l'ed genel'all~' in yal'Îolls 
places, a,ne! then a, nrst eonseql1ence of the l'eversion conld be obsel'\'eu 
in the eO\lI'sc ta,ken hy thc stl'eam-hnndles coming out of the pl'oli
fiea,tlons a,nd C'ontinuing thoir way tlll'ollgh the old lea,t'. 

In a, ent bnt cl'eetl," Rbntecl leM these go a,lwa,ys, withont exC'eption, 
to the base of the lea,f; here in nea,r1y all pl'olifieations the gl'eMer 
pa,rt of these elll'l'ents went to the basc also, bnt some of them took 
their C'omse towa,rds the top ot' thc lel1f, withont, rel1ehing it however. 
Gmvity, aeting in tltc opposite dit'ection dnl'ing their fOl'l1mtion a,lld 
development, had evidcntly devia,ted them. 

Still more clettrly the existence of all ttutagollislU bet ween gL'avity 
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aml the haslpetal impnlse wac:; viRible in "ome of theRe leaves from 
the fact that strettln-Ioops were fOl'lI1cd . .B'l'om thc yOl1llg proJificatiolls, 
nam el,\', somc ('lIl'l'ents "'Cl'e becn going 10 tbe lop of the leaf, which 
110 wever latei' :mdtleJlly l'etlll'ncd wit h a ver)' sharp beml and then 
went hack straight to the leaf-Htalk. So gravity had fil'Rt deviatecl them, 
tlllt tlte e01Üll111011r:. cOllllteracting inflnence of the hasipetl.lJ impu1se, 
whieh was evidently felt in eVeLT point of the leaf, had at last 
oyel'come gravity anel got the uppel' hand. 'fhese loops had in larp:e 
leaves a lenglh of 5 to 10 11un. 

All these changes took place before at the apical side rootlets 
developeel. This occl11'l'ed finall.r with very many lea ves; the earliest 
appeal'ed aftel' 9 days, the ll1a:jOl'it.,· cmue later, bnt aftel' almo&t foUl' 
weeks tbey had not yet developeel iu uIl of them. That most of them 
had formed l'ootlets M tlte extl'emity of tbe leaf:·stalk much eal'lier, 
prove& that they possessed to the fhll the power of fOl'ming them. 
That the presence of rootlets at the 1eat:'stalk was no impediment 
fOl: the development of new l'ootlets elsewhe1'e, appea1'ed also ii'om 
the ftlet that, with respert to t1Jese latter, no ClifI'el'ellee conld he noticed 
between leaves with and withont l'ootlets at tlJe stalle 

If now these leayes were planted lJl mud with thei1' apieall'ootlets 
(which, howevel', wel't' hardl.r evel' placcd exaetl.r at the top, bnt 
at a smaller Ol' gl'eater distanee from it) the prolifications gl'ew on 
or, if they had not been present befol'ehand, they ahvays appeared 
aftel' this. A connection. was generall.,' formeel between the stl'eam
bnndle issuinp: from them a11(1 the l'ootlet& and so a plaut was obta.ined 
in whieh, undel' the illlpulse pl'oceeding from the pl'olification, thc 
lllltritive Clll'l'ent had developed in a dil'ection opposed to tbe impuli:ic 
existing in the len.f. 

Fig, 2, 

Het'e also it could be proved in the same way, 
as befol'e by means of a el'oss-woul1d (as in fig, 2, 
in ",hieh the basal half of a lcaf was planted 
npside down), that this bundie in the leaf obeyed 
illdeecl the impnlse of the prolification A, since 
from this side the thl'usl oeelll'l'ed. 

Yet here also the reversion appeal'cd to be 
only IocaL A smalt pl'olitication B had namely been 
formeel below thc cross-wonnd, aftel' this had 
been made (conseqnently at the side of the apieal 
1'00t1ets), 'fhis new leaflet in its turn formed a 
smal! stream-hllndle of which bome thinner CUl'rents 

went in the direetion of these rootle!::,; one thieker CUlTent howevel' 
took his course athwart alongside the wound, (Ul'ned at the end with 
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a Rhal'p heml aud went to the- old base of thè leaf, In rloing so this 
ClIrl'ent el'o~sed 1) thc llllmllc goiug fl'om the other pl'olification to tlle 
apicn.l rootlet~, Imt eyell thib di(l Ilot eanse i1 to ('hallge itR dil'ectioll, 

So here al80 a l'evel'sion wab obtaillecl, tltis time b~- the influence 
of gravity, hllt it also wab pl'oyeel to have a \'el')' loeal chnmeter, 

Thc illvel'ted leaves gaye me material fol' still anothel' experi~nent, 
These leaves, as has been l'emarkcel, had at last for the greater 

part formeel prolifleations and rootletb towarels the apieal side, Now 
in some of them a prolifieation and a' l'ootlet were fonnd at about 
the same height, but the one on the left si de of the leaf, the other 
on th€' l'ight. 

What would happen now if thib piece of the leaf, isolated fl'om 
the olher basal rootlets and prolifications by a cross-wound, were 
planted separately? Sinee a manifold direct, but feebie communication 
actllally existed between the two organs by meallS of the numerous 
fine protoplasmic currents, it was possible that the direct communication 
would be strengtheneel and so a cl'oss-eurrent would m'ise, in the 
same waJ" as abo\ e a large C'ross-wound. But it was also possible 
that the basipetal impulse of the pl'olification anel of the piece ot 
the leaf \\Tould not aelmit a commllnieation Ol' not one in th at 
directiol1. 

Tbe thl'ee experimerlts fol' ",hich snitable material was obtained, 
were not entil'ely DJ a11 end at my depart\u'e. Yet it then appeared 
already with perfect elistinctness that no\vhel'e a stl'engthening of 
the cross-commnnication had taken place, On the contra]')", the currents 
evel'j"whel'e went fl'oll1 the pl'olifiC'ations btl'aight to the basal wound; 
cnrrents commnnicatillg with the root.1et showed tbc same, Even an 
indirect cOl11ll1nnieation bet ween the two, via the basel wonnd, was 

!r-

not established, 
In one of thc leaves a yonng l'hizome was formeel beside the 

proliflcation at a elistance of 1 1
• ~ millimetro fl'om it; a cOl11mnnication 

between the two was ejltablished, b~lt hy a ver~' rOllndabout way, 
viz, "ia the basal wound, whieh lay at a distance of 61

/ 2 mm, 
In another leaf a I'hizome was dcveloped near the rootlet anel 

anothel' a little above the prolifiration, In both cases the eommuni
cation botween aach of the two groups was again established via 

\ 
the basal wound, bnl none botween prolification anel root let. '1'ho 
complete physiological separation between prolification and rootlet 

1) Thc CUlTent seemed 10 inlerscct lhe bundie, but as the cUl'l'enls proceed 
from beam 10 beam anel of ten lwo curl'enls are atLached to one beam at difl'erent 
heights, lhese cUl'l'enls mustJ have cl'osset! each olher, The same oftenhappens wilh 
slream·loops. 
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tiwtll,r itppcttl'ed ft'om tlle faet that in 11 ló;Il!all spot at tlte wound, 
exact!~· in the pltlec WhCl'C (he ('ltl'l'ellis from IItc pl'olifj('aHoll1'Caehed 
it, a 11\1l11bo1' of :'iIlmll l'oolloth werc fo l'llwd , 

Henl'e the hasipctu.1 impnlse was so stl'ong that il cnlil'cly pl'evented 
tt (,l'oss-cómmtmieallOll, ft:, a eOllbcqllcJlce of whielt en.eh of the pal'ts 
of the leaf fOl'med two individttals, cohel'ing' in a ll1orphological 
sense hut scarccl." in a ph~'biological Kensc. 

We spoke nbove of Clll'J'cnts that were l'etlected hy the wonnd; 
this expressioll was ehosen hecausc the dil'cetioll of the wonnd evidentl." 
inflnenceb Ilte dil'cction whielt the cUl'l'enl assnmes aftenval'ds and 
this in a Rimilal' war Ïll whieh a &olid wall aH'ccts aIl imp inging 
wave-front. 

This intlllenre is most dead,)" seen ",hen of thl'ee leavcs the tol' 
part is rnt ofr, (this lattel' being taken as large [tS po&sible) following 
in the fil'st Ieaf tt transverse IilLe, in the tieeond a V-shapod oue, the 
point of the V beiug dowllwm'd, and in the last leaf au invel'ted 
V-shaped line, Aftel' a iew days the Cl1l'rents are seen to bend nem' 
the wonnd in slIch a way that the !in es hisecting these CUl'rent al'ches, 
are in the first case parallel to the longitudinal axis of t he leaf, in 
the secOlld convel'ge and in the thil'd divel'ge, These Cllrrel1ts are 
often so st rong thM ono can folIo,," them over long distances wUh 
the naked eye. 

Howevel', onI)' tholó;e parts of the C'lll'l'ents that lio neal' the wonnd 
mnst be taken into a('count, firstly beranse Ihe reflection is 1101 

sndden but gradual, so that Lhe Clll'l'ents aSSHl\1e a 11100'e Ol' less shal'p 
bend ",itlt a mdius of 1/4 to 2 mm, seeondly becallse the leaves m'e 
l'atbet' lHtl'l'OW anel sa the reflected Cl11'rcnts cannot, for a long 
distallce, fl'eely continue their ncw coul'se. f' 

That in the formatioll of WOlll1u-cork in higher plants the new 
('l'oss-wttlls in the pheJlogen are alway& parallel to the direetion of 
the wound in thc nettl'ost placo, sllggests a similal' intlueut'e of the 
wonnd in these p]ants, 

The basipelal impulse, indiC'u.ted b; the cxpel'imcnts menlionetl, 
shows itself 110 less distinetly in the fOl'\11atiol1 of ncw ol'gu.ns. in ('ut 
leaves, 1) 

1) I nevel' saw l'ootlels or I'hizomes urise on intact 1 eave" , attached 10 tllC rhi
zome; cut rootlets die olf at once! while loose I'hizomes, when they are stl'ong 
enough, form new ol'gans, bul always in all entit'ely nOl'mal way, 
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WAKKlm 1) al1'ead.r pointed ont that in these the yonng 1'hizomes 
anel l'ootlets always al'ise above the basal wonnd, 

lnvestigation has shown that immediatcly aftel' the les ion the 
formation of these organs is prepared, namely by a division in tbe 
protoplasm, This I eonltl onlj' obsel've in leaves whieh were in very 
good condition of life; in these, however, the changes were well 
visible with the naked eye or else with the hand-magnifiel', 

Above the basal wounel a clear white spot is graelually been to 
a1'ise, often several millllnetre& in size, In these places only the 
rootlets are la,tel' fOl'lIled, while in the immeeliate vicinity of them 
the l'hizomes appeal', 

Wh ere it was mentioned above (pag, 425) that the wonnded leaves 
showed au inclination for forming rootlets, the al'ising of sneh a 
white spot was meant, 

The fil'st question now was: w hat causes th is white spot? 
In vigol'oUS ent leaves one sees of ten alreadj' Olle day aftel' the 

cutting whitish stt'eaks occnr, of which no tntce can be detected iu 
the intact plant. As fal' as tbey are l'elldered visible by a stl'ong hand
magnifier they begin at some distanee from the top as weil as from 
the edge8 of tbe leaf~ but beeome 800n thicker anel proceed in a 
teebie curve (which is concave towarels the edge) toward8 the middle 
and thel'e a8selUbie and pl'oceed together to tbe leafstalk; here and 
thel'e the,)' are eonuected among eaeh otller, So their mode of pl'oceeding 
is exactly the same as that of the gl'een eUl'l'ents, 

But also in other respect::; the.)' behave like Ulehe latter: if the 
ent leaf bears a prolificn,tion, fl'om the stalk of" this latter a bnndle 
of these curl'ents passes into lhe leat'; whell the Clll'l'ents meet a 
cross-wOlllHl the,r proceed ns filL' as this, move bideway& nut! when 
the.)' have ttl'l,fved at the corner ot' the wound, eOlltiul1e their wa,)' 
straight to the leaf-stnJk, 

These eurrents, whieh sometlmes appeal' light greellish oecause they 
m'e seen throngh the pCl'ipheml layer of chlorophyl, consist of a 
very fine-grallnlated and tllerefol'e JlliJky white pl'otoplasm, ver.)' dif
fm'ent fL'Olll the I11llch cleal'el' pl'oloplasm of the green clll'rents, in 
which the ehlol'ophyl-gmins are lllovecl aloug', 'fhe white CUl'l'ents 
pm'tly originttte from )the gl'een on es : these latter tue nameI,)' 8een 
to become feebiet' when the latter arÏbe, while at tlte disappeal'ance 
of the white clirrents the green ones grudually become more distinct 
agttÏn, 

1) Die Neubildungen an abgesclmittenen BläUern von Gaulerpa pl'olifenl ; Versl. 
en Meued, der Kon, Akad,j van Wetenschappen le Amsterdam, 18~6, ild series, 
part 2, p. 252, 
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From all points of the wounded leaf consequently fine-granulated 
protoplasll1 flows togethel'; it gathel's immediately a,bove the wound, 
l'eplaces tlle chlol'ophyl-containing pel'ipheml layer and Clll'l'ents and 
so callseb the len,f lo('ally to assume a white colout'. 

When the white CUl'l'ents are observed micl'oscopically, a180 111 them 
a distinct 8tl'eaming is ob&el'ved, mostly in the two opposite directions 
at tlle same time Ol' othel'wise alternately, while a munber of unco
loured grannles a,re dragged along. But chlol'ophyl gl'ains are entil'ely 
Jacking, Yet aftel' tlle lesion the quantity of pla8m above the wound, 
"white" as weU as "green", inCl'eaSe8, while in the top it diminishes, 
occasionaUy to such an extent even that the top becomes empty 
and dies. Prom this follows that the mass of plasm, conveyed down
ward by the CUl'l'ents is greater than the mass which is taken back 
upward. so that tbe l'e811ltant of the two motions i& equivalent to H, 

CUl'l'ent going to the Ol'ganlc base. 
80 the white Clll'l'ents behave exactly hke tile green ones; yet 

thel'e is H, difference between them, a.lthough onlya quantitative one: 
""hile both groups of currents obey the same basipetal impnIse, this 
latter appeal's to exel't a &omewhn,t §l'eater influence on the white 
cnrrents than on t11e green, 1'01' the green protopla&ll1 is always 
obsel'ved to be ])nshed aside by the wltite. 

Now, when it had appeal'ed that the white CUl'l'ents move towards 
the basal wound, the question arose w11ether they only stJ'ove to 
reach thIS wOllnd or, perhaps not C'olltented wUh this, would also 
try to occupy the very 10west (most basal) place near this wOl1nd. 

Expel'iments shO\ved this lattel' to be indeed t11e case. 
If a wound be made in a sJanting dil'ection with regm'd to the 

diameter of Uw leaf, the white plitsm iJows down along the wOllnd 
and assembles in the sharp pojnt; if the wound be V-shaped all 
gathel's in tlle middle, while with a A-shapetl impediment t11e white 
currents flow oir to the two point& neal' the edges of the leaf. With 
the&e lesions t1le green elll'l'ent& behave exactly as the white one8, 
but again their terminal p0int ib left a few millimetres behind that 
of tIre nncoloured CUl'rent&. From this it appeal's more cleal'ly still 
that these lattel' feel the hasipetal impnl&e more &ü'ongly. 

E8pecitl.u~; the CHn'ent of HllcoloHL'ed protopla.sm which tlows off 
along tlle wonnt! is heen to follow a WLwy com'tJe, since it consists 
of ver)' short pleees of cHl'l'ent, whieh go longitndinally downward, 
ttl'e thelt l'etleded b." tlto wound antI boon aftel'\\ arels bend down 
agn,in. Not nllfl'eC{llCl1tl~ t wo cm'renls 1'\\n dose to cach other and 
in dOllIg 80 ('rosE> each oOler ,'opcatedl,)'. 'I'he height (lf these waves 
is ·small, no 11lOL'e than 1/. to I/a mm, 
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The basal part of the so wounded leaves unrlerwent DO change 
when it remained in connectioll with the rhizome. lf, however, 
shortly before, it had been separated from it, the.lower piece behaved 
like a cut entil·e leaf White currents here also appeal'; they howevel' 
only 'begin at some dlstance below the lesion as fine lines and, 
growing thicker, pass all into the leaf-stalk. At the lowel' end of 
this latter the accumulation of white protoplasm then takes place. 

The very sharp antithesis between the phenomena below and 
above the wound, again furnishes a stl"iking proof of the existence 
of the basipetal impulse and of its influence on the white plasm. 

With regard to the origin of this plasm it mm,t be remembered 
that all ol'gans during their growth always contain a large qnantity 
of snch plasm at their top. Behind it, wh en growth has been com
pleted, lt is cleal' and eontains in leaves and rhizomes a very great 
number of chlorophy 19rains. When an organ stops gl'owing, the 
white top soon dlsappears. 

Fot' this l'eason and on account of lts appearance, I compared 
already formcrly 1) this fine-grannlated, turbid protoplasm to that whieh 
fins tile meristem-eells in higher plants. 

Hence CauleJ'jJa possesses, notwithstanding its being umcellulatl, a 
"meristem-plasm" which, ho wever, is only to be fonncl clming growth 
and in the growing tops. Aftel' the growth has ceased it disappears, 
wlucll disappeareance must be l'egarcled as a mixing up with the 
remaining protoplasm ~). 

The experiments now bhowed th at af ter sedons lesion th is meristem· 
plasm IS secreted again (wInch ean take place evidelltly in all points 
of the leat) , aftel" whiclt it unites to currents of mcreasing thickness 

land flows together at the organic base. 
<; 

On the thus formed white spots the rootlets are produced, while 
the rhizomes take their oL'igm III the immediate vicinity of them, 
mostlyon the transition of the willte spot to the dark green part, 
but still within l'each of the white Clll'rents. 80 both m'Îse in conse
quence of the resulting deseending CUl'rent aftel' the lesiou. 

Henee the l'ootlets and rhizomes derive their meristem-plasm from 
the same contluent, turbid protoplasm and therefol'e this latter may 
in itself be regarded a~ meristem-plasm. 

Althollgh i,he SOUl"ce of the meristem-plasl1l of l'ootlets and rhizomes 

1) 1. c. p. 203. 
2) Such a seclction of meristem.plasm from lhe plotoplasm of the cel! and its 

I'c·solulion in it, has 1 ecenLly been desctibed by NOLL for a closely relatcd plant 
(Bryopsis); cf.: Beobachlungen uml Belt·achtungcn liber embryonale Substanz j 
Biologisches Celll! alblatt, 1903, No 8. 
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is the same, yet there exists ~t sort of antagonism between the two. 
So, for example, it is not nnfi'equently seen that when somewhere 

on a leaf a rootlet has been formeel, immediately behind it a rhizome 
al'ises, or the l'everse. 

The most stl'iking case in tltis respect, I obset'vecl with a lea,f ",hielt 
had formed two l'hizomes laterallv of the leafstalk (which is a ral'e 

• I 

occul'rence) one close above tbe oUter: at the otlter side of the leafstalk, 
exactly behind each of the l'hizomes, a well-Lleveloped l'ootlet was 
fonnd. 

Propel'ly speaking this alltagonism is alreacly observed when a 
1"00t1et is formed on a l'!tizome in the ordinal'y war; it namely does 
not al'ise at some clistance from the top, but qnite close to it, 80 thai 
sometime:; the impression is gi\'en as if the top, of the l'hizome "'ould 
divide diclJOtomicaHy, i. e. into two equivalent bram'hes, whereas 
later anc point develops into a rhizome, the othel' into a rootlet. 

So the two meristem-plasms are vel'y neady equal, until at [~ 

eel"ta,in moment a division takes plaee. The prineipal cause of this 
division ls, in my opinion, light. 

The rootlets can very weil form anc! deve10p in light, but, if 
possible, they seek the shaded side Ol' tUI'Il away from tbc light. 
Rhizomes, on the other hand, as weIl as prolifications, genel'ally 
are formed at the bright side. 

Now taking into account that NOT,L 1) has sllOwn that tt rhizome of 
Ca71lerpa forms 1'ootlets at tile npper side if t11is is siladed above 
and only illnmjnated from below, I think we have ('ver)' l'eason to 
look npon the difference in the intensity of the light on both sides 
of the l'hizome as the pl'incipal canse of the se pa.ration, whicll tal,es 
place iu the at first homogeneons meristem-plasm, anel hence ttlso of 
the antagonism between rhizome and rootlet. (0 

Tl1at also intel'l1al canses play a part here, fo11ows a11'eadJ' from 
t11e fact that the rootlets as well as the leaves, are formeel on tlle 
rhizome at distances whieh fol' each of them are pl'etty l'egulal'. 

A rhizome-top is even occasionally seen to elissolve entil'ely into 
rootIets, whieh pl'oves that t11e1'e can be no consielemble diffel'ence 
of origin between them. 

So we moe Jlatul'al1y led to the qllcstion: how do the letwes m'ise? 
In tilis respect I mnst lestt'ict mybelf io a rew hints, sinée tlte 

investigation of this point has not been completed yet. 
In the intact plant they a,l'Îse eithel' on tbe rhizome Ol' as prolifi-

1) Einfluss der Lage, u. s. w.; Al'bcitcn nus dcm hotnnisclten lr,stitut in Wiil'zburg, 
Br!. m, 1888, S. 470. 
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cations on the leaves. On tbe rhizome they al'ise on the upper side 
but, Îu opposition with the l'ootlets, always at a great distance (a few 
centimetl'es) from the top and consequently quite out of reach of 
the meristem-plasm there. I presUlne that their formation on the upper 
siele is also detel'mined by light, although this has not been proved yet. 

In nnwounded leaves, anel hence in the normal li.fe of the plant, 
theJ' are formeel on full-grown leaves and t11en generaUy neal' the 
top, in cut leaves they very rarely occnr near the top; jn these they 
as a rule al'ise on the lowel' two thirds of the leaf, preferably even 
on tile lowest thil'd part, but haedly ever immediately above the 
wound. So here also they arise out of reach of the meristem-plasm. 

Tbe fOl'mation of the leaf begins with tbe appearance of a very swall 
white spot on the dark green organ. This rapidl;y grows out into 
a cylindl'ical, 800n bl'oadening appendix, which of ten l'emai.ns entil'ely 
white until it has l'earhed a length of one centimetre, aftel' which 
it becomes green f'rom belovlT dnring fmther growth. The top remains 
white as long as the leaf il1creases in length, but turns green when 
growth is al'rested, either by the leaf ha ving reached maturity or by 
unfavourable extern al circumslances. 

In no case the formation of a leaf vvas pl'eceded by the appearance 
of a large white spot with afiluent streams of mel'istem-plasm. This 
leads to the conclusion thM the young leaf derives its meristem-plasm 
cvidently from the protoplasm of the whole neighbourhood; so a 
pl'eferred di1'ection of motion, as a consequence of a basipetal or 
acroJletal impulse, cannot be detected. As a cOllsequellce of this each 
of these C'Ul'l'ents is so feebJe, that H could not be obsel'ved with the 
hand-magnifier. So the fOl'mation of leaves appears to be independent 
of the descending Cllrrent of meristem-plasm. 

lil Olle ease 'only I have seen white C\1l'l'ellts in connection with 
ft ,)'O\1ng leaf; in a cut leat' I obsel'\'eel that astrong white bundie 
had eliH'el'entiatecl itself, running close to the base of a young leaflet 
(p1'olification) that had m'isen aftel' the cntting. This was a little over 
a centimeb'e long anel still as white as ivory. From its staJk six 
white stl'eams passed into the leat'; th,ey all mn in a basal direction 
anel soon became absorbed in the white pl'incipal bundie. 

SI) these also obeyed the basipetal impulse; the)' had gradually 
f01'll1ed dming tbe de,!elopment of the leatlet and so had 110t appeal'ed 
as pl'elimillal'Ïes to the f01'l11ation of it, as is the case with the rootlets. 
Also the large white spot was absent here. 

Sinee the white CUl'1'ents in this cut leat' also flowed togethel' 
\ 

at the base in o1'de1' Jo pl'epal'e tl1el'e the fo1'matioll of a rhizome 
ftml (.1 t' ruot let R, we JlH\Y 111 fel' from tllis that the1'e is no essen-

30 
Ploceedillgs Royal Acau. Amsterdam. Vol. VIL 
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tial diffel'ence between lhe meristem-plasm of 1eaves on one hand 
and th at of rhizomes and rootlets on the olhe1'. 

Rence there must be causes which in the cut leaf or -in the 
rhizome bring about a divi&ion in the plasm for the formation ofne,y 
prolifications and 1eaves, and since in cultures it is regularly observed 
that new prolifications arise on the lighted side of the leaf, light 
certain1y plays a part here. Undoubtedly, howeve1', there are still 
other, intern al, at present unknown, fa.ctors whiC'h cooperaLe in deter
mining the origin and place of origin of the prolifications. 

From the here briefty described observations we may infer that 
in the leaves of Ccwlerpa a basipeta1 impulse is active, proceeding 
fl'om every point of the leaf and revealing itself in two ways: 

1. in leaves, connected witll l'hizomes and rootlets, in the course 
of the "green" cU!'l'ents of protoplasm in the unwounded leaf as 
well as in the severely wounded leaves. 

2. in cut, vigol'oUS leaves in the occurrence and course of the 
"white" currents of meristem-plasm which partly assem bIe at the 
most basally situated place. Tt is this descending clU'rent which 
prepares the formation in that place of new rhizomes and rootlets. 

None of the observations, on the oLhel' hand, gave reason for 
assuming also the existeIice of a contrary, acropetal impulse, thus 
even not wit11 the formation of leayes and pl'olifications. 

It proved possible, by certain lesions alld by planting invertedly, 
to cause the formation of curl'cnts w11ich developed contra!'y to the 
currents in the nOl'ma1 leaf. lt could be pl'o\'ed howcver that lhis 
was not an invel'sÏ('n of tlle impul&e itself, but that gravity Ol' reflecLion 
by a wound caused ,1, change in tlle direclion of the cUl'l'ent, whereas 
the basipetal impulse undol'went no Ol' hardly an,)' change, and even 
then in any case only a very localone. 

The chief phenomena observed with Caule1'pa remincl us of obsel'
vations which have, been knowIl for a long time in higher plants. 

The consequences of annu1al' wonnds or of large transverse \Vounds 
in the bark-tissue of trees, lhe formation of much plasm-containiug' 
tissue (callus) above the wounel, the frequent mortification of the 
tissue below t11e wound, the formation Ol' sprouting of adventitious 
roots exclusively above the wound and in the very lowest place of 
the living bark-tissue, are, mutatis mutandis, evidently analogous. 
The same may be said of the fOl'mation of aelventitious roots exclu
sively at the base of cut leaves of vory many plants, of tlle regene
l'ative phenomena of tbe fl'uit-slalks of ~[a1'chantia, etc. 

The former phenomena wore explained by Lhe older physiologists 
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by means of the hypothetical descending "sap-cnrrent", by the newel' 
physioIogisis they were, as a ru Ie, not explained at all. Now tbat the 
existenee of a reslllting desrending CUl'l'ent could be pl'oYed wUh 
Owlel'p((" which shows so nutny analogous phenomena, it seems to 
me to be pl'obable that on closer investigation it will also be found 
with higher plants, although perhaps in an entirely different form 
than was originally thought. 

Physics. - "fJo1tóle rej1'action nea7' tlte cornponents of abs07'ption 
lines magnetically split into several comZJonents", according to 
experiments made by Mr. J. GEEST. By Prof . .E? ZEEMAN. 

Tt has al ready appeared from experiments which I had the honoUl' 
to communicate to the Academy on a fOl'mer occasion that the 
rrmgneto-optic theory of VOlGT 1), who established a simple and 
ralional connexion between the magnetic splitting up of the spectral 
lines aud dispersion, aecounts extremely weH for all the phenomena 
observed in the region of the absOl'ption lines. 

lf light tmverses parallel to the lines of force very attenuated 
sodium vapour placed in the magnetic field, the plane of polarization 
is l'otated in the positive direction fol' all pel'iods lying outside tlle 
cOluponents of the doublet, but in the negative direction, and very 
stl'ougly 2), fol' periods intermediate between those of the components. 

If light traverses the vapour normally to the field, there is double 
refl'action as predicted by VOIG'!' from theol'Y. When placed in a 
magnetic field, all isotl'opic boc1ies "hould show double l'efl'action, 
bnt Lo a measurable degl'ee only in the neighbourhood of the absorption 
lines. VOIGT in "'collaboration with WmcIIEHT experimentaJly yerified 
this result, using a sma11 grating and a flame with relatively much 
soc\inm vapoul'. 

I have extended these resnlts 3) by worldng with sodinm vapolll' 
so dUnte that, in astrong magnelic field, there \Vere seen the four 
absorption lines corl'esponding to the components of the qnal'tet into 
whiclt the line Dl is split by the magnetic field. The mode ofdepen
dency of double refraction on the pedoel cOllld, in this special case 
with some reserve, bé prcdicted from VOlGT'S theory. Observations, 
in whieh Mr. Gl<1EST took part, confirllled the theoretical result. Mr. 

1) VOlGT, Wn:DEMANN'S Annalen. Bd 67, p. 3ó9, 1899. 
2) ZeEMAN, Proc. Acad. Amslerdam, May 1902, see a1so HALLO, Thesis fol' the 

doclol\llc, Amsterdam, 1002. 
I) ;~I;I:~I \N Cl! GliM, PI'OC. Acad. Am~tel'dllm, May 1903. 

30' 
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GEEST has now extended these obsel'vations and will give a more 
detaUed exposition of his results elsewhel'e l

); I intend to give here 
a short explanation of them. 

The arrangement of the apparatus was fol' the lllOSt part the 
same as in OUl' former ex.periments. Planc polarized light, nnder 
azimuth 45 0 to the vertical, faIls on a BABlNET'S Oompensator with 
horizontal edges. The light then traverses a second Nicol with its 
plane of polarization perpendicular to that of the nrst. An image of 
the system of parallel interf"el'ence bands in the compensator, is 
thl'own on the slit of the spectroscape. The light is then analysed 
by means of a large ROWJ>AND gl'ating mounted fol' parallel light. 
The greater part of the expel'iments were made with a compensator 
of which the prisms had angles of about 50', but fol' the study of 
some details compensatol's were nsed with allgles of 10' Ol' of 3°. In 
the spectl'osC'ope a few dark horizontal interference bands are observed 
as long as the magnetic field is oif. The fine absorption lines of the 
vapour are then coincident with the l'evel'sed sodium lines due to 
the arc light. As soon as the field is on, the bands become distol'ted. 
Their vertical displacements are, with the method used, proportional 
to the difference of phase bet ween vibl'ations respectively parallel 
and normal to tbe field. 

:Fot' the simplest case of a line split by the field into a triplet, 
VOIGT dednced a fOl'mula giving the difference of phase as a function 
of the wave length '). The sodium lines Dl and D, beil1g split, 
howevel', by tlle magnetic field into a qual'tet and a sextet, it was, 
in order to compare theo1'y with observation, necessary to deduce 
the forrnulae for these cases. Mr. GEEST has made these calculations 
according to the nlethod already indicated by VOlGT 3) on al1othel' 
occasion, Acr.ording to his calcl1lation, the difference of phase between 
vibrations normal and parallel 10 the field, the light having traversed 
a layer l of the absorbing vapol1l', is given by: 

fj.-- -
WoEl f 4(}'_d'2{}O' 1 ( 

- V' (4ó2_d'2{}0')2_4c2]l2(}2 4rJ2_d2i)02 . 

In this fOl'l11Ula V inelicates the velocity of light in the aethel', 
R the stl'ength of the field, E, cl, cl' alld c ueing constants chal'acte
ristic of the medium. MOl'eover 2.7l'{}IJ = 1'0 is the period of vibration 
and tI: o{}. 'fhe fOl'mula gi\"en applies to thc case of the sextet; fol' 
the quartet, cl' = 0 anel for t11e tl'iJ..llet, mOl'eovel' cl = 0, Figs. 1--3 

1) GEEST, Thesis for the doctorate, Amsterdam, 1 \)04. 
2) VOlGT 1. c. 
3) VOIGT Wied. Ann. 68 p. 352, 1899. 
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give the grapbical l'cpl'csenlalioll of b. as a, fnnction of Ó fol' eacl! 
of these tbree cases. 

The result of t11e obscrvatians is represented in figs. 4-8. 
These drawings are made with the aid of photographic negativcs. 
We have not ycl succceded in getting negatives that showed all 
details simnJtaneously anel eC]ually weIl. Hence ocular observations 
had ia supply the imperfections of the photographic records. 

Figs. 1, 4, 5 refer to the triplet (type line D 2 in feebIe fields); 
figs. 2, 6, 7 to the quartet (type line Dl); figs. 3, 8 to the sextet 
(type line D

2
). 

When comparing the results of observation with theo1'.)', it shoulel 
be taken into account that the theoretical curve indicates the distortion 
which one single inte1'fel'ence banel would undergo. With the method 
of observation usecl, tbe centml part of tbe field of view contained 
also pal'ts originating fl'om bands lyiug higher and lowel' than the 
one considered. Thc theoretical figme must therefore be completed 
with pal'ts of theoretical curves lying abovc and below the one 
represented. 

We will first of all consider the quartet. We indicate the bands 
by a, b, c, a being the superior one, and by 1, 2, 3, 4, we indicate 
the positions in the spectrum which would be occupied b.)' the com
ponents. The double curved line between 2 and 3 shows entirely 
the same character in both figures. This sinuous line (figs. 6 and 7) 
thickens out at the extremities into more intense pa1'ts (where the 
double refraction is at a maximum or at a minimum) tu1'ning thei1' 
concave side towards band b. These intense parts co1'1'espond to the 
loop of the theoretical CUl've, the loop between 1 and 2 belonging 
to band c, anel the one bet ween 3 and J to banel a. It was not to 
be expected tlfat the two branches which asymptotically approach 
the components, would be seen separa,ted from the loops. The distance 
is too small by far to allow that. The vertical central line in the 
figure is the l'eversed sodium line due to tlle arc. W'ïth increased 
vitpour density the loops increase their distance fi'om their band. 
Fig. 7 relates to this ca&e, which is also in accordance with theol'Y. 
As the vapom density increases, fewer details become visible, but 
we will not go fUl'ther into this point now. 

The observations concel'ning the sextet are very difficult on account 
of t11e extremely sma11 distance of the components. It is all'eady 
difficuH to observe the inversc sextet, and hence so llluch Ihe more to 
observe phenomena occlU'l'ing betIVeen its components. Only under 
very favonrable circ~llnstances could the phenomenon be observed 
as it is represented in fig'. 8. The other phenomella observed with 
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Dl are most l'eadily interpl'eted by considel'ing them as o!'iginating 
from a triplet and not f1'om a bCÀlel. 

Tt scems rather supel'flnous to give any further explanation of 
figs. 8, 4, 5; in the case relating to fig. 5, the vapont' density is 
again greater than in fig. 4. All the phenomena we have considel'ed 
are qnalitatively in excellent accOl'dance with VOlGT'S .theol'Y. 

The phenomena descl'ibed f01' Dl anel D, again demonstrate tItc 
existence of very chal'acteristlc dlffercnces between different spectra] 
lines, dlfferences na less stl'llnng here than in the case of the l'elated 
phenomena of the magnetic scpal'atIon of Ihe spectral Imes and of 
the l'olation of the plane of polarization in the intcl'Ïor 1) of, and 
close to, thc abSOl'ptlOJI lInc. lt is certt'Linly very interestmg that thc 
theorJ' explains the cntirely dIfferent behavioul' of Dl and D2 in thc 
case now consldel'ccl by cllfferenees between the velaClties of propa
gatIOn of VJbratlOns nOl'mal and parallel to thc field, a'3snming, of 
course, the magnetic division of the lines. 

Physios. - "Th,; motion of elect1'ons m metallic bodier;" . 1. By 
Prof. H. A. LORENTZ. 

It has been s110wn by RIECKE-'), DRUDl~ 8) and J. J. THOl\lSON 4) 
that the conductivity of metals for cleetrlcity and heat, the thermo
eleetl'ic cUl'l'ents, the THoilfsoN-eifect, the HA1,L-effeet and phenomena 
connected Wlth these may be explamed on the hypotheSIS tlJat a 
metal contains a very large mU1lber of ti'ee electl'ons and that these 
partieles, taking part in the heat-motion of the body, move to and 
fro with a speed dependll1g on the temperatnre. In this paper the 
problems to whieh we are led in tbeories on these subjects wIIl be 
treated in a way somewhat dIfferent from the methods that have 
been nscd by the above physicists. 

~ 1. I shall begin by assnming that the 111etal contains but one 

1) ZEEMAN, PI·OC. Acad. Amsterdam May 1902, see also the deSCrJptlOn ofanother 
phenomenon in VOIG'r, Gottinger ijachnchten, Heft 5, 1902. 

~) E. RlECKE, ZUl' Theorie des Galvanismus und der Warme, Ann. Phys. Chem. 
66 (1898), p. 353, 545. 1199; Ueber das Verhdltms der LeIlîahigkeiten der Melalle 
fUl' Wàrme und fm' Elektrizital, Ann, Phys. 2 (1900), p. 835. 

8) P. DRum:, ZUl' Elektronentheorie der Metalle, Ann. Phys. 1 (1900), p. 566; 
3 (1900), p, 369. 

') J. J. THOMSON, IndicallOns relatives à la constitution tie la matièl'e fournies 
par les recherches récentes SUl' Ie passage de l'électl'lcité à travers les gaz, Rapports 
du Congrès de physique de 1900, Par is, 3, p. 138 
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, P. ZEEMAN and J. GEEST, Double refractlon near the components of absorptwn lmes magnetlrally split 
mto several componenta. 
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kind of free electrons, having all tbe same charge e and the same 
mass m; the number of these particles pel' unit volume will be 
reprcsented by lV, and I lihall suppose thmr heat-motion to haye 
slleh veloclLies thai, at a definite tompemtnre, the moan kinetic 
onergy of tUl electron is ell11al to th at of a molecule of a gas. Deno
ting by l' the absolute tempemtnre, I shall write for this mean 
kinetic en erg,)' aT, where a is a constant. 

We shall fm'ther conbider a eylindrical bar, unequally heated in 
its different parts, so that, if ,'I] is l'eckoned along ils length, T is . 
a function of th is coorelll1aie. We shall also suppose each electron to 
be acted on, in the elirection of OX, by a force mX, whose intensity 
is a function of x. Such a force may be due either to an electric 
tield or, in lhe ease of a non-homogeneons metal, to a molecular 
attraciion exerted by the atoms of the metal. Our first purpose will 
be to calculate the number of electrons v and the amount of energy 
1tV cl'ossing an element of sl1l'face perpendic111ar to the axis of x in 
the positive dil'ection, Ol' rather the difference between the numbers 
of particles in one case and the quantities of energy in the other 
that travel towards the positive anel towards the l1egative side. Both 
quantities v and TV will be refel'l'ed to unit area and unit time. 

This problem is very similal' to those which occur in the kinetic 
theor,)' of gases and, just like these, can only be solved in a rigol1l'ous 
way by the statistical method of MAXWELl, anel BOLTZlIIANN. 

In forming our fundamental equation, we sha11 not confine ourselves 
to the cy lindl'ic bar, but take u somewhat wider view of the subject. 
At the same time, we sha11 introduce a simplification, by which it 
becomes possibJe to go fmther in Ihis theory of a swarm of electrons 
than in ihat of a systell1 of molecules. It relates to the en counters 
experienced by th~ pa1'ticles and limiting the lengtlls of their free 
paths. Of comse, in the theor,)' of gases we have to do with the 
mutual encounlers between the molecules. In the present case, on 
the contrary, we sba11 snppose the collisions with the metl1llic atoms 
to preponderate; Hw numbe1' of these encountel'S wilt be taken so 
tal' to exceed thai of the collisions between electrons mutul111y, that 
these la.tter may be aHogelher negleeteel. l\Iol'eover, in calcull1ting the 
effect of an impact, we sha11 treat both tbe I1toms anel the electl'OIlS 
as perfectly rigiel ela~tic spheres, anel we sha11 snppose the atoms 
to be immovl1ble. Of course, these assumptions depm't more Ol' less 
from reality; I believe howevel' thai we ml1y sl1fely I1ssume the 
general chl1l'aeter of the phenomena not to be affecteel by them. 

§ 2. Let dS be an element of volume at the point (x, y, z). At 
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tlle time t, this clement will contain ft certain number (in fact, a 
vcr)' lmge llumbel') ot' electJ'olls lllovillg in different ways. 

Now, we ean always imagine a piece of metal of finite dimensions, 
say of unit volume, in which the "concentration", as we may 
caU it, of the electrans and the distribution of the different veloeities 
among them are exactly the same ab in the element dS. In stndying 
the said distribntion for the JV electrons, with whieh we are then 
roncerned, we shall find a diagmm 1'epl'esenting their veloeities to be 
vel'J llseful. This is got by dmwing, ft~m a fixed point 0, J.V ve('to1's, 
agreeing in direction and magnitude wIth the yelocities of the eleet1'ons. 
The ends of these vectol'S may be calleel the velocity-points of the 
electrons and if, through the point 0 of the diagram, we drawaxes 
parallel to those used in the metal itself, the cool'dinates of a velocity
point wiJl be equal to the components g, 11, ; of the veloeity of the 
corresponeling electron. 

Writing now 

f (g, 1], ;) dl 

for the number of veloeity-points within the element (l). at lhe 
point Cg, 1], ;), we make the exact solution of all problems 1'elating 
to the system of electl'Ons depend on the determination of the 
f'unction f C6, 11, ;). 

We mayalso say that 

1(6, 1/, ;) dS dl (1) 

is the number of electrons in the element dS, whose velocity-points 
lie in d).; in particula1' 

(2) 

is the number of electrol1s for which the values of the eomponents 
of' velocity are included between 6 and 6 + dg, 11 and 1] + dJ1, 
; and ; + r1;. The expression (2) is got from (1) by a, proper choice 
of' the element dl. 

If' the function in (1) were lmown, we could dednce from it the 
total number of electrons and the quantities v and TV mentioned 
in § 1. Integrating over the fnll extent of the diagram of' velocities, 
we have 

N = f I (S, ,], ;) dl, 

v J gl(g, 1/, ;) dl, 

(3) 

. (4) 

anel if, in treating of' the flux of' enel'gy, we contine ol1l'selves to 
the ldnetic energy of' the pal'ticles, 
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. . (5) 

In the lat ter fOl'mula, l' denotes the magnitude of the velocity. 
It ollghL to bè observed that, in general, thc state of the metal 

will change from point to point anel ti'om one instant to another. If 
sllcb be the case, the fl111ction f (g, 1),;) will depend on x, y, zand 
t, so thaI the symbol may be replaceel by f Cg, 1/, ;, .1', y, Z, t). We 
:::halI, howevel', of ten abbl'eviate it to f. 

As 10 the inLegra,tions in (3), (4) anel (5), in perfOl'ming these, we 
must treat ,'C, y, z anel t as constants. 

§ 3. We shall now seek an equation proper for the determina
tion of the funetion f. Fot' this purpose we fix onr attention on the 
electrons present, at the time t, in the element dS at the point (x, y, z) , 
and ha ving their ,'elocity-points within the elemen t (l;.; we shaU 
follow these particles, the numbel' of which is 

f (g, 1), ;, ,v, y, z, t) dS dl . . . (6) 

in their course dnring the infinitely short time dt. At the end of 
this interval those partieles of the gronp which have escaped a 
coJlision with an atom will be found in an element dS', which 
we may get by shifting dS in the dil'ections of the axes over 
tlle distances gdt, 1)dt, ;dt. At the same time, if there are external 
forces, the velocities wm have changed. I shall suppose eaeh elec
tron Lo be ac teel on by the same force (mX 1n Y, mZ). Then, fol' 
each of them, the components of the velocity will have increased 
by Xdt, Yelt, Zelt anel, at the end of the interval dt, the velocity
points will be fOllnd in the element (h', which may be considered 
as the original element el)., displaeed over those distanees. 

We must fUl'ther keep in mind that, while tr~tvelling ti'om dS to 
elS', the group (6) loses a eel'tain numbel' of electrons and gains 
others. Indeeel, all particIes of the group that strike against an atom 
have thei1' velocities changed, so that ther do not any longer belong 
to the group, and, on the othel' hand, there are a eertain number of 
eneounters by whieh eleetrons having initially different velocities, 
are made to move in sneh a way, th at their velo city-points lie 
within di.. Writing )' 

adSd),dt 

tOl' the number of electrons leavil1g' the group and 
bdSdi.dt 

for the numbel' entering it, we may say: 
Ir, to the number (6), we add (b - (1) d Sdi. d t, we shall get 
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the munber of electrans which, at (he time t + dt, satisfy the condi
tions that they (bemselves shall be found in the element elS' at 
the point (x + g cl t, Y + 11 el t, z + ; cl t) and their velocity-points in 
the element dJ.' at the point (g + X d t, 11 + Y cl t, ; + Z d t). Hence, 
siuce elS' = elS ~lnd cl).' = clJ., 

f(6, 1], ;, a', y, =, t) + (b - a) dt = 
= f (.; -+ Xdt, 1J + Y dt, S + Zdt, IV + gdt, y + 1ldt, z + ;dt, t + dt), 

Ol' 

af af af af ~f af af 
b - a = a~ X + -a Y + -a'" Z + -a g + -a "] + ;\; + -a' , (7) 

~ 11 ~ IV Y vZ t 

This is the equation we wanted to establish 1). 
It is easIly seen that, in calculatmg the numbers of collisions 

ad S cl). d tand b cl S d J. cl t, we need not trouble ourselves about 
the state of the metal val'ying from one point to another; we may 
therefore lmderstand by a cl 1 cl t the decrease, and by b cl}. cl t the 
increase which the gl'OUp of electrons chal'actel'Ïzed by dl would 
undergo, if we had to do with a piece of meta1 occupying a unit 
of volume and beillg, in all its parts, in the state that exists in the 
element dS. 

~ 4. We are now pl'epared to calculate the values of a and b. 
Let R be the sum of the radii of an atom and an electron, n the 
nlUnbel' of atoms in unit space, aud let us in the first plaee eon
fine oursel\'es to encounters of a definUe kind. I sha11 suppose that 
in these the line joining the een tres falls within a eone of the infinitely 
small soEd angle dw. 

Taking as axis of this eone one of the straight lines that may be 
drawn in lt, and denoting by {} tho acute angle between tJle axis 
and the direetion of motion of the group (6), I find for thc number 
of electrons in this group undergoing an elJCOUJlter of the kind chosen, 

n R2 f (g, 1], ~) l' COS {Jo dJ. dw. (8) 

pel' unit time, aresult which leads to thc value 
a = n:Tt R~ f(6, "j, ;) l' • • (9) 

if we take into account all encollnters, whatever be the direction of 
the line joining the eentres. 

Now, if we ascribe to a metallic atom so lal'ge a mass, that it 
is not sensibly put in motion by an electron flying against it, the 
veloeity of the latter aftel' the encounter is given by a vel'y simple 
1'ule. We have only to decompo&e the initin.l velo city into one 

1) See LORENTZ, Les équations du mouvement des gaz et la propagation du 
son suivant Ia théorie cinétique des gaz, Arch. néerl. 16, p. 9. 
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component along the lino of tltc ('entl'CS anel another perpeneliculal' 
io it; the latter of these components will l'ema.in unchanged and the 
fOl'mer vdll have its clirection reveJ'sed. 

In applying tbis to the encountel's of the pal'tirular kind specifieel 
at the bep,inning of this §, we may take for all of them the line of 
ren tres to coinclde with the a:ll.is of the eone dw. Om conclusion 
may therefore be expressed as follows: Let V be a plane through 
the origin in the diagram of velocities, perpendicular to the axis of 
the cone. Then, the velocity-point of the electron aftel' impact will 
be the geOlnetrical image of the original point with respect to this 
plane. It is thus seen that all electrons whose veloC'ity-points before 
the encounters are found in the element cl J. will aftenvards have 
their representative poï'nts in cl J." the image of dJ. with respect to 
tbe plane V. 

By this it becomes a1so cleal', in what way t11e number b can 
be calculated; indeed, in en counters taking place under the circllm-

I stances eonsidel'ed, velocity-points may as well .jump from cl "Ar to 
d À as from cl J. to dl,. The nu mb el' of cases in whieh the first takes 
plaee IS found from (8), if in this expression we replace ;, 'ti, s by 
the eoordinates s', 't)',;' of the image of the point (g, 1), ;) with respect 
to the plane V. It is to be l'emarked that the factor l' cos {} cl I. may 
be left unchanged, beeause the lines drawn from the origin of the 
diagram to the points (;, 'ti, §) and (;', 'ti', ;') have equal lengths and 
ttre equally inelined to the axis of the cone. Also d), = cl J. The 
inerease per unit vollune of the munber of electrolls in t11e group 
(6), insofar as it is due to encounters in which the line of centres 
lies withill the cone cl w, is thl1s found to be 

n R' f (s', 't/" ;') l' C03 {} d J. d w 
'1 

anel, in order to find b, it remains only to divicle this by dj. anel to 
integrate with respect to all cones that have to be taken into account. 

Using the formllla (8) we may as weIl calculate directly the 
difference b-a. By this thc eqtIation (7) becomes 

n R' r Ju (s', 'tj', ~') - f(g, 'tj, ;) I cos {} d w = 
af af af af af af af 

= ag x + al) r + o~ z + Om S + ay 'tj + az ~ + at' . (10) 

We must 110W express S', 1/,;' in g, 1),;. l;ot J, ,q, h be the angles 
bet ween the axes of coorclinates alld the axis of the cone dw, this 
last line being taken in such a dil'eetion that it makes the acute 
angle {} with the velocity (~, 'j, ;), Then 

~'= S -- 2r cos {} cosf, ')' =') - 2r cO! {} cos fJ, ;' =; - 21' cos {tC08Yt, (11) 
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These formulae show that, as we knowalready, the magnitude of 
the velocity cg', '1', ~'), which I 6hall raIl 1", is equal to t11e magnitude 
l' of the velocity (~, '1'], ~). 

As to the integration in (10), it may be understood to extend to 
the half of a sphere. Indeed, if in tbe diagram of velocities, we 
describe a sphere with centI'e 0 and radius 1, and if Pand Q are 
the pojnts of thjs sUl'face, cOl'l'esponding to the directions (g, '1'], ;) and 
(f, g, !I,), we must gEve to the point Q aU positions in which its 
spherical distance from P is less than !:It. For dw we mar take a 
surface-element situated at the point Q. 

§ 5. At the time tand t1le point (x, y, z) the meial will have a 
certain temperature Tand the number D, the concentration of the 
swarm of electrons, a definite '\Talue. 

Now the assumption naturally pl'esents itself, that, if Tand N 
bad these values continually and in all points, the different veloeities 
would be distributed according to MAXWELL'S law 

f (g, 11, ~) = Ae-/u~ . . . . . . . (12) 

Here, the constants A and hare related to the number N and the 
mean square of veloeity ;;a in the following way 

A=NV~3' ..... (13' 

-- 3 1,2 __ 

-2h' 

Since i 'In? = aT, the latter relation mayalso be put in the form 
3m 

l~= - ......... (14) 
4aT 

It appears from this that the way in which the phenomena dep end 
on the temperature will be known as soon as we have learned in 
what war they depend on the value of k 

~ 6. The fnnction j takes a less simple form if the state of the 
metal changes from point to point, sa that A :llld hare functions of 
x, y, z. In this case we shall put 

f(§" 11,;) = Ae-hr~ + cp (S, 1j, ;), • • • • • (15) 

where rp is a function that has yet to be determined by means 
of the equation (:1 0). We sbaU take for granted, and it will be con
firmed by OUl· result, that the value of cp (s, '1'],;) is vel'y smal! in 
comparison with that of Ae-'1r2• In virtue of this, we may neglect 
the ferms depending on (P (S, 11,~) in tlle second member of (10), this 
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having already a value different from 0, if we put f = Ae-hr~. For 
a stationary state and for the case of the bar mentioned in ~ 1, the 
merobel' in question becomes 

( _ 2 7~ A X + dA _ r2 A dh) 6 e-h,' • • • • (16) 
dm dm 

As to the left hand side of the equation (10), it would become 0, 
if we were to substitute f = Ae-h,'. Here, we must therefore use 
the complete value (15), the deviation fi'om MAXWELL'S law being 
precisely the means by which this member may be made to become 
eqllal to (16). 

The occurrence of the factor g in this last expression makes it 
probable that the same fador will also appeal' in the function <po We 
shaH therefore try fo satisfy our equation by putting 

fp (6, 1/, ;) = 6 X (r) • • . • • . . (17) 
This leads to 

'and 
1 (g', 1)', ;') = A e-nr'2 + S' X (1"), 

consequently, since 1" = r, if we use (11), 
l(g', 1/, ;') - l(s, 1],;) = - 2 r cos -& coslx (r), 

80 that the first member of (10) becomes 

- 2 n R' 1" X (1') }OS2 :Jo cos 1 dw.. . . . . (18) 

Denoting by It the angle bet ween the velocity (s, 1),;), i. e. the 
line OP, and the axis of x, and by tr' the angle between t11e planes 
Q 0 Pand X 0 P, I find for (18) 

trr 2rr 

- 2nR'1,t X (1') J J col {t (cos {t cos ft + sin {t sin t-t cos ti') sin {t d -& d tf' = 
o ') 
= - :Ir n R 2r' X (r) cos t-t = - :re n R2 g l' X (1')' 

If th is is equateá to (16), the factor g disappears, so that X (1') may 
really be determined as a function of 1'. Finally, putting 

1 
--=l, . . . . .. (19) 
:re n R' 

we draw from (15) and (17) 

! ( dA dIt) S 1 (6,1], ;) = A e-l112 + l 27t A X - - + r2 A - - e-hr2 • (20) 
I di/] dtlJ l' 

I must add th at, as is easily deduced from (9), the quantity 1 
defined by (19) may be called the mean leng th of the free paths of 

the electrans, and that, in the equation (20), the tel'ms in dA and 
di/] 
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dIL 
- are very smaIl in comparison with A e- 11 ,2, provided only the state 
dle 

of the metal ditfel' ver,)' liWe in two points wllOse mutual distance 
is Z. This is seen by remarkll1g that the ratios of the tel'tDs in 
question to A e-h,~ are of t11e order of magnitude 

lrlA 
dm -dh 

-- and lr2
-, 

A dm 
_ 1 

and that, in the second of these expressions, 7': is of the same order as h . 

If the term in (20) which contains X, is likewise divided by 
A e- hr', we get 

21dX. 
-

Now, 21 X is the square of the velocity an electron would acquire 
if, without having an initial motion, it ,vere acted on by the external 
force 'in X over a distance 1. If this veloeity is very smal! as com
pared with that of the heat-motion, the term in X in onr equa.tion 
mayalso be taken to be much smaller than the term A e-hr2• 

Tt appears in this way th at there are many cases in which, as 
we have done, the function (fl (g, 11,~) may be neglected in the second 
member uf the equation (7). 

The above reasoning would not hold however, if, in t11e case of 
two metals in eontart with one another, there were a real discon
tinuit,)' ai the &nrfi:lee of separation. In order to a\'oid this difficuIt,)', 
I shall suppose the bodies to be separated by a layer in whieh the 
properties gradually change. I sllall fnrthel' assume that the thick
Hess of this layer is man,)' times lal'gel' t11an the length 1, and tIlM 
tbe forces eÀisting in the layer ean give to an electron th at is initiall.r 
at rest, a veloeity comparallle with that of the heat-motion, only 
if the,)' act over a di&tance of the same order of magnitude as the 
thickness. Then, the last tel'lllS lil (20) are a.gaiu very smaIl in com
pal'ison w ith the {h'st. 

As yet, a theol'J' of tbe kind here developed camlOt &how that 
the values we shall find for certaiu qnantities l'elating to tlle contact 
ot' two melals (ditfel'ence of potenlial allel PELTnm-effeet) wOllld still 
hold in the limit, if tlle thil'knest> of the layer of transition were 
indefinitelv diminisher' This lUa)', howevel', be infel'rec1 from thel'mo-. , 

dynamical eonsic1el'ations. 

§ 7. IIaving fOlllld in (20) the law of cli&triblltion of lhe "eloei-
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ties l
), we are in a position to ealculate the quantities v and W(~ J) 

with whieh wc are pl'incipally concel'l1ed. If the value (20) is sub
stituted in (4) and (5), the term A e-"r21eads to an integral containing 
the factor g; this integral vanishes, if taken over the fuIl extent of 
the diagram of yeloclties. In the l'cmainiug intcgTals the factor 62 

d 
~ J 

occurs; these are easily foun , if we replace 62 by 3" 1,2, the element 

c/). by 4 Jr 1,2 cl 1" and if then we integrate from l' = 0 to l' = 00. 

Taking 1,2 = 8 as a ncw variabie, we are led to t11e integrals 
00 

}e-hsds, 
o 

whose values are 
6' 

and -. 
h4 

Fin ally , tho "stream of electrons" and the flux of heat are given by 

l' = ~ Jr l [ ~ (2 lul X _ d A) + 2 A dltJ . (21) 
3 h2 die h3 dil; 

W = ~ Jl' m l r 2- (2 7t A X _ dA) + 3 A dh l (22) 
3 L 7t 3 d,lJ h4 d,lJ J 

These are thc eqnations that will be llsed in all that follows. 
FOl" the sake of generality, I shall snppo:se (though, of course, this 
is 110t stl'icLly truc) that, It· only a proper value be assi~·l1ed to l, 
the fornmlae may still be applled even iE we make other assumptions 
('oncernim~ thc metnJlic at01l1b and their action on tbe electrons. l!'rom 
this point of view, we ma.r also admit t11e possibility of different 
kin db of e1oct1'ons, it, sucb there are, having uneqllal mean lengths 
of froe paths, and of, fOl" each kind, l val',ying with the temperatnre. 

Pl'ovisionally, we shaH have to do with only one kind of electrol1s, 
l'esorving the di&cussiOll of tbo more generaI case fol' a future com
muniC[l,tiun. 

§ 8 Fl'om the equation (21) we Illay in t11e fh·st place deduce a, 

f01'111U1[1, fol' the elect1'ic conductivity (Ï of tbe meLfLl. 
Let a homogeneons b~l', which is kept in all iis pal'ts at the same 

tempel'atul'e, be acted on by an electl'ic force E in the dil'ection of 
its lengtil. Then, the force on euch electron being e li~ we have to put 

1) It may be observccl llMt, a~ must he the case, lhc value (20) gives N fOl" 

lhe numbel of <'Jeelt·ons pCl· unit 1'011l1110 ,md ~ lol' the mean squaro of velocity 
2h 
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AIso, 

so that (21) beeomes 

( 4,*8 ) 

JA dh 
-d =0 and -d =0, m {C 

4Jl:lAe 
v=--E. 

3hm' 

Multiplying this bye, we find an expl'ession fOI' the electric CUl'l'ent 
per unit area, and in order to !iud the coeffieient of eonduetivity, 
we must finally divide by E. The l'esult is 

4;1llAe2 

6= , ...... (23) 
3hm 

or, taking into account the l'elations (13) and (14) and denoting by 
3 

u a velocity whose square is the mean square -2 of the velocity of 
1t 

heat-motion, 

~ __ V 2 .lNe
2
u 

v • • • • • • • (24) 
3n- aT 

DRUDE gives the vallle 

1 lNe2 u 
6=---. 

4 aT 

§ 9. The determination of the coefficient of conductivity JOI'/teat, 
which we shall eaU k (expressjng quantities of heat in mechanical 
units) is rather more difiicult. This is due to the ciL'cumstance that, 
if initial1y X = 0, the equation (21) implies the existenee of an 
electric CUl'rent in a bal' whose parts are unequally heated. Thi& 
CUl'l'ent will produce a eel'tain distribution of eleetric charges and 
will ultimately cease if the metal is sUl'rounded on al] sides by non
conductors. The final state will be reached when the differenee of 
potential and the electric force al'ising fl'om tlle charges have increased 
to sueh a degree that everywhel'e v = 0. 

Since it is this final state, witl! which one bas to do in experiment& 
on the conduction of heat, we shall cakulate the flux of heat in the 
assumption that it bas been established. 

In the first place we have then hy (21), putting v = 0, 
dA Adh 

2h A X - - = - 2 - -. .. . (25) 
dm 1t dtv 

and llext, substituting this in (22) and again using the formula (14), 
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I 

or 

( 449 ) 

w- 8nlAa dT 
- - 9""h2 do'l] • 

ConseqUeJltly, the coefficient of conductivity has the value 

k _ 83l'lA~ 
- 9h~ , 

k=~f /2 lNau , 
9 V s:;;; 

DRUDE'S result for tlllS case is 
1 k=p;lNau. 

The ratio of the two eonductivities is by my fOl'mulae 

~=~(~)~T . 
(J 9 e 

and by those of DRUDE 

~= ~(~)·T. 
(J 3 e 

. (26) 

(27) 

. (28) 

Here again, the diffel'ence between the two fOl'mnlae consists 
merely in the numerical eoefficients. 

k 
.lust like DRUDE we may thel'efore conclude that the vall1e of -

(J 

does not depend on the nature of the metal and that it varies pro
pOl'tionately to the absolute temperatUl'e, consequences that have been 
verified with a certain appl'oximation in the case of many metals. 

It need hardly be observed that these eonclusions eould ouly be 
Itl'l'ived at because we have neglected the mutual encounters between 
electrons 1). In tact, these woule! tend to diminish the eonduetivity 
for heat, but not that fol' electrieity, sinee they eannot have an 
influenee in a phenomenon in whieh all e]ectrons move in the same 

k 
way. It is clear that, undel' these cil'eumstances, a vaille of - inde

(J 

pendent of the natl1l'e of 1he metal could hard]y be expeeted. 
Let us next consider the absolute values. 

aT 
The value of - that ean be deduced from those of k and (J and 

e I 

fol' which, using (28), I find 

aT=V~~T, 
e 8 IJ 

. • (29) 

1) Sec 'fHOAISON, 1. C., p. 1 W. 
31 

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amslel'dmn. Vol. VII. 
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may be compared, as has been observed by DRUDE and REINGANUM 1), 
to a value of the same expression that is obtained from other data. 
I sha11 suppose that the charge e of an electron is equal to that of 
an ion of hydrogen in an electrolytic solution al1d I shall !'epresent 
by p the pressure that would be exerted, at the temperature T, by 
gaseous hydl'ogen, if a unit of volume contained one electl'ochemical 
equivalent. Then 

aT 
-=3p. 

e 

The proof of this formula is as follows. We may wl'ite fol' the 

numbel' of atoms in unit volume of the gas considel'ed ~ for the 
e' 

1 
numbel' of molecules -, and, sin ce the mean kinetic energy of a 

2e 
aT 

molecule amounts to aT, for the total kinetic energy -. As i& weU 
2e 

known, the numerical value of the pressure pel' unit area i& two 
thirds of this. 

Using the C. G. S. system and electromagnetic umts, we have for 
the electrochemical equivalent of hydrogen 0,000104 and, putting, 
T = 273° + 18°, 

3p = 38. 

On the othel' hand, the measurements of JAEGER and DIESSELHOR&T 
have given fol' silvel' at 18° C. 

whence, by t29), 

k - = 6,85 X 1010
, 

(J 

aT 
- =4:7. 
e 

The agreement between Lhe l'esults of tlle two calculations, fol' 
which the data have been furnished by widely different phenomena, 
though not quite satisfactol'Y, is close enough t') make us feel con
fident that DRUDE'S theory rests on a sound basis ~). 

~ 10. We might now return to the formula (25) and, denoting 
by cp the electric potential, sa that 

1) REINGANUlof, Theoretische Bestimmung des Verhaltnisses von Warme- unc! 
Elektrizitátsleitung der MetalIe aus der DRUDE'schen Elektronentheorie, Ann. PlJy5 , 
2 (1900), p. 398. 

~) A better agreement is found if, instead of (28), we use DRUDt;'S formula. 
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e dg; 
X=-- -, 

m dl/] 

we might deduce ft'om it expl'essions for the faU of potentlal in each 
point and for the difference of potential between the ends of the bar. 

lt is more intel'esting, however, to make a calcu1ation of tbis kind 
fol' a more general case. Befol'e doing sa, we may observe that the 
equations (21) and (22) may be applied to a thin curved wire or 
bar and that we may as weU suppose the normal section slowly to 
change from one point to another. The line passing' through the 
centres of gravity of the normal &ections may be called the axis of 
the conductor and we sha11 Ullderstand by !IJ the distance from a 
fixed point, measured along this axis. We shaH also assume that in 
all points of Ol1e and the same normal section the properties of the 
bal' and the tempecature are the same, but that, generaUy speaking, 
bath depend on x, changing fl'om one section to the next. By making 
dIfferent assumptlOns in this respect, we come to consider circuits 
of different kinds, composed of one or more metals and with any 
distribution of temperature we like. 

Fol' the sake of genm'ality we sha11 introduce the notion of 
"molecular" farces of one kind or anothel' exerted by the atoms of 
the metal on the electrans and producing fol' each electron a resulting 
force along the circuit in all points where the meta1 is not homo
geneaus. Actians of this nature have been imagined long ago by 
HELJllHOLTZ fol' the purpose of explaining the phenomena of contact
electricity. We may j lldge of their effect in the sim pIest way by 
introducing the corresponding potential energy V of an electron 
rela tively to the metallic atoms. This quantity, variabIe with x 
wherever the metal is not homogeneous, will be a constant in any 
homogeneous part of [he circuit; we sha11 suppose this even to be 
so in case such a part is not unifol'mly heated. If, as before, we 
write (p for thc electric potential, the force X di vides into two parts 

X=Xm+Xe1 I 
1 dV e dg; (30) 

Xm=---, Xe=---
m dm mdm 

We 8ha11 now considel' an open circuit, calling the ends Pand Q, 
and l'eckoning x from tl1e farmer end towaL'ds the latter. Putting in 
(21) v = 0 and attending to (30), we obtain for the stn.tionary state 

~~ = - ~ ~: - ~ d: (l) - 2:h d ~;: A, . (31) 

whence by integl'ation 
3ll!< 
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cp _cp =~(V _V)+~(_l __ 1)_ 
a PeP Q e l~p l~Q 

Q 

-~J~ dlogA d .. , W • • (32) 
2e A d lIJ 

P 

a formula which may now be appli.ed to some particular cases. 

a. Let all parts of the circuit be )rept at the same temperature. 
Then, ft is a constant, and 

Pa - (P p=+( Vp - Va) + 2 :7~ (ZOg Ap -log Aa) . (33) 

The potential-difference wiH now have a positive Ol' negative value, 
if the ends of the circuit are made of different metals. It appears 
in this way that the differences that have been observed in this case 
may be attributed eithel' to all inequa.lity of V pand V Q, i. e. to 
"molecular" forces acting at the places of junction (HJ<]LMHomz), Ol' 
to an inequality of Ap and Aa, i. e. to a difference in the "con
centrations" proper to the meta~s (DRUDE). 

It need hardly be added th at (33) becomes 0 whenever the ends 
are made of the same metal and that the law cxpressed in VOLTA'S 

tension-series is implied by the equation. 

b. Let tbe metal be the same everywhere. Then A is a function 
of ft and (32) will always be 0, if the ends Pand Q are kept at 
the same temperature, whatever be the distribution of temperature 
in the intermediate parts. 

c. Let us next examine the potential-diiference between the ends 
of an open thermo-electric circuit, a difference that may be l'egarded 
as the measure for the electromotive force F existing in it. Stal'ting 
from Pand proceeding towards Q, the state of things I shaH 
considel' is as follows: 1 st. Between Pand a section B', the metalJ 
maintained at a temper·ature varying from T p to T' in R '. 2nd Between 
R' and S', a gradual tl'ansition (~ 6) from the metalJ to the metal J r, 
at the uniform temperatul'e T'. 31d Prom 8' to S", the metal 11 wUh 
temperatures varying from T' to Til. 4th Between S" and Ril, a 
gradual transition from the metal IJ to the metal I, the temperatm·e 
being Til in evel'y point of this part of the circuit. 5th Finally, between 
Ril and Q, the metal I with a temperature ehanging from Til to 
T Q = T p. It being here implied th at the ends of the circuit con sist 
of the same metal and have the same temperature, the equation (32) 
reduces to the last tenn, and we find, aftel' integl'ation by parts, 
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Q 

F = mJlOl! A ~ (~) dm . . (34) 
2e dm ft 

p 

This integral may be divided into five parts, cOlTesponding to the 
above parts of the circnit. 

Distinguishing by appropriate indices the different values of Tt and A 
that have to be considel'ed and keeping in mind th at 11, is a constant 
both in the seconel and the fonrth part, we have 

~ R" 

([o,r; A~(~) dtv = 0, {[of} A~(~)d'lJ = 0, J ' dal h J ' d,'/) h 
R' S" 

R' Q. h' 

{[ag Ai:... (~)dm + fzog A~(~) dm fOg AI~(~)dlt, J' d,'/] 71 J' d,'/] 71 dh 71 
P R" h" 

11,' and 11," being the vaiues cOl'l'esponding to T' and Til, the tempe
, r~tures in B' and B". Similarly 

S" h" 

fiog Ai:... (~) div . ([ag All!:. (~) dl!. J ' d,'/) h J . dh h 
S' ~ 

If we combine these results, the formula (34) for the electromotive 
force becomes 

h" 

mJ All F= - log- -dh, 
2e All 7t~ 

h' 
or, if we use (13) anel (14), 

T" 
2 a J Nll 1 F = -- log-N dl. 

" 3 e 1 
T' 

. . (35) 

Geodesy. - "Tlte connection between tlw pl'imal'y t1'iangulation of 
South-Sumatm and t!tat of the West Coast of Sumatra." By 
Mr. S. BLOK. (Communicatecl by Prof. J. A. C. OUDElIlANS). 

1. SIW1't deSC1'~)tion of the triangulations of ,South-Sumatra 
and the West Coast of Swnatra 1). 

! 
Towal'ds the enel of 1890 the measmements for tlle primary 

triangulation, which will serve as a basis fol' the topographical sur-

1) For a more detailed description I refer to the papers of Dr. J. J. A. MULLER, 

occurring in the proceedings of the International Geodetic Association of 1892, 
1896 and 1903. 
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vey of South-Sumatl'a, were begun at the station Langeiland P 68. 
These measurements wel'e cal'ried ti'om the Yi est Ooast of Java over 
the Strait of Sunda and are lalely completed at the station BI Gadang 
P 39, situated in the Government of the West Ooast of Sumatra. _ 

The triangulation consists of one continuous chain of triangles, 
whieh, beginning at the side Langeiland P 68 - Gg Radja Basa P 67, 
is connected with the si de Gg Talang P 38 - Bt Gadang P 39 of 
the triangulation of the West Ooast pf Sumatra. 

It is true that this side does not exceed the length of 17120 meters, 
but a connection with the longer side Bt Poenggoeng Parang P 45 -
Gg Talang P 3R had to be abandoned aftel' it was found th at the pillar, 
eeected at Bt Poenggoeng Paeang during the triangulation of the West 
Ooast, was so damaged that it no longer could be used for this purpose. 

The experience made dUl'ing the measurements of the base at 
Padang for the tl'iangulation of the West Ooast of Sumatra, executed 
by means of a 20 meters steel tape, dld not tempt us to meaSUl'e 
also tbe base line for South Sumatra with tbis comparatively unreli
able apparatus; and as an instrument admitting of a high degree of 
accuracy was not available, no special base was measured, but the 
length of the fil'st side of the chain was based upou the two sides 
Batoe Hidenng P 15 - Gg Karang P 35 and Gg Karang P 35 -
Gg Gede P 36 of the Java triangulation. Fol' the Java triangulatron 
3 base 1ines had been measured with an apparatus of REPSOLD, which 
had been sent back to EUJ'ope in 1882. 

Fol' the ol'ientation of the South·Sumatra chain, determinations of 
latitude and azimuth weTe made at the statIon Gg Dempoe P 71 in 
the Lampong Districts in 1897. The geographical longitudes were 
reckoned ft'om the meridian of 3' 15' West of Batavia. This meridlan, 
which nearly passes over the middle of Sou th-Sumatra, is detel'
mined by the geographical longitude of the Java station Gg Karang 
P35, as given in Abtheilung V del' Triangulation von Java, p. 207. 

To obtain a zero mark fol' the determinations of altitude, tidal obser
vat10ns were made durll1g a yeal' at Telok Betong in 1897 and 1898. 
Fl'om these the mean helght of tlle sell level In Lampong Bay, the 
Lampong-zel'o, was derived. This was transferred to the piIlar 1'1559 
at Telok Betong by levelling, and thence by reciprocal but not 
simultaneous zenith distances measurements to the prima.r.r point 
Gg Betoeng P 70 1). 

1) In 1902 ,lnd 1903 tidal observations were also made al Benk oelen and from 
them the Benkoelen·zero (the mean height of the sea level at that plo ce) was 
derived, which will be used afterwards, when the secondary measuremenls will 
be so far advanced. 
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With respect to tlle tl'ÎangnlatlOn of the West coast, r have l'emal'
ked above that the steel tape, with which a base line near Padang 
oi 4860 1\'1. was measured in 1883, did not admit of a high degree 
of acclll'acy. Tbe length of the steel tape was detel'mined before 
and alter the operation by measuring with it under the necessary 
precautions a line of 200 M., of which the trl1e length was accurately 
known from measurements with the base apparatus of REPSOLD, 

Detel'minations of latItude and azimuth for the orÏenfation of the 
chain '" ere made at the West end of the base in 1883 1). 

The geogl'aphical longitudes were reckoned from the meridlan of 
Padang, which passes through the West end of the base, for which 
meridian 6° 26' 42/1 West of Batavia has been prelimmarily accepted, 
a diffeL'ence in longitude formerly detel'mined by chronometers. 

As zero nU~l'k t'or the altitudes was taken the Padang-zel'o, the 
mean sea level at Padang, formerly determined by observations 
during some months of 1874 ~). 

For the astronomicaI determinations, the measurements of the 
hOl'izontal angles and those of the altitudes, the 10-inch Universal 
mstruments of PrsToR anel MARTINS anel of WEGENER wel'e used in 
both triangulations. 

The telescopes of these instruments are placeel excentl'ically; each 
circle is read with two micrometer microscopes. 

With the exception of the Padang base-net, whete directions 
were measul'ed, the triangulation was made according to SCHREIBER'S 
method; the measurements of all combinations of angles were repeated 
so of ten that the w-eight of a direction adjusteel at the station was 
about 24, the weight of one obsel'vation of a diredion heing adopted 
as unit, 

For the trigonometri&'tl detel'minations of altitude, recipl'ocal but 
not simultaneous measurements were made; at each station, whenever 
possible, 6 zenith distances were measured for each point, under 
conditions a& favol1l'able as possible. W üh the exceptioll of the fil'st 
measurements on the West Coast, w-hel'e signaIs were employeel, 
all obsel'vations were taken on heliotropes. 

As to the adjustments and computations I remark that, fol' the 
South-Sumatra chain, exclusive of the connecting pentagon with Java, 
which was adjusted according to the methoà of least squares, the 

1) In 1896 determinations of azimuth and latitude were a1so made at the station 
Tor Batoe na Goelang, P 62, 

2) In 1889 thc mean sea level at Siboga, about 350 kilometers off P.adang, 
was determmed by tidal obsel'vations; the connection of the two marks showed a 
difierence of 0,85 M. 
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adjustment was effected by ccjually distributing the error of closure óf 
each triangle over the 3 angles. Thc computation was made in a 
plane by transference by means of a Mel'cator's pl'ojection acéol'ding 
to the method of SCHOLS: . 

The adj ustments of the tl'iangulation of the West Ooast of Sumatra 
were made in portions ; only fol' the· base-net and fol' tlle Northern 
part the method of least squares was applied ; in most eáses an 

'approximation method was used. The computations were made on 
the ellipsaid . 

The following remarks may be llseful for it judgment of the 
aecuracy whieh may be expeeted in the different connections. 

(1). The distallce between tlte base of Simplak., on which the 
triangulation óf Sout.h-Sumatra. l'ests, and thatof Padang is about 
850 kilometers; the least number of tl'iangles, necessary fOl' the 
tl'ansference of the length of t.he side Poetri-Dago of the Simplak base
net to the fll'st side Gg Gadoet .. P 1 .- Poelau Satoe P 2 of the 
tL'iangulation of the West Ooast of Sumatra, is 49. 

(2). The distance between the stations Gg Dempoe and the West 
extremity of the base at Padang, used for the ol'ientation of the net, 
is about 700 kilometers; the leàst number of triangles,' by means of 
which the azimuth of the line Gg Dempoe - Gg Tenggamoesc~n 
be tl'ansferred to the flrst side of the triangulation of the West Coast, i~ 40. 

(3). The distance between Telok Betong and Padang, where tbe 
tidal obsel'vations were made, is over 700 kilometers;the least numbel' 
of steps, necessary for the transfel'ence of the altitude of the pillal' 
at Tetok Betong to the zero· mark of Padang, is 24. 

The difl'el'ence between the two values of the logal'ithm of t.he 
length of the connecting side is. expl'essed in units of the 7th 

. 1 
decimal aud cOl'l'esponds t.o about 23000 of the length of the side 

or, to 43.2 mms. pel" kilometer. 
The. differences found' are comparatively so small that theil' ol'igin 

may be easily explained by the accumulatión of errors of obsel'vation 
and by the il'regularities of refraction. The difference between the . 
values found tor the latitudes does not indicate alocal deviation 
at Gg Dempoe with respect to Pndang. 

Fol' the length of the connecting side a beLter resnlt might have 
been expected, if fol' the base measurement ·at Paclang a more 
suitable apparatus had been available . 
. For the rest, the' differences are sneh tl1at 1'01' thc pm:pose of the 

triangulation, namely, to aft'ord a basis for Ihe t.opogmphicnl woae, 
they do not eome into consideraiion. 
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1I. lVIean Errors. 

Nature of the errors. --I' South- I West , 
Sumatra. Coast of 

Sumatra 

In the dctermination of thc I' 
geographical latitude '1 

In thc dt'tcrmiUtltion, of thc i ( ) 
azimuth of a night signal I 

In the az:muth of the 'I st siue, in 
so far a~ th".\" arise from errors 
of the base-net. 

In the anglcs adj usted at the 
station (weight 1,2); 

a from tbe results of the ad
justments at thc station; 

ó from the errors of closure of 
thc triangle~ according to tbe 
formula: 

~m = V[xx] 
3 .. 

0" .21 

0".25 

0".::1-1, 

0/'.64 
(2) 

0".3::! 

0'/.40 

0".85 

0".52 
(,I) 

(:1) 
0".06 

(4) 

Remarks. 

(1) For the orientation of 
the nets. 

~2) Determinaiion deri ved 
friJm 37 closing errors 
(see appendix). 

(3) Determination derived 
from 73 closing errors. 

(4) If we consider only the 
'10 triangles '), whiclt 
in the shortest way 
conllcct the first si de 
with the connecting si de, 
we find: a 0."59, ó 0" . Ro. 

UI. Diffel'enceS found in the adjustments. 

Nature of the de~ermin[l tion. 

Logarithm of th~ connecting 
, side 

'Length 

Azimuth 

» 

» 

» 

» 

Geogr. latitude Gg· Talang 
» » W' Gadang 

Attitude above the sea level 
- Gg· 'l'alang 

» » » Bt. Gadang 

South 
Sumatra I West Coast ,Ditfe

of Sumatra rence. 

I i 
!~,233M35,7 i 1,233-1,\)18,0 1'187,7 

17'120.39 M i 17'1'19.65 !Ir. 0.74M. 

,2-1,7°26']8'.07! 247°26"13".13 4".94 

\2°6/9".312 S 2°0'8".609 S. 0" .6'13 

1375.5 M '1376.7 M. 1.2 M. 

28-1.8 1\1. i 28ft.·1 '1\1. 2.3 M. 

From the triangulation of South Sumatra we del'ive: 

the geographieal longitu,de of GJ Talang 5° 32' 48" ,525 West of 
Batavià. " " "" Bt Gadang 5° 41' 20" ;236 

, and fl'ol1l that of the West Coast of Sumatra: 

*) These triangles occur under lhe numbers 1, 2, 16, 17, 35, 36, 43, 50, 51 
anel 52 on pp. 603 and 604 of Comptes Rendus des séanccs de la dixième conférence 
générale de l'Associalion Géodésique Internationale. 
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Appendix. 

Errors of c10sure of the triangles in the South Sumatra chain. 

~ ~I 
""'tiD Instrume!lts used, and diameter .... '" 00\ of the horizontal ei rele. 
. 'i: 

Z" 
1 I Pi:stor nnd Mal'tin~, 27 cm. 

2 » 

3 
4 

5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
0 3 

3 
3 
3 

3 

3 
3 

3 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

» 

» 

» 

Wegener, Pistor nnd Marlins, 27 cm. 

)J 'D 

») )) 

1> » 

» » 

).) » 

:t » , 

» }) 

Pistor anti Martins, 27 cm. 

Pistor and Martins, Wegen er, 27 cm. 

» , » 

l) » 

'IJ 'IJ 

Pistor and Martins, 27 cm. 

» 
» Wegener, 27 cm. 

» ,» 

Wegéner, 27 cm. 

» 
» 
» 
~ 

» 
» 
II 

» 
Il 

') 

) 

» 
» 
» 

Ol .... ",. 
00" 

"'''' ~e§ 
;S.S ~ 

I.c:: S en 
<l> ~ 

~e·::l 

" i" 

1" 
1" 
1 ' 
1" 

2".,1" 
2".1/' 
2".1" 
2".1" 
2".1" 
2/ .1" 
2".1" 
2" :1" 
1" 

'1" .2/' 
1".2" 
'1" .2" 
1" .2'/ 
1" 
1" 

1'/ .2" 
1".2" 

2" 
2" 
2" 
2" 
2" 
2" 
2'/ 
2/' 

2" 
21/ 

2" 
2" 
2" 

I 
2/ 

2" 

'" ::I • 
Closing errors ~r.n o '" -

~§ $-o~s-.~ fol' each Cl) dt9 Q 
.a> Ol Olc> 
~ ~ ê3.;:: triangle 6,2 .a., 

S8 ~2~~ .. .... 
::IC> Z'S O ..... C3 6, 

.... cl + I -c Ol 

I: 24 10.44 - 1'0.1936 
24.25 1.82 - 3.3,124 

2 24.25 0.44 - 0.1936 

2 24.25 0.63 0.3969 
2 24.25 0.31 - 0.0961 

2 24.25 - ' 0.65 0.1.225 

2 '24.25 0.58 - 0.3364 
2 21.25 - 0.93 0.8649 
2 24.25 0.21 - 0.0441 

2 24 - 1.74 3 0276 
2 24 - o 29 0.0841 
2 24 0.04 - 0.0016. 

2 24 1.20 - 1.4400 
2 24 - 0.73 0.5329 
2 24 - 1.33 1.7689 
2 24 1.93 - 3.7249 

2 24 - '1.11 '1.2321 
2 24 - 1.76 3.0976 
2 21 2.36 - - 5.5696 
2 24 - 1.70 2.8900 
2 24 - '1.06 1.1236 

2 24 0.38 - 0.1444 

2 24 - ,0.03 0.0009 

2 :24 - 1.41 1.9881 

2 24 - 1.36 1.8496 

2 24 - 0.66 0.4356 
2 24 - 0.55 0.3025 
2, 24.25 1.83 - 3.3489 
2 24.25 - 1.05 1.1025 
2 24.25 - 0.12 0.0144, 

2 24 25 0.75 - 0.5625 
2 24 - 0.56 0.3136 

2 24 1.12 - 1.2544 

2 24 0.81 - 0.6561 

2 24 1.56 - 2.4336 

2 24 0.40 - 0.1600 

2 '24 0.43 - 0.1849 
I 
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the geographical longitude of Gg Talang 0° 53' 37",833 1 East of 
" " "" Bt Gadang 0' 45' 6" ,151 \ Padang, 

whence fol' the longitude of the West end of the base of Padang 
respectively 6° 26' 26" ,358 and 6' 26' 26" ,387, of which tbe mean 
value IS 6° 26' 26",373 West of Bat..wia, cOl'l'esponding to 
100' 22' 10" ,68 East of Greenwich. 

Rence follows tl1l1t the dIfference in longitude between Padang and 
BatavIa, as determmed by geodetic measnres, is lebs by 16" or over 
1 s than that found by chronometers. 

Probably the ddference IS due fol' a small part only to the accu
mnlation of errors of observatlOn m the trJangulatlOn and almost 
exclusively to the methad of determmation by means of chronometers. 

Physics. - "On the rnelting of jloating ie!?", by Dl'. CH. M. VAN 
DEVENTER. (Commul1lcated by Prof. VAN DIm WAALS). 

In what follows I shaH discUbS a physlcal fact, which though one 
of the simplest and most imporlant of phenomena, seems to have 
escaped the attention of physiclSts up to now. The author askE'd at 
least same twenty men verc:;ed in phySlCS aftel' it, and not one of 
them had heard about It many of them and specially the most 
experieneed In this branch of science were not a httle astomshed 
at it. It is thel'ef'ore not devoid of interest to dlbCUSS the fact in 
question, though the explanation can be followed even by beginners 
in physics. 

~ 1. In order to s(how how surprising the fact is, we put the 
following 

Problem. 
Given a tray of [I, certmn dlll1ension, in which water is up to a 

cert[l,in level, [l,nd in wInch floats a piece of ice of [I, certain weight, 
everything [l,t 0:. Required to find: in wlmt w[l,y wll1 the level of 
tile w[l,ter be changed, \Vhen the ice melts? 

Sohttion: the level of the w[l,ter does 110t change. 

~ 2. This answel' may be derived [l,S [I, simpLe application of 
the law of ARCHlMEDES. 1

) 

If the piece of ice weighs A kg., the upward pressure is also 
A kg., and so the weight of the displaced water albo A kg. As now 
the melted ice weighs ttlso A kg., the melted mass will occupy 

1) The weight of the air is neglected in thlS dlSCU$SlOn. 
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exaetly the plaee of the immel'ged part, and accol'dillgly leave the 
position of the surrounding water intact. 

In short: the iee when melting contraets into the volume of the 
immerged pieee. 

§ 3. A mOre ela borate, but perhaps more graphical demonstration 
is the followillg. 

Let the piece of iee have the volume of A litf'r. Then the volume 
of the free part is 83 A cm. and of the immerged volume 917 
A cm. The immerged part gives, when melting, 841 A cm. of water, 

, the free piece 76 A cm. of water. The water ofthe free piece supplies 
thel'efol'e what the immerged pieee had lost in volume when meltblg, 
and there is no l'eason fol' change in the level of the surrounding 
water. 

In this the specifie gravity of iee is put at 0,917. 

§ 4. It is obviou&, that the same l'easoning applies to other sub
stances, so that the following general rule may be drawn up : when 
a substance, floating in its own melting-liquid, melts, the level of 
the liquid will not change. 

§ 5. An application of everyday interest is this: iJ a glass is 
filled to the brim with water, in whieh iee floats, the water will 
not flow over when the ice melts. 

We should, however, take care, when making the experiment with 
a fuIl glass, not to mistake water that is condensed on the eold 
olltside waU, and runs down, for water :!1owing over. A better proof 
is fllrnished by a g1ass which is not quite full of water, and on 
which the first level is indicated: aftel' melting we must find the 
same level. 

§ 6. Attention may be called to the fact that not only a/ter, but 
also during the melting the level is the same as before. 

For if one gramme of ice (or a givon part of it) melts and gives 
one cm. (or an equally large part of it) of water, the weight of the 
floatiug piece and so also the upward pressure wHl be diminished 
by one gramme (or an equally large part of it), aud consequently 
the volume of the immerged piece will be deereased by one cm. (or 
an equally large part of it). Fol' the additional water room has been 
madë by the decrease in displacement. 

~ 7. The law of the permanent level holds a1so when the floating 
iee has erJtpty cavities. 
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This is obvious for 'cavities whicb are in the pieee rising above the 
surface, as these cavities have no influenee on the upward pressure. 

If the irnmerged piece has a cavity of A cm., the upward pressure 
is equally large as tor asolid pieee of ice of the same weight, but 
there are A grammes of iee more above tbe water. When melting, 
these A gl'ammes of iee form A gram mes of water, just suffieient 
for filling up this eavity. 

The law of the permanent level holds a1so when the iee eontains 
ai?' bubbles, at least by the same degree of approximation, with 
whieh we may negleet tbe weight of the air. 

§ 8. When fresh water iee floats and melts in salt water, the 
level does rise, though slightly, the immerged p~rt now being smaller 
t11an before, and so the melted ice canhot be contained in tbe volume 
of the immerged part. 

Here and in what follows the change of volume, eaused by the 
mia.'ing of salt wate?' and f1'l3slt water, is negleeted, whieh is eertainly 
permissible wh en the proportion of the salt is slight. 

For A liters of iee, whieh we1gh 917 A grammes and float in 
salt water of 1,03 speeifie gravity, the vohnne ofthe immerged piece 
is 890 A cm.; the available space ean therefOl'e hold 890 A cm. of 
the melted water, but the remaining 27 A cm. mise the level. 

This remainillg part is about one fOUl,th of the pieee whieh rises 
above the sUl'faee of the water (110 A cm.). 

§ 9. If in salt water a pieee of one liter of iee floats, whieh has 
a eavity nnder water of B cm., then there are (1000-B) cm. of soHd 
ice of a weight of 0,917(1000-B) gl'ammes. 

The upward pressure is therefore 0,917 (lOOO-B) gramme, and 
with a speeific gravity of thc salt ·wate1' of 1,03, the immerged 
volume is 0,89(1000-B) cm. When melting, we get 0,917(1000-B) cm. 
aud so there is a surplus of O,027(1000-B) cm. of water to the 
volume yielded by the immel'ged pieee, which raises t11e level. 

The pieee of iee l'ising above the snrface was 1000-0,89(1000-B) cm. 
or (110 + 0,89B) cm., aud the ratio of the l'emaining pieee mentioned 

to tbis vohllne is as.?ne to (4,1 + 27 -O~027 B)-
The smaller Bis, the more this re1ation npproaches to about 

a fOUl,th. 

§ 10. Histol'y. A l'emal'k umcle two years (tgo by a pupil of the 
thil'd year of the "Gymnasium Willcll1 Hl" at Batavia to the writel' 
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suggested this paper. This pupiJ, called VAN ERPECUl\f, said that he 
had observed that a glass filled to the brim with water and floating 
ice, does not flow over, when the ice melts. 

This fact leading easily to the law of the permanent level an.9-
this law - as the writer is bound to believe - having up to 
now escaped the attention of physicists, physical science owes the 
discovery of a remarkable fact and the addition of a paragraph to 
this pupil. 

AnUJterdam, Dec. 1904. 

Chemistry. - "On tl'initroveratrol". By Dl'. J. J'. BLANKSlIJA. 
(Communicated by Prof. H. W. BAKHUIS ROOZEBOOIlI). 

It has been previously stated 1) that the dimethylether of trinitro
pyrocatechin is formed by the nitration of the dimethylether of 3.5 
dinitropyrocatechin. As the nitl'o-group IDight have been introduced 
either in the position 4 or 6, it was still necessary to ascertain the 
constitution of this compound. The substance which rnelts at 1460

-

1470 is identical with trinitroveratrol, which has already b~en des
cri bed by TIEl\IANN and lVIATSl\fOTO 2) amî is obtained by nitration of 
veratrol (the dimethylethel' of pyrocatechin) or of veratric acid. 
TIElIfANN and lVIATSl\fOTO have shown that veratric acid on nitI'ation 
yields nitroyel'atl'ol and nitroveratric acid. Aftel'wards, ZINCKE and 
FRANCKE 2) have proved that nitl'overatric acid formed by riitl'ation 
of vel'atl'Ïc acid has the following constitution : 

OCH. 
/'\.OCH 
I I 

02NV 
COOH. 

Now, on furthel' nih'ation with fuming nih'ic acid this nitl'overatric 
acid yields tl'initl'ovel'atrol so that t11e constitution of trinitrovera
trol is 

, , 

1) Recueil 23, 114. 
2) Ber. 9, 937. 
S) Ann. der. Chelll. 293, 175. 
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Dinitroveratro1 pl'e[Jal'ed by nitration of vel'atro1 1
) and of meta

hemipinic acid 2) and whieh is consequently formed as follows: 

OCHs OCHs 
1/~ OCHs /"'-. OCHs 

HOOO",/ N02~1 
COOH NO, 

a1so gives on subsequent nitration the same tr~nitroveratro1, again 
showing that the constitution of that snbstance may be expressed 
by C6 H(OCHs). (N02)s 1, 2,3,4,5. 

Now, trinitroveratro1 obtained from veratrol is identical with 
that from the dimethylether of 3.5 dinitropyrocatechin; the melting 
points of botli substances are the same; a mixture of the two sub
stances shows no lowering of the melting' point, whilst the same 
reaction products are obtained from both substances by the action 
of alcoholic am\nonia or methyl-alcoholic sodium methoxide. We 
therefore see th at in the nitration of 3.5 dinitroveratrol, the nitro
group is introduced between the two existing nitro-groups. 

OCHs OCHs 
/'" OCHs ~ /""-. OCHs 
I I I I 

NO. ""-./NO. NO~'\./N02 
N0 2 

TIEMANN and MATSlfIOTO 3) have already demonstl'ateel that trini
troveratrol reacts readily with alcoholic ammonia. As tlley thought 
Lhat the two OCHs' groups were replaced by NH2 , the)' have not 
been able to ideJltify the product formeel in this reaction. 

On repeating the experiment, I noticed th at ammonium nih'ite is 
formed so th at a1so one lof the NO. groups is replaced by NR •. The 
substance formeel melts at 2470 and is identical with the compound 
afterwal'ds ob!ained by NIFlTZKI and KURTENBAOHER 4) which is formed 
by tlle action of alcoltolic ammonia on triuitl'ohydroquinonedimethyl
ether. 

OCHs 
/""-. OCH, 

N0 2\/ko2 

NO~ 

1) BRiiGGCafANN, JotU'n. f. pl'akt. Chem. (2). 53, 252. 
S) ROSSIN, Monatsh. f. Chcm. 12, 1,91. HEINISt:lI, ibid. 15, 229, 
3) Ber. 9, g37; 11, 131. 
~) Ber. 25, 282. 
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This also shows that the N0 2 group6 in trinitl'overatrol are situated 
in the positions 3, 4 and 5. 

If this dinitl'odiamidoani&ol is tl'eated with KOR we obtain the 
monometbylethel' of dinitl'otrjoxybenzene, a substance all'eady obtained 
by NIETZKI and KURTENBACHER from the said reactiou-product of 
trinitrohydl'oquinonedimethylether and ammonia. 

In qllite an analogous mallner the same result was obtained for 
the oxyethyl compound: 

002R5 OO,H5 OO.H5 OO.H. 
/""'- /""'-NO. /'\... OO.H. /""'- OO.H. 
1 1 ~ 1800 I ~ 1780 I ~ 1122 °1 

N02'\.../N02 NO 2'\.../NO 2 NO.'\.../NO. NO.'/N02 
N02 

! 
OO.H. OO.H5 OC.Hs 

/\... 002H5 A 002R• A NH. 
r 1 ~ 1122cI -? 1245 °1 
'\.../ NO.'\.../NO. N02"",-/N02 

NO. NR. 

This latter substance has been fOl'merly obtained by NIETZKI 1) by 
tl'eating tlinitrohydroquinonedietbylethel' with alcoholic ammonia. 

Althol1gh now tlle constitlltion of trimtroveratrol and of trinitl'o
pyrocatechindiethy lether seemed to be satisfactorily determined, I 
bave tried to f111'nis11 additional evidence by treating these substances 
with sodium ethoxide or methoxide; then it was to be expected that 
the following changes might OCCUl': 

OCHa OOHa OOHa 
/'\...NO. /""'-OOHa /11""'-OCH~ 
I I 1 ~ 'I ~ I IJ 1 

NO 2 '\.../N 0 2 NO.'\.../N02 NO. ""'-/NO. 
OOHa OOHa N0 2 

If now trinitrohydroquinonerlimethylether (I) is tl'eated wUh a 
solution of sodium methoxide in absolute methylalcohol the addition 
of each drop causes a bro\ynibh coloration whieh neady instantly 
disappears. Aftel' a pa,rtial evt1.poration of the solvent, crystals are 
formeel whieh melt at 92°; according to an analysis thi6 is the 
trimethylether of dinitro-oxyhydroC[llinone. 

OOHs 
/,,!OOHs 

N0 2\/N02 
OOHs 

1) Ann. der Chem. 215, 153. 
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Wh en we tre<"tt this substance with aleoholic ammonia two OCH/s 
are reaelily l'eplaceel by NH~ anel we obiain the bame dinitro
diamidoanisol as that obtained from trinitrohydl'oqninonedimethylether. 

rrrimtl'ovcratl'ol (II) however behaves quite differently from Na OCH 3 • 

If to the meLhyl-alcoholic solution ib added sodium methoxide a 
purple-red coloration is obtained, vi'llÎch only disappears aftel' heating fol' 
a few minutes on thc waterbath, aftel' whieh the liquid turns yellow. 
On cooling, fine yellow crystals are deposited (m.p. 152-) which are 
not affeeteel by alcoholic ammonia or by potassium hydroxide. 

The motherliqnol' contains besicles Na N02 a small qnantity of a 
snbstance w hieh is perhaps identical with that from trinitrohydro
quinonedimethy lether. 

11'111e C'rvbtalline compounds I are also obtained by the action of 
potassium Veyaniele on trinitroveratrol in ~lcohohc Ol' methyl-alcohoJie 
solntions J in eithel' case two different substances are produced. 

lt is probable that trinitroveratrol (in common with o1her nitro
compounds) fir!:;t forms an additive product with Na OCH 3 or KON 1), 
whieh then suffers decomposition and eauses the formation of the 
saicl procluets. 

The fact that the course of the reaction is a somewhat unusual 
one is most likely to be attributecl to the presence of th1'ee adjacent 
nitl'o-groups in the benzeneeore. I hope a fm·ther study will throw 
some more light on the subject. 

AMSTERDAM, Dec. 1904. 

Chemistry. -" On W. MARCKW AW' S asymmetrie synthesls of 0 ptlcally 
active vale/'ic aciel." By Dl'. S. TIJlliSTRA Bz. (Communicated 
by Prof. BAKHUIS ROOZEBOO.llI). 

Some time ago, MARCKWAW 2) pl'epal'ed active valeric acid in a 
man nel' whieh aceording to his opinion entitled him to look upon 
th is synthesis as the first purely asymmetrie one. Shortly aftel'wH,rds 
tllÎs opinion was challenged in an article from Messrs. COHEN and 
PATTERSON 8), who clenied tllat the synthesis cOllld be an asymmetrie 
one as being opposed to the theory of eleetrolytic dissociation. Af tel'-

1) LORING heKSON. Amer. Chem. Jom·u. 29, 89, (1903). 
LÓllllY De BllUYN. Rec. 23. 47. 

2) Ber. 37, 34.9. 

I) Her. 37, 1012. 

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. vn. 
32 
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wards, MARCKWALD 1) defended his standpoint in such a mannel' that 
no fUl'ther controvel'syhas taken place. 

Although the theoretica! aspect of tile question might be considered 
as solved, it still occurred to me th at fi.·om an experimental point 
of view, the synthesis might be capabie of some improvement. 
lVlARCKWALD starts fl'om methylethylmalonic acid; of this the acid 
brueine salt is made in which now occurs an asymmetrie carbon atom in 

/CHa 

the residue ofthe methylethylmalonic acid: CO,H. O---OO,H. BI'. 

'" C,H. 
Owing to the influence of the active bl'ucine, the two possible 

I forms wm not be pl'ochlCed in equal quantities and as a transfor
mation between t11e two forms is possibly owing to the ionisation, 
the solution, ou evaporation, will only deposit one salt, as durülg the 
erystallisation the equilibrium between the two forms is constantIy 
being restored. The active brueine salt is now heated at 1700 when 
carbon dioxide is eliminateel and the brucine salt of methylethyl
acetic acid is formeel. As this elimination of carbon dioxide will 
take place exclusively, Ol' nearly so, at the free cal'boxyl group, the 
resuIt will be a brucine salt of active methylethyl acetic Or in other 
words l-valerk acid. By acidification wUh dilute sulphul'ic acid, dis til
lation in steam and rectification, MARCKWALD obtained a product which 
in a 10 C.m. tube showed a rotation of [aJD = -1°.7 which COl're
sponds with not quite 100

/ 0 of l-valedc acid. MARCKWALD attributes 
this low yield of active material to the high temperature employed 
(1700

), which may have cansed atomic shiftings. 
The problem appeared to me of too gl'eat impol'tance not to try 

and obtain a better yield of active valeric acid by altering the 
?nochts operancli. The idea sLruck me that it ought to be possible to 
considerably lowel' tbe temperatl1l'e at, whieh carbon dioxide is 
eliminated and thus remove one cause of atomic shifting. 

In my preliminal'Y expel'iments I userl the methylethylmalol1ic ac.id 
itself which melts at 118° and of which it is stated in the literatul'e 
that it rapidly loses its carbon dio~ide at 180". As a l'ule the acids,_ 
which possess two carboxyl groups attached to one carbon I?-tom, 
10se carbon dioxide when heated above their l11elting point; we rarely 
find, ho wever, in the literatul'e cases where this temperatul'e is correcti)' 
indicated and very of ten , at least in the case of subsiances melting at 
low temperature, the uniform tempet'atul'e of 170°-180' is accepted. 

The methylethylmalonic acid was now heated in vacuo at 130=> in 

1) Ber, 37, 1368, 
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a tube connecled with a mercury barometer a,nd also with a mer
cury aÏl'pump, wbich caused a fairly rapid decomposition; the pressnre 
rose beyond 1 atmosphere. Even at 100°, decomposition takes plare 
if' we only take care io continnally evacuate; the mass first becomes 
partially liqnid owing to the valel'ic acid formeel anel now we can 
plainly see the evolution of carbon dioxide fl'om the solid partieles 
of metby lethy lmalonic acid still suspended in the liquid. We cannot, 
therefol'e, speak of a definite decomposition point of acids with two 
cal'boxy 1 groups attachee! to one carbon atom. The statement that 
these substances lose carbon dioxide by heating above t11eir melting 
point is consequently not only very vague but to some extent also 
incorrect tbS metbylaethylmalonic acid already loses CO 2 when still 
in the solid condition. 

Whilst, however, it takes elays befory tbe methylethylmalonic acid 
is decomposed at 100° at the ol'dinary pressure, this process is 
finished in a few 110ms if we continually evacuate. This would he 
most readily explained by assuming that this decomposition is a 
dissociation phenomenon. At eacb temperature, there woulcl then 
exist a definite dissociation ten sion and if now by a continual 
evacuation care is taken thai One of tbe decomposirion proc1ucts is 
always being removed, it is obvious that finally all must be decom
po&ed. The only difference between this phenomenoll and the classical 
example of Ca CO a is this that one has never succeedl?cl in obtaining 
tUl acid with two carboxyl groups by heating an acid, c0ntaining 
one carboxyl gl'OUp, in carbon dioxide. This ma.)' be explained eitl1er 
by assuming false equilibria, Or by slll?po:=;ing that the velo city of 
rennion of the decomposition prodllcts is exceedingly small. lintend 
to further investigate this point. 

As it had now been proved that the temperature of decomposition 
of acids with two carboxylgroups to one carbon aLom cOllld be greatly 
decreased by diminuiion of presslll'e, it was obvious that tlw synthesis 
of l-valeric acid might also be improved b,)' allowing the 002-elimination 
to take place in yacuo at least if lVlARCKWAW'S ideu was correct 
that the bad yield of active material v{as due to alomie shiftings 1). 

I have now heated the acid bru('inc salt of methyleihylmalonic 
acid with continual evacuation at 120°, tberefol'e far below its melting 

1) lt is easy to undm'stand that a decrease of the temperature at which carbon 
dioxide is expelled is in iLself not capable of imp1'oving the synthesis. The velo city 
of lhe atomie shiftings would no doubt have much diminished but then also the 
velocily or the carbon dIOxide elimination, .1nrl lhe complete decomposilion 01' the 
~uhstnnce would take a mllch longCl' time. The evaclhllioll, thcrel'o1'e, merely serves 
10 tlu'drrale lhe deeoillpobilioll ploce~s. 
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point (155°), and alter tbe w hole mass had t.ul'l1ed to a t.hick liquid 
and no more carbon dioxide was evolved the product was dissolved 
in boiling water. The solution was acidified with sulphuric acid and 
distilled in a current steam. The distIllate was shaken with ether, 
the etheral solution was dl'ied and aftel' the ether was evaporated, tlle 
residual valeric acid was 1'ectified and its boiling point found to be 
174°-176°. The 1'otat1On of thIS w~s detel'mined at [aJD= _4°.3 
which corresponds with 25,8% l-valeric acid. It made no dUference 
whether the first or last. fraction of the distillate was taken. 

The synthesis of l-valeric acid has, therefore, been much improved 
and it is possible to still further increase the yield of' active acid by 
operating at still 10wer temperatnre as J have observed that the acid 
salt of methylethylmalonic acid possesses even at 1000 a faIrly large 
decomposition tension. 

Amsterdam, Org. Chem. Lab. 

Chemistry. - "On the system pyrictine and methyl iodide." By 
Dr. A. H. W. ATEN. (Communicated by Prof. BAKHUIS ROOZEBOOM). 

Among the binary systems which have been stud18d up to the 
present in the gaseous, liquid and sohd condition there are many in 
which occur chemica} compounds fOl'med from the two compollents. 
In most of those cases, those compounds possessed but little stabilily 
so that the conditions of f'ormation and decomposition were situated 
within an easily attainable range of temperatures. 

In the case of the more btable chemical componnds, howevel', 
those conditions of gradual formation and decomposition are less 
easy to attain. Still, thei!' '3tudy promises a clearer insight into the 
changes which a system undel'goes when a chemical compound is 
formed therein, and in the systems which form very stabie com
pounds; such a comparison can be made aU the more readily at a 
10wer temperatm'e because the reaction yelocities are then generally 
so reduced that the system can be studied at will in the presence 
or absence of' the compound so th at these two cases may be compared. 

A first example in which this could be at least partil111y attained 
is given by the system pyridine and methyl iodide. These two sub
stances are capable of fOl'ming à qUl1ternl1ry ammonium compound 
C6HfiN. CHaI which possesses a fairly great stability. At 60° and 
higher temperatm'es this compound is rapidly fOl'med in tltc mixtures 
of the two liquids; at the ordinal'y temperat.ure this formation takes 
place rather sIowly and exceedmgly slowlyon cooling. On cooIing 
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rapidly, we should therefore undoubtedly get from the liquid mixtures 
soUd pyridine (m.p. -50) and solid methyl iodide (m.p. below _80°). 
Moreovel', all those liquid mixtures in which no compound has 
formed as yet are homogeneous. 

H, hOWeyel', the liqnid mixtul'es are kept for some time, the 
compound is formeel with ft considerabie evolution of heat and it 
sepul'fttes at the ol'dinal'y temperatnre in the solid conelition, the 
amount depencling on the tempm'atul'e and the pl'oportion of the 
mixture. At higher tcmpel'atures, however, it may cause the fOl'mation 
of two liqmd layel's. The perullar behaviour shown is elucidated in 
the annexed figul'e in which the composition of the mixtures is 
expressed in molecule-percents of pyridine. 

) Let us first glance at the 
IZO ' 

J/O' 

go' 

70 ' 

60' 

).0' 

/0' 

0' 

right side of the figure. In this 
1 is the melting- or solubility
line of the compound, commen
ciIlg with the melting point of 
the compound (117°) anel ex
tending to a entectic point 
very close to the melting point 
of pyridine, because at lowel' 
temperatm'es the compound is 
but little soluble in pyridine. 
At 81°, from 77.5-85.5 mol. oio 
of pyridine, the line 1 is however 
interrupted as IlO homogeneous 

-10· liqUld can exist between the 
-ilO' two concentrations. The Hne 2 
-30' incloses with its two branches, 
-/to' which meet in M, au immisci-
-5°' bility-region which becomes 

enlal'ged at higher temperatures. 
The fused compound is therefol'e 

mis ei bIe with pyridine io a limited ex tent only. The point M, however, 
can only be reached when there is no separation of solid compound 
which may be easily prevented fol' some time. 

At the 1eft side of the figme we meet with nearly the same 
series of phenomena: 3 is here the solubility line, 4 the two branches 
of the immiscibiJity Ene., The ünmiscibIlity l'eglOn is here very gl'eat. 
at 88° from about 0.5 to 41 mol. 010 of pyridine, whilst no change 
could be observed at highel' temperatm'es and conseqllently no 
critical mixing point is known. 
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The line 5 is the solnbility line of n metastable form of the solid 
compound, this line, howevel', can onl,)' be pal'tially determined in t11e 
presence of an excess of pyridine. With a large excess the stabie 
tOl'l11 was formed too readily. If the line could have been continued, 
it would have been continuous, in distinction fi'om 1, as it is situated 
entirely below the mixing point 1\1. 

It could not be determined at the siele of the mixtures which are 
richel' in CH) as these crystallise very slowly and then we alwa,)'s 
obtain the sk .. ble form. 

The most noteworthy l'esult of this research i&, howeve1', that two 
liquids which' are miscible in all proportions, may yielcl two sets of 
coexi&ting liquiels owing to the formation of a chemical compound. 
In the formation of less stabIe compound& snel! has never as yet 
been observed anel the better known stable compouncls have not as 
yet been studied fi'om t11is point of view chiefly becau&e the com
parison of combineel and nncornbinecl liqnids is so of ten rendered 
d1fflcuIt by the great diiferences in the melting points of the components. 

The sharp intersection of the melting point lines 1 and 3 at 1170 

and tl!e strong elevation of the boiling point aftel' the combination 
(pyridine H6°, CH3I 4-2°, combinecl liquicl 270") show that even in 
the liquid state, the compound is certainly for the greater part nndis
sociated. 

Probably the pal'tial miscibility of this combineel liquid with its 
components i& connected w!th the fact that the chemical nature of 
the compound diifers so greatly ti'om those of the components. On 
this point also we possess but very little knowledge at present. 

Chemistry, - "'l'lte 1'eaction of FRIEDEL anc! CRA~"rR", By Dl' .. 1. 
BÖESEKEN. (Communicated by Prof. A. F. HOLLEMAN). 

As is weIl known, the l'eaction of FRIEDEL and ORAFTS does not 
always proceed uniformly. Sometimes traces onl,)' of the catalyzer 
seem to &uffice for tlle pl'eparation of large quantities of the desired 
product; in other cases equimolecnlar quantities of the products to 
be condensecl require from 1/20 to 1,'10 mol. of the reagent. In a 
great many condensations it has been ShOW11 that at least 1 mol. 
of AICls is required in order to obtain the highest possible yield. 

The reaction is also depenelent on H number of circnmstances 
which are either connected with a secondal'y action of aluminhlll1 
chloride (Rec. XXII p. 302) on one of the sl1bstances present clnring 
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the l'eaction, or el se depend on t11e nature of' these substances 
themselves. 

It strikes me that the number of' different syntheses made since 
the discovel'Y of' the catalytic action of aluminium chloride is large 
enough to enable us to explain the cauSe of this different conduet 
by a somewhat systematic consideration.' 

It must be well l'emembered that aluminium chloride can onIy 
then exel't Hs power when iL is capable of rendering the chloride 
(or anhydride) active; that is to say it must be present in the mass 
either in a free Ol' loo.sely-combined state. 

This mass contains basides the catalyzer (and eventuaJly some 
diluent, snch as OS2): A the chloride (or anhydride), B tbe benzene 
derivative, 0 the formeel product. If now we disregard the above
mentioned secondal'y decomposItion phenomena the following cases 
may OCCUl'.: 

1. The aluminium chloride combines wUh none of these substances 
Ol' the compounds are completely dissociated at the reaction-tempe
ratm'e. 

We are then dealing witb the catalytic action in the t1'uest form. 
A trace of' aluminium cbloride will snftice to convert unlimited quan
tities of A and B into O. This is fol' instance the case in the chlo-
1'ination (bl'omination) of' benzene at the ordinary temperature. If the 
substances nsed have been carefully dried more than 1 kilo of chlo1'o
(bl'omo) benzene may be prepared with the aid of 0.5 gram of' 
aluminium C'hloride without a visible dimmuüon of the quantity of 
the catalyzel'. When pl'epal'ing diphenylmethane from benzyl chloride 
and benzene we can also work with very small quantities of the 
catalyzer if tbe strongly diluted benzyl chloride is poured into a 
large excess of beI1Zene land the reactioll-mass is from time to time 
replaced by new benzE'ne; yet the decomposition of the benzyl 
chloride by the eatalyzel' CaJlllot be enUreIy prevented (Recueil 
XXIIi p. 98). 

Il. The aluminium chloride combines with the chloride (A) to a more 
Ol' less strong additive product. W11en Ihese compouncls are very 
stabIe, the l'eaction may nol take place at all: the phosphorus oxy
chloride combines with sLrong evolution of heat with a mol. of 
aluminium chloride (OAsSm,1\IANN, Ann. 98 p. 220), and this product 
is not attacked by benzene 01' toluene. In the other cases the l'eaction 
proceeds, howevcl', very favomably. As aluminium chlol'Ïde also 
combines with the formed product (0) only one mol. ofthe catalyzer 
is requil'ed fol' equimolecular qnantities of thc components. 

Here we must still distinguish between the following categories ; 
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ft. the catalyzer is situated closely to the pI ace where the con den
sation takes place, whi('h is thc case in all syntheses of ketones, 
sulphones etc fr0111 the cOrl'esponding acid chlorides, where it is 
linked to the carbonyl {sulphuryl) group, for instanee : 

CH3COClAlCl~ + CaRa = OH3C006H5AI013 + HOI 
(Recueil XIX p. 20). 

Presumably, this ought to include the syntheses of GATTlmllIANN, 

B 1897 p. 1622, where the aromatic aldehydes are (,ollstrllcted from 
CO and HCi and the amides of the aromatic carboxylic acids are 
obtained fr0!11 carbamine chloride (Ol CO NH

2
) B. 1899 p. 1117. 

b. the aluminium cllIoride is combined to the chloride but not 
neal' the place where the condensation occurs, for instanee : 

AI013p·N020aH40H20l + CaBa = AICI3p.N020oH40H20oH5 + HOI 
(Recueil XXnI p. 103), 

the catalyzer is here combined to the nitl'o-group. 
UI. The aluminium chloride combines with the benzene derivative 

eB) and not or with great difliculty, with the chloride CA). 
In this case, the benzenc-gl'onp which has eombined with the 

catalyzer may increase (a) or diminish (b) the activity of the other 
H-atoms. 

a. In the fil'st case although the reaction may take place it will 
be much retal'ded. 

Anisole, for instanee, which yields a well-defined additive product 
with aluminium chloride hardly reacts at the ordinary tempel'ature 
with carbon tetrachloride ; the chlorine atomH of this chloride do 
not, apparently, get under the inf1uence of the eombined eatalyzer. 

Benzyl chloride, which acts very violent1y On benzene, attacks 
anisolc so slowly that the velocity of th0 reaction could be measul'ed 
at the ordinary temperature. (H. GOLDSCH1I1IDT, Oentl'al-Blatt 1903 
IJ p. 820). 

b. In the second case, the reaction does not take place. Nitl'o
benzene, aceto- and benzophenone, sulphobenzide etc. do not suffer 
condensation with carbon tetrachlol'ide, chloroform, methylene chlo
ride, flulphur chlorjde etc. by meanS of aluminium chloride. 

IV. The aluminium chloride unites both with the chloride IA) 
and the benzene derivative (B). In this ease it wW depend chiefly 
011 the influenee of the groups present in the benzene whethel' the 
condensation takes place or not. 

Whilst nitl'obenzene cannot be acety!ised Ol' benzoylised, the nitro
anisoles may be converted into the corresponding acetyl compounds. 

One does not succeed in introducing a second aeetyl gl'OUp into 
acetophenone, but on the other hand m-xylene, mesytilene, .9y1l1. 
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triethylbenzene, and sym. dl1l'el1c appeal' io be diacetylised; ti'om the 
experiments it appears that at least two mols. of the catalyzer are 
wanted (V. MEYNR, B. 189;) p. 3212; B. 1896 p. 846; 13. 1896 p. 
2564; E. WEU., 13 1897 p. 1285). 

V. The catalyzer combines but little or not at all with the chlorlde 
(A) Ol' the benzene clerivative (13) combines only with the formed product. 
When this is a moleculal' compound (rts in the cases known \lp to tIle 
present) at least one mol. will be l'equired fol' one mol. of the chloride. 

I have found that one mol. of carbon teirachlol'ide exactly requh'es 
the molecular quantity of aluminium chloride fol' the formation of 
triphellylmethane chloride 

0014 + 30oEo + AIOla = 3HOl + (OoH5)aOOl.AIOla' 
S201. and S012 also l'equil'e one mol. of the catalyzer when being 
condensing with benzene. ' 

The behaviour of sulphnr itself towards benzene is very intel'esting 
in this respect; from an investigation, the details of which will be 
pnblished elsew here, it appears that this condensation must be repre
sented by the following scheme: 

Ss + 60oE, + 3AIOla = 2(OoH 5)2S, AIOla + (OoH 4)SJ' AIOla + 4H.S 
diphenylsulphide thianthrene 

For one mol. of sulphur, thl'ee mols. of the catalyzer are absorbed j 
the element itself does not combine with aluminium chloride. 

As stated above we have only mentioned the cases where no 
secondary actions occur or where these may be greatly prevented. 
In a numb"er of syntheses this is very diflicult to realise particularly 
whel'e we start from chlorides where the carbon atom which Cal'l'leS 
the chlorine atom is also combined with hycll'ogen atoms (Recueil 
XXII p. 306), Ol' where hydrogen t"tlHI chlorine OCCUl' ncar adjacent 
carbon atoms. ((MOUNEYRAT, Bull. Soc. C'him [3J 17 p. 797; [3J 19 
p. 179, p. 407 and p. 554). 

Ta this belong all the syntheses of the homologues of bellzene 
whel'e we also have the cil'cumst:1l1cc that the more alkyl groups 
enter into the benzene, the morc readily it will be decomposed by 
aluminium chloride; the quantities of alnminitll1l chloride l'equired thel'e
fore become largel' and vary in each individual casco In order to get 
a bettel' insight in the actua{ catalytic action of aluminium chlorlde 
these last reactions will fUl'nish in my opinion, a less suitable ma
terial than the fiJ'st five categorie:; whicb I have mentiolled. These 
will have to be submItted to a systematic alld, if possible, also 
quantitative research. 

I have been engaged for some time in experiments in this 
direetioll, which will be pnblished from time to time. 

Assen, Dec. 1904. Cltem. Lab. H. B. S. 
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Physics. - "The injluence of ac!mi.vtures on the c1,itical phenomena 
of simple substances anc! the e:cplanation of TEICHNER'S e:cpe-
1'iments." By J. E. VERSOHAI!'FELT. Supplement N°. 10 to the 
Communications fi'om the Physical Laboratory at Leiden by 
Prof. KAMERLINGH ONNES. 

§ 1. Intl'oduction. That small proportions of any admixture cannot but 
have a great influence on the critical phenomena of a simple substance 
has repeatedly been demollstrated by KAl\iERLINGH ONNES and his pupils. 
This cOJlviction led Jhem to look for an explanation of the abnormal 
phenomena at the critical point - on which some observers base their 
doubts of the validity of the theories of ANDREWS and VAN DER 
WAALS - by preference in slllall qnantities of ad mixture, and gave rise 
in the Leiden labOl·atory 10 sevel'al researches in which the greatest 
care was bestowed up on the cleaning of the substances investigated. 

As early as Oct. '93, in Oomn1. N°. 8, p. 15, KUENEN has demon
strated the importance of phenomena of retardation, due to the 
irregular distribution of admixtures. In Comm. N°. 11 (Proc. May '94) 
he proved experimentally that, when pure substances were used, the 
deviations found by GALITZINE were not observed. 'fhe subject of 
Oomm. N°. 68, p. 4 (Proc. April '01, p. 629) was a difference in 
opinion between DE HEEN and KAMERLINGH ONNES about the significance 
of the former's well-lmown experiments, of which the results were 
ascribed by the lat ter to admixtures. I have taken part in some 
preliminary experÏments undertaken in consequence of tuis diffel'ence 
of opinion. They gave us the conviciion that DE HEEN'S observations 
required systematic cOl'rections and that, if these were applied, the 
observations would agree with the theories of ANDREWS and VAN DER 
WAALS l

). 

Indeed, according to KAMERLINGH ONNES' opinion, maintained by 
him in Oomm. N°. 68, p. 13 (Proceedings, April '01, p. 637), the 
deviations found should be ascribed for a good deal to impurities, and 
should be explained by means of VAN DER WAALS' theory of mixtures ~), 
1. c. p. 6 (Proc. p. 631). Moreover, if,\ attention were paid to the 
variatiol1 of the molecular pressure the deviations to be expected in 
cOl1sequence of ad mixtures would 5how exactly the same nature as 
those observed by DE HEEN, while the variation of the molecular preE>sure 
owing to impurities, however small it may be for a small quantity of 
admixture, would yet cause considerabIe differences of density owing 

1) A more careful repetition of those prelirninary researches is begun at Leiden 
soon after the controversy wilh DE HEEN. 

~)Cf. also HARTMAN, SuppJ. N°. g to the Comms. from the Phys. Lab. at Leiden, p. 47. 
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to the high degl'ee of ~ompl'essibilit.Y of the substance in the critica I 
state; 1. c. p. 13 (Proc. p. 637). 

At thc time it was not possible to form a true ,jndgment about 
thc influence of admixtmes and the l'eqnired cOl'rections. While other 
corl'ections, which had probably to be tl.pplied and which might 
have the same influellce, were fuIly, disCllsscd, about the cOl'rection 
fol' admixtures, nothing cOllld be said hut th at (1. c. p. 6, Proc. p. 
631) meaStll'ements were being made at the laboratol'Y, which wouId 
bpread the desil'cd light on the influence of smaJl admixtures. 

Since that time have been pllblished those measurements by myself 
on mixtures of carbon dioxide and hydrogen (Comms. N°. 45, Jan, 
'99 and N°. 47, Febr. '99) and those by KEI'}SOnI on carbon dioxide 
and oxygen (Comm. N°. 88, Jan. '04). In the series of "Contl'ibutions 
to the lmowledge of VAN DER W AAI.S' tl1-surface" occur several calculations 
of KEESOllI (Comms. N°. 75, Dec. '01 and N°. 79, April '02) and of 
myself (Comm. N°, 81, Oct. '02 and Suppl. N°. 6, May and June '03). 
These calculations in which the law of corresponding states has been 
applied according to IÜl\IERLlNGII ONNRS fol' bubstances with admix
tm'es, reduce all the deviations from the properties of the pUJ'e 

snbstances to thc mowlcdge of the two quantrtres a = -, --1 . . 1 (d'l':tk) 
1 Ic di/] :t=0 

anel (j = 2 (dd'PXIc
) anel of the empiricaI equation of state. 

Plc lIJ =0 

I have availed myself of the obtained restllts to investigate wlmt 
.diifel'ences of density will be obsel'ved in a tube of CAGNIARD DE LA 

TOUR, containing carbon dioxide mixed with a s1l1all ll10leeulal' 
composition of oxygen, if in the man nel' indicuted by TBICHNER 1) 
floats are placed into it. to determine the densit.y. I found it confirmed 
that the nature of the deviations which wou1d be obsel'ved in TEICHNER'S 
expel'iments in con~equenr-e of smal! admixtures (if pl'essure and 
temperatul'c are in equilibrium), cOl'l'esponds entil'ely to that of the 
deviations obsel'ved. 

It seems to me an important result that, on the stl'ength of the 
knowledge of the behaviolIl' of the mixtures of carbon dioxide and 
oxygen, we can calcnlate that even very bmaJl quantities of oxygen 
in carbon dioxide (a few 0.001 mol.) are snfficient to pl'oeluce thc 

1) DRUDE'S Ann., 13, 595, l!-J04. The explanatioll of TEICHNI:H'S expel'iments 
covers that of GALITZINE'S expel'imcnts, where the density was determined at dif
ferent heights by an optical method. In tube" filled with carbon dioxide, GOUY 

(C. R. 116 p. 1289, JUl1e 1893) has obsel'ved a slow displacement ofthe meniscus 
a little below the criticnl lemp(lrature, anel hal, tlscribeel tbis phenomenon, anel 
rightly I hold, to impurities. 
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diiferences of density whielt DM HElI1N obsel'ved in carbon diox.ide. 
Small ad mixtures of the same ldJ.ld as t1108e by whieh DE HEEN'S 
expel'iments ean be explained, may, until we have a proof to the 
contrary, a}so be assumed in the carbon tetrachluride with whieh 
TEICHNER experimented. I therefol'e hold that TEICHNlm's researches, 
which from an expel'imentn} point of view leave less to be desired 
t1utn ihose of DE HEEN'S, must be explained in the same way. 

rfhey n1'e now being l'epeated at the Leiden laboratory with carbon 
dioxide of the grentest possiblc pUl'Îty, whi1e in order to omit all 
donbts of temperature equilibrium 1), thermoelements nro sealed in 
the tube. 

§ 2. Diile1'ence in density between two phases with sligMly d~f!81'ing 
pJ'opol'tions of ad1l1;ia.'tt~1'e, tolLen equilibrium of ]Jresszwe and of tem
lJeratu1'e exists. We imagine that in a tube, at n temperature T, 
which diifers only little from the critical Tic of the pure substance, 
there are two layers of which the one contains per gramme molecule 
Xl mol. of the ad mixture, the other x. mol.; the pressure is supposed 
to be the same 2), i. e. equal to p, and also to diifer little from the 
critica i pressure ]Jk of t11e pure substance. In order to determine the 
density of a mixture with an (infinitely smalI) composition x, we 
may pl'oceed as follows. The quantities a, {J, and y = a-fJ determine 
the critica} elements T-ck> pxb VxT. of the point which for the mixture 
cOl'l'esponds to the critical point of the pure substance, in first 
approximation (Oomm. NU. 81 equation (14)) by the equations: 

Tûc = Tk (1 + a x), ]Jxk = ZJk (1 + IJ x), V"k = Vk (1 + ya:). 
Hence to the temperature of observation 1', i. e. the temperature 

of the mixture, a temperature 'P' of the pure snbst..'tnce corresponds 
T' Tk 

in such a way that - = -' and we may therefore write in fil'st 
T 'l'x7/ 

approximation : T' = T (1 - a x). In the same way the pressm'e 
p' = 'iJ (1 - fJx) of the pure substance corresponds to the observed 
pressure p (pressure of the mixture). Suppose that at the temperature 
T' and the pressure p' the pure substance occupies the molecular 
volume v', a volume which may be derived from the empirical cquation 
of state or. which may be read on a diagram of isothermals, then, 
under the circumstances observed ('1: p), we have for the molecular 
volume of the mixture considered v = v' (1 + y x) . 

1) Cf. VILLARD, C. R. 118 and Comm. W. 68 (April '01). ' 
2} Doing so, we neglect the influence of gravitation, which is much smaller than 

at of the admixtures, and moreover increases the differences of density. 
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Detel'mining the valne of v, either by calculation or by means of 

a diagram, we find that, if the proportion ~ differs mnch from 
a 

1'k (~P,) = (~P) = 7.3 1) (cf. Suppl. W. 6, p. 14; Proc. June '03, 
Pk u1 VI. u r k 

p. 121) owing to the particulal' shape of the isothermals near tbe 
critical point, the difference V'-Vlc is much largel' (of 10wer order, viz. 

~) than the correction term v' y,'I). For that reason and a180 because 
3 
of the uncertainty about the volumes which belong fo a definite 
pressure, again oVI,'ing to the shape of the isothermals, we need not 
distinguisb belween 11 and v', in other worus, we rnay negleet 
the corl'ection term v' y x 2). As, howeve1', we intend to determine 
the density of the mixture, we must bear in mind that v is tbe 
volume occupied by JJl1 (i-x) + JI2 x gr., M j and JI2 representing 
the moleculal' weights of the pure substance and the admixture, Thence 

lvI1 (1-.'1)) + JYJ2 .x 
follows the density , for which, for the same reason 

v 

M l as above, we may put -" i. e, the density ofthe pure substance itselt 
v 

at the temperature ']" and the pl'essure p'. 
On the stl'ength of this consideration we may conclude that the 

densities of t11e two mixtures tIJ l and x2 , at a temperature which is 
about the critical temperatnre of the pure snbstance lt., may be read 
n,pproximately on a p, Q lliag1'am of the isothermals of the pure 
sl1bstance; on the isdthel'mals of the temperatm'es '1'1'= lk (i-a a\) 
and 1'2' = TI. (i-Cl ,v.) we seek two points fo1' which the pressUl'es 
are LJ1' = pl. (i-,~ mJ and }J2' = lil. (1-1~ x2) respectivelj', 

Besides these t wo layers, howevel', the tnhe l'eally contains still 
several othel's of different composition, becanse the composition val'ies 
gl'adually 3), If fol' different compositions we determine the densities 

1) l"urlher on we shall see thal, in the cases \;:nown thus far, tllis condition is 
salisfied, 

2) The circumstance that we must detel'mine lhe diITel'ence between the 1,;'S for 
l wo mixtures, does nol aILCl' t!lis conclusion in tÎle lem,t. FOI' als 0 the diITerence 

bctween 1'1' and V2' is found la be of a lowel' order ( ~) thal.'l the fh'st. 

ol) Wh at !las been said here "bout accidenlal impl1l'ilies, hold!:> also for lhe 
experimenls of CAIl!LCTTI'r ,uHI COLAtlDC.\U (C, n. lUS, 1280, 1889) where jodine, 
",hielt h,lLl heon Lli~bolvcLl in 1i!Jllid e,u'bon llio~l\l(}, W,Ul nol Llill'llbell eCjually lhrouglt 
llte tube ,ll lhe lelnJll'l'lllul'C at wllich llte JIl0ni~Cllb diE:.uppl'al'cd; it abo holds rOl' 

similal' expel'imenls of IÜC,CNJ3AClI (Dntcle's Ann" 5, 276, 1901), who dissolved 
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at the same tempet'ature and pressure, we obtain points which 
all lie in one curve, this curve therefore represents the variation of 
the density in the tube, ii'om the shape of this curve, which very 
much resem bles that of an isothermal in the neighbourhood of the 
critica1 point, it is evident that the snbstance in the tube cannot but 
show considerabIe dIfferences of density. 

I aRsume that between the two ends of the tube there i& a certain 
difference in composition; then the greatest difference in density 
depends not on1y on the a and the (:J of the substances consldered, 
and on the difference in composition, but also on the temperature, on 
the mean densitv and on the mean compositlOn. For those mixtures 

• l 

of WhICh the (, and the (:J are known, I now shall give the difference 
in density which cOl'l'esponds to X2-X1 = 0.001, If the temperature 
is about the crItical temperature of the pnre substance and the mean 
densrty is also the critical density: 

CO2 with 0.001 mol. CHgCI , Ie = 0.378, {3 = 0.088, t:, = 3411/ 0 I of the 
CHgCl" " "C02 ,((. = - 0.221 , (3 = 0.281, ó = 310 '0 •• 1 
CO2 " " "H2 , ((. = - 1.17 ,(3 = - 1.62 ,t:, = 42% \' CritICa 
CO2 " " ,,02 , ft, = - 0.66 ,(3 = - 1.09 ,t:, = 36 /0 densi1y. 

The following dIfferences in density wouJd be observed in carbon 
dioxide with small quantities of oxygen, with different temperatlll'es 
ano differences of concentration, the mean densIty being still the 
critical one: 

,'V 2 iV 1 = 0.001 ,/12 -'V1 = 0.0005 ,'V 2 -,v1 = 0.0001 
31 °.0 6 = 36% 6 = 30°/0 6 = 17°10 
31°.5 24 17 6 
320 17 10 2.5 
33° 12 5 ± 1/2 
3~ 6 3 ±~2 

How the difference in density depends on the mean density of 
the substance may be seen from tIle following tabJe, which relate to 
carbon diO:.\.Ide with oxygen at a temperatul'e of about 310 C. and 
for a;2-x1 = 0.001. 

Mean density 1.3Qk 
1.2 
1.1 
1.0 
0.9 
0.8 
0.7Q!.. 

6=3% 
8 

24 
36 
24 

6 
1.5% 

salts in liquid sulphm dIOxide. These l'1.pelllnents, therefore, whel'e an admixture 
had intentJOnally been ,uleleel, have been eu otJeously aeleluccel as nrgumcnts against 
tbe theOly ol ANDRBWS anel VAN UCH WAAL~; 101 lhe rcst HAOr.NBACH Illmself has 
Ullder~tood the ("H1~e of Uw devi,üJOll he lld.d fOUJld. 
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The next table shows how tOl' carbon dioxide with oxygen, at tt tem
perature of about 31 0 0., the mean density being the critical density 
and aJ~-Xl = 0.001, the difference in density depends on the mean 
composition. 

1: (x~ + ''VI) = 0 0005 
0.005 
0.01 
0.015 

AU these nnmbers l'elate 10 carbon dioxide with oxygE'D as admixture; 
it is probable that these results wiII also be more or 1ess applicable 
to carbon diOXIde with mtrog,en, hence also with air, and as in 
carbon dioxide, wbleh had been pUl'ified with gl'eat care, KJ<lESOM 
detected about 0.00025 mol. of aIr, the possibllity IS not excluded of 
explaming the anomalies obsel'ved with carbon dioxide, by impurities 
of air. 

The vatiation of the difference in denslty w!th the mean density 
l'emincls of a dIagram concel'ning DE HEEN'S experiments, formerly 
made by me (cf. Oomm. N°. 68, Appendix p. 26; Proc. Apl'll190J, 
p. 695), in Comm. N°. 68, AppendIx p. 22 (Proc. April 1901 p. 691) 
KAMERLINGH ONNES has derived the same diagram for the course of 
the differences in density that would l'esult from c1ifferences of tempe
rature ; t11e1'efo1'e part of the cleviatlOns obsel'ved by DE HEEN are 
pel'haps due to diffel'ences of tempel'atul'e. 

~ 3. 8twvey ol t'te e,7:periments ol TmoHNER. In t11e influence of 
impurilles we have n, complete qualitative expJanation of TEIOHNJ!1R'S 
obscl'vations. The l'esnlts of hlS second series of obsel'Vatiolls, of 
which I have used only those above the crItIcal temperature, arc 
l'epl'esented in fig. 1. The positions of tJle floats are indicaterl on 
vCl'tical lmes and the' points occupied by the same bulb at different 
tempel'atul'es are combined by 1mes. In IhlS mannel' curves of equ[l,} 
denslties are obhüned; for each curve I have"gi ven the cOl'responding' 
density. In this senes of expel'Îments T~lIOHNlm has first made obsel'
vations at gradnally increasing, anel t11en [l,t decl'easing iemperatures; 
aftel' cach \'al'![ttlOl1 of tempel'ature thc obscl'vel' waited tIll the 
tempel'atul'e had become the smne ihl'oughout. As abscissae I have 
110t taken the tempel'atures thcmselves, but I have placeel the different 
obsel'vations at equal distances, lIw.t is io say, I, have taken time 
as abscissa, tll\18 nssnming that bctwecn two obsermtions thel'c is 
al Wtl,YS the smno lI1tcl'vnJ of limc, wllleh wll1 not probably be tin' 
wrong. The tempel'atul'e 282°.0 U. (uncorl'ected) is that at which 
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the meniscus with incl'ease of tempel'ature was seen last and reap
peal'ed when the tempel'atul'e was lowered; hence very nearly the 
critical temperature. It will be seen that most ot' the curves of 
equal density, when the temperatul'e is raised, leave the point where 
the meniE>cus was seen last, bend away from that point more and more 
rapidly, turn I'onnd at abont (he highest temperature observed and 
return to the same point, which only few, however, l'each when the 
temperature is fallen to the critical temperature. 

From this last cirCllmstance we conclude that the course of 
the curves of eqnal density is not only governed by the variation 
of the temperature but a1so by diffusion. Bath through increase of tem
perature and also through diffusion, the distribution of the substance 
beC'omes more regular, and hence thc curves of equal density ascend 
and would finally project beyond the drawing, if not the decrease 
of temperature in the second part of the experiment caused the 
withdrawing curves, pal·tly at least, to return. But the very fact that 
the curves of equal density in the second part !ie higher than those 
at equal tempel'atures in the fh'st, is a proof that the pl'ogressing 
diffusion oppas es the influence of the temperature; the following 
numbers may show which is about the course of the greatest difference 
of density in the tube thl'oughout the series of experiment: 

t = 282 0 2830 2840 2850 286 0 288° 2860 2840 2830 2820 

I:::. = 50 010 40 % 30 % 25 % 20 % 15 0/0 15 0/0 20 % 25 % 30 0
/ 0 

It will be seen that the difference in density first decreases, then 
increases, but the values at eql1al tempel'atures are lower in the 
second part than in the first and the deviation increases; fl'om this 
appears the influence of diffusion. 

The value of I:::. is not even smallest at the highest temperatul'eE>; 
the smallest vall1e is not l'eached unW the temp81'atul'e is falling, in 
hal'mony with which is thc fact tho,f the bulbs 0.555 and 0.578 have 
reached theil' highest position not at 281°.1 C. but at 286°.0 0., 
hence dnring the pel'iod of deCl'easÎ11g tempel'ntul'e. This pl'oves that, 
at least at the beginning of the decl'ease of tempel'ntul'e, the diffnsion 
has a pl'eponderating inflllence. That the heaviest bulbs did not show 
this peculial'ity must pl'obably be ascl'ibed to the cil'cumstance tlw,t 
in the 10wer part of the tube, whel'e the substance is much denser, 
the diffllsion takes place much more slow]y; in those lowel' curve::, of 
density, howevel', we can cleal'ly distinguish a point of inflection, 
which nlso, thongh 1ess stl'iking, points at the progressing diffusion. 

Tlw,t these cil'cumstances can al'lually be explained by the diJfusion 
of ill1plll'ities I have tried to demonstl'ftLe by calculating' and by 
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repl'esenting graphically in the same way as in fig. 1 how the 
density of a substance is distributed in a tube which is fiUed with 
carbon dioxide, mixed with a small proportion of oxygen, if that 
admixture increases in concentration from the bottom upwards. I 
also snppose that the temperature first rises from the crItical tempe
rature of 31° O. to 33° 0" and then faUs again to 31° O. Fm'ther 
I assume that the concentration of the oxygen which at first decreased 
regularly from the top downwal'ds, 80 that the greatest difference 
of concentl'ation was 0.001 mol., at last, owing to a mOre rapid 
diffusion in the upper space, varies the1'e less rapidly with the height 
than in the lower space 1). Fig. 2 thus obtained, may really be 
looked upon as a diagl'ammatical l'ep~oduction of fig. 1; in the 
falling period the density curves, as in fig. 1, show a point of in
flection; in the upper half no maximum has yet been reached by 
the curve 0.450, but by adopting a more l'apid diffusion in that 
space I might htwe brought about also this circumstance. 

~ 4. Conclusion. On the strength of what precedes we can there
fore firmly deny that TEICRNER'S observations 2), at least with respect 
to the nature of the phenomena, are incompatible with the theory of 
ANDREWS and VAN DER WAALS. Down to details these phenomena ean 
be explained by the presenee of admixtures, which are slowly diffu
sing through the substanee ; and ealcnlations based on existent data 
have shown that in order to reach a quantitative agreement, we 
must assume a proportion of the admixtUl'e of the same order as that 
whieh actually was present in other experiments with so-called pure 
substanees. Whether in the carbon tetl'achloride, used by TEIOHNER, the 
required propol'tion of any admixture, of which neither the nature 
nol' the Cl and {J aré known wlth certainty, has occurred, is a ques
tion that cannot be answel'ed. It ,does not seem impossible, howevel', 
because carbon tetrachloride is a substance which, owing to the manner 
in which it is pl'epared, might contain many fOl'eign components, 
and the constancy of the boiling point (to within 0°.1 O?) is not 
deemed by us a gual'antee for sufiicient chemical purity. We al'e 
even inrlined to consider the existence of the deviatiolls as a pl'O of 
to the contl'ary, and the non-existence of the deviations (other 

1) Stal'ting from a given condition, I might evidently have worked out this problem 
in perfect harmony with reality; it appeared to me, however, that this would have 
been useless trouhle, and that the scheme, I have given of it, does at any rate 
represent the phenomena qualitatively, 

2) The same conclusion holds for similal' observations (DE HEEN, GALITZINE, etc.) 
about the so·called ahnol'mal phenomena near the critical point. 

33 
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. VII, 
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causes taken into acrount) as the only certain physical criterium 
of purity. 

As long as it has not been proved that existing impurities cannot 
account fol' the phenomena quantitatively, I see no reason to aban
don the thesis that each substance shows a critical point at which 
the two coexisting phases become identical, so that one single critical 
density belongs to the critical temperature and the critical pressure. 

Geodesy. - "Dete7'minations of lrttitude rtnd azimuth, made in 
1896-99 byrDr. A. PANNEKOEK and MI' R. POSTHUMUS MEYJES 
at Oi1'Sc!Wt, Ut1'echt, Sambeek, JtVolbe7'[J, Ha?'ike7'berg, Sleen, 
Schoorl, Zierikzee, Terschelling (tlte lighthouse Brandaris), 
Ameland, Leeuwarden, Urk and Groninpen." Short account 
of the report published lUlder this title hy Prof. J. A. O. 
OUDEMANS. 

Besides the stations mentioned in the ti tIe, the program me, as 
urawn by the Dutch Geodetic Oommittee, contained also the stations 
Leyden and Ubagsberg, where the observations were made under 
&uperintendence of Prof. H. G. VAN DE SANDE BAKHUYZEN, who himself 
will publIsh them. 

'1'he observations of Messl's. PANNEKOEK and POSTHU1tlUS MEYJES at t11e 
above named thirteen stations, have been made under my· super
intendenre, and in an introdl1ction I have given au account and a 
criticism of them. Here the following details may suince: 

The mean latitude of the fom northernmost stations, Terschelling, 
Ameland, Leeuwarden and Groningen is 53'18'39/1, ,that of Schoorl, 
Urk and Sleen 52°42'45/1, th at of Leynen, Utrecht, Wolberg and Hari
keI'berg 52°10'40", that o~ Zierikzee, Oirschot and Sambeek 51 °35'51", 
while the latitude of the southernmost station Ubagsberg is 50°50'53", 

The enth'e arc of meridian, of which the length will be computed 
as soon as the results of the entit'e triangulation will be known, 
amounts therefore to 2°27'46" and may be considered to consist of 
four parts of 35'54", 32'51/, 34'49" and 44'58" respectively. Thus 
it will appeal' afterwards whether the curvature of the meridian, as 
found here, agrees with the farm adopted. 

The Universal instruments used fol' the obselTations were of 
REPSOJ,D; they were provided with a horizontal circle of 315 mms., 
and a vel'ticnl eh'de of 245 mms. in diameter, and belonged to the obsel'
vatories of IJeyden and Utrecht respectively. The cil'cles were gradu
ated to 4', whereas the mieroseopes of the Utrecht instrument are 
l'ead direetly to 2", those of the Leyden instrument to single seconds, 
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The micrometer scrcws, tbe levels anti the diIfel'ellCeS iu diameter 
of the pivots were accurate]y investigated and all irregnlarities were 
accounted fol'. For the illnmination, electric lamps wcre always used, 
for which the CUl'l'ent was supplied by accumulators. 

The latitudes were dete1'l1lined by zenith distances of northern and 
of southel'll stars. For the northern stars ollly the two pole stars, 
a and ö Ursae Minoris were used; the southern stars were chosen 
so thai they had a northel'l1 declination from 6 to 140

, and conse
quently culminated at zenith distances almost equal to th at of the 
pole, i. e. equal to the co-latitude. 

As a rule, fOl' each determination 16 zenith distances of the pole 
stars were observed, without regard to the point on the parallel 
they occupied; of the southern stars, four in numbel', 8 zenith dis
tances were obset'ved, fou!' before and fom aftel' culmination j so 
that each complete determination of latitude rests on 32 zenith 
distances north and 32 south of the zenith. 

At eacb station fom such detel'minations were made in four 
positions of the eh'cle which differed by 45 degrees. If we bear 
in mind that the reading was always made by two opposite 
mieroscopes, tbe zenitb distance of each stal' may be said to be 
determined by eight different arcs of the circle, hence the periodie 
error of the graduation may be considered as almost entirely elimi
nated, 

The declinations of the stars used were taken from the Be?,liner 
Jahrbuch, while due account was taken of the latest corrections, 
published by AuwERs in nos. 3927 -29 of tbe Ast?'onomische Naclt
richten. Finally the latitudes fOllllcl were correctecl for the polar 
motion, according to the latest data furnished by ALBRECHT. 

For tJle azimuth cleterminations only the Polar star was used at 
different points of its parallel. The hOl'izontal distance between the Polar 
star and the oh,ject was measured four times in 12 positions of the 
circle, differing 15 degl'ees; this was done according' to the follow
ing scheme: 
Object, Polar stal', Polar star, Object, reverse the instrument 1800

; 

Object, Polar star, Polar star, Object, while for each pointÎllg at 
the Polar star the level was read in two positions. Accordingly 
each determimttion of azimuth consisted generally of 12 series of 8 
observations i.e. 2 complete determlnations each; hence of 24 complete 
detel'minn.tions. 

As object was uscd either a lamp, Ol' a hcliotl'0pc, in most cases 
a heliotrope. lts position with l'elation to the adoptcd centrum of 
the station was determilled by the Triangulation Service. 
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The following may be rcmarked about the accuracy attained : 
For the mean error of olie result 1'1'om two zenith distances ± 0"4551

) 

was found as mean value; the meau e1'1'01' of each flna1 result, 
clerived ti'om say 128 dOllblo obsel'v.:ttions, was then ralculatecl in 
different manners to ue ± 0"065, 

For the determination& of azimuth thc mean error 
of a single detel'mination was found (0 be ± 1"22, 
hence that of the mcan of 12 determinaüons ± 0,355, 

The amount of all these mean errors eau very weU stand a com-
parison with the determinations of other observers. ) 

To this cl'iticism of the determinations executed for geodetie pur
poses two appendices are addcd, namcly: 

r. "A comparisoll betweell tlle latitude, detel'mmed at the station 
Utrecht, Ua1l1edra1 10wel' (Domtoren), by JUl'. POSTHUlIlUS :'\iEy.TES, and 
the determillations made at the Obsel'vatory." 

The Hna1 result of this investigation was the following: Latitude 
of the Universa1 instrument at the Observatory: 

derived from observatiom of circummeridian 
zenith distances 52° 5' 91/48 
del'ived 1'l'om the obsel'vations m the prIme vertieaI 52 5 10,29, 

" " "result of Mr. POSTHUlIIUS MEYJES, reduced 
from the "Domtoren" to the Observatory 52 5 9,84. 

This agreement is quite satisfactol'Y, especially if we consider th at 
the observations of the circummeridian zenith distanccs at the Obser
vatory, whieh had been made for exercise, were executed in only one 
position of the vertira1 eircle, which was also a motive fol' neglecting 
the po1ar motion. 

Il. "A comparison between the azimuth of Amersfoort, determined 
by the author in 1879 and '80, and the same aûmuth determined 
by Mr. POSTHUMUS MEYJES iJl 1896." 

The flna1 reslllt of this compal'isol1, aftel' due regal'd was paid to 
all l'eductions, was: Azimllth Utrecht (Centre) - Amersfoort (Oe11tre): 

Detel'mination of 1879,80· 68° 22 1 44"71 ± 0"31, 
" ,,:1896 : "45,59 ± 0,29. 

Between these two detel'minations thel'e is a diffel'ence of 01/88 
± 0"42 (mean error), which partly may be explained by the acci
den tal errors of the obsel'vation and the graduation, and partJy by 
the uncel'tainty in the different reductions which OCCU1' in this com
pal'ison. We should a1so bear in mind that in the results of 1\I1'. PO&THU1\lUS 

1) For Mr. PANNEKOEK ± 0"49, fol' MI', P. MEYJES ± 0"42, two Dumbers that 
are nearly reciprocal to the magnifying powers of the teie,>copes of the two 
instruments (60 and 68 times). 
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MEYJES three out oftwelve differences from the arithmetjc mean exceed 
the negative quantity - 0"88, whereas in the author's re&ults five 
out of llineteell differellces exceed the p08Îtive quantity + 0".88. 
Accordingly the differellce beiween the two results may be considered 
as purely accidental. 

rThe last selltellce does not OCCUl' in the origillal. It should be 
remarked that in the publication of 1880, tbe last diffel'ence from the 
arithmetic mean for 1879, must be + 0",74: instead of + 1",74). 

ERRATA. 

Page 238, line 5 from bottom, for "increases" read "decreases." 

., 240 " 12" '" "T' read T"'. 
" " "10,, " "T' read T'" (twice). 

241, in the formula for XlpT, ..LYl> Xl'pT read XlpT, .'V I , ,'1]0/,1'. 

(January 25, 1905). 
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KONINKLIJKE AKADÉMIE VAN WETENSCHAPPEN' 
... TE Al\ISTERDAM. 

PROCEEDINGS OK THE MEETING, 

ofSaturday January 2'8, 1905. 

----·OC)C;-o ---'---

(Trunslated froIn: Verslag van de gewone vergadering der Wis, en Natuurkundige 
Afdeeling van Zute~dag 28 Januari 1905, DI. XIlI). 

) 

o 0 N 'I' :El N 'I' S. 

r. H. SCIIOUTE: "Thc ,formlllaç of GULDIN in polydimcnsional space", p. 487. 

W'. K~P:rEYN: "On a series of Bessel fllnctions", p. 494. . 
H. G. JONKER: "Contliblltions to tbe 'knowledge of tbe sedimentary bouldcrs.in thc Ncthcr

lands. 1. The Hondsrug in thc ,provincc of Groningen. 2. Uppe\' Siluria~ bOllld~rs. ~ First 
coinmilllication: Boulders of tbe age (jf thc Eastcl'll Bitltic zone 'G". (Commllnicitted by Prof. 

K. MARTIN), p. 500. 
J. J. VAN LAAR: "On some phcnomeno, whieb ea.n occu\' in thecascofpartialmiscibiJityoftwo 

liquids, one of tbem being anomalous, spceially water". (Communieatcd by Piof. H. A. LORENfZ), 

p. 517. (Witb one plute). 
J. CARDlNAAL: "Tbc equations by ",bieb the locus of tbe pl'Ïncipal axes of "a pencil of ' 

quadratic surfaces is detcrmined", p. 532., 

The following paperS were read.: 

Mathematios,' - "The' forrnulae ,0J GULDIN zn ZJolydirnensional 
space." By :prof. P. H. SCHOUTE. 

(Communicated in the meeting of December 24, 1904)., 
" 

We suppose in space Sn with n di~ensions an axial space S?) 

and in a space' S,+1 thl'ough this S~a). a limited part with p + 1 

dimensions rotating \' l'ound S~). Then an al'bitral'y point P of this 
Jimited ,space, which may be èalled a polytope independent of the 
shape of its limitation ~nd may be l'epl'e~ented by the symbol (Po)p+t,. 
descl'ibes a sphel'ical space of n-p dimensions lying in the space 

Sn-I' 'throllgh P perpendiculm' t~ 8~ci)-having the projectionQ of P 
34 

Proceedings Royal' Ac~d" Allistel'dam, Vol. VU. ' 
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on S~a: as cent re, PQ as radius; so it can be represented by the symbol 
SPII_P ( Q, PQ). ~ 

The question with which we shall occupY onrselves is as fo11ows: 
"H 0 W d 0 wed e ter III i n e vol u m e a n cl s u l' fa c e 0 f 

t hef i g U l' e 0 f r e vol u t ion g e 11 era t e d b y (Po )P+l r o-

t a ti n g rou n cl S~a) if we as b 11 met ha t (PO)P+l a n d s~a) 
th 0 u g h 1 yin g in th esa mes p ace ~+l h a ven 0 po i n ts 
i nco mmo n?" 

This theorem is solved with the aid of a simple extension of' tlJe 
weIl lmown formulae of GUl,DIN, which ilel'Ve in our space to deter
mine the volmne and the surface of a figul'e of revolution. To pl'ove 
these generalized fOl'lllUlae we have but to know that the surface of 
the above-mentioned spllerical space Spll-P (Q, PQ) is found by muW
plying PQn-p-1 by a coefficient sn-p only dependent on n-p; for 
its application howevel' it IS desirabie to lenow not only this coelli
dent of surf ace sn-JI but also the coefficient of volume vr/._p by which 
PQIl-P mUilt be multiplied to arrive at tlle volume of the same 
spherical space. To this end we mention beforehand - as is learned 
by direct integration - that between these coefficients the recurrent 
relations 

23r 
VII =- VIl-2 

n 

23J' 
Sn = --2 SIl-2 

n-
. . (1) 

exist, w hilst the weU known relation between volume and surface 
leads in a simpier way still to the equation 

1 
VII = - Sn· • • 

n 
. (2) 

In this way we find as far as and inclusive of n = 12 out of the 
weU known values of v" Va and 8" Sa 

~ 3 I 4 1
5

1 6 I 7 I 8 I 9 
10 11 12 

Vu 1t' 
4 1 ~ 8 J.1I"~ 16 , 1 32 4 1 6 64 .. 1 6 _"t2 105 7r~ 

_ "t4 
1039511"" 3 öt 2" 15 6 24 945 "t 120-11" 720 "t 

211"2 8 • "tI 
, 16 1 4 32 1 ó 64 1 6 4" 311"-

I 
_7r'1 

1f"t 
_"t4 

"1211" --- "tG 60" 15 105 945 
I 

1, De ter min [L ti 0 11 0 f vol U m e. If a, indlcateil the length 
of the radins PQ nnd tlle differelltial dv the iJ + 1-dimensiollal 
volume-element, lying immediately roulld P, of the l'otatUlg polytope 
(Po)p+" then the demanded volume is 
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V=SIl-pJVn-P-l dv, 

if the in teg ral is extended to all the elements of volume of (PO)p+l' lf 
now "V;+1 is tlle volume of (PO)p+h we can imagine a quantiL) x, 
satisfying the equaiion 

jiV11- P- 1 dv = ;n-p-ljdv =;n p-l Vp+1 

and we ean insert this q1.1antity in the above formula. By this ü passes into 

V = Vp+1 • sn-p ,/,41-p-l • 

If we eaU x the "radius ol inertia of order n-p-1" of lhe 
volume "V;+l of the rotating figure (PO)p+l with relation to the 

axial space s~a) lying in lts space Sp+l' we find this theorem: 
We find the volume of the figure of revolution 

gen era t e d b Y th e pol Y top e (PO)p+l rot a tin g rou n d 

a n a x i a I spa c e S~a) not cut tin g t h i spo I Y top e 0 fit s 
spa c e Sp+t, i f wem uIt i P I Y t h e v 0 I u m e Vp+1 0 f (Po )P+I 

b y t hes u r fa c e 0 f a s p her i c a I spa c e Spn-p, h a v i n g 
th era d i u ::; 0 fin er t i a 0 f 0 I' der n-p-1 0 f "V;+l 
wit h l' e 1 a t ion t 0 S~a) as l' a d i us." 

2. De ter min a t ion 0 f su r fa c e. If in the above we 
subótitute the p-dimensional element of surface fol' the p + 1-dimen
sional element of volume and in accordance with tbis fol' the volume 
"V;+l and its radius of inertia the surface SUp+l and lts radius of 
inertia, we arri"e in similar way at the theo1'em: 

W e fin d t hes u r fa c e 0 f t hef i g U l' e 0 f l' e Y 0 I u t ion gen e 1'

ated as above if we m ultiply the surface Sztp+l of (PO)p+l 
by t he surface of à sp h eri cal s pace Spn-p, h a vi n g fol' 
l' a d i u s th e l' a d i uso fin e r t i a 0 f 0 l' cl e l' n-p -1 0 f SUp+l 

with relation to S~a). 

3. Th e s egm en tof re v 0 I u ti 0 n. The op111lOns will differ 
greatly about the use of the n-dimensional extenslon of the GUI,DIN 

formulae proved above. Those regardillg only their generality and 
their short enunciation may rate them too high, though l'easonably 
they cannot go so fal' as to believe that these formulae allow the 
volume anel the surf ace of a figure of revolution to be found when 
1he common principles of the calculus leave us in the hU'ch, as 
the quad1'atUl'es can be indicated but not effecied 111 finite form. 

34* 
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Others, whose attention is dl'awn lo the fact that these fOl'mnlae 
displace the c1ifficulties of the quadratnres but appal'ently - in this 
case displace tbem from definition of volume and of burface to the 
defillitioll of radii of inel'tia - will on the other hand perllaps faU 
into another extreme alld win deny any practical use to the fOl'lllUlae 
in question. Here of course tbe truth lies in the mean. Thougb it 
l'emaillS true that thc GULDIN fOl'mulae help HS but appal'ently out 
of the difficulty in the case wh ere tbe direct integl'ation falls short, 
yet by the use of those fOl'mulae many all integl'ation is avoided 
because the radii of inertia appearing in those f61'1llUlae of volume 
and surütce of tbe {jgure of revolutioll are known from anothel' 
source, wbieh Jatter cireumstance appeal's in the fit'st place when 
p = n - 2, tllUS eacl! point P of the rotating figure describes the 
circumference of a cÎl'cle alld the radii of inel'tia relafe tIJerefol'e 
to the centre of gl'avity of volume and surface of that figul'e, whitst 
for p = n - 3 the lmówledge of the common radius of inertia of 
mechanics gives rise to simplification. 

As simplest example of the case ij = n - 2 we think that a 
segment SPII-l (1" Q) of a spbel'ical space Sp"_1 with l' ano Q as 
radii of spherical and base boundal'Y generates a segment of 1'e\'o-

lution Sp (1', Q, a)1l by l'otation 1'0und a diametl'al space S~c:J...2, situated 
in its space 3n-1. having 110 point in common with it alld forming 
an angle a with the space SI1-2 of tbe base boundary. For t11is we 
fiDd the f'ollowing theorems: 

"Vi e fi 11 d t he vol u m e 0 f th e s eg III ent 0 f I' evD 1 u ti 0 n 
Sp(?',Q,a)n by multiplying the volume of a spherical 
space Spn with Q for l'adi us by cos a." 

"We find the surface of the segment of revolution 
Sp (1', Q, a)n which is described by the spherical boundary 
of Spl1-I(1',Q) when rotating, by multiplying the circum
fe ren c e 0 f a c ir c 1 e wit h l' f 0 I' I' a d i u s b y th e vol u m e 0 f 
the projection of the base boundary of SPil-I (r,Q) on the 

. 1 S(a) " axla space n-II' 

These the01'ems are simple polydimensional extensions of weil 
known theorems of stel'eometry. They can be found by direct inte
gl'ation whel'e the case a = 0 is considerably simpIer than that of an 
arbitrary angle a. And now the formulae of GULDIN teach us exactly 
to avoid the integl'ation in the genel'<11 case, showing liS immediately 
that the theorems are true fol' the case of an arbitrary angle a, as 
soon as they are proved for a = O. If namely .vil and a!s are the 
distttnces fi'om the celltres of gl'avity of volume V;I-l and surface 
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Sltll_l of SPll-1 (1', Q) to fJ~aJ. 2, where SU,1-I now again indicates exclusive. 
ly the spherical bonndttl'Y, then Ihe formulae of GULDIN furnish us with 

V" = 2.11' /Cu cos a .' Vn-ll Su" = 2.n /Cs cos a • SUn-1l 

Vo = 2.11' /Cu Vn- l ! ' SUo = 2.11' lIJs SUn-1 I 
and from this ensues immediately 

Su" = SUo cos a 

and thel'efore what was assumf'd above, so that only fol' a = 0 the 
proofs have ;ret to be given. We commence with the volume. If tV 

is the distance from S~~2 to a parallel space S~xJ..2 cntting Spn-l (r, Q) 

in a spherical space SP~~2 with y = V-;,2 - x' for radius, then the 
demanded volume is 

V = 2.n vn_{yn-2 II1dm 

x=v r2_ p' 

and this passes, as x' + y' = 1,2 and xdx + ydy = 0, into 

~ ;, 231' 
V = 211' Vn-~ yn-l dy = -; Vn-2 (lil = Vn (ln, 

o 

with which the special case of the theorem fol' the volume has 
been proved. 

In the special case of the theorem for the surface we regal'd the 
superficial element generated by the rotation of the surf ace SUII_l (1" (l) 

situated between the p~l'allel spaces S~~2 and S~~dx). If ds is the 
apothema of this fl'ustum the demanded surface is 

x=r 

Sn = 231" 8n_{yll-3 <,cds. 

x= Vr'-p2 

With the help of the relations yds = rdx nnd xdm + ydy = 0 this 
passes into 

p 

:f' 211' 
Su = 2.1l'1' 8n-2 y'I-8 dy = -- 'I' "11-2 (lil- 2:::: 2.1l'1' , Vn-2 ~n-2, 

n-2 
o 

i. e. the desil'ed l'esl1lt. 
Of course we mil rept'esent 10 oursel\'es the more general segment 

of revolution Sp()', Q, a)Il,k of order k generated by the l'otation of a 
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spherical segment Sp,l-k(r,f/) round a diametral space S~/l2k-l of its 
space Sn-ki of the various possible cases 

k = 1, 2, ......... , n-2 

the first ib the one treated above extensively. As any point generates 
at the rotation the surface of a spherical space SPk+l, we find -
if along the indicated way by meaDS of the formulae of GULDIN tbe 
general case of an arbitrary angle a is reduced to the special 
case a = 0 - for volume Vn,k and the surf ace SUn,1c of Sp (1', Q, a)",k 
the formulae " 

x=r 

Vn,k = Vn-k-l Sk+l cosk 11J7I - k- 1 lIJk do; 

x= Vr~-p2 

x=r 

SUn,k = ?'Sn-lc-l Sk+l coslc1yn-k-s ,'IJk d,'IJ 

'/,=V,2_p2 

iLnd from this ensues the genera! relation 

SUn,Tc = 23l' T cos 2 a Vn- 2,k I 

by which iLIl cases of determination of surf ace except SUil, n-2 and 
SUIl ,1I 3 are deduced to simpIer cases of the determination of vol urne. 

When determining the volume the integral gives a rational re sult, 
an irmtional one or a transcendental one according to k being odd, 
12 odd and keven, 01' neven and l., even. And this is evidently 
hkewise the case for the determination of surface. 

4. T het 0 rus g rou p. By rotation of a spherical space Spn-lw (1') 

arollnd a space S~!~k-l of Hs space Sn-7. at a distance a> r from 
the centl'e a ring is generu.ted in SII' the ring or "torus" T(r,a)n,k. 
For volume V(1', a)n,k and sllrface Sll(I', a)l1,k of this figure of 1'evo
lution of order ft, we find 

-a 
. • (3), 

-a 

from which ensues again the fo1'mula of 1'eduction 
SUn,k = 2 3l' 'J' V;1-2,k. • •• •• (4) 

For the case k = 1 and k = 2 the results are calculated more 
easily by means of the fOl'mulae of GVLDIN, if one mnkes use of 
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tho conl1'e of gl'avlty and of the Obcillation centl'e of the l'otating 
spherical space. 

Oas e k = 1. The centl'e of gravity of volnme and s\ll'face of 
the spherlCal space S}Jn-l (1') lying in the centl'P-, we tind 

V = 2 x a 'V n-1 1'/1-1 I 816 = 2 na, 8/1_1.,n-2. 

Oas e k = 2, The ra.dll of inel'tm of volume and 6ul'face of a 

V n-2 
sphel'ical space Spn-2 (1') wHh respect to the centl'e are r --;;-

and T, those with respect to a dlametl'al space 5;1-3 are thus l' ~ 
and l' V 1 . So we tind 

n-2 

V 4.1l' Ca' + ~ 1,2) Vn-2 r n- 2 , Su = 4.1l' (a2 + _1_ r 2
) • 811-2 rn- 3• 

n n-2 
If instead of a whole sphericaI space Spll-1., (1') we allow only 

half of it to l'otate al'ound a space S,~c:2k-l in its space SII-k parallel 
to lts base at a distance a, then the hmits (-1',1') of the two 
integl'als (1) change into (0,1') Ol' (-1',0) according to the half 
spherical space Spn-k (1') tUl'lling lts base or its spherical boundal'Y 

to the axial space 8~~k-l. We shaH occupy ourselves anothel' moment 
w!th the former of these cases, namely for k = 1 and k = 2. 

Oas e (0,1'), k = 1. We find immediately 

V = 31' a+- --1' • VJl-l .,.n-I , Su =.1l' a+-- -- r . 8/1-1 ~,71-2. ( 
2 VII 2 ) ( 2 '11-2) 
n Vn-l n-28n_l 

Cas e (0,1'), k = 2. We determine the moments of inertia of 

volume and surface first w!th respect to the base S~~3 and then 

successively with respect to the parallel space 5~zJ...3 thl'ough the centre 

of gravity and with respect to the axial space S~c:2.3. Thus we 
finally find the fOllnulàe 

V = 231' I ~ _ ( ~ '11
11
-2 'I')~ + ( ~ VIl-2 '1' + a)~ I . Vn-2 rn-2, 

l n n Vn-l n '1111_1 ~ 

Sn = 231' -- - ---- 'I' + --I -- l' + Ct • 811_21'/1-3, l rl (2 8/1-2)~ (2 8n-2 )~ t 
n-2 n-2 8,1-1 n-~ 8,1_1 

Ol' 

V=2n- a~ + - --ar+ - '111/_2'1'11-2, ( 
4 '/In-2 r

2 
) 

n '1111-1 n 

Su = 231' a2 + ---- a1' + -- 81/-2 ~,1I-3, ( 
4 8J1-2 1,2 ) 

n-28/1_1 n-2 
which pass rOl' a = 0 appl'opl'iately mto volume and surface of the 
spherical space Spil (1'). 

. Qh4" 
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Mathematics. - "On a series of Bessel functions." By Prof. W. 
KAPTEYN. 

(Communicated in the meeting of December 24, 1904). 

In the following we shall try to determine the sum of the series 
~ 00 

Il (a) Il (x) + 3 Ia (a) Ia (x) + Q Is (a) Is (x) + ... = .2 n In (a) In (lIJ). 
1.3 

To this end we begin to determine the sum of !h~ simpIer series 
co 

S = .2 In (x) cos mp. 
13 

lf we introduce, n being an odd number, for the Bessel function 
the form 

then 

; (t-+) 
S = - p e (t cos fjJ + t3 cos 3p + ... ), 

0 0 t 

and 
t (l-t~) cos P 

t cos fJl + t3 
C08 3p + ... = (mod t < 1), 

1-2 t~ cos 2p+t4 

hellce 

5- (t- +) (1-t 2) C08 p 
S = - 60--1-2-t-2-CO-S-2-p-+-t4-

If we put 

R = cos fjJ , 

1-2 t~ cos 2p+t~ 
thell 

or 

.:: (t- 2..) 
co P 2 t 

.2 In C08 nep = - vo e (1 - t2
) R. 

13 

Differentiating this equatioll, we get 

~ . f' i ( t - +) ~ d n 
.:i nI,,(:/J)sm nrp= (./ e (1 - t)-. 
1.3 0 dp 
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If now we multiply this equation by 2:... sin (a sin tp) dtp and if 
$ 

we integrate between the limits 0 and $ we find 

:c( 1) n 
<t) 1 '- - t-- JdR 
2 n In (,'l1) 111 (a) = - [0 e 2 ! (1 - t') -d sin (a sin tp) dtp 
13:r tp o 

Putting foL' the furthel' red uction 

we arrive at 

and because 

we find 

'Ir 

U = JR cos (a sin tp) cos tp dg; 

o 

'" 
= dp f cos' ffJ cos (a sin tp) 

1-2 t2 co~ 2p + t 4 

o 

." 

_ = _ sm p dlf, du J cos2 g; sin (a sin ft) . 

da 1-2 t~ cos 2tp + t 4 

o 
'I< 

_ = _ stn' Cf! drp d'u J cos' ffJ cos (a sin tp) . 

du.' 1-2 t' cos 2cp + t 4 

o 

. 1-2 t' cos 2p + t4 (1 - t'J)' 
sm' ffJ = - ---4 t J 4 t2 

' 

." 

_ = m' u - - cos' cp cos (a sin lil) dll1, 
d'1t ,I} 
da' 4 t2 or ,. 

o 
1-t' 

where m=Tt' 
1 + cos 2tp 

lf we l'eplace cos' tp by 2 ' we CaD easily l'educe this 

diffel'ential equation to 
d'u 3'( 
-d - m' u = - -8 (10 (a) + I. (a» 

a' t' 
_ :re 1

1 
(a) 

- - 4t J -a-' 

.. Qa. ? et., ~ ,"t 
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Let us now determine the integral of this equation satisfying the 
conditions that for a = 0 

and 

'Ir 

f cos' (jJ d p :Ir 

u = 1-2t' eos' (jJ + t4 = 2 (l-t')' 
o 

du 
-=0. 
da 

We then find 

" 
3'( [ m'" + -m"] :re fII ((t) d~ [ mC"-~) -mC"-f3)] 1" = e e - -- -- t' e -e 

4 (l-t') 8 t 2 m (t 
o 

and by this 

<xl a ~ [X;"'(t_+) Xt"(t-+)] 
~ n In (a) In (tIJ) = - "4 0 0 e + e + 
aJ-rI! (!3) 1 [X-:+~(t_+) X+;-f3(t_+)] 

+ 4" T df1 607 e - e . 
o 

Remembering now that 

~(t-~) v 

e 2 t = 10 (z) + t II (z) + t' I, (z) + ... 
1 1 ~ 

- tIl (z) + f I, (z) - ... 

we see that the residues are easily determined. We have 
<IJ a 
:2 n 111 (a) In (tIJ) = - [11 (.'lJ - a) + Il (.'lJ + a)] + 
l~ 4 

" 
+ :JIl~{t) d{t[Io (.'lJ -a+{t) - Io (.'lJ+a-{t)]. (1) 

o 

From this l'esult another important l'e]aiion may be deduced. To 
show this, we shall again develop 

Il (.'IJ - a) + Il (lIJ + a) 
into a series. 

From 

and 

11: 

It (,'lJ - a) = ~ f sin cp ,yin (lIJ sin (jJ - a sin lJl) dlJl 

o 
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" 
1

1 
(m + a) = ~J~in p sin (,'IJ sin p + a sin p) dp 

o 
follows 

" 
1

1 
(m - a) + 11 (a: + a) = ! fSin p sin (,'IJ sin p) cos (a sin p) dp. 

o 

If we write 
sin (a: sin p) = 2 11 sin p + 2 Ia sin Sp + ... 

we obtain 
" 

1
1 

(m - a) + 1 1 (.'IJ + a) = ~ 1 1 (m) Jsin2p cos (a sin p) dp 
o 

" 
+ ~ Is (ilJ)Jsinpsin3PCOs{asinp)dg:J 

o 

" 
+ ~ Ie (,'IJ) J sin p sin 5p cos (a sin (p) drp 

o 

or as 

" 
2 f sin p sin (2n + 1) rp cos (a sin cr) dep = 
o 

" -J [cos 2nrp - cos (2n + 2) 'I] cos (a sin rt) d'r 

o 

1= 3'( [1211 (a) - 1211+2 (a)] 

I = 2n d I211+1 (a) 
da 

we get 

[
dIl d1 3 d16 ] 

I 1 (a: - a) + 1 1 (,'lI + a) = 4 11 (lU) da + Is (,'IJ) da + 16 (.'IJ) da . .• . 

Substituting here 

we arrive finaUy at 
4 00 00 

1 1 (lIJ - a) + Il (tU + a) = -:2 n 111 (a) 111 (IV) - 4::S 111+1 (a) In (m). 
n 1.3 1.8 
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With this equa,tion the result (1) may be wl'itten 
". 

~ In+ du) In (,~) = ~JII «(j) d{J [Io (.'1: - a+ (j) - Io (a: + a - mJ (2) 
18 4 (j 

o 

lf here we develop 

Io (a:-a+(j) = Io (a:) Io (a-(j)+2Il (a:) Il (a-(j)+2I, (a:) I, (a-fJ)+ .. . 

[0 (x+a-{J) = Io (a:) Io (a-fJ)-2Il (a:) Il (a-(j)+2I, (.'1:) I, (a-fJ)- .. . 

we find 
0: 

~ In+ I (a) In (iV) = ::s In (iV) In (a - (J) -- d{J W ~ J ~~ 
1.3 I 8 fJ 

o 

and consequently by comparing the coefficients of I'! (a:) 

a 

J Il(m 
In+ da) = In (a - {J) -fJ- d{J.. . . . . (3) 

o 

By means of this formula we can give equation (1) another form. 
For, according to (3), 

x-o: 

o:-x 

J I1 ({J) 
= - Io (a: - a + {J)-{J-d{J 

o 
x+o: 

I1 (a: + a) = J Io (.'1: + a - {l) I1;{J) d{J 

o 

hence the second membel' of (1) takes the form 
a-x :1.1-« 

i [-J Io (x - a + {J) I1{J({J) diJ + J Io (.v + a - (J) I1i{l) d{J ] 

o 0 

Ol' 
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If we now put in the fiu,t llltegral ~ = a - y and in the se
cond one ~ = a + y this becomes 

x x 

i- [JIo (a: - y) Il ~~~ y) dy + JIo (a: - y) Il ~~~ y) dY]. 

o 0 

with which equation (1) assumes the final form 
x 

f n In (a) In (a:) = ~4JIo (a: - y) [I1 (a-r) + I 1 (~+Y)J dr, , , (4) 
13 a-y a-rr 

o 
A closer investIgation of formula (3) teaches us, th<1t it holds 

good for even values of n too, also that many analogous l'elations 
exist, So we find inter aha, R, being any integer, 

" 

JIn (a-~) ik (m d~ = In+k(a), 
a-~ n 

o 

" J Io (a- ~) Io (~) d~ = sin a, 

o 
We shall not dweIl upon tbis at present; we only remark, that 

when a very great positive value is assigned in (1) to tU, so that 

In (a:) = V 2 cos (.'1) _ 2n+l n), 
3'(,'1) 4 

we find 

I 1 (a: - a) + I 1 (a: - a) = 2 V 2 cos (a: - 33'() cos a, 
3'(a: 4 

V 2 ,( n), Io(,'U-a+~)-Io(a:+a-m=2 -s~n a:-- 8tn(a-~), 
mIJ 4 

1his changes (1) into 

'" 
00 ,n3'( a a f11 (fJ) , 
:2 n In (a) s~n - = - cos a + - -- s~n (a - ~) d~ 
1.3 2 2 2 ~ 

Q 
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or, noticing that 

m nx a 
2 n In (a) sin- =-Io (a), 
1.3 2 2 

we have 

" 

f Il (~) . 
Io (ct) = cos ct + -~- 8tn (ct - ~) d# 

o 
If we differentiate this equation, we find 

" . fIl (P) 0 

Il (a) = sm a -- -~- C08 (a-m ap 
o 

from which we conclude th at 

" J Il;~) sin p dp = 1 - cos a Ia (ct) - sin a Il (a), 

o 

Geology. - "Cont1'ibutions to the l.,nowledge of the sedimental'y 
bo~ulder8 in tTte Netherlands. 1. Tlte Hondsrug in the pl'ovince 
of Groningen. 2. Upper Silurian boulders. - Fi1'st cornrnu
nicfltion: Bottlders of the age of the Eastem Baltic zone G." 
By Dl'. H. G. JONKER. (Communicated by Prof. K. MARTIN). 

This commllnication intl'oduces the description of the U pper Silllrian 
boulders of Groningen and Hs surroundings, in which my contribution 
that treats of the Cambrian and Lower Silurian erratics and appeared 
in 1904, is continued (36). The circumstance that in the summer 
of last year I hu,d an Oppol'tunity of getting more intimately acquainted 
with the Scandinavian-Baltic strata by investigations of my own 
has aided me considerably in the study of these younger rocks. 
Owing to nearly a month's stay in Gothland I managed to collect 
a great number of different species of rocks together with fossils 
characteristic to them in order to compare them wUh erratics th at 
are found here. Much I owe to the ldndness and a.ssistance of 
Drs. O. W. WENNERSTEN, who accompanied me on some excursions 
and wh om I had very of ten l'eason to admire for his extensive 
knowledge of his native country, the cla5sical ground for the study 
of the U pper Silul'ian fOl'mation. But I hft,ve as yet not been able 
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to pay a visit to Scania and OeE>el; the material for comparison 
from those regions (present in the Min.-Geol. Institution in this 
town, for the greater part collected by Mr. J. H. BONNEMA), howeyer, 
will make up for it to a large extent, though not all questions can 
be solved. 

Some days' stay at U psala enabled me, thanks to the kindly 
assistance of Dr. C. WrMAN, to examine the collections present in 
the Geological Institution from the different Lowel' Silurian regions 
of Sweden. This examination, which of course had to be made in 
haste, obliges me to intl'oduce some alterations into my former 
descl'iption whieh however are not very impork'tnt. By this time the 
material has been lllcreased by new finds, and as more recent 
pnblications always make some alteratiOlls or completionE> necessary, 
I have made up my mind' not to introduce them now but to collect 
all these corrigenda and addenda in an appendix at the end of the 
treatise of the Groningen erratics. 

The real deseription of the U pper Silurian species of boulders of 
whieh two have been dealt wüh in this communication, is prec<lded 
by some pages which, from an historical point of view, are not 
unimportant. Aftel' the appearance of my fh'st contribution Dr. L. 
HOLMSTRÓM at Ákal'p wab so kind as to draw my attent~on to some 
parts of his lately published biography of OTTO TORELL. From this 
1 learned that, in 1866, the latter had written a prize-essay on a 
subject suggested by the Dutch Society of Sciences at Hal'lem, and 
treating of the origin of the stones and fossils of the Groningen 
Hondsrug. His essay was rewarded, but wàs nevel' published and 
not given up to the Duteh Society till aftel' the author's death. 
Thanks to the kindness of its secl'etary, Prof. dr. J. BOSSCHA, I have 
been able to study TORELL'S essay, and now comprehend his relation 
to the Groningen boulders WhlCh formerly really puzzled me. Ris 
ideas about our subject are a necessary completion of the historical 
outline. 

Finally, it pleases me to state that this year as weU as last year 
the support of the Groningen Univel'sity Fund felI to my share, 
while the expenses of my investigations in Sweden have for the 
greatel' part been defrayed by a subsidy granted to me by the 
"Central Bureau fol' the promotIon of the knowledge of the pl'ovince 
of Groningen" aftel' l'eceiving the appl'oval of "the Board of the 
Physical Society at Groningen." This obvious interest taken in the 
subject of my study has been a souree of much delight to me, 
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S u p P I e men t tot h e H i s tor i c a I 0 u t I i n e. 

O. Torel!. 

The prize-subject of the Dutch Society of Sciences at Harlem 
(1865) ran as follows: 

"On sait, SUl'tOut pal' Ie travail de M. ROEMER à Breslau, que 
plusiem's des fossiles, que l'on trouve près de Gl'oningue appartien
nent aux mêmes espèces rtue eeux que l'on trouve dans les terrains 
siluriens de l'île de Gothland. Ce fait a conduit M. ROEMER à Ia con
clusion, que Ie diluvium de Groningue a été transporté de cette île 
de Gothland; mais cette origine paraît peu conciliable avec Ia direc
tion dans laquelle ce diluvium est déposé, direction qui indiquerait 
plntót un transport de la partie méridionale de la Norvège. La 
Société désire vair décidée cette question par une comparaison exacte 
des fossiles de Groningue avec les minéraux et les fossiles des terrains 
siluriens et au tres de cette partie de la Norvège, en ayant égard 
aussi aux modifications que Ie transport d'un pays éloigné et ses 
suites ont fait subir à ces minéraux et à ces fossiles." 

TORELL'S answer to this question consists of two parts. The first 
part deals with the essential question and is entitled: "Essai SUl' la 
question proposée de la Société Hollandaise des Sciences à Rarlem." 
Here the allthor enumerates the Groningen fossils known to him with 
their geological occurrence and the literature on this subject. Hardly 
any new fossils are mentioned, so that this description is little 
more than a development of ROEMER'S treatise of the Groningen 
fossils. Nor is this wonderfuI, because he, too, had received the 
greater part of this material from COHEN, whom he had paid a visit 
in 1865. No doubt there were among the collection sent to him by 
the museum of Natural History at Groningen, about which I have 
spoken in my first essay (36, p. XXXIII), various fossils unknown 
to ROEl\IER, but TORELL seems not to have paid much attention to 
the determination of new fossils. From his enumeration he arrives 
,at the conc1usion that the sedimentary boulders migM originate in 
Norway, but that there is not the least proof for it and that most 
likely the origin from Oesel-Gothland is much more probable. 

In the second part of this first essay, however, he deals with the 
rocks themselves. By a comparison with limestones from Norway 
and Gothland he is led to exclllde the fil'st l'egion altogethel' and 
this l'esult is flll'ther on supported by what the crystalline boulders 
teach, which are descl'ibed next. The dispersion of the different 
erratics being examined, his conclusion with regard to the question 
which had been put runs; 
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'~Le l'ésultat de ces recherches tend ainsi à confirmer 
l'opinion déjà émise par ,M. FERD. ROEMER, que Jes 
blocs siluriens de Groningue pl'oviennent de l'Esthonie 
et de l'île de Gothland, mais nullement de la NOl'vège". 

This fil'st essay was inserted by him in 1866; the next year 
folIo wed ti, second, entitled: ' 

"Recherches SUl' les phénomènes glaciaires de l'Europe du N ord" , 
which for more than one reason is a remarkable tl'eatise. As, how
ever, its contents do not refer directly to the question we are discussing 
it be only said that this tl'eatise is, in short, a pleach'ng in all its 
details Jo'/' t/te glacial tJW01'Y, which is here for the first time con
sistently adopted and assel'ted, under a motto borrowed from L. VON 

BUOR (Ueber die Ursacheri der Verbreitung grosser Alpengeschiebe, 
1811, Abhandl. d. Berlin. Akad., p. 185, 186), toa intel'esting not 
to be cited here: I 

"Wel' sich etwas mit den Blöcken ueschäftigt hat, welche in 80 

zahlloser Menge die Ebenen des nÖl'dlichen Europa bedecken, wil'd 
nicht einen Augenblick zwei.feln, dasz nicht" auch in diesel' Zerstreu
ung dasselbe Phänomen wiedel'hoJt ist, was in der Schweiz so aut'
fallend wird. Wäre die Granitzolle des Wallisausbruchs nicht von 
den Jurabel'gen zlIl'llckgehalten worden, so würde sie an den 
Dfern des Doux nnd der Saone eb en sa zel'streut über die Flachen 
gelagel't sein, eben sa dicht wie in soviel Gegellden del' Mark 
Bralldenburg, von Pommern, Meklenbul'g, Holstein...... Das 
nOl'dische Phänomen ist daher wohl bei wei tew grosser als das 
schweizel'ische, allein von del'selben Natu1'; 'wuI wahncheinlich liegt 
iltrn deswegen auc/t eine illmtic1w Ui'saclte zurn Gl'unde". 

TOREu, gives here a eompendium of his opinions, foullded on 
insights acquil'ed by many tl'avels about the Ol'igin of diluvial 
deposits aud t11e grounds which in his opinion argue a glaeial 

, , 
covering. The oldet' theöl'ies are amply criticised, and aftel' describing 
the formation of ice in \ Greenland, whel'e the inland-ice covers an 
extent of country of ~/s of the North-European erratic zone, he says: 

"Serait-il donc absurde de supposel', qu'une couverture gl~lciaire 

semblable, maïs plus grande des 3/S' a existé anssi da~s l'Eul'ope 
du Nord pendant ulle époque, ou la faune marine du Spitzbel'g 
vivait entl'e les 50° et 60° de Lat., ou Ie BetuIa nana croissait dnlls 
Ie Devonshire et Olt Ie renne avnit son domiciIe dans la Frallce 
méridionale !" 

This quotation sufficiently illustrates the importance of this essay. It 
has howevel' nevel' been printed. rrOlU1LIJ did claim back his work 
fi'om the Dutch Society to revise it for the pl'ess alld variolIs emen-

35 
Pfoceediu~s Royal Acad. Amsterdam •. Vol. VII. 
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dations and marginal notes have been intl'odueed, but he did not get 
farther than 1hat. This is mueh to be regretted as it was now not 
until 1875 that his insights and opinions found adherents ámong 
the German geologists; it was the year when TORELIJ on the me
morable day of Nov. 3 by his lecture tor the German geologieal 
society in eonlleetion with the glacial scratehes on ce more diseovered 
by him on the NI usehellmlk of Rürlersdorf convinced different eolleagues 
of the COl'rectne&s of his theory. For, if the above-mentioned essay 
had been printed as early as 1867 it would have contl'ibuted in a 
high measure to propagate the novel ideas more rapidly. 

The bulky manuscript wI'itten in Freneh and pl'ovided with French, 
Swedish and Dutch annotn,tions (the Dutch allnotations are by STARING, 
,\rho was a membel's of tIle jury, as weH as BosQuET and VAN BREDA) 
is at present again in possession of the Duteh Society of Sciences. 
The maps (2) and plate mentioned in the text are not wanting. 
For further details about the eontents the readel' is referred to 
TORELL'S biography by HOLllISTRÖlII (35, p. 18-25). 

UPPElR SIL URIAN BOULDERS. 

In tlle descl'iptioH of the U pper Silul'ian uonldel's varions difficulties 
present themselves, whieh nJI may be l'ednced to the fact th at the 
exact succession of strata in the Scandinavian-baltic zone is not known 
for cel'tain. Especially with l'egal'd to the eastern balticum the stl'ue
ture has long ago been made out by SCHlIflDT and nevel' l'efuted by 
anybody that I know of. His division of tile strala in Gothland, on 
the con tral'y , cOl'l'espondillg with NIURcHIsoN'S conceptions has fonnd 
bnt few adherents, aDd is especially called in question by LJNDSTRÖl\[, 
who has a quite different opinion. This discrepancy as to tIle struc
ture of Gothland, wbieh has already existed man)' yeal's, has not 
yet been satisfactorily l'emoved. It must be said, however, that well
High all other investigatol's who have pronoImeed their opinion about 
this question, have taken I.JINDsTRöM's tiide; a. o. DAMES, who has 
made a division whieh diffel's but tl little fJ'om LINDSTRÖM'S; then 
STOLLEY, WIMAN, BATHEIt, K.<\YSI<at and othel's. I myself, owing to 
my short :;tHy in Gothland, am not so fOl'tunate as to be able to 
pronounee a decided opinion, though it does seem to me th at, on 
the whoIe, ScHlIIIDT'S argumellts are sil'onger than LINDS'l'UÖM'S, so 
that it appeal's scareely possible to me that uew investigations will 
confil'm the opinions of the Jatter in ever)" respect. In collecting fos
sils in Gothland, I frequently doubted of the eorrectness of L1NDSTJtÖM'S 
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divi&ion, and in some cases noticed certain contradictions. Anyhow 
tOl' the present it is hnpossible to parallel the Upper Silul'ian strata 
of Gothland with those of Oe8el, a question, indeed, which fol' a 
determination of boulders of that age can hal'dly be dispenseel wUl!. 
We may sincel'ely hope that the researches by HOLlIf, who has been 
engaged in this question, may not bè long in coming, and that this 
solution may finally settle the question! 

(The chief literature about th is controverted' question fo11oW8 here: 
4; 15; 21; 22 j 27; 28, p. 16; etc.). 

Nevertheless in enumerating the species of boulders we must 
adopt a certain succession of strata to arrive at the determination 
of their age. I select for this pUl'pose SOHMIDT'S division of the 
Eastern Baltic Upper Silurian (8, p. 41-54), cOl'l'esponeling to the 
methoel l1itherto followed in the museum: 

G. 1. 
2. 
3. 

H. 
I. 
J(. 

, 
J ö r den Bed s. 
Borealis bank. 
R a i Ir ü 11 B e el s. 
Pen tam e rus - est h 0 n n s zon e. 
L 0 w e rOe s e 1 z 0 11 e. 
U p per 0 e s e 1 Z 0 11 e. 

1. Nor t her n y e 11 0 w zon e. 
2. Sou t her n g r e y zon e. 

DAMES (22), STOJ,U:y (30), SIEGEUT (32), anel others have fonndeel the 
eletel'mination of their erratics on the divisio11 of Gothland by LIND

STUÖl\(; as it seems to me, howevel', that our bouldel's approach the 
Eastern baltie rocks much more, I did not füllow thi8 example, 
the more sà, as I have said before, the abm'e-mentio11ed opinion, 
whkh is quoted below with the alteration introelnced by DA1IfES, 

does not appeal' to me to ue thc l'ight one in everr respect. 

a. Oldest red shale beds with Amclmopltyllwn. 
b. Stricklanclinia -shal e.' 
c. Shale beds and sandstone. 
d. Bands of limestone a.nd shale, in same parts oolite. 
e. Ptel'ygotus-beels. 
f. Orinoid- and Coml-limestones with intel'mediate Stl'omatopom

riffs, Gast1'opoda- anel Ascoceras-liméstones, together with fltlega
lomu8-banks. 

g. U pper CepTtalopodan strata. 

The material may best be snbdivided into four groups: I Boulders 
of the age Ol-Ga; Il ... H; JU ... Ij IV ... J{. The last lHvision 
will appeal' to be by üw the luost impork'\llt. Be~ides there are some 

35* 
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chal'acteristic bou1ders, which eannot be placed in the Eastern baltie 
scheme; these, together with othel's whose age lies between limits 
too far apart to reduce them to one of these divisions, wiJl be 
descl'ibed at tbe end. 

Aftel' these intl'oductory l'emal'lcs we may proceed to the 
description of the bOltldel's of the first-mentioned gl'oup. 

The bOl1Idel's helonging to the oldest zone Gl , those of the Jörden 
beds in Esthonia wUh Leptocoelia Duboisii m; VmtN., which are 
occasionally mentioned by Gel'mall geologists, are not found near 
Groningen. The two youngel' zones G2 aud (}3' however, have 
been met with. 

29. Borealis-limestone. 

These well-Imown and characteristic bou1ders consist of limestone 
Ol' dolomite, and usualIy contain in large quantities remains of 

PentameJ'us b01'ealis Erem"., 

while othel' fossils are absolute1i waniÏng. As l'egards the kind of 
rock my material fl'om Groningen may be divided into two varieties : 

a. Limestone, as a ru1e distinctly crystalline but somewhat mal'ly, 
as may be easily observecl on its weathel'ed surface. The slightly 
variegated colour of the gl'ound-nutss shades from gray to brownish
yeJlow at tIle fresh fracture; if weathered, howevel', it has mostly 
a saIlow-yellowish-gray tinge. In this gl'ound-mass the valves of the 
above-mentioned species of Pelltamerus alway& OCClll' in great l1umbel's; 
they are invariably changed iJlto crystalline ealcite and this is very 
of ten of a brig'ht white colou!', so that the always verJ' tllÎck shells 
sometimes stand out vel'y distinctly against the sUl'face of the bouldel's, 
which is sometimes polisheel. Besides the gl'onnd~mass weathers morc 
l'eadily than this calcite, so thttt the fosl:iils appeal' in relief. 'l'he 
nlllnber of these petl'ifaelions has inflllel1ced the exterio1' appeal'ance 
of the bOllldel'. 'fhongh alwaJ's nUmel'OllS, the grollnd-mass may yet 
orcul' in sllfficient qlHtntities to give :t compact charactel' ta fhe stone. 
These limestones whieh are mther hard when not partially weathered 
make up t11e 11111:jority of the stones found. The dimensions of some 
of them amount to about J 7 e.M. In other pieces the gl'onnd-mass 
recedes lUuch ta the background and tlre stone consists almost 
exclusively of fi'agments of the valves of this species of brachiopoda 
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n,nd thus forms a real shell-bl'eccia. The ground.mass tiJen is commonly 
weathel'ed to a more or less earthy yellow mass, which also covers 
the sUl'faee of the shells, by which the whole assumes a yellow 
coloUl'. In othel' cases, however, the weathered grol1nd-mass is almost 
white, sometimes also bl'own-oehre-yellow. Thollgh they differ so 
lUuch in exterior appearanee, all specimens have in common that 
this Pentarnel'us occurs almost always only in single valves which 
themselves are, for the greatel' part broken into more fragments. 
I have never been able to pl'oduce a wholly pl'eserved specimen, 
though some fl'agments actually show that parts of both valves occu!' 
in natural position. So this confirms in the main the results of 
ROEMER'S examination (13, p. 74), though I d9ubt ~of the truth of 
his opinion, according to' w hich these boulders should contain only 
ventl'al valves of th is species. This concept ion was supported by 
ErcmvAw's communication /that also in the parent rocks both val"es 
were nevel' seen in connection. Nevel'theless ErcHWAI,D did know the 
smaller dOl'sal valve and describes it as having half the length of 
the lal'ger oue, being much bl'oader and much less vanlted. This 
ean hardly be l'ight, fol' afterwards SCHMIDT found complete specimens 
at Weissenfeld in thè neighbourlJOod of Hapsal in Esthonia. Among 
my material fol' comparison there are three sueh specimens from 
the above-mentioned place, colleeted by BONNEMA, These, however, 
show a dOl'sal val~e, but little smaller than the ventl'al one, but 
much flatter and so comparatively widel'. This canses the great 
diifel'ence between the two shells to disappear, and so thel'e is no 
reason left fol' the inexplicable fact that in bouldel's only the ventral 
valve shonld oecur. lVIeanwhile the interi01' stl'uctnre of the small 
shell has to be examined still to cOllfil'm this. I have not been 
oecupied with tbis work. J 

b. Dolomite, vel'y fine-gl'ained, sometimes even impalpable, of a 
light-gray 01' light-bl'ownjsh-yellow eololl!'. This dolomitie ground
mass also contains great llumbers of' nuclei of Pentamm'us borealis 
Ewmv., ,,,,'hieb are covel'ed aU over with little, grareful, dolomite
l'hombohedra, which, ho wever, are easily perceptible by the naked eye. 

Of these boulders, which in literature is uSllally called "Penta
mel'enkalk" are found here: 

Limestone: Boteringesingel, Groningen 2 
Behind tbe "Sterl'ebosch",,, 1 
Helpman 1 
the (CH uis de Wolf", near Haren 1 
"Old Colleetion" 9 

Dolomite: Boteringesingel, Groningen 2 
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So in all 16 pieces. FrOlll this list appears t11a,t at au ea1'1y time 
al ready these bOlllders have attracted the attention. Quite in corre
spondenee with th is is thc fact that as early as 1878 MARTIN men
tioned 11 pieces from Groningen (6, p. 21, q, and c), and even 
earlier still ROEMER observed such bould81's ti'om here (1, p. 387, 
nO. 16; 3, p, 269, nO. 27). Afterwards VAN OALKER also pointed out 
their occurrence in the Hondsrug (19, p. 357; 25, p.363). 

As l'egards the fnrther spreading of th is species of bouldel's, I l'efer 
to ROEMER'S excellent treatise about everything known at the time 
about this subject (13, p. 75), and only wish to state here, that in 
Germany these bouldel's are f011l1el in a great many places, but nowhel'e 
in large quantities. So eyerywhel'e in East- and West-Prussia (20, 
p. 53), in Posen, Silesia anel Branden burg, neal' Sorau in the district 
of Frankfurt on the Oder, in South-Holstein in ,rarious localities 
{18, p, 45). Further north they seem not to occur, more westwal'd, 
on the other hand, Lünebl1rg in Hannover and Jevel' in Oldenburg 
are still to be called as places where they are founel. Aftel'\vards 
W AHNSCHA:I!'FI!] has made mention of a Rpecimen fonnd near Havelberg 
(14), and various observations attached io it as to the value of these 
bOlllelers for the detel'mination of the direction of the ice-f1ow nnd the age 
of the diluvial deposits, in which they are found. I hope aftel'wal'ds 
to recul' to this question. In Pomm/ania the Borealis-limestone is not 
(yet) known (3j, p. 83), no more, it seems, in MeekIenburg. STOLLI<lY 
afterwards states that he has f01Uld it again in Sleswick-Holstein, 
but diffel's in this respect from all other notations known to me that 
he has come upon greatel' numbers of dolomites than of Iimestones 
(30, p. 98). Lastly, these boulders are neither rare in the regions 
south of the Rllssian Baltic provinees. 

While, as we see, an enormous tract is taken up by the ermtics, 
the BoreaIis-limestone occupies but a very small part as solid rock. 
In the eastern baltic (8, p. 43) it forms SCHMlDT'S zone G2 , the 
BOl'ealisbank, w hirh stl'etches in E.-W.-direction throughout Esthonia, 
in the shape of a zone narrowing to the west, whieh aIso appears 
in the island of Dagö. Thc rock C'onsists of limestone or dolomite, 
,just like the boulders, anel for a long time only single valves of 
Pentamerus bOl'ealis ErcH1v. have been fOUlld in it. Afterwards SCHMIDT 
!las discovered also complete specimens of this species, in a marly 
variety of the rock from the neighbourhood of Hapsal, as already 
stated (27, p. 130). ' 

Of this eastern-baltic oC'currence I possess limestones for comparison 
from Risti in t11e extreme west of this zone on the mainland and 
dolomite from Pantif'er in East-Esthonia. OUl' boulders C'ol'l'espond 
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very well with those limestones as l'egards the pl'incipal features, 
though they are not interclJangeable with the latter. More perfect 
still is the cOl'l'espondence of our dolomites with the sample from 
Pantifer. Fl'om this it appears bllfiiciently tlw.t we have to look fol' 
the Ol'igin of 0111' bonlcIers in t11e eastel'll-baltic zone. Besides all 
authol's agl'ec about th is qnestion. Of course we do not mean to say 
that these Groningen erratics must of necessity originate in the zone 
now lmown. As the BOl'ealis-bank is a180 found in Dagö, it may be 
surmised that it stretche8, 01' formerly stretched, still fal'thel' westwal'd 
undel' the sea, and the very uniform petrographiral eharactel' of the 
rock tlll'onghout Esthonia leads us to adopt the opinion that this sub
marine continuation mayalso be considered as the possible place of 
origin of Onr bouldel's. Of, course it is impossible to indicate a definite 
point In this zone, 

30. Elegans-limestone. 
With this term, l'eferring to one of the most important fossils of 

this species of bouldel's, I deIlOte a crystalline-limestone, generally 
fine-grained, sornetimes almost impalpable, bnt still oftenel' l'ather 
coarse-grained. Calcite, bl'ight as water of ten occurs l'ather regularly 
spread throng'h the stone, but not in large quantities. The limestone 
is not pel'ceptibly dolOluitic nor marly, as in the solution in nitric 
acid only a small part is 1eft and this solntion pl'OdllCeS no Ol' hardly 
any reactiOJl with magnesia. lts coloul' is bright-gray, sornetimes 
rather yellowish-gl'ay, rarely blewish-gray ; when weathered, howevel', 
the stone shades from whHe io yellowish 1vhite. lts surf ace is vel'y 
of ten marked by distinctly visible glacial scratch es, Layel's are but 
seldom perceptible and moreover 110t very distinct. Fossils are by 
no means rare, but belong to a l'elatively small numbel' of species, 
which are mentioned here: 

PlulCofJs lele.t/ans SARS alld B01WK sp. 
Lepe1'Clitia Hisin,qel'i SCHMID'l'. 

St1'ophomena pecten h 
TTincula?'ia nodulosa EICHW. 

TTinculal'ia megastoma Eromv. 
l.!-'ncrintmt.~· punctatus W.AHLB. 

Calymene sp, 
01,tlwce1'as sp, 
P1'oetus sp. 
Ptilodictya sp. 
Beyricltia sp. 
J.}lw,c/û.yonia sp. 
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The fil'st five species almosL occur in every piece. Head-shields of 
the- said Phacops-species are very common, pygidia occur as weH, 
and an almost complete thorax (which has not been figured by SCHMIDT) 
has aIso been found. I have named these bouldeI's aftel' this charac
teristic species. Equally important js further the presence of the 
Leperclitia-species, whose valves, both right and left, are occasionally 
present in large numbers in a single stone; in the unweathered rock 
they are bright brown, weathered nearly white. The mentioned 
Str01Jlwmena-species is very pJentiful, while especially the two bryozoa
species, mentioned next, sometimes give the stone à peculiar appea
rance. Though occurring in each of these boulders they are hardly , 
perceptible in the unweathered rock; they are together in great 
numbel's at the fractured surface, split along the foliaceous "Mittel
schicht", like graceful Uttle white feathers. But the structure of this 
fossil may be more distinctly perceived at the weathered surface of 
the bonlders. The other fOBsils mentioned are found but ral'ely and 
do not contribute in a great measure to the diagnosis of the rock. 

Besides these fossils, however, remains of brachiopoda are very 
fl'eqllently met with, which no doubt are characteristic, though 1 
have failed to determine them satisfactorily. Some Rl~ynclwnella- and 
Orthis-species are undeniably present among them. One piece also 
contains white, globular and angular crinoid-stems. AIso the presence 
of [/1'aptolite-remains is most inteI'esting; these, however, have been 
preserved too incompletely to be specifically determined. 

Of this species of bOlllders, thus petrographically and palaeontologi
cally characterÏzed there are among my matel'ial 33 pieces from the 
following places: 

"Noorderbegraafplaats' , , Groningen 
"Boteringesingel", " 
"Noorderbinnensingel" , " 
"Nieu we Boteringestraat" , " 
Between "Parklaan" and ('Heerebrug" , " 
"Nieuwe Veelading" , " 
Behind "het Sterrebosch", " 
"Schietbaan" , 
Café "de Passage", 
"Hilghestede" , 

Between Helpman and 
Villa "Edzes" near 

"Old CoIlectionH 

" Helpman 

" 
" Haren 

" 
II 

Groningen 

2 
9 
1 
1 
1 
3 
1 
1 
2 
4 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
2 
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To detel'mine the age of the&e uonldel's, which, as the a.bove list 
shows, are by na means 1'a1'e nea1' Groningen, all that is lmown 
about the OCCUl'l'ence of the characteristic fossils is communicated 
below- as completely as possible, 

Ph a C 0 P 8 e l e ,1 a n s SARS and BOEOK sp, 

SCHMIDT, 8, p. 72, T, I, f. 1; T. X, f. 10-12; T. Xl, f. 17, 

is said by SCHMIDT to occu!' in the Railnill strata and the Estonus
zone in Esthonia. It was first founel in t11e oldest of the two zones 
Gs, near Wahhokull in the centre of East-Esthonia, together with 
Strophomena peeten L. an( Diplogmpsus estonus SCHlIIlDT; its locality 
in tlle H-zone is al most straight to the south of it neal' TÖl'we in 
the neighbourhood of Talkhof, on the border of' Livonia. Oomplete 
specimens) however, have not been found; the thorax fonnd here is 
the1'e unknown. 

Most pl'obably P. quadl'ilineata ANG. LINDSTRÖlIf, 12, p. 43 ; 17, p. 2 ; 
is identical with this species; it has been describecl by the latter 
from the oldest strata of the, Upper Silul'ian tormation a allel b, neal' 
Wisby. Moreover SOHIIHDT mentions Fal'ö and Lan th ere, p1aces which 
according to him belong 10 his middle and youngest zone in Gotlliand 
(8, p. 74); this notation borrowed from LINDSTRÓllI seems to me to 
want confirmation. In Sweden this/fossil is a160 fonnd in Dalarne 
(17, p. 27) and if p, elliptif1'ons ESMARCK mnst be identified with 
this species (which I eannot state with perfect eertainty), in .Jemtland 
(29, p. 269) as well. The stage there argues a conc1usion in the 
affil'mative. This fossi! is not known from Scan ia. On the otller hand 
it is found togeihel' with Lepel'ditia Hisingeri SCHMIDT in Malmö 
in thc bay of Ohristialli~, it seems in a cOl'l'eRponding stratum 
(8, p. 74). " 

This species is not ]01own in tbe 1iterature of Gel'man bouldel's, 
tbough WIGAND makes mention of PltacolJs Stokeû MU,NE EDWARDS, 
the English fossi!, which is most like om species (16, p, 40). The 
illustrations of this fossil found neal' Rostock in Phacites-sandstone 
prove, ho wever, thai this species certainly does not cOl'respond in 
all l'espects with Oul' specimens. Pltaeops jJ1'u8siea POllIPECKJ, may 
also be taken into cOllsidel'ation but neither the latter is completely 
cor1'esponding with those from Groningen; the rock in which this 
species OCCUl'S in East,Prussia, "krystallinel', gelblieh-grauel' ober
silurischer Kalk" would not I.tl'gue against it (23, p. 19). ROEMER 

does not mention Oul' species, 
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Lep e }' cl i t i a H i 8 in/I IJ I' i SCHl'IIIDT. 

SCIll\UDT, 10, p. :14-16, T. I, f. 5-7. 

identical wHl! LelJe?'ditia Sdmddtii KOLI110DIN, has ah'eady been known 
for a long time from the neighbonrhood ofWisby, where it fi'equently 
occurs in tlle Stl'icUandinia-bhale; esp. noar Snäckgärdet I founel 
beautifu1 100se specimens. Bnt it aIso occurs south of W'ïsby in 
LINDSTRÖIlI'S stage Cl; according to KOLllfODIN moreover aIso in the 
shale of Westergal'l1 (c.) aud Capellshamn (7, p. 133). In Esthonia 
this fossil belongs to the zones Ol and G~, and is found there in 
many places, also in Dagö. Our &pecimens are on all average ll1uch 
smaller than those of Gothland, but- tOl' the rest correspond very 
weIl in their relatÎ\re dimensions \vith the description of the true 
form. As ft/ready statec1, th is species is also tound near Christiania. 
LrNDsTRöllI sttlJes moreover, that it is found in Scania (17, p. 25); 
I fi.tiled to find out on what gronnds this notation is based, and 
have 'reasons to donbt of the t1'l1111 of it. 

Kmsow writes that he has fOlmel it in German bonlders from 
Spengawsken in "\Vest-Pl'l1ssia anel in a limestone (not cOl'l'esponding 
with ours) whieb CUrÏOllS enough also contains Lepe1'Clitia baltica 
Hls. (11, p. 274). CHIIHELEWSKI on the other hand has not come 
upon the trne species in East-Prussia and Kowno (34). KRAUSE, 
again, lias fonnd it in Neubl'andenbnrg (24, p. 7) anel STOLLEY in 
iJ bright ye11ow, crypto-öolitic limestone from Sleswick-Holstein (30, 
p. 109). 

St1'ophomena pecten L. 
ij 

is a fo&sil generally oC(,Ul'l'ing in the Jörden and RaiküI1 beds in 
Esthonia; in Gothland it is frequently found near Wisby and our 
specimens correspond most with this OèCUl'l'ence. LINDSTRÖllf, ho wever, 
mentions it from c-h; hence I ShOllld not be surpl'ised if different 
varieties of th is species were to be distinguished. WIMAN a1so states 
to have fOlll1d it in Jemtland in the quartzite with Pltacops ellipti-
11'ons ESIIL (29, p. 270). 

GAGEL has descl'ibed it from boulders of Beyrichia-limestone 
(20, p . .Jo 7) from East- and West-Prussia; various authol's moreovel' 
mention it in boulders of different age, whirh strengthens my opinion 
to draw no important conclusions ti'om this species. 

Vincula1'ia nocl~tlosa Erc~w. and V. megastorna Ercmv. 

EICHWALD, 5, T. XXIV, f. 8 and 9, 

are very eharacteristic of the Hailnill stratum in Esthonia and are 
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fOlllld th ere everywhel'e, thOllgh they OCClll' in the Estonus-zone ~5 
weU (8, p. 43). 

En c l' i n u l' ze S P 26 n c t a t ze s W AHI,D. 

is only present in a single piece mld is a fossil found in all Uppel' 
Silurian regions throughout all zones so that this species is of no 
value for the determination of the age. 

If we take these l'esnlts together we get: 

Est ho n i a. 
PItacops elepans SARS and BOl!:cK, Gs - H 
Lepe1'ditia Hisingm'i SCI-IMIDT. Gl , Ga 
Stl'oplwmena pecten ~. G1 , Gs 

Vinc2tlaria noclulosa Ercmv. Gs-H 
Vineula?,ia mf3(JcuJtoma ErcHW. Gs-H 

, 

Gothlancl: 
a-b. 
b-c. 
c-h. 

It appears from this distincUy, that these Loulders are l'emains of 
an equivalent of the Raiküll zone Gs in Esthonia. As to Gothlancl, 
the comparison with LINDSTROi.\l'S zone b, if a comparison is desired, 
is the most probabie 011e. 

lVIoreover this l'esult is especially illteresting', becanse boniders of 
thiR age are not known in literature Ihat I lmow of. In the Groningen 
collection on the otlter hand some pieces have been brought to t11is 
zone long since. Bnt once NOETLING menti011s a stone belonging to 
this stratum which, however, contained no determinable fossils allel 
was only under l'eservation by 1'eaS011 of the gl'eat correspondence 
to a piece of limestone from Raiküll, counted as a representative of 
this zone (9, p. 291). ROElIfER doubts of this (13, p. 77). 

As l'egards the origin of these bonidel's, it may first be stated, 
thai none' of the regions where only one or a few of the fossils 
charLtcteristic of this occur, viz. NorwLty, (Scania), Dalarne and Jemt
land, ean be taken into account. Besides the petl'ographic nature of 
these deposits prechldes this supposition altogether. In GotIlland on 
the eOIJtral'y these fossils, with the exception of the two bryozoa
species, are all found. But the rock occul'l'ing there (almost always 
shales) does not show petrographically the least cOl'respondence with 
OUl' limestone. In fact these boulders must not be consiclered to origi
nate in GotlJland. 

Lastly as regards Esthol1ia: The Raiküll zone, Gs' (8, p. 43) 
extends fl'om LaishoJm in Livonia and Wahhokiill in East-Esthonia 
westwal'd as far as Dagö; in the eastel'l1 part the zone is wider and 
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lUtl'rOWs westwal'd. It almost al ways consists of two systems, now 
lirnestone, th en dolomite. In Lhe above-rnentioned passage SCIIMIDT 
gives no further petrographical description of the rock; but afterwards 
he speaks once more (33, p. 308) of a "dichten, festen, etwas kiesel
haltigen hellgelben Kalkstein, der demjenigen unsrer Raiküll'schen 
Schicht am meisten gleicht". For want of material for comparison I 
dal'e not conelude fi'om this a great corl'espondence with our lime
stone. Fm'thee it is striking that SCHMIDT says that petl'ifactions are 
comparatively rare in the Raiküll stratum, except cOl'als. Now our 
boulders contain a comparatively great nnrnber of fossils, whereas I 

corals are aJtogether wanting. Just the reverse argues the fact that 
graptolites occur in both, which though shortly described as Diplo
graptus estomtS SCHl\L (2, p. 226), are not yet figul'ed. Perhaps the 
same species may be found in our pieces. 

13y reason of the differences adduced above, I deern it little probable, 
that the Raiküll stratum in Esthonia itEelf can be considered 1\S the plaee 
of origin. It is not impossible that the submarine continuation of this 
zone consists of a rock more corresponding with our boulders. For 
the present this questioll cannot be solved more completely though 
matel'ial fol' comparison esp. fJ'om Ga in Dag'ö, may render valuable 
services. 
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Chemistry. - "On some pl~enomena, wldclt can OCCtt1' z'n tl~e case of 
pa1'tial rniscibility of two liquids, Ol1e of thern being anornalous, 
specially water." By J. J. VAN LAAR. (Oommunieated by Prof. 

H. A. LORENTZ). 

1. In the second part of his Continuitilt (1900) 1) Prof. VAN DER 

WAALS has given the theory of the so called longitudinal plait on 
the tl,-sllrface, anel in tll(~ last Ohapter (~ 12, p. 175 sequ.) he gives 
moreovel' a special, ample discnssion of this plait, in particular with 
l'egard to anomalous components. It is shown thel'e, that for the 
appearanee of eertain eomplications, which eau present themSE'lves 
at this plait, one of the two components must be anomalolls 2). 

In the following pages I shaH try to explain the appearauce of the 
different particular forms, whieh cnll present themselves, when one 
of the components is assoeiative, specially when this anornalolls 
component is watel'. 

2. We begin to l'emembel' briet1y (he (heor,)' of the phenomenon 
of pal'tial miseibility tOl' bin al',)' mixtures of 1W1'HWl snbstallces. 

It is well known, th at the total thel'modynamic potential is l'epl'e
senied by 

1) p. 41-45. 
2) Also compal'e These Proceedings of Nov. 5, 1902. 
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z = - 2(nJ~I) 7'(lofJ T - 1) + 2(nl (el \) - T 2(nJ)1Jo)

-f pdv + pv + Rl' 2(nl log nl ), 

or 

Z = 2(nl Cl) - [JPdV - RT 2nl . log 2nl - pvJ + R'l' 2(nl log ;~). 
Differentiating subseqllently at constant Tand iJ wüh respect to 

n1 and n2 , we get: 
àz Ow , n l C 

(11 = ~= Cl -~ + R'J lo,g~ 
unl unI ~nl 

az Ow n~ I' 
fl l = -a = ('2 - -0 + RT log ~ ! n

2 
n

2 
...;;;,n l , 

w here Cl and C2 are pure fnnctions of the temperature, represented by 

Cl = - kl~(l09 ~ - 1) + (eJo - T('th)o !, 
C2 = - ka'l (log T - 1) + (e2 )o - T(1/2)0 ~ 

whel'ea& the qnanttty w is given by 

w = fodV - ET 2n l • log 2n1 - pv.. . (1) 

T11e meaning of the dlffel'ent qnantJtles nu (el)o, ('Jh)o, etc. etc. is 
supposed to be known. 

We will substltute now the variables 121 and 112 by :IJ, so that 
n l = 1 - x, 122 = J] and :Enl = 1. As w i~, Just as Z, a lwmogeneous 
function of the ,jil'St degree with respect to nz and n2 , we may wl'ite: 

p,=C,-(",- .• ~:)+RT",9(1-.) I .... (2) 

(12 = C2 - ( W + (1 - ,v) ~:) + .Rl' log [IJ \ 

Now, when there is a plalt on the Z-surface, the spmodal-curve, 
that is to say its projection 0/1 the T, x-plane, will be given 

02Z oZ 
by tbe condltlOn -a = 0, or also, PI being = Z - .'IJ -a ' and 

m2 x 

" oZ Ofll 0""2 
!12 = Z + (1 - tIJ) ;;-, by -;;- = 0 Ol' -;;- = o. 

uW u.v u.v 

or 

We therefol'e find fol' the equation of this curve in the .T,:v-plane : 
a2 w R'l' 

.v----=o, om2 1 - IV 

OlW 
RT=,v(l-''U)-i;) ..•..... (3) 

,v' 
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If we use the equation of VAN DER WAALS: 

:En! . R'l' a 
p= v-b - v2 ' 

then we obtain. 

(J) = :En! . Rl' log (" - h) + !:.. - Rl' 2n] . log 2n l - po I). 
v 

Supposing now, that In the case of liql1id& the external pressure i' 
(Ol' the vapour-tension) ean be neglected with respect to the mole

a 
cular pression -;, the equation of VAN DER WAALS may be written: 

v 
a :En] . Rl' 

v2 v-b 

and the expresslOn for ro, when in the same manner pv is omltted 
a 

by the side of - , passes into 
v 

r, :En] . Rl' (t , 
(J) = :En] . R'l log + - - R'l :En] . log :En] , 

a/v2 V 

or 
RIl a 

(J) = :En]. R'l'log --+ -, 
a/v2 v 

that IS to say into 
, RT a 

(J) = R'J log -j-+-' 
a v2 V 

a2(J) \ 

when ~nl = 1. For -a we find consequently: 
[V" 

aJ(J) a2 (a) a2 a --- - -R'l'-log-a.v2 - a.v2 v i).v2 v2 ' 

by whieh the eq llation (3) of the projection of the locus of the points 
of inflection on the T, x-plane passes into 

[ a2 (a) - a2 aJ RT=.v (1- x) -a - - RTa-log - , 
.v2 

V .v2 v2 

or into 

a2 (a) x (1-.v) - -
RT = a.v 2 

v 
(}2 a 

1 + (I) (l-x) -log-ax2 v2 

. • . (4) 

1) 11' b = f(V), then f'pdV still gives a term RT r db . But this term may he Jl J v-b 
regarded as independent of x, and so eau he added to the temperatUle functlOll 0l' 

36 
Pl'OCeedUlgs Royal Acau. Amstcluam. Vol. VU. 
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The term with log :. was introduced some time ago by VAN DER 

WAALS 1); in the original theory this term was neglected, and ~so the 

eqllation (4) was simply BT= x (1-,'V) aa. (~). 
~ c.'v 2 V 

a a 
In conseq uence of the relations - = fit 1~, - = ypc, where ac-

v ~t' 

cOl'ding to the variability of the liquid-volllme D, the coefiicients f 
and y will still vary slowly with the temperat~re (f is the wel1 
known factor of the vaponr-tension, wbich may be put circa 7), we 
can also write fol' (4): 

a'T iv (l_:c)_c 
a,v' 

l' = -------,::-c-::--
a'log pc 

l+,v (l-.v) ~a-
lV' 

(4a) 

We see, that only in the case, that tlle aiticaZ pl'eli.ml'es of the two ~ 
components dUler littZe, tlle term with Zog pc can be omitted. This 
will be a}so the ca~e, when tr is in tlte ueighbourhood of 1 anel O. 
But in all other cases if would be inaccurate to omit à priori the 
desig'ned term. 

:B'urther ,ve write: 

~ _ (l-,v)' al + 2~ (l-.v) au + .v' ct'l , 
t _ (l-.v) VI + .VV, \ 

since fol' lillUids at low temperatures v ca,n be supposed dependellt on 
.v in entirely the same manner as b = (1-x) bI + .'Vb., The moleculal' 
volumes VI and v. must then be regarded, just as bI and b., as constant 
or as slowly varJ'ing with t11e temperatllre '). We tlten find aftel' some 
l'eductions: 

1) These Proceedings, in Ternary SysteJIIs, specially IV, p, 96-100. (Junc 12, 
1902); see also July 13, 1904, p. 145 sequ. 

2) Ir we substitute in the case ofliquids v by b, and then write b = (I-x) bI + xb~, 
the difficulty arises, that in that way quantities of order v - bare neglected 
against those of order v, and the questioll would present itsclf, if this is only 
upon VCl'y definile conditions not in contradictioll with omitting p by the side of 

~. (This observation was kindly made to me by Prof. LORENTZ). 
V· 

1 hope 10 escape this difliculty by not substituling v by b, but by simply 
supposing the volume v linea1'ly variabie with x in the case of liquids at 
low temperatures; by wl'iting therefol'e for r, analogous to lhe expression for b, 
v = (l-x) VI + :CV2' As I rema! ked, Vl and V2 still vary slowly with the tempe
l'ature, whereas bi alld b2 of course woulcl be perfectly constant. l'Il"ow it 
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or - when we suppose for nOl'mal components the rell1tion of 
/--- . 

BERTHELOT, viz. au = '" a l a 2 , as approxlmately exact: 

(5) 

As the second member will be 111wI1ys positive, even if al2 mig11t 

be < V a
l
a2 'I), the curve T = f (x) will always turn its conve,'V side 

to the x-axis. 
0' a --

We will DOW determine î2log -. With al. = Vala2 2) the expres-
um • v2 

sion for a becomes: 

so that 

l
a' (I-x) Val + i!: Va. 

og-=2log . 
v' (1-,'1:) VI + xv. 

Consequently we have: 

. d b' a a al will he better justlfie to su sl1ute v hy {RTc, than 7i (and aftel'w,ards VI hy 

{RTl and a2 by (RTn), where ( will vary in the same mannel' Us v with 
V2 " 

temperatui·e. For it is easy to show, that the e'Xpression for the vapöul"-tension 
, v 

for a single substance at low'tempert\tures is log a./ I
>'; = a/ •. -J.!!!!--. CV is 'in 

P RT v-b 
l 

the first twö terms the liquid volume), whence we can 'Cleduee, in conne;x.ion with 

tbe empil'Ïcal relatioD log ~ = {(;c - 1). whel'e ( is circa 7, that :. = (RPc. 

The error made by supposing v linearly variabie with x, will certainly he 
mueh smaller than by putting v = b. In th at way errors of at least 16% 1V0uid 

he made, since ~ will he nearly 6fa for liquids in the neighhourhood of the 

melting-point. 
The quantities Vl aud V2 cau UOW al80 immedialely be substituted by the expe· 

rimentally determined values in the liquid state. 

1) Sec VAN DER WAALS, These Proceedings of Oct. 8, 1902, p. 294. 

2) AlLhough there is no sufficient reason fol' lhis relalion, I have supposed it 
appl'oximately exact, also because only in this case a simple expresslOll could 

(,2 Cl 
be obtained for -;, log .,. ('x· ~ ... 

36* 
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a l a _ 2 [Va.-Va1 v.-v1] - oq-_ ---aa; , v' Va v' 

and therefol'e 

. (6) 

This expression can be redllCed to a different form, and then 
we find: 

a' a 2 
-a s log '=-. (v. Va1-v1 Va,) [(v, Va1-v1 Va,)'+ 2 v (Va,-Va1)] , 

.7) v av 
whence it appeal's, that the factor v, V{t1 - V1 Va, OCClll'S in the 

expression fol' aa. log'::' as weU as in that fol' aà',(.!:.), 
iVO v 2 IV V 

Now when v. Va1=v1 Va, or ~=~, when in other words the critical 
Vl' v,' 

a' a 
pr'essures of the two compouents are equal, t11en a- log - becOlues = O. 

,'!J' v' 

But then simultaneousZy a~~' ( :) will be = 0, ~tnd th~ whole longi

tudinal plait will disappear, (at the same time the curve Tc = f (,v) 
will then pass iuto a straight line) , 

We see therefore, that for OCCUl'l'enCe of the phenomenon of pal'tial 
miscibility at attainable, that is too say at not to low temperatures, the 
critical pl'eSSUl'es of the two comppnents must diJfer as mucl~ as possible. 

Now this is not the rase for the greater part of normal5ubstances, 
and that is the explanation of the weIl known tact, that for mixtures 
of norm al substances the phenomenon of limitated miscibility has 
been so ve1'y ra1'ely found at the common lemperatmes. 

When we substitute (5) and (6) in the equation (4), then we 
find finally: 

Rl' = 2.v (1-.v) (v, Va1-v1 Va,)" : (1 + .6),/' 
v 3 

whel'e . (7) 

À = 2,1] (1'-,1]) [<v.~vY - (Va,~Va1)2 ] \ 

This would be a pure parabola, if v and 1 +.6 were indepen
dent of x, 

3, We will now detel'mine the values of .e and 11 for the "aitical 

'h " . Of.t1 d O'f.t1 0 jJ01:11t of mis('z i It.'/," 1"01' this the ('ondItlOlls ;\ = 0 an 3"2 = 
v.7: v/I' 
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combined must be satisfied, or ~ what is the same - the conditions 

dl' 
-=0, 
d,v 

as is ohvious. Now fl'om (7) fo11ows, when 1 + b. IS supposed 
mdependent of tC, whiclt will be certainly pel'mitted, 111 consequenre 
of the small vttlues of b. in the case of normal snbstances. 

dl'_2(VJ Val-VI Va~)~ll-2tIJ 3,'v(I-,v)( )\ R-_ - V 2-Vl , 
dx 1 + b. 1)3 v4 

as v = VI + tIJ (t'J-Vl)' This expre"ision becOInes = 0, when 

(1-2:v) (l+r:v) - 3 ",V (1-,v) = 0, 

where 
V~-Vl n'- __ .- . This yields: 

VI 

rx' - 2 (r + 1) {IJ + 1 = 0, 
I 

whence 

,v~= ~ \(r+1)- Vr'+r+1t. 
When "= 0, that is to say when VI = v., then Xc = 0,5. At all 

event5 th is will be aplJ1'lj,vimately the case, if b sho'lld still be in 
any way dependel1t on ,v. 

We will reduce now the equatiol1 (7) somewhat. With al =1 RTlvl 
and a. = 1 RT.v., where 'l\ and T. are the critical temperatm'es of 
the componenrs, these equations pass, aftel' sulJstitutil1g Xc fol' iC, into 

_ . [vs V,Rr.r;v; - VI VI RT,v.J' . Jo. I 
RTc - 2 iCc (1- IVc) ( " (1 + uc) 

VI' 1 + .'IJ V.-VI ) 

VI 

Jo. 2 (v.-vY (VT.v. - VTlvl )' I' 
Uc = Ne (1- ,vJ - -:-'::::=::=-~~=:--,'--'''==--

( 

t' -1' ).. [V'l' + ",'Vl' Vl' I]' 
Vl' l+,v~l I lVI '"I ,v,- lVII 

or with '1', = OTI and V, = rpVI into 

, rp (V rp - V,8)' j 
'lc = 21 'Vc (1 - IVc) Tl : (1 + b c) 

(1 + (rp - 1) .vc)' 
• /-;:;- \\ , . (8) 

Jo. f (rp-l)' (v 8rp-1)' 
Uc = 2 IlJr (1 - IV c) - --'---'-----'--

(1+ (rp--1) tlJc)' (1+ (V8rp-1)lvc)' I 

sinre (cp - VO(p)' = cp (Vcp - V8)'. 
We shall illu'ltrate the'le cqnatiolls by all example. In order to 

find the (,l'itical pomt ai:> high as po&sible, we will choose two 
I 
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hormal substances, of which the critical pl'essures differ as much as 
possible. We take therefore ether and carbon disulpldde. The critical 
data are the following: 

CS2 Tl = 548
0 

; Pl = 76 atm. 

ether 1'2 = 467 0 j; p, = 35 atm. 

I d d · Vi JR Tl n or er to etermme rp = -, we remark, that VI = -. - , 
vl r Pl 

JR 1'2 a r 

V, = -'-, as for in stance al =JR1\ and _l=rPl' We bave the1'e-
r Pi Vl Vl~ 

fore: 

that is to say p = 83t, where the p~'oportion Pl is represented by 3t. 
P2 

Now for the designed sub stances 8 = 0,852, 3t = 2,17,' so that 
wc find p = 1,85. Since l' = 'p - 1, the equation for tee passes into 

1 
tee=--(P-Vp~-'p+1), . .... (9) 

tp-1 

and hence we find for {/Je the value 0,29. Further V8=0,923, 
Vp = 1,36, f= 7, and so (8) becomes: 

or 

14 X 0,206 X 1,85 X 0,191 
Tc = (1,247)3 548: (1 + b.c), 

1,019 
Tc = -- 548: (1 + b.c) = 288: (1 + b.c). 1,94 

Wc have further: 
\ 0,723 0,0650 1 

b. c= 0,412 /1,555 - 1,153 j = 0,412 X 0,409 = 0,16tl , 

sa that we find for 1 + b.e the value 1,17. 
Hence Tc becOlnes 288: 1,17 = 246 = - 27 0 C. 

The critical point of the chosen substances lies therefo1'e still a 
tldrty degrees beneatlt the common zero of Celsius. And for the 
greater majority of other normal snbstances we will find for Tc still 
much smaller values - becanse the critical pressUl'es will ditfer 
the1'e in most of the ('as es less than in the case of ether and CS,. 

4. AU th at precedes now undergoes important modifications, when 
one of the two components is anomalou.~, specially watel'. lt'or in 
the first place the c1'itical p1'essw'e of the water is very ltiglt, not 
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less than 198 atm., sa that it will differ much frnm tlle critical 

pressm'es of rnOl:lt of the other snbRtances. And in the second place tIte 
value of VI is here so extl'aordinm'ily val'iaple with the temperature. 
Water is in this respect exreptional in Natme, and gives t.herefore 
rise to very peculiar phenomena, which are not fOllnd with other 
substances, or not in that degree. Alcohol e.g. is also an anomalous 
substance, but neither is the variabllity' of the molecular volume 
there pal'ticularly gl'eat, nor the eritical pressUl'e pàl'ticularly high. 

We l\Oow, that the val'iation 'of the moleculal' volume finds its 
cause in the decomposition of the double moleculeS with the tempel'atlll'e. 
Because VI gradllally grows smaller and smallei', the quantity 

(v 2Va l-vI Va2)2, 

which principally determines the valuEl of Tc, will become greater 
and greater. And th~l initial value of that quantity is in the case 
of water as one of the component~ ah'eady high!'r than fol' mixtures 
of normal substances. This is connected with the high critiral 
pressure of water, being 198 atm., whence can be calclliated, that 
the critical pl'e5SUre - if water continned to consist of only double 
molecules - would yet still amonnt to circa 66 atm., i.e. higher than 
that of most of the normal subsm,nces. [Of course the designed express-

. '11' 'hd' I f' lh Val>Vas 10n Wl mcrease wIt eCl'easmg' va nes 0 v, On y W en - -, 
VI V2 

that is to say, when the cl,itical pressure of the first component is 
gl'eater than that of the second. This condition will ne.arly always 
be satisfied, when we assume water as the jirst component]. 

As said, the decrease of VI is very considerahle in the case of 
water. I remembel', that I found some years ago 1), that for 18 Gl'. 
watel' VI = 19,78 cem., wh en all tbe molecules are double; and only 

= ~ ccm. tOl' 18 Gr., ",hen all the molecules are single. When 

therefore the tempel'atnre increases from nearly - 90° C., , ... here all 
f • 

the molecules are double (snpposing, that the water had not congealed 
long before), to circa 2300 C., where all the molecules have become 
single, th en VI will diminish down to nearly ~/ï of its original 
value. 

[In the same Memoir I showed, that in this fact lies also the 
explication - qualitative as weU as quantitative - of the weIl. 
known phenomenon of' maximum density at 40 C.] 

Now the conseqnence of this variability of VI will be, that the 
8econcl member of (7) - we will l'epl'esent it (divided lW R) in 

1) Z, f. Ph. Chemie 31 (Jubelband \'AN 'T HOFF'), p. 1-16, specially p. 13. 
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the foUowing by J( - will be no longer a constant fol' a def1nite 
value of {IJ, but a function of temperature. 

lf we draw therefore (see fig. 1) the straight line Ol.lt!, which 
divides into halve& the angle of coordinates (OT is the axis of 
temperature, OA' that of the values of K) - then for mixtures of 
1w1'mal substanC'es the point of intel'section of the straight line J( = 
const., whieh runs con&equently parallel with the T-axi&, wilh the 
line 0.;."1-[ will represent the temperature, cOrl'esponding in the T,'c
projeC'tion of the spinodal curve with the chosen value of x. If this 
were Xc, then we shouJd find in this manner Tc. That temperature will 
be - as we have shown on the pl'eceding pages - extremely lo~. 

On the other hand, in the case of ano'/nrt!ous mixtures, that is 
here: where one of the component'! is an associative substance, the 
straight line AA' vvill transform itself into two stm~Cjht lines, joined 
by a C'Lwve (see fig. 2). The first straight line corresponds then with 
the temperatures, whel'e all the molecules are double, that is therefore 
in the case of water below - 90° C.; the second straight line will 
corl'espond wüh the temperatul'es, where all the molecules have become 
single - so for water above 2300 C. The joining curve wiU COl'
l'espond with the tempel'atures between -- 90° C. and 230° C., where 
the process of dissoClation of the double molecules is going on. 

Several cases can OCCl1l' here, which presentl,) we will briefly discuss. 

5. We should now have to deduce an expression for RT and 
6, analogous to (7), but this time for tile case that one of the 
substances is anomalous. The required considerations and calculations 
will not be reproduced here, however, beC'ause I sha11 do so in the 
more ample Memoir, which will soon be published in the Archives 
Teylm'. We therefore will limit ourself to the communication of the 
final result, viz. 

RT = 2tIJ (I-tIJ) (1 + 1-~ .'IJ) (v~ Val-VOl Va~)~ : (1 + 6) , 
l+P v3 

6=2iU(1-.V)(1+ l-P.1:) [2n l \(V2-VOI)~ _ (VI1~-Val)21_ (10) 
l+j~ I v~ a \ \ 

_(I"':"P)\V2 vVOI_Va2-:-VallJ· I 

These expressions come in the place of the former expressions 
(7). Of course they are sOlnewhat more complicated, but they 
have essentialJy the same form, as wiII be discus&ed amply in the 

. '+P l-~ 
designed lVIemoir. It wlil only be remal'ked, that .::Enl = --2- + -2-''IJ, 
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where {3 is the degree of cli'3sociation of the double moleculef. , t1w,t 
VOl = l/~ (1- (3) Vo + {3 VI' where V o is the moleculal' volnme of the 
double molecules, and VI rep l'esen ts that of the single molecules, 

and then once more the l'elatlOn a12 = V a10 2 has been llsed, by 
which agam the calculation of b. was practically possible. 

The expl'ession for a rednced, III consequence of aO=4a1 , aol=2a1 , 

ao~ = 2a l " to 

a = (1 - iU)' al + iU 2 a. + 2m (1- .~) au' 

That fol' b or v to v = \1- :1') VOl + X '/-'2' where 1'01 has the 
meaning as is indICated above. (The index 0 re1ates to the double 
molecules, the index 1 to the single molecules of the associative 
substance ; the index 2 l'elates to thc second, nOl'mal substance). 

As is already brief1y ~ mdlcated above, it will be pl'incipally the 
factor (v. Val-VOl Va.)·, on which t11e phenomenon, studied by us, 
depends. TAe 91'eat va1'iability of the fJ.uantity VOl 1Vith the temperatw'e 
is the only cattse of all these pecuhal' phenomena of pal'tial miscibility, 
occurring in the case of mixtures, when one of the components is 
anomalo\.1s, speciaUy water. 

That factor will lllcrease more anel more wlth the temperature, 
because VOl decl'eases in consequence of the continual formation of 
new single molecules from the dissociating double molecules - a 
single molecule being much smaller than half a double molecule. 
(compare § 4). 

Jt IS evident, that the denominatol' v3 (by VOl) will equally diminish 
with the temperature, so that the value of the second mernber of 
(10) wIlI increase still more. The variations of the other terms 
have comparatlVe!y but little influence. 

6. What will now be the different forms of the plait - i. e. in 
the T,x l'epresentation - when the course of the curve ]( =f(T) 
(oee § 4) is continually modified with the different compollents added 
to the water? (We caU nttention to the fact, that J( represents the 
seeond member of (10), divided by R, and that the following figures 
indicate therefore the gmplncal solution of the equatlOll T = J( 

with respect to T). 

a. The case of normal substances 1111s already been considered by 
us. It is repl'esented by fig. 1. The spinodal curve will have the 
same form as in fig. 2. 

b. In fig. 2 the straight part of the curve f( = f (T), wh ere J( 

bas the initial value ](\ (all molecules are still double), intersects 
the line OM in the point A; whereas the cUl'ved part, and the 
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second straight part, wh ere Kassumes the final value K~ (all 
molecules have become single), lie wholly on the 1'iylzt of UA!. The 
plait wiIi consequentl.r be identical witl! that of the preceding case 
-- onl,Y with th is dIfference, tbat the point A lies below - 90° 0., 
where tbe dissociation of the double molecules begins, so tbat this 
point lies wholly bey01ul the region of attainable temperatures. 

c. As soon as the value of J( increases a little, we get tbe case 
of transition of fig'. 3. The curve J( = f (1') touches now tbe line 
OM in B,C, and from this moment the isolatecl plait will begin to 
appear, extending itself abo\'e tbe just regarded nOl'mal plait, which 
lies in unattainable depth. Here it h, only two C'oinciding critical 
points in the one point B,C. 

cl. When tbe value of Kl is still a HttJe greater, the case of fig.4 
will present itself, where the line WJ:[ is intersected, besides in A, 
in still two othel' points Band C. The isolated plait above the 
normal one is formed J10W, with two critica.! points, a la We?' one 
in Band an ltppel' one in C. Everywhere between B alld C 
J( is > 7', jllst as below A, so that we are, in consequence of 
a2z 
~ < 0, in the nnstable reg ion, i. e. within the spinodal line of 
UiV

2 

the plait. 
This case - or the case of fig. 6 - is realised by a great 

l1l1mber of substances, a1so in the case of two anomalous subst..'tnces \). 
a. In some cases the uppel' critical point is found, as in the 

case of water and oog;iló (ROTHl\lUND.), and of H20 and isobutyl

alcohol (ALEXl'].TEW); propably also in the case of water and ethm' 
(KLOBBIE and AUXEJEW), of HIO and 00 (0~H6)~ (ROTHl\IUND), of 
H~O and ethyl-acetate (AJ,EXEJEW), and of H20 and amyl-alcohol 
(ALEXEJEw), in which latter cases, however, the point C was not 
l'eached. As to water and ether e.g., KWBBIE has already found, 
that the values of {,IJ of the two coexisting liquid 'phases reappl'oach 
each othe1', when the temperatu1'e is lowered. That is an indication 
fol' the existence either of alowel' critical point, lyil1g btill more 
down 01' of a contraction as in fig. 6. 

~. In other cases it is 0111y the Zowel' critical point, that is obsel'ved, 
as in the case of water and trietAylamine (ROTHl\IUND), water and 
dietAylamine (GUTHRIE), and of water and Ij-collidine (ROTHMUND). 

1) Many anomalous substances namely can be regarded a~ normal ones, because 
the variation of v is so smal!; only in the case of water this variation is excep· 
tionally great. 
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According to these obsel'vations the th'st mixtllre has Us critical 
point eB) at nearly 18° C., tbe third at 6° C. 1). 

In the case of watel' and nicotine 2) HUDSON (Z. f. Ph. Ch. 47, 
p. 113) has observed the complete isolated plait. But here a hydra1e 
is formed, being decomposed continually, when tbe temperature rises. 
The theory of the phenomenon remains howevel' formally the same: 
everywhere, where a pretty considerable yariaton in the value of 
v presents itselt' - whatever should be the cause of it - thc 
existence of such a plait may be expected - as &oon as the reqllired 
conditions are satisfied. 

Still another / example is found in mixtures of cm'bonic-acid ano. 
nitrobenzol (BÜCHN1!:R), which makes it pl'obable, that 002 in liquid 
state is an associative liquid. Indeed, there exist impOl'tant reaSUllS 
in the thet'mal behaviour of that substance which would confirm 
that supposition. 

ATEN has observed, that CH3Cl and pYl'idine mix in every pro
porti on , but that the combination, which is &oon fOl'med. is ncarly 
unmixable with bath components. In this case again there is founll a 
lower critic.al point, for botlt plaits - i. e. for that, formed by CRaOl 
and the combination, and for that, formed by pyridine and the 
combination. 

It is a matter of course that the existence of a lower critical 
point necessarily determines that of an upper one. With rise of 
temperatul'e the liquid mixtm'e approaches more and more to a 
gaseous one, where of course miscibility in every proportion takes 
place. (How the plait can tl'ansform itself th ere, and pass into the 
transversal plait, lies entirely without the plan of this inquiry). 

Inversely we can not always conclude from the existence of an 
upper critical point to that of alowel' one, because - even, when 
the connodal curve begins t~. contract downward - the case of 
fig. 6 can occur. 

But this is certain, that when an uppe7' critical point is fOl1nd 
at ordinary temperatures, we have always to deal with the point C, 
and not with A, the Iatter always lying (see fig. 2) in the case of 
mixtures of water and a normal (or anomalous) substance below 
- 90':1 C., and in the case of mixtures of two normal substances 
(compare ~ 3) at most same thirty degl'ees below 0:> C. 

Nearly always there may therefore be expected the case of fig. 4, 

1) KUENEN (PhiI. Mag. [6J 6, p. 637-653 (1903» couId however not confirm 
the existence of a Iowcr criticaI point fol' diethyI,tmine. In all earIier Mcmoir 
KUENEN has found aIso a lower critical point fOl' mixtures of ClHO and ethyl
i8opropyl· and butyl·alcolzol, 
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Ol' that of fig. 6, when partial IlllscibiJity presents itself. The IL01'1nal 
plait with tlle critical pomt in A will appeal' OI11y in a gl'eat millority 
of cases, and can be l'egal'ded as highiJ' exceptional. So the mixtures 
of water with pltenol (ALEXEJ}':W), with 8uccinitl'ile (SCHRlm,a:l\[AKERS), 
with aniline (ALl!'\']~,JMr), wijh isobutylic-acicl (id.), etc., etc. - which 
all present an npper critical point - will oJrer with great certainty 
examples of the very genera] ca::.e of fig. 6 Ol' of that of fig. 4. 

e. Fig. 5 again l'epresents a transitory case, where the value of , 
](1 is still a littJe gl'eater than in fig. 4. The two plaits - the 
normal one and the isolated one - will coincide from this moment 
into one contÎ1wal plait. 

f. This will be the case in fig. 6. It is observed for mixtures 
of water aud secondal'y butyl-alcoltol (ALBX1.TEW). But, a,s we already 
l'emarked above, many observations with au upper critical pomt 
may belong jnst as weU - whether the compositions of the two 
coexisting phases approach each other at lower temperatures or 
not - to th is case as to that of fig. 4. The example mentioned 
belongs with cel'tainty to the class of fig. 6, because it is observed, 
that the values of x aftel' begmning to approaéh each other divel'ge 
again at still Iower temperatnres. 

Fig. 7 shows, that the contractiou at D, wh ere the ClU've J( = f (T) 
comes into the ueighbonrhood of the line Oi};l, gradually vanishes, so 
th at the plait at last again will assume the n01'mal form - only 
with this difference, howe,'er, that tbe critical point C of our quasi
normal plait will appeal' at higher temperatures than the critical 
point A of the real normal plait. 

Rema1'k. It will be supel'fluous to remal'k, that the nU7ne7'ical 
calculations by means of the fOl'mula (10) can be executed only 
then, when the conditions are satisfied, on which that expl'ession is 
deduced. That will accordingly only be the case, when really p is to 

a ) 
be omitted against"'"i' (see ~ 2), that is to say at temperature&, which 

v I 

are not higher than circa half the critical tempeI'ature (in the ordi
nary meaning) of the mixture. 

7. The question rises now, what will be the conditions to be 
satisfied, that the trausitory cases of the figs. 3 and 5 may present 
themselves. Here too we only communicate the results of the calcu
latiol1s, that we have made on this subject. We found namely, that 
the i~olated plait (fig. 4) is only possible, when the second (normal) 
substance has a c1'itical p1>eSSItJ'e between circa 35 and 70 atm., aud 
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this nearly independent of the critical temperature of these substances 
(provided that the lattel' is ,between 1/2- and 1-time of that of the 
water). 

All nOl'mal 1
) substances, which possess a c1'itical [Jl'eSSU1'e above 

± 70 atm., mix in every proportion with water; all such sub
stances, having a c1,iticrû preSsltre below ± 35 atm., will form a 
continual plait (fig. 6). 

To the first group of substances belang those with relatively small 
molecula?' volume (many anorganic substances and salts); to the 
second gl'OUp those with l'eIativeIy great molecldar volume (many 
ol'ganic substances). 

a2 log pc 
As to the factor 1 + l::.. = 1 + {IJ (1 - m) a ' the calculations 

m 

have taught, that this factor at higher tempel'atures, where {j co mes 
into the neighbourhood of 1, can become very gl'eat, and also will 
be pretty strongly variabIe with x. So I found for th at factor for 
{j = 1 (1'= 230°) the values 2,57, 2,54, 2,25, 1,94 and 1,70, resp. 
for .v = 0,1, 0,2, 0,3, 0,4 and 0,5. But at snch high temperatures 
the derluced fOl'muIae are not longer exact, p being in that case 
no longer to be neglected against a/v2 • 

However, for 10we1' temperatures, where {j approaches 0, 1 + A 
will not differ much from 1, and will be little dependent on x. At 
these temperatnres - anel fol' these temperatm'es the formulae are 
deduced - 1 + l::.. ('an, w hen not negIectable, yet be regarded as 
a constant factor. So I fonnd fol' 1 + l::.. the vaIues 1,08, 1,10, 1,10, 
1,09 and 1,08, resp. fol' ie = 0,1 unto 0,5. 

Finally, I have appIied the formula (10) for the case of t1'iethyl
amine and water, and found that, whenever the critical pressure, 
viz. 30 atm., lies below t11e above designed limiting pressure of 
35 aLm. , the appearance of alowel' criticaJ point at circa 18" C. 
is not in contradiction with t11e g'iven theol'Y. It must not be 
forgotten het'e, that when the temperature, whel'e (j is practicaJly 
= 0, lies above - 90° C., the limit in question also will lie below 
35 atm. 

1) And as we have u)ready seen above, a)so many anomalou8 substances, where 
the variability of v is smaJl. 
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Mathematics. - "'l'he eqltations by wlticlt the locus of the ]Jl'incipal 
a,ces of a penpil of quac!?'atic sUl'faces is determined" by 
Mr. CARDlNAAL. 

1. The communieation following here ean be regarded as a con
tinl1ation of the preceding one included in the Proceedings of Nov. 26 
1904. Tt contains the analytical treatment of the problem,' of which 
a geometrical treatment is given there. It ought to have been con
dncive to the finding of a surface of. order nine; this has not been 
etfected on account of the calculatiQns becorning too extensive; 
however, the form of the final equation has been found. 

2. In tbe first place the equation must be found of the cone of 
axes of the concentric pencil of quadratic con es, at the same time 
director cone of the locus of the axes of the pencH of surfaces. To 
this end we regard the intersection of the two cones, deterrnining 
the peneil of con es, with the plane at infinity P <JO' and besides the 
isotropie eh'cle situated in this plane; then we have the three 
equatiollS in l'ectangular cartesian coordinates: 

A = all of' + a22 y2 + aa3 z' + 2a12 {}Jy + 2aH aJZ + 2a'3 yz = 0, 
B = bll {}J' + b., y2 + b33 Z2 + 2b 12 tvy + 2bl3 {/JZ +. 2b' 3 yz = 0, 
C = {}J' + y2 + Z2 = O. 

Out of these equations we find that of the cone ofaxes in the 
same way as we determine the Jacobian curve of a net of cOllies: 

where Al' A., Aa, etc. are the derivatives of A with respect to x, y, z. 
80 tbe eqllation of ~he cone becornes 

y 

all lIJ + au y + au z 

au {c + a •• y + a. 3 z 

au lIJ + an y + aS3 z 

bl! lIJ + bu Y + b13 Z 

blO {}J +' bH Y + b.a Z 

bu al + b'3 Y + b~3 Z 

=0. 

Without hal'rning the generality we can always assurne that the 
principal axes of one of the cones coincide with the axes of coordjnates ; 
fi'om thi::; ellGlleS that we may put bI. = bu = bn = 0, by which 
the efluation of the cone is sirnplified. 

3. Aftel' having fOlllld the equation of this eone we can pass to 
the formation of the set of equations, by means of which is fOlllli\ 

the equtl,tion of the' locus of the Q.xes, 
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The equatiori of the peneil of quadratic surfaces now becomes 

A + ),B = 0, . . . . . . . . (1) 

where howevel' A and B have a wider meaning than before, A being 

all x2 + a" y2 + a3S z' + 2au xy + 2a18 tVZ + 2a28 yz + 
+ ~aH'v + 2a'4 y + 2a84 Z + aH , 

and B being the same expl'ession witb the coefficients b. 
Let us now put the coordinates of the. centre of the surface (1) 

p, q, l' and let us regard this centre as ol'igin A' of a new system 
of cool'dinates with axes parallel to the original ones. Wethen 
al'l'ive fol' surface (1) at an equation in x', y', z', in which the terms 
of order one are missing and those of order two possess the same 
coefficients. The pl'incipal axes of this sUl'face are given by the th1'ee 
equations: 

(all ,V' + au y' + au Zl) + ;. (b 11 X' + bu V' + bu z') + ktv' = 0, 

(au ,V' + a'2 y' + au z') + ), (b 12 ,V' + b22 V' + bu Zl) + kV' = 0, 

(au ,v' + a'3 y' + au z') + ;. (ba {IJ' + bn y' + b33 z') + kz' = 0. 

As could be foreseen the elimination of;. and /,; furnishes the 
same equation as was all'eady fOUlld for the cone of 'àxes. 

If we wish to form the equation with respect to the original 
system ofaxes, we must put al = a: - p, y' = y -- q, Z' = Z - l' 

and make use of the equations of condition fol' p, q, 1': 

(all + I,b ll ) P + (au + ).b12 ) q + (ais + ).b13 ) l' + aH + l.b14 = 0, 

(au + )'ba ) P + (a 22 + ).b 22 ) q + (a'3 + ).b23) r + a'4 + l,b 24 = 0, . (2) 

(ais + ),b 13) P + (a23 + ),b23) q + (a 33 + l,b 33) l' + a34 + J.b 34 = 0. 

By this sl1bstitntion the equations- assume the following f<ll'm: 

(all ,v + auy + a13z + a14 ) + )'(bu'v + bu '!) + blSz + b14 ) +k(,'!:-p) = 0, J 

(Clu''!: + a22v + a23z + aH) +). (bu{IJ + b22'!) + bnz + b24)+ k(V-q) = 0, (3) 

(all,v + a23v + anz + a34 ) + Î, (b I3 ,'!: + bn '!) + b33::: + bH) + k (Z-1') = 0, \ 

or wl'itten ShOl'teL' 

AI + BI ), + k. (,v - p) 0, 1 
A 2 + B 2 ), + k (y - q) - 0", . . . . . (4) 

Aa + Ba I. + k (z - 1') = 0. \ 

The surface 89 is obk'1,ined by eliminating p, q, '1', k,), out of the 
eql1ations (2) allel (4). 

4. 'fItis elimination leads (0 extellsive calculn,tiolls as (he val'iables 
appeal' also as products two by two. We shall here point out the 
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general course by which at the same time the application in special 
cases is rcndel'ed possible. 

Thc equations (4) ean be wl'itten as follows: 

kp = Al + Bl .l + k.v, 

kq = A 2 + B 2 ).. + ky, 
k1' = A3 + Bs ).. + k::. 

Let us multiply each of thc equations (2) by k and l'eplaec the 
values kp, kg, 1':1'; we th en obtain: ' 

or: 

(all + J.b l1) (Al + B l )· + kro) + (au + l bu) (A2 + B 2 l + ky) + 
(aH + )'bu ) (Aa + Bal + kz) + ka14 + kb14 l = 0, 

(Al + Bl l) k + (all + blll)(Al + Bl l) + (aa + bu l)(A2 +B2l)+ 

(alS + bls J.)(A3 + Bs J.) = O. 

We likewise find: /5) 

(A2 + B 2 J.) k + (au + bu.Î.) (Al + Bl I.) + (aa + b22 .Î.) (A2 + B2l) + 

(a 28 + bu J.) (A 3 + Bs J.) = 0, 

and finally: 

(As + Bs J.) k + (au + bu 1) (Al + lBl) + (an + bHJ.) (A2 + B2l) + 

(au + 633 À) (As + Bal) = O. 

If we l'educe these equations and if we regard lc and I. as variables, 
we shaIl get as resnlt three quadratic equations, out of whieh k and l ean 
be eliminated. AH however these equations are linear in k, the elimi
nation of /.; can take place without any difficulty. By putting the 
values of /.; in the first and seeond equations equal to those in the 
third and the fom'th we deduce from (5): 

(all t-l)11 J.) (Al +Bl I.) (A2+B2 À)+(u12+ bH /. (A2+B2 l)2+ 
n 

(au +bu l) (A~ +Ba J.) (A2+B2 .i.)=(a12 +?l2 J.) (Al +Bl l)2+ 

(a22+b22 l) (A2+B2 l) (Al +Bl l)+(au+bn J.)(As+Bs l)(Al +Bl l) 

and 

(au + bul,) (At +B1J.) (Aa+ B sl )+(a,,+b22 /.) (A2+B,l) (A;+Ba l )+ 

(an+bnÀ) (As+Bsl)2=(a13+ b13l ) (At+Btl) (A2+B2l)+ 
(an+bnÎ.) (A2+B2J.)2+(as3+b33/.) (A.s+Bsl) (A2+B2À). 

(6) 

When l'ednced these equations prove to he of order th1'ee in/.; we 
('an wl'Ïle them in au abridged form: 
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:A-D.3 + N;.' + Pl + Q = 0, 1 • 
M'),3 + N').~ + Pl + Q' = 0, ~ 

. (7) 

which give, according to the method ofBEZOUT, the following resultant: 

(MN') (MP') (MQ') 

(MP') (MQ') + (NP') (NQ') =0. (8) 

(MQ') (NQ') (PQ') 

5. From this is evident that the form of the final eqllation is 
found, but it is a very intricate one, as is proved from the values 
of the coefficients, given here: 

jiJ = bll BI B~ + bu B 2 ' + bl3 B~ Ba - bu BI' - b2 • BIB~ - bnBIB3; 

N = all BI B. + bll Al B. + bll A~ BI + 2b12 A. B. -I- au B~~ + 
alS B~ Bs + biS As B. + bis A. Bs - al. BI' - 2b l • Al BI -

a •• Bt B 2 - b2~ A 2 BI - b .. Al B~ - a. s BI Bs - b23 As BI -
\ 

b. S Al Bs ; 

P= bil AI A. + all BI A. + all Al B. + 2al • A. B. + b12 A/ + 
biS A. As + aiS A.. Bs + alS As B. - bu A/ - 2a12 Al BI -

b.~ Al A~ - a,. Al B. - a •• A 2 BI - b2 , Al As - an Al Ba -

a~s As BI; 

Q = all Al A.. + au A.' + alS A.. Aa - al. A , 2 - a •• Al A. - a. s Al.A s. 

jiJ' = bi, BI Bs + b •• B. Bs + b. s Bs' - b13 BI B. - b23 B/ - bssB. Bs; 

N' = au BI Bs + bu Al B3 + b12 As BI + a •• B~ Bs + b •• A 2 Bs + 
b •• As B. -t a~s Bs' + 2b~s As Ba - alS BI B. - biS Al B. -

b\3 A. BI - aJS B/ - 2b23 .A. B~ - ass B. Bs - bss A3 B. -

bS3 A. Ba; 

pi = bu AI As + al. As BI + a,. Al Bs + b •• A. As + a •• .As B~ + 
a •• A. Bs + 2a. s As Bs + b. s As' - b]3 Al A. - aiS AI B. -

a13 BI A. - 2an A~ B. - b.s A.' - bss A. As - ass A. Bs -

as, As B. ; 
Q' = au AI A3 + a.~ A. As + an Aa' - aiS Al A. - a.s A. ~ - ass A ... 13 , 

6. With the aid of these expressions the equation of the loeus 
of the axes ean be determine? for eacll' separate case, w hieh was 
the purpose of this paper; we shall con~lnde by giving a few 
observations. 

a. Even in the general case abl'idgement is possible in the operation. 
If we assume that the axes ot' eool'dinates coincide with the principal 
axes of one of the surfaees, e. g. of B = 0, then ba = 0, biS = 0, 
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b. s = 0, b14 = 0, 624 = 0, b34 = 0, whilst also B p B., Bs aSbume 
simple forms and all coefficients except Q and Q', are simplified. 

At the same time this snbstitntion shows that in equation (8) a 
factor may be omitted; if namely we make nse of the above named 
values fol' bil~, we sllall find: 

J1I = (bll - b. 2 ) BI B. .11' = (b22 - us,) B. B3 j 

fl'om this ensues that the fil'st colnmn of the determinant (8) is 
divisible by B.. This divisibility is connected with the tact that the 
equation of the locus of the axes must become of order nine, whilst 
when developed the determinant (8) becomes of order twelve. So 
when a complete opel'ation is executed factors m lIst disappear out of (8). 

b. Out of the former geometric treatment it is evident, th at in 
some cases the locus of the axes S. breaks up. As one of the special 
cases appearing thel'e the case of a circular base curve of the pencil 
was treaterl where Sq broke np into a cubic ,surt'are and into a 

\ surface of order six. The equ<l,tions of the algebraic tl'eatment of tbis 
case become, when one chooses the plane X 0 Y as the plane that 
is mtel'sected according to a pencil of circles: 

A -all !IJ' + all y' + ~all .1JZ +- 2a J3 yz + 2a34 Z + aH = 0, 

B _ bss :;2 + 2U 11 aJZ + 2b23 y= + 2b14 lIJ + 2bH z = O. 

From these equatiol1s the simplified values fOl' JJf, N .... cal} be 
dedured. 

(February 23, 1905). 
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The following papers were read: 

Physiology. - "On the osmotic pressure of the blood and u1'ine of 
fishes." By Dr. M. C. DEKHUYZEN at Utrecht. (Communicated 
by Prof. C. A. PEKELHARING.) 

(Communicated in the meeting of November 26, 1904). 

Migratory fishes (eel, salmon, shad) move in a relatively short 
time from sea-water, having an osmotic pressure of about 24 atmo
spheres, into fresh water, in which this pressure is 1/4 of an atmo
sphere or less, without experiencing any harm. And this same transition 
also takes place in the opposite direction. It is very mysterious how 
such an emancipation ti'om the laws of osmotic pressure is possible. 
It is known in general outlines that bony fishes, as weU in salt as 
in fresh water, keep up an osmotic pressure in their blood which is 
relatively independent of that of the sUl'l'ounding medium. But it is 

37 
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. VII. 
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unknown between what limits the organism regulates the percentage 
of salt (for this is the principal factor) in the different fluids of the 
body, or by what means it keeps up this percentage. It is certain 
that bony fishes are in general stenohaline, i.e. that each species is 
bound to an osmotic pressure of the water in which it lives, and 
which must not vary too much and especially not too quickly. A 
behaviour like that of the migl'atory fishes is exceptional. The Baltic 
Sea which contains about all gradations between salt and fresh water 
and the fauna of which has of ten been studied, fUl'nishes a pro of of 
the statements made. Of every species of fish, found in the Baltic 
Sea, I have traeed the range of distribution, and the lists, for the 
publication of which we have no room here, show that most fresh 
water fish go some length into the brackish water and most sea-fish 
sustain a cel'tain diminution of the percentage of salt, but that cer
tain limits are not exceeded. 

If we want to penetrate inro, the mechanism of these physiological 
phenomena it is of primary necessity, to lmow the osmotic pressure 
of the blood of the various species of fish. Some determinations were 
made by BOTTAZZI and RODIER. About five years ago I began to take 
part in these measurements under very unfavourable circumstances 
with sea-fish that had been transported alive from Katwyk to Leyden. 
These animals were mostly alive, in any case entirely fresh. The 
results were not published until in the summer of 1904 they appeared 
to be quite concordant (and sometimes fully to agree) with results 
that had been obtained under more fayourable conditions. 

The excellent opportnnity of obtaining live sea-fish in great variety, 
afforded by the fishmarket at Bergen in Norway, induced me last 
summer to take up the investigation again and to extend it. Aftel' 
that determinations were made on fresh-water fish from the environs 
of Utrecht and finaIlr I was enabled through the kindness of Dr. 
KERBERT, director of the zoological garden and aquarium at Amster
dam, to study sea and freshwater fish, al!l0ng these species that are 
difficult to procure. I wish to express here my indebtedness to 
Dr. KERBERT. 

At Bergen the fish are offered for sale alive in a large num
bel' of open wood en troughs through which ft vigorolls CIllTent of 
sea-water is passed, which, as I was assured, is pumped np trom tbe 
fjord at a great distance from tbe town. The fish are not entirely 
normal, however; the catching, the lack of food, the transport, their 
being handled by sellers and buyers, all harm the animals. Before 
tbey come into the market tanks, namely, they swim in caufs, closely 
packed together in the surface water of the harbour, which sometimes 
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is considerably diluted by the rains. The1'e are reasons for assuming 
that these influences make themselves felt in the osmotic pressure of 
the blood. All investigator who should stay for a long time at Ber
gen, choose his material carefully, keep it for some time in aquaria 
and note for each specimen everything that could have any influenre, 
would without doubt obtain mOre constant results than can be published 
here. Still it would be more recommendable to accompany the fisher
men and to collect blood and urine immediately aftel' the catch ing. 
The figures here gÏ\Ten must be judged as one of the first attempts 
in this almost unexplored region. Only during and by my investigation 
I have become aware of the necessity of taking the condition of 
health of the animals ve1'y much into account. 

The specimens bought were conveyed to the biological station 
either in pails of seawater Ol' without this precaution, a distance of 
twenty minutes. and placed there agaill in aquaria in which sea
water circulated containing about 32 o{oo salt, corresponding to a 
freezing point of -1.731° to -1.742°. The fishes that showed 
signs of debility were examined first, the othe1's remained for some 
hours and even for two or three days in a spacious aquarium 
without special food. Many specimens proved to have still filled 
stomachs and to lodge few parasites, others were in a less satis
factory condition, bnt all these details were not recorded. The 
quantity of blood furnished byeach fish is relatively small and 
varies as weU with different species as with different individuals. 
As a rule, for a determination of the freezing point the blood of 
seyeral specimens is required, since ten to fourteen cubic centimetres 
must be put into the fi'eezing tube. The fis hes were washed in 
tap water, weIl wiped and their tails cut off with a pair of bone
scissors. Sometimes it appeared to be necessary to make an incision 
in the heart; in this case the gills were once more cl€'aned from 
seawater with a dry towel. 

W ould it not be better to use serum? This does not appeal' to 
be necessary to me, since the same sample of blood generally gives 
the same fl'eezing point in repeated measurements and late1' a serum 
separates which as a rule is not <.'oloured red, even with Ra:ja clavata 
and Trygon pastinaca which are supercooled to - 2.7°. Also BEDIN 

and HAMBURGER 1) have found that it is not necessary to separate 
the serum. 

In order to diminish the quantity of blood necessary for a deter
mination, which is desirabie especially with small or rare species, I 

1) HAMBURGER, Osmotischer Druck und Ionenlehre in den medicinischen Wis
senschaflen. Wiesbaden 1902. 1. p. 453. 

37l1< 
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have tried whether it is admissible to add some soft organs, spleen 
or liver to the blood. With the blood of three specimens of a fresh
water fish from Surinam, El'ythrinus unitaeniatus, Spix, the same 
freezing point was found twice with the bulb of the thermometer 
not quite immersed, - 0.577°; then the livers of two specimens 
were added and - 0.60° was found. So improvemellt must not be 
sought in this direction 1). With the rabbit still more considerable 
differences were obtained, probably on account of the conversion of 
glycogen into glycose. 

The determinations were made with an in many respects modified 
BECKMANN apparatus, of which the description will be givell later. 
Here it may suffice to rem ark that if a supercooling of 0.5 0 is used 
as weU for the determination of the zero point as of the freezing 
point, the figures obtained for purf' salt solutions are very accurate. 
For 1 °10 NaOI (1 gram NaCI dissolved in 100 grams of water, the 
weights reduced to a vacuum) the apparatus gives - 0°.589, the 
result of the " Präzisionskryoskopie" (HAMBURGER 1. c. pag. 96). 
BECKMANN'S correction for I increase of concentration with supercooling 

was always applied, amounting for OJ.5 to ~ or 80 ~ 0 (80 
160 -:- .5 

calories being the latent heat of melting ice). The tempet·ature of 
the cooling bath was - 2°.5, when necessary it was lowered to 
- 2°.9 by strong stirring. 

We will first deal with the results obtained with freshwater 
animais. Let l::. be the freezing point in degrees centigrade, omitting 
the - sign. 

F~eshwater bony fishes. b. 

Pereh, Perea f1uviatilis L. g:~g~ I 2 and 5 specimens from Utrecht. 

REMARK. The pereh occurs in the whole Baltic sea as far as the Sound, i.e. 
in water containing to 12%0 salt and with IJ. = 0.64. _ 

0.527 1 spec. from Bergen. 
Garp, Gyprinus carpio L. I 1 • »the Amsterdam Aqua-

0.540 rium, lived in water of t::, =0,039. 

REMARK. The carp seldom penetrates mto the Baltic sea, oftener into the Asow 
and Gaspian seas. 

Tench, Tinca vulgaris Guv. 
0.466 \1 resp. 3 spec. from Utrecht, 

caught healthy in Octoher and 
0.514 kept some time in the caufs. 

REMARK. Tbe tench goes from the Haffs and bays as far as Gothland, where 
IJ. is about 0.42. 

1) By reducing the size of the freezing tube and by using a smaller BEcK~IANN's 
thermometer of all old pattern, the quantity required ean be reduced to 5 or 6 ec. 
By means of salt-solutions it will be controlled how far tbe results need correction. 
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0.519 

0.526 

0.530 

Resp. 4, 5 and 3 freshly caught 
spec. from Utrecht, Sept. andOct., 
some of them examined in a half 
dead condition. 

REMARK. The pike in the S.E. part of the Baltic Sea leaves the coast to fairly 
great distances and is occasionally cdught near Bohuslän, where D. is at least 
0.69. Goes even some distance into the Arctic sea 1). 

I 18 fine spec. from the Amsterdam 
Rudd, Leuciscus erythrophthalmus L. 0.495 I Aquarium, Nov. oeeurs in all 

braekish bays of the Baltie Sea. 
Bleak, Abramis blieea, Bloch. 0.497 12 fine spec. Aq. Amst. Nov. 

REMARK. In the Baltie sea the bleak oecurs in the hraekish bays. 
Trout, Salmo fario L. 0.567 1 fine spec. Aq. A/dam. Nov. 

REMARK. Tbe trout is a freshwater fish whirh seldom oecurs in the brackish 
haffs, hut belongs to the Salmonidae, a family of migratory fishes, fishes of tbe 
sea·coast and freshwater. NÜSSLIN looks upon them as original seafish. 

Waranga, Erytlll'inus unitaeniatus Spix. 0.577 3 fine spee. Aq. Afdam. Nov. 

REAlARK. Surinamian freshwater fisb, living in water of 20° C. By evaporation 
during tbe collection of the blood the number is probably slightly too high. Also 
the quantity of blood available (8 cc.) was somewhat too smal!. They belong to 
the Characinidae, old genuine inhabitants of freshwater (Ostariophysi). 

Average of 13 observations on freshwate1' bony fishes 0°.521. 
Excluding the trout and waranga, the first as being a Salmonida, 
the othe1' because the obse1'vation is less reliable than the others and 
because we have here a tish of whieh the somatic temperatul'e is 
higher than that of the others, we obtain an average value of 0°.512, 
l'ound whieh the 11 obser\Tations are pl'etty l'egularly gl'ouped. 

To these I ean add still six measu1'ements on othe1' eold-blooded 
freshwatel' vertebl'ates: 

Lamprey, Petromyzon fluviatilis L. 

~~rog, Rana eseulenta L. 

Salamandra maculosa. Laur. 

0.473 

0.500 

0.464 
0.465 

Ohservations at Leyden, on six, resp. 
five specimens in tolerahly good con
dition, made in 1899. 

id. 1~ fine spee, caught in the autumn. 

I 
37 spee., Sept. 1904, animals sent from 

0.479 Berlin, kept a day in a terrarium with 
a dish of water. 

I Observation of BOTTAZZI 1897, quoted 
Fr.water tm·tle, Emys europaea. Gray. 0.474 from R. QUINTON 2). 

Avel'age of these: 0°.476 and of the above mentioned eleven 
together with these six: 0".499. 

The freezing point of fl'eshwater is about 0°.02. BOTTAZZI'S Emys 
lived in water of this fl'eczing point. In the tanks of the Amsterdam 

1) PALACKY, Die Vel'hl'eitung d. Fische. Pl'ag. ~e Aufl. 1895. p. 54. 
2) R. QUINTON. L'eau de la Mer, milieu organique. Paris 1904, p. 441. 
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aquarium a somewhat bracldsh water circulates of b = 0.039 (ori
ginally water from the river "echt). The percentage of salt of the 
lake of Geneva is given in OARL VOGT'S Lelwbuch dm' Geologie 1. 
p. 53 as 0.1574,0;0 whieh would point to a freezing point of only 
00 .01. Aecording to the figm'es eolleeted by DUBOIS (see Verslagen 
1900 p. 12 and 30) D. in I.Jakes Wener and Wetter is still lower. 

The osmotic pressure in atmosphel~s at 0° whieh we shall henee
forth denote by Po, is obtained byo multiplying D. by the factor 
12.08 aeeording to STENIUS 1) or 12.03 aceording to JORISSEN 2) and 
hen ce is in freshwater of the order of 1/4 to lis atmosphere. In 
such a medium the eold-blooded vertebrate animais, bl'eathing mostly 
through gills, maintain in tlWi1' blood an osmotic preSSltre of six 
atmospheres! With birds and mammals (see the tabIe, of HAMBURGER, 
1. C. 1. p. 456) also a pretty constant treezing point of the blood 
has been found. I have proposed to eaU the power of keeping Po 
at a certaiJl level, albeit wlthin cel'tain hmits "ideotony" 3), a propel'ty 
comparable with the homoiothel'mic power. That also the freshwater 
bony fishes possess this ideotony ean hal'dly be doubted from the 
results eommunicated. The limits between which the figures of the 
same species lie, are nal'row, only in the tench the differences are 
fairly consIderable. The ideotony is most eonspieuous when the 
agreement between the eold-blooded fl'eshwater venebrates among 
each other and the great difference with Po of the surroundmg medium 
are remembered. One is led to the supposition that fol' these animals 
whieh indeed are not closely related: Oyclostomes, Teleosteans, 
Amphibians and a reptile, the Po of about 6 atmospheres is an 
optimum. For warm-blooded animals there saems to be a tendency 
to maintain Po at 63/4 to 71

/ 4 atmospheres; b's of 0.570 with man 
and of 0.6 to 0.625 with mam mals and birds are namely kept up 
with great constancy. 

The kidneys are the regulators. For the D. of the urine of man 
varies between 012 and 3 (HAMBURGER J. e. H. p. 317) wh en the 
separately discbarged portions are exariiined, whereas D. fol' the whole 
quantity of 24 homs varies from about 1.3 to 2.4. Fol' normal man 
SCHOUTE 4) found tbat D. of the blood, provided digestion were eli-

1) STENlUS. Ofversigt af Finska Vetenskaps-Societetens Forhandlingar 46. No 6. 
1903-4. 

2) W. P. JORISSEN. Physisch-chemisch onderzoek van zeewater. Chem. Weekbl. 
ie jaarg. No 49, p. 731. Sept. 1904. 

8) M. C. DEKHUYZEN. Ergebnisse von osmotischen Studien, namenthch bei ICnochen
fischen, an der Biol. Stat d. Berg. Museums. Bergens Museums Aarbog. 1904. No 8. 

4) D. SCHOUTI:. Het physisch·chemisch onderzoek van menschelijk bloed in de 
kliniek. Diss. Groningen. 1903. 0 
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minated, by taking fhe blood in the mOl'lling before break/ast, only 
varies between 0.56 and 0.58. 

We can only to a limited extent imagine why the percentage of 
salt (for this is the chief point) of blood and lymph may only vary 
between nal'fow limits. The globulines require a certain eoncentration 
of "medium salts" in order to remain in solution. If horse serum is 
diluted with 11/2 volume of dIstilled water, a precipitate iE> already 
formed, i. e. with a percentage of salt eorresponding to D. = 0.24. 
Wlly an incretlSed percentage of salt should be injurious is less 
elenr. Danger for preeipitation of albumens would only occur with 
much higher coneentrations, at any rate with horse serum. Yet the 
fact, found by RODIER 1) that 1he blood and the somatie fluids 
(pericardial and peritoneal) of rays and sharks are isotonie with 
seawater but eontain less salt, the ueficieney being compensated by 
the retention of 2 io 2.7 % of urea, points to astrong need of the 
organism of the Vertebrates to keep the percentage of salt belQ\,v a 
certain vaille. GRIJNS 2) has found that blood-cf'l1s are permeable for 
urea so that this substance helps to bear the osmotie pressure against 
the seawater but discharges the eells of a third of 23 to 24 at mos
pheres. 1 have proposed 1. e. to caU this power of being isotonic 
with respect to seawater but of talring away from the cells them
sel yes part of the osmotic pressure ('11letisotony". 

The blood ofTeleosteans has a freezing point which differs considerably 
from that of Lhe seawater, in whieh they lIve. They [lossess ideotony 
but the individual differences are greater than have been remarked 
with the remaining vertebrafes, so that it appears that they only 
imperfectly possess the faenlty of rendering their Po independent 
of the surrounding medium. Befare the figures are given, a summary 
of D. and Po of different seawaters may be inserted. The numbers 
have been taken from lV1. KNUDSEN'S Hydrographische Tabellen, from 
PETTERSON'S Review of Swedish hydrographical research in the Baltic 
and North seas and from MOEBJUS und REINeKE, Die Fisclle der Ostsee 3). 

1) RODlER. Sur la pression osmotique du sang et des liquides internes des 
pOlssons sélariens. Comptes rendus. Dec. 1900. p. 1008. 

2) G. GRIJNS. Deb. d. Einfluss geloster Stoffe auf dIe rothen BlutzeIlen. Pfltiger's 
Archiv. 63. 1896. P 86. 

B) M. KNuDsEN. Hydrogr. Tab. Kopenhagen 1901, PETTERSSON in Scottish geogra· 
phical Magazine J 894. X.; MOEBlus u. HEINCKE. FIsche d. Ostsee. Berlin 1883. 
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6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

12 

20 

32 

35 

38 

1.00478 0.318 

1.00559 0.371 

1.00640 0.424 

1.00721 

1.00802 

1.00963 

1.01607 

0.478 

0.53l 

0·639 

1.074 

1.02571 1.739 

1.02813 1.908 

1.03055 2.078 

( 5~4 ) 

Po 
in atmo

spheres. 

3.8 

4.45 

5.09 

5.74 

6.37 

7.67 

12.89 

20.9 

22.9 

24.9 

Gulf of Bothnia in summer. 

Surface water (tiII 60 .M:.) of the Baltie 
sea proper between Rügen and Gothland 
in summel'. With 7.5%0 saIt, M. and 
H. assume thc limit between brackish 
and salt water. 

t 
Water of the shallow part of the Baltic 

sea south of the Danish isles in 
summer. 

The same JU winter (MOEBlUS and 
HEINCKE). 

Seawater in the fjord before Bergen, 
S M. below the surface in summer. 

Northern AtIantic. 

!::. Seawater, Gulf of Naples, in Nov. 
1903, 2.105. 

!::. Seawater as it circulates in the tanks 
of the Amsterdam aquarium 2.085. 

Bony fishes living in the ses.. 
<1 

Gadus morrhua L. Cod, 0.644 2 apparently normal spec. Aq. Amsterdam, 

" 

Nov. 1904. 
0.673 1 spec. bought on Monday at Bergen, 

reluuant of the fish supply of thc end of 
the preceding week. 

0.708 8 spec. from Katw. immediately conveyed 

0.721 
0.724 
0.729 

0.729 
0.742 
0.744 
0.753 
0.808 
0.811 

\ to Leyden. 
8 spec. id. 

n n 

13 n » 

(April 4 1900, an ample quantity of blood 
had been taken from 13 fine spec.). 
Bergen 1904, summer, 3 large spec. 
Leyden, as above. 
Bergen, " 

» 
Leyden • 

2 spec. 
3 
6 
8 
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REMARK. The cod penetrates very far into the Baltic Sea. We do not mean 
to assert tbat individuals caught in the Bothnian gulf and not largel' than 45-50 
centimetres have swum in from the Atlantic. They may very weIl belong to local 
races, propagating in tbe brackish water and which do not reach :1 greater length. 
Near Stockholm the cod only reaches a length of 60 centimetres, in the Sound 
80 to 90 cm. at the utmost, on the coast of Bohuslän 90 cm., but near the 
Lofoden Islands even 140 to 150 cm. Also the common mussel is much smaller 
in the bl'ackish water of the eastern parts of the Baltic sea than in the more salt 
containing sea. 

In tb,e Gulf of Bothnia the percentage is in summer Dorth of the Quarks 
3-4%0' b. 0.159 to 0.212, Po 1.9 to 2.54 atm., north of Stockholm resp. 5%0' 
0°.265, 3.18 atm., at Stockholm 6%0' 0:>.318, 4 atm., on the north coast of 
Gothland 7%0' 0°.37, 4.45 atm., and til! Rügen-Schonell 7 to 8%0' 0°.424, 5 atm. 
At Bohuslän the salinity of the surface is in summer 13%0' D. = 0°.69, but in 

I 

the depth North sea water occurs of 32 to 33%0 and 1.8°. 

6. 

Gadus aeglefinus L. Haddock. 0.767 Leydell, summer, spec. were dead but fresh. 

REMARK. The haddoek does not penetrate further than the MeckIenburg coast. 

6. 

Gadus virens L., Coalfish, Green Cod 0.760 Bergen, 

• • 
" • 
• • 

0.761 
0.837 
0.838 

• 
3 spec. 
3 

REMARK. Gadus virens does not penetrate further than the bay of Kiel and is 
rare there. In the fishmarket at Bergen it is always supplied in large quantities 
but generally in a bad condition, showing wounds and traces of having bIed, 
many specimens !ie on their ba('ks at the surface and breuthe little. When a 
purchase was made good specimens were selected, but I tLink it very probable 
that the animals whose blood froze at - 0°.837 and - 0°.838 were abnol'maI. 

à 

Gadus merlangus, L. Whiting 0.760 Bergen. 14 spec. 

REMARK. The whiting enters the Baltic Sea with difficuIty, about as far as 
Bol'nholm. Only once it has been caught neal' Gothland. 

6-

Molva vulgaris, Flemm. Ling, 0.716 Bergen. 3 fine spec. 

REMARK. The ling no more than G. virens penetrates into the Baltic Sea. 

6-

Molva byrkelange (Walb.), Trade Ling, 0.730 Bergen, 4 fine spec. were dead 
but fresh. 

REMARK. Deep sea fish, not to be had alive. Had been caught at a depth of 
400 metres. Does not come further than the Cattegat. 

6-
Motella tricirrata (Bloeh), Whisller, 0,605 Bergen. 

REMARK. Motella tricirrata has only onee heen caught neal' Göteborg 
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6 

Hippoglossus vulgaris, Flemm., Halibut, 0,671 Bergen. The specimen suffered 
from a disease of the skin, had 
lived long in the aquarium and 
threatened to die. 

REMARK. The halibut does not wandel' into the BaItic sea further than MeckIenburg, 

4 

Pleuronectes platessa L., Plaice. 0.672 Bel·gen. 
"" 0675 Leyden. 

REMARK. The plaice goes as far as Stockholm. Thc Pleuronectidls everywhere 
show a tendency of penetrating into brackish or even fre~h water. The flounder 
has been found in the Moselle near Metz. WICHMANN found species of flounder lil 

small mountain-lakes of New Guinea. 

4 

Pleuronectes m~crocephalus Donovan, Lemon Dab 0.681 Bergen. 

REMARK. P. microcepbalus very rarely eomes as far as Eckernforde. 

4 

Labrus bergylta A~ean., Ballan Wl'asse 0.694 

" 
0.704 

" 
0.708 

Bergen. 3 spec. 
" 6" of whLCh one very 

iII, liver and mtestine fuIl of nematodes. 

" 
REMARK. This Labl us is only seldom found in the western part of the Baltic 

sea, where the freezing point IS in summer about _0°.6, -10 in winter. 

4 

Labrus mixtus L. Blue lipfish, Striped Wrasse 0.681 Bergen. 4 spec. / all Q 

" 0714 " 5" \ 
REMARK. L. mixtus (~ red, Q hlue) seldom co mes as far as the Sound. 

4 

Oonger vulgaris Cuv. Conger-eel. 0.696 3 spec. Aquar. Amoterdam. 
" 0.786 1 Bergen 

RFMARK. Only "eldom eaught in the Baltie sea, repeatedly in the lower course 
of the Weser. 

4 

Salmo trutta L. Sea or Bun trout. 0.785 (3 spee. Bergen, caught with the rod in 
the fjord, in bad condition and partIy dead. 

RE~iARK. The Sea trout is au anadromous I migratory fish. 

4 

Labrax lupus Cuv. Bass, 0720 1 spee. Aquar. Amsterdam. 

REMARK. Rare in the western part of the Baltic sea. 

4 

Trigla hirundo Bloeh. The gurnard, 0.669 2 spee. Aquar . .Amsterdam 

RE~!ARK. Not often oceurring in the western part of the Baltie sea. 
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Anarrhichas lupus L., Sea-wolf, 

" " 
" " 

( 547 ) 

t. 

0.665 
0.681 
0.769 

2 spec. Bergen. The fishermen use to beat 
1" " out the teeth of these 
3" " somewhat dangerous ani

mals; in ally case the 
sea-wolves arrive at the 
market altve but Dot in 
a Dormal condition. They 
react slowly and die when 
they are too much 
handled. 

REMARK. The sea-wolf penett ates at the utmost as far as the co ast of Pomerania. 

The average of these 38 observations is l:, = 0 .7245 or Po = 8.7 
atmosphere.s. The figures are grouped pretty regularly round this: 
13 between 0.600 and 0.700, 13 between 0.700 and 0.750, 12 
between 0.750 and 0.850. The average lies fairly weIl at the same 
distance from the two extreme values. By omitting the extreme values 
0.605 for Motella, 0.808, 0.811, 837 and 0.838 for codfish and 
G. vil'ens, which lattel' pretty certainly are based on pathological 
deviations, the average is only little shifted and becOlnes 0°.716. 

The differences between the extreme values and the average are 
l'elatively large, 0.120 and 0.113, about 1 6 of the probable norm al 
value. If the 5 extreme figures are rejected, the deviations from the 
new average, 0.716, are only 0.072 and 0.070. We found a similar 
result with the freshwater fishes ; only aftel' rejecting the values for 
wal'anga aud trout we obtained an average of 0.499, differing only 
0.041 and 0.035 from the extremes. 

If we bear in mind that these fis hes live in a medium of which 
the osmohc pressure is 21 to 23 atmospheres or even more, na one 
will o~ject to ascribing ideotony Lo these animaIs. But the considerabIe 
oscillatiol1s in Po, which we noticed e. g. in the cod, give the impression 
that the power of maintailling Po at a certain level, is limited. And 
one is involuntarily reminded ofthe oscillatlOns in somatic temperature 
whlch homoiothermic ol'ganisms óhow with many disturbances in 
the general well-being. 

There exist in literature still a few data concerning the freezing 
point of the blood of bony fishes living in the sea. BOTTAZZI 1) found 
with (;7tarax Puntazzo Gm. -1°.04 and - r.035, with Ser'mnus 
gigas L. -1°.035 and - j °.034, but these figures do not deserve 

1) F. BOTTAZZI. La pression osmotique du sang des animaux marins. Arch. ital. 

de biologie 28, p. 67, 1897. 
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too much confidence as he was wont to use a cooling bath of -12° 1). 
Neither could he apply the later published correction of BECKMANN. 

With Chelone im,bricata L. (sea-turtle) he tound -0?61 and -0°.62. 
RODlER 2) found in a Ganoid (stur.qeon?) .6. = 0'.76, in Lophius 

'lJiscatorius L. 0°.68 and 0°.80, in Orthag01'iscus mala h O°.RO, in 
the sea-turtle Thalllssocltellls corticata Rondelet 0°.602 and in a 
mammal, living in the sea, the grampns Plwcaena communi.~ Less 0°.74. 

The numbers obtained for the blood of the eel Anguilla vulgaris 
Flemm. are very remarkable. With vigorous specimens I tound 
fo1'merly at Leyden - 0.773°, at Bergen - 0.653°, at Utrecht 
- 0.587°. Now t11e eel belongs to a family of tropical sea-fish; 
most species occur in the Dutch lndian Archipelago, they often go 
into brackish water, othe1's are deep-sea amma]s. OUl' common eel 
excellently bears quick val'Îatiolls of the percentage of salt. Born in 
the sea, it enters the river mouths as a young animal and remains 
in fresh water nntil the time of propagation approaches. The eel 
which is caught in the fresh or somewhat brackish waters of Friswl, 
is put at Workum into raufs into which tIle seawater has free 
entrance, goes to London and is sold on the Thames frorn these 
caufs. The layer of s]ime, with which their skin is covered facilitates 
this transition. PAUL BERT 3) noticed th at all the eels which he put 
from the fresh water into the seawater himself, snpported the sudden 
change, Whel'eab those which hlS assistant handled, all died. He used 
a little net, whereas the assistant took them with his hand, held 
them in a rough towel and in th is way removed the layel' of slime. 

The eel shows in its osmotic pressure sometimes the type of a 
seafish, sometimes it approaches that of a freshwater fish. The high 
Po with the trout, as an original migratory fish, now also becomes 
to some extent explainable. 

Here a field of study lies open which may be ul'gently commpnded 
to the Cornrnittee for t!te intemational investigation vf tlte sea. 

How do the marine bony fishes main~in in theil' blood a so 
much lowel' osmotic pressure than exists in the seawater? Some 
observations on the urine of the cod, sea-wolf and G. virens can 
perhaps throw some light on this question. The b.. of t11e urine was 
always lower, the osmotic pl'eSSUl'e less than that of the blood. 

1) G. FANO et F. BOTTAZZI, SUl' la pression osmotique du serum en différentes 
conditIOns de l'organisme: Arch. ital. de biol. 26, p.46, 1896. See especiallyp. 47, 

2) HAMBURGER I. c. I. p. 466. The original al'ticle of RODlER in Travaux des 
laboratoires d. 1. soc. sc. et station zoolog. d'Arcachon. 1899. p. 103, I have not 
at my disposal. 

3) P. REGNARD, La Vle dans les eaux. p. 438. Paris. 1891. 
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With a large specimen of the sea-wolf, whose blood had given b 
0.681 0

, the urine gave 0.631 0
• With other individuals I found 0.555°. 

The urine taken from some twenty specimens of G. virens gave 
D. 0.630". With the cod 0.652 and 0.619 have been stated. 

It is very simple to take the urine. A sea-wolf, e.g. is taken 
behind the gills and suddenly lifted from the seawater, the skin of 
the belly is dried, while the assistant stands ready for collecting the 
urine which of ten is ejected in a vigorous jet. By some pressure 
on the belly a little more is obtained, but of ten the "bladder" (the 
extendeJ part of the ureters) is empty. Most animals gave little or 
nothing and were given back to the seller so that a comparison of 
D. of the hlood and urine was only possible in exceptional cases. 
At Bergen I had for the three species that wel'e studied, found not 
a single figure for D. that was lower for the blood than for the 
urine. At Amsterdam, however, it has appeared that there also 
occur specimens, the blood of which shows a still somewhat smaller 
osmotic pressure than any of the urines (cod). 

The remarkably low Po of the secl'eted product of the kidneys 
with marine Teleosteans certainly points to this: that these animals 
do not keep the osmotic pressure in their blood 23-8.6=14.4 atmo
spheres lower because the kidneys so quickly eliminate the surplus 
of salts taken in. The relative richness in water of the urine rather 
points to these fishes 1'esorbing from the sea-water in opposition to the 
osmotic pressure, hence by using chemical energy, water or if one 
prefers, a diluted solution of salt. But REGNARD has stated (l.c. p. 391) 
that certain freshwater fishes secrete from their gills soluble car
bonates! About tbe mechanism of ideotony we are still in the dark. 

Physiology. - "On the 1'elative sensitiveness of the human ea1'for 

tones of different pitch, rneasured by rneans of organ pipes." 

By Prof. H. ZWAARDEMAKER Oz. 
(Communicated in the meeting of January 28, 1905.) 

Almost simultaneously, but by different methods, the relative 
sensitiveness of the human ear as depending on pitch, was investigated 
by MAX WIEN 1) and by F. H. Qurx and myself 2). The result of 

1) MAX WIl<lN. Physik. Ztschr. IV p. 69. Pfluger's At-chiv Bd. 97. p. 1. 1903. 
2) ZWAARDF.MAKER and QUIX. Ned. Tijdschr. v. Geneesk. 1901 II p. 1374: 1902 

II p. 417. and Engelmann's Archiv. 1902 suppl. p. 367. 
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these parallel investigations were concordant in some respects, different 
in others. They agree in th is that: \ 

1st • there is only one maximum of sensitiveness; 
2'ld. that this maximum lies at g4 ; 
3ld • tl,~t the zone of fair sensitiveness extends from Cl to g6. 
4th • that outside this region toward the limits of the scale the 

sensitiveness diminishes very strongly. 
They differ in this that: 
1ot • with MAX WIEN the sensitiveness still divel'ges very much 

within the zone of fair scn&itiveness, whereas with us it is of the 
same order. 

2nd . that the perceptible minimum fol' the most sensitive point is 
with him 100.000.000 times smaller than with us. 

In this state of affairs it seemed desirable on ce more to determine 
the perceptible minima throughout the whole scale by an entirely 
different method. Telephone as weIl as tuning-fOl'ks ought thereby 
to be avoided. So we had recourse to wide roofed organ pipes of 
which a wooden set of uniform pattern, extending from C to g4 
was at our disposal which partIy coincided with the weIl-known 
EDELlIfANN whistles and could be continued by the Galton whistie. 

Some series of such expel'iments were made, partlyon the heath 
at Milligen, partly in the gallery of the university library at Utrecht, 
partly in the sound-tight room of thc physiologiral-laboratory. Sinre 
tbe result&, generally speaking, agree fairl,}' well and a fuH account 
of them will be published later, for the present only two series 
taken nnder the simplest conditions, will be dealt with. These are: 
a, the concluding series on the heath, b, in the gallery. The arran
gement, which was the same for both, will first be described. 

The organ pipe which serves as the source of sound, is mounted 
vertically on a stand, neal' the floor, with as little contact as possible. 
It is connected with a HUTCHINSON spirometer. Olose under the air
room of the organ pipe and. connected with this latter by a wide 
opening, is a ligroine manometer. The manometer being bent 
into an obtuse angle as little as 1/4 mmo of waterpl'essul'e can be 
read. The spirometer is now loaded with a little box containing 
sand, so that it forces out the air very regularly and causes the 
organ pipe to emit a soft sound without an audible frictional naise 
and without partial tones. The air used is read off on the scale of 
the spirometer and calculated per second by at the same time stal'ting 
q. timing' wateh. The product of the volume of air, preSSl1l'e and 
acceleration of gravity (all in cm.) then give the energy suppliecl 
per second in el'gs. 
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What part of this energy is converted into sound is unknown. 
WEBSTER 1) values the "efficiency" at 0,0013 to 0,0038; RAYLEIGH~) 
on the other hand &upposed in 1877 as a pre1iminary estimate, that 
all was converted into sound ("supposing the whole energy of the 
escaping air converted into sound and no dissipation on the way"). 
The trnth will probably 1ie between these two, since we have always 
paid attention to clear and easy sounding. For such a case l\'Üx 
WIEN remarked in 1888: A loss of energy certainly takes place, 
first on account of the fact that part of the air-current is not 
converted into sound-waves at all, but is lost by the formation 
of vortIces, partIy inside, partly outside the pipe. We shall see 
later that this part is smaU onl~- for a definite position of the 
lip of the pipe and for a definite pressure. A second loss of 
energy takes place by friction on the walls of the pipe and by 
tremors imparted to them; a third on thl3 way between SOurce and 
observer by friction on the tIoor, motion of the air (wind) and 
viscosity of the air. This latter part especially is relatively large 
with RAYLEIGH, since by viscosity a loss of energy of ± 22% took 
place 3). 

If 2?0/0 is considered relatively much, we may assume that lVIAx 
WIEN at that time supposed for the losses by other canses a similar 
or smaller amount. But whateyer the "efficiency" of the supplied 
energy may have been, th ere is no reason for assllming that it has 
been appreciably different for t11e different pipes. The wooden pipes 
at any rate belonged to the same set of uniform pattern. So the 
method suffices for comparative measurements. 

While one observer read the scales of spirometer and manometer, 
the other moved to the greatest di stance at which the tone was just 
heard and recognised ("Erkennungsschwelle"). This distance was 
then later taken as the radius of a hemisp11ere through which the 
energy of the sound spread. 

A. Experiments on the heath at fflilligen. 

Perfectly level ground, trees only at 600 metres. Quiet, fine evening, 
October 19, 1904. Acoustical obsel'ver F. H. QUIX, optica1 obser\'er 
H. F. MINKEMA (See Table I). 

B. Expm'irnents in tlUl gallel'y of the ~tniversity library. 

Afternoon of January 3, 1905. Acoustical observer H. ZWAARDE-
MAKER, optical observel' H. F. MINKElIfA. (See Table II). 

1) A. G. WEBSTER Boltzmann's Festschrift 1904 p. 870 
2) RAYLEIGH Proc. Roy. Soc. vol 26 p. 248 1877. 
3) M. WIEN, Die Messung der Tonstärke, Inauguraldissertation. BCl'lin 1888 J;>. 45, 
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1. Experirnents on the heath at Milligen, Get. 19, 1904. Srd series; acoustical observer F. H. QUIX, optical observer H. F. M~KEMA. 
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Now, if for the present we on1y take into account the enel'gy 
sllpplied and neglect t11e necessal'y los& of energy in the organ pipe 
and in the air; if we fllrther assume the validIty of the theoretical 
law of distances (extension over a hemisphel'e), we obtair). the following 
l'esults: 

1. that the sensitiveness of our (lar has Qnly ojlle maximum, 
lying in the four times marked octave. 

2. that th ere is a zone of fair sensitiveness, extendmg from g1 to g5. 

3. that outside this zone the sensitiveness diminishes very rapidly. 

4. that in the zone of fair sensitiveness tbe perceptible minima 
are of the same order. 

5. that, for the most sensitive part of the scale the pel'ceptlble 
minimum is 0,32 X 13-8 ergs for Mr. QUIX, 1,9 X 10-8 ergs for myself. 

The true perceptible minimum for the most sensitive point of the 
scale will of COurse lie Jower. How much lowel" cannot be determined 
for the present, but at any rate the perceptible minimllm found with 
organ pipes certainly remains a million times greater than that which 
was calculated by MAX WIEN from his telephone experiments. The 
minima, found on the heath and in the library, are in satisfactory 
agreement, howevel', with the minimum which we formerly calcu
lated fol'· tuning-forks, using the data of TOPLER and BOLTZMANN 1). 

Taking into account the "efficiency" of an Ol'gan pipe, found by 
W I<lBSTER (0,0013 and 0,0038), the pel'ceptible minimum tor the 
most sensitive point of the scale becomes lowel', name1y 0,45 to 
1,3. 10-11 ergs, but it does not reach the amazingly small valtle of 
MAX WIEN'S telephone experiments by a long way. Even if we 
assume that one hears better at night in the profound silence of' a 
laboratol'Y, than on the heath, not to mention an afternoon honr in 
the libral'y, yet this dlfference is by no means accounted fol'. But I 
see no reason why the results of experiments made on perfectJy 
level ground, far from woods or buildings, which, accol'ding to 
MAX WIEN'S forme!' valuable investJgations, fall pel'fectly under the 
theoretIcal law of the dlstl'ibution of sound, should deserve less 
confidence than experunents with a telephone, v\'hich require very 
complicated calcuJations. 

1) TOPLER u. BOLTZMANN. Ann. d. Physik u. ChemIe Bd 141 p. 321. 
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Il. Expe1'iments z"n tlte unÏtJel'sity libl'a1,!! January 3, 1905, acoustical observel' H. ZWAARDElIrAKER, opticalobserver H. F. l\lINKEMA • 
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Chemistry. - "O'itical tm"rninating points ~n tlwee-phase lines with 

soliel phases in binary systems which present two liquid layers." 

By Prof. H. W. BAKHUIS ROOZEBOOllf and Mr. E. H. BÜCHNER. 

(Communicated in the meeting of January 28, 1905). 

Up to the present only one critical terminating point has been 
found in systems of one component, namely in the equilibrium 
liquid-vapour. If this is represented by a p, t-line this suddenly 
terminates in the point where liquid and vapour have become 
identical. There exist at the moment no well-founded reasons to 
assume critical terminating points also in the equilibria solid-liquid 
and solid-vapour. We will not fUl'ther considel' these here. 

In systems of two components we get instead of a crirical point 
liq uid-vapoul', aCl'itical 

D 

A 

line RJ(~ whicll con
nects the critical points 
of the components. In 
a p, t, x-diagram this 
line runs in space, 
here its p, t-prQjection 

1(, is only indicated. (AI( 
and BK~ are then the 

:.' 8 L ______ ~-=::::=----_+_! equilibria-lines liquid-
ti, tI!, vapour for the com-

Fig. 1. ponents A and B). If 
there is a homogeneous mixing fol' all concentrations in the liquid 
phase, this wiII then be the only critical !ine. t 

The recent rE'searches of S~IITS1) 
have shown how in some binal'Y 
mhtul'es the equilibrium line 

Xl for solid B with liquid and 
vapour may meet this critical 
line (it is necessary th at the 

-t melting point of B should bE' 
Fig. 2. situated higher than KJ Thel'e 

are then two snclt meeting-points panel q with t11e two paris 0 IJ 
anel qB of the thl'ee-phase !ine. This line therefol'e acquires two 
cI'itical tel'minating points owing to Us meeting' the criticalline liquid
vaponr. Between 11 and q both !in es cease to exist, 

1) These Proceedings 1904. 
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Othet, rases of similal' critical tel'minating points thl'ough tbe 
meeting of three-pbabe linE'b in binal'y mixtures mig'ht be conceiveu 
when no homogeneous mixing in all concentrations is possible in 
the liquid phase and when, therefore, two liquid layers are possible. 
It was of great importance for the knowledge of the conditions of 
existence of solid phases at high temperatm'es and pressions to also t1'ace 
the critical terminatmg points in similar cases. If we indicate the two 
liquid layers by L1 and L., the vapour by G and the one or other 
component in the solid state by S, then besides the three-phase line 
SLG, two othe1' tb1'ee-phase lines SLIL. and LIL.G will be possible. 
In order to trace the critical terminating points of these lines we 

L 

A 

equilibrium 
and BK •. 

D 

L 

first consider tbe line LI L. G. Here 
we first take exclusively the cases 
where the p, x-diagram has the form 
of Fig. 3, in which G, LI and L. 
indicate pressure and concentration of 
coexisting vapour with two liqnid 
layers. The three-phase pressure for 
this system lies, therefore, between the 
vapour pressure of liquid A and B 

x 8 (PI and p.) I). 
Fig. 3. 'rhe p, t-line CM for the three-phase 
LI L. G is situated accordingly in Fig. 1 between AKI 

On elevation of temperature LI and L. may approach each other, 
or recede. If the first happens and if they still coincide below the 
line KJ{., for in stance in M, th en the two layers become identical, 
a case of which many instances have been found by ALEXEJI<!"\V and 
RO'l'HMUND. This point has been quite properly called a critical point. 
This critical terminating' po in t of the line for LI L. G must of course 
necessarily be a point of intersection with a critical line. The said 
critical line is -the line DM in Fig. 1. 

If the liquids LI and L. can be made to mix more completely 
by an increase of pressure a mixing point D will be found to exist 
in Fig. 3 at a sufficiently high pressure. If now LI L. approach each 
other at a higher t, D will then be situated at alowel' pressure 
whilst the concentration in the mixing point may differ. In this way 
is obtail1ed the critical line DM for the phases LI L.. lts one ter
minating point lies at t11e meeting point M whel'e G occurs togetheJ' 
with LIL, al1d where consequently the lowest possible pressure is 

1) The other case where the three-phase pressure is higher than those two does 
hot 'lead to materially different results! 
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t'\,ttained. In the npreL' dil'ectiOJL a tel'lllinating point would only be 
conceivtl,ble in t11e case of thc OCClll'l'ence of asolid pIlase. If an 
increase of pressllre pl'omotes tbe separation of the two laye1's, DM 
would then 1'lln from tbe point 111 to tbe 1'ight instead of to the 1eft. 

In the case, therefol'e, in which the two Iiquid layers possess an 
uppel' mixing point Af which lies below J(J(., the critical lines 
KJ(. for G Land D.M for Ll L., are quite independent of each olhe1'. 

H, however, the upper mixing point is not yet reached below 
KJ(., CM will continue up to a meeting point with K)(., All the 
phases OCClU' in the order GLIL., G will then become identical 
with L. in' 0, Fig 4. 

The critical line KIO is here at tbe same time braken off. From 
a consideration of a series of p, x-diagrams for successive temperatures 
we may, according to Mr. BÜCHNER, easily demonstI'ate graphically 
that tbe other end of the critica1 line G L, which commences in ·1(2 

now amalgamates with the uppel' pELrt of the critical line LIL. the 
lower continuation of which is not realisabIe owing to the absence 
of jJJ. In this way is formed the critica1 line K.P D whose upper 
pa1't may eventually also run to the right. ' 

A junction of the three-phase line GLIL, with the critica1 line 
_ G L in 0 will, secondly, always take place wh en LI and L. di v~rge 
by an elevation of temperature. This may frequently occur with two 
liquid layers which have a ]ower mixing point JJP. The three-phase 
lim'! UL1L. then terminates in 0 by intersection with the critical 
line GL and in kJ! by intersection with the critical line MIP for 
LI = L2 • Frolll the p, a)-diagrams we may now again deduce th at 
the uppel' continuation of this line is not now realisabIe because the 
10\'''e1' part coincides with the second part of t11e critical 1ine G L 
which proceeds ti'om K •. In this way 1he criticalline MIPK. ol'iginates. 

LateIy, KUENEN has 
p . found instanees ' of the 

t.,{, J.! 

Fig. 4. 

cases represented by 
Figs, 4 and 5. 

The figures 1,4 and 
5 exhibit the three 
main types of the 
mannel' in which the 
three-phase line meets 

\ 

either the critical line 
G L Ol' the criticalline 
LI L 2 and then finds 
1 Ol' 2 terminating 
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p points, also of the fusion of 
pal'ts of the one cl'iticalline 
with those of the other. 

In the second p]ace we 
will now -consider the occur
rence of critical terminating 
points on those three-phase 
!ines where one of the phases 

Fig. 5. is solid. We may then limit 
oursel yes to the case w bere B occurs as asolid ph ase as no critical 
phenomena can occur in presence of solid A. 

In ·many cases wllere- the line GLIL~ proceeds to lowel' tempe
}'atures tbe solid· phase will occur in a point Q. According to previous 
research by myself, 4 three-pbase !ines then meet in the quadruple 
point Q. lf we take the case of Fig. 1 we obtain in Fig. 6 QM 
for GLIL2' QB for GL2S, EQ for GLIS, whilst Q1V indicates the 
equilibrium of the solid phase S with the liquid layers LIL •. Similar 

P. 

A 
E 

lines have been formerly 
studied by me in cases 
wbere bydrates of sa. 
HBr, HCI occurred as 
solid phases. For the com
ponent B as solid phase 
tbeir courses will be ana

,/(z logous, and like all ordi
I nary melting lines the 

-ti, ,(1 t direction will diverge only 
1;1' 6 a little from tbe vertical J.'(g. . 

either to the right or the left according to the volume diffel'ences 
ti of the phases. 

p 

t, 

If the line runs to the 
right and the critical 
line MD to the left th ere 
might be a possibility of 
their meeting in a criticaf 
terminating point N as 
the two liquid layers 
might hel'e become ident
ical in presence of solid B. 
The chances that this will 

Fig. 7. oec\1r with an attainable 
pressure only exist when Q and M do not differ too mueh in temperatUl'P-, 
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Fig. 7 represents a simiIar meeting point N for the case corre

spondlllg with Fig. 4. Far greater chance of attaining a critical ter
minating point of the line L1L,S is offel'ed by the case of Fig 5 
which would lead to l!"ig. 8. The line OQ is here supposed not to 
proceed as far ltS the lower mixing point NI' because the solid phase 
occurs previously at Q. For this reason the downward continuation 
of the critical Hne Ll = L, is wanting. 

p 

Fig. 8. 
which on being dissolved in liquid 

If: howevel', the mixing 
point fit should lie but very 
little below Q (metastabie) 
the point of intersection .N 
might be found at a compa
rativeJy low pressure. Mr. 
BÜCHNER has frequently no
ticed a similar pl'oximity of 
M' and Q in systems of all 
kinds of organic substances 

CO, give rise to two layers. 
Besides the tbl'ee 

cltses fig. 6, 7, 8 in 
which there exists a 
critical terminating 
point of the line QN 
a fourth type is pos
sible. This occurs 
when the liquid on the 

~
~I R line EQ already be-

A : K~ comes critical with the 
: E : vapour before Q lIas 
! : been reached, that is 

'------:tt z-,-----===-----~~:-rJ t befo1'ethesecond liquid 

Fig. 9. occurs in presence of 
the solid phase. ER then intel'sects the critical line liquid-vapour in a 
critical point R which quite corresponds with the point p of SlIIITS 

(fig. 2). The linE' QO is now wanting, namely, below R we notice 
nothing of a second liquid. NIr. BÜCHNER has here again graphically 
deduced that in this case tbe line QB, fol' the second series of liquids 
in pl'esence of solid Band vapour, fuses with Q1V to a single line 
BQN where the one fluid phase has the chal'acter of vapour on the 
lowel' part and of liquid on the upper pttrt, whilst these however, 
gl'adually pass into each other. 

In this case, Iike in fig. 4: the lower part of the critica1 line OL 
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fuses with the upper part of the critical !ine L1L~, J(,PN, and we 
have here again the possibility tlIat the !ine BQ1V also possesses a 
critical terminating point .N. This point bears some l'esemblance to 
the second critical terminating point found by SMITS in q fig. 2. That 
wc are dealing in fig. 9 with a region of two liqnid layers could 
only be made plainly visible, if, owing to the non-appearance of the 
solid ph~se, two liquids, in presence of vapour (metastabIe), occurl'ed 
below R. Othf'rwise it is ouly the peculiar course of BQN, which 
shows that we have this type. 

Mr. BUCHNER has succeeded in finding a case where this course 
could be indicated (although N remained unattainable). Fig. 10 gives 

P 
I~O 

'10 

100 

90 

BQ 

Xl ~ 
~ 

60 

50 

40 

W 

20 

10 

;:s ~7 19 .31 33 JS 37 3j1 41 3 ~3 

Fig. 10. 

a correct representation of the p, t-lines ER and BQ for solid 
diphenylamine in presence of solution in liquid CO, and in vapoul' 
very rich in CO" on ER, and in presence of a much more diphellyl
amine-containing second liquid phase on BQ. The point Ris situated 
only 0°.6 above the critical point of pure CO" consequently diphenyl
amine is but very sparingly soluble in CO2 at that temperature. 

Between 31 c6 and 38°8 two liquid phases are not capable of 
existing in presence of solid diphenylamine; above these we again 
find the second three-phase line with two fluid phases now lUuch 
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richel' in diphenylamine. This line was determined up to 120 atm. 
pressnre. The signific'ance of all tile l'cgions in whieh three-phasè 
lil1es 'tre absent can only be expressed by a series of p, ,x-diagramS. 

The above considel'ations fOl'eshadow the possibility of enunciating 
in general tel'ms tlle eonditions fol' the existen('e of ar solid phase irt 
pl'esen('e of one Ol' two fluid ones, when traversing the region of 
the critica! phenomena of those latter ones, also' for those binàry 
mixtures which in the liquid state at'e n(Jt miscible in all propol'tions. 

Mathematics. - "On non-1i1zear systems oJ splte1'ica1 spaces toucl~ing 
one anotlter." By Prof. P. H. SCHOUTE. 

1. Before passing to our real investigation it is necessary to find 
how many sphel'ical spaces touch 12 + 1 spherical spaces given arbi
trarily in the n-dimensional space S/I' And in its turn the answer to 
this question demands a knowledge of the situation of ,the centl'es 
of similitnde of those given spherical spaces. So we start with a 
study of these centres of similitnde. To this end we represent the 
spherical space, which is in Sn again the locus of the points situated 
at a distance l' from the centre M, by the symbol Spn (M, ?'). 

2. Just as is the case with two cll'cles lying in the same plane, 
two spherical spaces Sp (Ml , 1\) and Sp (M2 , r 2) lying in Sn admit 
of two centres of similitude on the line M l j}[2 connecting the centres, 
an external one Ua and an internal one 112 ; through Ua pass the 
lines P l P2 connecting the extremities P l , P2 of direct parallel mys, 
through 112 pass the lines Pl P'2 connecting the extremities Pv P'2 
of opposite parallel rays. 

Supposing that in Sn a number of n+1 spherical spaces Sp (Mk, ?'k), 

(k = 1, 2, ... ,12 + 1) is given arbitrarily, we shaH now investigate 
the situation of the (12 + 1)~ pairs of centres of similitude (Up,q, Jp,q) 
with respect to each other. To this end we first notice that the 
thl'ee paÏl's of centres of similitude of the three spherical spaces 
Spn (Mi, ?'I), ti = 1. 2, 3) form the th1'ee pairs of opposite vertices 
of a complete quadrilateral, each of the four triplets of points 

(U 12 U 18 U n)' ( Ua 118 123), (1 u U 18 Iu), (Iu Iu U ~3) 
consisting of three points of a l'ight !ine; we indicáte these lines in 
the given order by 

Z
(S) 
12 Z

(2) 
13 

11) 
t23 

If We now further regard the n-1 pairs of lines (112/1' l&?) through 
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UlO nnd the n -1 pairs of lines (ll~;, l~:h thl'ough 112 - where 
successively p assumes the n -1 values 3,4, ... , n + 1 -, we 
see immediately th at each space Sn-l through n -1 lines I through 
Uu (or Ju) - with all indices iJ diffel'ing mutually - contains one of 
the two centl'es of similitude of each of the (n + 1), pairs (~w J;"q). 
Thus a space S"-1 thl'ough 17, -1 lines I through Uu will contain 
the point Up,q or the point Jp,q, accol'ding to the two lines I 'with 
pand q aR third index being of the same kind Ol' not; jUE>t the 
reverse is found for a space SII-l thl'ough n -1 lines I through 
112 , As the choice of the lines l corresponds in both cases to n-1 
bifurcations 2n- 1 of those spaces 8n- 1 pass through each of the two 
poin ts Uw 112 , 80 the theorem holds good: 

"We ean indicate 2n spaces Sn-I, each of which contains (n+1), 
centres of similitude of a system of n + 1 spherical spaces Spn given 
arbitrarily in Sn, and namely one of each of the (n + 1), pairs 
(Up,q, lp,,,)." 

Weneed not enter into further details about the sItuation of the 
centl'es of similitude for the purpoE>e we have here in view. 

3. From the weil known properties of the figul'e consisting of two 
circles and theil' een tres of similitllde we read (fig. 1): 

UPI": UPs =1'1 : +1',t , UPI~' UPs" = UCI~' UCsl. 

lP/ : lP, = 1'1 : - 1', ~ IP/ . IPs
l 

- IC I

I 
• lCs 

Wïth the aid of these relations we ean easily find the following 

EU-
~ 

Fig. 1. 

theorems, where for Sp" (MI' 1\) and Spn (M,. 1's) we shall write the 

b 'd .1 ~ S (1) d () (2) a 1'1 geu lorm 1Jn an 0]111' 
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"The sphel'ical spaces Sp~l) and Sp~,2) are homothetic and directly 
similal' with U, homothetic and invel'sely similal' with I as centre 

l' 
of similitude and ± _1 as quotient of simiIitude. The points cOl'l'e-

'1'2 

spon ding to each other, PI u and P 2 in the first case and PI i and P2 

in the second, are called ltomologmts." 

"The spherical spaces Sp~l) and Sp~2) corl'espond to each other 

in an inversion with U as centre and UCl ". Ut,: as positive power 

and in an inversion with I as centre and ICI i . IC2 as negative 

power. The points PI u and P2

U corresponding to each other in the 

first case and p/ and P2

i in the second are called antilwmologous. 
And the two inversions appeal'ing in these theorems shalI furtheron 
be indicated for shortneós' sake by the symbols U (1, 2) and',} (1, 2)." 

"Each spherical space Sp,. through a pair of antihomologous points 

PI and P2 of Sp~l) and Sp~2) cuts these spherieal spaces at equal 
angles. If the sphel'ical space Sp" through PI and P2 touches the 

sphel'ical space Sp~l) in PI' ,it will touch the spherical flpace Sp~2) 
in P2 • And these contacts will be of the same kind or not, -according 
to U or I being the centre of the antihomologous correspondence." 

In connection with the general theorem concerning the sÏtuation 
of the centl'es of similitude the second and the third of these th ree 
simple theorems form the foundation of a method of sol \'ing the 
problem to construe a spherical space Spn touchmg n + 1 spherical 

spaces Sp~l), Sp~), . . . Sp~n+I) given arbitrarily in Sn. As will 
immediately be eyident, to eo,ch of the 2" spaces Sn-l through (n+1)2 
centres of similitude am,wers a pair of tangent spherica1 spaces SPil 

and the contact of one of these spherical spaces with Sp~)and sP~q) 
is of the same kind Ol' not, according to the chosen space ~'-l con· 

taining of the centres of similitude Up,q, Ip,q of Sp;;) and sP~q) either 
the first or the second. So 2"+1 is the number ofthe theoretic solutions. 
And if we indicate extern al contact by + and internal contact by 
-, then tbe 2/1 pairs of solutions are indicated by the pairs of 
completely opposite combinations of signs of the series consisting of 
n + 1 terms 
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+ + + . +, 
where the two solutions of a selfsame pair correspond in all signs 
or differ in all signs. 

The construction of the tangent spherical spaces proyes the above 
assumed concerning the number of the solutions and their connection 
with the 2n spaces Sll-l. We give it here - to avoid prolixity -
for the case n = 4 in a torm, in which it is immediately transferable 
to the case of an arbitrary n. It is: 

a. S S (I) S (2) S (5) . "If in 4 the spherical spaces ])4, P4,... P4 are glven 

arbitrarily, if d:: is the space thl'Ollgh the points 

Ua' Uu, Uu ' U46 , 1 14, 1,4' 134, Ia' I 25 , 135 

and if PI is an entirely arbitJ'l1ry point of Sp~I), then the antihomo
logous points P~, P 3 , P4 , P 6 of PI in the inversions U (1, 2), U (1,3), 
1 (1,4), 1(1,5) are to be determined and the spherical space Sp4 (P) 
through the five points PI' P" Pa, P4' p •. " 

b. If El is the plane of intersection of d:~ with the radical space 

of sAI) al!d Sp4 (P), let us bring through El two spaces touching 

Sp~1) and let Ql and Qt' indicate the points of contact." 

c. Finally must be determined the pairs of points (Q" Q/), 
(Qa, Q/), (Q4' Q/), (Q., Q/) which are antihomologous to (Ql> Q/) 
in the inversions U (1, 2), U (1, 3), 1(1,4), 1(1, 5) and the spheriral 
spaces Sp4 (Q) and Sp4 (Q') passing through the quintuples of points 
QI' Q" ... (J. and Ql', Q,', ... Qo'. These spherical spaces Sp4 (Q) 
and Sp4 (Q') form one of the 2'1 pairs of solutions of the problem." 

The proof of this construction is plain. When PI moves over 

Sp~l) the power of each of the ten centres of similitude lying in d::s 

with respect to the spherical spare Sp4 (P) l'emains nnchanged; con
sequently the spherical spaces Sp4 (P) whirh are possible form a 

46 

pencil with d,'13 as common radical space and El is a common l'adical 

plane of S}J~I) with each of the spherical spaces Sp4 (P) of that 
pend!. lf now we choose for P one of the two points of contact 

Q, Ol' Q' of 8p~1) with a space thl'oug'h ,,!, then tltis tangent space 
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must likewise touch the- spherlcal sflace Sp4 (Q) Ol' Sp4 (Q') passing 
through this point in the same point, etc. 

We have now arrived at the firsf part of our investigation proper 
concerning the system of the spherical spaces Spil tourhing n spherical 
spaces Spil CM!.., rk), (l; = 1,2, ... n) given arbitrarily in SII and we 
l'educe the general case - following the way indicated by REnJ for 
our space - to a simpier one, in which the centres Mk of the n 
spheriral spaces which must be touched !ie in a space SII-2' 

The centres ~1k of the n given sphet'ical spaces Spil (~fk, rk) deter
mine a space SII_I, intersectiDg these spherical spaces according to 
"central spherical spaces" SPII-I (Jfk, 1'k), thus intersecting them at 
right angles. Let 0 be the radical centre of these n spherical spaces 
Spn-l and 1'~ the power of this point with respect to the spherical 
spaaes Spil-I, provisionally supposed to be positive. Then the spherical 
space SPII-I (0, 1') lying in Sn-I intersects at l'ight angles the n 
spherical spaces SPil_I (M,,, rk), thus also the n spheridtl spaces 
SPn (~fk, 7'k). 80 an inversion with an arbitrary point 0' of the 
surface of the spherical space Spn-I (0,1') as centre makes the n 
given spherical spaces Spn (M/r, rk) and the spherical spaee Spn-l (0, r) 
cutting them at right angles to pass into 12 new spherical spaces Sp'n 
and a space SII-2 cutting them at right angles. This special case 
where the centres 111'k of the n spherieal spa ces which must be 
touched lie in a space 5n- 2 shall be treated first. 

5. If Sp"n is a spherical space touching the n new spherical 
spaces Sp'n, then this spherical space Sp"n rotating round the space 
Sn-2 through the 12 centl'es .M'k will touch in any position the n 
spherical spaces Sp'll and will thus for111 a singnlal' infinite series of 
tangent spherlCal spaces. In an arbitrary space Sn-I through the 
axial space ~"'n-2 we find according to the results obtained above 
2'1-1 pairs of spherical spaces SpI/u-I, touching the central spherical 
spaces Sp'n-I - lying in Sn-I - of the 12 spherical spaces Sp'n, and as 
a matter of course each of' these pairs consi&ts of two spherical spaces 
Sl/'II-1 lying symmetrically with respect to SII-2. As each of those 
pairs by rotation leads np to ~t singulal' infinite series there are 2n-1 
of such series. The spherical spaces of each of those series are 
enveloped - compal'e my pl'eceding' rommunication on page 492 -
by an 12-dimensional torus TII,I; their centres Iie on a eÎl'cie. And if 
we eonfine ourselves to one of the 2/1-1 series, we can extend the 
system of the n touched spherical spaces Sp'n to a n-2-fold infinite 
series by representing to oUlseI\'es all the spherical spaces described 
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out of t11e points of 8'1-2, in sueh a way that they touch one of 
the spherical spa ces of the singular infinite series, thus all t1le 
spherical spaces of th at series too. 

6. If we now confine ourselves to a single series of the 2n-l 
singnlar infinite series we have found two systems of spherical spaces 
possessing the remarkable property that each spherical space of 
one touches all the spherical spaces of the other. Of these two 
systems one is a singular mfinite series of equally large spherical 
spaces with a circle G (Mo, 1'0) having Mo and To as centra and as 
radius and lying in the plane Eo as locus of centras, whilst the other 
is an n-2-fold series with the space 811- 2 perpendicular in jJ;fQ to 
Eo as locus of rentres. How do these two systems transfol'In them
selves if we apply to both - in order to return to our n given 
spherica1 spaces 8pII - the inversion with 0' as centre and the 
formerly used power? 

Ta answer this question is made easy by the obsel'Vation th at the 
n-dimensional figure ronsisting of the two systems 8y' I' Sy'n-2 and 
their inverse systems SYI> SYn-2 have a plane of symmetry, the 
plane (J through No, 0' and the projection 0" of 0' on 811 _ 2• This 
plane (J forming the plane of fig. 2 has with Ee in <-,ommon the 
diameter m' parallel to 0' 0" of the circle G(Mo' 1'0) and is according 
to that line m' perpendicular to Eo; so it is a plane of symmetry for 
S]/' l' It has moreovel' with 811- 2 the line frfo 0" in common and is 
aecording to that line a perpendicu1ar to SY'I-2; so it is a1so a plane 
of symmetl'y fol' 8y'n-2. And if it is a plane of symmetl'y fol' 8Y'I 
and 8y'II-2, then it is so too for SYI and S]/n-2, because it contains 
the centre 0' of the inversion. 

We prove to begin with that tlle rentres of the spherical spaces 
of SYl Iie in a conic. To this end we regard in the plane of sym
metry (J (fig. 2) the points of intersection J.vl', jf" witp the cil'cle 
C (Ato, 1'0)' the circ1e of section C (1111,1'1) with the spherical space 
Sp"12 (MI> 1\) of 8.11'1 and the point 0 of the line j}['O', fol' which 
.1.l1' O'.Jf'O = J\ 2. Then point A of a, which is at an equa1 distance 
from A' and V~ is the centre of a sphere 8Pi (A, A 0') wlth A 0' as 
radins, intersecting Sp",. CM', 1") and so all spherical spaces Sp"n of 
the singular infinite series at right a.ngles. This sphere is transfol'med 
oy the inversion with 0' as centl'e into aplanEl E perpendicular to 
O'A. intersecting 6 accol'ding to a line m nOl'lllal to O'A; this plane 
E m\lst contain the centres of the spberical .spaces of SYl as it cuts 
all those sphel'ical spaces at right angles. And farther, when inverting, 
the centra of a spherical space l'emains on the line connecting this 
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Fig. 2. 

point with the cenh'e 0' of the invel'sionj 50 the oblique cone with 
0' as vertex and eh'c1e C (.MD' 1'0) as base must contain the centres 
of the sphel'ical spaces of the series SYl' and the locus of those 
een tres is the l'ome of intersection of this eone with the plane E. 

Of this con ie 'in is an axis of symmetry and the points M' and Mil, 
becoming the ren tres of the invel'ted sphericaJ spaces Sp"l1 CM', r'), 
Sp"n (M ',r') are vertices. Tlns conic is an ellipse E, a parabola 
P or an hyperbola H, accol'ding to none, one or two of the spherical 
spaces Sp"» of' SY'l passing through 0', i. e. according to 0' lying 
outside the two circles GCM', r') and GCM",1"), on one of those 
circles or inside one of them, Of these three cases fig, 2 l'epresents 
the fil'st and this will be furtheron excluslVely nnder considel'ation. 

If we suppose that the conic obtained is an ellipse E the inverse 
sphel'ical spaces Spn (AI', -1") and SPil (.iJlI", ;''') of tbe spherical spaces 
Sp" n (J.}f', 1') alld Sp"n (N", ,'I) will touch every spherical space Spn (M, -;') 
of the system SY,I-2 in the same kind. From the triangle M M' M'l 
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then ensues, if we represent the radii vectores M' M anel M" M of M 
with respect to the fixed points M' and M" by u and v, that 
u - v = ± (T"'-T"). 80 the locus of the centres of the spherical 
&paces SpI! CM, r) of the system SYn-2 is the figure of revolution, 
whirh is generated when the hyperbola H with M' and M" as foci 
and + (T'-;;:") as half real axis rotates l'ound m in the space Sn-1 
through SII-2 and 0'. And because each spherical space Spn of SYl 
touches the spherlcal spares of SY,,-l having the vertices of the 
hyperbola H as centres, those vertices of the hyperbola Hare reversely 
the foci of the ellipse E. Thus the theorem holds good: 

"The spherical spaces Sp,/ touching n spherical spaces Spn given 
arbitrarily m Sn form 2" - 1 singular infinite series. The spherical 
&pacee: of any of those series are conuected by this that they intersect 
a definite spherical space sp'nC0) at right angles and that their centres 
lie on a definite comc (IC); the determining figures, the spherical 
space Sp'n(O) and the con ic (IC), change from series to series. To each 
series corresponds as envelope of its spherical spaces a definite curved 
space of order four, the n-dimensional cyclid of DUPIN. And if we 
confine ourselves to a single series, the system of n-given spherical 
spaces Spil can be extended to an n-2-fold infinite series of spherical 
spaces Spn, connected by the fact that they cnt another spherical 
srace Spn(O) at right angles and that their centres are sitnated on the 
Sllrface of a figure of revolution generated by the rotation of a conie 
(K). These two conics (f() and (IC) lie in mutually perpendicular 
planes in such a way that the foci of one are vertices of the other 
and reversely." 

7. The inversion applied becomes impossible within the region of 
reality when the common power of the radical centre 0 of the n 
given spherlCal spaces Spn with respect to those spherical spaces is 
negative. In this case before inverting' we can diminish the radii of 
the n given spherical spaces by a common -quantity in such a way 
th at the radius of one of those sphel'ical spaces disappears. Then the 
power of the radiral centre 0 of the new spheres is certainly positive. 
By operating. now with th!" new system and aftel' that, when the 
system SYl has been found, by adding the assumed quantity to the 
radii of the spherical spaces of SY1' we arrive at the desired aim. 
As is evident we can even augment the radii of some of the 
given spherical spaces by the radms of the spherical space that is 
to become a spherical space reduced to a point if only the series of 
the tangent spherical spaces is chosen 80 as to correspond to this. 

39 
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. VII. 
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8. Are there not also non-linear systems SYk and SYn-k-1 of 
spherical spaces Spil respeetively k-fold and n-k-1-fold infinite 
situated in SII in sueh a way that each spherieal spaee of one system 
touches all the spherieal spaees of the other? 

This question must be answered in the aftirmative as we shall 
prove here analytically. 

If in a spaee Sn_lof Sn the spaces Sk and Sn-k"':l, whieh have but 
the point 0 in common are pel'pendiculal' to each othel' in this point, 
if OP is the normal in 0 on Sn- 1, 0 Q an arbitrary line through 
o in Sk, OR an arbitl'al'Y line through 0 in Sn-k-1 and if we assume 
(fig. 3) in the planes OPQ and OPR an ellipse (E) with the half 
axes OA = a, OB = band an hyperbola (R) with, the halfaxes 
OC=c=Va'-b2

, OD=b, then by rotation of (E) round OP 
in the space Sk+l = (OP, Sk) - when every point describes a spherical 

spaee SPk - aquadratic spaee of' revolution Q~~I is generated, by 
rotation of (H) round OP in the spacel Sn-Je = (OP, S" k-I) -
when every point describes a spherical space Spn-k-i - a quadrati(' 

space of revolution Q~~k is generated. 

L_~_----, 

Fig. 3. 

If now E and Hare al'bitl'arily ehosen points of those figures of 
revolution the distance EH can easily be calculated. Tt' n~mely we 
use a rectangular system of coordinates with 0 as origin, OP as 
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axis OXI , the plane OPE as plane OXI X2 , the plane OPH as 
plane OXIXS' then the coordinates of the points E and Hare 
E .... tel = a cos cp, 
H . . . . 11\ = C sec 11', 
and we find 

te 2 = b sin cp, 
te2 = 0 

, 

.'Vs = 0 
tes = b tg tp, 

te4 = 0, ... , ten = 0, 
te4 = 0, •.. , ten = 0 

EH = a sec ti' - c cos lp 

From this enSlles that the spherical spaces Spll(E, CCOSCP+Q) and 
Spil (H, a sec ti' 1- Q), where Q repre5ents an arbitrary constant, touch 
each other and that this contact is an extern al one or an internal 
one, accol'ding- to c cos cp + Q and a sec 1./' + Q having the same sign 
or not. Thus the theol'em holds good: 

"lf we describe out of each point E of Q~+l with a COS cP as XI 

a spherical space Sp" (E, c cos lfJ + Q) and out of each point H of 

Q~,~lc with c sec 1./' as Xl a spherical space Spil (H, a sec 1./' + Q) 
where I! represents an arbitrary constant and cp and tf' assume all 
possible values, then two systems SYlc, SYIl-lc--I of spherical spares 
8]\, are generated with the property that each spherical space of 
one system touches all spherical spaces of the other." 

Both systems of spherical spaces are enveloped by the same curved 
space of order four. If namely of a rertangular system of coordinates 
with 0 as origin and OP as axis OXr the axes OX2 , OX

4
, 

OX5 , ••• OXlc+2 are situated in Sk.+l' the axes OXa, OXlc+3• 
OXk.+t, ... OXn in Sn-Tc, then the coordinates of two points Eand 

H Iying arbitl'arily on Q~~1 and Q~~lc can be written in the form 
E H 

=acos cp 
= b sin cp cos lfJ I 

=0 
= b sin lp sin (IJ I cos CP. 
= b sin cp sin IfJI sin cp, cos 1fJ. 

IIJk+l = b sin cp sin CPI sin cp, •••• 
s~n cp lc - 2 cos cp lc-I 

al k+2 = b sin cp sin cp I sin cP, • • • • 
sin CPlc-2 sin lfllc -1 

Xk+3=0 
Xk+t=O 

• V,,-1 = 0 

''V I = cseclP 
te, =0 
te. = btg 1./'cos 1./'1 
te4 =0 
tei =0 

.Vk+3 = b tg 1./' sin 1./'1 cos tf', 

.'V k+' = b tg 1./' sin 1./'1 sin 1./', cos lP. 

ten- 1 = b tg 1./' sin lPI sin 1./', •••• 
sin tpn-k-3 cos 1./'n-k-2 

.v" = b tg t~ sin lPI sin 1./', •••• 
sin 1./'n-k-3 sin 1./'n-lc-2 

39* 
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and 

(.111- a COSlp)' + (m~ -b sinlp COSlp1)' + .113 ' + (.11 4 -b sinlp sinlpl cos lp,)' + ... 
+ (mk+2 - bsinlpsinlplsinlp, .. . sinrpk_2 sinlpk_l)' + X2k+3 + ... + J'n' = 

= (CI.'OS lp + Q)~ 
is the equation of the spherical space Spn (E, c cos lp + Q). If we 
write this equation in the form. 

n 
2 llh' + b' - (/ = 

i=1 

= 2 (aml cos lp+bsinlp [lil, COSlpl +.114 sinq.\ coslp,+ . . • +mk+2 sin lpl' • • sin Pk-d! 
and underneath the k equations formed out of it by differentiation 
according to lp, tf\, ... lPk-l, then addition of the k + 1 equations, aftel' 

) 

having squared them, furnishes us with 
n k+2 

(2 x,' + b' - (I')' = 4[(ax l + c(»' + b' (x,' + 2 x,')]. . (1) 
i=1 i=4 

And this same equation is obtained in the form 
n 

c ,. 
(2 mi' - b' - Q')' = 4[(C:II1 + aQ)' - b' (ms' + 2 x,')], 
i=1 i=k+3 

if we consider the spherical space of system SYn-k-l' 

9. For a variabIe parameter Q equation (1) represents a system 
of parallel n-dimensional cyclids of DUPIN. Here we can th en ask 
aftel' the n numbers indicating successively how many of those cyclids 
pass through a point or touch a line, a plane, a spare, etc. In th is 
investigation the k + (n- k-l)-, i. e. the n-l-fold congruence of 
the right lines is in prominence, connecting an arbitrary point E of 

Q~~l with an arbitrary point H of Q~2J..k; the case of n = 3 has been 
treated bef are in a small paper (" P1'ace rnaternatyczno-fizyczno" , 
vol. 15, pages 83-85, 1904). And the more general case we do 
not touch here. 

Mathematics. - "On a special tetraedal cornplex." By Prof. JAN 

DE VRIES. 

1. Ey the equati.on 

• . • . (1) 

a system of similar ellipsoids is indicated. 
The normal in a point PIon the ellipsoid rontaining this point is 

determined by 
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a2 (m-ml) b2 (Y-Yl) c2 (Z-ZOI) 

mI Yt Zt 

or also by 

a2 + u b2 + U c2 + U lIJ=--lIJt , Y=-b
2 

-YI , Z=--ZI' . (2) 
~ ~ 

For its orthogonal coordinates of rays, i. e. the quan tities 

PI = lIJ-lC', P2 = y-y', Pa = z-z' , 

we find 
P4 =yz'-zy', Pr, =za/-tcz', Po = my'-yo/ , 

u'-u 
PI = -- mI etc. 

a2 

From this ensues that the 003 normals of the system of ellipsoids 
form a quadratic complex with the equation 

a2 PIP4 + b2 P2Pr, + c2 P3 Pa = O. • • • • • (3) 

2. For tbe traces of the normal with XOZ and YOz, we have 
successively u" = -- 02 and u' = - a\ so 

c2_b2 c2_a2 
z" = -- ZI and z' - z c2 - -c-2- I' 

Now fûllows from 
Z" : z' = (c2_b2

) : (c2 _a2
) 

that the complex can be built up out of OOI linear congruences, of 
which the directrices form two projective pencils of parallel rays 
situated in XOZ and YOZ having the direction OX and OY. So 
the complex is tetraedral and has as p1'incipal points 0 and the 
points Xa;' Ya; 1 Za; lying at infinity on the axes. 

The trace of the ray of the complex with XO Y is determined 
by Ui" = - c2

• If we notice that the parameter u is proportional to 
the distance of the point P indicated by it to the point PI' we see 
that out of 

u"'-u' a2_c2 

u"'-u" b2 _C2 

the characteristic anharmonic relation of the complex is obtained, 
namely 

3. The footpoints Plof the normals let down out of Po lie 
evidently on the cubic curve 

a2l1Jo b2yo c2
Z 0 

,7) = a2+v' y = b2+v' Z = c2 +v' . . . . . (4) 
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which passes through the points Po,O,Xoo' Y oo ,Zoo ,(v=O, oo,-a',--b',-(2), 
and which is thus au orthogonal cubic llyperbo]a w 3

• Each of its 
points PI determines an ellipsaid, for which PIPO is the normal 
in Pl. 

Through a given point PI pass COl curves w 3
; their "foei" (Null

punk te ) Po are indicated by 

a',vo = (a' + u)aJ I , b'yo = W + U)Yl' o'aJo = (0' + U)ZI; (5) 
so lhey lie on the normal havillg PI LtS footpoint. 

These curves are all situated on the surf ace determined by the 
equations 

,v = (a
2 + u)a\ y = W + u)y\ Z = (Cl

2 + n)z\. . . (6) 
a2 + v b2 + V 0

2 + V I 

or a1so by the equation obtained from these by ehmination of u 
and v 

0' (z - z 1) Z Z 1 
This same equation we obtain out of (3) if we express the 

coordinates of rays in the coordinates of points. So tlte locus of 
tlte CU1'ves w 3 passing I tltroug/~ PI is tlte cornplex cone of Pl. 

Corresponding to this we find out of (6) for v = const. a right 
line through PI> whilst u = const. indicates a curve w 3 through P,. 

4. Out of the preceding ensues that all bisecants of a curve w 3 

are rays of the complex. This is further contirmed by the calcnlatlOn 
of the coordinates of rays of the bisecant (v, Vi). We find out of (4) 

a2,vo (v' - v) 
P = , etc. 

1 (a' + v) (a' + v') 

b'o'yozo W -c')(v' - v) 
P4 = (b' + v) (c2 + v) W + v') ~02 + v')' etc. 

fi'om which ensues readily 

a'Pl'P4 + b'p,PG + c'PuPo = o. 
5. The planes of coordinates and the plane at infinity itre the 

pl'incipal plan es of the complex. The complex cone of a point lying 
in a principal plane must degenerate. 

We truly find out of (7) for Z'l = 0 the plan es z = 0 and 
(a'-c')ylx-(b'-o')mly=(a'-b')a:]y] . ... (8) 

In connection with this the curve w 3 consists 110W of the hyperbola 
z=o, (a'-b')my+b'ylm-a'.!\'!/=O .... (9) 
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and the right line cut by it 

(a'-c')a;=a',1)1 , (b'-o')y=b'Yl" •.. (10) 

lying in the plane (8). 
If in (7) we substitute À(J, f-Lf;J, vQ for :Cl' Yu .21 and reduce it to 

the form 

a' (; -},) (vy - f-Lz) + b' (~- (') (Àz - va;) + 0' (~- v}f.4X -ÀY)=O, 

then Q = 00 furnishes the equation 
(a' - b')Àpz + (b' - c') (LV,v + (c2 

- a') vÎ.y = 0, . (11) 

which represents the plane containing the normals with the direction 
(l, (L. v). The footpoints of these normals }je evidently on the right line 

{IJ: ,'la' = '!i : (J.b2 = Z : 1:0' • • • • • • (12) 

6. We determine with respect to the e1lipsoid (ka) the polar line 
of the norm al n l having PI as footpoint. 

For an al'bitl'ary point P' of that normal we find the polar plane 

a2 +u' :2 ,v1{IJ = ko'. 
3 a4 

For all values of u' this plane passes through the line of inter
section of the planes 

(13) 

(14) 

This line of intel'section is the required polar line. When leo changes 
it displaces itself evidentIy parallel to itself. 

Out of (13) and (14) we obtain the equation 

(a' - b2
) YIY (a' - c') ZlZ -Ic ' 

b4 + c4 - 0' 

which becomes identical with tbe equation 
b2y o'z 
-- -=b'-c' 
'!I, z, 

of a projecting plane of the nOl'mal n, with footpoint P" if the 
conditions are satisfied 

(a'-b') '!il b' (a'-c') ZI _ - 0' 

ko'b
4 (b'-()')y, ' ko'()4 -(b'-c')z,' 

Fl'om this we can deduce that the polar !ine of tbe normal n l 

with respect to the surface (ka) is again a normal n,; tbe footpoints 
PI and P, ale connected with each other by the involutol'Y relations 
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1111 111, = a6 ko' : (a'-b') (a'-c i
), 

'lh '!J, = b6 ko' : (b'-a') (b' _(2
), 

z 1 Z, = CC kO 2 : (c 2-a') (c 2 _b2
). 

By polarisation with respect to each of the ellipsoids the complex 
is thus transformed in itself. This agrees with a weU known property 
of the tetraedal complex. 

7. The footpoints of the normals are then arranged in an involutory 
quadratic correspondence, which transforms a right lme into a twisted 
cubic, thus the tetraedal complex into a complex of twisted cubics 
whjch all pass through the points 0, X oo ' y,"" Zoo' Let us now regard 
in general the transfJrmation 

,VlC' = a2
, '!JY' = W, zz' = r 2

• • • • • (15) 

It substitlltes fol' the ray of the complex indicated by (2) the 
twisted curve 

a' a2 b' W 
a/=(a2 +u),v

1
' Y'=W+ U )Yl 

If we still put 
a' {J2 
-= 111 0 , -=Yo' 
1111 '!Jl 

then this curve is indicated by 
2 62 2 , a 1110 , '!Jo , c Zo 

,v = a' + u· y = b' + u' z = IJ' + -; 
So it is the curve w 3 belonging to the "focus" Po, wbicb COI'l'e

sponds in the tl.'ansformation to the footpoint Plof the normal. 
'lYte complex of norrnalr; is thus transforrned into tlte comple.'l: of 

the curves w 3
• 

In connection with this the cone of the complex of PI passes into 
the locus of the CUl'ves (1)3 conk'l.ining the pomt Po, thus (~3) into 
the cone of the complex of Po' lndeed the equation (7) does not 
change in form If we apply the relations (15) and (16). 

8. If the vertex of the cone of the complex moves along thc 
l'ight line l represented bl' 

• _ À. I 111 1 + )., 111, _).1 Yt + À.2 Y2 _ ).1 Zl + Î, z, 
,V_ , y_ , z_ , 

À.I + À, À,1 + À,2 À. l + À2 

then the cones form a system with index: two represented by 

À,12 UI + 2 À,l i., Uu + i./ U, = 0, 
where 
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UI = 2 a2 (x - a: l) (Zl Y - '!h z) , Us = 2 a2 (.1' - lV2) (zs Y - '!J, z), 
3 3 

2 Uu = 2 a' {(a: - a:,) (Zt Y - Yt ZJ + (a: - lVI) (Z. Y - Y. z) I· 
3 

The envelope of this system, at the same time the locns of the 
conics of the complex having l as chord, has for equation 

U _ UI U. - U' 12 = O. 

The eight nodes which this biquadratic swiace of the comple.1J 
must possess are the points of intersection of the surf aces 

UI = 0, U12 = 0, U. = 0 . 

For we have 
oU au. oUI oUl • 

~ = UI ~ + U, ~ - 2 Uu -a- , ua: uilJ ua: a: 

oU 
so that ~ dlsappears for each of those mght points of intersection. 

uilJ 

To these nodes evidently belong the points 0, Xoo , Yoo ' Za:; the 
fou1' other ones change their places wIth the l'lght lme 1. 

That l is double right line of the surface of the complex is 
immediately proved by the snbstitution x = Xl + Î.Q, Y = Yl + (tQ, 

Z = Zl + V{! j on account of Zl'!/ - Ylz = Q (flZl - VYl) we see that 
U then obtains the factor (!'. 

I 
Mathematics. - "On a fj?'ouP 0/ comple.'c8s witll ?'ational cones 

of t!te cornplex." By Prof. JAN DE VRIES. 

~ 1. In a communication included in the Proceedings of May 
1903 1), I have treated a gl'OUp of complexes of rays possessing the 
property that the cone of the complex of an arbitrary point is 
rational. In the following a second group will be indicated with the 
same particularity. 

We consider a pencil (s) with vertex S in the plane 6, itnd in a 
second pJane 'I: a system of mys [tJII with mdex n (thus the system 
of the tangents of a rational curve 'l:n) and we suppose the rays t 
to be projectively conjugate to the mys s. The tritusversals of homo
logous mys form a complex, which will be investigitted here. 

Out of an arbitrary point P the pencll (S, a) is projected on the 
plane 'I: in a pencil (S', T), projective to [t}l' Together these systems 
of rays generate a curve of order (n + 1) having in S' an n-fold 
point; tor on au arbitmry ray s' through S' lies outslde S' the point 

1) "On complexes of rays in relation to a rational skew curve." VI, p. 12-17. 
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of intersection of s' with the corresponding ray t; on the rays s' 
conjugate to the n rays t passing through sr this point of intersecti~n 
faUs in S', so tllat the locus of the point (s', t) must pass- n times 
through S'; the curve is therefore of order (n + 1). 

Tlte cone (P) of tlte complex is of order (12 + 1) anc! of class 2n 
and ltas an n-fold edge ps. 

§ 2. If the point S' lies on the envelope 'tn two of the n rays t 
passing through Sf eoincide, so also two of the tangent planes through 
PS to the cone (P). 

'I'lte locus of the points, P f01' wltic1t two tangent planes tltrouglt 
the n-fold edge of t/ze cone of tlte complex coincide is the cone :2 of 
order 2 (n-1) proJecting the envelope 'tn out of S. 

The 3 (n - 2) euspidal edges of :2 contain the points P, for whieh 
three of the tangent plan es of (p) eoincide along the n-fold edge. 
The 2 (n - 2) (12 - 3) double edges of :2 form the locus of the points 
P, fol' which two pairs of tangent planes of P coincide along PS. 

The cone :2 is a part of the singular surface of the complex; 
the remaining parts are planes. 

To these belongs in the first plaee the plane (J. Each right line of 
(J is cut by 12 rays t, can thus be regarded 12 times as ray of the 
complex. Consequently (J is an n-fold principal plane. In connection 
with this the cone of the complex of a point P assumed in a 
degenerates into 12 planes coinciding with (J and into the plane 
through Pand the right line t corresponding to the ray s deter
mined by P. 

On the contrary 't is single pl'incipal plane, for each of its right 
lines rests on but one ray s. Tbe cone of the complex of a point P 
lying in t' degenerates into t' and into the 12 planes through Pand 
the n rays s corresponding to the n 1'ight lines t th1'ough P. 

Finally the1'e are still (n + 1) p1'incipal planes Yk , (k=1 to n+1), 
eaeh connecting two homologous rays s, t. For the points of the 
line of intersection of (J and l' are arranged by the projective systems 
(s) and [tJI! in a (i, n) corl'espondence; in each of the (n+i) points 
of coincidence Cic two homologous l'ays meet. In connection with 
this the cone of the complex. of a point P assumed in one of these 
principal planes degenel'ates into the combination of this principal 
plane with a cone of order n, for of the projective systems (s') and 
[tJu lying in t' two homologous rays coincide. 

§ 3. Thc curve of the complex (n) in the arbitrary plane 3r is of 
class (n + 1) and has the line of intersection (J 3r) as n-fold tangent; 
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so it is of order 2n. lts points of contact with (a n') a.re determined 
on (lJ n') by the n rays s corresponding to the n rays t through the 
point (lJT3l'). 

If 3l' passes through one of the 2 (n -1) points of intersection 
of (J with the envelope T,I two of the points of contact of (lJ n') coincide. 
Regarded as locus of 'points (31') then consists of a curve of order 
(2n-1) and the right Une (a 3l'). 

Tlte planes contaûzing curves of the complex fo1' wMch two points 
of contact of the multiple tangent coincide farm 2(n -1) sheaves 
having their ve1'tices on the line of intersection of a and T. 

If :re passes through a ray S1) then (3l') as envelope consisfs of a 
pencil having its vertex in the tl'ace of the homologous ray tI and 
of the pencil (S,:re) of which each ray belongs n times to the complex, 
because it is intersected by n rays t. As locus of points (:n-) is here 
the line connecting the vertices of the pencils counted 2n times. 

If :re contains a ray tI the envelope (3l') consists of a pencil having 
the trace SI of the homologous ray SI as vertex and of a curve of 
class n JOl' which (a n') is an (n-1)-fold tangent. As figure of order 
2n the curve (n') breaks up into a curve of ol'der 2(n-1), its (n-1) 
fold tangent and the tangent which can moeeover be drawn to it 

out of SI' 
If one brings 3l' through one of the coincidences Ck) then (3l') breaks 

up in the same way into a pencil with vertex Ck and a curve of 
class n. 

Tlte complex possesses an n-fold pnncipal poz'nt S and (n + 1) 
sing Ie principal points Ck. 

§ 4. Let us now consider the surface of the complex A of an 
arbitrary right line l, thus the envelope of tbe rays of the complex 
l'esting on l. The rays in a plane 3l' brought through 1 envelop a 
curve (:re) of order 2n (§ 3). If 3l' is one of the 2n tangent planes 
through 1 to the cone of the complex of the point -P lying on l, 
then two of the tangents drawn out of P to (n') coincide, so that 
P is a pohlt of (3l'). 80 each point of 1 belongs to 2n curves of the 
complex; consequently 1 is a 2n-fo1d l'ight line of A. 

The 8u?iace of the complex is of orde)' 4n. 
In the planes connecting 1 with the pl'incipal points Ck the curve 

(n') breaks up into a curve of order 2 (n -1) and two l'ight lines. 
This a1so takes place when 3l' passes thl'ough one of the n l'ays t 
l'esting on 1. In fbe plane thl'ough 1 and S the curve (3l') degenel'ates 
into a right line to be counted 2n times. 

In eacb of the plan es connecting 1 with the points of intel'section 
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of T'I and G the curve (~) consists of a curve of order (2 n -1) and 
a right line (§ 3). 

On A Zie besides the 2n-jold right line and a 2n-jold torsal r~qht 
line 6n single right lines more. 

The plane G contains 2 (n - 1) l'ight lines of A and touches A in 
the points of a curve of order (n + 1), which is the locus of the 
points where the curve of the complex (.7r) touches 'its n-füld tangent 
(G~). For, if the ray So resting on 1 cOl'l'esponds to the ray to cutting 
G in To, then one of the points of contact of the curve of the complex 
of the plane (l To) with G lies in the trace La of l; consequently 
the indicated points of contact lie on a CUl',"e of order (n + 1). This 
curve is generated by the pencils (La) and (S) arranged in a (1, n) 
correspondence; so it has in S an n-fold point. 

The plane T touches A according to a curve of order (n + j) 
which is the locus of the points of contact of the curves (n), in 
planes ~ through l, with the traces (~T). This curve has an n-fold 
point in the trace L", of 1 on T; the tangents in this multiple point 
are the traces of the planes :re cutting (lit) on the n rays s conjugate 
to the rays t drawn out of L'r' 

The plane T has fal'thermore the envelope Tu in common with A. 
For, wbile a point P of the rigl~t line (:rtt) bears in general n 
tangents of the curve of the complex (~) detel'mined by the rays s 
corresponding to the n rays t drawn through P, two of those 
tangents coincide as soon as P lies on the envelope T n; then ho wever 
P belongs to the curve (.7r), thu8 to the surface of the C'omplex A. 

Microbiology. - "An obligative anae1'obic jermentation Sarcina." 
By Prof. M. W. BEIJERINCK. 

The following 8imple but yet delicate experiment gives rise to a 
vigorous fermentation, caused by a sarcine, wherein microscopically 
no other microbes are perceptible alld which, when rightly performed, 
can produce a real pure culture of this fermentation organism. The 
simplicity of the experiment is the result of many pl'evious ~nvest
igations, partly made conjointly with Dr. N. GOSLINGS, which have 
gradually l'endered clear the conditions of life of the examined 
microbe. 

Bouillon with 3 to 10 % glucose, or malt wort, is acidified with 
phosphoric acid to an acidity of 8 cc. normal per 100 cc. of culture 
liquid and intl'oduced into a bottle, which is quiie fill~d with it 
and fitted with a tube to remove the gas. The infection is done 
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with an ample quantity 1) of garden soil, from which the heayiest 
and roughest portion has been removed,' but in which so much 
solid substance is left behind that in the nutrient liquid it forms 
a muddy deposit from 5 to 7 or more millimeters thick. The 
culture is effected in a thermostat at 37° C. Aftel' 12 hours already 
the liquid is in astrong fermentation, which lasts from 24 to 36 
hours, and whereby the surface is covered with a rough scum, 
produced by gas bubbles mounting up from the deptil. Whilst 
the liquid itself remains w holly free from microbes, the micros
copical image of the deposit shows a luxuriant, pure or al most 
pure culture of a sarcine, of which the elementary ceUs measure 
for the greater part about 3.5 flo, so that the species belongs to 
the largest forms known, and the multicellular sarcine-packages are 
easily visible to the naked eye. The ceUs are colorless and 
transparent and the packages present irregular sides. Here and there, 
but much less generally , a brownish intl'ansparent form is seen, 
wiLh more regularly cubical packages of which the ceBs measure 
2 to 2,5 flo. 

The scum floating on the fermenting fluid consists of slime in 
w hich the evolved gas remains for a time imprisoned. This slime 
is produced by the outer side of the sarcine ceUs, whose wans 
fol' the rest cOllsist of cellulose, which ber.omes violet-blue by zinc
chloride and jodine. This reaction was discovered in 1865 in the 
stomacal sarcine by SURINGAR '), who on this account argued the 
vegetal nature of th is ol'ganism, which fully corresponds to the 
small-celled fermentation sarcine. The large-celled form more resembles 
the figures which LINDNER 3) gives of his Sm'cina maxima, found, as 
he expresses it, in "Buttersäuremaischen", hence, in wort wherein 
a spontaneous butyric fermentation. I am not, ho wever, convinced \ 
th at both these forms do really belong to two different species of 
sal'cine, as it is weU known that in this genus of microbes great 
morphological differences may occur in the same species. 

The gas is a mixture of about 75 % carbonic acid and 25 0
/ 0 

hydrogen; methan is not present. Besides, a moderate quantity of acid 
is formed, which for example, in a nutrient liquid with an acidity 
of ti cc. per 100, may mount to 12 cc., a percentage only found 
back in the technical lactic fermentations. Furthermore a peculiar 
odor originates, reminding of the ordinary lactic-acid fermentation, by 

1) With little soil (cr infection, the experiment becomes doubtful. 
2) W. }<'. R. SURlNGAR, De sarcine (Sarcina ventriculi GOODSIR), pag. 7, 

Leeuwarden 1865. Here very good figures are to be found. 
3) Mikroskopische Betriebscontrolle in den Gärungsgewerben, 3e Aul!. p. 432, 1901. 
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Lactobacillus. If, as is probable, this acid will prove to consist 
entireIy, Ol' for the gl'eater portion, of lactic acid, the fermentation 
sarcine may be considered as the most differentiated lactic-acid ferment 
hitherto lmown. 

When using a sllfiicient quantity of soil for the infeC'tion, that is 
a relatively great number of sal'cines, which thereby, in the given 
circumstances, may compete with advantage with, and conquer 
all othel' micl'obes, the experiment described succeeds within very 
wide limits. Thus the sarcme fermentation may in tMs case be 
obtained as weU in an open jlask as in a closed battle, whence it 
follows that the sarcine can suffer a moderate quantity of oxygen; 
and it wIlI appeal' below, that a slight quantity is even wanted 
under all circumstances. Notwithstanding this, the name of obligative 
anael'obic remains applicable as the cultivation at fuIl atmospheric 
pressure is impossible. The acid may further be varied between 3 
and 11 cc. normal phosphoric acid per 100 cc .. The phosphoric acid 
may be replaced by lactic and even by hydrochloric acid, if the 
acidity of the latter is not taken higher than 6 to 7 cc. per 100 cc., 
but not by nitric acid. 

Instead of glucose cane sugar may be used, but with roilk sugar 
and roannite the experiment does not succeed. As source of 
nitrogen only peptone can be used, such as found in malt-wort or 
bouillon; simplel' nitrogen sources, like asparagin, ureum, ammonia 
and saltpeter, are unfit for the nitrogen nutrition of the sarcine. The 
limits of the temperature are wide and may vary between 28° C. 
and 41° C. 

Although the experiment may thus be modified in many respects, 
the first described arrangement is recommendabIe, as it is best adapted 
to the optimum of the different conditions of Iife of the organism. 

A property peculiarly important for this research is the readiness 
with which the function of fermenting, that is the power of evolving 
gas, gets lost under the influence of a secretion product, probably 
the acid, and through which all transports with old material become 
perfectly useless. Rence it is necessal'y to transport cuItul'es still in 
fermentation to insure the suceess of further experiments. 

That some aeration enhances the life-functions of this obligative 
anaerobic and that accese of a little air is even neceósary in the long 
run, is evident from the fact that the most vigorous fermentations are 
obtained in a closed bottle, with the deposit got in an open flask, 
whel'eas renewing of the nutrient liquid formed a bove the deposit 
in a closed bottIe wiJl aftel' few l'epetitions give rise io diminuation 
or cessalioJl of the fermentation. 
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For the continuation of the culture by inoculating slight guan
tities of material of a rough fermentation into the same nutrient 
liquid, two precautions should be taken. First, the inoculation should 
be done into the medium, freed from air by boiling, the bottie 
being entirely filled with the hot 1iquid, so that on cooling no air 
ean dissolve. Second, an acidity of 1ess than 7 proves not sufii
cient, hen ce thi& should be 8 or 10 CC., as otherwise the lactic acid 
ferments might prevail and supplant the sarcine. 

From the necessity of expelling the air we see that the fermen
tation sal'cine undoubtedly belongs to the ordinary anaerobics, whicb, 
considering the success of the rough accumulation experiment with 
aeration, might perhaps not have been expected ; but the fact holds good 
in the same way for the butyric acid ferment, generally accepted as 
an obligative anaerobic, so that, also with respect to the fermentation 
sarcine, there should be spoken of "microael'ophily." Fmther exami
nat ion shows that in deep test-tubes with maltwol't-agar, veryeasily 
pme cultures may be obtained, whereby the sal'cine is l'eeog
nisable by tbe obvious size and the remarkably rapid development 
of its colonies. On the other hand, on maltwol't, or broth-bouillon
glucose-agar-plates with or wIthout acid at 37° C., with access 
of air, no growth at all of the sarcine takes place, as might 
be expected. Of course the packages can also be seen on the 
plates without growing and be removed in a pure condition. When 
we make use of litt1e acid for the rough accumulation, colonies of 
lactic acid ferments, be10nging to the physiological genus Lacto
bacillus, will develop on the plates at the air, which can grow 
as weIl with ail without air, but whose other Iife conditions cor're
spond to those of the sarcine. In this case the experiment shows at 
the same time that everywhere in garden soil real 1actic acid fer
ments are present, whereof the proof had not been given until now. 

When using much acid, for example 10 cc. or more normal 
acid per 100 cc. of culture fluid, thl'ough whirh the vital functions 
of the sarcine, such as rapidity of growth and the faculty of assimilating 
oxygen, are lessened, certain alcohol ferments, proper to garden soil, 
come to development, but they can, together with some of the other 
impurifications of the rough accumulations, as moulds, .Mucor and 
Oidium, be checked and expelled by exc1usion of air, hence, by 
culture in closed bottles. To this end however, it is necessary to render 
the conditions for the sal'cine as favorab1e as possible and not allow 
a temperatme below 37° O. 

The staying out of the butyric acid fermentation (caused by Granu
lobacter SaCf'lia1'obutyricum), which so readily originates with exclusion 
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of air in glucose-bouillon and maltwort, is due to the acidity of 
about 8 cc. or more, whereby this fermentation becomes impossible. 

AHhough it is evident from the foregoing, that the growth of the 
sarcine is less inhibited by the acid than that of the lactobaciHi and of the 
butyric ferment, it may stIll be easily proved that already 7 cc. acid per 
100 cc., are less favorable than 3 or 5 cc., also for the development of the 
sarcine itself, so that the higher amount of acid in the accumulation 
only serves to render competition with the said ferments possible. 
If by timely transports into maltwort with more than 8 cc. phosphoric 
acid, Ol' by separation in solids, real pure cultures are at disposal, the 
further transfers, with entIre omission of the acid, show that then 
also vigorons growth and fermentation may occur. We th us see how 
wide the limits are of the life conditions of the sarcine, as soon as 
competition with all other microbes is quite out of question. 

The discovery of this certainly unexpected fermentation has spt'ung 
trom the worldng out of the general question which organisms of 
the soil can develop in a sugar-containing culture Huid in presence 
of an acid and with imperfect aeration. At temperatures of about 
30 0 O. and lower, alcoholferments, Jfucor racernosus and OidiU1n 
prove to be fhe strongest, but then already a few sarcines are 
obsel'\'ed. At about ·,Wo O. most alcoholferments of garden soil, 
besides jl[ucor and Oidium can no more compete with the sarcine 
and the lacto bacilli, which then become predominant. This being 
fixed the last steps which led to the culture of the fermentation 
sarcine alone, were the recognition of the obligative anael'obiosis, 
and of the superiority of the resistence of the sarcine with respect 
to anorganic acids compared with that of Lactobacilhls and the 
butyric ferments. 

Above, al ready , I pointed to the perfect corl'espondence of the 
small-celled form of the fermentation sal'cine to the descl'iption which 
SURINGAR gives of the stomacal sarcine, and I suppose that in the 
cases of non-cultivable Sm'cina ventriculi, of which, fol' instance, 
DE BARY speaks 1), there should l'eally be thought of the ferment
ation sarcine. This view is Suppol'ted by different obsel'vations in 
the oldel' litel'ature, cited by SURINGAR. But still more convincing is 
my accumulation experiment, which proveR that the conditions for 
the existence of this sal'cine are just of a nature to render its life in 
the stomach possible. 

It wiIl be easy to obtam certainty thereabout by a l'epetition of 

1) Vorlesungen uber Bacterien, Je Aufl. pg. 96, 1887. 
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this experiment, not with garden soil for infection material, but by 
using the stomacal contents of sueh a case of stomaeal sarcine. The 
"not cultivability" of DE BARY may mean the same as anaerobiosis, 
fol' it is weU known how difiicult it is, even at the present time, 
to eultivate anaerobics if the particulal's of their life conditions are 
not exactly known. 

For the rest I do not doubt of the pl'ecision OfJhLUNHEIM'S 1) and 
MIGULA'S 2) obsel'vations, wno have seen aerobic colonies of microcoeci 
originate from stomacnJ sar('ine. It is true that 1 fol' my part. have 
not succeeded in confirroing this observation with regal'd to the 
fermentation &arcine, but fol' other speeies of 8a1'cina I have, with 
certainty, stated the transition into micrococci, and with various 
anaerobics, although not belonging to the genus Sa1'cina, I have seen 
nowand then colonies originate of facllltative anael'obics, which in all 
othel' l'espects, eOl'responded to the obligative anaerobics used for the 
cultures. Therefore this modification also seems possible for some 
individuals of the fermentation sal'cine. Aecumulation Or transfer 
experiment& with stomacal contents will howevel' only then give 
positive results, if these are used when still in fermentation; with 
long kept material nothing can be expected. 

A.lready the older obsel'vers 3) as SCHLOSSBERGER (1847), SIMON 

(1849) and CRAMER (1858) have tried, altbough in vaiu, by a kind of 
accumulation expel'iments, fo cuitivate the stomacal sarcine, wherefore 
they pl'epared, as nutl'ient liquid, artificial gastrie juice with different 
additions. Remarkable, and illustrating the biological views of 
those days, is the fact, that for the infection they did not use 
the stomacal contents themselves, but beer yeast, supposing, that the 
sarcine might originate ti'om fhe yeast eeUs, which somewhat l'esemble 
it, and are always tound in the stomach togethel' with the sarcine 
itself. 

Physics. - "Tlte motion of electl'ons in metallic bodies." Il. By 
Prof. H. A.. LORENTZ. 

(Communicated in the meeting of January 28, 1905). 

~ 11. By a mode of reasoning similar to that used in the last ~, 

we may deduce a formula tOl' the intensity i of the eurl'ent in a 
closed thel'mo-eleetric circuit. For this pUl'pose we haye only to 
suppose tbe ends Pand Q, which consist, as has been said, of the 

1) Archiv f. experiment. Pathologie und Pharmacologie. Bd. IO, pg. 339, 188:'. 
2) System der Bacteriën. Bd. 2, pg. 259, 1900. 
S) Cited from SURINGAR (I. c.). 

Proceedings Roya! Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. VII. 
40 
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same metal and are kept at the same temperature, to be brought in 
contact with each othel'. The potentials rpp and po, will then become 
equa!, but the stl'eam of electl'ons v will no longel' be O. We shall 
have on the contl'al'y, denoting' by :2 the nOl'mal section, which may 
slowly change from point to point, as has already been observed, 

i = e v:2 " (36) 
Taking this into account and using (23), we get ti'om (21) and (30) 

dp 1 dV m d (1) m d log Al. 
dre = - -; dal - -; d,v h - 2elt -----;;:;;- - a:2 z. 

We sha11 integrate this along the circuit from P to Q. Since i 
has the same value evel'ywhere and 

Pp = Po, , Vp = V o, ltp = lt o" 
we find 

I 

q. 
_ m f~ d log A dre _ ij dre = o. 

2e h dm a:2 
p 

Here, the first term is redllced to the form (34), if we integrate 
by parts. Hence, if we put 

the result is 
J:;=R, 

F F=iR, i= R' 
as was to be expected. lndeed, a being the coefficient of conductivity, 
R is the resistance of the circuit. I 

§ 12. We shall now proceed to calculate the heat developed in a 
circuit iiJ. which th ere is an electric CUlTent i, 01' rather, supposing 
each element of the wire to be kept at a constant temperatlll'e by 
means of an extern al reservoir of heat, the amount of heat th at is 
transferred to such a reservoir pel' unit time. Let us consider to this 
effect the part of the circuit lying between the sections whose positions 
are determined by aJ and aJ + daJ and let u'dt be the work done, 
during the time dt, by the forces acting on the eJectrons in this 
element. W:2 being the q uantity of heat travel'sing a section pel' 
unit time, we may write 

d 
dm (W :2) dm 

for the diffel'ence between the quantities of heat leaving the element 
at one end and entering it at the othel', a,nd the prodllction of hea,t 
is given by 
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d ,.., 
q = w - - (W .l.)d.lJ. . . . . . . (37) 

dIJ) 

In order to determine 'tV, we obsel've in the first place that the' 
wOl'k done, dUl'ing the time dt, by the force acting on a single 
electron is 

mXgdt 

and that, by the fOl'mula (1), \ the element :Sda; contains 

fes, 1],~):2 dIJ} dl 

electl'ons having theil' velocity-points within the element dl of the 
diagram of velocities. Taking togethel' the farces acting on all these 
pal'tip,les, we find fol' theil' work 

m X ~ dIJ) dt . gf(g, 1], ~) dl , 

an expression th at has yet to be integrated over the whole extent 
of the diagram. On account of (4), the result becomes 

mXv2d.vdt, 

sa that, by (36) 
miX 

w=-dlJ). 
e 

Now, the value of X may be taken from (21). Substituting 

2 

v=
e2 

and using at the same time (23), we find 

sa that 

if we put 

and 

1 dlogA d (1) ei 
X = 2h ----a:;;- + dal h + mfJ2' 

w - - - --- + - - dre mi [1 d log A d (1)] 
1 - e 2/t d.v a.v A • • 

i' 
w, :::: - d.v. 

fJ2 

. • • . (38) 

• • • • (39) 

The expl'ession (22) may likewise be transformed by introducing 
into it the value (38), Ol', what amounts to the same thing, the 

value of 
dA 

21tAX--, 
d.v 

tl}at may be drawn fl'om (21). One finds in this way 

W=W1+W,. 
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if 
2:rmlA dit 

Wl =--- - ....... (40) 
3lt4 dtv 

and 
m mi 

W.=-v=-. . ..... (41) 
h e2lt 

§ 13. The expression (37) fol' the amount of heat produced in 
the element dx may now be dlvided into three parts. 

The th'st of these 
i' 

w,:=:-dm 
62 

dtv 
corresponds to JOULE'S law. Indeed 62 is the l'esistance of the part 

of the circuit extending ti'om (x) to (x + dx). 
The second part 

d 
--(W 2) dm 

dtlJ 1 

is entirely independent of the current, as appears f,'om (40). It may 
therefore be considered to be due to ol'dinal'y ronduction of heat. 
This is confirmed by comparing it with what bas been said in § 9. 

It remains to consider the quantity of heat 

I d W q = W l - - ( 2 2) dtv, 
d.1! 

or, if (39) and (41) are taken into, account, 
I mi dlogA 
q=---d.'IJ. 

2 e lt dtlJ 

This expre&sion, proportional to the CUl'rent and rhanging its sign 
if 1he latter is reversed, will lead uS to formulae fol' the PELTlER. 

effect and the THoMsoN-effect. Reduced to unit current, it becomes 

, m dlogA 
q =- --d.'IJ . . (42) 

1=1 2elt d.7· " 

a. 1 shall suppose in the first pI ace that, between two sections 
of the circuit, there is a gradual transition from the metal 1 to the 
metal H, the tempel'ature and consequeIltly!t being the same thl'ough
out t11is part of the circuit. Then, reckoning ,'IJ from the metal 1 
towal'ds 1I, and integrating l42), 1 Hnd fol' the heat produced at the 
"plare of contact" by a cm'rent of unit strength flowing from 1 
towal'ds I1, 

m l (All) _ 2al' l (All) - og - _-- og - . 
2 e lt 'Al 3 e . Al 
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Hence, if we cha,racterize the PEJ,TIER-effect by the ab,,01'1Jtion of 
heat 11/,11 taking place in this case, 

2 a l' (Al) 2 a l' (NI) 
lI/,1l = Te log AII ,= s-;- log Nn . . . (43) 

ó. In the second place, substituting again for h the value (14), 
we shaH a,pply (42) to a homogeneous part of the circuit. We have 
then to conslder log A as a function of the temperature T, so thnt 
we may write 

2aTdlogA 
, =----- dl' 

q 1=1 3e dT 

fOl" the heat deyeloped between two points !rept at the temperatnres 
T a,nd T + cl T, if a current of unit strellgth flows from the first 
point towards the latter. What KELVIN has caUed the "spccific heat 
of electricity" (THOl\ISoN·effect) is thu5 seen to be represented by 

2aTdlogA 
(.L=---- ....... (44) 

3e dT 

§ 14. An important feature of the abm"e results is their agreement 
with those of the weU known thermodynamic theory of thermo
electric currents. This theory leads /0 the relations 

. . (45) 

and 
Til 

F= - Ji: IJ dT, . . . . . . . (46) 

T' 

in which (.11 and (.Lll are the specific heats of electricity in the 
metals land Il, at the temperature '1', whereas F denotes what we 
have calculated in § 10, viz. the electromotive force in a circuit 
composed of these metals and whose junctions are kept at the 
temperatures T' a,nd T/I, the force being reckoned positive if it 
tends to produce a, current which flo\vs ti'om I towards II through 
the fh'st junction. 

The values (44), (43) and (35) are easily seen to satisfy the 
equations (45) and (46). 

Instead of verifying this, we may as weIl infer directly from (42) 
that our results agree with what is l'equired by the laws of thermo
dynamics. On account of the first of these we must have 

:Eq'/=l= -F 
and by the second 
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'. :2 q1-1 = 0 
1 ' 

the sums in these formulae relating to all elements of -the closed 
circllit we have examined in § j 1. Now, by (42), these formulae 
become 

and 

Q 

F = _ mJ~ ~lOfl A dm 
2e lt dtv 

p 

Q I 

J 1 dlogA 
'tT dm dtv = O. 

p 

The first of these equations is identical with (34:) and the second 
holds because kT has evel'ywhel'e the same value. 

It must also be noticed that the fOl'mula (35) implies the existence 
of a thermo-electl'ic series and the weIl known law l'elating to it. 
This follows at once from the fact that the value (35) may be 
written as the difference of two integrals depending, for given 
temperatures of the junctions, the one on the properties of the fil'st 
and the other on those of the second meta!. Denoting by III a third 
metal, we may represent by Fl, 11, FlI, 111, FIlI, 1 the electromotive 
forces existing in circuits composed of the metals indicated by the 
indices, the junctions having in all these cases the temperatUl'es T' 
and Til and the positive direction being such that it leads thl'ough 
the junction at the fi1'st tempeI'ature from the metal indicttted in 
the first towa1'ds that indicated in the second pl~ce. Then it iil seen 
at once that 

FE, IJ + FIl, III + PlIl, [= O. . . . . . (47) 
Strictly speaking there was no need to prove this, as it is a con

sequenee of the thermody:r;tamic equations and our l'esults ag1'ee 
with these. 

§ 15. In what pl'ecedes we have assumed a single kind of free 
eJectrons. Indeed, many observations on other classes of phenomena 
have shown the negative electrons to llave a gl'eate1' mobility than 
the positive ones, so that one feels inclined to ask in the first place 
to what extent the faets may be explained by a theo1'Y wo1'king 
with only negative free eItlCtrons. I 

Now, in el:amining this point, we have first of all to eonside~' the 
absolute value of the eleetl'omotive force F. It' we suppose the tem
pel'atures 1" /lnd Til to diffel' hy one degl'ee and if we ~neglect thc 
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variability of Ni and NlI in so small an interval, we may write 
for (35) 

20. Nn 
Flo =3; log NI' 

NlI '3e 
log -=- , Flo, 

Nr 20. 

The value of the first factor -on the righthand side may be taken 
from what, in § 9, we have deduced from the electl'ochemical 
aequivalent of hydrogen 1). We found fol' T = 291 

50 that 

aT 
-=38x105

, 
e 

NII ~ 
log - = 0,00011]i 1°' 

Nr 

In the case of bismuth and antimony, Flo amounts to 12000, 
corresponding to 

NJ[ 
log-= 1,32 

NI 
NIl_ 37 
NI - , 

I see no ditlicult,v in admitting this mtio bet ween the mImber of 
free electl'ons in two metals wide apart from each other in the 
thermo-electric series 2). 

1) The numbers of that § cODtain an error which, however, has no influence 
on the agreement that ~hould be established by them. The value of 3 pand that of 
oc1.1 

- deduced from the measurements of JAEGER and DIESSELHORST are not 38 and 
e 

47, but 

and 
3 p = 38 X 10~ 

aT =47 X ]05, 

e 

Nu 
2) Let n be the mean value of log NI between tbe tempel'atuz'es T' and T'/, 

Then the equation (35) may be put in the fOl'ln 

2 
Pe = - na (1''' - 1"). 

3 
This may be expressed as folJows: The work done by the electromotive force 

in case one electron travels al'ound tbe circuit is found if we multiply by ~ n 

the increase of the meau kinetic enèl'gy of a gaseous molecule, due 10 an elevation 
of tempel'ature from T' to T", 
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'rhe question now arises whether it wiIl be possible to explain 
all observations in the domain of thermo-electricity by roeans of 
suitable assumptions concerning the number of free electrons. In order 
to form an opinion on tl1is point, I shaU suppose the PELTIER-effect 
to be known, at one definite temperature To, for all combinations 
of some standard metal with other metals and the THoMsoN-effect to 
have been measured in all metals at all temperatures. 'l'hen, aftel' 
having chosen arbitrarily the number No of free electrons in the 
standard metal at To' we may deduce from (43) the corresponding 
values for the other conductors, and the eql1ation (44) combined with 
(13) and l14), will serve to determine, for all metals, the value of 
N at any temperature we like. Now, the numbers obtained in this 
way, all of which contain No as an indeterminate factor, will sufiice 
to account for all other thermo-electric phenomena. at least if we 
take for granted that these phenomena obey the Jaws deduced from 
thermodynamics. Indeed, these Jaws Jeading to the l'elation 

L 

11], 11 + IIl1. III + IIl1I. I = 0, 

similar to (47), the values of N we have assumed will account not 
only for the PELTIER-effect at the temperature To for all metals 
combined with the standal'd metal, but also for the effect, at the 
same tempel'atnre, for any combination. Finally, we se€.' fi'om (45) 
that the value of nr.lI at any ternperature may be found from that 
corresponding to To' if we know the THoMsoN-effect for all inter
mediate temperatures and from (46) th at the values of the electro
motive force are determined by those of II. 

There is but one difficulty that might arise in this comparison I of 
theory with experimental l'esults; it might be that the assumptions 
we should have to make concerning the numbers N would prove 
incompatible with theoretical considel'ations of one kind or another 
about the causes which determine tIle number of free electl'ons. 

As to the conductivities fol' heat and electl'icity, it would always 
he possible to obtain the right values ti'om (24) and (27), provided 
only we make appropl'iate assnmptions concerning tbe length l of 
the free path between two encounters 1). 

It must be noticed, however, that, whatever be the value of tbis 

length, tlle fOl'egoing theory requires that the ratio !:... shall be the 
() 

1) lf the elect! ie conduclivlty were mvelsely plOpOl tiollal to the absolute tempe
rature, a'5 it is applm .. imately for some metals, alld if we might neglect the varia
tions of N, the lormula (24) would requil'e that t is iuverselY pl'oportional lo 
VT. I am unable to explain why N should val'y iu this way. 
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same fol' all metals. The rather large deviations from this law have 
led DUUDE to assnme more than alle kind of free electrans, au hypo
thesis we shall have to discuss in a &equel to this paper. For the 
moment I shaH only obsel've that one reason fol' admitting the 
existence n01 onIy of negative but aIso of positive free eIectrons 
lies in the fact that the HALL-effect has not in all metals the same 

dil'ection. 

(March 22, 1905). 
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KONINKLIJKE .AKADEMIE VAN WETENSOHAPPEN 
TE AMSTERDA~f. 

PROOEEDINGS OF THE MEETING 

of Saturday March 25, 1905~ 

---_O,~Q;_· ---

(Translated fr om : Verslag van de gewone vergadering der Wis- en Natuurkundige 

Afdeeling van Zaterdag 25 Maart 1905, Dl. XIlI). 

OONTENTS. 

R. MEIUIKE: "On momcnts of inertia and moments of an nrhitrary Older in spaces of arbi· 
trnry high lank". (Communicatcd by Pl'of. P. H. SCHOUTE), p. 596. 

S. J. DE LANGE: "On the bI anchiog$ of the nerve-cells in rcpose aod aftel' fatigue". (Com. 
muniratcd by Prof. C. WINKLEI.), p. 599. (With one plate). 

J. A. C. OUDE~IANS: "A shon account of the determination ofthc longitude of St. Denis (Island 
of Réunion) executed in 1874", p. 6U2. 

W. HmsKAMP: "On the pl'esence of fibringlobulin in fibrinogensolutions". (Communicated 
by Prof. C. A. PEKELHARING), p. 610. 

J. D. VAN DER W HLS: "The transformation of a branch plait into a main plait and vice 
vel sa", p. 621. (With one plate). 

JAN DE VRIES: "A group of algebraic complexes of rays", p. 627. 
JAN DE VRIES: "On nets of algebraic plane curves", p. 631. 
Errata, p. 633. 

The following papers were read: 

Mathematics. - "On moments of inertia and moments of an 
a1'bitra1'y orde?' in spaces of arbitra1'y high mnk." By Prof. 
Dr. R. MEHMKE at Stuttgart. (Oommunicated by Prof. P. H. 
SCHOUTE). 

In the "Mathematische Annalen" Vol. 23 (1884) pages 143-151 
I have pointed out a manner of calculating the moments of inertia, 
leading easily and quickly to the pUl'pose and being independent 
of the number of dimensions. As an il1stance I chose the case of 
a figure fiUed with a homogeneous matter in the space of (n-1) 
dimensions, analogous to the tetrahedron, thus accol'ding to the weU
known expl'ession of Mr. SCHOUTE a simplex S/I' Without being 
acquainted with this Mr. SOHOUT!!: has lately treated this case in 

41 
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. VII. 
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anothel' way in the "Rendiconti del Circolo Matematico di Palermo", 
Vol. XIX (1905) and has arrived at the same result. Instead of 
contenting mjself with the referen<'e to these facts I wish to com
municate how in the same way moments of any higher order than 
the second can be foulld. It is true this problem has been prepared 
in the above mentioned place, pages 146-147, for a simplex so far, 
that but a slight step would have been necessary to bring about its 
solution. 

Let us presuppose a flat space of (n - 1) dimensions, a space 01 
"rank" ("Stufe") n as GRASSMANN expressed it as early as 1844, or of 
"point-value" n as Prof. SCHOUTE has said in his excellent textbook 
on polydimensional geometry. Tbe moment My of order v of an 
arbitrary material figure belonging to this space with respect to a 
space E of rank (n-1) (thus n-2 dimensions) contained in the 
bame space is 

M J'I'Ydm, 

where r indicates the distance of a central point p in an element 
of that figure from E, drn the mass of the element. According to 
GRASSMANN however 

'1'= [Ep], 

i. e. equal to the "outer" product of E and p, when we assign 
both to E and p the numerical value 1, consequently 

M y J [Ep]Ydm . .. "1 •• (a) 

I assume that v is a positive integer. If v is an even number 
and if the moment is to be calrulated with respect to a space A of 
a rank smaller than (n -1), if thus it is e. g. a case of a moment 
of inertia with respect to an axis (v=2), then according to GRASSMANN 

'1'2 = [ApIAp], 

where the symbol I denotes the "inner" multiplication, and we 
arrive at 

b) 

The integrals appea1'ing in a) and b) can be evaluated by one 
and the same integration, if we make use of the ve1'y useful notion 
of the "gap-expressions" introduced by GRASSMANN. If namely we 

place the point p appearing in [Ep]Y or in [Ap I Ap]"2" symbolically 
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outside the brackets and if with PEANO we indicate every gap thus 
formed by *, we arrive at 

or 

r' = Lp·, 
where the expression L (furnished with v gaps) is equal to [E. J. 

in the first case and to [A. I A. J2 in the second. The expression L 
remaining constant in the integration H can be placed before the 

symbol J of the integral, so that we get 

M. = Lp. dm = LpCv). . • • • • • (1) 

This has reduced our problem to the determination of the "point
quantity of order v" 

p(.) = fo· dm, . . . . . . . . (2) 

belonging to the given material figure. (The vth power of a point 
p we have to imagine as the v-fold point p. The algebraic product 
of v different points is the total of these points, where on account 
of the interchangeability of the factors of an algebraic product the 
order of succession of the points is arbitra'ry. Tbe sum of an arbitrary 
number of sueh like quantities has primarily but a fOl'mal meaning, 
but then it may be represented geometrically by a figure of order 
v, the analogon of the ellipsoid of inertia). The integral2) is depen
dent only on the form and the distribution of the mass of the given 
material figure, and wbilst when treating our problem in the llsual 
way with the aid of cartesian coordinates the spaee E or A may 
have a very disturbing influence upon the integration this influenee 
is here entirely done away with. Various ofher problems lead to a 
similar integral as 2). If inter alia we wish to calculate the kinetie 
enel'gy T of an (invariabie or affinitely variabie) continuously moving 
system of masses for an arbitrary epoch, then 

2 T= f"dm, 
where v denotes the velocity of a central point p in the element 

dm, But v2 is eqllal to the "inner" square of the vector dp l'epl'e
dt 

senting the velocity of p according to leng th nnd direction, i.e. 
41* 
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dp dp 
v~ = dt I dt' 

and when the symbol 2/ denotes a certain affinity the momentaneous 
system of veloeities of the system of masses is indicated by 

dp 
dt = 2/p; 

hence we have 
T = Lp(2), 

L = ! [2/,;: I Slh], p(2) Jp2dm. 

The evaluation of the sta.tie sum of the forces of inertia of an 
arbitrary order ealled forth during the motion of the system of mass 
at any epoch and the evaluation of the energies of higher species 
inter alia considered by J. SOlIIOFF also lead to the integral p(2). 

It does not raise the slightest difficulty to find the integral p(Y) for 
a simplex of constant denseness with the vertices al' a 2' • • , CI,I, 

We can put 
P = }.,l al + À,2 a2 + . . . + À,n an, 

where all points inside the simplex are obtained, when to the 
numerical qualltities 11' À2' •• , 111 are given all positive values 
compatible with the condition 

11 + l~ + + 41 = 1 

If we think the simplex broken up into elements of the shape of 
the parallelotop, i. e. of the (n -1) dimensional analogon to the 
parallelepiped of our space, and with edges parallel to the edges of 
the simplex starting fi'om au then a slight calculation to be found 
(1. c.) on page 14,7 gives us 

dm = (n-1)! M d12 dla ... dÀm 

where M indicates the mass of the entü'e simplex. Rence we find 

p(Y) = (n-1)! kJ ]<11 al + 12 a~ + ... + ln an)Yd12 d13 ••• dÀn. 

The polynomial theorem gives 

with 

VI' V 2 , ••• Vn = 1,2, ... n , VI + v~ + .. , + V,I = n. 

On the other hand we find according to a wellknown, theorem 
of LIOUVILLE under the above eonditions for 11, l~, . .. ln : 
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hellce 

. (3) 

with 
VI + V 2 + ... + Vn = 1'. 

The sum to the right conld evidently be arrived at out of 
(al + a2 +. . . + all)' by developing it according to the polynomial 
theorem and by suppl'essing all the polynomial coefficients. The factor 

V! (n-I)! 

(v + n-I)! 

is nothing else but the reciprocal of the number of terms. By introducing 
in 1) the obtained value of ]l '), we find, w hen the distance of the 
vertex ai of tbe simplex from the space E or A is indicated by J!I' 

v! (n-I)! 
M, = .JIJ ~ YI'j Y/2 • •• Ynv", 

(v+n-l)! ~ 

(v 1 + v 2 + ... + VII = 1'). 
For V = 2 I have dednced (1. c.) the snm in 3) to a sum of (12+1) 

respectively 12 squares, in othel' wordt. I have substituted for the 
simplex a system of (n + 1) resp. 12 smgle material points, which 
is equivalent to W with respect to all questions connected wHh the 
moments of inel'tin. For V > 2 a simllar reduction seems to be less 
easily effectible. 

Stuttgart, March 1905. 

Physiology. - "On tlte branchings of the nel've-cellr; in 1'epose mul 
aftel' fatigue." By Dr. S. J. DE LANGI<l. (Communicated by 
Prof. C. WINKJ,ER.)' 

In the laboratory of MATTHIAS DUVAL some experiments have been 
made by MANOUÉLIAN in order to ascertain whetbet' it is possible 
to demonstrate modiflcations in the dendrites of the ganglion-cells in 
cases of sleep through fatigue. His resuIts have been published in 
the "Comptes Rendus de la Société de Biologie, 28 Févr. 1898" and 
subsequently. 

The animals he made use of for his experiments were mice, alld 
he procceded in the following manner: ~or the space of au hour 
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together a mouse was drivf'n to and fro iJl a cage, without granting 
it any rest; af ter that the exhausted animal fell asleep or at any 
rate l'emained perfectly quiet. The control-animal was kept in perfect 
repose. Both animals were then kiIled, and small pieces of the 
brain were immediately fixed aftel' the method of GOLGI. He 
obtained manifest results already when onIy feebly magnifying: the 
collaterals of the dendrites have vanished, instead of' these the 
dendrites have globular tumefactions, retraeted branchings which 
seem to have loosened themselves from the neighboUl'ing end-arbor
isations. 

MANOUÉLIAN writes:' 
"On pen se, en présence de ces images, à celle d'une sangsue vue 

comparativement dans l'état d'élongation et dans l'état de rétraction 
en bonie." 

Previous to these experiments, RABL-RüCKHARDT had published a 
theory on the amoeboid motion in the eeUs of the central nerve-

r 
system, a theory not founded however on mieroscopical data. (Neurolog. 
Oentralblatt :1,890, p. 199). The investigations of WIEDERSHEIM who 
experimented on a living Orustacea, Leptodora hyalina, and th08e 
of PERGENS and others on the retina of Leueiscus rutilu8, Aeemed to 
confirm the conjectures of RABL-RüCKHARD. 

WIEDERSHEIM has been able to follow the motion of the processes 
of the nerve-cells with the microscope and arrives equally at the 
conclusion : "dasz die centrale N ervensubstanz nicht in fltarre For
men gebannt, sondern dasz sie activer Bewegungen fahig ist." 

J. DEMO OR injected dogs with lethal dozes of mOl'phia, and studied 
a small piece of the cortex cerebri, which he extil'pated before the 
death of the anima!. He too, and likewise STEFANOWSKA, aftel' injecting 
mice with ether, found similar changes as observed by MANOUÉLIAN: 
the branchings having become smaller and shaped like a string 
of beads. 

Two american authors however, FRANK and WEIL, did not obtain 
these restllts on animals under narcosis. 

In order to obtain some certitude whether any differences might 
in reality be observed, I tried a. few experiments in the laboratory 
of Professor WINKLER. 

Firstly I did repeat the experiments of STEFANOWSKA and DElI,IOOR, 
albeit the methods employed were not in every respect the same 
as theirs. 

The mice were brought under narcosis by means of chloroform 
instead of ether: immediately aftel' death they were decapitated, the 
head was caught into a liquid, prepared aftel' the method of GOLGI 
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S. J . DE LANGE. "On the branchings of the nerve·cells in repose 
and af ter fatigue." 

Nerve-cells of the cornu Ammonis from a mouse, exhausted by incessantly 
running in a turn ing cage for four hours together. 

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. VII. 
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modiûed by Cox, whilst the brain was prepared directly in the liquid. 
For the contro! another monse, not having been put under narcosis, 
was treated in the same mannel'. No differences whatever were to be 
observed in the microscopical preparations, obtained by means of the 
freezing-microtome. 

Neit.her did I obser\"e any differences in the case of mice, injected 
in the manner used by DEMOOR with repeated doses of morphia until 
death ensued. 

Thinking these results might have been impaired by the fact that 
the animals were decapitated only ,"tfter death, I next tried with the 
utmost accuracy a repetition of the experiments of MANouÉLIAN. 

A mouse was put into a turning cage, being the1'efore constrained 
to run incessantly, whilst the cage was kept in continual motion by 
means of a smaH motor driven by water. The motion was continued 
for four hours together, the animal experimented upon being therefore 
perfectly exhausted. Mean while the con trol animal had been kept in 
darkness, enveloped in wad ding. The four hours having elapsed, 
both animals were very quickly decapitated, the heads. being caught 
into the fixation-liquid, and the brain being fl1l'ther prepared in it. 

Aftel' ten weeks the preparations were impregnated with celloidine 
and section-series in frontal direction were, made of both brains. In 
this way it became possible to obtaill a comparable material. 

For fllrther con trol anothel' pair of mice was sacriûced, for the 
purpose of demonstrating by means of the method of NrssL the 
pres en ce of the well-Imown modifications in the easily tinctul'ed parts 
of the protoplasma of the nerve-cells. 

For whilst under normal conditions the elective tincturing part of 
the protoplasma of the ganglion-cells is divided into sm all granula, 
in case, of fatiglle these granula tend to dissolving more and more, 
the tincturing of the cellular body thns becoming homogeneolls. 

These modifications are clearly to be observed in the ganglion-cells 
of the exhausted animal experimented upon: the fatiglle tllerefore 
must haye been exquisite. 

The preparations, made aftel' the method of GOLGr modified by 
Cox, offer however beautiful ·arborisations as weIl in the case ofthe 
non-fatigued animal, as in that of the exhausted one nsed for the 
experiment, the annexed photogl'aphical reproduction of the exhausted 
ani mal presenting no trace of retracted hranchings, or of globular 
tumefactions, neither of being shaped like a string of beads. 

I have therefol'e not succeeded in demonstrating aftel' thig method 
modifications in the branching system' of the nerve-cells of the cortex 
cerebi, caused by iutense fatigue. 
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Astronomy. - Prof. J. A. C. OUDEMANS presents as a first communi

cation on his jOllrney to Réunion fol' observing the transit of 
Venus: "A short account of the determination of t/te longitude 

of St. Denis, (Island of Réunion), executed in 1874." 

In our ordinary meeting of October 30, 1875 I communicated 
a few details on the state of the computation of the observations 
at St. Denis on the transit of Venus of December 9, 1874. The 
purport substantially was, that the computations had been carried 
out as far as was possible at that moment. 

Several circumstances, independent of my will, were the cause that 
this state of things remained the same tiII the middle of last year, 
and that the computations could not earher be taken in hand again. 

What I communicated then has been inserted in the Proceeding6 
of that meeting. Passing by all that refers to the heliometer 
measures, which I hope to take up at some later time, I will only 
mention the fact that the necessity was pointed out of determining 
with precision the longitude of the place of observation. 

For this purpose we, viz. Mr. ERNST VAN DE SANDE BAKHUYZEN, 
Mr. SOETERS and myself: have observed a number of occultations, 
not so much of the brighter stars, announced in the Nautical Alma
nac, as 1'at11er of fainter stars, of the 8th Ol' 9th magnitude, the posi
tions of which were not yet known with precision at that time. 
These had to be determined therefore by meridiall observations; our 
honoured president readily undertook the task of having these deter
minations mado at the observatory nnder his direction. 

As a rule at least four determinations have been made of each star. 
Though the added epochs show that this was done between the 
years 1879 and 1884, it lasted a considerable time, till November 
1901, befilre the reductions of those determinations had proceeded so 
far that the results could be communicated to me. 

At the same time my attention was called to the fact that most 
of these stars had been since also observed at other observatories. 

1t thus became necessary, in my opinion, to look fol' all these 
determiuations in the several Almals and to reduce them to the same 
epoch, (of course 1874), in order to make allawance for proper 
motion, whereyer necessary. In many cases it pl'oved sufficient to 
retain the Leiden determination unchanged. 

Bnt besides, the errors of the lunar tabJes, that is to say of 
the positions published in the Nautical Almanac, had ta be derived 
from observations. For this purpose the observations at the meridian-
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circles of Paris, Greenwich and Washington and those at the AHa
zimuth of Greenwich have been used. 

It is true that, in a remarkable paper, Investigation of corJ'ections 
to HANSEN'S Tab les of the moon, with tables for thei?' application, 
NEWCOMB brought together the corrertions to be applied to the for
mulae by means of which HANSEN calculated his tables of the moon. 
The paper contains the terms which had to be added according to 
the state of science in that year, and also an empirical correction 
determined by the most recent observations. 

Moreoyer a table of corrections for 1874 was given, founded on 
these data. But aftel' having made a diagram representing, both the 
corrections found by direct observation and those furnished Lr 
NEWCOMB'S table, I came to the conclusion that the former was to 
be preferred 1). 

As for the longitude of St. Denis, I vvill remal'k, that it has been 
determined by the French naval officer GERMAIN in 1867 and 1868 
by means of 13 culminations of t11e first and 12 of the second limbo 
In t11e C01211aissance des Temps of 1871 a short report of that deter
mination is to be found. Though the 25 results there glVen, agree 
tolerably weU, th is kind of determinations is always lIable to the 
drawback that the difference in the constant error, made in observing 
the culmination of the moon's limb and of the comparison stars, 
enters into the result, about thirty times magnified. Thete is 110 fear 
of such an injurious influence in a determination of longitude by 
occultations '). Ir the voyage to roa('h the isle of Réunion did not 
last so long, and if the Indian Ocean were not so wild and bois-

1) The present state of science requires a correct ion of one of the tables of 
NEWc.mlB. He points out (page 9) that the parallactic equatlOn of HANSEN is founded 
on the val ne 8".916 of the solar parallax, whereas the value ",hl eh he derived in 
1867 from all the available materials is but 8" 848, whieh is l~ss by 0".068. 
Further that later determinations require r,lther a diminution than an mcrease of 
that number. At present 8".800 is generally adopted as being the most prouable 
value of tbe solar parallax, which is less than NEwconlB's value by 0".048. The 
parallactie correction of NEWCOnIB must therefore be inereased 1,7 fold; in other 
words: th ree terms have to be added, viz.: 

+ 0".67 sin D + 0",05 sin (D-g) - 0".09 sin (D + 9'), 
where D represents the me·m elongation of the moon from the Fun, g the mean 
anomaly of the moon and g' that of the sun. 

2) NEWCOAIB says at the beginning of his paper above mentioned: "Determi· 
"nations of longitude from moon occuJtatlOns are found by experience to be 
"subject to constant errors which it is diffieult to deterrnine and aliow for. It 
·was therefore a pal t of the poliey of the Ameriean Commission to depend on 
·occultations rather than up on eulmination'l for the determinations of longitudes, etc." 
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terous, these voyage would a180 present an occasion of determining 
the longitude by transport of chronometers. Unfortunately the results 
given by the different chronometer::; were so diverging as to oe of no 
value whatsoevel'. 

The report above mentioned of GERMAIN'S determination is accom
panied by a plan showing his place of observation. We see from 
this plan that west of the town the river St. Denis runs' nearly in 
a north-north-westerly direction towards the sea and that the place 
of observation of GERMAIN was still on the west of the rivel'. 

A brick pillar, on which stood his transit instrument in 1867 
and 1868, was still extant during our stay in 1874. 

The result of GERMAIN'S determination of longitude and latitude 
was given by him as follows: 

Longitude of the place of observation east of Paris 
Reduction to the flag-staff, eaót of the Barachois ei. e. 

of the little creek which protects the sloops in landing) 

Longitude of the flag-staff east of Paris, (sic.:) . 

Southern latitude of the place of observation deter
mined by 4 northern and 3 southern stars 

Reduction to the flag-staff . 

Southern latitude of the flag-staff . 

+ I ,07 

20°52' 2",0 
- 23,7 

20°51'38" ,3 

0111' observations of occultations took place at different points, the 
relative position of which was accurately determined by Mr. SOETERS. 

Taking the difference of longitude of Paris and 1 Greenwich 
= 9m20s63 from the Nautical Almanac of 1874, (as given at that 
time both in the C. d. T. and in the N. A.), we got from the num
bers just mentioned, for the flag-staff 3h41m4 7 ,43 east of Greenwich. 

Corresponding therewith: 

Place of observation : Long. E. of Gl'. Latitude 
1 st on the ground of the harbour office 31141 m.J, 7s ,32 - 20°51'40",6 

2nd "" " " our dwelling house, 
N°. 51 Rue du Conseil . 48 ,11 46 ,1 

31d Near or in the pavilion of the helio
meter on the battery . 47 ,81 35,3 

The calculation of the longitude from the occultations has been 
carried out on printed forms, arranged accol'ding to the method which 
I developed in the Astronomische Nacltricltten N°. 1763. 

In this method tlle declination of the moon is taken from the 
I 
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astl'onomical almanac, using an adopted longitude; the parallax is 
then computed tOl' that point of the moon's limb, where the stal' 
has dibappeared and which theretore lIas t11e same l'ight ascension 
and declination as the star. We th en have to add or to subtract two 
terms to or from the right ascensioFl of the star, to get that of the 
moon's centre, and finally we find from the almanac the Greenwich 
time corresponding with that right ascension. 

The longitude of the place of observation, then found, is the l'ight 
one, if it agrees with the adopted longitude. If it does not agree, 
we have on1y to repeat a small part of the ca1culation with a 
modified longitude of the place, to derive the true longitude from 
the two diiferences. 

This method cOl'responds with the method, which was customary in 
the 18th century (which we find inter alia explained in the weIl known 
treatise of BOHNENBERGER: Anleitung ZU1' geogratischen Ortsbestirnrnung) 
with th is distinction that then the whole computation was carried 
out in longitude and latitude, whereas we use the right ascension 
and declination. Further, that for BOHNENBERGER C. s. there is no ques
tion of any second hypothesis. 

I will readily grant that BESSEL'S method of computing ecliptic 
phenomena and thus a1so for the prediction of occultations and for 
the calculation of the longitude from an observed occultation, is 
justly considered to be the classic method. It is also the only 
one explained in most of the textbooks. But it seemed to me that 
the method indicated by myself is more expeditive and only in a 
few cases inferiol' to that of BESSJ<1L in point of accul'acy. The 
drawback of this last method consists in the troublesome preparatory 
calculations, which it requires. Any one may convince himself of 
the truth of this statement by cOIlsulting the wellknown textbook of 
CHAUVENET: A rnanual of spllel'ical and practical Ast?'onorny, Phila
delphia 1874, vol I, p. 550 1

). 

The horizon tal equatorial parallax of the moon could be derived 
from the Nautical Almanac, without any correction. As for the appa
rent semidiametel' of the moon, I myself made a determination of this 
quantity, based on an elaborate investigation in 1859, (vid. Verslagen 
en Mededeelingen de?' Natuurkundige Afdeeling, Vol. VI, p. 25 seqq.) 

1) I have calculated a single example by this method; tbe result differed only by 
0\1 fr om that obtained by the othel' method j in the first however 57 logarithms 
had to be taken out, against 37 in the latter. Thinking the matter over, howevel', 
I believe that lhe method of BESSEL wili probably admit of a modification by which 
this difference wiJl be matedally diminished. I hope shortly lo investigate this more 
thol'oughly. 
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which furnished 0.27264 for the proportion of the mean moon's semidia
meter and that of the earth's equator (at least this is the result of the 
occultations discussed). Aftel' mat ure consideration, howevel', I now 
adopted the value 0.2725 X hor. equ. parallax + 0"04. This leads 
approximately to tbe same value as when we take the sine of the 
moon's apparent semi diameter =0.272525 of the sine of the equatorial 
horizontal parallax. ' 

This factor is the mean of those wbich were derived from occul
tations during total eclipses of the moon by LUDWIG STRUVE in 1888 
and by J. PETERS in 1895 (0.272535 and 0.272518). The Nautical 
Almanac, which used both the semidiameter and the parallax as given 
in the Tables of HANSEN, gave a value largel' by 1"4 to 1"6. This 
diiference has remained the same up to the present time. 

About the observed occultations we may communicate the following 
particulars. They were mostly observed by myself, partly with the 
Fraunhofer telescope, (aperture 11 cm.) mounted on a stand, which 
Mr. STOOP of Amsterdam had kindly lent to the commissión fol' the 
observation of the transit of Venus, part.ly with tbe telescope of the 
heliometer (aperture 71

/ 2 cm.). At a later ep och, when the assistance 
of Mr. ERNST BAKHUYZEN was not so constantly required, as in the 
beginning, for the experiments of Dr. KAlSER with the photoheliograph, 
he aiso took part in the observation of the occultations, as aiso 
did Mr. SOETERS in one case. 

Altogethel' 35 disappearances find 4 reappearances were observed j 
but 12 disappearances and 1 reappearance had to be rejected. The1'e 
thus remained 23 disappearances and 3 reappearances, that is al
together 26 observatiQns, which furnished useful results. 

The reason of the l'ejeciion lay partIy in the fact th at, al ready in 
l'ecording the observation, the remark "llncertain" had been added, 
an addition due to the faintness of the star as it approached the 
moon's limb, or to passing clouds. 

For another part the correction of the longitude determined by 
GERMAIN and adopted by myself, came out so extravagantly large 
that some mistake or other seemed probable. There seemed to be 
reason to suspect that a wrong star had been taken tOl' the occulted 
one. In five of the cases I succeeded to find out the right star by 
means of star c[ttalogues, but in fonr other cases all my endeavours 
proved in .. ain. Ultimately there l'emained tive cases in which 
the correction to the adopted longitude was found so considerable 
(- 218, - 20\ -28s, - 248 [tnd + 335), that there was no escape 
from the conclusion that either amistake, however improbable in 
itself, had been committed in writing down the time, Ol' that the 
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Results for the longitude of St. Denis-Réunion, (flag-stafi), obtained by 
occultations, without making a difference between disappearanres 
and reappearances. 

"" 
.e. 

6, L I '" Star, Name or "'""'" .0 ;. "'"~ 1874 .. ~ '" Ei =Corr . G G6,L • G.2 
'" apparent pI ace. en ... en i:s ... ~ Germainl -"l 

0 0 

I Arg. Z. 223, No. 75 /) I +2~26 s B 
Sept. 19 O. j) 070 +1.58 +3.18 7.08 

» )J O. Cordoba III .1589 /) IJ +6.64 0.74 +4.91 +756 .37.29 

» » O. » XVIII.124 j) /) +8.21 0.60 +4.93 +9.12 49.90 

» 22 O. 33 Oapricorni j) IJ +1.00 0.29 +0.29 +1.92 1.07 

» D O. Arg. Z. 255, No. 27 /) IJ -610 0.50 -3.'15 -5.18 1& 42 

» » O. D » » » 3~ IJ IJ -154 ° 63 -0.97 -0.62 0.2~ 

D D O. D » » » 34 IJ IJ -1.51 0.89 -1.34 -0.59 Q 31 

» » O. » » » » 35 IJ D -5.75 0.97 -5.57 -4.83 22.63 

» 26 O. 73 Piscium R j) +3. 11 0.91 +283 -j-4.03 14.78 

October 2 O. 53 Geminorum R IJ +1.27 0.28 +0.36 +2.'19 1 34 

» 4 O. ~"= 9hom39s.60~ 
a=+22°57'38",7 R IJ -j-4 39 1.00 -j-4.39 +5.31 28.20 

» 16 B. Arg. Z. 223, No. 47 IJ IJ -391 1.00 -391 -2.99 8.94 

» » B. » D IJ +9.67 0.40 +3.87 +10.59 44.86 

» » O.B. D » » 49 j) j) -5.99 0.95 -5.69 -5.07 24.42 

» » O.B. D » » 52 lJ j) +3.84 0.515 +1 98 -j-4.76 11.67 

D » O.B. D D » 51 j) IJ +4.65 0.49 +2.28 +557 15.20 

» » S. B. ~"= 18h6m41s.75~ 
a = -28°0'56",8 

j) j) -4.26 0.99 -4.22 -3.34 11.05 

» » B. Gould 24851 j) IJ +5.84 0.87 +5.08 +6.76 39.76 

» 17' O. i" = 19h2m35B. 76~ 
a = - 27°54'17"75 

j) j) +5.:59 0.19 +1.03 +6.31 7.57 

» » O. Arg. Z. 24'1, No. 9 j) I) -5.10 0.58 -2.96 -4.18 10.13 

D » O. » » 231, » 12 j) IJ +1.15 0.35 +0.40 +2.07 1.50 

» » O. » » » »11 j) j) -4.73 0.62 -2.93 -3.81 9.00 
n 

» 18 B. » » 239, »103 j) j) -5.10 0.95 -5:07 -4.'18 16.60 
I 

» 19 B. » D 247, » 99 j) j) -2.62 0.981-2.57 -1.70 2.R3 

» » B. I x Capricorni I j) IJ -4.22 0.97 -4.09 -3.30 10.56 

» » B. ~"= 2I h2m2lF'.71l IJ j) -8.95 0.94 -8.41 -8.03 60.61 rj'= -21°33'15",1 
--

18.30- +33.93 25111~ = 450.96 

-50.78 

-16.85 1II=±4s25 
16.85 

b. L = - 18.3ö5 = - OS.92 ± Os.99, 
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ResuIts for the longitude of St. Denis-Réunion, reappearances 
and disappearances separately. 

The 3 reappearances give: ~ G= 2.19 ~ G tl L = + 7.58 therefore LI L= + 38.462 
The iotal sum was: 18.306 -16.85 
Therefore the disappearances 

--,-."..."...,." 

separately give: 16.116 

Dj~app. 

s 
+3.78 14.29 

-f-8.16 66.59 

+9.73194.67 

+2.5211 6.35 

--4.58 20.98 

-0.021 0 

+0.01 o 
--4.23 17.89 

-2.39 5.71 

+11.19 125.22 

-4.47 19.98 

(} 

0.70 10.00 

0.74 49.28 

0.60 56.80 

0.29 1.84 

0.50 10.49 

0.63 0 

0.89 o 
0.97 17.35 

100 5.71 

·-24,43 ~ Do &= -1.516 
-Mean : + 0".97 

N.B. As there is no reason to suppose that 
a reappearance at the dark limb should be so 
much more accurate than a disappearance at 
the dark limb, I have combined them. 

r 

0.40 50.09 

0.95 1898 

0.51. 14 80 

0.49 18.65 

22 111~= 406 .16 
+5.36 28.73 

+6.17 38.07 

-2.74 7.51 

+7.36 5i 17 

+691 47.75 

-3.58 12.82 

+2.67 7.13 

-3.21 iQ.30 

-3.58 12.82 

-1.10 1.21 

-2.70 7.29 
, 

-7.43 55.20 

ReBpp. 
s 

-0.35 0.12 

-2.19 4.80 

+0.93 0.86 

0.99 7.43 

0.87 47.13 

0.19 

0.58 

0.35 

0.62 

9.07 

7.32 

2.50 

6.39 

0.95 '12.18 

0.98 

0.97 

1.19 

7.07 

0.94 51.89 

0.91 

0.27 

1.00 

0.11 

1.34 

0.86 

8 

.'1l=±4.34 

(not used) 

s 
111= ±1.08 
(not used) 

Together: 

241112 =408.47 

m~=17.02 
s 

111 =±4.13 

111: 
') 19 7~ V ±2.79. 
... 8 84 

4 2.21 V-±i.49. 
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occultation had taken pI ace at a point considerably elevated above 
the rest of the limbo In the tol1owing lines we wiJl only communicate 
the results of those observations which have been retained. 

We remark that the weights G; which have been added, were 
taken equal to sin~ tfJ, 2tp being the at'C, of which the star would 
describe the chord behind the disk ofthe moon, were this disk at rest; 
(according to the notation of OHAUVENET this would become cos~ tp). 

This qllantity could be easily derived from the numbers occurring 
in the computation. 

The ca1culations have been all made in duplicate; the fil'st by 
myself, the other by Mr. KRESS, amanuensis at the observatory of 
Utrecht. 

We thus find: 
Taking disappearances and reappearances together: 
Correction to GERMAIN'S longitude: - Os,92 ± Os,99 (m. err.) 

Treating them separately : + 0 ,97 ± 1,49 " " ) 

We thus come to the conclusion that the occultations observed by 
ns leave undecided whether the longitude of Rt. Denis, according 
to the determination of GERMAIN in 1867 and 1868, must be increased 
or diminished; in other words they confirm his result. 

Only one of these days I noficed, that since 1886 the Connaissance 
des Temps gives a longitude for that place, which is larger by 152 
or 18"; in t11e last column of the table of the geographical positions 

M. T. I F<o" .. "idi •• Newcomb. N. - Merid. Greenwich observations. 

s " s " s " Sept. 191/ 8 -0.52 -·1.3 -0.39 +0.3 +0.13 +4.6 

221/6 -0.51 -1.9 -0.49 -2.4 +0.02 -0.5 
I '}f}.5/12 -0.51 -2.1 -0.49 -2.6 +0.02 -0.5 

261/ 6 -0.73 -5.9 -0.7,0 -5.8 +0.03 +0.1 

Oct. 21/2 -0.79 +1.7 -0.95 +0.6 -0.16 -1.1 

411s -0.75 0.0 -0.77 +2.9 -0.02 +2.9 

161/ 6 -0.35 -4.1 -0.47 +0.4 -0.12 +4.5 

171/ 4 -0.43 -2.0 -0.46 -0.4 -0.03 +2.4 

181/3 -0.35· -1.2 -045 -1.3 -0.10 -O.t 

191/ 3 -0.34 -2.5 -0.44- -2.0 -0.10 +0.5 

s " . -Mean. 0.03 +1.3 
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we find: GERMAIN COlT. 86; the reason for the correction is however 
not stated. I bave thel'efore written to Paris asking for information. 

Moreover I will observe that the difference of longitude Paris
Greenwich above used, must be increased according to the determination 
executed by French and English observers in 1902. The result 
obtained by the English observers was 9m209,932 ± 0:006; by the 
French observers 9m20s,974 ± OsOO~. Mean 9m20s953. (Monthly 
Notices of the R. A. S. Jan. j 905), 

Finally we subjoin a comparison of the corrections to the nlOon's 
ephemeris of the Naut. Alm. of 1874, furnished by the meridian 
observations on the one hand, and by NEWCOMB'S formulae on the othel'. 

It might be worth while to ascertain, whether the agreement of 
the results is improved, if we adopt the corrections according to 
NEWOOMB. 

As f'or the meridian observations, some have been made at other 
observatories (Leiden, Pulkowa etc.). I hope to investigate this more 
closely; it is not probabie however that the result will be greatly altered. 

A last remark in conclusion. According to the "Post en Telegraaf
gids" the isle of Mauritius is already connected telegraphically with 
Europe. There is reason therefore to expect that the same will 
shortly be the case for Réunion also. In that case the "Bureau des 
Longitudes" will no doubt endeavour to obtain a telegraphically 
determined longitude of St. Denis. 

Utrecht: 1905 March 24. 

Physiology. - "On tlw presence of fib?'inglobulin in fibrinogen 

solutions." By Dr. W. HurSKAMP. (Communicated by Prof. 
C, A. PEKELHARING). 

Aftel' HAMMARSTEN had proved th at in fibrinogensolutions, which 
had been coagulated either by heat to 55° or by means of fibrin
ferment, a proteid, afterwards called fibl'inglobulin, appears which 
coagulates at 64°, there existed sevel'al possibilities with regard to 
the formation or appeal'ance of this proteid. 

Firstly the original fibl'inogensolution might already have contained 
the fibringlobulin as an admixture; in the second place it was possible 
that at the heat-coagulation or by means of fibrinferment, the fibrin
molecule was disintegrated, and th at in sueh a way that an insoluble 
substance, fibrin, is fbrmed, along with a soluble one, fibringlobulin; 
and lastly the fibringlobulin might perhaps he an altel'ed fibrinogen, 
which has remained in solution, a sort of soluble fibrin. 
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Against the first of these possibilities HAMMARSTEN 1) bas raised 
serious oh,jections, and by his later researches he came more and 
more to the conviction that fibl'inglobulin must be a sornewhat 
changed soluble fibl'În. 

A research of CAWGAREANU~) was the occasion for experiments to 
be made in this direction. The author inter alia demonstrates that 
natrinmfluoride, in strong concentration, greatly inereases the effect 
quantities of frbrinfel'rnent. CALUGAR~JANU prepared horseoxalateplasma, 
which contained a quantity of fibrinferment so smalI, that the plasma 
remained fluid for a considerable time. 

If this plasma was mixed with natrium fluoride to a quantity of 
about 30/°' eithel' by addition of a saturated solution of NaFI or also 
of finely powdered NaFl, then there ensued an almost immediate 
coagulation. That the formed precipitate really is fibrin, CAWGAREANU 
derives from the tact, that it is like fibrin insoluble in diluted salt 
solutions. Further CALUGAREANU discovered that hOl'seoxalateplasma, 
if it was only perfectly free from ferment, did not coagulate by 
addition even of several volumina 3°/0 Na Fl. When therefore 110 

ferment is present the natriumfluoride l'emains inactive, ii'om which 
CALUGAREANU coneludes that the Na Fl exercises its influence on the 
fibrjnferment but not on the fibrinogen. 

·When the experirnents of CALUGAREANU were repeated I obtained 
t'esults which partly differed from his. 

It namely appeared th at perfectly fermentfree solutions containing 
fibrinogen gave a precipitate with natriumfluoride j this precipitate 
is in cabe horsefibrinogen is used gelatinous and in consequenee 
l'enlinds one more or les5 of coagulation; if however oxenfibrinogen 
or oxenbloodplasma is used, the precipitate is flocculent and does 
therefore not, outwardly at least, resem bIe coagulation. 

In the second place it appeared that the precipitate fOl'med oy 
Na Fl could be easily dissolved, when treated properly, and that 
these solutions coagulated with fibrinferment. 

Some experements I will describe here in detail. 
A rabbit was injected in the vena jugularis with 65 CClIl. leech

extract, next the blood out of the Carotis was received in a centri
fuga.Iglass covered with paraffine and the corpnscles where centri
fugalised olf. Plasma in this way prepared contains no ferment as 
PEKEr.HARING 3) has demonstrated; the plasma, meant here, remained 

1) Pf1ügers Archiv., Bd. 22, p. 431. 
2) Arch. intern at. de Physiol. Vol. U, p. 12. 
S) Untersuchungen liber das Fibrinferment. Vel·hand. Kon. Akad. van Wet. 

Amsterdam 189~. 

42 
Proceedings Roy,tl Ac.\l1.--4mstcrdam. Vol. VII. 
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fluid for a number of days, as JOlig as it was kept, yet by addition 
of th ree times the volume of saturated natriumfluoridesolution a 
flocculent precipitate wab slowly formed; a fibrinogensolution prepared 
from the plasma could also be precipitated by the addition of 
saturated natrium fluoride solution ; by satnrating with solid natrium 
fluoride a pl'ecipitate ensued immediately. 

Other experiments were taken with horsefibl'inogen. The fibrinogen 
solutions used, which were prepared by th ree timeb precipitating 
with salt from oxalateplasma showed even aftel' being preserved 
for severa] days, no trace of e]otting; by addition of Oa 012 no clotting 
was caused either at 37° or at the temperature of the room. In sucb 
a fibrinogen solution a thick precipitate is then immediately formed 1

) by 
addition of the double volume of saturated natrium fluoride solution ; 
this gelatinous precipitate ean be easily wound rOllnd a glass rod and 
in tbis state be taken out of the hquid for further research. The 
precipitate washed by water showed tbe following properties. It did 
not dissolve peJ'eeptibly at the temperature of the room in 3--5% salt, 
more easily tbe sol ving sueeeeded in tbis way, at tbe temperatnre 
of the body, or still better at "*0-45). On cooling, the precipitate 
does not return. The surest way to obtain a complete solution is to 
make use of 1/20 % ammonia as solvent; if the precipitate is divided 
with a glass rod, ratbel' concentrated sollltions can easily be prepared 
in this way. Sneh a solution can aftel' addition of salt, to a qllantity 
of 3-5% be neutralised without a precipitate forming anew (only 
when the concentration of the solution was very great, a part of the 
dissolved substance precipitated of ten again aftel' some time; this preci
pitate was solved however at 37°). Sueh a solution may be preci
pitated again in the same way, with the double volume saturated 
natrium fluoride solution and may be dissolved in 1/20 Ol" ammonia. Sueh 
neutral solutions containing 3-5°/0 salt and prepared by being onee 
or twice precipitated with Na Fl possebsed all the properties of fibl'i
nogen; by addition of an equal volume saturated salt solution, a 
great precipitate was fOl'med; acetic acid caused a precipita,te soluble 
in excess; the coagulation temperatm'e was at 54°; the solutions 
eoagulated quickly and eompletely with fibrinfel'ment for which I 
mention the following experiments af> example. 

5 cern. fibrinogen solution of 0.3420/0+1 ccm. fibrinferment solutioll; 
the coagulation begins at 37:l aftel' half an hour; the tube further 
coagnlates completeJy. 

5 cern. of the same fibrillogell solution + 5 dl'ops of oxenblood-

1) The mixture contains then not much more than 3 % Na ~'1. 
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serum, the roagulation begins (at 37°) aftel' ten minutes; aftel' an 
hour asolid clot was formed. 

Placed at 370 a tube with 5 ccm. of the same Soilltion, without 
ferment for control, remained perfectly fluid. 

The above mentioned experiments' were now repeated with horse
oxalateplasma, which was not perfectly free fl'om ferment, as was 
obvious fl'om the partial clotting of the received blood; the results 
were in general tbe same; tbe precipitate obtained with Na Fl dis
solved only witb somewhat more difficulty; the solution of tb is 
precipitate meanwhile possessed the properties of a tlbrinogen solution 
and coagulated with fibrinfel'ment. 

Further experiments were taken with fermentfree oxenfibrinogen 
prepared aftel' tbe method of HAMJlIARSTEN. It was stated that to 
precipitate this fibrinogen with NaFI more natrium fluoride solution 
was needed than for horsefibrinogen. The florculent precipitate obtained 
wUh Na Fl dissolved at 37" more easily in a dlluted salt solution 
tban the horsefibrinogen precipitated with NaFl; on tbe contrary less 
easily in l/~o% ammonia; rather great quantities dissolved already at the 
temperature of the room in 3--5°/0 NaOI. Tbe coagulation tempel'ature 
of the neutral solution, containing about 3% salt was at 53-54°; 
addition of acetic arid caused a precipitate which dissolved in excess; 
by half satul'ating wUb Na Ol the fibrinogen could be precipitated. 
That the solution coagulates witb fibrinferment appears from tbe 
following experiment. 

5 ccm. of tbe solution in 3% NaCI + 5 drops of oxenbloodserum. 
Oomplete clotting aftel' two hours. 

Although it might seem aftel' the above mentioned experiments 
that the fibrinogen remains unaltered on being precipituted with 
Na Fl, a closer inquil'Y brings to light a l'emal'kable altel'ation. If 
namely a solution of fibrinogen precipitated with Na FI is beated to 
55-58°, very little fibringlobulin is found in the liquid filtered oif 
fl'om tbe roagulum; if tbe fibl'iJlogen is pl'ecipitated twice with 
natrium fluoride, no or only few traces of fibringlobulin ran be 
obtained from the solution as appears from the following experiments. 

1. A solution of fibrinogen pl'epal'ed aftel' the method of HAM
MARSTEN was partIy }>recipitated twice with Na Fl; the last pl'ecipitate 
was dissolved in l/~o °10 ammonia and the solution was neutralised 
aftel' addition of salt; 8 ccm. of this solution, which rontained 
0.445°/0 fibrinogen were heated for five minutes to 55-60°, then 
lt was filtered; the c1ear filtrate was heated to 72'=, by wllich only 
a small opalescence ensued, which did not increase pel'ceptibly aftel' 
the liqnid had been made slightly acid and aftenvards boiled. 

42" 
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Fol' cornpal'ison the fibrinogen from 8 cern. of that part of the 
fibl'inogen solution whieh had not been pl'epared with NaFl, was in 
the same way fil'st coagulated and afterwards the fibringlobulin in 
the filtl'ate; although the fibrinogen solution used fol' this experiment 
eontained 0.565% fibrinogen and so had been but little more con
centrated than the solntion prepal'ed with Na FI the quantity fibrin
globulin found was rernarkably lal'ger, as there was forrned abundance 
of florrulent precipitate by heating to 70°. 

Another experiment gave the following results. 
n. The solution of the fibrinogen not precipitated with Na FI con

tained 0,634% fibrinogen, that of the fibl'inogen preeipitated with 
Na FI 0,452°/°' aftel' this the fibr1l10gen being rernoved from the two 
sQlutions by heating to 55-58° and by filtering olf of the eoagulum, 
5 cern. of eaeh of the filtrates were mixed with 11

/ 2 cern. of a 
saturared solution of pierie acid. In the filtra te ofthe fibrinogen treated 
with Na FI thel'e waó fOl'med only an opaleseence whirh aftel' some 
time passed into a very slight preeipitate; in the filtrate of the fibri
nogen not preeipitated with Na FI there was imrnediately a eon
siderable flocrulent precipitate. 

nl. A solution of oxenfibrinogen was precipitated by iour times 
the volume of a saturated natrium fluoride solution; afterwards the 
preoipitate was centrifhgalised olf, washed with water and dissolved in 
4°/0 salt; the solution contained 0,232% fibrinogen; aftel' its having 
bepn removed by heMing to 55-58' and filtering olf of the eoagulum 
the fiItrate remained perfectly cleal' on being boiled, and so eontained 

I no fibringlobulin, although the originaI fibrinogensolution had been 
preeipitated with Na Fl only onee. 

So it appears that by meanq of natrium fluoride fibrinogensolutions 
may be obtained, which by heating pl'oduee no fibringlobulin or 
only traces of it. 

This eonfirms the opinion th at the fibringlobulin was pIesent 
already in the original, not heated fibrinogensolution either rombined 
with fibrinogen or simply as admixture, and that eonsequently fibl'in
globulin is not formed by alteration of the fibrinogen during the 
heating; in the last case it eould not be explained why the fibrinogen, 
prepared with Na Fl should not be altered as weil in the same degree 
by heating in fibringlobulin. If however the fibringlobulin was present 
already in the fibrinogensolution, every thing may be explained in 
this way that on being tl'eated with Na Fl the fibringlobulin passes 
into the filtrate at any mte for the greater part, while the fibrinogen 
proper precipitates. The possibility that the fibl'inglobulin does not 
precipitate also appears from the following experiment. In a solution 
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of horsefibrinogen prepared aftel' the method of HAMMARSTEN the 
fibrinogen was coagulated by heating to 60'" and filtered oir; to the 
fiItrate was added a double ,·olume of saturatf'd natrium fluoride 
solution; the liquid remained perfectly clear. 

The question w hether the fibringloblllin passes into the filtrate 
when the fibrinogen is pl'eripitated with Na Fl canna! be answered 
immediately by examining the filtrate, while lhe fibrinogen with 
Na FI does not precipitate eompletely, sa a certain quantity of fibrI
nogen exists still in the filtrate, and when, aftel' heatilll~, fibringIobulin 
is still found, the possibility exists, th at all this fibringlobnlin pl'oceeds 
from the quantity of fibrinogen present in the filtrate; only the quan
titative research can deeide here; if on precipitating with Na .B'l the 
fibringlobllIin passes into the filtrate it must be possibJe to prepare 
from thi& 1iltrate nearly as lUueh fibringlobulin as from the original 
fibrinogensolutlOn. As the fibrinogen precipitated with Na Fl is not 
perfeetly free from fibringlobulin, an accurate agreement is not to be 
expected. In the first place 1 sllbjoin the results of sucl! an experiment. 

a) 100 ccm. of a pure horsefibrinogensolution, prepal'ed aftel' 
HAMMARSTEN'S method were precipitated with 200 cern. saturated 
natrium fiuoride soJntion. The precipitate was taken with a glass rod 
out of the liquid, pl'essed out firmly, dl'ied to constant weight and 
weighed, the su bstanee was burnt ('arefully, the weight of the ashfree 
suhstance proved to be 0,2435 gram. Aftel' t11e preeipitate obtained 
with Na Fl had been removed a elear liquid remained, wbieh was 
neutralised with same drops of diluted acetie acid, as the reaetion 
of the solution of NaFl used was faintly alkaline, which mostly is the 
case. The liquid (285 cern.) was heated aftenvards for a quarter of 
an hour in a waterbath to 55-60°; the coagulated fibrinogen was 
filtered olf on a weighed, ashfi'ee filter, with' a diluted saltsolution 
and aftel' that washed with water, dried to constant weight and 
weighed together with the filter; the filter and the substance was 
Cal'eflllly bllrnt. It proved, that 0.2262 gram ashfL'ee fibrinogen had 
been present on the filter j th is quantity wu.s obtained from 285 cern.; 
so in the original 300 cern. there wonld have been fonnd 0.2381 gram. 

In order to determine the quu.ntity of fibringlobulin 250 cem. liquid 
fiJtered olf of the roagulated fibrinogen were heated during aquarter 
of an hour to 67-69=> in a waterbath. The liquid remained perfeetly 
clear till 64°; to obtain a eoagulation as perfect as possible 5 cern. 
1 % of a sulphas cupri solution were added as soon as the liquid 
became tUl'bid; by this the ('oagulum beeame roughly tloeculent and 
eonld easily be filtered off. The weight of the filtered fibringlobulin 
was afterwards determined in the same way as was done with the 
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coagulated fibrinogen and amounted to 0.1141 gram ashfree sub· 
stance; so from 300 ccm. filtrate would have been gained 0.1369 
gram. In the liquid filtered olf from the fibringlobulin no proteid 
cou1d be demonstrated. -

b). Fot' comparison it was determined how much fibringlobulin 
the fibrinogen solution used gave without treatment with Na F1. 
Therefore 100 ccm. of this solution was again mixed with 200 ccm. 
43

/ 4 % salt through which volume and salt quantity in this experiment 
was made equal with that of experiment a). By heating for a quarter 
of an hour to 55- 60' the fit1l'inogen was coagulated and was 
treated further as mentioned above, the weight of the fibl'inogen 
amounted to 0,4548 gram ashfree substance. 250 ccm: of the liquid 
filtered olf from the coagu1ated fibl'inogen were heated for a qual'ter 
of an tour to 67 -69 ; the hquid remained perfectly clear till 64°, 
just as in experiment a); here also 5 cern. 1 % Cu SO 4 were added 
as soon as the first turbidness became visib1e. 

The coagulated fibringlobulin was filtered olf and treated as men
tioned aboye; the weight of the fibringlobulin amounted to 0,1354 
gram; in the liquid filtered oft' from the coagulated fibringlobulin no 
proteid could be shown. 

Taking togethel' the l'esults of these experiments we find, that in 
experiment a) aftel' the removal of the precipitate obtained with 
Na Fl, 0,2381 gl'am fibrinogen and 0,1369 gram fibl'inglobulin were 
present; and In experiment b) 0,4548 gram fibrinogen and 0,1625 
gram fibringlobulin. So the quantity of fibrinogen was in experiment 

52 
a) reduced to 100 thl'ough precipitation with Na Fl while the quantity 

85 
of fibringlobulin only showed reduction to 100' Consequently there 

must have passed a considerable quantity of fibringlobu1in into 
the filtrate aftel' precipitation with Na Fl. The dift'el'ence of 0,0256 
gram between the quantities of fibringlobulin, found in both experi
ments, must be attributed, apart from any errors of detel'minaiion 
to the tact that the fibrinogen which was not precipitated with Na Fl 
is not perfectly free from fibl'inglobulin; the weight of this precipitate 
amounted to 0,2435 gram; if we abstract from this 0,0256 gram as 
being fibringlobulin, this precipitate contained to 100 mg. at 55° 
coagulabie fiurinogen 11,7 mg. fibl'inglobulin; in experiment b) 35,7 
mg. fibl'inglobulin was found to 100 mg. at 55° coagulable fibl'inogen 
and in experiment a) aftel' removal of the precipitate obtained with 
Na 11'1 57,5 mg. fibringlobulin to 100 rog. at 55° coagulable fibrinogen. 
By precipitating with Na Fl the fibrinogensoJution wa.s consequently 
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divided into a precipitate, whieh contained relatively little and a 
filtrate which contained relatively mnch fibringlobnlin. 

In experiment a) about half of the fibrinogell was precipitated 
with Na Fl; the liqnid poured off f["om this preeipitate was clear; 
if howevel' sneh a liquid is 1eft standing fol' some time it becomes 
tnrbid and a new pl'ecipitate bas formed itself aftel' 24 honrs, in 
the filtrate of this precipitate a new turbidne5s forms again etc., 
till at last aftel' some days all the 1ibrinogen has precipitated. It 
may me expeeted aftel' the above mentioned experiments, that, as 
more fibrillogen preeipitates, l'elative1y lthat is to say with legard 
to the q1Jantity of fibrinogen which was not precipitated) more 
fibl'inglobulin will be pl'esent in the filtrate; this supposition is 
confirmed by the two tollowing experiments. 

1. 100 cern. horsefibl'inogensolution of 0.642 6 10 were precipitated 
with 200 cern. satul'ated natrinm fluoride solntion; the pl'eclpitate was 
removed with a glass rod and the liquid remained standing aftel' 
that twice 24 hours. When the fibl'inogen, preeipitated aftel' that 
time, also was removed by filtering, the quantity of fibrinogen and 
fibringlobulin in 250 ccrn. filtrate was determined in the same way 
as in the above mentionerl experiment a). It appeared that in the&e 
250 ccrn. 0.0742 gram fibrinogen and 0.1113 gram fibringlobulin 
were present. 

2. 100 cern. of the same fibrinogensolution were pl·eeipitated with 
200 ccm. saturated natrium fluoride solution ; aftel' removal of the pre
cipitate the liqnid l'emained standing fOl" eight days; putridity did 
not oreur from this on account of tile quantity of Na FI, the new 
forrned pl'ecipitate was filtel'ed oif, the filtrate beeame again tUl 'bid 
and aftel' 24 hom's a slight precipitate had again formed, that was 
filtered off. The filtl'ate was nelltralised with a few drops of diluted 
acetic acid; by heating of the neutralliquid to .55-60" thel'e followed 
only an exceedingly slight opalescence; the fibrinogen was therefore 
precipitated almost completely by the Na Ji'l; . when the opaline liquid 
was tiltered a considerabIe floccnlent precipitate was formed by 
heating the filtl'ate to 67-690

• 

While in experiment a) aftel' the l'emoval of the pl'ecipitate obtained 
with Na Ft still 1 ~/4 times more fibl'inogen than fihringlobulin was 
present in the fiItrate, the analogous filtrale in experiment 1) con
tained only ~ 8 times as mnch fibrinogen as fibringlobulin, while in 
experiment 2) with a considerable qnantity of fibringlobulin only 
a smal! quantity of fibrinogen was present. 

The results of the above described experiments lead to the con
clusion that at the coagulation of the fibrinogen, the fibl'inglobulin 
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does not proceed from the fibl'inogen, but that this proteid was 
already present in the fibrinogensolution, for it could not be explained, 
that on one hand, the fibl'inogen precipitated with Na Fl produces 
no or but little fibringlobulin, and that on the other hand the liquid 
filtered oft' from this precipitate contains fibringlobulin in snch greater 
quantity. 

It her~ is necessary to discuss still a few objections that might be 
raised against this conclusion. 

Firstly - on account of the fact that t.he fibrinogen precipitated 
wUh NaF!, dissolves with more difficulty in diluted saltsolution than 
the usual fibrinogen, and that the solution does not produce any 
fibringlobulin by heating - it might be asked whether the substance 
precipitated with NaFl might not be a kind of soluble fibrin, as for 
instance the "fibrine concrète pure" described by DENIS. The latter 
also principally dissolved in diluted saltsolutioh at 40'; while the 
dissolution went very slow]y at the temperature of the room. Against 
the opinion that the substance precipitated with NaFl is a soluble 
fibrin speaks first the coagulation temperature which was found by 
D~:NIS for the dissolved "fibrine concrète pure" at 60-65°, while in 
every case it is not higher than 55° for the substance, precipitated 
with NaFJ. The strongest argument against the opinion thal this last 
is fibrin, namely the power of this substance to clot with fibrinferment, 
I have already stated several times; if we further take into considel'
ation that the fibrinogen prepared with NaFt behaves with respect 
to acetic acid, half saturation with salt etc. quite as common fibri
nogen, the opinion th at this substance is fibrin may be c<;msidel'ed 
as having been refuted. 

As to the slight solubiIity of the fibrinogen precipitated with NaFJ 
and in diluted salt solution, th is peculiarity may be explained in 
this way, that on being heated with NaFl it forms a slight soluble 
fluorine-compound of the fibrinogen, which dissolves only very slowly 
in saltsolutioJl; by the great abundance of chlorine-ions' then present, 
this dissolving will probably be aC'companied by an exchange ofthe 
fluorine by chlorine. It is still rendered more'probable that a'fluorÏne
compound is formed, when we consider that the slight quantity of the 
natrium fluoride solution cannot be pilt. on one line with the precipitating 
of proteid by the saturating of the solution with a neutral salt. 

It might be imagined that the tibrinogen, if is true, is precipitated 
as such by natrium fluoride, but that also (especially as natrium fluoride 
solutions usually react slightly alkaline) part of the fibrinogen is 
ehanged into fibringlobulin; by whieh the presence' of fibringlobulin 
in the filtrate would be explained. '-
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Apart from this that then it would not be explained why the 
fibrinogen ,precipitated with NaFl does not pl'oduce any fibringlo
bulin by heating, it would have to be expected according to this 
view that, if the fibrinogen were precipitated with NaFl for Ihe 
second or third time also a part of it would be changed into fibrin
globulin, which ought to be found in' the filtrate. This ho wever is 
not the case; under these circumstances only ,very little or no fibl'in
globulin is formd in the filtrate. 

So, when it should be assumed, that ~he fibringlobulin is present 
in the fibrinogen solutions beforehand already, the question remains, 
whethel' this proteid is combined wilh the fibrinogen or must be 
considered as a simple ad mixture. 

For a compound plead some experiments of HAMMARSTEN 1), in 
which is demonstrated that from concentrated fihrinogen solutions 
aftel' heating to 56-60° and filtering ,oir of the coagulum, l'elatively 
less fibringlobulin is obtained than from the same solutions aftel' 
their having been diluted. If the fibringlobulin were only an admixture 
it would be, expected that the relation between the quantities of 
fibl'inogen and fibringlobuJin would always be the same; on the 
other hand, if the fibringlobl11in is combineci with the fibrinogen the 
resu]ts of HAMMARST]<~N could be explained thus, that in diluted fibri
nogen solutions the fibringlobulin is more easily disintegrated. To a 
compound also points the fact, that when a fibrillogell solution is 
precipitated for the lirst time with NaFl a not inconsiderable quantity 
of fibringlobulin is precipitated also. 

Against a compound speaks ho wever that by precipitating with 
NaFl the fibl'inglobulin passes into tile filtra te, at lea.st for the greater 
part, for it is difficult to believe, that 'addition of alkali salt, as 
NaFl up to a quantity of about 3% would have for its result a 
splitting oir of fibringlobulin. The following observation may perhaps 
give some light. 

100ccm. of horsefibrinogensolution were pl'ecipitated with the double 
volume of saturated natrium lluoride solution.;' the solution of NaFl 
used reacted al most neutral by exception; with litmuspaper the alkaline 
reaetion was' hardly perceptible. Part of this natrium fluoride solution 
was now made weakly alkaline by addition of 0.8 cem. normal 
sodium hydrat with 200 cern. of the natrium fluoride solution; with 
this 100 cem. of the same fibrinogen soJution were pl'ecipitated twice 
in the same way. 

From the preeipitates obtained with neutral and with. alkaline 
NaFl two fibrinogen solutions of equal concentration were prepare<l. 

1) Loc. cito 
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The fibrinogen was in both cases coagulated and filtered off by 
heating to 55-60°. The filtrate of the fibrinogen prepared with slight 
alkaline natrium fluoride solution gave a slight precipitate by heating 
to 70° or by addition of pieric acid, while the precipitate of fibrin
globulin in the other filtrate was clearly greater, perhaps twice or 
three times. , 

From this it would follow that the supposed splitting off of 
fibl'inglobulin is not brought about by Na Fl but by the alkaline 
reaction of tbe natrium fluoride solutions ; for this disintegration however 
exceedingly small quantities of alkali are already sufticient, for also 
that fibrinogen solution wbich was prepared with almost neutral 
Na Fl produced much less fibringlobulin than a fibrinogen sollltion 
of the same concentration, not prepared with Na FJ. Tbe suppobition 
tbat water also, in particular at a rising ternperature could bring 
about the splitting off of fibringlobulin is obvious; if this is the 
case there would be present in a fibrinogen solution a compound of 
fibringlobulin with fibl'inogen, which is disintegrated more Ol' less 
by hydl'olysis and this idea is, as appears to me, most eabily recon
ciled with the facts. The disintegration will in this case with raised 
temperature e.g. at 55-60? be rather complete; from diluted solutions 
relatively more fibringlobulin may ho wever be obtained than from 
concentrated solutions, because in the first case the dismtegration 
will be more complete owing to the greater excess of water. Tbat 
not all the fibringlobulin passes into the tiltrate by the precipitation 
with Na FI, becomes clear if only a partIy bydrolytic disintegration 
is accepted. 

If the fibdnglohulin is mixed simply with the 1ibrinogen in conse
quence of hydrolysis, be it then for a part only, it cannot be expected, 
- with a view to this, that by half saturation with salt as IS usnal 
with the preparation of fibrinogen, no complete precipitation of the 
fibringlobulin takes place, - that in every fibrinogensolution the 
l'elation between the quantities of fibrinogen and fibringlobulin will 
be the same; this may perhaps lead to the explanation of some 
observations of HAMMARSTEN 1) from which it appeared that fibdnogen
solutions prepared from different plasma produce, it is true, relath-ely 
different quantities of fibringlobulin, tbat however a diluted solution 
does not always produce relatively more fibringlobulin than a con
centrated solution. 

In eonclusion I will discuss some facts here, relating to clotting 
by means of ferment. 

1) loc. cito p. 456. 
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Of the indentity of the fibringlobulin which is obtained by the 
coagulation by ferment and that which is found in filtrate aftel' the 
heat-coagulation of the fibrinogen, the1'e is no doubt, on account of 
the conformity in composition, coagulation tempe1'ature etc. When 
hnwever it must be assumed th at the fibl'inglobulin is already before
hand present in the fibrinogensolutions, then for the present falls 
away every ground to assume that by the clotting by ferment the 
fibl'inglobulin should be formed still in anothel' way e.g. by trans
formation of fibrinogen, the more so, as the quantity of fibringlo
bulin which is obtained by clotting with ferment certainly is com
paratively not largel' than that which can be prepared by heating 
from a fibrinogensolution. HAMMARSTEN 1) found, lt is true, that in 
weak alkaline solutions relatively little fibrin was formed by ferment 
and so relatively much proteid 1'emained dissolved; this may partly 
be explained by the fact that the fibringlobulin was disintregrated 
very completely by the alkaline reaction, partIy also, as HAMMARSTEN 
himself observes, by the fact, that under these circumstances part of 
the fibrin remained dissolved as "soluble fibrin". 

From the fact that a solution of fibrinogen, from which tbe fibrin
globulin is removed by means of NaFl, clots with fibrinferment, must 
be deduced that by removal of tbe fibringlobulin the fibrinogen 
proper is not, as might be expected from the formula given by 
SOHMIEDEBERG and defended a short time ago by HEUBNER 2) changed 
into fibrin, and that in general the fibringlobulin does not play a 
considerable part in the clotting. So the clottingprocess must consist 
in an alteration of the fibrinogenmolecule itself. That fibringlobulin 
is present in the serum of coagulated fibrinogensolutions cau be 
easily explained from this, that fibringlobulin was found al ready in 
free condition in greater or smaller quantities in the fibrinogensolu
tion, so the supposition, that the ferment causes a splitting oft' of 
fibringlohulin is superfluous as may be deduced from this. 

Physics. -, 'C The transformation of a branch plait into a main 
plait and vice versa." By Prof. J. D. VAN DER WAALS. 

If for a binary mixture the temperature is raised above the critical 
temperature of one of the components, the 1f,-surface has a plait, 
which does not occupy the whole breadth from .v = 0 to .v = 1, 
but which is closed on the side of the component for which Tlc 
lies below the chosen value of T. In normal cases such a plait 

1) Pflûgers Archiv, Bd. 30, p. 479. 
2) Arch. f. expo Pathol. U. Pharmakol. Bd. 49, p • .229. 
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which is closed on one ilide, does not present any special parti~ul
al'ities, and starting from the open side a bitangent plane may be 
rolled regularly over the binodal curve as far as the plaitpoint. 
There are, however, also cases where we meet with complications, 
and already in my "Théorie moléculaire" 1 have allo wed in my 
description of the tf:-surface, for the possibility of the exist~nce of a 
branch plait by t11e side of the main plait. If two plaits exist 
simultaneously over a very great range of tempemture, we may 
properly speak of a transverse plait and a longitudinal plait, and 
the non-miscibility in the liquid state may be ascribed to the long
itudinal plait. But if these two pIaits occur onIy over a small range 
of temperature, it is better to speak of a main pIait and a branch 
plait; I have chosen these names, because really in such cases 
one of the p1aits may be considered as main pIait, and the other 
on1y as branch plait. But, what has not been observed as yet, 
the circumstance may occur, that at a certain temperature these 

I I 

two. plaits reverse their parts. What was a branch pIait, becomes 
a main pIait, and the main plait is reduced to a branch pIait. 

In saying this I have chieily in view the description of the 
modificatiolls to which the tp-surface is subjected with change of 
the vaIue of T, to account for the observations of KUENEN on the 
critical phenomena of mixtures of ethane and some alcohoIs. 

These mixtures have, for a value of T only little greater than 
Tk of ethane, a plait on the t/:-surface with a continuous course 
without any complication. But with rise of T, besides the p1aitpoint 
on the etbane side, a new plaitpoint appears 1yjng more to the side of 
the alcohol. So from this temperature Tl we may speak of a three
phase-pressure. With further rise of T the new plait extends, and 
.at a certain higher value of T = T~, the first plaitpoint disappears. 
Then the three-phase-pressure vanishes, and ti'om that moment the 
plait has resumed ,its simple form. 'Between Tl and T~ we have, 
tberefore, a plait witb two plaitpoints. If referring to a plftit we 
speak of a base and a top, we have bet ween Tl and T~ a plait 
witb one base and two tops. Beyond the limits ot' T equal to Tl 
and 1'~, tbe p1ait has on1y one base and one top. But whereas just 
above Tl the top which has newly appeared, extends but little 
beyond the binodal curve of the original plait, at a higher value of 
T this top will extend further; the top on the ethane side contracts, 
and disappears altogether at T~, and as we shall show, disappears 
as a branch plait. 

As therefore the plait appearing at Tl' is ol'iginally a branch 
plait, a transformati@n must take place with. increasing value of T 
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which converts th is branch plait into a main one. On the other 
hand that part of the plait, which at Tl was situated in the neigh
bourhood of the existing plaitpoint lying below Tl, and which was 
then a main plait, must have been reduced to a branch plait for 
values of T slightly below 1.',. 

'Phat the distinction between a main plait and a branch pJait 
is not arbitrary, but essential, 'appears when we determine which 
of the two tops which occur between Tl and T, belongs to the 
base of the plait, and when this is ascertained, examine in what 
way the binodal curve of the other top must be completed. 

80 the question is, when the bi-tangent plane is rolled over the 
binodal curve trom the base part of the plait, which of the twa 
occurring tops 'Yill be reached by continued rolling. 

Ir we consult fig. 1, it is easily seen that a rolling tangent pJane 
which comes from the right side, and which has reached the two 
points of contact A' and A", has obtained a new point of contact in 

. A, lying on the same isobar and in this way has become a plane 
touching in th1'ee points. At tbe assnmed temperature we have th ere
fore a three-phase-pressure. In I this case there are two tops of a 
plait viz. Pand Q. But th ere cannot be any doubt as to which 
of these two tops belongs to the base part Iying right of A' A". 
If viz. we continue to roIl the tangent plane when it has the 
!ine A A' as noda} line, the binodal line on the side of the sm all 
volumes between the points A" and A is completed by the curye 
14."BCA, the configuratiJn A'B' 0 A' giYing on the ofher hand the 
completion 011 the side of the largel' volumes. This hal'monizes 
with the diagram in my Théorie Moléculail'e. (Cont. II p. 23). 
80 whell continuing to roU we reach P as top of the plait. We 
are therefo1'e justified in considering the part of plait A'P A as 
belonging to the main plait. There lies, however, on and by the 
side of the main plait, a second configuration, of which A QA" is a 
part. If a rolling tangent plane is moved over it, sta1'ting fl'om Q, 
the binodal curve described in this way does not end in the points 
A and A", but if the plane has reached those points and has there
fore again assumed the position of the thl'ee-phase-triangle, we may 
roIl it continuously furthet· till it has reached a point ofthe spinodal 
curve. This curve is denoted by D in fig. 1. The binodal curve 
under consideration has then obtained a minimum pressure ; the 
conjugate point D' is then a cusp 1). 

1) For a proof of these and simiIar propl"rties consult Cont. 11, fig. 3. FUl·thel 

tbe very important papers of KORTEWEG on lhe theory of plaits. 
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When the p1ane is rolled fnrther the binodal curve passes the part 
DE' on the left side and the part D'E on the right side, where the 
spinodal curve is again met with. For this part thel'e is a maximum 
pressure, while there is now a cu sp in E'. And finally this plait, 
which has its top in Q, is closed bl' the portion E' RE of its binodal 
curve. If we consider a1so unstable phases as realisabie, states between 
E' and R coexist with conjugate ones between E and R on this part. 
The point R closes this branch plait as unl'ealisable plaitpoint. 

There is not the slightest doubt that for the above mentioned 
mixtures of ethane and alcohol just above T, the newly appearing 
plaitpoint Q on the alcohol side leads to the diagram of fig. 1 and 
that Q is then the top of a branch pJait. If the points A and A" are 
still very close together, then the distances from these points to points 
of the spinodal line must, a fortiori, be extremely smalI, and we 
have justly assumed that the tangent plane in A' A" when rolled 
further, passes through Lhe spinoda1 curve on the side of A". 

That on the other hand at tempel'atures just be10w T, the plait 
the top of which is P, must be considered as a branch plait, is 
beyond doubt for the same reasons. Above T~ name1y, only the top 
Q is found, and the whoie plait does not present the sligbtest eom
plication. OnIy with decrease of temperature below T~ an extremely 
small buIging out appears in the beginning at P (i. e. in tbe position 
which that point has at that temperature) and the same reasons 
which led us to consider the point Q as top of a branch plait 
just above Tl' must lead uS now to consider P as top of a branch 
plait. Fig. 3 represents the binodal lines in this case. Only we have 
assumed th ere that the temperature has tallen already so mueh below 
T~, that the branch pIait has got sueh an extension, that at first 
sight it is not to be distinguished from a part of a main plait. 

Both m fig. land in fig. 3 there is asl'mmetrl' between the two 
binodal curves of the tops Pand Q. But when T is gradually 
changed from Tl to T2 or vice versa, fig. 1 wil! gradually pass into 
fig. 3 or vice versa. This transition requires a value of T, at which 
the asymmetry between the two tops Pand Q has vanished. What 
the shape of the binodal curves must be at the transition temperature, 
is represented in fig. 2. Then we have one plait with one base, but 
with two heads. f 

If we compare fig.land fig. 2, the only difference is that the 
points B' and E' have eoincided, which involves th at the node 
belonging to B' and that belonging to E', so the points Band E, 
a1so coincide. From fig. 2 we derive fig. 1 bl' separ.ating, again the 
parts which have run together, at the points whieh have coineided, 
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and which is denoted by B' and E', and by doing the same with 
the point BE. In the same way fig. 2 leads to fig. 3. But the way 
in which this separation must take place is different for these two 
transitions. What happens in one case iJl the left-hand point, takes 
place in the othel' case in the right-hand point. 

The coinciding of the points B' and E' is represented in fig. 2 
on the spinodal curve; also the coinciding of the points Band 
E. The spinodal line is namely the curve which is denoted thus 
- - - -, and which runs through the points B'E' P D R C Q BE. 
That the c·oinciding must take place on the spinodal curve might be 
anticipated from the characteristic whir.h we have used to distinguish 
between main plait and branch p]ait. We had fa consider Q as 
top of a branch plait, if the rolling tangent plane, arrived at the 
position A' A", reached the spinodal curve on the side of A" when 
rolled fnrther, so in the space lying within the top Q. On the 
contral'y P was the top of a branch plait w hen this happened on 
the other side. For the case that th ere is symmetl'y between the 
two tops Pand Q, the meeting of the spinodal curve must take 
place on bath sides simultaneonsly. But we might also have taken 
as critel'ion for the maiu plait, that the main plait is such a plait 
for which the points B' and E' are separated t). The comparison of 
these two criteria leads to the fact that the coincidence of the points 
B' and E' must take place on the spinodal curve. But as long as 
the two tops Pand Q are present, whatever the character of these 
tops may be, there is a third plaitpoint, viz. the point R, belonging 
to a composition of the binary mixture which lies between the com
positions belonging to the points Pand Q. 

In the figs. 4, 5 and 6 the complete (p, x) curves have been given 
for the coexisting phases. Fig. 4 for a temperatllre which is Uttle 
higher than Tl> and at which Q is still the top of the branch 
plait, and fig. 6 for temperatures below Ti, at which P is still the 
top of the branch plait. Fig. 5 represents the transition temperatul'e. 
I \ may assume as known that the differential equation for this (p,:/]) 
curve is: 

i}'b 
Vu dp = (m2 - mi) ~ dml • • . • • . (a) 

umt 2pT 

Whenever th at the (p,x) curve has a point in common with the 

. d I (a~; 0)" . . Th' spmo a curve -a 2 = ,p IS a maXImum Ol' a mlmmum. IS 
{1) pT 

1) Cf. Wiskundige opgaven enz. IVde deel, 5de stuk, Vraagstuk CXXXIX, where it 
is also demonstrated, th at the branches of the binodal curve which touch in BI E , 
have the same curvature. Also Lhe conjugate ones, which touch in BE. 
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is the case in the plaitpomts, but also in the othet' points, in WhlCh 
a phase coexisting wit h an other, passes through the spinodal curve. 
In fig. 5 there must therefore be maxima or minima at P, Q, BE', 
BE, D, C, R. lf from the differential equation we calculate the 

d'p 
value of -d J for the points BE' and BE, it appears, that for the 

lUl 

two branches WhlCh meet, this value is the same there. If we 
diffel'entiate equation (a), we get: 

d'p dp d(vn ) I 03
; d'v dp I à'; d(a:, - 11\) 

Vu d-; + -d -d' = (x,-;u1) î""";3 + d ' -d' + S"""2 -d--
Xl a: l .v lJ'V l pT .u "T tIJ 1 lJa: l pT lUl 

dp dO'; 
- an ~ bemg 0, tlus equation is simpIified to: 
d,ul O''!!l ',.T 

d'p (à 8
;) 

Vn - = (x,-tlJ l )-:\ • 
drol' lJ.V1

3 pT 

(
à

3
;) The quantities VH) (m,-xl ) and ~ are the !'lame tor the 

lJa: l pT , 
d'p 

two branches, and so also -d 2' In fig. 5 this has not been fulfilled 
a: l ' 

in the tracing of the branches in the neighbourhood of the points 
BE. Bettel' in the neighbourhood of the points BE. Also in the 
cusps an inaccu1'ary in the proper curvatUl'e of the branches may 
be detected here and the1'e. But the figs. should be considered as 
only schematica.1. The properties that the two curves in fig. 2 which 
touch have the same curvatllre, and that th is is also the case with 
the two curves which touch in fig. 5, are of course closely allied. 
Frorn 

and 

dp (àp) (àp) dv -- - + - -dre - à,'!! !.T ov xTda: 

d'p à'p à'p (dV) à'p (dV)' àp d'v 
dx' = àa:'. T + 2 àa: àVT da: + ov':r:T d,'!! + OVxT da:' 

follows for two curves, passing through the same point, and for 
à'p o'p à'p op. 

which, therefore, -à.v" àa: àv' ov' and OV IS the same, and which 

touch in that point, alld for which a]so (~:) is there~ore the same, that 

d'v d'p 
the equality of -d involves also the equality of -d ' and vice versa. 

a:' .v 

KORTEWI<:G'S thesis, which has also been pl'oveà hy KLVYVER, might 
therefo1'e a]so be proved by the method followed here. 

è 
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/ Mathematics. - "A group of algebmic cornplexes of rays". By 

/ Prof. JAN DE VRIES. 

§ 1. Supposing the rays a of a pencil (A, a) to be projective to 
the curves bn of order n, passing through n2 fixed points, Bk. of the 
plane {J, we shall regard the complex of the rays l'esting on homolo
gous lines. For n = 1 we eyidently find the tetrahedral cornplex. 

Out of any point P we project (A, a) 'on {J in a peneil (A', fJ), 
generating with the peneil (bn) a curve cn +1. 80 we have a cornplex 
of order (n + 1). 

Evidently the curve cn+1 does not change when the point P is 
moved along the right line AA'; so the intersections of the 00

3 cones 
of the complex (P) with the plane {J belong to a system 00

2
• It is 

easy to see that they form a net. 
For, if su eh a curve cn+1 is to eontain the point X and if bx 

is the curve through Bk and X, and ax the ray conjugate to it 
through A, the point A' must be situated on the right line conneeting 
X with the trace ofax on the plane {J. In like mannel' a 
second point through whieh cn+1 must pass, gives a second right 
line eontaining A'. The curve cn+1 being determined as soon as A' 
is found, one curve cn+1 can be brought through two arbitrary 
points of {J. 

On the right line afJ the given peneils determine a (1, n)-corre
spondenee ; its (n + 1) coineidenees Ck are situated on each cn+1 • 

80 the net has (n2 + n + 1) fixed base-points 1). 

§ 2. When A' moves along a rjght line a' situated in fJ and 
cutting the plane a in S, the curve cn+1 will always have to pass 
through the n points Dk which a' has in common with the curve 
bn conjugate to the ray AS. It then passes through (n + 1)2 fixed 
points, so it describes a pencil comprised in the net. 

To the 3122 no des of curves belonging to that pencil must be 
counted the n points of intersection of a{J with that cn passing through 
the points Blc and Dk. Rence a' contains, besides S, (3 n2 

- 12) points 
A' for which the corresponding curve C"+1 possesses a node. 

If A' coincides with one of the base-points Bk then the projective 
pencils (A') and (bn) generate a cn + 1 possessing in that point B a 
node. According to a weIl known property B is equivalent to 
two of the nodes appearing in the pencil (cn + l ) which is formed 

1) To determine this particular net one can choose arbitrarily but -1 n (n + 3) -1 
points Band tbree points O. 

43 
Proceedings Roya! Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. VII. 
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when A' is made to 100VO along ft, l'ight line a' dl'awn through B: 
From thi8 ensues in connection with the preceding: 
T!le locus of t!le vertices of cones of complex possessing a nodal 

edqe ig a cone b of order n (312 -1) !laving A as vertex and 
passing twice t!l?'ough eaclt ed.qe ABk' 

§ 3. If P moves along the plane a then the cone oUhe complex 
(P) consists of the plane a and a cone of order n cut hy a along 
the right lines ACk. 80 a is a p1'incipal plane and at the same time 
part of the singular surface. 

The plane {J belongs to this too. For, if P lies in {J then the rays 
connecting P with the points of the ray a corresponding to the 
curve bn drawn through P belong to the complex. All the remaining 
rays of the complex through P lie in {J. 80 P is an n-fold principal 
plane and t!le singular surface consists of a simple plane, an n-fold 
plane and a cone /::,. of order 12 (312 -1). 

The complex possesses (n 2 + n + 2) single principal,points, namely 
the point A, the n2 points Bk and the (n + 1) points Ck. 

§ 4. The nodes of curves cP belonging to a net Iie as is known 
on a curve H of order 3 (p - 1) the Hessian of the net, passing 
twice through each base-point of the net. This property can be 
demonsfrated in the following' way. 

We assume arbitrarily a right line 1 and a point M. The CP touching 
1 in L, culs lilL in (p - 1) points Q more. As the curves passing 
through M form a pencil, so that 2 (p -1) of them touch l, the 
locus of Q passes 2 (p -1) times through M; so it is of order 
3 (p -1). Through each of its points of intersection S with 1 one 
cP passes having with each of the right lines 1 and MS two points 
in common eoinciding in S; so S is a node of this CP. 

Consequently the locus of the nodes is a curve of order 3 (p -1). 
If 1 passes through a base point B of the net then the peneil 

determined by M cuts in on 1 an involution of order (p -1). This 
furnishing 2 (p - 2) eoincidences L, the locus of Q is now of ordel' 
(3p - 5) only. 80 B represents for each l'ight line drawn through 
th at point two points of intersection with the locus of the nodes, 
consequently it is a node of that curve. 

If 1 touches in Bt the curve cl having a node in 'Bt and if one 
chooses At! arbitrarily on this curve, then the curves of the pencil 
determined by .M have in BI a fixed tangent and BI is one of the 
eoincidences of the involution of order (p -1). The locus of the 
nodes has now in BI three coinciding points in common with l; 
consequently it has in BI the same tangents as cl. 
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For the net Nn+l of the curves cn+1 lying in the plane {J the 
locus of the nodes H breaks up into the l'ight line a{J and a cnrve 
of order (3n -1).- For, a{J forms with each curve bn a degenerated 
curve c"+1• 

TILe locus of the nodal edges of the cones of the complex ii:>' a 
cone with vertex A of m'del' (3n -1) having tlte n~ I'iglzt lines 
ABk as nodal edges. 

§ 5. The tangents in the 110des of a 11et lVP envelop a curve Z 
of class 3 (p -1) (2p - 3) 1), the curve of ZEUTH~lN. 1t breaks up 
for the net Nll+1 indicated ahove; for, the tangents to the curves 
bn in their points of intersection wHh a{J envelop a curve, which 
must be a part of the curve Z. The pencil (bn) is projective to the 
pencil of Hs polar curves p1l - 1 with respect to a point 0; the points 
of intersection of homologous curves form a curve of order (2n-1;; 
in each of its points of intersection 8 with a{J a curve b1l is touched 
by 08; so these tangents envelop a curve Z' of class (2n -1). 

So for 1\1-n+l the curve of ZEUTHEN consists of the em'elope Z' 
and a curve Z" of class 3n(2n-1)-(2n-1)=(3n-1)(2n-1). 

The pairs of tangents in the no des of the genuine curves of 
Nn+l determine on a right line I a symmetrie correspondence with 
characteristic number (2n -1) (3n - j). To the coincidences belong 
the points of intersection 8 of l with the curve H; to such a point 
8 are conjugated (2n -1) (3n -1) - 2 points distinct from S; so 
8 is a double coinridence. The remaining 4 (11, -1) (3n -1) co
incidences evidently originate fram cuspidal tangents. 

The locus of the vertices of cones of the complex, possessing a 
cuspidal edge consists of 4 (11, -1) (311, -1) ed,qes of tlte cone b.. 

A general net of order (n + 1) contains 12 (n -1) 11, cuspidal 
curves, thus 4 (n -1) more; therefore each of the 2 (n -1) 
figures consisting of the right line a{J and a curve bn touching it 
is equivalent to two curves cn+1 wHh ('usp. Evidently the nades of 
these figures form with the point CII the section of a{J with the 
curve H. 

§ 6. On the traces 'of a plane :re witb. the planes a and (J the 
pencils Ca) and (b'l) determine two series of points in (11" 1)-corre
spondenee ; the envelope of the right lines connecting homologous 
points is evidently a curve of class ln + 1) touching _a:re in its point 
of intersection with the ray a conjugate to the curve b'l th,rough 

1) This has been indicated in a remarkable way by Dr. W. BOUWMAN (Ueber 
den Ort der Berührullgspunkte von Strahlenbüscheln und Curvenbüscheln, N. 
Archief voor Wiskunde, 2nd series, vol. IV, p. 264). 
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tbe point a(jJr', whilst it touches (j:rr in its points of intersection witb 
the curve bon for wbich the corresponding ray passes through a(j:rr. 

The curve of the cornplex of the plane :re has the rigM line fl:rr 
lor n-fold tangent, so it is rational. 

If the curve b/l toucbes tbe intersection f1:re, tben the multiple 
tangent is at the same time inflectional tangent. 

We now pay attention to the tangents l' out of tbe ,point S = afJ 
to lhe curve b'l corresponding to a. The envelope of these tangents 
bas the rigbt line afJ as multiple tangent; its points of contact are 
the 2 (n -1) coincidences of the involution, determined by tbe 
peneil (bn) on afl. As S evidently sends out n (n -1) right lines l' 

the indicated envelope is of elass (n -1) (n + 2). 
The planes containing a curve of the complex of which the n-fold 

tangent is at the same time injlectional tangent envelop a plane 
curve of class (n -1) (n + 2). 

§ 7. The curve (:re) ean break up in three different ways. 
First the point afl:rr may eorrespond to itself,' so that (:re) breaks 

up into a pencil and into a curve of class n. This evidently takes 
place wben :rr passes through one of the principal points Ck. 

Secondly the involution on fl:rr may break up, so tbat all its groups 
eontain a bed point; tben also a peneil of rays of the complex 
separates itself. This will take place, when :re passes through one 
of the principal points Bk. 

Thirdly tbe curve :rr may contain the principal point A. Then the 
curve bn corresponding to the ray a = a:rr determines on .fJ:re the 
vertices of n pencils, whilst also A is the vertex of a pencil. The 
curve :rr is then replaced by (n + 1) pencils. 

In a plane through afl, thus tbrougb all principal points Ck, fhe 
curve (:re) consists of course also of (n + 1) pencils. 

A break up into two pencils with a curve of class (n -1) takes 
place when the plane :re contains two principal points Bk or a point 
Bic antI a point Ck. 

§ 8. To obtain an analytical representation of tbe complex we 
ean start from the equations 

Here all and 
x 

order n. 

ala = 0 all + Àals = 0 i 

j)}. = 0 a
n + Àbn = o. • x x 

bn are homogeneous functions 
x 

For tbe points of intersection X and Y of a ray of the complex 
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with a and fJ we find 

'lh: PH = '!Is ~ PS4 = '!Ia :PU' 

Aftel' substitution, and elimination of l, we find an equation of 
tM form 

Pn (al P14 + as Pu + aa P84)(n) = P13 (b t Pl4 + bs Pu + ba pu)(n), 

by which the exponent bet ween brackets reminds us that we must 
think here of a symbolical raising to a power. 

Ir in Pk4= Xk Y4 - X4 Yk we put the coordinate X4 equal to zero, 
we find for the intersection of the cone of the complex of Y on fJ 
the equation 

('!Ia lIJs - '!Is X8) (al Xl + as .'Vs + aa xa)(n) = (Va ''V1 - '!I1 ·'Va) (b1 ''V l + bs xs+ ba xa)(n), 

or shorter 

This proves anew, that the intersections of the cones of the complex 
form a net. 

Mathematics. - "On nets of algebraic plane C'lt1'Ves". By Prof. 
JAN DE VRIES. 

Ir a net of curves of order n is represented by an equation in 
homogeneous coordinates 

'!I1 a; + '!Is b; + '!Ia (J~ = 0 

to the curve indicated by a system of values Yl: y, : Ya is conjugated 
the point Y having Yl' y" Y8 as coordinates and reversely. 

A homogeneous linear relation between the parameters Yk then 
indicates a l'ight line as locus of Y, corresponding to a pencil com
prised in the net. 

To the Hessian, H, passing through the nodes of the curves belonging 
to the net, a curve (Y) corresponds of which the order is easy to 
determine. For, the pencil represented by an arbitrary right line ly 
has 3(n-i)' nodes. So for the order n" of(Y)wefindn"=3(n-i)'. 

Ir one of the curves of a pencil has a node in one of the base
points, it is equivalent to two of the 3 en-i)' curyes with node 
belonging to the penciI. Then the image ly touches the curve (Y) 
and reversely. 

Let us suppose that the net has h fixed points, then H passes 
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twice through each of those base-points; so it has with the netcUl've 

Cy indicated by a definite point Y yet (nn'- b) single points in 
common; here 12'=3 (n-1) l'epresents the order of H. The curve 

C'l having a node in D, determines with cy a pencIl l'epl'esented by 
a tangent of the curve (Y). Fl'om this ensues that the class of (Y) 
IS indicated by !t," = 312 (12-1) - 2b. c 

The genus g" of this eurve is also easy to find. As the points of 
(Y) are conjugated one to one to the points of H these CUl'yes have 
the same genus. So we have 

g" = i (n'-I) (n'-2) - b = t (3n-4) (3n-5) - b. 

We shall now seek the number of nodes and the numbel' of cusps 
of (Y). These numbers d" and ,," satisfy the l'elations 

! 

2 d" + 3 x" = n" (n" - 1) - k", 

d" + ,," = -! (n"-1)(n"-2)-g". 

From this ensues aftel' some reduction 

d" = -i(n-1) (n-2) (3n 2·-3n-ll) + b, 

,," = 12 (n -1) (n-2). 

The curve (Y) has nodes in the points YB which are images of 

the curves cB possessing a node in a base-point of the net. For, to 
each right line through a point YB a peneil corresponds, in which 

CB must be counted for two curves with node. 
Earh of the remaimng nodes of (Y) is the image of a curve ('n, 

possessing two nodes. 
So a net Nn contains 7 (n-1) (n-2)(3n2-3n-11) curves with 

two nodes. 
Ta a cusp of (Y) will cOl'l'espond a curve replacing in each pencil 

to which it belongs two curves with node. Aceording to a well
known property that curve itself must have a cusp. For a definite 
pencil its cusp is one of the base-points; this pencil has fol' image 
the tangent in the corresponding cusp of (Y). 

So a net Nn contains 12 (n-1) (12-2) curves with a cusp. 
The two properties proved here are generally indicated only for a 

net consisting of 1101ar curves of a cn+l • We have now found that 
they hold good for eV'ery net, independent of the appearance)of fixed 
points B. 

We ean now easily determine the class z of the envelope Z of 
the nodal tangents of the net. 

Through aU arbitrary point P of a right line l {lass z of these 
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tangents. H we add the second tangent in the corresponding node to 
each of these tangents, these new set of z tangents intersects the 
right line 1 in z points Pl. The coincidences of the correspondence 
(P,PI) are of two kinds. They may originate in the first place 
from cuspidal tangents, in the second place from the points ofinter
section of 1 with the curve H; each of these latter points of inter
section however is to be regarded as a double coincidence. Thus 
2z= 12 (n-1) (n-2) + 6 (n-1) = 6 (n-1) (2n-3). 

Tlte CUl've of ZEUTHEN is of class 3 (n-1)(2n-3). 

Page 

" 
" 

504, 

504, 

509, 

(April 19, 1905). 

ER RAT A. 

line 13, for members read mem bel'. 

" 15, " 110t wanting l'ead wanting. 
" 24, " blewish read bluish. 
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Chemistry. -- "On tlte dijll3?'ent f01'ms and tmnsf01'mations of 
t/te bouncla1'y-curves in tlw case of partial miscibility of two 
liquicls." By J. J. VAN LAAR. (Communicated by Prof. H. W. 
BAKHUIS ROOZEBOOM. 

(Communicated in the meeting of March 25, 1905). 

1. In a preceding communication 1) I showed, thatrwhen one of 
the two components of a binary mixture is anomalous, the T, a;

l'epresentation of the spinodal curve, and conseqnently also th at of 
the connodal CUl've, the so-called saturation- or bonndary-curve 
te = f( T), can assume different forms, w hich are indicated the1'e. It 
depends principally only on the value of the critical pl'esslwe of the 
normal component, with regard to that of the anomalohs component, 
which of the different torms may occur with a definite system of 
substances. 

An aftirmation of the theory, developed hy me, that is to say 
of the cases and transformations deduced by me from the general 
equations, is found in the circumstance, that these cases and trans
formations may be realised in quite tlte same SltCcession witlt one a1icl 
the sa/Jte substance, and this by external jJ1'essu1'e. In' tile same way 
as with different nOl'mal substances as second component the form 
-drawn in fig. 7 l.c., presents itself at relatively low critical pl'essures 
(with l'egm'd to that of the anomalom, component), and that of fig. 2 
l.c. at relatively Mgh critical pressUl'es - the form of fig. 7 may be 
realised at relatively low extel'l1al pressure, and that of fig. 2 at 
relatively ldgh external pressure, whereas at intermediate pressUl'es 
all tile transitional cases again wil! return in just the same succession. 

2. For that purpose we but have to look at the iJ, T-diagram 
of the critical curve for ethane and methylalcohol, as projected 
by KUENEN~) in consequence of his experimental determinations (com
pare fig. 1). We see, namely, immediately from the form of the curve, 
departing ti'om C~ (the higher critical temperature, that of CH.OH), 
whieh indicates the pressures, at which for different tempel'atures 
the two coexistent phases eoincide, and above which we haye 
consequently perfect homogeneity, that according to the valne of the 
pressure one critical point a may occur (at t11e pressUl'es 1 and 2), 
two viz. a and IJ, c (at 3), tlu'ee, viz. a, band c (at 4), again two, that 
is to say (a, b) and c (at 5), and finally again one, viz. c (at 6). (also 
compal'e fig. 2). 

1) These Proc"edings of 28 Jan. 1905. 
2) Phil. Mag. (6) 6, 637-653, specially p. 641 (1903). 
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All this is l'enc1ered &till more con&picuous, when we project a 
sjJrtce-representation, in connexion with fig. 1 anel of some successive 
1J, x-sections. In fig.1 DI anel D 2 represent the vapourpressure
cnrves of the two components; b.A[ is the threephasepl'esSure,cllne, 
which terminates nbruptIy in 111, where the gaReous phase 3 coin
cid es with the liquid phase 1 (w hich consists for the greater part 
of othane), beCa\lSe it meets there the critical CUl've Cl C2 , that is 
to saJ' the curve of the pIaitpoints P. BeyOlld J1I th ere is coexi
stence onIy between t11e jluid phase 3,1 anel the phase 2, which 
consists principally of alcohol. It is the equilibrium between these 
latter phases, of which in fig. 2 the T, iV-l'epl'esentation is projected 
at elifferent pressures. (The dottcd houndary-curve 0 cOl'l'esponds with a 
pressure infel'Ïor to the critical pressure of the seconcl component, and 
superior to that of the first ol1e). The T, x-represenüLtion of fig. 3 
cOl'responc1s, at the (variabie) threephase-pressure, with the threephase
eqllilibrium unto jH. In fig. 4 thc indicated space-repl'esentation is 
drMl\1n, which wiJl be dem' now without the least difficulty I). For 
the different higher pl'essures the corresponding T, x-sections are 
drawn in that representation. 

Rema1'7c. From C
2 

(see fig. 1) to the maximum at 126°, where 
a and b coincide, and a1so fl'Om the minimum at 26°, where band 
c coincide, to the Iowest temperatures, increase of pressure will 
Zowel' the critica1 (emperatnre . Q, alld these critical points will be 
up pel' critical points in the T, x-sections at constant pressUl'e (see 
fig. 2). On the other hand, f1'om the maximum at 1260 to the 
minimum at 26 J increase of pl'essure wi11 mise the critical tempe
mtme, and (he designed critical points will be ZOlO81 , critica,} points. 

That incl'ease of pressure favotl?'s the mixing, as is clear from 
fig.land from the p, a:-representations - as weU in the case of 
au upper critical point, as of that of alowel' one - is also in 
agreement with the T, iV-l'epresentation of fig. 2. For in the case of 
an ~t}Jpel' critieal point (&ee a1so fig. 5) a point .A, situatecl witldn 
the boundnry-cllrve will come - when the pressure is increased, by 

dT 
which T o will be removecl to the 10wer point TI (fol' - is negative, as 

dp 
we saw above) - withotä the new boundal'y-cnrve. And the same 

dT 
wiJl be obviously the case fol' a lower critical point, where -

dp 
is positive. 

1) This space·repl'csentalion (without the T, x-sections) has been aJready pro
j('('ted indepcllrlently hy l\k BÜClINDR; bnt is not insel'tcd in his communication. 
(These Pl'oceedillgs uf ~8 Jan. 1905). 

44'" 
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To the considel'ed type also beIollgs 80 2 + H
2
0, 02HO + H

2
0, 

and equally etl~e1' and water. This Jatter mixture only with this diffe
rence, that the composition of the vapour-phase is here continually 
between that of the two liquid phases (see fig. 3a). KUENEN 1) found, 
that at 201 0 the vapour-phase Coillcides with that liquid phase, which 
cOllsists for the gl'eater part of ether. The threephase-pressure is thell 
52 atm. (At Cl we have Tl = 195°, Pl = 38 atm.). " 

The p, x-diagrams would now show a maxirnurn-vapourpl'essure, 
if the two Iiquid phases 1 and 2 could become idelltical. In 
connexion with tbis the threephase-pressure will be highe?' (here only 
some mM) than the vapourpressu1'es of each of the components, and 
it follows immediately from fig. 1, that the critical cnrve Cl C2 , or 
rather Cl~M, will at first run back from Cl> that is to say will present 
a minirnum critical temperature. In the case of 02Ha + OHaOH, where 
the composition of the vapour-phase is without that of the liquid 
layers, tlle thl'eephase-pressure wiJl always be between the vapour
pressUl'es of the components. 

3. Now, as to the representation of the so-called transvel'sal- and 
longitndinal plait on the tl,-su1'face at different temperatul'es (in its 
projection on the v, ,x-&urface) in the case of O2 lIo + OHsOH, it will 
be obvious, that the critical point Q, considered above, of the longi
tudinal plait always lies at the side of the small volumes. For 
increase of pressure finally favours (see above) the mixing. 

The successive transformations of the transversal- and of the longi
tudinal plaits are further represented schernatically, in agreement with 
the p, .v-sections, in fig. 6. The longitudinal plait, occllrring here, 
is regarded by VAN DER WAALS 2) - and this equally in the case to 
be considered presently - as a tmnsformed transversal plait. Many 
questions ho wever, <,onnected with these plaits, lose - as has been 
l'emal'ked all'eady by VAN DER WAAI,S 3) - muc11 of their weight, and 
become of seconda1'y interest, a& soon as we succeed in connecting 1./)itl~ 
other propel'ties of the components of the mixture the of ten so eom
plicated transformations, whieh may oeeur at the different plaits. 
And to do this an attempt is made in my preceding communicatioll. 
There I showed, that t11e ordinary theory of the association is capable 
of representing the different possible forms of the bounelltl'y-curves quali
tatively, anel in many cases even quantitatively. 

4. We will now consider the second of the three principal types, 

1) Z. f. Ph. eh. 28, 342-365, specially p. 352 (Hl99). 
~) These Proeeedings 7, p. 467 (1899). 
S) Id. 25 Oet. 1902, p. 399. 
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indicatcd in a recent communication of BAKHUIS ROOZEBOOM and 
BUCHNER 1), the Ji1"st of which is amply considered above. 

Fig. 7 gives the p,T-representation of it; fig. 8 the T, x-diagram 
of some sections at constant pressure (the dotted boundary-curves are 
relative to pressures between that of jJ{" and C,' and to that below M'). 

The series of p,x-dmgrams, and also the space-representation (also 
projected already by BucHNER) are omitted here. We find that case 
with mixtUl'es of ethane and ethyl-, pl'opyl-, isopropyl- and norm,al 
butylalcolwl, all examined by KUENEN 2): Also triethylamine + wate1', 
and some olher mixtures 3) with alowel' critical point (this lies at 
18°,3 0 in the last mentioned case) belong to that type. lndeed, it 
is obyions from fig. 8 and fi'om the p,ic-diagrams, that)}l' is at 
present alowel' critical point, contl'ary to M in fig. 1, which was an 
npper cri1Î1'al point. Fol', whereas in jJlI (fig. 1) the thl'eephase-pressure 
ends, this pl'essure commences in )}l'. Farther howevel', in Mil, the 
gaseous phase coincides again with the fh'st liquid phase (l'ich in ethane) 
(because the thl'cephasepressure-cul've M')}!" anew meets the critical 
curve Cl C2 ), aftel' which the further course is the same as with the 
preceding type. The T,x-representation with variabie threephase
pressul'e, that is to say between jJl' and },If' (fig. 9a), is in agreement 
with it. 

lt appeal's th at, as littIe as y\rith the preceding type, there exists 
here a pl'opel'ly-said uppel' critical point. Fo)' in both cases 1 and 3 
coincide, wh en tbe threephase-pl'essure comes to an end, and not 1 and 2 
(see fig. 3a and 9a). The vapour-phase becomes identical with the 
upper liquid layer and vanibhes, but thon there remain still two 
phases, the lower liquicl layer 2 and the Huid phase 1,3. These 
however always pass into each other with flll'thel' incl'ease of the 
temperatIlre, as is plainly indicated by the space-representations 
(see e. g. fig. 4), at the vapourpresslll'e-curve of the second component 
at :Va = X, = 1 (a]so compare t1le dottéd bOllndary-cllrves in fig. 2 
and 8). So, if we begin with a mixture of a definite composition, 
then with inc/'ease of ternpemture we come.linally beyond the bourdary
curve 1,3 at the moment, that the liquid layer 2 has entirely vanished. 
So we have demonstrated more exactly at the same time wh at I have 
said in my preceding commllnication, namely that the existence of 
alowel' critical point involves necessarily that of a higher upper one. 
It is however not, as we have seen, a critical point proper. 

1) Id. 28 Jan. 1905, p. 531-537. 
2) Z. f. Ph. eh. 28, p. 358-363 (1899). 
3) Among others P.-coJlidine, and the bases of the pyridine- and dhinoline-series 

with H20. 
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From the sel'Ïes of 1J, x-diagl'ams we mig'ht still see, th at the 
boundary-cul've of the two liquid phases with the plaitpoint Q below 
the tempel'atul'e, whel'c 1 and 2 coincide (in JI'), does not come 
wit/tin the bOllndal'y-cul've vapoul'-liquid, as KUENJtlN 1) thil1ks, but bas 
entil'ely vanished. In fact, there is no reason to suppose, th at in Jf' 
clecrease of pl'essure shon1d cu,use again permanent sepm'ation (if 
th aL state were l'ealisab1e), as appal'ently KUENEN thought that he had 
"uncloubtedly" io expect with mixtures of triethylamine and water 2). 
What he has obsel'\'ed in anothel' case with propane and methy1alcohoP), 
must be ascl'ibed in my opinion to this, that the expansion just above 
the (npper) critical point has caused the tempel'atnl'e to fall a 1itt1e, 
so thu,t he came on Ihe (metastabIe) part of the two liquid curves, 
which lies below the thl'eephase-pl'essul'e. But when the cusp was 
reached, the metastable equilibrium became immediate1y stabie, and 
by fUl'thel' expansion homogeneous liqnic1 and Yapoul' l'eappeal'ed. 

Because incl'ease of pl'essure in tbis cu,se too favoUl's the mixing, as 
appeal'E: fi'om fig. 7 alld fl'om the IJ, a:-diagmms, the plait on the tf'
surf ace will have tUl'ned its plaitpoint Q a1so to the side of the smalt 
volumes. Fig. 10 gives a schematical l'epl'esentation of the successive 
tl'ansformaLiol1s of the two p1aits, or rathel' of the transversal pIait, 
for we can l'egard again with VAN DER W" AALS the Jongitudinal plait 
aó a transformed transvel'sa1 one. 

In fig. 7 we see, th at inC'l'ease of pressure mises the critical points 
Q, at least in the beginning, if the curve lJtI'C2 shou1d present 
a maximum; a,nd from the p, x-diagrauls, that these critical points 
will be again in that case Zowel' critical points, just as in fig. 1 between 
tbe minimum and the maximum in the curve of the critica1 points Q. 

Equally in (he case of the secOlld general type the threephase
pressure may be either between the vapourpressures of the two 
components, as in the case of U2Ho and the mentioned alcohols, in 
which case the compoóirion of t11e vap0lll'-phase will be not bet/()een 
th at of the liquids - Ol' may be ItzfflteJ' than that ofthe components. 
Then there is again a ma.vimum-vapoul'pressul'e aftel' the coinciding 
of the two liquid phases below the 10wer critica1 point, and the 
composition of the vapoul'phase is betweeh that of the liquid layers 4), 

1) Phil. Mag. 1. c. p. 645. 
2) Id. p. 652. 
3) Id. p. 646. 
~) Thal at the coinciding of the two liquid phases 1 and 2 in lil I the vapour

ph ase does not necess.l.rily coincide with 1 and 2, has been all'eady remarked by 
KUENEN, and still eadier lIas been deduced by me theorelically for an analogous case 
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(see fig. 96). It is al matter of course, that in fig. 7 the critiC<.'1.1 CU1've 
CIC~, Ol' rather CIM', again tUl'llS back in that case, consequently 
pl'esents a minimuln; equally the critical curve j}l'C~ will not 
seemingly cut Cl C. bet ween Cl and jJr[" in this ca5e, but remain on 
the Ieft of Cl' This case OCCUl'S e. g. with mixtures of water and 
triethylwnine, where in consequence of the almost complete unmis
cibility of the two components above the lower critical point the 
threephase-pl'essure will be but very UttIe smaller than the sum of 
the vapourpressures of the two components. So KUl!lNEN found, that 
at 93° C. the threephase-pressllre was 142,6 cm., whereas the \'apour
pl"essurcs of triethylamine and water were resp. nearly 86 c.m. and 
58,6 cm., consequently togelher 144,6 cm. 

5. It is worth remarking, that the region of the threephase
pressure continually shrinks the more we ascend to h~qher alcohols 
(KUENEN). In the case of C,Ha + CiH.OH the temperatm'es in 
.J.."1t1' and jf" were resp. 31°,9 (46 atm.) and 40°,7 (55 atm.); 
in that of C,Ha + OsHrOH these are 38°,7 and 41°,7; iu that of 
C,Ho + isopropylalcohol? and ± 44°; in that of n-butylalcohol 
38°,1 and 39°,8 (55 atm.). Finally with isoamylalcohol three phases 
were no longer realisabIe, so th at the critical points Q coincide 
there with the critical points P, one continuous critical curve being 
formed from Cl to C. (General type lIl). 

In agreement with this is the fact, that the anomaly of the 
alcohols decreases, as these are higher. In fact, we approach then 
more and more the case of mixtures of 1w1'mal substances, where 
onIy at vel'Y low tempel'atures (see m:r prece(ling commnnication) 
a formation of two liquid layers can present itself. KUENEN found 
indeed, th at C~Ha + ether mix in all proportions, whel'eas C~H6 + H~O 
again present a thl'eephase-equilibrium. 

The influence of the fact that the alcohol is higher is also sensible 
in the case of mixtures of CS~ and different alcohols. 80 we find for 
the upper critical points of CS2 with CRaOH, C2H60H, CaH70H and 
C4HgOH sllccessively +40°,5 (ROTHl\IUND), -10°,6 (KUENEN) _52° (K.) 
and _80° (K.). 

Equally the influence of the hydrocarbon was examined by KUENEN. 

While, as we saw above, the separation between type land II in 
the case of C2Ho + different alcohols was between OHaOH and 

(equilibrium between two solid phases and one liquid phase). This will obviously 
also be the case with an upper critical point, as appeared r.·om the experiments 
of SCHREINEMAKERS with water and phenol. We will return to this question 
in § 8. I 
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02H60H, and that between II and UI between n-butyl- and isoamyl
alcohol, the sepal'ation between I and III in the case of CRsOR + 
different h~7(Jt>ocal'bons is lying now between 02Ra and 03HS' Propane 
and the following hydrocarbons + OHsOH belong consequently, just 
as O,Ha + isoamylalcohol, and the greatel' part of the mixtures with 
an upper critical point, examined by GUTHRIE, ALEXEJEW apd ROTI-IMUND, 
to the thil'd general type, which we will briefly consider now. 

6. The thi1yl general type is principally characterised by this, 
that the threephasepressure-cnrve meets no longer the critical curve 
Cl C2 , but has come to an end already before (fig. 11). This thil'd 
type may proceed either from the second type (see fig. 7), the 
threephasepl'essure-curve fil' fi1" shl'inking more and more, and 
finally \'anishing, as is the case with the transition from 02Ha+04HgOH 
to 02H4 + O.HllOH (see above) - Ol' from the first type, when b.ffl 
ends already befol'e Cl C2 • In the first case (e.g. With,02RS+06RUOR, 
02HS + ether) there exists no threephase-equilibrium at all - or it 
should be at very low tempel'atures, which even may be expected 
according to the theory (see my preceding communicl1tion), so that 
the question at'ises, whether also in the case of fig. 7 there exists 
at low temperatures a new threephasepl'essul'e-curve, and we will 
return to that question at the end of this communicaiion - in the 
second case there exists a thl'eephase-pl'essure from the beginning, 
which vanishes at a definite temperature (~tppe7' critical point). To 
this latter case belong the mixtures of ORsOR with OaRs, etc., 
H20 + 002, CS2 + different alcohols (KUENEN), and also the gl'eatel' 
part of the mixtures fOl'merly examined (see above). 

But in the case of this thil'd type there exists still another diffe
l'ence. Firstly the threephasepressure-cUl've again may lie either 
bet ween or without tbe vapourpl'essure-cul'ves of the two components, 
with all the consequences, connected with it in the p, x-diagrams, 
etc. (see above). As to the mixtures of ORaOR with 03HS' OGRl2' 
06H14l with all these is found (KUENEN, 1. c.), that the thl'eephase
pressure is higher than the vapourpressures of the hydl'ocarbons, con
trary to 02RS + CHzOH, which belongs to type I, where the three
phasepressure is lower than th at the vapourpressure of 02Hs. Equally 
with phenol and water (SCHREINEMAKERS, v. D. Llm), R20 + OS2 
(REGNAULT) - where, according to the exceedingly small miscibility, 
the threephase-pressure is again a littJe smaller than the sum of the 
vapourpl'essul'es of the components - H20 + Br2 (BAKHUIS ROnZlmOOl\I), 
R20 + isobutylaJcohol (KONOWAWW), OS2 + OHaOH and 02R.OH 
(KUENEN), R20 + aniline (KUl<lNmN), etc. we find eVCl'ywhere tbc th ree .. 
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phase-pl'essure higher than the vapourpressul'es of each of the com
ponents. Only of H20 + S02 (BAKHUIS ROOZEBOOM), and of some 
systems more (S + Xylol and 'l'oluol, 002 + H20) we know wUh 
certainty, that the threephase-pl'esslll'e is between the vapourpressUl'es 
of the two components. 

There exists, howevel', still another, important difference. Wheras in 
the case of type I (fig. 1) the critical curve Q02 presents alternately 

dl' dl' 
positive and negative -, and in that of type IJ (fig. 7) - is of 

dp dp 
course positive in the beginning' in J.H' (indeed, the point Q just 
appears in J.llI) - in the case of type UI tbe initial course of M Q may 
be as weIl to the left as to the right. 

dl' 
Is tllis course to the left, tb at is to say is - negative, then -

dp 
just as in fig. 1 bet\veen C. and the maximum and between tbe 
minimum and the lowest temperatures - increase of pressure will 
lowel' again· tbe cl'Itical temperaiure in the case of these upper critical 
points, ünd the plait 011 tbe t,'-surface in its v, x-projection will again luwe 
turned tbe plaitpoint Q to the side of tbe small volumes. (This is 
equally the case with 02R6 + isoamylalcohol, where no threephase
equilibrium could be stated, but wbere the plaitpoint Q, which has 
become here identical with P, has remoyed strongly to the x-axis, 
j ust as in the case of mixtures of 02Ha and the lowel' alcohols). We 
find this e. g. with OaRs + OHaOH. 

But when the initial course of lrIQ is to the right, as in the case 
of OsHu + OHaOH, OaH14 + URaOH, and of phenol and water, thon 
increase of pressure will mise the point Q, and tbe mentioned plait 
wiJl now have tlll'ned the plaitpoint Q for the first time to the side 
of the largel volumes. 

The question, whether the longitudinal plait, as in the case ofphenol 
and water, wiII present still a second plaitpoint at very small volumes, 
consequently at very high pressures -- in other termA, whether the 
coexistent liquid phases, aftel' diverging initially, wil! reapproach 
aftenvards in composition, has not yet been answered theoretically 
with certainty. It ho wever appears to me, that where in the 
case of CaHs + UHaOH the plait has turned the plaitpoint Q to 
the side of the small volumes, whereas 0 6 Hl 2 and OoHl4' equally 
with OHIOH, have turned this point to the side of the lm'fJe 
volumes, there must exist a continuous transition between the two 
kinds of longitudinal plaits, and that also the latter (as long as it 
has not yet detached itself from the liquid curve of the transversal 
plait, that is to say below the uppel' critical point) must be regarded 
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as an appendix of the transversal plait. Only when the 101lg'itudinul 
plait has detached itself entirely from the liquid curve of the trans
verRal pIait aboye the critical temperature of mixing, it can be 
regarded in my opinion as a sepal'ctte pIait by the side of lhe 
transversalone. This is in fuH agreement which what we find e. g. 
fol' the boundary-ctU'ves in the T,.v-l'epresentation (see Jig. 2). 

As long as the two parts of the boulldary-cul've, for instance N°. 2, 
are not yet sepal'atec1, we can hardly speak of two bounc1ary-curves : 
it remains one cOlltinuous boundary-cUl've; only beyond the transitional 
case N°. 3, e. g. N°. 4, we have a right to speak of two isolated 
boundary-curves. -

As to the values of the different critical temperatures, we still 
mention, that with CaRs + CRaOR the npper critical point was 
found at 21 1 C., with CJIB + id. at 19°,5, and with COH14 + id. 
at circa 40? With COR14 + C2HóOH the lattel' tempel'atul'e immediately 
falis down to - 65°. ' 

7. Resuming all that precec1es, we have the following summal'y. 
(Pa designs the thl'eephase-preSSllre, Pi and ])2 thc VapOlll'-pleSSUl'e& 
of the two componenls). 

Type I 
(fig. 1). 

Type II 
(fig. 7). 

C2 Ho + CHaOH 

]Ja between Pi and P2 C.Ro + R 20 
802 + H20 

]Ja> Pi and P2 

Triethylamine + R 20 

b t d I co, + H20 
Ps e ween Pi an 11

2 8 XI' T 1 + Y Ol, oluo 

I CaHs + CRsOH (dp/dT_) 
Type III ~ 

(fig.11). <, 

lp, > p, and p, 
CóHu and COR14 + id. (dp/dT +J 
OoHu + C.HóOH 
H.O + Phenol (dp / dT +) 
H.O + Aniline; id + isobutylalcohol. 

, , 
\ 

BI'. -+ H20 ; C82 + H.O, CRaOR, C.HóOH, 
CaH70H, C4 HgOH. 
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8. We saw above, that when the composition of the vapour-phase 
is between that of the two liquids - which is the case, when the 
threephase-pressure is highm' than the VapOlll'preSSul'es of each of the 
components - ihere must be a maximwn-vapourpressure af ter the 
coinciding of the liquid phases 1 and 2. That maximum may however 
still be present befare the coinciding of these liquid phases, which 
is connected with the fact, that this maximum, which appeal'edorigi
nally at lower temperatul'es as a minimum (see fig. 12) in the meta
stable region, has become gradually a maxuuum, and has moved 
outwards before the coinciding of 1 and 2. 'fhe vapoul'-phase 3, 
which was lying at 10wel' temperatm'es a1ways bet ween 1 and 2, 
a& to lis composition, l'emains not necessal'ily between these tilt the 
moment of coinclding of 1 and 2, as was thought formerly, but 
may have come olltwards long before (see a1so fig.9b). It wOllld be 
very accidental on the contral'Y, when 3 coincided in the same time 
as :I and 2 to one phase. In the case ofphenol and water SCHREINEMAKERS 
hai:i in fact shown experimentally ibIS moving outwards 1). 

In wimt manner tbe moving outwards takes p1ace, !las first been 
cleal'ly shown and consldered quantItatlvely by me~) in a series 
of fignres, and this in tbe case of coeXlstence of two solid solutions 
and one liquid phase, whereas we have here - what of course is 
quite the same 8) - the coexistence of two liquid and one gaseous 
phase. The figures 9-14, drawn in the indicated communication 
(which refer to meltingcurves, and consequently are T,x-repl'e
sentations) are to he turned npside down, and the figs. 12, reproduced 
here, are obtained (fig. 12 of the mentioned communication is omitted). 
It will be remembel'ed, tha,t the case, which is rea1ised with respect to 
liquid-vapour with phenol and water, is realised with respect to solid
liquid with Ag NOB' + NaNOa (only the maximum of fig. 14b l.c. at 
D has been alL'eacly vanished there). 

Some months aftel' the pubhcation of my communication KUENEN 4) 
came independelltly of me a1so to entire1y the same view. Wbat 
is deSCl'lbed on the pages 47:1 and 472 of his communication, 
is quite ideniical with that, which I have described and represented 
on the pages 184-186 of the designed communication. 

Z. f. Ph. ah. 35, p. 462-470 (1900). 
2) K. A. v. W. 27 June 1903. 
S) The calculations were based on the equation of state of VAN DER WAALS, so 

that the resuIts of it are à. fortiori applicable in the case of two liquid phases 

and one gaseous phase. 

~) K. A. v. W. 31 Oct. 1903. 
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9. Now, that we have sufficiently characte~ised the th1'ee general types, 
and have brollght sOIIle harmony into the mll1tiphcitJ of the phenomena, 
the question arises, wherher there is a still farther synthesis, a still higher 
llnity. More than once the occasion presented itself In the treatment of 
the different general types to remark striking agreements and continuous 
tl'ansitions, of ten accompanied wIth gl'eat dlffe1'ences. Equally 1he 
fact, that with a higher alcohol or a higher hydl'ocarbon, suddenly a 
quite different type often appears, must certainly drawattention in 
a high degl'ee. All this induces us to look for the one fundamental 
type, of which the th1'ee types, t1'eated above, are special CH,ses. 

Also the analytical consideration of the question suggests that ldea 
to us. Indeed, the coexistence of two hquid phases and one gaseous 
phase, or of two liquid phases, or finally of one liquid phase and 
one gaseous phase, is determll1ed by one and the same equtl,tion of 
state, and it must consequently always be pos si bie to reduce all the 
different cases, which may occur to two fundamental proportions : 
that of the critical tempeJ'atw'es and that of the critical pl'essures of 
the two components - entirely III the same way as I have fOl'merly 
deduced all 1he different types in the case of mIxed crystals, where 
appeal' two solid phases by the side of one liql1id phase, ft'om two 
fundamental proportions : t11at of the meltingtemperatw'es and that 
of 1he latent heat,> of 1Ilelting of the two components. 

In a following conunul1lcation it will be shown theol'etically, that 
the three types may be ded uced from the ordinary equation of state 
of Prof. VAN D1R WAALS, even in the case of nOl'mal components. In 
connexion with this we must not fOl'get, that in the neighbol1rhood 
of the critical lJoints of each of the components the influence of 
anomaly vanishes neal'ly always. In the case of C

2
H6 + H20 for 

instance the water wiU be in the neighbourhood of 3650 U. all'eady 
normal long before, and III the neighbourhood of 32~ C. the -liqmd 
ph ase, which consists llearly entirely of ethane, will contain the water 
in sl.lch a dilute state, that this will be passed for the gl'eatel' part 
into the state of simple molecules. 

I Chemistry. - "An exact e:epression for the cow'se of t/ie spinodal 
curves anc! of theil' plaitpoints f01' all temperatw'es, in t!te 
case of 1nixtw'es of n07"rnal substances." By J. J. VAN LAAR. 

(Cornmunicated by Prof H. A. LORENTZ). 

(Communicated in the meeting of March 25, 1905.) 

1. It is well-known, that the points of the ~-surface, corresponding 
to points of the spinodal curve on the tp-surface, a.re given by the 
simple relation 
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J. J. VAN LAAR. "On the different forms and transformations of tbe boundary-cul'ves in the case of partial miscibility of two liquids~" 
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(a2~) = 0, 
0,'lJ 2 p,T 

02l/' 02l/' ( 02l/')2 
which COl'responels with the conelition -a 2 -a 2 - -a a = 0,1) when in-

,'IJ 11 ilJ V 

stead of the thel'modynamic potential the free enel'gy is used, and 
not [C,p anel T, but [c, v and T are the independent variables. 

As we have further in the case of normal components e. g. 
o~ a~ 

(.Ll = -0 = ~ - ilJ -a ' n
1 

{IJ 

0(.L1 0 2
; 

we have also -a = - ,,/: a-' anel the above-mentioned condition may 
.v .v2 

be replaceel by 

a/L1 _ ° 
::. -,' 
VlIJ 

Now 

(.L1 = Cl - ( (0 - ilJ ::) + RT lOf} (1-,'/:), 

where Cl is a pure fllnction of the temperature, whereas w is 
given by 

or 

(0 'JPdV - pv. 

The conelition O!"l = 0 is therefore ielentical with 
VlIJ 

02
(0 

Rl' = tV (1- m) -a ' . . . . .. (1) 
ilJ2 

from which I also stal'ted in my preceding communication 2). 
a2w 

Now the difficulty arises, that the exact calculation of s-- leads 
VilJ2 

to mther complicated expressions, so that VAN DER WAALS contented 
himself most times with approximations. These consisted in this, that 
in the liq uid state at ,sufficiently low temperatul'es 1 st p was omitted 

a 
by the side of -, 2nd terms of order v - b were neglected against 

v2 

\ 

those of order v. 
Starting namely from the equation of state of VAN DER WAALS 

1) Compal'e VAN DER WAALS, Cont. 1I, p. 137. 
1) These Proc. 28 Jan. 1905. 
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(p + ~) (v-b) = Rl', 

where b wiU be regal'ded as independent of 1) and T, then we 
find for w: 

w = Rl' log (v-b) + ~ - pv 
v 

(2) 

RT 
If we write now for v-6, aud omit p, then we obtain: 

p + "/02 

alO = _ Rl' ~ log~ + ~ (~), 
am (j,,/: v2 a,,/: v 

in which VAN DER WAALS furthe1' wrote b for v, whereas fol' illustl'ating 
a a 

several properties b was brought in connexion with T:n and z; with px. 

This is consequently a complete set of appl'oximations, and 
with good 1'eason Prof. TJORJ~NTZ remarked to me, th at in such 
cases we must be carefull, whether these approximations -are 
not in contradiction , and up to w11at temperatures the l'esults, 

aw 
deduced with the above-mentioned expression for a:a' can be used. 

VAN DER WAALS himself considered therefore the rlednced expres&ion 
merely as a more Ol' less rOllgh approximation, but which is at all 

events better than the former expression alO - ~ (~) - ~ (~) am - am v - dm b ' 

a a 
where the term with 3"""""" log -; was omitted. 

ua; v 

Now, I showed in my prereding communication, that at Zow tem
peratures, and' in the case of nOl'mal sllbstances, where the critical 
pressures rarely differ much, this omitted term has in the greater 
part of cases a ver.)' small value, anel is of entircly tAe same order as 
v-b 
--, which is constantly neglected. 

v 

On1y at higher temperalUl'es the term has a large value, but then 
, alO . 

the deduced expresslOn for ~ IS not exact enough by far, for then 
uX 

a v·-b 
neither p can be neglected against -;?' nor te1'ms of order -b- can 

be omitted in that case. 
The matter is consequently th is : at sufficiently lew temperatures 
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the former flimple expl'ession ow = ~ (!:.-) may be safely used, at 
0.11 0.11 b 

least in the case of normal substancefl; bnt at higher temperatures 
o a 

equally the new expression with the term 0- log - wHl be insufficient. 
tv v 2 

ow 0'00 
And we want a more accurate expression for -0 and î2 the 

IV um 

more, when we - specially with respect to the course of the plait
point-curve - also wish to know anything about the course of the 
spinodal curves from the lowest temperatures to the highest critical 
tem perature. , 

I therefore tl'ied to sol ve that problem; I was the more encou
l'aged to do so, as soon it appeared to me, that the entirely accurate 
expressions are not so complicated as was expected. On the contrary, 
the of ten occllrring fart presented itself here, that the exact expres
sion is relatively more simply tban the approximated one. 

2. If we write the equation (2) in the form 
a 

00 = - + RT log (v-b) - p (v-b) - pb, 
v 

then we obtain: 

or 

ow _~ (!:.-) + (RT _ p) o(v-b) _ p db 
à,v - Om v v-b 0,11 d,11 . 

RT a 
Now -- -p = -, consequently we find fllrther: 

v-b v2 

Ou 

ow 1 da a ov a ov a db db 

Om = -:; d.v - -:;;; om + v2 0.11 - V 2 d,v - P dt6 ' 

aw 1 da ( a ) db ----- p+- -a.v - v dm v2 d.v' 

where "5""""" appeal's no more. 
um 

If we write now: 

a = (L _.V)2 al + 2.v (I-.v) au + .11 2 a2 , 

. • . (3) 

and if we put aH = Val a2 , by whieh the calclliations and the results 
are simplified in some way, without affecting much the exactness of 
these resuIts 1), then we have: 

1) 1 am convinced, that the exprl'ssion al2 = Val a2 is exact in the case of nor
mál substances At all events the inacclll'acy, which results from this suppositiall, 
will ccrtain Iy not be grealer lhan that of the equation of slate used. 

.f 
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a = «l-,vfVa l + ,v Va.)'. 
Furthel' we admit for b the ol'dinal'y linear l'elation 

b = (l-,v) bi + mb •. 

The suppositions, on which the following calculations are based, 
are consequently the following. 

1st . the equation of state of VAN DER WAALS, with b independent 
of v and T. 

2nd• the ordinary suppositions about a and b. 
31d • the special supposition al. = Vala •. 
Fl'om the expressions for a and b used resuIts: 

~: = 2 «I - m) Val -t- m Va.) (Va. - Val) = 2 Va. (Va. - Val) 

db - =b. - bi 
dm 

If we did not put au = Vala., then we should have found 
d'a 
-=2(a l +a.-2a l .). so only somewhat less simpie. 
dm' 

, a'w 
3. We will now ealculate am" 
For (3) we ean write: 

aw 2Va (a) -a =- (Va. - Val) - P + - (b.- bi)' m v ~ 

so that we obtain, when fol' shortness' sake a is Wl'itten fol' 
Va.·-Val, and fI for b. - bi : 

a'w 2 2Va av 
am' = -;; (Va. - Val)' --7 (Va. - VaJ a,'lJ -

- (b. - bt ) 1 ~~a (Vtt. - Val) - :: :: ! = 
= 2a' _ 2afl Va + (2a fl _ 2a Va) av 

v v' v3 v' am 

= ~ I a' _ afl Va + Va(fI Va _ a) av I. 
v I v v v am I 

av 
ConsequenUy we must ealeulate a-' 

{IJ 
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From the equation of state (p + ~) (v - b) = ET we deduce: 

( a)(av db) (1 da 2a av) p -I- - - - - -I- (v - b) - - - - - = 0, 
v' a,v dm v' d,v v3 a,v 

yielding 

(
p + ~)db _ v_-_b da 

av v' dm v' dm 

am - a 2a (v-b) 
p + v' - --'-V-=-3 ----'-

or also 
db 1 (v-W da -------av dm ET v' dm 

am - 1 _ 2a/ v (v-w 
RT v' 

. • • • • • • (4) 

a'w 
Substituting this in the last equation for am" we obtain: 

a'w = ~[(a2 _ a{J Va) 11 _ 2
a/v (v-W I + 

am' v v I ET v' I 
+ ~a (ft ~a _ a) (11- 2~~a(v~.b')1 (1- ~~~(V~b)2} 

da db 
since - = 2a Va and - = {J. Further treatment yields aftel' im-

dm dm 
portant simplification: 

2 
a-{J-;-( Va)' 

v 1 _ 2a/v (v-b)' 
RT v' 

. . • • . . (5) 

Compal'Ïng this entirely exact expression with that, deduced in ruy 
v-b 

former communication, where pand - were neglected, we see 
v 

that the exact expression (5) is all'eady simpier than the approx
imated one, whirh may &'tsily be written down by means of the 

expressions for aa'
2 
(~) and aa •• log a., deduced there. 

m v ,v v 

4. Consequently equation (4) passes into 

Tl 2,v (l-,v) (av-{J Va)' 
.n1' - -------'- --'--~--.,-

- v3 2a/u (v-W ' 
1---'---~ 

R1' v' 

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. VII. 
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that is to say into 
a (v-W 2.v (l-.v) 

Rl' - 2 - = ---- ({,w-~ Vlt)' , 
V v' v3 

Ol' into 

R'l'=; [q1--i!!)(av-~Va)' +a(v- W} 

Now av-{JVa = a (v - b) + ab -{lVa 

= a (v - b) + Cl (bI + aJ~) - ~ (Val + .va) 

= a(v-b)+ (abl-~Val)=a(v-b)+(blV((.-b2Val)' 

Therefare we obtain (compal'e 111so VAN DER WAAJJS, Oont. II, 
p. 45): 

Rl'= ~ ['IJ(l-aJ) I (bI V(t~- b.Val ) + a(v--b) r+ a(v-w]. ... (6) 

being, with the above mentioned suppositions , the sal1ght, ql1ite 
generl11 expression far T=f(v,x), by which fOl' each given telll
peratl1l'e the v, .'v-pl'ojection ofthe spinodal curve is entirely determinecl. 
We may a1so construct a "spinodal smface" T = f (v, xl, alld illl
mediately deduce from the subsequent &ections T = const. the iorms 
of tIle spinodal curves of the tl'ansversfLI- anel Iongitl1dinal plaits, [tnd 
this in just the same v, x-representation as is useel by VAN DER W AAI,s 

for the projection of the spinadal curves of the surfaces tI' l(T,v,.'c) 
for different valnes of T. 

5. The equation (6) gives rise to some results, which may be 
deeluced from it without further cl1lc111l1tion. 

:I st. Is v = b, that is to say, is the limit of valume Óx reached I1t 
I1ny value of x, tJlen (6) rednees to the eql1Mion af the bal1ndal'.v
curve, lying in the v"v-plane: 

2 \ 
Il'1' = b~''IJ (1 - .v) (bi ~a. - b. Va l )2,. • • • (6a) 

viz. the same expression, whicb was formel'ly found fol' sml111 values 
of v by means of the a.pproximating method. 

It is abvions at present, that only for v = 1J the expl'es&ion (6a) 
holels rigorously goocl. In ever)' other ('l1se terms with v-b must be 
added. But it a1so l'esuHs fi'om the faulld expl'ession (6), that as 
long as tel'ms wUh v - b may be neglected, the iOl'muJa (6') gives 
appl'oximately tile projection of the spinodal eUl've on thc 1', .'c-plane, 
without it being necessl1l'y to take into account the cOl'l'ective-tel'Jll with 
a2 a 
:\ l011 -, il1l.lica,tccl b.y VAN DIm WAALS. In a fut'mei' ('01111l1nni('ation 
v.'V~ .1 b2 
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I showed already, that this correction-term is small in the case of 
n01'mal substances, ab out of order v - b. 

As the second mem bel' of the expression (6") is always positive, 
even when au should be < Val a2 , t11e longitudinal plait on the 
11,-surface (tor it is obvious, that in the neighbourhood of v = b 
the spinodal curve belongs to the longitudinal plait, which can 
be regarded as a prominence of t11e - transversal plait) will always 
close itself above a definite temperature at the side of the small 
volumes. 

This temperature To is the plaitpoint-temperature, corresponding to 
dT 

(6a); it is given by (6a), in connexion with the expression for -d = 0, 
,tJ) 

deduced from it, yielding fol' the plaitpoint aftel' elimination of T 
the value 

b2-b1 where l' = -b-' (compare VAN DER WAALS, Conto II, and also my 
1 

preceding communication, p.579). Only when b, = bi (1' = 0), Xc will 
be = 1/,. In each other case tCe wiJl be removed to the side of the 
smallest molecular volume. 

Just at To the closing will take place at the limit of volume 
v = b (:1: = xc); for values of '1' < To the longitudinal plait wiJl 
renmin unclosed up to the smallest volumes. For in that case (compare 
the representation in space) a section T const. will cut the boundary
curve l6a), lying in the boundal'y-plane v = b, in a straight line. 

This temperature To may consequently be regarded in any respect 
as a thinl critical temperature. For abvve that temperature a f01'
mation of two liqllid layej"~ will never present itself at values of v in 
the neighbourhood of b, that is to say at very high pressures; just 
in the same mannel' as rtbove the ordinary critical temperatm'es of 
the single substances can never appeal' a liquid phase in presence 
of a gaseous one. 

2nd • Is v = 00, then fol' each value of x, T will be = 0, that 
is to say, the equation (6) cannot be satisfied in that case. The plait 
will consequently nevel' extend to v = 00. 

3rd • Is x = 0 or 1, then (6) passes into the two boundary-curves, 
lying in the two limiting T, v-plan es, vir.. 

2a 2a 
RT = _1 (v -- bi)' and Rl' = --; (v - b2)2. 

v3 v 

With v = 3 bi (resp. 3b,) these two curves yield duly: 
45'k 
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w hich is again 
deduced above. 

ET _~ al • 
1 - 27 b ' 

1 

a good test of 

ET _~ a. 
• - 27 b ' 

~ 

. . (6") 

the exactness of OUl' fOl'ffiula, 

These two critical points are at the same time plaitpoints of the 

(
à '1') (transversal) plait, fol' it can easily be shown, that a; ~ and also 

(!~) p will be there = O. 

T 

i, 

2/',. 

Before deducillg the eqnation of the plaitpoint-curve, I shall fh'st 
point out, that the second member of (6) IS always positive, as 
conslstJng of the sum of two esselltial posItive terms, so that tlle 
T, v, ,1J-sllrface possebses nowhere points beneath the v, x-plane, which 
of course canllot occur, because T cannot be llegati ve. Fllrthel', 
that from (6a) and (6b) results, th at as to tlle limiting-clll've (6a), 

there will be fOllnd T = 0 tOl' te = 0 and x = 1, aud as to the 
limiting-curves (6 b), T assumes again the value 0, as weU for v = bI 
(resp. b.), as for v = CJ:J. 

Sin ce the values of 1"2/ Tl and &2/ bi can be very different, accordiug 
to different substances, the &urface (6) will albo present very chiferent 
fOrms. Generally a gl'eater valuc of b cOl'l'esponds with a greater 
value of 11~, and in that case the surface has the form, as is indicated 
in the figllrc, It is manifest all'eady at sllperficial considel'atlOl1, that 
this form will be pretty complicatcd. 

6. We will uow detel'mine ti'om (6) the locus of the plaitpoints. 
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This ma)' be found by combination of the two conditions 

(al'l) _ 0 • (a21'1) _ 0 
a.v p,T - , a.v 2 /1,T - , 

leading to 

àf + àf(aàV
). = 0, . . . . . . . (7) 

à.v av tI; p,T 

when .f ~'ep]'eseI;lts the second mernbel' of (6). lndeed, this second 
member has in all points of the spinodal curve on the t,'-surface the 
same valne, so that we have, by passing a[on~ an element of that curye: 

af af 
-a d.v + -a dv = 0 . 

. v v 

But In the plaitpoint we may l'egard an element of the spinodal 
curve also as an element of the connodal curve, that is to say as the 
line which joins the two tangent-points of a double tangent-plane, 
whell the tangent-points have appl'oached each other to an infinitely 
small distance. And as in these two tangent-points the pressnl'e has 
the same value, the latter does not yary, when at the plaitpoint we 
pass along the considel'ed element of the spinodal curve. Consequently 
we have: 

dv = (aaV) dJJ, 
iV p,7' 

which yields immediately equation (7). 
Fot' shorfness, we wilI write in the following bi Va, - b, Val = 3'&, 

by which the second membel' of (6) passes into 

f= ~ [v (l-.v) \3'& + a (v-b) t 2 + a (V-wJ . 

(aV) I • The \'allle of a- ,vIlI be fonnd from (4), 
cV IJ,'i' 

viz. 

~~ 2aVa(v-W 

(
aV) R'l' v' 

a.v p,T = 2 a/, (v-b)' 
1----

RT v' 

Anel since the denominator of this expl'es&ion cannot become 00, 

(7) passe'3 into 

(
1- 2 (1/,v(v-W) af + (~_ 2aVa (V-W) af = o. 

R'l v' a.v P R'l' 'I!' av . (7
a

) 

Now we have: 
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àf ~ 
1/, V3 ~ = 8'(1-2m)-2m(1-m)8a{J-2a(v-b){J+2aVa(v-b)' 

Vil) 

2tv(1-.v)8a + 2a(v-b) 
v 

where 8 is written for :re + a(v-b), and p for 1/~ vaf. 
The equation (7 a) beeornes consequently: 

I 2a/v(v Wt ~ I' 1 2aVa(v-b)'13p 1---- 8 2 (1-2./J)...l- 2a Va (v-b)' _ 11 ___ --j-+ 
R'l' v' I P .Rl' v 2 v 

I - 1[1 2aVa (v-WI \ 2a/v (V-b)'I] + 2 .v.(l-tv) 8a + a (v-b) \ {J - RT ----;;-\- {J 11 - ET --;;-\ = O. ' 

, 
The expl'ession bet ween [ ] is obviously: 

2Va/v (v-W 2Va/v (v-W 
- Rl' ~-(av-{JVa) = - RT -;;-;-8, 

as av - (J Va = :re + a (v-b) = 8. Further we have RT = 2
p

, in 
v 3 

consequence of (6), so that we obtain: 

11 _ aCv p W\ \82 (1-2.7]) + 2a Va(v-w!-I{J _ ava~V-b)'t3: _ 

28 V,dv-b)' \ t 
- P 1''11 (1-,'1;) 8a + a (v-b) \ = O. 

And since p - a (v-W =:e (1-.'11) 8 2
, we have, aftel' multiplication 

with (jl: 

111(1-''11)8'[ 8'(1-2.1') + 2aVa(V_W]_3m(1-m)82v+ a(v-W ~ {jp-aVa.v(v-b/ 1-
- 28 Va (lI-W [v (l-.v) 8a + a (V-b)] = o. 

In th is expression the undel'lined tcrms vanish. And fol' 
{Jp - a Va. v (v - W may be wl'itten: 

{J:e (l-.v) 8' - Va (v-W (av-{J Va) = {J,v (l-.v) 8' - Va (v-b)' 8, 

so that we obtain, aftel' dividing by 8, and multiplying by v: 

.v (l-.v) 8sl (1-2.v) v - 3ill (1-.11) (jJ -I- Va (v-b)' [-2aV(V-b) + 3.v(l-.v) 8' -

- 3 Va {J.v (l-m) 8 + 3a (V-WJ = 0, 

or finally: 
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\m(I-.'C)8{ (1-2a:)v-3m(I-a:) j1 ]+Va(V-W [3a: (I-a:) 8{8-j1Va)+ 

+ a (v-b) (V-3b)] = 0, • . • (8) 

where 8 - j1 Va may be substituted by av·- 2j1 Va. 
This is ronsequently the sought equation of the v, t/J-projertion of 

the locus of all the plaitpoints, which can appeal' on the tlJ-surfaces 
at different values of T. Combined with (6), we find the points of 
the surface, represented by (6), which satisfy the plaitpoint-condition, 
th at is to say the equatlOn of the plaitpoint-clU've as space-curve. 
Equation (6) may be written: 

RI' = ~ [a: (I-a:) 8 2 + a (v-W} .. (6) 

where thus 8 = 3t + a (v - b), and 3t = bi Va 2 - b2 Val' 
For v = b (8) passes into 

(1 - 2.'C) b - 3.'C (1 - .'C) j1 = 0, 

yielding t/Je = ~ [(1' + 1) - V1,2 + l' + 1], as we have deduced 

all'eady above (in 9 5) for that limiting-case. 
To eonclnde, we remark, that the sections for constant volume of 

the surtace, given by (6), only extend down to T = 0 (v = 0 and 1) 
for v = b. For all volumeb > b, T will assume for x = 0 and 1, as 

. 2a(v - W 
is obvious from (6), a fimte valne, viz. . The T,x-boundary-

• v3 

curve suddenly ends t11en at the T-axis at the designed value of T 
(also compare the space-representatiol1). 

The proper disrussion of the equations (6) and (8) must be 
reserved for a separate communic<'ttion. It wiU appeal' then, that the 
different forms of the spinodal- and plaitpoint-curves, which OCCUl' 

specially in the case of anomalous substanres, are alreudy possible 
in the rase of 1w1'mal substances, provided the proportion of the 
two critical temperatlll'es T2/ Tl be sufficiently large. The spinodal 
curves, giveu by (6), wiJl appeal' easily calculable, and as to the 
course of the plaitpoint-curve (there are two, independent of each 
other), some conclusiollS will be dedllced in a. simple way. 

It will also appeal', which indeed rest11ts already from (6), that 
the longitudinal- and the tl'ansvel'sal plaits - at least with respect to the 
spinodal curves (compare also VAN DER WAALS, Cont. TI, p. 175)
are no separate plaits, but one single plait, of which the plaitpoint 
is lying, according to the different circumstances, eithel' on the side 
of the small volumes, or somewhere else. 
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Chemistry. - "On mi.~cibility in tlte solid a!:l,g7'egate condition anel 
iS071W1phy with ca7'bon c01npounds." [First communication]. 
Ey Dr. F. M. JA~GER. (Oommunicated by Prof. H. W. BAKHUIS 
RoOZEBOOM). 

(Communicated in the meeting of March 25, 1905). 

Since the discovery of isoIIlorphy by MITSCHERLICH the power of 
isomorphous compounds to form, on being mixed, a hOIIlogeneous 
solid phase of gradually-val'ying composition has been experimentally 
demonstrated in nnmerous cases. 

In recent years several investî~ators have started theories as to the 
course of the melting Cul'ves likely to be exhibited by such mixing
series, and \ in conjunction with the theory of the equilibl'ium of 
phases and with the aid of thermodynamical developments, a fairly 
deal' idea has been formed of the special cases which may be 
expected to OCCUl' with substances of the said kind. 

On the other haud, it is not permissible to draw conclusions ns 
to existing isomorphy, solely on account of the course of the melting 
curve or the solubility lines. Sinee the introduction in chemistry 
of the idea of "solid solutions", many cases have nlready been 
pointed out where amorphous Ol' even crystallised solid solutions 
exist of substances which bear either no or an unknown crystallo
nomiG relation to each other. We have only to think for instance 
of amorphous glnsses anel on the other hand of the cristalline mix
tm'es of ferric-ehloricle and sal-ammoniae. The difficulty is felt in a 
pal'ticularly fltriking manner in the chemistry of the carbon compounds; 
not only do we know continu 0 llS series of crystaUine mixtures 
between morphotropously allied cnrbon-containing derivatives, as in 
MUTHMANN'S terephthalic-acid derivatives, but sneh mixing even in 
the crystalline condition, has also been observed in the case of 
organic molecules whieh have little Ol' nothing in common. 

BRUNI and his collaborators, who have made a iong series of cryos
copic determinations conclude that the most dissimilal' organic sub
stances may yield "mixed cl'J6tals" anel "soHel solutions" of whose 

~ I 

crystallonomic relation not only nothing as a rllle is lmown, but of 
which the cl'ystallogral~hel' will Lhillk the chances of isomol'phy but 
very small. 

In any case the relation existing between "crystallonomic form
relation" and "miscibility" is as yet qnite unlmown. If sub6tances 
are isomorphous, that is if clysk'tlline phases possess regulated mole
cular structul'es, which may be assumed to be formed from each 
other by a slight defol'matioll, I sneh phases ma)' ,jointly yield a homo
geneous mixing-phase of vadable composition and theil' relations 
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based on the equilibrium of phases will take the comse indirated b,Y 
theory. Bnt the l'evel'se is by IlO means the case and the qnestion 
as to the existence of "isomo1'phy" can onIy be satisfactorily solved 
by a crystallonomic investigation. 

The problem has a pa1'tIcnlar interest in so fal' as it relates to the 
deLermination of the limits in which morphotl'opouslY-l'elated kinds 
of molecules may exhibit &uch a miseibility. Fol' the word "isomo1'phy" 
relates Lo a number of special cases in a series of much more general 
phenomena of crystallonomy, namely, to those which 6hoiV the rel a
tion between the chemical constitution of the snbst.allces which have 
snbstitution-relations, with their innate c1'ystalline form, which pheno
mena are expressed by the name of mo1'photropy. If the chemical 
relation of such substitution de1'ivative.s is confined within certain 
limits sueh mo1'photropous substanees may become "isomorphotro
pous" and will then be able Lo combine with each othe1' in a 
limited Ol' may be unlimited proportion. And if the 1'elation of snch 
snbstances has become so intense that a nearly identical property 
must be attributed to their cl'ystal-stl'nctures on account of all their 
physical properties, sucb isomorphotropous substallces actually become 
"isomo1'phous" and mixing is then always possible. 

F1'om tbe above it follows that the idea of "isomorpby" ad mits 
of a certain gradation; only the c1'ystftllOnOmel' can detel'mine in 
each case the degl'ee of "isomorphy" by measuring the size indi
cated by the parameters of the 1l101ecular strncture in the cases to 
be compared and pal'ticularly by studying the analögy in the cohesion
phenomena of the crystal-phase. Ás the differences in the "alues of 
the said moleclllal' strncture-parameters become smaller and a mOl'e 
complete similarity in the directions of cleavage and nature of snrface 
of the similar limiting planes is found, a more complete isomorphy 
exists and the probability of a complete miscibility in the crystallised 
condition is at tbe same time enhanced. 

I It cannot be doubted that in the cases investigated by BRUNI the1'e 
may be instanees of snch 1'eal isomorphy und the following research 
may even prove tbis t'act. Bnt it must also not be lost sight of that 
many cases of miscible substances supposecl 10 be instances of "iso
morphy" are only cases of isomorphotropy or even only of l110rpho
tropy within relatively large limits. 

All this l'endel's it highly desil'able to undel'take all exhaustive 
investigation of organic substances as to their miscibility in the solid 
conditiol1, cOllpled with that of their crystaIline f01'111-S0 as to elucidate 
tbe matter. The following research is a first communication on this 
subject. 
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I. Nitro- and NitrosO::Derivatives of the Benzene-Series. 
In consequence of some cl'ystallog'l'aphic facts, I intended long ago 

to make a special study of morphotl'ophic action of NO~ and NO 
substitntion in organic molecules. The matter becfimé still more 
important to me by the observation of the transformation of o-Nitl'o
benzaldel~yde into crystallised o-Nitl'obenzoic acid under the influence 
of light, and by a recent treatise of BRUNI and OALLEGARI (Gazz. 
Ohim. It. (1904) 34. IJ, 246) who determined this fOl'mation ofsolid 
solutions according to cryoscopic detel'minations. These investigators 
arrive at the following conclusions : 

1. As a l'ule al'oma'tic nitrosodel'ivatives may form solid solutions 
with the cOl'l'esponding nitroderivatives. 

2. In those solid sollltÎons, also in the liquid ones which have a 
green coIour the nitl'oso-compounds have the simple 1l10leClllal' size. 

It was particularly the first conclusion, which I wanted to snbmit 
to a fmther investigation. 

a. Pamnit1'odiet1tylaniline and Pamnit1'osodiethylaniline. 

Fil'st of all I have extended the investigations paranif1'odietltyl
aniline by SCH.RAUF and ll1yself 1). As I could onIy get proper crystals 
of the nitl'oso-derivative from eihyl-acetate + ligl'oïne it was necessal'y 
to obhtin the crystals of the nitl'o-derivMive fl'om tJle same solven!, 
in order to get stl'ictly cOll1pal'able pl'eparations. 

1. p-Nitrodiethylaniline. 
06H4.(NO~).N(O,H.)2; meltingl'oint: 73°,6. 

Ol'ystals from ethyl-acetate + ligl'oïne. (Fig. 1). 

, 
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Fig. 1. 
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lJ-Nitrodiethylaniline, from 
ethyl-acetate. 

----

Fig. 2. 

p-Nitrodiethylaniline, from 
ethyl-alcohol. 

1) JAEGER, Z. f. Kryst. 40. 127. (1905); cf ibid. 11, 105, Ref. 
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Brownish-yellow crystals, short prismatic Ol' somewhat extended 
towards the b axis and flattened towards 11001 with a beautiful 
l'eddish-violet reflexion 0.1). 11011. 

Monoclino-prismatic. 

a: b: c= 1,0342: 1: 1,9788. 
~= 80°34'. 

The measurements are identical with those formerly given by 
me. The habitus of the crystals is, however, different ii'om those 
previously obtained from alcohol (Fig. 2); c and rn gi ve -ideal 
reflexes; a very good, but aften somewhat cUl'ved; c alone has a 
violet reflex ion ; the reflex is coloured light-lilac. Etch-figures on 11 OOI 
corresponded with the indicated symmetry. 

Vel'y completely cleavable parallel {OOll; faidy so towal'ds 10101 
with conchoidal fl'actme plane. 

Optical behaviour. The optical behaviour of the compound is very 
interesting. (Fig. 3). 

First of all the crystals are stl'ongly pleochroic; on {0011, sulphur
yellow and blood red; the inflexion indicates the direction of the 
yibl'ation of the polal'ised j'ays; on 10101 yellow and orange; on 
{iOO! yellow and orange-yellow. On {OOll are seen in convergent 
light two red absorption hyperbales like the opening m:ms of an 
axial cross. 

On {iOOI an eccelliric axial image is visible, the axial angle is very 
small 80 that thore is apparently present the image of a monaxial crystal 
with a crossing of the axial planes fol' red and green light. The axes for 
the red lie in a plane 11 b-axis, for the green in one 11 c-ttxis. The angle 
for tbe red rays is smaller than that of tbe green rays. The double 
refrt\ction is positive; the first diagonal inclines to the nOl'mal in 
the pIane of symmetry; on 11 OOI there are, therefol'c, at the same 
time an illclined and a hOl'izontal dispersion. 

IThe angle of inclination is somewhat larger than in the case of 
the nitroso-derivative. 

2. p-Nitrosodiethylaniline. 

Same time ago I) I made some preliminal'Y communications on 
pal'anitrisodiethylaniline OoH4(NO) N(02HÓ)2 melting point 82°,2. I 

(4) (1) 

have since sllcceeded in obtaining this compound in a farm more 

1) F. M, JAEGER. Ucber morphotropische BeziellUngen hei den in del' Amino· 
Gruppe substituit·ten Nitro·Anilinen. Z. f. Kryst. 40 (1004) 112-146. 
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snitable fol' investigntion, so as to be able to make a c1eal' comparison 
with the cOl'l'esponding j)(tl'(t-nitl'o-del'ivittive. 

The said cl'J'stals had the appearanee of small emerald green 
l'ectangulal' plates, whieh were 1110st readily obk'tined from acetone. 
They are vel'y pOOl' in combinaflOll fOl'ms and onIJ' e~hibit a = 11001 
predomimtting, 'iJl = I110} and b = 1010J whilst a = {lOOI is genel'allr 
present in a rl1dimentary condition They were detel'milled as mono
clino-pl'ismatic wlth ~ = about 85~53' aml a. b = 10166 : 1; on 
11 OOI un intel'fermg image is visible wIth slight inclination to the 
normal on that pIane, the axial angle is smalI, the dispersion an 
average of Q < v round the shar}) bissectrix, the dûubIe reti'action 
is positive. 

MOl'e accurate Îlwestigatiom, have, as will be shown, pl'actically 
confll'tned these datit. I obtain~d the 1111pl'Oved material from a mixture 
of ethyl-acetate and ltgl'oine, in whieh the compound was di~solved 
on wal'ming. On slow e\iapOl'ation smal! rectanglllarly bounded, 
thicker plates Ol' also emerald green prisms are formed, which on some 
planes possess a splendid violet l'eflexion. They exliibit a pal'tic111al' 
lustre and but. l'arely a cnrvatlll'e of !1001, therefore very accurate 
detel'minittinns conId be executed. 

The symmetry is monoclino-p1'ismatic: the axial l'elation: 

Lr 
\\ 

(hl;" 

/ 

à: b: c = 1,0178: i: 1,9611. 

Fig. 4. 
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~= 85°43'. 

Forms obsel'yed. a = 11001, bl'oadest 
developed of all anel weIl retIecting, some
times a littIe clU'veel; m= 11101 itl.1d b =10101, 
.about equally developed, but b generally a 
little broader, althongh sometimes 1l111ch 
llarrower than mand mlH'h sharper reflec
ting' Wlth light-violet reflex; c = (001 ~ with 
ideal reflexion also with i1 v~olet reflex 
image; l' = !W21, lustrous, nwstly na1'1'owe1', 
sometimes a t1'ifle bettel' developed and 
sha1'ply l'eflectillg; the l'etl ex es are of ten 
violet, mostly, however, colourless Ol' yel
lowish; s = [101j, broad but vel'y dull and 
only approximately measurable; t=il. 0 .131, 
very narrow in vicinal form has been 
observed in a few rases. 

p-Nitroso·diethyluniline. The habitus of the cl'ystals is elongáted 
alollg the vel'tical axis with flattening towal'ds 1100). 
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Mectsurecl : 

ct: C = (100) : (001) = I 85° 43' 
a : 'In = (100) : (110) =-1<45 251/~ 

c : l' = (001) : (102) = r45 591/~ 
l' : a = (102) . (100) = 48 19 
ct: S = (100) . (101) = 26 39 
s: C = (101) . (001) = 59 4 
c : m = (001) . (110) = 87 5 

m : b = (110) . (010) = 44 33 
1n : l' = (ho) : (102) = 62 11 
m:s =(110): (10l)= 52 0 (circa) 

Cctlculcttecl ~ 

48°171/.' 
26 29 
59 14 
87 0 
44 341

/. 

62 9'/a 
51 5 

The cry&tals cleave very completely towards 1001} with a lustrous 
sepat'ation plane; incompletely towards 10101 with a conchoidal fracture. 
Etch figures were not obtained. 

OptiCctl beltavioU1'. Th~ compound exhibits interesting optical 
properties. 

First of all the splendid, violet reflexion of tlle planes lOOi}, 
1010} and lI02}, whieh IS wanting on the other plan es. This reflexion 
is not due to a stl'eaking of these planes. If we cleave a crystal 
along c or b the plane of sepm'ation also has that reflex ion and a 
streak made with the cl'ystab on porcelain also exhibits the same 
pllenomenon. The light l'eflexes of the goniometer lamp on these 
planes are coloured a beautiful pale lilacj on the other planes white, 
sometimes yellowish . 

.I!"'udher, the compound exhibits on 1100}, 10101 and 10101 the 
pleochroic behaviour as seen in Fig. 5; the inflexion again indicates 
the direction of the vibl'tl,tion of the two poIariseu rays, whieh arrive 
along the normal on the respective plane, On fl00} a difference is 
only obbervable with thicker crystals, on 1001} the colours are lig hf
green and dal'k, somewhat bluish-green, on 1010} the difl'erenc'e is 
most pronounced, nmnely light-green and dal'k violet, the latter colonr 
is indeed, as I noti<,ed, no snrface l'efle~ion but the colour of the 
phase in transmitted light. On 100l} feebIe absOl'ption bnndles of 
hyperbolie forln are observabIe resembling an axial cross opening 
when the table is turned. 

The optical axial plalle is neady hol'izontal, the acute bissectrix 
makes a sn'lall angle with the normal on 11 OOI. In convergent light 
a very fine axial image is vlslble wHl! a bmáll axial angle and an 
average dispersion of l'hombic clml'acter i the dispersion of the said 
diagonal is Q < v, the double l'ef'raction is positiv<.'. 

Calling the crystallonomic axes respectively ct, b, c fhe optical 
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orientation of the ela5ticity-ellipsoid is therefOl'e in the same order: 
y, {/, a in which ct> {/ > y. The cloubie refraction is feebIe. 

On POOl and lOOi} orientated extinction ; on 101O} the very small 
inclined angle of the elasticity axis with the vel'tical axis could not 
be shal'ply defined on account of the st rong absol'ption; it is not 
distinguishable from 900

• 

The specitic gravity of the c1'ystals was fonnd to be 1.240 ~tt 15° ; 
the equivalent volume is, the1'efo1'e, 143.53 and the topical axes become: 

X: tf': w = 4,2363 : 4,1623 : 8,1626. 

The complete ilJomorplty of p-NitrodietAylaniline allel p-Nitro
.socliethylaniline is thel'ef01'e fil'mly established. The pl'ope1'ties of both 
substances are given here by way of a comparison. 

p-Nïtrocliethylaniline: p-Nitrosodiethylaniline: 
Monoclino-prismatic. Monoclino-prismatic. 

a:b:c=1,0342: 1 :1,9788. a:b:c=1,0178: 1 :1,9611. 
X .11': w=4,4276 :4,2807: 8,4710. X :1~: w=4,2363: 4,1623: 8,1626. 

cl = 1,225 cl = 1,240 
v = 158,36 v = 143,53 

Angular values : Angulal' values: 
(110): (100) = 450 34' (110) : (100) = 45° 25V 
(100) : (102) = 510 13' (100) : (102) = 48° 17 r 
(100) : (001) = 80° 34' (100) : (001) = 85° 43' 

In ethyl-acetate + ligroine the In ethyl-acetate + ligroine the 
habItus is flattened towards 11 OOI habitus is tlattened towards liOOI 
elongated towards the c-axis j some- and elongated towal'ds the c-axis. 
times towards the b-axis. I 
Very completely cleavable towards Very completely cleavable towards 
10011, fairly so towards 1010h with 10011, fairly 50 towards 10101 with 
a conchoidal fractul'e. conchoidal fracture. 

On 10011 violet l'eflexion. On 10011. and on 10101, 11021 

Optical ol'ientation: y, [:1, ct, 

Double refraction, positive. 
On 11001 a but littIe-illchned 

axial image with small nxial angle; 
aXlal plane parallel the ó-axis for 
tbe red, pamllel the c-axis fol' the 
green rays; dispersion : ft < 'V. 

Ooloul': brownish-yellow. 
Strongly pleochl'oir: blood red

ol'ange-yellow. 
On c absorptionbundles, 

violet reflexion. 
Optical orientation: y, {/, a, 
Double l'efraction, positive. 
Ou IJ OOI a but Iittle-inclined 

axial image with small axial image; 
axial plane parallel the ó-axi5; 
rhombic dispel'sion: ft < v. 

Ooloul': emerald green. 
Stl'ongly pleoclu'oic: violet-pale 

gl'een-bluishgreell. 
Oh () absol'ptionbundles. 
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F. M. JAEGER. "On miscibility in the solid aggregate condition and 
isomorphy with carbon compounds." (lst Communication). 

Flg 3. 

Pleochrolsm of p·NItro·dlaethyl.amlme 

PleochrOlsm of p-Nltroso-dlaethyl.amhnc 

Proceedmgs Royal Acad Amsleldam Vol. VlI 
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There is not the least doubt that the two substances possess a 
quite analogous structllre; cleavability, optical orientation whilst the 
nature of the surtace of the crystalplanes is quite in agreement. 

Fl'om mixed sollltions of the two components are formed small 
greenish-black mixed erystals with a vivid steel-blue reflexion. 

As genel'ally happens in the eèl,se of most isomorphous mixtures, the 
crystallisation power is cOllbidel'ably smaller than with each of the 
components separately. Undel' the micl'oseope snch mixed crysk'tls 
consist of thin olive-green littIe plates, which on theh'-pl'edominating 
plal1e show little Ol' no pleochroism. In convergent light a splendid 
interfering image may be obsel'ved: slight inrlination to the normal 
on the horizontal plane, elliptical l'ings, and small axial angle, lat'gel' 
however tlul,n in the two cOll1ponents. The double l'efractioll is 
positive: the dispersion has a l'homuic charactel' and shows: !! < ,'. 

Fl'om the last mothel'liquol's are deposited mixed crystals of a 
lightel' shade l'epl'esenting silky needIes as those above with 1e&s 
sUl'face l'etle:don. Othel'\Vise they are optieal continuations of the 
above described mixed cry&tals. Fl'om mixtnres of the two eomponents 
in a meltecl conclition these mixed crystals depose on the sides of 
tbe testtube in a fine steei-blue lustrous conclition. 

The behavioul' of t11e two isomorphous substanees in the liquicl 
condition is e1ucidatecl by tbe investigation of the melting curve of 
binal'y mixtures. On account of the dark colour of' the fusion, the 
COUl'&e of the solidification curve was tl'aced by the gl'aphical method; 
the determinations were made as usnal in the VAN EYK apparatus. 
It should be Hotieeel that all these fllsions soliclify to solid phases, 
which also exbibit a splcnclid violet or blne l'etlexion. 

The nitl'odel'ivatÏve has a gl'eatel' latent heat of fnsion than the 
nitl'o80derivati "e; in both cases the calorie effect W'1.8, ho\'l ever, very 
l'eadily obsel'vable in the solidification. The lower soIidifying line 
can by IlO means be detel'mined so slutrply as the upper one. 

It was found that: 
I A mixture of 100 % of p-Nitro and 0 % p-Nit1'oso-del'ivath'e 
melted at 73::1,6. 

A mixture of 85,14 % p-J.Vitl'o- anel 14,86 % p-Nit1'Oso-derivative 
eommence8 to. solidify at 75°,2 and completely solidifies at 74°,9. 

A mixture of 72,5 % of p-JVitl'o- and 27,5 % p-Nitl'oso-derivative 
commences to solidi(y at 76°,2 and completely solidifies at 75°,9. 

A mixtnre of 54,4 % ofp-Nit1'O- anel45,6 % of p-JVitl'oso-derivative 
commences to solielity at 77°,6 anel completei)' solidifies at 77°,3. 

A mixture of 38,64: "/0 ofp-Nitl'o- allel 61,36 o/IIP-Nitl'oso-derivative 
commellces to soIidifJ' at 78°,2 and complctely solidifies at 77°,9. 
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A mixtUl'e of 10,0 % p-Nitfo- and 90,0 % of lJ-Nit1'oso-derivative 
commences to solidify at 80°,8 and completely &olidifies at 80°,6. 

A mixture of 0 8
/ 0 of p-Nitro- and 100 % of p-.Nitroso-deriv8Jtive 

melted at 82°,2. 
The compositlOn is given in molecule-percents. 
In fig. 6 the course of the melting curve is represented gmphically 

and the double line for the initial and final solidifying points is 
shown. It will be seen that the character of the line points ta a 
continuous series of mixed crystals; the average temperature-hlterval 
between initial IiLnd fin al solidification amounts to about OP ,3. 
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The result of the research reveals the complete isomol'phy of 
p-Nït1'O-(bet!&ylanaline and p-Nitroso-cltetltylaniline anel also their 
complete miscibHity in the solid state. 

Chemistry. - "On Orthonitl'obenzyltoluidine". By Dr. F.lVI. JAEGEH. 
(Communicated by Prof. A. F. HOLI,E1tfAN). 

(Communicatec1 in the meeüng of Murch 25, 1905). 

Some time ago the o-Nitrobenzyl elerivate of lJara-toluidine, (melting 
point 72° C.) was investigateel by NOHDENSKJOLD, who deSCl'lbed it as 
being tetl'agonal wlth the parametel'-relation a: () = 1 : 0,6230; the 
compound exlnbits only on<3 combination-form, namely 11111 and is 
optically monaxial: positive. (Bnll. Geol. Instit. Upsala, (1892), 84, 
also Ref. Zeits. f Kryst. 24, 147). 
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.B'or comparison r have mvestigated the o-Nitrobenzyl-derivative 
of ort/wtoluidine 1). 

Recrystallised from acetone in which the compound (m. p. 96°) is 
very solubIe, the &ubstance forms very large, transparent, pale yellow 
Ol' rather pale gl'eenish-yellow crystals possessing a &trong lustre and 
assuming a more brownish tinge on prolonged exposme to the air. 
Elongated, prismatic needies are aIso occasionally obtained. 

The fil'st-named cl'j'stals are near1y isometrically deve10ped and 
possess many combination form." they admitted very weIl of accurate 
measuremen tso 

lUwmbic-b~)y}'a?nidal 

The parameters are. 
a . b . c = 0,8552 , 1 . 0,6138. 

Forms ob&erved : q = 10211, 
strongly pl'edominating and lus
trous; 0=/2111, broadly developed 
and yielding sharp l'eflexes; 
1'=11011, well formed and lustrous; 
o = 10011, narl'owe1' but weIl 
l'eflecting, b = 1010!, duIl some
times present with only a single 
plane; mostly a little broader than 
0, but also somewhat smaller; 

o-Nltro Benzylo-ToIUldine. s = 12011, na1'1'OW and unsuitable 
for measurement; the symbol has been deduced from the zone-l'elation. 

The habitus is mostly thick-prismatic along the a-axis, pa1'ticularly 
the smaller crystals possess a ve1'y l'egular form. 

Measw'ecl : Ca loulated : 
0: q= (001): (021) =""50° 50' 
0: l' = (001) : (101) ="35 40 
b· q= (010): (021) = 39 9 
o : l' = (211) : (101) = 27 20 
o .0 = (211) : (211) = 65 8 
0:0=(211):(001)= 5726 
o : 0 = (211) : (211) = 38 46 
q: 0= (021): (211) = 53 161

/ 2 

q: 1'= (021): (101) = 59 l' 
b : 0 = (010) : (211) = 70 38 

39°10' 
27 10 
65 18 
57 21 
38 40 
53 18 
59 8' 
70 40 

Oompletely cleavable parallel 10211, distinctly iowards 12111. 

1) Bel'. d. d. Chem. Ges. 23. 3582. 
46 

Proceeulllgs Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. VU. 
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In oH of cloves as immersion liquid the situation of the elasticity 
directions on the planes of {010l, {0211 and {0011 orientated normally 
in regard of the a-axis. The optical axial plane is {lOOI; the th'st 
diagonal stands perpendirularly on {010l. On the planes of {0211 a 
brightly coloured interferential image is visible in convergent polarised 
light; extraordinarily strong dispersion of a rhombic character witb 
Q > v around the th'st bissectrix. In oil of cloves thê apparent axial 
angle amounts to about 490 for the red and 46° for the green rays. 

The oil cansed on {0211 littie solntion-figures, which had the form 
of isosceles trapezia; they agree with the indicated symmetry of 
the crystals. 

The specific gravity is 1,278, at 1~0, the equivalent-volume is 
189,28, and the topical axes are: 

Je: lP : w = 6,0875: 7,1175; 4,3688 

AIthough differing from NORDENSKJÖLD'S para-derivative in symmetry, 
tbe analogy of the two isomers is still distinctly recognisable in the 
value of the relation b: c. 

o-Nitl'obenzyl.para-Toluidine: a: b : e = 1,000 : 1: 0,6230. 
o-Nitrobenzyl-ol'tlw-Toluidine: a: b : e = 0.8552: 1: 0,6138. 

The difference in position of the methyl- and amino-group with 
regard to each other therefore causes ehiefly only a var~ation of the 
erystal parameters in one direction. 

Chemistry. - "On position-isorne1'ic Dichlol'onitl'obenzenes." By 
Dr. F. M. JAEGER. (Communicated by Prof. A. F. HOLI.EMAN). 

(Communicated in the meeting of March 25, 1905). 

Of the six theoretically-possible diehloronitl'obenzenes, whieh I 
l'eeeived some time ago for investigation from Prof. HOLJ.EMAN, I 
sueeeeded in obtaming foui' in sueh a measurable form that their 
crystaIlogl'aphicai detel'mination could be satisfac.torily nndertaken. 

Notwithstanding the great po\ver of erystallisation of most of them, 
the pl'eparation of propel'ly developed erystals is a tl'oublesome and 
very tedious matter. This is partIy due to the very great solubility 
in most of the organic solvents, whirh in eonnection wUh the low 
melting points of these eompounds of ten eauses a not ineonsidel'able 
supersatul'ation. During thc spontaneous erystallisation, which tben 
takes place, no welI-formed individuals, but erystal-aggregates are 
formed, Wllich are difficnlt of investigation. In addition, the peculial' 
softness of the crystals eauses most of them to exhiIJit curved plan es 
and considerable geOluetrical deviations. Again, owing to the heat 
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of the source of light dUl'ing the meastlrement the crystals soon 
become a dull smoface, so thaf the inaccuracy of the meaSUl'ements 
is still fUl'tllel' incl'eased by the less sharp limrtation of the signal 
reflexes. 

Of the 5ubstances examined the o1,tho-dichlol'odel'ivatives are both 
rhombic, tlle meta-derivatives probably all monoclinie and the para
dicblorodel'ivative trichmc, only tbe geometrically well-defined sub
stances of tbis series are described here in detail. In cl'ystalline 
form they show compal'aLlvely little resemblance to each othel', 
chiefly in consequence of the considerable deformation of the molecule 
owing to the mutual attl'artion of the Ol-atoms and of the (N0 2)-gl'oup. 

Fig.la. 1-2-Dichloro-3-Nitro-Benzene. 

~ 0 0 Ha . Ol . Ol . (N02) ; melting point: 61 CJ à 62° O. 
~ "<I (I) (9.) (3) 

1'1'" 

I ,; I I This compound crystallises fl'om a mixture of 
1: I 
I 11 ' ethyJ-aretate and ether and also from glacial 
I , ' 

'I :: I acetic acid, on very slow evaporation of the solvent, 
! I I, 
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in colourless silky needles, which are limited by 
smaIl, lustl'oUS pyramidal pJanes (Fig. 1). 

Rlwmbic-bipyramidal . 

a : b : c = 0,6472 : 1 : 0,2780. 

POl'l1lS observed: a= /1001 and b = 10101 equally 
stl'ongly developed and both very lustl'oUS; 
IJ = 12i$01, 711, = 11101, n = 14301; the latter form 
is tbe smallest of fhe three and reflects less sharply 
than pand 1n; a sometimes shows a delicate 
streak parallel with 0: a; 0 = /1331 lustrous, 

l-2-Dichloro-3-Nitro- yielding good reflexes. 
Benzene. The vertical zone is, geometl'ically very weIl 

constructed. The anguIal' val nes obsel'ved in different crystals differ 
but inconsiderably ti'om the avel'age values. 

lil easured: 
a: lJ = (100) : (230) = "1<44° 9' 
o : 0 ~ (133) : (133) = 130 51 1

/ 2 

p: rn = (230): (110) = 11 21 
171 : n = (110) : (430) = 7 71

/ 2 

n : IJ = (430) : (010) = 27 23 
a : 0 = (100) : (133) = 82 16 
ó: 0 = (010) : (103) = 7436 
o : 0 = (133) : (133) = 15 32 

Ca lculatecl : 

H°J4,' 
7 1 

27 351
/ 2 

82 7 
7434 
1546 

46'" 
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Readily cleavable along ó. On mand p right-angled little etch
figures are visible in cassia-oil, which eOl'l'espond with the indicated 
symmetry. In the vertical zone the direction of the optical elasticity 
aX.is is orientated on aU the planes. Au axial image was not observed. 

The speeifie gravity of the needles as determined by means-of a 
solution of mercuric-potassium-iodide was 1,721 at 14°. The equi
valent-volume is therefore 111.56 and the topical axes become; 

'f. : tp : ro = 5,5190 : 8,5272 : 2,3706 .. 
b. 1-3-Dichlo1'o-2-Nit1'o-Benzene. 

Oa H3 . Cl . Ol . (N0 2 ) ; melting point: 71° O. 
(I) (3) (2) 

Fig. 2a 

1-3-Dichlol'o-2-Nitro-Benzene. 

l?ig. 2b. 

The compound cry
stallises from carbon 
disulphide in large, 
colonrless, thin p]ates 
ofparallelogram shape 
or also in smaller thick 
crystals as shown in 
figs. 2a and 2b. The 
crystals are of ten 
opaque and difficult 

to measure; sometimes, how
ever, they are more lustrous 
and very clear. 

lvIo1wclino-pl'islnatic. 
t a: b : c=0,6696 : 1 : 0,4149. 

~ = 87° 512
/ 3 '. 

Forms observed: a = 1100j 
generally strongly predomi-

1-3-Dlchloro-2-NJtl'o-Benzene. nating and always sharply 
reflectingj q = 10111, lustrous and either quite as uarrow as 0 or 
else the broadest developed of aU, so that the crystals appeal' short
prismatic towards the clino-axis; 0 = 1111j, generally smalI, mostly 
streaked parallel with a: 0 and reflecting rather dullisly; b = 1010j, 
very small and of ten only present in a rudimentary form. 

Measured: Calculated: 
a: 0 = (100) : (111) =,. 58°44' 
q : q = (011) : (011) = ~'_ 45 21

/ 2 

a: q = (100) : (011) = * 88 11
/ 2 

o : q = (111) : (011) = 127 55 
o : q = (111) : (011) = 29 17 
a : b = (100) : (010) = 89 57 
o : 0 = (111) : (111) = 38 38 (about) 

128°25' 
2917 1

/ 2 

90 0 
3816 
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A distinct c1eavability waf> not observed. 
The crystals deposited from acetone, w hich were very large but 

dulI, show a pl'edominance of a oye1' b; they are mucb elongated 
along tile vel'tical axis and furlhel' possess a form which is probably 
12331 with (233): (100) = 67° 33', calculated 67° 24'. On a there is 
diagonal extinction ; the optical axial plane is 10101. One optical axis 
deseends almost pel'pendicularly on a. 

The specific gravity is 1,603, at 17°, the equivalent vohllne 119,77. 
Topical axes: "j: tr' : w = 5,0596 : 7,5561 : 3,1350. 

Although the parametcl'-relation a: band the angle iJ in this isomer 
are comparable witil those of tbe 1-2-3-derivative: 

1-3-Dichlol'o-2-Nitro-Renzene: a: b = 0,6696 : 1; iJ = 87) 52' 
1-2-Diehlo1'o-3-1Vit1'o-Benzene: a: b = 0,6472: 1; iJ = 90°. 

b 
their crystalline forms are still rather different; the relation - of 

r C 
the lat ter subslance is about 11

/ 2 that of the first derlvative. 

c. 1-3-Dicldoro-rl-Nit1'o-Benzene. 
Co H3 . Cl. Cl . (N0 2) ; melting point: 65° O. 

(I) (1) (5) 

In alcohol Ol' glacial acetic acid, in which solvents the compound 
exhibits a remarlmbly great crystallisation power, there are generally 
formed very long, flat columns of considerable thickness, Ol' also 
right-angled or obtnsely tl'uncated pale-shet'ry col ou red small thin 
plates. Owing to the great softness of the substance and its great 
pla~ticity, the I'rystals are in most cases so ill-formed and distorted 
th at measurements become impossible. With very slow evaporation we 
sometimes get bettel' formed crystals although Ihey are vl:'ry pOOl' in 
planes. 'filey have a peculia1' odoUL' resembling nitrobenzene. 

Mvnoelmo-p7'is J Jl atie. 
a: b = 0,5940 : 1 ; ,~= 58' 43'. 

Forms obsel'\'ed: a = 11001, broad and very lustrous ; b = 10101. 
na1'1'ower and less lllstrous; it is often absent altogether; rn = 11101, 
na1'row and c = 10011, smal! but very l'eflecting; tile habitus is 
elongated along the e-axis and then flattened 11001. 

lIfeasu1'ed: Calculated: 
b : m = (010) : (110) = *' 63 5 
a: e = (100) : (001) = * 5843 
a : rn = (100) : (110) = 26 58 
m: m = (110): (110) = 126 J5 
m:c =(110):(001)= 
b : c = (010) : (001) = 89 57 

12610 
6225 
90 0 
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The crystals are completely cleavable along (01°1, readily so 
along (0011. 

On (10°1 extinrtion occurs on orientation; on (0101 under 28° with 
l'egal'd to the vertical side. The optical axial plane is {0101; at the 
border of' the vision-sphere an optical axis is visible on (1001; the 
axial angle is small. The direction of the vertical axis is here the 
axis of' the greatest elasti('ity. 

On 11001 efch excrescences were observable with a circumference 
of' isoreeles trapezia, whose angular points appeal' to be connected by 
straight lines with a point sitnated in the centre; this point lies 
near'or to the smallest than to the largest of the two parallel sides 
of tlle trapezium. They agl'ee with the indicated symmetry. 

FIg. 3. The specitic gravity is 1,692, at 14° 0.; 

j 

t'm' 
I 
I 

I 
I ; 
: . 
~...., ).. ...... 
. ~i' . 

,'1/ cJ 

• L 

tbe equivalent volume is, tbel'ef'ore, 113,4. 

d. 1-4-DicMol'o-2-Nit1'o-Benzene. 
06Ha. Ol. 01.(N02) ; Melting point: 54°,5 O. 

(4) (I) (!) 

In most solvents this substance shows 
a very great crystallisation power, but 
measurable crystals are but l'al'ely 
obtainable, as most of the individ nals 
exhibit important geometrical deviations 
on account of' the great sof'tness of the 
material and of'ten possess cUl'ved and 
very dull plan es. 

Some time ago the crystal f'orm was 
incompletely I determined by BODEWIG ; he 

1-4-Dichloro-2-Nilro·Benzene. investigated rrystaJs deposited fl'om car
bon disulphide but did not succeed in obt.aining combinations admit
ting of a complete determination of tbe erystal parameters (Zeits. f. 
Kryst. 1. 589; Ann. Oh. Phys. (4). 15. 257). 

Fl'om acetone I always obtained the largest crystals, sometimes 
some centimetres in length; they are quite of the pl'ismatic type of 
the crystals investigated by BODEWIG and possess in addition a latera] 
prism; they exhibit, ho wever, such considerable deviations and are 
generally so opaque that an accurate meaSlll'ement is out of the 
question. 

I succeeded best by crystallisation from ethyl-acetate mixed with 
a little carbon-tetrachloride; the pale sherry coloured crystals flattened 
towards (10°1 so obtained, are very weIl formed and admit of accurate 
measurement. 
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Triclino-p inaco ida 1. 

a : b : c = 0,8072 : 1 : 0.8239 

A = 79° 33' a = 92~ 48' 

13= 114° 5H' 
c= 58° 35' 

p= 112" 51' 

y = 60° 5' 

Forms observed: a = (1001,' predominant, well-refIecting, bettel' 
than '6 = {010l, which form is also narrower; c = {OO L I, vel'y lustrous 
and weIl developed ; 1/l = {1101, narrow but weU-refIecting; q = {0111, 
narl'OW very lustl'oUS; l' = {I011, somewhat broader and yielding 
good }'eflexes. 

The crystals are flattened along a and elongated in the direction 
of th(' c-nxis. 

frl easlwed : 
a: c = (100) : (001) = t< 65° 81

// 

a: b = (100): (010) = ;r.121 25 
b : c = (010) : (001) = ""10027 
a : l' = (100) : (101) =,. 50 121/~ 
c : q = (001) : (011) = 't- 45 39 
q : b = (011) : (010) = 5444 
-C: l' = (001) : (fOl) =- 64 401/~ 
m : b = (110) : (010) = 75 23 
1n : a = (110) : (100) = 46 2 
l' : q = (101) : (011) = 51 50 

'In : l' = (110) : (101) = 65 36 
1n : q = (110) : (011) = 62 54 

Calclllated: 

54'48' 

64 401/~ 
7519 
46 6 
5135 
6522 
63 3 

The crybtals are very completely cleavable towal'dE> {0011; th 
plane of cleavage is very lustrous. 

On 11001 obtuse-angular extinction; its amount is small, ollly about 
70 40' in regm'd to the vertical side; in convergent light a dark 
hyperbole is noticed on this plane. 

The specitic gravity of the cl'ystals is 1,6t16 at 12" C.; the equi
valent volume is, therefore, 113,20. 

The topical axes are X:.,,: w = 4,8484 : 6,0065 : 5,1422. 
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Physics. - H. KAMlmUNGH ONNJ<:S aIld W. HEUSE. "On t!te measu
rement of ve7'Y low temperatltres. V. Tlte expansion coefficient 
ot Jena anrl TluÏ1'in,qel' glass between + 16° ltnd -_182° 0." 
Oommnnil'ation N°. 85 from the Physieal IJaboratory at Leiden. 

(Communicated in the Meetiug of June 27, 1903) 

~ 1. At Leiden tile hydrogen thermometer (cf. Oomm. N°. 27 
May '96) is taken as the standard for very 10w temperatures. 
To reach the de~l'ee of accuraey otherwise obtainable with this, it is 
necessary to 1010W the expansion eoeffieient of Jena glass 16m to 
about 1%

, Bence we have determined the two eoefficients in the 
qnadmtic formula assnmed for the linear expansion of glass below 
0' C. At the same time we have, in preeisely the same eil'enmstances 
made a similar determination for the Thuringer glass, from which 
the piezometers mentioned in Oomm. N°. 50 (Jnne 99), N°. 69 (April '01), 
and N°. 70 (May '01) were made, in ol'der to be able to calculate 
and applJ' the correction f'or expansion to the resuIts atk'tined with 
these piezometers. 

Some time previously we made measurements on expansion coefii
cients, among others on p1atinum. The va1ue for this metal was 
l'equil'ed for the reduction, from the measnrements mentioned in 
Oomm. N°. 77 (Febr. '02), of the galvanic resistance at low tempel'atures. 

But the results whieh we have lately obtained for th~ two above 
mentioned kinds of glass appeal' to us to be the first that are worth 
to be published; the final l'eduction of the measurements named 
above was postponed till the requil'ed accmacy was reached. However 
the measurements on platinilm must be l'epeated. 

Although the field of measurements at 10w temperatUl'es is hal'd1y 
touched, still we consider that in this field pl'eliminary and app1'ox
imate "alues are wo1'th 1ittle. In the majo1'ity of cases appl'oximate 
values of this kind ean be obtained by extl'a,polation, and thus only 
those determinations whieh are accurate enough to allowajudgment 
on the question whether sueh an extrapolation is allo wed or not, 
are really of use in advancing our lmowiedge. We have hence 

. al'l'anged our obsel'vations 011 the expansion coefficient so as io reach 
1 

an accuracy of 200' 

For general the investigation of expansioll at Iow teUlperatures it 
will be required to determine on the one hand the linear coefficient 
of solids and on the other the absolute coefficients fol' those substances, 
which remain Iiqllid to very low tempel'atmes, e. g. pentane, in such 
an hydrostatic mannel' as DUI,ONG and PETIT'S (impl'oved by REGNAULT). 

The determination of the l'elative expansion of the Iiquid chosen can 

&ti • 
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then serve as a con trol and as the starting point for further meaSUl'e· 
ments. The pl'esen t in \'estigation fOl'ms the fil'st part of this general 
program and gives the linear expansion of glass with an aeeuracy 
whieh suffiees for our present purpose. From the deseription of our 
measurements it wiII be seen that with practieally the same apparatus 
and in nearly the same way it will be possible to determine the 
absolute expansion of pentane. 

§ 2. We bave determined tbe two roeffieients a and b in tbe 
fOl'mula for the linear expansion L = Lo (1 + at + bt2

), for the 
two val'ieties of glass from three obselTations for eaeh. These 
were made at crdinal'y temperatul'e) at about - 90° , C. and at about 
-180' C., by measuring direetly and at the same time the lengths 
of the rods of the two substa.nees. 

The rods were drawn out at eaeh end to a fine point whieh eould 
be aecurately observed with a mieroscope. At the bottom and top, the 
two rods project out of a v01'tically plélCed cylindrical vessel. The 
bath is closed at the 10wel' end and is filled with a liquefied gas giving 
the l'equired temperature. Care is taken that the points shall be kept 
as nearly as possible at the temperature of the surrounding air, and 
also th at the air between the points and the objective of the micl'oseope 
shall be at the same temperature. The lengths are then read directly 
again&t aseale by a eathetometer arl'anged as a vertieal comparator. 

Although this arrangement gives a convenient method for the deter
minatioll of length it necessÏtates a considerabie difference in temperature 
between the middle and the ends of the rods. To correct for this, use is 
made of the l11ethod employed in Coml11. N° 83 (Febr. '03) for the deter
l11ination of the COI'l'ections along a piezometer or thermometer stem. 
This depends upon the use of a nniform platinum.wire wound uniformly 
~'olmd the rod. lts use depends upon the assumption, that the change of 
resistance of a wil'e wounel in this manner is nearly propol'tional to the 
l11ean change oftemperatnre of the rod. This will be furthel' considel'ed in §4. 
I/ Aftel' this general view we may considel' cel'tain details. 

1 st • ZIlte glass rods were about 1 m. long and had diametel's of 
5 mmo 1). Round these 0.1 mmo thick platinum wil'es were wound 
spirally and soldered to brass l'ings A, B, C, D (PI. I fig. 1.) whieh 
were tightened by scl'ews. 

Between Band C, the part wbich was immel'sed in liquifiedgases, 
there were 140 tm'ns with a pitch of ab out 0.5 cm. Between AandB 
or C and D wh ere the tempel'ature changes rapidly there were 25 
anel 40 tm'ns respectively with a pitch of 0.25 cm. Care is taken 

1) A platinum tube provided with glass ends similar to those described above 
was used for thc determinations on platiuull1. 
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that the pitch l'emains constant in each section A to B, B to C, or 
C to D. At A, B, C, and D platinum wÏI'es a, b, c, d, e, J, g, and 
h about 15 cm. long and 0.5 mmo thick are soldel'ed in pairs. At 
tlle o'ther ends they are connected to cap per wires. In order to pre
vent fau1ts in insulation the spirally wound wires lay in shellac they 
were also covered with a layer of tissue paper for purposes of pro
tection. The pOl'tions A to Band C to D were enveloped in succes
sive layers of fishglue and writing paper to about a thickness of 0.25 cm., 
in order that the distribution of temperatUl'e shonld be as even as 
possible along the rod. This protection was found to be proof against the 
action of either liquid nit1'ous oxide or oxygen. Ta allowaf contl'action 
on cooling the paper layers were only pasted togethel' at both ends. 

2nd• T/~e cylindrical vacuum jacket. Tbe bath for the liquid gases 
bas the form of a tubuJaJ' vacuum glass. Usually vacuum glasses 
are made so that thel'e is but one edge connecting the cooled and 
uncooled walls. When it is necessary to l'emove liquid at the bottom of a 
vacuum glass the Iower sUl'faces are connerted by a spiral tube. However 
we required something qnite different i.e. a double-walled tube open at 
both ends and capable of holding a rubber stopper in one. If such a vacuum 
tube were made by blowmg simply together inner and outer walls 
it would cerlainly Cl'ark when cooled, owing to the dIfferent e:&.pan
sion of the outer and inner waIls. Also it did not appeal' to be pos
slble to make the outer wall suffieiently elastie by blowing several 
spherical portions in it (see fig. 1). 

? 

Fig. 1. 

Rence the outer wall was divided by a thin brass case Vl , Pl. I, 
which allows a compression Ol' expansion of 2 mmo This copper 
box was inserted by platimsing and coppering the two glass surf aces 
and then soldering them to the copper box. The vacuum tube thus 
produced was silvered and evacuated in the usua1 mannel'. In the 
first arrangement the top was left clear in order to allow ofthe observation 
of the surf ace of the liquid. In later al'rangements we preferl'ed a float, 
Such tubes with compound elastic wallt:! appeared to be suitable for Ollr 
purpose and will probably also be found to be useful for the solution of 
various other problems. An example of how easily tensions arise which 
cause such glass apparatus to crack, was found when the rubber 
stoppel' at the bottom was pushed in too faro On admitting the liquid 
oxygen the rubber became hard bef'ore it had l'eached the temperature of 
the liquid, which tempel'ature the glass immediately above had reached 
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all'eady, and the lowel' rim cracked olf. Later we made the connec
tion tube and the stopper more elastic (cf. HP!. I fig. 2) by inserting 
between them acollar formed of severallayers of paper glued together 
at the borders. In this way a closure was obtained which was 
perfectly tight, a quite necessary item, for otherwise the eseaping 
liquid streams past the reading points as a eold vapour, which 
disturbs tbe uniform distribution of temperature supposed to exist 
in the ends of the l'ods and obtained by continually blowing air 
on to the points whieh is necessary a180 for keeping them dry. 
At the top, tbe rods are \ bupported sideways 80 that no strain 
is eaused in thcm. They are protected from the eold vapours which 
a!'Îse from the bath. From the front and side elevation of the 
uppeL' end, FIg. 1, the arrangement of paper used for tbis protection 
can be clearIy understood, and the course of the vapour can be 
followed as it streams over the wall of the bath through channels 
of eardboal'd. This arrangement has mOl'eover the advantage, that 
the outer sUl'face of the yacuum vessel is also cooled. This is of 
great impol'tance in the beginning. The eoid gas and cooled air are 
so conveyed away by varions paper sereens, that they do uot come 
info the neighbourhood of the cathetometer Ol' the standard scale, and 
also that air at the ordmary temperaiure remains between these and 
the points. At the commencement the liquefied gas 1S introdueed in drops 
through an opening in the eork at the upper end, and aftenval'ds 
carefully in srnall quantities. When the bath is onee fuU, fresh liqmd 
is continual1y added in small quantities to keep the level at the 
same height. The liquids used were nitrous oxide and oxygen obtained 
in the manner deseribed in Comm. No. 14 (Dec. '94) and No . .51 
(Sept. '99). In both cases considerable purity was aimed at, in consequence 
the temperatul'e of the bath did not change during the measmements. 
There is no doubt that the temperatures at the top and the bottom 
of the bath were not the same but this introduced no difficulty 
sin ce in the calculation only the mean temperature as determined 
by the platinum resistance was required. 

31d , Tlte compamto1' (cathetometer and scale). We used the 
instl'uments which are described in Comm. No. 60 (Sept. '00). The 
scale was very eal'eflllly enveloped in wool and paper to pl'otect it 
from changes of temperature. lts temperatme was read by two 
thermometers divided into 1/20 and symmetrically placed above and 
below, while the room temperature was maintained as cOllstant as 
possible. The telescopes were pl'ovided with the microscope objec
tives which had been used fol' the measurements on the viscosity 
of liquid methyl chloride (Comm. No. 2, Febr. '91) and wbich 
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can be used at a distance of 10 cms. In this case one l'eVOlll
tion of the head (divided into 100 parts) of the micrometer screw 
(ef. Comm. No. 60 § 15) was equivalent to 60 to 70 p. The levels 
on the telescopes were cal'eflllly cahbrated; at the dis1áÏlce nsed, one 
division on the levels corresponded to from 4 to 6 (t and tbe uncer
tainty in reading was less than 0.2 division Ol' abollt 1 p. Aftel' each 
setting, 30 seconds was allowed to elap5e before reading and former 
measurements have shown that this is sufficient for the attainment of 
equilibrium. 

The field of view of tbe microscopes was a1so investigated by 
measuring at various points a 1/5 mmo scale, but no il'regulal'ity conld 
be found. 

4 th • Measw'ement of resi~tance. The doubled condllcting wh'es 
a, b, c etc. at tbe ends of each measUl'ing wire AB, ete. (cf. PI. I) 
were lead to eight cups of mercury for each rod, which cups cOllld 
be connected in pairs to the wÎI'es from the WHEATSTONE bridge. 
By measuring 

u\=a+AB+lJ 

W 2 = () + AB + d 

Wa = a + () 
~1!4 = b + d 

the resistance of the wil'e AB 

can be determined 1). The galvanometer with reading scale (see 
Comm. N° 25, April '96) had a resistance of 6 wand a sensitiveness 
of 2.5 X 10-7• Thermoelectric forces in the circuit of copper leads, 
platinllm leads and platinum resistances are uuavoidable, they were, 
however, only small and conld be eliminated. 

§ 3. Survey of a determination. A complete determination com
prises focnssing the microscopes, referring to tbe standaI'd scale, 
and reading the thermometers, as weIl as the various determinations 
of resistance between A and B, Band C, C and D. 

In tbe following table all the readings for the determination of length 
of the Jena rod in liqllid oxygen are given. Column A contains the 
readings of the micrometer heads, B the corresponding positions of 
the levels, C the nearest division on the standard scale, D and E 
the micrometer and level readmgs for this and F the temperatures. 

1) In our ease the influenee of the shunt between A and B, 0 and D was so 
small that it eould he negleeted and then wa + W4, eould be determilled at onee. 
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TABLE I. JENA GLASS 

2,)}3 03 I .ti. I B I C I 
]) 

I E I 
---
1,1 

HdU' I I I 
POInt b,-Iow 27 82 6.1 16 14 

Mllllmetcr 116 ö4.23 52 
117 20 07 51 

POJllt ubo\c 1944 6.1 16 70 

M11I JIn e tcr 1127 33 33 5.8 
1128 1714 5 8 

p Olllt below 27.83 6.0 16.54 

\' above 19 47 6.0 I 16.80 

lh45' I I 
The l'eadmgs on the micrometer head are now reduced to a 

standard position of the level and the temperatul'e readings are 
(,ol'l'ected. This gives the following. 

TABLE Il. TENA GLASS 

25/5 '03 ! d I B I c I JJ 

1"&U I 
Pomt below 2781 16.37 

Mllhmeter 116 3430 
117 2015 

Pomt above 1943 16 63 

MIIIim(\ter 1127 33 35 
1128 17 16 

Point below 27 83 16.47 

" 
above 19 47 16.73 

11,45 

Point below 116.458 

" 
above 1127.859 

Length 10H.4C1 

Nothing new was in Ihe method nsed fol' the determination ofresistance. 
Tt IS llence only necessal'y to give the flnal results, as th(:' means of 
the val'ious meaSUl'emellts redllCed to the same time. 

To calculate the tempel'atnre we have nsed the following preliminary 
fOl'mula, obtained in the measurements described in Oomm. N°. 77 
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Me:m 
timp. 

20 V. 4410 

22 V 
3h15 

23 V. 11'15 

25 V 12hlO 

25 V. 1/15 

26 V. 3k10 

C 
Tempe 
sca1e. I 

( 680 ) 

TABLE lIL JENA GLASS. 

IO.,/B 

10BO 

leOD 

4.82 

8.77 

4.37 

6 29 

33 95 

10.17 

TABLE IV. JENA GLo\SS 

iJ E 

15 58 1012 594 10-12 587 top 6 66 6.29 

63 

.69 

595 588 middIe 36 04 33 95 

593 587 bottom 10.66 10 17 

17.74 1011 834 1011 865 top 5 10 b 29 

16.03 

1782 

1800 

.83& 

.844 

868 mlddie 22 15 33 95 - 87 87 

880 bottom 698 10.17 

18 32 1011 827 1011 808 top 5.01 6 29 

1841 815 .858 mlddie 22.13 33 95 - 87.87 

),= 
78 1 

bottom û!)J 10 17 ).= 

16.68 1012.567 1012.579 top Ü Ci8 6 29 

16.68 .573 .585 mlddIe 3Ci 00 33.95 Hl 41 

bottom 1072 10 17 

16 08 1011.408 1011.409 t()P ~ 82 6 20 

.13 

.17 

411 

406 

.413 mHldle 8 77 33.95 -182.9::1 

.409 bottom 437 10.17 

10 38 1011.407 1011 414 top 4 68 6.21 

.55 .401 .411 middie 877 33.95 -18298 

82 0 

1'.= 
2 18 

1.= 
51.0 

1'.= 
18.3 

bottom 4.34 10.17 1.= 
52 8 

17.30 1012 565 I<H2 588 top 670 6 29 

49 .567 .594 11llddlc 36.12 33.95 16.64 1 

bottom 10.66 110.17 

._...!..._L-J 
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with pJatinum wire of the same kind as that used in the present 
instance 

Wt = Wo (1 + 0.003864 t - 0.0 6103 t') 
thus tBC = - 182°.90. 

The calculation of the temperatures of the projecting portions from 
the values WAB and WCD wIll be described in § 4. 

In the following table the final resuIts 1) fol' all the determinations 
are given, the standard scale at 16° C. being taken as the reference 
length. Column E thus rontains the values for the l'od lengths l'edllCed 
to this reference. We have used as the expansion coefficient of 
bra&s between 16° and 17':: the value 17.8 X 10-6• Column 1 refers 
to the ends, and its contents wil! be considel'ed in § 4. 

TABLE V. THURINGER GLASS. 

c D E 

20 v.1 2h45 15 12 1013 107 1013.091 top 6.47 

44. .108 .098 middle 36 53 

bottom 10 21 

22 V. 12"30 17 08 1012.244 1012.263 top 4 59 

.33 .238 .262 nlldd1e 22.55 

.37 239 .263 bottom 6.51 

.35 .240 264 

23 V. 11k40 16.68 1013.086 HH3098 top 6.52 

.68 .088 .100 mlddIe 36.70 

bottom 10.23 

25 V. 3k20 17 04 1011 744 1011.763 top 3.81 

.12 .748 .708 mlddie 8.95 

.19 .740 .761 botlom 5.29 

.25 .738 .760 

26 V. W50 10.56 1013.095 1013 105 top 0.46 

.67 098 .110 lTIlddle 36 60 

I 
bottom 10.18 

G 

612 

34.53 

9 68 

6.12 

34 53 

9 68 

6.12 

34 53 

9 68 

6.12 

34.53 

9 68 

6.12 

3453 

9 68 

15.08 

-87.71 

16.36 

-182.7 

15.61 

9 

À= 
85 4 

À= 
1.0 

À= 
25.9 

1) The numel'iC,11 values at e slightly d.tlerent from [he values given in the origiual 
Dulch paper accordtng 10 a new and mOle exact calculatioll. The fin al results 
for the dilalation glVen III the original al e quoted § 6 fooillote. 
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§ 4. Discussion of tl~e 1neaSU1'el1wnts. In ~ 2 we have already 
remarked that the mean temperatul'e of the platinllm wil'e, wound 
round lhe portion BG of the rods, which is at the temperature 

of the bath, may, with sufficient accuracy, be put as 
equal to the mean tempel'ature of that portion of the rod 

(l. ~ itseJf. Throughout this Jength, the differences of temperatnre 
or the Jength over whirh they are found, are on the whole 

À srnall, so that only the mean tempel'ature comes into 
.~ . . 0 account. Further consideration is however necessary in 

respect to the relation of the temperatm'es of the enels 
AB and GD anel the resistances determincd. 

Fig. 2. Let us suppose that the level of the liquid reaches to a 
position À, fig. 2, and hence that t11e upper portion of AB is outside 
the liquid. We may suppose tlw,t, for the length A, the rod has the 
tempm'ature of the bath. The resistance of the wire between Band I.. 
is then 'Wt = 'Wo (1 + pt + qtJ

) 'v here t is the tempel'atllre of the bath. 
Also we may suppose that at A, which was damp but just free 

from ice, the temperature was about oa C. Further let us suppose that 
between Î. and L the temperature gradient is linear, in othe1' words 
that the external conduction may be neglected in comparison with the 
internal conduction of the glass. There is every reason to assume 
that this was true to the first approximation, since the glass l'ods were 
weU enclosed in paper the conductivity of whi('h is about 1/100 ofthat 
of glass. Then, neglecting the ronduction of the platinum wire, itself 
the resistance of an element of the wire between À and L is welte, 

x=L 

where w = Wo (t + lJtx + qtx 2) anel the whole resistance }velJJ. 
x=À 

Further for x between 0 anel À, tr= tI' between Î. anel L, 
t 

tx = t - L-(x-I..) and for x = L, tx = 0, so that 
-.I.. 

l , 
W AB = W(AB)o L (1 + pt + qt2) + 

J;=L 

+ J W(AB)D1[1 + P (t - L t .I.. (,'IJ - ).)) - q (t - L t .I.. (,11 - A))]d,U. 
x=À 

From this J., the only unlmown, can be obtained. One of the 
most unfiwourable cases, that for the upper end of the Jena glass 
rod in N20, shows when calculated that tlle linear farm for the 
resistance can be employed in our measurements without difficulty, 
in place of the quadratic fOrm. We fOlmd Î. = 8.4 cm. with the 
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quadratie anti). = 9.0 cm. with the linear formula. The uncertainty 
thus introduced into the determination of length, is Iess than l(l. 

In order to determine the influenee of varions suppositions with 
regal'd to the distribution of temperature in the rod, we have 
ca1cu1ated tlle change in 1ength ",hich would be produced, if the 
temperature was - 87° C. fl'om 0 to J. and 0° fl'om .I. to L, in 
place of the distribntion assumed above. The change was hardly 
0.11t and tbus lies within the degree of accuracy. However an 
important con trol indispensable for more accurate detel'minations 
would be obtainecl by measurements on a rod with similal' ends 
AB and GD, but where BG was only a few centimeters long 1). 

To apply generall.y the method of this section for the determination 
of mean tempel'attll'e it may be necessary to subdivide the portion 
of at variabie temperatl1l'e AB into lllore parts wbile for each of 
these separate portions the resistance would have to be found. In 
our case tbis "'ould have been an unnecessary complication. 

§ 5. Infiuence of en'01'S. These can be fuUy considered by the 
LI-Lt1 1 

aid of ä = -=-....:. 
Lt t-t1 

The accuracy of the cathetometer reading ean be put at 2~t (tlle 
wh01e contraction heing 1200 (l). This gives dä = 2 X 10-8. For the 
mean temperature of the porti on BG the error is certain1y Iess tban 
0.5 deg. G, whence dä = 1.5 X 10-8, and for that of the ends we 
founel 1 tI. Henee a gl'eater nncertainty than dä = 4 X 10-8 is not to 
be expeeted. Although the dlvision of this error between ct anel b 
cannot weIl be made, it IS certain that an error in tlle temperature 
detel'minatioll has by fm' the greatest influence on b. 

§ 6. J?inal J'esults. For the observed lengths Luw)! at the tempe
rature tNO! in nitrous oxide, Lto! in oxygell, aud L I60 at ordinary 
tempm'ature we have the three equations 

LtNo~ = (LBCo + ).1 + ).s) (1 + atNO! + bt'NO) + 
+ LJo + L50 + (Lso - .l.s + L lo -).z) (1 + ~ atNO~ + ~ bt2 NO~) 

and two analogous ones fol' L1o! and L 160, with LECu = 840 mM., 
L lo = 97, L.o = 59 for Jenaglass, alld Lneo = 834, L /o = 96, LbO = 60, 
for Thüringerglass. For LBC'o (the Iength of the part BG in the iigure 
at 01 C.), Llo, L.o (th at of the parts CD and AB in the figul'e) are 
assumed approximate values; the exact values L4

0 
and L jo to be 

1) For Jenaglass in oxygen we found a negative vulue of "I wc m,lde lhel'efore 
the calculution on anolher supposition viz. th at fl'om A in lhe dilection of B lhe 
rod has the tempeL'alure 0) over a length of ).' cm. (cf. Table IV). 

47 
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ascribed accol'dingly to the lengths at 00 C. of the points pro,jecting 
beyond A and D follow from the equations. These equatiol1s givc 
L 40 + L50 = 16.587 and L 40 + L 50 = 23.095 for Jena and Thül'inger 
glass respectively, and further; -

L = Lo (1 + at + W) 

V = Vo (1 + kl t + k~ t') 
Jena glass 16111 a = 7.74. 10-6,b = 0.00882.10-6 

k l = 23.21. 10-s,k,= 0.0265. 10-6 

, a = 9.15 10-s, b = 0.0119 10-6 

Thüringer glass (nu. 50) 1 
I k l =27.4510-6, k,= 0.035710-s 

The value found for Jenaglass iBlIl differs much fi'om that obtained 
by WIEBE and BÓTTCHElt') and from those obtained aftel'wards by 
THIESEN and SCHEEL 3) for temperatures between 0° and 100'. 

Physics. - "Tlte motion of elect1'ons in metallic bodies, lIl." By 
Prof. H. A. LORENTZ. 

(Communicated in the meeting of March 25, 1905). 

§ 16. We may now proceed to examine the consequepces to 
which we are led if we assume two runds of free electl'ons, positive 
and negative ones. We shall diRtinguish the quantities relating to 
these by the indices i and 2; e.g. NI and .N, will be the numbel's 

of electl'ons pel' unit of volume, mI and m, thei!' masses, 2~ and ~ 
ft l 21/ 2 

the mean squares of theiI' velocities. For simplicity'& sake, all elec
trons of the same sign wiH be supposed to be equal, even if con
tained in different metals. As to the charges, ~lCse wlll be taken to 
have the same absolute mIne for all particles, so that 

8, = - el' • • • • • • • • (48) 

OUI' new assumption makes onIy a slight diffel'ence in the fOl'mula 
for the electric conductivity; we Ilave onIy to appIy to both kinds 
of electl'ons the consideratiolls by which we have formerly found the 
equation (21). Let a homogeneolls metallic bar, havillg the same 
tempel'atul'e throughont, be acted on in the dil'ection of it& length 
by an elet'tric force E; then, ,just as in § 8, we have tOl' each kind 
of electrons 

1) In the original was given 
Jena 16III a = 7.78 b = 0.0090 
Thilringer nO 50 a = 9.10 b = 0.0120. 

~) WIEBE und BÓTTCHER. Z. f. Inst. k. 10, pg. 234. 1890. 
3) THIESEN uud SCHEEL, Wisse Abt. der Ph, techno ReichsanstaH. Bd. II S. 129. 1895. 
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v = 4nlAe E. 
3hm 

The electric cm'rent per nnit of area of the 110rmal section, is the 
sum of the CUl'l'ents due to the posItive and the negative pal'ticle&. 
We may therefore l'epresent it by 

(
4nllA lel ~ + 43l'l2A 2e,2) E 

Sh1m l Sh2m 2 

and we may wl'ite for the coefiicient of conductivity 

• • (49) 
if 

or (cf. ~ 8) 

6 1 =VS: _ ~2 l2 N
2 e2

2u
2 5 6

2 
_ - • • • ( 0) 

Sn aT 

These .latter quantities may be called the partial condwJtivities due 
to the two kinds of electrons. 

§ 17. In all the other problems that have been treated in the prece
ding parts of this paper, we now encounter a serious difficulty. If 
either the nature of the metal or the tempel'ature changes from one 
section of the circuit to the next, we can still easily conceive a state 
of things in whieh there is nowhel'e a continual increase of positive 
or negative electrie charge; th is l'equil'es only that the tatal electric 
CUl'l'ent be 0 fol' every section of an open circuit and that it have the 
same intensity fol' every seetion of a closed one. But, unless we 
introduce rather artifiC'Îal hypotheses, it will in general be found 
impossible to make each partial C'Ul'l'ent, i. e. the CUl'l'ent due to each 
kind of electrons considered by itself, have the same propel'ty. The 
consequence will be that the number of positive as wen as that of 
negatÎ\'e electrons will increase in borne places and diminish in othel's, 
the change being the same fol' the two kinds, so th at we may speak 
of an accu mulat ion of "neutral electricity" in some points and of a 
diminution of the quantity of neutral electricity in others. Now, 
supposing all obbervable prOpel'tieb to l'elnain stationary, as in deed 
they may, we must of necessity suppose that a volume-element 
of the metal contains at each instant the same TIllmber of l'eally 
free electrons. This may be brought about in two ways, We may 
in the th'st place imagine that all electrons above the nOl'mal number 
that are intl'oduced into the element al'e immediately canght by the 
metallic atolIls and fixed to them, and that, on the other hand, in 

47* 
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those places fl'om which electl'ons are cal'deel away by the two cur
rents, the loss is supplieel by a new prorluction of fl'ee electl'ons, 
This hypo thesis would imply a state of the circuit th at is l}ot, stl'ictly 
speaking, stn,tionary and whi('h I shall call "quasi-stationary", Moreovel', 
we shoulel be obliged to suppose that the pl'oduction of free electrOIl& 
Ol' the accumulation of these pltl'ticles in the metallic atoms could 
go on for a considerabIe Iength of time without making itself any
ways feIt, 

In the second place we may conceive each element of volume to 
contain not only fl'ee positive and llegative electrons, but, in addition 
to these, a certain nurnbel' of particles, consisting of a po&itive and 
a negative electron combined, Then, the number of free electl'on& 
might be kept constant by a decomposition Ol' a building up of snch 
particles and we could al'rive at a l'eally stationary state by imagining 
a diffusion of this "compound electricity" between different parts of 
the circuit, 

§ 18, The mathematical treatment of om' problems is mm'h &illl
plified by the int1'oduction of two auxilial'y quantities, 

In general, in a non-homogeneous part of the circuit, the accele
ration X will be composed of the part Xm, l'epl'esented by (30), and 

e 
the part - E, cOl'l'espondil1g to the electric force E, The formula (21) 

m 

for the flow of a swarm of electrons may theretol'e be 1'eplaced by 

2 [1 ( 2h.AdV 21~e.A d.A) .A dh] v=-:rcl - ---+--E-- +2-- , , (51) 
3 l~~ m d.v m ,d.e h3 d.l' 

This wiIl be 0, if the electric force E has a cel'tain pal'ticulal' 
value, which I shall denote by E and whirh is givel1 by 

1 dV m dlog.A md (1) 
E=-;dm +21~e d.v +-;d.v lt ' , (52) 

For any othe1' "alue of the electric force the flow of electl'ons 
will be 

4 e.A 
v = - :rcl- (E - E), 

3 '~m 

aud if,.in order to obtain tlle cOl'l'esponding electl'ic cm'rent, we mul
tiply this expression bye, we shall find the product of E - E by 
the coefficient of condllctivity, in so tal' as it depends on the kind 
of electl'ons considel'ed, 

Substituting in (52) the value (14) and appiying the result to tlle 
positive and t11e negative electrons sepal'ately, we find 
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El = ~ dVl +~ aT dlogAl +.!..~ dTI 
el d,'/] 3 el dm 3 el dm 

. . . (53) 
E~ = ~ dV~ +~ aTdlog A~ +.!.. ~ dT 

e, dm 3 e~ d,'/] 3 e, dm 

If the area of a normal section is again denoted by :2, the inten
sities of the pal'tial cnrrents are given by 

il = 0'1 (E - El) 2, i, = 0', (E - E,) 2, (54) 

and that of the total cm'rent, on account of (49), by 

i = i l + i, = (0' E - 0'1 El - a, E2) 2.. . . . (55) 

Putting 

It appeal's from these formulae that, whelleVel' El ditfel's from E" 
the pal'tial curl'ents i l and i, will not be proportional to the conduc
tivities al and a,. 

§ 19. The above l'esults lead immediately to an equation determining 
the electromotive force F in all open circuit composed of different 
metals, between which there is a gradual transition (§ 6) and which 
is kopt in all its parts at the same temperature. Let Pand Q be 
the enels of the circuit alld let us l'eckon .'1: along the circuit in the 
dil'oction ti'om J> towal'ds Q. 

Thc conditioll fol' a stational'y Ol' a quasi-stational'Y state is got 
by pntting i = 0 in (55). Repl'esenting the potcntial by r.p, so that 

dr.p 
E=--, 

d.'/] 

wc get 

. (56) 

ttnd Crnally, lakillg into account the values (53;, in which we now 
( (l'1' 
have - === 0, anel illtegl'atÏllg from P io Q, 

d.'/] 
Q Q 

P - r.p === - ~J~ dVI d.v - .!.JO'2 dV, (l.v _ 
Q P el 0' d,?) e, ad.?) 

P p 
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Q Q 
_ 2 a7'JO'I dlo,qA I df!) _ ~ aTJo" dlopA. d,?] . (57) 

3 ('I 0' d.l' 3 (', 0' d.'/) 
p p 

At the same time the intensities of the partial CUl'rents are given by 

• 0'10', "C'" (JI (j 2 E 
ZI = - (E,-EI)"::" , ~, = - ( I-E,) 2. 

(J (J 

These values, which are equal with opposite signs, will in general 
vary along the circuit, so that, even in this simple case, we cannot 
avoid the complications I have pointed out in § 17. Nor can the 
difiicultr be easily overcome. lndeed, we can hard!y admit that the 
state of two pieces of different metal, in contact with each other 
and kept at a uniform temperature is not truly stationary. If, in 
order to escape this hypothesis, we have reCOUl'se to the considel'a
tions I prf'sented at the end of § 17, we must suppose the neutral 
electticity to be continually built np in bome parts of the system 
and to be decomposed in othel' pal'ts. The fil'st phenomenoJl wIll be 
accompanied by a production and the second by a conElumption of 
heat. That these effects i:lhould take pJace in a system whose state 
is stationary aud in which there are 110 diiferences of tempel'atlll'e, 
is however in contradiction with the second law of thel'modynamies. 

The only way out of ihe difficulty, if we do not wish to con fine 
ourselves to one kind of free electl'ons, seems to be the assllmption 
that there is no accumnlation of neutral eleetricity at all, i. e. tbat 
i l and i. are simultaneously O. This would require th at EI = E2' 
Ol' in virtne of (53) 

1 clVI 2 al' d log Al 1 dV. 2 a l' d log A. --+-- =--+-
el dm 3 el d,'/) e. dm 3 e. d,'/) 

. (58) 

Sinee e. = - el> we illight further conelude fhat 
I 

~a1' cl log (AI A.) + cl (VI + V.) = 0, 
3 dllJ dm 

whieh means that 
3 

lO[l (AI A.) + 2al' (VI + V.) = t/' (1') 

ought to have the same valne in all parts of the circuit. We shodld 
thel'cfore have to l'eganl tlns expl'ession as a f'ullction of the tem pc
ratul'e, independent of tlle nal Ilre of thc metal I). 

If we snppose the <,onlact of two metals to have no influence on 
the numbel' of free electronb in tbeu' interiOl', we must understand 
by AI and A~ jJ] t he above equatioJl tjuantitics chnmctel'istic fol' eacJI 

1) Cf. DRUDE, Annalen der Physik, 1 (1900), p. 591. 
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metal and ]laving, fol' a given temperature, determinate values, whethel' 
the body be or not hl contact with another meta1. 

By the assnmption El = E1' (56) simplifies into 

dljJ 
-=-EI=-E~ 
dm 

• (59) 

a formula which is easily 6een to imply the law of the iension-series. 

§ 20. The question 110W a1'ises, whethel', with a view to simplifying 
the theol'y of the thel'ffio-electric cUl'l'ent, we shall be allo wed to con
sidel' El al1d E2 a& equal, 1101, on1y in tlle junctions, bm also in the 
homogeneous pal'ts of the circuit, in which the diffe1'ences of tempe
ratnre come into play. This 8eems very lmprobable. lndeed, supposing 
fol' the sake of simplieity VI and TT~ to be, fol' a given meial, inde-

dVI dV2 pendent of 11
, so that in a llOmogeneous conductor -d = 0 and -d = 0, 

lV lIJ 

we find from (53), putting El = E2' 

~ al' d log Al + ~ !!. dl' = ~ al' d log A~ + ~ !!. dl' , 
3 el dm 3 el dm 3 e2 dm 3 e2 die 

or, since e2 = - el) 

l' d log (Al A 2 ) = _ 4 dl', 
dtIJ d.v 

which can hardly be t1'ue. It would imply that the product Al A 2 is 
inversely pl'opol'tional to the fourth power ofthe absolute temperatu1'e 
and this would reqnil'e in its turn, as may be seen by means of (13) 
and (14), th at the product NI l\T~ shou1d be inversely pl'oportional to 
T itself. 

We are thel'efore fOl'ced to admit illequality of El and E 2 • Now, 
it may be shown that, whatevel' be the difficulties which then al'Ïse 
in other questions, the theol'y of the electl'omotive fm'ce l'emains 
nea1'1y as simple as it was before. Fo!' au open circuit we have 
again to put i = 0; hen re, thc f01'mu1a (56) wiIl still hold, as may 

be infel'l'ed from (55), if we l'eplace E by - dep. The equation for 
d,c 

the eJectl'omotive force becomes therefore 
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Q 

F = lpa - lpp = -J ~ (61 EI + 62 E 2) d.v .• (60) 
p 

In the case of a closed circuit, which we get by making the points 
Pand Q coincide, we sImlI integrate (55) along the circuit af ter 

dm dlp 
having 111ultiplied that equatioll by ~ aud l'eplaced E by - -, The 

(J..::;, die 

intensity i being evel'ywhel'e the same, the l'esult takes_ the form 

ij :; = F, . . , (61) 

This is the mathematical expression of OHM'S law. 

§ 21. It mnst furthel' be naticed that the eq uation (60) agl'ees 
with the law of the therma-electric series, This may be ShOWll as 
follows, If we suppose the temperature to be tbe same throughout 
a junctioll, we may easUy infel' f"rom wh at has been said in § 19 
that the part of tIle integTal corresponding ta sucb a part of the 
circuit can be represented as the difference of two quantities, which 
are bath f"nnctions of the temperatul'e, but of which one depends 
so]ely on the nature of the first metal and the other on that of th€' 
second. Oonsideril1g next a homogeneaus pa,rt of the circuit between 
two junctions, we may remark that in this EI al1d E 2 have 

dl' (J 

the form f(T) -d aud that the ratiol1s -.: aud 
(IJ (J 

tempel'atu l'e, We llll:Ly thel'efol'e write for 
of (60) 

Til 

J X (1') dl'. 

1" 

(J2 
- are functions of the 
(J 

the corresponding part 

This integl'al, which is to be taken between the temperatlll'es 1" aud 
'1''' of the jUlletions, may be considel'ed as the diffel'enee of the values, 
fol' '1'= 1" and '1'= '1''', of a cel'tain quantiLy uepending on the 
llatUl'e of the metal. 

Oombining these l'esults, we see t!Jat the electromoti ve force in a 
given circuit is eutire[y de(el'miued by the tempemtures of the 
jUllctions, aud that, if lhel'e are iwo of these betweell the metll[s 
I alld Ir, the elecLromotive force j?l,ll we llave examined in § 10 c 
may still be l'epresented by au equation of thc farm 

F I, II = ;1 (1") - ~1'( 1''') - ~11 (1") + ~1l (1'''), 

the functiou ;1(1') relating to the first, and the function ~Il(1') to 
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the second metal. The law of the thermo-electric series may imme
diately be infel'r~d fl'om this forITIu]a. Ho wever, in order to obtain 
this l'esult, it has been necessary to adopt the hypothesis expressed 
by (58). 

I shall terminate tb is discussion by indicating the way in which 
our formulae have to be modified, ir, in the direetion of the circuit, 
the electrons are acted on not only by the electric force caused hy 
the differences of potential, but a]so by some othel' force proportio
nal to their charge aIJd whose line-integl'aI along the circuit is not O. 
Let us denote this force, per unit charge, by Ee and let us write fol' 
its line-integral 

JEe d,'U = Fe· \ 

This latter ql1antity might be called the "external electromotive 
force" acting on the circuit. Now, in the formnlae (54). we must 
replace E by E + Ee. Consequently, (55) becomes 

i = 16 (E + Ee) - 61 El - (j~ E21, 

and treating this equation in the same way as we have done (55), 
we find instead of (61) 

§ 22. I sball not enter on a discussion of the conduction of heat, 
the PEJ.TIER-effect and the THOlllsoN-effect. 

In tbe theory which admits two kinds of free clectrons, all ques
tions relating to these phenomena become so comp]icated that I 
belim'e we had better in the first place examine more closely the 
HALL-effect and allied phenomena. Perhaps it will be found advisable, 
aftel' all, to con fine ourselves to one kind of fl'ee elcctl'Ol1S, a comse 
in fa\'onr of which we mayalso adduce the ;t·esults that have been 
fOlmd concerlling tho masses of the eloctrons. 'fhosè tend io show 
that the positive charges arc always fixed to the ponderable atoms, 
the negn,tivo Ol1es only boing free in the spaces betweell the molecules. 
If howove1' a study of the HAu.-efi'ect shou]d prove tho llecessity 
of operating with both positivo alld llegative fhe electrons, we sha11 
be obliged to face fill the difficnlties attending tllis assmnption. 
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Geology. - "Omt1'ilnttions to tlte knowledge of the sedirnentary 
boulclel's in the Netherlancls. 1. 'Phe Honclsl'ug in the province 
of Groningen. 2. Uppe1' 8iluTian ooztlclers. 8eco1Hl comrmmi
cation : Bouldm's of t!te age of t!te Eastem Baltze zones Hand 
I." By Dr. H. G. JONKER. (Oommunieated by Prof. K. MARTIN). 

H. 

Besides the Borealis-limeRtone, rlescribed in my preceding commn
nication (33) and on which I am going to touch later on, boulders 
with Pentamel'us-remains near Groningen are rare. I ean mention 
but th1'ee pieees here, in two of whieh the species is not to be made 
out, while in the third, found in the "Noorderbegraafplaats" in Gro
ningen, Pentamerus estomes ElCHW. OCCUl'S. Nol' is tbis determination 
beyond doubt and especially jhe possibility of its being Pentamerus 
obloll,qus Sow. can in my opinion not be exelnded, as indeed in ont
ward appearanee the latter eorresponds almost pel'fectly witll the 
for111er (12, p. 81 alld 3, T. XVIII, f. 411). As howeve1', the latter 
form in Gothland has no donbt to be looked upon partly as the 
rea1 P. estonus EWHW. (27, p. 98), notlling can be said for cel'tain 
about its origin, as the rock, [L, weathered, yellow limestone does 
not give snfficient indications for it. I mention this boulder how~ver 
for completeness' sake. 

Wïth regard t.o the BoreaIis-limestone I WiRh to add, that aftel~ 

all I did find all aImost complete specimen of Pentamerus bm'eali'l 
EICH\r., in the Groningen museum, evidently from a Groningen 
boulder. The cOl'l'espondence with the specimens from Weissenfeld, 
mentioned befol'e, is however not very great, the top of the ventral 
valve in our specimen being lUnch more cllrved nnd thllS agl'eeÎng 
more with ErcmvALD's description. 

A ('lose investigation removing the existing confusion \yith regard 
10 the U pper Sil nrian Pentamerus-species is really most desirabie. 

31. Clathrodictyon-limestone. 

White limestone, sometimes lmving a more or less light-yellowish
gray tingc. At thc sUl'face and in cavities the colOllr is mtJter J'ellow. 
It is always crystallinc ano the ver.)' Ïl'l'eglllar fractureu sUl'fhces 
show a pcculial' fatty silk-gloss, which is most chal'actel'istie of them. 
It' the colour beeomes a liltJe dal'lwl', as is sometill1es the case, the 
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gloss remams presel'ved. Tlle rock is al real Stromatopora-limestone, 
. whieh may be distinctly percei\'ed in some pieres, as they consist of 

slightly cUl'ved, concentric layers the snrface of which is covered 
with small knobby mamelons (25, PI. XVII, f. 14), which make it 
more than probable th at we have to do here with 

Clath1'odictyon variola1'e ROSEN sp. 

lts structure, howevel', is llOt easily traced on account of the crystal
line charactel' of the stone. 

This species of boulder further contains real fossils only in the 
form of peculiar conical caviiies, mostly slightly bent towal'ds the 
point. On the inside they are inval'iably set with annular edges, 
which on an avel'age are lying a little more than 1 mmo from each 
other in specimens of an average size. The cavity is often completely
filled up with crystalline calcite bright as water. lts l'ather thick 
wall presents on the outside small irregularly l'UJming lines of gl'owth. 
FRIEDRICH SCHMIDT, Akademikel' in St. Petersburg, whom I sent n, 
piece of this limestone, was kind enongh to inform me th at these 
cavities originate from C01'nulites sp. (1, T. 26, f. 5-8), a fossil of 
tlle I-zone in Oesel, fi'equently occureing near St. Johannis. 

These boulders are by no means rare near Groningen as appears 
from the following list: 

"N oordel'begraafplaats", 
"Boteringesingel" , 
"Nieuwe Kijk in 't Jatstl'aat", 
"Nieuwe Veelading", 
"Schietbaan", 
Behind the "Sterl'ebosch", 

Café "the Passage", Helpman 
Villa "Edzes" near Haren 

Groningen 

" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 

The "Huis de Wolf" near Haren 
('Klein-Zwitserland" noa1' Ha1'ende1'molon 

6 
7 
1 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

About the occurrence of the mentioned species of Stromatopol'o, 
NICHOLSON records it fl'om BOl'kholm and Worms iJl the BorkllOlm 
stratum in Esthonia, but he. hn,s especiaUy fOlll1d them fi'equently in 
the Estonus-zone th ere, chiefly near Kaitentack. (25, p. 15l). He 
does not record it from Gothland, thollgh th is . fact is not sufficient 
altogethet' to exclude its occurrence there. l\1oreover LINDSTRÖIlI 
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mentions three othel' species of th is genus (16, p. 22). Among my 
material for comparison is a specimen from Klein-Ruhde, to the 
west of Kattentack in the H-zone in Esthonia. This rock is same: 
what darker, more grayish; but yet examples are to be fomîd among 
our pieces which pel'fectly l'esemble it, sa th at the cOl'l'espondence 
may really be called striking. The described Comulites do not occur 
in it which it is true cannot surprise us in a piece of so small 
dimensions (7 X 6 X 2 r.M.). 

Finally I wish to state th at in a boulder of st1'omatopol'a-limestone 
in Gothland, I fOUlld analogous Comulites-cavities, which petl'ogl'a
pbieaUy does not altogether ag1'ee with OUl' pieces. The place whel'e 
it is found is immediately to the north of Högldint, on the field 
(not in the beach). But this fossi! is of Iittle importance tor the 
furthel' determination of the age of the -rock, as most likely various 
species wiJl be implied in the name of Comulites sel'pula1'ius SCHLOTH. 
which is usually given. 

Taldng everytbing into consideration, it seems possible (perhaps 
even probable) to me that this Olathl'odictyon-limestone ('omes from 
the H-zone in Esthonia or from its western continuation. 

In connection with this must be said tllat among the very nume
rous stromatopol'ae of the Hondsrug (of which specific determinations 
are hal'dly ever possible) two OCClll' which from theil' chara.cferistic 
astrol'hizae may be called : 

StJ'omatopo1'a discoidea LONSD. sp. . . . . 25, PI. XXIV, f. 2. 

Both piecés, fonnd in the "Nool'de1'begraafi)laats" and in the "Violen
straat" in Groningen, consist of fin e-gmi 11 ed ('rystalline (stl'omatopora-) 
limestone; the former is all over whHe and thel'efol'e closely resem
bles Olathrodictyon-limebtone, tbe latter is mther gmJish and also 
pal'tially weathel'ed, w hieh fact deereases the eOl'l'espondence. 

'rhis species, ve1'y comITIon in W" enlock limestone fl'ol1l England, 
also OCCtll'S in the neighboul'hood of Wisby in Gothland. NICHOI,SON 
caUs those Gothland specimens howevel' usually highly minel'alised 
(25, p. 191), which with my material fl'om Gothland corl'esponds 
but to this extent that this iossil OCClll'S only as 'a not aJways vel'y 
thick crysta11ine crust in marl Ol' marly limestone. LINDSTRÖl\[ records 
it only fl'om lt (16, p. 22), his youngest zone of the Upper Silul'ian 
of Gothland (f, DAMES). Contral'y to this I alleg'e to have found a 
specimen (it is tl'lte somewhat diffcring in a smaller nllmbel' of 
astrol'hizae) in the calcareous marl immediately to the nOl'th of 
Högklint, occul'ring thel'e as fil'm rock,; this fossH comes from a 
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stratum abont 1 l\I. above the beach. This petrogmphical and strati
graphical OCCUl'l'enCe is, it seems to me, lutrdly to be refel'l'ed to the 
age lt; the othel' specimen in the Groningen museum supports my 
obsel'vation only to the length of eontaining marly I'emains still 
distinctly to be seen. The place where it was found is, however, not 
further indicated. 

Our Groningen fossils have npoll the whole but little iu common 
with these Gothland piel'es; IlICaU whilo thi::; fossi! abo OCCll1'S in 
Esthonia near Klein-Ruhde in lhe Estonus-zone. That is why these 
two pieces ha\'e been ll1ontioned bere though 110 further data can 
be brought forward to prove theil' origin from these Ea&tern Bttltic 
reglons thl'ollgh want of malerial 1'01' compa1'ÏbOJl. 

I. 

Bouldel's which corl'espond in age wiih thc Lower Oesel 7.011e in 
the Eastern Balticum, are not rarc near Groningen. BONNElIIA already 
pointed it out some years ago (31); this short essay, however, has 
more of a palaeontological characler, so thaL I wish to complement 
the::.e communications and enter into further particulars. 

32. Baltica-limestone. 

In an unweathered state rather hard, tough, fine-grained-crystal
line limestones of a bright-gray or light-brownish-gl'ay colour. Some 
pieces are almost impalpable; some parts are coloul'ed blllish-gl'ay 
on the inside, so that the rock may originally have had that colour. 
Through weathering the bl'ight-gl'ay tinge passes into light-yellowish
gray; the uneven fl'actul'ed sndaces then are very of ten cO\'el'ed with 
salIow-yelJowish and brown spots. Cl'ystalline calcite l'arely occurs. 
The limestone is rat11e1' pure, but a littJe marly and hardly ever 
slightly dolomitic. Roal dolomites are not among them. Strtttification 
is imperceptible. The dimensioJ}s of the pieces found amount to 25 cm. 

Fossils are not present in great numbel's, chiefly Ostracoda, among 
which Leperditia-shells are the most important. Whilst bright-brown 
in the unweathered rock, the val ves w hich sometimes occur frequently 
in a single piece, have become neady white by weathering. As is 
of ten the case with t11e younger Leperditia-limestones, whic11 are to 
be described Inter on, ihis limestone is not unfrequently conllected 
wHh Stromatopora-limestone; the fossils 10 be mentioned below, 
however, nevel' occur in ie Besides these large Ostracoda-remains, 
small Beyrichia- and Primitia-valves are-also fi'equelltJy fOUlld but 
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they become only distinctly visible through weathering. The fossi1 
fauna consists of the following species. 

Leperditia baltica Hls. sp. 
Stroplwnzena 1'lwmboidalis WILCK. sp. 
StJ'oplwmena sp. 
Aü'ypa 1'eticulal'is L. 
},1.eristella sp. 
Encl'inu1'Us punctatus W AHLB. 

Zapln'entlds comtlus LINDSTR. . .••••• 28, p. 32, T. VI, f. 65-68. 
Ortlwcel'as sp. 
J,l~t1'cldsonia sp. 
Tentaculites sp. 
P1'irnitia seminulwn JONES. • • . . • • • • • . 14, p. 4:1 3, PI. XIV, f. 14. 
Primitia mundula JONES •.•. 23 T. XXX, f. 5-7; 18, p. 375,Pl. XVI. 
BeYl'icltia Jonesii BOLIJ •••.••..•... 17, p. 13, T. 11, f. 10-11. 
Beyriclda spin(qera BOLL .•.•••.• 23, p. 501, T. XXXI, f. 19-20. 

'fhe first mentioned Leperditin-species is present in all pieces; all 
othe1' fossils, however, occur either few and far between or in a 
single piece, excepting the smalt ostracoda. I have however not taken 
ll1uch pains to increase the munber of species of them (fol' the greater 
part, already mentioned by BONNElIlA), because their st ratigraphical 
value is still unt tritling now~l.days. Then to determine age and origin, 
we can restl'ict oUl'selves to the commnnication where and in which 
strata occurs the type-fossil of th is gl'OUp, Leperditia baltica HlS. sp. 
(aftel' which in accordance with the names of Phaseolus-limestone 
and Grandis-limestone, generaJly in use, I have called thebe limestones). 

First of all, however, the number of the pieces fonnd here and 
the special plares wh ere they were fonnd, be given here: 

"Noorderbegraafplaats" , Groningen 7 
"Boteringesingel", ,,4 
"Noorderbinnensingel", ,,5 
"Violenstraat" , ,,1 
"Nieu we Boteringestraat" , ,,1 
"Nieuwe Kijk-in 't Jatstraat" " 2 
"Nieu we Veelading", ,,1 

"Old Collection" 
Helpman 
"HiJghestede" , Helpman 
Between Helpman and Haren 
Harendermolen 

" 
1 
3 
2 
1 
2 
1 
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So in all 31 pieces. The nllmber found is presumably much larger, 
because I have only mentioned here the boulders which beyond any 
doubt belong to this group; among thc nllluerous limestones with 
Leperditia-remains which cannot be &pecifically determined there 
wilt no doubt be a numbel' of this agc. 

Litel'ature: 1869. 
1873. 
1876. 
1878. 
1880. 
:1883. 
1884. 
1885. 
1888. 
1890. 
1890. 
j890. 
1891. 
189l. 
1891. 
1895. 
1898. 
1900. 
:1900. 

Leperditia ualtica lIJs. sp. 

KOLlI'IODlN, 2, p. 13, f. 2-3. 
SCHl\IlDT, 4, p.15-17, f.19-21. 
ROEMER, 5, T. 19, f. 7. 
l\IARTIN, 6, p. 45. 

J 

KOLMoDlN, 8, p. 134. 
ScmuDT, 10, p. 11--13, T. I, f.1-3. 
Kmsow, 11, p. 275, T. IV, f. 4. 
REMELÉ, 13, p. 26, no. 226. 
LINDSTROllf, 16, p. 5, no. 25. 
Kmsow, 19, p. 89-91, rr. XXIII, f.14--16. 
SCHlIlID'l', 20, p. 255. 
DAMEs, 21, p. 1125. 
KRAUSE, 22, p. 5, 7. 
KRAUSE, 23, p. 488, T. XXIX, f. 1-3. 
SCHl\IIDT, 24, p. 123. 
STOLJ.I!1Y, 27, p. 109. 
BONNEMA, 29, p. 452. 
CHlIHELI!]WSKI, 30, p. j 7-20, 33 i T. I, f. 17-20. 
BONNEMA, 31, p. '138--140. 

Prom the literatllre abont this fossil, cited above, which as regards 
the later years is rat her complete, it appears that for a long time 
a certain eonfusion and 11l1certainty about the limit& of the species 
have existed, which have been removed but a tew years ago. 
Besides the rea1 L. baltica HlS., characterizad by the comb-slutped 
striae on the inverted p1ate of the left valve (L. pectinata SCHl\IIDT) -
which characteristic may oe distinctly perceived in twenty of the 
botlIders from here -, SCHlIIIDT had aIso described anothel' species: 
L. Eicluvaldi SClIlII. BONNI<:l\IA -lias provcd th at both species have to 
be ullitetl (31); at nearly the same time thid has aIso been observed 
by CHl\IlJtlLEWSKI. The latter, however, .distinguishes besides the typical 
form two other yarieties: 

L. baltica, val'. Eicltwalcli SCH1IIIDT 
" " "forïnosa CHlIIIEL. 

These two varieties are present among our bonIdel's, var. Eicltwaldi 
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not unfrequently, var. fOl'mosa Iess of ten. But the chal'acteristics of 
these vadeties are by no means conspicuollS, so that there are 
specimens which parta,lre of the nature both of these va~ieties and 
tbc real species, as CH~IIELEWSK[ himself too has perceived. In 
accordance with this is the tact t11at these varieties are practically 
of no stratigraphical ünportance; it is on these grounds I have 
thought it aJlowable to combine all these forms in one species under 
tbe name of Leperclitia baltica Hls. sp. -

It has been fi'equently found in boulders. Kmsow describe5 it from 
"weisslich-grauen Mergelkalk" of Langenan, from "ziemlich verwit
terter nnd in Folge dessen gelblich gefarbtel' Kalk mit zahlreichen 
Schalen der Leperclitia baltica HIA. (F. SOHMIDT); daneben finden 
sieh E1ZCl'inztJ'l18 punctatus, Atl'ypa 1'eticulal'is, und einige schiecht 
erhaltene BeY1'icltien, u. s. w." from Zoppot-Olivaer Walde, also in 
West-Prussia. The first stone cOl'responds perfectly with limestone 
from Langers in the N.E. of Gothland, tIle second shows much 
correspondence with the OCClll'l'enCe of Oestel'by neal' Slite. Therefore 
he l'efel'S these pieces to Gothland. (Of the CO-OCCUl'l'ence of L. baltica 
Hls. sp. and L. Hisingeri SCHM., which question I ü'eated of in my 
previous communication (33, p. 560), he is nfterwards not quite 
sure - 19, p. 90). In his excelleni, already frequently cited tl'eatise 
CHlIIIELEWSKI briefly describes six boulders in which he has found 
L. baltica in Kurland, Kowno, East and West-Prussia. Most cor
responding with om boniders seems to be his: "hellbl'äunlich-grauer, 
deutli('h krystallinischel', wenig thoniger, fes ter, unebenbrüchiger 
Kalkstein lUit Ellcl'imt}:us punctatus (30, p. 33)," fl'om Kowno. He 
does not give a decided opinion about the ol'igin. 

Fal'ther to the west this species is still l'ecol'ded from Bl'andenburg 
by REMII;L~ and KRAUSE, mostly together wilh fossi1s, which also 
oceur in Oul' boulders and from limestones which, so far as can be 
gathered from the short descriptioIls, eorresponrl in some respects 
with ours. STOLTJEY descl'ibes a1so various of those limestones from 
Sleswick-Holstein llmong which "ein gelbel' Kalk enhält neben 
L. baltica HlS., At1'ypa l'eticulal'is L. und Encrinul'us punctahts 
W AHI,ENBERG" is again ronspiclloUS. From Groning'en our species 
was already recorded in 1878 by MARTIN, from Kloosterholt af ter
wards also by BONNElIlA (29, p. 452). 

From thef'ie statements about the 6rratic occurrence of tl1is species, 
it appears sllfliciently, th at it has spread ft'om Kurland aud Kowno 
to the Netherlands though nowhere, it is true, large munbers of sneh 
bouldel's ha\'e been met with. In the Scandinavian-baltic area it is 
found in different places in l:iolid rock: 
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lst. In Mal UI Ö ne'tl' Ohl'istiania which is not very important 
to us; 

2nd• 111 Gothland, where SOHMIDT describes Hs ocrurrence as follows: 
"Das grosse Centralmergelgebiet von Follingbo bis Slite und F3.l'ö, 

das bald aus reinen Mergein, bald aus Mel'geln mit Kalken wech
selnd besteht, wird lleben andern Fossilien besondel's durch die 
Ul'spl'ungliche Lepel'ditirt balticrt HlS. mit kammförmigel' Zeichnung 
-a'lf dem Umschlag der linken Schale chamcterisirt, die einerseits 
aucl! bis Zll den MergeIn von Westel'garn vOl'dringt und anderel'seits 
sich vielfach auch in den obel'en Kalken der Wisby-Region findet, 
so bei Heideby und Martebo. Auf F rö bei Lansa kommt sie zusam
men mit Zapllrentis conulus LINDSTR., Stroplwmena irnbrex VERN. u. a. 
im Kalk VOl', wechselnd mit Megalomus-banken." (20, p. 255). These 
places belong to SCHMIDT'S middle zone i besides KOl,MODIN records it 
from Oestergarn and Hammarudd near Kl'äklingbo (8, p. 134), where 
no doubt youngel' strata are found. In these two places I have 
been seeking for a long time, bnt failed to find it. Accol'ding to 
LlNDSTRÖllf: b-c. 

31d • In 0 e s e 1 this species is a type-fossil of the Lower Oe8el
zone 1. For a long time it was onl)" known from dolomite from 
Kiddemetz (var. Eichwaldi) but has later also been found in lime
stones iu the peninsuIa of Taggamois on the N. W. coast, thus 
verifjring SOHllUDT'S prediction. On1y there th is zone consists of crys· 
talline limestone; everywhere else of do10mite or marl (9, p. 46-49). 

With regal'd to the origin of these boulders whose age has now 
been determined, the following remarks may be stated. First of all 
the fact that Sl\:t1ne CttnIIOt be thought of, as Leperditia baltica does 
not occn!' the1'e. In general tbe mar1y character of the rock found 
in Gothland, al'gues against tbe possibility of its ol'iginating there; no 
doubt we have on1y to tbink of the nOl'th eastern part of tlle island. 
Though indeed our bOlllders do lIOt make tbe least impression of 
originating in mal'ly strata, it does not say so very much, because 
in Gothland the limeslome with L. baltica cannot everywhere be 
decidedly Jooked upon as being limestone f!'Om marl. The ql1estion 
then about tbeir ol'igin is not to be solved without extensive material 
for comparison, which I do not possess; only a single piece of lime
stone from Slite does not cOl'l'espond with om' boulders. This lime
stone from Slite is differently coloured and also mnch more crystalline 
and betl'ays by marl-remains and a smaIl concretion of little pYl'ite
crystals it& Ol'igin from marl. Now as regards Oesel, from this }'egion, 
too, I have but a single piece with L. baltica for compal'ison. It is 
from Ki 1'0, immediately to the south of Taggamois, and cOl'responds 

48 
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much more with our boulders. It is however but a badly preserved, 
weathered piece, so that it is not very important. 

Taking aU this into considp-ration the origin of our Qoulders is 
probably to be found between Oesel and Gothland, where there is 
evel'y reason to assume that along the line Farö-Taggamois lime
stones of the age of the I-zone have been developed~ 

More Ol' less closely allied to this Baltica-limestone are different 
boulders which for their fossil contents may best be referl'ed to the 
Lowel' Oesel zone: 

a. Yellowish-gray limestones with: 
Proetus concinnus DALM., var. Osiliensis SCHM. 
Calymmene tuberculata BRÜNN. 

Cyplwspis elegantula Lov. sp. 

26, T. IV, f.1-9. 
26, T. I, f.1-7. 

7, T. XVII, f. 7. 
Encrinu1'Zts punctatus W AHI,B. 

Stroplwm,ena dlOmboidalis WJLCK. sp. 
Ortltis sp. 

They closely l'esemble some pieces of Baltica-limestone and most 
likely neither differ very much from the latter in age. Without 
tracing their occurrence in pal'ticulars here the following list shows 
sufficiently why they are mentioned here: 

G 0 tl ar n d (16) 0 es e 1 (26) 
P. concinnus DAL!lL, (var. 
C. tl6berculala BRÜNN. 

Osiliensis SCHM.) (o-e) I 
0-1 1 

C. elegantnla Lov. sp. c \1 

Eight pieces of this limestone are from the following p1aces: 

"Boteringesingel", Groningen 2 
"Noorderbinnensingel" '" 2 
"Nieu we Veelading", " 1 

"Hilghestede" , 
" 

1 
Helpman 1 

" 
1 

Again the tract between Gothland and Oesel must be 100ked upon 
a,s the pla,ce of origin by 1'eason of perfectly similal' considerations 
as mentioned in dealing with the Baltica-limestone. 

b. Perhaps two limestone-rocks a1so belong to this with 

Bwnastes ua1'riensis MURCH. 

found in the "Nieuwe Veelading" and the "Schietbaan" in Groningen, 
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while HOLM records th is fossi! from the Eastel'n-balticum from I 
(15, p. 37), LINDSTRÖM from b-h in Gothland,(16, p. 4, N°. 64). 

c. Thirdly various limestones with 

EnC1'imt1'Us znmctatus W AHLE. 

may be mentioned here. These "Encrinul'us-limestones" are not 
fnrtlJer to be determined in age on account of the want of other 
adequate fossils. Some cOl'als, .Favosites and. HaZvsites, together with 
which they sometimes occur, can be of no nse for that purpose. 

d. Among the gTeat number of cOl'als from the Groningen 
Hondsrug there are no doubt many of the age of the Lower Oesel 
zone e.g. Thecia Swincle1'ellana GOLDE' and others. However I do not 
intend to oceupy myself with this question, bnt later on I shall deal 
wHh these together with the other corals, wllOse age is hardly ever 
to be determined between narrow limits, under the heading "COl'al
limestone." 

e. Finally I wish just to make mention of a single piece of 
dal'k-greenish-gray calcareous marl, which contains numerous pygidia 
and head-shields of a CaZlfrnrnene-species. This boulder found in 
the "Boteringesingel" in Groningen suggests the marly stratum of 
St. Johannis of the I-zone in Oesel, but also cOl'responds fully with 
marls from different pI aces in Gothland. About the origin, then, 
nothing can be said. Probably we have to do here with REMELÉ'S 

"Grünlichgrauer Calymenelmlk". (13, p. 27). 

Here ends the ennmel'ation of the boulders of thc age I. Be it 
only added that this zone may possibly be weU represented among 
the vel'y manifold dolomites of Groningen. These, however, but 
seldom contain fossils anel on account of this admit of no distinctly 
sepal'ated gl'OUps. At the end of the description of the Upper-Silul'ian 
bouldel's, I hope to be able to communicate some part.iculars about this. 
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Anatomy. - "Note on t/te Ganglion V011w1'onasale." By E. DE VRIES. 

(Communicated by Prof. T. PLACE.) 

The description and drawings given in this no te del'ive from a 
wel1preserved human embryo. This embryo was fixed in a ten 
percent solution of formaldehyde. Aftel' fixation the gl'eatest diameter 
was 55 mmo Pl'ecise information as to the probable age ot' this 
embryo was not to be obtained, but the dimension of the embryo in 
connexion with the fact, th at the corpus callosum was not yet 
fOl'med, makes it probable that the age of the embryo may be 
estimated between 21!~ and 3 months. 

Aftel' the embryo being hardened in alcohol the head was cut oir 
along the base of the crane and imbedded in pal'affin; t't co.mplete 
series of frontal sections of 10 f.t was made. A slight deviation from 
the frontal plane existed, so that the top of the right hemisphere 
first appeal'ed in these sections. The greatest part was stained in 
haematoxylin and eosine in the usual mannel', the rest of the sections 
wlth haematoxylin only, in slightly different ways. 

A descl'iption is given of the right hemi&phere, - which in the 
microscopical sections cOl'l'esponds with the left one -, concel'ning 
only that part which has a cios er relation to the rhinencephalon. 
This description is illustrated by four drawings of successive sections 
and by two semi-diagrammatic figures. 

These figul'es (Fig. V, VI) are a projection of the olfhctory lobe 
on a sagittal plane and conslructed fl'om the series ot' sections. 
Because the plane upon which the pl'ojection is pel'fol'med is sagittal, 
only these Cllrvatures of the olfactory lobe are seen, which have a 
component in that direction. The lines in these drawings denoted 
ft'om I to IV indicate the p]ace of the foul' sections marked with 
a cOl'responding roman number. 

The olfactory lobe, as seen in this stage of development, fOl'm& 
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a hollow outgl'owth from the base of the hemisphere vE'sicle. On 
the externa1 surface of the lateral wall of the hemisphere, the lobe 
is limited by a óhallow sulcus, the fissura l'hinica. This sulcus runs 
in a fronto-oceipital dil'eetion (fig. I, n, UI F. rh.). On the extern al 
sUl'face of the mesial wall of the hemisphel'e vesiele the olfaetory 
lobe is bOl'dered by a very broad suJeus whieh in the beginning 
rU11S a1so in a fronto-oceipita1 direetion but bends afterwards more 
vertieally. This su1eus is the fissUl'a prima of Hrs and only to be 
Aeen in the first two figures (fig. I, II F. pr.). 

BOl'dered by these two grooves the olfaetory lobe shows a double 
curvature fl'om lateral to mesial and slight1y from bebind forwards. 
The anterior eornn of the 1atel'al ventricle forms a prolongation in 
the olfactory lobe reaching into the top of the bulb. This cavity 
shows the same eurvatures as the lobe, which ean partly be seen 
from the diagrammatie figure V. In its general feature and apart 
from its eurvatures this cavity of the oIfartory lobe has the shape 
of a funnel, the mouth tUl'ned to the lateral ventricle the tube to 
the top of the oltaetory bulb. 

A close relation between the farm of the external and internal 
surfaees of the hemisphel'e vesiele does not exist. The intern al surfaee 
of the 1at.eral wa1l is thiekened by the appeal'anee of the corpus 
striatum. This thiekening of the wall begllls wellmal'ked at some 
distanre (2 mm) from tlle top of the hemisphere vesiele; a prolonga
tion of this thickening, deseribed hy HIS as the "Orus epirhinieum", 
whieh, along the top of the hemisphere unites the stl'iatum with the 
rhinencephalon does not seem to exist. The ventral edge of the striatnm 
is also e1early marked by a pl'omment erest, the erista ventralis 
corporis striaH; (fig. I, Ol'. v. str.) whieh is bordered by a deep su1eus 
(fig. I, S. v. str.). This su1eus on the intel'nal surface of the vesiele 
does not agl'ee in all respeets with t11e fissUl'a l'hinica all t11e extel'nal 
surfaee. 

Tbe yenti'al edge of the stl'iatum first proeeeds in a fronto-occi
pital direction and then turns more ventrally over the posterior wall 
of the funnelhke outgrowth of tbe rhineneephalon. By lts typical 
eonfiguration it is easy to follow this ventrn.l edge of the striatum 
till it goes over in an analogous fOl'mation belonging to the rhinen
cephalon. 

Tbis formation of the rhinencephalon appeal's as ,t thiekening of 
the internal sUl'face of the mesial wall of the hemisphel'e vesicle. It 
beg ins pretty weIl marked a little more distant fi'om the top of the 
hemisphere than the striatum. Dorsally and ventrally this thiekening 
is limited by a deep gl'oove, the suleus rhincneephali dorsalis and 
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ventralis (fig. land II, S. rh. d. and S. rh. v.). The ventl'al edge 
of this thickened part of the mesial wall forms a prominenee, which 
goes over in acrest, the crista ,'entl'alis l'hinencephali. _ 

This crest first l'uns in fl'onto-occipital dil'ection and then turns 
more veJltrally over tbe postel'Îor wall of the funnellike outgrowth 
of the rhinencephalon wlJere it goes o\'e1' continuously in the same 
formation pl'oceeding from the stI·atium. This is clearly seen in figure II 
(Cr. v.) where the ventral crista is seen on the posteriol' wall of 
the depression of the l'hinencephaloll Cllt. in a very oblique direction. 

The line described by this ventral borc!er of the corpus striatum 
and thickened part of the rhinencephalon, has, looked at as a whoie, -
the form of a horseshoe with its top directed to the occipital pole 
of the brain and meantime turned ventrally, while its opening is 
turnecl to the frontal pole of the hemisphere vesicle. The connection 
of rhinencephalon and striatum, which lies initially in the base of the 
brain comes with the outgrowth of the l'hinencephalon partlyon the 
posterior wall which borders t11'e cavity, that proceeds in the olfact
ory lobe. This connection between striatum ano rhil1encephalol1 is 
therefore a primary one. 

The olfactory bulb in this stage of development of the rhinence
phalon is limited by a cil'cular groove, the sulcus circulal'is bnlbi 
(Fig. I, II, S. c. b.), which deeply cuts in on the frontal pole of the 
bulb, becomes more flat on both sides anc! is seen as a l'ound 
shallow groove at the posterior pole of' the bulb (Fig. V S. c. b.). 
The top of the bulb is turned to the mesial side anc! iJl a slightly 
forward direction, while the form of the bulb can be seen in the 
c!iagrammatic drawing figul'e V. 

The nerves which belong to the formation of the rhinencephalon 
are of twO different kinds, and leave the brain at two different 
places. The first kind of nerves proceed from the top of the oltactory 
bulb. They are easily recognised by the fact, that theil' nuclei are 
small and not very numerous, so that the flll1damental substance 'in 
which they are imbedded is distinctly seen. 

These nerves split up into vel'y small tracts in the neighboul'hood 
of the mucous membrane of thc nose, wh ere they seem to end. These 
nerves, which contain the olfar.tory nervefibres do not have any 
connection with the ganglion olfactorium. They all pass along this 
ganglion. 

The second place from where the nervefibres proceed is given Ly 
the mesial part of the sulcus circularis bulbi. These nervefibres ean 
be differentiated from the olfactoryfibres by the fact, th at their nuclei 
are a little larger, and more numerous than the nuclei of the 
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olfactory nervefibres; the fundamental substance in which these nuclei 
are imbedded deeply stains with eosine. Where these fibres leave 
the brain, the superficial layer of the hemisphere vesicle becomes 
richel' in elongated nuclei (A vno fig. I, II, III, IV and VI). They 
form four bun dIes (Rd. N. vno tIg. lIl, IV and VI), which all 
converge into the ganglion olfactorium (G. vno fig. III, IV, VI). The 
nerves leaving tbis ganglion are arranged in five bundies (Fig. VI 
Nn. vn) which all went to the mesial side along the cartilagineous 
septum nasi (Fig. I Sp. m. D.). Unfortunately the course of these nerves 
could be no further traced out, the head being cut off too close along 
the base of the brain. In a second human embryo ho wever, of the 
same age, which was not so weIl preserved, it was possible to find 
back the same. relations and io see, that all these nervefibres run 
excillsively to the organon \'omeronasale (RuYSCH, JACOBSON). In the 
whole course of these nerves ganglioncells are seen. The so called 
ganglion oltactorlum has therefore no connection with the olfactory 
nervefibres but is the sensorial ganglion belonging to the organon 
vomeronasale. 

In figure VI is given a semidiagrammatic drawing constructed 
from the sections wh ere the whole apparatus belonging to the organon 
vomeronasale is projected upon a sagittal plane. The ganglion vomero
nasale (G. vn.) is seen in the niveau of the top of the olfactory bulb 
from which proceed to the periphery the nervi vomeronasales (Nn. 
Vn.) and to the centmm t11e so called intern al olfactory roots (Rd. N. vn.). 
which enter the brain in a large triangleshaped zone, the area 
vomel'onasalis (A. vn.) _ 

In the guinea pig these relations are slightly different. From the 
organon vomeronasale proceed two nel'vestrands, which at a short 
distance and still in the submucosa of the nose have each a ganglion. 
This paired ganglion vomeronasale has tw'o roots which very soon 
'unite and intermingle with the nervi olfactorii, with which they 
perforate the lamina cribrosa. Arrived at the base of the brain they 
enter the olfactory bulb over a large area, reaching from the sulcus 
circularis bulbi at the mesial si de to some distance from the same 
sulcus at the lateral side of the olfactory bulb. 

Probably the same l'elations occur thl'ough the whole series of 
vertebrate animais. Though the existence of an organon vomeronasale 
can be doubted in anamnia, it seems very probable, that the 
nerve described by LODY (Anat. Anz. 1905, Heft 2 and 3) in 
Selachii is identical with the nel've of the organon vomeronasale 
as described here. 

From the pre ce ding descl'iption it is obvious, that we have 
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to consider the organon vomeronasale as a special senseorgan of 
which the function is unknown, while the duality seen in the 
central tracts belonging to the rhinencephalon finds its source in the 
anatomical independence between the system of the olfactol'y nel'ves 
and the sys(em of nerves belonging to the ol·galJ.on vomeronasale. 

My thanks to Prof. J. W. LANGELAAN under whose direction these 
researches were made. 

Anatomy. - "Note on tlte Innervation o} the TJ'un1cmyotome". 
By J. W. VAN BISSELICK. (From the Anatomical Institute at 
Leiden). (Communicated by Prof. T. PLACE). 

These researches form a sequel to professor LANGELAAN's first 
communication "011 the Form of the Trunkmyotome" 1), and were 
performed nnder his dil'ection in the anatomiral institute at Leiden. 

The aim of this research was to know if one single spinal nerve 
innervates only one single myotome. 

The method followed, existed in dissecting a spinal nervé and to 
see if the different tel'ritOl'ies to which the nervestrands can be 
followed, belonged to one and the same myotome. To this purpose 
an Acanthias or a M ustelus was cut through along the mid-sagittal 
plane and trealed with a one tenth percent solution of osmic acid. , 
The nel'ves stained black and were easy to follow with the naked 
eye Ol' with a magnifiel'. 

As a first resuIt it was found, th at aU nerves passed through the 
connective tissue laying between the myotomes; thel'efore a minute 
dissection of this tissue was necessal'y. 

The myotome itself is covered by a very thin layer of _ a fibl'oUS 
tissue which constitutes a perimysium. This perimysium extends 
between the musculal' fibres of the myotome forming an endomysi,um. 
1t affords a continuous investment for evel'y muscular fibl'e and 
forms in this way a frame for the mllscular tissue. Wherc this mus
cular tissue is broken off the framework is continuous and enables 
us to recognize parts of the myotome belonging together. The 
myotomes covel'ed by their perimysium are separated by a coarser 
and denser fibl'oUS tissue. This intermyotomal tissue forms lamellae 
which have only a very 100se connection with the perimysium, so that 
it is po~sible t~' dissect these lamellae as discrete formations. These 
intermyotomal septa pass over in the fibJ'OllS tissue of the skin and 
form a continuous formation with the latter. Where the myotome 

1) Proc. K. Akad. W. Amsterdam 28 May 1904. 
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has a simple form, this line of insertion coincides with the border 
of the myotome; where the myotome is elongated in a peak, this 
line of insertion crosses this peak. 

Figure I reproduces the external surf ace of the myotome extended 
in aplane. The black line indicates the transition of the inter
myotomal septum in the skin j where the myotome is elongated in 
a peak, it has distended the septurn, because the line of transition is 
fixed upon the skin. The peak is covered by this distended part of 
the septurn, and as far as the peak is adjacent to the skin, this 
part of the eorium is doubled by this triangular sheath. Whereas on 
the line of transition the passage of the intermyotomal septum into 
the cOl'ium is a direct one, th is is not the case with this adjacent 
part of the septulIl, which is only loosely connected with the corium 
by means of some fibres of connecti ve tissue. This makes it possible 
to dis se ct these tl'iangular slips from the coL'Ïum. 

In the same way as the myotomes, the triangular slips of the 
intermyotomal tissue overlap. In concOl'dance with the direction of 
the peaks It is seen, that slips belonging to peaks directed towards 
the caudal end of the body cover each other, so, th at the more 
eau dal slip covers the more cranial one. If the peak is directed 
cranially the mode of overlapping is reversed, the more cranial slip 
being uppel'most. Figure Il reproduces the intermyotomal tissue as 
far as tlns formation is adjacent to the skin. 

On Ihe mesial side the intermyotomal septum goes over in the 
connective tissue which covers the axial skeleton and beyond this 
forms a lamella between the left and right half of the dorsal mus
culatul'e. Ventrally the same formation ~oes over in the fascia trans
versa covering the abdominal cavity. 

Figure III gives the line of passage of the intermyotomal septum. 
As can be seen there are two places whel'e the muscular ti&sue is 
broken oir, the myotome becoming thinner from outside to inside. 
The lamellae, where the muscular tissue is interrupted, cover each 
other and in this way two strong continuous septa are formed. 
The distance over which the muscular tissue is discontinuOtls in the 
neighbourhood of the sagittal plalle amounts to four myotomes in 
the first septum and to three in the second. In agreement with this, , 
tlle lamellae are built up resp. by four and by three sheaths of 
intermyotomal tissue. The dotted fields in figure III belong therefore 
together, fOl'ming one myotome, as can pasily be verified by dissecting 
the myotome. -

Each spinal nerve Fiprings from the cord with two roots, which 
separately leave the spinal canal through two foramina (AR and 
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PR fig. IV). When they have quitted the canal each root separates 
into two filaments, one of these filaments is ascending (Ase. i) 'and 
one is descending (Desc. f. fig. VI). Both ascending root fiJ~ments 

unite to form a nerve, the internal branch of the posterior division 
(fig. VI), the filaments of which pass over in the intermyotoma1-
septum at the places indicated by 3 D-5 D fig. IV, and leave the 
septum to go over in the skin at the pI aces indicated In the same 
way in fig. V. Before these filaments go over into the corium 
they each give oif a small twig innervating the distended part of the 
intermyotomal septum, which is adjacent to the skin. 

Before the two ascending rootfilaments joi~, they each give oif a 
small branch, which also unite to form a smal! nen"e, 1.he first external 
branch of the posterior divisions (fig. VI) entering the septum at 
2D fig. IV and leaving the septum to pass over in the skin at the 
corresponding p1ace of fig. V. 

Both descending rootfilaments before joining each give oif a 
small branch, which form together a small nerve, the second 
extern al branch of the posterior division (fig. VI), which enters and 
leaves the intermyotomal septum at the pI aces indicated by iD -in 
fig. IV and V. 

The nerves described, all together, innervate the dorsal part of the 
myotome and the intel'myotomal septum, and form the posterior 
primary division of tlle spin al nerve. 

The descending rootfilaments a1so unite to form a nerve which pretty 
soon divides into two branches, one of these innervating the lateral 
part of the myotome and the intel'myotomal septum; the other is, t.he 
continuation of the maintrunk, I crosses t.he lateral part of the myotome 
and innervates the ventl'al part of the myotome and 1he intermyotomal 
septum. The branch innervating the lateral part of t.he myotome 
divides into two branches, an external and internal branch of the 
lateral division (fig. VI). The extern al branch splits up into two filaments 
one of which is recurrent (recurrent bI'. fig, VI) and innervates the 
top of the lateral part of the myotome. The extern al branch enters 
the septum at L 1. 2. fig. IV and leaves lhe septum at 1L, 2 L 
fig. V. The internal branch gives oif several branches passing over 
in the skin at 3 L-6 L fig. V. 

The branch innervating the ventral part of the myotome and the 
intermyotomal septum shows the same arrangement as the branch 
for the lateral part of the myotome. It divides into two branches 
one being the external branch of the anterior division, the other the 
int.ernal branch (fig. VI). The extern al bram·IJ passes over in the 
septum at V 1. 2. fig. IV, splits up inLo two smaller branches of 
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which one is recurrent (recurrent bI'. fig. VI) and 1eaves the septum 
to go over into the skin at 1 V and 2 Tl. fig. V. 

The internal branch can_ be followed up to the vena 1ateralis (VL I 

fig. IV) anc1 then goes over in a 1005e plexus. On its way to the vena 
lateralis the intemal branch gives off several filaments, which reach 
the skin through the intermyotomal septum 3 V-6 V fig. IV and V. 
Before passing over into the skin these filaments form a 100se plexus 
covering the most ventral part of the myotome. . 

The roots and mainbranches of the spinal nerve bave a submyotomal 
position and are not bound in their course by the form of the 
myotome; these branches on the contrar.r, which go over into the 
septum to rear.h the skin, are in their course fixed by the form of 
the myotome. The fina1 course of the branches in the corium was 
not traeed out with enough accuracy to give results here. 

The descriptions given in this note on1y appIy to that region of 
the trunk which is situated between the thoracic and first dorsal fin. 

Conclusion.~ : 
1. One single spinal nerve only innervates one single myotome 

anc1 the intermyotomal tissue through which the nel~ves pass. 
I!. The roots and mainbranches of the spinal nerve have a sub

myotomal position ; the branches never perfOl'ate ~ myotome, but 
run always in the intermyotomal septum to the skin. In general 
they are to be found bet ween the perimysium and the intermyotomal 
septum. \ 

lIl. The spinal ner~e shows a primary division into three parts, a 
posterior, 1ateral anel anterior division in agreement with the eliffe
rentation of the myotome in a dOl'sal, latel'al anel ventral part. 

IV. All largel' branches are mixed nerves containing elements of 
the anterior and posterior roots. 

Mathematics. - "On linear systems of algebmic plane cw'Ves". 
By Prof. JAN DE VRIES. 

~ 1. The points of contact of the tangents out of a point 0 to 
the curves C'l of a pencil lie on a curve t21l- 1 which I shall call the 
tangential Clt1'Ve of O. It is a special case of a curve indicated by 
CUEMONA 1). By Ellm. WEYR 2)" GUCCIA~) and W. BOUWMAN 4) it has 
been applied when proving the prop er ties of pencils anel nets. 

1) CREMONA-CURTZE, Einleitung in eine geometrische Theorie der ebenen Curven 
(1865) p. 119. 

2) Sitzungsberichte der Akademie in Wien, LXI, 82. 
S) Rendiéonti del Circolo matematico di Palermo (1895), IX, 1. 
4) Nieuw Archief voor Wiskunde (1900), IV, 258. 
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If a linear system (Cn)k of ook curves cn is given, we can consider 
tbe locus of the points P!C+l' where a curve of that system bas a 
(k + 1)-pointed contact with a right line, passing through }he fixed 
point O. 

To determine the order g;(k) of the locus (P"+I) I consider the 
curves (Cn)k having in the points P of the rig'ht line I a k-pointed 
contact with the corresponding right line OP. Each ray OP cuts 
tbe curve individualized by P moreover in (n-k) points Q. Each point 
of intersection of I with the locus of the points Q being evidently 
a point P"+l' the locus (Q) is a curve of order pek). 

The curves of (Cn)k passing through 0 farm a system (C")k-l. The 
order of the locus of the points Pk where a cn of this latter system 
has a k-pointed contact with OP is evidently indicated by q.(k -1). 
So on I lie g;(k-1) points P for which one of the corresponding 
points Q coincides with 0; in other words the locus (Q) passes 
fJl.k -1) times through 0, so it is of order g;(k -1) + (n - k). 

To determine pek) we have now the recnrrent relation 

pek) = (~(k -1) + (n - k). 
From this we deduce 

pek) = p (1) + t (k -1) (2n -- l.; - 2). 
Here q;(1) represents the order of the tangential curve, thus (2n -1). 
80 we find 

pek) = t (k + 1) (2n - k). 

The locus of the points where a CU1've C'I , beZonging to a k-fold 
infinite linear' system has a (k + 1)-pointecl contact wit/~ a 1'Ïgltt line 
passing through a fixed point 0 is a curve of onZer t (k + 1) (2n - kj, 
on wMen 0 is a t k (k + 1)-fold point. 

For (Cn)k determines on a right line l' through 0 an involution of 
order n and rank k. The number of lk + 1)-fold elements ofthis in
volution amounts to (k + 1) (n - k); tlJat is at the same time the 
number of points Pk+l, lying on 1'. Consequently 0 is an ik (k + 1)
fold point on (Pk+l)' 

§ 2. Each ray r through a fixed point 0 is touched by 2 (n -1) 
curves cn of a pencil (cn); the points of contact T are the double points 
of the involution detel'mined by (c'l ) on 1'. The curves cn indicated by 
these points T intersect l' moreover in 2 (n -1) (n - 2) points S. 
When r rotates round 0 the points S wiJl describe a curve which 
I shall caU the satellite cztrve of O. 

This curve passes (n + :J) (n -- 2) times through 0; for if r 
coincides with one of the tangents out of 0 to cn passing through 
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o one of the puinLs S lies in O. Sa the curve (S) is of order 
(n + 1) (n - 2) + 2 (n -l)(n - 2) = (n - 2) (3n -1). 

If B is a base-point of (e~), then only 2 (n - 2) points T (the double 
points of an In-I) !ie on OB outsipe 0 and B. 80 OB touches in 
B the tangential curve of 0 whilst it is (n - 2)-fold tangent of (8). 

Each of the 2 (n - 2) curves e'l touching OB p1'ojects a point Sin B. 
80 each base-point is a 2 (n - 2)-fold point of the satellite curve. 

The common points of the tangential curve t2n - 1 and fhe satellite 
curve s~3n-I)(1I-2) form four groups. 

First the1'e are en + 1) (n - 2) united in O. 
Secondly 2 (n - 2) lie in each base-point B. 

_ Thirdly the two curves touch each other at each inflectional point 
sen ding its tangent through O. 

Foul'thly they cut each other in the points of contact of each 
double tangent passing through O. 

Now the inflectional tangents of a pencH envelop a curve of class 
3n en - 2).1) 
\ Sa the numbel' of points of contact of infleetional tangents through 
o amounts to 
(n - 2) (3n-1) (2n-1) -(n-2)(n + 1) -2 (n-2) n2 -6n(n-2) = 

= 4n (n - 2)(n - 3). 
The double tangents of the cztrves en belonging to a peneil envelop 

a r.ztrve of class 2n (n - 2) (n - 3). 

~ 3. Following EMIL WEYR 2) we consider the curve cn+1 gene
rated by the pencil (cn) with the pencil projectively conjugate to it 
of the tangents in a base-point B. As each ct! cuts its tangent more
over in (12 - 2) points, B is a threefold point of the c"+1• From this 
enslH;s easily that through B can be drawn (n + 4) (n - 3) tangents 
to C"+I, As many double tangents of the peneil (en) have one of 
their póints of contact in B. 

We shall now consider the satellite curve of B. On each l'ay l' 

thl'ough B lie 2 (n - 2) pojnts of contact T, so 2 (n - 2)(n - 3) 
points 8. If l' coincides with one of the double tangents just mentioned, 
one of the points 8 lies in B. So B is an (n + 4) (n - 3)-fold point 
on (S) and the order of (S) pl'oves to be equal to (n + 4) (n - 3) + 
2 (n -- 2) (n - 3) = 311. (n - 3). 

The tangential curve of B has in B a threefold point; fol' a !'ay 

1) For this is the number of tangents of t~1l-1 which besides the n~ tau gents 
of OB can be drawn through O. 

2) Sitzungsberichte der Akademie in WieD LXI, 82. 
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through B bears but (212 - 4) points T, whiIst the curve t is of 
order (212 -1). 

Of the common points -of t2n- 1 and 8311(11-3) th ere are 3 (12 + 4) (n - 3) 
lying in B, 2 (n - 3) in each of the l'emaining (n 2 -1) base-points and 
two in each of the inflectional points sending their tangent thl'ough B. 

The number of those inflectional tangents is 3n (n - 2) - 9, as 
each of the three inflectional tangents, having their inflectional point 
in B, must be counted three times. This is evitlent when we consider 
a curve of (c 3

), whel'e a base-point can he only on inflectional 
tangents for which it is inflectional point itself. This number amounts 
to three, whilst the class of the envelope of the inflectional tangents 
is nine. 

80 we find for the number of the points of contact, not lying in 
B, of double tangents out of B 
3n(n-3) (2n-1 )-3 (n+4) (n-3) -2 (n-3) (n '-1) -6 (n-3) (12+1) = 

=4 (n- 3)(n-J) (12 + 1). 

80 B lies on 2 (12 - 4) (n - 3) (12 + 1) double tangents. This num
bel' is 2 (n - 3) (12 + 4) 1ess than the number of doublE' tangents out 
of an arbitl'al'y point. The (12 - 3) (12 + 4) double tangents having 
one of its points of contact in B must thus be counted twice. 

Tlze envelope of the double tangents kas in eack base-point an 
(n + 4) (n - 3)-folcl point. 

~ 4. The locus of the points of contact D of the double tangents 
of (c") evidently passes (n + 4) (n - 3)-timf's through each base-point 
(~ 3). An al'bitl'al'y cn having on its double tangents 12 (n - 2) (n' - 9) 
points of contact D, the curve D and c" iutersect each othe1' in 
n 2 (n + 4) (12- 3) + n (n - 2) (12 2 

- 9) points. Consequently the locus 
of the points of contact D is a curve of order (12-3) (2n 2 +5n=-6). 1) 

We shall now consider the locus of the points W in which a 
c" is intersected by its double tangents. 

As each base-point B lies on 2 (11, - 4) (n - 3) (n + 1) double tan
gents (~ 3) the curve W passes with as many branches thl'ough B. 
80 it has with an al'bitl'al'y c'l in common 2n2 (n-4) (n-3) (12+1) + 
+ t n (12 - 2) (n 2 

- 9) (n - J) points. From this ensues that the curve 
(W) is of ordeL' t (n -- 4) (n - 3) (5122 + 5n - 6). 

The Curves (D) and (W) have outside the base-points a number of 
points in common equal to 

t (n - 4) (n - 3)' (5n2 ,+ 5n - 6) (2n~ + 5n - 6) -

- 2n~ (n- 4)(n- 3)2 (n + 1) (n + 4). 

1) See P. H. SCHOUTE, Wiskundige opgaven, H, 307. 
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From this ensues: 
In a pencil (c") 

i (n - 4) (n - 3)2 (10n 4 + 3))123 
- 21n' - 80n + 20) 

cw'ves have an inflectional lJoi12t of wlticl~ tl~e tangent toucI~es the 
curve in one other point 11101'e. 

§ 5. The locus of the inflectional points [of (cn) has a thl'eefold 
point in each baóe-point and a node III each of the 3 (n - 1)' no des 
of the pencil, out of which we immediately find that the curve (I) 
is of order 6 (n -1) and of class 6 (n - 2) (4 n -- 3) '). 

Let us now deduce the order of the locus of the points V deter
mined by a cll on itó inflectiollttl tangentó. 

As a base-point B lies on 3 (n - 3) (n + 1) infJectional tangents 
the curve (V) passes wHh as lmtny branches through B. 80 with 
an al'bitral'y cll it has 3122 (n - 3) (n + 1) + 312 (12 - 2) (n - 3) points 
in commOll. 

Oonsequently (V) is a curve of order3(n-3)(n'+2n-2). Now 
the curves (1) and (V) have besldes the base-points a number of 
points in common repl'esented by 

18 (12 -1) (n - 3) (n 2 + 212 - 2) - 9n' (12 - 3)(12 + J). 
These points can onIy have l'isen fi'om the coincidence ofïnflectional 

points with one of the points they have III common with the c71 under 
consideration, th1.ls from tangents witlt foul'pointed contact. Sueh an 
nndulation point, being equivalent to two inflectional points, is point 
of contact fol' (I) and (V) from which ensues: 

A pencil (ClI) contains : (n - 3) (12 3 + 12' - 8n +4) curves witlt an 

tmdulation point. 

§ 6. Let a thl'eefold infinite linear system of curves C" be given. 
The cll osculaling a l'ight line l in the point P cuts the ray OP 

drawn through the arbitl'ary point 0 mOl'eovel' in (n-1) points Q. 
The curves of (C")3 paósing thl'ongh 0 form a net (cn), detel'mining 

on l the grollps of an involutioll 1,". The latter having 3 (n - 2) 
threefold elements, the locus (Q) passes 3 (12 - 2)-times thl'ongh 0, 
so it is of order (4n - 7). 

Each of its points of intel'section J( with l is evidently a node on 
a CUl've of (c") , , with land Of{ fol' tangents. 

Eac!t 1'(q1tt line is nodal tangent f01' (4n -- 7) Clwves of t!te system. 
Fl'om this ensues that the locus of the nodes J( senrling olie of 

2) See BOB EK, Casopis (Prague), XI, 283. 

49 
Proceedings Royal Acad, Amsterdam. Vol. VII. 
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their tangents thl'ough the point 1I{ chosen al'bitl'arily is a curve of 
order (4n - 5); fol' 1I{ is a node of a CII, so it lies on two branches 
of (K). 

Each point ]( of the al'bitrary right line 1 is a node of a curve 
be10nging to (cII)a. Tlle points of intersection 1I{ and 111' of the tangents 
in J( with the right line rn chosen al'bitral'ily are pairs of tL sym
metric correspondence with characteristic number (4n - 5). To the 
coincidences belongs the point of intersection 1110 of land m, and 
twice even, because the CII, ha ving in that point a node, furnishes two 
points 11/0 ' coinciding Ivith 1110. Tbe remaining coincidences originate 
from tangents in cusps. From this ensues: 

Tlte locus of the cusps of a t!treefold infinite linear sJ/stem of 
CU1'ves of order n is a CZ61've 0 j' O1,de?' 4 (2n - 3). 

Mathematios. - "Some cltamctel'istic nwnbe'l's of an algebraic 
sUl'face." By Prof. JAN DE VRIES. 

In the following paper we shall show how by easy reasolling 
we can filld an amount of the chaL'actel'istic llumbers of a general 
sUl'face of order n 1). To this end we shall make use of sCl'olls 
formed by principa1 tangents or double tangents. 

~ 1. First I eonsider the bCl'oll A of the principal tangents a of 
whieh the points of contact A 1ie in a ghren plane a. The curve 
a" along which a cuts the slll'face CP" is evidently nodal curve of 
A. The tangents in the 3n (n - 2) inflectlOnal points of a" being 
principal tangents of ([>1/, I he scroIl A has 3n (n - 2) right lines and 
the curve all to be counted twice in common wUh (])1I, 80 it is a 
sCl'oll of order n (3n - 4). 

The two principal tangents (l and a' in a point of all have each three 
points in common wUh ([>/l; consequent1y all belongs six times to the 
section of A and CP". These sUl'faces have mi)l'eover a twisted curve 
of order n 2 (3n-4)-6n in common rontaining the 3n(n-2) (n-3) 
points wh ere cpn is cut by the principal tangents a sitnated in a. In 
each of the l'emaining n (11n - 24) points of intersection of this 
curve with a the sllrface cpn lIas fOlt)· coinriding points of inter
section in common with a. From this ensues: 

Tlte locUIi of t!te points zn wltic/i CP" l'0ssesses a foztl'pointed tangent 
(flecnodal line) is a twistl3d cw've of order n (11n-24). 

1) We lmd the indicated numbers in SALMON-FIEDLER, "Analytische Geometrie 
des Raumes", dl'itte Auflage, 1I, p. 622-644, and in SeHvBERT, "Kalkül der abzählenden 
Geometrie", p. 236. 
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~ 2. 1 now determine the order of the sCl'oll B formed by the 
principal tangen tE> cutting cpn in points B of the plane ~. 

Out of each point B of the section {JII star/. (12- 3) (n~ + 2) 
prineipal tangents; this number indieates at the same time the 
number of sheets of B whieh cut each other along {JII. The inflect
ional tangents lyillg in ~II evidently belong (n - 3)-times to the 
indicated scroll. 80 its order is equal to 

n (n - 3) (n 2 + 2) + 3n (n - 2) (12 - 3) = n (n - 1) (n - 3) (n + 4). 

According to ~ 1 n (3n2 
- 4: n - 6) principal tangents have their 

point of contact A on all and one of their points of intersection 
B on ~n. 80 this nllmber indirates the order of the curve along 
which cp'l is osclllated by B. Beside this curve of contact and the 
manyfold curve ~1I t11e sllrfaces cpn and B have still in common tlle 
locus of the points B' which de ter mine the pl'incipal tangentó AB 
moreover on cp'l. This curve (B) is of order n2 (n-1) ln-3) (n+4)
-312(3122 -4n- 6)-n(n-3)(n2 + 2) =12(12-2) (n-4) (n 2+512+3). 

~ 3. To iind how of ten the point A coincides with one of the 
(n - 4) points B, I shall project the parI's of points (A, B) out of 
a l'ight line Z. The planes thl'Ollgh Z are arranged in this way in a 
cOl'respondence with the characteristie numbers n (3122-4 n-6) (n-4) 
and n (n - 2) (12 - 4) (n2 + 5 n + 3). Eaeh right line a resting on l 
evidently contains (n - 4) pairs (A, B), so it furnishes an (n - 4)-fold 
coincidence. The l'emaining coinridences originate tl'om coincidel1ces 
A = B. Now n (3n 2-4: 12-6) (n-4) + n (n-2) (n-4) (n 2+5 n+3)
- 12 (n-1) (n-3), (n+4) (n-4) = n (n-4) (6n 2+2n-24). 80 this is 
the number of fourpointed tangents whieh cut cpn in a point B of ~n. 

1'lte points of intersection of cpn with its fourpointecl tangents form 
a c'W've of order 212 (12 - 4) (3n2 + 12 -12). 

If f is the order of the seroIl of the foul'pointed tangents then it 
is evident that we have the relation 
nf= 4n (1112-24) + 2n(12- 4) (3n 2 +12-12) = 2n2 (n- 3) (3n-2). 

The fourpointed tangents f01'm a sCl'oll of ol,dm' 211(n-3)(3n-2). 
lf we make the point of contact F of a fourpointed tangent to 

cOl'l'espond to the (n - 4) points G which that tangent has still in 
common with cpn, a system of pairs of points (F, G) is formed, of 
whieh the number of eoincidences eau be detel'mined again with the 
aid of' the correspondence in which they arrange the plaues throug'h 
an axis l. By the way indicated above we fi1ld for this number: 
n(11n-24) (n-4)+2n(12-4) (Sn 2+n-12 )-2n(n-3) (312-2)(12-4)= 
12 (n-4) (35n-60). 

1'!te sUI'face cpn possesses 5n (n - 4) (712 -12) fivepointed tangents. 
49* 
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§ 4. Returning to the sCl'oll B (§ 2) I consider the points of 
intersection of the twisted curve (B') with tbe plane {J. Each point 
of intel'section of (Lil wHh all inflectional tangent lying i~ [j can be 
l'egarded as tIle point B, each one of the remaining (n - 4) as a 
point B'. Hence the CUlTe (B') meets3n(n-2) (n-3) (n-4)-times 
[jTi on the inflectional tangents of ("111. In each of the remaming points 
of intersection of (B') with ij we find th at ep" is touched by a right 
line having elsewhere thl'ee coinciding points in common with cp". Such 
a right line is called by me a tangent t2,3, A being its point of 
osculation, Bits point of contact. 

Tlte points of contact of tlw tangents t2/1 form a curve of orde/' 
n (n - 2) (n - 4) (n2 + 2n + 12). 

§ 5. In each point C of the CUl'\'e 'I" according to which epI! is 
cut by the plane 'Y 1 shall regm'd the (n- 3) (n + 2) tangents c which 
touch CP" moreovel' in a point C". On the !:croll C' of the double 
tangents c the curve 'I" is a manyfold curve in which (n-3) (n+2) 
sheets meet. Each double tangent situated in l' representing two right 
lines of C the order of this scroll is equal to 

n (n-3)(n+ 2) +n(n- 2)(n-3) (n+ 3) Ol' n(n-3Hn2 + 2n-4). 
The surfaces CP'I and C touch each othe1' a,]ong the locus (C') of 

the two points of contact. Of this curve the plane 'I contains the 
points of contact of the right lines c lying in r besides the points 
C= C', where a l'igbt line c is a fourpointed tangent. So the order 
of (C') is n (n--2) (n 2-9) + n (11n-24) Ol' n(n3 

- 2n2 + 2n - 6). 
Besides the curve (C') to be counted twice and the curve 'In 10 

be counted 2 (n - 3) (n + 2)-times C and cpn have moreovel' in 
common the loclli;; of the pointfl 8 detel'mined by the double tangents 
c on cp". The curve (8) is of order n2 (n - 3) (n2 + 2n - 4)--
2n(n3-2n2 + 2n-6)-2n(n-3) (n+2) Ol' n(n-4)(n3 +n2-4n-6). 

To the points of (8) lying in r belong tbe points of intersection 
of "(" with its double tangel1ts c. As eacli of the two points of contact 
of c can be l'egal'ded as point C these points of intel'section 8 must 
be counted twice. The remail1ing n (n - 4) (n~ + n 2 

- 4n - 6)
n (n - 2) (n2 

- 9) ~n - 4) points 8 lying in rare apparently points 
of oscnlatiol1 of the tangents t2,3. So ft'om this ensnes: 

Tlte points of osculation of the lJ1'i11cipal tangents touc/dng epll 
mOl'eOVe1' el~ewlte]'e f(mn a Clt1'Ve of onZe?' n (n - 4) (3n' + 5n- 24). 

The curves (A) aJl(I (13) formeel hy the points of oseulation and 
the points of contact of the tangents t2,3 have thc points of contact of 
the fiyepoil1ted tallgelltb in commOl1. 'l'aking' Ihis illtO [tecount we 
find (by again projecting out of all axis 1) tOl' the order of tllc 
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sCl'oll of the right lines t2,3 tne expl'ession n (n-2)(n-4)(n2+2n+12)+ 
+ n (12-4) (3n'+5n-24) - 5n (n-4) (7n-12). 

Tlte lJ1'inc~)al tang81~tl1 oj cp71 ?Vltz'cl~ l1W1'eOVe1' touch the 8u1iace 
farm a scroll oj order n (n - 3) (n - 4) (12 2 + 6n - 4). 

~ 6. The double tangents c cutting cpn in points D of the plane ó 

form a seroIl D, on whiel! the section ó" of cp" with dis a manyfold 
curve bearing' ~ (n - 3) (n - 4) (12 2 + n + 12):) sheets. As moreover 
every double tangent of ón belongs to (n - 4) different points D the 
order of D is eqnal 10 

! 11 (n-3) (n-4) (n2+n+2) + ~ n (n--2) (12-3) (n+3) (n-4) = 
n (n-1) (n+2) (n-3) (n-4). 

According to § 5 n (n - 4) (n 3 + n' - 4n - 6) double tangents c 
luwe one of their points of con/act C in a given plane y and at the 
same timc one of (hcir poiJlts of contact D in tlle plane (1. 80 this 
number indicates the order of the curve along which D and CP" 
touch each othel'. If we take the manyfold curve 6" into consideratioll, 
it is evident that tlle points D' ",hich the l'ight lines of DIlave in 
comman with cpll be&ides the points of contact C and the points of 
intersectioll D lying in ó, fOl'm a twisted eurve (D') t11e order of 
which in equnl to 

n2 (n-1) (n+2) (n-3) (n-4) - 2n (n-4) (n 3+n2-4n-6)-
~ 11 (n-3) (11-4) (n2+n+2) = t n (n-2) (11,-4) (n-5) (2n 2+5n+3). 

This curve evidently cuts ó (n-4) (n-5)-times on each double 
tangent of Óll. In, eaC'I! of its I'emaining points of intel'seetion with ó 
lhe surfnce <pil is tOl1ched by a right line, which is tangent to the 
Sllrfuce in two more points. From this ensues : 

The points of contact C of tlte tll1'e~lold tangents of <pil j01'1II a 
C1tj'IJe (C) ol ordel' ~ 11 (n-2) (n-4) (n-5) (n2+5n+12). 

§ 7. Ün each l'ight line c of tlle seraIl D lic (n-5) points DI 
which eau he [tl'l'unged in t (n-5) (n-6) pairs D', D". If these pairs 
of poinls arc projeeted ont of [tIl axis 1 hr !Jail's of planes l', i.", these 
farm a symmetl'Îc system, the chal'ncteristie nnmbcl' of whieh is ~ n(n-2) 
(n--4) (n-5) (2n 2+5n+3) (n-6). Each l'ight liue C C'utting 1 deter
mines a plane ). evidently l'epl'esenting (n-5) (n-6) coincidences 
)..' === ).". Tbc l'emaining coincidences of tbe system (l) originate from 
('oineidellces D' = J)", thus from ihl'cefold tangcnts d. As llOwever 

1) In CRC~roNA-CURTZE, Theorie der Oberflächen, pag'e G6 we find Ihe expression 
~ en-a) (n--4) (n 2+n-2) hy mislake fol' the number of double tangents cutting 
'Pil ill one of its points. 
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each of the three points of contad of a right line cl can be formed 
when D' coincides with D" the number of threefold tangents cutting 
1/)11 on the curve dll is bnt the third part of the number gf the in di
cated coincidences of (Î.), th us equaI to 

t n (n-J) (n-5) (n-6) 1(12-2) (2n~+5n+3) - (n-1) (n+2) (n-3)1= 

in (n-4) (n-5) (n-6) (n 3+3n2-2n-12). 

This is at the same time the order of the curve (D) formed by 
the points D which the threefold tangents cl have still in common 
with (/)n. 

Now we can a1so find the order x of the scroIl (d). This scroll 
being touched by 4)11 in the points of (C) and being cut in the points 
(D) we have nameIy 

nx = n (12-2) (n-4) (11,-5) (n2+5n+12) + 
1 n (11,-4) (n-5) (12-6) (n 3+3n:-2n-12). 

Out of this we find 

The th'!'eefold tangents of (/)11 form a scroll the onte'!' of wlticlt is 
t n (n-3) ,n-4) (n-5) (n2+3n-2) 1). 

9 8. To find the degree of the spinodal curve I consider the pairs 
of prineipal t.angents a, a' of which the common point of contact A 
lies in the plane a. Ir two rays s and s' of a peneil (S, 6) are con
jngate to each oiher, when they rest on two right line8 a and a', 
then in (S, 6) a symmetrie cOl'respondence with chamcteristie nmnber 
n (3n - 4) is formed. The eoincidences can be brought to thl'ee grollps. 

First a and a' can cut the same ray 8; their pIane of connection 
is tllen tangelltial pIane, iheir point of intersection A lies on the 
polar sllrface of S. Such a ray s co in cid es with two of the rays s' 
eonjugate to it. So the fil'st group contaills n (11, -1) double coinci
dences. 

Secondly scan cut the curve all; then too it coincides with two 
l'ays 8'. So the second gl'Ollp con&ist8 of n double coincidences. 

Finally a single coineidence is formed when a eoincides with a'. 
The number of these eoincidellces evidently amounts to 211, (3n-4) -
2n (12 -1) - 2n = 4n (n - 2). Fl'om ihis ensues: 

lYte pambolic points fe/'m (l tlVi.~ted cw've (spillodal line) of ol'del' 
412 (11,- 2). 

1) In SALMON·FIEDLER we fint! on page 638 by mistake n2 + 3 n + 2 in,>tead of 
n2+3n - 2. 

On pag~ 643 we find thc derivation of the number of fourfoJd tangents and of 
the nllmbers of tangents t!.~. ta,z'2 and to•s• 
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Mathematios. " T!te equation of order nine representin,q t!te locus 
of t!te ZJ1'incipal axes of a pencil of quadratic surjaces. By 
)11'. K. BES. (Communieated by Prof. J. CARDINAAL). 

1. In These Pl'oeeedings of Jan. 28th 1905 appears a communieatiou 
by Prof. CARDINAAL : "On the equations by whielt the locus of the 
prineipal axes of a peneil of quadratic surfaces is determined." 

2. Prof. CARDINAAL deduces three non-homogeneous equations of 
order two between two variabie parameters À and le, and tries to 
al'1'ive at the equation of the demanded sudace by elimination of 
these parameters. The l'eslllt obtained by him (8) seems to be au 
equation of order 12. This is incongruent with the result a1'l'ived at 
geometrieally, whieh made an equation of order nine to be expeeted. 
This incongrueney is attributed to factors, wbich the equation arrived 
at may contain, but these factors are not indicated. 

3. The method of elimination described in my paper "Théorie 
généraie de }'élimination" (Verhandelingen, Vol. VI, nO. 7) gi"es the 
means to set aside this incongl'uency and to determine in reality the 
equatiou sough t fol' by Prof. CARDINAAL. 

To this end we cau start from his equations (5) aftel' having made 
them homogeneous with respect to the variabie parameters, whieh 
may be done by assuming the equation (1) of the pencil of surf aces 
in the form: 

r-A+ÀB=O. 

If now we develop the eqU<"ttions (5), t11ey assume tbe following' form : 

(all AI+al ~A~+aI8Aa)tL2+(aIIBI+al~ B,+aISB,+bll AI+bl ~A2+bI3A3Pr-+ 
+(bllBl+bI2B~+bl~B3))·2+Alllk+AlÎ.k=O , 

(al~AI+a2,A~+a2SA8)r-2+(al~BI+a22B2+a28B3+bI2AI+b~,A2+b2aAa)Î.{t+ 
+bnBI+b'2B,+b'8B~)i.2+A~llk+B~),k=O, (a) 

(alaAI+a,aA~+a38A3){t2+(aI3RI+a'3Ba+aaaB3+bI3Al+b~3A~+basAnPr-+ 
+(b13Bd-b,sB,+bsaBa) i, ~+A311k+Bai.k=O " 
The coefficienls of these equations are linear fllnctions of the 

variabie eoordinates .'V, y anel z. To simplifY we cau il1troduce the 
following llotations: 

PI = allAI + a12A~ + a13 Aa , 
P~ = a 12A I -I- au A, + anAa , 
Pa = aHAl + a2sA, + aaaAa , 

Ql = allBI + a12B~ + alsBn + bllAl + b12A , + blBAa , 
Q, = aaBI + a~2 B~ + anBa + b12AI.+ b22 A2 + b23Aa , 
Qa = a13B l + u23B 2 -I- a8a B S + b13A I + bnA, + b8s A a , 
Rl = bllB l + bu B2 + buBs, 
R, = buBI + b"B2 + b2SB S , 

RB = blsEl + b23 B, + b88B a , 
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by whieh the equations (~) pass into the following: 

Pt(L~ + Ql).(L + Rl).2 + Al(Lk + B1).k = 0 , 
P~(L2 + Q2).tt + R2Î.. 2 + A 2pk + B 2 ).k = 0 , 
Ps(L~ + Q3Î../L + RaÎ..

2 + As(Lk + BaAk = 0 , 
(b). 

4. Whieh eondition now must exist between tbe eoefficients of 
these equations if they are to allow o_f a mutual system of roots? 
The answer is that no condition is demanded for this. These equations 
are namely satistied independent of the value of the coeffieients by 
tbe system of roots: 

A = 0, /L = 0, k al'bitral'y. 

The result arrived at by applying the method indieated in ~ 118 
of my paper. "Théorie génél'ale de l'élimination" agrees with this. 
Aeeol'ding to th is method we should have to find for the resultant 
the quotient of two determinants &uccessively of order 15 and of 
ordel' 3. In the case under eonsideration where we have 

ao = 0, bo = 0 and 00 = 0, 

we always obtain, in whatener way we choose the determinants, 
as quotient al quantity which is identieally zero. 

So the above-mentioned equation (8) ean be nothing else but an 
identity. 

5. This result having been fixed it is no longer diflicult to answer 
the question how to obtain the equation of the demanded locns. 
To this end we must express the condition that the equations (0) are 
satisfied by a second system of roots. 

The condition in demand is, that all determinants are equal to zero 
contained in the assemblant (85) appearing in ~ 118 of the all'eady 
mentioned paper. Applied to the equahons (b) it gives bnt one 
equation, iiamely 

PI P~ P, 
QI Pt Q2 P2 Q3 P3 
RI P t R2 P~ R3 P3 
Al Qt A 2 Q~ Aa Qa 
BI Rl Ql B 2 RJ Q2 B3 R3 Q3 = 0, 

Rt R~ R3 
Al A 2 A3 
BI AI B 2 A2 B,A3 

Bt B 2 B3 

this being the equation of the demanded locus. It is of order nine 
agreeing to the geomeirical researches of Prof. OARDlNAAL. 
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Physics. - "A fOl'lnula fol' tlu' OI>'11WttC Lwesslt1'e in concentmted 
solutions wlwse vapOU1' f(}llow~ the pas-lawi'. By Dl'. PH. 

KOHNSTAMM. (Communicated by Prof. J. D. VAN DER WAAI.S). 

~ 1. The formula for the osmotie pressul'e may be derived in two 
different ways: by a the1'modynamic and by a kinetie method. When 
putting these two in oppositlOn I mean by no means an absolute contrast, 
on the C'ontl'ary I believe - an opmion which I hope soon to tl'eat 
more fully elsewhere - th at without an equatIOn of state based on 
kinetic consldel'allOnS thermodynamies has nothing to E>ta1't from 
and that thel'efol'e we ean only oppose "purely kinetic" and "thermo
dynamic-kinetic" considerations. 

Not numerous are those who have tried to find formulae for the 
osmotic pressUl'e of more concentrated solutions by a thermodynamic 
method. Only HONDIUS BOWINGH 1) and aftel' him VAN IJAAR 2) have 
pointed out th at lt appears ti'om the theory of the thermodynamic 
potential that the coneentr<'\,tion of the solution should not be taken 
into account in the form .v, but aE> log (i-.v) aud that for fUl'ther 
approximation a COl'rection term of the form a,V~ must be applied, 
and lately the latter haE> again come forward to advocate with great 
zeal the validity of this l'esuIt. 

More Immerous are the attempts to determine the osmotic pressure 
in concentrated solutions by direct, molecnlal'-theoretic methods; I 
may mention those of BnEDIG 3), NOYES 4), BARIIfWATER 6), WIND 8). 

This fact is SUl'pl'lSllJg because VAN 'T HorE' himself, though he 
has a defilllte conception of the natnre of 1he osmoüc pressnre, has 
nevel' dared to base his equatlOns on it, but has r1em'I~T indicated 
aE> basis of his theory of the osmotic pl'eSsUl'e the thel'modynamie 
consldel'atiolls, by means of which he del'lves the OSl11otIc pressnre 
from the gas-Iaws. Allel; lt IS the more snrpl'lSing because all 
these attempts wlsh to follow the tram of thought which led 
VAN DER WAALS to his equatlOl1 of state, thOllgh VAN mm W AAI"S 
himself has cleady shown, that in his opinion the osmotic presE>\1l'e 
must not be songht in tb is wa)', but by the thel'l11odynamic method, in 
connection with the equation of state given by hun. That notwithstanding 
this so of ten the other way has been followecl, seemE> notewol'thy to 

1) Diss, Amsterdam 1893. 
") Zsch. phys. Ch. 15, 466 (1894). 
3) Zsch. phys. Ch. 4, 444. 
4.) Zsch. phys. Ch. 5, 53. 
G) Zsch. phys. Ch. 28, 115. 
0) Arch. Néerl. (2) 6, 714, 
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me on arcount of tbe predilection which it shows for purely kinetic 
considerations. The reasons wlly 1 do not share this predilection in 
this case, will appeal' from anothel' communication, occurring in 
these Proceedings; here I shall confiue myself to the thermodynamic 
method, and sperially to the form given by VAN DltjR WAALS. 

§ 2. In § 18 of his Théorie Moléculaire VAN DER W AAJ,S treats the 
case, that of a binary mixture the fil'st component can expand thl'ough 
a given space, whereas the other is confined to a part of that space. 
He demonstrates that for equilibrium a difference in pressure between 
the parts of the space is requil'ed which for dilute solutions has the 
value indicated by the law of VAN 'T HOFF. In th is a thesis is uSéd, 
whirh is very plausible (and which moreover may be proved in the 
same way as the condition for equilibrium in tbe general case) 
that namely equilibrium is established when the thermodynamic 
potentialof the first component is the same in tbe two parts of 
tbe space. I sball here apply this condition to a binary mixture 
of arbitrary components and al'bikary concentration, the vapour 
of which follows the gas-Iaws, and which is in equilibrium with 
one of the components in pure condition under the presSUl'e of its 
own vapour thl'ough a semipermeable wall. How suel! an equili
brium might be reached in l'eality in a special case, and whethel" 
this would be possible, need not be disryssed. 

§ 3. We assume that th ere are (1-x) molecules passing throngh 
the membrane and x non passing molecules, then the thermodynamic 
potentialof the first substance in the mixture is 

Mi ~l = * -v (~:)x -.v (~~)u = 
ï ï 

- fPdV + pv + .MRT l (1 -- m) - .vJ G~\1!dV + F(T) 
v v ' 

in which the integrations must be extended ti'om a volume r so 
large that all the laws of ideal gases apply there, to the volume in 
question, F(T) being a fl1nction of tlle temperatul'e, which occurs 
here only as an additive constant. In order to be ahJe to carry out the 
integrations, we l'equire - as mentioned above - an eqltation of 
state 1) =f(v,'l'). 

For this purpose I shall adopt VAN DER WAALS' equation with 
constant b; though in this way we certainly do not get stl'ict.ly 
accurate l'esults, yet we sha11 be able to decide about the quantities 
which must occur in the formula. 

§ 4. If in fig. 1 the isotherm of the mixture is indicated and 
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the borizontal line is drawn according to tbe well-known law of 
MAXWELL I), tben the pressuJ'e indicated by that line is what VAN DER 

W AAJ,S calls the pressure of coincidence of the mixtUl'e and denotes 
by the symbol pc. The volumes at the end of that line we . eaU 
VCl and V'2' and]Ja and Va represent pressure and volume of the 
mixture in equilibrium in the above mentioned way. 

Po -----

A 

!{I---H----I~-~ 

B 

'l 

Now the integral J pdv mal' be split into three parts: 

t'o 

For the middle quantitl' we mal' wl'ite: 
t1c~ 

fráV = Pc (VC2 - VCI ) 

VCI 

As according to our suppositions the vaponr follows the gaslaws, 

we have: 
pc '!Ic, = MRT. 

For the same reason we may rep]ace p in the third integral by 

1) Through a mistake in the plate this line is dl'awn much too high here, Also 
the form of thc isotherm is imperfectly represented. Bul the figUl'e is merely given 
as a schemalic represenlation, 
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kIR Tfv. Ca,rl'ying out the integ'ration we get MR'lllog r/t·c~, fol' 
which we mayalso w1'ite )JOlT log PC/P'I' We get then: 

r VCl 

J pdv + po Vo - J pdv + Po Vo - pc Vel + MRT + MRT l pc/p;' 

Vo 

~ 5. Let us considel' the fil'st three terms. Tile first iq l'epresented 
in the figure by the area C + D, the second by A + B,- t.he third 
by B + D. The three tel'ms togethel' are thel'efore A + C. If now 
as we assumed, tbe vaponr is vel'y dilnte, and thel'efol'e the tempe
l'atnl'e fal' from the critica], heneo also the isotherm very steep when 
cutting the line of C'oexistenee Iiquid-vapour (Ol' strietly spea,king: at 
the pressUl'e pc, which however is very near the line of coexistence 
on the liquid skIe), tIJen we ma.)' neglect C by tlle side of A, and 
w~ are the more justitieel in this as the pl'essure po is higher, so the 

V~I 

mixture in question more eonrentl'ated, For C = Jpdv - D. If we 

introduce 

C 
A= 

.lltlR'1' al: 
P-----

- v-bx v' 

(
.iURT _ .;) V

o 
_ (JllRT _ -;) t'o 

vo-b Vo Vel -b VCl 
I 

If we arrive at \'e1'y high pressnres, ~'o - b approaches zero and 
numerator and denominator become both infinite, but the denominatol' 
of a higher order than the numel'atol". 1t is all'eady apparent fl'om 
the form of the isotherm which becomes Rteeper and steeper, that 
when neglecting C by the slde of A we make proportionall;r a smaller 
mistake the higher po is. Anti tllat tlle negloei is allowed fol' smal! 
osmotie pl'eSslll'es is seIfevident. We may thel'efol'e put fol' the thl'ee 
tel'ffiS discussed in th is ~: 

§ 6. 

A = (po - pc) voo 
'l 

It l'emains to calculate the te1'111 J(~) dv. 
dm vT 

v 

This integl'al 
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VCI Vc, 'Y 

too we separate info three parts J + J + J The last integral 

Vv Vel vc, 

is now zero according to the law of AVOGRADo. The middle one 
we finel from the equation already u~cd above: 

UC, 

JPdV = P,' (vr~ - V'I ) 

VCI 

by differcntiating, taking into considcl'ation th at the limit~ of the 
integl'al are functioJU; of ,I:. We gct: 

Jvr~ (OP) raVe]' apc avc, aVcl 
~ ,dv + p~ =-a. (v" - t'CI) + PC-a~ -- pc -a~ . 
u/v "T _ u.v _ 1 .V w w 

Now at the limits of tbe integl'al IJ i:, pc; we l'etaÏll tberefore on 
the left anel the l'ight only the flest members. 

VCI 

Finally the fit'st part J (:~)dV. As we we re tl,lIowed jo neglect 

VCI Vo 

JPdV, we lllight be inclined to lhink that this term too might be 

vv 
Olnittecl. But as follows farm the eqnation of state: 

op 11fRl' db cla/ax -=---- --, o.c (v-b)' da; v' 

this integral appeal's to be of higher order than the other tOl' small 
values of v - b . We therefol'e l'etain it. Cal'l'ying out the integration 

~e get: 

[
lIfRT db da/dX]VCI 

- v-b d.v - -v-_ vo . 

Here we may substitnte p + a/v" fol' .JJfBT/v - b, sa that our 
expression fol' thc thcrmodynamic potential becomes: 

Ml"'l = lrIR1'l (l-,v) + poVo - pcVo + lIfR1'+lUR1' lPc/P'ra; ?: (vr,-vel )+ 

.+ o'l: db (pc -po) + a; db 1-; _-; I_.'IJ da ~2-_~ I + F(l'). 
da; d:c Vel Vo \ dm I VCI Vo \ 

~ 7. This value must no\'l bc cquaterl to the themnoelyumnic 
potcntial of ille same suostance in pme condition. As we suppose 
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it to be under the pressUl'e of its own VapOlll', the quantity to be 
calculated is the same as the thermodynamic potentialof its saturated 
vapoul', i. e. 

r 
ydv + pcoex, Vcoea, + F(T) 

Vcoex. 

where we denote by the index coex. that the quantity must be taken 
on the line of coexistence. Now is on account of the assumed 
validity of the gaslaws 

r 
JPdV + pcoex Veoe'!:. = MRT l Pcoex lp I + MRT 

/)coex. 

lf we equate the expression obtained here with that of the 
preceding ~, then PCT), MRT and J.l1RT logpl neutralise each othel' 
on both sides, What is left we mtty write in this way: 

(
db) r pc (1 - .v) opc 

(po - pr) Vo -- .v - = - MRT log + ;v 3""- (V"2 - VCI) + 
d,v pcoex. U{/J 

I 

+.v da(~_~) + .va db I~ ___ ~J 
dov VCI Vo d.v I VCl

2 VA 2 
\ 

Now VCI and Vo can neVel' diffel' much. If the osmotic pressure 
of an aqueous solution amounts e.g. to 1000 Atm., the&e volumes 
diffel' only a few pel'cents. In the two last terms, which themselves 
('an only be cOl'rection terms, we may therefol'e put VI.I = Vo in any 
case, so th at those terms vanish. Further we may neglect VCI by the 
side of VC2 and wl'ite jfRTlogpt. fOt· Vc,· Our equation becomes then: 

JvIR7' I pc(l- .v) dl09pc~ po -pc = - ---- log -----.v--
db Pcoex. dx 

Vo-llJ-
d.v 

The remaining Vo may, of course, not be replaced by VCI' fit'st 
because this expression OCCUl'S here in the principal term and then 
because the substitution of VLI for Vo would of course be more felt 
in a tet'm of the order 1lv-b than in I/v. But in any case, when 
we have l'eaUy to do with osmotic pressures, tbe pressUl'e will never 
be so large that we could not compute Vo with the aid of the coefft
cient of compl'essibility of the saturat€'d liqnid without any difficulty. 

~ 8. 'rhe quantity )Jo-lh, which we Amve found, is not identical 
with the osmotic pl'essul'e; the latter is l'ather PO-PWC3., ' bu t the 
transition of one quantity to tbe other is without any difficuHy. If 
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we lleglect in our tormula the terms, which arel illllltiplied by ,'IJ by 
the side of those in whieh this is not the case, If we put po pwax. 

and if we take 'l/cor.c in&tead of vv, which is permissible for very 
dilute solutions we get: 

~MRl' ( ) P = po-pcoe.c. = - --log I-tu 
Vwex. 

whieh gives the well-kuown fOl'mula of VAN 'T HOl!'l!' when the log 
is developed and the higher powers omitted. 

I wish to point oul, that al&o a more accurate treatment yields 
the logarithmic torm whieh BOLDlNGII alld VAN LAAR have advocated 
- and there conlrl not be an) doubt but it must be so - but that 
it also shows that VAN I.lAAR'S statement 1) \Vas too absolute when 
he asserted that a eorrection term need never be applied in the 
numeratol' Vcoax. (Ol' vo) in conneetion with the size of the molecules. 

In the second plaee 1 drawattention to the fact th at we find the 
osmotie pl'essure exclusively expressed in what VAN DER WAALS has 
called thel'mie quantities (in opposition to calorie quantities). It 
appears to be unnecessary to take into eonsideration the heat of 
dilution or other qnantities of heat, whieh VAN 'T HOFF./) seems to 
deern necessary for concentrated sollltions and which EWAN 3) has 
taken mto consIderation. Even if we had avoided all the introdueed 
neglections, so' when we had not assl1med, that the vapour follows 
the gaslaws, nor that Vo = vr1 ma,}' be put in some terms, nol' that 
the area C may be neglected compared to A, nor (the most important) 
th at b is constant, we should evidently not have had to deal with 
any quantity of heat. 'l'his seems important to me, as both theore
tically and experimentally the caloric qnantihes are mueh less aecessible 
than the tllermie ones. 

Physics. - "Kinetic de1,ivation of VAN 'T HOl!'l!"S law f01' tlte 
osmotic lJ1'es81t7'e in a clillite solution." By Dl'. PH. KOHNSTAl\Il\I. 
(Oomml1nicated by Prof. VAN DER WAALS). 

~ 1. Wh en we leave out of a('eount the more intl'icate theories 
as that of POYNTING 4), who tries to explain the osmotie pl'essure 
from an assoeiation of solvent anrl dissolved substance, and that of 

1) I. c. 
2) K. Svenska Vet. Ak. Hand. 21. Quoted by EWAN Zsch. phys. Ch. 14 

409 en 410. 
3) Zsch. phys. eh. 14, 409 en 31, 22. 
1) Phil. Mag. 42, 289. 
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BACKLUND 1), who seems~) to reqnire even ether waves to explain it, 
chiefly two theories have been developecl about tne nature of the 
osmotic pl'essure: the statie and tbe kinetic theol',)'. The first theorr 
finds warm advocates in PUPIN Z) and BAR1\IWATER 4); it Reems howevel' 
doubtfnl to me whethel' they have closely realisecl the consequences of 
theil' assertions. At least the latter brings forward as an objection 
ta the kinetic nature of the osmoti~ pressure : "Ein molekulares 
Bombardement in einer Flüssigkeit ist mil' immer etwas sonderbar 
vOl'gekommen"; Jlotwithstanding he considers the eqnation of state 
of VAN mlR W AAJ,S by no means as a "sonderbar" inslanee of fal§e 
ingenuity, but as an example to be followed. However this may be, 
he who does not want 10 break with all Dur conceptions about 
heterogeneous equilibrium, wiJl not be able 'to explain sueh an equili
brium in anothel' way than statistically i. e. as a stational'y condition 
of a gl'eat llumber of moving' particjes. This does, of course, not 
detracr from the fact that, the qnestion may be put what forces are 
required to bl'ing about that state uf equilibrium. This implies th at 
the adhel'ents of the statie theory need not be altogether mistaken 
when they assel't that the cause of tlw osmotic pressure is to b~ fopnd 
in farces of attraction. On this point I shall add a few remarks at 
the end of this communication. 

~ 2. Of much more impOl'tance than this statie theory of the osmotir. 
pressure is the kinetic theory. The great majority of its advocates 
(I shall speak presently about the few exceptions) take as Iheir basis 

tbe equality, which has been proyecl experimentally anel by Illcans 
of thermodynamiC's, of t11e osmotic pressure and the gas pl'essul'e (the 
pressure whiel! the molecules of the dissolved subsiance in the same 
space would exereise, when they were thel'e alone anel in rarefied 
gas state) and derives from this that Ihey have both the same canse 
in this sense that the dissolved substance is present in the two cases 
in the same state and so acts in the same way; th is is then 
expresseel in about this way that the solvent converts the dissolvecl 
substance into the ral'efied gas state. This conception seems doubly 
l'emarkablc to me; first because it seems to be pretty well generally 
pravailing 6), secol1dly because it alone seems to me to be able to 

1) Lunds Univ. Aarsskrit 40. 
J) I know his paper only from an abstract in the Beibl. 29, 375. 
3} lliss. Berlijn 1889. 
4) Diss. Kopenhagen 1898 aod Zsch. phys, Ch. 28, 115. 
Ii) It is naturally difficult to give a proof of this opinion, thm'efore I shall only 

adduce the following citaLÏoIls as a confirmatioo. 
"lf we look a liWe more closely iuto the maller, we filJd that in lhe case of 

dilule solutions, at least, there is far more Iikelihood of the dissolved subslance 
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explain, why the theol'y of the osmotic pl'essure has become so qlliekly 
popl1lar, whereas GlBBs' method fOt the solution of the same problems 
was scarcely noticed. In tact the view mentioned possesses all qualities 
requil'ed for gl'ea,t popularity: it seems to give a very simpIe, clearly 
illustrating explanation tOl' tIle striking law discovered by VAN 'T HOFF; 

it is allied to the l.lnivel'sally known gaslaws; it seems to make us 
acquainted in the osmotic pl'essme with a quantity, which is as 
chal'acteristic fol' the dissolved state as the well-known extel'l1al pressure 
fol' a gas. On the other hand it does not ~eem 10 cal'q weight 
that this "explanation" is, pl'operly speakillg, 110 more than an 
explanation of words, whieh leaves undecided exactly that whieh 
had to be explained, viz. how it is, tlIat the solvent acts on the 
dissolved substance in this way. It is, howevel', WOl'se that this 
explanation clashes with evel'ything we know of liquids and gases, 
and therefol'e is to be rejected. Weneed only think of the well
knowl1 experiment with . a bell jar, closed at the bottom by a 
membrane, filled with a solution of cane sugar and placed in a 
vessel with pllre water, which fOl'ces Hs way in till equilibl'ium 
has been established, If' now the pressl1l'e P, exel'ted on the mem
bl'ane, was a consequence of the fad, tlw.t the dissolved snbstancE' 
in the beU jar was in a state which more Ol' less resem bles the 
gassiate, then those molecules of the dissolved substance would have 
to exel't the same preSSlll'e a180 on the glass wall of the bell jat', in 
other words, the wn.tel' molecules would exel't the same pressul'e 

being in a condition comparable with that of a gas. " (WALKER, Introduction to 
Physical Chemistl'Y, 148). 

"leh glaube dal'gethan zu haben _. irn Gegensatz Ztt der ZUl' Zeit aUgemeinen 
AUfti.ISSttng - dass es nicht notwendig ist eine freie Bewegung del' gelösten 
Moleküle wie für die Gase anzunehmen. Wenn ein festel' Kórper in einer FIüssig
keil gelöst, ader cine Flüssigkeit mit einer anderen gemengt wit'd, sa wh'd eine 
neue F I ü s si g kei terhallen, van deren Molekülen es nicht gestattet ist, andere 
Bewegliehkeit anzunehmen, als diejenige, die Fli.\ssigkeiten eharaklerisiert." (BARM
WATER 1. c. pag. 143), "A us den klassischen Al'beiten van V.\N ''1' HO~'F nnd ARRHENlUS 
geht nun hervar, da~s die Köl'per bei Gegenwart von Lösungsmiltel thatsitchlieh 
mehr oder minder dem Gaszustand l1ithel' gerüekl werden," aud a lillIe before: 
"Andererseits konnle ich mil' .... nicht vcrltehlen, dass gerade tliese Gegenwart 
und Einwil'kung des L ö s u n g s 111 i t 1 els doch die 11 0 1 w e 11 d i g e V 0 r
bed i n gun g für den EilllrÎll des f!,l\s~llmlichen Zustl\udes sei: .... dl\hcr ist 
abel' ein gasäJmlichcl' (al::,o kineLischCl') Zusland nUl' unter diesel' Einwil'kung 
vorhllnden unel Mrt sofort aur, sobald tHese EillWil'kullg beseiligt ist. Es sei be
tont, cluss diesf3 Aulf(Gssnllg clUl"clutllS nichts Nelws bietet, dass sie vielrnehr wohl 
einem Jeclen eigen lat, del' den Beurilf cles osnwtischcn Dl'llckes kennen gelel'ltt 
hat." BREDIG. I,c. p, 445 nml114). TlLt' ilnlics arc mine, Uw bj)llcing the citcd nulhors'. 

Finally cf. VAN LAAa's nddl'eS8 in lhe "BatanJsch Genootschap", p. 2 allel 3 alld 
the example eited there. 

50 
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. VII, 
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on that wall from the inside and fi'om the outside (of 1 atm.). This 
now is a pel'fectly unacceptable l'esult, as immediately appeal's from 
what follows. Let us imagine the same solution as in tlle beIl jal' 
inclosed in a cylinder with a piston under the pressllre of its satu
l'ated vapoul' p - I::.p, whel'e I::.p is tbe decrease of vapoul'pl'eSsul'e. 
'1'he cane sugar molecules contl'ibute nothing to that pl'essure Ol' luwdly 
anything 1), as' appears ti'om the tact that tbey call1lot pass into the 
vapour (at least not in a measurable degree); all the preSsure is 
furnished by the water molecules. Now we compl'ess the liquid, till 
it has got a pressul'e P + p, it is noV\' in perfectly tbe same con
dition as the liq uid in the beU jar, wh en we except the immediate 
neighbo~l'hood of the membrane. On t11e sllpposition made j ust now 
the water molecules would exel't a pl'essul'e p agaiust tbe piston, the 
sllgar molecules a pl'essure P, i. e. the pressure of tbe latter would 
have increased by au amount about 1000 times tbat of the former, 
whel'eas theil' initial pl'essure was at least a hundred thousaud times 
smaller. And the l'eslllt would be th at tbe, let us say 2, ~mgar mole
cules, whieh are found to every 1000 water molecules would exel't a 
pressUl'e twice as great as the 1000 pal'ticles togetllel'. Tt is beyond 
doubt that the pressure P + p on the piston Ol' the glass wall j of 
the beIl jar is exclusively exel'ted by the watel'molecnles, aud if he 
meaut this, LOTHAR lIbmm was cel'tainly l'ight when he asserted 2), 
that tile os motie pl'essure was a result of the collisions of the solvent. 

Also in this respeet tbe theory of tbe gaslike charactel' of tbe dissol ved 
substance falls short, as it leaves perfectly ullexplained why in an 
isolated solution, e.g. a cane sugar solution, which in a glass "essel 
stands under atmospheric pressnre, nothing i::; pel'ceived of the gaslike 
charactel' of the dissolved substance. For that in this case ::;olvent 
and dissolved substance are less closely in contact than in tbe 
osmotic experiment, cannot serionsly be asserted. 

§ 3. If theretore we mnst not seek the exp,lanation of tbe 
laws of' the os motie presslU'e ill a particlllar condition of matter, 
characteristic of' dilnte solutions, then the rcmal'kable fact formulated 
by VAN ''1' Hm'.I!' caUs the 1I10re pel'emptoral'ily tor an explanation. 

Nobody less than LOlmNTZ and BOLTZ1IIANN have made attemps to 
do this 2), but even theit· endeavoUl's do not seem to me to have solvecl 
t11e problem entil'ely. In saying this lagree with Prof. LORENTZ'S own 
opinion, at the beginning of his paper he lerlllS ij tb "fl'eilich nur zum 
Teil gelungene Untel'suehnug". As to the reasolIs of this pal'tial fai1l1l'e, 
however, I ::;11a11 most likely di/rel' in opinion with Pl'Of. LOltEN'l'Z. 

1) Pel'haps the pressul'e of these molecules would even prove to he negative. 
2) Zsch. Phys. Gh. 5, 23. 

J 
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For what is the caser 'fbe uehavioUl' of liquids is entirely tlominated 
by the oceurrence of t11e qllantities a and IJ in the equation of 
state. Only matter in dilute solution seeIllS 1.0 emancipate itselt' 
ft'om it, according to the law of VAN 'T Rm'}', where neithel' 
the a nol' the b oCC'Ul's. 'fhis fact. calls for au explauation. 
Now it is not difficult to nnderstand, why the ct ean disappeal' 
here; the membrane is bonnded on oue Ride by the solution, on 
the other side by the pure solvent. If we 'now thiuk it thin COll1-
pared to the extent of the sphere of action, then it is deal' that at 

the membrane the force a,c whicl! works towards the solution, is 
V 0

2 

a 
in first approximation neutralized by the force - towal'ds the other 

v,q' 
side. It is more difïicult to see why also the b vanishes, i. e. why 
tbe molecules of the dissolved substance seem to move as through a 
vacuum, instead of thl'ough a space, whieb is occupied for a very 
great part by the molecules of the solvent. 

Just on this most important point, Prof. LORENTZ'S paper leaves us 
in tbe dark, for sa far as I have been able to see. And it seems to 
me beyOlld doubt, that in the fh'st place this is due to an inaccurate 
interpretation of the term "kinetic pressure" . According to Prof. 
LOHENTZ it is always eqnal to '/~ of the kinetic enel'gy ofthe centl'es 
of gravity of the 'molecnles which are found in tIte unity of volume. 
It is therefore independent of the voltllne ot' those molecules. Now 
tltis would only be a question of nomenclature, if not that kinetic 
presst;tl'e was also defined as the qnantity of motion, cal'l'ied thl'ougl! 
the unity of sl1l'face in the unity of time by the motion of the 
molecules; and that tbis quantity is dependent on the number 
of collisions and sa on the volume of the molecules does not seem 
open to doubt to me alter KORTEWEG'S proot' 3). In agreement with 
this tlle kinetic pressul'e is l'epresented in the equation of state by 
jJfU1/'V-b. In consequence of hil:i definition LOREN'l'Z l'eplaces this 

2) Zsch. phys. Ch. 7, 37 und Arch. Néetl. 25, 107. 
2) Zsch. phys. Ch. 6, 474 ana 7, 88. 

0 3) Verslagen Kon. Ak. Amst. (2) 10, 363 und At'ch. Néerl. 12, ~34:. l!omparo 
a\so tho simplor, pcrhups ovon more eûnvincillg proof fOl' Olle t.limom,ion in Natul'e 
44, 152. As lhe atlclltivc leader wil! notico Prof. LOHCN'l'Z'S proot' (I. c. 3U) does 
1I0t tuke into aC:COLlllt Llw collisions und thc fact eIl~uing fl'om UWIl1, that a lilltlutily 
of' motion ski ps a disLance Ol' moves with illlinito vclocity ful' a moment. Aucl 
the allmis~iol1 of tho validily oi' KOH'l't.:WCU':, l'CaSonillg llppClll'S, mi it seem::; to mo, 
all'e,ldy from the ract, that Prof. LOHt.:N'l'Z has lo ll~::;umo fol' lhe ::;olid bOllios intro
ducee! by him, that they Ul'O immovable (I. c. 40) Ol' of inlinilc ll1ass (I. c. 4~) 

which comes lo the same thing in this case. 
50* 
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quantity by .i1IRTjv, and so his paper cannot give ally elueidation on 
the point which requil'es it most. But thai llotwithstanding we owc 
to LORI~NTZ'S lahour a considerable widening of om' views, will as I 
hope, appeal' from the continuation of this communication. 

Also BOLTzMANN's paper leaves us in the dark as to the (1uestioll 
why the quantity b, which in Olher cases plaJ's &l1ch an important 
part for liquids, seems Lo have no )nfluence on the value of the 
osmotic pl'essul'e. In the equations, which he draws up, he never 
takes the si ze of the molecules into account 1) aml it does 110t appeal' 
why he does not do so. Fm'ther he stops at the l'esuH, that the 
osmotic pressure is equal to tlle SUlll of the pressures exercised by 
tbe two kinds of molecules, without discussing the part played by 
the different kinds. 11'01' these reaRons I cal1not see a satisfactory 
solution of om' pl'oblem in BOL'l'Zl\IANN'S paper eithel'. 

§ 4. rfo a1'1'Ïve at a solution it seems in t11e th'st plaee necessary 
to give three detinitiol1s. 

1 st. Given ,t fluid. Placed in it a body of perfect elastic imperllleabie 
sllbstance, which does not exert any attraction on the molecules 
of tIle fluid. Tbe thiclmess of tl1is body (Ol' this surface) be infinitely 
sl11all; let us Sllppose it to have an area of 1 cm'. The "kinetir 
pressure" in that fluid is then the quantity of motion in unit." of 
time tl'ansferl'ed by the molecules of the fluid to this body (Ol' oblained 
in the elastic collisions from this body). 

2nd • In the second place 1 imagine a bocly2), which is distinguished 

J) See speeiaily J. c. 475 equation (4), which is evidently incorrect, when part of 
the cylindre is not open to the centres of the molecules, berause iL is occupied by 
distance spheres of other molecules. 

2) That I assume that the body does not atll'act the molecules of Lhe Huid, is 
for simplicity's sake, but it is not essentiaI. If we imagine a wall, which cloes 
attl'act the fluid, more molecules wiII reach its sul'face (cf. lhe footnote p. 739) 
aDd hence wiII imp art a greater quantily of motion to the waIl. But on IJle olher 
hand the particles of the surface wiII now he drawn into the fluid with an: eqllally 
greater force. The elaslic displacement of lhe particles of lhe surface of Lhe solid 
waIl, and with it (wilh sumcient elastjcity) that ot' the layers Iying undpr it, in 
other words the pressUl'e which propagales in lhe solid body, and which would 
hl' measllred with a manomelel' of any kind, wiII be pcrfectly lhe same in the 
two cases. If we wish la lake also npgative exlernal pressUl'es inlo account, we 
shaJl even have la give the definition by means of au altmcting hody, because 
in lhis case a nOll-alltacling body wDuld not even be reached by the molecules 
of the fluid. (Cf. llle well-Imown fact tllat for tbc ohservatioll of lhe llegalive 
pressme strongly acUlCring \raIls are required). lil lhis case the impulse of lhe 
attracLion of lhe molecules is sill1ply gl'ealer lhan lhe quantity of molion which 
they impal't to the wall (:md which may still be vel'y gl'eat). tbc elastic displllcement 
is therefore not from the fluid, but towal'ds it. 

Als 0 in the case liJaL we wish la take capillary layel's iulo :lccounl, ou!' defll1ilion 
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from the jnst mentioned body onl,1' by its being "\'ery thick compared 
to tho sphel'e of act ion of the molecules. The quantity of motiol1 
transfel'red hy this body per unity of time to the molecules, is called 
the "extel'l1al pressnre" in that finiet. 

31ld • In the thircl placo 1 place in the Huid (which I 110W suppose 
to be a mixture) a body, which is distinguished from that mentioned 
nncler 2 only by the fact that the molecules of one component (solvent) 
pass thl'ough it without al1y change in theiJ' velocity. 1 shall leave undis
cussed here whether such a body ean actually occU!'. The pl'essul'e 
to which this body is now subjecteel, anel which might be measul'ed 
e. g. by the elastic displ acem ent of the particles of its sUl'face, I 
call the "os1l10tic" pressure in th at solutioll. 

From these defil1itions it is all'eady clear that in dilute solutiol1s 
the osmotic pressure defined here mnst he of the order of the kinetic 
pl'essnl'e eXeI'ted by the dissolved substance, anel not of that of the 

a 
extcl'l1al presslll'e. For these two eliffer, in that -; has disappeared 

v 
for the ldnetic pressure, find this will also be the case fol' the osmotic 
pl'ess1ll'e definecl here, as appears from the l'easoning given above 
(§ 3). 1 shall fllrther show, that in elilnte solntions this osmotic 
preSSLll'e has the valne inc1icatecl by the Jaw of VAN 'T HOJ"1~', anel that 
in any case it is as gl'eat as the weIl knowJl experimentally intro
e1nced anel mcasmahIe osmotic ]1l'esslll'e, i. e. the difference in external 
lW(:,sS1ll'O of solntion anel pure ilol\'enI lUlder the pl'eSSlll'e of its OW11 

VapOlll' in eqnilihrinm lhl'ongh a semipermeablo waIl. 

caUs for fuller discussion. li'irst of all this applies to what we have just now 
said, fOL' just as for negative pressures so also in the capiIJary layer, as 
VAN DER WAALS has shown in lIis theory of capillarity, the atlraction of the 
sUl'l'ounding layers is a necessary condition for stabIe equilibrium. But furtheL', 
as HULSHOFF lIas 8hown (fllese Proc. 8, 432 and Di~s. Amsterd,lm 1900), the 
ahove defined quanLily does 110t obey the law of PASCAT, auy mOl'e, because mea
sured in llw dil'ection of the layer al1(l perpendiclllm' 10 it, it has a different value. 
In l!lis case we might perhaps speak of a total exteL'nal pressure, wbieh might 
be split into an external fluid pressUl'e and an external elastic pl'essure. The 
eonsidel'alion of capillary Illycrs J'ound a free floating sphere, teaches us further, 
lhat the "extern al" in the name "extel'l1al pressure" must not be underslood 
in such a way, as might easily he done, vir.. thai the reactive force of this 
pressure, as it prevails iu a cel'lain point. ,,"ould act in points outside the system 
in question, ,,'hiclt would always be more Ol' less arbilrary, as we may choose 
thc Iimils of our system arbitrarily. The assertion : lhe exlernal pressUl'C is in a 
point of the fluid so great, comes simply to this, lh at wllen I SllOUld place a 
strange body at that place, without altering tlw condition more tlwn nece88a1'y 
for this, tllis body would experience a pressure of such a value, ancl would 
suffel' an elaslic modification in form wllirh eorresponds to it, so difl'cring in tlle 
capillary layer in different dit·ectÎons. 
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~ 5. Fol' this proof I must rofer to a fOl'mula of CLAUSlUS used 
by me al ready befol'c 1). Imil,gille a point which cau fi'eely move 
in a space W. CMUSIUS~) shows - which is aH'eady plausible 
befol'ehand - that the numbel' of collisions of this point pel' serond 
against a wall of area S is pl'OportiOlutl to 1)/1T' (the factor of 
proportion depends only on tbe velocity of the point). . 

Let us now considel' a wa1l as defined undel' 2, and draw a 
plane parallel to that wal! at a distaJ1('e 11 ~ û (û is the diameter of 
the molecules, whirh wC' think spberiraI); this plano we call plane 
of impact, because the centre of a molecule, which strikes against 
the wall, lies in this plane. Now we apply CLAUSIUS' fOl'mula. to 
this wa11. In this we must all ow for the fact th at the cent1'e of a 
molecule cannot move freely throughout the volmne of the fluid; 
tor within the distance spheres (spheres drawn ronnd the centI'e of 
every molecule with a radius a) it CaJlllot come; /instead of 1J we 
have therefore to put v-2b, when 2b') is the vohllne of the distanC'e 
spheres. Now the whole plane of impact, 110\>,Tever, is not accessible 

to collisions either, part of it also falls 
within the distance spheres. ,In order to 
fix ihis part we draw two planes at 
distances h anel lt + dJt parallel to the 
plane of impact. We eletermine how 
many centres of molecules a1'e found 
between them and what part of the 
plane of impact is within thei1' distance 
sphere. In order to find what part of 

Fig, 1. the plane of impact falls at all within 
distnnce spheres, we mnst integrale with respect to h between 0 
and 1/2 (J, It appeal's the11 , that insteael of 8 ·we must put 8 (1-b/v) 
in tbe farm uIa for tbe numbeJ' of collisions against the wall, sa 
that the pressure becomes proportional to 

v - 26 

Ol' in fh'st àpproximatioll 

1) These Proc. VI. 791. 
2) Kinetische Theorie del' Gase, 60 . 
• 1) For simplirily Iconfine my5elf to the nrst term, even if we have 10 deal with 

liquids i this is pel'missib'e here, because the olller terms lHlve no more influellce 
on ow' questioll (the derivalioll of the Iaw of VAN 'T HOFF) than the first, 
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~1) 
v-b 

§ 6. Now we apply the reasoning of the pl'eceding pal'agl'apl1 to 
the collisions of the dissolved substance on a wall defined as under 
3. W ~ assume the solution io be so diluted, that the volume of the 
molecules of the dissol ved snbstance may be neglected compared 
with the whole volume. Fot' simplicity - thongh it is not essential 
to the proof - we assume now a1so that the moleeules are spheres. 
Then here too the available space must again be put equal to v-2b; 
but tlïe pal't of the plane of impact, accessible to collisions, is now 
diJfel'ent. For as the molecules of the solvent pass through the 
waU, theü' centl'es may now jnst as well be on the other side of 
the plane of impact. We have therefore not to integrate with respect 
to " fl'om 0 to l/~ a, but from _1/2 lito + 1/2 a, which evidently 
yields the double "aJne. TJle pressnre on the wall becomes therefore 
proportiOllal to 

S(1-2bJv) S 
----=-~) 

v-2b v 

80 th at 1he influence of the molecules of the solvent vanishes and 
VAN 'T HOFl<"S formnla is proved for the qnantity defined by us. 

§ 7. That this qllantit,y has furthel' aiways the same value as 
the quantit.'" whirh ma~' be measured experimentally, is pl'oved as 
follows. Let us think the action of the membl'ane in snch a war 
that it suffers the molecn1es of the sohrent to pass tIll'ough freely, 
but repels those of the dissolved snbstance perfectly elastically. 
Something sirniJar wonld take place when the membrane worlme! 
as a "molecule sieve", i.e. when the pOl'es were sucl! as to allow 
the molecules of the solvent (thonght smaller) to pass, t11e others 
JlOt. According to the definition the latter win then exert a 
pl'eSSUl'e on the memlwane equal to om osmotie pressul'e. The othel' 
molecules passing thl'ough the wall 1111111 01 es tee! , there is no ml1tual 
[letion wiLh the wall, anel so they (!o not exeJ't anr force on it. 

1) If one should object to the tl'uin of l'easoning followed llere, one cun find in 
BOLTZ~[ANN'S "Gastbeorie" a proof fol' this fOl'mula which intrinsically ag rees pcr
feclly with t11l\t gh'en in this paper, but wilt appcnr stricter to some. There onc 
wiII [lJso find the above given integration carried out, 

2) lt is c1ear that we shall get the same resuJt, when we do not take ,2b, 
but f (b/v.) for the volpme of the dislancc spheres. IrOl' as the pJace of the pIane 
of impact wilh respect to the molecules of lhe solvent is quite arbilrary in our 
present case, the part of the plane of impact, which lies within the distance spheres 
wil! stand 10 tbe whole aI'ea in the same proporlion ns lhe volume of the distance 
sphel'cs to the whole volume, 
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The exporimentally measllrable diffel'ence in pressure on either side 
of thc membl'anc must thcl'cfol'c have the same value as the quantity 
defillcd by us. 

TJoRr']NTZ 1), howevel', has shown that the assumption made here 
concerning the membrane is by no means 11eces8ary. On the contrary; 
if we assume that the mP.lubl'ane is thick compared with the sphere 
of action, that its substance fiUs a volume large compared with the 
apertures present, and that it feebl.1' attracts the molecules of the 
dissolved 8nbstance, whel'eas these are strongly aUracted by tlle 
solvent - none of which are impl'obable assumptions - we arl'ive 
at the resuIt, that none of the dissolved partieles reaches the membrane, 
much less exerts a pressure On H; the membrane is then qnite 
surl'ounded by the pure sol vent. And that this case is really the 
lIsual one in nn,ture is made prohable by the fact, that it is by 110 
means always the smaller molecules which pass the membl'ane, as 
we assumed above. The membl'ane seems thel'efol'e not to work as 
a molecule-sieve. We are then easily led to suppose that the mem
brane does not exert a positive repulsion at all on the non-passing 
sllbstance, but that it only attl'acts those partieles muclt less, strongly 
than the sol vent, sa th at tbe dissolved particles do not pass throllgb 
the membrane, because they occur but extremely rarely in its neigh
bourhood. This view is Suppol'ted by tbe fact, that onl.1' those 
substances seem to be non-passing which are not easily convel'ted 
to vapour, and so cannot reach the limits of the liquid in vh'tue of 
theil' own thermal motion alone. 

However this be, a1so in this case our conclusion holds good. 
For when the molecules of the dissolved snbstance uo not (Ol' only 
in an inlinitely small nnmber) l'each the membrane, two planes will 
be fonnd not fal' from the membrane, A whel'e tbe molecules of tlle 
dissolved substance still have their n01'ma1 density, B wbel'e this 
density haf, diminished fo zero. Between Band the membrane we 
/ind then plll'e solvenr. If we wished to discuss such a 1ayer fully, 
we ShOll1d, of course, have to give a theo1'Y, as VAN DER WAAJ.S 
has given fol' the transition liquid vapoUl'.~), extented to a mixture 
in the way VAN ELDIK 3) has done. But for our purpose this is 
fortunatel~T not l1ccessal'y. We need only observe, tb at the layer 
AB as a whole has IlOW exactly the same influence on the condition 
of motion of the dissolved molecules as t.he mathematical upper sllrface 
of the membranE' had just now. The layer AB as a whole will now, 

1) 1. c. 
') Verb. dezer Ak. (2) 1; Arch. NOOrl. 28, 121 alld Zsch, phys. eh. 13, 657. 
~) Diss. Leiden 1898. 
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just as the membranc jnst now, he ]lresscd downward with a force 
equal to the osmotic pressure defined by us, and transfer tbis force 
to the underlying layel' of the pure solvent, which is pressed oubvard 
with this force. Bnt this pressing force is evidently equal to the 
difference in pressure whÏ<'h may be measnred experimentally 1). 

~ 8. Thus it seems to me that VAN 'T HOFF's law fOl' dilute soln
tions is kinetically E'xplained in the same way as tbe law of BOYLE
GAY LUSSAC-AVOGADRO for dilnte gas es and that of VAN DER WAAJ,S 
for liquids and gases, i.e. we have obtained an kinetic insight how 
these laws result from the condition of motion in the homogelleous 
mass, while we ha\'e left out of account wh at happens in the 
eventually (probably always) present unhomogeneous bounding layers. 

It appeal's from the explanation convincingly, that VAN LAAR goes 
too far, when he stat es ~), that we ('annot speak of osmotic pressure 
in an isolated solution. Here roo tbis notion has a deal' physical 
sig'nification, and the laws which govern it, are to be derived. 

1) This hyàrostatic proof may easily be replaced l;ly a purely kinetic one, though 
the lalter is somewhat more elabol'ate. The layer AB, which (in consequence of 
course of the neighbollrhood of the membrane) behaves as a layer of water, through 
which lhe dissolved subslance canllot penetrate (Cf, NERNsT's well·known osmotic 
experiment) imp arts to the molecules of the dissolved substance per second a 
qualJtity of motion equal to the osmotic pressure defined hy us, and receives itself 
an eqllally large quantity in opposite sense, which lt transfers to thc underlying 
layers, as lhe kinetic lheory feachcs. (See e. g. BOLTZMANN, Zsch. phys. Ch. 6, 480). 
Now thè whole mass of water, which is in the neigbbourhood of the membrane, (on 
eilher side, reckoned on one side from B, on the other from a plane, sa far fl'om 
the memhrane that the latter does 1l0t act all it (lny more), does not move downward, 
sa it must receive an equally strong but opposed impulse, which, of course, cannot 
issue from anyLhine: but the membrane. Of what nature the farces acting here are 
is quite unknown. It cannot be the ordinary molecular attraction, for then the 
denser liquid found above the membrane would probably be drawJl 1110re strol1gly 
downward lhan lhal found under it upward. We mighl think of frICtion in the pores, but 
it would then have to be different in one direchon from thal in the otheL'; in short I dare 
not venture on any conjecture about this. This alone is certain, sucb forces must 
exi'lt, at least if the case put by us ever actually occurs. This appears already 
from the fact that the pure solvent above the membrane is subjeeled to a higher 
pressure, so has a grealer denslty lhall under it. Snch an equilibrium occurs for 
all kinds of kinelic questiolls {Iiql1id vapour, gas under the influence of gravily), 
bul the neces~ary cOlldilion is always a force, which al a curbory examination 
seems to have the re'5ult, thal the velocity of the molecules in one part (so the 
lemperature) would be higher than 1n tIle other, but in reality only proves to have 
influence on lhe density. 'fhe membrane, which furnishcs this impulse, receives an 
equally strong one back from the reaction, and sa here toa, lhough tindirectly, we 
see a fOl'Cp equal to lhe o~motic pressure defined by us, exercised on the membL'ane 
from the inside to the outside. 

~) Chem. Weekblad 1905, NO. 9, § 3. Voordracht Bal. Gen. 3. 
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\Vhethe1' this renders it desirabIe for ns to give it a prominent place 
in the theo1'Y of solntions and make aU the rest p1'oceed from it, is 
a question to which I wish to 1'evert in a separate paper. 

Fü'st I must acid this observation. The insight obtained in the 
nature of the osmotic pressure enables us to examine what quantities 
must occu1' in the formula for more concentrated solutions. In the 
first place it wHl no longer be trne fol' concentrated solutions, that 
the term alt" vanishes, both berause on the two sides of the mem
brane the density v differs, and because the concentl'ation anel so 
the ft will differ. Further -- as appeal's from our proof - for 
higher concentrations the volume of t11e molecules will assert its 
influence, and not only that of the dissolved substance, uut aIso of 
th€' solvent, For as on the two sides of the membrane the density 
differs, the part of the plane of impact that faIls within the distance 
spheres of these molecules, wil! 110 langer be l'epresellted by the 
above givell value. As finally the molecules are of différent size, 
when the terrns bI and b2 occur, the term ba is sure to appeal'. 
The formula found in this war will certn,Ïnly not agree with the one 
found in the preceding cOl11l11unication by a thermodynamic method, 
fol' the latter is derived fl'om tlle equation of state with constant b, 
whereas the kinetic consiclerations exclude all elonbt that b is a 
fnnction of the volume. If there should be a real diminishillg of 
the size of molecules when passing' be~Tond the melllbl'ane, then this 
fact is also to be ütken into account. 

Far be it from me to make au attempt to draw up sneh an 
equation. To achieve this, it would be l'equil'ed, as appears from 
what pl'ecedes, th at Ol1e shonld be able to &Ill'mount at least all the 
obstacles whiC'h stand in the way of an accurate eqnation of state, 
And if this ll1ight be clone - the precedilIg papor proves it - the 
final fOl'mula could be fOlllld in a way, which would not expose 
us again ia the dangel' of maldng errors. I sha\[ therefore not enler 
il1to the question eHher, in what way the formula derivecl in a kinetic 
,'vay can satisfjr the fil'st requirement that may be put to evel'y formula 
for cOl1centrated solutions: that it yields the valne 00 for the case 
th at the substance passing 1he 111e111bl'ane has perfectl~· vanished fl'om 
the solution. 

~ 9. I shaIl just add a single l'emal'k on the qnestion whether 
our kinetic view implies tlmt the so-called static theor~T of the osmotic 
pl'essure, which ascribes tIle cn,use of the phénomenon to altractive 
forces, is entirely wrong? It seems to me that fl'om what LOREN'rz 

has proved it appeal'S that we must answer this question in the 
pegative. It is true that we have seen that the attrnction of solvent 
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and dissolved substance begins to play a part only in sensibly con
eentrated solutions, aud that we have to explain the osmotie pres
sure by a "moleculares Bombardement". But the case treated by 
LORENTZ shows that the whoie osmotic phenomenon might possibly 
exclusively be the consequence, not so murh of the presence of 
attractive forces, but just of the reverse, of the want of attraction 
bet ween the molecules of most solid sub stances aud cel'tain other 
solid sllbstances which form membranes. If the adhcrents of the 
statie iheory mean no more than this with their assertion: that the 
osmotic pressUl'e must be explained ti'om forces of attraction, then 
they seem to me for the present secnred against every attaek. 

Physics. - "Osmotie jJ1'eSnl1'e 01' tlzerrnoclynamic potential" . By 

Dr. PH. KOHNSTA'\IM. (Commllnicated by Prof. J. D. VAN 

DIm WAALS). 

§ J. The theory of thel'modynamic functions, tlu'ough whirh 
GJBBS has enabied us to del'iv~ from the cquation of state of a system 
in homogeneous condition, what heterogeneous equilibria will oceur, 
has attraeted attention only in a very limited eÏl'cIe during a series 
of years. However great the region opened fol' investigation by GIBBS 

was, the methods jndicated by him seemecl so abstract, that onIy 
vel'y few dared to grapple with them. At a stroke this was changed, 
when in 1885 VAN 'T HOFE' sncceeded in replacing these methods 
in appearance so abstract, by n.nother, that of the osmotic pressnre, 
which strongly [Lppeals to the imagination. The' theory of solutions, 
which up to that time had on]y existed for a few, rapidly became 
one of the most freql1ently treated and c1isfmssed subjects of physics 
and chemistl'Y; since then it l1a3 continueel to enjoy undivided 
attention. 

It stnnds to reason, that the nttention, whieh now for twenty yem's 
has been so lavishly granted to th"e questions, of heterogeneous equili
brium, haye also been conclucive to making GIEBS' methods for the 
solutioll of suel! questio11s kllown in a ",ider ci1'cle. But though GIEB!;' 

nmne m{\,y be connled nlUong the most famous and widely know11 
names in the sciences of phy&icR and chemistry, yet even now his 
methocls cannot, be said to ]mve been uni\'ersally accepted. 

The adherent of a mechanic{\,l (or, if one prefers, statistical) naLmal 
philosophy has by no means 1'eaS011 excll1sively to regrct this course 
of affairs, for he sees in it a cIear indication, that the views whose 
truth he advocates, are br no means so antiquatecl, nay even dencl, 
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as they are of ten declared to beo Anel if the ClU'l'ent opmlOn 
whieIJ certainly greatly contributes to Ihe gl'eatel' popularity of the 
osmotic pressure compared wîth th at of the therlllodynamic potential 
- were really correct, th at we can fOl'Jll a c1ear idea of the 
physica1 meaning of the first quantity aud not of the second, then 
there cou1d not be any donbt for him which method to prefer, if 
fol' the rest the circllmstances were quite the same. 

But this current opinion seems to me hardly teml.ble and on the 
ot11er hand I believe that in many respect the thermodynamical 
poteutial is prefel'able to the osmotic pressure, and that therefore it 
will be advisable to pilt the question whether it w01l1el not be 
better to return to the older metbod both tOl' scientific investigation 
and for instruction ? 

§ 2. This question has latel~r again been put forward by Mr. 
VAN LAAR in an address for the "Bata .. 'tfsch Genootschap" at Rotter
dam 1), w hich was followed uy au article "O,'er tastbare en ontast
bare grootheden" (On palpable and impalpable quantities) 2). Though 
I l'eadilJ" admi~, th at these papers have indnced me to consider the 
problem of the osmotic pl'essl1J'e specially, thel'e wOllld not be any 
reason for me to disruss Mr. VAN LAAR'& views here, when only 
his address had appeared. For I cau fl1l1y subscribe to the general 
tendency of this paper though of ('omse I wonld not be l'esponsible 
for every &tatement, as mOl'eover has already appeared from my 
preceding communications in these Proceeclings - anel I should 
therefol'e only have to considel' wh at in 111y opinion would have to 
be addeel to his address. Ris second paper, howe"er - aud in 
this I have specially in view § § 6 and 7, pointed ont a& the gist 
of his paper by the all thor him&elf - Mr. VAN LAAR seems to me 
to harJl1 rathel' than io promotc thc good canse, whieh be has 
espollsed with so mnch ardoul', and all'eady for this reaSOl1 I teel 
it incumbent npon me to protest against this part of hit:> reasolIing'. 
I think that I accurately represent the gist of it as folJows: It is 
true that we eaIUlot f9l'm a clear ielea 3) of the nature of the thcr
modynamic potential, but we Call110t do so fOl' the osmotie prcssure 
eithcr. Nol' IS this smprising, for tbc impl'o"ed pbil050phieal insight 
of the last yeaI's gives us the convktion that OUL' natural philosophy 
nevel' work& with any lmt fictitions (thongh shal'ply defined) icleas, 

1) AJso published in Chem. Weekblad, 1\'J03, N°. 1. 
g) Chem. WeekbJad, 1905, N0. 9. 
S) MI', VAN LAAR speaks of a "palpable conception" (tastbaar begrip). lt would 

lead me too far if I would account for the reason why I think thal I may, 
nay even ought to suhstÏtute the term chosen here for it. 
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which must not and cannot claim in the least to represent the reaI 
nature of things. It is also owing to thi5 insight, tbat sevel'al voices 
have been raised of late in favolll' of' tlle use of the thermodyna
mical poten tial. 

§ 3. Now I think thai I luwe cOllvillCillgly proved the incorrect-

ness of tbe second tlle&ü; in thc pl'cceding paper, aml ab I glad1y 
and ,vitl! fuIl conviction rauge myself wUh the "tastbaal'heiclt;
menschen," (those who Wtlllt to fOl'111 a cleal' idea of the physical 
meaning of each term 115ed), whose opinion lUl'. VAN LAAR severely 
condemn5, hls l'easoning \\'ollld lead me to take &ide again&t the 
thel'modynamie potentm1 party ",hen I could suuscribe to his fh'st 
and his last the5is morc thall to his &eeond. This howevel', is uJ' 110 

means the case. 
The last philosophical-historical the5is I eau, natumlly, nol discnss 

here and Iconfine myselt' therefol'e to that concerllÎllg tbe physical 
meaning of the thermodynamica1 potential. lt &eems to me that we 
Ctln form an iclea of this quantity which need not be infel'Îor 
to that of any othel' statistica1 quantity. That Mr. VAN LAAIt has 
overlooked this faet seems ehietly owing to two cireumsk'l.nees of 
whiel! it may appeal' that Olle ean have hardly auy influence, fol' it is 
simply a question of nomenelature. Following a eomrnon way of 
speaking, whieh does not seem to me the less repl'ehensible for the 
filet that it is of frequent OCCUl'rence, .M.r. VAN LAAR does not give 
the name of "thermodynamical potential" to the quantity intl'oduced 
by GmE5 iuto science by that name, but to one of the other functions 
intl'odllCed by GJBBS, the ~-funetiol1. There are more reasons tl1an 
only a feeling of deference, which make this llndesirable. The re al 
(GmEs') potential z':, really a potential, i. e. it is constant in a space 
whel'e equilibrium pl'evails, aud Hs not being' constant means, tlmt 
th ere is no equilibl'inm. At least when there act no capillal'Y or 
extel'Jla1 fOl'ces; and in this case the l'esemblance of the thel'mody
namic po ten tial with the pot,entia1s of other energies stands ont per
haps the more eleady. Fo!' in thi& case we need onIy add to tILe 
(GIBUS') thermodynamic potentia1 the other potenlia,ls, whieh exist in 
that spaee in order to ge/' a quantity, the total potential, whieh now 
also is constant throughout the &pace in case of equilibrium. Tite 
~-fl1nction !tas neitIler the one pl'operty, 1101' the otIler, except when 
we have to deal with a simple substance withont capillal'y layers, 
in whieh ca5e it becomes identical wit11 the thel'modynarnic potential. 

If llOW a1so in ~ § 6 and 7 lUl'. V.\N IJ \AR had dil'ected his atten
tion illsteall of to lhe ~-fLlnction, to the re al potentÎtll, as he hat:. done 
iu § 4, wh ere he carl'Îeb out !tis calcnlaiiolls by mean::l ot'il, it would 
pl'obably not have escaped hi::l notice tllat he wl'ongly l'epl'esellts the 
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thermodynamic potential (whether it be in one sense or in the other) 
as t11e last, most fllndamental quantity, which determines the internal 
condition of a body. As such we cannot take others than v and l' 
(if necessary of course re, y, etc.); that this is not only a subjective 
"point of view" appears perhaps most clearly from the study of the 
theory of capilJarity, as VAN DER WAALS has given it. 

§ 4. From/ th is follows natll!'ally,~ that 'we must try to form 
an idea on the relation between the thermodynamic functions and 
these fundamental qllantities, and this does not seem so very difficult 
to me just with l'egal'd to the thermodynamic potential. Let us only 
consider the following. Thermodynamics teach, that ho wever composite 
the equilibrium may be, the total potentialof every component must 
be t11e same in two phases which are in ,eqnilibrium; the kinetic 
theory, Ol' in plain Janguage, eommon sen se that in all those cases 
equilibrium is only possible w hen an equal mImber of partieles of 
each sllbstance passes from the first phase into the second phase and 
vice versa. Now VAN DER WAALS has shown 1) that in the case of 
equilibrium of vapoul' and liquid, whethel' in a simple substance or 
a binary mixture, the two conditions are simply the same fact stated 
in different terms. Tt does not seem hazardous to me nol' jumping 
to conclusions to conclude from this that these two conditions, which 
are always at the same time fuIfilled or not flllfiUed, also in other 
cases will agree in signification and that thel'efore tlle physical meanillg 
of the thermodymunic potential 2) of an homogeneons ph ase, on which 
no extel'nal fOl'ces act, is nothing but the number of pal'ticles w hich 
pel' second reach a wall tlS defined in the preceding communication 
§ 4 under 2, if this wall is thought in the miclst of that homo
geneous phase. 

1) Verslagen Kon, Akad. Amsterdam (4) 3, 205 and Arch. Néerl. 30, 137. 
~) I choose purposely the words 'that the physical meaning of etc." and not 

"that the thet'modynamic potential is equal to etc." For the equality of the 
two quantities would require an "absolute" seale of thel'modynamic potential. 
For from the equality of the conditions l1lcntioned follows only: 

lJIf.L = P (N) + C. (1) 
where F is sueh a function, that Mp. is a one-valued fllnetion of 'N and reversely 
N of Mp... This however, is not of material influence, for formula (J) expresses 
onlYI that we begin to COUl1t the thel'modynamic potential from another point 
than the number of particles (which agrees wilh lhe fact th at our thermodynamic 
potentials always inelude an undetermined constant) and that we make use of 
another unity when measuring one quanlÏly than when measUl'ing the other. 
Thel'e is tl1erefore perfect eoneoruanee of our case anel tbat of the temperatul'e 
measureel e.g. accol'ding to Celsius aml certainly l1obody wiJl object to the statement, 
also when he thi1lks of tlIis ternpemtul'C beale, that the physieal meaning of the 
temperature is the mean vis viva of the centres of gravily of the molecules. 
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Yet this definition requires some fnrther ell1cidation, because \ the 
numbel' of molecules under consic1eration reaches a bonnding plane 
of the ph ase, which does not exel'cise any aUraction on those pal'
tieles, whereas on the pm'ticles discnssed above and whose llumber has 
been calculated uy VAN DEH "VA.nB, viz. th05C which pass from the one 
pIlase into the othel', a force doe.~ wode dirccted to the otller phase. But 
this diffel'ence is in UlJ' opinion, ollI,)' app:.uent. Also in the eql1ations 
arrived at by YAN DIm WAA1.S"Onc membel' l'cfel's exclusively to one 
phase, the otlwr to tiJe secolld phase; therc are no tel'ms in them 
conbisting of factors, one of whi('iJ refel's to the fil'st ph ase, another 
to the second. That we had 10 al'l'ive at that resnlt, may be easily 
unclel'stood, fol' the thel'Illodynamic potentiall:i themselves 1'01'er eithel' 
to lhe Olle or to the othel' phasc anel are quite detel'minecl by the 
conditioll of that phase. 

That at least in the definition of the thermodynamical potential 
one numbcl' may be put instead of the othel', appeal's as follows. 
Let us eonsider a liquid in equilibrium with its vaponr. The l1umbel' 
of pal'ticles that now passes, per unit of area, through the bOLlnding 
layer is that which VAN DgR WAALS tl'eats of i let us now place 
on tbis liquid a. layer of a substance which does 110t attract the 
molecules; let this laycl' be tbiek witl! respect to the sphel'es of 
action anel pl'ovided wiLh nal'l'OW channels. The llumber of partieles 
that penetrates into these ehannels on either side is the number, 
whieh we useel in om' definition. Now r assert that the illtroduction 
of this ln,yer Call110t disturb tIle equilibrium of tIle homogeneous 
phases 1), i.e. their pl'essure anel concentl'ations will not change. For 
if this had been the case we ShOllld have been able to construct 
with the fLid of slleh a byer a so-called perpetul1m mobile of the 
second kind, anel shonld luwe come in conflict with the second law 
of the theol'y of heat, From this follows tllat equality of the number 

1) The equilibrium in the llon·homogeneous, capillary laycr is disturbed by 
introducillg such a w,dl. 11'01', as VAN DER WAALS lIas shown (cf, the footnote p, 735) 
the equilibrium i n a plane of sueh a layel' is only stable in cOllsequence of thc 
attmdive forces exerciscd by the sUI'roundings. When intl'oducing the solid Iayel' 
in question the conclition in the transition layers will be com:iderably modified, 
wllÎch Jnight also be allticipatcd. TllÎs does not affect oU!' reasoning, fOl' by the 
word "homogeneous" we have positively excluded these tl'ansition layers in our 
definition. Tha! tlJÏs was necessary in any case appears alreac1y from thc fact, to 
which we have all'eady callcd atlcntion abo\'e, thaI the therlUodynamic polel1tial 
fol' suel! layers is na longm' lhe Cjuanlily which delermines the equilibrium, but 
that it i& rcplaced by lhe lotal polenlia1. We must lltcl'efol'e cel'lainly not have 
reeOUl'se 10 suelt layers, in order 10 gel aefjnainled witlt the thel'modynamic polen
Hal in its simplcst signification. 
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meant by VAN DER WAALS implies equality of that used by us in 
the definition, and that we may therefore substitute the lat ter for 
the farmer in the' definitiofi of the thermodynamic poténtial. 

§ 5. In this way we have obtained a cleal' idea of the nature 
of the thermodynamic potential, which so far as I can see is in na 
respect second to that of tempel'atllre, external pressure, kinetic 
pressure, number of coJlisions, wean length of ptl.th etc. That for 
all this it is not always easy to derive in a special case tbe vaille 
of the thermodynamic potential from this kinetie meaning is self· 
evident, as weU as that it will possibly always be more desiràble 
to derive the thermodynamic potential by means of thermodynamic 
fUIlctions than ti'om direct ldnetie considerations. It is true that we 
do not avoid the latter in this way eithel', but we make use of the 
result of these considerations, as it is given in the equation of state. 
In these two respects, however, the thermodynamic potential is iIl 
na way inferior to the osmotie pressllre, as appears from my two 
preeeding communications, specially from § 8 of the second. 

§ 6. Mr. VAN LAAn informs us, t.hat in connection with his address 
he had been asked "to supply someLhing as a substitute" for the 
osmotic pressul'e and the kinetic conception of it, something that 
"conveys same meaning". I) 'L'llÏs request seems br na means sa 
unreasonable to me as it seemed to Mr. VAN LAAR and I think that 
1 have complied with it in the preceding pages. Now I may be 
allo wed to prove that th is "something' else" is at the same time 
"something better" . 

Fil'st of all it seems not vel'y appropriate to me to give a quantity 
of pl'essure such a prominent place in the theol'y of mixtures. As 
soon as we deal with this theory in general, i. e., illclude ah;ö 
extern al farces and cfLpillal'y phenomena (which are very aften of 
g-reat importance, I need only mcntion critical points) it appears, 
th at the presslll'e is a qualltity we may only handle with great 
caution and which ma)' certainly not be tl'eated as fundamental 
variabie. 2) In a Inuch higher degree tbis objection holds for the 
osmotic pressure. For this is, as we have seen, not a quantity which 
is charactel'istic for the state in which the Soilltion is j the peculiar 
laws of the osmotic pressure are not due to the fact that matter 
in diInte solutioJl is in a pal'ticulal', peculial' condition, the)' odginate 
- in theÏl' generality - ollly from om' al'bitrariness, which by means 
of fictitious ideas, eaUs peculiar conditions into existence 011 paper, 
which nevel' exist in l'eality. Fo!' let us not close om' eyes to this 

1) Chem, Weekblad 1905 No. 9, § 3. The inverled commas are Mr. VA.N LAAR'S. 

~) Cf, the footnote on p. 7-35. 
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nndeniable fact - nnd least of all should they do 80 who are so 
averse to "hypotheses" - that thOllgh all those semipel'meable walls 
Illay be l'ealised in a few cases, yet we luwe on the other hand thou
sands and thonsands of case::;, where we have not the slightest 
foundation for belief in theÏl' existence. What 1'eason can there be 
tor assnming, th at there will ever be fonnd a wall permeabie to 
toIuoI, bnt not to benzol, and another wal!, permeabie to benzol 
and not to toluol, anc! what else is it but a fiction ta speak of a 
wall, permeable to cn.ne-sugal' and not to water. (1"01' a1so this is 
necessal'y, see VAN 'T HOF:!!', Vorlesllngen Il, 24). And let us even 
put the most favourable case: that such walls existed really, does 
it not remain perfect fiction then to try and treat the theory of 
concentrated solutions with them? We need only bear in mind that 
steel, OUI' strongest matel'i<tl, howevel' thick it is taken, can hal'dly 
bear pressures above 5000 atms, w hat to think then of a semiper
meabIe wall for whirh such a pressure is but a trifle. And now I 
do n"ot in the least object to snch tictitious ideas when they are qnite 
unavoidable - this is sufficiently proved by what pl'ecedes -- but 
wl1at is tl1e use of nsing them, when we have anothel' quantity of 
simple signification, whieh is chal'acteristic of the condition in whieh 
the mixture is, which ean be defined solely from the properties of 
the substance with whirh we havo to df'al? 

To this comes anothel' difficulty. He who works with the os motie 
pl'essure - history tea('hes 1t - is but to~ apt to eOilsider a mixtnre 
not as an individual, w.hich mnst be examineel in itselt' and mnst be 
known from itselt", bnt as anothel· substanee (solvent), more or less 
modified by the pl'osonce of tho "dissolved substance" . In this way 
we 10se quite sight of the fact, that the two components in a mixture 
are pl'es81Jt in exaetIy tbe same condition (the singulal' theol'y of the 
"gaslike natnre" of the dissolved substance pl'oves it); we begin to 
overlook, th at "dissolved sl1bstauce" aud "solvent" al'e pel'fectJy al'bitral'y 
names, whieh have only a l'ight to existence when we contine 
ourselves to one of the two eJitreme cases; we m'e led to try anel 
explain the properties of a Bubslanee from thase of another, which 
is of ten in quite different circumstances; we begin to apply all 
kinds of ha,zal'dous appl'oximations and compl'omises; we get ta the 
most extJ'l:tol'dinal'y association and dissociation theol'ies. How thtitful 
on the eontrary the opposite method is, the whole work of VAN DIm 

W AHS, the expel'imental and theoretie material (inter alia on the 
behaviour of mix! mes Witll respect to the law of COl'l'csponding 
states) gatl1el'ed special/y at Leiden may prove. 

§ 7. Now one ma,y object to {his, that aU these are theoretical 

Pl'o~eedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. VII. 
51 
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objections of more or 1ess value, but that they are outweighed by 
tlle practical advantage that calculations with the oS]Ilotic pressure 
are so much simpler than with the thermodynamic potential, but 
this objection lacks all foundation. For kinetic calculation cannot be 
meant in this, and for the thermodynamic calculation it holds on 
the con Lrary, that when making use of the thermodynamic potential 
we need not take one step, which we are not ohliged fo take in exactly 
the same way when malting use of the osmotic pl'essure. In order to 
prove thIS, I should like to reprint and follow step by step the 
proof given by VAN 'T ROFF in his Vorlesungen, but as this proof
carefllIly selected by VAN 'T HOF! from considel'ations partIy from 
himself, partly from Lord RAYLEIGH, partly from Dr. DONNAN, so 
unrloubtedly the finest and silllpiest to be found - covers two pages 
in print, I shall only indicate the principal operations and put in 
,juxtaposition the opel'ations, which are required for the thermody
namic potential with the same neglections. 

1. Remove fhnn a ~olution of 
osmotic pressure P a quantity of 
solvent, occupying a volume v. 
The substance yields an amount 
of work -Pv. 

2. Neglect the change in vapour 
tensiol1 and the confraction of the 
solution. (This is not expressly 
stated, but is evidently necessal'y 
for the proof). 

-
3. Let the quantity of dissolved 

substance, dissolved in v, evaporate 
diosmotically; let its volume be 
TT, the work done is: 

e! 
(when we neglect v by the side 
of TT). 

1. The thermodynamic poten
tial is: 

ï 

.if'I(L=pv+ J pdv+ il1RTl (1 - {IJ -+ 
t·o 

ï 

+ F (T) + J (~:1lV 
"0 

pv becomes here }Jovo' 

2. Neglect the ~ability of 1) 
with [l] and the compl'essibility of 
the liquid, then 

3. 

vei 

en JPdV= O. 

"0 

V C2 

ftdV = pc (VC2 - !lCI) 

Vel 
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4. l)et the vapou1' expand to I 
infinite volume, the work done is : 

<J:, 

JPdV = jVR'l' l-j. 

V 

5. Now press the vapour again I 
into the soll1tion, then a work is 
done by the substanee : 

(LJ 

- fod?; = - MRT l f 
v 

4. 
I 

} PdV = lvIR1' l ~. 
?Jr. - -

5. The thermodYl1amic potel1-
tial of pure water is: 

I 

M(J. =pv + Jpdv -I- F(l') 

Vu 

6. The total quantity of wOl'k I 6. The two potentials ai'e the 
must be zero, sO: I same, sO: 

Pv = pV (Po-PL) V(l = - MRTl U-a:) 
which in spite of the different llotation is the same, when log (1 - or) 
is l'eplaced hy -- tc. 

So it is seen that to every integration on the l'ight eOl'l'e~pol1ds 

an operation on the 1eft of exactly the same nature, though it does 
not always refel' to thc same bubstance. The only difference is that 
on the l'ight the integration is cal'ried out dil'ectly and that on tile 
1eft pistons anel membl'anes are worked with. Now I do not think 
that any one ean easily set gl'eater store by a cleal' physical meaning 
of opel'ations than I do, but that we should not be ab Ie to carry 
out an integraUon n,long an isotherm without bringing in two pistons 
and three membranes, seems 1'at1)e1' too much of a good thing. 

§ 8. And now we have consic1el'ec1 the most favourable case: 
dilute solutions; how is it with more concentrated on es ? It will 
certainly be possible to devise also for them cycles so tbat the 
ca1culations introduced in my first paper may be cm'ried out without 
rnentioning the name: "thermodynamic potential", bnt it win not be 
found possible by a thel'modynamic method to draw up ft, fOl'mula fol' the 
osmotie pressul'e without. determining the integrals oceul'l'ing in it. 

In this way it would seem as if the two methods were essentially 
the same; it is not so, the osmotie pressure method has drawbacks, 
of which the othel' is fi'ee. Fot' what is it thai we l'eally wish to 
leal'll hy tlle LWO c1iffel'ent methods? Not the osmotie pl'essme HseH, 
and the j)l'opcl'ties of the bolnltolls nncler that pl'essure, thai is 
tor (,ollcentl'ated solnliolls: iu sellsibly compl'essed state. What we 

5I'*' 
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aim at are the properties of solutions nnclel' the pressure of their 
satnrated vapoUl': lowering of the fl'eezing point and ~ the vaponr 
tension, rise of the boiling point and coefficient of division Ol' more 
accurately (cf ~ 6 above) freezing point, boiling point, vapour ten sion 
of the mixture and the concentration of coexisting phases, And this 
does not onIy apply to physieists and ehemists, who rarely if ever 
work with membranef3, but also to biologists, to whom they are of 
the greatest importance. For differences in pl'essl1l'e of about ten 
atmospheres will probably hardly ever oecnr in biologie experiments 
and a fortiori not in t11e living organism either. The eqnilibrium 
between two solutions will therefore nevel' be esta.blished by diife
l'ence in ]Jl'essw'e, but by the diffel'enee in concen-tl'ation requil'ed 
to make the pressure equal. So we have not to deal here either 
with eompressed solutions. 1) 

For the calculation this implies that when making use of the 
thel'modynamie potential we need extend the integl'ation along the 
isotherm only to the pressure pc and the thermodynamie potential 
may then be detel'mined with sufficient appl'oximation from the 
well-kwown formula for the vapour pressure : 

pc (Tk ) -log-=/1'- 1 
Plc -

thongh it be with the factor 7 determined expel'imentally instead 
of the vallle 4 found theoretieally. But if the osmotie pressure is 
used we Ctln natul'ally not do without the integration up to Po 

(in the tel'm J ~: dv) and it is exactly th is part of the isotherm 

whiel! is known tbe least, where e. g. the variability of b is feIt 
strongest, even the only term, on which it has influence when the 
iust mentioned formllla for the vapour pressure is used. Quite 
unnecessal'ily theretol'e the l'eslllt is made less reliable by the intro
duetion of the osmotic pl'eSbure. 

Alld supposed even that we ha.d found t11e desired expressioll, 
of wbat use eould it be to us? It is true that the quantitieb, whieh 
we l'eally wish 10 knowand wbieh I mentioned before, a1'e con-

1) For this reason hardly anything would he lost when in the discus sion of 
really osmolic que:;tion~ it was made a mIe to treat them without "osmotic pres
suec" nnd simply to introduce the concentrations on either side ofthe wall; whcreas 
in this way there would be a great gain in lucidily of expressioll, witness the 
example ciled by Mr. VAN LAAR tl.c § 5), Fot, the inlerpretation given there may 
he COlTeet or incorrect, -it cau hardly be denied that the cited phrases may he 
easily misundel'slood in the sellse of thc well-kuown question of PUPIN, which has 
so repealedly been seriou~ly discussed, how e. g. a CaC12 solution of 110 less lhan 
53 atms. osmolic pl'essure could he kept in a thin glass vessel without making it 
burst asunder I 
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nected in a simple way with the osmotic pressure in dilute solutions, 
but we have not a single reason to assume this also for concentrated 
solutions, or rather we may state with almost perfect certainty that 
ihis will not be the case. How on the oiher hand those quantities 
may be determined with the aid of the thermodynamic potential, 
VAN DIm WAALS taught us already fifteen yearb ago. 

~ 9. And let us finally not forget that though solutions of non
volatile substances at low temperatures do play an important part 
in nature, yet they are not the only substances which exist, nor the 
only ones which desel've scientific consideration. And yet, the theory 
of the osmotic pressUl'e must necessarily be confined fo them. One 
is so customed to derive the Iaws of the rise of the boiling point and 
the decrease of the vapour tension from the osmotic pressure, but 
it is generally fOl'gotten, that many mixtures ha,re on the contrary 10we
ring of the boiling point aud rise of the vapour ten sion 1), and that at 
any mte if the dissolved sllbscance is but in the least volatile, the 
changes in boiling point and vapour tension cannot be derived 
any more from the osmotie pressure. And it is obviollS why. It is 
inherent in every definition of the osmotie pressure, that it can only 
be app1ied to those cases, in which one component may be separated 
ti'om the mixture in pure condition, as NERNST has clearly stated 
for the first time. Hence this does not onIy exclude the whole region 
of higher temperatures, at whieh all substances become more or less 
volatile, but also all cases of not perfect separation in the liquid 
or solid state. Also the 10wering of the freezing point is touehed by 
this objection. It is true th at the lowering of the freezing point may 
be computed from the osmotie pl'essure, but onIy when, as in water 
and sugar, the solid sllbstance, which deposits, is not of variabIe 
composition. Solid solutions and mÎÄ.ed erystals, which attract at 
present so much attention in chemistry, Call110t be treated in th is way. 

Physical chemistry in its.. present state reminds us strongly with 
regm'd to its quantitative part, of the navigation of a people, which 
does not yet 1mow the eompass. The coasting-trade is carried on 
with great vigour, the same limited region is traversed again and 
again; but they do not dal'e to venture on (he main sea far fL'om 
the eoast, and with reason, for gl'eat is the dangcl' of ruin in the 
towering waves of random hypothescs. This eau only be remediec1 
by a trustworthy compass. Physical ehemis(l'Y ma)' obtain it if it 
wiII abandon the method of the osmotic pressUl'e and adopt that of 
the thermodynamic potential in conllection with a well-gl'Olll1ded 
equation of state. 

1) Uf. Théorie Moléculah'e § 17. 
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Astrono:rny. - "Appl'omimate f01'nwlae oj a high degl'ee oj ac
cumcy f01' the relations of the triangles in the determi17ation 
of an elliptic ol'bit from tlL1'ee obsel'vations." By J. WEEDER. 

(Communicated by Prof. H. G. VAN DE SANDE BAKHUYZEN.) 

The places in space occupied by the observed planet or comet at 
the instants tt> t2 and ts are indicated by PI> P2 and Ps, the posi
!ion of the sun is indicated by Z. 

For the determination of an eUiptic orbit we mainIy proceed as 
follows: first by means of successive approximation we derive the 
distances P1Z = '1\, P2Z = r2) PaZ = '1'3 from the daw. of the obser
vations, from which distances the elements of the orbit are directly 
computed without using the intervals of time. From the obw.ined 
ellipse we can again derive tlle intervals of time in order to test the 
accuracy of the results and compare them with the realones. In 
case they perfectly a,gree, the ellipse found satisfies all the conditions 
of the problem, but as a ruIe this is not so. The cause of it is 
that, in order to calcuIate the rlistances '1\, r 2, and r 3, we nse 

. triangle P1ZP2 
approximate fOl'mulae to express the relatlOns t' I P ZP = na 

rIang el, a 
triangle P

2
ZPg 

and t. 1 P ZP = n1 in terms of the intervaIs of time and of the 
l'lang e 1 8 

t111'ee distitnCeS to be fonnd, while neglecting the terms of the 2nd, 31U 

Ol' 4th order with respect to the intervals. Indeed, different expressions 
have been proposed for n1 and na, some recommending themselves by 
greater simplicity, others by greater accuracy, but, so far as I know, 
in the general case of unequal intervals none of them contain the 
quantities of the fOUl'th order ,with respect to the intervals. 

The errors in the calculated distances '1\, '1'2 and ra and those in t11e 
elements of the orbit derived from them a,l'e generally of the same 
order as that of the tel'ms omitted in the expressions for n1 and ns' 

Accurate and at the same time simpIe expl'essions fol' n1 and na 
lmve been given by J. W. GIBBS 1). 

The pUl'pose of this pa,per is to develop, a,ccording to GIBBS' method, 
expressions fol' n1 and na which include the terms ot' the 4th order; 
at the same time a new del'ivation of GIBBS' l'ela,tions is given. 

In the ellipse sought let P be the position of the heavenly body 
at the time t, al and y its heliQcentric rectangular cool'dinates in the 

1) J. W. GlBBS: On the determination of elliptic orbits from thrf'e complete 
observations. Memoirb of the national academy of sciences. Vol. IV, 2; p, 81. 
Washington 1889. 
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plane of the Ol'bit, and 7' = ZP, then mand y satisfy the following 
differential equations 

wherein we have put 'l' = k (t-t l ) as independenJ variabIe instead 
of 1he time t; 'l' is therefore the time reckoned from the epo('h of 
the first observation and expressed in the unit for which, in the 
solar system, the acceleration = 1 at a distance from the sun 
which is adopted as unit of length; k is the constant of GAUSS 

[log 7t, = 8.235 581 4414 -10]. 
While designating the rectangulal' coordinates of P l ,P2,Pa by COlTe-

I 
tlJlY - YI''IJ triangle PlZP 

sponding indices I remar {. that n = ---- = ---=-=-=-
''ClYa-Yl,'lJa triangle PlZPa 

satisfies a similar diffel'ential equation as mand y, namely: 

d2n n 
-= --=ii. 
dT:2 ,,3 

At the times ti (T: = 0), t2 ('l' = 'la), ta Cl' = 'l'2) 

the values of nare 0 + na + 1 and 

the values of ti o 1 

9'2
3 

9'33 

Consequently in the development of n in a series of ascending 
powel's of 'l' alter MAC LAURIN, the terms of the power zero and 2 
vvill be wanting. If in this expansion we do not go farther than the 
4th power of T, we require only 3 indefinite coefficients which may 
be eJiminated ti'om the following 4 relations: 

n3 = [(1"1:8 + [(3T a
3 + 

1 = [(1"1:2 + ](3"1:2
3 + 

1 
l' a a 

[(4"1: 3
4 + 14 

](4"1:2
4 + l!\ 

The remaining relation yields an expression for na In "1:2, Ta' 7'2' 1'3 

and the remaindel's 14' F4 , 12 and F2 • 

The indices which 1 have used for the remainders, indicate the 
order of these terms with respect to "1:; 1~, for instance, which 
begins with [(6"1:2

6 is of the 4 rh order of T, which is eVIdent when 
we express the coefficients J( in terms of the derivatives of n for 
'(; = 0 and develop the latter by means of the differential equation 
tbr n as products of no, For clearness 1 sha11 here give this 
development : 
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1 
where z is put for -

~ ".3 

d 
From the differential equation dT: (1,30 + 1') = 0, satisfied by 1', we 

1 
can derive the following differential equation for ft = "8 : 

r 

which may serve to eliminate z' from the higher derivatives. 

- = 5 Z - - + - - .in + (Z2 - 3z) ft • 
dGn ( ]i 8 .i

2
) 

dr G Z 9 Z2 

For T: = 0, n is equal to zero and f, = /(1' hence 

If we snbstltute the expressions for the coefficients /( in the second 
of the 4 relations, this becomes: 

_ I 1, 2 1. 3 Z1
2

- 3z1 4 I 
1 - [(11"2 /1 -- {3 ZI1"2 - 122'l t 2 + 120 T:, •• 'I 

and from this it clearly appears that KI and the other coefiicients 

1(, in sa far as they dep end on the intervals, are of the order ..: . 
t'2 

From the 4 l'elalions with the indetinite coeffici~nts 1(, /(3' /(4 we 
Hnd by eliminating the latter : 

f 
-I - 1"2

2
+1"21"3-1"3

2 

(~+ r) 11" = !l-P _ 1"3
2

+1"31"2-1"2
2 

(~+ p) \ 
na 4 12 l' 3 .2 2 4 12 l' a 2 t's' 

2 B 

From this eqtlation I sol ve : 

where 
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! + .f! 't'22+'t'.'t'a-'t'a
2 

_ 't'a IF + F 't'8'+'t'B't',-'t',' I 
4 h 12 't' I 4 2 12 ! 

R~ = 2+' 2 • 
't'S 't','t'a-'t'8 

1 - ----:--:---:---
121'2 a 

This remainder is appal'ently of the 4th order with respect to the 
intervals. If we neglect the terms of higher order than the fourth 
we can replace in B4 : 14 by K6Ta6, F4 by K6't'/, I. by 20K.Ta

a and 
F. by 20](.'1'. a; and we obtain as supplementary term, accurate to the 
fom'th order 

1 
+"3 K6T, ('t'. + 'l's) ('I'. - 'l's) (2't'2 - l's) ('I'. - 2't'a) , 

which expres sion vanishes on account of the last factor, in the case 
of equal intervals. 

The cOl'responding approximate farmu]a for n l can be derived by 
triangle PZPa 

developing (he relation . I P ZP , depending' on the time, in ascend-
tnang e I a 

ing powers of le (ts - t) and fllrther by proceeding in the same manner 
as we have done for ns, The resllH for 12] is derived from the pl'e
ceding result by interchanging the indices 1 and 3, in which case 
TI stands for k (ta - t.), hence: 

TI'-rTI't'.-T,' 
1------

't'l 12r a 
n l = - 2 1 • - R4 . 

'1'2 '1', +'t'.'t'l-Tl 1------
121'2 a 

The l'emainder of n l is not only of the same order as that of na' 
but even in the 41h order it has the same absolute value, with a diffe
rent sign however. This appears clearly when, using the relation 
T. = 't'l + t'a, we express the correction of the 4th order for ns in 
tel'ms of 'I' I and 'I' a; th is cOl'rection takes the fallowing farm, which is 
symmetl'icaI with respect to Tl and Ta: 

1 
"3 K5't'1't's (2TI + 't'a) (Tl + 2'1'3) (Tl - Ta) . 

In the remainder of n l t11e coefficient Ló may be assumed equal 
to ](5' Therefore these approximate formulae always give for 
nl + na an accurate value (comp. p. 758), including the terms of 
the 4th order of the interval. 

The denominatol's of these expreflsions for n l and na, although here 
different in farm, are in deed identical; the expressions themselves 
agree with those derived from the fUlldamental equation adopted by 
GIBBS beLween the 3 vectol'S ZP1 , ZP. and ZPB which can be easily 
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reduced to the form: 

~(1 _ 'l'l~+'t\'l'~~-t'~') ZP
l 

+ Ta (1- t'3'+rS1:'~~-T2')ZP3 = 
~ 1~ ~ 1~ 

= (1 _ 1:', '+T,Ta-Ta 2) ZP • 
12'1' 3 , , 

This equation is &atisfied by the real pI aces of the object when 
we neglect a residual of the 5tll order with respect to thtl intervals 
of time. This signifies little, ho wever, when compared with the 
accuracy of the places calculated aftel' GIBBs' method, which rigo
rou&ly satisfy them; for each set of vector cOl'l'ections L ZPt! L ZP, 
and L ZP does not lessen the agreement below the 5tll order with 
respect to the intervals of tIme, provided they satisf)' the condition 

Tl - 'l's - --
- L ZPI + - L ZPs = L ZP2 
T2 T2 

and are not below the 3ld order with respect to those intervals. 
Because in GIBBS' method the relations n1 and n3 contain errors 

of the 4th order, it would follow from this that the places computed 
aftel' this method are inaccurate in the 4th order aIso. But thanks to 
the circumstance that GIBBS' method includes for n l + na the terms 
of the 4th order in all cases, its results are yet correct in terms of 
the 4th order. 

This special feature of GlBBS' method has been p0inted out by 
E. WEISS 1). 

In order to obtain for n l and na expressions including in all cases 
the 4th order of the intervals of time and containing besides them 

1 1 1 
only ---"3 = Z'l' :; = z, and 3" = za, I have used the relation derived 

1'1 '1'2 1's 

1 
on p. 754 Ks= -'6 Z1 Kl' 

Starting from the development 

n = Kl T + Ka 'ta + K4 1. 4 + K. T· + l'emainder of the 5th order 

I ean make use of the following relations between the coefficients 
I{, the quantities ZI' Z~, za and ns' 

n8 = Kl T 8 + Ka Ta a + K4 Ta 4 + K, TaG + tó 
l=KIT~+ K s T,3+ K4T,4+ K.T,5-\-J?6 

- $, na = -t- 6Ka Ta + 12.K4 Ta' + 20K6 'l',3 + Ja 
- Z3 + 6Ka T, + 12K4 T~' + 20K, T, a + 1/. 

0= Kizi + 6Ka 
-----

1) E. WEISS, Ueber die Bestimmung der Bahn eines Himmelskörpel's aus drei 
Beobachtungen. DenkschIiften der Mathem. Naturw. Classe der WIenel' Akademie. 
Bd. LX (1893). 
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By eliminating Kl> Ks, K. and K5 we derive from them the 
following eq uation : 

I ('t/ (2'l'~ - 5Ts) ) 
't'~ I (na - J.) 1 + 60't'a Zl-

!: (2T~S+2T~'Ts+2T~'t's'-3Ts3 T~~T8(4T2-3Ta») I 
- (nsz~+ a) 60T

s 
- 720 Zl \ = 

_ \(1_F)(1+Ts'(2Ts-5T~))_ -Tal 6 60t'~ ZI 

~ (2Tsa+2l/T~+2TsT22-3T~3 T3'T,(4Ts-3t'~) )1 
- (zs+.F 3 ) 60T~ - 720 Zl \. 

For shortness I replace the expresbions which only depend on the 
intervals of time by single letters, putting 

T,2 (2T~-5Ts) 
A, 3 = ----:--

- 60Ts 

A _ 't's' (2Ta-5T.) 
32 - 601

2 

-::T, 3-2r/Ts-2T,T/+3Ts 3 
B 2 3 = 60T

s 

-2Ts s-2Ta'1',-2TsT, 2+3T, 3 
B32=-----~-~-~~ 

60t', 

1', 'l's (4'l',-3Ts) 

C23 = 720 
t'3

2'l', (4Ta - 31',) 
C,1.2 = 720 . 

then the equation, solved with respect to na, yields for this reJation 
the following expression : 

l's 1 + A32Z1 + B:l.2 Z 3 + C32Z1 Z3 +R 
na = -- X ó • 

1, 1 + A2 3Z I + B 23 Z2 + C 21 Z I Z2 
(I) 

The remainder Iló contains the quantities Fó' J., Fa and Ja; fol' 
these I 5et, in order to form the value of Iló in the 5th order 
with respect to the intervals of time, Jó = Ko T ao, F. = Ko 1',0, 

Js = 30 Ko 't'a 4 and F3 = 30 Ko T2·; I then find: 

Ró = ! Ko (T,· - T,3 Ta - 1',' 't's' - T, 't'a 3 + 't'S4) Ta ('t', - ra)' 

As the root of 'the 4 th power equation 1-- tV - .e' _.v3 +.v4 = 0 
lies between zero and 1, viz . .v = 0,5806, the terms of the 5th order 
will vanish from the residnal, if 't's = 0.5806 T,. 

We obtain the eorresponding approximation for n l when we derive 
an expression from that for n3 by interchanging everywhere the 
indices 1 and 3, hence: 

't'l 1 + Al2 Z3 + B 1 2 Zl + Cl.2 Z3 Zl 
n l =- X ... (II) 

't', 1 + A2.1 Z3 + B 2•1 Z2 + C2•1 Z3 Z2 

The meaning of the new letters agrees with the rules for the 
interchange of the indices 1 and 3. 
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A _ t'1~ t2T1 - 5T,) 
1.2 - 601'2 

- 21'1
3-2t'1' t'2-2T1 1',' +31',3 

B1.2 = 60 t'2 

C _ t'l' t', (41'1 --3T,) 
'1.2 - 720 

In the remaindel' whieh be]ongs to this expression fOI' nl> the term 
of' tbe 5tb order: 

t La (1',4_1',3 1:'1-1'/ 1'1'-1:', 1'1 3 +1:'1 4) '\,'1 (1',-1'1) 
wiU vanish if t'1 = 0.5806 t'" therefore the term ean never vanish 
at the same time for n1 and for na' 

triangle PZPs La occurs as coefficient of 1:'o)n the development of. 1 P ZP 
tnang e 1 a 

in ascending powers of l' = k (ta-t), while 1(. indicates the coefficient 
triangle PlZP 

of 1'6 in the development of t' 1 P Zp' where the variabIe l' 
rlang e 1 a 

means k (t-t1). , 

If the first of these developments were performed in powel's of 
k (t-ta) = - 1', th ere would exist between each pair of cOl'responding 
coeffieients a re]ation implying that Hs sum with l'egard to 1', would 
be of one order higher than tbe coefticients themselves. Therefore, 
lleglecting terms of higher order than the 5111 , we may assume that 
the coefficients 1(. and L. are identical in absolute value, yet differ 
in sign. 

Of a similal' relation I have made use on p. 755, where in the 
l'emainders of the 4th order I assumed the coeffieients identica1. In 
the new expressions for n1 and na we ean now, by putting Lo=-1(o, 
derive the following value for the remainder of the 5th order of nl +n3 : 

~ KB t'lT,1'a (Tl-Ta) (21'/ + 1:'lTa)' 
Therefol'e when the intervals of time are equal, the error in 

n1 + na is of the 6tIJ order. 
lf according to the indicated method we include the terms of the 

3
'd I' triangle P,ZP1 na 

4th order, we find for the ! re atlOn -------:
triangle PaZP, n l 

n 3 _ 1:'a X 1 + Aa IZ2 + Ba.lZa + Ca.IZ2Za 

n1 - t'l 1 + AUZ2 + Bl.azl + CI3Z~Zl' 
and with it as remainder of the Gth order 

1:' + 1 K • ....!T,'(ra
4 + 1"8

31:'1 - Ta'1:'l' + 1'31:'1 3 + 1'14) 
t'l 

. . (III) 

From one of the examples from GAUSS' Tlteoria fl1otus, (Libr. Ir, 
Sect. 1 cc. 156-158) I have computed the 3 relations according to 
the formulae !, II and UI. The rigorously correct values of those 
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l'elations ano the l'eslllts of GIBBS' expressions for this example I 
bol'l'oW from P. HARZER'S Bl!stimnnmg und Verbesser7jJng der Bahnenvon 
Hirnrnelsl.:ó·1'Pe1'n nac/t clrei Beobachtungen p. 8. I) 

The heliocentric motion of the planet Pallas was from the 1 st to 
the 3<1 obsel'vation 22°33'. 

log TI = 9.8362703 log T~ = 0.0834631 log Ta = 9.7255594 
log '\ = 0 3630906 log 1', = 0.3507163 log T 3 = 0.3369508 

These val lies for log rare also taken frOlll HARZER and differ a 
little fl'om t110se according to GAUSS. 

Results fol' log n l and for 
Gmns 9.7572961 GIBBS 

fOl'mula '11 9.7572928 fOl'mula I 
rigol'ons 9.7572923 rigol'ous 

n3 Formnla 111 yields: log - = 9.8907237. 
n] 

log na 
9.6480108 
9.6480t67 
9.6480201. 

With the given logarithms agree the following values: 
n l na na: n1 

l'igorons 0.5718634 0.4446518 0.7775491 
f.1I 0.5718641 f. I 0.4446484 f.1I1 0.7775418 

differences - 0.0000007 + 0.0000034 + 0.0000073 
From the expressions given for the l'emainders of the 5th order 

I calculatecl that they are in (he ratio of- 9, + 72 and + 140. Ifwe 
compal'e these numbers with the residnàJs, jt appears that fol' OUl' 
example they would vanish to the 7~h decimal if we sncceeded 
in including also lhe terms of the 5th order in the expl'essions. 

As to the cn.lculation of the quantities A and B dependent on 
Tl' T" and Ta' I remark th at it may be pel'fol'med quickly if we modify 
these forms in the following _way : 

Ta (1 Tl' 1 Tl~) Tl ! 1 T~ ~ 1 ( Tl~) 1 A12 =-- <)-+-- B J•2 =+- ---- Tl+t'~+-
10 '"' TH 3 T~ 10 2 Tl 3 T~ 

Ta (lT2
2 lT/) .T'IITl' 1(' 7:~')1 

A2.1 = - 10 2-;:- - 3~ B2.1 = -;- 10 2-:;:- - 3 Tl +7:,+~ \ 
A32 =_2(;Ta2 

+~Ta2) B3.2 =+2.\~7:2'_~(T,+T8+7:8')1 
10 2 Tl 3 7:, 10 l2 7:a 3 7:, \ 
7:1 (1 T,' 17:/) T, \1 Ta' 1 ( 7:")l .1h.3 = - 10 2 -;:- - 3 -;:- B~.3 = + ïO 12 -;:- - 3 7:,+7:8 +-;:- I 
T, (1 Ta~ 1 Ta~) 7:0 11 Tl~ 1 ( 7:/)1 A3. l = -- - -- + -- Ba.l = + - ë)- + - 7:1-7:8+-
10 2 T~ 3 Tl 10 ... 7:s 3 7:1 

T2 (lT12 lTI ') 7:1\lT8~ l( .TI~)I A l .. 3 = --- ,-+:-- Bi3 = + - --+ - 7:a - T l+-
10 2 T, .\ TB 10 (2 7:1 3 TI 

1) Publicalion der Sternwarte in Kiel, XI. 
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Chemistry. - "A few obse1'Vations on autocatalysis and the trans

formation of "I-hycll'o:cy-acids, with and wit/zout addition o} 

other acids, cnnceived as an ion-reaction." By Dr. A. W. VISSER. 

(Communicated by Prof. H. J. HAMBURGER). 

1. Tbe general equation for catalytic processes as proposed by 
OSTWALD 1) is: 

dm 
dt =(k1 +2kf(m)I(A-m)(B-m) ... , 

in which :2 kf(x) indicates the cbangeable catalytic influences. He 
remarks here that he cannot give a genera} method for drawing 
aconclusion from the observed progress of a definite reaction, as to 
the form of the funcHon f (x). 

Whilst studying the transformations of cane-sugar by invertase and 
of salicin byemulsin 2), I hav!" shown, that, by introducing a correct 
measure for the intensity of a catalyzer, the changeable catalytic 
influences whicb occur here, could be indicated during the w]101e of 
the progress of the reaction and it appears to me, that the method 
given in my dissertation for detet'mining that change in intensity 
dnring the progress of the reaction may be called a general method 
for determining the above mentioned function. 

The most simple case imaginable is this, that the change in intensity 
of the catalyzer with the change in concentration of the snbstance 
acted upon is constant. In that case: 

dl 
- dG =k" 

therefore: 

1 =k1 - k, G. 

In this equation is 1= k1 when C= 0; therefore kt is tlle 
intensity of the catalyzer when all has been convel'ted, whilst k, 
is the increase in intensity, wben the concentl'ation diminishes with 
the unity. 

Schematically this may be l'epl'esented as follows : 

1) OSTWALD, Lebrbuch der Allgem. Chem. lI, 2, p. 270. 

~) VISSER, Dissertatie, Amsterdam 1904. A translation wil! shortly appeal' in tbe 

Zeitschr. f. phys. Chem. 
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c 
Fig. 1. 

The reaction-equation for an unimolecular reaction, where the inten
sity of a catalyzer plays a 1'o]e, may be represented by: 

dG 
--=kG J. 

dt 

In the supposed case, therefore, by: 
dG 

- - = k (k - k G) C. dt 1 2 

This is the same equation as the one proposed by OSTWALD I) for 
positive autocatalytic processes, but it seems to me that by introducing 
the intcnsity-idea the constants, occurring in the formu]ae obtain a 
more definite significance. 

Then we have for the negative autocatalysis: 

dl -k 
dG- , 

I=kl + k2 G 
and here kl is again the inten&ity when all has been converted and 
k, the deCl'ease in intensity when the concentration diminishes with 
the unity. 

Schematically, this may be represented as follows: 

J 

Fig. 2. 
1) Lehrb. der Allgem. Chem. lI, 2 p. 263. 

c 
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By positive autocataly&is must then be understood an incl'ease in 
the intensity of the catalyzel' dnring the pl'ogress of the reaction ; by 
negative autoca,talysis a decl'ease in that intensity. 

2. As examples of reartions in which antocatalysis OCCllrs, may 
be mentioned the spontaneons transformations of solutions of ')'-hydl'oxy
acids into their lartones. The acid is split up into ions and according' 
to PAUL HJi)NRy2

), who studied the transformation of')'-bydroxybutyric and 
hydroxyvaleric acids, these wonld convert the unaltered portion 
of the hydroxyacid and the1'efo1'e act only catalytically. I have put 
to myself the question whether these transfol'mations may be con si
dered as being ion-l'eactions, as it seems to me that it is more l'ational 
to view them in this way and as such to bring them within the 
laws of the mass-action, as we are ignorant as to the Irue nature 
of catalysis. Profiting by the researches of PAUL HENRY, I have 
arrived at a very satisfactory resuIt. 

According to this view, tlle hydroxy-acid is at any moment in 
equilibrium with its ions and these are converted illtO the lactone 
according to the scheme: 

')'-hydroxy-acid ~ positive ions + negative ions I 
positive ions + negative ions = lactone + water II 

As bas been stated, PAUL HENRY thinks that in this tl'ansforrnation 
t11e non-split portion of the hydroxy-acid only changes into lactone 
and that the ions exerrise only a catalytic l1ction, for he obsel'ves, 
that on addition of HOI Ol' H2SO 4 the dlssociation-degree of the 
hydroxy-acid is dimillisbed, that is to say, tlle equilibrium is shifted 
towards the side of tbe hydroxJT-acid anc! the concentration of the 
negative ions of tbe hydroxy-acid diminishes and if now the dissociated 
portion of the acid were convertecl, the J'eaction-velocity would not 
]'ise quite so much nnder these cil'cumstances. It seems to me th at 
this argument is not correct; the concentl'ation of the negative ions 
of the hydroxy-acid diminishes by acldition of H-ions in the form of 
HOI, but on the other hand the concentratioll of the positive H-ions 
rises enormously and in order /0 construct the reaction-equation we 
must multiply these two concentrations byeach other if we view 
the l'eaction as an ion-reaction. 

3. In the first place the spontaneous transformations of the j'-hydl'oxy
acids must be considered. In cOllstructing reaction-equat,ions it must 
be borne in m~nd that the tl'nnsfOl'mations of ')'-hydl'oxy-acids into 
lactones is not complete. 

1) Z. f, phys. Chem. X, p, 111. 
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Suppose the initial concentration of the y-hydroxy-acid = Co 
Suppose the concentration aftel' a time t = C 

Suppose that the portion p of the hydroxy-acid is then split into 
ions, the concentration of the hydroxy-acid will then be (1-p) C 
and the concelltration of the ions )JC. 

Accol'ding to equation (1) 
'P~C 
-=k. 
l-p 

k is the dissociation-constant of the hydroxy-acid. 
Suppose the concentl'ation of the ions aftel' a time t = y, then is: 

y = pC = t { V 4kG + k~ - lel 
The scheme: 

positive ions + negative ions ~ lactone + water, 

gives as reaction-equation, when the concentration-change of the 
water is neglected 

In this 

dy _ ~ 
- - - k1V - k~ (Co - G). 

dt 

{Go - G) = kCo-y:-ky 
k 

is the concentration of the furmed lactone. 
The above differential-equation gives, aftel' introdnction of this vaille 

for Co - C and nJtel' integration 

yt = l (y - a) - l (y - (1) + lJonst. 

Fol' t = 0 is Y = Yo, that is the initial eoncel1tl'ation of the ions 
and the equation becomes: 

1 l (y-a) (yo-{1) 
r="t (Y-~)(Yo-a) 

This equation is the same as the Olle dedllced in my, dissertation 
fol' all bimoleculal' l'eactions where au equilibrium is formeel, 

In this equilibrium: 

1/0 = t IV 4"""k:-:G""'0-+-k='~ - kl the initial concenh'ation of the ions, 

y =: ! IV4-kC + P _ kl the concentl'ation of the ions aftel' 
a time t, 

fJ = y co =: t IV 4kC co + Jes - lel the end-concentration of the ions, 
-{1Go a = --. (see p. 14 of my dissertation). 
Co-fJ 

The Co and C were determined by titration with badnm hydroxide. 
A: is the dissociation-constant of the hydroxy-acid and ronld be 

obtained by conductivity-determinations. 
52 

Pl'oceedings ROyl1.1 Acad. Amstcl'dam. Vol. VU. 
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4. In the spontaneous transformation of the hydroxy-acids the Ow 
has not been detel'mined and this is necessary in order to calculate 
{J and a. Tlle question thel'efore arises how these mar be determined. 

In the condition of equilibrium - dy = 0 therefore: 
dt 

kl y:"= k~ (Co - Cw ) 

yrr.=! {V4kCw + k~ - kj, so 

k2 2kC." + k' - kV 4kC." + k~ 
2 X'-= . 

kl Co - Cw 

Co, the initial concentration is known, also k the dissociation-cou
k 

stant. If now we lmow le2 the reciprocal value of the equilibrium-
1 

constant of the transformation : 
positive ions + negative ions ~ lactone, 

Ow may be calculated. 
This equilibrium-constant may be found from a series of de ter

minations where the end-condition has been determined of a detinite 
quantity of hydl'oxybutyl'ic-acid when HOI was added, therefore having 
H-ions as active constituents. On pg. 112 of his tl'eatise the authol' 
states that to 20 cc. of the hydroxy-acid was added 5 cc. of the acid 
to be investigated (HOI or H2S04); acco1'ding to table 64 on pg. 116 
5 cc. of N HOI are added, the solntion theref01'e becomes N/4 HOI 
and in case of complete splitting of the HOl in that concentration also 
quadri-normal in H-ions. 

In the condition of equilibrium the positive H-ions ofthe r-hydroxy
acid and those of the HOI and the negative ions of the hydroxy

I acid are theref01'e in equilibrium with the lactone. 
From the data of the above mentioned table 64 we may calculate that 

ks = 1715 X 10-9 • 
le1 

The transformation of hydroxyvaleric-acid also leads to an equi
librium, but, whereas in the condition of equilibrium the hydroxy
butyric-acid was converted to the axtent of about 65%

, the hydl'oxy
valeric-acid had been converted to the extent of 93 %, 

In this transformation was found for: 
k 
..! = 15 X 10-7• 
kl 

PAUL HENRY disregards in this transfol'mation the occurring equili
brium as it is shifted so much towards the side of the decomposition
products. This should not happen if this transformation is regal'ded 
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as ::m ion-l'eaciion l1S shown from fhe dl1ta on pg. 766; then the end 
cOIlcentraHon of the ions is in the one case 0.000701 and the 
initil1l-concentmtion 0.002690 and in the second case the end-concen
tl'ation of the ions is 0.000501 and the initial-concentration 0.001885. 

The following tables del'Îved from a series of determinations by 
P AU!. HENRY show th at the above reaction-equation is a correct one 

Fot' the spontaneous transformation of y-hydroxybutYl'ic-acid we 
find: (see tab Ie p. 766). 

5. 1t has been Hhown by the wl'iter, th at, if so much of a foreign 
acid (HOI, H2SO 4) is added that the concentration of the H-ions during 
the whole progl'ess of the l'eartion may be taken as constant, the 
usual l'eaction-equation applies ; thel'efore in this case that of the 
unimoleculal' reaction in which an equilibrium is formed. 

If we considel' these reactions as ion-l'eactions it may be easily 
proved, that in the supposed case that equation appeal's. 

If the concentl'ation of the hydroxy-acid at a definite period is C, that 
of the added H-ions C' and p the part of the hydroxy-acid which has 
split up into ions, then Chydlo4y.acld = (1-p) C; CH-Ions = pC + C'; 
Cneg• ions = p C. 

This acid is in equilibrium with its ions, consequently, 

p (pC+C') = k. 
l-p 

If so many H-ions have been added that this concentration may 
be regal'ded as constant, pC + c' is a constant aud the above 
equation becomes: 

~-k' 
l--p - , 

that is to say, whatevel' value the concentration oftlle hydl'oxy-acid (0) 
attains, p remains eonstant and dl1l'Ïng the whole of the progl'ess of 
the l'eaction, the concentration of the negative ions will amount to the 
same part of the llJdroxy-acid present. In this case we therefore, have: 

nega,tive ions + positive ions = lactone + water. 

Snppose the concentration of ~he negative ions = y, and ~hat of 
the positive ions = Cn, then if the concentl'ation of the lactone 
= CL and that of the water = Cw we have: , 

- dy = kl eH y - k~ C w C.L = k' I Y - k' 2 C.L = le' 1 Y - k'. (Co - C); 
dt 

then Ca and Cw may be taken as constant. 
It has been shown a.bove tlmt during the progress of the actioTh 
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Tab. 02 and 93 PAUL HENRY p. 128. Tab. 94 and 95 PAUL HENRY p. 128 

Co =0.17166 

," =0.000741 

" =-0.000703 

00 =0.3390 

I" =0001313 

" = -0001318 

tin hOurS.\ JJ {' tin hours.l 
------~------~~------I 

!/ {. 

o 
25 

66 

120 

1481/2 

172 

219 

0001810 

o 001742 

o 00163t. 

o 001520 

0.001476 

0.001418 

0.001377 

0.000741 

000067 

71 

71 

68 

66 

66 

o 

72 

123 

1511/2 

1741/2 

192 

o 002549 

o 002476 

0.002372 

0.002274 

0002118 

o 002040 

0.002006 

0.001925 

co 0.001313 

0.00085 

97 

107 

110 

109 

106 

119 

The following tables may serve for the spontaneous transfol'mation 
of y-hydroxyvaleric-acid. 

Tab. 66. PAUL HENRY. p. 118. 

00 =0.3580 

o 
240 

450 

1170 

1500 

1890 

28\0 

:'\530 

4310 

4940 

6170 

77'10 

f3 =!lco = 0 000701 

" =-0000703 

o 00~690 

o . 002607 0 000032 

0.002541 2U 

0.002350 30 

o oo2~66 31 

0.002188 30 

0002053 28 

0.001942 28 

0.001895 27 

0.001773 27 

0.001580 

o 001557 

26 

25 

co 0.000701 

Tab. 72 and 73. pAUL HENRY. p.121. 

00 =01769 

o 
390 

1170 

1860 

2640 

3300 

4080 

4710 

5550 

6900 

f3 =0.000501 

" ;::-0.000502 

0.001885 

o 001830 0 0000193 

0.001705 216 

o 001615 226 

0.001520 230 

0.001160 225 

o 001385 227 

0001335 225 

0001275 224 

0.001185 225 

0.000501 
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y=pC 
dC 1 

dy P 

From ihis and the pl'evious equation fo11ows: 

dC kt' C k: /I C kil «(' C - - = - - - (Co - C) = k1 - ~ 0 - ) 
dt p p 

aud this is the ditferential-equation for a, unimoleeular 1'eactioll in 
which au equilibrium is fOl'med. 

6. lf we add instead of HOI or H,SO 4 an acid like acetie-acid 
whieh is partly split into ions, then, aIthough H-ions are being added, 
the concentration of the H-ions during the whole progress of the 
l'eaction must no longer be considered a& constant. 

Suppose the initial-coneentration of the hydroxy-acid = Co. that 
of the acetic-aeid C' and that of the hydroxy-aeid aftel' a time t C 
and let us suppose that a pOl'tion a of the hydroxy-acld is split up 
into ions and a porti on b of the acetic-acid then : 

Chyd,oxy-uCld = (1- a) C; CH'lOns = aC + bC' 
Cllcetlc,uCld = (1 - b) C; Cneg. lOns h) thO;,.y·.ICld = aC 

C neg. lOns acetic .ICld = b C' 

At each period the hydroxJ-acid IS in eqUIlibrium with tlle 
H-iollS and its negative lOns and the same applies to the acetie 
acid, the1'efore the two followll1g equilibrium-equations apply: 

a~C+bG1 b~C+bC1 
----= kl aud = k,. 

I-ft l-b 

The elissociation-constants 1';1 anel X'. of the hJ'dro>..y-aC'Ïcl 
acetie acid are nearly alike, conseqnently a = b alld 

(t'(C+C') ---- = I~ ; k =- 0.000207. 
I-a 

V 4k (C + C') + kj - /.: 
a= 

2 (C-j- C') 

, , C IV 4k (C + C') + k2 
- kl 

Cneg IOnsh~dlo;"y-IlCId = a(, = 2 (C+C') = '!J. 

and the 

C+C' 
Cn'lUnS = a (0+0') = ~ IV4k(C+C') + P --/.:1 = (;- !/. 

Frolll this fo11ows: 

C = ~k I(y + k) + V(y + W + 4k C'I· 
We again have: 

llegative ions + positive ions ;: laetone, thprefol'e: 
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dy (C+C') - - = k -- 1/' - k (C - C) = 
d~ 1 C" '0 

kkl + k, [v ] = 2k (y + k) + (y + k)' + 4k C' Y - k k l Y - k, CO' 

Suppose y + k + V(y + k)' + 4k C' = .t, 

then: 
z' - 4kC' y= .-k 

2z 

a]:ld 
dy z' + 4k C' 
dz 2z' 

2k 
and when we eaU kIC + k = N 

I , 

1 dt z' + 4k C' 

- N . dz = Z I (z' - 2k z - 4/C C') (z - Nk kl ) - 2Nk, Co : I = 
z' + 4: kC' 

- z' - (Nk kl + 2k) z' + 2 (NP kl - 2k C' - Nk. Co) z + 4Nk' kl C' 

= E-+_q ___ 1'_+_8_. 
Z z-a z-fJ z-y 

Therefore 
a+fJ+y=Nkk l +2k (a); a{:l+aY+fJy=2(Kk'kl -2kC'-Nk,Co) (b); 

-- a{Jy = 4 Nk'k1C' . . . . . . . . «) 
From (b) and (c) follows 

(d\ 

4Nk'kI C' 
ay=- . . . • • • • • • • • • • (e) 

From (a) and (d) follows 

W - (Nkk l + 2k){J' - 2{J(Nk'kt - 2kC' - Nk'Cn) - 4Nk'kt C' . (f) 

If thel'e is eqmlibl'wm - dz becOines 0 and this happens when the 
dt 

denorninator of the above differential-equation becomes nought. The 
equation which we then obtain in z is the salDe as equation (f) in {J, 
eonsequently {J = Zoo (thc value of .z in case of an eqmhbl'ium beil1g 
estab Hsl! ed). 

Again introducing the value for iV in equation Cl) we obt.ain : 

)

' 2k' ) ~ 2k~ 2k. i-. Co( 8k'C' 
{l3 = + 2k,' {l' - ( - 2kC'- t 2~- . (IJ) 

k. k, k, k. 
k+- k+- k+- k+-" 

"'t kt k] kl 
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Por the constants p, q, 'f' and s we find. 

4kC' a' -I- 4kC' W+4kC' y'+4kC' 
'P = - -- j q= j '1"= aud s = . 

a{j1 a(a-y)(a-{t) (t(a-{t)({t-y) r(a-y) ({I-y) 

The following tables have bE'ell constructed fl'om the obsel'vations 
of P AUI, HENRY on the action of acetic-acid on hydroxyvalel'lC-acid. 

k. 
For tlns, k = 0.0000207 and k = 15 X 10-7 (p. 764). Given the 

1 

values of Co, (lllltIal concentratlOn of the hydroxy-acid) and C' (con
centration of the acetic-acid) {t may be calculated from equation (g) 
ct and r may then be calculated from (d) and (e). 

J:i"or this transformahon the reactlOn-equation becomes, 

k kl+k. Zo zo-a zo-tt zo-r 
--X t=pl- + ql-- -7'l-- +sl--. 

2k z z-a z-fl z-y 

'l'db. 74 and 75 PAUL HeNRY. p 12'3. Tab 76 and 77. PAUL HENRY po 123. 

C,= ° 1708 p= 20970,89 

C'= o 2058 q=- 232,46 

,~= o 00419;5 1=- 233,84 

,,=-0.004153 s = -27005,45 

1= 0.000035 

t In hours I z 

0 o 005"9fi 

210 o 005439 

390 o 005349 

1170 0.005226 

1860 o 004053 

2640 o 004806 

3300 0.00\692 

4080 0.004591 

4710 o 004529 

5550 0.0044.:15 

0014 

21 

21 

21 

21 

22 

23 

23 

Co= o 1795 p= 2')905,42 

G'= o OHm q=- 497,543 

fi= o 001653 r=- 499,052 

,,=-0001597 8 = -25906,92 

ï= o 000024-

t lil hours I z kkl+k2 
2k-

0 0.004083 

300 o 003947 o 0126 

1170 0.003706 128 

1860 o 003521 128 

2640 o 003::130 127 

3300 0003206 128 

4080 0.003082- 126 

4710 o 002S87 125 

5550 o 002859 127 

These tables [llso gÏ\'e satisfactory values fol' the reactiol1-constants. 
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Physios. - "Application of tlte Bm'oscope to the Determination o} 

the Densitie8' of Oases and Vapors." By AlÎTHUR W. GUA.Y. 

[Pl'eliminary Notice.] (Communication No. 94a from the 

P11 rsical Laboratorr at I.Jeyden by Prof. H. KAl\1EULJNCTH ONNBS). . . -
For detel'mining the densities of gases, especially while flowing 

continuously. the principle of the baroscope ha.'l been variously 
applied by FITZGERALD 1), LOl\1mrL 2), SlEGERT and DURR 3), MESLANs 4), 
PUBeHT 5), and others. In the apparatus here described the aim has 
been great sensitweness combined with simpliclty, ease of operation 
and emaIl volume. 

Cl 5 10 

I I 

The accompanying figure illustl'ates the essentinJ features. A cllpillal'y 
glass tube carries at one end a closed bulb, and at the other a 
heullsphel'ical shell of the same diameter, weight, and kind of glass. 
TllÎ& is fastened to a horizontal quartz fiber stl'etched on a glass 
frame, and caI'ries a small mirl'Ol' M, so that rotations about the 
quartz fiber 6) as axis ean be measured with telescope and scale. 
Tbe whole is placed within a glass tube containing a sensitive ther
mometer of some sort, and eomrnunicating with Il manometet'. 

1) G. F. FITZGERALD. Fortschlltte der Physik 41, 102, 1885. 
2) E. LOMMr.L. Wwl. Ann. 27, 144, 188G. 
3) A. SU:GERT nnd W. DURR. Zs. f. lnstl'.k. 8, 258, 1888. 
~) M. MESLANS. CompIes Rend. 117, 386, ] 893. 
5) H. PRECHT. Zs. f. Inslr.k. 13, 36, 1893. 
6) The use of the quartz fiber was suggl'sted by the delicate chemical bahmce 

of NERNST :md RIESENFELD, Beibl. 28, 380, 1904, to which Prof. KAltlERLINGH ONNES 
had drawn my atlention. Much more delicate inslrumenis at'e, howevel', Ihe quaJ'lz 
thread gravily bahmee of TüRcLLrALL nnd POLLOCK R. S. Trans. 193, A,215, 1900, 
and the magnetograph of WATSON, Proc. Phys. Soc. London. 19, 102, 190·j., 
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If the inbtrument has once been calibrated, the scale reading gives 
immediately the density of the gas within; while the thermometer 
and the manometer permit the calculation of t11e density under 
standard conditions, if the compressibility of the gas is known. The 
ralibration may be made either with a single gas whose density at 
various pressures is known with sufficient accuracy for any one 
temperature, or by employing in turn several different gases under 
known conditions of pressnre, temperatul'e and density, Ol' with a 
rider. Connterpoising the closed sphere with the hemispherical sheH 
of equal surfare tends to eliminate errors that would be introduced 
if the apparatus contained a vapor which condensed on the g]ass. 
-The instruments should, of course, be protected from changes of 
tempera tu re by proper jacketing or by immersion in a liquid bath. 
A fixed refer'ence mirror (not shown in the figure) is desirabie to 
indicate any change in the leveling of the apparatus. 

In order to get an idea of the sensitiveness that could be expected 
ti'om such an instrument, some rough preliminary measurements 
were made. 

The dimensions were as follows: 

Diameter of bulb 

" " 
capillary beam 

Length " " " 
Mass of entire suspended system 
Length of quartz fiber 

1.0 cm. 

0.1 " 
7.0 " 
0.67 gms. 

1.4 cm. 

The apparatus was filled with dry air, and the scale readings 
noted for various pressures ranging from 0.3 cm. to nearly 90 cm. 
of mercury. With a fiber about 0,005 cm. in diameter and the scale 
255 cm. from the mirror, 0.1 mmo change in the deflection was 

found to indicate a change of about 0,0002 l~tm. change in the 
1 er 

density; anel this was the same for all densities tried; that is to say, 
a change of 0.1 mmo in the scale reading indicated a change of 
about one part in 6000 in the density of air nnder ordinary con
ditions. The scale might easily have been placed much farther from 
the mirror and the sensitiveness could have been greatly increased 
by using a largel' bulb, a longel' beam, and a longer and thinner 
fiber. And since the change in deflection is, in the first approximation 
at least, elirectly proportional to the change in density, an accurate 
knowledge of the deflectioJls for a few densities is sufflcient for the 
calibration of the instrument. Cel'tain cOl'l'ections, as, for instanee, 
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for the eifects of changes of temperature on the quartz fiber, must, 
of course, be applied when the greatest acel1l'aey is desired. 

This instrument was devised in order to follow the course of a 
separation of atmospheric gases by fi'actional distillation at 10w tem
perature, whieh Prof. KAMERLINGH ONNES wished to be made and to 
be controlled by density measul'ements; but it is eVIdent that lts use 
is llOt confined to this field. It might be used for determining the 
densities of gases or vapol's under val'ious condltlOIls, and therefore, 
their compressibilities ; but it IS especial1y useful as an indicator of 
minute changes of denslty. Professor KXlIfERLINGH ONNES has all'eady 
s'uggested its use to determine the composition of coexistmg vapor 
and liquid phases in cases where a chemIca} analysis wouJd be 
diffieult or impossible, for example, in a mixture of two of the 
inert gases of the atmosphere. 

Constructional details alld refinemellts, together with the re8111t6 
of more careful and more varied tests wlll be communicated In a 
later paper. 

(May 25, 1905). 
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